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323a. HELLANIKOS OF LESBOS 

INTRODUCTION 

1) See also Klio 9, 1909, p. 87 f. 2) Beloch Gr. G. ?I1 1 p. 252 f.; Wilamowitz 
‘Die griech. Heldensage I’ Sb. Berlin 1925 — Kl. Schr. V 2 p. 63f.; Geffcken 

Griech. Literaturgesch. I, 1926, p. 286 ff. (Anm. p. 257 fi.); W. Schmid Gesch. d. 

griech. Lil. I 2, 1934, p. 680 ff.; L. Pearson Early Ionian Historians, 1939, p. 152 ff. 

(quoted as Pearson !); The Local Historians oj Attica, 1942, p. x ff. (— Pearson ?); 

see also the short article by V. Costanzi in Enciclop. Ital. 13, 1932, p. 827 ff. 3) 

This appears necessary because Schmid /.c. p. 681; 690 ff. does no justice at all 
to the importance of the historian, and in comparing him with Herodotos and Thu- 

kydides takes into account only the negative side. Macan in CAH V, 1927, p. 398 

(who had no reason for treating H. in detail) also gives the impression of not ap- 
preciating his value; certainly H. is more than one of the many ‘Logographoi’. 

More to the point is Geffcken l.c. p. 286 f. 4) About Hekataios see RE VII, 

1912, col. 2667 ff.; F Gr Hist 1; about Pherekydes, the first Athenian prosewriter, 

see Mnemosyne S. II] vol. 13, 1947, p. 13 ff. 5) Like the ten books of Pherekydes. 

These titles are all of later origin (as proved by F Gr Hist 1 F 1), and one must 

not translate ‘Iotopia: by ‘Inquiries’ as J. B. Bury does CAH IV, 1928, p. 518. 6) 

Jacoby ‘Ueber die Entwicklung der griech. Historiographie’ Klio 9, 1909, p. 80 ff.; 

‘Griechische Geschichtschreibung’ Die Antike 2, 1926, p. 1 ff. 7) Klio l.c. p. 88 

n. 4. The first (?) representative of the new species, Dionysios of Miletos, seems 

to have published earlier than Herodotos. Ephoros also took the Avdiaxé of 

Xanthos (70 F 180) to be earlier. 8) The abundance of titles can be diminished 

only slightly (if at all) as Wilamowitz, Schmid and Pearson have acknowledged. 

The special paper is as characteristic of Hellanikos as it is of his contemporaries, 

the sophists; it signifies the beginning of learned (antiquarian) historical writing. 9) 

F Gr Hist 4 F 1-31. 10) Pearson (! p. 157; ? p. 8) has overlooked all earlier 

evidence of the use made of Hellanikos: Amelesagoras (our T 7), Dieuchidas (no. 

485) and Diodoros (372 F 39). As to Thukydides, 1, 97 comes less into the question 

than the Archaeology, which would be inconceivable without the previous work 

of Hellanikos (see n. 41; 72; on F 29). Ephoros manifestly considered his universal 

history of the historical time as a continuation of, and contrast to, the mytho- 

graphical books of H. (E. Schwartz RE VI col. 12 f.; Jacoby RE VIII col. 149, 

5o fí) That he 'ExXivxov év volg mAeiorotg феодбреуоу &xtBrbxvucev is firstly 

exaggerated (see e.g. on F 24 n. 27; F 28 n. 8); secondly the assertion is evidence 

for, not against, intensive use of the predecessor whose work he continues (see 

F Gr Hist I1 C p. 25, 35 f.; 31, 9f). The relations existing between Herodotos 

and Hekataios are repeated in this case. From the fourth century we further 

adduce Andron of Halikarnassos (F Gr Hist 10) and Asklepiades of Tragilos (ib. 12). 

'That is a sufficient foundation for the above contention. The influence of (Phere- 

Jacoby, Fragm. Griech. Hist. Ill b (Suppl.) 
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kydes and) H. on the design of the Cycle was very important: they gave the prose 
paraphrase of heroic myth. I do not think that Wilamowitz Sb. Berl. 1925 — KI. 
Schr. V 2 p. 54 ff. gives H. his due. Of course one must not simply equate the 
В:З\№обухт of Ps. Apollodoros with H., one has to look at the design: the influence 
of his great pedigrees is clearly to be recognized in it. 11) F Gr Hist 4 F 53-65. 
'Ivàx& are uncertain and Oowuux& improbable (ibid. I p. 445, 35 f.). The col- 

lections Kriceic ёӨубу хоі лбл\єоу, Пері #убу ог 'Eüvàv óvouxcixt, and Bapßapıxà 

vóuuux (4 F 66-73), which at least partly make use of the Ethnographies for a 
Sort of work which is distinctly more antiquarian, learned, sophistic, or whatever 

one may call it, and less historical in the proper sense of the word, may represent 
a last phase in H.'s literary activity (see notes 39; 66). 12) Each of these works 

comprised two volumes, and Wilamowitz K/. Schr. V p. 63 n. 1 identifies them. 
I am not sure that he is right; see on FGr Hist 4 F 32-35. 13) FGr Hist 4 F 32-52. 

Here one may add the Xíou xzíou 4 F 71, though the Kzíoet; are a special elàoc, 
a rebirth in changed form of a poetical one, which was wide-spread in the fifth 
century and continued to live. 14) Infra p. 11 ff. 15) Infra p. 9, 15 ff. 

16) QOovxvdidyg.... Evvéypave тфу тбАєноу xt. As to the terminology cf. Klio 

l.c. p. 96 n. 1. 17) It is fairly certain that the book was read in Athens in 426 

B.C.: RE Suppl. II col. 229 ff. 18) F Gr Hist 4 F 74-84; infra p. 4, 25 ff. 19) 
Text p. 5, 12 ff. 20) H. is throughout called 6 Aéga®tos, but we have no reason to 

doubt the Mitvanvatos of the Vita (T 1). Wilamowitz Herm. 11, 1876, p. 294 refers 

to the Mitylenean woman Hellanis an incident of 428/7 B.C. (Agathias A. P. 
7, 614, certainly drawn from local tradition), though of course we cannot prove 
that she belonged to the family of Hellanikos. His son Skamon wrote Ilept AéoSov 
in the fourth century (no. 476; RE III A col. 437). 21) T 1; Apollodoros 244 
F 7. 22) It is conceivable that his son Skamon (n. 20) or Damastes (see infra) 
wrote on his life. But it is more likely that the information goes back to a local 
antiquarian of the Hellenistic period earlier than Apollodoros (n. 21). 1t was such 
a man who stated that Herodotos, who called himself Oovgtoç in the title of his 
work, had actually been born in Halikarnassos (RE Suppl. II col. 205 ff.). The 
information must not be connected with the fact that in 428/7 Mitylene lost her 
continental possessions (as is done by Schmid /.c. p. 681). When H. died about 
thirty years later political conditions were completely different (about H.'s political 
attitude at that time see infra p. 20, 14 ff.). About the status of Perperene in 400 B.C. 
we have no particular information (Ruge RE XIX col. 890); concerning 
the [lepaia of Lesbos see Buerchner RE XII col. 2130, 49 ff. (unsatisfactory). 23) 
The Suda (T 1) supplies a father Lxauwv (abridged form of Lxapavdpmvupos; see 
Bechtel-Fick Die griech. Personennamen p. 251) as an inference from the name of 
the son who may have called himself Xxáucov 'ExXxvixou in the title of his local 
book. We have not the least certainty of the inference being correct (as Schmid 
assumes /.c. p. 680 n. 8); on the contrary, greater probability attaches to the 
name 'Av3pouévns which is not inferred (’Aptotouévng may be a corruption of it). 
Possibly local investigation established the name (n. 22; again the Vita of Herodotos 
supplies a parallel: RE Suppl. II col. 216 ff.), for the family continued to exist 
in Lesbos (n. 20). It is not altogether impossible that the Acoftaxé for instance 
bore the name of ‘EWáwxos 'Avdpouévoug and that another biographer found 
this out, thus rendering superfluous the inference from the name of the son, but 
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it is not very likely: it hardly was the earliest book of Hellanikos, nor was it local 

history in the sense of Charon’s "Оро: Ларфахтубу, ігот which the name of his 
father Pythokles could be inferred. 24) Ion's ’En8yule are illuminating 
in this respect as in others. 25) The Vitae of Thukydides (Wilamowitz Herm. 

12) and Herodotos (Jacoby RE Suppl. II col. 213 ff.) are sufficient proof. For 
Thukydides the documentary date of his being strategos in 424/3 B.C. existed; 
it is moreover confirmed by himself (4, 104, 4). Still Apollodoros (244 F 7) deter- 
mined his floruit not according to that date but according to the opening year 
of his work, at 432/1 B.C. He obviously did so because of Thukydides’ second 
piece of evidence about himself 5, 26, 5 éxeBluv 8 8:0 паутьс аотоб аїсдоубреуос̧ 

Th dux. He presumably thus dated him some years too early. This 
should be kept in mind when considering his statement about H. 26) The 
comic poets were not interested in a person so inconspicuous as H. Of course 
matters were quite different in the case of Gorgias who came to Athens as an 
ambassador in 427/6 B.C. (Vorsokr. 82 (76) A 4). Their mentions yield little chrono- 

logically, and Thukydides (3, 86, 3) did not find himself obliged to cite the man 

to whom he was so greatly indebted for his style. The dispute about the dating of 
Gorgias is well-known (Ph. U. 16, p. 261 ff.; on F Gr Hist 244 F 33). 27)T1. 28) 
That is the meaning of ‘Exataiwt éné8ade; and Dionysios also makes this the 
relation between the two. The alteration of yeyovétt to үєүоуос is. necessary 

because nobody has dated the floruit of Hekataios as late as 480/79 B.C. It is not 

a corruption but a confusion, for which the Suda must be blamed. 29) See 

on T r1. 30) Infra p. 5, 12 ff. Even if one accepts the high age of 85 years the 

time of his life lies between 495/4 (496/5) and 411/o (412/1) B.C. The Euripides 

Vita has moved the birth fifteen years later (not because of the Atthis but because 

of the name; see p. 4, 10 ff.), and the Suda combines the two statements by 

the words хата т& Пєрсх® 7 шхрби прбо‹Өєу». 30a) T 2b. 31) See also 

n. 66. 32) videtur T 5 may also mean gaiverat; the same is found in the 

discussion of the year of the death of Empedokles F Gr Hist 244 F 32. 33) 

Of course Thuk. 1, 97 (T 8) does not prove that H. was dead when Thukydides 

criticized him. 34) Kretzschmer Griech. Vaseninschr. 1894 p. 184. 35) 

For according to correct etymology ‘EdAzvixog is the ‘victor over Greeks’, ‘qui- 

cumque in Hellenicis ludis vicit’ (Wilamowitz Comm. gramm. ІУ р. 12 п. 1; 

W. Schulze Quaest. epic. p. 427 n. 3). But Greek fathers may not always have 

etymologized correctly, any more than Greek scholars who have in fact inter- 

preted the name as the ‘Hellenic victor’. We cannot interpret with certainty the 

name of the Delphic hero Syll. 636 (‘qui Graecis victoriam praebere videtur’ 

Dittenberger); one of the suitors of Penelope bears the,same name (Bibi. Epit. 

7, 27). 36) T 4. Ruehl Rh. Mus. 61, 1906, p. 476 has rightly rejected the 

alteration to xa0' 'ExA&wxov. Even if xal 'ExA&wxov is an interpolation it 

represents a tradition. 37) Schmid 4c. p. 680 n. ro. 38) Thus earlier 

general opinion (since Dahlmann Forschungen II 1 p. 124 f.) approximately dated 

the life of H., until Wilamowitz Herm. 11, 1876, p. 291 broke with it and laid 

the foundation for the present view: 'tenemus Hellanicum aequalem fere Thucy- 

didis fuisse, nati aliquot annis ante 454’; and ‘Herodotus locuples testis est ineunte 

bello Peloponnesiaco Hellanici scripta edita nondum fuisse’. 39) Thus one 

had best formulate, in view, among other things, of the generally accepted opinion, 
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in order to set forth distinctly the only certain and positive fact. I must explain 
why I am emphasizing the uncertainty even more than I did in RE VIII col. 
100, 23 ff. and F Gr Hist I p. 430, 32 ff. We are not ina position to determine the 
beginning of H.'s writing even conjecturally. In the RE I have assumed c. 
440 B.C. as terminus post, but it is Possible that it was earlier (not however before 
450 B.C.). The difficulties are the following: (1) we cannot date any of his works, 
with the exception of the two mentioned above, with certainty, absolutely or 
relatively; (2) although it is almost certain that Herodotos did not use any of the works of his (probably younger) contemporary it is uncertain whether one 
may draw inferences from this fact in regard to the publication of H.'s earlier 
works (see n. 66). The danger now exists that H. is too much conceived only as the ‘contemporary of Thukydides', his ample literary activity thus being con- 
tracted into too short a space of time. I leave undiscussed here the Népipa, pub- lished later than c. 426 B.C., perhaps even considerably later, for Damastes is used in them, whose time I cannot determine more accurately than I did in F Gr Hist 
I p. 475, 29 ff. It is possible that H.'s activity as to works of compilation like the 
Nóuwa extended down into the opening fourth century. They form a separate 
group and one cannot fail to recognize their practical purpose (RE VIII col. 136, 
19 ff.). 40) See F Gr Hist 4F 83 and Thuk. 2, 8o. 41) The dating by priestesses of Hera was never used in practice but only in literature. Wherever 
it occurs we can state the influence of H.: Thukydides obviously consulted the book, which had been published recently, as he did the Atthis in 1, 97. The ‘Archae- 
ology’ shows him to have had it in his ‘reference library’ (to use a modern term), but as early as in 5, 2 5 he merely cites the archon and the ephor. The particularly remarkable feature in 2, 2 is the occurrence of the literary date in the first place: we probably are justified in deducting from this fact the year of the publication of the Chronicle; the priestess may even be a subsequent addition, as is the criticism of H.in 1,97 (see p. 5, 35 ff.). Personally I am inclined to assume that the date in 2, 2 not only stood in the original manuscript but even was among the original 
notes Thukydides made, @рЕ%иєуос ev0d¢ xaÜicTauévou (scil. ToU rodépou), that is before he began to doubt that the attack on Plataiai was the beginning of the war (see n. 143), and of course long before he recognized that the aitia xal mpopacers were not a sufficient explanation for the Twenty-seven years’ Маг. 42) 4, 133, 2-3. 43) On the time of Thuk. 5, 20 see p. 19, 23; On 5, 25 n. 41. The assumption that the 'lépetat was published later than 421 B.C. would accord with the possibility of H. having used in {һе Ухх of Antiochos of Syracuse (no. 555; cf. RE VIII col. 106, 60 ff.), which appeared in (or not much later than) 424 B.C. 44) Sturz wrote KoXX(yayoc, Diels Ocórounog tv 'EXAywxoic ; Wilamowitz Herm. 11, 1876, P- 291 ff. contradicted at once. Lipsius’ insertion Of «xal QUyopoc» before Ewy in F 25 (accepted by Rutherford) is possible though it makes the order of the words constrained; it does not alter anything in the use made above of the two fragments, for it is Purely arbitrary to relate the quotation from H. to an enfranchiscment of the slaves who fought at Salamis. We do not know of an enfranchisement in 480/79 B.C. nor is it probable that the scholiast would have mentioned it here. The contents and the form of the frag- ment preclude the grammarian Hellanikos (Gudeman RE VIII col. 1 53 no. 8) who gave lectures on Herodotos (Schol. Soph. Phil. 201): for historical facts the 
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Scholia quote historians, not grammarians. 45) Von Gutschmid Ki. Schr. 
IV Р. 319; Lehmann-Haupt Klio 6, 1906, р. 127 ff.; id. in Gercke-Norden Eini. 
i, d. Altertumswiss. III, 1912, p. 86f. Publication of the Atthis in the closing 
years of the fifth century disposes, of course, of the suggestion made by Pearson ? 
P. 7 that *Hellanikos was invited to Athens by Perikles and engaged to write the 
history of the Athenians’. 46) 5, 26. 47) In this one point I agree with 
Ziegler Rh. Mus. 78, 1929, p. 66 n. 2 against the hasty conclusion of e.g. Wilamowitz 
Sb. Berl. 1919 p. 943 that the whole chapter was written after 404 B.C. But I 
regard as absurd Ziegler's theory about the six great digressions (1, 1-21; 89-118; 
126-138; 2, 96-101; 6, 1-5; 54-59) being fragments of a universal history planned 
before the outbreak of the Peloponnesian War, which induced Thukydides to take 
a new departure. I have not the least doubt that the digression 6, 1-5 cannot be 
separated from the plan of writing about the Sicilian expedition, and that the 
three great digressions in the first book are later additions to his manuscript of 
the Nikias War and were conceived when the conviction became established in 
Thukydides’ mind ot only that the Peloponnesian War was a Twenty-Seven 
Years' War, but that it was the culminating crisis in the history of the Greek 
people, the main trend of which in the opinion of the later Thukydides is the 
development of naval power. I even think it possible (cp. n. 48; 72; RE VIII 
col. 142, 25 ff.; Atthis p. 152 ff) that one of these great digressions owes its origin 
to Thukydides' disagreement with the new book which was the first to take as its 

theme the history of Athens. This would certainly furnish the easiest explanation 
for the coexistence of the short criticism of popular opinion in r, 20, 2 and the 

detailed treatment of the end of the tyrannis in 6, 54-59: Thukydides found out 
from the ’Attixn Evyypzpy that it was not only ’A@yvaiwv cà тАўбо which 
needed correction, but that neither ol Mot nor the Athenians themselves knew 
пєрі той үєуорёуоо &xpiBég o98év (6, 54, 1). 48) The term Mxàwx& apparently 
only covers the Xerxes War, or at the utmost the period between Kyros and 
480/79 B.C., certainly not the Athenian offensive from 478/7 till the peace of 
Kallias. Tots mpd ёџоб &rxotw seems to indicate a bevy of historians, and if we 

think of Dionysios of Miletos, of Charon (see Stud. It. N. S. 15, 1938, p. 212 f.), 
of H.’s genealogical works and perhaps others, the writer may well have meant 
to convey that impression. But as he speaks of ‘E)Anuxa (incidentally coining 
this term as a sort of title) I have not much doubt that (here as in 1, 22, 1 and 
in 1, 1, 3 where we have the similar distinction between ta xpd att@v and tà ёт. 

паћаітєра) he thinks principally of Herodotos and Hekataios, the former being 
the main author for ara ta Mndtxa and the latter for ta mpd tOv Mydixav “ENA nvixc. 
For Thukydides the ‘mythical’ period is not mythical, though its history is perhaps 
more difficult to reconstruct. There is no hard and fast borderline between the two 

periods, nothing resembling the distinction which Herodotos makes between 
the xpottpy and the dvOpwrnin yeven (3, 122, 2; cp. n. 50). Thukydides sees the 
history of the Greek people as a continuous development from Deukalion to his 
own time, punctuated by the great Panhellenic wars. Like Hellanikos, and partly 
drawing his material from this author's books, particularly from the ‘Iépea. 
he bridged as far as was possible and necessary the gap between the Trojan War 
and the war which he is going to describe. In his first phase he had set out to 

describe a war which was 'greater' than the war described by Herodotos, doing so 
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because it is ‘greater’ (see 1, 23 not unjustly regarded as a ‘rhetorical’ odyxptotc 
to be compared with Hdt. 7, 19 ff.). He now writes as the historical thinker he had 
become in his exile. As to the historical facts, their selection and treatment, 
he is much nearer to Hellanikos than to Herodotos; as a historical thinker we 
have to link him with both, even if he is far superior to the former and very 
different from the latter. 49) See Stud. It. di fil. class. N. S. 15, 1938, р. 207 Ё.; F Gr Hist 262. Neither the Alonrxé nor the Aeoftaxé of Hellanikos was a ‘chron- nicle’: RE VIII col. 133, 57 ff. 50) Though he had a touch of doubt as to the historical character of this Period which seems to have been absent from the work of the Milesian. 51) 3, 122, 2. There is a subtle but unmistakeable 
difference between Herodotos and Thukydides 1,4 ( cp. n. 48) in their treatment of Minos. Aristotle Pol. 2, 7, 2 conforms to Thukydides, and I have no doubt that Such was also the view-point of Hellanikos. 52) 1, 5, 3. 53) See p. 2, 1 fi 54) C. Thukyd. 1,3;9. 55) Ѕее п, 72. 56) Орр. 1591 57) It is Probable that the quotation of Hekataios in 6, 137, 1 refers to the Periodos. About the use Herodotos made of this work, and the historical element in it see RE VII col. 2676 ff. I have grave doubts about the view-point of Heidel ‘Hecataeus and the Egyptian priests in Herodotus, Book II’ (Memoirs of the Americ, Acad. of Arts & Sciences 18, 2, 1935), which I cannot discuss here. 58) As I have argued in RE Suppl. II col. 341 fl. I do not think that De Sanctis (Riv. di Fil. N. S. 4, 1926, p. 289 ff), Pohlenz (Herodot 1937), and others succeeded in refuting an argumentation founded on the very words of Herodotos and the structure of his whole work as well as of its Several parts. But it does not matter here. For a short criticism of De Sanctis and Pohlenz see Stud. It. N. S. 15, 1938, p. 233 f.; I do not think it necessary to waste time over the revenant from Kirchhoff's age J. E. Powell’s ‘The History of Herodotos’, Cambridge Class. Studies 4, 1939. 59) P. 2, 8 fi. 60) RE VIII col. 106, 37 ff. Perhaps one should make an exception for the coast of Asia Minor and Egypt (cp. p. 9, 17 ff.). The special book entitled Н ek "Ашшоуос бу Васі моца favour this assumption, but its genuineness was doubted (FGr Hist 4 F 56). 61) As an ancient geographer (Agathem. Geogr. Inf. 1, I, following evidently Eratosthenes' Sketch of the history of geog- raphy) has it: 'ExA&vuxog à Аёсфиос, ёуђр norvictwp, danddotwg (i.e. without a map) xapé8wxe thv istopiav. But in the scanty remains of this sketch the name of Herodotos is also missing from the enumeration of the хтрфтоь Өхррт- 9хУТЕС̧ үєоүрхфосђс &ілсдз: апа their earliest successors. 62) Klio 9, 1909, P. 91 ff.; RE Suppl. II col. 330 ff. 63) See above n. 7. 64) FGr Hist4 F 32-65; 66-73. 65) Of course, he did not, and could not, devote a whole book to each section. He chose the most important barbarian Peoples with which the Greeks had had relations partly from remote times. It is significant that he dealt with the Aeolians in two works one of which treated Lesbos alone (see RE VIII Col. 133, 57 fi.). About the Greek districts with which he probably dealt in the Same manner see below. 66) I am afraid that I cannot say much more on this point than I gave in RE VIII col. 109, 51 ff. The one testimony we have (Porphyry in Euseb. PE 10, 3 = F Gr Hist 4 F 72), coming from the books about literary worn, declares the М№шџа BapBapuix& to have been a compilation from Herodotos and Hellanikos’ own disciple Damastes. We have no reason to doubt the considered opinion of third century scholars, which is in substantial 
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agreement with facts in the few cases where we are able to compare fragments of 
Hellanikos with Herodotos. An important point (never adequately appreciated), 
besides the putting of the younger Damastes alongside of Herodotos among the 
sources of Hellanikos, is that this opinion contradicts that of the literary historians 
and chronographers who regard Hellanikos as older than Herodotos. We must 
infer that both, Herodotos and Damastes, were quoted (perhaps polemically) in 
the Nomima. This book was probably a late compilation (see n. 39) not on the same 
level as the Ethnographies, which were probably published before the appearance 
of Herodotos’ work. In their remains we find considerable discrepancies with the 
facts recorded by Herodotos. This admits of the explanation that such discre- 
pancies were preferably quoted by later writers; but it cannot be used as a foun- 
dation for a belief that H. used Herodotos in compiling his Ethnographies. On 
the other hand, there is no evidence at all for Herodotos’ making use of H.’s books; 
nor is it probable from general considerations: as far as we can see he did not read 
the genealogical books of H.; he usually seems to refer to the poets and Hekataios. 

He has no dates for, and almost no knowledge of, the dark centuries (this is not 

Surprising, as the ‘Iépetat was published after 421 B.C.); and he certainly had 

no need to draw upon later Ethnographies for countries which he had visited 
himself, We may state that Herodotos, who uses few written sources, probably 
paid no attention at all to Hellanikos. Against Aly’s inconclusive re-opening of the 
case (GG Nachr. 1925, p. 108 fi.; Philol. 85, 1929, P. 498 f.; Suppl. 21, 3, 1929, 

Pp. 119 ff.) it is sufficient to quote Heidel /./. p. 118 n. 2: ‘many of his statements are 
unsupported by evidence and are in themselves higly improbable’. On the other 
hand, I find no confirmation of the opinion of Geffcken /J. p. 288 that it was 
Hellanikos' intention ‘Herodot durch seine arbeitsweise zu überholen'. If my 

conjectural reconstruction of H.'s literary activity is in its main lines acceptable, 
the assumption of a conscious tendency in H. to correct and outdo Herodotos is 
wrong. The majority of H.'s books were already published when the work of 
Herodotos appeared. Both writers worked partly in the same field and at the same 
time, in so far as Herodotos gave lectures about the results of his earlier journeys 
and investigations, while H. published books upon similar themes. It was the 
time when Herodotos lived in Thurioi and H. at home. Probably they did not 

come into literary contact at all; there is no relation between H. and Herodotos 

similar to that of Thukydides to both of them. 67) RE Suppl. II col. 247 ff. 

The former term 460 B.C. is perhaps some years too early (col. 277, 55 ff.; see 
also Schmid iJ. p. 558 ff.). ^ 68) See n. 6o. 69) 1,5; cf. 3,122. 70) 
Text p. 6, 12 ff. 71) RE VIII col. 144 ff. 72) About H. as one of the 
sources of Thukydides in his Archaeology see U. Koehler Comment. Mommsen, 
1877, p. 370 ff.; Wilamowitz Ar. w. Ath. II, 1893, p. 19 ‘wir sind nun wohl ziemlich 

alle der ansicht, dass Thukydides ihm die ansátze der bóotischen und herakli- 

dischen wanderung entlehnt hat'; Ed. Meyer Сад 11, 1893, $ 8А. The use made 

by Thukydides is not confined to the 'lépetat and is not made only in the Archaeol- 

ogy. Though we cannot prove anything, H. comes naturally to one’s mind when 

we read Thuk. 2, 15; 2, 29, 3 (see on F 7); 5, 26 (see below n. 147); 6, 1-5 and 

6, 54-59 (above n.n. 47/8). There may be other passages. ot course, Thukydides 
nowhere transcribes H. — mpóocort 8é te avtoion xal ti; ёрӯс бфхос ог, їп 

this case, there is always the historical standpoint of Thukydides himself, his 
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valuation of the tradition, and his judgment. Nor can we draw a hard and fast 
line between the use of H.'s books on the one hand, and (on the other) alteration, 
enlargeinent, criticism of the facts he gave: 1, 1, 3 may well be a criticism of H. 

who gave definite years for all events from the earliest times (see e.g. below p. 

14, 26 ff.); there may be other criticisms both in the Archaeology and out of it 
(1, 1or, 2? see on F 30) which escape us. Nor do I think with Geffcken Gr. L. I A 
P. 258 n. 219 that Thukydides was indebted to H. for individual phrases such 
as &vebeóperoc dpiüuóc (3, 87, 3; cp. F Gr Hist 4 F 194). 73) See p. 9,.4 ff. 
74) See Atthis, 1949, p. 176 ft. 75) From Sparta H. got the list of the Kapveo- 
vixat, but the fact that he did not write a book about Sparta almost proves that 

he did not visit the city himself. This need not have been his fault; tig modttelag 
тӧ хроттӧу which hampered Thukydides (5, 68, 2; 74, 3) may have become more 
pronounced since Herodotos visited Sparta. But there may be another explanation; 
see n. 165. 76) RE VIII col. 106, 50 ff.; Pearson? p. 6. About Herodotos see 
RE Suppl. II col. 242, 8 ff. (cp. 226, 10 ff.; 278, 4 ff. I do not think it necessary 
to polemize against Powell /./. p. 31). The objection of Schmid l.l. p. 680 n. 1 is 
hardly tenable in the face of what Plato (Hipp. mai. 285) makes Hippias say about 
the subjects of his lectures: if he lectured in Sparta mepl àv үєубу тӧу тє ўрооу 
xal töv аудрӧлоу xal тбу оһастоу .... ха со88у лістс тўс s&pyatodoyizs, 
this is just what the books of H. (not only the earlier ones) contained. The Spartans 
enjoyed these lectures, and we have no reason to assume that the Argives or the 
Thebans did not. In Athens the public was responsive to other subjects too, but 
everybody liked, of course, to hear about the antiquities of their own town — 
otherwise, the great quantity of Horoi and other chronicles would not have been 
written. History and Geography belonged to the educational curriculum of the 
sophists. It is prejudice that assumes H.'s books to have been 'dry', and the 
distinction between 'lecture tours' and 'journeys for research' is artificial and 
even somewhat anacnronistic; the latter were rare even in Hellenistic times. 77) 
What that meant for Athens where we have the material for comparisons has been 
discussed Atthis ch. III. For Thebes and Argos, where we have some knowledge 
of the local historians, the material is lacking with regard to H. 78) Text 
p. 5, 12 fi. 79) See Text p. 15, 7 ff. 80) Aristotle almost certainly used it 
(in the "ІӨзхусіоу ломтєіх; ѕее оп Е 24 n. 6); also Duris. Aly (Philol. Suppl. 
21, 3, 1929, р. 89 п. 92a) proposes to find H. in Plato's Menexenos, in Lysias, 
and in Isokrates (see on F 18-19, n. 7), not in Demosthenes 59, 94-103. He did 
not prove his thesis. 81) F 15; cp. on F 3. 82) T 7. See Introduction to 
Amelesagoras (no. 330). 83) F 5b. 84) F 2 and 13 are typical cases. 85) 
F 5; (10); 13. 86) F 8; 24. Occasionaily Athenian clans may have been men- 
tioned in the genealogical books, as possibly the Philaidai & tH ётлүрафоршёути 
"Асот: (МагсеШп. Vit. Thukyd. 2-4 = F Gr Hist 4 Е 22). 87) F 3;6;9. 88) 
F 14-18; cp. F 19-21. 89) We cannot take up here the question of the second 
part of Plutarch’s Theseus (ch. 24-35; see on Philochoros F 14-19). But the 
political view-point with its inherent anachronisms shows a great resemblance 
to the Tpwixé of H. as characterized in RE VIII col. 119, 19 ff. It is the same view- 
point that we find in Thukyd. 2, 15. I submit that not only did the three best- 
known Atthidographers share it, but that it was introduced by H. 90) We 
must be grateful to him that in the one case in which he gives the name of a pre- 
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decessor he also departed from the usual vagueness of fifth and fourth century 
authors in quoting predecessors and contemporaries if they are not poets (see 
e.g. Herodt. 6, 137, 2 "Exaraiog ёу «oic Asyous; Hippias F Gr Hist 6 F 4, perhaps 
from the preface of the EZuvaywyh, who enumerates the four great poets by name, 
but lumps all prose-writers under the heading & ovyypaqatc. For a similar 
practice of the Hellenistic scholars see the Introduction to Istros). Else, I am sure, 
some clever man would have raised one of those unnecessary problems so dear 
to the heart of scholars (because they can be argued pro et contra for ever and 
ever) and argued for the ‘Iépevat which admittedly dealt with the Peloponnesian 
War and consequently with the Pentekontaetia too. How easy then to explain 
the criticism fexy£oc and even the odx &xpiBéc vois ypóvotc! And how it would 
help to prop up the arbitrary treatment of F 25-26! As it is, Thukydides added 
the title in spite of the shortness of the additional note, because it was the latest 
book of H.s which had just come to his notice. 91) Harpokration (F 2; 3; 

5-9; 11); Synagoge (F 4); Africanus (F 10). There is no variant. See Atthis p. 
79 fi. 92) See p. 5, 12 ff. 93) The average size of the prose-book is 2000 
lines, according to computations made by Birt Das antike Buchwesen, 1882, р. 

307 ff. But the size varies considerably between 1100 and 5200 lines. The normal 
length of the line is 16 syllables: H. Schoene Rh. Mus. 52, 1897, p. 135; Deich- 
Sraeber ibd. 87, 1938, p. 3 n. 5; see also Weinberger RE IIIA, 1927, col. 2487 ff. 94) 

RE VIII col. 141, 43 f.; F Gr Hist I p. 448, 43; Atthis p. 111 ff. 95) As sug- 
gested by Niese Herm 23, 1888, p. 82 f. His construction fails because of F 6 ac- 
cording to which the reform of Kleisthenes occurred in the second book. 96) 

323 F 6; 324 F 33. Nobody now believes in the twelve books of Kleidemos, but 
in the case of Androtion the error is still creating a divergence of opinion about 
the structure of his work. 97) See p. 13. 32 ff. 98) Thus far I agree with 

Schwartz Das Geschichtswerk des Thukydides 1919 p. 163 'die getadelte kürze hat 

also wohl nur darin bestanden dass nur einzelne ereignisse, abgerissen und un- 

verbunden, in das schema der eponymenliste eingetragen waren'. I even admit 
that "Thukydides setzte eine geschlossene darstellung an die stelle, die sich zwar 
von jeder, in einem exkurs ungehórigen ausführlichkeit frei hielt, aber doch einen 
fortlaufenden zusammenhang zwischen den wichtigsten momenten der attischen 
machtentwicklung herstellte'. We cannot therefore infer with any assurance from 
the first criticism on H. that Thukydides intended to write at greater length about 

this period, though I find it hard to believe that Thukydides would have left his 
narrative such as we now read it. In any case, Schwartz has not succeeded in making 

intelligible the second (and main) criticism which concerns the chronology of this 

period; see below p. 16, 26 ff. 99) See Atthis p. 111 ff. 100) F I. IOI)F2. 102) 

See on F 3-4. 103) See on F 5-6. 104) There is nothing about Solon and 

little about the tyrants (F 9?). That may be merely accidental, but I am по ware 

that itis. H. may have dealt with the period from Solon to Kleisthenes as shortly 

as with the Pentekontaetia; I think that mutatis mutandis we may conceive H. as 

having treated the Pentekontaetia of the sixth century (561/o-511/o B.C.) in the 

same way as that of the fifth: he furnished a series of notes not connected XR 

each other and, though fuller than those of the Parian Marble, otherwise similar; 

whereas Herodotos gave a continuous narrative set in the general historical Ek 

opment (see Althis p. 152 ff.; 220 ff.). It is perfectly correct to compare wi 
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Thukydides’ second reason for inserting the digression 1, 97 ff., Herodotos’ con- 

necting remarks rolrav 8) tav èðvéwv tò uiv 'Arnxòv xateyópevóv te xal ĉiea- 
nacuévov èruvðdvero & Kpoicog ónò Ieroiorpárov tod ‘Immoxpateog тобтоу tov 

Xeóvov tupawetovtos "AGyvalwv (I, 59, 1; Cp. I, 56, I-2) and dmeravvduevoc 8 6 
'Aplovxyópne èx тї; Lmdptns hte dq tag “AOhvag yevoutvag tupdwav Ode 

Bevdtpag (5,55); cf. AGyvoat, Éoocat xal mplv peyáAat, tore dradrayOetoat tupdwov 

tyévovto uéčoveç (5, 66, 1). 105) Preller and his followers thought that the 

second book contained ‘pagorum Atticorum antiquitates’; Pearson? p. 20; 
24 concludes from the evidence of the fragments and the analogy of the later 
Atthides that ‘Hellanicus evaded the difficulty by substituting religious and 

topographical discussion for historical narrative’. The assumption of a topo- 

graphical or an antiquarian book in a chronicle is extremely improbable, though 
perhaps not impossible, and there is no necessity for it if the Atthis had only two 
volumes./Wilamowitz Ar. u. Ath. I p. 284, starting from the absence of antiquarian 
fragments, remains in the negative: ʻeine erläuterung attischer institutionen, 

religiöser sowohl wie politischer, fehlt so gut wie ganz', and 'auf keinen fall ist 
Hellanikos derjenige gewesen der an Solons gesetzgebung eine darstellung der 
máTptog moAveía anknüpfte'. But I think that he is right in not drawing infe- 

rences (as e.g. Pearson? p. 20 ff. does); for the knowledge of, or the speculation 
about, ancient institutions and cults is exactly what we should expect the later 
(Athenian) Atthidographers to have added as their main contribution from their 

more intimate knowledge. It would not contradict this assumption if H. gave more 
about some demes and other localities than the later Atthidographers; but F 5 
and 13 are a somewhat weak foundation for supposing that he did. The difficulty 
of the dark centuries was the same for all A/thides, and the evidence as to how 
*.g. Androtion or Philochoros coped with it is not widely different from the evidence 
for H.s treatment of this period. There is the same gap in our knowledge so that 
we should have to assume topographical or antiquarian books for the other Atthi- 
dographers if for H. But why were these books not quoted ? The explanation, in 

fact, explains nothing. From the evidence at our disposal we can draw only one 
inference, viz. that all Atthides contained long stretches which consisted more or 
less exclusively in the enumeration of the eponyms. I am quite prepared to be- 
lieve that (see p. 16, 26 ff). — 106) To emphasize the beginning of a new portion 
in the narrative was necessary in a time which did not know of a division into 
books. It is sufficient to point to Herodotos; but Thukydides 5, 25-26 with the 
repetition of the author's name is particularly instructive: he distinguishes clearly 
the two parts of his work which fourth century writers would have called ouv- 
TáLew.. These evvcáZew; were too long for a Hellenistic book and had to be 
divided again into separate rolls: we know of two divisions of the whole work, one 
into 8, one into 13 books. We may safely infer something similar for e.g. Heka- 
taios’ Periodos (RE VII col. 2672, 60 ff.) or the Persika of Dionysios of Miletos 
(Studs It, N. S. 15, 1938, p. 236f.). — 107) The relation between the two periods 
is the same in the ‘реша: FGr Hist I р. 454, 43 fi. 108) Above p. 5, 
12 fi. 109) Meritt Hesperia 8, 1939, p. 59 ff.; Atthis p. 171 ff. It was a costly 
and well-written monument which, as the preserved piece gives the archons for 
528/7-522/1, without doubt contained the whole archon list. We have to leave 
open the question whether it was meant for practical use, but we cannot very well 
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doubt that it was meant to be continued by annual additions of new names. — 110) 

Bit I wonder what Pearson! p. 224 (speaking about the seventh and sixth cen- 
turies) means when he states 'evidently no records were kept in Athens, and 
Hellanicus had no documents to which he could refer to verify the dates of events'. 
111) Ph. U. 16, 1902, p. 165; Klio 2, 1902, p. 409 n. 3; Atthis p. 346 n. 22. The 

doubters either rely on some corrupt numbers in the Mss. (as ¢.g. Aristot. ’A@r. 
14, 1) or bring in the question of authenticity of the first part of the list between 
Kreon and Solon. 112) Though the Argolika too may have been cast in the 

form of a chronicle. As we have only one fragment (F Gr Hist 4 F 36) we cannot 
decide the question. 113) Atthis p. 86 fi. 114) See Introduction to Klei- 

demos. 115) See n. 74. 116) F Gr Hist 4 F 79b. We find the same manner 
of dating in Thukydides 2, 2, where the names of the eponyms follow the interval 
between the event to be dated and the epochal event of the tpiaxovrovrers 

orovdat, 117) See on F 22, 118) The list was not yet publicly exhibited 
when Herodotos first visited Athens. I have not much doubt that he could have 
got it if it had interested him. It did not, as we infer from the two isolated datings 

by a Samian ‘king’ (3, 59, 4) and an Athenian archon (8, 51, 1). He was content 
for Greece with a chronology of the heroic age and for the barbarians with lists of 

kings. This is just the difference between him and H. (above p. 9, 15 ff.). The 
opinion of Pearson? p. 20 that ‘a mere list of archons’ names would be of little 

help to H.' is rather curious. 119) There is a clear difference between the 

Athenian king list and the lists of the Heraklid kings in Sparta. The Spartan 
lists give (or claim to give—but there is no reasonable doubt that, apart from the 

first name and a few later additions, the claim is well-founded) the pedigrees of 

two families with a common ancestor who represents a later stage in the devel- 

opment of the list from, say, the eighth century. Kings of these families succeed 

each other, and they are still reigning in Sparta in the fifth century B.C. The 

case is far otherwise with the Athenian kings, though the literary sources arrange 

them, as far as possible, in the form of two families succeeding each other (see 

F 23). The earlier kings, about whom we can judge with greater assurance, are 

almost without exception individual beings of different origin, and even in their 

late literary arrangement the series is continually broken by revolutions or other 

events which bring a new family (or rather a single person) to the throne. There 

is no material change in the post-Trojan period. The literary tradition notes the 

beginning of a second kingly family some fifty years after the Trojan War and 

hands down a list beginning with Medon, the son of Kodros, whose members are 

called &pyovrec 8x Giov. There is a first difficulty concerning the position of Medon's 

father and grandfather, who are already kings (see Toepffer AG p. 225 fí.). There 

is a second: though we hear of an Athenian clan Medovridat (Е 23 n. 70), whose 

members certainly claimed lineal descent from Medon, we do not know their real 

pedigree; the list of the dpyovtes 2 Blov is certainly not the pedigree of a clan; 

it contains e.g. the name of Megakles and ends with an Alkmeon both of whom 

apparently belong to the clan of the Alkmeonidai. The second king Akastos is 

at the same time the first dpywv 8.2 Blov; in fact, the list (if regarded as a pe- 

digree) breaks down in its very beginnings. We must infer that not even the Atthi- 

dographers supposed the list to be a real pedigree, or Athenian kingship to be 

hereditary, or else (to regard the matter from another angle) that they knew the 
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pedigree to be an artificial one. Further we see that there was no connexion be- 
tween the list and historical times: the list broke off somewhere in the dark cen- 
turies. Eratosthenes knew very well why he chose the Spartan and not the Athenian 
list for the purpose of dating events between the migrations and the beginnings 
of the less uncertain Oriental lists (Lydian and Persian kings). 120) I do not 
believe that he did: see on Philochoros F 92. 121) The inference from F 22 
(from the ‘Iépev; but see also on F 23 from the Atthis) that H.s Athenian list 
had only nine names between Kekrops and Demophon (Kirchhoff Herm. 8, 1872, 
p. 190) is not quite certain. We may take it that he put the first action before 
the Areopagos in the reign of Kekrops, and the Orestes case in the reign of De- 
mophon. But we cannot say with absolute assurance that he had a list at all: in 
the fragment from the 'lépeux he does not give one name of a king, but only 
intervals in generations, and the intervals are round numbers: three yeveai, that 
is most probably a hundred years (see Hdt. 2, 142), between each action, and 
nine yeveai = 300 years for the whole period from the beginning of Kekrops to 
the sack of Troy (or a little later). It is not very probable that either Hekataios 
or Pherekydes gave a list of the Athenian kings, though at least the latter must 
have mentioned some of them. Herodotos knows as kings Kekrops and Erechtheus 
(8, 44), Pandion and Aigeus (1, 173, 3), who all were eponyms of Kleisthenian 
phylai; he further mentions Theseus (9. 73, 2) without expressly calling him a 
king, and he must have known Menestheus (7, 161, 3). One would like to infer 
from 8, 44 that he did not know of king Kranaos, and general considerations 
make it improbable that he knew king Amphiktyon, while it is doubtful whether 
he distinguished between Erechtheus and Erichthonios. That gives us five (or with 
Menestheus six, or at the utmost seven) pre-Trojan kings. But the inference that 
1t was H. who constructed the nine-kings' list remains doubtful because Herodotos 
nowhere gives the whole list (there was no reason for him to enumerate all kings), 
but only mentions particular kings when occasion offered. All we can Say is this: 
if H. had already a list of pre-Trojan kings of Athens when he composed the 
‘lépetat, it contained only (eight or rather) nine names from Kekrops to Mene- 
stheus: for in computations a king’s name means a generation, or rather, three 
generations mean three kings, r.gardless of the length of each reign in the list. 
Therefore he did not yet reckon with Kekrops II and Pandion IH, whom all pre- 
served lists from the Parian Marble onward added between Erechtheus and 
Aigeus. Consequently in these lists the interval between Kekrops’ first year and 
the end of the Trojan war is raised to about 370 years (see Кліо 2, 1902, р. 422 #.). 
The usual hypothesis (upheld recently by Pearson! p. 213 ff.; *p. 12) seems probable, 
that it was again H. who in the Atthis intercalated a tenth and an eleventh king 
because the nine-kings-list proved too short in view of certain general synchro- 
nisms, but it is not at all certain. The decision depends on F 23: if it comes from 
the Atíhis (and this seems more probable than the Aeuxxduoveiz) H. had here 
also a list of nine kings; for Medon stands in the thirteenth generation after Deu- 
kalion, who for the Atthidographers is the contemporary of Kekrops (Jacoby 
Das Marmor Parium, 1904, p. 31), while the Parian Marble has an interval of 
500 years (= 15 generations). It may well be (see Das Marm. Par. P- 57) ff. that 
it was not H. but Andron (F Gr Hist 10) who in the Luyyéverat put the finishing 
touch to the list of Athenian kings by adding two names in its second part. His 
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authority was great, perhaps great enough to impose his list on all his successors. 
There is no variant in our tradition, but (on the other hand) we know next to no- 
thing of the lists of the several Atthidographers; even that of Philochoros is an 
almost unknown quantity. I do not think that Ledl (Studien zur älteren athen. 
Verfassungsgeschichte, 1914, p. 107 ff.; 123 ff), though he brings forward some 
ingenious arguments, has proved his thesis that the list of H. represents the third 
stage in the development of the Athenian pedigree of the Erechthid kings and that 

it contained the same names as the list of the Parian Marble minus Kranaos and 

Amphiktyon. — 122) See F 18; 19. In the 'légeux he dated by the years of 
each priestess already for the mythical time (p. 15, 14 ff.). We do not know whether 

he was given the names together with the list, or whether he made inventions for 

the earlier time. In the Attic list of the Parian Marble the use made of round 

numbers is to be observed: the kings 1, 3, and 7 reign for 10, 40, or 5o years; the 
eighth 25 years. The terms assigned to the remaining kings look as if round numbers 
had been slightly altered on purpose: Kranaos (no. 2) has 9 years, Aigeus, Theseus, 
Menestheus (no. 9-11) have respectively 48, 29, 22. The total number of 373 and 

the interval between Kekrops and the last year of the kings (899 years) give the 
same impression (Cp. Ed. Schwartz Kónigslisten, 1894, p. 94 fi). But none of 

these numbers can be traced back to H. with certainty, and we are quite unable 

to calculate an absolute date for any event in the first book, even if we may be- 
lieve that H. introduced the fundamental synchronism Fall of Troy = Menestheus’ 

last year (see on F 20/1). For (1) it is not absolutely certain whether the pre- 

Trojan list contained 9 or 11 kings; 300 or 370 years; (2) it is possible (though 
improbable) that ol.1,1 = 776/5 was a fundamental date for H. (the Parian 

Marble does not even enter the establishment of the Olympian games); (3) we 

have no absolute dates for the system in the 'Iégeun either. For the Athis the 

second fundamental date presumably was the year of Kreon 683/2 B.C. Thence 

back to the first year of Kekrops the Parian Marble makes the round number of 

900 years, but the intervals between Kreon and Troy (526 years) and between 

Kreon and the Ionian migration (394 or 404 years) are not round numbers. 123) 

It has often been remarked that the first &pywv 81a Biou Medon bears a descriptive 

name (this does not mean that H. invented him, or that he is invented at all; 

the case is exactly like that of the first dpywv émavows Kreon), and that Akastos 
occurred in an early official oath— Aristot. A0x. 3, 3. The variant in this 

passage does not affect the king-list, but the question whether with Kodros the 

government by kings ceased to exist, ie. it concerns the interpretation of the 

document; from F 23 it appears that H. answered the question in the negative. 

Some of the others are certainly representatives of great clans (in whose Deny 
H. was interested: F 8; 24; cf. F 3?); perhaps all were of tbis kind (and ко 

8єхаєтєї; п. 124) апа зугеге їпуепїей а5 such. Even after Wilamowitz Ar. u. а E 

II p. 126 ff. and Ledl /.c. p. 218 ff. the question deserves a new — у E 

might yield something about the time and the mode of these Bree I о 

is not the place to attempt writing that historical part which was to fo ow 1 

treatment of the tradition in Klio 2, 1902, p. 406 fí. About the two yes ign 
of the last ápyov B Biou (Alkmeon) see ib. p. 415 f. 124) 1 һауе ihe RA 
Klio 2 p. 434 that as late an author as Eratosthenes made alterations the reign 
part of the list between Aischylos and Kreon; whether by abbreviating reig 
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of Alkmeon (who in our lists, as the last &pywv 8&@ Blov reigned only two years), 
or by making the last &gyov 8X (ou a 8exaer/c, or reducing an original series 
of ten 8exaereig (— 100 years — 3 generations) to the seven (— 2 generations) 

of our lists. If one compares e.g. the ninety prytany years in the Corinthian list 
between the last Bacchiad king and the beginning of Kypselos' reign, one is in- 
clined to assume a (sophistic ?) theory about a transitional stage between kingship 

and annual officials. 125) Erichthonios (F 2) and Theseus (F 14-20) occur 
in the fragments; Kekrops (F 1; 10), Erechtheus (F 3 ?), Pandion (from the ‘lépevat 
4 F 78), Menestheus (F 28) can be supplied with more or less probability. That 

yields six names of the nine which H. certainly had (n. 121). 126) F 21-22 

furnishes Demophon, and F 23 the sequence Thymoites, Melanthos, Kodros, Medon. 
127) Klio 2 p. 422 f. We cannot say for certain how it was reached. 128) He 
surely could not neglect J/. B 546-552, and F 21 proves that he did not. On the 
other hand the Choes legend (and probably others too; see on Kleidemos F 20) 

furnished king Demophon for the time immediately following the sack of Troy. 
H. had to adjust Homeric and Attic tradition, and this probably explains his date 
for the capture of Troy. 129) See n. 124. 130) Pearson! p. 224 in saying 

about the chronological method of the Atthis ‘for the early period it is evident 
that Hellanicus adopted the system of measuring by generations’ need not 
mean to deny that he dated events by the names (and probably the years) of the 
kings, though his statements quoted in n. 132 make one wonder. 131) See 

n. 105. 132) It seems sufficient to quote Wilamowitz Ar. u. Ath. I p. 284 ‘nur 

die annalistische form macht einen charakteristischen unterschied (viz. between 

H. and Herodotos, who both got their knowledge of Athenian kings at Athens), 
und sie, sollte man meinen, konnte er ohne die benutzung der archontenliste, 

weiter hinauf der königsliste, nicht herstellen. Aber da liegt ja die bittere kritik 

des Thukydides vor, der seine zeitrechnung gerade in der jüngsten vergangenheit 

ungenau fand’, and Pearson? p. 223 f. ‘but the criticism of Thucydides must make 

anyone reluctant to believe that Hellanicus adopted his system (viz. recording 
the events of each year separately, naming the archon in each case) for the Pente- 
kontaetia, whatever method he may have used for the closing period of the Pelo- 
ponnesian War’. Pearson is even more positive in p. 210 ‘the Atthis is not arranged 

on any chronological scheme’ and 2p. 14 f. ‘the criticism of Thucydides precludes 
the possibility that he used it for the Pentekontaetia’. In the latter passage he 

seems even doubtful (if I take him rightly) whether ‘H. gave an annalistic account 
for the whole period of the Peloponnesian War’. The correct statement about the 
criticism of Thukydides as about H.s dating had been made succinctly by Niese 
Herm. 23, 1888, p. 81 f. . 133) 8, 51, 1. 134) E.g. Schwartz Das Geschichts- 
werk des Thukydides, 1919, p. 163 f.; Classen-Steup Thukyd. erklärt I5, 1919, 

P. 442 f. We are not able to prove any mistakes of chronology in the few fragments 
(see on F 25-26) and perhaps I was wrong (RE VIII col. 139, 50 ff.) in treating 

this possibility as the more plausible alternative. There is no alternative. 135) 

Though not even he is infallible: 2, 34 contains a fairly considerable error about 

the time of the introduction of the matproc véuoc (see J. H. St. 64, 1946, p. 37 ff.), 

and the criticism of Herodotos in 1, 20, 3 is at least dubious, if not unwarrant- 

able. 136) 2,1. 137) l have analyzed the date given in 2, 2 in GG Nachr. 

1928 p. 11 ff. and I bold to my analysis against Kolbe Thukyd. im Lichte d. Ur- 
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kunden, 1930, p. 15 ff. 138) The facts of the case are stated in GG Nachr. 1928 
P. 4 ff. Neither the method nor its consequences (which are clearly perceptible 
in the grievous mess Ephoros-Diodoros make of the chronology of the Pentckon- 
taetia; see Kolbe Herm. 72, 1937, p. 241 ff.) are in any way disputable. One can, 
of course, argue that Thukydides would have found a way to remedy the most 
glaring defects of his method (see n. 151) if he had had time enough. He has found 
it in the first great digression where he dated some events at least in years é¢ thy 
темотђу тобдє тоб поћроу (about this method of dating back from the time 
of the writer, well-known to us from Herodotos, see Rh. Mus. 59, 1904, р. 84 #.). 
But that does not alter the actual facts. The only interval, and that not a very 
accurate one, is given in 1, 118, 2. 139) 5, 20. 140) thy á.r.óv. is placed 
after anuaivóvrov in most of the recent editions. Some of them alter simultaneously 
to tH drapiOunoe. See also Schwartz Jc, р. 316%. 141) That the scholia 
hhad the reading morjoac (as Hude suggests who inserts it in the text) does not 
appear credible. 142) 2,1-2, 2. 142) The change of opinion is clearly 
indicated by the words ?) фе ть прӧтоу ў eoBorh 4 bc thy ’Artuchy xal fj &py)) coo. 
Todtuov toŭðe éyívero. The editors who (following E. H. O. Mueller De tempore 
etc. Marburg 1852) exclude jj £o8oX! — xat. from the text (e.g. Classen-Steup V* 
1912) were not well advised: it is inconceivable that after 2, 1-2 anybody inter- 
polated another ápyf, than that given there. The words are further secured by 
TÒ npürov (also deleted by G. Meyer Der gegenwärtige Stand der Thuh.-Frage 
Progr. Ilfeld 1889) which is impossible before 4 &pyf. The atheteses ought not 
even to be mentioned in the apparatus criticus (to which Hude and the Oxoniensis 
relegate it; I deliberately leave aside the last treatment of the question by Laqueur 

‘Forschungen zu Thukydides' Rh. Mus. 86, 1937, p. 316 fi). The xaí is a xaí 
explicativum; of course, Thukydides had to define the new &pyf. The facts of 

the case are indisputable; the question whether Thukydides would have done 

away with the discrepancy (deleting also the date in 2, 2, 1 which runs counter 
to his new opinion that this method of dating is inaccurate), if he had had time to 

revise and finish his work, does not concern the editor. The change itself is all 
to the good. A reference to 2, 12 with the words of the Spartan herald #8e 4 jutpa 

Toi, "EoAmot utYáAov xaxdv &pE£e should be sufficient to show this. Nor are 
the state of things and the events described in 2, 7 ff. in harmony with the definition 

Of xéAeuog in 2, 1: they tell of preparation for the war (7, 1), not of the war itself. 
It is understandable enough that Thukydides, when he jotted down the events 
&pbáusvog eùðùç xaðıorauévov, began with the attack of the Boeotians on Plataiai, 
because it meant a violation of Athenian territory (one may call Plataiai that for 
all practical purposes) by an ally of Sparta. In fact, the attack was, though nearer 
home, not much different from the intervention of Athens in Korkyra and Potei- 

daia. We may assume that Thukydides soon saw things in their true perspective, 
but forbore to make changes (which had to be rather extensive) in his ms. notes. 

But whenever he recognized that the attack on Plataiai was not the first event 
of the war itself, but only, say, the spark which exploded the powder-barrel, 

there is in my opinion no need for further speculations about the reasons of his 
change of opinion: it is justified by the facts of the case. I think it is necessary 

to protest against the explanation by Wilamowitz Sd. Berlin 1919 p. 944. The 
stress he lays on the oracle mentioned in 5, 26, 3-4 does not seem warranted: the 
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activity of the sooth-sayers at the outbreak of the war is already mentioned in 

2, 8, 2. The fact aptly illustrates the frame of mind of the Greek world (as de- 

scribed in 2, 8), and even a sceptical historian may well deem these manifestations 

of the popular mood worthy of record. There are other passages where Thukydides 

mentions oracles and other seemingly divine signs without committing himself 

to belief in them; nor does he in 5, 26 where he simply notes a curious coincidence 

with the neutral, or rather sceptical, words xal Toig dmó xenouóv Tt loyopica- 

шок ы буоу 8) тобто ёҳорёс Evußáv. This is certainly no foundation for 

the sweeping statement ‘Thukydides hat glauben gelernt’; it completely 

misrepresents the mental attitude of the historian. 144) And, of 

course, of 1, I, I and 1, 23. 145) 5, 20, 3; 25, 1. 146) I take the 

addition as a sign that Thukydides was aware of the difficulties in which 

his rejection of the usual method of dating involved him; cp. n. I5I. 

147) This perception was not approved by all his contemporaries, who con- 

tinued to speak of two or three wars in this period. I have no doubt that 

H., who had dealt with the Nikias War in the ‘Iépev, also did. Am I the first to 

believe that the polemic in 5, 26 — xal thy Sta uécou Bóyfactw el ct; p) drooe 

nóňepov voplčev, oùðx ӧрдӧс̧ Sxarboer — is directed against H. amongst others, 

even if not against him alone? 148) I do not doubt that it was after the 

fall of Athens. In writing the history of the Grovdocg elpjvn he may have been 

still working on an old manuscript and was certainly using contemporary 

notes. 149) In my opinion 5,20 is an addition written at the same 

time as 5, 26 which without any doubt was written after 404/3, for it gives 

the duration of the Twenty-seven years’ War and, at the same time, the pro- 

gramme of the new and last enterprise of Thukydides. But again, it does not 

matter for the H.-problem (which is no problem) whether or not that is so. One 

may as well believe that 5, 20 is directed against the method of dating adopted 

in the ‘Iépeun: Thukydides polemizes not only against the use of archons but 

against the use of any official year (xà uie туб). In the '1ёрєшт the 

Nikias War may well have lasted ‘twelve years’ as there was a change in the 

eponymous priestess in 423 B.C. 150) As e.g. Wilamowitz Sb. Berlin 1919, 

P. 943 (whose inference seems rather more positive than the facts warrant) and 

Ziegler Rh. Mus. 78, 1919, p. 66 assume. 151) I should like to add a few more 

words about this criticism though they do not concern H., or only in so far as 

they tend to show that the reluctance of modern scholars to accept the clear 

evidence for H.’s method is without the least foundation. It is, of course, not our 

business here to criticise Thukydides, or (as it would be better expressed) to try 

to appreciate his last experiment in method of historical writing. But there is 

no advantage in blinking (as e.g. Schwartz l.c. p. 162 does) the fact that Thukydides 

criticised H. as intolerantly and uncompromisingly as he criticised Hekataios 

and Herodotos, and, in his case, with less justice. For he was not able to put 

something better in the place of the method he rejected as inaccurate. Thukydides 

had created (probably in the very beginning of collecting the material and noting 

down the events) for his projected history of a contemporary war (which was 

something new) a new method which was perfectly suitable for it — the use of 

the seasonal parts of the natural year which gave him the war-year as the unit 

for dating events and computing periods. The method would have been quite 
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perfect if he had used more natural dates and had created a complete natural 
calendar, which would have been a difficult, but not impossible, task. His pen- 
etrating intellect had recognized what was wrong with the usual method, but he 
did not succeed in developing a new one for dating events or computing intervals 
for a past period. Most probably he was aware of the difficulties which the attempt 
would have involved: there was no common era in Greece, nor was there a com- 
mon calendar. The modern scholar is justified in saying that ‘from our present 
point of view it were better had Thukydides carried his Atticism into his chronol- 
ogy, boldly and systematically dating events by Attic years, months, and days 
of the month’ (Macan CAH V p. 403). But he is less justified in stating that Thu- 
kydides ‘was on the verge of that invention when he dated the outbreak of the 
war "in the year of Pythodoros, four months before its close", but missed his 
great chance etc.’ In fact, Thukydides gives dates which were much more accurate 
than the rather clumsy approach to the modern method in 2, 2 when he tran- 
Scribes treaties containing real calendar dates (5, 19, 1; cp. 23, 4). But he did not 
think of using them throughout his work because even the Atbenian calendar was 

not in accordance with the natural year, and he really could not expect that 
more than two thousand years later scholars such as Keil or Meritt would be 
able despite all difficulties to restore with a fair degree of accuracy the Athenian 
calendar for the fifth century. But even if he had boldly decided to use the Athenian 
calendar (adding perhaps, as far as possible, the parallel dates of Sparta and 
Argos), it would not have helped: the tradition was scanty and inaccurate; even 
if the historian had found the time for extensive investigations in the archives 
and among the documents on stone and wood he would hardly have got a suf- 
ficient number of calendar dates. He might have recommended his new method 
for future use but he ought to have seen that it was too late to use it for any period 
of the past, even for the Pentekontaetia. He did not: while using in the Archaeology 
(again inconsistently) a somewhat more appropriate reckoning for earlier events 
(n. 138) he chose to write the Pentekontaetia almost without a chronology (for the 

facts of the case see GG Nachr. 1928, p. 4 ff.) with the results we all know. Unkind 
critics may well say that he made a mess of it, kind ones speak of a sketch. How- 
ever that may be, if a god were to offer us the choice between the Pentekontaetia 
as treated either by H. or by Thukydides, we would first ask for both; but if 
compelled to make our choice, I am afraid many would vote for H. Thukydides 
might have made a subsidiary use of the usual manner of dating; a few archon- 
dates in book I would make all the difference, not only for us, but already for the 
writers of the fourth century. In fact, the whole chronology of book I now hangs 

on the one archon-date in 2, 2 — a date which Thukydides ought to have deleted 

and would have deleted if he had completed his work and edited it himself. Vital 

dates, as e.g. the battle of Poteidaia hang on one figure in 2,2, where there is at 
least one textual corruption. It is a most disturbing fact that there is not even a 

date in 1, 24. Neither Kolbe (Thuk. im Lichte der Urkunden, 1930) nor Gomme 

(Cl. Rev. 55, 1941, p. 59 ff.) has solved the difficulties which I was not the first 

to point out. Incidentally, the only way, as the stones are hopelessly damaged, 

is an answer to the question whether the fact that Poteidaia is recorded in the 

tribute list of 432/1 B.C. is sufficient proof for her having paid the tribute. There 

is an element of pedantry and stubbornness, almost of spleen, in Thukydides,. 

Jacoby, Fragm. Griech. Hist. III b (Suppl) 
a 
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seldom sufficiently realized by modern scholars, and even more seldom used for 
explaining things which surprise us in his manner of treating his subject-matter 
(the Megarian psephism is a case in point). A man of his calibre is entitled to 
have les défauts de ses qualités; it is almost an outrage to his memory (apart from 
the factual consequences) to throw a veil over them or hush them up. 152) 

Atthis p. 86 ft. 153) We get the best idea of this from the Theseus story (F 
14-16; see also on F 27). The rationalism seems to have been moderate like that 

of Thukydides, who certainly here too was under the influence of H. (1, 3; 2, 
15). Cp. Atthis p. 133 ff. 154) For such it is. Modern writers mostly have seen 

the negative part only. I do not see how Wilamowitz Ar. u. Ath. II p. 19 f. knows 

that ‘Thukydides däuchte sich schriftstellerisch (my italics) mit fug und recht 
weit über ihn erhaben’. Thukydides’ criticism of H. does not show the animus 
which underlies his remarks on Herodotos. A man with an inclination for the 
‘human touch’ might well believe that the two writers were personally acquainted 
before and after 404/3 B.C. No such suggestion is possible for the relation between 

Thukydides and Herodotos. Thukydides knew very well what his own work was 
worth; but if he called it a xzzua ёс del he did not think of its literary superiority. 
That is the view-point of Theopompos and other writers of the fourth and third 
centuries, or for that matter of Hippias (6 F 4), though even he did not yet think 
so much of style as of the newness of an interesting compilation from different 
sources. On the contrary, Thukydides knew quite well that the books of others 
(which he contemptuously calls ephemeral lectures) were much more amusing 
and acceptable to the great public. His superiority, as he says, consisted in the 
trouble he took in collecting and sifting his sources, and in the educational value 
for political thinkers of a work securely founded on the accuracy of its facts (4 

éxpiBera ). 155) RE VIII col. 139, 11 ff. 156) Almost all the following 
facts occur in Plutarch’s Lysandr. 18, 4 ff.; he derives them, as far as they concern 
Samos, at least partly from Duris 76 F 26; 71. 157) Syll. ?115. 158) The 
Persians vv. 246/8; cf. v. 215 ff. and Wilamowitz Timotheos 1903 p. 61 ff.; Sb. 
Berl. 1906 p. 49 ff. 159) F 4 Diehl. 160) 1, 145, and his definition 1, 147, 2 
clot 82 mavteg “Iwves doot dn’ "AOyvéwv yeydvacr xal !Атттобрих бүооб брттуу. 
Cf. Eurip. Ion 1571 ff. 161) See on F 11; 23. 162) F 17-19 represent Theseus 
as a second Herakles, positively by the simple narrative of his achievements and 
(so it seems) without the fulsome panegyrics or the apologetic inventions which 
made of him a hero sans peur et sans reproche. F 11; 23 acknowledge the claim 
of Athens to be the starting-point of the Ionic migration and the metropolis of the 
Ionian cities in Asia Minor, giving the final form to this claim. It is difficult to say 
whether H. aimed at supporting the policy of the fifth century Empire (see on 
F 13; 15) and whether the story of the Orestes trial has a definite anti-Spartan bias 
(see on F 1). 163) Unfortunately our inference from F 6 as to the democratic 
view-point of H. does not admit of positive proof. But the view of W. Schmid 
Ll. p. 688 that 'he sympathized with the Athenian aristocrats' seems to me to have 
no sufficient foundation. Although it is regrettable that we do not know his at- 
titude in 428/7 and 412/1 B.C. nor whether he was at all politically active, we 

have no reason to assume that the events of 428/7 B.C. shook his loyalty to Athens. 
He probably belonged to the pro-Athenian faction and if (about thirty years 
later) he died 'in exile' (as Schmid p. 681; 688 supposes) he was expelled by the 
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dominant Spartan party. But the place of his death Perperene is no sufficient 
foundation for that conjecture and in the (incomplete) catalogue of exiled his- 
torians furnished by Plutarch De exil. 14 p. 605 C the name of H. is not found. 
Apparently H. — unlike Herodotos — never gave up the connexion with his 

native place (RE VIII col. 108, 7 ff.): Damastes of Sigeion is cited as his disciple 
(5 T 1), and there is not the least reason for doubting the information. Concerning 
H.s relations to Sparta it may be remembered that although he published the list 
of the Karneia victors he did not write on Sparta (n. 75). The difference in this 

respect between him and his approximate contemporary Charon of Lampsakos 

one cannot fail to recognize (Stud. It. N. S. 15, 1938, p. 217 fí.). 

T (ESTIMONIES) 

1) Cf. FGr Hist 244 F 68c about Xenophanes: xarà thy mevtnxoothy ddvup- 
mada yevopevoy mapatetaxévar &ypt Aapetov te xal Kupov yedvwv. It is quite 

possible that Apollodoros dated the floruit of Xenophanes under Kyros (foun- 
dation of Elea in 540/39 B.C.) and his death under Dareios. In this instance too, 

a synchronism (with Hieron and Epicharmos from Timaios 566 F 133) is added; and 

modern authors here too have conjectured about the names. See Ph. U.-16, p. 
204 ff.; F Gy Hist II D p. 749, 20 ff. 2) The inferior lists (see Schwartz Kónigs- 

listen, 1894, p. 75 ff.) we may leave aside, and of course one must not connect the 

dates of the Vita with modern reconstructions of the king-list (which moreover 

are quite uncertain) in order to explain them. 3) Also a confusion of yéyovev 

with &yew?0n might be suggested: it often happens even in the sources of the 
Suda. 4) RE Suppl. II col. 255, 51 ff. 5) The least unlikely alteration 
would be «'AAc£&vópeo 'Auóv:a (Ruchl RA. Mus. 68, 1906, p. 473 fl, who 

however calculates wrongly). Schmid (/.c. p. 590 n. 8) has briefly rejected the 

speculations of Aly Philol. 85, 1929, p. 42 ff. 6) It could easily be inserted 
into the itinerary suggested p. 1o, 18 ff. Some interest in Macedonia is attested by 
a fragment of the 'Iépeux F Gr Hist 4 Е 74. 7) RE VIII col. 106, 28 ff.; 

Schmid /.c. р. 681. Cf. also Praxiphanes év tét Tlept toroptag (Marcellin. Vit. 

Thucyd. 29-30) about a meeting of Thukydides (the historian or the poet? see on 
Androtion 324 F 57) with a number of poets at the court of Archelaos. 

F (RAGMENTS) 

1) F Gr Hist 244 F 94. 2) 328 F 3. 3) How easily the actual citations 

are omitted in the later Epitomai is shown throughout by Harpokration and in 

the case of the Areopagos by Schol. Plat. Phaidr. 229 D where óc qot 'EXA&vuxoc 
£v à is lacking. The first step in this direction is that of several citations only one 
remains, usually the first. In the Lexica which yield fragments of the Atthido- 
graphers we shall again and again come upon the grouping of a scientific ex- 

planation with a (or several) mythical one(s). 4) 334 F 14. There seems to be 

a slight difference of the éxet in F 1 (which, taken strictly, can only mean the 

Fil 
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place where the court assembles) from the éxt tépov in Istros and the éxpopdé 
in the passage of the orator. That may be a consequence of the abridgement, for 
one would imagine that Alkippe had a tomb in Athens. 5) Pausan. 1, 28, 5; 
see on Istros F rr. 6) Iph. T. 961 f. 7) There is very little preserved 
directly in fragments. But the Parian Marble notes the two most famous trials, 
the first and the fourth (A 3; 25; see also Demosthenes 23). Nikol. Damasc. 9o F 
25 (Orestes) èv ’Apeio meyer xpleig &répuyev: aŭ Sixn odvov tetdptn iv 
"AOjvatc eéxplOn. 8) See on Philochoros 328 F 3; 20; Androtion 324F 3-4; 
also Phanodethos 325 F 10, About the seeming brevity of H.s treatment 
of Solon see on F 6, 9) The question became prominent in the second half 
of the fourth century when the Atthidographers were as strongly influenced by 
their own political views in discussing the privileges of the Areopagos as in deal- 
ing with the character of the Solonian constitution: see on Kleidemos 323 F 21; 
Androtion 324 F 4-5; cp. Aristot. 'A0r. 3, 6; 8, 2; 4; 32, 1; Althis р. 74 Ё. 10) 
Aristot. "A@x, 25,2 ёлета тўс Bovdte (scil. tv *Apeonayitay 6 'EoidAtys) 
ёті Kóvovog &pyovtog a&mavta meptetAc tà èniðera S? dv 3€ h tis лоћтєіас̧ 
Фах, хо tà piv Toig лєутахосіос, te Se tot ўрос xal Toig Buxxorrnplotc 
&rxé£Bcxev. 11) éni€eta is opposed to тФтрих. Therefore it does not matter 
whether we explain déSwxev as ‘gave back’ or as ‘referred’ or ‘assigned’ to the 
Boule etc, It is not enough to explain énidera simply as ‘democratic terminology’ 
ог a 'tendencious democratic conception’, as do Wilamowitz Ar. u. Ath. IL р. 
187 ff. and Busolt-Swoboda Síaatsk. p. 94 n. 2. The ‘Atthis’ which Wilamowitz, 
in false contrast to Theramenes, treats as being uniform, is not uniformly demo- 
cratic, or one might say 'democratic' is a conception of many nuances in Athens. 
Tà èriðetra implies either a reason given in the sense of Ephialtes (cf. 29, 3) or 
is, if not Aristotle’s own conception, that of Aristotle’s source. In any case, ta 
ёлібєта denotes the additional powers exercised by the Areopagos at a partic- 
ular period, as compared with another period in its history in which the Areopagos 
was merely a court for trying homicide. This was its function in the mythical 
period. Later on (before Solon) the Areopagos was the governing body of Athens 
(A8. 5, 6), and it played the same rôle according to the conception of Androtion 
in the eighteen years after the MrBix& ('A0z. 23, 1). In my opinion ch. 25 reters 
back to ch. 23, 1 in this respect as in others. 12) Aristot. 'A0r. 4, 4. 12a) 
Aristot. 'A0z. 8,2; cf. Plutarch. Solon 19, 3. The second view corresponds with 
that which assigns the establishment of the Gerusia in the Spartan constitution 
to Lykurgos. This is quite a different matter from the attempts of modern his- 
torians at writing a history of the development of the old Council. Even those 
who maintain the correctness of the information given in 'A0r. 8, 2 must under- 
stand that they cannot do so by simply referring to Aristotle or his source. 13) 
The difficulty created by the trial of Orestes is apparent from the first. I take it 
that if his case had come before an Athenian court in historical times Orestes 
would have pleaded justifiable homicide (oóvoc Sixatog as the orators conve- 
niently term it though the expression is not used in the code of laws), as Ares 
did: Eum. 462 ff.; 609 ff. In both passages the declaration &xtewa Thy Texovoay, 
оох бруђсора.... со 8°, єі Фіхоіос єїтє wh, хрїуоу ŝixņv obviously resembles 
Aristotle’s definition ('АӨл. 57,3) tv 8 éroxtetvat ufv tig dporoyht, pie 82 
хат tobe vonoug. The dpywv Bactkets in the preliminary examination (in which 
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the accused could not ‘reserve his defence’) would have referred the case to the 
competent court, viz. the Sixaornprov iv Aedqwwior if the prima facie evidence 

seemed sufficient to him. I have dealt above with the fact that the case of Orestes 
(like that of Ares) comes before the Areopagos which is concerned with all kinds 

of homicide. What matters here is that the tradition about the four Areopagos 

trials has two examples of gévog 8lxatoc, and that only one of them conforms 

to the existing Athenian law which enumerates definite reasons for the acquittal 
of a homicide (Lipsius A.R. p. 614 f.; Latte RE XVI rz, 1933, col. 285) viz. &uvvóuevoc 
Gpyovta yetpav d3lxwv (self-defence), àv pépovra 4 ğyovra (Иол áBÜxoc edb 

d&puvduevos xtelvnt: èdv tig droxtelvn. ev KOA01G &xov A ev S8Gr xabehdov A èv 
помре. dyvohoas A ent Sduxot.  exl untel ў ёт’ à3eAgT A ext Ovyarpl À 

ini mox, fv av én’ BrevOépoicg matoly éy. The slaying of a man in existence 
of a blood feud (blutrache, vendetta; about the rare and doubtful traces of real 

vendetta in Greece see Latte /.c. col. 279) is not a legal excuse since the State has 
taken the revenge into its own hands; it is not covered by the law, and Orestes 

would have had no chance before an Athenian court. This difficulty disappears 

if it was Aischylos who first brought Orestes before an Athenian court as I have 

argued in this text. Here it is sufficient to point out that the case of Orestes is 
not on all fours with that of Ares. The story of Ares is invented as an aition for 
the clause which permits the slaying of a seducer out of hand; the Orestes case 
is used by Aischylos for a different purpose which is much wider, viz. as an aition 

for the institution of the Areopagos and incidentally for the supersession of private 
vengeance by an official and orderly procedure before a court of law. This is the 
reason why he ignores the existing judicial practice, omitting the three older 
cases which are invented (or rather used) as aitia for the different kinds of homi- 

cide which the law in the course of time came to distinguish, and, of course, the 

other courts of law which had to deal with qóvog dxobotoc, qóvog Sixatoc and 
so on. There is no need for going into legal detail making fine distinctions,or for 
interpreting the passages of the play which might indicate other possibilities, 
arguing e.g. that Orestes did not plead simply éroxtetvat хаті тойс уброос 

(Aristot. 'A0x. 57, 3) but rather urged that he had acted under constraint at the 

order and at the instruction of Apollon: see v. 426 the question of Athena & ac 
avayxas  tivog teéwv xétov; у. 593/4 the chorus asks rpdc тоб 8 ёлєісбс хоі 

tivog BouAeóuaotw, where the last word is again a technical term. Orestes answers: 

Toig тоб8є Ücco&rowt- uaprupet BÉ pot, and Apollo vv. 576 f. takes the whole 

responsibility with atriav 8 Éyc tic todde pntpd¢ tod póvov, whereas Orestes 
vv. 465 ff. calls the god only pertainoc. This also would have been justifiable 
homicide in the eyes of the Athenian basileus, who would perhaps have 
consulted an exegetes, if a homicide had seriously alleged the order of a god, a 
case which is by no means inconceivable even in the fifth century. The simple 
fact is, and remains, and is apparent throughout the play, that Aischylos is not 
concerned with the niceties of the Athenian homicide laws, but (as one among 
many points) with the great and prior question how to deal with blood guilt, 

and especially whether the religious purification sufficed for washing off this 
guilt. 14) Pausan. 1, 28, 5-11 (who either inserts other matters or excerpts 

incompletely; in any case he does not represent conditions as they were in his 

time) ; Pollux 8, 117-120; Schol. Patm. Demosth. 23, 37; 71; 74; Helladios Chrestom , 
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in Phot. Bibl. 279 p. 535a 22 ff. We need not ask here how far the sharp division 

corresponds to the real practice. About the age of these aitia see n. 19. 15) 

The Buphonia legend Androtion 324 F 16. Again we have to eliminate the question 

of how this tradition can be made to accord with the fact that in the well-known 

Solonian law (Plutarch Solon 19,4) the éx mpuravelou xavaBuxxoÜÉvreg nó 
1&v BacU£ov do not share in the amnesty. 16) See on Philochoros F 108. 17) 
See on Kleidemos F 20; Phandemos F 16. 18) The aition given by Pausanias 

1,28, r1. Teüxpov mpórov Aóyog Eyer Terapdvi obtws a&modoyjoaciar unåèv i 

Tóv Alavrog Bavatov épyécacbat shows that authors were at a loss for a purely 

Athenian example. 19) Obviously the stories for the last three courts of 

justice were invented in order to explain the existing fact that Athens had four 
(five) courts for homicide. It is quite as obvious that the stories could not be 
invented (presumably at the same time and by the same circles of persons) until 

the simple qóvog had been divided into a number of special cases. Hardly was 

this done all at once: Draco's laws already made distinctions. lf we may date 
the law IG* I 115 back to the seventh century (and apparently we must do so) 
the aitia may very well originate from the early sixth century. Cf. Wilamowitz 

Herm, 18, 1883, p. 424 n. 1; on Philochoros F 108. 20) F. 22. 21) About 

the king-list to be assumed for the 'lépew (and the Atthis?) see Introduction 

п. 121. Because Alkippe is the granddaughter of Kekrops who reigns for fifty 

years, Euseb. a. Abr. 506/9 enters the trial at the very end of that king’s govern- 

ment. The Parian Marble moves the trial some years down into the first year of 
Kranaos. 22) See Pearson? p. 15 f. Some narrowness of historical and literary 

outlook is in my opinion implied if he actually means to assert that ‘the tales 

themselves were invented for political purposes in the middle of the fifth century’. 
One might argue that the tales of Kephalos-Prokris and Daidalos-Tales were older 

(in fact they seem both to be very old), while the trials of these persons before the 

Areopagos were later additions. It is quite conceivable e.g. that earlier versions 

of the Kephalos story told of voluntary exile and purification (by the Thebans), 
though the історіх under the name of Pherekydes (3 F 34) cannot be regarded 

as proof (see F Gr Hist I p. 401, 42 ff.; the Daidalos fragment 3 F 146 does not 
help as it gives only the pedigree). But it seems inconceivable that 'historical 

precedents for the judicial activity of the Areopagos' should not have been sought 

before 'the time of the democratic movement in the sixties'. The judicial activity 

of this court really did not stand in need of justification; and though one would 
concede that ‘the Eumenides had aroused interest in the early history of the 

Areopagos’ it appears hardly credible that stories were invented which ran counter 

to the actual practice of the fifth century in bringing cases of qóvog dxovctog and 
Sixatog before this court. It is much more probable that the tales date from a 
time in which the Areopagos was the only court for homicidal trials. The party 
struggle of which Pearson also makes use was not concerned with the judicial 

activity of the Areopagos but with its political róle. On the other hand it is no 
explanation of the facts if e.g. Schmid Gr. Lit. I 2, 1934, p. 244 n. 8 believes that 

Aischylos 'rejected the Attic legend as incompatible with the dignity of Poseidon'. 

What about Kephalos and Daidalos? 23) This is not the general opinion as 

expressed e.g. by Wilamowitz in Griechische Tragódien übersetzt 114, 1904, p. 243 ff.: 
‘man erzählte in Athen (my italics) dass der fall des Orestes, wie andere besonders 
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schwere fálle des blutrechtes, vor dem rate auf dem Areshügel entschieden wáre . . . 

aber dass diese behórde für ihn eingesetzt wáre ist erfindung des Aischylos .... 

nur die tatsache der freisprechung hat Aischylos übernommen: die ausführung 
ist ganz sein eigen'. Similarly Aischylos Interpret., 1914, p. 189: 'gewiss war es in 
Athen anerkannt dass der Areopag über Orestes geurteilt hatte; aber dann waren 
die kinder des Aigisthos kláger (see p. 25, 24 ff. and on F 22], und nicht die Erinyen, 
sondern die vorfahren desattischen geschlechts der Edratp{8at [see n. 28] siedelten 
sich infolge der entscheidung der athenischen richter im lande an’. See further 
e.g. Robert Heldensage, 1923, p. 1321 f.; Schmid Gr. Lit. I 2, 1934, p. 244; Daube 
Rechtsprobleme in Aischylos’ Agamemnon, 1939, p. 58f. Nor can I approve the 

opinion of Lesky in his excellent article ‘Orestes’ RE XVIII 1, 1939, col. 
966 ff. He assumes with Radermacher (Das Jenseits im Glauben der Hellenen, 1903, 

P. 133 f.) and many others that according to Athenian pre-Aeschylean tradition 
the Twelve Gods had pronounced judgement in the dispute between Orestes and 
the Erinyes, as they did also in the disputes of Poseidon and Ares and between 
Poseidon and Athena. The positive activity of the Twelve Gods in the sphere of 
mythic history is (one might say) non-existent: one glance at Weinreich in Rosch. 
Lex. VI col. 833 is sufficient to support this statement. In the oldest trial about 
the possession of the country the Areopagos actually is secondary, the original 
judge is the king of the country: Yevouévov 8% Epidog duqotv mepl тўс Хорас 
"AOnvar xat Ilocedavie Starvoag Zedc xpitag ÉBcxev, ооу 0с elxdv tives, Kéxpora 

xatl Kpavady o58& 'EptcoyÜova, Ocoóg 8& tobs SHdexa (Bibl. 3, 179; cf. Preller- 
Robert Gr. Myth. I* p. 203 n. 1). The Twelve Gods are a later enhancement; the 

original myth is to be inferred from the compromise mentioned in Kallimachos’ 
Hekale F 260, 25 Pf. (certainly taken from an Aifthis) thy pa véov Paper te Ards 
Фоохаіёєха т Лоу | dBavatwv Sqd¢ te xatédArkaBe paptupinaw (scil. Athena). 

Probably Eurip. Orestes 1648 ff. (produced in 408 B.C.) knows about the Twelve 
Gods in the Orestes trial (see n. 24); Demosthenes 23, 66 certainly does. This 

version probably derives from post-Aeschylean tragedy (unless Euripides himself 

invented it; about the combination of several traditions in the passage of Orestes 
see next note) and was taken over by one or another Atthis because it sounded 

more impressive. 
From the question concerning the age of the invention of the trial we have to 

distinguish as a quite separate question that which concerns the age of the con- 
nexion of Orestes with Athens or rather with Attica. The material for an answer 

to that question is presented in nn. 27; 28. There is in my opinion no doubt that the 
connexion is a great deal older than what I assume to be Aischylos’ invention. 
But the time of its origin (if the phrase is admissible) cannot be determined more 
closely than by stating that the earlier 6th century forms the terminus ante. I do 
not think that we can place the terminus post earlier than the seventh century. 
Radermacher, Wilamowitz, Lesky seem to overestimate the age of the circum- 

stantial evidence; they speak, it is true, quite indefinitely (e.g. ‘frühzeitig hat 
Athen den Orestes an sich gezogen' B. Daube /.c. p. 55), or they do not raise the 

question of the time at all, making use of terms like 'attische lokalsage' (Lesky 
col. 982, 11) or ‘bodenstandige attische sage’ (Schmid G. Lit. I 2, 1934, p. 244). 

The distinction between the Areopagos as ‘place of judgement’ and as ‘board of 
judgement’ (Wilamowitz Ar. u. Ath. II p. 199; Daube l.c. p. 55 f.) does not, in my 
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opinion, bear on the questions discussed here. It might do so if our business was 
only with the trials of Ares and Orestes: but the appearance of the Areopagos in 
the stories of Kephalos and Daidalos shows that for Athenian thinking it always 
had been the court for dealing with all homicide cases. The gods as judges in the 
first trial were only regarded as the prototypes of the Areopagitic court — if the 
gods as judges are old at all, which I cannot bring myself to believe. <Eduard 
Fraenkel refers me to Otfried Miiller Aischylos’ Eumeniden p. 157 ‘so konnte also 
die sage von Orestes’ lossprechung durch den Areopag keinen geschichtskundigen 
Athener befremden. Dass Aischylos diese erfunden habe, wie ein heiterer ge- 
lehrter gemeint hat, ist durchaus unglaublich’. Professor Fraenkel has not, nor 
have I, been able to identify this anonymous scholar, but I emphatically agree 
with his opinion>. 24) I regret that I maintained in F Gr Hist I P. 424, 14 ff. 
that the Exetta with which the scholiast introduces a verbal quotation from Phere- 
kydes (Schol. Eur. Or. 1645 = 3 F 15) must refer to the trial before the Areopagos, 
and that Lesky col. 985, 9 ff. accepted this assertion. It is perhaps right for the 
Scholiast but not for Pherekydes, who wrote his genealogical book not 'doch 
wohl vor dem peloponnesischen kriege' as I vaguely said (p. 386, 29) but in the 
first quarter of the fifth century (see Mnemosyne III 13, 1947, p. 13 ff.). There 
is no reasonable doubt that he was an older contemporary of Aischylos. The 
scholion is concerned with the relations between Orestes and Arcadia because 
of the curious compromise of Euripides: ot 8 a3 ypéwv,/’Opéora, yataş +798’ 
brepBadévO’ броџс̧ / Tlappaciov оїхєїз SineSov Ёлаотоб xýxlov: / xexdaceta. 82 
сс фоүўс̧ ёлфуџџоу / "Аст “Apxaciv r "Орёстєюу халєїу. / &058є 8° ov 
Thy 'Абтуліоу лбу / досту Sréoyes aľuxtos џүтрохтбуоо / EXpevion трісослїс- 
Geol Bé cor Sixnc pap; ] түш» èv ’Apetorow evoeZeatamy / Чўфоу d10i- 
govo’, ёуӨх vwuxioat сє xen. In order to explain this version the scholiast 
quotes first Asklepiades (of course the author of the TeayciBooueva F Gr Hist 
12 F 25) for the death of Orestes in Arcadia, and secondly Pherekydes for his 
taking refuge in the temple of Artemis at Oresteion (which, he asserts, got its name 
from Orestes) and for Artemis (who plays here the part of Apollon) defending him from the attack of the Erinyes. The compromise put into the mouth of Apollo by Euripides shows that fifty years after Aischylos’ trilogy a tragic poet could 
connect quite different and almost incompatible stories with the fate of Orestes 
after he had executed vengeance on his father’s murderers. It incidentally proves (and this is more important) that different versions existed in authoritative sources, and further that the sequence assumed for Pherekydes (trial in Athens, pursuit by the Erinyes) is neither necessary nor probable. On the contrary, this assumption would make unintelligible not only the version of Pherekydes but also the whole development of the Orestes story. Euripides knows very well why he put the action before the Areopagos in the second place. Aischylos (Eum. 277 ff.) too treats the purification by Apollo as a preliminary step. It is well known in what difficulties he is involved by accepting the purification as a necessary part of the story (though I think the difficulties are vastly exaggerated). This may even explain the change of scene in the Play from Delphi to Athens (see Lesky col. 980, 12 ff. and infra n. 28). The closing lines (751 ff.) of the Orestes part of the play, apart from their political significance, leave no doubt that the judgement of the Areopagos is final. No Athenian writer could have made the 
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acquittal by the Areopagos ineffectual by admitting continued persecution by the 
Erinyes: Eurip. Iph. T. 939 ff. is the exception which proves the rule. Nay, even 
Tledonownstay of ta dpyata pvnuovedovres (as quoted by Pausan. 8, 34, 4) 
mpdtepa tat Optone tà bv *Apxadiar vevéctar 9xolv Ózà 'Epwócov cTàv KAurat- 
uvhoroxe 7| év 'Agelot түш vh» xplow. Now Pherekydes was an Athenian 
writer, the first to introduce Athenian legends into the literature of genealogy, 
doing for Athens what Akusilaos did for Argos. We cannot tell with assurance 
what happened in his narrative before the flight of Orestes to the Artemis of the 
Oresteion; but we must nof assume that it was the legal action (the aition for the 
Choes presents us with a very similar problem; see n. 28). 

The development of the Orestes story passes through three (or four) phases. 
I will not assert that they form a chronological sequence, but they all exclude a 
legal action which is specifically Athenian and, I submit, Aeschylean; and again, 
all of them are sufficiently established to compel post-Aeschylean writers to pay 
more or less regard to them. The question concerning their origins and the re- 
presentative writer for each would lead us too far. I shall simply enumerate the 
phases or (as one had better call them) conceptions: (1) the vengeance is a glorious 
deed and after slaying the murderous usurpers Orestes enters forthwith into his 
rightful heritage. This, as far as we can ascertain, is the idea of the poet of the 
Odyssey or his probable source, the Nostoi ( 35-41; 298-300; Y 303-312; cf. Pindar. 
Pyth. 11, 37 f.; Lesky col. 967, 43 ff.). It is conceivable that the poet of the 
Odyssey suppresses the mention of Klytaimestra, and consequently of the subse- 
quent events, in order to be able to use the story as an admonitory example for 
Telemachos. But this is hard to believe, and, if Y 309 (confirmed by 8 546/7) is 
genuine, the supposition must be deprecated. (2) The slayer of his mother (not of 
Aigisthos) is pursued by the avengers of related blood but is helped by the god 
with the gift of a miraculous bow. This conception is in itself a very old one (cf. 
Sb. Berlin 1931 p. ror n. 1); for Orestes it is used by Stesichoros (Schol. Eurip. 
Or. 263 = F 40 Bgk*), who may or may not have had an epic source. There was an 
*AtpeSav xi0080¢ quoted by Athen. 7, 14 p. 281 BC of which we know nothing; 
and we know very little of the poem of ‘Hesiodos’ about the daughters of Tyn- 
dareos (F 90 Rz). I do not believe that Wilamowitz (Das Opfer am Grabe, 1896, 

P. 246 ff.; Aischyl. Interpret., 1914, p. 192 f.) has proved the existence of his 'Del- 

phische Orestie'. Personally I have little doubt that the poem which Aischylos 
superseded by his trilogy was the Oresteia of Stesichoros; but this question would 
lead us too far afield. The inference (Radermacher; Lesky col. 977, 26 ff.) that 

it was Apollo who ordered Orestes to kill his mother as well as Aigisthos is pos- 
sible but not at all certain, nor can one say with assurance that the gift excludes 
the purification, although it certainly excludes an ethical conflict. (3) The slayer 
of his mother (and Aigisthos), whether or not pursued by the Erinyes, is purified 
in the prescribed manner by the god at Delphi. The purification is a definite phase 
in Greek religious thinking, sponsored (though hardly introduced) by Delphi, 
and I will add (because of the problem with which the judgement of an Athenian 

law-court presents us when the conflicting parties are natives of Argos and Sparta) 

that there seems to have been a stage in the life of the Greek state when puri- 

fication of a murderer was possible only in a foreign country (cf. Latte’s excellent 

article RE XVI s.v. Mord). The conception itself may be as old as the gift of the 
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miraculous bow, but more probably introduced in order to give a solution more 
acceptable to sixth century religious thinking. There are many local legends (of 

uncertain age) about the place of the purification, spread throughout the Pelo- 
ponnese (see Robert Heldensage p. 1318 tf.; Lesky col. 988, 38 ff.) and many 
paintings of it. The latter unfortunately do not help to determine the literary 

sources of this version as they all seem to derive from Aischylos (Lesky col. 993, 
60 ff.). (4) It is possible, though not necessary (but Lesky col. 984, 47 ff. is perhaps 
too sceptical), to infer from Eurip. Or. 1643 ff. an older version about an éevi- 
«отїбибс of the slayer. It does not seem necessary to enumerate the several 

combinations and compromises, among which at least one, the narrative of Phere- 

kydes, is earher than Aischylos, who himself feels obliged to insert the purification 
(with v. 238 ff. perhaps alluding to other traditions about sojourns of Orestes 

pursued by the Erinyes). Euripides combines the éevicutioud¢ with the version 

created by Aischylos. There are two different combinations in Electr. 1294 ff. and 

in Or. 1643 ff.; and in Iph. T. 939 ff. the expedition to the Taurian Chersonnese 
is added in a manner surprising in an Athenian poet, though not in Euripides. 
Euripides also alludes to the story of the miraculous bow. The contamination in 
Iph. T. is as evident as its aim — the introduction of two Athenian local legends, 

the aition for the Choes (see n. 28) and the Artemis cult at Brauron. From the 

scholion on Or. 1643 it is quite clear that this account cannot be used for supple- 

menting the story of Pherekydes. I venture to assert that the whole tradition and 
its development cannot be understood if the judicial action was introduced at a 
comparatively early stage (for instance in the sixth century) while it becomes 

understandable, perfecty and at once (even though some minor problems remain), 
if the réle of the Areopagos was not yet known to Pherekydes. This confirms 
the inference which (in my opinion) has to be drawn from the Eumenides, that it 
was Aischylos who introduced the new solution. His starting-point was a seemingly 

external fact, a political change in the Athenian constitution; but by bringing 

the conflicting parties before a court of law and making them argue their stand- 
points he incidentally changed the whole story. It now became a truly and definitely 
ethical conflict, as we understand the expression. This does not mean that ethical 

considerations were wholly absent from the earlier versions. But to follow up 

this aspect (comparing on the one hand e.g. the Prometheus story and on the other 

e.g. the introduction of a legal action in the Theseus story — see on Philochoros 
F 168 — by а Абү‹ос̧ буўр of Solonian times or even earlier) would again lead 

us too far afield. 25) I therefore agree with the sentence with which Wilamowitz 

Ат. и. Ath. II p. 32g ff. opens the chapter entitled ‘Der Process der Eumeniden': 

*Die kampfe um den Areopag haben dem grossten dichter des fiinften jahrhunderts 
sein letztes werk eingegeben’, and I regret that he completely forgot this tyAauyés 
прбсотоу іп the course of the chapter. He even contradicts it by his concluding words 
р. 338: 'Gegen die reform des Ephialtes hat er nichts; ob er sie empfohlen haben 
würde stehe dahin; aber er stellt sich durchaus auf den boden des gesetzes. Die 

antwort ist nicht auf dem gebiet des staatsrechts zu suchen, sondern auf dem der 
religion. Aischylos ist kein politiker sondern ein dichter, ein religiöser lehrer 
seines volkes, darum liegt ihm an den obliegenheiten des Areopagitenrates nichts, 
an den Eumeniden alles’ (see further p. 341 f., which, be it said with all due respect, 
is even worse); and apart from the contradiction he sets up a false contrast, for one 
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need not be a ‘politician’ in order to have a political conviction. Above all 
his conception is in my opinion positively wrong; the vv. 858-886 (cf. 976 ff.) are 
a direct and unmistakable warning given to the right-wing conservatives who 
had murdered Ephialtes (Aristot. 'Aór. 25, 4) and during the war plotted with 
Sparta (Thukyd. 1, 107, 4). 26) I am confident that nobody will misunder- 
stand this succinct formulation. It is not meant as an exhaustive statement of 
Aischylos’ invention and of the ideas he develops in taking for his subject-matter 
the story of the murder of Agamemnon and the vengeance exacted by Orestes. 
The Oresteia is certainly not a play written for a political purpose. My statement 
stresses (perhaps roughly but that is because of the context in which we deal with 
this question) one point in the ideas of the poet, a very important point for an 
Athenian dramatist because they like subjects which permit of an explanation of, 
Or a connexion with, Athenian institutions. The statement further assumes (a 
thing not to be proved) that it was a political event of the immediate past which 
made the poet realize that this subject could be made to support the political 
ideas which led to the event, and if this assumption is plausible (as I believe it is; 
this is all we can claim) it allows of an inference as to the political creed of the 
poet who once praised Themistokles (Pers. 353 ff.). The inference is corroborated 
by the last speech of Orestes in the play (754 ff.; Sb. Berl. 1932 p. 586 n. 1), and 
not only in this speech which is certainly not a last minute addition; for throughout 
the play stress is laid on the obligation incurred by Argos (see vv. 287/92; 667/73; 
Cf. 913/5). One may talk of ‘rationalism’ in this context (as Daube does /.с. р. 58), 
but in my opinion the expression is unsuitable, even misleading. In discussing this 
point we have to proceed beyond the Eumenides, for the questions concerning 
the opinion of the poet about the reform of Ephialtes (I shall not present the 
documents of this dispute) and his political creed altogether can, of course, not 
be answered solely from this play. Aischylos did not insult Sparta as Euripides 
did, but his inclination for Argos is to be perceived throughout, from the Hiketides 
(the whole play, not only vv. 625 ff.) down to the Oresteia. That means political 
antagonism against Sparta, and a profession of the policy of Themistokles which 
received a splendid justification in 463 B.C. There is no need to accentuate the 
omission in the Eumenides of the king who in the Hiketides was present at the side 
of the people; I shall not rack my brains for an explanation. The facts are quite 
clear: admiration of Themistokles; aversion from the spirit of ‘Lycurgean’ Sparta; 
the experiences of 490 and of 480/79 B.C. — these things may have had their 
joint effect. But about one point I feel quite certain: Aischylos was consciously a 

democrat ; of course, in the sense of democracy of ‘Kleisthenes’ and of Perikles, not 
after the fashion of Kleon and Hyperbolos. I regret to have to add this; but one 
does read the most astounding judgements of the poet and the Eumenides from the 
stand-point — I do not even like to say of our own historical knowledge. In this 

respect there is nothing to choose between Wilamowitz /.c. p. 338 and Schmid 
l.c. p. 255. It is a small matter, but it seems significant in this context that in the 
Agamemnon too Aischylos admits an anachronism under the influence of a de- 

mocratic institution introduced shortly before the complete change in Athenian 

Policy: he alludes to, and evidently approves of, what Thukydides calls a x&cptoc 
vóuog and what was in fact introduced in 464/3 B.C. (see I. H. St. 64, 1946, p. 44). 
27) Od. v 306 f. à 8€ ol óy8o&tex xaxàóv HAvde Stog "Opéornc / ày dr’ 'A8nv&ov, ' 
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xarà 8' ёхтаує потрофоуўх. 2еподоѓоз іп his usual arbitrary manner (50. Berlin 

1932 p. 586 n. 1) changed the text into éxd Dwxywv, Aristarchos more cautiously 

into à&n’ ’A@yvalng. Whatever his reasons were and whatever that meant (for 

we do not know either his reasons or his explanations) the conjecture is 

wrong (I think that Lesky col. 967, 67 ff. is too undecided and moreover 

misses the point). Of course we cannot discuss here the question why the poet 
of the Odyssey (or his source, the Nostoi?) followed an Athenian tradition (for 

the passage does not look like a simple ‘Pisistratean interpolation’) which is com- 

parable to other claims of Athens to some share in the Trojan War; e.g. a sojourn 
of Agamemnon in Attica (see on Kleidemos F 6), the legend of the sacrifice of 
Iphigeneia in Brauron (Schol. Aristoph. Lys. 645), the aition for the court inl 

Tladdadieot (Kleidemos F 20), stories which do not seem to be much older than 
the sixth century. The problem might be easier to solve if the Athenian clan 
Еолотрідол actually took Orestes to be their ancestor; I do not believe they did 
(see Atthis p. 263 n. 156), but in any case Aischylos found én’ 'A0zv&ov in his copy 

of the Odyssey. 28) Perhaps the pedigree of the Evnatpida. and certainly 

the aition of the Choes, The first would be of some importance for the conception 
of Aischylos, because the clan seems to have been excluded from a certain sacrifice 

to the Eumenids (Polemon Schol. Soph. O.K. 489; but see n. 27). As to the aition 
of the Choes, a festival established by king Demophon (Phanodemos F 11, and 

probably the other Aithides too), I agree with Lesky col. 981, 9 ff. that it was 
not invented by Euripides (Iph. T. 929 ff.). It probably was a sixth century story, 

or even older. But the inference from the age of the aition to the age of the trial 
before the Areopagos is rash and as little justified as the usual intrusion of the 

trial into the Pherekydes story (n. 24). The aition of the Choes, like all these 

aitia, originally was an independent story, invented for explaining the custom, 
with nothing in view beyond that. If it had a conclusion (and it is probable that 
it had, because the main point is the religious impurity of Orestes), the end was the 

purification by Demophon. With that performed the story is finished like the very 

similar Troizenian story (Pausan. 2, 31, 8 f.). It is one of the many local versions 

of the third phase (n. 24) the age of which is open to discussion. The inventor 

of the Athenian version may have thought of Od. y 306 f.: if Orestes came from 
Athens in order to execute vengeance for his father, if therefore he had found 

shelter with Demophon after Agamemnon's death, it was obvious that he should 
return there when in need of purification. Not until Aischylos had introduced the 
trial before the Areopagos did the chronological arrangement of this story, and 
Others, become a problem. It is manifest, if only by the extent of the narrative, 

that Euripides was the first to put the Choes story before the trial. He did the 
same with the é£ewavriwuóc (n. 24) Or. 1463 fi., and in the same context (/ph. T. 

970 ff.) he placed after the trial the acquisition of the idol in Tauros, alleging 

an evident makeshift that some Erinyes were not content with the decision reached 

on the Areopagos. Aischylos disregarded all these divergent traditions, some 

of which were as incompatible with his representation as were the earlier trials 

before the Areopagos. Among the versions of the purification he chose the Delphic: 

it furnished sufficient difficulties for him (n. 24; I have no doubt that he was 
critical as to the doctrine of purification); the purification in Athens was as im- 
possible for him as the Choes legend without the purification. I shall not discuss 
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the Orestes of Aristophanes (Ach. 1167; Av. 712; 1490 ff.) whom the Kapardsot- 
evot (Schol. Ach. 1487) call the son of one Timokrates. We do not know how 
far they were justified in doing this, but ‘the interpretation of the passages as 
attacks on a certain person is the most likely one' (Lesky col. 981, 59 ff.; a different 
view is taken by e.g. Wilamowitz Gl. d. Hell. II P- 14). I also suppress suggestions 
concerning a divine couple Orestes and Iphigeneia: if it ever existed it was for- 
gotten already at the time of Epic poetry (about other matters see Lesky col. 
1010, 9 ff.). Those who believe in an old god Orestes, and do not wish to confine 
that figure to Arcadia (Lesky col. 966, 23 ff. is suspicious of the thesis of Robert 
Heldensage p. 1302) had better not bring Aristophanes into the discussion where 
Attica is concerned, but work instead with the traditions of the demes about 
Orestes and Iphigeneia (Eurip. Iph. T. 970 ff.; 1446 ff.). We should like to know 
how old they are. 29) I did not say in F Gr Hist on 4 F 123/4, that in H. ‘wir 
keine spur von aneignung mythographischer neuerungen der tragoedie haben’ 
(Schmid Gr. Lit. I 2 p. 691 n. 4), nor do I believe it. I leave open the question about 
H.s influence on the mythography of Tragedy; Schmid /.c. p. 691 finds that in- 
fluence ‘kaum bemerkbar’. It would be chronologically possible for Euripides 
(El. 1458 Eatw "Арєос̧ тс бубос̧ о zpõrtov Geol | Kove’ ext Yhgporow afuatog népr, 
“Амррб0:оу ёт’ Éxrav' Фрбфроу "Артс̧), when he keeps to the great antiquity 
of the Areopagos, to do so under the influence of the compromise in the “рекол, 
but it is not absolutely necessary. I do not doubt that such a man as Euripides 
did read the ‘Iéperat (see also on F 22), but the compromise was so obvious that 
there was no need of an authority. 30) Or of which Aischylos could not make 
use; but the former alternative is more probable. 31) See on F 22. 32) 
See above p. 4, 25 ff. 33) See above p. 20, 8 ff. 34) Marm. Par. A 25? 

1) 5, 56. 2) 8, 44, 2; see Introduction n. 121. 3) Herm. 23, 1888, p. 84 f. 
1) Etpoarog rate Ilocet8avog xat Хабу тўс Bopéov xai "OperOvlag Өоүатрӧс̧ 

"Epex0écc, ôç moXeuv tàç 'Aðhvaç ext tod vewrépov 'Eeex0foc (n. 3) èpovevðn 
map’ abtod- xai dXAot ӧбо оіоі Посє:Збуос̧ ларі тоб "ЕрехӨёос ёутоёӘлсау 
èv ёхєімо тб пол ёрои ovuusyodvtes Evudirat, OópBxc xai 'Iuu&paSog. тбтє 
82 ёлї тїй cipfvm t& pvoriprx Ajuntpog èréňeoav. The war is a suitable 
aition for cults (or other honours) conferred on those who shared in it, so that the 
Phorbanteion comes in appropriately here. For remains of a tradition about 
another participant in this war see on Philochoros F r4. We do not know at all 
fully about this tradition which abounds in contradictions. 2) See Introduction 
п. 121. 3) The second version of the scholion, which is not altogether certain 
to be derived from the same source as the first (the note on F Gr Hist 4, F 40-41 
is insufficient) says: téttapat yevexīç tod OnSarxod modguov трєсВотєрбс oti 
ЕЁбнбАлоо Ó zpóQ 'Epey0fa móAeuoc. 'Epey0toc uév yep Ilavðiwv, od Aiyets, od 
Onoeds x:A. That is (or seems to be) a list containing Pandion II, but not 
Kekrops 11; and one cannot definitely assert that such a list did not exist. The 
first scholion distinguishes an 'Epey0eó; and a vedtepog "Epey0róg (the latter 
evidently being the king). We can understand this, for according to the pedigree 
the former occurs in the fourth generation before Eumolpos; but the distinction 
appears unique and surprising. If we might introduce 'Epty8ówoc for the former 
(from a version which gave that name for the king) all would be well. 4) Bibl. 
3, 179; see n. 23 on F r1. 5) See on Philochoros F 13; 14-16. 6) Philochoros 
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F 94. The second version of the scholion on Euripides consistently talks of the 
*Edevolviot otacidķovteç. 7) See on Philochoros F 208. 8) F 8 does 

not yield anything on this point, and we cannot simply equate Andron 10 F 13 
(see on Istros F 22) with H. The Atthides dealt with these matters repeatedly and 

variously; see also Androtion F 54. 
1) See on F 16-17. 2) 323 F 18. 3) The orators of the Epitaphioi are 

vague as to geography; but they look for the Amazons on the Thermodon, and 
they distinguish between the attacks of the Thracians and those of the Amazons 

or Scyths (Isokr. Paneg. 68). The Scyths (Diod. 4, 28, 2; cf. Lykophr. Al. 1336) 
are presumably meant by [Lysias] Epitaph. 5 when he says napadafovoa ta 
uxyutórara Tv dÓvv, for previously they had vanquished тос лері а0тӣс̧. 

See also Justin. 2, 1; 2, 4, 27 ff.; what he means by maiore parte Europae subacta 

(2, 4, 14) cannot be said. 4) Strabo’s Stanévtiog otpateta (11, 5, 3) does not 

tell us anything about their mode of transport. The description of Kleidemos 
F 18 precludes an expedition by ships. The Amazons are horse-women, and Herodt. 
4, I10, 2 expressly states zAoia Sé od yivmoxe adtac ovde rdadlorar ypRobar odde 
iotiorot oùðè elpeoine. 5) According to Lykophron also (A/. 1330 ff.) their 
road leads them over the river Istros and through Thessaly. The road stations 
on the Asiatic side cannot all be interpreted with certainty. 

I) 'A80»vàg Phot.; 'ApréuiBog } axd Movviyou Et. M. 2) éxovou&c0v, Phot. 

3) There follows the story of Embaros. 4) The text is abbreviated so as to be 
misleading; the full text is extant in the Suda. 5) Atudg Zenob.; Suda. 6) 

Фтфісашіуоу 82 тӧу 'AOnvaiov tata, alya Zenob. 7) тоос 82 'Абтухіоос̧ 

THe xapoysiot xeypyofar éxl tGv maparatóvcov xal реєртубтоу. uéuvnrat Bà тїс 

пхроціос Мёухудрос̧ ёу тӧ. Фасџат. 2епоБ. 8) Wrede RE XVI 1, 1933, 

col. 566, 1 ff. About the ‘urspriingliche sonderexistenz der schroffen burg’ see 
Wilamowitz Ph. U. 1, 1880, p. 137f. 9) We cannot answer the question 
whether Munichos and Kolainos occurred in the list of the pre-Kekropian kings; 
but it is not likely that H. gave such a list (Introd. n. 120). The narrative according 
to which Munichos allows the fugitive Minyans olxijoa tov témov todtov shows 
that he did not reside there himself, but it does not inform us where he does reside, 
or how far his dominion extends. If H. considered this problem, he must have 
taken him to be the king of the Tetpaxwyot (Philochoros F 94). There is another 
conception — ta dxpa Movwyos xatacyav — in the historical introduction 
to the legend of the cult. 10) For éxt Movvwiyou BacU£oq is a date. The text 
is sound, not ‘gravely distorted’, What Wilamowitz p. 137 n. 62 makes of it is 
mere speculation: *H. erzáhlte von Munichos, einem Thraker [vom Helikon] der 
Orchomenos befehdete, schiiesslich in Attika einwanderte und Munichia gründete’. 
Nothing is proved by Nikandros (Ant. Lib. Met. 14; cf. Ovid Met. 13, 716/8) who 
makes a king of the Molossians, son of Dryas, bear the name Munichos: Molos- 
Sians are not Thracians, and the names in the metamorphosis appear to be in- 
ventions anyhow (one of the sons is called Philaios). If the son of Laodike by 
one of the sons of Theseus really had the name Munichos (Plut. Thes. 34, 2; see 
on F 20-21), as Wilamowitz has it (who has misled many editors), he was called 
after the companion of Theseus (n. 11). But the evidence undisputably favours 
Munitos (Euphorion F 68 Scheidw.; Lykophron Al. 498; Hegesippos Palleniaka 
391 F 4; cf. Kaibel Herm. 22, 1887, p. 506 {.; Tuempel Rosch. Lex. 11 2 col. 3229 fí.; 
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Kruse RE XVI 1 col. 569 f.); and it is more probable that Munichos was corrupted 
to Munitos in Plutarch than that the converse corruption occurred in all the other 
authors. 11) Merely by a painter of the Amazon battle, it is true (Heydemann 
Neapler Vasensammlung Bacc. Cum. 239). 12) Preller-Robert Gr. Myth. 1* 
P. 312 n. 2; Hoefer Rosch. Lex. II 2 col. 3226 ff.; Wrede i.c, col. 567, 38 ff.; Kruse 
ibid. col. 568, 17 ff. (the last two supply the literature and the material). We 
should like to know whether the family of Embaros (see Escher RE V col. 2482; 
Koerte Gnomon 13, 1937, p. 650), who gained the hereditary priesthood, continued 
to exist down to the fifth century and whether it was an aristocratic Attic clan. 
13) What he obtained in Athens was the name of the eponymous king Munichos. 
Actually the Minyans exist outside Orchomenos only in order to disappear after 
a certain time. Herodt. 1, 146, 7 knows of Muviat "Oexou£wot as participants 
in the Ionian migration: according to him they evidently do not reside in Athens. 
Nikol. Dam. 9o F 51 leads them through Attica; both he and Pausanias (7, 2, 4; 
3, 10) give them Athenian leaders. They are cross-breeds of Phocians and Orcho- 
menian women from the time of a war of the Phocians with Orchomenos; appa- 
rently they are identical with the Dwxeicg &mo8íoutot of Herodotos. In Nikol. 
Dam. too, no sojourn in Attica for any considerable time is assumed; Thorikos 
is merely the harbour whence their expedition starts. This consequently has 
nothing to do with H.; it is quite another tradition. The only important fact is 
the occurrence of Minyans in both narratives; therefore H. cannot have invented 
at random. What we have is only a miserable fragment from an abundance of 
local traditions. 14) A corruption of A to B is not credible. With such argu- 
ments no list of pre-Kekropian kings can be constructed. 15) An illustrative 
example is the list of demes given by Philochoros 328 F 24-29. This is also important 
for the reference of H.s F 6. 16) Jacoby RE VIII col. 142, 11 ff. Niese (l.c. 
p. 83) says ‘vielleicht aus der generation nach Theseus Hippothoon und Munichos’, 
and Wilamowitz l.c. p. 184 also has a different hypothesis: ‘vielleicht um des 
ersten attischen Olympioniken Pantakles willen’ (ol. 21 and 22; 696/5 and 692/1 
B.C.: Syll. 31056; Euseb. Chron. Arm. p. 91 Karst). Otherwise one might consider 
the events of 403/2 B.C. to which H.s Atthis may have extended (Introd. Р. 5, 
12 ff.). 17) Wilamowitz Ar. и. Ath. I p. 274 f. who justly refers to the apophthegm 
of Epimenides (Plutarch. Solon 12, 10; Diog. Laert. 1, 114): Aéyetot 88 Thy 
Movwyiav dv xal xarayaðàv moAóv ypóvov, єілєїу прӧс тос парбутас Ос̧ тоФАб» 
iot. To0 pé£XAovrog бубротос̧" ёхаүєїу үйр üv "AOyvaioug тоїс̧ афту sdovew, et 
Tponsecav Sox tiv nédw dvidcet td ywptov. This proves incidentally that the 
Althides also place the visit of Epimenides long before 511/o B.C.; i.e. they 
have the same date as Aristotle (see on no. 457). Perhaps the periegesis of 
Hawara (369 F 1) also refers to the fortification in 511/o; it mentions in the treat- 
ment of the xep:Séytov "Aptéutdog tepdv Thrasymedes, son-in-law of  Peisi- 
stratos (Polyaen. Strat. 5, 14). 18) See Atthis p. 152 ff. 

1) RE VIII col. 142, 19 ff.; cp. n. 15 on F 5. 2) Cf. Introd. n. 105. 3) 
5, 66; 69. 4) About Béxa (Béxxya Lolling) 8& xal robg Shuouç xatrévetye ёс tao 

QuAXg (5, 69, 2) see on Kleidemos F 8. 5) Such a list of the demes is not 
quite certain until Philochoros who supplied it in his third book (328 F 24-29), 

i.e. presumably in his account of the Kleisthenian reform. I leave open the ques- 
tion whether Androtion 324 F 66-67 suffice to prove for him too at least the 
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list, perhaps without the explanation of the names. Aristotle ’AOr. 21, 5 ™pooy- 
yopsuce 88 тӧу $ђроу tobe uty dnd tHv ténev, tobe S& dxd vGv xrtoávrev- o0 үйр 
Gravteg Srijpyov v toig vómotg could make this remark even if none of the 
Atthides he used had a complete list. 6) Herodt. 5, 66, 2 perceived this clearly 

and Aristotle 'A0r. 21, 5 deliberately added a xpórov. He also added the rp(rrvec 
which Herodotos had forgotten unless he alluded to them in the sentence with 

déxaya. We expect them in Н. It is of no importance to discuss how long a time 
was used for dividing the country, drafting the list of demes, and whatever else 
was necessary for carrying the resolution into effect: the Atthides dated the whole 

affair under the year of Isagoras 508/7 B. C. ('A0r. 21, 2). 7) So, presumably, 

did Herodotos who (5, 66, 2) makes a brief remark about their selection; he does 
not seem to know anything of the co-operation of Delphi. For Aristophanes in 

his Dyjpac (I 422, 126 K; c. 420 B.C.; see Geissler Chronol. d. att. Kom., 1925, p. 47) 

the words порі тоос dpynyétag are the designation of a locality intelligible to 

the multitude. When the statues were put up we do not know; general opinion 

naturally assumes the time of Kimon. See Hitzig-Bluemner Pausan. 1 1 p. 149; 
Judeich Topogr.? p. 68, unless he means the same time, seems to avoid a more 
accurate dating; cp. Raubitscheck AJ Arch 44, 1940, p. 58 n. 2. 8) Cf. F5n.9. 
Euripides’ play is not dated, but Alope is known also to Aristoph. Av. 559 and 
perhaps to Pherekydes 3 F 147. For a Hippothoon Poseidon is a suitable father. 

These comparatively early combinations are not invented at random either: the 

father Kerkyon and the son Hippothoon are fixed in Eleusis (Robert Heldensage 
P. 720 ff.; Wilamowitz Menander Das Schiedsgericht, 1925, p. 125 ff.). We need 
not trouble about their relation to the Arcadian ‘ImmdéQoug Kepxuóvog who is 

the hero of a phyle in Tegea; but the Arcadian tradition shows how old both 
figures are. Kleisthenes had very good reasons for accepting Hippothoon among 
the candidates for eponymy and for giving him the phyle to which Eleusis 
belonged (xapadix). Hippothoon, made the hero of a phyle in 508/7 B.C., had 
been worshipped for a long time (Pausan. 1, 38,4 mentions the ‘IxnoQodvro¢ 
ўрӧлоу; see also IG? II 1163; Wilamowitz l.c. p. 130) and he surely had his mythos. 
A d:2dxacia shows that the cult came down from the times of the clan state: 
the action was brought by the deme of the Phalereans (which belongs to the Aiantis 
Since 508/7 B.C.) against the clan of the ®oivixes, about whom we unfortunately 
know very little (Toepffer A.G. p. 300; Ferguson Hesperia 7, 1938, p. 27 {.); it 
was concerned with the lepwovvy tod Iocedavoc. For Phaleron Agora I 3244, 90 
has recently yielded the си ої Посе ау ‘IxxoSpéutos. But it should be ob- 
served that Theseus as the father of Hippothoon (that he was will have to be 
inferred from Istros 334 F 10) was ‘long forgotten’ (Robert l.c. p. 722) or, more 
likely, not yet known or, according to H., insufficiently attested: whichever 
proves true, H. evidently gave the official version, and he did not obtain it from 
Euripides but from the Adyiot &v8peg who showed him the statues of the epony- 
moi. 9) As Wilamowitz op. cit. p. 132 seems to believe. At least what is stated 
above holds good for the list of eponyms in the second book. Whether H. treated 
the story in his first book must remain an open question. In our tradition of the 
myth, which is fairly copious, several poets of the fifth century are cited, not 
however H. If he did concern himself with it he may have done so under Aigeus 
and Theseus, Kerkyon having been brought into the circle of Theseus at an early 
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date (Bakchyl. 18, 26). With the conception of Kerkyon as represented in the Theseis (and known to the people of Athens ?) and his colleagues Sinis and Skiron the compilation of Hygin. Fab. 187 does not entirely agree (see Wilamowitz l.c. p. 128). 
According to that version Hippothoon comes to Theseus after the latter has killed 
Kerkyon regnaque avita rogavit, cui Theseus libens dedit, cum sciret eum Neptuni 
filium esse, unde ipse genus ducebat. I do not quite understand Wilamowitz' ex- 
planation p. 130. But why should Hippothoon not govern in Eleusis or in part 
of it before the synoecism ? IO) 'Avozépo (seen from the Tholos) 8 dv8pi&vreg 
ёстіхос. ўрооу, ёф’ Gv 'AOnvalotg ботєроу тй ёубрати Ёсуоу аі фиа. ёст Bb 
хатєстўсато BÉxa Фут тєссіроу Фолс elvat xol шетёдєть сфісь ta бубрата ёу- 
Tl «àv dpyalov 'HpoBórox xal «aU:& ёсту elpyuéva (this is a truly char- 
acteristic foolishness: the name is mentioned 1, 12, 6). «àv 8 travipwv — 
xaAÀo)gt үйр ото apis — tort uiv 'Ixzo0ócv Посе:8буос жой *Adérys Buyatpds 
Kepxóovog, gor. 82 'Aviíoyog cGv maÍÀov тоў 'HpaxXéoue, үєхошёупс̧ ёх Мӱбас 
“Hpaxdet tz; QXXaviog xA. The story of Alope does not derive from the source 
used here. II) 'A0z. 42, І. I2) I, 29, I @лїхуёоутж ёс XágBwu;...400t 
te ol navies ёи тйс '"ExXáBog Gogicxi, of тобтоу tov Xeóvov &zoY4avov #ёбутєс, 
Oc Éxxotog тотбу imxvéorto, xxi 97 zal Lédwy dvip `АЮтуаїос̧, ôç 'AOmnvalotct 
vóuoug xeke)oxot movjoxc dxediunoe Erex Séxa xth. Stein’s idea that Herodotos 
deliberately contradicts the legend of the Seven Wise Men is not impossible. For 
our purpose only his ignorance of Solon’s time is important; i.e. he does not know 
that Solon had a place in the archons’ list (Introd. n. 118). It is not worth while 
to quarrel about what truth the story contains: the year of Solon’s archonship 
(594/3 B.C.) and that of his death (560/59 B.C.), as given by Phanias (according 
to the Atthides?), preclude intercourse with Croesus, and the attempt to save 
So on's visit to Lydia is methodically wrong (Ph. U. 16 p. 173 f.). Plutarch. Solon 
27! 1 is quite honest: he knows that he is contradicting the chronicles. We do not 
ex,pect the story in H. 13) 1, 29; 5, 113. What he says in the latter passage 
he may have learnt when he visited Cyprus (RE Suppl. II col. 267, 30 #.), поё 
by reading the poems of Solon himself. 14) 1,177, 2. One can imagine that 

after a lecture in Athens one of his hearers drew Herodotos’ attention to the 

Athenian law, and that he gave his explanation accordingly. He knows some 
Athenian véuor, but there is no vestige of an intimate knowledge of the laws. 15) 

"Абл. 41 трітп 8' h uerà thv otdow h Éni Lérwvos, ae’ hg ápyi Snuoxparias eyéveto. 

Cf. ch. 9; 22, 1. 16) 5, 66; 69. The precedent period for him was the tyranny; 
of the conditions before that he has no clear idea, except that the city was ‘great’ 

and that it had preserved the division of Ion into four phylai. 17) Atthis 
р. 154. The term does not seem to have been used in the years 413/2-411/o B.C., 

and it hardly occurred in the treaty of peace (405/4 B.C.) either (Busolt-Swoboda 

Staatskunde p. 911 n. 1r). The zá:ptot vóuot of Kleisthenes — mentioned in the 
amendment of Kleitophon (n. 23) and (with a widely different meaning) in the 
motion of Drakontides in 404/3 B.C. (Xenoph. Hell. 2, 3, 2; Busolt-Swoboda 
l.c. p. 912 n. 3) — are not the same as the métptog rodtteiz. Usually the coining 
of the term патрос modttela is ascribed to Theramenes. But perhaps it was not 

introduced until democracy was restored. Its meaning differs according to the 

party attitude of those who use it. This is clearly evident in Theramenes; Dionys. 
Hal. Demosth. 3 p. 134, 9 U-R is the first certain occurrence of the term. 

Jacoby, Fragm. Griech. Hist. I1I b (Suppl.) 3 
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18) Kleidemos F 7-8; Androtion F 5; 36 (?); Philochoros F 24-29. 19) Androtion 
F 4 (?); 34; Philochoros F 20 (?); 21; 35; 114. In the fragments of Kleidemos the 

name of Solon does not appear, and it is uncertain whether Phanodemos F 7 
refers to him. 20) Typical of this is the twisted interpretation Androtion 
gives of the cetodyOeta. See also on 324 F 6; 34. 21) Atthis p. 153 ff. 22) 
Even this is not confined to the democrats. See Aristot. 'A0r. 6, 2-3. 23) 'A0r. 
29, 3. About the sense of the motion see on Androtion F 6. It is to be noted that 
in the main motion the name of Solon and the catchword métptog modttele are 
absent, while Kleitophon actually speaks of Kleisthenes’ laws as nátpiot vópot, 
calling him also the founder of democracy. Unfortunately neither Thukydides 
nor the author of the pamphlet Ilepì tij¢ ’A@yvalev nodttelag cites either 
reformer by name. The constitution which the latter author has in mind is the 
one actually existing; he hardly thought of Kleisthenes, possibly of (Ephialtes 
and) Perikles, particularly if he wrote ‘not too long a time after the ostracism of 
Thukydides’, as Volkening in Das Bild des athen. Staates etc. Diss. Münster 1940 
again tries to prove (I know of the book only by the review of Miltner Klio 35, 
1942, p. 147 f.). 24) ’A@x. 22, т. In the survey of the xatacrdcetg ch. 41 zov 
is omitted, presumably because of the picture given of the radically democratic 
constitution ӯу 'Арютєі тс џёу ОлёдеЕсу, "ЕфійАттс 8° ёлєтёлєсєу. 

1) Thukyd. i, 103, 4 лросєҳфотсау 8 хоі Мєүарӯс `Абтуа(о é¢ Euugaylav 
Aaxedaipoviey drootdavtes, dtt adrodg KopívOtot лєрї үй Ópov moXÉuot xatel- 
Xov, xal Écyov 'AOrnsaiot Méyapa xol Ilqyác, xai «à uaxoà telyn adixoddunoav 
Meyapeóst ta amd тї; xddews &¢ Nicatav, xal фороброоу «ото. Н. тау һауе 
reported these events in about the same manner. The place remained under 
Athenian control till the peace of 446/5 B.C. and must have been mentioned in 
the treaty of peace: 1, 107, 3; 111,2; 4, 21,3. 2) This is Beloch's date Gr. G.! 
II 2 p. 205 f.; c. 460 Kolbe Herm. 72, 1937, p. 267. 3) F Gr Hist 4 F 83. 4) 
Thukyd. 4, 66, 1; 74, 2 (in 424 B.C.); cf. Ernst Meyer RE XV col. 189, 66 ff. 5) 
Text p. 12, 13 ff. 6) Pausan. I, 44, 4 xal Alywadéws èvraŭðá tore (scil. & 
Tlayats) }рбиоу тоб 'ABpácrou- coütov үйр бтє *Apyetor tò Settepov ёс ӨүВас̧ 
totpátevoav, ond thy pdtv payny mpd Tatoavr droðavévra ol TPOOHXOVTES 
ёс Ilayàç ti¢ Meyapldog xopicavtes Oárrovot, xal Alyuetov Ere xareirar TÒ 
ўрӧюу. H. probably spoke of the battle in the Phoronis (F Gr Hist 4 F 100). 
7) Pausan. т, 41, 8 ¿Bacievoe St Typetc, dc piv Aéyovot ol Meyapetc, лєрї тй 
Поүйс̧ халооџёуас̧ тўс Мєүарідос̧, Фф 8ё ёүф тє Sox xai texunpta ёс tóðe Aelmetat 
Aavaldog lTpye тїс únèp Xatpwveing xtd. The latter opinion agrees with the 
account of Thukydides, whom we may assume to judge independently (2, 29, 3). 
Whether, and if so how, H. recorded the story of Pandion’s daughter cannot be 
stated; the development of the tradition is as yet obscure (see Lesky RE V A 1, 
1934, col 719 fi). 

1) See on F 3. 2) Eleusis must frequently have been mentioned in histo- 
rical times, less perhaps the cult than buildings. Of course, one also thinks of the 
law about the &zapyaí IG* I 76 (416/5 B.C.) and of the charge against Alkibiades, 
who according to the words of the eloxyyeA(a (Plutarch. Alkib. 22, 4) Eyovra 
столу оїаулеєр ӧ lepopavenc Eywv Sevier tà lepá, xal dvoudtovta abróv uiv 
lepopavrny жт. But it is to no purpose to guess. 

1) Staatshaushalt* II p. 325 f. 2) Les Monnaies d'Athènes, 1858, Р. 139 ff.; 
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349 ff. Beulé identifies the hero with Theseus, who is said to have been the first 
to coin money (which is not quite correct), and appends a symbolic interpretation 
of the wreath. 3) Athens, 1924, p. 68f. ‘we know from inscriptions that he 

gave his name to the Athenian mint’, which is quite incorrect. So is the statement 
of Kathleen Freeman The Works and Life of Solon, 1926, p. 109, that the mint 

‘was attached to the shrine of Theseus Stephanephoros, where the standards 
were kept'. 4) Head H.N.! p. 378 ff. 5) F 3. 6) Such as those in 

regard to Munichos F 5 and Kolainos F 13. 7) Aristot. "A@r. 14, 4. 8) I.e. 
if we may have confidence in the topographical statement. The name of the hero 
cannot be explained by the proximity of the flower-market to his sanctuary. 
9) Text p. 20, ro ff. 

I) Pearson! p. 213 (1 p. 12). 2) Niese l.c. p. 83 n. 4 admitted by far too much 
when he said 'schwerlich originale fassung sondern nur eine berechnung nach 
Hellanikos'. Nor ought I to have conceded king Ogygos for H. (F Gr Hist I p. 451, 

15), having been sceptical about him earlier (R E VIII col. 140, 40 f.). 3) See 
on F 5; 13. 

1) The first year of Medon is the natural one for the emigration of the younger 

brother, even if H. did not know (or mention) anything about a dispute between 
the brothers (see n. 18/9). Unfortunately іп Marm. Par.’ A 27 the words Baciievov- 
тос 'АбӨтуфу Mevectiéws tproxardexdtou Érou; have been bodily transferred from 

A 23. That is one of the many mistakes of the stone-mason which have been correct- 

ed only in part; one must therefore not expect anything to be behind the statement, 
so that we cannot make the converse inference either, viz. that H. did not know 

of the dispute. 2) The decisive fact for judging the tradition was stated by 
Wilamowitz Sb. Berlin 1906 (— Kl. Schr. V 1 p. 152 ff.; see also p. 128 ff.): the 
Athenian claim is later than the special traditions of the individual towns. He has, 

however, in my opinion failed to recognize the development of the Athenian claim: 
he dated Pherekydes too late, read more into Herodotos than that author actually 

yields, and paid no attention to H. (n. 11). Solon’s npeoButatn үаїа “Iaoviag (F 4 

Diehl) cannot be interpreted with assurance, as everybody knows. But for instance 

in Mimnermos F 12 (IIoXov NyA$tov áctu Auóvieg lucptiv 'Acünv vnuolv &guxóus0a.) 

nobody can insert the intermediate station of Athens in the manner of Herodotos 
(5, 65, 3; cf. 1, 145) and H. (F 23), and as late as the time of Kimon and Perikles, 

Ion could write a history of the colonisation of Chios without so much as mention- 
ing Athens (392 F r; cf. Cl. Q. 41, 1947, p. 4 ff.). After the downfall of the 

Empire Timotheos is immediately able to eliminate the intermediate stage 
(Persians 246/8 Midntog 8 пӧмс му & Opédac’ & Sumdexaterytos Acov mporéoc (?) 
£& ’Ayat@v.. In the early seventh century Athens belonged to the Delian Amphi- 

ctyony: Hymn. Hom. A poll. 30 ff. (cf. 146 ff.); Thukyd. 3, 104. Of course, she never 

belonged to the league about the Panionion the formation of which Wilamowitz 
dates at about 700 B.C., nor had she any relations with it either in cult or in 
politics: not in cult because the sanctuary of the league belongs to the Boeotian 
Poseidon Helikonios; not in politics because the league came to an end in the 

Ionian revolt and the Panionia ceased to exist. The festival was replaced by the 
Ephesia (hardly before 478/7 B.C.; Thukyd. 3, 104, 3; cf. n. 12). 3) In my 
notes in F Gr Hist 1 p. 451, 24 ff.; II D p. 682, 40 ff. I have shirked the real problem; 

in Marmor Parium p. 91 f., although I have ‘noted down and arranged’ the tradition 

10 

11 
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(Wilamowitz /.c. p. 138 n. 3) the attempted explanation is hardly correct and in 
any case insufficient. 4) I, 142 ff. (cf. 1, 56-58) Athens is an Ionian town; 
the Twelve Towns are only part of the Ionians (1, 143); tlol 8& návrec "Iovec 
бсо. бл’ 'Абтуёоу yeyóvact xal ' Axaroópux Ёүоос: ӧртлу (1, 147, 2). The polemic is 
directed against the claim of the Twelve Towns; it is not in itself written in the 
interest of Athens. This interest might rather be said to create difficulties for 
Herodotos, because ol év vuv Aot ”Iwveç xal ol *AOnvator Epuyov tò oŭvoua, où Bov- 
Aduevor "Ioveg xexMjc0zt xrÀ. According to Herodotos, at the conference in Samos 
in 479 B.C., Athens claims as a matter of course that the towns in Asia Minor are 
her &zoixíat, and the Peloponnesians acknowledge the claim at once. Whether the 
conference actually took that course is another question. 5) 9, 97 about the 
sanctuary of Anyime "Елєосімі on Mykale cà düuorog ó Ilacod£oug 18росато 
NeOseot tõtt Кбёроо imzóusvog éxi MU Mjrou xrtGtÜv. I, 146, 2 (about conditions in 
Miletos) ol 8£ aóróv and tod протауіоо тоб ’AOnvatwy dpundévtes xal vouiTovres 
yewotdtator elvar "Ióvow; see also I, 147, 1 ВасіЛёос 8 ёстісоуто ої џёу афту 
Auxíouc &ró Dl'Axóxou rod 'IxxoAóyou Yeyovózac, oi 88 Kaóxovac IIuX(ouc @т$ Кбёроо тоб 
MedavOou, of 88 xal cuvayoorépous. Strabo 14, I, 3 (the passage is not part of the 
quotation from Pherekydes; F Gr Hist I p. 426, 42 fi.) xai Midyrov 8 Exticev Nnreds 
ix Tlvdov td yévog фу... тобтоу 82 т@утж тфу Ааду (the Pylians who had come to 
Athens with Melanthos) uezà càv 'Ióvov xotvijv aretha thy drotxlav: tod 8¢ NyAtac 
ёлі тбл Посед іо. Ворёс їброџа 8єіхуотоал. Pausan. 7, 2, 4 #. @с ёё таїс уаосіу tg thy 
%Асішу хатўрау ёп’ &ту ётрёлоуто #01 ту ёлі Воласа: тблеошу, Nevreds 8 xal $ 
соу аотби potpa &¢ Mümzov..... тоб 82 Мос ó tápoç lóvrwv ёс Ла8орощс 
totiv ob лбрро тбу muddy by dptotepät т7с 6800. Plutarch. Mul. Virt. 16 p. 253 F 
tõv ei; Müx;rov &oixouévov 'Ióvov стас:йсаутєс̧ Ёлоџ прӧс̧ тоос №)ғо паї8ас̧ бп- 
exapnoav єіс Мообута xdxet xatwexouv.... оботс обу éoptzc 'ApréuiSoc xal Ouclag 
mapa Muyoioss, Av NyAnidsa Tpooxyopevovew xtA. See also Schol. Kallim. Hymn. 
Iov. 77 and n. 9. The story of Elegeis, daughter of Neleus, is probably earlier than 
Herodotos and may trace back the connexion between Athens and Miletos to the 
sixth century. The grammarians used the story for the explanation of the name 
of the elegy (Schol. Lykophr. Al. 1378; Et. M. 152, 47 ff.). For the form &¢ 8 éxi Mi- 
Эттоу xatatet mhuata Kapciv see Herm. 53, 1918, p. 275. We cannot speak with full 
certainty because another explanation connects the elegy with another founder 
of colonies, Theokles of Eretria. 6) F Gr Hist 3 F 155. Pausanias professes still 
to have seen the tomb of Androklos in Ephesos (7, 2, 9) and this figure (like that 
of Neleus in Miletos) may have been older in Ephesos than the connexion with 
Athens which Pherekydes constructed. It was easy for him to make it because of 
the clan of the ’Avdpoxdcidar (see n. 14), and because of the BaowAl8at and Baolan. 
As the name leads to Messenia as well (Toepfier A.G. p. 244 ff.) a stage might be 
conceived in which the founder came thence immediately as the ancestors of the 
Kolophonians did according to Mimnermos (п. 2). The Ephesians held to their 
Priority claim, and, as they had a number of chroniclers, they were able to carry 
it through to a certain degree even against Athenian public opinion. Their argu- 
ments (hardly all) are set forth in Strabo 14, 1, 3. The passage immediately follows 
the quotation of Pherekydes; it is however taken from Artemidoros: 8imep «à 
Baciherov tev 'IGwov txet overival pact, xal Ent xal viv of ёх тоб Yévouc óvout/ovrat 
BacOsi; xvA. The manipulation of the data is manifest: the clan is called Bacu8a: ; 
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thus e.g. Baton IIepl «àv iv ’Eptout tupdwov (268 F 3), who records their over- 
throw. Strabo is so much impressed by Artemidoros that he does not risk simply 
opening his discussion of the individual colonies with Miletos, but &md tév hm- 
ponxwtépav tórov, ġo (Eo' Corais, edd.; but cf. Aelian V. H. 8, 5) Õvrep xal rpõtov 
al xtloetc éyévovto, ALyw S& tov rept М0утоу ха! "Ефєсоу· абтол үйр &рістол пбле 
xal ёудоббтатах. Еџѕеһіоѕ’ Сапоп gives under a. Abr. 972 = 1045/4 B.C. (i.e. 
under the date of the Ionian migration according to Eratosthenes and Apollodoros) 
Efesus condita ab Andronico (sic). 7) Ton 74 (but see also 1581 ff.). Velleius 
Paterculus г, 4, 3 and Vitruv. 4, 1, 4 follow him; Pausan. 4, 3, 2 ol. Kó8pou rai8eq 
tnetayOnaav &руоутес̧, о08&у aouat yévous tod "Iovoc uexóv, 220 Мессӯмо: рёу ёх По- 
Aou Tà трд Кбёро› ха1 Мєлїзбоу, 'Aürvaiot 8b čvreç tà трӧс̧ иттрӧс̧ роіетігеѕ 
against that conception. The invention of the poet is sufficiently obvious; that 
Herodotos 1, 147 is thinking of Ion (Wilamowitz l.c. p. 140) is quite impossible 
in my opinion; see also on F 23. It is of no importance here how long before the 
publication of H.s Atthis the Jon was written (recent scholars again prefer the date 
of 412 B.C. or later; see Solmsen Herm. 69, 1934, p. 390/1; 406 f.). The historian 
deliberately neglected the innovations of the poet here as he did in the case of 
Hippothoon (Text p. 29, 3 ff.). 8) Ed. Meyer Gd A IIL § 157; Friedländer 
Argolika, 1905, p. 63 f. Correct is only that Miletos and Ephesos seem to have 
begun earlier than the others and on their own initiative to found their claim to 
priority in the circle of the Twelve Towns on their particular relations to Athens; 
and even this hardly happened earlier than the time of the Ionian Revolt.The 
claims were hardly discussed in literature before the publication of the earliest 
chronicles, all of which are later than Pherekydes, and most (if not all) even later 
than Herodotos (see Atthis p. 176 ff.). The discussions among the towns mainly 
took place at a time at which they were practically to no purpose, i.e. in the fourth 
century and later; and we find in them remarkable assertions, for instance that 
Myus, which was of no importance whatever later on, is called the first foundation 
of the Jones Athenis profecti (Plin. N. H. 5, 113). About Ephesian authors see n. 6. 
A forgery pleaded the claim of Miletos under the name of a Каёџос Tlavdtovog 
Моос (по. 489) the title of which (Kricts Muajrov xat zH¢ Sno "Iwviac) calls to 
mind the mode of expression in the Parian Marble A 27. These things may have 
been made up as early as the fourth century B.C., but they may equally well 
be much later. In the fifth century the decisive point is what claims the authors 
acknowledged who wrote in, and for, Athens, when they made the Ionian migration 
start from Athens. Pherekydes decided for Ephesos, Herodotos and H. for Miletos 
—all three at a time when the vote of Miletos itself no longer carried any weight 
and when there could not be any question of her ‘leading position in the Ionian 
world’. 9) Here the royal family, named Baowidat in Ephesos, called itself 
Nyei8ar: Aristotle xai of tz MidAnotzxé in Parthen. Narr. Am. 14 = 496 F 1; 
Nikol. Dam. 90 F 53; cf. Plutarch. Mul. Virt. 16 (n. 5). 10) Psephism of the 
year 418/7 B.C. (1 G? I 94; Syll.4 93). It proves that Kodros was not added till later 
to the couple Neleus and Basile (Wilamowitz Ar. u. Ath. II p. 130). But in that 
case the Athenians of that time can hardly have meant by Neleus anybody but the 
son of Kodros who founded Miletos, and Basile provides a bridge to the Baot\iSat 
of Ephesos. The decree was voted at a time when H. probably was in Greece and 
had his headquarters at Athens, and certainly he must have been shown the 
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sanctuary. 11) F 23 attests this assumption for H. As to Pherekydes 3 F 155 
Wilamowitz KI. Schr. V 1 p. 164 f. creates an unreal contrast to Herodotos by 
dating H. too late, and in Strabo he assigns tc him more than belongs to him 
(n. 6). We cannot decide exactly what he said, because &p£o can mean ‘to begin 

or ‘to lead’. Also we are justified in asking whether for Pherekydes Neleus was 
already the son of Kodros (Das Marmor Parium p. 92). That Herodotos does not 

mention expressly ‘eine einmalige einwanderung’ (Wilamowitz) must be admitted. 
But whether this justifies the deduction that he (and Ion) ‘von einer einheitlichen 

athenischen expedition noch nichts gewusst hat’, I doubt because of Herodt. 
I, 145. The arguments of Wilamowitz are not convincing, because he reads into 

Herodotos his own fundamentally important perception that the Panionion was 
established about 700 B.C.: Herodotos manifestly speaks of the time of the immig- 
ration, and as manifestly assigns the establishment of the Panionion to that time. 
If ‘diese ionische wanderung ein reflex des attischen reiches ist’ as Wilamowitz 
believes, one would think that Herodotos knew this, even if Pherekydes did not. 

As a matter of fact, Herodotos does not seem to have been interested in the time 
or in the nature of the migration: his treatise 1, 142 ff. pursues different aims, and 
it should be noticed that he omits the migration also in 1, 1-5 (see Herm. 53, 1918, 
P- 280 ff.), H. having been the first to infer the uniformity of the colonisation as 
a consequence. 12) The Ephesia may be said to have replaced the Panionia 
(п. 2) until the Athenians in 426/5 B.C. re-established the old Amphictyonic 
festival in Delos, which they doubtless did in order to put an end to the undesirable 
demonstration implied in a special organisation on the part of the Ionians in Asia 
Minor. The Ephesia, however, continued to exist alongside of the Delian festival 
or (more probably) was re-established later on (see Dittenberger Or. Gr. I 10; 
Nilsson Gr. Feste, 1906, p. 243 ff.). The Panionia also had a resurrection, as Wila- 
mowitz thinks about the middle of the fourth century, as Nilsson suggests (l.c. p. 76) 
soon after the overthrow of Athens. The latter date is very attractive. It may 
perhaps be combined with Ephoros’ account of the antecedents of the great 
earthquake in 373/2 B.C. (Diod. 15, 59) the particulars of which are by no means 
securely dated. But we do not see clearly either about the history of the two 
festivals in the fourth century or about their relation to each other. The remark 
Diod. 15, 59, 1 that they petéBecav thy maviyupw ele &coaAf, rómov, б ђу тАлус{о» 
тї '"Eoécou no doubt refers to the fifth century and is probably connected with the 
fact that Dion. Hal. A. R. 4, 25, 4 places beside the Dorian Triopion not the Panio- 
nion but ty ’Epécu tò tic ’Aptéuidos lepóv. 13) Mnemosyne, 1947, p. 13 ff. 
14) The question can be raised, but unfortunately not answered, whether the exis- 
tence of an Attic clan ’Av3poxdeiSar influenced Pherekydes (Toepfier A.G. p. 244 ff.), 
or whether the legend of the clan included a claim as to the foundation of Ephesos 
which Pherekydes acknowledged. 15) F 20-21; 23. 16) 1, 147, 1 Ké8pou 
тоб Мелзудоо; 9, 47 Neirew тоб Кбёроу. 17) Ѕее оп Е 23. 18) If we in- 
terpret the passage strictly it precludes the many yvjovor and vé00t mentioned in 
Strabo 14, 1, 3 and Pausan. 7, 2 ff. Marm. Par. A 27 (see n. 24) justifies a strict 
interpretation ; so does apparently Aelian. V. H. 8, 5, who speaks of Medon and Ne- 
leus only (in his text the reference of dg’ dv is uncertain, for only Neleus and 
Miletos precede). In Pausan. 7, 2, 1 it is surprising that the words Éxeat 8& лоллоїсі 
Gotepoy Médwv xai Nevzig npeoBoraro: rv Kóbpou maiBov goraclacay пері тўс @рдйс 
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(where Delphi decides in favour of Medon) are followed by o6tw 8) 5 Newrebe xat of 
Хото тфу Кбёроо то!8оу ёс тообу totédnoav. There is hardly another inference 
Possible but that the other sons were invented, and this assumption seems to be 
corroborated by other towns too (not only Miletos and Ephesos) claiming sons of 
Kodros as their xtlotat. This is conceivable in my opinion in the fourth century 
at the earliest, and the claims are most likely to have been brought forward in the 
local chronicles of the Ionian towns. It is most regrettable that we know so little 
about Ephoros, who dealt very fully with the Ionian migration (70 F 25-26; 125- 
127). Only Neleus as the founder of Miletos is given with full certainty in F 127; 
it is uncertain whether the foundation of Ephesos by Androklos may be assigned 
to Ephoros according to F 126; and in F 25, which refers to Klazomenai, the 
decisive name is corrupt. Perhaps one regarded the new xrlotat as véGor. 
19) I mean with regard to the contest for the throne: xal oóx čpaoxev & Nevreds 
dvéFcobar Pactrevduevoc олд tod MéSovtoc, Ste 6 MéSwv tov ётєроу Tj» «àv поёбу хо- 
56% (Раизап. 7, 2, 1). Тоерйег А.С. Рр. 229 calls this ‘an apparently later version 
of the myth’. I do not see the reason, for F 23 does not preclude a fight for the 
throne (it is a frequent motif also for foundation of colonies); also the old oracle 
(n. 5) assumes it. 20) F Gr Hist 4 F 101 with the parallels from Herodotos 
onwards in the commentary. 21) Mimnermos and Ion (n. 2), whom Wilamowitz 
grouped together. We expect them in Ephoros. 22) In this respect too, Timo- 
theos is typical. But still, compromises were finally reached owing to the vigour 
of Athenian general opinion. 23) In that connexion Herodotos I, 143, 3 
mentions it, and the 3o8cx&moXs in F 23 proves the mention of it for H. too, 
because the festival and the Twelve Towns are inseparably connected. For our 
question it is of no importance whether it did, or did not, exist at this time; but we 
should like to know whether he recorded its discontinuance and the "Ефёсих. In 
other words: is there a relation between H. (which work ?) and the digression of 
Thukyd. 3, 104? 24) It is sufficient to cite the characteristic position of Neleus 
as the founder of the Twelve Towns in Marm. Par. A 27 and in Aelian. V. H. 8, 5, 
who follows an Atthis and from whom the corrupt and badly read text can be 
supplemented: dg’ oð Nyàcòs ðixto[e MOm [ov xai thy] žAlA iv] &[raJo[av Tevt Jov, 
“Еоєсо», 'Ерубр® (апа the other names), xai cà [Поу):ӧу а] é&yévero. We тау 
expect the same simple enumeration in H. without the groups of dialects presented 
by Herodotos, which in their 'übertriebenen schárfe' serve his polemical purpose. 
The preserved fragments of the Atthidographers unfortunately yield nothing at 
all about the migration. 

I) IG! II 4731; 4791; (4860?); 5057; 5140. J. Kirchner and S. Dow in A. M. 13 
62, 1937, p. r1. That A. Salaé (Hlidha Arch. 11) commented on Artemis Kolainis 
and the Kodatwaorat I know only from the admirable report of M. N. Tod JH St 
62, 1942, p. 64. 2) Cohn R E VI col. 1220 no. 7. 3) Probably because of 
his unsufficient knowledge of Attic cults. 4) This is different from the juxta- 
position (frequent in Scholia and Lexica) of two explanations based on methodically 
different principles, where the choice is left to the reader: see above F І п. 3. 
5) F 5; 9. 6) Given by Pausan. 1, 31, 5 as the tradition of the Myrrhinu- 
sians. 7) On Phanodemos F 3. 

1) F Gr Hist 4 F 23-31. 2) About the time of the epic poem, which is usually 14—19 
dated too early, see Atthis p. 394 n. 23. 3) FGr Hist 3 F (147?); 148-153. 
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Agreement of H. and Pherekydes is found in F r6. 4) See in particular F 18. 

5) See on F 15. 6) See on F 18. 7) About Plutarch. T'es. 29, 4-5 see on 
Philochoros F r12. If H. was among the rAeiorot he followed here (as he did in the 

acceptance of the Orestes trial) Aischylos, not Euripides. 8) The question 

of Pearson (* p. 18) must be answered in the negative by simply referring 

to the establishment of the cult in 476/5 B.C. 9) Another tradition than 

the Attic did not exist for Theseus. то) Ѕее оп F 14. 11) There are 

altogether not many quotations in this portion of the Vifa: Dikaiarchos (32, 5), 
Hereas (32, 7), Istros (34, 3), the periegete Diodoros (36, 5) for features not imme- 

diately referring to Theseus; of the Atthidographers and for Theseus himself only 

Philochoros (35, 5), traces of whom we cannot fail to recognize throughout. The 

last part seems to be mainly taken from him, a few anonymous variants (32, 2; 

35, 7) being added to his fundamental account. 12) H. not only was absolutely 
bound to introduce the Homeric Menestheus into the series of the kings, he also 

had to explain why the family of Theseus (Erechtheus) lost its position. It 

must remain open to question whether he was the first to do so. Unfortunately 
there is no mention of Menestheus in Pherekydes’ fragments. 13) See Text 
р. 19, 39 ff. 14) Hiket. 403/8 (cf. on Philochoros). 15) Provided it is 

Plutarch. The sentence beginning with 6m is obviously a subsequent insertion; 
one need only compare the next citation from H. (F 15) with Andron to see that 

the latter is really worked into the account. 16) 2, 15, 2. I do not venture to 

determine the time of Thukydides' digression. There are several possibilities. 
The only idea to be excluded is that H. formed his conception under the influence 
of Thukydides, for when H. wrote the Atthis Thukydides’ work had not yet been 
published; and Thukydides did not give lectures. 17) The synoecism is ac- 
cording to Plutarch (Thes. 24; cf. 15, 1-3) the first action of Theseus’ reign. In the 
Parian Marble the event is entered under Theseus’ first year. That may very well 
be taken from H.; but Plutarch’s main account does not derive from him. 

1) Cf. n. 3 on F 18-19. He is telling about Theseus, and he must therefore supply 
the reasons for the payment of the tribute in a retrospective account which he 
frames accordingly: 15, 1 òħiywt 8 ботєроу ўхоу ёх Крӯттс тӧ трітоу ої тӧу 8хсџӧу 
dradfovtes; 17, 1 eel 3 обу хабђиєу 6 ypóvog тоб трісоо 8хсџоб. He uses the 
digression at the same time for discussing the question of the Minotaur and, 
incidentally, the character of Minos. H. hardly discussed the latter, his narrative 
tended to move straight forward. 2) Plutarch. Thes. 15, 1; 17, 1; Bibl. Epit. 
1,7; Serv. Verg. A. 6, 14; Ovid. Met. 8, 169-171; about Diodoros see n. 5. 
3) Thes. 17, 2. This point of view comes up again and again in the biography; 
see in particular 14, 1 ó 8& Oyjcebs evepyd¢ elvar Bovdduevoc, dua è xxl nuaywyöv, 
іртрӨєу ёлі тӧу Марабдоуюу тоброу. 4) Реагѕоп! р. 218 translates (with Perrin, 
Loeb edition) ajróv 8& tov Mivw параүєубшеуоу ёх үєсбол, probably correctly, 
by ‘used to come and pick them out’. But in the following sentence ‘and that he 
now pitched upon Theseus first of all’, ‘now’ is an interpolation. 5) 4, 61, 3. 
Plutarch, 15, 1 correctly says oi tov Sacpov émdZovrec; Minos himself is only present 
17, 3, i.e. in the report of H. Diodoros has confused the two different occasions; 
the consequence is that he gives only two 8acyol. The earlier representations 
(painting of Mikon in the Theseion Pausan. 1, 17, 3; Bakchyl. 16) give the col- 
lection of the hostages by Minos himself; but that is then the first and only tribute, 
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6) The general tradition also knows the treaty (Plut. 15, 1). The regulations vary 
Somewhat, which is partly due to the reports not being sufficiently detailed. The 
general tradition (ol xAeiozot tõv соүүрафёоу Plutarch. /.c.) states that the Athen- 
ians were to send fourteen children every nine years tõ Mwertatpur Bopdv: Bibl. 3, 
213; Diod. /.c.; Serv. Verg. A. 6, 14; Plutarch, who (15, 1) avoids the expression, 
replaces this regulation by the discussion of their fate (15, 2-16, 4). Kleidemos 
F 17, who seems to have altered the whole story and eliminated the Minotaur, 
expressly calls the 'children o0c £xfev 6ufpouc ó Mivoc, and that is what they were 
in H. The limitation 6eov àv Xeóvov C5. td tépac is found in Diodoros, the regulation 
Xopls SxAwv in the Bibliotheca. 7) F Gr Hist 4 F 31 ch. 47, 3. 8) In Demon 
F 5 and Philochoros F 17 Tauros is the strategos of Minos. Kleidemos (n. 6) seems 
to have eliminated him entirely. About Androtion (who is certain to have rational- 
ized the story) and Phanodemos we know nothing. How copious the discussion 
was is shown by Philochoros and Plutarch. Thes. 15, 2 ff.; the latter quotes among 
others Aristotle £&» «zt Bozctxiow norteia. 9) Ch. 19, 1. The special feature 
in Pherekydes who is mentioned first (3 F 150 «à 48497 «àv Kenzxóv veàv boat 
tov Onoéa tiv dimtw dpaigodzevov) does not signify that he rationalized the whole 
account—he only anticipates an obvious question. IO) As the hostages, ac- 
cording to the treaty, go undtv ёл\оу dphrov éxipepoptvoug Theseus cannot have 
killed the Minotaur with his sword as the early representations in art show him 
doing (see Robert Heldensage p. 679 f.). It is possible that H. also gave the fre- 
quently cited wrestling match, and that the Phorbas Story (see on F 3 and on 
Istros F 31) occurred already in his account. 11) H. is not quoted in Plutarch's 
detailed and learned digression (Thes. 20). It is possible that H. accepted the 
version of Odyssey 2, for Ariadne did not come to Athens. 12) No doubt H. 
entered the expedition to Crete under a definite year of Aigeus’ reign. But if he 
assumed only one furnishing of hostages immediately following the war with Minos, 
he hardly assigned the expedition to the last year of Aigeus. Anyhow the possibility 
of a mistake in calculation, or the error of a scribe must be considered (see Marm. 
Par. p. 144 f.; F Gr Hist 11 D p. 679, 30 ff.). About another possibility see n. 1 
on F 18-19. 

I) Iliüvoxáurzq or тб [poxposeme Abel. 2) The quotation of Sophokles 
F 819 N? which I have omitted here does not refer solely to Sinis, but to the whole 
xvwddarwv 686¢. 3) Andron presumably simply followed him, perhaps giving 
a quotation. Wellmann's (De Istro p. 61) assigning of Skiron to H. and Sinis to 
Andron is due to a wrong interpretation of Plutarch and is arbitrary even if the 
interpretation were correct. The son of Poseidon, Sinis (the Pityokamptes), has in 
fact connexions with Corinth, and the earliest prize for the victor of the Isthmia 
is the pine-wreath (Plutarch Quaest. conv. 5, 3; Aischyl. P. Ox. 2162 fr. 2 II 3-4). 
We almost get the impression that Skiron is a mere scribe’s variant: the parallels 
give as the cause of the establishment of the Isthmia either the killing of Sinis 

or that of all the xv32Ax. 4) Text p. 36, 37 ff. 5) Text p. 35, 23 ff. 6) 

Text p. 36, 12 ff. 7) 1n regard to the Isthmia the parallel is not quite without 
difficulties: Herakles, being the son of Zeus, can establish the festival of Zeus 
in Olympia after the victory over Augeias. Theseus did not become the son of 
Poseidon until later (although his connexion with that god was earlier), and we 

know nothing of a war between Athens and Corinth. Such a war may lie behind 

15 
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the statement that Theseus (evidently at the beginning of his reign) npooxtnadpevos 
tH "Аттиў тђу Меүариђу ВеВа(ос̧, тђу Өролооџёууу ё 'Ioðuðt ahany totoe X9 
(Plutarch. Thes. 25, 4; see on Philochoros F 107). On the other hand the possibility 
of establishing a festival on Corinthian soil and of securing the prohedria to Athens 
may have been treated as a proof of the increase of power in Athens by the synoe- 
cism. In any case both the Parian Marble and the source of Plutarch (Thes. 24-2 5) 
relate in the sequence synoecism-Isthmia, assigning both to the beginning of 
Theseus’ reign. This incidentally precludes the possibility of H. having connected 
the Panathenaia with the synoecism as later authors did (see F 2; on Istros F 4). 
For the historical background of the special position of Athens at the Isthmia 
see Wilamowitz ‘Die Amphiktionie von Kalaurea’ GG № 1896 = КІ. Schr. V 1 
p. 100 ff. 8) Plutarch. Thes. 29, 3 adduces the proverbs oùx ävev Onotwç and 
Bdog odtog “Hpaxdyc (Aristot. Eth. Eudem. 7, 12) and relates in ch. 6 that the 
36Ga ‘Hpaxdgoug dperf; leaves no rest to Theseus, exactly in the same manner 
as oùx ёби tò Miàtddov tpórarov xaðevseiv Themistokles. Diod. 4, 59, I makes 
Theseus follow Herakles 8X t6 toürov Uno hv yevécbar tav "Нрах\ёоос &0Acv. 
9) Wilamowitz /.c. p 108 f. I leave open the question when and why it was es- 
tablished, but I cannot agree with Herter Rh. Mus. 88, 1939, p. 306, ‘dass Hellanikos 
und Andron Theseus einfach an die stelle Solons rücken'. 10) év 8 tovto 
(spring 412 B.C.) tà "Ioðpia tytyveto, xal of *AOyvator (érmyyéAOnoav yap) eew- 
робуто ёс atta. After yáp B and P.Ox. 1247 have al anovdal, Classen-Steup* 
1922 p. 27 accept this in the text. 

I) F Gr Hist 4 F 107 I assigned the citation of Tzetzes to the Phoronis because 
of Bibl. 2, 98 and Diod. 4, 28, 2. 2) Like other features of the Atthis (see on 
F 14) it has passed on to the description of Diodoros (4, 28, 2; rayévta is lacking 
through an oversight of Diodoros). Lykophron (Al. 1330 ff.), who gives a number 
of stations which we cannot interpret with certainty, does not mention the Bos- 
poros. 3) 'H 8& OdAacoe myywurat xal 6 Вбӧсторос̧ лс 6 Kıuuéproç, xal ёпі тоб 
хроста2200 of évtd¢ tappov Уходол xatomxnutvor otpatevovtat, xal tç dudķaç èr- 
eAawwover répyy é¢ tobe <L>w8ovc. H. evidently took otpatevovtat to mean warlike 
excursions, not ‘to pass in hosts across’. 4) 323 F 18. 5) RE VII col. 
2703, 67 ff.; F Gr Hist I p. 352, 30 ff. The question as to the frontier assumed by 
Hekataios has been treated repeatedly since: e.g. Strenger Quell. u. Forsch. 28, 
1913, p. 50 ff.; Grosstephan Beitr. z. Perieg. d. Hekataios, diss. Strassburg 1915, 
Pp. 19 ff.; L. Pearson Early Ionian Historians, 1939, p. 62 ff. 

1) The Parian Marble (which does not mention the rape of Helen) would yield 
a considerably higher age for Theseus if its Atthis took the tribute entered under 
the thirteenth year of Aigeus to be the only one, viz. further 35 years of Aigeus, 
29 (?) years of Theseus, and the age of Theseus when he accompanied the expedition 
to Crete. But the premises are uncertain (F 14 n. 12). If we assume three Sacpol 
for this Atthis and accordingly move down H.s date for the expedition to Crete as against the statement of the Marble, we come nearer to the fifty years. But we know 
so little about the lengths of reign of the individual kings in H.s list that we have no real basis for such calculations. If, however, we assign the rape of Helen to The- 
seus' last year the seven years of Helen added to the 23 (22?) of Menestheus yield 
a result credible for H.: Helen was twenty years old when she went with Paris to Troy; at the end of the Trojan War she was 'une femme de trente ans’. In any case 
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this story of the rape, from the time of its being connected with the expedition 
to Hades, belonged to the end of Theseus’ reign. I do not see at all why ‘one would 
expect’ it ‘among the episodes of Theseus’ youth’ (Pearson! p. 219), nor do I quite 
understand the arguments of Robert (Heldensage p. 702). 2) Apologetic 
may have begun in tragic poetry, but it was probably not carried out consistently 
until the ‘democratic’ Atthides (Kleidemos ?) of the fourth century. Isokrates 
Hel. 18 f. does not yet risk denying the rape of Helen, he only mitigates it by the 
invention that Theseus had first tried a courtship. 3) That H. is among the 
TAetotot wdptupes is established by F 20. If one does not expect too much (as most 
'investigators of sources' are inclined to do; see e.g. what is said about Wellmann 
De Istro on no. 334) Plutarch's proceedings, where he quotes at all, are simple 
and transparent. The composition in ch. 31 is the same as in ch. 25, 5-7 (F 15) and 
different from that in e.g. ch. 17, 3, where at the end of a paragraph (F 14; see 
also ch. 34, 3 — Istros F 3) H. is cited for a variant. Nor do the quotations of 
TON ol, rAelouc, rAetatot present grave difficulties, no matter whether the variant(s) 
precede or follow, and no matter whether H.s name is quoted (F 16) or not (F 14; 
see Text p. 37, 16 ff). — 4) See on 328 F 18. The Philochoros quotation about the 
Sanctuaries of Theseus which ends here probably had no corresponding passage 
in H., who was not greatly interested in matters of cult. For that very reason 
Plutarch attests his statement by the name of the great Atthidographer, as he 
attests in our fragment the chronological calculations by the name of H. who was 
famous as a chronologist. We should certainly be pleased to have more quotations 
and notes like these in the Vita, particularly less anonymous čvor, who sometimes 
rouse our thirst for knowledge intolerably; but when Plutarch does give names 
he does so for sensible and well-considered reasons. 5) See e.g. on F 14; 17; 
Introd. n. 9. 6) Diod. 4, 62; Bibl. Epit. r, 23-24. The resemblance of the nar- 
rative as a whole to Plutarch-H. is astonishing in Diodoros (the Epitome is too 
short); still it is certain that the handbook(s) did not follow H. Apart from minor 
alterations in the details, which are mostly interesting (n. 10), they give the ex- 
pedition to Hades according to the old tale, not in the rationalized form of H. 
and Philochoros. 7) Isokr. Hel. 18 by saying Wov abri orm piv dxpdCoucav 
avoids an exact statement, but presumably he knew H. See also Schol. Stat. Theb. 
I, 476 rapuerunt Helenam adhuc parvam. 8) It is sufficient to refer to Wilamo- 
witz Sb. Berlin 1925 — Kl. Schr. V 2 p. 116 f. After Duris had accepted this tra- 
dition in the first half of the third century (in the IIpoBAzuacra ‘Оџтріха ?), Іаќе 
Hellenistic mythography also had to take it into account. 9) It must, how- 
ever, be added that in later epic (K ypria F 15 Allen — F 14 Bethe) and in tragic 
poetry Iphigeneia had become the daughter of Agamemnon, which, as everybody 
knows, she was not in the Jliad (I 145). As far as we know H., he follows in mytho- 
graphy the main established tradition, making, of course, the supplements necessary 
for genealogical and other purposes; but it is by no means his way to look for remote 
versions which perhaps had no literary authority at all; Tragedy frequently did 
this, though always with a particular purpose. Wilamowitz has stated that 
Iphigeneia did not occur in Stesichoros as the daughter of Theseus. 10) It is 
interesting that Diod. 4, 63, 3 alters the motive: tav 8 ’A@nvatev e&yavaxtouvtwv 
Tot npdypate, poBnOEls 6 Onoedc UredéEato thy ‘Edévnvelc " AgiBvav xv. That is, of course, 
connected with the different conceptions of the hero in Atthidography. The context 
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into which the new motif fits is supplied by Plutarch. Thes. 32, 1-2. This conception 
is late only in so far as the whole people pronounces its displeasure and the dema- 

gogues’ make use of it. Herodotos 9, 73 has the earlier stage. 11) The Dioskuroi 
take Helen back to Sparta rapüévov o9cav: Diod. 4, 63, 5. 12) About Theseus 
as a robber of women see Radermacher M ythos und Sage, 1939, p. 255 f. The rape 

of women is as little a moral 'outrage' in early times as is that of cattle (Hes. Opp. 
162/5) or any robbery whatever (Thukyd. 1, 5). Wilamowitz /.c. p. 118 f. confuses 
the facts themselves with the changing judgement of them; he ought not to have 

brought in at all Od. A 631, because that passage does not refer to the rape of a 
woman but to an attempt against the Mistress of the Underworld. In the Atthides 
the number of Theseus’ wives is a topos (Istros F 10); of course, the writers do not 
know that this was an original feature of his nature. The conception of Niese (Herm. 

23, 1888, p. 84 f.) that the rape of Helen is ‘ganz frische sage, der mythische wider- 
schein der einfálle der Lakedaemonier in den ersten jahren des Peloponnesischen 

Krieges' is made impossible here (quite apart from the narrowness in principle of 
his interpretation of myths and from the mass of early evidence in literature and 
art) by the variants in Herodotos. No one can reasonably doubt the facts of the 

forbearance practised in regard to Dekcleia in the war of Nikias and of the privil- 
eges enjoyed by the Dekeleans in Sparta (later the Spartans disregarded their debt 

of gratitude); historians had to explain them and a writer as early as Herodotos 

received two explanations. Our business consequently is with the tradition of the 
demes, which was supported by real facts and which, perhaps (see on F 20-21), 
reaches back as far as for instance the absence of intermarriage between the demes 

Pallene and Hagnus (see on Philochoros F 108). The Theseis accepted this tradition, 
which thus came to concern the whole people, not the demes, and the Dekeleans, 
or their kings, actually became the helpers of the enemies of their country. It is 
by no means certain that H. drew this conclusion. 

1) Seen. roonF 5. 2) Pausanias has no Atthidographic tradition for Aithra; 
for his sources see n. 10-11. 3) Ibid. 6, 16-17 the Demophon-Phyllis story is 
told, which takes Demophon on to Cyprus, not back to Athens. 4) That 
is the end of the story of Theseus in Diodoros, an account of the Trojan War 
is lacking, and we do not hear anything about the sons of Theseus. 5) paow 
Cobet yaw Schol. 6) Helen must have had a place in the stemma of the daugh- 
ter of Atlas, Taygete; still I ought not to have assigned F 20 to the ’AtAavric in 
F Gr Hist 4 F 134. 7) Schol. A on Il. T 144 (cf. Plutarch. Thes. 34, 2) already 
states briefly and decidedly el uèv thv Onotog héyet untépz, a0ernttov; the sug- 
gestion of altering the punctuation (Schol. BT otixréov év tat AlOpnt xal 7d é&%¢ 
ouvarttov) is futile. In my opinion the verdict of Leaf (‘a clear case of interpolation 
of a later myth’; the same happened in A 265) is proved right by the fact that the 
Iliad does not know the sons of Theseus. On the other hand see Wilamowitz Sb. 
Berlin 1925 — Kl. Schr. V 2 p. 116; Robert Heldensage p. 699 and others; or even 
Wolgensinger Theseus, 1935, p. 35, who puts everything upside down when he as- 
sumes that Helen was introduced into the story of the capture of Aphidna (where 
'she has no business at all') because of the line in the //iad. Helen's question T 
234/42 about the Dioskuroi in no way proves the poet of the Iliad to have known 
an earlier elopement; the poet (or the interpolator) by these lines answers a natural 
question which his hearers put to him or themselves, viz. why Helen’s brothers 
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did not participate in the expedition for her deliverance. Wilamowitz assumes 
Od. 2 631 to be ‘undoubtedly genuine’, although reasons of style—if only these— 
undoubtedly prove it an addition. But apart from that we need not discuss the 
line because it does not refer to the rape of Helen but to the attempt on Perse- 
phone. 8) The évordoetc in the scholia may be, but need not be, old. But one 
should never forget that the Cyclic poets were the first interpreters of the Iliad 
and that an interpolation like I 144 may very well have been made from a cyclic 
poem, which in this case would be the J/iupersis. The discussion is mainly about 
Aithra, but Klymene was also identified later on (Robert /.c. p. 701 n. 7; the 
article of Latte R E XI col. 879 no. 5 is insufficient). 9) Schol. Eurip. Troad. 
ЗІ Лосірауос 8 tov thy Пёро:8х rerornxóra 970i үрїфеку обтос̧· «Өтсє(далс 8* Éxopsv 
döpa хреіоу 'Avauéuvov / 182 Меуєсбӯ: peyarhtopi noruévi Aav». Cf. Bethe Homer? 
II 1, 1929, A 1; 7; B 3; 6; 14; Toepffer R E I col. 1143, 39 ff. The passage throws 
a light on the time, and perhaps on the sphere, of provenance of this epic; Attica 
does not merely fake from ‘Homer’, she gives as well, even if only details. то) 
Pausan. 1, 41, 4-5 quotes Alkman and Pindar. I cannot enter here into the question 
about Stesichoros or into details at all. 11) It is sufficient to refer to the 
chest of Kypselos Pausan. 5, 19, 3 (where Robert ought not to have altered 'A0&4- 
vaOcv to 'Aglàvafev); the throne of Bathykles Pausan. 3, 18, 9; the paintings of 
Polygnotos at Delphi Pausan. 10, 25, 7 #. 12) The material has been col- 
lected by Joh. Schmidt R E XV, 1931, col. 850 no. 1. It mostly consists in details 
as to his share in the Trojan War and is of little value. The most important item 
is that his name is mentioned among the hostages for Crete (see on Philochoros 
F 111). I admit that I do not see clearly as to this figure and I altogether doubt 
its originating from Athens. The absence of Menestheus from among the heroes 
of the phyla: in 508/7 B.C. is significant, as is the fact that the old phylai take 
their origin from lon, who was not taken into the king-list, although it is after 
him that the Athenians are called Iones (Herodt. 8, 44 in contradiction to 1, 56 ff., 
142 ff., where they are lones; cf. Aristot.-Herakleid. 'A6z. F 1), and although 
it is from him that they receive their first constitution with the division into four 
phylai (Aristot. 'A0z. F 5; 41, 2; H. T. Wade-Gery Cl. Q. 25, 1931, p. 2 £.). Ion 
has always remained otpazépyn¢; in this function he was introduced into the 

Boedromia legend (see on Philochoros F 13). That Menestheus is treated as a king 
of Athens throughout the fifth century (to our knowledge since the Eion poem 
composed by an Ionian poet in 476/5 B.C.; see Hesperia 14, 1945, p. 210 f.) is due 

to the influence of Homer which, even if late, was decisive. It is true that then the 
question becomes urgent whence the poet of the Catalogue took him. Only Euripides 
in an enumeration risked ’A@nvatwy te Onoei8ar npduor (Toad. 31); but the scholia 
note this as an autoschediasm mpdc¢ yaptv ’AOnvatwv, and neither H. nor, as far as 

we know, anybody else accepted it. 13) According to Tzetz. Lyk. 911 (cer- 
tainly from the Bibliotheca; but is it from the Nostoi? perhaps from the Persis?) 
peta thy IAlou mépOyow... Mevecteds Феіділтос тє хо! "Аутірос ха\ ої `ЕХтоўуорос 
xal Dioxins пёхр. Міроутос̧ хокуўі ёллєосау· єїта Мєуєсбєос џрёу єс Мўл\оу ёЛАӨФу 
Baorever, tod éxet Bactttwe TloAvavaxtog тє\єотўсаутос̧. According to Euseb. 

Chron. a. Abr. 836 Menestheus moritur in Melo, regrediens a Troia, post quem 

Athenis regnavit Demophon ; and this seems to be the basis for the king-list of Kastor 
(Kio 2, 1902, p. 423 ff.). We need not concern ourselves here with the myths about 
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foundations (Schmidt /.c. col. 851, 52 ff. has collected them) although at least 
Schol. Thuk. 1, 12 makes Menestheus go to Spain &PAnfelg bd tov Onociddv. 
Against these statements the epitaph (Peplos 34) él MeveoOéws xetpévov év ’AOH- 
vatg cannot prevail, but it is possible that the fanciful speculations of Diktys 

Ephem. Bell. Troi. 6, 2 (who also replaces Demophon by Menestheus in the trial 
of Orestes; cf. Diktys 49 F 2) start from it: interim Menestheus cum Aethra <matre> 
Thesei et Clymena filia eius ab Atheniensibus recipitur, Demophon atque Acamas 

foris manent. The situation seems to be that Atthidography had to re-eliminate 

king Menestheus after he had been introduced by Homer. Unfortunately Plutarch. 

Thes. 35, 7 is so succinct that we cannot infer from him whether H. and Philochoros 

followed the same account as the author of the Bibliotheca. 14) F 1 n. 28. 

15) Kleidemos F 20; Phanodemos F 16. 16) In Bibl. Epit. 6, 16 f. (from an 

epic source?) Demophon certainly longs ёс matpidx émévar, but the account 
continues surprisingly Avzuceoóv 8& £v ci; Kózxpov (which really is not on the 

way from the Strymon to Athens) éxei xazótuxei. The question must remain open 

whether something dropped out during the epitomization or whether we have 
here an instance of the well-known confusion of Demophon with Akamas; Schol. 

Lykophr. 495 tells the same story of Akamas, but gives Demophon as a variant. 
Schol. Aischin. 2, 31 (from an Atthis ?), which also has Demophon, does not help 

in this point. The story about Akamas, Laodike, Munitos (Hegesippos 391 F 2; 
Plutarch. Thes. 34 has Demophon) is not directly connected with the story about 

Phyllis. Many writers (e.g. Toepfier 4. G. p. 40 n. 3; cf. n. 26) connect these stories 
with the settlement of the Philaidai in the Chersonnese, with Peisistratos' relations 

to the Strymon region, and the even earlier attempt of the Athenians at settling 

in the Troad. These suggestions are arguable but not at all certain, for Herodt. 

7, 113 (for whom we may put Hekataios here) does not seem to know the story. 
Aischylos (Eum. 397 ff.), it is true, makes Athena come and Lxaydvdpou, from the 

Yi, fy SFT 'Ауобу @хторёс тє х= mpduor tHv alyuardtav ypnudtav Adyos utya, Evet- 

роу аотбтрєруоу єс тӧ пбу tuol, tEatoerov Swpyua Onotws téxotc, but that is an 

invention of the moment, which boldly disregards the Nostoi and in general the 
ideas of the Epos about the events after the fall of Troy. Aischylos does refer to 
the Empire, but this invention of his would not have been possible if the sons of 
Theseus had not been given him by the J/iupersis. H. certainly had not this account, 
and it may be he (F Gr Hist 4 F 31) who furnished the basis of the Kriceig written 

by Dionysios of Chalkis in the fourth century. 17) We do not see clearly how 

it happened that Demophon (for the material see Knaack R E V col. 149 no. 2) 

superseded Akamas to such an extent. Perhaps this is only because we do not 
possess the Iliupersis, for I doubt whether the Eleusinian Demophon contributes 

to an explanation. I do not know either who is the Demophon found as an object 
of cult and possessor of a treasure (I G? I 310, 224; 324, 75; 92). The altar at Phale- 

ron (Pausan. 1, 1, 4) does not belong to Akamas and Demophon; it is ral8wv tév 

<peta> Onotws, as Robert has supplemented. No clan deriving from Demophon 

or Akamas is known to us in Athens; again it is only Euripides who makes the 
brothers govern jointly in Athens (Herakleid. 34 ff.). Plutarch. Thes. 35, 8 can 
hardly be interpreted thus, and Pherekydes (3 F 84, if it is pure Pherekydes) 

mentioned only Demophon as the king to whom the Heraklids fled. Euripides 

stands equally alone with regard to the legends of the Choes and the Palladion. 
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Consequently we must not infer earlier conceptions from him. 18) The stemma 
$ Ileve tod 'Opvéws c00 'Epey06oc (Plutarch. Thes. 32, 1 al.) implies the list of 
nine kings (without Kekrops II and Pandion II). 19) Both appear as usurpers 
in part of the tradition, though in different ways (see on Philochoros F 108). 

20) This is the version in the Bibliotheca and in Pausanias. 21) Cf. Introd. 
п. 119. 22) It is generally acknowledged that the expedition to Hades original- 
ly and for a long time (Od. 4 631; above n. 7) signified the end of Theseus’ life. 
In this connexion there is no need to contradict the thesis that the Skyros story 
was hot invented until 476/5 B.C. The place of the death was established; the 
divergencies concerned the answers to the question whether he went there from 
Athens, i.e. whether after having been delivered by Herakles he still reigned for 
some time (thus Philochoros F 18-19). 23) Cf. n. 10 on F 18-19. 24) Sotepov 
Bibl. Epit. 5, 22, evidently because the Euboean catalogue I/. B 536/45 only mentions 
Elephenor, not the sons of Theseus. 25) For the particulars of the deliverance 

(&vayvoptow, etc.) see Robert Heldensage p. 1286 f. 26) Only those are of any 
interest which perhaps in some way are connected with the Athenian claims in 
the Troad and the Chersonnese and on the Strymon; see n. 16. On Thykud. 1, 11, 1 
mpd¢ yewpylav тїс Хєрсоуўсоо трапбџєуо: the scholia note: dv hyetto '"Axá&uac xal 

'"Аутіџрауос. 27) For Tzetzes dates by the priestess Kallisto and, although we 
may have little confidence in him otherwise, he obviously took his H. quotations 
from a sound source (see on F 16-17). That he makes Kallisto function in Athens 
is his own peculiar folly and does not deprive the date of its value. It may be re- 
marked in passing that he was not the only nor the first writer to commit this 
blunder; see Diktys 49 F 2. 28) Klio 2, 1902, p. 422 ff.; R E VIII col. 140, 4 ff.; 
F Gr Hist I p. 468, 43 ff. Pearson ! p. 12 is wrong. 29) See Introd. n. 119. 
30) I am afraid the statement must remain that H.s year for the fall of Troy is 

‘absolutely unknown’ (Das Marm. Par. 1904, p. 146 f.). Beloch Gr. G. II 1, 1914, 

P. 253 (who simply repeats the old view that it is the year 1209/8 B.C. of the Marm. 
Par. A 24), and Pearson! p. 214 f. (* p. 12), who finds 1240 B.C. ‘a most suitable 
date’, are superficial. The detailed calculations of Led] (Stud. z. dit. Athen. Verfassungs- 
geschichte, 1914, p. 153 ff.; p. 183 ff. in particular) contradict themselves in their 
results. He finds in the Parian Marble an earlier system—he believes it to be that 
of H.—according to which the Tpolag dAworc occurred in 1227/6 B.C. Even if one 

were prepared to concede this, the interval he arrives at (‘the fall of Troy 544th 
year before the archonship of Kreon’ p. 186 f.) would be incredible; and the year 
‘686/5 B.C., third year before the archonship of Kreon’ as ‘the fixed point in the 
chronological system of H.’ is downright absurd. 

1) I judged this question more correctly (with Kirchhoff) in R E VIII col. 140, 

63 ff. than in F Gr Hist I p. 471, 45 fi., where I offered the choice between ’ArOic, 

Tpwixé (this quite wrongly in spite of 4 F 155), AloAx&, and forgot the 'Iégeuxt 
altogether. 2) See on F т. 3) Istros F 14. 4) Bibl. 3, 214 f. 5) In- 

trod. n. 119. 6) Text p. 25, 13 ff. 7) We need not discuss the question in 

detail; the material is to be found in Robert Heldensage p. 1018 ff. The facts are 
that in the Catalogue of Ships the brothers Agamemnon and Menelaos reside in 
Mykene (B 569 ff.) and Lakedaimon (B 581 ff.) respectively, to which Sparta and 

Amyklai belong, whereas Argos is the residence of Diomedes (B 559 ff.). Thus 

in the course of history, under the influence of the position of Argos as a central 

22 
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power on the one hand and the policy of conquest practised by pre-Lycurgean 

Sparta on the other hand, Agamemnon was claimed by both Argos and Sparta; 

Menelaos moved into the background, also his residence in Laconia was too firmly 

established to be altered. Here we are mainly interested in the fifth century, when 

the antagonism between Argos and Sparta became more pointed because Athens 

appeared on the scene as a great power. In judging the situation we may neglect 

the undateable Oresteia of Stesichoros and the thesis that this poem was composed 

for Sparta (see Lesky R E XVIII r col. 978, 7 ff.; 1007, 29 ff.), and in regard to 

Herodotos we need only state that he simply renders the Spartan tradition (1,67 f.; 

7, 159). But the contrast between Pindar and Aischylos is manifestly dependent 

upon contemporary conditions, and if Pyth. 11 belongs in 454 B.C. (see as the latest 

Bowra Cl. Q. 30, 1936, p. 129 ff.; Theiler ‘Die zwei Zeitstufen in Pindars Stil und 

Vers! Schr. d. Kónigsb. Gel. Ges. 17, 4, 1941, p. 272 f.; 288 f.) Pindar criticised 

Aischylos deliberately. In Pyth. 11 he calls Orestes Agxwyv, and Agamemnon’s 

royal residence is at Amyklai, whence the Aeolian migration started according 

to Nem. 11 (458 B.C.?; one must not assume this opinion for H.s Altodtxa also, 

because of F Gr Hist 4 F 32). There is no doubt that Aischylos chose Argos in view 

of the treaty between Athens and Argos in 462/1 B.C. Later mythographers and 

chronographers who re-introduced Mykene, or tried to combine the several versions, 

are of no importance for us here (e.g. Kastor 250 F 3; Nikol. Dam. 9o F 25; Paus. 

2, 18, 5). 8) Bibl. Epit. 6, 25 xpivetar 8& "Opéorns tv ' Agel z&Yot, Óc uiv XÉyou- 

сі тмєс опф "Еруфоу, с 8 тіуєс Ото Тоуёарео, бс dé tives bx ' Hotyóvns 1i Alyia@ou 

xai Kavuratuviotpas. The Parian Marble already has the latter version (A 25) 

@ф' о$ 'Орёотти тб ’A[yauduvovos (?) xal tH¢ A]lyiofou Ovyatel [Hoty ]év[nt brép 

Al]vic0ou xai KAo[rmur$orpxg Sie tyévelro ёу ’Apeiat mayat. We shall have to be 

cautious in drawing conclusions from this passage as to the version which H. 

followed, for Attic local tradition was particularly interested in Erigone because 

of the Icaric cult which it explained by identifying the Icaric and the Argive 

Erigone (for the material see Escher R E VI col. 450 ff.; Lesky l.c. col. 982, 63 ff.). 
Nikolaos of Damaskos (n. 9), whose source one would expect to be H., certainly 

does not mean Erigone. The fact that the trial in F 22 is called ġ} ts Kìutaruhotpag 

47 TuvBigec ... bnip 'Opéorou 8ixv makes it any rate plausible to insert Tyn- 

dareos as the accuser in H. I attach little importance to his róle in the Orestes 

of Euripides (who combines strangely mixed ingredients freely) because H. paid 
no attention to the innovations of that poet (as stated repeatedly); also in Euripides 

the charge is made before the people in Argos (cf. Hygin. fab. 119, who gives 

Mykene). But Tyndareos seems to be generally accepted later (as is obvious in 

Pausanias in particular, who introduces in his place Perilaos, the &veióg of Kly- 

taimestra), and we therefore expect a distinguished authority. It is true that later 

evidence mostly combines him and Erigone: Et. M. p. 42, 3; Joh. Antioch. F HG 
IV 551, 23; Diktys 49 F 2 adds Oiax (following Eurip. Or. 436 ff.; cf. Pausan. 

т, 22, 6; Hygin. fab. 117). Accordingly my suggestion F Gr Hist 1 p. 472, 2f. 

(accepted by Lesky col. 987, 51 ff.) that tote èx Aaxedaluovoc ё0обо: Һай to be 
understood as being ‘Erigone und wohl Tyndareos’ becomes very uncertain; 

Robert Heldensage p. 1322 n. 2 has ‘Tyndareos und die Seinen’. 9) Daube 

Rechtsprobleme, 1939, p. 57 also failed to understand this. One should not denote 

the Erinyes simply as prosecutors (which they are in Aischylos): they are the 
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pursuers. H. hardly left them even that function; it is possible that his conception 

is present in Nikol. Dam. go F 25 èħauvópevoç 8è órò töv Alyloðou plàwv (xarà ðè 

tov п\єїстоу Мбүоу олд тӧу 'Epwwwv) ao evayhc Oeod xededaavtos ele "AOhvas &gl- 
хєто XTA. 10) Aischyl. Eum. 235/43; Eurip. Hel. 1254 ff. 11) Cf. F 18-19. 

If later authors mention Menestheus in Demophon’s stead (F 20-21 n. 13) one 

should guard against connecting with this version the date of the trial in Marm. 

Par. A 25, the first year of Demophon and the vacillations in the dating of the fall 

of Troy between the last year of Menestheus and the first of Demophon (Text p. 

42, то #.). None of the traditions assigns the vengeance to the same year as the 
murder; in all of them the interval of Od. y 304 seems to have been preserved, which 

makes Aigisthos reign for seven years and the vengeance be performed in the eighth 
(see Eurip. Hel. 112; Euseb. Chron. a. Abr. 824/3 in the 7th/8th year of Demophon; 
only Nikolaos Damask. 9o F 25 gives the tenth year). H. may be assumed also to 
have reckoned thus: seven post-Trojan years, ten years of the war, and the age 
Orestes had reached when Agamemnon set out. That age seems to be given in the 
three years of Herodoros (31 F 11; they make possible the part which little Orestes 
plays in the Telephos and in the Aulis story) and one should not alter them to thir- 

teen with Robert (Heldensage p. 1307 n. 5). If Orestes was three years old the rescue 

by the nurse is assumed (Pherekydes 3 F 134; Pindar Pyth. 11, 17 ff.) which later 

proved to be the salvation of the small child long before the murder of Agamemnon 

(cf. Aischyl. Ag. 877 ff. ?). This calculation yields for Orestes the round twenty 

years given by Velleius r, 1, 3. The idea of Ed. Schwartz (Kónigslisten, 1894, p. 56) 

that in some early chronological system the trial of Orestes was the cardinal point, 

the fall of Troy being determined by it, still seems to me wrong: for the fact, un- 

explained as yet, that according to Kastor (250 F 3) Agamemnon reigns for fifteen 

years (?) after the fall of Troy, is probably connected with the discrepancies in the 

Peloponnesian chronologies of Eratosthenes and Sosibios which, in the abridgement 

of Kastor, were fused together by Eusebios. 12) F Gr Hist 4 F 32 with the com- 

mentary. The intervals given by Thukyd. 1, 12, 3 seem now to be universally 

traced to H. 

1) E. Maass G G A 1889 p. 804 n. 1 and his successors (Busolt Gr. G.* II p. 127 23 

n. 5; Pohlenz Herodot 1927 p. 40 n. 1) have offered no reasons for their doubts. 

The parallels in the Lexica and Scholia all derive from one article which cited for 

the festival itself of ta mept té&v toptav yedavres, and historians for the name (or, 

one might say, the aition): Harpokr. s.v. ’Anatovpta quotes &Aor te r0XÀol xal "Ego- 

poç èv B (70 F 22). The remaining testimonies, which are not allso tull as the scho- 

lion on the Symposion, omit the authors; see in particular Schol. Plat. Tim. 21 b; 

Synag. Lex. p. 416 f. Bkr; Schol. Aristoph. Ach. 146; Pax 890. The account occurred 

in Ephoros and (partly following him) in Justin. 2, 6, 16-21; Konon Narr. 39; 

Polyaen. Strat. 1, 19; from Atthidographic tradition in Strab. 9, 1, 7 (with Apollo- 

doros IIepi 0càv and ultimately Philochoros’ Atthis as his source?) and Pausan. 

2, 18, 8-9. This last is mainly interested in the pedigree and mentions Paionids 

and Alkmeonids besides the ancestors of the Medontids as Messenian immigrants 

of that time (for the increase of Athens’ power by the quyáSec cf. Thukyd. 1, 2, 6; 

Strab. /.c.). The close agreement in the main points indicates one authoritative 

source, and that means in Ephoros, for the mythic time, H. It would also fit in 

with that author that the Ionian migration is conceived as one action under the 

Jacoby, Fragm. Griech. Hist. III b (Suppl.) 
4 
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leadership of Neleus (on F 11). The variants concern details, and they were probably 

inserted by the author of the main article himself (&Aot te modol xal "Ефорос̧ 
Harp.); unluckily they are all cited anonymously. The most important variant 1s 
that according to some authors the fight with the Boeotians is rept Olvéng xal (sic) 
Ilaváxtou, according to others mepgl MeXawàóv, the eponym of which is Melanthos 

(cf. Wilamowitz Herm. 21 p. 112n.2; Ar. м. Ath. II p. 129 n. 1). The latter statement 

is the more accurate, the earlier, and the usual one: mept tH¢ MeAavlacg xopac Epho- 

ros; Synag. p. 417, 24; Smép Medawav Polyaen.; Schol. Aristoph.; Olvéyg xat Me- 

Холубу (һе ріасе апа the citadel) Synag. p. 416, 25; Olvéyg Konon; Schol. Plat. 
Tim. This evidence yields Panakton for H. in any case (it played a part in the peace 
of Nikias Thukyd. 5, 18, 7, and further till 5, 42); but he may have mentioned 

both frontier citadels. 2) On F rr. 3) It is by no means impossible that H. 
mentioned the two other Attic families (n. 1) too, perhaps not in the context of 

the immigration but retrospectively in his second book (cf. F 8; 24). The Alkmeon- 

ids at least must have appeared more than once. 4) See Introd. n. 119. 5) 
Marm. Par. A 2; see Das Marm. Par. p. 31; 137 1.; F Gr Hist II D p. 672, 17 ff. 
6)Konon Narr. 39; Kastor 250 F 4. The flrst genos, which Kastor expressly describes 

as beginning with Kekrops and ending with Tymoithes, ought actually to be called 
Kexpori8a:. But writers never really succeeded in reconciling the rivalry of the two 
autochthonous primeval kings Kekrops and Erechtheus (see on Philochoros F 92). 
The situation is in fact the same as that in the second dynasty which is usually 
called MeSovtisa: but sometimes MedavOiSar or KodpiSa:. The particulars are of no 
importance here. 7) On this subject see Demon F 1. The fragments of the Atthi- 
des quoted by their names do not yield anything else. 8) That according to 
Pausan. 9, 15, 16 the opponent of Xanthos is Andropompos, the father of Melanthos, 
Wilamowitz (Ar. u. Ath. II p. 219 n. 2) takes to be ‘one of the oversights common 

in him’. I doubt that Aristotle (Pol. 5, 10, 5), by naming in a brief remark Kodros 
where we expect Melanthos, preserved another tradition which pictures Kodros as 
being polemarch (pace Toepffer A.G. p. 230 f.; Wilamowitz Lc. p. 131 n. 11; 
Scherling R E XI col. 985, 20 ff.). It is simply a mistake (see Newman on the passage) 
easily to be explained by Kodros’ name being more famous and even proverbial. 
9) Toepffer R E I col. 2673, 43 ff. surely underestimated the age of the legends 

about the Messenian kings. Even if a fight about the frontiers of Oinoe was not 

possible until 508/4 B.C. (which I doubt; but it would lead too far to discuss the 
point, and for Panakton even Wilamowitz admits a greater age), that would be 
a century earlier than H. The legend of the deme of Melainai is certainly older. 

There existed doubts about the political status of this very deme (see Wilamowitz 

A. M. 33, 1908 — Kl. Schr. V 1 p. 177 fl.; cf. n. I). The story could therefore 

easily be attached to any frontier skirmish with Boeotia, once Melanthos and Kodros 
had become kings of Athens, which they are according to Pherekydes and Herodo- 
tos, and presumably as early as the time of Peisistratos. What is possibly behind 
this legend of the deme (the fight of two gods, the 'fair' one and the 'black' one: 

Toepffer l.c. col. 2674, 36 ff.; Kruse RE XV col. 385) need not concern us. 

10) It does not mention the appearance of, and the help given by, Dionysos viz. 
the gaopa (Konon 39; cf. Schol. Aristoph. Ach. 146; Synag. P. 417, 27 f.; the 

motif is the same as in I}. X, but it does not derive from Homer); and as Schol. 
Pax 890 adds this story as a variant (tives 8€ pact тӧу Л:буосоу Tapactyvar xa.) 
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we infer that the main account of Н. (-Ephoros ?) did not have it. It is intelligible 
that the Atthides, being local chronicles, traced back these matters, because they 
concerned the cult: the Synagoge p. 416, 29 f. (cf. Konon 39) knows the prayer and 

the sacrifice to Zeus Apatenorios (óc 8€ vwec Atovócot), and it knows besides the 
establishment of the Apaturia that of an altar or a sanctuary for Dionysos Melan- 
aigis (p. 417, 31f.; Schol. Ach. 146; Konon 39). We should know more if the 

context was preserved from which Istros F 2-3 are taken. II) I, 147, 2. He 
explains the fact as little as he does the Panathenaia 5, 56; but we must not infer 
that the aitia of the two festivals are later. 12) Synag. p. 417, 2 ff. thy topthv 
ёуоро0дёттаау Ёүєсдол, fjv xal "Iove; ovvtedotow is a weak foundation, but the 
assumption is obvious. 13) The connecting link was certainly invented for 
the sake of etymology even if the appellative noun érathvwp is formed regularly 
(see O. Hoffmann Glotta 28, 1939, p. 36 n. 1), and is conceivable as a name used in 

cult. The derivation from é&xém is connected with the story and can therefore 
not be quite late; the correct explanation ‘Oporarépta occurs as an anonymous 
variant at the end of Schol. Ach. 146; we are therefore not even certain that it 

was taken from the author Iep} &opzóv. (It may be mentioned in passing that the 

formation provides difficulties for the modern philologist: it is improbable, not only 
because of the psilosis, that the word is Attic; see Boisacq Dict. étym.* p. 67; 
Fehrle Rosch. Lex. VI col. 600, 19 ff.). That Herodt. 1, 147, 2 ‘correctly derives the 

*Aratovetx from the common father’ who is said to be Ion, is asserted by Wilamo- 
witz (Sb. Berlin 1906 — KI. Schr. V 1 p. 140; see ibid. p. 36 n. 7; 11), but Herodotos 
does not make the statement, it cannot be interpreted into him, and, it is incred- 
iblein itself. In ѓасё, ће хоќ іп бсо, бт’ ' Абууѓоу үєүбухсі хо’ Алотоорх үоосі ӧртђу із а 

xal explicativum (‘and therefore’). When writing the passage Herodotos did not think 
of the meaning of the name (cf. n. 11) because it did not matter; the fact of the 
common festival proves (or corroborates) for him the common descent. 14) 
Pherekydes 3 F 154/155; Herodt. 5, 76. Pohlenz’ doubts of the conclusive force of 
the two passages (Herodot, 1937, p. 40 n. 1) are mere sophistry. As regards Phere- 

kydes, the quotation of Pollux leaves no doubt of the reason why Kodros died 
the death of sacrifice, and Herodotos had neither a reason nor room enough for 

telling the story in his succinct enumeration of the Dorian écfodat into Attica. 
What is actually surprising in the passage (incidentally the Atthis used by Strabo 
agrees with it) is that he omitted the earlier expedition of the Dioskuroi although 
he knew of it (9, 73; cf. on F 18-19). This expedition, in his view, is not a war with 
Athens, it is a search for Helen (‘the search to be conducted with machine guns’) 

important only for the development of this myth. 15) Strabo 9, 1, 7 иєт@ 8% 

thy tev ‘Hpaxredav xdbodov .... derecetv tij¢ olxelag ouvéBy- modovs ele thy ’`Атті- 
xhy, Ov fjv xal ó tz; Mecafjvnc Bacrtsde MédavOoc (story of the duel with Xanthos). 
evavdpovens dé tfj; ’Artixyc Sta tobe puyadac, poBnOévtes of ‘HpaxretSar mapotuvav- 

twv adtods uddtota vOv év KoplvOenr xal töv gy Meconvn totpatevcay tnt thy ’At- 
tuchy (the story of Kodros abbreviated). The connecting link between this account 
and the version of H. is formed by Thukyd. r, 2, 6. On the other hand one cannot 

fail to recognize the situation of the Peloponnesian War in the motivation of the 
expedition of the Peloponnesians. 16) Herodt. 5, 65, 3 ёбутєс̧ 8 xal obrot 
(scil. the Pisistratids) &véxaOev IIóAtot te xal Nyretdar, & тфу adbtayv yeyovétes xal 
ol dugt Kédpov te xal Médaviov, of mpdtepov érnrudes tévtes tyévovto ’A@nvalav Bact- 
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Mec. This of course merely means that the (unknown) ancestors of Peisistratos also 

belonged to a Pylian genos (cf. Pausan. 2, 18, 8), not that they were Medontids 

as the author of the letter of Peisistratos (Diog. Laert. 1, 53) interpreted (cf. n. 70). 

17) Vell. Paterc. 1, 2, 2 (see Text p. 46, 35 ff.); Pausan. 4, 5, 10; 13, 7 (about his 

source see n. 36) тоў &md MeddvOov xaroupévoug St MeSovridac. The clan is called 

MedAavOisar only in Konon 39, 4 «5 uiv 8j; tv "EpexOei3àv. yévoc (cf. Kastor 250 F 4 

p. 1139, 34) tl; vob; MeAav0lBac, &v 3v xoi KóBpoc, and tovtov petétom. They are 

called Koàpi8ot by Aristotle ('A8x. 3, 3; Herakleid. Pol. 1, 3; cf. Aristot. Pol. 5, 8, 5) 

and others (Schol. Aischin. 1, 182; following this Lex. rhet. p. 295, 12 Bkr.; Diogen. 

Prov. 3, 1 ultimately from an Atthis, which unfortunately cannot be determined; 

Aelian. V. H. 5, 13; the story about the origin of Peisistratos and Solon see n. 79). 

It is a well-known fact that a clan does not always take its name from its true or 

alleged ancestor, and this usually is a proof of the genuine pedigree having been 

manipulated, but it is not even certain that the Medontids were a clan (n. 70). 

The fact of the immigration was doubtless found in all Atthides (cf. Thukyd. 1, 2, 6; 

see Demon F r; 22). 18) Matters are different as to the alleged seven &pxovtes 

Sexaeteic (see Klio 2, 1902, p. 437 ff.); but it is not a ‘fluctuation’ in the king-list, 

when the change-over from royalty to archonship for life takes place either under 

Medon or under Akastos (cf. Text p. 46, 1 ff. and n. 26; 69). 19) But see Text p. 

50, 15 ff. 20) Busolt Gr. G.* II, 1895, p. 125 fi.; Toepffer Herm. 31, 1896, p. 

105 ff. and the answer of Wilamowitz ibid. 33, 1898, p. 119 ff. (see also Ar. u. Ath. 

II, 1893, p. 126 ff.) ; V. von Schoeffer R Е 11, 1896, col. 569, 58 ff.; Ed. Meyer Forsch. 

II, 1899, p. 530 ff. (cf. G d A II, 1893, § 156; 228); De Sanctis Atthis? 1912 p. 77 ff.; 

Beloch Gr. G.3 I 2, 1913, p. 155 f.; A. Ledl Stud. z. ált. ath. Verfass.-Gesch., 1914, 

p. 218 ff.; M. Cary CAH III, 1925, p. 590 f.; Busolt-Swoboda Staatskunde II, 

1926, p. 783 f. One of the main mistakes found in these writers is that they formed 

too simple an idea of the tradition, and that they either underestimated, or did not 

take into account at all, the abundance of combinations and variants (and probably 

discussions) occurring in the Atthides of the fourth century B.C., instead of making 

the attempt to recover with their help the development of the tradition. One 
important detail is that Toepfier, Wilamowitz, De Sanctis and others altogether 

forgot in this context the earliest Atthidographer and creator of the king list. 

I forgo, as far as possible, a discussion of details and criticism. 21) The last 
date of the Marble (A 31) comes from the twenty-first year of Aischylos, who 
in the ordinary series of archons 81 Biov was the last but one, and who reigned for 
23 years. The Marble unfortunately has no entry from the time between the 
Trojan War (including the Nostoi A 23-24) and the Ionian migration (A 27, where 

the date of A 23 has been wrongly repeated; but Neleus is entered, and there is 
therefore no doubt of Medon having been the eponym). 22) About the relation 

between the Parian and H. see Atthis p. 227 n. 5. Considering the scantiness of our 

knowledge we can of course not deny the possibility that other Atthides agreed 

with H. in their account. In any case it is wrong that 'zu dem Parier nur die gerin- 

gere grammatikertradition stimmt', and that 'vielleicht selbst in dem Parier keine 

mit bewusstsein abweichende auffassung der attischen liste vorhanden ist' as 

Wilamowitz thinks, who tries to set aside the first conception with reasons as in- 

sufficient as those Toepffer gives for rejecting the second. The chief mistake of Wila- 

mowitz' treatise about 'die lebenslánglichen archonten Athens' is his beginning 
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with the difficult chapter of Aristotle’s ' AOr. 3 (see Text p. 49, 11 ff.) and his finding 
in it Atthidographic tradition. In other respects, too, he has a wrong judgement 
of the tradition, which he presents incompletely: when Hippomenes is called Baot- 
devs in Schol. Aischin. 1, 182 (Lex. rhet. I 295, 12 Bkr), and &pyav 8i Blov by Epho- 
ros (see Text p. 46, 12 ff. with n. 35; cp. n. 32; 37; therefore he ought to have been 
cited instead of Schol. T J/. ¥ 683, where an event at Olympia is dated éq’ ‘Inno- 
ноо "АОўупоту &pyovroc), the former is not 'geringe grammatikertradition' but 
the version of the Atthis which Aristotle follows (n. 28) and which is shown to be 
uniform by calling the dynasty Ko8pt8a (cf. n. 17). Unfortunately we cannot decide 
with certainty whether Kallimachos too follows this version: Schol. Aischin. 
cites him (on F 94/5 Pf.) for the descent of Hippomenes from Kodros (sic) and for 
the name of the daughter (who also occurs in Aristotle: Aewovi; Schol.; Aero 
Dieg; Aristot.; Ovid. Ibis 459); but the Diegesis 3, 26 gives a bare ‘Inropévng. 
23) See n. 16. He does mention incidentally Newres¢ 6 Ké8pou as the founder of 
Miletos (9, 97), not however the Athenian king Medon. In view of the scantiness 
of the information he gives on early Athens (see Atthis p. 221 f.) we must not infer 
from this omission that he did not know him: in 1, 143 ff. he did not narrate the 
history of the Ionian migration either (see F 11 n. 11). 24) See Text p. 50, 15 ff. 
25) Pausan. 7, 2, 1 Éreat 8& ob modoic Sotepov MéSuv xal Netheds moecBitator tov 

Kó8pou raíBov ёстосіасау rip tic dpyiic, xal obx Epacxev 6 Nevdeds dvétectat Bacthevd- 

шеуос Отф тоб Мё8оутос, бт. ё М/8оу тӧу Ётєроу ђу tav тоёбу хоћёс̧. 86Еау 8 сфісіу 
буєуєүхеїу ёс тё урустрюу td ev Acdpoic, Si8wor MéSovr h [vOia Baordelav thy ' A0m- 
valwv. obtw 8) 6 Newreds xal of Xowxol «ov Kó8pou raí3cv é¢ dromlav dmeatéAnoay xth. 
Aelian. V. H. 8, 5 dt NyAevs 6 Ké8pou тӯс ВасОіас dpotphaac amédume tag ’AOhvas Sic 
TÒ vhv IIo0(xv Mé8ovrt thy &руђу перийфах &¢ drotxlav oredddyevog. The story may 
certainly be assumed to have occurred in the Atthides. Pausanias in another passage, 
also from Atthidographic tradition, follows the second version (see Text p. 46, 20 ff.). 
26) Sympos. 208 D. With this passage compare Lykurg. Leocrat. 86. &xo0viiaxew 
brite tig tév dpyoutvav owrnplas and Aristot. Pol. 5, 8, 5 (n. 28). Those who forget 

H. and the Parian Marble and do not take into account the sources of Aristotle 
and Ephoros, can arrive at a compromise between Plato and Aristotle according 
to which Medon still was king, but Akastos already 5:4 Biov épywv. But no value 
can be attached to such casual combinations. 27) Cf. Atthis p. 6. 28) I can 
only (like Newman) regard as an error or a carelessness the passage Pol. 5, 8, 5 

Gravtes yap evepyetnoavres À Suvduevot tç тблАєщ; 7) vx LOvy evepyeteiv érúyyavov TňG 
Tihs tadtng (scil. tio Васісіас̧), ої џёу хаті пблєроу холосоутєс̧ 8о0лєбєіу стер 

К68рос̧, ої 8° ё\є0дєросаутєс Gorep Küpog xtA. Aristotle in his brief survey confused 

the two stories, that of Melanthos who acquired royalty by his victory over the 

Boeotians, and that of Kodros who preserved it for his children by his victory 

over the Herakleidai (as Plato expresses it). But an error like that was possible only 

if Aristotle, following H. and Plato, regarded the KoSpida: (he always calls the 
genos thus; cf. n. 17) as kings of Athens, not as épyovteg 84 lov. Toepfter’s ex- 
planation (A.G. p. 230 f.) that Aristotle follows an earlier version of the myth, 
which does not know Melanthos as the father of Kodros or the sacrificial death of 
the latter, is incredible in itself, because the connexion between Melanthos and 
Kodros was established as early as the fifth century, nor can that explanation be 

supported by Strabo 9, 1, 7, because his succinct report comes from Ephoros who 
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certainly knew the legend of the sacrificial death (see n. 36). The explanation of 

Scherling (R E XI, 1922, col. 985) simply makes no sense: how can a person who 

fell in battle be given royalty as a recompense, whether or not his death was sacri- 

ficial ? 29) Unfortunately all we have is an excerpt made by Herakleides 

(Pol. 1, 3), in which the point seems to be lacking: &md 8& KoSpiddv obxétt Baorreic 

$npodvro 8d 7d Soxeiv tpupav xal paraxods yeyovévat: ‘Inmoutvag dé, єЇс тфу Коёр!ёФу, 

Bourduevos dxdoacbar thy StaBodjv, AcBdv exl tHe Өоүатрі Actadvyt porydv, exetvov 

uiv dveitrev SrotedEac [peta tio Өоүхтрӧс̧] tH. äppatı, rhv Bà inro ovuvéxetaev, 

&¢ dmdAeto. That looks as if the Kodrids had at some time lost royalty by трофй 

and padoxle, and Hippomenes tried to regain it: but then the end of the story is 

missing. In our tradition the story of Hippomenes has two conclusions, correspond- 

ing to the two forms of it; about their relation to each other see Text p. 50, 33 ff. 
Either (and originally) it is a simple aition for the name map’ Umrov xal хбрту, 
which was attached to the house in Athens. Or it explains (at the same time) 

why the Kodridai lost their position as kings (or &pyovtes 8:2 Воо). Тһе аібіоп 
alone is found in Aischin. t, 182; he substitutes for Hippomenes &vip elc «àv roAMràv 

because he needs an example for the former austerity of morals; the Atthis regarded 
the deed, because of which the Kodridai lost their supremacy, as a tywpla dvi- 

xeotog xal xapnXAxyuévm (Dion Chrys. or. 32, 78). Kallimachos seems to have told 

the story on the line followed by Aischines (F 94/5 Pf.; Dieg. 3, 25 ff.; cf. Ovid. 
Ibis 335/6; 459/60; and the scholia). The political application of the story was 

given in Ephoros (it is lacking in Diodoros 8, 22 by the fault of the excerptor, and 

perhaps for the same reason in the Schol. Aischin., on which Lex. rhet. p. 295, 12 
Bkr depends) and in the Atthidographer from whom Diogen. Prov. 3, 1 is ultimately 

derived. We expect the application in a constitution of Athens, and it actually is 

there if }tpotvro is interpreted as meaning 'they no longer wanted’ etc. The judge- 
ment of the Athenians about the ruling dynasty is unfavourable; Hippomenes 
tries by his deed to prove the judgement unjustified, but the result is the reverse 

of what he expected: the Athenians, as the parallel tradition shows, are so disgusted 

with his brutality that they now finally remove the unpopular genos, inflicting a 
kind of damnatio memoriae by destroying the palace. That is meant in the conclu- 

ding sentence of Nikolaos who excerpts from Ephoros; Aischines again merely speaks 

of an Épruoc olxía. Aristotle must have continued the account telling us who took 

the place of the Kodridai. It is probable (for considering the position we here can no 
longer speak with certainty) that there followed in his Atthis the institution of the 

&pyovtes Sexaeteic (or simply of the &pyovtec) E wv yevav or 8 &n&vcov 'A07- 

vaícv. Of course we must not supply this in the excerpt, least of all in the manner 

оғ Віаѕѕ: ўробуто <ӧстєроу 82 о08ё йруоутас̧ Ёт. #0єлоу›. Herakleides did not 

excerpt enough, but that is no reason for doubting that Aristotle regarded the 
Kodridai as kings—real kings, not by any means the sacrificing kings of ' Ar. 3, 2. 
I regret that it is not superfluous to state that there is no connexion between the 
chapter from which Herakleides excerpted and 'A0x. 3: Kodros is anything but 

uoAaxó;, and the Kodridai of ch. 3 give up Baottela voluntarily and for perfectly 
different reasons (see Text p. 49, 11 ff.; cf. p. 46, 26 ff.). 30) It is even more 

regrettable here than in regard to the xAelouc that he gives no names. Can he mean 
his pupils and fellow-workers, with whose studies he must have been acquainted 

even if they had not yet been published ? He is certain to have used in this chapter 
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the results of their researches. The inference is drawn froma document; it is doubt- 
ful if it is correct. 31) For the archon, like any other official, is responsible as 
a matter of course, at least to the thinking of an Athenian of the fourth century B.C, 
Pausanias accordingly speaks expressly of the office of the Medontidai as being 
a brevOvvog @рут. 32) That does of course not mean that he invented the legend 
of Kodros’ sacrificial death, for according to our conception of F 23 as an excerpt 
from H. it occurred in the first Atthis, and possibly it is even much older (cf. n. 33). 
Kleidemos may merely have used the story in accord with his political purpose 
by giving it that ending which we now read in Pompeius Trogus and Velleius 
(both, I think, depending on Ephoros). 33) See Atthis p. 74 f. As we cannot 
manage without making conjectures I venture another: Androtion rejected Klei- 
demos’ tendencious use of the Kodros legend, supposing Aristotle took the story of 
Hippomenes from his main Atthidographic source. 34) Diodor. 8, 22; Nikol. 
Dam. go F 49. For their sources see F Gr Hist II C P. 33, 41 ff.; 233, 26 ff.; I alter 
nothing in the latter passage on account of what Laqueur says (R E XVII r, 
1936, col. 362 ff.). We may probably infer the form of the whole king-list as given 
in Ephoros from Trogus and Velleius. Ephoros can of course not be the inventor 
of the second version, and equally he cannot depend on Aristot. ' A07. 3. Wilamowitz 
has on the whole judged the relation of Ephoros to Aristotle's Politeiai correctly 
(Ar. wu. Ath. I p. 304 ff.; II p. 16f.): he stated that both worked with the same 
material which had been made generally accessible by the local writings. It is true, 
the distinction between Isocrateans and Peripatetics hardly is so sharp as Wilamo- 
witz represents it, even apart from the consideration that some of these local 
writings (the antiquity of which Wilamowitz overestimates) were published by 
Peripatetics for Aristotle. Ephoros’ relations to Kallisthenes’ Hellenika (F Gr Hist 
no. 124) shows him to have used Peripatetic literature, and on the other hand it 
seems to me to be self-evident that the first great Universal History did not remain 
unknown to the writers of the Peripatos. In the present case however the chronology 
is decisive: Aristotle worked at the Constitution of Athens down to at least 328 B.C.; 
Ephoros’ ‘Iotopiat were published in separate parts from perhaps 356 B.C. onwards 
(see F Gr Hist II C p. 24 f.; the chronology of B. Cavaignac Mél. Glotz, 1932, p. 
156 f. seems to me to be entirely wrong; the ‘working hypothesis’ of Wade-Gery 
Athen. Stud. Ferguson, 1940, p. 125, viz. that the books VIII-XII were published 
between 350 and 345 B.C., is not capable of proof, but quite possible). The history 
of early Athens was treated in the first decad, if not in the first pentad. Accordingly 
the source of Ephoros for that period can only have been an Z/this, and as H., his 
ordinary source for the heroic time, gave a different account, and Androtion (who 
besides is probably too late) agreed with H., there actually remains Kleidemos 
only. 35) At least not in the view of Aristotle. It may remain an open question 
whether the A/thides he used, or Ephoros, thought of the other archons at all. 
36) Pausanias, here as in some other cases, distributed among several passages of 
his work a single account, cutting it up into small digressions: in 1, 3, 3 (on the 
occassion of a painting which shows Theseus, Democracy and the Demos) he criti- 
cizes in Thukydides’ style the pun d¢ Onoeds napadoly te mpdyyate tot 82.01 xal óc 
ÈE txelvov Synyoxpatovuevor Stapelverav, xplv я Пасістратос étupawnycev éxavactag 
by &¢ (scil. Onoeds) abté¢ te éBactrevae, xal botepov MevecBews TEÀeuTfjoavrog xal 
& tetéptyy of Onocidar yevedv Šıéueivav ğpyovreç- el Sé wor yeveadoyeiv fipeoxe, xal 
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only because Toepffer is working with modern, not with Athenian ideas. Of course 
there always was a king in Athens, but this ‘king’ was a cult-official, not the ruler 
of Athens, whom alone the entire tradition has in view. If the opinion that ‘Kodros 

der letzte kónig Athens gewesen ist' established itself—and that is the case—it 
did so not because the Athenians were 'not in their right minds', but because it 
was for them a perfectly conceivable idea that at some time the &pywv of the tra- 
dition (there was only one archon in Athens; see n. 43) took the place of ruler 

instead of the Baotkedc, and an explanation was wanted for that change. We do 
not know, at least not with certainty (for in our late lists three more дєхоєтєїс 

follow Hippomenes), the explanation given for the historical change of 683/2 B.C. 
and the first version; we know the explanation given in the second version, where 
itis the story of Kodros. But the demand for an explanation is not only intellegible, 
it is necessary (for in historical Athens the archon ruled, not the Bacthed¢), and the 

explanation is the presupposition for our entire tradition, for the two versions 
discussed above as well as for the account of Aristotle in ch. 3 of his Constitution 

of Athens. The Parian Marble enters (correctly as far as it goes) dq’ od xat’ évautov 

Зр єз 6 px ov; and even Kastor still speaks of ‘the’ (singular) jährlichen fürsten, 
just because there is one archon only to each year. Before using Plato Menex. 238 D 

Barrys piv yap &el Suiv clow- obrot Bb téte uèv èx yévouc, tóre 8b alperol, one 

should consider the context in which the words occur. 47) We have a similar 

doubt e.g. in regard to the anecdote about Themistokles narrated by Kleidemos 

(323 F 21). Only in that case the question as to the time of the democratic version 

is more difficult to answer (cp. Atthis p. 75). It is possible, even probable, that 
the story was older, and that Kleidemos preferred it only in view of the 'conservative' 
version. But in that case it was a detail, not involving a fundamental difference of 
view on the development of the Athenian constitution. 48) Toepffer l.c. p. 
107, who speaks of the 'aberwitz rómischer geschichtsamateure'. 49) 'Die sage 

zieht die staatsrechtlichen konsequenzen überhaupt nicht' says Wilamowitz Herm. 
33 Р. 122 п. 1. But the question is here whether or how far the Atthis draws the 
inferences, and what inferences. 50) Eurip. Hik. 404 f.; Marm. Par. A 20, 
which nevertheless still continues to date by kings (Text p. 45, 15 #.). The political 
implication is evident when we compare the fact that in some other Atthides (Philo- 
choros ?) Theseus appears on the contrary as the creator of the class state: Plutarch 
Thes. 25, 2 (about the source of that chapter see Atthis P. 247 n. 49). 51) See 
n. 36. 52) Androtion, if he followed H., probably took no notice of Kleidemos’ 
innovation. 53) We need not ask here whether the document sufficiently 
supported the inference. I am much more puzzled about the oath than our historians 
are, even apart from the points that the oath is sworn by the éwéa dpyovtes who 
do not exist until #8) хат’ ёлаотёу tipovu£vov 1X; dpyác and who constitute a 
board only from Solon onward ('A6m. 5, 5). But one can overcome the latter 
difficulty and I therefore do not venture to infer the true time of Akastos from the 
oath. Only it would be difficult to refute anyone who dated him in the seventh 
century or took him for the 'king' who succeeded Kreon in 683/2 B.C., for Aristotle's 
statements about the oaths of the archons (' Adr. 55, 5; cf. 7, 1) do not go sufficient- 
ly into the details. We have no means for dating an oath éxl 'Ax&crov, just as 
we cannot fit the Olympian discus into its place in the history of Sparta. See also 
n. 69. 54) It has probably never been doubted that all individual assertions 
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in ’A@r. ch. 3 are based on inferences (rexuhprx xat onpeta). We need not discuss 
here their validity (but cf. n. 53; 58), nor do I intend to draw up a list of all those 
matters which we do mot learn. Incidentally only a very small part of them can 
have occurred in the Atthides which are earlier than this chapter of the A6n. 
These Atthides (e.g. that of Kleidemos) presumable gave merely the bare facts, 
viz. that archons for life replaced the kings; why that happened (cf. n. 59), and that 
the new office differed from the old in the fact that it was obliged to render account. 
As Aristotle evidently accepted this view we must infer that in his opinion the 
same genos held two of the three great offices, but by means of different represen- 
tatives. That evidently means that the old Baowelz, now ruling over the sacrifices 
only, became a brevOuvog épy7 like the new archonship, i.e. it experienced a further 
diminution. But what about the polemarch? Are we to infer from the reference 
to Ion that they were not taken from the Kodridai ? I think we must. But the moti- 
vation Six 7d yevéoOar twas tav Васёоу тй noMuux paraxois is perplexing when 
the office of the polemarch is dated so early. Which of the pre-Trojan Erechtheidai 
can be characterized thus? Certainly not Erechtheus, under whom the Atthis 
generally dated Ion. The story is altogether not suitable as a proof: Herodt. 8, 44, 2 
calls Ion otpatépyns, not giving him the official title moduapyos, with which he was 
acquainted (cf. 6, 109, 2; 111, 1). In the Atthis too Ion is never an official, but comes 
from the neighbourhood to the assistance of the Athenians against the Thracians 
of Eumolpos (or in the war against Eleusis)—éBo7Onoe orovdyt roy (aition for 
the Boedromia; Philochoros F 13)—and by his fighting gains such an authority 
Gor’ tnétpedav abtar thy nodtteiav ’AOnvator (Strabo 8, 7, 1; aition for the state 
of the four phylai and for the four classes: ib.; cf. Herodt. 5, 66; Aristot. F 385 R; 
aition for the designation of the Athenians as “Iwvec: Herodt. 8, 44; Aristot.- 
Herakl. Pol. 1, 1). There is no aition for the introduction of the polemarchia (which 
is often considered a very early office on the basis of ethnographic parallels). 
It is quite evident that Aristotle inferred the high age of the polemarchia not from 
the story of Ion but from the fact, which is mentioned incidentally and in another 
context in 3, 3, that the polemarch (like the king) has to administer té rárgia, 
whereas the &pyov administers &nAàq tà én(0cza. The story of Ion occurs in a casual 
reference, pertinent in so far only as it shows that at a very early time another 
person than the king could occasionally lead the Athenian army: strictly taken 
the story does not even yield so much, nor can it actually be used as a terminus 
ante for the office. It may remain open to question how far Aristotle and his fellow- 
workers realized the difficulties, in which they became involved by their kind of 
research in regard to the history of the kings as accepted in the Afthides, of which 
they wished to preserve as much as they could; or how far they took these diffi- 
culties into account (cf. n. 56). Aristotle might perhaps have stated expressly 
that the three great dpyat divided among them the sphere of business of the former 
king. But it was not necessary that he should do this, for any sensible reader could 
see that for himself as he saw that the true successor of the former king is the 
archon, notwithstanding the fact that the ‘king’ and the polemarch distributed 
the nétpra between them. 55) Cf. Atthis p. 209 ff. 56) It is of fundamental 
importance to realize that this chapter too was projected (as far as could be done: 
cf. n. 54) on the historical background given by the Atthides, which means that 
Aristotle now had to decide in favour of one of the versions given in them. We are 
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not surprised that he preferred that of Kleidemos (?) to that of H. (and Androtion ?) 
because it supplied a development of kingship even if it was much more primitive 
than that which he suggests now. 57) About the documentary character of 
the archon list see Atthis p. 169 ff. 58) Aristotle does not narrate the story. 
He failed to do so perhaps not because he assumed it to be well known, but because 
he was interested in other points, viz. (1) the date of the change which may not 
have become doubtful before the documentary investigations of his fellow-workers 
(about čvor see Text p. 46, 1 ff.; about the causes for doubt see n. 53); (2) the 
question what the Kodridai received in exchange for giving up the title of king. 
Again we cannot really form an idea of these Scpeat (about the concept see Busolt- 
Swoboda Staatsh. I p. 325 n. 1; II p. 784 n. 2). We know that the archons even of 
the sixth century had ample perquisites; but the early kings also received Soptaí, 
and their adversaries scolded them for being Swpopayor. Aristotle does not enter 
into particulars, but the fact of his using the archon's oath shows that he supposed the change to have been made by means of a treaty between the king and the 
people. He gives the conditions of the treaty by no means completely; he tells us 
what the archons get (viz. Sepeat), not however what is imposed on them, viz. the rendering of account, which may have seemed to Aristotle so natural for an official that he did not particularly mention it. The succinct narrative of Justinus (see p. 46, 27 ff.) of course does not contradict the conception of the change as effected by a treaty ; the reason he gives —quod memoriae eius (scil. Codri) datum est— could easily be inserted in Aristotle because this writer gives no reason at all for the change merely entering the fact and the conditions under which it took place. But Aristotle's Atthidographic source (which he had for the facts) must have given the reason for the change, and I do not see why it should not have been the same in Kleidemos as that given by Trogus, who probably ultimately follows Ephoros. 59) In these circumstances we should be grateful to Trogus and Pausanias for their supplementary information instead of rebuking each of them for different reasons. I am far from believing that any historical tradition is behind the brev6uvog &py supplied by Pausanias; I think it is simply an inference from the fact that (from Solon onward) all Athenian officials were brevOuvor. But I prefer to use the attestation of Pausanias for ascertaining the conception of the Atthis, instead of as- suming or of reading into Aristotle (as is frequently done) that the archons were officials by election. That would not agree with the hereditary character of archon- ship for life which is established in the Atthis. We are dealing here with the Atthis alone, not with the historical course of events, which remains conjectural. It is another question what idea we have to form of the responsibility of an archon. If the Atthidographer who introduced this conception (Kleidemos?) put this question to himself at all he would have been likely to compare Kimon and Perikles, each of whom held the strategia for years until, on a Special occasion, a political adversary brought a charge and demanded the rendering of an account. These Cases seem not to have been used in the history of the kings unless Hippomenes was still &pywv 8x Biov in some versions (in those in which he is Epywv SexaeThs, as in our lists, he reigns for his full ten years notwithstanding the scandal). It is Possible that Akastos was the exemplary case (see n. 69); equally possible that it was Alkmeon, who was a ‘Medontid’ but reigned for two years only. As he is the last dpywv 3:4 Biov in our lists. the first esOuva would then have been the cause 
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for the change in the constitution, which restricted the office to ten years. The 

next change is the taking from the Medontidai of their claim to the office thus 

restricted. That would be a credible development, and we may suppose that it was 

related on these lines by Pausanias (see p. 46, 21 ff. with n. 36). But Pausanias is 
too succinct, and we have only his account of the matter. 60) See Text p. 45, 

31 ff.; 50, 33 ff. 61) Seeck correctly perceived this (Klio 4, 1904, p. 274 ff.), 
and Adcock Klio 12, 1912, p. 1 acknowledged that ch. 3 is ‘strangely placed’, The 

contradiction of Ledl (op. cit. p. 5 ff.) has not convinced me. In any case ch. 3 is 
a well arranged unity. We need waste no words about ch. 4: so long as it was 

Aristotle's opinion that Apáxovroc 8£ vóuot u£v єісі, лоћтеіох 8 brapyovont tobs vé- 
uou Eürxe (Pol. 2, 9, 9; cf. 'A0r. 7, 1) there was no room for him in a IIoAela. 

Cf. also n. 38. 62) We certainly expect #ће т42:с tig modttelac tig mpd Apá- 

xovroc before the attempt of Kylon at overthrowing the archon constitution and 
the consequences of that attempt (ch. 1). The account of the consequences leads 
straight to the description of the conditions to which Solon's election as Staaxrig 
xai ápycv put an end (ch. 2, 5). Seeck is right in stating that ‘sein richtiger platz 
dort gewesen wäre wo Aristoteles den übergang des kónigtums zur republik be- 
richtet’. But the remarkable point is that Aristotle originally did mot narrate this 
change, or at the utmost so far only as the story of Hippomenes signified the dis- 
continuance of the old kingship. In ch. 41 he characterizes the 8eutépa т&йс ў ёпі 

Onoéwe yevoutvn as pixpdv rapeyxAlvovex cf; Bacuuxfze, and immediately after 

that (for he does not count the «£r; 7; &xi Ap&xovzoc; it is consequently an addition 

inserted after ch. 4) follows tpim ġ petà otáoiv 3j &xl XóAovoc, &o' hs dpxh Snuoxpa- 
tias éyévero. This arrangement can only be explained by the assumption that Ari- 
stotle did not regard as anything special the replacement of royalty by archonship. 

The epitome of Herakleides is rather bad; but the great changes of the constitution 
are given with tolerable completeness: old kingship 1, 1; state of the four phylai 
ib. and F 5 (Lex. Patm. p. 152 s.v. yewñtar), to which Wade-Gery assigned thẹ 
right place (C/. Q. 25, 1931, p. 3); ‘democracy of Theseus’ 1, 2; 6; end of the royalty 

of the Kodridai under Hippomenes 1, 3. Here too the introduction of the 8d Blov 
&py*, is lacking. The arrangement of Aristotle seems to be incomprehensible because 
the introduction of the trevOuvoc &py7 really is a fundamental constitutional change; 

and the only solution of the problem seems to me to be the assumption that Aristotle 
originally believed Theseus' &xoxA(vew xpdg tov dyAov to consist in the introduction 
of the eü0uva among other measures (if he entered upon the details at all). That means 
that of the two aitia for the origin of democracy (cf. Text p. 48, 3 ff.) Aristotle 

at that time preferred the story of Theseus. A comparison of ch. 41 with the new 

conception in ch. 3 shows with extreme clearness the progress made in the method 

of studying since the earlier Atthides. 63) It is not certain, and it is of com- 
paratively small importance, whether H. regarded as Erechtheidai the first three 
kings Kekrops, Kranaos, Amphiktyon; i.e. whether he made Kekrops begin not 
only the list but the dynasty and its pedigree as well. It is possible that he did 
because the relationship of the kings from Erechtheus down to Menestheus at least 
alsoisa construction; but we cannot draw an inference from the analogy of the sec- 

ond dynasty (which in H. certainly opened with Melanthos) because we do not 
know whether H. called this dynasty Medontidai or by what other name (cf. n. 17). 
It is also uncertain how far this distinction between one autochthonous dynasty 
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and one that had immigrated was determined, or at least influenced, by Herodotos’ theory of the Pelasgians (see on Philochoros F 99-101). 64) We cannot arrive 
at full certainty either about the fact of the insertion or about the original place of it. Cp. Introd. n. 121. 65) Klio 2, 1902, p. 434 ff. We probably must assume that the chronographic construction in itself originates from H., supposing it is a construction, and I am not inclined to find here documentary tradition or even historical remembrance. 66) Cf. n. 70; but see Text p. 45, 3 ff. The round Sum of 400 years (386 according to the chronology of Kastor: 1069/8-684/3 В.С.) is very small for twenty names, as (supposing that H. had only four 8exaeceic) it yields an average of 27 years for each king of the Medontid dynasty. If H. construct- ed the second part of the king list too (as I believe he did) we cannot explain the small figure by stating that for the calculation of the period he was bound to the date of the Ionian migration, itself reached on the basis of the pan-Hellenic chronol- ogy (unfortunately we do not know this date, as we do not know his date of the Trojan War: see Das Marm. Par. p. 146; 151 f.) and to the documentary year of Kreon: it was a case of deciding how many ‘Medontidai’ he wished to accept into his list. This consideration leads to the suggestion that the names were decisive which he believed himself obliged to include. I am well aware that by this suggestion I am putting a weapon in the hands of those who consider the pedigree of the *Medontidai' wholly or partly traditional, i.e. either an actual pedigree or a genuine list of officials (cf. nn. 79; 71). 67) See nn. 29; 36. Pausanias does not narrate the story of Hippomenes. The fact that in r, 3, 3 he apparently concludes the pedigree with Kleidikos, the predecessor of Hippomenes, merely signifies that some important event happened under the latter; and in 4, 13, 7 where he dates by Hippomenes, he accordingly says 'Aüfvroi Me8ovriBavy thy бруђу Ex byóvrow. That he calls the Medontidai Bacthevoavres in 1, 3, 3 is merely an inaccurate expression which can easily be explained by the context: the preceding term Epyovres applied to Theseus and his successors, who are indisputably kings, is the general term for any kind of government. 68) See Atthis p. 392 n. 20. 69) 

after Medon, or whence he took the name. It does not occur in historical Athens, and the mythical archon of Chios (Тоербег Р E I col. 1158 no. 3) must be abolished: Clem. Al. Strom. 1, 117, 4 EvOupévng 38 ey tote Хромхоїс ouvaxudoavra ‘Hordder et 'Axáorou èv Xio yevéoða: (scil. “Ounpov) is evidently dating by the Athenian ‘king’, the predecessor of Archippos, under whom Philochoros 328 F 211 dated 
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Medontid in our lists shows that one ought not to find historical remembrances 
in this part of it (cf. nn. 59; 72). 70) Even Solon is not a Medontid, but a Kodrid: 
Fy yap Коёріётс åvéxaðev Plutarch. Solon 1, 2; 6 8& XóXov ele Nydéa nat Посе: буа 
&végepe td Yévoc* qaol 8& xal tòv патёра абтоб áv&yew elg Kó8pov «bv MeA&vOo, оїтиуєс 
ёп Посе: уос loropoüvrat xoà Opacúñov Diog. Laert. 3, 1. It may remain open to 
discussion how old the invention is: Aristotle (Pol. 4, 9, 10; ' AOr.. 5, 2) is not decisive 
because he rejected great parts of the Solon legend tacitly or expressly ('A0. 17, 2). 
But it is an invention, and it was made originally not for Solon but for Peisistratos: 
when in the letter Diog. Laert. 1, 53 Peisistratos founds his claim to tyranny on 
the fact that he is yévoug тбу KoSpi8av that is a (probably intentional) misinter- 
pretation of Herodt. 5, 65, 3 (see n. 16). Thus his relative Solon (Herakleid. Pont. 
in Plutarch. Solon 1, 3) and Solon’s descendant Plato (Diog. Laert. 3, 1) become 
Kodridai, but in both cases the relationship is in the female line. It is therefore 
wrong to assert that Solon, who surely was a eupatrid, ‘wahrscheinlich dem ge- 
Schlechte der Kodriden angehórte' as Toepffer (4. G. P- 234 n. 1) did. It is not a 
rare occurrence in our tradition that a genos takes its name not from its alleged 
earliest ancestor but from a later member; but this always proves that the pedigree 
has been manipulated. Such a manipulation (as e.g. the tracing back of the Medonti- 
dai to Melanthos or, the best known example, that of the Spartan kings to Herakles) 
is in itself proof not against, but rather in favour of the authenticity of a pedigree, 
or we had perhaps better say for the real existence of a family, and we cannot deny 
4 priori that H. used an authentic Athenian pedigree for constructing the second 
part of his king-list. But whereas in regard to the Spartan kings, or to the 
Philaidai, it is allowable to infer authenticity from the fact of manipulation 
we can draw no such conclusion in this instance, because the genos of the 
Medontidai is inferred from the pedigree, which is not handed down indepen- 
dently but merely as a part of a (certainly constructed) king list. It is regret- 
table that even the new inscription Agora I 5509 from 367/6 B.C. does not 
decide this question. The inscription, published with an excellent commentary 
by Miss M. Crosby in Hesperia 10, 1941, p. 14 ff., informs us about the existence of 
a phratry of Medontidai (ró xowóv vàv oparépov Me8ovribóv) which is in possession 
of landed property, and it is now possible to refer to the phratry the inscriptions 
of the fifth and fourth centuries in which formerly the genos was understood or 
supplied. These inscriptions are: [ G* 1 872 lepdv Me8ovndév (found in Keratea); 
II? 1233 a decree of the Me8ovz(Sat (found ‘prope Kypsalen viculum, in vicinia 
septentrionali Athenarum’); 1° 871 Һӧро[с хӧ]рас̧ Ме [оу] [:]85у, to which 

Toepffer (op. cit. p. 229) and others correctly attached particular importance, 
because this boundary-stone was found ‘ante arcis introitum’, a fact which ‘treff- 
lich zur iiberlieferung von dem kéniglichen gebliite dieses geschlechts stimmt’. 
But the new inscription does not, of course, tell us that there was no genos Medon- 
tidai, and Miss Crosby urging that there was none gives only the reason that ‘no 
ancient source calls (my italics) them a genos’. Certainly we now find in Hesychios 

simply Me8ovrí8at* ol &rà MéB8ovroc 'A0fjvnot; but there is no doubt that Pausanias 
took the Medontidai to be a genos even though he 'does not name their organiza- 
tion', and we must interpret the succinct gloss of Hesychios accordingly. Conse- 
quently there remains the possibility that the Medontidai were both a phratry 
and a genos like the Tvrax(3at and the Ovpyov(8at, and it is moreover possible that 
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the genos of the Medontidai belonged to the phratry of the same name. [It is of 
no consequence for our problem whether the xowdv tv dpyecvev in the lines 30 ff. 
of the new inscription is ‘a part of the phratry of the Medontidai’ as Miss Crosby 
confidently believes; but I believe that W. S. Ferguson ‘The Attic Orgeones’, The 
Harvard Theol. Rev. 37,1944, p, 83, was correct in contradicting]. Only we cannot 

prove the actual existence of the genos, because Pausanias certainly depends on 

the constructed king-list, and Hesychios (if he means the genos, not the phratry) 
may depend on it through the intermediary source of books Ilepl «àv ' Aüfjvnot yevàv. 
We do not know whether these books had other evidence for the existence of the 
genos, and we do not know whether at the end of the fifth century there existed 
in Athens a genos which claimed descent from the ancient kings and was sufficiently 

important to oblige H. to acknowledge the claim and to accept their pedigree 
which, of course, he had to stretch in order to reach the lonian migration. If this 

was the case, it would explain the alleged interpolation in the pedigree (cf. n. 71). 
The indifferent name of Medon, frequent moreover in Athens, does not help us; 
the question turns on the credibility of the pedigree. 71) Pace Toepffer Herm. 
31, 1896, p. 112 f. in his criticism of the statement of Wilamowitz (Ar. u. Ath. II 

1893, p. 134 f.) that 'die namenliste nicht die eines griechischen geschlechts ist’. 

For Wilamowitz the list itself says 'dass sie hóchstens namen von archonten 
enthalten kann’; he declares it to be 'ein stück Atthis des 6. jhdts’, of a time ‘die 
ohne zweifel noch über viele überlieferung verfügte, die spáter mit dem sturze 
der geschlechterherrschaft verschollen ist, und von der die liste in ihren namen einen 

niederschlag enthielt’. This contention is disposed of by the fact that ʻan Atthis 
of the 6th century B.C.’ did not exist: see Atthis ch. I. Later Wilamowitz came 
nearer to the view of Toepffer (Herm. 33, 1898, p. 124 fi.), for he supposed that 
‘die liste beamtenliste ist, dass aber neben dieser ein stammbaum der Medontiden 
benutzt ist, eines vornehmen hauses, das bis in das 4. jhdt bestanden hat'. But 
when he continues ‘ob die fi&tive (my italics) namenreihe zuerst für diesen stamm- 
baum oder für die beamtenliste erfunden ist, kann uns gleichgiltig sein', he not only 
contradicts himself, but the words are in my opinion simply unintelligible, for 
the problem is exactly whether the pedigree is genuine or invented, and the as- 
sumption that the pedigree was 'used' for the list implies its genuineness. Ledl 
(op. cit. p. 237 fi.) finds 'in der erhaltenen Medontidenliste, an deren echtheit wir 
im grossen und ganzen nicht zu zweifeln haben, das stemma jener angehórigen des 
Medontidenhauses, die nach abschaffung des unumschrankten kónigstumes die 
erbliche würde eines athenischen opferkónigs bekleidet haben', but he assumes 
interpolations from the stemma of the Alkmeonidai, a view which in my opinion 
has very little probability judging from both history and history of tradition. 
Seeck's radical conception (Kio 4, 1904, p. 305; cp. Althis p. 348 n. 28) is ingenious 
here as usual and actually is alone worth discussing from the point of view of history 
of tradition. He suggests that H. (Charon, whom he mentions besides, need not be 
considered) extended the Attic list of archons by making the first 28 annual 
Officials &pyovtes 81x Blov xal Sexaerteic, giving the former so many years that the 
synchronism was reached between Kodros and ‘that part of the Spartan list of 
kings to which the tale of Kodros referred’. But I shall not enter here upon the 
very difficult historical problems of the Attic king-list in its whole extent, contenting 
myself with the presentation of the tradition. The historians (n. 72) may draw their 
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conclusions from it. 72) It is natural that scholars took the reign of Alkmeon 
which lasted two years only as their starting point for research. The ingenious 
hypothesis of Ed. Schwartz ('Die Кӧпірѕіізќеп des Eratosthenes und Kastor’ 

G G N 40, 1894, p. 15 ff.) takes its departure from the fact that in the Excerpta 

Barbari Alkmeon is the first &gycv Sexaeríc, and he dates the change in the con- 
stitution in his third year (but see Klio II, 1902, p. 416 ff.). Wilamowitz (l.c. p. 
126), who finds the beginning of ‘schriftliche aufzeichnung um die mitte des 8. jhdts 
an sich sehr glaublich’, is of opinion that ‘die umwälzung, die sich an den namen 

Alkmeon knüpft, das älteste faktum <ist>, das als solches in der überlieferung 

gedauert hat’, and Ed. Meyer (Forsch. II p. 531 f.) finds the suggestion ‘attractive’, 
I think that the list, which includes names of Alkmeonids and Philaids, is a con- 
struction from conditions of the sixth and fifth centuries, and that we should see 
more clearly if we knew more about the traditions of these gene themselves and their 
pedigrees. Is there e.g. anything behind the fact that the Megakles of the list is 
the son of the (mythical) Phorbas ? 

1) As in F 5; 6. The same is likely for F 8; 9; 13. 2) F Gr Hist 3 F 2. The 

complete pedigree in F 23 is also carried down from Deukalion to Andropompos; 
it was important for the history of Athens in mythical times. One must therefore 
not draw the conclusion that H. gave each pedigree he touched upon in the course 
of the historical narrative with the same fullness. 3) Blass Att. Beredsamkeit 

I? p. 283; Thalheim R E I col. 2124, 55 ff.; Kirchner P. A. 828. How Plutarch p. 
835 A arrived at the date of Andokides’ birth under the archon Theogenides is as 

yet unexplained: he certainly made a confusion of some kind. 4) Beloch 
Att. Politik p. 339; Gr. G.? II 2 p. 238. The attack on Hyperbolos Schol. Aristoph. 
Vesp. 1007 (F 5 Blass) is more likely to have been taken from a political pamphlet 
than from an actual speech: Kirchhoff Herm. 1, 1866, p. 1 ff.; Blass op. cit. p. 

297. 5) For the evidence see P. A. 828. H. certainly recorded the outrage on 
the Herms and he may also have cited the names of the main participants. Whether 
he mentioned the orator on another occasion is doubtful: his final return to Athens 
in 402 B.C. and the embassy in 392/1 B.C. (Philochoros F 149) are outside the 

framework of his Atthis. 6) The same union, of which Perseptolis was a child, 
is attested by Schol. Eustath. Od. x 118 (F Gr Hist 4 F 156) from ’Agtototédng èv 

"Ібахтсіоу modrrtetat xat ‘EAavixog. Pearson’s question! p. 222 n. 3 ‘is this merely 
a reference to the Aftthis or to some portion of the Troika ?' is justified. But both 

the place of origin and the variants (Telemachos and Polykaste; Telemachos and 

Kirke) decidedly favour one of the genealogical works, viz. Troika or (even more 
likely) Deukalioneia; and repetitions from genealogical works must have been 
frequent in the local histories. Aristotle may have used (and perhaps cited) H. 
If he denotes subsequently in the same roAtveia the Athenian Kephalos as the father 
of Arkeisios olxodvta èv talc ax’ abrod xAnbeloats Kepadrdnviatc (Herakleid. Pol. 

38, 1; Et. M. p. 144, 22; Tzetzes Schol. Antehom. 479 p. 31 Schi) we may claim this 

statement for H. too (F Gr Hist I p. 469, 25 ff.). Between the two possible connexions 

of Telemachos with Hermes (either by Kephalos-Arkeisios-Laertes, or by Auto- 

lykos-Antikleia) the decision would accordingly be in favour of the former. The 

family of the orator is therefore the KegaAiBat, not as Ps. Plutarch (Text p. 53, 11 ff.) 

maintains, the Kerykes. The genealogy, which presumably was fairly old (see 

Wilamowitz Herm. 18, 1883, p. 423 n. 3; Toepffer 4.G. p. 263; on F Gr Hist 

Jacoby, Fragm. Griech. Hist. III b (SuppL) 5 

24 
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3 F 34; Niese Herm. 23, 1888, p. 85 is fundamentally wrong), was acknowledged 
in H.s time by the Kephallenians themselves, evidently under the impression of 
Athens’ policy in the West and the treaty with Korkyra. From c. 430 B.C. Pale 
strikes coins with the type and the legend of Kephalos (also of Prokris?). H. 
treated Kephalos under the reign of Erechtheus (F 22); it is therefore possible 

(though perhaps not very likely) that he mentioned on that occasion the descen- 
dants of the hero exiled by the Areopagos. There exists, too, a tradition of the 
return of the Kephalids, but we do not know whether this tradition was narrated 
in an Atthis: дєхатти 82 ботєроу Yeve&t. XoOxivog xol Aairog &nóyovot KegáAou nAtÜ- 
cavtes é¢ Acdgods Tirouv тӧу Өєӧу хабодоу ёс "АӨўуос̧ хт\. (Раџѕап. 1, 37, 6-7). 
The story belongs to the legend of the establishment of the Pythion on the site of 
the present convent of Daphni (see on Philochoros F 75), which of course is not 
supported by an ‘authentic document’, but it belongs among the traditions of the 
family. We cannot enter here into the difficulties caused both by the absence of 
Hermes in the cult and by the localization. In any case the realm of Kephalos is 
situated in the old Paralia, to which, besides Thorikos (one of the old Twelve 
Towns) and Kephale, the deme Qopat perhaps belongs (Wilamowitz l.c. p. 
425 n.; differently Toepfier A.G. p. 261 ff.). According to Pherekydes (3 F 34?) 
this is the place where Kégadog 6 Antovéws yhuas Прбхріу thy 'Epex0£cog xacótxet. 
For further material on Kephalos see: Robert Heldensage p. 162 fi.; Schwenn R E 
XI col. 217 ff. 7) This at least is not one of the confusions in this Vita, for it 
is the descent from Hermes which furnished the reason for the wrong connexion 
of Andokides with the family of the Kerykes (Text P. 53, 11 ff.), and Andokides 
himself attests his descent from Hermes (Ps. Lysias 6, 11). 8) For the evidence 
(among others Androtion F 38) see P. A. 827. 9) ’Av8oxidy¢g: 6 eg tav Séxa 
фттброу, ðs pow ’Axovoldxos. The name of the witness is corrupt, unless the 
rhetor of the first century A.D. is meant (F Gr Hist I p. 386, 2 ff.). 10) Stahl 
Rh. Mus, 40, 1885, p. 493 f. Kirchner Syil.3 72, Hiller v. Gaertringen J G? I, Meritt 
Athen. Financ. Documents, 1932, p. 69 print the document in the same way as 
Stahl does. 11) This is left as a possibility by Hicks Greek Hist. Inscr., 1882, 
no. 41, and by M. N. Tod Greek Hist. Inscr., 1933, no. 55. 12) The assumption 
of Stahl is founded exclusively on the # @opeds of Ps. Plutarch, but this admits 
of another explanation (Text p. 53, 11 fl.). Of the board of strategoi in 433/2 B.C. 
we know eight names; of the phylai only I, V-VIII are represented. That leaves 
for Drakontides (the more so as the inscription is not written ototyydév) a number 
of possibilities besides Oopeóc, which makes him the representative of the Antio- 
chis (X). All bearers of the name Leogoras whom we know otherwise belong to 
the family of the Andokids. 13) M. N. Tod l.c. 14) Stahl saw this and in 
the edition of 1886 printed lA«óxov «e ó Ac&ypou * * xal Apaxovti8ng 6 Aewyópov. 
Later editors (Marchant is not available to me) show a retrogression: Steup 5I 
1919 prints f’Avdoxt8y¢; Hude 1898 and Jones 1898 print xai t’ Avõoxtòng ó 
Aewyépov t. The unhappily formulated note of Jones ‘’Av8oxi3n¢] in titulo (Z G? 
I 295) Apaxovridys nominatur’ has been kept in the Oxoniensis of 1942. 15) The 
suggestion offered by Pearson (n. 16) is not tenable. 16) ‘As a kind of civil 
commissioner’ as I expressed his function in F Gr Hist I P. 472, 30. I had better 
have referred to Thukyd. 5, 61, 2 (418 B.C.) 'Axxefit&8ou. rpeofieurob Tapdvtog 
where Alkibiades is ‘present as a special diplomatic agent’ (see Ferguson C A H V 
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P- 271 and Beloch Gr. G.? II 1 p. 349; Steup Thukydides V? p. 153 wrongly suggests 
'Alkibiades was sent as an ambassador from Argos'); as such he is mentioned 
besides the strategoi Laches and Nikostratos who commanded the force sent out. 
That is an official commission. Diodoros (12, 79, 1) euvijv 8& «broic xol 'AXxtfitá8g 
idm ðv ià тђу pilav thy rpóc 'HAelouc xal Mavtivets is wrong; but the reason 
given by him is illuminating, forin 433/2 B.C. Andokides' name was mentioned either 
in the popular decree about the second despatch of help, which the ultimate 
source of Plutarch knew (from Krateros?), or by H., who had heard about him 
when he concerned himself with Athenian pedigrees. Boeckh (KI. Schr. VI p. 75) 
was the first to trouble about the réle of Andokides; but his suggestion of a ‘naval 
expert not holding official rank’ is not probable; nor is that of Hicks (Greek Hist. 
Inscr. no. 41 ‘A, the orator unofficially attached to the expedition’). The suggestion 
of Pearson? p. 26 that Drakontides ‘resigned in Andokides’ favour before the expe- 
dition’ is impossible both because of the accounts and on grounds of constitutional 
law; we need not adduce the case of Kleon (Thuk. 4, 28 f.) in order to prove that a 

change of command is impossible without a popular decree. 17) For this 
passage see Wilamowitz Herm. 35, 1900, p. 553 ff. 18) I confine myself here to 

referring to 1, 50. Here in § І т005 тє абтбу plàovç dyvooivtes Extetvov is an 

explanation, brought from the margin into the text in two pieces, and in § 3 the 
topographical note gor. 8 ta LvBota tig Өєслротідос Auhy Epnuos must also 
be eliminated. A systematic investigation of the texts of Herodotos (see e.g. about 
2, 50 on Philochoros F 99-101), Thukydides, and even Xenophon's Hellenika with 

a view to glosses of this kind would prove most fertile; only it must not be conducted 
on the lines of Jachmann (recently Klio 35, 1942, p. 60 ff.). 19) Blass op. cit. 
p. 281 n. 2 and Wilamowitz Ar. wu. Ath. II p. 74 n. 5 proved this against Ditten- 
berger (Herm. 20, 1885, p. 32) and Toepffer (4.G. p. 83 ff.). Thalheim /.c. col. 
2125, 3 ff. and v. Blumenthal Helíanicea, 1913, p. 21 f. do not seem to know about 

this discussion. 20) About the pedigree of the Kerykes, which was current in 
several versions see on 324 F 1. 21) Wilamowitz justly states 1, 127 to be 
decisive; (Lysias) 6,11 is wrongly used by Toepfier. Andokides called Hermes тфу 
атоо matpótov, and that is undisputed (nn. 6-7). In 1, 147 he says olxla nacdv dp- 
XxtoratTn xal xowotkm, and certainly ‘ancient readers will have understood the 
allusion’, But any member of an old aristocratic family could talk thus, nothing 
points to the Kerykes in particular. 22) We know such books (apart from the 

special paper of Theodoros 6 Ilavayng no. 346 on the Kerykes) to have been written 
by Drakon (no. 344) and Meliton (no. 345). 23) See n. 12. There is no doubt 
about the deme of the orator; the Andokids are Kuda0yvatetc: I G? II 1138; Andro- 
tion F 38; Philochoros F 149. 24) See n. 6. 25) About the rather slight 

possibility that the pedigree occurred in the first book of the Atthis see n. 6. 
26) Cf. n. 16. 27) RE VIII col. 141, 8 ff.; F Gr Hist I p. 472, 22 fi. The con- 
tradiction of Schmid Gr. Lit. I 2 p. 681 is somewhat surprising: the pedigrees of 
the grandson and the grandfather are the same, and any biographer could achieve 
the transfer to the Vita of the former. Schmid’s own suggestion that ‘H. zu Ando- 

kides persónliche beziehungen gehabt habe, die sich leicht bei gelegenheit einer 
der reisen des unsteten Atheners etwa auf Lesbos ergeben haben kónnen' is an un- 

necessary subtlety. H. did not share the attitude of Andokides in regard to home 

policy, nor was he prepared to praise the grandfather; he only gave the pedigree 
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because it interested him in itself and because of the use made of it in DM 
policy. 28) That is the name Diod. r2, 30 (i.e. Ephoros) uses for this а a 
outbreak of which he notes under the year 439/8 B.C. We have, of course, ies oe 
to assign to H. the historical outlook of Thukydides who treated the conflic 
Athens with Corinth as altlat xat Siapopal of the Peloponnesian War ; on a a 
trary we find confirmed what Diodor. 12, 34; 37, 1; 39 ff. teach us, viz. that ГЕ e 
broke into its single stones the grand building of Thukydides (F Gr Hist Р 
93, 2 ff.). I think we are justified in drawing inferences from Ephoros to H., | 
accordingly noted in the thirties of the fifth century a KopwOtaxd¢, a Toredex 
twxéc, and the outbreak of a TleAomownotaxds méAcuos. 5 25—26 1) ’Avtyévous Petit "Аутубоо У ”Аутуоо т. 2) стратібу Море]. 3) ; s 
Text p. 14, 20 ff. 4) Wilamowitz Herm. 11, 1876, p. 294 and Beloch Gr. G. 
2 p. 8 did not understand the objections raised by Diels (RÀ. Mus. 31, 1876, p. 51): he demanded vauayycovtes because the battle was a thing of the future when the decree was carried. Whether he was right is the question. 5) The date of the Althides (Androtion ?) is given in Aristot. 'A0r. 34, 1; cf. Diod. 13, 97, 1; Athen. 5, 58 р. 2170 #. 6) *End of July or beginning of August’ Busolt Gr.G. III 2 
P. 1591 f., who supplies the material; Beloch Gr. G.3 II 2 р. 242; Ferguson CAH 
V p. 483 ff. — 7) Beloch op. cit. p. 8. 8) See n. 4. 9) See Meritt Ath. 
Stud. Ferguson P. 247 fi. 

27 1) Seeon Philochoros F 92; 93. 2) Iliad B 547/9. 3) Ѕееоп Amelesagoras 
330 F 1. 4) Introd. nn. 119; 121. 5) 1, 2, 5 тђу үобу ’Artuchy éx tod ent 
Metotov Bià cà Aentéyewv &стасізотоу odcav &vOpwrot dixovv ol aùrol alel. 2, 36, 1 thy yap ydpav ol adrol alel olxoivtes Stadoyyt tev émyryvousvov xn. 
6) I was wrong in saying F Gr Hist I p. 470, 29 'Hellanikos' zitat geht nur auf die 
Arkader'. Pearson! p, 211; ? P. 15 is correct. ^ 7) The primary kings of the Arcadians, Thebans, Aiginetans must all have been mentioned in H.s genealogical works; those of the first two Peoples also in the local histories, Botwrtaxé and Пері "Архадіос. 8) In this form the claim was made as early as the fifth century in the speech of the Athenian ambassador quoted by Herodt. 7, 161, 3 &pyatétatov 
uiv Évoc mapryóuevot, робуо: 8ё ёбутес ob ueraváorat 'EXXjvov. Surely it is not accidental that in 8, 75, 1 Herodotos restricts the claim of the Arcadians to the Peloponnese, where they and the Kynourioi #уєа.. . aùtóxyðova čóvra xate ydpny Beurat vüv ck xal «à ráar olxeov. Also the Arcadian in Xenophon Hell. 7123 

28 1) The relation between Herodotos and the historical portions of H.s Persika, 

226 fl.; F Gr Hist IIIa, 1943. P. 17, 13 ff). These two ‘logographic’ works, each containing two books, are a great deal shorter as to their historical part than Herodotos’ ‘Persian History’. In neither is a deliberately polemical attitude towards Herodotos in the style of Ktesias to be perceived (Phot. Bibl. 72 p. 35b 40; 43b 20). Geficken Gr. Lit. I P- 288 ought not to have used F 28 as a proof of 'H.s intention to outdo Herodotos'. 2) He certainly visited Delos and perhaps Paros (6, 134); see R E Suppl. II col. 268, 52 ff. 3) р. 869 ВС ёт: 8° обх émawvécat Bovdrbeig Anuóxpirov DX ёт аісубуту Ка ш» ouvéðnxe т} фєб$ос, Sjós tott тё тарайитеїу 

"иен 
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ÜAoc xal mapxouonijsat vb A"nuoxplrou xacópÜcyua xal thy ёрістєіоу, Av emcypdupere 
Ухроуі8 қс (Е 65 Ріећ) осе «Лушбуритос̧ tpltog ћрЁє шёутс, бтє пер Lorapiva / 
“EdAnves MiSotg obuBadrov tv meddyer- [ пёуте 8 уўос Dev Snlov, Exmy t 8 nb xeipa / 
фосато BapBapixhy + Awpld’ &dtcxougvnv». The epigram, which does not even contain 

the name of the father, has repeatedly been taken to be incomplete. It seems more 
likely that there was a prose dedication to which the epigram on Demokritos was 
appended, and perhaps also epigrams concerning the other trierarchs. The closest 
parallel is the Maiandrios monument (H. T. Wade-Gery J H St 53, 1933, p. 97 ff.; 
Peek Athen. Stud. Ferguson, 1940, p. 116 ff.). 4) The report of the subjection 
is given by Herodt. 6, 95-96 (Plutarch 'failed to understand' him). The chorus 
Aischyl. Pers. 852 ff. therefore enumerates Naxos among the places captured 
by Dareios; Herbst RE XVI 2, 1935, col. 2089, 46 ff. mistook the meaning. 
5) There can be no doubt of the fact because of the mention of the Naxians on the 

Serpent column (Syll? 31) and the dedication at Olympia (Pausan. 5, 23, 2; cf. 

Diod. 5, 52, 3). One easily connects the event with the much doubted stratagem 

of Themistokles reported by Herodotos (8, 19, 1; 22) who does not state whether, 

and if any which, 'Ionians and Carians' followed the invitation. The reason for this 
omission is that Herodotos had already drawn up the list of the participants in the 
battle of Salamis (8, 42-48) when he obtained the several anecdotes about the 
events at Artemision. Has the passage of Diod. 11, 17, 3 any value in itself or does 
it double events of the battle of Mykale? 6) There is no reason to derive the 
portion about Naxos (5, 50-52 — 501 F 5) from another source of a different kind 

from the sources used for Crete (468 F 1) and Rhodes (523 F 1; 533 F 11), viz. 
Hellenistic local historians (cf. Schwartz R E I col. 2866 f.; V col. 678). 7) Cf. 
Plutarch p. 869 AB with Herodt. 5, 30 ff.; 6, 95. The contention of the dpoypd&por 
«xxl Дӧту о00: тӧу стратпүёӧу eEeddoat xatardeboavta тАо о ёхжтбу (Emperius 

посах хххбу Мз.)» flatly contradicts Herodotos. They may have invented the 
victory; that they altogether denied the occupation is hardly possible. 8) On 
the relation between Ephoros and H. see R E VIII col. 149, 51 ff.; G. L. Barber 

The Historian Ephorus, 1935, p. 113f. Presumably Ephoros, who understood 
the conclusion of the epigram as little as we do, accepted none but the five certain 

ships and corrected H. accordingly. Those who believe Plutarch must assume 
a corruption of the figures and can point to the fact that he (perhaps; there may be 

a later corruption) found in his copy of Herodotos three Naxian ships instead of 

the four in our Mss. Also one may believe Ephoros capable of solving the contra- 
diction in his sources (4 ships Herodotos, 6 ships H.) by giving the middle number. 

Or H. misread in his copy of Herodotos T or A to F; or his F represents the genuine 
number as written by Herodotos and was corrupted to I' and A in later Mss, 
as often happens with the figure F. But I think that, considering the character 
of the whole ch. 36, my suggestion is more simple and more plausible. In no case 
does thc situation justify 'clever' conjectures, for instance that Naxos sent six 
Ships, four (or three) of which went over to the Greeks. 9) As I did in F 
Gr Hist I p. 473, 45 ff. 

1) F Gr Hist 4 F 115-116, which are part of a (succinct ?) account of the Dorian 
migration. I put them at the end of the Phoronis because I did not know where 
else to place them. If this is correct, F 29 which derives from a ‘first book’ would 
have to be assigned to some other place. 2) F Gr Hist I p. 454, 43 ff. Niese 

29 
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Herm. 23 p. 88 n.2 did not consider this; his own objection that the ‘Tépevat is 
not quoted in Harpokration should receive attention, although it is hardly decisive. 
3) F 23. 4) The palaeographically slight alteration suggested by Niese of 
A to J drops out because there were not four books of the Atthis. i 5) For the 
dating see on Philochoros F 117. 6) On the other hand I stated in FGr Hist I 
P- 463, 17 that the absence of the name of Lykurgos in Thukydides is not sufficient 
proof of dependence on H., although Ephoros (7o F 118; cf. 4 F 116) reproached 
the latter that he did not mention Lykurgos and ascribed his achievements to 
others. 7) See F Gr Hist ПІ а P. 112, 8 ff. 8) Philochoros F 32; 117. 

323. KLEIDEMOS OF ATHENS 

INTRODUCTION 
1) T2;3. — 2) F 14; 28? Koehler Herm. 26, P. 85. n. 1. It is uncertain to which of the three colleges he belonged: some points seem to favour the suggest- ion that he was a mOdxpnoto¢ (see Atthis p. 56 f.); the Eumolpids are impossible. 3) xal Sğuoç F 1 app.; 5b; 6; xal 6 8%џос̧ Е 23; х\птбӧётшос̧ Е 12; xAewó8nuoG T 3; as to F 14/15 see Text P. 60, 37 ff. 4) F 25. 5) F 17/18; 21/2. Ac- cording to these F 3 should be corrected; Kderté- seems to be more obvious; but this is deceptive. 6) F 5; 11; 14/15. 7) F2;7. 8) F1;16. 9) F4; 8; 26/7. 10) F 13. 11) T 2. 12) F 3. 13) T 1, where we should expect the correct form. 14) F 20. 15) F 19. 16) F 12; 24; possibly also F 23 where the text is xal ó nuoc; but xal ñuoç F 6 is rather a corruption ігош К\18-. 17) Р.А. 8489/98; Hesperia Index, 1946, p. 93. Why does IG* I 928, 95 again print [Клеє }тбдєнос? 18) F 31/6. 19) See on F F 31-36. 20) IG? II 1930. 21) See Atthis p. 33 fi. 22) P. A. 8724. 23) T 1. 24) By Istros? such Positive notes would not be Pausanias’ own wisdom. 25) See F Gr Hist no. 73. 26) ‘K. schrieb bekanntlich zu anfang des 4. jhdts’ Ed. Meyer Forsch. I р. 13. 27) Lipsius Rh, Mus. 71, 1916, Р. 715. 28) Lipsius says mistakenly: ‘an ihre stelle treten lásst'. 29) See 328 F 41. 30) Ps. Demosth. 47. 21; Boeckh Stiaatshaushalt I р. 647. 31) П. ovpyop. 14, 16 ff. 32) Herm. 20, 1885, P- 225 and still in Gr. G.*. III t, 1922, p. 398 n. 2. 33) Kahrstedt Unters., I910, p. 209; Poland A E IV A col. 1162; Cary C AH VI p. 74 and many others. 34) 'Eine angabe, die sich ohne zweifel auf die steuersymmorien bezieht, da dieser álteste unter den Atthido- graphen wahrscheinlich vor dem Besetz des Periandros 358/7 geschrieben hat' (my italics) efc.; ‘K. nennt 100 symmorien für die elooopá' Poland. 35) Schwartz R E II col. 2181. The suggestion of Wilamowitz Ar. u. Ath. I p. 286 n. 36, that the 100 symmories belong to ‘die zeit der ersten versuche einer neubildung der flotte 394/80’ is without foundation. 36) Christ-Schmid Gr. Lit.! II 1 р. 109; Jacoby RE XI col. 591; Busolt-Swoboda Gr, Staatsk. p. 82. 'Nach 378' C. Mueller; Busolt Gy. G.3 II P- 7. 'Vor 357/6' or 'um 370/6o' Beloch /.c. and III 1 P. 13. ‘Erste hälfte des 4. jhdts' Wilamowitz, 37) See on that fragment. 38) Athen. F sb; 11; Schol. Kallimach. F 13; Harpokrat. F 2; Xuvay. AeE. F r; Hesych. F 6; 12; Const. Porph. F 3; 'Ax8íBe; Phot. F 4; 6 Adyog 6 ’Artixds in the mannerism of Pausanias T 1, 39) F 5a cf. 5b. Christ-Schmid still in Gr. L.9 II, 
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1920, p. 109 incorrectly assigns {Һе Протоүоуіх together with the ’E&nyntixdv to 
‘das gebiet der sakralaltertiimer’. 40) C. Mueller; Wilamowitz Ar.. u. Ath. 
Ір. зоп. 2. 41) ‘Attische Ursprungsgeschichte’ Preller; better, perhaps, ‘History 
of the First-born People’ (Schol. V Aristoph. Eg. 42 үєрбутіоу· оЇміттєтол бті 
тротбүоуо› ol ’AOnvator; the mpwrtoyovle of Berossos 680 F 1 b § 1, rendered as 

“Weltschépfung’ by the Armenian, rather means ‘creation of men’). This has nothing 
to do with the Orphic creed; and the old conjecture ‘Hpwoyovla (1 F 8) is wrong. 
42) See also At/his p. 83 for another possibility. 43) F 17/18. 44) F 21/22; 
F 9? 45) F то. 46) See Text p. 60, 25 ff. and cp. Atthis ch. III § 5. 
47) T 3. 48) That th (B in F 6 must be altered is certain. 49) See Text 

p. 18 ff. ; Atthis p. 111 ff. 50) F 7/8. 51) Theseus (F 17/8) and Demophon 
(F 20) are the only names of kings that occur. 52) F3; 4?;6?; 7?; 9? ; 16-19; 
20? 53) F 5:9? ; 11/12; 23/7. 54) F 4?; 7/8; 20. 55) F 1/2; 6 (but see 
F 20); 9; 13; 16. 56) See F 3. 57) F 1/2. 58) F 5. 59) F 4. 60) 
F 6; cf. F 20. 61) See that fragment; the inference is based on a rather doubtful 
supposition. 62) See on F 8. 63) Е то. 64) See Atthis p. 74 ff.; 99 ff. 

65) See Atthis p. 133 ff.; 200 f. 66) T 4. 67) F Gr Hist 4 F 23-31. 68) 
F 17. 69) F 7; 20; 27. 70) See on F 14. 71) F 15. About the scientific 
or agricultural book see on F 31-36. 72) Stiehle; Kaibel. If any other name is 
to be substituted in F 14 it would have to be Aùroxìelòng (see Atthis p. 252 n. 69). 

73) Atthis p. 75 f. 74) As supposed by Wilamowitz Ph. U. 1 p. 163 n. 74; 
Ar. u. Ath. I p. 30 n. 2; II p. 86 n. 36. He knocks the bottom out of his own theory 

when he declares the numbers of the books, on which alone such a theory could 

be founded, to be confused. 

T(ESTIMONIES) 

1) СЕ. Тћһокуй. І, 9, 2 ої тё сафёстата Пє\опоуупсіоу руйит: nap tæv rpótepov 

dedeypevor? 2) Rohde KI. Schr. II p. 206. 3) Cf. Sophocles causam mortis 

gaudium habuit Val. Max. 9, 12 ext. 5. The death of Dionysios Diod. 15, 74 is not 

a good parallel. ^ 4) Oehler's emendation is hardly credible. ^5) Isokr. II. &vi8. 
166. 6) R E Suppl. II col. 226. 7) See the honours conferred on Phano- 
demos 325 T 2-4. 8) The first example to be dated with tolerable certainty is 
the Delphic decree for Aristotle and Kallisthenes (F Gr Hist 124 T 23). 9) See 
on Syll. * 117. 

F(RAGMENTS) 
I) Cf. e.g. 1 F 299; a 3 after piv is not absolutely required, but would be easy 

to supply. 2) See F 5. 3) See Text p. 62, 31; 36 ff. 4) The Atticist Pausa- 
nias ? 5) Text p. 62, 33. 6) So the nzórwx Өтрӧу "Артєшс &ypotépm (Il. 

® 470/1) is called almost always in Athens; see e.g. I G* I 310, 220; Aristot. 'A0r. 
58, 1. 7) Text p. 6o, 24 f. 8) Jesen RE VI col. 1055. 9) Because 

of Plat. Phaedr. 229. 10) List of passages: Preller-Robert Gr. M yth. I* p. 579 n. 
2; Jessen R E VIII col. 9. The dispute concerning the derivation of the epithet is 
well known. 11) Topogr.3, 1931, p. 45 n. 2. 12) See Demosth. 24, 115; 

cf. 1 G* II-III 1196 B 17/18. 
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1) See on Philochoros 328 F 28. 2) Cp. Text p. 63, 9 ff. ; I) A reference to the emigration of Paion of Elis (Pausan. 5, 1, 5) has certainly no place here. 2) Hdt. 8, 137, r. 3) Ib. 8, 138, 3; тђу парі Ө&\ассау wey Maxe8ovlav Thukyd, 2, 99. 4) Hesiod. F 5; Marsyas 135/6 F 13. 5) Hellani- kos 4 Е 74. 6) Hellanikos mentioned these things in the universal chronicle of the ‘Iéperar. 7) Cf. F 1. 8) 1, 57, 1; see on F Gr Hist 265 F 35 and 328 F 99-101. — 9) 4, 109. 10) The narrative in Bibl. 3, 210 ff. about Eumolpos and Ismaros does not seem to suit the wording of F 3. 11) For the removal of Makedon from the genealogical tree of the Hellenes by Ephoros and others see on F Gr Hist 4 F 74. 
1) Ch. 77-81 p. 658 E-662 D. The analysis is easy, but not necessary here. 2) Differently Dalechamp: ‘illosque hoc curasse ut plebs rite sacrificaret'. 3) Ziehen RE XVIII 1, 1939, col. 609. 
1) See on 327 Е о. 2) Concerning the water supply of Athens, wells and cisterns, Particularly those of the Akropolis and the Pnyx, see Judeich Topogr.? P- 189 f.; 199 f. 3) F 20. 4) See F 19 (?); 20. For the sacrificing of Iphi- geneia at Brauron see Phanodemos 325 F 18. 5) See Gruppe Gr. M yth., 1906, P- 147 n. 11; Wernicke R E I col. 722, 64. Agamemnon is certainly not a deity of fountains, and a well is not a fountain. I) Since Kleisthenes ? See Thuk. 8, 97, 1 boanolav Euvéeyov .... ёс thv Ióxva хоЛоошёуту, облєр xal (Dore єіобеєсоу ; Aristoph. Ach. 20 and frequently. For later testimonies see Busolt-Swoboda Staatsk. P.991n. 1. 2) Wilamowitz Ph. U. I p. 162 f. and Judeich Topogr.* p. 44; 72 from Plat. Krit. 112 A and Plutarch. Thes. 27 (see on F 18). 3) See Judeich op. cit. P. 395 n. 1. 4) See also Thukyd. 2, 15, 6 Bi thv narady tave Evvolxnary. 5) Judeich p. 86 is preferable to Wilamowitz p. 164, who infers it ‘für die ältere zeit’ from the very fact ‘dass man dort überhaupt die volksversammlung hielt’. Aischin. I, 81 refers to the Pnyx proper only. 6) See Wilamowitz l.c. 7) Judeich op. cit. p. 395 would like to date the delimitation ‘aus allgemeinen griinden in die Kleisthenische zeit oder in die anfange des 5. jhdts'; but see his Statements p. 69; 72; Busolt-Swoboda Staatsk. p. 990 f. For the reconstruction in the fourth century see Judeich op. cit. Р. 391. 

1) viv; cf. F 1; 18. 2) See Text p. 57, 37 ff. 3) For literature see Hommel RE XVI col. 1942; also Busolt-Swoboda Op. cit. p. 599 n. r; 817 f. 4) Pollux 8, 105. 5) "Абл. 8, 5. 6) a*roóc p. 53, 24 means tov< ’A@nvalous; cf. Philo- choros 328 F 41:; Beloch Gr. G.! I 2 p. 325 ('die Pflichtigen’); Busolt-Swoboda Op. cit. p. 882 n. r. 7) Wilamowitz Ar. u. Ath. II P. 165 n. 52 counts ‘zu den 
kleruchen von Salamis zu stellen gehalten waren’, so that ‘nach Kleisthenes <eben> so viele bleiben’. P. Giles Engl. Hist. Rev., 1892, P- 331 alters revrhxovra utpn to tpiáxovra. Yet another suggestion is made by De Sanctis Atthis?, 1912, P- 308. 8) 5, 69, 2. 9) 6, 89. IO) Fifty ships are commanded by Me- nestheus 7/7. B 556. Beloch Op. cit. p. 326 f. accepts the number for the period before Themistokles, 11) Herodt. 6, 132. 12) Busolt Gr. G.3 II P. 418A; Keil Anon. Arg., 1902, P. 221. 13) Details of the re-distribution, which had become necessary in any case, can hardly be guessed at. The su PPosition of Busolt-Swoboda that the naukrariai were transformed from 'lokale verbánde' (which they probably 
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never have been) to personal associations would mean a fundamental readjustment which in my opinion would anticipate that of Themistokles. 14) Wilamowitz Ar. и. Ath. 1I p. 165 n. 52. Beloch 1c. P- 325 seems correct; Hommel /.c. col. 1949 is not sufficiently clear. 15) 'A8r. 22, 2. 
I) 'A8r. 58, r; Hekate (?) Plutarch. De Her. mal. 26. 2) Called tò àv “Аүращ in order to distinguish it from the Record Office in the market. 3) IG? 1 273. I) Busolt Gr. G. III 2 p. 736 n. 1. 2) Cf. Plutarch. Nic. 13,3. 3) F Gr Hist 

124 F 22. 
I) The authority for both quotations probably is Polemon; see on 328 F 73. 2) Psephism of Alkibiades Athen. 6, 26 p. 234 DE. 
I) There is nothing in the fragments to prove that K. dealt with proverbs; cf. on F 6. 2) Also to Asklepios in Athens or to a deity connected with him: 

IG? II-III 4987 Г0беу т]реїс íp3óuouc Boüg —  Prott-Ziehen Legg. sacr. II 1, 22 
with note. 3) After Siebelis (see Stengel Herm. 38, 1903, p. 569; RE V col. 
345) they are usually connected with the Diasia. Schol. Thuk. I, 126, 6 explain 
&yv& Obuara emydpra by twe méppata elo Cdwv Hoppas tetunwyutva. Would every 
Substitute of the kind (and such substitutes are frequent) be called technically 
Вобс &85.? 4) For Trophonios see Pollux 6, 76 al. 5) F 94 p. 129, 18 
Schw. 6) Scil. of névntes p. 377; Suda. 7) This is a mistake. 8) бруху, 
xiv«, уўссау р. 377; Воёс ёри:бос xnvós Suda. 9) That this is not a £g3ouác, 
but a list of the sacrificeable animals is asserted by Stengel Herm. 38 p. 567 ff.; 
Arch. Rel. Wiss. 7 p. 437 ff. = Opferbr. d. Gr., 1910, p. 222 ff. This is correct. But 
when he explains the pastry as the Tepresentation of the seventh sacrificeable 
Euduyov he misses the point. 

1) Wilamowitz Sb. Berl. 1912 P- 545 and Pfeiffer punctuate wrongly. 2) It is, 
indeed, Kéetpa, while the ‘EXjvuch tog n&oa 4 dpyain tHv yovaxdv 4 atch Tv 
thy viv Awpi8a xadtousy. 3) Wilamowitz l.c. p. 547. 

1) See Text p. 57, 15 ff.; 60, 37. 2) See Atthis p. 254 n. 78. 3) Thus 
Crusius '*Paroemiographica' Sb. München 1910 IV p. 66 fi.; P. Maas in Wilamowitz 
Griech. Verskwnst, 1921, p. 291 n. 4- 4) Beiträge 3, 1920, p. 13. On the meaning 
of dxéviupa see as the latest Meuli Phyllobolia für Von der Mühll, 1945, P. 205 
n. I. 5) Antiatticista p. 85, 1 Bkr. 6) Tresp Kultschriftsteller, 1914, p. 
24; 41. 7) Gdmrover 8& Meyapetc mpóc Éc vexpobg BA£movrac, 'A8nvatot 8 лрӧс̧ 
tanépzv. Cf. Aelian. V. H. 5, 14; Thukyd. r, 8, 1? 

1) Thy napaBarhoacav aðtõı yuvaŭxa Dunv. 2) Herodt. 1, 61, 1. 3) 81 F 
21. 4) Text p. 61, 2 ff. 5) Wilamowitz Aristot. u. Athen I p. 29 n. 1. 
But Herodotos too (1, 6r, 4) mentions her ‘deme’ Paiania, and evn does not mean 
‘ein frauenzimmer’, as Ed. Meyer Forsch. II p. 25 translates. 6) Polyaen. 
I,2I, I? 7) Wasit in the year of the return ? In that case it was due to Charmos 
that the militia did not offer a stronger resistance. 8) Menand. Perikeir. 447 
тбл yàp dt AauBavw thy toU Quívou Ovyerépa. Edd, suggested by Kaibel, is not 
proved for Athens, and does not suit a woman of high birth. 9) Like the son 
of Aristomenes Gorgos according to Rhianos (Pausan. 4, 19, 6). 10) Il. I 394; 
Herodt. 1, 34, 3; Isaios 12, 18 and many others. 11) Herodt. 6, 121. 12) In 
Lykurg. In Leocr. 117 Xáppov has been corrupted into Tipépyov. 13) Thukyd. 
6, 54, 6. 14) Hesperia 1, 1939, p. 59 no. 21. 15) On this passage see Wila- 
mowitz l.c. 1 p. 113. Only the name of the Athenian wife of Peisistratos remains 
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uncertain: ġ yapeth Aristot. °A0r. 18, 3; Kotoùpa Schol. Aristoph. Nub. 48. 16) 
That is her name from Herodotos down to Hermog. De inv. 1, 3 p. 104, 16 R and 
Max. Plan. Rh. Gr. V 378 W. 17) Epit. Val. Max. I, 2 ext. 2 ignotae re 
quae Phye vocabatur is a paraphrase of Herodotos. 18) See Busolt Gr. GA II 
P. 320 n. 3. 19) We cannot put a name on them. That it was Androtion who 
‘revised K.’ (Busolt }.c.; Staatsk. P. 94 n. 1) is a quite mistaken suggestion. 20) 
Charmos was from the deme Kollytos: ’AOr. 22, 4. 21) Plutarch. Demosth. 
її, 5 atm 4 ’AOnve rponv èv Kout potyevousa #ћФОт. 22) ‘Hetaeren haben 
selten einen vater und heiraten keine prinzen' Wilamowitz op. cit. p. 29 ms 
23) I was wrong F Gr Hist 140 F 6. 24) Plutarch. Themist. 1, 1-2 is typical. 
25) <обтос» èv "А. xaOtpwoev? Lindskog. 26) Pausanias was mistaken. 27) 
Wilamowitz op. cit. p. 265 n. ro; Busolt /.с. р. 378 п. 2. 

I) Cf. Plin. N. H. 7, 194. 2) Supplement by Kayser. 3) F 283 Schn = 97 Pf. — 4) Judeich Topogr.? p. 114. 5) Robert Ph. U. 1 p.173. 6) mapà 7b KuAóvetov éxtdg tév éwéa xvdGv Polemon Schol. Soph. O. C. 489. 7) Thukyd. 2, 17, 4 vb Bb IIeapyuxhw xoAXoburvov td ónà civ dxpónoAw differs. About this 
Narrower meaning see Judeich op. cit. р. 120. 8) Correctly Synagoge; in the Suda it has become the usual Tledacytxdy. 9) IG? I 76, 55/6 (423/2 В.С.? 415 B.C. Meritt Athen. Fin. Doc. p. 172 n. 3). 10) Aristoph. Av. 832; Thukyd. 2, 17, 1 (C Ilsàxoy- r); Aristot. ’A@r. 19, 5. In the same connexion the source 
of Aristotle (Herodt. 5, 94; Hude incomprehensibly takes ITedxpytxév from Uv into the text) and Marm. Par. A ep. 45 have IIeAxoyuxóv. 11) See on Philo- choros 328 F 99-1or; ol civ 'Az(8a ovyypavavtes Strab. 5, 2, 4. 12) Against Wilamowitz Ar. u. Ath. II p. 73 n. 4 see Kretschmer Glotta 22 p. 256. 13) Forsch. I p. 8 ff. Beloch Gr. G.3 I 2 p. 48 follows him, Judeich R E II col. 2209; Topogr.? p. 113 n. 2differs. 14) Seealso Harrison Primitive Athens, 1906, p.29. 15) Forsch. Ip. 127; II p. 251 n. 4. 16) If F 3 concerns the Pelasgians it was in the first book. I) Ch. 20 roXXol 8E Aóyot xal mepl tovtov čti Ж үоута xal mepl tig "Apixdvng obdéiv $uoXoyobusvov Éyovtec. 2) Thukyd. 1, 4. 3) For the tradition see Robert Heldensage p. 171 ff.; 364 f. and Herter Rh. Mus. 85; 88. 4) About Merope see Toepfier A.G. p. 165 n. 2. 5) Pherekyd. 3 F 146; al. 6) Pausan. 1, 17, 6. For the general tradition sec Plutarch. Thes. 35. 7) Cf. thy протёрау 8:00004&- u£voc ÉyOpzv Bibl. Epit. 1, 17. 8) Cf. Text p. 74, 20 ff. 9) Istros 334 F 11. 10) Plutarch. Thes. 20, 1-2. 

1) That it was a victory is proved by the sacrifice in Boedromion; but see Text p. 76, 39 ff. 2) See Text p. 78, 14 ff. 3) A. Mommsen Feste d. Stadt Athen, 1898, p. 20; Herter Rh. Mus. 88 P. 294. 4) Cf. roXbv xpóvov $ 2. 5) Herm. 6, 1872, p. 105. 6) Ph. U. 1 p. roo n. 6. 7) txBracbivar § 5. About the tipo: tév meabvrav § 4 see Text P. 77, 39 ff. The only location which is not quite clear is the Evyevi8ec § 5; comparing Soph. O. K. 39 ff. one would seek them in the Academy. 8) The alteration made by Reiske appears necessary. 9) Koehler /.c. IO) That was its particular feature which distinguished it from the reports in the other Atthides. 11) Aisch. Eum. 685 ff. (Text p. 77, 27 ff.). Here Herodotos 8, 52 furnishes a parallel (but not more than that): ol 8è Пірса: Réopevor ext tòv xarevavriov 775 Фхролб)єос̧ бубоу, тӧу 'A8nvaiot xaXéouct 'Apfiov Uy8ov. It is a great pity that we should not be able to compare at least with the Picture in the Stoa Poikile, where ty rat pécut tov тоо» , АӨтухїо xal Onaeds *Apo- 
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{601 wdyovrar (Pausan. І, 15, 2) and móc ' Auatóvac ' AOnvattot uox ópevot (ib. 1, 17, 2); but even Lippold R E XV col. 1560 holds that the mountain on the vase of: Bologna 
is in fact the Akropolis as on the shield of Athena Parthenos. 12) v. Gutschmid 
Kl. Schr. 5 p. 141; Toepffer R E I col. 1763. 13) Cf. Demosth. Epilaph. 8 and the mythographer in Diod. 5 28. 14) They equate or connect the Amazons 
with the Scyths and parallel the Thracians of Eumolpos with them in the sense 
of the great old empires of Trogus-Justinus 1, 1; 2,1 ff. Herodt. 9, 27, 4 is more 
reserved (%pyov ed tyov), and so is Plato Menez. 339 B speaking of a successful 
defence. 15) I do not venture to pronounce on the problem. Wilamowitz 
Sb. Berl. 1925 p. 235 became more cautious (rightly in my opinion) when he wrote 
‘was der einbruch der Amazonen in Hellas bedeutet ist noch unbekannt’, than he 
was in Eurip. Herakl. 1 p. 302: ‘man ist verpflichtet wirklich in diesen traditionen 
den reflex von angriffen fremder vólker zu sehen’. See also Herter Rh. Mus. 85, 
1936, p. 219 f. and A. Heubeck Beiträge zur Namensforschung 1, 1950, p. 274 f. 
on what he regards as ‘genuine’ traditions about Amazons in Greece proper. 
16) See Gutschmid /.c. 17) Weizsaecker Rosch. Lex. III col. 2395. 18) As 
Mommsen Feste p. 176 n. 4 thought. 19) From the mythographer. After the 
Amazons have crossed the Bosporus: Hellanikos 323a F 17. 20) See Wachsmuth 
R E I col. 1753; Judeich Topogr.: р. 300. 21) Et. M. p. 139, 10; Eust. Dion. 
Per. 653. 22) Wilamowitz Ph. U. 1 p. 100 n. 6. 23) Tuempel R E III col. 
2487 no. rto/11. 24) Toepffer /.c. col. 1763; Tuempel no. 12. 25) On Chal- 
kodon see Escher R E III col. 2094 ff. 26) Against Wachsmuth R E I col. 
1753. 27) This is not the case with that of Molpadia; see Pausan. r, 2, І. 
28) Ps. Plato Axioch. p. 365 A. 29) See Toepffer J.c. col. 1763, 50 ff. 30) 
two; cf. Eurip. Hipp. 10 Onotws паїс, 'Auatóvog téx0¢, "IrzóAurog, where the 
scholiast says 'Avnózry Dae. 31) Pherekydes 3 F 151, Hellanikos 4 F 166, 
Herodoros 31 F 26 are enumerated. ' 32) Like Pindaros in Pausan. 1, 2, 1. 
33) 334 F 10. She appears in Simonides Bibl. Epit. 1, 16 and Isokrates Panath. 
193. She may originally have belonged to the story of Herakles, as several attempts 
to harmonize seem to suggest; e.g. ‘Innoómy } xat Глх%бхт xal Meravirrn Bibl. 
Epit. 5, 2. 34) Cf. Hegias 606 F 1. 

I) Plato Euthydem. 302 D; Aristot.-Herakl. Pol. 1, 1. For the history of 
Ion see Wilamowitz Euripides Ion, 1926, p. 1 ff.; for his part in the fictitious his- 
tory of the Athenian constitution see H. T. Wade-Gery Cl. Q. 25, 1931, р. ІІ Ё.; 
for the other material Oldfather R E IX col. 1856 ff. 2) Pausan. 7, 1, 2; 
Strabo 8, 7, 1; al. 3) On Kpeovteia see Robert Arch. Hermen. p. 160. 4) 
For the evidence see Robert Heldensage p. 871 n. 3. 5) Cf. Diod. 4, 55, 5. 
6) The construction of Robert Heldensage p. 160 f. is quite impossible. 7) 
Wilamowitz Ar. u. Ath. II p. 137; Euripides Ion p. 1. 8) Cf. Text p. 75, 15 ff. 

1) It is a grave sin of omission that hardly ever the composition of the whole 
articles is examined before use is made of the quotations. 2) The concluding 
Statement xal 1d Buxxotfjptov — vevéoOat, extant in Pausanias only, does not belong 
to K. but to the lexicographer. 3) 1 G* I 115, 19; Pollux 8, 125. 4) Wilamo- 
witz Ar. w. Ath. II p. 199; Busolt-Swoboda Síaatsk. p. 811; al. Ledl Studien, 
1914, p. 133 differs from them; his chapter on the Areopagos seems to me quite 

mistaken. 5) 8, 125. Since Philipp Der Areopag u. d. Epheten, 1874, p. 13 ff. 
this is usually treated as a misunderstanding. 6) It is put more plainly by 
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Pollux and the scholia on Aischines. 7) See F 6. 8) On this see IG? I-III 
3177; Toepfter A.G. p. 145 ff. 9) Wilamowitz Ph. U. 1 p. 90 n. 5; cf. Boisacq 
Dict. étymol.* p. 300. I leave aside other explanations; Ledl op. cit. p. 336 апа 
Bonner-Smith Admin. of Justice I, 1930, p. 101 (‘men sent out as a commission’) 
are, in my opinion, quite astray. 

I) The treatment of it by Busolt Gr. G.* II p. 691; Busolt-Swoboda Staatsk. 
Pp. 1211 n. 1; Ed. Meyer Forsch. II p. 216 on the one hand, and De Sanctis Atthis? 
P- 381 f. on the other, is unsatisfactory. A sound criticism ought to start from 
Wilamowitz Ar. u. Ath. I p. 139 f. 2) See Atthis p. 74 f. 3) Ас. р. 628 п. 3. 
4) The phrase donep iv траүсііох іѕ Plutarch. 5) 7, 143. 6) Cf. Herodt. 8,41. 7) Bauer Themistokles, 1881, p. 130 doubts this. 8) Krech De Crateri 
Хр. avvay., 1888, p. 45. 9) »hpvyya èroroato refers to its being put into effect 
later on; the antidemocratic source of Aristotle has confused the events on purpose. 
Io) Pace Krech. Ernst Meyer R E VI A r, 1939, col. 640 too seems not to doubt it. 

I) Stein in his note on the passage. 2) See J. H. St. 64, 1946, p. 40 n. 11. 
3) See Macan in his note. 4) Ar. w. Ath. I p. 286 n. 36. 5) See Text p. 57. 
30 ff. 6) Busolt Gr.G.* III p. 740 n. 4 apparently supposes the memorial of 
this phyle only to have been Preserved; but we do not know where Herodotos got 
his numbers. 7) Cf. the sacrifice to the Amazons in F 18. — 8) On the alleged 
privilege of the Aiantis see Ferguson Athen. Trib. Cycles, 1932, p. 78 ff. 

1) But see also p. 192 n. 3. 2) Cf.on F14. 3) G1 839, where Ipoapxt]ov- 
ріоцох is now supplied, explains nothing. 4) Mommsen op. cit. p. 195. 5) Bloodless sacrifices are attested by Max. Tyr. 30. 6) Later on the epheboi 
took a part in the ceremonies: той 8ё TIponpectors Fpavto rods Bods év ’EAcvoive 
xta. IG? II-III 1028, 28 ai. 

1) Thes. L. Gr. s.v.; Liddell-Scott s.v. 
1) As Reitzenstein believes. 2) ‘With no fixed abode’ Liddell-Scott s.v. 

3) The yaya is mentioned in the concluding sentence of Hesychios which I do 
not understand. 

1) He is doing the same what the Roman theologians and grammarians are doing 
in regard to the often unintelligible appeals e.g. in the Axamenta. 2) We cannot enter here upon the question whether the explanation is correct. For the material 
about Hyes, Hyetios see Jessen R E 1X col. 88 ff. M. P. Nilsson Gesch. d. gr. Rel. L, 1941, p. 788 fails us. 3) Et. M. p. 775, 7; Eust. II. p. 1155, 64. 4) It cer- tainly does not 'derive' from K.; Tresp p. 42 f. is wrong. 5) See Preller-Robert 
op. cit. I p. 663; 707; Gruppe Gr. Myth. p. 1427 f. 6) The marriage custom 
(бєсної тфу "A@nvatwv) and the 6e — xoe of the *Edevotva {єр& (Prokl. in Plat. 
Tim. III p. 176 Diehl) have no connexion with this. 7) It is of no importance whether the poet was Aristophanes or Apollophanes; but Meineke’s alteration is probably correct. 8) Cf. Phot s.v. “Tns: too ZaBatiov éxixanoig; Hesych. s.v. 
“Teds Lapetroc. 

1) See on Phanodemos 325 F 14. 
1) See Vorsokr. 62 [49]. 2) 324 F 75-82. 3) Polit. 1, 4, 4. The authors are a Parian and a Lemnian. 4) Kroll R E XI col. 593 no. 2; Suppl. VII col. 321, 43 ff. calls him a ‘landwirt’ and peremptorily denies the identity with the Atthidographer; Zeller Ph. d. Gr. 15, 1892, p. 1032 n. 1 characterizes him as a 'naturforscher ohne eine feste philosophische ansicht mehr nur mit dem einzelnen 
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beschäftigt’. On the question see as the latest Regenbogen R E Suppl. VII, 1940, col. 1547, 57 ff.; on F 31 Diller Herm. 67, 1932, Р. 39. 

324. ANDROTION OF ATHENS 

INTRODUCTION 

1) The literature dealing with A. is curiously unsatisfactory. Some of the writings are failures a priori, for they identify A. with the author of the Hellenika of Oxyrhynchos and form a picture of him accordingly (cf. n. 121). Mueller’s col- lection of the fragments (F HG I, 1841, p. 371 ff.; cf. Stiehle Philologus 8, 1853, P. 634) is almost more inadequate than its predecessor, the too succinct appendix 'Androtionis 'A«x8í3og Reliquiae’ to Philochori Librorum Fragmenta by Lenz- Siebelis, Lipsiae 1811. Ed. Schwartz (R E I, 1894, col. 2173 ff.), whose treatment of Greek historians is so often strikingly original, has evidently written hastily and not very carefully: he does not fill the gaps in Mueller’s collection and even overlooked the important F 44, found and corrected by Usener. Wilamowitz (Ar. u. Ath. I, p. 287 f.) in the generally unsatisfactory section about the individual 
Atthidographers yields even less. It is, of course, not their fault, that the Didymos 
Papyrus (Berl. Klass. Terte I 1904; Didymi de Demosthene commenta rec. Diels- 
Schubart, 1904; cf. Stähelin Klio 5, 1905, p. 145 f.; 150; Foucart Étude sur Didyme 
1906) added two new fragments (30; 53), one of which is valuable also for the 
life of A. Excluding writings concerned with the speeches of Demosthenes, from 
which I shall cite occasionally (see as the latest Jaeger Demosthenes, 1938, p. 58 ff.) 
I mention the following works: Blass Att. Beredsamkeit *1I, 1892, p. 19 ff.; B. Keil 
Die Solonische Verfassung, 1892, p. 190 ff. (and passim about the use made of A. 
by Aristotle; see n. 127); Busolt Gr. G. 3II, 1895, p. 7 f. (see also p. 33 ff. and 
Staatskunde I, 1920, p. 82 f.); Kirchner Pros. Att., 1901, no. 915; Hiller von Gaer- 
tringen on Syll.3 193; Pearson The Local Historians of Attica, 1942, p. 76 ff. A ser- 
ious attempt at understanding A. is made by H. Bloch ‘Notes on the Atthis of 
Androtion’ in Athen. Stud. Ferguson, 1940, p. 341 ff. (cf. p. 328 ff.), although he 
only deals ‘with certain problems’. 2) T r. 3) T 2b. About Hermippos 
see Leo Die griech.-róm. Biographie, 1901, р. 124 ff.; Heibges R E VIII, 1915, col. 
845 ff.; Muenscher ib. IX, 1916, col. 2147, 54 ff. 4) I do not see what are 
the grounds for the opposite view of Bloch (l.c. p. 345 n. 2), who finds it ‘note- 
worthy that A., like other rhetors of his time, published his speeches’, Nor are 
we justified in simply describing A. as a ‘kunstredner’, as Blass op. cit. p. 19 does. 
That designation is evidently based on the one fact that the biographers mention 
him among the disciples of Isokrates; for the statement of Demosthenes, adduced 
for this assertion (T 2a), is as unreliable as any other remark of that orator about, 
or rather against, A (cp. Text p. 93,3 ff.). To-day nobody believes in Wesseling’s 
attribution to A. of the Ps. Demosthenic Erotikos; Blass Att. Bey. III 1 P- 407 
and Wendland Anarimenes von Lampsakos, 1905, P. 71 ff. do not even find it worth 
mentioning (cf. also on F 69). The ‘fragments’ of speeches (F 72-74) do not support 
the inference: two of them come from the polemics of Demosthenes, the third is 
from Aristotle who was struck with a happy phrase of A. We must not judge that 
citation different from many other similar ones in Aristotle’s Rhetorics; it only 
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Shows the self-evident fact that the contemporaries knew the orator. The View 
of Blass and Bloch cannot be Strictly refuted, but the following points tell against 
it: (1) apart from the occasion in 344/3 B.C., where the fact of a speech is not quite 
certain (see on F 53), and from the speech mentioned in F 72, which perhaps was 
not much earlier, we learn of no occasion when A. delivered a political speech 
(as distinguished from supporting, or bringing in, of motions in the Assembly), 
a speech which he could have published, according to the custom of the time, 
with the purpose of further influencing public opinion. (2) Even Demosthenes had 
to admit that ‘during more than thirty years’ A. never appeared as accuser in any 
political trial (cf. Text p. 94, 24 ff.). (3) None of the later rhetors knew A., neither 
Dionysios nor Caecilius mentions him, nor does anybody pronounce an opinion 
on his style. Ps. Plutarch omits him because he was not admitted to the circle 
of the Ten Orators, which is in itself sufficient proof that there existed no speeches 
by him or (to be very cautious) current under his name. (4) Although it is not 
impossible that A. inserted into his Althis speeches by himself or others (as Philo- 
choros seems to have done; see on 328 F 69/70) it is not very credible that he did. 
If he had, the ancient critics would have mentioned the fact and used it to charac- 
terize his style as they did in regard to Thukydides—which they did not. It seems 
to me much more ‘noteworthy’ that a man, who had had his training in the school 
of Isokrates (Text p. 87, 20 fi.) and who certainly had spoken in the Assembly 
fairly often, did not publish his speeches. The reason must have been either because 
he did not fancy himself as an orator, or because he thought that a political orator 
could not learn much from the artistic oratory of an Isokrates (cf. nn. 15; 27). He certainly did not use the new style in his Atthis (see Text p. 86, 28 ff.) АШ 
these points seem to agree with the idea we can form of the character of A. from his political activities: he was no rhetor in the sense in which Plato and Isokrates 
use that term, but first and last a man of practical life who spoke to the point, and impressively perhaps just because of that, resembling in this respect the orators of the fifth century. Of course, this absence of thetoric proper does not exclude a natural talent for speaking in public or happy phrases. But we have no certain knowledge about these matters, apart from what we learn from the one citation of Aristotle. 5) See Text p. 9o, 21 ff. and on F 53. The name of A. does not Occur in the fragments of Theopompos. That may be accidental because there was no Bíos of A. in which some excerpt from Theopompos might have occurred. But the absence may equally be connected with the fact that the Atthidographer was not a party-leader, and does not seem to have belonged to the intransigent opponents of Philip (see Text p. 91,29 ff.); he therefore could not be introduced as an orator on the occasion e.g. of the peace of Philokrates (like Aristophon in 115 F 166; cf. n. 46). 6) 328 F 181. There may have been much more, but unfortunately the absence of a biography makes it impossible to form a definite opinion. 7) `Рїтор уой 8тмхүш»үбс (T 1), the two words meaning probably the Same, and not necessarily implying that he ever was the, or one of the, leaders of Athenian politics, 8) They are enumerated in the testimonies and dealt with in the Text p. 87, 35 fi. In the Social War A. was commander of one of the many Athenian garrisons; but on no Occasion (as far as we know) was he отраттуүбс. He evidently was no military man, which in his time almost means a soldier by profession. In the same war he was a member, but not the leader, of an embassy ; 
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this is proved by the enumeration of names in Demosthenes (T 8) and by the manner in which the orator treats the affairs connected with this embassy. He was not an exegetes. About his alleged interest and capacity in financial matters see n. 38. That interest may have existed, but he never was the head of the Athenian treas- ury. 9) See n. 43. 10) T 4; 5; 7; 12. 11) Kat’ "Avüporlovog mapavóp.cov (22) and Kax& Tiu oxp&roug (24); T 22; 6; 8-11. 12) M. Weil Journal des Savants, 1891, p. 203; Kahrstedt Forsch., 1910, P. 270; Schaefer R E VI A r, 1936, col. 1263 no. 2. Schaefer's wording 'ein anderer Athener namens Androtion' rather resembles Cary’s ‘special commissioner named Androtion’ (C A H VI, 1927, p. 75; cf. n. 38). The identity has been generally assumed since the times of Meursius and Jonsius; Wilamowitz and Schwartz therefore did not even mention the doubts raised against it. Bloch and Pearson defend the identity. 13) T 2b (cf. n. 3). The statement is formal. It cannot be inferred from the short and incomplete ar- ticle in the Suda (T I) that the identity was doubted in antiquity. It is, by the way, much more surprising that A. is lacking in the passage of the Life of Isokrates (Ps. Plutarch X Or, P. 837 CD), which enumerates the literary notabilities, who heard the lectures of Isokrates. This passage has rarely received attention. 14) T 14 (cf. Text p. 92, 1 ff.). The ‘emphasis on political implications’ which we observe in A.s Atthis cannot be used as definite proof for the identity of the politi- cian and the Atthidographer; for all A/thides of which we know something show the same trait, even if perhaps not in the same degree (cf. Atthis p. 71 f£). 15) The absence of A. from among the eight pupils whom Isokrates himself enumerates in Antidosis 93 has no bearing on the question of identity. The principles on which he selects from a great number of pupils these eight men partly unknown, partly little known to us, seem to be (1) that they continuously remained in intercourse with him: tovg 8¢ xeypnuévouc ёх реірахіоу uot u£yot Yhews 851660; (2) todtoug &rav- таб ў лб уросої$ отєф%зо éotepdvwcev. If anything can be inferred at all it would only be that one (the first? cf. n. 4; 28) or both conditions do not apply to A. To Jaeger (Demosth., 1938, P- 219 n. 20) the omission of A. ‘who was a man of some fame’ appears ‘significant of the situation’: ‘the suit against A. was then finished; the suit against Timokrates was still pending. But Lysitheides, who was 
one of the men attacked in this latter suit, is mentioned with praise by Isokrates', i.e. he stands in the list of the eight pupils. I do not quite see what Jaeger means. 16) Arch. Pap.-Forsch. 3, 1906, р. 291. 17) T 2a; 3. 18) This argument 
of De Sanctis was rejected by Pareti Stud. it. 19, 1912, р. 514 п. 1 and Bloch lc, 
P. 353 f. 19) This assumption also underlies the Prejudice of Wilamowitz 
about the ‘stylistically pretentious’ Atthis of A. (Ar. u. Ath. I-p. 277) and the 
statement unsupported by proof (ib. p. 288) that A. wrote ‘according to the rhe- 
torical taste of the time’. 20) This seems to be the opinion of Bloch, and I 
shall certainly not deny that the lex operis must be taken into account. At any 
rate F 44, the only verbatim, if not complete, fragment besides F 30 (F 22 being 
too short to show any style) is in the simple style of the chronicle. On the style of 
the Atthides generally see Atthis p. 147 f. 21) Cf. n. 4. 22) See Text p. 
90, 2 ff.; 92, 1 ff. 23) The Georgikon (F 75-82; on T 17), treating a special 
branch of science, did not give an opening for artificial style. The same would 
apply to IIepl Ouotàv (F 70-71) if the book was authentic, which we cannot easily 
believe: the external evidence is bad, the internal even worse, and neither the 
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activities of A. in inventoring the treasures of the temple of Athena, nor the making 
of new лоџтеїо, nor the contents of his Atthis (cf. n. 118) prove a particular interest 
in matters of cult or religion. There is however no reason for disputing his claim to the book about agriculture: a practical interest in farmers suits the conservative 
politician (cf. n. ror). The work may not have been confined to these circles, but the book of Kleidemos (if its author really was the Atthidographer) was of a different character (see on 323 F 31-36). Judging by the fragments we may assume the work to have been a short treatise in one book, designed apparently for the practical use of the Attic farmer. It was not a bad piece of work, for it remained in use: there seem to have been two revised editions in Hellenistic times by Philippos and Hegemon, both otherwise unknown. We might compare the Ilópot and the Olxovouixó; of Xenophon (both written not earlier than the'fifties) and the Olxovo- port of Aristotle. But if A. himself had landed property, which is quite a credible assumption, we might as well compare the elder Cato: in both authors the treatment particularly of agriculture in literature had a political tinge. 24) Sundwall Epigr. Beitr., 1906, p. 15; 43. Demosthenes (22, 47; cf. 24, 147) pointedly calls him wards xdyabés. — 25) P. 4. 921; Busolt Gr. G. III 2, 1904, p. 1466; cf. also Thal- heim Herm. 54, 1919, p. 336. We will not object that Demosthenes has nothing to say about the father of his opponent apart from his having been in prison on account of debts to the state (Or. 22, 23). In the speech which he delivered for the conservative party (n. 43) he altogether avoided the domain of home policy with the exception of one innuendo (n. 24). About the absence of A.s name in the list of pupils of Isokrates (Antidos. 94), which is by no means complete, see n. 15. 26) T 4. — 27) Plato Gorgias 487 C ol8a buds tyd, & Kardlxrerg, tértapaç čv- Tas xowwvods yeyovdtas coplac, of te xal Teloavdpoy tov ’Agidvaiov xal “Av8pwva tov ’Av- Sporttavog xal Navorxtdyy tov Хођорүёа · хоі лоте budy eyed emjxovaa Bovrevopéve uéxpt бто thy coplav doxntéov eln, xal olôa ёт èvixa èv Ошу тобе тіс BóEa, ui) rpodupetobat elg thy dxplBetav Фософеїу 4 є0лаВеїсдои порєхєћєоєсбє dhog ӧпос̧ ы) пёра тоб 8Éovroc cogi epot ‘yevouevot Anoete StapOapévtec. I think we may take this fora fact: the attitude philosophari est mihi necesse paucis, nam omnino haud placet (Ennius Sc. 376) was never rare, and it is very comprehensible in men of practical life. A. himself may have shared it (cf. Text p. 101, 16 ff.) and perhaps adopted it also to- wards the ‘philosophy’ of Isokrates (cf. n. 4). It does not contradict this conception that Andron with the physician Eryximachos and Phaidon of Myrrhinus belonged 

135) had recently shown how fatal in a statesman and general ignorance of these matters could prove. 28) As the forensic Speeches known to us reach down to c. 390 B.C., the opening of Isokrates' school in Athens has often been dated as late as, and even later than, the beginning of the 'eighties (388 B.C. Christ- Schmid Gr. Lit.* I, 1912, P. 565; ‘not before 390’ Jaeger Paideia III, 1944, р. зот 

scher R E IX, 1916, col. 2170, 58 ff. follows him in the main points) in a careful discussion pleads for ‘hardly later than 393 B.C., and perhaps even earlier’. We are not concerned here with the consequences which this early date would have 
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for judging Plato's relations to the ideas of Isokrates or vice versa. But actually the argument from the forensic speeches is weak: Isokrates depended on the earning of money (that is one of the few certain facts of his early life), and he could hardly give up the receipts from his activities as a logographer until the school had been firmly established. Logography and instruction may easily have run alongside of each other for some time: the dispute as to the number of ŝıxavıxol Aóyot of Isokrates (Dionys. De Isocr. 18; Blass Lc. p. 14 n. 5) throws some light on this question too. If the tradition (6c «wea 9xotwVit. X Or. 837 B.C.) about the activities of Isokrates in Chios is сгейіЫе—суолӯс ўүєїто прӧтоу џёу ёлі Хіоо апа &рудс 8ё хої тері тђу Хоу хатёстпсє хой Thy avthy the matpid. modvtelav—he must have been highly esteemed as a political teacher in Athens as early as 394 B.C., for the naval battle at Knidos, after which Chios also went over to Athens, falls in August of that year. We are not ina position to examine the credibility of special information of this kind, not even when Hermippos cites his authority (n. 3). It is of little avail 
to find an archon's name in £zi Xiov—Jaeger’s (op. cit. p. 302 n. 31) éxt Muotty(Sou 
may be more attractive palaeographically than earlier suggestions, but he admits 
himself that 386/5 B.C. ‘isa very late date for the foundation of Isocrates’ school’ — 
for there always remains the information about the political activity of Isokrates. 
If we could have confidence in it, this activity would be much more important 
for the conception of Isokrates, which Jaeger shares with Beloch, Ed. Meyer, and 
modern scholars generally, almost as important for him as his activities in Sicily are 
for Plato. If the opening of the school falls in the middle, or the second half of the 
‘nineties, A. may have belonged to the first pupils of Isokrates. But there always 
remains the possibility that he went to the school for a short time (after having 
had other teachers? cf. n. 27) when he was an adult man, about to enter political 
life or even later. For he had no close personal relations with the teacher (cf. n. 15), 
and he even did not agree completely with his political ideas (cf. nn. 30; 59). 
29) None of the moderns, as far as I know, has expressly denied this fact or the 
influence on Isokrates of the political ideas of Theramenes. On the contrary, 
many have more or less decidedly emphasized the probability of personal inter- 
course between Isokrates and Theramenes, or even of the former having belonged 
to the party of the latter: see e.g. Blass Att. Ber.* II p. 12 f.; Wilamowitz Ar. u. Ath. 
I p. 167 n. 69; Muenscher R E IX col. 2153, 12 ff.; Mathieu Les idées d'Isocrate 
passim. What they have denied is the value of the information given in this instance 
too by unknown authorities (tivéç Dionys. [sokr. 1; oi 8€ Suda ѕ.у. 'Ісохріттс̧; 
cf. Ps. Plutarch Vit. A or. p. 836 F in n. 28) who place Theramenes as the ‘teacher’ 
of Isokrates at the side of Gorgias and others, and assign to him some rhetorical 
textbooks. Blass and Wilamowitz have dealt correctly with this tradition, and 
Jaeger (Athen. Stud. Ferguson, 1940, p. 445 ff.) was not well advised when laying 
зо great a stress on ‘the ancient biographical tradition which explicitly includes 
Theramenes among Isocrates’ teachers’. It is not true that ‘little attention has been 
paid thus far to that brief statement’, and it is a self-deception that ‘the fate of 
Theramenes’ ideas after his fall now (my italics) appears in a new light’. I attach 
no great importance to the fact that Isokrates praised Solon and Kleisthenes, 
but (‘for obvious reasons’ Jaeger; cf. Text p. 96, 38 ff.) did mention neither Thera- 

menes nor other representatives of fourth century moderate democracy. What 
we should like to know is something quite different. Aristotle "A@n. 28, 5 defends 

Jacoby, Fragm. Griech. Hist. III b (Suppl) 6 
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and eulogizes Theramenes, Nikias, and Thukydides (Melesiu) as the best leaders 
of the state pete tobs ápyalouc, evidently because he regards them as representa- 
tives of his political ideal of peodry¢ (see Wilamowitz р. 126; cp. infr. n. 86). Was 
this opinion also expressed by A., and was this historian, who treated in detail 
both the reform of 412/1 B.C. ('A6m. 29 ff.; immediately following that judgement) 
and the oligarchy of the Thirty (F 10-11), the first to assign this position to Thera- 
menes, one might say as the successor of Solon and Kleisthenes ? All considerations 
favour this suggestion (cp. also n. 30). If it is correct, it is important that we thus 
at the same time learn his opinion of Thukydides, the founder of the conservative 
Party (H. T. Wade-Gery J H St 52, 1932, p. 205 ff.), and moreover the history 
of this ‘party’. This history is, of course, a construction, for Solon and Kleisthenes 
also are subjects of fierce combats in their quality as politicians and in their ‘party 
attitude’ (cf. Atthis p. 77 f.; 153 ff.). But we may state as a fact that the political 
Programme of Theramenes is the very same as that of the conservative party 
in the fourth century, and that it derives in a straight line from its fifth century 
founder, who created it as an organized movement of resistance setting in after the 
law about the Areopagos carried by Ephialtes in 462/1 B.C. and the ostracism of 
Kimon. The ‘party’ probably came into life in the early fifties of the fifth century. 
It split up soon into a smaller extreme and a bigger moderate section, the latter 
being largely dominated by the economic interests of the ‘bourgeoisie’. Both sections became very active after the Sicilian catastrophe, when wide circles began 
to see the possibility and necessity of reforming the constitution. It was then that 
the ideal of a rodttela of the бтАх mapexduevot was put forward, which was alleged to have been the ideal of Solon and even of Drakon. It is regrettable that we know so little about Thukydides. But if (cp. Atthis p. 292 n. 13) the ideas which Ps. Xenophon represents are wholly or essentially his, the extremist wing is his genuine heir too. Thukydides insisted on friendship with Sparta in foreign policy, because this alliance seemed to him to afford the only possibility of carrying into effect a conservative home policy. The conception at Jeast of a dyarchy, which we may assume for the xz9covi ої Kimon, is not lacking in the stock of political ideas of Isokrates, whereas A. seems to have better adapted his thinking to the altered circumstances and the actual conditions of the fourth century (cf. Text p. 9o, 39 #.). 30) Itis not a rare occurrence that contemporaries, especially when at least one of them is engaged in practical politics, overlook their fundamental agreement and stress unduly the difference in the ways and means by which they try to reach their common aim. Differences there certainly were, and seen from the point of view of the practical politician they were rather considerable. Isokrates was definitely a Panhellenist, and A. may well have been the same (cf. Text р. 99, 21 ff ). But he does not seem to have been Prepared to attain the unity of Greece by accepting the leadership of a foreign monarch, though he greatly desired that unity and needed it for the main item of his programme, viz. the national war against Persia. We clearly see that reluctance in the case of Philip, and we may infer the same in regard to Dionysios of Syracuse and Archidamos of Sparta, about whom A. held a decidedly unfavourable opinion, very comprehensible in the circumstances of the fourth century—quite apart from the question whether A., or any other politician, could and did regard as practical politics the appeals of Iso- krates to the two last named. We have moreover to reckon with a development 
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of A.s own political insight from his school-days down to the ‘fifties more than 
thirty years later, when in a manner of speaking he came into the foreground 
in foreign politics. We may even imagine a breach between A. and Isokrates over 
the latter’s appeals to foreign tyrants and kings, for in the ‘fifties the personal 
relations of the two men were no longer close, if they ever had been (cf. n. 15; 
27; 28). Considering the surpassing importance of Isokrates in the fourth century 
on the one hand, and the slowly awakening appreciation of the politician (cf. · 
n. 106) and even of the historian A., facts which make the latter too easily appear 
a mere appendage to his teacher; considering further the scantiness of our tradition 

about A., it does not seem superfluous to reflect on the possibilities. In my opinion 
it is by no means impossible that the politician, and even more the writer, A. 

would have described himself as a political follower of Theramenes. It is almost 
certain that Theramenes played a great part in A.s Atthis (cf. n. 29; 86), whereas 
we may doubt whether A. said much about Isokrates in that work. Unfortunately 
the biographical tradition about the latter too, is too poor for us to venture con- 
clusions e silentio. 31) See Text p. 95 ff. 32) But see n. 28. 33) 

T 3. 34) T 4. The inscription can unfortunately not be dated exactly. 
35) Blass (op. cit. I p. 372 no. 127) places the speech which Harpokration cites 
twice (s.v. 'Apyiáuetoc róXeuoc and s.v. Erp&yytov) among those which are ‘durchaus 
unbestimmbar’. Genuine speeches of Lysias 'occur in great number until c. 380 B.C.; 

later they are completely lacking' (ib. p. 344). It is true, we do not know whether 
the speech Kear’ 'Av8potiwvog was undoubtedly by Lysias. Kirchner (P. А. 913) 

suggested the reference to our A. with the qualification ‘fortasse’, and the name 
Androtion is not frequent in Athens: P. A. mentions besides the Atthidographer 
only his grandfather. Of course this rarity does not go far towards a proof. 36) 

T 5. U. Koehler inferred the year from the order to the таша of 346/5 B.C.: 

dvaypagpety te dnd Коло dvatebévta. That is primarily simply the making of an 

inventory. But the melting down of old and damaged votive gifts, out of which De- 
mosthenes (22, 72/3) makes capital, used to be connected with the inventorying. 
The statement of Philochoros (328 F 181), which assigns to A. the making of new 

mouzeia, shows that that was done in 377/6 B.C. too. Demosthenes also connected 
both actions in 24, 176: ti yàp Boúňesoð elza; tà moune? de Exeoxevaxaat, xal Thy tdv 
otepdvev xabatpeaty, } thy tev paddy rotyatv thy xadnv; These words moreover show 
(which is self-evident anyhow) that A. did not act without authorization or on his 

own, but as the member of a commission (cf. n. 38) to which Timokrates belonged 

among others. 37) T 6. 38) Wilamowitz Ar. w. Ath. I p. 42 (because of A.s 
explanation of the всє‹с®убєш; зее оп Е 34); В1осһ /.c. p. 342 ‘A. became one of the 

most authoritative financiers of the administration of Aristophon’. Cary C A H 
VI p. 75 describes him as a ‘special commissioner’ for the reorganization of Athenian 
finances in or about 376 B.C., and supposes him to be the author of the system of 
symmoriai. Our evidence does not furnish a basis for such far-reaching suppositions: 
A. belonged to a board of ten men (apparently one from each tribe), and we do not 
even know that he was the chairman. It does not prove anything that Demosthenes 

singles him out in his attacks on the work of that commission (n. 75), and Jaeger 

(Demosthenes p. 60) seems wrong in stating that ‘Androtion had declared himself 
ready to take all the odium’ for the collection of the moneys owed to the state. 
Nor can Aristotle 'AQr. 23 (cf. n. 104) be used in this context, for any child knows 
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that money is needed for a war. About the real notabilities in the 'art of finance’ 
of that time and the ‘developing of this art into a specia) branch of political activity 
see Beloch Gr. G.* III 1 p. 451. What we may safely ascribe to A. is an understand- 
ing of economic conditions and the influence of them on political life (cf. Text P- 99, 2 f). The book about agriculture (n. 2 3) may also be mentioned in this context. But that is something quite different from pre-eminence in the technique of finance. 39) See on T 6. 40) T 7. The chronology and the sequence of the various positions are not quite certain, but that is of no great importance here. For the two speeches of Demosthenes 22 and 24 I keep to the dates given by Dionysios of Halikarnassos (Ad Amm. 4), viz. 355/4 and 353/2 B.C. Schwartz proposed to date each one year later. 41) T9. 42) T8. 43) R E I col. 2174; Fesischr. Th. Mommsen, Marburg 1895, p. 44; 50 ff. Schwartz states correctly that it was the party of Eubulos (we may roughly say the conservative party) which opposed this foolhardy war policy, and that ‘Demosthenes had joined the party of Eubulos in the opening of his political career’. The contradiction of Beloch (Gr. G.* III 1, 1922, P. 482 n. 2) misses the core of the matter, because he must admit that even Demosthenes opposed the war against Persia, ‘speaking on the side of prudence’ and ‘supporting Eubulos, as far at least as practical policy was concerned’ as Pickard-Cambridge expresses it in his short and clear survey of Athenian policy in these years (C A H VI, 1927, p. 221 ff.; see also Jaeger De- mosthenes, 1938, p. 56 ff.; 69 f.; 90 ff., and on Eubulos Glotz Hist. Grecque 3, 1936, P. 242 ff.). We had better state expressly that this alliance of Demosthenes with the conservatives, taking into account the nature of the orator who ‘claimed to stand fora higher principle than Prudence’, was as unnatural as the alliance between A. and Aristophon, and that (demonstrably in this case) the duration of it was equally short: the rift could be foreseen as early as the second part of Пері тёу соџ- uoptàv in 354/4 B.C. (see also n. 46). Our tradition about party situations and com- binations in Athens is exceedingly poor; we have no historical account and must laboriously collect the facts, which cannot be done so as to dispense wholly with any surmises; but the surmise concerning the policy of A. seems to me to be fairly 

361 B.C.' (Swoboda R E X, 1919, col. 1733 f.), Eubulos superseded Aristophon ‘in the latter part of 355 B.C.’. 44) We may perhaps say with Jaeger (op. cit. P- 58) that A. ‘must have been one of the most important of Aristophon’s asso- 
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the allies and the Greeks in Asia Minor. It is comprehensible that in these circum- 
stances A. took sides with a party which proposed to maintain the traditions of 

a glorious past, even if he profoundly distrusted their home policy and was himself 
of opinion that a conservative home policy was indispensable for a successful war. 
In any case, Athens was at war, and Aristophon advocated war against Persia, 

and war, like adversity, ‘makes strange bedfellows’. Parallels, some quite recent, 
are frequent. 47) See Text p. go, 22 ff. 48) T 10. About the honouring 

concerned see Kahrstedt Studien 1, 1934, p. 330: ‘der iibliche kranz des rats, der 
verweigert wird, wenn er keine trieren hat bauen lassen, ist ein irrtum: Demosth. 

22, 5f.; 8 spricht von einer 3ope&, einer dotation für opferzwecke, d.h. einfach 
einem festessen der buleuten. Er zieht nur rabulistischer weise die bestimmungen 
iiber kranzverteilungen hinein (38 f.), um die e@vvat, vor denen der staat beamte 
nicht ehrte, ins spiel bringen zu kónnen. Das richtige steht klar und deutlich 
Aristot. ' A0. 46, 1; die gleiche 3ope& meint auch Aischin. 1, 112'. I am doubtful, 
not only because of 22, 16 compared with 36; about 'A0r. 46, 1 see Wilamowitz 
Ar. u. Ath. I p. 211 n. 44; about the meaning of 8ope& in the fourth century see 

Busolt-Swoboda Staatsk. I p. 325 n. 1. 49) Cf. n. 43. The person of the accuser 
Euktemon (Schwartz /.c. col. 2174, 20 ff.; P. A. 5784) probably does not count for 
much, although personal enmities after a change of government must not be wholly 
discounted. 50) Kahrstedt of. cit. p. 147 n. 1: 'es war übrigens keine klage 
rapavóuov, sondern vóuov pu, éxvzrBetov Octvat. 51) Seeon T 8. 52) See Text 
P- 93, 16 ff. 53) ‘Da die aussichten von Eubulos’ partei bei der damaligen 

stimmung.... ihm besser erschienen’ Schwartz col. 2174, 27 ff. 54) It is 

impossible to draw here a full length portrait of Isokrates to set against that 

recently drawn by Jaeger Paideia III, 1944, p. 146 ff. I shall therefore merely 
state that notwithstanding all caution and restriction I find in Jaeger a strong 
overrating of the personality about whose influence on the culture of all subsequent 
times there can be no doubt. Nor can I discuss in extenso the chronology of the two 
pamphlets. But I cannot agree with Jaeger’s results on this point either. It seems 
to me that he dated the first pamphlet too early and misjudged the second. The me- 
thod which consists in turning to and fro individual passages and real or alleged 
indications of time, fails in the case of a publication in which Isokrates evidently 

brought before a wider public merely what he had said in his school lectures for 
many years: Areop. 56 #8т 8 тіуєс̧ ёхобсхутёс роо табта 8:=5.бутос̧ хтА. РегѕопаПу 
I believe that the Areopagitikos was written or rather published early in the time 
of the Social War (cf. n. 148), [ept elpnvns during its later part or even immediately 
after it. The exact dates are of no great importance for us so long as it is admitted 
that the publication of both pamphlets was provoked by the war and that they are 

closely connected with each other, dealing with the two main points of the conserv- 
ative programme, which in the opinion of Isokrates are inseparable. For they 
form, as it were, the planks of one political platform, viz. a good constitution and a 

good foreign policy, both being founded on what he calls per. In this point A. 
follows him, but the connexion is nothing new; it dates back to the fifth century 
and to the foundation of the conservative party (cf. n. 29). New for Athens is the 

Panhellenic idea as a means for realizing this programme. This idea did not take 

its origin in Athens, but was adopted from Gorgias and men like him, who stood 

outside the circle of the cities aiming at their own hegemony. I do not think 
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that it even became Practical politics, or an item in the programme of the conser- vative party, although unorthodox conservatives like A. probably accepted it. In both pamphlets, as compared with earlier declamations and with the letter to Archidamos (which, if genuine, was written early in 356 B.C.), there is a noticeable restraint, which is easily explained by the defeat of the Athenian fleet at Embata in autumn 356 B.C. After this defeat there was (at least for the time being) not the ghost of a chance for war against Persia. Thus Isokrates confined himself to men- tioning in passing the ÉyOpa $ mpàc Bxcu£a ламу &vaxexotviauévn (Areop. 8) and, Seen from the other side, the feelings of the King, which certainly were not friendly towards Athens (io. 81), while IIepi elovzc does not mention Persia at all. It should further be noticed how much more pointedly and decidedly (or rather with how much more defeatism, even hopelessness) Isokrates talks in Hepl elphvng; 
any foreign policy of Athens at all. Athens must acknowledge in principle thy uiv hovyiav Opedtuwrtépav elvat тйс пололреүџосоутс (§ 26) and, asa measure of practical Policy, she must make peace not only with the seceded confederates, dAd mpóc &ravrac dvÜpcorcouc, xxi XPFoOar tate соудўхацс рў тобтоцс alg viv tives yeypdpaciv, dank Tats yevowévang uev npdc Bacthta xal Aaxedatpovioug, npoocavrodcats i Tob; "EJAnvag ab- 

quences of this kind: év 88 «ài «zy Eévavn ui) Bopltetw «àv olxoóvrov *AGjvnow, dpat- 
peizat xal Aeóxcva tay Spxovza Boarópou xal тоб лої8ас аўтоб Thy Swperdy fy duets For’ «тос (20, 29). 56) T 13; F 53. The Speech in which the attack on Idrieus (F 72) occurred hardly belongs to the time of the revolt of the Satraps or to A.s 
‘report on his embassy to Maussolos’, where Judeich looks for it (Kleinasiat. Stud., 1892, p. 240 n. 1; see also Blass Att. Ber,2 II p. 21). It was more likely made in the 
time of the reign of Idrieus, 351-344 B.C. (Schaefer Demosth, I P. 350 f.), perhaps 
in the beginning of it, when Idrieus, gpm piv TaperAnoac thy руйу, pidrog 8 öv xal 
e5uuzyos tv ITepaüy bx ™poyévev, sent an army to Kypros for the King of Persia 
under the Athenian Phokion and the former king Euagoras in 351/o B.C. (Diodor. 16, 42, 6 f.; Beloch Gr. G.* III 1 P. 533; 2 p. 287 however dates this war in the 
Spring of 344 B.C.). In 346 В.С. too the policy of Idrieus was pro-Persian, and A. 
evidently had no such illusions about his convictions as Isokrates had (Philipp. 
103/4). : 57) See on Philochoros 328 F 157. 58) Elnev is the official term 
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the attitude or the success of the speaker: th пєісоутос̧ °Аудохі8оу 328 F 149b; 6 xwrboag onovddc yevéoba. 328 F 139b. I cannot agree with Bloch (l.c. p. 144; cf. Ed. Meyer Sb. Berlin 1909 p. 778) ʻif that restoration is right, the sole conclu- sion it affords is that, sometime during the debate (my italics), A. held the floor’. Glotz Hist. Gr. III, 1936, p. 319 interprets, correctly in my opinion, ‘sur la proposi- tion d'Androtion'. 59) We cannot speak more confidently, because we know A.s opinion on Sparta only from the Atthis, which he wrote after 344/3 B.C. (see Text p. 92, 1 ff.). Here his view seems to have been uniformly unfavourable, though perhaps he was not quite so intransigent towards Sparta as he was in regard to Thebes which he seems actually to have hated (see on F 60; 62). In view of the time of the publication of the A/this and of the then politics of Demosthenes, this attitude may appear particularly comprehensible; at any rate it throws some light on the spirit in which the Politician wrote, and on the purpose which he pursued with his historical book (cf. Text p. 102, 38 ff.). Admittedly here too we have details only (F 18; 39; 46; 47; 50), but they are sufficient for stating on the back- ground of A.s consistently anti-Persian attitude that at that time his opinion about Sparta did not differ essentially from that of Kallisthenes, who built his Hellenika on the contrast between Hellas under the hegemony of Athens and under that of Sparta, between the situation after the peace of Kallias and that after the peace of Antialkidas (see R E X col. 1694 ff.; F Gr Hist II D p. 411 f.). 
Kallisthenes began to publish at the same time when Isokrates turned his view 
towards Philip, when Theopompos broke off his Hellenika in favour of his great 
work on Philip, and when A. wrote his Atthis. Both Kallisthenes and Theopompos 
were somewhat affected by the ideas of Isokrates, with which A. widely agreed as 
well. But, of course, it makes a difference that Kallisthenes wrote at the court, 
and in the service, of Philip. He seems to have had in mind a Panhellenic solution 
in the sense of an alliance of Athens and Thebes with Macedonia; i.e. he tried to 
influence the public opinion of these cities in particular. It is difficult to tell how 
far Theopompos had similar notions; but his definite hostility towards Athens 
may have been determined, at least partly, by the consideration that in view of her 
democratic government he did not believe in the possibility of a reconciliation with 
Philip. As to Anaximenes, who also seems to have belonged to the writers in the 
Service of Philip (F Gr Hist II C p. 105), we do not see clearly enough. About 
the possible relations of A. to these politically biassed historians see n. 110b; but 
we must not overlook the divergences of these writers from each other, for each 
of them had his own point of view, although generally, and particularly outside 
Athens, Isokrates' idea of Philip leading the united Greeks distinctly gained 
ground. Unfortunately we cannot tell whether A. formerly agreed with Isokrates 
їп regard to Sparta, and whether his attitude in the Afthis is a consequence of dis- 
appointed expectations. I do not find this supposition credible, although we must 
admit that the anti-Spartan bias of A. did not induce him to falsify facts (see F 47 
and F 46 n. 6). 60) Well attested by Ion 392 F 14. Cf. the Spartan oracle in 
Xen. Hell. 5, 3, 3 and the debate described by Ephoros (Diod. r1, 11). 61) Partic- 
ularly when in 369 B.C. Sparta, looking for help to Athens, referred to the assistance 
given by Athens under the leadership of Kimon against the revolting Messenians. 
The discussion was now carried on not only in the Assembly but with pamphlets 
from both sides as well (cf. F Gr Hist III a p. 116, 2 ff.). The chief document is, 
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of course, Isokrates’ Archidamos. 62) His letter to Archidamos, written ten 
years later, is not so absurd considering the conditions in the ‘fifties, as it appeared 
to those who doubt the authenticity: see Beloch Gr. G.? III 1 p. 523 n. 3. From Epa- meinondas down to the Sacred War we find again and again a joining of hands 
between Athens and Sparta; in 369 B.C. on the basis of a full equality of the su- 
preme command on land and on sea. The last campaigns of Agesilaos against Persia in the service of Egypt and the distinguished position held by Archidamos in Sparta may well have roused hopes in a man who did not really understand the nature 
and the policy of Sparta, because illusions from a time irretrieviably past obscured his view. 62a) As Isokrates did: see end of n. 54. 62b) See Glotz Hist. Gr. III, 1936, p. 331, who praises perhaps too highly the preparatory union with Euboia: 'En réalité, l'homme d'état qu'était Démosthéne, inaugurait une politique 
qui, rompant avec une tradition devenue désastreuse, se fondait sur de nouveaux principes de droit international’, But the difference from the form of the second 
naval federation of 378/7 B.C. is obvious, and Jaeger (Paideia III, 1944, p. 284) does not seem to have recognised what was really new in the changed attitude of Demosthenes. I do not like to apply the term ‘Panhellenism’ to the policy adopted at last by Demosthenes because, at least from the time of Gorgias and Isokrates, it is almost inseparably connected with the idea of a national war against Persia. I am mentioning this because of Jaeger (Demosthenes p. 171 ff.; cf. Paideia III P. 284 f.; 357 n. 83) who opposes ‘this (his italics) brand of Panhellenism’ to what he calls ‘the anti-Persian nationalism (my italics) of Isokrates'. But as in the same note (p. 256 n. 4) he speaks of the 'anti-Macedonian nationalism' of Demosthenes, he apparently does not wish to create a new terminology. In fact, I should not recommend introducing the term ‘nationalism’ (with the opposite ‘particularism’) because it leads straight to the wrong comparison of Greek Panhellenism with ‘the modern tendency towards the creation of the unified national state’ which Jaeger from the first (p. 2 f.) correctly criticises as being a ‘false analogy’, ‘judging Greek history by an altogether alien standard’ (I am afraid Paideia III p. 357 n. 83 is apt to mislead the unwary). On the other hand, perhaps his criticism is too sharp: we cannot manage here without distinctions and fine shades; for the concept of ‘nationalism’, the consciousness of racial and now also of cultural unity of the Greek people is not only present but actually culminates in the fourth century. 63) The opposition of Aristophon to the peace does not allow of an inference as to the attitude of A. (see n. 46). Equally we cannot infer anything from A. s attitude in 344/3 B.C. (see Text P. 90, 22 ff.) as to his judgement of the peace of 346/5 B.C. We may state from the point of view of the present day historian that at that time the decision was made between friendly relations with Macedonia or with Persia: Anaximenes evidently recorded matters in this light, and Demosthenes probably felt thus. But there is a difference between an alliance and friendly, or at least correct, relations, and for the contemporary politician there were other possibilities besides the crude alternative, especially the ‘Panhellenic’ solution without (not necessarily against) Macedonia. It would be wrong, in this instance too, to bring everything down to a simple either—or alternative: opposition to Macedonia in contemporary Athens was no more limited to a single form, or supported by one party alone, than was the wish for friendly relations with Philip. See also Treves Riv. di Filol. N.S. 11, 1933, p. 315 ff. 64) 1, 165. The reference to Demosthenes 
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22, 21-23, not recognized formerly, is furnished by ‘The Treatise on Literary Com- 
position’ P. Ox. 1012 C col. II 14 ff. If it is correct (and there seems hardly a doubt) 
the allusion must have been understood in contemporary Athens. Since Aischines 
gives his reason for suppressing the name of A.—+d 8” буошх оо МЕо · тйс үйр ёпєудєіос 
pevyw— we can hardly give the interpretation that, in view of the hostility existing 
between Demosthenes and A., Aischines had not abandoned the hope of winning 
the latter for Philip. Otherwise the idea would be more likely than the conclusion 
of Bloch (l.c. p. 343) ‘that even in the time immediately after the peace of Philo- 
crates Androtion was so influential that Aeschines dared to manifest his hate for 
him only in relatively obscure language’. 65) T 14; cf. Text p. 102, 31 ff. 
66) Klio 5, 1905, p. 146; Busolt Staatshunde I, 1920, p. 83 n. 1. 67) Hist. Gr. III, 
1936, p. 321 f.: ‘un autre proces fut intenté sans delai à Androtion, l'auteur de la 
désastreuse réponse à l'offre perse'. 68) Beloch Gr. G.* III 1 p. 541 f.; Ernst 
Meyer R E XV col. 193. 69) See Atthis p. 107 ff. 70) Cf. n. 5. 71) Or. 

22, 47. 72) Wilamowitz Ar. и. Ath. I p. 42 f.: 'Androtion, dessen anklage 
durch Demosthenes nur den advokaten belastet’. Schwartz l.c. col. 2174, 61 

speaks of the 'sachwalterische, übrigens nicht schwer aufzulósende lügen, welche 
der aufstrebende advokat Demosthenes den feinden des 6ojáhrigen mannes in den 
mund legte’. Kahrstedt Studien I, 1934, p. 146 f. remarks on ‘die ungewöhnliche 
verlogenheit’ of the Timocratea. Schaefer Demosth. I p. 316 f. and Blass Att. Ber.? 

IIT rz, p. 34; 258 ff.; 280 ff. had put far too much confidence in the orator. But 
even Blass admits that ‘den wenigst erfreulichen eindruck die reden gegen Andro- 

tion und Timokrates machen, die er in der zeit seines ersten politischen aufstrebens 
verfasste, wo es erst freunde zu erwerben galt’. Regarding Demosthenes, we might 
let pass the excuse that ‘der hass, welchen jene reden atmen, ihr gift und ihre 
sophistik auf rechnung des bestellers kommt, aus dessen seele der kiinstler schrieb’. 

But Blass, rather illogically, makes the opinion of the man who ordered the speech 
his own: ‘freilich ist kein grund uns für Androtion und genossen zu erwármen; was 

sie treffen mochte, verdienten sie auch, und ihr treiben im staate wird Demosthenes 
selbst ernstlich missbilligt haben'. Jaeger (Demosth. p. 58 ff.) is rightly cautious in 

basing a judgement of the personality of A. on a speech which is 'expressly agita- 
tive'. He contents himself with treating the technical part, referring expressly to 

'the inflammatory side of Demosthenes’ oratory’, which ‘has never been under- 

stood by older scholars such as Schaefer and Blass’; but he failed to see what 

perhaps caused Demosthenes to undertake willingly the case against A. and 
what, given the nature of the forensic speech, might justify the treatment of his 
opponent—I mean his conviction that the foreign policy of A. was fatal to the state 
(cf. Text p. 89, 12 ff.; 92, 3 ff.). Jaeger too was deceived to a certain extent by 

the orator when he found the true reason for the attacks in the fact that ‘A. must 
have made himself very unpopular in many circles by his method of tax collect- 
ing’. This affair probably lay back twenty years (Text p. 88, 8 ff.), and Demosthe- 
nes himself touches only cautiously on it (Text p. 94, 18 ff.). 73) 22, 21-32; 

cf. n. 64. 74) 22, 33-34. 75) 22, 47 ff.; cf. Text p. 93, 13 ff. 76) xal 
unsels SnodapuBavérw ре Аүєу 0с оо хрӯу єспрёттеєу тоос ёфеоутас· хрӯу үйр. \@ 

TG; Óc Ó vóuoc xeAsbet, tv KAAwv Evexa: toito ydp gon Syyuotixdv. It was a nice 
point, for the speaker could not expect much sympathy from the jury for the rich 
men who did not like to pay taxes. But Demosthenes had to work the probably 
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long forgotten affair for all it was worth, as it lent itself to some hair-raising de- 
scriptions of the behaviour of A. and his colleagues in office. It is usually forgotten 
that A. had colleagues (cf. n. 38). — 77) 22, 66 — T 3. 78) Aischin. 3, 194. 79) Att. Ber.* TI p. 20. He (ib. and III P- 258) and A. Schaefer (Demosth. I p. 316) 
before him reproach A. with exceptional ‘vielgeschaftigkeit’, evidently because they 
cannot reproach him with anything else. In view of the extent of our knowledge this charge is ridiculous. 80) T 7. 81) Schol. Aischin. 1, 64; Hypereid. 3, 
28 (but see Sy/l.? 173 n. 3). What Demosthenes (8, 24/5) says uev& rappnolac about the otpatnyol may unhesitatingly be applied to the average military or civil officials. 
The first editor of the inscription (Radet B C H 12, 1888, p. 224) at once emphasized the uncommon phrasing of it. 82) It may be sufficient to refer here to the statements of Isokrates in the Areopagitikos, although allowance must be made for 
the idealization of the fifth century empire. This idealization is not quite so crude as it appears if it is referred (as it evidently is by Isokrates) to the first period of the naval federation, the Period of the predominance of the Areopagos, when the League was formed (cf. Text p. 96, 33 #.): $ 17 ol u£v yàp éxetvm (scil. vj. moAvre(at ) APOpEvor, TOAAR xal xaid Stanpatduevor xxl Tapa n&ow avOpcrotg eddoxthaxvres, map” Exévtev tov “EAhvev Thy hyepoviay FraBov, of S8 Tis viv mapovons (i.e. the età thv Kó- vovog vxuuaylav xol uer thv Truoðéov стратуүіау § 12; about the ‘ocpatnyla’ of Timotheos cf. n. 148), óà rávrov pronbévres ха) лол хой ёєлуй ло0бутєс̧, шихрёу &x- ёмтоу тоб уў таїс ёсуйтоіс соџоораїс терілєсєїу. Cp. also § 81 at the end of the speech хой тєрї иёу тоб ибсоус тфу “EM hvwv abtõv dxnxdate tv otpamyav xtA. The two passages belong to the soundest external Proofs against the dating of the Areopagitikos be- fore the outbreak of the Social War, which has been recommended recently (cf. n. 54). 83) See n. 72. 84) I include Isokrates, but should except perhaps Lykurgos, who may have profited by the Atthis of Phanodemos. Jaeger (Paideia Ш р. тог #. with the usual onesided reference to Theopompos, Ephoros and A.) seems to me to overrate not only the influence of Isokrates on the contemporary historians but Particularly the historical interest and knowledge of the orator himself. As he has ‘no time for a more detailed study of Isokrates’ use of historical examples in political argument etc.’ he rests content with referring to the rather Poor booklet of G. Schmitz-Kahlmann ‘Das Beispiel d. Geschichte im politischen Denken d. Isokrates’ (Philol. Suppl. 31, 4). He overestimates even more the phrases in Areop. 29-30: 'in order to write such sentences he must have made a detailed study of the sacrificial rites and festivals of old Athens, and that is true even if we allow for his tendency to make rapid generalizations' (ib. P. 118). This, in my opin- lon, is certainly erroneous, nor do I believe that there is more than quite a small amount of truth (if any at all) in the following statement (the italics are mine), 'that 

the State stems from the influence of Isokrates. About the religious restoration of Lykurgos see Introduction to Phanodemos. 85) I am using the term patriot here in the political sense for a man who keeps to, and works for, the greatness, honour, and autonomy of his people; i.e. the contrary of a ‘quisling’ (a label which 
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recently has been applied to Aischines). I do not mean the more or less epideictic local patriotism which belongs to the Atthis as a feature (cf. Atthis p. 78; 133 f.). A. need not have been lacking in the latter, although the fragments do not show for certain anything corresponding to the manner of Phanodemos. Philochoros, too, seems to have been much more sober in his historical account than Phanodemos, although he paid with his life for his genuine patriotism. 86) I must admit that the fragments do not yield very much on this point if only because the political implications in them are not in all cases quite clear. Even the fact that A. dealt with the Position and the task of the Areopagos detailedly in two books (see on F 3-4) is not an absolute proof of his supporting the plan of restoring that body to its form- 
er position; on the other hand the use of the term éxieta in Aristot. ’AOr. 25, 2 
(cf. 3, 3) does not prove the contrary. But it is a proof that he evidently treated 
Solon as uéaoc xoXM cnc when trying to acquit him of the authorship of a revolution- 
ary measure (on F 34). It would agree with this attitude if he had ascribed to 
Solon the constitution of the 'ideal' Areopagos (see on F 3-4). The picture becomes 
much clearer when we draw upon the ’A@yvalwv moXeíx, which we may do (cf. 
n. 127) all the more confidently because Aristotle silently puts right at least one 
important point in which A. had opposed the tradition or the general opinion in 
order to prevent the radical democrats from making use of Solon and Kleisthenes 
for purposes of their party (see on F 6; 34; cf. on F 3-4). I single out some further 
points, in which the dependence of Aristotle on A. (which does not seem restricted 
to the 'A0z.: see F 44 n. 4), or the agreement between the two writers, is fairly 
certain (I cannot believe in the alternative suggested by Jaeger Paideia III 
P. 103): (1) we may probably claim for A. (see Atthis p. 384 n. 30) the second 
motivation of the judgement on the constitution of Kleisthenes in 'A6x. 29, 3: 
@с об ӧтротосђу Ф254 ларатдлсіау обсау Ti» KAetoütvoug помтєѓау тў: EóAwvog. 
If this assumption is correct A. tried to prove the moderation of Kleisthenes as he 
did that of Solon (cf. 21, 6); i.e. he grouped the former among the épyator deserving 
of praise (ch. 29, 5), whose worthy successors were Nikias, Thukydides Melesiu 
(see infra), and Theramenes (cf. n. 29). The second motivation in ch. 29, 3 does not 
contradict the first, which supplies the wording of the amendment mpocavatnrijoat 
Bt xal tos natplous vépous, ots Krsrobévng čOnxev, Ste xabiotn thy 8nuoxgatiav; it 
explains this valuation of Kleisthenes surprising to Aristotle’s contemporaries. 
Apart, of course, from the tendencious exaggeration of Isokrates, by which the 
difference of the rhetor from the historian becomes manifest, this valution is in full 
accord with his conception of the Snoxpatla Av Lérwv pev 6 Syuotixchtatos Yevóusvoc 
tvouobérnce, Krerabiévng 8 6 tobe tupdwoug exBardv xat tov 8їўџоу хатаүхүфу ламу ё 

dpyiic хатёстцоєу (4 reopag. 16; cf. Antidos. 232; Or. 16, 25-27). It is, in fact, the view 
which the conservative party had made its own since 411 B.C. It would again 
agree if A. had acquitted Kleisthenes of introducing ostracism as he acquitted 
Solon of the radical cancelling of debts (see on F 6; 34); for the conservatives seem 

to have regarded ostracism, which mostly hit their leaders, as a violent measure 
in favour of the Demos. (2) The idealization of the rule of the Areopagos (to which 

they ascribe even the merit of the victory at Salamis; cf. Atthis p. 75) in the years 
between the Mr3u& and the reform of the constitution by Ephialtes belongs to A. 
(cf. on Philochoros 328 Е 117). (3) A. supplied the documents for the reform of 
the constitution in 412 / 1 B.C. ('A6x. 19-23) in detail and evidently with approval 
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as a kind of model constitution. It is in this passage that occur the judgement 
on Kleisthenes and the laudatory apology (for it amounts to that) of oe 

That these chapters are taken from his A/this becomes even more credible if the 
constitution described in 'A0r, ch. 3o was that of Theramenes, and if it actually 
was in effect at the time of the Five Thousand, as Ferguson (Cl. Phil. 21, 1926, 
P. 72 fl.) has tried to prove. Let us return for a moment to the E 
Judgements on the Demos are lacking if Pausan. 6, 7, 7 is grouped among the 
testimonies where I have placed it perhaps with an excess of caution (T 15). We 
have no reason for assuming that A. kept silent about really or allegedly foolish 
actions of the Demos or its leaders; even Isokrates passed a relatively severe judge- 
ment on them. But we must equally not assume a priori that he approved of Plato's 
total condemnation of the dyuaywyot of the fifth century, or that he was in accord 
on this point with a Stesimbrotos, Ps. Xenophon, or Theopompos. These writers 
at the utmost somewhat grudgingly approved of Kimon who actually was not a 
Syuaywyég but a general, and who in this quality served the increasingly radical 
democracy as loyally as he had served the ‘government of the Areopagos’. At any 
rate T 15 proves A. not to have taken the course of those who depreciated the citizen 
body of Athens in comparison with the Spartan ‘herrenvolk’; on the contrary he 
showed that the Spartans were not a hair’s breadth better (F 46). We feel nowhere 
the hatred of the Demos, which is typical of the oligarchs (cf. e.g. Aristot. Pol. 5 
7, 19). But unfortunately it is not certain that the cleuta tod huou npare (Ari- 
Stot. "Абл. 22, 4) was mentioned by A. too (cf. on F 6 n. 24, and about the story 
of Phormion on F 8 n. 12). It is equally regrettable that judgements of persons are 
lacking as well (it is incomprehensible that F 40 should have been used in this con- 
пехіоп\: Е 37 does not prove more than that A. Spoke about Thukydides Melesiu, 
a matter self-evident anyhow; F 45 on Alkibiades is merely a heading; F 8 does not 
supply a judgement on Phormion (probably A. felt some sympathy for him, but 
what he tells is as honorable for the Demos as for Phormion). On the whole we are 
reduced to making inferences, and it seems to me fairly certain that A. judged 
favourably of Aristeides (see n. 104), Thukydides Melesiu (cf. n. 29), and Perikles 
(compare the attitude of Isokrates n. 148 with 'A0r. 28, 1). Concerning the last, 
criticism of his home policy probably was not lacking: it is not Perikles who appears 
in the series of the BéAtiotot töv "Абул rotevoauévav (A07. 28, 5), but his oppo- 
nent Thukydides Melesiu. We may be confident that A. knew how to distinguish 
between home and foreign policy, and that he did not content himself with the 
vague idealization of the fifth century Demos such as we find in Isokrates, who was 
ever in fear of the reproach of utcodnuia. We can therefore not simply infer from his 
esteem for Aristeides that he was hostile to Themistokles. He may have treated 
that statesman critically as he did Perikles: the credit for Salamis is ultimately 
due not to Themistokles but to the Areopagos, which procured the money for the crews of the fleet (’A@x. 23, 1; cf. Althis P- 75), and his home policy was reprehen- sible if he was the first to fight against the rule of the Areopagos; but the chronologic- al impossibilities in ' AGr.. ch. 25 can hardly come from A. From ' A0r. 23, 3 we may however infer a qualified appreciation of hiin, and A. may have felt sympathy with the stateman's anti-Spartan policy. He hardly was aware of the fact that this policy involved friendly relations with vanquished Persia. Perikles finally accepted this consequence, and it is extremely regrettable that we do not know A.s opinion 
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about the peace of Kallias. It may seem likely that he did not widely differ on this 
point from Isokrates or Kallisthenes (cf. n. 59); but this is rather a moot question, 
for the fact that Theopompos denied the existence of this peace (i15 F 153/4) 
shows that in the fourth century this peace was generally considered a title to 
glory for Athens. We must plainly describe as conservative the political attitude 
of a man with these views, but we must call him a moderate conservative. At least 
in the ‘fifties and in regard to foreign policy A. differed from the conservative party, 
and at least after the Social War from Isokrates as well. He probably knew very 
well the weak points of the conservative party, and that it was as much in need of 
reform as the Demos was (cf. end of n. 54). Of course, he must not be called an 
oligarch, although this is frequently done, if only because he wrote an Atthis, not 
a pamphlet, but for other reasons as well. The designation of A. as ‘moderate 
democrat’ or simply ‘democrat’ (Adcock C A H IV р. 39) is possible only if one 
shares the wrong view of Wilamowitz that ‘die Atthis’ as such was democratic 
(see Atthis p. 290 n. 6). The designation of him by v. Fritz as ‘liberal’ seems to me 
unhappy (Transact. Am. Phil. Ass. 71, 1940, p. 125): the pécot rodtta are not what 
one understands by liberals as a party. 87) ”АӨт. 41, 2. 88) ’A@r. 2 (pos- 
sibly following A.); 5, 1. The formula for this oligarchy, in which the mass of the 
people 3ouAcóet тоїс datyot, returns in the ideal of Ps. Xenophon (Ath. Pol. 1, 9): 
є 82 єбуошіау Сттєїс̧, прота uèv Sher tobs 8єЁнәт@тоос «тос тобо vóuouc mÉvrac * 
Ereita xoAácougtw ol yprotol rods movnpoóc, xal BouAebcouctw ol yprorol mepl vf; mó- 
ecc, xal oóx é&couct uatvou£vouc avOpdmoug Bovrederv об8ё Мушу о08ё Бодтсш еу • 
&nà tobtwv toivuy Tey dyabay Taytat’ ду ё 8ўџос̧ іс Bovrelav xavanécot. Of course the 
formula altered its meaning because Aristotle is speaking of the genuine enslave- 
ment brought about by servitude through debts, which includes whole families, 
whereas Ps. Xenophon denotes by the term the absence of political rights. Still 
the comparison is significant: recently attention has been called to the fact that 
the speech of Ps. Xenophon makes us acquainted with the authentic political term- 
inology of these right wing extremists, a terminology not essentially changed down 
to Aristotle. It is typical that the latter follows up the sketch of radical democracy 
by the words xal todro Soxodar rotetv dp0ac¢, thus acknowledging the system, which 
displeases him, as logical and consistent in itself, exactly as Ps. Xenophon does. 
Since 462/1 B.C. and the foundation of a real conservative party in the fifties of the 

fifth century people became aware of the contrast in principle between two political 
systems complete in themselves. 89) It is important to state the distinction 
quite clearly: what matters here is not so much the historical facts, which are 
subject to different interpretations, as the idea later writers or orators formed of 
these facts or (this is a difference again) which they wished to impose on their 
readers or hearers. Only thus can we understand that Isokrates could call Solon 

8ypottxwtatog and his constitution 8yyoxpatia; that the mover of the amendment 
of 413/12 B.C. dates the introduction of the mérptot vóuot by Kleisthenes in exactly 
the same manner by the clause ёте хабістт ту 8прохратіоу; апа that Aristotle 
(i.e. A.) explains this by the statement that the nodattela of Kleisthenes was od 
BnpoTixh GAL mapardnala tHe Dédwvoc. These passages (n. 86) may be sufficient. But 
it is worth mentioning here that Aristotle did not take the so-called constitution 

of Drakon ('A6r. 4) from A., and that it was almost certainly not mentioned in ые 
Althis of the latter (see on 323а Е 23). 90) Ѕее п. 86. About the party attitude 
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of Kleidemos see Aithis p. 74 ff. 91) Concerning the question of foreign policy 
it seems evident that Isokrates in the speech dealing with home politics omits it 
as far as he possibly can, and that he deliberately does not make any detailed or 

practical suggestions. With regard to the reform of the constitution which he 
advocates it may remain an open question how far he concerned himself with its 
practicability. This was not merely a matter of returning to the Areopagos its 
former privileges, for by the new mode of appointing the archons, introduced in 
487/6 В.С. ('Абт. 22, 5), the composition of that body had been subjected to changes 
as great as those effected by the legislation of Solon a century earlier (cf. H. T. 
Wade-Gery CI. Q. 25, 1931, p. 80 f.). The proposal of Isokrates practically implies 
at the least a return to the former system of election and a limitation of eligibility 
at the least for archonship. The designs of constitutions of the time of Theramenes 
and the modttela of ‘Drakon’ had made provisions accordingly. In Isokrates we 
find only fine phrases about the constitution as Puy} mbdews (Areop. 14) and the 
necessity of educating the people. They sometimes hit upon essential demands, 
and the formulations are often happy, but practical politics they are as little as the 
Proposals of Plato, which are really profound. I have no intention of depreciating 
Isokrates, but one should have no illusions about the vagueness and the phrases 
of the speech in which he was the mouthpiece of a party. 92) Areop. 84. 
94) Cf. Text p. 89, 27 fi. 95) Cf. Text p. 9r, 21 ff. 96) Cf. Text p. 90, 
39 fi. 97) This is well known concerning [sokrates. For A. we may perhaps 
adduce F 54. 98) Cf. n. 46. 99) Cf. A. W. Gomme Ath. Stud. Ferguson, 
1940, p. 237 ff., though perhaps he paints too bright a picture. 100) F. 34. 
IOI) Allusions in which abolition of debts (xpe@v droxorat) is usually connected with 
Yii¢ &vaBacuóc, occur from the end of the Peloponnesian War onward: Andokides 
(1, 88) declares in 399 B.C. тас wey Sixac, & dv8pec, xal tag Stattag éxotfjoxre xvplag elvat, órócat £v ётрохратоошёути тӯ бле: ёүѓуоуто, Orws pyte ype@v aroxonal elev unte dinar dvadixor ylyvowto xtA. Isokrates in 342/39 B.C. (Panath. 12, 259; cf. Plato 
Laws 684 DF) praises Sparta because she experienced 0082 лоћтєіос ретаВолђу о08ё ХРебу ёлохотӣс ооё үўс dvaducpoy ob GX’ obsev cay avnxeot&v xaxdv. See further Plato Resp. 566 A, Laws 736C, (Demosth.] r7, 15, and the alledged oath of the judges Demosth. 24, 149. Beloch Gr. G.3 III 1 P- 313 ff. seems to underrate the advance of ‘proletarization of society in the fourth century’. The intense industri- alism in Athens had consequences which may have had a serious effect also upon agriculture. It is regrettable that we know so little about the book of A. on that subject (see n. 23). 102) It has been repeatedly suggested that the account in *AG@x. 2 was taken from A. (cf. n. 88). Aristotle treated the attitude of Solon towards the conflict of classes mainly by quoting the poems (’A6n. 5; 12). We can hardly doubt that A. knew the poems, but we do not know whether he used them in the Althis, and whether he inferred, like Aristotle, that Solon 6Acoc del Tiv alríav тўс от@оєш% @у®тто1 тос zAoucíotg. But again we may be fairly certain that A. used not only the political terms 9Alyot as against xoAAol, but also the economic terms 7200610: а5 against zévrzec. Ps, Xenophon also places on one side ої лёутес хоі ӧ 8ўџ05, on the other oi yewaior xal of тобоо, апа no practical politician could fail to see that economic classes and political parties coincided to a certain extent, even if all, or most, leaders of the democrats came from the propertied class. What Aristotle disputed (whether correctly or wrongly does not matter here) is only the connexion 
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which A. established between the reform of coinage and the cancelling of debts. I03) Aristot. 'AOr. 16(I do not know how far the view of Bloch i.c. p. 353 is justi- fied). Ch. 13 again sets forth the economic contrast, which played a part in the forming of the three Parties after the reform of Solon. 104) Unfortunately it is not quite clear whether Aristotle (for whom in such matters we may substitute his main source) in 'A0z. 23, 3 means to claim Aristeides for the conservative 
party as the leader of the Yvópuot, or to imply that at this time, when érodttevOynoav ' AÜnvaiot xaÀóc, both parties worked together for the welfare of the State. Ch. 28,2 
seems to favour the first possibility (cf. Gomme 4.c. p. 238 n. 2; but I cannot approve 
of his alterations in the text). On the other hand, in ch. 41 (which contains Aristotle's 
own conclusions and is not simply taken over from A. or any other Atthidographer) it is Aristeides who introduces the seventh constitution, which Ephialtes ¿neréàeoev, 
xatadvoas viv 'ApromayUv BouX/w, and which follows the Ext h peta ta Mndixd, 
тўс ÈE ' Apelou náyou бооАйс tniotatovong. The latter passage looks like a document- 
ary statement based on decrees moved by Aristeides, and in view of other pas- 
sages it is quite possible that there is a contradiction between 23, 3; 28, 2 on the 
one hand and 41 on the other. The problem is even more difficult historically. 
The ostracism of Aristeides in 483/2 B.C. (’A@x. 27, 7) merely shows that Themi- 
stokles saw in him an obstacle to his own naval policy, and he may very well have 
been right, for Aristeides, who commanded the Athenian contingent in the battle 
of Plataiai (Herodt. 9, 28, 6), seems to have been one of the leaders of the new 
hoplite state of Kleisthenes. So long as we do not know the foundations of the 
statement in ch. 41 we cannot tell whether Aristeides gradually developed a tend- 
ency towards the left as the leader of the 8%yoc, partly because he had become 
convinced of the rightness of Themistokles’ naval policy. The personal antagonism 
of the two men was not removed by this change of opinion; there remained in par- 
ticular the question of the relations to Sparta, where the policy of Themistokles 
was quite unambiguous, whereas we are not sufficiently informed about the attitude 
of Aristeides. But there seems no doubt that Aristeides owed his reputation to 
conservative publicists, who played him off against Themistokles, a black sheep 
4 their eyes, and not in theirs only, and it is quite evident that Aristotle held him 
in high esteem, although in ch. 28, 5 he does not group him with the Вт:сто тбу 
"Абўуцо: помтєосбреуо: ретй тоос бруаіос. Абл. 23 is written in deliberate contrast 
with Thukyd. 1, 89 ff., who in 1, 96 does not even mention the name of Aristeides; 
and this very point makes it appear probable that the authority for ch. 23-24 
was A., who originated a conception differing from that of Thukydides of the 
time between the Mntxé and the breach with Sparta. For Aristotle in ch. 23 Ап 
steides is the creator of the naval federation (éni 58 shy éxéotacww Thy tev “Teva ard 
TÄS tTOv Aaxedatpovioy cunpayiag ’Aptoteldng Fv © тротрёфас кт), апі his rôle im 
the economic exploitation of the empire (ch. 24) accords with this conception. 
As to the latter point the judgement is widely different from the usual polemics 
of the conservatives against the ÉugioÜog rót of Perikles, who in their opinion 
made the Athenians dpyovs xai Sevdovs xai Achous xal pthapyupous (Plato Gorg. 515 E, 

and long before him Ps. Xenophon 1, 3 éxécat 8 elaly dpyat шобофоріас Evexa.... 
tavtas Сутеї 6 8%ўрос̧ &руєу). 14 моша take too much space here to examine the whole 

tradition concerning Aristeides, which cannot be detached from the tradition about 
Themistokles, Kimon, and even Perikles. But somebody ought to take up the ques- 
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tion of the development of the general tradition about the 3nucycyol of the fifth 
century, having due regard to the fact that the points of view taken by the preserved 
(and mostly rather late) writers were primarily oral ones: they came from the 
controversies in the Assembly and the gossip in drawing-room and market-place. 
105) See Isokr. II. clp.. 24. 106) Underrating has been the usual mistake. 
Bloch /.c. p. 342 n. 3 censures Beloch that ‘in his history of the fourth century he 
omitted even mentioning Androtion as a political personality’, and this reproach 
applies more or less to all modern historians. Neither Pickard-Cambridge (see n. 43) 
nor Glotz mentions him in the history of the Social War, and a chronological error 
of the latter (see n. 36), who enters all details, makes the political attitude of A. 
appear in an entirely wrong light. 107) Cf. Demosth. De corona 18. 108) 
This is not the place for discussing this question, or the conception of the city- 
state, to which exception has been taken (wrongly in my opinion). Concerning the 
epoch-making importance of the battle of Chaironeia (which Gomme Essays, 
1937, р. 204 ff. attacked, failing, in my opinion, to appreciate some essential 
points), I agree in substance with Ferguson (Hell, Athens, 1911, p. IX): ‘most 
historians, we venture to think, will now agree that the battle of Chaeronea simply 
put an end to an interregnum on land, and the battle of Amorgos 322 B.C. to an 
interregnum at sea; that the fate of Athens was settled by the Peloponnesian War, 
and the fate of Greece by this struggle and that which followed between Sparta 
and her allies’. But I think we can simplify this statement from the point of view 
of world history, if we take into account the fact that all cutting up into periods 
Strains the details of events in some degree. 109) F Gr Hist 115 F 27. 110) 
R E X col. 1694, 26 ff.; F Gr Hist IL D P. 416, 42 ff. 110a) See the statements 
about his rationalism on F 54; 58; 60. 110b) The fragments 38 ff. show incon- 
testably that A. had read Thukydides, and I think they allow of the assumption 
that he based his own account on that of Thukydides as far as it reached, always 
making the supplements required by the nature and the purpose of the Atthis 
(see e.g. F 38), and probably more often than we can see correcting details (e.g. 
F 43). I do not doubt that he was aware of a community of fate (cf. Text p. 103, 
12 ff.) with the great historian who wrote in exile and stated this fact in the preface 
of the second part of his work. Perhaps it was after all due to the influence of 
Thukydides that the work of the politician was, so far as we can judge, singularly 
free from falsifications of history (see end of n. 59; also n. 118). Unfortunately 
we cannot tell whether he had read Herodotos (cf. in n. 127 p. roo) but he did read 
Xenophon’s Hellenika, probably published at the beginning of the ’fifties. He hard- 
ly approved of this book, for wherever we can compare we find divergences, which extend to the details (F 65). The corrections are not only factual (F 45; 50?); F 46 seems to furnish a deliberate supplement of Xenophon’s narrative, which 
treated Sparta with indulgence. It is further possible, and by no means improbable, that he looked up the recent accounts of the Boeotian historians (see on F бо), and of the men who wrote for Philip, although F 58 is not a proof of his having 
used Anaximenes (who, on his part, introduced A. as orator: T 13), and although the divergences from Theopompos (F 37; 42) do not Prove that he meant to correct him. It is uncertain whether he knew Kallisthenes, who Probably did not publish his Hellenika before 343 B.C.; he did not need him for judging Greek policy towards Persia (for which the fragments supply no material, although the attitude of A. is 
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evident), for he could find that in any pamphlet of Isokrates. Contacts with Epho- 
ros as to the subject-matter were inevitable (see F 47; 51; cf. however F 50), and it 
is not impossible chronologically that the books of Ephoros down to the Persian 
War and perhaps even further had been published when A. began to write (see 
F Gr Hist II C p. 24 and the ‘working hypothesis’ of Wade-Gery Athen. Stud. 
Ferguson, 1940, p. 125). But the bulky work was based on books which were them- 
selves available to A. In any case we may assume that at least for the fourth century 
political pamphlets and his own knowledge were more important for A. than histor- 
ical literature. The earlier Atthides (and Thukydides) alone form an exception in 
this respect: there can be no serious doubt that he knew the Atthis of Hellanikos, 
and that he had, as one might say, permanently at hand (or in his mind) his imme- 
diate predecessor Kleidemos, who had written his Atthis from the opposite political 
standpoint. It is regrettable that the historical fragments of both Atthidographers 
are too few for making even an attempt at proving this. We also cannot state with 
certainty whether A. made any research among documents at all (but see on F 5; 6). 
If he did, we must not overrate that side of his work (cf. Atthis p. 196 ff.); he had 
little need of documents for his political activities, and when he began to write 

the archives were not at his disposal. 111) F Gr Hist 115 F 229. We find nothing 
in the fragments of A. corresponding to the interest (at least biographical) of 
Philochoros in the Athenian schools of philosophy. Cf. n. 27. 112) 1,9. 113) 
7, 139, 5. 114) Areop. 84. 115) The only active politician besides A. is 
Phanodemos, whose réle was that of an adjutant of Lykurgos in his reforms in 
matters of cult, a position of no importance in itself: in 335 B.C. Alexander demand- 
ed the extradiction of Lykurgos, but not of Phanodemos. Offices like that of an 

exegetes (Kleidemos) or mantis (Philochoros) do not entail political activities in the 
proper sense of the word. We cannot tell how far the early local historians of other 
cities were politically active in their cities, but it seems to be an exception if they 
were. We cannot compare the great number of rhetors by profession, or men driven 

into exile who wrote in foreign countries like king Pausanias of Sparta, Theopompos, 
and Timaios. This situation is exceptional in Rome, where we actually only know 
Rutilius Rufus, who wrote his autobiography in exile after 94 B.C. aant 
Hosius Gesch. d. róm. Lit. I4 1927, p. 207 f). — 115a) Is this the € м 
Jaeger Paideia III, 1944, p. 103 (cf. p. 118)? He characterizes the a ahi 

and casually, not for its own sake, but for the sake of Isokrates, ud TA 
crates’ pupil, the Athenian statesman Androtion, re-wrote it mz the aes with 
of Attica’ which accoroling to Jaeger Isokrates ‘transformed’ in A a m 

Isocratean ideals’). 116) 'Faciendo servire la sua opera ad auto-d bes Ee 
ad auto-esaltazione’ A. Momigliano Ati R. Ac. Torino 66, 1931, p. 45; 2 Фр 

t ; i litical activity in his work, as 
345 ‘it is clear that Androtion defended his po бы had done’. F 22 
within certain limits Thucydides, and, above all, ле on QUEE 
does not help, even if it refers to 356/5 B.C., which 15: 0y oh кан. Бие 
Even the fulness of A.s account of the time during Me ып n dis 

Politically active (cf. Text p. 103 ff.) is not really C m ard represent the 
fulness may be found in the subject: the years from 360 B. Ti ractical politician 
critical time in which the policy of Athens decided her fate. eal decia on abun 

naturally was particularly interested in these years, des 117) Atthis p. 71 ff. 
the course to be taken by Athens had not yet been made. 

7 
Jacoby, Fragm. Griech. Hist. III b (Suppl.) 
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The following passage with n. 118 must be understood accordingly. It is о 
as far as it goes, that A. ‘die chronik mit entschiedener bevorzugung des рос s teiles schrieb’ (Wilamowitz Ar. w. Ath. I p. 287 £., who rightly refers to the fac that Kleisthenes—we add Solon—occurred as early as in the second book; see 
Text p. 104, 37 ff.). Bloch /.с. P- 354 'the novelty of the A//his of Androtion was not 
its form, but its emphasis on political implications, the result of the author's 
experience', is not wrong but may easily be misleading. 118) The statistics given by Bloch (l.c. p. 354) about the number of citations in Stephanus of Byzanti- 
um is interesting, and one might say that it proves the statement in the text. In 
contrast to the usage of grammarians and scholiasts, who for Athens always look 
up Philochoros first (F 53 is illuminating; cf. n. 130) and for the West Timaios, we 
find is the geographical lexikon not more than 6 citations from Philochoros, but 
24 from A, 4 from Timaios, but 43 from Philistos. It is perhaps further worth noticing that for the demes (F 66-68), in contrast to the citations from Philochoros 
(328 F 24-29), no mythological or other explanation of names is given; and ‘we can hardly find another reason for the absence of A.s name in the rich tradition 
about the war with Minos. It may be connected with these points that the fragments 
show no vestige of the exaggerated local patriotism which is typical for the Althis 
of his immediate successor Phanodemos (seé on F 58). Even the rationalism, which is not unduly prominent in A. (cf. n. 110a), seems to be biassed rather in the 
Opposite direction. Information referring to cults or 'antiquities' is not altogether absent. But there is very little (F 16; 54? 55), if we leave out of account the first book (as we must; see on T 16) and matters not referring to Athens (like F 56; 60; 62; cf. F 58), and it is nowhere certain that the antiquarian or cultic interest is Primary. Even F 16 (where I am loath to alter the number of the book) can be interpreted in a generally political sense according to Isokrates Areop. 29-30 (cf. n. 84). About F 54 see n. 98; F 55 may be connected with the interest in eco- nomics, felt by the man who wrote about agriculture. It isimprobable that A. wrote a separate work Ilepl @vatav (see on F 70/1). 119) T 14. Schwartz l.c. col. 2174 "wenn Plutarch nach echter überlieferung erzáhlt' and Beloch Gr. G.* III 1 P. 399 D. I ‘wenn das richtig ist’ are overcautious. We cannot ascertain the way by which this piece of information passed into the Hellenistic literature IIepl ouyzc, but we may surely suppose that Philochoros mentioned the fate of a man whom he esteem- ed. The treatise of Favorinus with the same title (ed. Norsa-Vitelli, 1931) preserved less of the old learning than Plutarch. 120) 5, 25-26. In the edition divided into thirteen books this so-called second prooimion was the opening of the eighth book, in the pre-Alexandrian edition it was perhaps the beginning of the second roll. 121) De Sanctis Atti R. Acc. Torino 43, 1907/8, p. 331 ff.; ib, 66, 1931, p. 5; Momi- gliano ib. p. 29 ff. The idea is founded on the identification of A, with the author of 

revenants il our science. The identification can only be discussed if one resolutely ignores F 44, which proves that A. narrated by archons' years like all Atthidogra- phers, whereas the unknown author of the Hellenika arranges the subject-matter by the summers and winters of Thukydidean war-years. About the attempt of Momigliano to use F 46 for the identification see the commentary on that fragment. 
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Sandys (Aristotle’s Constitution of Athens?, 1912, p. 90) ‘he (scil. A.) probably left 
Athens soon after 355 B.C., retired to Megara, and there wrote his Atthis’ overlooked 
T 12-13. On the other hand F 53, which remarks on an event of 344/3 B.C., cannot 
be used as a term. post for A.s beginning to work on the Atthis, because it comes 
from the last book. 122) See Text p. 92,1 ff. 123) See Text p. 86, 20 ff. 
124) Busolt Gr. G.? II p. 8 dated the publication ‘about 330 B.C.’ without giving 
reasons and with a wrong reference to B. Keil (n. 125). Aristotle’s ' АӨт., to which he 
made additions until 325 B.C., yields at the utmost a /erm. ante. Even if the ' A0. 
was not written as late as between 329/8 and 327/6 B.C. (see Jaeger Aristoteles, 
1923, p. 350 n. 1), A.s Atthis was then, of course, not antiquated. Moreover, the 
philosopher based his work on A.s Atthis not because that was the ‘latest’ book, 
but because it supplied the material he needed in the most convenient form and 
seen from a view-point not unlike his own. 125) 'Frühestens am ende der 
vierziger Jahre' B. Keil Die Solonische Verfassung, 1892, p. 190 ff.; 'frühestens 
in den vierziger jahren’ Wilamowitz Ar. u. Ath. I, 1893, p. 288; ‘um 340’ Ed. Meyer 
GdA V, 1902, § 909, who thus corrects his wrong dating ‘die erste halfte des 4. 
jhdts’ (ib. III, 1901, $ 152). Foucart repeated the wrong date (Étude sur Didyme, 
1906, p. 135): 'Androtion vécut et écrivit dans la premiére moitié du 4. siécle'. 
About Sandys see n. 121. 126) F 8 (from Didymos) gives °Аттіхӣ, and it is not 
impossible that this title comes from the author (cf. Atthis p. 83 f.). 127) I for- 
mulate thus chiefly because of two formulations of Wilamowitz Ar. u. Ath. I p. 
122 f. (the italics are mine): ‘einen geschichtsschreiber von autoritativer geltung 
hat es bekanntlich fiir die zeit nach Thukydides nicht gegeben... wieviel weniger 
war Aristoteles in der lage einem bestimmten erzáhler unbedingt zu folgen oder 
auch nur latent gegen ihn zu polemisieren wie gegen die beiden grossen historiker', 
and ib. p. 276 f. (cf. p. 260): 'bei dem stande unserer kenntnis ist es vollkommen 
aussichtsios nach namen zu suchen oder mit den uns bekannten älteren Atthido- 
graphen zu operieren. Unzweifelhaft ist, was auch ohne beweis angenommen werden 

müsste, dass Aristoteles die jüngste und stilistisch anspruchsvoliste Atthis des Andro- 
tion benutzt hat, nicht ohne eigene schwere irrtümer aber auch nicht ohne berechtigte 
kritik. Es ist verlockend aber gefährlich, den weiteren anteil Androtions zu ver- 
folgen’. This scepticism, unusual in Wilamowitz, may perhaps be explained by 
the fact that he did not work up ab integro the remains of Atthidography, because 
he was not much interested in the known Atthidographers as compared with the 

alleged Chronicle of the Exegetai. It is a general, and certainly a correct, assumption 
that A. is among the sources of the ’A@yvalwv rodtteta (the results of Ledl's 'Quel- 
lenanalyse der ,'АӨх.' їп the Stud. z. dit. athen. Verfassungsgesch., 1914, p. 16f. 

seem to me quite wrong. About an occasional use of A. in other works of Aristotle 
see on F 44). It is, of course, to no purpose to discuss the extent of the use so long 
as one believes in the ‘party pamphlet’ which ‘Theramenes als programm seiner 
partei unter den Dreissig im herbst 404 verfasst hatte’ (Wilamowitz op. cit. p. 165) 
or which somebody at some later time had composed ‘im sinne und zur rechtferti- 
gung von der politik des Theramenes’ (Busolt-Swoboda Staatsk. I, 1920, p. 92 f. 
with a bibliography; see also Althis p. 210). But Von Schoeffer (Bursians Jahrb. 

83, 1895, p. 197 ff.) declared this party pamphlet to be ‘rather a shadow with- 
out a body’ and, in fact, fictions like these introduced into the criticism of sources 

merely serve to complicate questions unnecessarily. I find no reliable indications 
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for distinguishing the contents of this pamphlet originating in the circle of IN 
menes (or, as some believe, written by Theramenes himself) from the accoun! 

given by the moderate son of the Theramenean Andron, and I am even more 

sceptical about the idea of assigning an important place in the sources of the 
*AGyvatwv rodtrela to the Defence of Antiphon (see Wade-Gery CI. 0. 27, 1933, P- 20). 
Any attempt at pointing out one particular ‘pamphlet’ is a failure in my-opinion: 
There probably were quite a number of pamphlets, genuine or fictitious speeches, 
for and against Theramenes; but Aristotle could find the facts they contained 
better and more easily in the ‘Theramenean’ A. (cf. Text p. 95 ff.). The most 
decided pronouncements about the use Aristotle made of A. are those of B. Keil 
op. cit. p. 191 'ich glaube dass Aristoteles noch viel mehr als wir nachweisen kénnen 
der Atthis des Androtion verdankt'; of Busolt Gr. G.* II, 1895, p. 32 ff. (cf. Staats- 
kunde I, 1920, p. 92 ff.) ‘Aristoteles hat durchweg, in bald mehr bald minder um- 
fassendem masse aus atthidographischer quelle geschöpft, und zwar hauptsächlich 
aus der kurz vorher erschienen Atthis des Androtion, der er vielfach fast wörtlich 
folgt, bisweilen jedoch auch stillschweigend widerspricht’; Bloch /.c. p. 349 n. 3 
‘that Androtion’s Atthis was one of the main sources of his Athenaion Politeia is 
a fact which should no longer be doubted; a new discussion, though badly needed, 
cannot be given here’. That indeed is the main point: the general assumption of 
the importance of A. for Aristotle has actually never been proved, and a systematic 
examination of the connexion between the two writers has never been made. 
Like Bloch, I cannot supply this examination because it would require a full analy- 
sis of the historical part of the '’A@r. which work, as I may mention in passing, 
is in urgent need of a new commentary. It would of course not be an easy task to make this analysis for several reasons: (1) Aristotle, as can be inferred from his 
citations, had more than one Atthis at his disposal, and besides that he was certainly 
acquainted with political pamphlets himself. (2) Apart from an apparently un- 
important detail in 14, 4, where he corrects Herodotos, he cites non of his sources 
by name. (3) In at least two cases (F 6; 34; cf. on F 3-4) his account presents itself 
as a silent correction of a view we know to have been that of A. (4) The number 
of fragments of A. referring to constitutional questions is small, and we can seldom infer from a simple fact, an anecdote, or a date, whence it was taken. This is why I leave out of the discussion the chapters 20-21 about Kleisthenes: in these there occur some factual supplements or corrections of the Herodotean account which Aristotle made his basis; e.g. the designation of Isagoras as qoc ràv tup&vvov 20, I and the conditions for the capitulation of Kleomenes 21, 3 (cf. Herodt. 5, 72, 2). But (pace Wade -Gery CI. Q. 27, 1933, p. 18) I am inclined to suppose that Aristotle did not correct the account of Herodotos from his own knowledge, but that he had another ‘narrating source’, which need not have been independent of Herodotos, and it would be obvious to suggest A. It does not contradict this suggestion that Aristotle (22, 1) judged the constitution of Kleisthenes differently from A. (ch. 29, 3; cf. n. 86). The question of the sources is altogether not so simple as is often assumed: there are, among others, negative arguments, as e.g. the absence of a mention of the acceptance of foreigners and metics into the citizen body in the 'A6r. as compared with Pol. 3, 2, 10. The criticism of sources of the 'Ar. must not be mechanical; Aristotle is not Diodoros. Even if he had taken over all the facts (which he certainly did not) he did his own thinking and judging. Therefore, 
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in the analysis, we are largely dependent on internal arguments—here the political tinge of Aristotle's record is the safest guide—and (a point that must not be for- gotten) on inferences from the composition of the historical part. On the basis of such inferences we eliminate e.g. ' AOn. 3-4 from Atthidographic subject-matter: neither the development of the archon constitution nor the constitution of 'Drakon' can have been taken from A. (see on Hellanikos 323a F 23). As to arguments of the first kind I refer to ' Ar. 23-24, and to the history of the Four Hundred, rich in documentary records ('A0r. 29-33), with which the history of the Thirty (ch. 
34-40) is connected (for some details see n. 86). Most of the passages adduced by 
Keil op. cit. p. 190 f. are not conclusive (see on F 10/1; 35; 37; 43); but even when 

eliminating everything that is doubtful we may confidently maintain that A. 
stands as a source for Aristotle beside, or even before, Herodotos and Thukydides, 
who could be used as a basis for certain Portions only because they did not treat 
Attic history in its full extent. The Atthis of A. is the book which gave Aristotle the 
general frame-work, and which was used in the historical introduction for the de- 
tails of Attic history and Attic institutions mostly, even if not alone. He did, 
however, not use the work of A. for the systematic part, for which he had alto- 
gether no written source, apart perhaps from the work of his pupils, whether 
published or not (see Atthis p. 210 f.). This result is by no means surprising. As 
Aristotle could not possibly collect all the material of his 1 50 Politeiai, the Atthis 
of A. gave him just what he needed. It was of less consequence that the book was 
the latest about Athenian history (but possibly Phanodemos had also pub- 
lished at the time), than that, differing from the work of Phanodemos, its bias was 
political, not antiquarian or religious. Moreover, Aristotle sympathized with the 
political view-point, although this did not prevent him from making the necessary 
modifications. This and Aristotle's acquaintance with ‘oligarchic’ pamphleteering 
(6, 2; 9, 2) explain the anonymous but significant citations of the Snuotixot (6, 3; 
18, 5): they are notes made occasionally and by no means systematically from other 
sources, concerning matters in which he was interested for some reason. We have 
no cause for judging these citations differently from those of the mAetove or vot 
(3. 3: 7. 4; 14, 4) in all of which the party-political bias is obvious. Observing due 
caution we might increase the fragments of A. considerably from the 'A6x., thus 
being able to form a more colourful picture of the Atthis and to obtain a welcome 
corroboration of the information about the author furnished by the testimonies 
and the fragments. We are now no longer impressed by the counter-arguments of 
Wilamowitz (op. cit. I p. 107 f.) on which he based, among other assumptions, that 
about a party-pamphlet besides the Atthides as a source of the ' A6z., viz. that 'die 
chronik, soweit sie chronik ist', could not supply Aristotle with political (or histori- 
cal) judgements, and that 'die politische tendenz (shown in the cited passages) 
der demokratischen loyalitát (viz. of the Chronicle) schnurstracks zuwiderlauft’. 
For we know no ‘Chronicle’ in the sense of Wilamowitz, i.e. a publication documen- 
tary and therefore colourless and party-less. We merely know local histories which 
have the form of a chronicle but collect their contents from sources widely different 
(see Atthis ch. III), and we know that the number of these books published during 
a brief space of time must be explained just by the fact that they treat events 
from different points of view (ib. II 8 1). No assurance should be needed (but I had 
perhaps better give it expressly) that I do not believe A. to have 'furnished' 
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Aristotle with any political judgement: the philosopher followed the historian as 
to the facts, i.e. he took his Atthidographic material largely from A. because he 
sympathized with his political judgement, and because this judgement to a great 
extent agreed with his own, which was suspicious of exaggerations whether 
from the right wing or from the left. 128) See Introduction to Philochoros. 
129) Cf. n. 118. 130) Cf. n. 132; on T r6. The relations between the two 
Aithides can perhaps best be inferred from the fact that the citations from A. 
Predominate largely in the geographical Lexicon of Stephanus of Byzantium 
(cf. n. 118), those from Philochoros in the newly found commentary on Demosthenes 
by Didymos (and in grammatical writings throughout). The two quotations of A. 
in Didymos (F 30; 53) have special reasons, easily recognizable, the second being 
Particularly instructive. It is therefore comprehensible that the name of A. does 
not occur in the collective citations concerning Philip (from the 7th and 8th books 
we only have a few names of places in Stephanos), and that for the history of Philip 
Didymos preferred to consult the historians of the king, Theopompos and Anaxi- 
menes. But he cites Philochoros besides. I am not sure that this evidence supports 
the conclusion that A., who had no great love for Philip (see Text p. 91, 29 ff.), treated him in no greater detail than was indispensable in narrating the history 
of Athens in those troubled years. For the great number of citations in the scholia, 
especially on Aristophanes, show that Didymos used A. abundantly for the early 
times. Otherwise we can tell little about the use of A. in Hellenistic times. It i certain that Hermippos drew on him largely for the biography of Solon (B. Keil D. Solon. Verfassung, 1892, P. 173 ff.), but surprisingly A. does not appear in Strabo (cf. on F 69), perhaps because Apollodoros did not quote him by his name but mere- ly as one of the zzv ' Ax0i8z suyypavavtec. There are no certain vestiges of A. having been read in Roman times: F 59 and the great number of fragments from Harpo- kration are secondhand; Plutarch cites him once only (F 34), certainly not directly, and the same applies to Pausanias (F 46; 58; cf. on F 8). 131) Of these only 
one is uncertain (F 69). The name of the author is rarely corrupt or doubtful in the Citations: "Avozioy F 17 (Steph. Byz.); "Avmodv and Доріоу (Е 78; 76; Боёћ іп Athenaios and for the Tewpyixév, which is not absolutely certain); "As8pov F 45 (the converse corruption must be considered in F 69; about F Gr Hist 10 F 14 see on F 69). 132) The comparison with Philochoros is difficult because a fairly large number of his fragments handed down without a title probably come from his many special books. Round about 70 fragments of Philochoros are cited from the Atthis; if we add those Probably taken from that work the sum is a number almost twice that of the citations taken from the Atthis of A. 133) F 1-2; (3). 134) F 53; cf. on F 32. 135) This can be inferred from the time of the compo- sition of the Atthis. 136) We have quotations from all eight books, but none from 9-11. If only for that reason I am suspicious about the isolated citation ѓу 18 in F 33. About the Possible alterations see the commentary on that fragment. It is however decisive that books 6-7 included at least the eleven years from 360/59 to 350/49, and perhaps some more; the idea that A. took five books for the last five or six years is absurd. I do not understand the computation of Keil D. Solon. Verfassung p. 191, and I reject the compromise of E. Schwartz who writes B in F 33, but in F 52 (which in fact refers to 346/5 B.C.) arbitrarily supplies év tit <i> 'Атбф&. 137) F 1-3. About the conception of the Baotrela in A. see on 
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Hellanikos F 23. A. did not accept the &pyovtes Sux Btou (perhaps invented by the democrat Kleidemos); Philochoros differed from him in this point. We cannot venture to infer much about the mode of treatment from three very succinct fragments. But is seems significant that one of them (F 1) gives the legend of an Attic aristocratic yévoç, and another (F 3) is cited not for the legend of the institu- tion of the court of justice on the Areopagos (which may nevertheless have been given) but for the sphere of business of the old Council. The authority for F 3 is bad, but devrépar is not a credible alteration for ngón. If we may trust the author, A. referred back to the Council in the second book (F 4), and he can have done so only on the occasion of the legislation of Solon, who gave a new form and assigned a new sphere of business to the old aristocratic Council (see on F 3-4). It is a certain inference from the occurrence of the Areopagos in both the first book and the second that A. did not treat the constitution of Solon in the former. 138) F 4 probably refers to the constitution of Solon, from which we cannot separate the few events known of the seventh century. The most probable intersecting line between the first and the second book is the institution of annual archonship in 683/2 
B.C., when ‘history’ began as contrasted with ‘archaeology’. 139) F 5. 140) 
323 F 7-8. 141) F 6, 142) See on Philochoros 328 F 117. The Mnèxá 
would of course be possible as the conclusion of book II, but they are perhaps less 
suitable for a writer whose programme in home policy was built on the restoration 
of the Areopagos. 143) F 8-11. F 12-15 fit well into a survey of the Athenian 
empire. For this survey the transfer of the treasure of the Federation to Athens 
and the beginning of the Quota lists in 454/3 B.C. is perhaps more suitable than 
the foundation of the League in 478/7 B.C.; see on F 12-15. 144) F 10-11 make 
this appear almost certain; F 16 does not contradict (see Commentary). 145) 
F 17. 146) F 18-20. The conjecture of Ferguson mentioned on F 16 n. 5 is so 
uncertain that we cannot use it as a basis. Cf. also F 18 n. 6. 147) § 127/8. 
148) § 12. We can understand the singular number in both passages only when we 
assume that Isokrates wished to create the impression that the time in which 
Timotheos held the leading position constituted in effect a single period like the 
famous 15 years of the strategia of Perikles, unless indeed the rhetor had in view 
the whole prostasia of Perikles from 462/1 B.C. onward. Considering the conception 
of the history of the fifth century at that time it is quite possible that this was the 
case, and then the parallel would be even more exact because the strategia of Pe- 
rikles equally had not been uninterrupted. The admiration of Isokrates for Perikles 
is unqualified in the A ntidosis ($ 111; 234; 307). A distinction between ‘Timotheos’ 
first strategia ending 373’ and ‘his second strategia 365-360’ (Jaeger Ath. Stud. 

Ferguson, 1940, p. 432 f.) contradicts the words of Isokrates and would weaken the 
main point of his argument that the ending of ‘the’ strategia was a fatal date for 
Athens. This point not only recalls the manner in which Thukydides (2, 59-65) 
impressively described the end of Perikles’ dey as the conclusion of an epoch, 
it also does not contradict the historical facts more than is absolutely required by 
the historical and rhetorical purpose of Isokrates: the contemporaries of 353 B.C. 
were acquainted with the achievements of the great general without knowing by 
heart the list of the strategoi in the ‘seventies and ‘sixties. But the ‘fifties were the 
immediately present time. Timotheos, as far as we know, was not again strategos 
after 360/59 B.C., and when, at the outbreak of the Social War in 357/6 B.C., 
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they elected him again together with Iphikrates, Menestheus and Chares, his ad- 
versaries used the naval battle of Embata in autumn 356 B.C. for his overthrow: 
he was removed from his command, accused, condemned for high treason, and he 
left Athens. These were the latest events in Athens known to anybody; and these 
alone Isokrates had in view. This is for me one of the strongest arguments in favour 
of dating the publication of the Areopagitikos too after Embata, a date which I 
believe to be certain for other reasons as well. 149) F 22-24. 150) F 29-30. ^ I51) F 32. — 152) See Text p. 104, 10 ff. 153) I think we may draw this inference, which is in agreement with the few facts we know about the activities 
of A. The statement of Bloch (P. 345) 'thus he devoted three books to the history 
before his entry into political life and five books to the history of his own timè is sweeping and does not sufficiently take into account the facts. I distinguished three sections of subject-matter in Atthis p. 111 ff., because all Atthidographers treated the period immediately preceding their own with a certain degree of fulness, which, however, did not by far attain the fulness with which they recorded the history of their own times. 

T(ESTIMONIES) 
I) Schwartz 1c. col. 2174, 15 ff.; cf. Schaefer Demosthenes I р. 158; 316 ff.; Pickard-Cambridge C A H VI P. 221; Glotz Hist. Gr. III p. 200 f.; Jaeger Demo- sthenes p. 58 al. 2) Forschungen, 1910, p. 207 fi.; 376; cf. Cary C A H VI p. 75- 3) Cf. Text p. 93,13 4) Тә. 5) Op.cit.p.318. 6) T5; Introd. n. 36. Glotz op. cit. p. 246 seems to confuse several events; his dating would make A. a fellow-worker of Eubulos. 7) See Beloch Gr. G.2 III 1 p. 155 ff.; cf. Cary op. cit. p. 77; Glotz ор. cit. p. 138 ff. 8) See on Philochoros 328 F 151. 9) L.c. col. 2174, 2 ff. 10) For the details see Judeich Kleinasiat. Stud., 1892, Р. 235 ff.; cf. Pickard-Cambridge op. cit. p. 211 f.; Hiller von Gaertringen RE Suppl. V, 1931, col. 775. About the purpose and the character of the embassy see Beloch of. cit. p. 486 f.; Glotz op. cit. p. 254. About the colleagues of A. see P. 4.2946; 9788; Obst R E XV col. 424 no. 3; Glotz орф. cit. p. 243. 11) Beloch op. cit. III 2 p. 261 infers from 1 G1 II 136 (proxeny for the Halicarnassian Apollo- nides) that in the following year 354/3 the relations between Athens and Maussolos were friendly again. About a later attack of A. on Idrieus, brother of Maussolos, see on Е 72. 12) The same would appear likely if A. discussed in this book the sympathies and antipathies of plants (F 82), thus influencing Bolos, as Wellmann and Kroll (RE Suppl. VI, 1935, col. 7) believe. 13) Cf. Pausan. 1, 37, 2. 14) Introd. n. 23. 

F(RAGMENTS) 
1) About them see on Philochoros 328 F 105/6. 2) The only exception is Eumolpos mentioned by Andron of Halikarnassos ro F 13, where the alteration into ’Av8poriwv is impossible because of the juxtaposition in Pausan. I, 38, 3. It is uncertain how the divergence is to be explained, If the 'Eumolpidarum vani- 

strained relations within the aristocracy of the priests. Andokides I, 116 (cf. Atthis p. 13; 18) shows how Strictly the privileges of the two gené were kept 
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apart, and any attempts at interfering in each other’s spheres were rejected. 
3) The tradition is by no means so simple as Dittenberger (Herm. 20, 1885, р. 2 п. 
2), Toepffer following him (A. G. р. 81), Sittig (R E VIII col. 1147), and others make it appear. 4) General opinion is in agreement with A., who is himself mostly 
forgotten because the fragment is printed in the Addenda of Mueller: Ptolemaios 
Schol. IJ. A 334; Schol. Aischin. 1, 20; Pollux 8, 103. 5) Kaibel Epigr. Gr. 1046, 
30 ff.; cf. Wilamowitz Sb. Berlin 1928 P- 5 ff. 6) See on Amelesagoras 330 F 1. 

1) The last words, which state for the archons the same that is generally stated 
at the opening of the chapter about the épyat of the old constitution, are indispens- 
able. Also they are corroborated by F 4 (where, it is true, the moralizing Biog ypnotd¢ 
of Isokrates has been added to the earlier conditions). In view of the importance 
of the Areopagos we expect a statement about its composition; but the formulation 
is clumsy, and the little clause looks like an addition (marginal note of Aristotle ?). 
Otherwise the qualification for the archons of the aristocratic state before Solon 
is quite appropriate. I cannot share the doubts of Wade-Gery (Ci. Q. 25, 1931, 
Р. 77 Í.), the less so as I take the whole ch. 3 to be a later insertion of Aristotle, 
which he probably made at the same time when he inserted the constitution of 
Drakon (see on 323a F 23). But see also n. 33. 2) The much discussed question 
about the mode of election does not concern us here; but the contradiction 
with 'A0r. 22, 5 is glaring. 3) Suppl. H. Richards CI. Rev. 5 p. 177. 4) 
80 8 тд ёхтіуєсдо "lectio vestigiis aptior quam ceterae’ Kenyon (edit. Berol. 
1903; ed. Oxon. 1920). Wilcken read 3i +d [ed]@3[v]ecOa:; Wilamowitz deleted 
the words (ed. tertia 1898). 5) Wessely read elowyyed[iac], and this reading 
is now printed in the editions. Wilamowitz (Ar. u. Ath. I p. 53 n. 22) doubts 
the reading, because he finds the linguistic formation impossible, which for 
him ‘nach Untersekunda klingt’. He is hardly right. His deletion of the word 
in the third edition would compel us to identify the law with that cited in Plutarch 
(II f). I find it very credible that Solon should have made a special law against 
tyranny for which he ordered special proceedings. Although the attempt of Kylon, 
which had been discovered too late, lay far back, Solon had troubles with its 
after-effects, and he anticipated the danger of similiar attempts, as proposals 
tending in that direction had been made to himself (F 23 Diehl). 6) piraxa S 

quay Y. 7) Éosvyov Sintenis Éguyov Y 8uovyov S. 8) We need not con- 
cern ourselves with the rather silly supposition (of Didymos?) about a possible 
&cáorux тоб ypáupartoç 3| bOstwlis.. 9) Suppl. H. Richards. 10) Cf. Plutarch 
Them. 10, 6 порісасоу ёхтб Spayucs éxdotwt tHv atpatevoutven. II) avt(nv) 
Twraktopatt P abti¢ tat dEtdyen Blass abcr tod 42:0џратос Ј. Mayor. 12) xal 
(frequently deleted) refers to the time before the first ostracism, which took place 

Өарробутос #87 тоб 8ўџоо (°Абх. 22, 3), апі мһћісћ saw the beginnings of a demo- 
cracy, undesirable even if weak (23, 1). As A. dated the first ostracism in 488/7 
(F 6), the period includes 488/7-481/o (recall of the ostracised: ’A@x. 22, 8). The 
completely different part played by the epoch of the Mxàwá in Aristotle's Politics 
can only be assigned to the infiuence of his source, and this source is most probably 
A., for the democrat Kleidemos (323 F 21) narrated the opposite of what is said 
in 'A6r. 23, 1. The author used by Cicero (Panaitios?) followed A. and the ’A@r. 
About the former as the probable source of ' Ar. 23-24 see Introd. n. 127. 13) Cf. 
Plutarch Kim, 10, 8; Perikl. 9, 3-5 ; (Ephoros-)Diodor. 11, 77, 6. 14) For at 
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least Philochoros treated the history and the functions of the Areopagos: Eod 
21; 64; cf. Text p. 113,28 fi. We know no details of Phanodemos. It is remar al s 

that Athenaios (I c) cites him and Philochoros in the correct chronological i 
but does not mention A. We must not look for him among the Фо тє о: 

though it is chronologically possible that he narrated the story following in е 
about Menedemos and Asklepiades, he hardly was sufficiently interested in an 

Philosophers (cf. Introd. p. ror, 19 ff.), and Athenaios certainly did not take a 
story from him. 15) He uses the expression év tatc madelat¢ in the us s 
immediately preceding I a. 16) Not from Authides (cf. Text p. 115, 26 "s 
for when Isokrates published the Areopagitikos there did not yet exist an Att 15 
apart from that of Hellanikos (cf. Atthis p. 6). — 17) Areop. 44. The formulation 
is interesting: the propertied classes have always and everywhere been apt to 
regard poverty as the outcome of laziness. The problem in itself was of course 
not foreign to any time, but it appeared to be solved under the Peisistratids and in 
the period of the Empire. The Atthidographers of the fourth century, who consid- 
ered the activities of Solon at least as much under the social aspect as under the po- 
litical, did not forget that; but A. is the only one about whom we can see clearly 
up to a point (cf. Introd. р. 99, 2 #.). 18) The ancients had many fantastic 
ideas about the vóuoc épyiac which some ascribed to Drakon. See Wilamowitz 
Ar. u. Ath. I p. 255 n. 146; Thalheim R E II, 1896, col. 717; Latte Herm. 66, 1931, 
Р. 148 n. 1; Kahrstedt Studien I, 1934, p. 173. 19) If opsduara by the side of xapxvouíat may be interpreted as referring to the cura morum as opposed to criminal 
jurisdiction. Aristotle when referring to the old Council speaks generally of éxoo- 
pobvtes (II b), when referring to the Solonian Areopagos of &uxpcxvovrec (II е), 
and in this case he puts a general (?) es@svew before the verbs xonatewy and Cnptobv 
(‘correct’ and ‘punish’). Isokrates (I a) here as everywhere deliberately keeps to 
general terms: the Areopagos has to look after the ebxooyia; with the dxoopobvtes 
he deals by vouOeceiv, dretietv, xoaatetv. Still there is a connexion between Aristotle 
in Politics (II a) and Isokrates, not however with the Areopagitikos of 356 B.C., 
but with the Panathenaikos (§ 153) of 342/39 B.C. Both writers regard the early 
democracy as the ideal mixed constitution and both trace that democracy back to Solon (Isocrat. Areop. 16; cf. Introd. n. 86), but Aristotle gives a clear date, 
which Isokrates again avoids (cf. n. 41), and a dated sketch of the decline. 20) 'A6z. 25, 2 (IV c). 'Exifeza is the opposite of z4:pux, and we cannot absolutely reject the inference of Wilamowitz (Ar. w. Ath. II p. 186 f.) that 'diese terminologie ihrem inhalt nach demokratisch ist und für die Atthis passt, nicht für Theramenes’. It is certain that Aristotle in this chapter combined an ‘oligarchic’ source, severely opposed to Themistokles, with an Atthis which supplied him with dates and facts (murder of Ephialtes). The term èriðera need not come from the latter, and it certainly does not come from the documents (psephisms of Ephialtes). Aristotle may have used it quite without a bias in order to express a purely historical judge- ment, just as in ch. 3, 3 he says about the archon that he had ®тАФс т@ ёлїбєт«, and that vewori yéyovey 4 ёру HEYEAN, toig EmOerorg abEnDetox, although the office had existed since Medon or Akastos (cf. on Hellanikos 323 a F 23). Accordingly the Areopagos acquired its power gradually in the period of the kings, and was in full possession of it before Solon who restricted it in certain respects by the intro- duction of the second Council and the 8.хастіўрих. Тће acquired privileges are not 
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тбтро, but they are old: the translation of Liddell-Scott 'relatively modern' 
does not render the actual meaning of the word, which simply means 'additional', 
but it is a correct interpretation. 21) See e.g. on T 5. 22) IV a. 23) 
Abr, 3, 6 (II b). It also appointed the officials (II d). 24) It is possible that 
Aristotle thought of Drakon’s laws when he ascribed to the pre-Solonian Council 
the 3uxvnpeiv vobc vópiouc (II b), and that he refers back to this opinion, when dealing 
with the Solonian Council, by the words orep ónñpyev xal npótepov ènioxorog oboa 
tig moattetac (П е; сЁ. п. 35). The nomophylakia is the chief (only ?) function of the 
Areopagos also in the pseudo-Dracontian constitution of ca. 400 В.С. (П с). 
In fact, the Areopagos had lost even that function by the reform of Ephialtes 
(see on Philochoros 328 F 64). 25) That means that Aristotle kept to the 
conception developed in Politics (II a), and it must be admitted that he did not 
take much trouble to set forth exactly the extent of the alterations which necessarily 
took place when the Council of the Five Hundred and the 8:хастіра were created. 
Probably he was not in a position to do so. Consequently he merely repeats what 
he had stated about the old Areopagos (II b), which Solon retained in his mixed 
constitution (n. 19), with some divergences which we realize gradually. This 
becomes clear by the very fact that he emphasizes a special function the evidence 
for which he could provide from the laws of Solon (cf. n. 5). Probably it is also on 
purpose that he extends the jurisdiction of the pre-Solonian Areopagos {о лёутас 
тос бхосџобутос (сЁ. Е 3 пері пбутоу сугдду тӧу сфалийтоу xal rapavourdy), that of 
the Solonian to the éyaprivovtes only: there were Sixzcvhp1z now, but he did not 
really know what their business was. We assume that actually there were no 
Stxaothpta in the later sense, but that in certain cases the Assembly or the Heliaia 

functioned as a court of justice. In regard to financial affairs we infer an alteration 
from Aristotle’s statement about the payment of the fines alone, which the Areo- 
Pagos imposed; for the éxzicetg cannot be anything else. We therefore cannot form 
a clear idea of the naukraroi and their relations to the Areopagos: they repeatedly 
occurred in the laws of Solon as the financial board proper (' A07. 8, 3), but accord- 
ing to the wording they existed earlier (see Busolt Staatsk. p. 599; 817 f.; Kahr- 

Stedt Studien I, 1934, p. 245 ff. and on F 5). The greatest gap is that Aristotle does 
not tell us anything about the functions of the Council of the Four Hundred 
‘created’ (érotycev) by Solon. He probably knew nothing about it. It is an obvious 
conjecture when Plutarch assigns to the new Council the xpoBovdevety (II f}, though 
it may be a correct one. The doubts about the institution of the second Council 
by Solon have now become fairly silent: see Busolt-Swoboda Staatsk. II, 1926, 
P. 845 (who derive the statement of Aristotle from the law of Solon handed down 
by an Atthis); 1586; Ehrenberg R E XVI, 1927, col. 1496 f.; Stähelin Herm. 68, 

1933, p. 343. But I cannot believe in the assumption of Miss K. Freeman that the two 
ayxvpat ‘evidently come from Solon’s poems, probably the iambic poem of defence 

quoted 'Ar. 12, 4-5', although Wade-Gery (CI. Q. 27, 1933, р. 24) even gives an 
experimental rendering of Plutarch's prose into Solonian iambics. 26) ct. n. 

14. 27) The 'hegemony' of the Areopagos after the Mr3ix& (IV a) certainly 
comes from A. (cf. Introd. n. 127); 'A0r. 3-4 (IL bc) as certainly do not come 
from him (see on 323a F 23). It is not improbable that ch. 8 (II de) agrees in sub- 

stance with A.; it is not even certain that it was Aristotle who added the few 

details (cf. F 5; 36 with ’A@r. 8, 3). — 28) It seems to be generally agreed upon 
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at present that the author of the scholia was the famous theologian ааст 
Confessor (7th century A.D.). See A. Ehrhard in Krumbacher Gesch. d. s k ad 
1897, p. 61 ff.; Stáhlin in Christ-Schmid Gesch. d. gr. Lit.* II 2, 1924, p. T = Fi 
R E XIV, 1930, col. 2576 no. 45. 29) Aristot. 'A0r. 57, 3-4; sce on P 1 a 
special book by Telephos of Pergamon (no. 505; cf. Wendel R E V Al col. cat .), 
which would be chronologically possible as the source for Pausanias and Po ux, 

has the title IIepl trav "Aygo Stxacmplwv. _ 30) Theophrastos Ilept sépen is 
expressly cited for the dpyol Alot, &’ dv éotaow Saot Sixag опёуоосі хой ої к 
(Pausan. 1, 28, 5). See on Istros 334 F 11. 31) Cf. n. 1. 32) 1 do not quite 
understand the wording, but Maximus seems to state that the Areopagos (which 
as a homicide court anyhow is considered to be very old) originally ‘appointed 
the judges out of the nine archons; and this is correct so far as all nine archons 
acted as judges. With this statement he seems to have mixed up the fact that the 
nine archons entered the Areopagos after the end of their office п b; IH a). 
For 51 ephetai, who are attested for Drakon (I G? I 115; whether he instituted them 
is another question; see on Kleidemos 323 F 20), may signify either a great increase 
in the number of the judges, or a new college of judges set up beside the Areopagos 
(cf. II f) like e.g. the naukraroi for financial affairs (cf. n. 25). Maximus evidently 
has the idea that the ephetai constituted the Areopagos; for considering the 
context we cannot delete the subject 4 é& ’Apeiou mayou Bovan, and the passage in 
Pollux (III b) shows the origin of the mistake. Concerning the question about the 
qualification of the épéra (Busolt-Swoboda Staatsk. II p. 803 f.) we must content 
ourselves here with the statement that Pollux, when interpreted precisely, does not 
regard them as Areopagitai, and that there is no other evidence of their having 
been such. In my opinion probability tells against the idea: they are jurymen hold- 
ing their meetings under the presidency of the king in all homicide cases with the 
exception of oóvog èx проуоіас; і.е. they were created when special cases were 
split of from the general conception 96voc, as happened under Drakon at the latest 
(cf. on 323 F 20). Before Solon they were of course taken from the nobility; there 
Seems to me not to be the least reason for doubting the words dprativdny alpebévres 
of Pollux (III b). But opinions differ: against Bonner-Smith The Admin. of Justice 
I, 1930, p. 99 ‘the ephetae were really a commission of the Areopagus’ see Latte 
R E XVI 1, 1933, col. 281, who (in accord with Wilamowitz Ar. u. Ath. II p. 199) 
regards the ephetae as ‘eine neuerung, bestimmt die macht der Areopags zu schwächen’. 33) I confess that I am much inclined to regard this actually as an innovation of Solon: it was the simplest and mildest measure for breaking the power of the old aristocratic Council in a relatively short time (cf. Wade-Gery 
Cl. Q. 25, 1931, р. 80 f.), and at the same time it was the inevitable consequence of 
the fundamental change in the state which he achieved by making property in- stead of blood the criterion of political rights (cf. Jacoby CI. Q. 38, 1944, p. 74). But our business here is with the tradition only which seems to favour the existence of this idea in Pollux and even in the confused Maximus. The idea seems to be indispensable for those writers who regarded the Areopagos altogether as a creation of Solon; it is further recommended by the facts and surmises that the number of nine archons was not early (’A@x. 3, 4); that it was Solon who collected them in a board (ib. 5); that it was again Solon who introduced election whereas formerly the Areopagos appointed the archons (55. 8, 1-2 — 1I d). The first words of Plutarch 
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(II f)—ovormadpevoc 8 thy ёу Apelor r&yat Boudhy tx тфу хах” Enautdv dpydvrav, fic 
8& тб @рЕш xol abrdg petetyey xtk.—can hardly be interpreted differently; and even 
if Plutarch understood them differently, viz, as a statement of the Areopagos 
having been created by Solon, they betray an acquaintance with the idea assumed 
here that Solon had a special purpose in prescribing the entry of the archons into 
the supreme Council. It is even possible that the conception of the creation of the 
Areopagos by Solon is due to a misunderstanding, or rather to a deliberate misinter- 
pretation of the regulation by Solon. As nothing was known about the composition 
of the old Council before Solon, either its being formed of the past archons (the 
arrangement which still existed in the fourth century) could be dated back to pre- 
Solonian times, as was done by Aristotle (II b; here at once the question arises how 
the membership was regulated before 683/2 B.C.), or one could draw the tenden- 
tious inference that no Areopagos could have existed before Solon ordered that body 
to be formed of the nine ex-archons. 34) П а-с. 35) Thus Keil (Die Solon. 
Verfass., 1892, p. rot) expresses it. The tacit assumption that ai] Atthidographers 
considered the Areopagos to be Solonian is neither justified nor, in my opinion, 
credible (cf. Text p. 116, 13 ff.). Even Plutarch mentions nìetotot only, and it is 

quite uncertain whether he meant by this word only Atthidographers (a possibility 
which we must exclude in my opinion because of the subsequent discussions), or 
primarily Atthidographers. Keil found polemics in the words donep ӧлўрҳєу хоі 

mpórepov ('A0r. 8, 4 = II e); actually they have been put in because the functions 
of the Areopagos were subjected to alterations by Solon, which were not only 

limitations (cp. n. 25). The concept '/he Atthis' must not be applied in questions 
of this kind, and Busolt (Staatsk. II p. 795) has given a better formulation, at least 
in principle: ‘vielfach wurde der Areopag für eine schópfung Solons gehalten, in- 

dessen Aristoteles betrachtete ihn im anschluss an die von ihm benutzte chronik 
als ein wesentliches institut der ‘‘alten’’, vorsolonischen verfassung’. By the chron- 

icle he meant A. (p. 795 n. 4). 36) See on F 34. 37) The reason pro merely 

proves that the éoéra: were earlier than Solon, and nobody doubts this anyhow 

because of I G2 I 115. It does not support the conclusion e silentio that before Solon 
there was no Bovì at all; nor does it yield anything for the relation between the 
ephetai and the Areopagos (cf. n. 33). The reason contra proves nothing whatever: 

beside é« rputavelov the Areopagos can only mean the court (the place of judge- 

ment), and é& éperav must equally be understood as a short expression for the places 

where the ephetai sit; for in all courts mentioned it is the presiding king who is spoken 

of as the judge. B. Daube (Zw d. Rechtsprobl. in Aisch. Agam., 1939, р. 540. 33) 

tried to compromise: ‘damit sind nicht nur die zwei verschiedenen behórden, welche 

über die verschiedenen fälle zu gericht sassen, nämlich Areopagiten und Epheten, 

sondern offenbar auch die drei oder vier gerichtsstátten angedeutet'. But apart 

from the fact that he omits the decisive words 0x5 «àv Bac ov, this interpretation 

is impossible in my opinion because of the wording of the law. And not only because 

of the wording: in the time of Solon (and from time immemorial) the place is S 

"Apto; n&yoc, and we may infer that Areopagitai judged there. But Solon m 

not give that name to the members of the Council which later was called 4 ч m оо 

máyou Bourh to distinguish it from the Bovdy of the Four Hundred (or 5 ive 

Hundred), nor did he use that name for them: he says i£ *Apelou náyov, as he wi 

tx mputavelov. But he does say && égevóv because there were épétat, and especially 
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because that succinct expression renders unnecessary an enumeration of thie places 
where they judge. Any translation which brings in 'the Areopagitai' is mis- 
leading. 38) Ar. wu. Ath. I p. 53 n. 21. Wilamowitz refers to Plutarch and Pol- 
lux who, of course, do not support this inference. He did not enter into an investi- 

gation of the sources, nor did the later writers, who simply say 'in the time of Aris- 
totle' (e.g. Adcock C 4 H IV p. 51 f.), oravoid the chronological question altogether 

(e.g. Busolt; Cary C A H III p. 588). Cf. end of n. 41; n. 42. 39) I should not 
like to affirm that the five books Ilepl tõv XóXovog &5óvov are genuine. All other 
books about the Axones (no. 339-341) are from late Hellenistic or Roman 
times. But of course we must consider the Népot of Theophrastos and the five 
books (!) of Demetrios of Phaleron IIepl «fc ' A0/vnatv vouotecixc. Tradition also was 
influenced by Herakleides of Pontos, whom Plutarch cites repeatedly. He is not 
very reliable, and may be meant by Aristotle 'Az. 17, 2 (O. Voss De Heraclidis 
Pontici Vita et Scriptis, 13896, p. 46 ff.; 52 ff). — 40) That is the general assump- 
tion originating with R. Prinz De Solonis Plutarchei fontibus 1867 and H. Begemann 
Quaestiones Soloneae I 1875. The learned character of ch. 19 is so distinctly different 
from its surroundings that I do not quite understand Von der Muehll (Klio 35, 1942, 
P. 89 f.) who returns to the theory of one underlying source. It certainly does not 
apply to this chapter that Plutarch ‘seinen einzigen autor wohl auch der gelehr- 
samkeit entkleidet hat’. Didymos was always ready to hand for all writers 
in Roman times, and it is certainly not an accident that Plutarch cites him in the 
first words of the Vita. We do not know the length of the ’Avttypaqy: a polemical 
pamphlet need not have been 'verháültnismássig knapp’, and the first citation 
(ch. 1, 1-2), if no other, shows that Didymos after his fashion entered into all 
questions concerning Solon, and that the pamphlet was a storehouse of early 
literature. It is impossible to accept the idea of Keil (op. cit. p. 99) that in 
Ch. 19 we have before us Plutarch's 'eigenes raisonnement', and that 'Plutarch 
selbst erst das zu beweisen versuchte, was bei Aristoteles schon stand'. 41) 
Keil assumed this (op. cit. P. 100) and Busolt followed him (S/aatsh. p. 795 n. 4), whereas Cary (C A H III p. 588) declares that 'Isocrates and Aristotle upheld these claims (of the Council of the Areopagos to a high antiquity) emphatically’, 
a statement not quite correct concerning the former. The matter is, in fact, simple: for the facts, or alleged facts, which Isokrates supplied he was not in need of a writ- 
ten source (cf. n. 16), and his deliberate vagueness as to all dates needs no proof, nor are his reasons doubtful. He knows exactly what he is doing when in Areopag. 16 he does not date the institution of the Areopagos but talks of ‘that democracy 
which Solon created by his legislation, and which Kleisthenes restored after the 
expulsion of the tyrants’. The shifting (or the omission) of historical facts is clear in regard to Kleisthenes; but for Isokrates the fact is sufficient that Kleisthenes did not encroach upon the Privileges of the Areopagos as Ephialtes did, whose name he prudently does not mention. Of course we thus do not learn anything about the antiquity of the Areopagos, and Aristotle’s statement in Politics (II a) shows that the distinction is not unimportant. The philosopher speaks clearly: the retaining of the Areopagos proves the споудолбттс of the legislator who created the mixed constitution. Aristotle does not use this expression, but he draws a clear picture of it, and with equal clearness he contrasts the viv Syuoxpartt« with the TatpLog ToAttela (cf. An. 41). It is self-evident that ёлёстпоєу іп ІѕоКг. Areop. 37 cannot be rendered 
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by ‘they instituted’, as Keil does, who finds Solon in the rpdyovot, for Isokrates 
Says énéotnoav emiperciobar tic edxooulac, thus indicating a definite task of the 
Areopagos, again without giving a date. The vague xpédyovor is no date; the term 
includes the entire past of Athens from the earliest times (cf. Thuk. 2, 36, т апа 
Others), as usual and quite naturally, with the exclusion of the generation imme- 
diately preceding that of the writer. It is another mistake to say that in Isokrates’ 
Panathenaikos 'jede erwáhnung der kórperschaft fehlt', a point which Keil adduces 
for proving that Isokrates dated the Areopagos at the time of Solon. Isokrates had 
no cause for speaking at length about the Areopagos in that speech, but he mentions 
it ($153/4) ina manner which shows that his ideas about its antiquity and its politic- 
al significance coincided with those of Aristotle in Politics (and actually in the ' Ar. 
as well). Here it is that Isokrates uses the ехргеѕѕіоп 8лџохратіа ў d&ptotoxpatlar 
ueutyuévn, and it is typical for him that he now describes this kind of 8yyoxpatla 
as being the model of the constitution of the Spartan Lykurgos, i.e. he assumes it 
to have existed a considerable time before Solon, but he does not commit himself 
to a date; again he simply talks of the mpéyovot of quétepot. What is earlier than 
Aristotle and Isokrates is not the discussion about the antiquity of the Areopagos, 
but the idea that the zázgioc xoX«ceía of Solon and even of Kleisthenes (cf. Atthis 

P. 77 £.; 153 f.), although a democracy, includes oligarchic and aristocratic elements: 
it is a mixed constitution. There can hardly be a doubt that this idea came from the 

circle of Theramenes. 42) The fact that Aristotle does not even mention the 
épétat as he mentioned the vxoxpápot (iv coig vóuot roig XóXwvoc olg oóx£vt ypàv- 
zat ’AOx. 8, 3) is in my opinion another proof of his ignorance of a discussion about 
the antiquity of the Areopagos. 43) Cf. n. 33. 44) The word étafev may have 

been misinterpreted, being assumed to mean the same as the preceding énotnce said 
about the $ouX/ of the Four Hundred. Perhaps Plutarch equally misinterpreted 
the term ovotyoduevoc, which referred only to the Council's being composed of 
ex-archons, not to the institution of the Areopagos (cf. n. 33). Modern scholars 

also misinterpreted the words бслер хаЇ лрбтєроу ёлісхолос оса тўс ломтеіас 
in ch. 8, 4 (ILe; see n. 35) and Isokrates' expression ёлёстпоєу (п. 41). Сһћ. 3, 6 

(II b) leaves no doubt as to the true opinion of Aristotle. 45) Keil op. cit. ror 

‘und dass die Atthis dem Solon diese wichtige institution gegen die wahrheit zu- 
Schrieb liegt in der ganzen Solonfreundlichen fárbung dieser demokratischen 
überlieferung begriindet’ (the italics are mine; see n. 35). Supposing that the 
discussion really began so early (see Text p. 115, 8 ff.) Adcock gives a far better 
formulation (C A H IV p. 52): ‘The powers of the Areopagus had been the subject 
of acute political controversy in the fifth century <and again from the fifties of 
the fourth century onward >, and it is easy to see how those who wished to challenge 

its title to political power would be tempted to maintain that while Athena «better 

say Kekrops or the Twelve Gods; see on 323a F 17» may have made it a court, it 

was only Solon who made it a Council. And a like conclusion would be reached 

by antiquarians who wished to attribute to Solon as law-giver par excellence as 

many institutions as possible’. 46) For the tradition see on Hellanikos 323a Fr. 

Both Kleidemos and A. are absent from the list of witnesses: this may be accidental 

in the case of the former, it is perhaps not so in regard to the latter. The Areopagos 

is a BouXf in its capacity as a court of justice too (Busolt-Swoboda Staatsk. I p. 

794 {.): Canter wrote in Aisch. Eum. 864 alel Sixactév тобто Boudsutipiov instead 
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of 8' ix&cco (v). 47) Cf. n. 20. 48) Aristotle too did not mention it. Cf. 
Introd. n. 118. 49) See n. 41. 50) See Text p. 104, 20 ff. 51) d 
legend of the institution occurred in the second book (328 F 3; cf. F 4); in the 
third the Solonian Areopagos was mentioned (328 F 20). . . 

5 1) B. Keil Der Anonymus Argentinensis, 1902, p. 163 ff. who in the main gave a 

correct history of the kolakretai. Lines 16/9 of the papyrus—as read by Wilcken 

(Herm. 42, 1907, p. 407 ff.), who recognized it as being a scholion on Demosth. 
22, 17—yield merely the fact that at some time, probably in 411/0 B.C., the 
taplag t&v tpLnporouxdv replaced the xwaxpétat for the building of ships. 2) 

The dateable inscriptions begin in the middle of the fifth century with IG*.I 19 
from 454/30 B.C. (the kolakretai make the payment for the publication of the 
treaty with Segesta; thus most of the later inscriptions) and / С? І 338 (payments 
for Athena Promachos), dated by Meritt Hesperia 5, 1936, p. 362 ff. ‘quite de- 
finitely in the fifties, before the peace of Kallias’, or speaking quite cautiously 

‘about 450’ (cf. Schweigert ib. 7, 1938, p. 264 ff.; E. Raubitschek ib. 12, 1943, P. 
12 ff.). The latest mention of the kolakretai as a paying body is not 418/7 (J G* 
I 94), but I G? I 76 from 416/5 B.C. (for the date see Meritt Ath. Fin. Doc. 1932, 
p. 172 n. 3; Dinsmoor The Archons, 1932, p. 335 ff.). We reach an even later date 
from Aristoph. Av. 1541 (415/4 B.C.). From the ‘forties there is IG* I 36; 336; 
(354); from the ‘thirties 73 (?); from the ‘twenties 25 (see Meritt-Davidson A. J. Ph. 
56, 1935, p. 71); 63; 71; 82 (and Aristoph. Vesp. 693; 723 from 423/2 B.C.). 
3) Ed. Meyer Forsch. 1I, 1899, P- 136 (cf. n. 9); cf. Keil of. cit. p. 166 (cf. n. 13); 
Busolt-Swoboda Staatsk. I, 1920, p. 589; II, 1924, p. 818 f., who do not set forth 
clearly the problems of the development; M. N. Tod C A H V, 1927, p. 32. On the 
opinion of Wilamowitz Ar. u. Ath. I, 1893, Р. 190 f. who regards them as the officials 
for the treasury of the Areopagos (‘die kolakreten verfiigen zwar noch in der zweiten 
halfte des 5. jhdts iiber soviel geld, dass ihre kasse die schwere ausgabe fiir den 
richtersold getragen hat, sind aber im organismus des staates nur noch so wenig 
berechtigt, dass selbst die reform der Vierhundert sie beseitigen wollte’) see n. 7. 
4) Schol. Aristoph. Av. 1541 (see F 36). 5) The taytat are an early and impor- 
tant body. Aristotle ’A@z. 7, 3 mentions them in Solon's order of the state together 
with zcoArraí (évexa), and xwAaxpétat; in ch. 8, 1 (cf. 47, 1) he cites the vépoc тєр! тӧу taptdv, which prescribes their election from the pentakosiomedimnoi. Regret- 
tably he gives no detailed information about the kolakretai, and Pollux 8, 97 
has made confusion. 6) Seeon F 36. 7) As far as these matters existed they 
may formerly have belonged to the tasks of the Areopagos. But we are not informed 
either about the delimitation of the competence of that body from that of the 
Council of the Four Hundred (cf. F 3-4 n. 24/5) or about the administration of 
finances in the first third of the sixth century apart from the points that the kola- kretai and the naukraroi have a share in it, and that the Areopagos received fines, 
which were deposited on the Akropolis (' A6z. 8, 4; cf. F 3-4 n. 25). Of course, it seems 2 probable inference from the anecdote in ' Agr. 23, 1 (which certainly comes from A.) that 'der Areopag eine casse und cassenbeamte hatte’ (Wilamowitz Ar. u. Ath. 
II p. 190); but the historical value of the anecdote is doubtful, and the kolakretai are not mentioned. The inventor of the story, which hasa political purpose (see Atthis р. 74 ff.; on Kleidemos 323 F 21), probably did not trouble about the origin of the money which the Areopagos paid out. 8) Wilamowitz op. cit. I p. 52 n. 19; 
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II p. 190 f.; Oehler R E I, 1894, col. 2818, 50 ff.; Ed. Meyer op. cit. p. 136; Busolt- 
Swoboda op. cit. p. 1140 (I do not understand the latter, when they say that 'die 
unzutreffende angabe A.s' is explained by the fact that 'den apodektai die einnahme 
des hauptteiles der staatseinkünfte und die verteilung des eingezahlten unter die 
kassen der verschiedenen behérden zufiel’, L. Pearson The Local Historians of 
Allica, 1942, p. 82 contents himself with the remark that the view of A. ‘seems 
simply to be a mistake’. 9) Keil of. cit. p. 167; Busolt-Swoboda of. cit. p. 
1139 f.; Ed. Meyer of. cil. p. 137 who states that by the introduction of the apo- 
dektai "wurde die einheitliche Staatskasse tatsächlich beseitigt und an ihre stelle 
zahlreiche einzelne beamtenkassen eingesetzt, wáhrend die apodekten überhaupt 
keine kasse hatten'. IO) Cf. Aristot. Pol. 6, 5, 4 &An 8 аруў прӧс Ду ol rpdcodor 
Tav xowvdrv dvapépovtat, map’ Gv qudatrévrey реріКоутах прёс ёхёстпу 8:0(хтоху · халобоі 
8 @то8ёхта тоотоо xal таріос. 11) The apodektai and kolakretai appear 
IG? I 94 from 418/7 B.C. in the decree about the sanctuary of Kodros, Neleus, 

and Basile. The former accept the rent and pay it to the taplat tOv Hwy civ xarà 
viv vóuov ; the kolakretai pay for the publication of the decree (cf. n. 2). 7 G3 I 105 
from 408/7 B.C. (for the date and the text see Meritt Class. Stud. Capps, 1936, 
P. 246 ff.) one supplements [tò dpyúptov map] tov v[o]v óvrov d[roSexzóv tots vaunt- 
YJeic. 12) Ed. Meyer of.cit. p. 137. He rightly refers to the constitution of 
Theramenes ('A8x. 3o, 2) which knows only capíat «àv lepàv xpnu&vav fc cóc xal 
тоїс̧ #201 Өєоїс апа &2туоташіо: хо тоу &XXov óclov xpnu&vov &x&vrov. The con- 
stitution of ‘Drakon’ too (’A0zx. 4, 2) knows tala. only and prescribes for them a 

property qualification as Solon did for the kolakretai (n. 5). The latter had just 

been abolished and the inventor of the new constitution, being a man of practical 
ideas, was far from archaizing consistently. Cf. Keil op. cit. p. 167; Wilcken L c. 

P. 409; Busolt-Swoboda op. cit. p. 1131; Ferguson C A H V p. 343. The inscriptions 
(see 7 G? I 59, 61; 304; II 1 from 410/9-405/4 B.C.) corroborate that for the remaind- 
er of the war the hellenotamiai replaced the kolakretai, i.e. that the abolition of 

the latter was not cancelled by the reform. If this argumentation is correct the 

situation described by Aristotle was established in the year of Eukleides (403/2 

B.C.). 13) Op. cit. p. 167. He explains their introduction by ‘das starke céntraliz 
sieren, welches den steten grundzug der Perikleischen inneren politik bildet ; 

and he believes the change to have been made at the expense of the kolakretai. 
14) Cf. n. 12. — 15) Op. cit. p. 166: 'daraus folgt für mich, dass A. von den kola- 
kreten nur so viel wusste wie er aus den .. . .Solonischen gesetzen über ihre stellung 

entnehmen konnte, welche ihm aus der entfernung der zweiten hälfte des 4. jhdts 

und bei sonstiger vólliger wnkenntnis (my italics) mit der der apodekten der wane 

sthenischen zeit identisch zu sein schien. Wozu aus einer solchen kenntnis [lege 

unkenntnis ?) noch ein stückchen wahrheit retten wollen ? Auch die ERE д 

apodekten durch Kleisthenes ist dem Atthidographen nicht zu ане el i5 
nisch wird ja was nicht Solonisch sein kann’, 16) See Atthis p. £4 ЙРЫ. 
See Introd. p. 88, 8 ff. 18) I cannot bring myself to believe that he ror 

from the absence of the kolakretai in the constitution of Theramenes d i 5 un 
had been abolished a century earlier. Everything we have from As Anas Tor 
i ini ibi im i f that kind. Wherever else we are in my opinion ascribing to him inferences 0 litical purpose 

doubtful about the historicity of facts which he reports, the pol < 
is obvious (see on F 6; 34), and we are not always certain that he is wrong. 

Jacoby, Fragm. Griech. Hist. III b (Suppl.) 8 
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those who regard books I-III merely as an introduction perhaps hurriedly written 

to the contemporary history cannot judge differently (cf. Text p. 104, 16 ff.). 19) 

Ar. w. Ath. I p. 52 n. 19. 20) Wilamowitz l.c. gives in the form of a logical 

conclusion what is nothing but an arbitrary (and it seems to me improbable) 

conjecture: ‘also ist zu schliessen dass Androtion das richtige berichtet hat, nám- 

lich dass Kleisthenes die eincassierung der aus pachten, zéllen u.dgl. fliessenden 

gelder und die aufstellung des uepiouóg zehn apodekten unter kontrolle des rates 

übertragen hat, wührend das vorher die kolakreten besorgten, dass aber eine ge- 

wisse anzahl von einnahmen den kolakreten blieben, die aus dieser casse auch 

selbständig ausgaben leisteten, was die apodekten nie tun’. 21) See on F 36. 
1) "On (Harpokr.) Kaibel, ote L ó yọ Wilamowitz-Kaibel. 2) P. A. 7600; 

Raubitschek Hesperia 8, 1939, p. 155. An ostrakon with his name Agora Inv. P. 

3629 (Shear A. J. Arch. 39 p. 179; Hesperia 7, 1938, p. 361). 3) Luvehapapta- 
vov èv xai v«paxaic Poste c(uv)e£auapravov £v t.7. L —votev tate tapayaicg Kaibel. 
The tapayat refer to the troubles which followed the expulsion of the tyrants and 

to the party struggles between Kleisthenes and the oligarchs under Isagoras: 
see Aristotle ’A@x. 20, who ‘has corrected Herodotos’ narrative in the light of a 

contemporary document’ (Schol. Aristoph. Lys. 273; Wade-Gery CI. Q. 27, 1933. 
Р”. 17 £.). It would perhaps be more correct to say that he abbreviated the account 

of A., who knew the document. The designation of Isagoras as glAog ту торбууоу 

(A0. 20, 1) also had perhaps better be considered in the light of ch. 22, 4; 6 
as referring not to the time of the tyrants but to the years immediately following 
their expulsion in which their partisans formed a group by themselves and carried 
weight in politics (cf. E. M. Walker C 4 H IV, 1926, p. 167 fi.; Text p. 124, 7 ff.), 
until the application of ostracism in the 'eighties put an end once and for all to the 

‘friends’ of the tyrants and their alliances with other groups. The men ostracised 
in these years were the gidot t&v tupéwev, and the Alcmeonid Megakles is among 

them (cf. n. 4). 4) About the contradiction in which Aristotle involved himself 
see Text p. 123, 28 ff. If the argumentation of A. equalled that of Aristotle—and 

the djy0u mpatéme is conceivable also for the former (n. 24; Introd. n. 86)—it can 
only refer to the time of Marathon. At that time the danger of tyranny again be- 

came imminent because Hippias accompanied the Persian army (Herodt. 6, 102; 
107-109), and his adherents in Athens were generally assumed to be on friendly 
terms with the Alcmeonids (Herodt. 6, 121 ff.; cf. Althis p. 160 f.). We have to ask 
whether the reason 6m Tletclotpatog 8ypaywyds xal otpammyocs Gv tupawes xattom 
(which also occurs in Harpokration’s excerpt from A.) is meant to imply that Hip- 
parchos not only played a part in politics as the leader of the tyrants’ party (}yepov 
ха\ проотӣттс, as Aristotle calls him, probably in this too following A.) but also 
held the office of strategos, or even of polemarch, in one of the years between 
490/89 and 488/7 B.C. (on the general meaning of otpatnyéc, otpatnyetv see ’AOr. 
17, 2). A. did know, and used, the lists of strategoi (F 38), though we do not know 
from what year onward. About the lists of polemarchs see Atthis p. 93. 5) 
About A. as the source of Aristotle see Text p. 103, 35 ff. 6) F 5 is evidence 
for such a failure, but there matters are different in two respects: (1) we could 
prove that the statement which Harpokration ascribed to A. contradicted the docu- 
ments to a degree incredible for that Atthidographer; (2) Aristotle and A. were 
cited for different matters, the former for an Athenian office and the latter for its 
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history. In F 6, however, the lexicographer groups together the tradition about 
@ person who was ostracised at some time. Consequently Harpokration (or his 
authority) consulted a historical source only. Since the Atthidographers treated 
the institution of ostracism itself twice—when the law was passed, and when Hip- 
parchos was ostracised (the proof is Philochoros 328 F 30 from the third book; 
cf. n. 10)—the lexicographer had no reason for consulting also the ’A@r. 7) Keil 
(D. Solon. Verf., 1892, p. 190 n. 1) simply said ‘der falsche ausdruck (my italics) 
kommt auf rechnung des epitomators', because he starts with the conviction that 
Aristotle depends on A. Kaibel (Stil u. Text d. ' Ar. mod., 1893, p. 174 Í.), who is 
merely interested in the accusative vóuog repl bv ёстражісибу, declared in passing 
and without even the attempt at giving reasons, that it is 'deutlich, dass das schein- 
bare Androtionfragment nichts ist als ein elendes exzerpt aus Aristoteles'; he even 
changed Harpokration’s text into ’Av8potlwy év tHe B <xal Aptotorérng év tht ° A- 

valeov nodttelat> pyalv. Wilamowitz (Ar. u. Ath. I, 1893, p. 141 n. 3; cf. p. 123 n. 3) 
spoke of ‘ein zitat aus Androtion, das mit einem aus Aristoteles verquickt ist’. 

Wendland and Pohlenz (in Busolt-Swoboda Staatsk. II, 1924, p. 884 n. 2) believe 
that 'die textverderbnis so tief stecke, dass sich mit Harpokration nichts anfangen 

lásst'. Carcopino (Histoire de l'ostracisme, 1909, p. 104) evades the problem by de- 
claring ‘téte peut s'appliquer aussi bien à une période de vingt ans qu'à une de vingt 
jours’, Pearson (The Loc. Hist. of Attica, 1942, p. 84) does not seem to feel any 
contradiction, for he contents himself with noting the fact that 'Hipparchos was 
the first victim of ostracism' among the 'points of agreement between Aristotle and 
Androtion’. Perhaps he did so because Bloch (Class. Stud. Ferguson, 1940, p. 
353 п. 2) had suggested as ‘the only possible solution that Aristotle has reproduced 
his source more or less verbatim’, forgetting to explain ‘the phrase tod mepl tov ёстра- 
хісрӧу уброо тбтє протоу tefévtoc’, which does not agree with the words of Aris- 

totle (ib. n. 1). See also п. 26. 8) About the contradiction between the simple 
reason given in $ I oroyatóuevov too xAj8ouc and the detailed one in § 3-4 see Text 
p. 123, 28 ff. 9) See on 328 F 30. 10) Diod. 11, 55, 1 (in the story of The- 

mistokles) roŭtov тӧу dvopatduevov dotpaxtcpov enayaydvres abrén, &¢ ёғоробетт 
uiv Ev ' AOfjvat peta Thy xatdéAvow tov tupdwov tév repl TTetclotpatov, 6 82 уброс yć- 
veto totobtog xtA. About the Atthidographic sources of Ephoros see on Hellanikos 

323a F 23. 11) It is sufficient to quote Aristotle Pol. 3, 8, 2 86 xat tlbevrat tov 

dotpaxtapdv al Sypoxpxtovpevar róňsiç Std Thy toradtyy altlav- adtat yap 5} Soxotar 
Bóxetw thy lodmra pédota navrwv, date tobs ёохобутос dreptyewv ёоуйце: 8:4 плобтоу 3 

rohugiAlay ý tiva Any nodTUChy loybv dorpaxilov хай ребістасау ёх TŇG TÓAEWG PdvOUG 

dptoptvoug (see also § 4; 6). In 'A0r.. 22, 1 Kleisthenes carries the law стох&$6шєуос 

тоб плбоос and ib. 3 8t& civ Óxoqlav töv bv talc Suvayect. This conception is uniform. 

About the variations, which concern conceptions, not facts, see on 328 F 30. 

12) Amendment of Kleitophon: Aristot. ' Ar. 29, 3; see Atthis p. 206. The author 

whom Plutarch. Kimon 15 follows bluntly calls the constitution of Kleisthenes an 

бр:стохратіа. 13) Е 34. 14) See Introd. n. 86. 15) Wilamowitz Ar. u. 

Ath. II p. 87 judged the situation historically correctly when he regarded ‘the two 

democratic leaders Aristeides and Themistokles’ as the ‘driving forces’ for the ap- 

plication of the ' Kleisthenian law'. Ehrenberg (Neugr. d. Staates 1925 p. 128 n.I) asks: 

'war das Aristeides ?' A. hardly assigned the measure to him as he considered him 

a conservative statesman (see Introd. n. 86). But the question is probably futile 
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so far as A. is concerned. 16) See Text p. 121, 21 ff. 17) 'A0r. 22, 5. It is of 
no consequence here whether the law of 487/6 B.C. was a re-introduction of the 
original mode of appointing the officials. Personally I find it difficult to accept the 

well-considered arguments of Ehrenberg (R E XIII, 1927, col. 1486 ff.). 18) 

'A87. 23, 1; cf. on Philochoros 328 Е 117. 19) On Kleidemos 323 F 21. 20) 

Copied Text p. 110, 1 ff. 21) As Bloch asserts (see n. 7). Kaibel had considered 
this possibility before (cf. Wilamowitz of. cit. I p. 120 n. 4), and Keil simply 

assumed this relation between the two writers. 22) Cf. n. 12. 23) Cf. n. 4. 

24) Bloch ascribes the phrase to A. who may indeed have used it when mentioning 

in retrospect the moderation which the Athenians showed in 511 B.C. towards the 

adherents of the former tyrants (cf. n. 4). But the expression is vital for the argu- 

ment of Aristotle, nor is it at all certain that he took it from A.; he may equally 

well have found it in the Atthis of Kleidemos. For if even conservative writers al- 
lowed the Demos this quality (Isokr. 15, 20; cf. 'A0r. 16, ro) the democratic writers 
may have praised it even more highly, and probably earlier than the conservatives. 
Accordingly we find the praise in § 51 of Demosthenes’ Timocratea of 353 B.C.: 
$ үйр тӧу уброу тобтоу ... бєїс #:8є: тђу ФЛаудроліау ха! thy nearomta thy buetépav. 
25) See on F 34 and on 328 F 114. 26) Against Busolt-Swoboda Stíaatsk. 1I 

P. 884 n. 2 (and the writers quoted in n. 7): 'es liegt mithin tatsüchlich nur die 
datierung der 'Aex. vor, die aus der Atthis stammt, also gut beglaubigt ist'. The 
contrary is correct: not only were there two datings meant to be historical, but the 
matter was a much-discussed problem, as can be inferred also from Ptolemaios 
Chennos (Phot. Bibl. 190 p. 152 a 39) xal ô tov батра›аснфу ётиуоўсас ' Абу» 
"АОЛ exadeito, vidg Adcwvos. We know further that Theophrastos (cf. Bloch 
l.c. р. 358 ff.) ascribed the introduction to the democrat par excellence Theseus, 
representing that king as expelled from Athens by means of his own invention: 
Pausan. Att. F 78 p. 120 Schwabe (= F 131 Wimmer); cf. Char. 26, 6; Suda s.v. 
&pyi, Zxupía; Schol. Aristoph. P/ut. 627; Euseb. Chron. a. Abr. 798; on Philochoros 
328F 19. I have discussed in the Text P. 124, 6 ff. the question whether the similar 
moral tale of Aelian V. H. 13, 24 must be taken more seriously. 27) That would 
mean a revision of the succinct but very sensible attempt of E. M. Walker C A H 
IV, 1926, p. 167 fi. 28) See e.g. Busolt-Swoboda op. cit. II, 1924, p. 884; E. M. 
Walker /.c. p. 142; Glotz-Cohen Hist. Grecque II, 1929, p. 52; 279 f.; Meritt Hesperia 
8, 1939, p. 63. Wade-Gery ‘The Laws of Kleisthenes’ Cl. Q. 27, 1933, p. 17 fi. 
regrettably did not enter upon the question. 29) Gr.G.! I 2, 1913, р. 332. Beloch's view was accepted by De Sanctis A tthis?, 1912, p. 370; Lenschau Bursians 
Jahresber. 176 p. 196; Kahrstedt R E XI, 1922, col. 621; Ehrenberg Neugründer, 
1925, p. 60; 128 n. 1; Ost und West, 1936, p. 223. What H. Schaefer Synopsis, 
1948, p. 491 ff. calls proof ‘incontestable’ (zwingend) for the introduction of ostracism in 488/7 B.C.—originating in ‘dem kreis und der politischen tradition 
der Alkmeoniden’ and belonging in the sphere of the ‘machtkämpfe adliger 
cliquen’—is, in my opinion, not convincing at all. 30) Busolt-Swoboda (i.c. 
Pp. 884, end of n. 2) give a modern Parallel, and state (p. 886) that the ‘kampf- 
gesetz’ (as they rightly call it) 'kam deshalb nicht früher zur anwendung, weil nach 
seiner annahme die parteilage eine so schwankende wurde, dass keine partei des ausgangs des ostrakophorie sicher war', Cf. n. 33. 31) For he does not conjure 
away one of the two (or more; cf. n. 26) dates of our tradition, but declares: 'es ist 
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also klar, dass man aus wirklicher überlieferung über den ursprung des ostrakismos 
überhaupt nichts mehr gewusst hat'. 32) 'A8n. 22, 8. There is actually a pre- 
served document behind this passage, for the decree gave regulations for the abode 
of the exiles, which can come from a document alone. Herodt. 8, 79, 1 knows that 
Aristeides was ostracised, but he evidently was not informed about the details. 
33) Klio 4, 1904, p. 300 ff., and in agreement with him von Mess Rh. Mus. 66, 1911, 
P- 389 n. 2; Mathieu Aristote, Constit. d'Athènes, 1915, p. 56; Walker C A H IV, 
1926, p. 152. Seeck wished to explain by his assumption why we do not know of 
any ostracism before 488/7 B.C.: the decree of 481/0 B.C., which permitted the pre- 
mature return of ostracised persons, could naturally contain no name from before 
489/8 (490/80) B.C. Beloch raised the correct objection against Seeck; the objection 
of Bonner-Smith Adm. of Justice I p. 195 n. 4 is futile. We may conceive the wording 
of the decree on the lines of Solon’s law of amnesty (Plutarch. Solon 19, 4) or of 
the exceptions in the treaty between Athens and Eleusis ('A0m. 39, 6). 34) Cf. 
Atthis p. 206 f. 35) Aristotle (’A@r. 22, 2) knows dateable decrees from the 
time between 508/7 B.C. and the battle of Marathon. About the earliest dateable 
psephisms see Atthis p. 365 n. 70. 36) 'A8m. 22, 5-6. 37) Cf. n. 4. 38) 
This argument, which is perhaps the most conclusive, escaped Beloch. It was 
used by Macan Herodotus, The 4th, 5th, and 6th Books II, 1895, p. 143 and by 
Ehrenberg Neugriinder, 1925, p. 128. It is most regrettable that we do not know 
whether A. recognized the connexion between the two laws and made use of it for 
dating the former, and for his conception of the development of the Athenian 
constitution. 39) ’AOr. 23, 1; certainly following A. (see on F 3-4). 40) 

See Althis p. 196 ff. 41) CL. F 5n. 15. 42) 'A0r.. 22, 1; cf. Text p. 120, 16 ff. 

43) See Text p. 121, 14 ff. and for a possible inference as to the position of Hippar- 
chos see n. 4. Aristotle's assertion that ostracism originally was a law against the 
menace of tyranny was always a delicate point although it is not altogether in- 
compatib!c with the fact that there existed for this menace the old Solonian véyz0¢ 

elaayyerlas (’AOr. 8, 4; see on F 3-4 nn. 5; 25). Most writers try to overcome the 

difficulty by assuming that the law ‘nach der beseitigung der ‘‘tyrannenfreunde”’ 
insofern seine urspriingliche bedeutung verlor, als es sich in eine handhabe verwan- 

delte, deren sich die parteiführer..... zu bedienen pflegten, um durch entfernung 

des führers der gegenpartei... für die durchführung ihrer politik freiere bahn zu 

Schaffen' (Busolt-Swoboda op. cit. p. 886); ‘while there is little reason to doubt 
that ostracism was introduced as a safeguard against the tyrannis it is evident 

that it soon ceased to be employed with this object in view’ Walker op. cit. p. 
152 f.; and many others. 44) The story of Kylon with its similar conclusion— 

poveticat 82 abrods altin ter AAxpewvidac—is also kept vague on purpose (cf. Atthis 

p. 186 ff.). The reason is, of course, that Herodotos obtained his accounts from 
biassed persons. 45) Op. cit. p. 167 f. 46) There are four examples of a 

law being applied in different ways against its author. The law about adultery, 

which belongs to the legend of Zaleukos, may be omitted here; the other three 
from Athens concern Kleisthenes, Perikles, Lykurgos. The last may be a good 

contemporary joke, but nothing contradicts its being true (see on Philochoros 
328 F 65); the second is well attested and demonstrably true (+b. F 119); the first 
may well be a ‘moral tale’ (Wade-Gery Cl. Q. 27, 1933. P- 17) like the tale of 
Theophrastos (n. 26). But does it follow that this tale belongs to ‘the mythical 
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element’ in the tradition about Kleisthenes? The ‘gossip about his financial re- 
lations with Delphi’ certainly does not, and I do not think that it is gossip at all 
(see on Philochoros 328 F 115). 47) I am not at all certain ‘that the measures 

recorded in 'A0.xoX. 22, 2 belong to Kleisthenes' legislation', as Wade-Gery 

(l.c. p. 17; 28) maintains. His addition ‘whether or not they stood in his name, 
seems to indicate a doubt which is well justified. The ‘paper on the strategoi 

promised on p. 29 has unfortunately not appeared. 
1) See F 58. 2) Pausan. 8, 25, 3; cf. E. Meyer Peloponnes. Wanderungen, 

1939, P. 77. 3) IG V 2 p. 101, 83 ff. 4) Diodor 16, 39, 6 (from an author 
whom we cannot determine) petà ŝ£ tiva yzévov ol OnBatot petà tv ovpuáyov eviunoay 
Tods moheploug nepl TéApoveay, хай cuyvods dveddvres ё Фүрусау ’AvebavSpev te tov hyoo- 
pevov xal tév Ede xAslouc tv EEfjxovra x1A.See Beloch Gr. G.? III 1 p. 480 f.; Pickard- 
Cambridge C A H VI p. 225 f. 

1) In the enumeration of the monuments on the Akropolis. Otherwise we are 
not informed about this statue of Phormion. 2) This form of the name also 
occurs in Io, r1, 6 (cf. n. 50). The correct form 'Acómtog is preserved in Thuk. 
I, 64, 2; 3, 7; Schol. Aristoph. Pac. 347 (= A); Lys. 804. 3) Corrected by Her- 
werden. 4) Staatshaushalt d. Athener® 1 p. 463; Nachtr. II p. V; cf. Meineke 
C. Gr. Fragm. 1I 1 p. 527 f. 5) Plutarch. Demosth. 27, 8; Vit. X Or. 846 D. 
6) èxeivor Y èxeïvov N. 7) Vit. X Or. Ll. tõv & ’Aðnvaiws ymoroauévwv olç pene 
TPLÁXOVTA TAAÉVTOLG хосиўсол абтёу Tov Beuóv vob Xocfpoc Auc v ITetpatei xal &oetoOat, 
тобто үр&феутос тё propa Ajuwvos Iatavéwc, ёс Fy avednds abrat, ту ёл} тобто jv 

TETOALTEULEVOS. 8) Nepos Timoth. 4, 1 huius post mortem cum populum iudicii 
swi paeniteret, multae novem partis detraxit et decem talenta Cononem, filium eius, 
ad muri quandam partem reficiendam iussit dare. in quo fortunae varietas est ani- 
madversa. nam quos avus Conon muros ex hostium praeda patriae restituerat, eosdem 
nepos cum summa ignominia familiae ex sua re familiari reficere coactus est. The 
rhetorical source of Nepos misunderstood the decree; the correct explanation in 
this instance too has been given by Boeckh (cf. A. Schaefer Demosthenes I, 1856, 
P. 157 n. r; Lipsius A. R. III, 1915, p. 964 n. 31). Also it is not correct that remission 
(#8єих) was impossible, as Ps. Plutarch maintains, but such strict conditions were 
attached to the proceeding that it was applied rarely, and actually in cases of a 
general amnesty only (cf. Lipsius op. cit. P- 963 f.). The cases of Perikles and Alki- 
biades (Diod. 13, 42; 69; Plutarch. Alkib. 33) cannot be compared. In these too one 
may speak of a ‘restitutio in integrum' (Swoboda Herm. 28, 1893, p. 588), but the 
Proceedings were different. Moreover, we do not see clearly in the case of Perikles. 

9) It does not mean 'iet out for hire’ (thy viv Thuk. 3, 68, 3; ywplov Lys. 7, 9; 
tz Gta Plato Resp. 475 D), but ‘give a contract for something to somebody’ (rà 
otha I G? I 76, 54 and often). 10) The inference of Mueller-Struebing (Aristoph. 
u. d. histor. Kritik, 1873, p. 869, approved by Busolt Gr. G. III 2, 1904, p. 982 n. 6) 
from the case of Demosthenes is, of course, inadmissible. If a festival was chosen it 
was naturally the next in time. We learn nothing from Kratinos I 129, 456 K from an unknown play ; the reference of the line to the case of Phormion is, moreover, 
more than uncertain. 11) Cf. n. 15. 12) I am stressing this point because 
H. Bloch (Athen. Stud. Ferguson, 1940, P. 348 ff.; he does not touch on the questions with which we are dealing here) opens his treatment of the fragment with the sen- tence ‘the ethical character of the little story is obvious’. I do not doubt that A. 
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sympathized with Phormion as Thukydides and the comic poets Eupolis and 
Aristophanes did (cf. Text p. 126, 30 ff.; 135, 17 ff.; n. 25), nor shall I absolutely 
deny that the story had an exemplary meaning in A. too. But that does not make 
it an 'ethical tale'; the story primarily is a historical fact, and if one uses it as an 
example this is not the reason why it was told. In the three cases resembling each 
other, in which populum iudicii sui paenitebat (of course, there are many others), 
the sentence of a court is given, the legal, or at least formal, justification of which we 
cannot judge with certainty; in the case of Phormion our judgement depends partly 
on the interpretation of the term e50ov« (n. 13). When the people reversed a sen- 

tence legally passed, thus up to a point contradicting the people's court, that may 
prove its fickleness, but it may prove as well its insight and mpaérq¢ in repairing 

a mistake made in a moment of irritation by itself or by its organs (for the people 

and the court are identical in theory only). A. in particular seems to have taken 
this view of cases of the kind (cf. Introd. n. 86). 13) See Text p. 130, 25 ff.; 

134, 37 ff. It is generally assumed that by fj; e509vnc the proceeding of eü8uva. is 
meant, whereas Wilamowitz (Ph. U. 1, 1880, p. 65) vaguely interprets the word as 
‘busse’, saying nothing about the origin of Phormion’s debt. If the general opinion 
is correct (which I think it is) the trial belongs to spring 428 B.C. (Busolt op. cit. 

P. 982; Adcock C A H V, 1927, p. 211). The dating at 429 B.C. by Glotz-Cohen 
(Hist. Grecque 1I, 1929, p. 635) and their arrangement of.the events, which places 
the trial between the two naval battles and the surprise attack on the Peiraieus 
and Salamis, is incomprehensible for other reasons and especially in view of the 
account of Thukydides (analyzed in the Text p. 131, 39 ff.): the authors do not 
even attempt to justify their date. About Lenschau's dating of the trial 'ende som- 

mer 431’, when Phormion was called back from Chalkidike, see Text p. 130, 8 ff.; 
n. 2I. 14) I do not think that Busolt, Adcock, and Glotz-Cohen set forth this 

point with sufficient clearness. Busolt simply talks of a ‘nicht genügend belegte 
summe' in the account rendered and Adcock of 'peculation'; but both Adcock 
and Glotz-Cohen accentuate the ingratitude of the people. In fact, the charge 

xorg is frequent, and perhaps particularly convenient for assailing a general. 

But the charge of corruption (Sópov) is equally frequent, and politicians often made 

use of it in a perfectly irresponsible manner. Thus on the occasion of the e@uvat of 

Kimon in 463 B.C. (Aristot. ' A0. 27, 1; Plutarch. Kim. 14; cf. Perihl. 1o, 8) ёо8(0с̧ 

ёта уи Мохедоміас ха) по ђу блотєшёсдох пархсуёу фе 286хе, рў Өехўсас alclav Éoxe 

Bópot; ónà tod BxcU£og 'AAXchávBpou cupremeicÓx:; and again in the trial of the 

strategoi returning from Sicily in 424 B.C. óc tdv abrotc và £v EuxeAlot xataotpéjaoðar 

Scoporg meraVevres éroywphoetav (Thukyd. 4, 65, 3). In the case of Phormion the omis- 

sion of an attack on Oiniadai may have furnished the pretext (cf. Text р. 1 36, 15 #.). 

Further, it cannot be denied that in the ordinary usage of language el@uva includes 

all stages of the proceedings, and that the two stages of Adyov diSévat (rendering 
of accounts) and ed@uvav sréyetv (examination of conduct) are seldom clearly 

distinguished (I G* I 91, 24 ff.; Lysias 24, 26). It is neither possible nor necessary 

to examine here the questions connected with the institution of eiévuva, which 

has been well defined in Schol. Aischin. p. 253 Schulz as érooyla dnép dv xatemored- 
On rapa tig méAews, olw npeoelav, avparnyíav, xal tà toraðta. It must suffice to refer 

to Wilamowitz Ar. u. Ath. II p. 231 ff.; Boerner RE VI col. 1515 #.; Lipsius 

A. R. p. 105 ff.; 286 ff.; Busolt-Swoboda Staatsk. II p. 1069 f.; 1079 f.. We cannot 
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even examine here the et@vvat of the strategoi, where the chief difficulty is that the 

office can be continued (cf. Wilamowitz p. 243 ff.; Swoboda Herm. 28, 1893, р. 
550 ff.). It is uncertain how far the proceedings, which Aristotle fully describes 

for the fourth century (' A8. 48, 3 ff.; 54, 1-2), reach back to the fifth. We know too 
little about the trials of the strategoi (cf. n. 58), but it seems certain that as early 
as the fifth century not only could an action be brought against the whole admini- 
stration of a strategos in the regular eJOuvat, but extraordinary proceedings for 
the rendering of an account could be enforced as well (by droxerporovia or by 
eloxyyedla ?); and this could lead to recall and removal from office. The eüQovat of 

Kimon, where the political background is evident, the proceedings against the 

strategoi of Sicily, the e¥@vvat of Phormion (Text р. 134, 37 ff.) may all have been 

of this kind. Also it is comprehensible at once that the strategoi were particularly 

exposed to such attacks, which in the fourth century actually became a sport: 

see e.g. the reproach raised by Demosthenes against A. (T 3), or the opening of 
Aischines’ Timarchea odStva пӧтпоте тбу ToAttav, & &vüpeg 'AÜOmnvaiot, ote yeaghy 
Yeapapevog oir” by evOivatc Aumjoas. But the mischief began in the Peloponnesian 
War after the death of Perikles (cf. Text p. 135, 17 ff.). 15) The dating of the 
Taxiarchoi in 427 B.C. (Wilamowitz Ph. U. 1, 1880, p. 66; Geisler ib. 30, 1925, p. 
32; 'immediately after the death of Phormion and containing a kind of apotheosis of 
the general' Bloch /.c. p. 349) depends on the dating of the trial. The reconstruction 
of the play by Wilamowitz (l.c. p. 64 ff.; Observ. crit., 1870, p. 32 ff.) is partly based 
on quite doubtful evidence, and the results are in my opinion mainly incredible. 
It seems to me an entirely mistaken idea that Eupolis transferred the release 
from atimia from Asopios to Phormion because 'die geschichte so allein dramatisch 
wirkungsvoll ist' and that ‘eines glinzenden dichters schópfung die geschichte im 
gedáchtnis erhalten und demnach auch die fassung bei dem chronisten bedingt hat". 
What we know about the Taxiarchoi is merely that the poet brought on the stage 
Dionysos learning the military art from Phormion. We have no particulars about 
the part which Phormion played in the Babylonioi (Norwood Cl. Ph. 25, 1930, 
р. їй.) ог in Eupolis’ Astrateutoi (‘wahrscheinlich Lenaeen 423’ Geisler /.c.). 
Merely evidence for Phormion’s character—aitd¢ xal otpatiwtixds, as the scholia 
describe him— are the mentions in Aristophanes’ Equites 559 ff. (424 B.C. when 
the memory of the naval battles of 429 B.C. was probably still fresh), Nubes F 86 
(423 B.C.: Schol. Pax 347), Pax 346 ff. (421 B.C.), Lysistrate 801 ff. (412 B.C.). 
W. Schmid (Philol. 93, 1939, p. 418) hesitatingly suggested that in the Demoi 
of Eupolis (412 B.C.: Geisler l.c. p. 54) Phormion was among the four aprotye¢ who 
came from Hades in order to save Athens, The suggestion is not capable of proof. 
16) See Text p. 131,39 ff. 17) That may be correct although it is not very 
convincing to infer from a mutilated scholion that A. alone had the story. F 46 Proves nothing at all, for it is not a direct quotation from A., and Pausanias occa- 
sionally, though seldom, cites other Atthidographers (e.g. Kleidemos F 10). But even if Pausanias ultimately derives from A. it is not at all certain that he knew 
the Atthidographer to be his ultimate source, or that ‘clearly it is only by chance that Pausanias did not mention at this point the name of Androtion' (as Bloch /.c. 
P- 349 1. assumes). The name of the original authority may have been lost or omit- 
ted at any stage of the tradition: it is sufficient to refer to the numerous analogous instances in the Varia Historia of Aelian (cf. e.g. on F 6 Text p. 124, 12 f). Of 
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course, there is no sense in scolding Pausanias as Wilamowitz does (Ph. U. 1 p. 67), 
who assumed as a matter of course that the periegetes took his addition from A. 
Pausanias may be very stupid (Wilamowitz calls him &raíSeuroc xal dalya Ве 
xextnptvoc), but even the most stupid writer could not thus fail to understand the 
report the remains of which we find in the scholia on Aristophanes. The discrepan- 
cies simply show it to have passed through many hands before Pausanias found 
it in a recent book which did not narrate history but was interested in the character 
of Phormion. 18) Thus Kirchner in Herm. 31, 1896, p. 259 understood the state- 
ment, who, however, in P. A. 14958 was half inclined to infer from Pausanias that 
Phormion was tév Sfc Iaixwebc, an inference which Wilamowitz (op. cit. p. 67) 
had found self-evident. Beloch Gr. G.? II 2 p. 261 keeps to the former opinion be- 
cause in 440/39 B.C. the Pandionis was represented by Hagnon. But we must also 
remember / G? I 296, 17; 23 of 432/1 B.C. where a Doppiov Iaravet would fill the gap. 
I9) [ot]pate[yol čuvvov tov hépxov: Loxpdres 'Eee ]y0ei8oc : Aeu(oxAs3ec Alyel8oc : Dop- 
Шоу Па v8tovi8og x14. СІ. Phil. 27, 1931, Pp. 309 ff.. Cf. Meritt A. F. D., 1932, p. 48 ff. 
20) 1, 117, 2 xal & té&v `Абцубу ботероу просеВо{@цсау тєссорёхоута pév al peta 
Oouxvdidou xal “Ayvavos xal Doputwvoc viajes, elxoor 8& al peta TAnxodguou xal ’Avtt- 
xMow. It seems rather a quibble to point out that the five men are not expressly 
called strategoi, nor does it seem probable that "Ayvovoc is a corruption of a name 
otherwise unknown. 20a) Schol. Aristoph. Ach. 67; 1150. Unfortunately we 
do not know anything about the alleged proposer Antimachos. 20b) Cf. n. 35. 
21) Thus Boeckh (n. 4) and recently Lenschau R E XX 1, 1941, col. 538, 42 ff., 
who dates the trial 'ende sommer 431' (n. 13) and the first embassy 'etwa herbst 
430’, adding ‘Thukydides erwáhnt allerdings nichts davon, aber die sache ist 
glaublich genug’. Wilamowitz op. cit. p. 66 justly called the reduplication ‘eine 
conciliatorische kritik, die sich selbst verurteilt’. 22) About conditions in Asia 
Minor see Beloch Gr. G.? II 1 p. 197 f.; Adcock C A H V p. 171 f.; H. Nesselhauf 
Unters. z. Gesch. d. Delisch-Attischen Symmachie, 1933, р. 47 8. 23) 1G? I 
50-51, the prescripts of which were renewed in 433/2 B.C., while the original seems 
to have been engraved between 446 and 440 B.C. (W. Bauer K/io 15, 1917, p. 188 ff.). 
For I G? I 19-20 (treaties with Egesta and Halikyai), dated by the archon' Ag[(o]ov 

in 454/3 B.C. (cf. Diodor. 11, 86) see A. E. Raubitschek Hesferia 12, 1943, p. 18 
nO. 29: 'this inscription (scil. I* 20) and I? 19 were engraved on the same stele, 
and the first two lines of I? 20 belong to I? 19 and contain the names of the signato- 
ries of the earlier treaty between Athens and Egesta. The remaining part of I* 20 
belongs to the thirties or twenties of the fifth century’. 24) CAH V P. 169 
(cf. p. 159; 162). But I am not sure whether the term "defensive quietism’ does 
full justice to Perikles' far-seeing preparations for his decisive war. 25) It 18 
a curious fact that wherever Phormion appears in Thukydides we find mythological 

digressions of this kind (cf. 2, 29; 3, 102, 5-6) which are rare otherwise, although 

there is 2, 13, also from the beginnings of the war, but rather different as to its 

contents. I believe that all these passages belong to the earliest satum of Thuky- 

dides’ work, his note-books and diaries. In view of Thukydides admiration for 

Phormion it seems arguable that he was trained by Phormion in the ee 
as it seems arguable that the historian participated in the ae 
of Demosthenes in 427/6 (Mueller-Struebing Aristophanes u. 4. hist. Kritik p. 549). 

, (ou; were allies of Athens (Thukyd. 26) When the war broke out ’Axapvéve of rAslouc 
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2, 9, 4). 27) І, 118, І. 28) The discrepancies between modern historians 

are easily explained : they speak of one treaty only, and date it differently. Prevailing 
opinion puts it (rightly as I believe) in the early ‘thirties: 438 B.C. Duncker Gr. G. 

IX p. 277; ‘zwischen 439/8 and 434/3' Beloch Att. Pol., 1884, p. 298 f. (cf. Gr. с^ 
II 1 p. 174 n. 2); about 437 Busolt Gr. G. III 2 p. 763; 982 n. 6; Adcock C A H V 
p. 176 f.; 474 £.; Glotz-Cohen Hist. Gr. II p. 207 n. 182; p. 694. But Wade-Gery 
(J H St 52, 1932, p. 216) has taken up the date of Grote (Hist. of Greece II ch. 48) 

of 'about 432 B.C.', putting it more precisely at 'spring of 432'. I cannot accept 

his combination of Thukyd. 1, 55, 1 with 2, 68, and the opinion built on it 'that the 

previous seizure of Argos (Thuk. 2, 68, 6) is parallel to the seizure of Anaktorion 

(1, 55, 1), two attempts of Corinth, on the morrow of Sybota, to secure at least the 

Ambraciot gulf'. It is true that ‘Thucydides’ narrative of near-western events is 
not (Wade-Gery’s italics) continuous after the battle of Sybota’, and it may be true 

that ‘Phormion had time for such action before he went to Poteidaia’. The historian 
certainly did omit the conclusion, or rather the renewal, of the treaty with Acarna- 

nia as well as the treaties with Sicilian towns in 433/2 B.C. (n. 23), and he may 

have omitted other events. According to our notions of writing history all these 

points ought to have been mentioned in a pre-history of the war. Thukydides in his 

discussion of the altiot xal Siaqopai in a rather autocratic manner (see Jacoby GGN. 
1928 p. 1 ff.) focussed his whole narrative to the two points of dispute between 

Athens and Corinth, and he is intent on keeping, or rather making, these lines very 

clear. The Megarian psephism is perhaps the most famous example for this method, 
which is completely different from the principles which he follows in the narrative 
of the war itself. If he had narrated the renewal of a series of treaties, which more 

or less threatened the Corinthian interests in the West, at their proper time, i.e. 
shortly after the defensive alliance with Korkyra, he would have diverted the at- 

tention of his readers from the main line, viz. the Corcyrean conflict. But these 
considerations are not necessary here. The analysis of Thuk. 2, 68 given above makes 

it appear almost certain that the alliance with Acarnania does not belong to the 
period of alitia xal Suxoopat, but was concluded considerably earlier, and Wade- 
Gery’s own supplement of I G? I 50 furnishes a possible year. It seems decisive to 

me that the name of Corinth does not appear at all in the pre-history of 
Argos, which begins with the foundation of the town and in which the appeal to 
Athens of the expelled primary inhabitants and of the Acarnanians marks an 
epoch. The question is about local antagonisms in North-West Greece, and the 
single events and their consequences are narrated clearly, concisely, and to all 
appearance fully. If Corinth had been mixed up with these affairs, e£. by urging 
on the Ambraciot part of the population, or by instigating an attack of the allied 
Ambraciots and barbarians on the town now allied with Athens, the silence of 
Thukydides would be incomprehensible, as this would be an event of the prehistory 
of the war itself. On the other hand it seems quite clear that the seizure of Anakto- 
я іп Sept. 4 32 B.C. was an isolated action, a coup de main made by the returning 

= m admiral, the reason for which is sufficiently clear after the battle of Sybo- 
. I do not think that there is anything to recommend the combination of two facts 

c pen not only in different books but in different historical connections as well. 
zs aris i upon the discussion of the question since when and how far Corinth 

menaced by the Athenian empire. According to their own assertion 
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(Thuk. 1, 40, 5) the Corinthians prevented assistance being given by the Pelopon- 
nesian federation to the Samians at the time of their revolt in 441/39 B.C. Even the 
conclusion of the alliance between Athens and Korkyra in 433 B.C., and the ful- 
filment of it by the sending of two Athenian squadrons did not entail a definite 
change in this policy, greatly though the battle, which decided the conflict between 
Corinth and Korkyra in favour of the latter, must have roused passions in Corinth 
and revived the old hatred (td ago8pdv picos Thukyd. 1, 103, 4). Not until the inci- 
dent with Poteidaia occurred (and even Thukydides cannot maintain that it had 
been provoked by Corinth) was a change brought about, and Corinth now became 
the leader of the war party, at least according to Thukydides’ original conception 
of the reasons for the Great War. Whether he judged correctly, whether the Me- 
garian psephism really was not more than a pretext (Thuk. 1, 139, 2; 140 ff.), 

whether the requests and complaints of the other confederates (Thuk. 1, 67) had 
an intensifying effect only—on these questions everybody must form his own 
opinion. But here too it makes a difference whether the alliance with Acarnania 
(which may have been quite loose; see Adcock C A H V p. 176 f.) was concluded in 

439/8 or as late as spring 432 B.C. In the former year Corinth need not have regarded 
it as an immediate menace, for she had a sufficient number of bases for her com- 

merce with Sicily, and Thukydides at least does not know that the alliance was felt 
to be a danger. But in spring 432 B.C. and after Sybota the situation was completely 
different: the war seemed to be, if not inevitable, looming near; if Corinth had to 

defend interests in Acarnania, and the Athenians had sent so strong a force in order 
to draw Argos and Acarnania into her own sphere of interests, that would have 
been a 8xqopé which could not very well remain unmentioned considering Thu- 
kydides’ narrative had reached the point of the antagonism between Athens and 

Corinth. Incidentally we should like to know how old the relations between Athe- 
nians and Acarnania were: we know that already Themistokles had turned his eyes 

to the West, and we have the piece of information, remarkable but inspiring con- 

fidence, that his mother was civis Acarnana (Nepos Them. 1, 2). It is most regret- 

table that we are so ill informed about the expedition which Perikles (the heir of so 

many of Themistokles’ ideas) undertook two years before (Staktxévtwv érev три) 

the oxovdal mevrétetc, i.e. probably in 453 B.C., mépav tis ’Axapvaviag &¢ Oluadac. 
According to Thuk. 1, 111, 3 it failed, whereas according to Diodor. 1, 85, 2 

(455/4 B.C.) Perikles eig cw 'Axapvavizw BixBàg mAz» Olwabüw &тбсас̧ т0с «бақ 

простуќуєто. Plutarch. Perikl. 19, 3 similarly reports that he паралдғ0вас Ty Axt- 

Aütov ' Axapvavlay xxvéSpage xal xaréóxstosv Olwábas els và velyoc, xal veuOV Tijv YT 
xal xaxógac &rjpev Ex olxou—an account which coincides to a great extent with the 

reduplication in Diodor. 11, 88, 2 (453/2 B.C.). A simple reference to the fact that 

it was Phormion who concluded an alliance with the Acarnanians is, of сошзе, 

Not sufficient to prove that the action of Perikles did not extend to Acarnania 

proper: Busolt Gr. G. IIl 1 p. 322 ff. and Beloch Gr. G.* Пт p. 174n.2 remain on 

the surface; Adcock too (C 4 H V p. 85) mentions Oiniadai only, while Ed. Meyer 
Gd A III § 337 regards the attack on Oiniadai as an unsuccessful attempt den 

Akarnanen die hand zu bieten’. The question ultimately comes to an investigation 

of the sources of Diodoros, who, according to the formerly accepted opinion, 
used a chronographic source besides Ephoros at least in the passages оа 

double versions (Busolt /.c. p. 22 n. 1; Ed. Meyer /.c.). This second source was 
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Aithis (so far Kolbe Herm. 72, 1937, p. 244 ff. is certainly correct) but a later book. 

The true question is whether the chronological source depends on Ephoros, and 

on Ephoros alone. I cannot state anything about it, but probably Plutarch's source 

was the same as that of the second version of Diodoros. 29) Beloch са С. 

II 2 p. 220 f. dates the departure in spring 431 B.C.; Adcock C A H V p. 475 ‘pos- 
sibly in the fourth prytany (Oct.-Nov.) of 432 B.C.’, founding his date on the doubt- 

ful supplement of the much disputed record of payments IG? I 296. The vague 
words ypóvot óctepov in Thuk. 1, 64, 2 do not permit of determining the date; 
in view of the whole context of the account he may very well have anticipated. 

30) ‘Ob Phormion 431/o stratege war ist unbekannt' Busolt Gr. G. III 2 p. 982 n. 6. 
It is, of course, Thukydides' total disregard of Athenian official time-reckoning 
and his failure to replace it by another workable system (cf. Introd. to Hellanikos, 
n. 151) which makes matters difficult not only for us but for his ancient 

readers as well. The attempt of H. B. Mayor (J H St 59, 1939, p. 45 f.) to replace 
the ‘orthodox’ theory about the new strategoi taking over at the beginning of the 
civil or of the conciliar year has been refuted by Pritchett A J Ph 61, 1940, 
р. 469 ff. 31) 2, 56. 32) It seems sufficient to refer to Swoboda Herm. 28, 

1893, p. 541 ff. (cf. Ed. Meyer Gd A IV § 552 A) who gives the following approx- 
imate dates: (1) Peloponnesian invasion of Attica tod pou; € 0 00 C dpyou£vou 
(Thuk. 2, 47, 2) i.e. ‘in the first half of March’. The enemy remains in the country 

huépaç Teccapáxovtx uóXcra (2, 57, 2), which brings us to the middle or second 
half of April. (2) En & abrav év tét redler Svtwv, пріу ёс thy napatay ctv (2, 56, 2) 
Perikles starts for the Peloponnese, ‘etwa anfang April’ (Ed. Meyer). (3) Evi- 
dently soon after the departure of the invading army (2, 56, 6) Perikles returns, 
‘also wohl noch in demselben monat (April)’. (4) tod 8 abtod Bépous “Ayve . . . . xal 
Kieérourog .. . totpdtevoxy £5096 éni Xadxidéag (2, 58, 1; ch. 57 does not narrate 
further events between the return of Perikles and the departure of Hagnon, but 
gives some remarks about the plague, which also decimated the expeditionary 
force) ‘was ende April oder anfang Mai geschehen sein wird’. (5) Hagnon returns 
to Athens tv tecoupdxovra uddtora hugpats (2, 68, 3) 'spátestens mitte Juni’. We need 
not enter upon the trial of Perikles, but the report of Thukydides favours (or 
rather proves) the assumption that the opening of the action still belongs to the year 
430/29 B.C., i.e. that Perikles was re-elected for 430/29 in spring 430, that he was 
removed later, and finally again elected (extra numerum ?). There remains a sufficient 
Space of time for Hagnon to play a part in the attack during the last prytany 
of 431/o B.C. (I am deliberately using the non-committal term). According to the 
calendar of Meritt (4. F. D. p. 176) the civil year 431/o ran from July sth 431 till 
July 23d 430, and the first prytany of 430/29 begins on the 9th of Skirophorion 
(2 July 430). Even if it became necessary to move these calendar dates to an earlier 
time these facts would not be altered. The chronology of Busolt (Gr. G. III 2 p. 
940 n. 1; 944 ff., approved in the main points by Beloch II 2 p. 232 f.; AdcockC A HV 
P. 200 f.; Miltner R E XIX т, 1937, col. 784), which dates the invasion of the Pelo- 
ponnesians as late as early in June 430 B.C. and the further events correspondingly 
later, is at once proved wrong because they understand the words «oü 0£pouc є000< 
&pyou£voo in 2, 47, 2 as being said not of the Thucydidean 'summer' but of 'the hot 
season’. It is unnecessary to refute this interpretation, for it is particularly im- possible in this passage where Thukydides notes the turn of a year for the first 
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time, and the preceding words iv «ài yeuiów. тобтох, xal 8иєАӨбутос «отой трфтоу #тос 
тоб moAÉuou тоббє ётелєбта leave not the least doubt that with тоб Өѓёроос =000с 
ápxouévou we are at the beginning of the second Thucydidean war-year. I shall 
not adduce any parallels for e$05c because there is nothing to make even arguable 
the interpretation of the words as meaning the natural summer; I shall discuss 
neither the arguments in favour of the wrong chronology (as e.g. Beloch's desperate 
reference to Diodoros 12, 46 who shifted the expedition of Hagnon to the year 
429/8 B.C.), nor the consequences, as e.g. the inserting by Beloch (/.c. p. 262 f.) 
of Hagnon among the strategoi of 431/o and 430/29 B.C., referring for both dates 
to the same passage of Thukydides, viz. 2, 58. Nor is it necessary to ask why the 
invasion of the Peloponnesians took place so early in 430 B.C. (although the answer 
is obvious). But we may at least mention that Kleopompos, the colleague of Hagnon, 
certainly was strategos in 431/o B.C. (Thuk. 2, 26, 1). 33) For the reason, 
or rather the absence of reasons, see Text P- 131, 29 ff. 34) See on F 38. 
35) Pomello-Zancan Riv. Fil. Cl. N.S. 5, 1927, p. 361 ff. correctly distinguish 
between re-elected strategoi and those who finished their operations beyond their 
Period of office. A revision of the Athenian list of strategoi is an urgent necessity: 
the dissertation of A. Krause Attische Strategenlisten bis 146, Jena 1914, is quite 

insufficient, and the article of W. Schwahn R E Suppl. VI, 1935, col. 1071 ff. 

(useful for the Hellenistic otpatmyia) is insufficient for Athens. 36) See 
e.g. Busolt Gr. G. III 2 p. 938; 970 ‘aber gleich darauf wurde Phormion mit seinem 
heere aus unbekannten griinden abberufen’. 37) The three thousand hoplites 

iv Ioreibalat of 2, 32 are the number given in 1, 61, 4; together with the ten thou- 
sand, who figure here as the total of men called out, they constitute the strength 

of the field army given in the survey of Perikles 2, 13, 6. In 2, 58, 2 the sentence 
Dopulwv 8& xal of &axdoror xal lator odxétt Hoav mept Xadx8éac stands in the text 
without any connexion; it interrupts the continuous report of the campaign of Hag- 

non and looks like a marginal note on xal tovg xpotépous otpattatas. Of course, the 
note may come from Thukydides himself; but 3, 17 rouses suspicion. 38) The 

eclipse of the sun, mentioned in Thuk. 2, 28 (cf. Diod. 12, 44 in 431/o B.C.), happened 
on August 3d, 431 B.C. The civil year 432/1 B.C. ran till the 4th of July 431; 
the first prytany of 431/o begins on Skirophorion 28th (2 July 431). The invasion 

of the Megarid (Thuk. 2, 31) is dated zepl td qgüwórcpov тоб Bépoug тобто, 39) 
The decision about the capacity in which Phormion remained in the North after the 
expiration of his office depends on the unanswerable question (see n. 36) as to 
when his 1600 hoplites were recalled. The possibility that this was done while 
Phormion himself was left on the spot cannot be simply denied. If this was the 

case we can compare up to a point the part which Hagnon played at the head- 

quarters of Sitalkes in early winter 429/8 B.C. (Thuk. 2, 95, bone FEE 
than just compare, for Hagnon had not been strategos in the. preceding 

year 430/29 B.C., nor had he commanded troops. Thukydides calls bim en 
and judging by the wording of the passage that cannot mean пе iet B 

the np£ofei; but only of Sitalkes. The meaning of the word is vague: E n 

treatment (Stud. 2, 1936, p. 138 ff) of the use of ўүєџоміа, "ireuóv, шз t 

in Athenian constitutional law must be used with caution (what he says a ut 

Hagnon p. 133 is quite wrong in my opinion); at least for E e n ERIS 
mand’ the terms are by no means so common as he represents them to be. їп 420 3.0, 
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the Acarnanians sent éxt Anuooévn tov & тђу АітоМоу `А0тусішу отраттүйсаута, 

Srog соісіу hyeuov ylyvytat (Thuk. 3, 105, 3). The case is again somewhat different 

because Demosthenes probably still was strategos at that time (3, 107, І; СЁ. 4, 2, 4); 
but here 4ycuóv certainly means the military adviser, not a ‘political agent’, 
and the word in all probability had the same meaning in the passage about Hagnon. 
The note of Classen-Steup* on Thuk. 2, 95, 3—'Hagnon hätte den befehl der atti- 
schen truppen übernehmen sollen, aber sie blieben aus (2, 101, 1)’—is quite wrong: 

2, тот in fact opposes the non-arrival of Athenian ships (which of course would have 
been under their own strategos if the Athenians had sent them) to the 8ӧра xal npéo- 
Bets which they had sent (that is the meaning of Exeuav; cf. Kiihner-Gerth Ausf. 

Grammatik II 1 p. 169, 14). Why the Athenians did not send Sitalkes auxiliary 
troops is a controversial point which does not concern us here. 40) The report 
2, 29 only extends to the reconciliation between Athens and Perdikkas mediated 
by the new ally Sitalkes, and to the short and unsuccessful expedition of Perdikkas 
and Phormion against the Chalcidians (summer 431 B.C., perhaps anticipating 
chronologically). We do not hear again of Sitalkes until summer 430 B.C. when he 
made prisoners of Spartan envoys and handed them over to the Athenians (Thuk. 

2, 67) at the instigation of his son, an honorary citizen of Athens (Thuk. 2, 29, 5; 

67, 2; Aristoph. Ach. 134 ff.); and again in winter 429/8 B.C. when he at last began 

the war against Perdikkas and the Chalcidians (Thuk. 2, 95 ff.). There is more 

about Perdikkas (Geyer R E XIX 1, col. 595 f.), but even this report is far from 
complete. 40a) See Text p. 133, 25 ff. 40b) See Text p. 128, r9 ff. 41) 
See n. 39. Otherwise we need not concern ourselves with the career of Hagnon. 
The occurrence of his name in the new lines of Kratinos’ Plutoi (A. Koerte Arch. 

Pap.-F. 11, 1935, p. 250 ff.) does not help, the date of the play being quite uncertain: 
Geissler (Ph. U. 30 p. 18) dated it before 435, perhaps between 439 and 437 B.C.; 
Koerté pleaded for 430 B.C. (which does not seem convincing to me); Mazon 
(Mélanges Bidez p. 603 ff.) puts it between 436 and 431 B.C. 42) About the war 
in the West see Busolt Gr. G. III 2, 1904, p. 975 ff.; Beloch Gr. G.* II 1, 1914, p. 
315 £.; Il 2 p. 234; Adcock C A H V, 1927, p. 206 fí.; Henderson The Great War, 
1927, p. 98 ff.; Glotz-Cohen Hist. Gr. II, 1929, p. 363 ff.; 630 f. 43) Тосабта uiv 
£v Géper éyévezo. тоб & ènryevouévov xtuiGvog 'AOnvatot vaüc ÉcteUxv elxoor... xal 
Popuiava стратцүбу хт\. (2, 68, 9-69, 1). 44) See Text p. 128, 15 f. — 45) For 
the chronology see Busolt op. cit. He dates the attack of the Peloponnesians on 
Acarnania ‘gegen mitte Juli 429’ (‘nicht vor Juli’ Beloch; ‘summer 429’ Adcock), 
the second naval battle in October (‘ende des thukydideischen sommers, also 
im September’ Beloch), the plan of an attack on the Peiraieus ‘ende Oktober oder 
anfang November 429’. The last dates must perhaps be moved about a month 
earlier, as is done by Beloch. Certainly wrong, particularly as to chronology, is 
the smooth, but curiously superficial account of Glotz-Cohen, which dates both 
naval battles in July-August, and compensates us for the lack of reasons by the 
'elegant phrase' 'ce fut la derniére joie de Périclés'. 46) It is hard to tell 
whether the home government was still Perikles, who died in September. If we fol- 
low the chronology of Busolt we shall give a negative answer with a high degree of 

confidence. But even if we take the date of Beloch for the second battle the answer 
will at least be doubtful. 47) Thuk. 2, 90, 5; 92, 4. See Busolt of. cit. p. 98; 
Adcock of. cit. f. i ; Г ор Р. 2091. 48) Cf. Diod. 12, 49 (Ephoros F Gr Hist 70 F 197). 
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49) This may be the explanation of the slight contradiction in Thukydides, who ma- 
kes the concluding formula (хаі 6 уєциоу ётелебти обтос̧) follow the arrival of the 
fleet in Athens &ua tet. The return of the fleet winds up the preceding story, 
and the historian anticipates it by a few days only. See also Busolt p. 687 n. 1. 
50) It is from this booty that the Athenians seem to have sent a votive gift to 
Delphi: the enumerations of the names can hardly refer to anything but the two 
naval victories of Phormion in 429 B.C. (cf. also Aristoph. Eq. 551 ff.). As Pausanias 
IO, 11, 6 (who otherwise makes considerable confusion) concludes his description 
with the words xai uot paiverat tò èriypauua èc Dopulova xbv ' Aacnigou čyew хой ёс 
ToU Qopuiovoc «X Épya, the votive gift did not contain the name of Phormion, nor 
do we expect it. A votive gift by Phormion is altogether out of the question. The 
note of Hitzig-Bluemner (Paus. III 2, 1910, p. 700 f.) is not clear, and Lenschau 
1c. col. 538, 37 ff. is casual and wrong: the oroé of the Athenians in Delphi is 
much older. Haussoullier (B. C. H. V, 1881, p. 12), Busolt, Dittenberger, Hiller 

al. are certainly right in referring to the victories of 429 B.C. the votive inscription 

at Dodona too: ’A@evator and IleXonovweaiov vaopagíat vx£cavreg &[vé8ecav] (Syll. 

73). This votive gift too was given by the Athenians, not by Phormion. There 
is no contradiction to A.s story of the poverty of Phormion, which we date 
in 428 B.C. 51) Beloch Die Attische Politik, 1884, p. 301 ‘ob Phormion 
auch für 429/8 zum feldherrn gewáhlt war, oder sein amt nur bis zum 

frühling 428 weitergeführt hat, weil ihm kein nachfolger geschickt: wurde, 
muss unentschieden bleiben’. In Gr.G.? II 2 p. 263 he entered him in the lists of 
strategoi of 430/29 and 429/8 B.C. Pomello-Zancan l.c., who do not mention the 
trial, are superficial: ‘Formione tenne il commando ancora tutto l’ inverno del 

428 [lege 429/8] per condurre a termine le operazione in Acarnania; ritornd in Atene 

a primavera 428, quando invece arrebbe dovuto ricomminciare in Acarnania la 

sua attività, se fosse stato rieletto per il 429/8; e viene anzi sostituto dal figlio'. 

52) Cf. Text p. 130, 25 ff. 53) He did not even (4, 103 ff.) mention the conse- 

quences of his own unhappy command, to which the comic poets seem to allude 

(Aristoph. Vesp. 286 ff.); the later mention is made for a special reason. He does 
mention (4, 65, 3) the condemnation of the strategoi returning from Sicily, and we 

may again assume a special reason; but he contents himself with a thoroughly 

ironical rendering of the motivation of the sentence: dg GEdv adtots ta ev Lixedlat 

хатастрёфасбол 8роіс пеюдѓутес dvayeproetav.. In 1, 51, 4 too he does not seem to 
have said why Andokides accompanied the second squadron to Korkyra; but see 

about the text on Hellanikos 323a F 24. 54) Plutarch Perikl. 32; 35, 4-5- 
55) The usual assumption is that Phormion was dead, because otherwise the 

Acarnanians would have asked that he should come himself (Busolt op. cit. p. 

982 n. 6; Lenschau Ёс. col. 539, 28 ff.). The objection of Mueller-Struebing (op. 
cit. p. 678; cf. p. 684) that Thukydides in that case would have added, say, Dop- 

ulwvog teðvyxótos, is not convincing. Nobody will wish to discuss the question 

with those who find it curious or even incredible that Phormion died soon after 

the Athenians had relieved him from éttyla: Perikles also died soon after having 

been re-elected, and was ill before. I think that Wilamowitz Ph. U. 1 p. 66 and 

Adcock C 4 H V p. 211 are right in not discussing the details. But ns inm to = 

a probable inference from the succinct remark, which distinguishes aus ч is 

or a relative of Phormion, that the Acarnanians were informed about the fac 
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and the constitutional situation regarding debtors to the State, or rather that their 

ambassadors heard about it in Athens: according to Athenian constitutional law 

a son inherits the тше of his father (Kahrstedt Stud. I, 1934, p. 118; 263 n. 1 
denies, probably correctly, that the étizla includes the son of a living debtor of 

the State), but this does not apply to the more distant relatives. Anybody realizing 

these matters will feel little doubt as to what the Acarnanians desired, what their 
ambassador did in Athens, and how the people reacted, when their eyes were opened 

by the request of the Acarnanians. We do not know when the embassy arrived in 
Athens. But I think that the Acarnanians did not wait long after the surprising 

recall of Phormion at the end of winter 428 B.C. Of course, the ambassadors asked 
for Phormion and altered their request according to the circumstances. Busolt 
(op. cit. p. 682 n. 6), when dating the embassy in ‘summer 428’, misunderstood 

Thukydides, who does not date the embassy but the sailing of Asopios’ squadron. 

56) Cf. n. 55. 57) 2, 65, 10-11. Cf. Delbrück Die Strategie des Perikles p. 134; 

Ed. Meyer Gd A IV § 559 ff.; Adcock C A H V p. 203 f.; Glotz-Cohen Hist. Gr. 

II p. 631 fi. 58) It is at this time that the trials of strategoi begin which be- 
came a regular feature of radical democracy (cf. Ed. Meyer GdA IV § 588). 
We need not treat the individual cases which, partly at least, were connected with 
the et6vvar (cf. n. 14); but we may refer to the charge of Demosthenes against A. 
(T 3). There were accusations of strategoi formerly too, but they were rare and of 
a different kind because they were signs of great political turning points: e.g. the 
trial of Miltiades in 489 B.C., at the bottom of which was the new naval policy of 

Themistokles; or the ev@uva of Kimon in 463 B.C. which was the prelude for the 
overthrow of the conservative government. 59) Thuk. 2, 94, 1. What Glotz- 

Cohen (Hist. Gr. II p. 635) say is rhetoric, even apart from the wrong chronology. 

Of course, the panic was transitory, but measures for the security of the harbour 
were taken because of it. 60) Thuk. 3, 7. On the form which may have been given 
to the charge, viz. that a strategos omitted a possible capture Sdpotg metabels, 
see nn. 14; 53. In the cases cited in these notes and in others the charge is rid- 

iculous, built upon the ignorance of the masses of things military, which also made 
possible the carrying through of the Sicilian expedition. 61) Aristoph. Ach. 

628 ff. For the change in the people’s mind re Phormion see also n. 50. 62) 
‘Etwa ende Juli’ Busolt op. cit. p. 682 n. 6; ‘August 428 B.C.’ Adcock p. 211. 

63) See Text p. 126, 9 ff. 64) See Text p. 126, 30 ff. 
4 1) Thuk. 5, 3, 5 elAov 32 xal Mavaxrov "АӨтуаіоу ёу редоріо:с тєїҳос Botwrol bmd tdv 

«осом! Xpóvov mpodociat. A. could accept without any changes an annalistic entry 

of this kind. 2) Thuk. 5, 18, 7 @лоёбутоәу 82 "AGyvatorg Aaxeðaruóvior xal ol óp- 
рс 3) Thuk. 5, 35, 5; 36, 2; 39, 2-3; 40, 1; 42; 44, 3; 46, 2. 

Th a 39; 6. 2) P. A. 12352; Swoboda R E I A, 1920, col. 842. 

e name is supplied in 1G? I 302, 25 of 417/6 B.C. (Wade-Gery Cl. Phil. 24, 
1930, P. 34 n. 1)-and in 1 G* II 1371 of 402/1 B.C. (Woodward J H St 28, 1908, 
р. 296 #.). 3) Abr. 38, 3-4. 4) They began transactions with of év Ietpatet 
even zen Iavoaviav doixéoða: (for even this report cannot deny that the 8:020: 

Te 5e ught about by the Spartan king), x«l &ouxou£vou. auveorobBacav thy xaBodov. 
a = à TE ссы оѓ the Tu is apparent in the concluding praise of 

uoxpacríat, xal od8elc ob8ty dus piens by reyapyiat tà eùðúvaç čðosav èv 8n- 
, Єу аотоїс̧.... 00 804 табта хаі отраттүӧс̧ «0004 
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преби "Plvov. In $ 3 the subject is obscure (who elected the second Ten?), but it can only have been the év &atet peivavteg. 5) I.e. the e50uva. of Rhinon and his election as strategos for 403/2 B.C. If Rhinon's name is correctly supplied in TG! II 1371 һе маз тарас т©у legóv yenu&cow cfc ' AOnvalac xal xv Gov 0cóv in 
402/1 B.C. It seems to me a big ‘if’. 6) Boerner De rebus a Graecis inde ab 410 
gestis, diss. Goettingen, 1894, P. 62 f.; Ed. Meyer Gd A V, 1902, § 757A; cf. 
Busolt(-Swoboda) Staatskunde I, 1920, p. 78 ff. The contradiction of A. v. Mess 
(Rh. Mus. 66, 1911, p. 382 f.) and Swoboda l.l. is due to a wrong interpretation of 
xal 1àv £7 in F 10. 7) B. Keil Die Solonische Verfassung, 1892, p. 190 f., who 
ought not to have mentioned F 10 among the ‘points of agreement between An- 
drotion and Aristotle’; Busolt(-Swoboda) /.c. p. 80, who makes Theopompos respon- 
sible for the 'tendenzióse verschiebung der ereignisse'. If this is correct Theopompos 
also derives from the same partisan writings; he was neither the inventor of the 
second board nor the source of A. 8) A comedy of Archippos (C G F I p. 687) 
dated by Meyer and Geissler (PA. U. 30 p. 66) ‘kurz nach 403’ and a dialogue of 
Aischines (Diog. L. 2, 61; Pollux 7. 103; cf. Dittmar Ph. U. 21, 1912, p. 290) took 
their names from him. 9) See on F 6; 34. The rhetorical form too (n. 4) does not 
favour A. as the source of ' A0. 38, 3-4. IO) This is at last the correct interpre- 
tation, made by Busolt /.c. p. 80 n. 2. The question may remain open whether Har- 
pokration in F 11 confused the Ten successors of the Thirty with the Ten in the 
Peiraieus (Ed. Meyer): nobody has believed A. capable of a confusion like that. 

I) The latest writer to do so is L. Pearson The Local Historians of Attica, 1942, 
P.81f. 2) 342 F 1-2; cf. Atthis p. 208 f. 3) Ruge R E XVIII col. 666. 
4) Hdt. 7, 43, 2. 5) See Text p. 104, 37 ff. 

I) Suppl. Wilamowitz. Cf. Schol. Arat. Phaen. 132 (I give the text according 
to A. Schoene Rh. Mus. 64, 1909, p. 477) &osBig vo T» tüv dpótnw foüv qoyeiv. 
Rp@rot 82 ’AGnvator bycócavro tüvw toLrovtwv Body, énei mote Bods Ouaiag &Yo«uévme 
Ronavov xattoayev. 2) It is possible that Pausanias himself cut the report of 
his source into two parts. 3) Suppl. Sylburg, correctly at least as to the sense. 
4) Поәраотіха «с спу» Зубеіс ёхріЮт? Јас &є{0т «ёс 0dAxcoxv» xpiücic Pottier. In 
any case the killing axe must have been condemned, for an acquittal (which Cook 
Zeus III 1, 1940, p. 604 f. tries to motivate) would contradict not only the sense of 
the whole ceremony, but the known facts of Attic legal life as well. 5) Ar. 

u. Ath. I p. 288 n.9 6) Porphyr. De abst. 2, 10. 7) Ib. 28-30. The source, 
Or rather the main source, is Theophrastos II. edoefetac. 8) See Introd. 

п. 118. 

1) Plin. N. H. 5, 137.... Euryanassa, Arginusa cum oppido — iam hae circa 

Ephesum; 140 insulae adpositae (scil. Lesbo) Sandalium, Leucae V.... Argenusae 

ab Aege ill! distant. On the text and the explanation of §§ 136-138 see ee 

A J Phil. 59, 1938, p. 470 ff. who writes circa Lesbum. 2) They are called 

*Apytv(v)ova(a)at in the Mss. of Thukyd. 8, ror, 2 ('Aevwv- C), Plinius (see 8 1) 

and (v..) Pausan. 6, 7, 7 (see F 46); 'Aeviv(v)ovc(c)ax in the Mss. of Xenop oa 

Hell. 1, 6, 27 ff.; Aristotle 'A0r. 34, 1; Diodor. 13, 97, 2; Strabo 13, 1, 68. i s 

formulate pointedly and perhaps one-sidedly on purpose, because the hcm 

ment (Jaeger Paideia II, 1943, p. 13 ff.) carefully evades the question as ET 

far the doctrine of Sokrates was conditioned by the political situation of con em 

Porary Athens and the developentm of radical democracy; cf. also Althis p. 257 

9 Jacoby, Fragm. Griech. Hist. III b (Suppl.) 

12—15 
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n. 119. A new investigation of the Athenian ‘parties’, in particular of the ‘opposition’ 
after 462/1 B.C., is desirable. It would also assign the correct place to the A0nvalov 
wodttela of Ps. Xenophon which I am much inclined to date at the time of the 
Samian revolt (cf. Atthis p. 292 n. 13). 4) See Text p. 101, 19 ff. 

1) Suppl. Castiglioni. 2) Ktesias also had a share in this game (R E XI col. 
2034 f.). We should like to know whether A. mentioned him. About another 
Athenian embassy after the battle of Knidos, led by Epikrates (whose name cannot 
be supplied in Hell. Or.) see on Philochoros 328 F 149. 3) See F Gr Hist I1 C 
р. 8, 26 ff.; cf. Bloch Athen. Stud. Ferguson, 1940, p. 332 ff. 4) Cf. Text p. 105, 
10 ff. 5) Ed. Meyer Theopomps Heilenika, 1909, P. 53 n. 1. 6) If the peace 
of Antialkidas opened the fifth book that might have been an occasion for giving 
a detailed survey of the relations between Athens and the Persian King. But the 
foundation is too uncertain for determining the division between the fourth and 
the fifth book. A. may equally well, when narrating the case of Dorieus, have group- 
ed together similar acts of violence on the part of the Spartans: but that case be- longs to the fourth book. 7) F 44; cf. Atthis p. 8ọ fi. 

1) This has been doubted by A. Schaefer Demosthenes I p. 410 and many others. The argument—‘die schonung, mit welcher Demosthenes die schuld des Kephiso- dotos bespricht’—is of no value: in the Aristocratea, which belongs to 352 B.C., Demosthenes is concerned with Charidemos, whose guilt becomes greater if he #neioe xal ivíyxoce the Athenian strategos. In this speech he is as little interested in Kephisodotos as the accuser Euthykles who also had been strategos under the command of Kephisodotos (Demosth. 23, 5), but in Ilepi c7; mapa- wpeo8elac (19, 180) he mentions him among the generals who damaged the town. We infer from this that the Kephisodotos, who in 359 B.C. alone stood up for Demosthenes in the affair Rept Tob orcodvos tig teiypapylas (Demosth. 51, I), cannot have been the Beneral as Blass (Att. Ber.? III I, p. 244), Kirchner, and others believe. I do not know whether he was the orator Kephisodotos & Kepaptwv (Schaefer op. cit. III B P. 155); the name was common. 1) F. Stáhlin R E XIV col. 902, 65 ff. 2) F 58. 3) Dittenberger (Herm. 42, 1907, p. 169 f.), who in Thuk. 3, 96, 3 most attractively corrects tov MyAtaxdv xóArov into 5v Mz xZAnov. In Skylax 64 MaXuaíov, however, Madtaxod or even Modedtov (the form given by Steph. Byz.) is much more likely in my opinion than Myu£oc. Dittenberger did not Pronounce on Maseaty¢ or on the article of Stephanos, Би Моде would be a correct derivation from Malea (cf. Boelte R E XIV col. 860). 4) Antidos. 107 ff. 
1) meihurides E -thirides p -thrurides DRE -udires A. 1) T 7. 2) As Sicbelis, Mueller, and others try to do. I) Pausan. 10, 2, 4. 2) Diodor. 16, 27, 5; 29, I. 3) Strab. 9, 5, 18, Probably (as in Pausan. ro, 32, 9) in a quotation from an earlier author. 1) Dion. Hal. Ad Amm. 4, 10, who divides it into two speeches, gives the year 352/1 В.С. {ог § 1-29, 347/6 for § 30 ff. Nobody any longer believes in the division, but after Schwartz (Festschr. Mommsen, 1893, P. 30 ff.) the whole speech is usually dated in 349/8 B.C. I think that the former date 352/1 B.C. is nearer to the truth; it may even be correct. The Suggestion that we have the speech in a later revision made by Demosthenes himself eliminates most of the difficulties. Jaeger (De- mosthenes, 1938, p. 238 n. 5; cf. P. 115 ff.) has promised a ‘special study’ on the question. 2) 4, 34. 
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1) Plin. N. H. 4, 71; 5, 133. 2) Diodor. 16, 34, 3-4; IG? II 1613, 297 f.; Beloch Gr. G.? III 2 p. 281; Pickard-Cambridge C A H VI p. 219; 221; 224 f. 3) roàlyveov Trovon the road to Erythrai according to Strab. 14, 1, 32. Here and in the 
Mss. of Thuk. 8, 19, 4 the name is corrupted to “Epat, ’Kpal (cf. Wackernagel 
Glotta 14, 1925, p. 40). The inscriptions give the spiritus asper (see Meisterhans 
Gramm. d. att. Inschr.? P. 35; 86). 4) IG? I 191, 28 (following Eraptóňot); 
197, 6 (together with Neapolitai, Olynthioi etc.); cf. Wade-Gery A. B. S. A. 1937 
p. 101 ff. 5) The first form is by far the most usual, the second seems to be 
certain only in J G* I 203, 13 (206, 1) for the Ionian town the inhabitants of which 
are also called Alpatot in other lists (ib. 205, 7). 6) As Gruppe Gr. Myth. I p. 
343 n. 8 and Adler R E X col. 1763 assume. 7) Steph. Byz. s.v., where Xylander 
corrected the form KoAó8va of the Mss. 

I) Diodor. 16, 35, 3. "Wahrscheinlich erst frühjahr oder sommer 353' Beloch 
Gr.G. III 2 p. 270; on P- 458 he assigns the battle to the Attic year 354/3 B.C. 
"Early in the spring of 352' Pickard-Cambridge C A H VI p. 200. 2) Ephoros 
70 F 94, corroborated by Aristotle Eth. Nic. 3, II p. 1116 b15 ff. 

1) Ernst Meyer RE XV, 1931, col. 159, 51 ff.; 192, 65 ff.; Ed. Norden Aus 
altróm. Priesterbüchern, 1939, P. 22 f.; 28 f.; 260. 2) F 53 is instructive; cf. 
Text p. 104, 1 ff. 3) In Diels Didymi de Demosthene Commenta, 1904, p. 56; 
cf. Stähelin Klio 5, 1905, p. 145. 4) T 14; cf. Text p. 103, 12 ff. 5) Foucart 
Etudes sur Didyme p. 151 and Bloch Athen. Stud. Ferguson p. 346 contradicted. 

I) Thasos occurs e.g. in the first Philippic (352/1 B.C. ? cf. on F 24 n. 1): Demosth. 
4. 32. Maroneia was again menaced by Philip in 347/6 B.C. (Beloch Gr. G.* ПІ т 
р. 500; 111 2 р. 283) when Athens came to the assistance of Kersobleptes with a 
fleet commanded by Chares. 

I) See Text p. 104, 20 ff.; 105, 36 ff. 

1) See Introd. n. 136. 2) Die Solon. Verfassung p. 191. 3) Bloch Athen. 
Stud. Ferguson p. 344 n. 6 overlooked this point when enumerating examples for 
this corruption, which also gave us a twelfth book of Kleidemos (323 F 6). 
4) 4, 102; сЁ. І, тоо, 3. The point of view is different from that of the scholiast 
on Aischin. 2, 34. The latter begins by enumerating nine Athenian defeats from 
476/5 to 360/59 B.C., for which he gives as a mythological reason the curse of Phyllis, 
and he subsequently adds (with the correct date) the foundation of Amphipolis, 
which of course does not fit into the former series. 5) Does he mean to correct 

Herodotos, who in the story of Histiaios and Aristagoras always speaks of Myrkinos 
(5, 11; 23; 124; 126)? Thukydides distinguishes between Amphipolis (which 
Herodotos 7, 114 also calls Edonian) and Myrkinos, the 'H8evàv nóAw (4, 107; 

Cf. 5, 6, 4; 10, 9). 6) Not 497/6 B.C. (Ed. Meyer Gd A III $ 174A; Beloch 

Gr. G.3 1I 2 p. 58; 382) or 498/7 (E. Oberhummer R E XVI col. 1104). Thukydides 
Counts 29 years from 465/4 to 437/6 B.C., and whether or no he got his dates from 
Hellanikos he cannot possibly have counted natural years and natural seasons in 

the first third of the fifth century. All assumptions of this kind are fantastic. It is 

quite another question whether the year 496/5 B.C., which Hellanikos calculated 
from data unknown to us, is correct. — 7) Schol. Aischin. 2, 31; Diodor. 12, 32, 3. 

1) We cannot infer from the mode of citing twés, Sv totw ' AvBposiov, that there 
were other, earlier, and authoritative representatives of this conception. It was 
probably preserved only in the discussions by Hermippos and the grammarians 
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(cf. n. 2). 2) "A67. 6; 1o, 1. Plutarch r5, 2 gives the date of Aristotle: тобто үйр 

Émotjcaro лрӧтоу поћітєоџа. Тһе intermediary source is the biography of Solon 
by the Callimachean Hermippos. B. Keil (D. Solon. Verf. p. 173 ff.) is certainly 

correct in assuming that Hermippos used directly the account of A.; I think, 
however, that he failed to prove the assertion that he did not use as a source the 

'A07., but that ‘die ahnlichkeit zwischen Aristoteles und Hermippos auf gleich- 

artigem quellenmaterial beruht'. What Plutarch did not find in Hermippos is the 
citation of the vedtepo: (ch. 15, 2) about a peculiarity of the Athenian language 
which called the whores ézaipat and the taxes ouvraéetc. I do not know the immediate 

source of Plutarch, but the cetozy@eta is brought in in order to contradict A.s 

interpretation and probably as an argument against him. 3) But it does not 
seem to be quite certain that the text is in order. The absence of otaOya, which A. 
surely did not overlook, may be a negligence on the part of Plutarch. The figure 

&З8оцтухоута tov is a mistake of the copyist which Th. Reinach (Herm. 63, 1928, 

P- 238 ff.) corrected brilliantly (cf. n. 6). The expression ti, ‘valuation’ is ‘most 
correct’ (Keil op. cit. p. 165), but we expect a word corresponding to énav&nov. 
Sintenis’ 12%, dependent on éxatnotc, gives what the sense requires, but it 
would have to be zz; ztu7c. Plutarch had in his main report (ch. 15) given the pro- 
hibition of the 8avelGew éxi sei¢ cdhuastv, which was to safe-guard the people :?с тб j2éAAov 
(i.e. against a repetition of the situation described in 'A0z. 2); this point cannot 
have been lacking in A. It is regrettable that we do not know his opinion on the 
tole tk Syuotinmtata (' Абт. 9). But we must not find A. either here or 6, 2-3 (cf. 
Plutarch. Solon 15, 7-9) in the <t-é¢ and of Bovrdpevor BAaceryyeitv. A slander against 
Solon does not agree with A.s conception of the seisachtheia nor with his general 
idea of Solon: he did not attack his person or his activity (as the radical oligarchs 
did), but claimed Solon for his ‘democracy’. It is conceivable, although it cannot be 
proved, that he rejected the oligarchic calumnies. 4) 'AOr. 6, 1 xal xpeàv &ro- 
Xozàc énoinge хой тфу iBiov xal zàv 8nuooíov, ác cerodyGetav xarovaww, ÙG &rocetoduevot 
то Варос̧. Actually the word is used only of this peculiar Athenian and Solonian 
measure; Plutarch alone used it in a wider sense: the treatment of the debtors in 
the Asiatic towns is such Gove tiv ŝovheiav сєсїудєшу elvar xai elpyyny (Lucull. 
20, 2); ceroaxGelat til téxwv exovoile rode ypempethérac (Caes. 37, 2). Cf. n. 20 
and on 328 F 114. 5) "Абл. 10, 1 mpó 82 тўс уоцобєсіас roroa Thy tOv ypedv 
&roxomhy xal рєт табта тўу тє тбу рётроу хаї стаброу xal Thy тоб уорісџоатос «0Етоху. 
Merà taŭra has been referred almost universally, and certainly correctly, to the 
vouoüecía which dominates the sentence, not to Xpcàv &roxomf. Cf. n. 20. 6) 
About the numismatic question see on Philochoros 328 F 200. 7) It may remain 
open to question whether Plutarch understood this, but his text can hardly be 
interpreted otherwise since Solon did not prescribe a maximum rate of interest 
(see Text p. 146, 1 fi). Tóxov perpidtys is not a cancelling of interest (oeto&y0eux 
тӧу тбхоу) nor one of the similar measures which Lucullus prescribed in Asia 
for the relief of the debtors (cf. n. 4). A. had to be, and actually was, consistent on 
this point. 8) I should prefer to understand &yan&v transitively in the sense of 
the usual Geparejety (e.g. Thuk. 1, 9, 2); the subject Zéxwve can easily be supplied from the context. Euripides (Hik. 764; Hel. 937) Says hydra vexpodg and &móvra Baxo5ov, éyanüv, and the word does not seem to be a technical term confined to the 
cult of the dead. Nothing is altered as to the sense if one takes névntac as being the 
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subject and &yanv in the frequent meaning to be content with (thus Keil op. cit. 
Р. 45). 9) About modern explanations see on 328 F 200. 10) Wilamowitz 
Ar. «. Ath. I p. 42 f. 11) Adcock C A H IV p. 39. 12) Busolt(-Swoboda) 
Staatsk. I p. 94 f. The recent idea (see Fluss R E II A, 1923, col. 1119, 51 ff.; Aly 

ibid. III A, 1927, col. 957, 59 ff., both to be used with due caution) that A. wished 
to refute calumnies raised in connexion with the seisachtheia makes him use a 
steam roller for cracking nuts. 13) Introd. n. 86. 14) See Text p. 98, 36 
ft; cf. Busolt op. cit. p. 95; 194; 214; Kahrstedt Stud. I p. 133 n. 3 ‘es war fiir 
die republik der bourgeois mit ihrem eid gegen die ypedv dxoxorh hichst peinlich, 
dass der vater der demokratie mit einer solchen angefangen hatte’. 15) See on 
328 F 200. 16) F 6. 17) Keil op. cit. p. 45 ff. It is, I think, now universally 

acknowledged that Aristotle did this on some occasions, but that alters nothing in 
the fact that A. was his main Atthidographic source unless one places Aristotle on 

a level with Diodoros. Incidentally, I do not believe in Aristotle ‘not having 
understood what A. meant’ concerning the currency reform (as Wilamowitz op. 
cit. p. 43 f, has it, who is quick with thus reproaching Aristotle). See on this point 
too on 328 F 200. 18) See on 318 F 114. 19) Pace Sandys’ Aristotle’s Con- 

stitution of Athens*, 1912, p. XXVIII f. See on 328 F 107; 114. 20) In regard 

to the ypedv d&roxory it was obvious to think of the proclamation of the archon 

which still took place at the time of Aristotle (’A@z. 56, 2), and thus this measure 
of Solon was assigned to the beginning of his archonship (cf. Wilamowitz Ar. u. Ath. 
II p. 62). I should not like to make use in this connexion of the sacrifice Letod- 
x8tx furnished by Plutarch. Solon 16, 5; the authority is unknown, and the sacrifice 

does not look like a ‘permanent institution’. As to the reform of currency Aristotle 
may simply have drawn an inference from the fact that the Laws did not mention 

anything about it. See on 328 F 114; 200. Neither here nor elsewehere are we 

helped by the hypothesis of N. G. L. Hammond (J H St 60, 1940). 21) As 
conception has been accepted by Boeckh (Staatshaushalt d. Athener® I p. 159), 

who found many followers and still finds them from time to time. As the latest I. 
G. Milne Hesperia 14, 1945, p. 230 ff. holds to his opinion, that ‘the key to the 
famous seisachtheia is summarily and lucidly stated by Androtion, the sole an- 
cient chronicler who shows a grasp of economic principles: it consisted not in 
the cancelling of debts, but in lowering the rate of interest <see n. 7> ; and this 

was effected by paying the interest in the same number of drachmas, but in drach- 
mas of less weight’. He adds that ‘the words of Androtion have been curiously 

misunderstood’. 22) Cf. n. 4. 23) ' Ar. 12, 4 лі\у 8 хоЇ пері тўс ёпохолӯс 
тфу урефу ха\ тӧу ёоџ\ғобутоу uiv прбтєроу, ё\єодєробёутоу 8 Sid thv otto&yOeuxv 

«iyó 8& тёз uiv oüvexa Euviyayov Bruow x1X.»; cf. Plutarch Solon 15, 5-6. It is 

quite possible that Aristotle, exaggerating in the other direction, overrated the 

magnitude of the action taken for cancelling debts: see on 328 F 114. 24) Lysias 

IO, 18. 25) See Text p. 88, 8 ff. 

1) Pallene does not occur in Aristotle elsewhere. 2) In the account of 

Peisistratos' second return 1, 61-64. The opening and the end show that he con- 

sidered these events mainly under the aspect of the antagonism between Pei- 

sistratos and the Alcmeonids, but it is hardly credible that the whole contents 

of these chapters come from the 'Alcmeonid source’. 3) As Keil op. cit. p. 

190 f. and others do. In view of the state of the scholion the double quotation 

35 
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xal ’Av8potiwv xal "Aptototéang èv "AOnvalwv modttelat does not allow of any 

inference as to the relation between the two authors; to quote ‘Androtion bei 
Aristot. fr. 393 Rose’ (Schachermeyer R E XIX 1, 1937, col. 164, 8 ff.) is 
doubly incorrect. 4) See Introd. n. 127. 5) Are the more accurate state- 
ments in 'A6x. 17, 4 about what Herodotos simply calls ’Apyetot utoücro(. from 
the same source ? 

1) See on F 5. 2) L. Cohn РЕ II col. 1001, 57 ff. 3) Vesp. 693; 723; 
Cf. Av. 1541. 4) About the alleged replacing of them by the drodéxtat in the 
constitution of Kleisthenes see on F 5. 5) У 8 ёлі àv. vaoxpaptv &pyl) xaÜcotn- 
xula vaóxpapot, veveyuévn mpós ve Tàc elagopác xal rà Bamávae rie Ytyvouévac- Bib xal 
фу тоїс убшоцс toig LéAwvos ole obxére APGvrar nodMayod yéypantat «tods vauxpdpous ela- 
Rpatrewwn xal udvadloxery éx tod vauxpapixod ёрүоріоо». 6) Ar. u. Ath. I p. 51 f. 
7) Kleidemos 323 F 8, however, does not belong to the same context but to that 
Of 'A8r. 21, 5: the Cleisthenian constitution replaces the naukrariai by the demoi 
and the vxuxpápot by the 8rudpxot. Aristotle and Kleidemos describe the function 
of the naukraroi generally, they do not discuss their special importance for the 
financial administration. 8) The Solonian laws of which Aristotle states ol¢ 
obxén ypüvrat are those which had not been accepted in the code of the restored 
democracy, or into the text of which the new code had introduced the new officials 
instead of the naukraroi and kolakretai. In my opinion such a citation proves co- 
gently (cf. ' A0r. 47, 1) that Aristotle was in a position to compare the former with the 
later text of the laws either in the original or in the Ms. of Theophrastos' Nóuot, and 
that he did compare them. 9) Ferguson Class. Stud. Capps, 1936, p. 157, who 
compares the caption éx ràv quXofacUuxów. This title had been accepted in the 
new code because the guAofacUcic continued to exist whereas the vavxpapot and 
the xwAaxpéta: had been abolished. Ferguson uses the law preserved by A. as an 
argument against the theory of Beloch and De Sanctis who find in the naucraries 
an institution of Peisistratos. This theory is quite certainly wrong, but the argument 
of Ferguson is cogent only if we may assume that there were no ‘interpolations’ 
(in the sense which the word bears in the textual criticism of the Digest) in the 
Axones. Krech De Crateri Vnowyu&zov Luvaywyh, 1888, p. 51, who generally derives 
too much from Krateros, speaks in this instance too of a psephism. 10) Cf. СІ. 0. 38, 1944, p. 73; Atthis p. 30 fí.— 11) Schol. V Aristoph. Vesp. 695. (Lex. 
rhet. Y p. 275, 23 Bkr; Tim. Lex. P. 171 R; Sudas.v.) xwraxpéme 88 xaretrat ó xatéywv 
TÀ ypfuxcTx thc nóAtGG, Ó таріос tod Sixaotixod urobod xal tav cic Oeods dvadwpdtov. 
vóuog Bb Jw và brodetrdueva тӣс̧ Өосіас тойс lepéng Anufávew, & elow olov ŝéppara 
xal xwdat. Atx. dv. Ip. 190, 15 Bkr xwhaxpérat: of хратобутес 8:хастіхђу Cyulav. Pol- 
lux 8, 97 (if the text is in order; Pollux has abbreviated unreasonably, or made 

confusion Otherwise) tayiat ti¢ B00 xAnpwrol uty éx mevtaxoctopediuver Foav, ta dt 
Xenpata mapeMíuBavov Tf; Bovdiic паробстс (50 far he follows Aristot. 'A0. 17, 
where it is stated expressly xarà «àv EóAovoc уброу- Ért үйр & vóuog xópióg otw, i.c. that they were to be taken from the first property class). éxadodvto dé obrot 
xwhaxpétar. elyov 8° &Eouclav xal Cruiav &eesiv, el хос ӧл тбу брубутоу ёт:Втдєіт. | 1) See on 328 F 120. 2) About these books see J. Steinhausen Kwpardovpevor, 
diss. Bonn 1910. . 3) F 57. As he calls the poet töv Sjuwv ' AyepBoboto; he may have occurred e.g. in a list of strategoi like Logoxdijc èx Колоуоб & поштӣс іп F 38. Cf. on F 57. 4) See on F 42. 5) FGr Hist I D р. 358; Wade-Gery A. J. 
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Phil. 59, 1938, p. 137 n. 7. — 6) See Introduction to Istros (no. 334). 7) Ѕее 
Introd. n. 86. 8) I state this because of Keil D. Solon. Vebf. p. 190 f. 

1) Schol. Aristoph. Vesp. 283; cf. I G? I 293 in Meritt A. F. D., 1932, p. 47- 
2) 1G* I 5o; cf. Wade-Gery CI. Phil. 26, 1931, p. 309; Meritt l.c. p. 49 ff. 3) Cf. 
Text on F 8 p. 127, 21 ff. 4) 1, 116, 1. 5) The general problem whether 
the Atthides (or at least A.) regularly gave the full lists of officials (or at least the 
lists of the strategoi) has been discussed in Atthis P. 9t ff. 6) Transact. Am. 
Phil. Ass. 72, 1941, p. 226 ff. Wilamowitz De Rhesi Scholiis 1887/8 (= Kl. Schr. 
I p. 14), who added Glauketes and Kleitophon, 'overlooked surprisingly' the 
Aaprldng Metpatedc. Against Lenz’ explanation I shall not adduce the 3xa orpatnyol 
of the scholiast, for he answered this objection by his n. 9. 7) Beloch Att. 

Politik, 1884, p. 274 f.; Ed. Meyer Gd A III, 1901, § 201 A; cf. Busolt-Swoboda 

Staatsk. II, 1924, p. 891 n. 3. As to the modus procedendi there is the attractive 
hypothesis of Wade-Gery Cl. Q. 25, 1931, p. 89; J H St 52, 1932, p. 219, viz. ‘the 
dropping of the man with the fewest votes’. Cf. what is said in Atthis p. 248 n. 53 
about the election of the £n zal rvOdzpnoror. 8) In the Samian War Perikles 
seems to have been with the fleet during most of the actual fighting, and there is 
no reason for assuming that Glaukon was at any time commander in chief in the 
place of Perikles when the latter remained in, or returned to, Athens. Nor is there 

any reason for assuming that as a rule, whenever the 'supreme commander' was 
not in the field, his alleged deputy, the man from his tribe, necessarily acted as com- 
mander in chief. And yet such a rule would alone explain the election of a ‘proxy’. 
But in 433/2 B.C., when according to our Mss. all ten strategoi were sent out, the 
acting commander in chief was not Glaukon but Archestratos whose tribe we do 
not know; but it cannot have been the Akamantis which was represented by Glau- 

kon. Lenz on the one hand ‘does not see any reason why Pericles himself should not 
have participated in this expedition’, and on the other hand does not think it 

‘likely that during that very critical time he wished to remain away from Athens 
during the whole expedition’. He therefore thinks it ‘easy to understand that he did 
not wish to be commander in chief, particularly as his special proxy Glaukon was 

one of the strategoi’ (the italics are mine). These several suppositions, apart from the 

inherent impossibility of all or most of them, cancel cach other. 9) Lenz 

obscures the issue when in his conclusion (p. 232) he speaks of ‘the hypothesis that 

in the text of Thukydides two numbers were confused’. He knows quite well (Lc. 

P- 230) that there is another way out of the difficulty: Schwartz (Das Geschichts- 

werk des Thukydides p. 254), rightly refuting the argumentation of Classen-Steup 

Thukydides 1* p. 427, found a much more probable solution, regarding the figure 

8éxa as an interpolation of a character not at all rare in our Mss. of Thukydides. . 

10) I do not wish to quibble, but Lenz himself (p. 227 n. 2) pite t d in 

my opinion (cf. n. 3 on F 37)— that the words ё oui; after the name of Sopho! s 

were added by A. himself. 11) Viz. for I, VTL 12) Тһе last od о 

his paper may safely be disregarded, viz. the alleged ‘analogy between t va cpu 

dure followed by the Athenians in the Periclean era' and the tradition abou а 

battle of Marathon: ‘thus Callimachus, whose vote became decisive, had the г ie 

of an eleventh otpatnyéc, in a very crucial case’. Also his last words that now m 

are better able to understand what Thucydides means when he теч of а sd 

tod протоо dvdpéc’ are rather surprising. 13) The name (as far as 
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is not attested for Athens. It is a regular name; but see n. 14. 14) What 13 required is a deme of the Hippothontis (VIII) or the Aiantis (IX). Of the corrections 
which have been suggested Lenz’ ’Agu8vatog involves an even slighter change than 
*ACnvieds. Unfortunately we do not know апу Глаохёттс ітот the Aiantis, not- 
withstanding the frequency of the name and the names connected with it: the 

Tracixog “Papvodctog of 21 5 B.C. (P. A. 3009) does not help, But there is another 
way. When the scholiast, considering his text, found that ’A@nvatog could not 
Possibly be correct he looked up the name Tauxéme in a lexikon to the Orators, 
where he could expect to find it because of Demosth. 24 (see 324 T 8), or in Kapat- Sovuevot, where many strategoi occurred. The request for books in P. Ox. 2192 shows that we may believe even an interpreter of the Roman Empire capable 
of such a proceeding. In these books of reference he found two good Athenian 
families in which the names DAxoxérze, Praadxev, Drauxtev, Prauxlrmog etc. are 
regularly used. One of these families belonged to the deme Tletparedg (P. A. 2971; 
3006/7; 3032), the other to Lamptrai (P. A. 2955; 2958/9). Iletpateóg we read in 
the scholion. Is Azurt8y¢ a corruption of Aaprtpedc ? 

I) Beloch Die Bevólkerung der griech.-róm. Weit, 1886, р. 153 ‘wenn Androtion das heer des Archidamas auf 100000 mann angibt, so sind hier entweder die nicht- 
kombattanten eingerechnet, oder, was wahrscheinlicher, es liegt nur eine vage 
schátzung vor'. The same Klio 6, 1906, p. 70 ‘die runde zahl Androtions kennzeichnet 
sich schon als solche als übertreibung’. 2) Bloch Athen. Stud. Ferguson, 1940, P- 346 fi. 3) See e.g. on 325 F 22 and cf. Introd. to Phanodemos. 4) 2, 10,2 Ёле) 8t exdotors ётоїра Yivvotro, xxvi tov ypdvov tbv cloquévov Evvijtaay ta $00 pépn dnd nédews Exáotnc i xbv 'Io8uóv. 5) Diodor. 12, 42, 3 ol 8& AaxeBatióviot xplvavtes xatareAvabar тїс orovdac bxd тфу ’ Arvatav, Sbivayiv dEdAovov FOpotcay Ex 7E Tj; AaxeBaípovoc xal maps tov dev IleXoxovvnotcv. 6) Perikl. 33, 5; An seni 2 p. 784 E. 7) A. is also quoted by Plutarch in F 34 through an intermediary Source. Citations are well known not to be frequent in the Vitae. 8) Beloch Gr. G. ? II 1, 1914, p. 304 f. counts the two thirds of the Peloponnesian contingents as amounting to ‘etwa 20000 hopliten’, to which may be added ‘etwa 5000 bóotische hopliten. ^ 09) Виѕо С̧у. С. ШІ 2 P- 860 n. 6; cf. Beloch in n. 1. 10) See on Philochoros 328 F 1 19. 11) Wasit only on this occasion ? 12) Blochi.c. p. 347; cf. p. 327 n. 1. The parallel with Arrian. An. 1, 9, 10 (where the question is about one town) is in my opinion misleading. Bloch evidently had in view the result of the whole war, for he compares Hell. Oxyrh. 12, 5, the author of which in his opinion (Lc. p. 327 n. 1; 347) had an obvious tendency to minimize the importance of the Spartan invasions in contrast with A., in whom Bloch finds ‘an exaggeration of their importance’. I think that not only this interpretation of the fragment of A. is wrong, but the confrontation of him with the Anonymus as well: both Thukydides (to whom W. G. Hardy Cl. Phil. 21, 1926, p. 346 ff. referred) and the Hellenica are comparing the consequences of the Archidamian War with those of the Decelean. At the time of the former the losses suffered were naturally felt much more strongly (Thukyd. 2, 65, 2; F Gr Hist II C Р. 16, 26 ff.). This is a common psychological phenomenon which we can observe after each war, even after each bombardment of a town, when other and graver bombardments follow, and when (as was certainly the case after 421 B.C.) the former devastations had, at least partly, been repaired. We ourselves are not in a Position to estimate the real losses, but I think, after 
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making the psychological deduction, we may trust Thukydides and the Anonymus that the Decelean War entailed worse devastations and other material losses. But, as stated above, all this does not concern A. from whom we have no statement that could be compared with those of Thukydides and the Anonymus. 13) RE XVI col. 302. 
I) 5, 1-11. 2) The archon Alkaios is given in Schol. Aischin. 2, 31; Diodor. I2, 73; Athen. 5, 55 p. 215 D. The first passage at least certainly comes from an Atthis. 3) This date is taken from the Teport of the expedition of Ramphias, which came to a standstill at Herakleia Trachinia: Thuk. 5, 12, 1 xal bd tod adrods 

Хрбуоос тоб Btpous теЛеотбутос 'Pauoixg xvA. For the departure of Kleon Thuky- 
dides fails us; the reason may be the corruption or the gap in 5, І, І тоб $ ётсүгүуо- 
рёғоо Өёроос ої џрёу evataror oxovSal ёі уута tutzor Tubio, xal èv tie exexerplar 
"A@nvator AnAlous dvéatnaay xh. 5, 2, 1 dates the departure peta thy éxeyerplav, and 
the armistice expired in April 422 B.C. (year of Ameinias); but modern writers date 
the departure after the Pythia mentioned 5, I, 1 (Bukatios/Metageitnion) in 
September of the year of Alkaios: Beloch Gr. G. II 2 P. 236 f.; Adcock C A H V 
P. 247 f. We do not know whether Kleon belonged to the board of strategoi in 423/2 
B.C. too. 4) Schol. Aristoph. Pac. 48 (cf. 270; 283; Nub. 552) = F GrHist 241 
F 39; probably from Tlepi tho dpyaing xwuardias, not from the Хроуоүрафіох. 5) 
They discussed certain passages of the Clouds and the Peace in relation to the 
question whether they were directed at Kleon living or Kleon dead. In doing so 
they probably did not take into account the historically established date of Kleon’s 
death, but they did work with the fact of the revision of the Clouds. Eratosthenes 
certainly consulted at least one Althis (if обтос is correct it was that of A.) and he 
discussed the question fully. 6) According to the calendar of Meritt A. F. D., 
1932, p. 176, the civil year of Alkaios runs from June 26, 422 to July 13, 421; the 
conciliar year from July 5, 422 to July 4, 421. 7) See Atthis p. 95 f. 8) Cf. 
Introd. n. 86. 

1) F Gr Hist 115 F 95-96; cf. Schol. Aristoph. Pax 681 Xpéuntog vléc, &ðerpòç Sè 
Xápovoc. I think Theopompos took the name from Comedy; cf. Bloch l.c. p. 354 f. . 
2) Cf. on F 37. 3) Shear Hesperia 8, 1939, p. 246. 4) See F 6. 5 Momi- 

gliano 'La Composizione della Storia di Tucidide’ Mem. R. Acc. delle Scienze di 

Torino Ser. II vol. 67, 1930, p. 41 ff. has a wrong approach; his punctuation poyðnpòv 

ăvðpwrov ùotpaxıouévov, où 8:5 — d&roxtelvovar need not be considered. We need not 
enter here upon the much discussed question as to why Thukydides did not treat 
this ostracism suo loco in the fifth book. In my opinion the question is irrelevant; 
in any case, it is not a basis for inferences about the development of the historian 
Thukydides. 6) See on 328 F 30. ] 

1) Thukydides ei the institution of them 8, 1, 3 suo loco. The task which he 

assigns to them—olmveç mepl тӧу парбутоу de av xapòç Fr EU 
entirely different from that of the ovyypzgetc in both Thukydides (8, 67, aS 
Aristotle ("A@x. 29, 2-3). It is of no consequence that he does not use the pan 
medBovdot: the term cvyypapeic for the new committee is conversely lacking in zs 

totle. But both writers use the corresponding verbs; it is the кшш, 
(Schol. Aristoph. Lys. 421) or the abbreviators who made ae es 

Course, we cannot state with certainty how the error came n cea? hak 

of a corruption of figures (F. K. Hermann, and as the latest Classe! 

40 
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dides VIII*, 1922, p. 159) is not credible, if it was A. who corrected Thukydides; 

and compromises made by reading into the text what it does not contain (Co- 
stanzi; Judeich; against these Busolt Staatskunde I p. 70 n. 2) are wrong on principle. 

It is really not worth while to make these attempts for a detail. Thukydides did 

not know the records, and as he saw through the whole farce he may not have been 

interested in details which were without real importance. He may have misunder- 

stood his authority, or if the authority did not give him the number he may have 

assumed the normal number of such commissions in Athens. 3) See Wilcken 
‘Zur oligarchischen Revolution in Athen vom j. 411 у. Chr.’ Sb. Berlin 1935 p. 34 fl.; 
Taeger Gnomon 13, 1937, p. 347 ff. The earlier literature is collected in Busolt op. 

cit. p. 69 ff.; 630d; 1537. The main point is obvious: Thukydides described the 
events as what they in fact were or became, i.e. an oligarchic revolution prepared 

by terror (8, 65-66) and carried through with terror (67, 2) by Peisandros and his 
adherents; the source of Aristotle wished to defend Theramenes and by records, 

valuable in themselves (V. Ehrenberg Herm. 57, 1922, p. 613 ff.; W. S. Ferguson 
CI. Phil. 21, 1926, p. 72 fL; CA H V, 1927, p. 321 ff.), tried to prove the complete 

legality at least of his proceedings, which aimed at a moderately conservative 

constitution, an aim that appeared justified because of the bankruptcy of the war 
policy of the radical democracy, and which met with increasing approval in the 
circles of fourth century bourgeoisie. 4) Wilcken l.c. p. 37. 5) I wish to 
state again that neither the existence of a party pamphlet nor a direct use of it 
by Aristotle is wholly impossible. But in my opinion probability strongly favours 
the suggestion that he found in the Atthis of A. documents from a time which 
immediately concerned the political programme of this writer. 

1) Jahrb. klass. Phil. 103, 1871 = Kl. Schr. I p. 204 ff. Usener was fully justified 
in rejecting V. Rose's alteration of Eòxmhuwv to ìà Ahuov (Herm. 5, 1871, p. 359) 
with all the wild conclusions drawn by its author, that ‘die gewöhnlich dem An- 
drotion beigelegte Atthis von einigen für ein werk des Demon gehalten wurde’; 
that ‘die bruchstiicke beider zu verschmelzen sind’; that there existed ‘natiirlich 
(sic) keine besondere schrift des Demon Tlept mapouudv’; that ‘der verfasser det 
Atthis Demon einerlei ist mit dem Kyrenaeer des Diogenes Laertius <I 40> und 
Plinius <N.H. 7, 17>’—all this in order to retain Kupnvatog which Usener with 
the slightest alteration imaginable corrected to the name of the deme of archon 
Euktemon. I am mentioning this merely because the new fragment is so widely 
unknown that even Poralla (Prosopographie d. Lakedaimonier, 1913) did not notice it. 
See also Introd. n. 121. 2) Cf. Text p. 86, 28 ff. 3) Cf. Atthis p. 97 f. 
4) The example pvic Xutpoücüot for moAvnxbv Sixatov vouixdv in Eth, Nic. 5, 10 
P- 1134 b 20 ff., for which the interpreter cites A., certainly comes from the Atthis. 
Thukyd. 4, 69, 3, in the special case of a capitulation from which just the Lacedae- 
monians were excluded, gives a general éntdv &pyvptov. See also for Ethics n. 2 on 
F 29: the use of A.s Atthis is important for its time. 5) It seems to me that 
the article on Megillos by Ehrenberg (R E XV, 1931, col. 329; cf. XIX 2, 1938, 
Col. 2433) does not take sufficiently into account the careful considerations of Usener. 
Niese R E V, 1905, col. 2553 s.v. Endios is among those who do not know F 44. 

Spartan (and generally non-Athenian) names are subject to frequent corruptions 
even in good texts. 6) Thukyd. 4, 119, 2; 5, 19, 2; 24, 1. 7) Thuk. 8, 6, 5. 
8) Poralla op. cit. p. 85. 9) Thuk. 5, 44, 3. 10) Thuk. 8, 61, 2. 11) Xenoph. 
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Hell. 3, 4, 6. Dindorf restored the name from peyiddw, peyadrlo of the Mss. 
12) 13, 52, 2 a. 410/9. 13) I give the year according to Philochoros 328 F 139. 
14) Each man was exchanged for a man from the other side; for the surplus they 
paid one mine for each prisoner. The Latin translator read mapayyvouévev or, 
which is more probable, he failed to understand the agreement. 15) Thus 
Usener and Busolt Gr.G. III 2 P. 1565. Ehrenberg /.c. thinks 'ein spartanisches 
friedensangebot gleichzeitig oder doch unmittelbar vor der nauarchie des Lysan- 
dros nicht glaubhaft’. The argument is hardly convincing; one might argue exactly 
the reverse. But as we do not know the exact time of the Spartan embassy we can- 
not make a certain decision. 16) Aristotle "AO. 34, 1; see Beloch Gr.G.* II 1 
р. 423; Ferguson C A H V p. 358. 

1) In spite of Keil Anon. Argent., 1902, p. 69 n. 1; (J G? I 299, 40). See on F 69 
and on F Gr Hist ro. 2) Alt. Politik, 1884, p. 86 f.; cf. Kirchner P. A. 600 p. 48; 

Ferguson C A H V p. 353 f. I take it that the battle of Notion was fought in March 
406 (Beloch Gr. G.? I1 2 p. 241 ff.; Ferguson /.c. p. 484), not in March 407 B.C. 
(Busolt Gr. G. III 2 p. 1573; E. Meyer G d A IV $ 722; A. Raubitschek R E XIX 2, 
1938, col. 1786, 21 ff.). 3) Hell. 1, 4,13 ff. 4) Diod. 13, 681. 5) Xenoph. 
l.c.; Diodor. I.c.; Plutarch. Alkib. 32 ff.; Athen. 12, 49 p. 535 CD. 

1) The evidence for him is collected by Kirchner P. A. 14803 and A. Raubitschek 

RE XIX 2, 1938, col. 1786. About the year of his strategia see F 45 n. 2. 2) 

Secl. Dindorf. 3) H. van Gelder Gesch. d. alten Rhodier, 1900, p. 75 ff.; Beloch 

Gr.G.3 1E 1 p. 43. The latest Olympic victory of Dorieus fell in the year 424 B.C.— 
it probably was his last athletic victory altogether (Dittenberger-Purgold Inschr. 

v. Olympia no. 153)—and he had himself proclaimed as Thurian. This fact is estab- 
lished by the inscriptions of the victors; Swoboda (R E V col. 1560) and others ought 

not to have doubted it. According to Xenophon Dorieus was Aat quyác in 407/6 
B.C., and in 412/1 B.C. he commanded Thurian ships (Thukyd. 8, 35, 1; 84). This 
latter fact proves that he was not condemned because of the secession of Rhodes in 

411 B.C. The opposition in Rhodes began earlier, and the relations of Thurioi to 

Athens were not friendly as early as before 431 B.C. (see R E Suppl. II col. 244). 

In 414/3 B.C., it is true, the Athenian party was at the head of affairs (Thuk. 6, 

104; 7, 35; 57), and Dorieus probably had to flee, but for a short time only: in 412/1 

B.C. the tide had turned (Vit. X Or. 835 DE), and the Thurian squadron, in which 

Dorieus perhaps commanded his own two ships (see n. 13), joined the Spartan fleet. 

It is quite possible that Dorieus had an active share in the overthrow of the pro- 

Athenian party in Thurioi, and that he played an active part in Rhodes as well. 

4) Seen. 6. ^ 5) This is shown Ьу е могдѕ єі 8 тӧу бута elnev ’Av8potiav A6yov. 

Hitzig's correction «yu óvza is at the least unnecessary, and probably it is wrong. 

The box on the ear which Bloch (Athen. Stud. Ferguson p. 351) deals to Pausanias 

because of his 'stupid observations' is as little justified as many others which the 

poor man has to suffer from modern scholars. 6) Executions and trials for 

high treason were the order of the day during the years in which Spar ta fought 

against Persia in Asia Minor: see F 18 and the trial in which Ktesias was involved 

in 398/7 B.C. (?; see RE XI col. 2034, 63 ff.). But the condemnation of Dorieus is 

hard to understand in view of the report in Hell. Ox. 10 about the democratic 

revolution in Rhodes in 395 B.C., for this revolution was aimed at 'the a Я 

while Dorieus himself is not mentioned. It is possible that he was dead at that 
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time (I think, however, that Beloch's dates Gr. G.! III 2, P. 451 are wrong; see 
F Gr Hist YI C p. 10 f); but we must consider whether his non-participation can be 
explained by the account of A. Unfortunately we do not know where Dorieus lived 
between 407/6 and 395/4 B.C., or whether he changed his views about Athens, 
and perhaps even more about Sparta after the victory. Also Pausanias does not tell 
us what business he then had тєрї тї évràg IleXomowv/jsow. We cannot therefore 
decide (even less than in the case of Ktesias, who really seems to have played a 
double game) whether the denunciation was justified, or the condemnation an error 
of justice on the part of the Spartans who, havi ng become suspicious, gave a wrong 
interpretation to the absence of Dorieus at a critical time. In my opinion the mas- 
sacre of his adherents in Rhodes contradicts the notion that the old man worked 
for Persia or for Athens. One must also consider the possibility that the whole 
Story of his execution is an invention of an anti-Spartan publicist; but the idea 
cannot be proved. 7) When Bloch /.c. thinks it ‘evident that the first part 
cannot be separated from the second’ he neither examined the question of the sour- 
ces nor really interpreted the text, and he evidently did not judge correctly 
the relation between A. and Xenophon. I do not feel myself able to follow 
Momigliano’s argumentation (Atti R. Acc. delle Sc. di Torino 66, 1931, р. 42 fi.) 
about the relation between A., Xenophon, and Pausanias, even apart from his 
claim that they furnish the ‘ragione precisa’ for the identification of the Hellenica 
of Oxyrhynchos with the Atthis of A. (on this point see Introd. n. 121). 8) In my 
opinion the idea of De Sanctis and Momigliano that 'Pausania ha gli attidografi 
alla mano' is wrong in principle. He did not even use Xenophon here, and alto- 
gether used few early sources. Of historians he actually used only Herodotos and 
Thukydides (both more because of the style than because of the subject-matter), 
of Atthidographers at the utmost Philochoros. He owes his few citations to inter- 
mediary sources some of which come from good Hellenistic times. The story cited on F 8, which does quote A., has passed through many hands before it got to him (see Text p. 127,2 ff.). 9) We still find a considerable number of such remarks in Africanus’ list of the Olympionikai. Cf. Atthis P- 281 n. 5r. 10) 334 F 40-42. 11) Wilamowitz Ar. u. Ath. II P- 389 f. Cf. Atthis p. 130. 12) See at present F Gr Hist III a p. 114, 37 ff. 13) It might be a correction from a better knowledge of the facts when Pausanias speaks of the vijec olxetat of Dorieus, with which he fought against Athens (412/1 or 407/6 B.C. ? cf. n. 3). But the in- formation that he had to leave Rhodes 8:оубеіс ónà cv ávriavactotóv is, if not wrong, less correct than the statement of Xenophon ovyá éx 'PóSou ónà 'A0nvalov. It is, of course, possibie that Pausanias excerpted inaccurately, or that the report (like that cited on F 8) passed through many hands. — 14) The ‘patriot’ in this case (if we admit the expression for a report of facts) is Xenophon. What A. ‘adds’, or rather reports (we are not sure because it seems to be a fact as well), may have an anti-Spartan bias. 15) See Text p. or, 7 fi. 16) N. 86. 

1) Diodor. 14, 85. 2) Beloch Gr. G.3 ITI 2 p. 217, who in my opinion judges correctly the monument of the Athenian horsemen and that of Dexileos who fell ёт Е0800130 ty Koplvder (Syll.3 130/1). The list of the losses of the Akamantis IG? II 1673 is not decisive, because the ‘year of the dead’ is not identical with the archon's year; see J H St 64, 1946, P. 37 n. I. 3) Beloch of. cit. p. 211 f.; cf. on Philochoros 328 F 144-146. 
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1) 14, 91, 2. 2) Xenoph. Hell. 4, 5, 13 ff. 
1) F 53 Diehl. Books on Alkman were written by Philochoros (328 T 1) and Sosi- bios (595), who is repeatedly cited in Athenaios, and whom Boelte considers the source of the explanations here too. Alexander Polyhistor (273 F 95-96) wrote a special book Iepl tév nap’ AAxpave tomx&s elonuévwv. For further works on Alkman see W. Schmid Gesch. d. gr. Lit. I P- 466 f. 2) R E XVII 2, 1937, col. 2281 no. 2. 3) тета пбута п^лаіоу КаіЬе! (improbable palaeographically); tabta tà y Wila- 

mowitz (Herm. 40, 1905, p. 127 f.), who inserts Fotvwvzi8av into the line of Alkman. 
4) Kirchner P. A. 15086; R E III, 1899, col. 2018, 3 ff. The invasion is attested 
by Polyainos alone (Strat. 3, 11, 6; 15) where Heringa and Cobet changed a corrupt 
“EXMda into Leddaciav, while others suggested "E2oc or IedMdvav. 5) L.c. and 
RE Ill A, 1927, col. 1322, 51 ff. 6) From this list perhaps the following 
articles of Stephanos derive: s.v. Alðaa, "Арол, ' Avsva, AbXÓv, ' Agpo8tatác, 
Avpp&ytov, 'ExiSaupoc Aime, Kpoxéat, Tzvoc.. 7) See Text p. 105, 10 ff. 

I) Hell. 5, 2, 31 тфу 8&® uj elBóxov, &vxvzlov 8E бутоу тоїс rept Acovrddny, of pev 
Ётєоүоу с000с о тўс nédews, Seloavres py, droOdvotev, of 82 ха! оїхаёє прӧтоу &m- 
єҳортаау· ёле 8 elpyyévov tov "Iournvixv ў:сбоуто [01] ёу тў Kaduelar, тбте ô) àr- 
tyóproav elc tag "AOhvas of tabtx Yryvaoxovres ’Av8poxreldar ze xa "Iounviat udMaca 
Tpraxdator. 2) Diod. 15, 20, 2 dyavextobvrwy 88 tov OnBaiwv xal шеб’ бт\оу соуёра- 
Џбутоу, соуќфас рату аотоїс xal vixiaxg триххосіоос pév tous émo@avectatousg TV 
OnBaiwy tpuyd8evce, tobe 88 Холоос хаталАл®®цєзо; хх} opoupiv loyupàw Éyxaza- 
atnadpevog ixl ràg lBíag mpáLetg Arnd. 3) Xenophon excludes a battle, 
and evidently tries to soften down the conduct of the Spartans. As to Ephoros 
we may suppose that he used Kallisthenes (70 T 17) and perhaps the Boeotian 
historian(s) upon whom Kallisthenes had drawn. Plutarch (n. 4) does not give us 
the means of deciding between these two accounts. A. Schaefer Die Berichte Xeno- 
phons, Plutarchs und Diodors über die Besetzung Thebens, diss. Miinchen 1930, is 
not available to me. 4) Pelop. 5, 3 metobévtos 8% exeivon (scil. tod DorBida) хоі 
ШЙ тровсёохфв toig OnSator exBeutvou Oecpogopinv Svtwy, xal tig dxpag xuptevcav- 
106, "Iounviag pev cuvapracbele xal xoptabelc cig AaxedSaiuovz pet’ ob полу урбуоу 
dvnipéOy, Пелоті8ос 82 xai Depévxog xat *Avdpoxreldag petk ovyvay kw gevyovtes 
i&exmpoxOnoav. (4) 'Enauetwóv8ag 8E xarà yopav Éuetve xz. His source probably was 
Kallisthenes. About the sources of the Vita of Pelopidas see Westlake C/. Q. 33, 
1939, p. 11 ff.; about the use made of the Boeotian historians by Kallisthenes see 
R E X, 1918, col. 1697. 5) The corruption is not quite rare; see e.g. Thuk. 
3, 107, 3 compared with Polyaen. Strat. 3, 1, 2. 6) See on F 45. 7) About 
the conditions in Thebes after the King's Peace and the formal denunciation of the 
alliance of 395/4 B.C. (Z G? II 14) see Schweigert Hesperia 8, 1939, p. 1 ff. 

I) I omitted in the text the first part of the scholion because it does not come 
from the lexicographical source, but I should not contest the opinion that it 
preserved ideas from Demophilos' IIpà rod dmolouacoc Aóyoc (on the expression see 

Aristot. ' Ar. 29, 1). Unless the speech was published as a pamphlet, the definition 
may derive from A.: Biayipior 8 ёст, drhuns otdcews Synotixiis yevoutvys ovv- 
ÉÍpyovrat &mavreg ol éx tov Shyov xal oxonodar tig te Eott тойт xal тіс Eévoc. a 
тоу Sudxouaw Ос ÈE adtod yevouéwns тї GTáctoc- ÉAcyov Yàp (subject ої прбүоуо:?) 
ёх поМтоо рӯ үіуссда{ т. тоюбтоу. 2) The testimony evidently reproduces ап 

actual decree or part of a law which regulated the proceedings to be followed in a 
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general revision of the citizens’ list. From the same source come Arg. Isaios or. 12 and 
already Dionys. Hal. De Isaeo 16. The lexica mostly explain the term érongl- 
cxc0m: Lex. rhet. p. 201, 17 fi.; 216, 17 ff. Bkr; Synag. Lex. p. 439, 32 ff. Bkr; Suda s.v. (A 3656/8); Atx.dv., Р. 186, 7 ff. Bkr. (Suda s.v. ŝaphpioiç xal droyhoro); 
Lex. Cantabr. p. 336, 10 N s.v. Staphgiats. It would be useless to quote them here in full. Pollux 8, 19; 54; 64; 149 helps even less. 3) The date is also known to 
Dion. Hal. De Din. 11 who uses it for dating speeches about an érodmpiofels. 
It does not matter here whether his inferences are correct. 4) See Text p. 161, 38 fi. 5) Hesych. s.v.; Lex. rhet. p. 236, 22 Bkr (Suda s.v.); cf. Pollux 8, 19; 64: Koch R E V, 1903, col. 342; Busolt-Swoboda Síaatsh. II, 1924, p. 1001 f. 6) Aristot. °Абт. 42, І dtadympivovrar плеєрі аотбу òuóoavteç ol Syudta, Cf. Lex. rhet. p. 259, 21. 7) For examples see A. Diller (n. 34) p. 197 ff. 8) Of course, 
the reception of a child by the фратєрєс always is a point in favour of an Égvfio, whose claim to citizenship is attacked. 8a) About the time see n. 33. 9) Harpokr. s.v. Потошбёс̧- .... 8ўшос тс Лєоутідос .... ёхородобуто Bb as 
pading Sexduevor тойс ларєүүр&ттоос̧, с &Ао: тє Snrodor xal MévavSpog év 4:30- 
шақ (ПІ 35, 122 K). For isolated cases see e.g. Demosth. 44, 37; Deinarchos in Harpokr. s.v. ° AyaoxAñç. 10) See e.g. on F 42. 11) Demosth. 57, 26 &Aà phy xal Stadmoloeic && dvdyxns tyévovto toic dyudtas dudcacr xal’ {єрфу, бт' блот, adbtois td AnErapyixdy ypayyareiov Onuapyoüvroc ' AvrtoiAoU той Txtpdo¢ Tod EvPovaldov; cf. § 60. 12) Neither Wilamowitz Ar. u. Ath. | P. 31 f. nor Busolt-Swoboda op. cit. II p. 948 f. did this. A. Diller (P. 203 ff.), whose views I share on this point, may have dispatched too quickly some complicated questions of detail. 13) See on Philochoros 328 F 35. 14) Solon's law about enfranchisement (Plutarch. Solon 24, 4) does not help us here. It is not much more than the regulation (partly restrictive) of the practice of the aristocratic state. The only citizens in the latter were 'the gené' who at all times adopted individual foreigners (ixérat) after the obligatory religious Purification. These ixécxi, who hardly were called 8yporotntor, Probably entered (as in the cases known from epic poetry) the retinue of the man who had purified them. More important in those times was not the adoption of Single persons but the immigration of whole clans, of which the ZoAaulwot are the latest example: these, unless they were already a 'genos', constituted themselves as such in Athens (sce on Philochoros 328 F 14-16). Solon’s clause about the mavé- ото ' AOf;vat;e UetouxCóuevot èri теу might be regarded as a transference into the middle-class sphere of these immigrations of whole clans or families. The 8nuoro(ntoc of Solon had to be adopted by, or assigned to, a Phratry: the only point about Which we are quite certain is that before Kleisthenes those who did not belong to a phratry were not citizens. Therefore if lists were kept (which we expect as we 

chisements increased, perhaps considerably, and we do not know whether the Solonian restrictions were Strictly observed. When Kleisthenes distributed the whole population among the demes he Probably simply acknowledged this consequence of the economic rise of Athens (cf. Text P. 160, 4 ff.), whether he did so from conviction or because he could not undo the development, although the former 
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alternative has by far the greater probability. 
Immisch’s Heidelbergenses is necessary, whether we regard it as a gloss on Eévor Or as an irresponsible addition. Eévot is the only term suitable for the tendency of Aristotle's source, assumed in the Text p. 159, 30 ff. 16) Both Wilamowitz апа Е. М. Walker correctly felt that the two passages (which they treat as giving historical facts) belong together. The former (Ar. u. Ath. I p. 31 n. 3; cf. Kaibel Stil u. Text, 1893, P. 172 ff. ) tried to insert the contents of the passage in Politics 'in die zerrissene periode 'A0r. 21, 1'; the latter (C A H IV, 1926, P. 139; cf. Wade- Gery CI. Q. 27, 1933, P. 25 f.) thinks it ‘not surprising’ that Kleisthenes ‘made a direct bid for the Support’ of the ‘large number of those who had been deprived of the franchise’ by a ‘revision of the lists of the citizens’ immediately after the overthrow of Hippias. We do not gain much by wholly rejecting the information of' A87. (Beloch Gr. G.* I 1 P- 396 n. 2), or by regarding 'Aristotle's use of the word Зафтфісџбс аз ап anachronism’ (Gomme Essays p. 84 f.), or by giving another interpretation to the passage in Politics (Busolt Gr.G.? II P. 409, who replaces the Gévor and Boot of Politics by ‘die ehemaligen Hektemoroi und gewerb- lichen lohnarbeiter, die bis dahin ausserhalb der bürgerlichen verbánde standen"), or by merely limiting the number and 'the enormous importance ascribed to these 
enfranchisements by some modern scholars' (Wade-Gery /.c.). How widely opinions 
differ in regard to the facts is shown by the contrast between Wade-Gery and A. 
Diller. The former assumes that Aristotle had 'documentary authority' for 'the 
Кас оѓ а дофтфісибс (in which there is an almost universal belief), the latter 
(l.c. p. 203 f.) asserts that the Staynptopss ‘is not from the Atthis'—an assertion 
for which he gives the insufficient reason ‘that this piece of information is absent 
from the corresponding passage in Plut. Solon. 29’. I do not see clearly whether 
Diller means to question the historicity of both events by the words ‘but it is diffi- 
cult to accept either of these statements as pure coin in view of other uncertainties 
in Aristotle’s account of the period’. The opinion of Busolt (op. cit. p. 20, end of 
n. 2) that ‘Aristoteles bei der abfassung der ’A@zx. von den эєотоАїта des Kleisthenes, 
die er früher für eingebürgerte fremde hielt, eine andere auffassung gewonnen hatte 
is only half correct. Also we had better not simply speak of an ‘open contradiction 
(Diller and Beloch before him) between the statement in Politics and that in the 
"Ат. For the ’A@x. does not state anything about the origin of the veorodirat, 
and the vague datings of both passages peta thy tov tupdwov xatddvaw (&xPodiv) 
anyhow leaves open the possibility that one refers to 510 B.C. and the other to 508. 
17) 13, 5; 21, 4. Wade-Gery has explained the veoroAtrat of the ’A@r.: they are 
the remains of Aristotle’s ‘old notion’, or as we had perhaps better say, of the source 
which he had used in Politics. 18) Wilamowitz Ar. u. Ath. I p. 31. ‘The burden 
of the proof is on those who say it’ (Wade-Gery /.c. p. 26) is in my opinion a suffi- 
cient refutation. As Aristotle has the expulsion of the £vayeic at another (the Proper) 
place Wilamowitz (as he repeatedly does) blames him: ‘er hat sich offenbar = 

sache garnicht klar gemacht’. 19) That is what the text has (cf. n. 15), EM 
'metoeken und freigelassene', as Wilamowitz paraphrases because the чн e 
Aristotle give him an uneasy feeling as they to do Busolt, who therelore S ї = 

understands them as being Athenians formerly ‘infra classem’ (cf. n. 1 ^ ü 
SeeonF6;34. — 21) SeeonPhilochoros328 F 119. — 22) See Text p. 161,3 ff. 

ў ; ved in the slander. But he 23) It may remain an open question whether he belie 

15) The deletion of џетоіхоос by 
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found it convenient for the treatment of the difficult problem of what a пот; 18. 
About the after-effect of the story in the succinct account, which he gave in the 
*AQx, of the reforms of Kleisthenes, see n. 17. 24) It was contradicted by A. 
Philippi Beitr. z. e. Gesch. d. att. Bürgerrechts 1870 and by Diller с. р. 204. е 25) 
Aristot. ' A0. 26, 3. Cf. on Krateros 342 F 4. 26) Karystios év {сторіхоїс oroj.vh- 
uacw in Athen. 15, 38 p. 577 B.C. He calls it a vóuoc, but he does not mention that 
it was a renewal of an earlier law. 27) Eumelos the Peripatetic v vài vplrox 
Tlept tig dpyatag xwperSlag (Schol. Aischin. 1, 39) мһо ѕауѕ фўфісџа Oéobat, There 
seems to me no doubt that it was an additional motion: A. Schaefer Demosthenes I 
P. 124 (following him Busolt-Swoboda Staatsk. 11 p. 941 and H. Schaefer RE 
XVII 1 col. 504 no. 2) were near to the truth, We do not know Nikomenes, but 
I see nothing to justify the supposition of Latte (R E XVII 1, 1936, col. 1072, 56 f.) 
that ‘der auch sonst unzuverlássige Pergamener' inserted ‘den bekannteren namen 
Aristophon renewed another 'Solonian' law which was ‘hostile to aliens’: öt oUx 
сот  ёуоз ѓу тў. @үор& ёрү&{єсӨх (Demosth. 57, 32). 28) Ar. u. Ath. I p. 31 
n. 4. 29) See Diller p. 194 n. 2; Gomme р. 70. 30) Perhaps we may count 
among them the case of Euphiletos, Isaios or. 12, though Dion. Hal. De Isaeo 16 
dates this speech later than 346/5 B.C. See Diller p. 201 f.; Gomme p. 59 ff. We can- 
not examine this question here. There is no serious doubt of there having been 
Scrutinies in some demes, phratries, and clans, nor about the fact that there were 
trials about disputed citizenship before 346/5 B.C. 31) Aischin, 1, 77; 86; 114; 
2, 182. 32) L.c. (n. 33) p. 205. 33) Demosthenes calls it a psephism (57, 7), 
the source of Dionysios and the hypothesis (that is one witness, and presumably 
not an early one) a vouos. Our sources do not always keep these two notions 
distinctly separate; if both witnesses refer to the same legislative act we must, 
of course, put confidence in Demosthenes. But we must consider that in the Athe- 
nian practice itself the distinction was by no means very strict, and even Gomme 
(l.c. p. 68; 85) renounced his assertion that ‘there must have been a standing law 
to make the procedure legal at all’. Nevertheless, it is ‘an important point’ whether 
the idea of a universal revision of the lists of all the demes came from Demophilos. 
In my opinion it is rather probable that it did, as it seems to me probable that there 
existed a law prescribing the procedure to be followed in the ordinary annual exam- 
ination of the epheboi presented for inscription, There were precedents as well for 
the scrutiny of whole lists (see n. 11; 30). After all it was a simple matter for De- mophilos to combine the law and the precedents when moving for a general revision 
of all existing lists, for just that action which the Athenians had avoided in 403/2 B.C., while it does not seem at all necessary that ‘there must have existed, prior to 
3406/5 B.C., a law enabiing an extraordinary general scrutiny to be held when the ecclesia voted for one by a decree' (as Gomme p. 68 maintained). I think that ch. 42 of Aristotle’s 'A0z, bears on this question though, in fact, it deals exclusively with the examination of the epheboi. Of course, the ‘law’ of Aristophon suggests itself and its amendment by Nikomenes ; So does the year 403/2 B.C. and the new code of laws. The conjecture that Aristotle gives us a law from this code does (as yet) not admit of proof; the Possibility remains, though, in my opinion, it has not even a remote probability, that the standing law given by Aristotle formed the second provision in the decree of Demophilos (as Diller /.c. р. 196 suggests); and on the other hand the rejection of Aristophon’s motion for a general scrutiny in 
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403/2 B.C. makes in my view improbable the opinion of Gomme about the contents of the standing law. As to the question of the penalty for unsuccessful appeal I am greatly inclined to follow Gomme P. 75 ff. 34) A. Diller Transact. A. Ph. Ass. 63, 1932, p. 193 ff.; Cl. Phil. 30, 1935, p. 302 ff.; Gomme (J H St 50, 1930; Cl. Phil. 29, 1934 =) Essays in Greek History and Literature, 1937, p. 67 ff. with a note on p. 85 f. directed against Diller’s second paper. 34a) See Text p. 157, 21 ff. 35) Though we have such descriptions from Philochoros only (see e.g. 328 F 30) in whom retrospective and anticipatory digressions also were not rare. 
36) So does A. Schaefer Demosthenes II P- 289, who, however, confines himself to 
the negative. 37) A. Schaefer l.c. suggested an identification with Demophilos 
of Acharnai, who brought a charge against Aristotle in 323 B.C. and against 
Phokion in 318 B.C. This is perhaps not very credible chronologically. His father 
(Р. А. 3674) would be more likely. But the name is frequent especially in the fourth 
century, and Kirchner was probably right in giving him a number by himself 
(P. A. 3664; cf. R E V col. 146 no. 3-4). 

I) Orpheus as inventor of the Ye&upuara: Alkidamas Odyss. 24; Herakleid. Pont. 54 
in Schol. Eurip. Alk. 968 (F roo Voss). 2) 392 F 25. 3) 31 F 42; cf. Linforth 
0p. cit. p. 157 f. 4) F 26-27 Kern; cf. Linforth p. 160 ff. 5) 11, 38. 6) 
Cf. on F 58; 60. 7) 10 F 13; cf. on F 69. 8) Cf. Herodt. 7, 6. 

1) Cf. on Philochoros 328 F 169. 2) See Stengel Opferbrauche, 1910, p. 2; 55 
Ziehen R E XVIII І, 1939, col. 596. 3) 9, 1, ІІ тмёс 8 dd tod thy leperav tig 
Пола 8 ос "Абтуйс лоро тороб тоб џёу émywptov ph axtecbat, Eevxdy 8% póvov р06- 
Фёрєсбш\, xpHaOar Se xal rar Larapivienr, Eévny aol tfj; ' Arrudjs thv Eaauiva, oùx eð 
xal Yào vv árb tv dAov vfjacv tv óuoAoyouuévos тӯ’ Атто просуороу просфёретал, 
сижу пдута тӧу Buxnóvttov уолаќутоу тоу ёрбутоу тоб #00с тобтоо. . 

1) Thus the votive inscription JG XII 2 no. 470. Cf. Wilamowitz Hom. 56 
Untersuch. p. 409 f.; Gl. d. Hell. 1I P. 74 n. 2; Jessen R E III col. 856. 87 

1) xal, lacking in V, is indispensable in the enumeration. 2) See on F 37. 
3) Wilamowitz Herm. 12, 1877, p. 353 f.; Schoell ib. 13, 1878, p. 447 f. ; p 
P. A. 7267; Christ-Schmid Gesch. d. Gr. Lit.* I p. 481 n. 4; Geficken Gr. Lit. I, 1926, 
Anm. p. 264 n. 19; Maas R E XV col. 422 no. 2; Diehl ib. XVII 1 col. 313 no. т 
and many others. They overlooked the fact that the passage in а 
digression in which it is not the historian who is tacitly understood M 
the subject: the poet, who is the last Thukydides mentioned in the о € 
must be taken to be the subject until the impossibility of this interpret кр 
been proved. Nothing whatever is proved by the point that the е nds 
in the Life of the historian Thukydides, and even less by the point t um at Hint 
mation comes from Praxiphanes’ Ilept totoplag. We do not know the E po Duis 

dialogue, but the general assumption (Hirzel Herm. 13, 1878, E ma апа that 

L, 1895, p. 311) that 'dichtkunst und geschichte um den preis s! RE 
: г ‘ i bildenden dichtern im gesp! the representative of history ‘von den die mehrzahl nthe thet probable 

che iibel zugerichtet wurde’, is not the only possible and not is ts dealing with 
one. On the contrary, the very fact that comic, m e Diet ания 
mythological and historical subjects, and lyric poets a, whe special domain we 
seeing in Thukydides another poet, viz. the ee assage in Marcellinus 
do not know. I do not see why Christ-Schmid find t reg et must have lived ‘schwer verdorben’. If énel utv &n “ApyéAnog is correct the po 

IO 

Jacoby, Fragm. Griech. Hist. III b (Suppl.) 
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in Macedonia for some time; but I find Visconti’s deletion of the king’s name 
convincing. In the confused third version of the scholion on Vesp. 947 the words 
&¢ ode rave yeeros eyévero, GAN’ OSE Tape tog xwutxots Sia td én’ SAlyov otpatelag 
RErabévra pete Krgwvog emt Opdrxng Quy xatadnpia0ivet probably primarily referred 
to the son of Melesias (cf. Plutarch Perikl. 11, 4-5) who is discussed in the following 
lines; the statement that he oùôè náv yvóptuoç éyéveto is not the same as that 
made about the Acherdusian by Praxiphanes. The argument based on the 
one strategia of the historian is wrong, and moreover the strategia is wrongly 
dated. It is incomprehensible to me that Hirzel used this nonsense for determining 
the contents of Praxiphanes' dialogue. 4) Marcellin. $ 24-25 makes him go to 
Aigina (sic) and from there to Skapte Hyle; he expressly rejects a sojourn in Italy; 
Macedonia he does not even mention. Dionys. Hal. De Thuc. 41 simply says that 
ёЕеЛабєіс̧ тўс лотрібос пбута тӧу Aotrüv тоб nohtov урбуоу év Opauxne Srérprde. 
5) Gr.G. III p. 442 n. r. 6) Thukyd. r, 117, 2. 7) 1G? I 242, 112; 324, 
25. 8) P. A. 7271/2. It is an approximate dating by Plato, Agathon, Choirilos, 
and Nikeratos, who belong to the last third of the fifth century; but Melanippides 
lived considerably earlier. 

I) 72 F 2. 2) Hdt. 7, 200, 2 who does not name a father. 3) 115 F 65. 4) I hold to my opinion that Ephoros was the source of Marm. Par. A ep. 5—ag’ od "Auguxróov ó AcuxcAlovoc éBaciteucey èv Өєрџото\оцс, ха соуђүє тоос лері тё lepdv olxoüvrac, xal dvóuacev 'Auouróovxc,—as against Ledl's assigning the passage to an Atthis (Studien, 1914, p. 155 ff.) whose argumentation I understand the less as 
he found ‘attractive’ my supposition that the Atthides generally identified the two bearers of the name: the Marble clearly distinguishes the king of Thermopylae from the Athenian king. 5) It may be sufficient here to refer to Hellanikos 323a F1. 6) See Das Marmor Parium Р. 31; F Gr Hist II D p. 672, 17 ff. 7) See Text p. 103, 6 ff. 

1) 8, 117-120. The source of Pausanias had the same order, but the periegetes changed it because of topographical considerations: he inserts into the description of the court on the Areopagos (§ 5-7) a short enumeration of some heliastic courts with the words for à 'A0nvalow xai &XXAx Ф.хастірх ох ёс тособто 86 1с ўхоута ($8), goes on with a somewhat fuller treatment of the homicide courts opening with the words órósz 8& émi xoig Фоуєбсту Ёстіу Фла ($ 8-11), and returns from the digression to the surroundings of the Areopagos (29, 1). Of the heliastic courts he only mentions three—Heliaia, Trigonon, Parabyston—which we find in Harpo- kration too, and whicb recur in all enumerations. But he adds two courts which, as he maintains, still had the same name in his own time. They are called and xeou&- Twv and do not occur in any of the other lists, the compilers of which evidently wished to give the pre-Aristotelian conditions only, i.e. they collected the names occurring in the 'classic' authors. There Seems to me to be no doubt that these two names refer back to the order which Aristotle ('Aür. 65, 1-2) described: Tol; yap Sixaomplors yeux ёлъүёүратгтав ёх®стоә énl tat 991xioxot тўс єісббоо, апі ће jurymen received faxcnpiav óuóypow üt Stxaotpian, od rd adtd Ypáupa ёстіу блєр ёу тў: Paddvor, iva @усүхайоу ўи аута єїсєАӨєїү el 6 elanye діхастіроу хт). Aristophanes Speaks of ypayuata only as late as in Ekki. 681 ff. and Plut. 277; 972; 1164 ff. The new order, very fully described by Aristotle (’A0x. 63-69), but unfortunately without any historical note, is dated by H. Hommel in his commentary (‘Heliaia’ 
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Philol. Suppl. 19, 2, 1927, p. 126 ff.) in agreement with G. M. Calhoun (Transact. 
Am. Phil. Ass. 50, 1919, p. 191 ff.) in the ‘reform’ year 378/7 B.C. (cf. S. Dow ‘Aris- 
totle, the Kleroteria, and the Courts’ Harv. Stud. in Cl. Phil. 50, 1939, p. 1 ff.; H. 
Bloch /.c. p. 372 ff., who justly calls these chapters an ‘excursus’ to ch. 59, 7). 
The homicide courts had been treated before in ch. 57 under the official duties of 
һе расле, because Anyydvovrar St xal al ux qóvou 8(xat ràcat mods todtov, xal ó 
просаүорєооу єїрүєс0о: ту уошішоу обтбс tort. In this chapter he succinctly records 
their distribution among the several homicide courts, leaving aside the mythical 
aitia, which were added afterwards by the common source of the other lists. This 
appears very clearly in the long, but unmethodically abbreviated, article of the 
Lex. rhet. p. 310, 28 ff. Bkr, the heading of which—év mototc Sixaatnptots tives Anyye- 
vovtat dixa:—is gravely disappointing because among the heliastic courts it considers 
the Heliaia alone: xadetzat 3¢ utya Sixasthprov xal of xidtor Sixactal- Ey тобто @р- 

Xarpeclar ylvovrar xal al péytotar xpicers xal ai Storxhoerg: exadetto 8e xal pecan ex- 
х\таќа. ўоаіа 8 ёт то. парӣ тё ёу абтӯ: 4\4 єсдол, тоотёсті» 0ро{Сєсдол, ў Bux 

7d GrarOpov elvar тӧу тблоу жоі ўдлобсда: (cf. Дих. ду. р. 189, 20 Вкг *Нмоіа хай ў\и- 

Cecbar- Sixaomptov avpdy yiriwv, xat 6 ténog év Gt obtor StxdZouow). The article 

gives us some idea of what information the common source of the lexicographers. 
(see n. 4) furnished, although the later lexica have cut it down severely. It is par- 

ticularly regrettable that they omitted almost all quotations (see n. 2). 2) Pol- 

lux gives the most complete list, but it is uncertain whether it really is complete; 

at any rate, it is quite unmethodical: (1) Pollux does not enumerate all heliastic 
courts—as he does the homicide courts to which the grammarians generally gave 

more attention—but contents himself with the ywopia dtxacmera (cf. Pausanias" 
Suorhpux oóx ёс тособто 8516 fixovra in n. 1). There can hardly be a doubt that 

the ultimate source included all, or at least all for which evidence could be found in 

literature. It must be taken as a proof that the 'Qu3etov (cf. n. 7), which is lacking 

in Pollux, was also treated as a law-court in the Lexeis, the list of which is next 

in importance, although the lemma is 'Qi8etov* 0£arpov ' A0fjvnot. (2) Pollux does 

not distinguish clearly between homicide courts and heliastic courts, as do both 
Pausanias and the much abused scholion on Aristoph. Plut. 277: &v taic ’A@jvats 
TOG Fy Sixxothpta: xat év tral usv ESixalov mepl pouxdy npaxypatov, év trot dé пері Bnuo- 
TUXGv* xal Éxacroy 8ё tobTav elyev év TL THY oToLyelwv Wixdv Svoua, olov Ay tt tH 
Sixaomplov Acyouevov dAga, dpoiws dro Pita. .., xal обтос ёос тоб хблта (cf. п. ї). 

exe yap Hy Sixacrhpia te mévra év "AOhvats xt. (cf. n. 5). (3) Pollux supplies no 
information about the sphere of business of each court, and in one case only does 

he mention who presided: év pévrot tH Ilapafóctot ol £vàexa éB(xatov. The fact 

that there was a distribution of officials and of affairs is shown, apart from Aristo- 

phanes (n. 7), e.g. by the hala töv ӨєснобєтФу Г С? І 39, 74 ff. of 446/5 В: n 

Antiphon 6, 21, or t&v Gecpobetav Sixacthptov Andokides 1, 28 and others ; fu 2 E 

by [Demosth.] 59, 52 Хаубутес 88 Tod Lrepdvov adrér bmv otrov el л е 

Lexeis (end of n. 1) and Pollux himself show that the common source of the : = 

graphers gave these data. (4) Pollux quotes evidence for four only out 3 as 

eight law-courts: Deinarchos for the Trigonon, Lysias for the (Parabyston p 
Meizon, A. for the Kallion; and even here the evidence is incomplete, for Harpo- 

kration quotes for the Trigonon Auxoŭpyoç хат’ 'Арістоүєітоуос̧, #101 тє xal Mévav- 
ae at р. i isi llux neither quotes nor 8pog év tH *(cf. n. 6). It is particularly surprising that Po 

F 58-59 147. 
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(apparently) takes into consideration Aristophanes (cf. n. 7). (5) Pollux gives in 

no instance the site of the courts (which explained part of the names), and only 
exceptionally does he say anything about their history or their external shape. 
He tells us e.g. as a later addition only that the Mytidyetov is a (the ?) Sıxasthprov uéya, 
and that it had its name from the builder Metiochos, and he does not even give so 
much information about this builder as is found in the Lexeis (n. 12). What the 
Lexeis had to say about the Kallion is altogether lacking in Pollux, though he 
alone preserved the quotation from A. We can therefore not answer with any 
certainty the question arising in view of Lexeis Pp. 310, 27 ff. (n. 1) whether the 
Heliaia held its meetings in the particularly large Metiocheion, although among 
other indications Hesych. s.v. Myttyou tépevoc definitely favours the opinion that 
it did; nor can we give a reason for the rather obvious suggestion that Aristophanes 
by his Katvóv means the Metiocheion (cf. nn. 12-14). (6) It is doubtful whether the 
last named court of Pollux, «à éxi Aóxov, belongs to the enumeration at all. The 
other Lexica know the Aóxetov (yvuváotov 7i» ' A0 vqotv, &ró. Auxelou tidg ’AmédAwvos 
Фуорасбёу хтА. Lex. rhet. p. 277, IO) and the 'Exüxetov (&pyeiov toð полєрарҳоо 
'A0fvnot Hesych. s.v.; cf. Synag. Lex. p. 449, 17 fi.), but no court of justice with 
that name. On the other hand, Harpokr. s.v. 8exátcv and Lex. Cantabr. s.v. Aóxog 
(P. 349, 10 Nauck), differing in detail but agreeing with each other as to the main 
facts, explain the term 8exáZew 'bribe judges' (Isokr. II. cip. 50; cf. Aristot. 'A0r. 
27, 5, both cited by Harpokration who also quotes Eratosthenes èv tois Tepl &ápyaíac 
xwpardiac) by stating that Avxog ёстіу pws лрӧс̧ тоїс èv "AOhvatc Sixaarnplots, тоб 
Өпріоо рорфӯу ёуоу. They state further that the Athenians abrd +d Stxaotixdy Eveyov 
to this Lykos (Lex. Cantabr. quoting Isaios èv Tepevxdt), and that the Advxov Sexag 
is called thus because epl tò @фі8роца адтоб хатё déxa yevduevor of Sixacral eexdtovro 
(Lex. Cantabr.; xpd¢ bv of SwpoSoxoivres xatd T yevduevor буєстрёфоуто Нагр. іп the 
quotation from Eratosthenes). It is obvious (a) that both lexicographers render the 
same source; (b) that the phrase Aóxov 8ex&c occurred in a comedy (cf. 'A07. 27, 5?); 
(c) that Pollux had before him the Quotation from Eratosthenes. These facts definitely 
contradict the assumption of a mere confusion of a court of justice éxi Avxov with 'Exusxetov as the office of the polemarch (Lipsius A4. R. I P. 171 n. 21); they equally 
make improbable the opinion of Schoemann (Opusc. Acad. I, 1856, p. 225 f.) that Pollux made mistakes in details but that there existed in Athens a court of justice with the special name éni Avxou—though, of course, we cannot refute the supposi- tion that the lawsuits which came before the polemarch (’A@x. 58, 2) were conducted in, or near, his office. On the whole, we get the impression that the whole last section of Pollux’ treatment of the heliastic courts (Tò éxt Adxou — and apyttéxtovog Mntt- X9») is a careless and faulty abridgement of the source which, after enumerating the individual courts with the literary evidence for each, generally discussed Athe- nian judicial affairs, the outward appearances of the law-courts, and the origin of each place of jurisdiction. The eight lines which Pollux devotes to the heliastic courts are the very poor remains of this source with its abundant information. 3) Bethe Pollucis Onomasticon II, 1931, p. 138 prints (like Bekker) the old vulgar text with the alteration of zapà Bóotov into napéBuotov, although this text (in spite of all tricks of punctuation) is partly unintelligible and also contradicts the parallel passages collected in the second apparatus criticus. The first app. crit. is quite incomplete: Bethe neither mentions Lipsius and Schoemann who (partly following 
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earlier scholars) correctly emended most of the corruptions, nor, for that matter, 
the arbitrary (and in my opinion certainly wrong) alterations of the text proposed 
by Vuertheim (Mnem. N.S. 28, 1900, Р”. 234). 4) The immediate source may very 
well have been the work Ilept tav "Абўупау 8.хосттріоу Ьу Telephos of Pergamon 
(no. 505) who was, from c. 140 A.D., the teacher of L. Verus and a distinguished 
grammarian in his time (Wendel R E V A r, 1934, col. 369 ff.). His material is, 
of course, earlier; cf. on F 3-4 p. 113, 33 ff. 5) The most important literature 
about the number and the names of the heliastic courts is: G. F. Schoemann ‘Ap- 
pendix de dicasteriis’ Opusc. Acad. I, 1856, р. 220 ff.; Thalheim R E V, 1903, 
col. 571 f.; J. H. Lipsius Das attische Recht w. Rechtsver[ahren I, 1905, p. 167 fl.; 
Busolt-Swoboda S/aatskunde II, 1924, p. 1154 f.; Bonner-Smith Administration 
of Justice I, 1930, p. 234; 245 f. I chose the form of a list—in which I omitted items 
of no importance and those which are certainly wrong, as e g. the alleged judicial 
proceedings on the Ardettos and in the Theseion (see Lipsius of. cit. p. 171 n. 21)— 
because it allows of an easy survey of the existing stock of information, and because 
we can infer from Pollux, Pausanias, and the Scholia on Aristophanes (II-IV) 
that the source also gave a list (enumeration) which the lexicographers, arranging 
their material in alphabetical order (V-VI), divided into separate articles. The 
numbers in brackets ( ) refer in col. I to this column itself, because some of the 
names (regrettably few) are attested from original sources of different kinds; those 
in col. II refer to the occurrence of a court in the original sources (col. I); those in 
col. III-VI to the occurrence in the most complete list, viz. that of Pollux. We confine 
ourselves to the conditions in the fifth century which Pollux has in view, as the 
names t6 Mytiéyou and K4)Atov show. The orators and inscriptions show, however, 
that the names for the localities and the courts at least partly remained in use until 

at least the middle of the fourth century. It is difficult to say whether and how far 

this agrees with the dating at 378/7 B.C. of the conditions described by Aristotle 

(n. 1), for he does not mention anything about the number (see infra), the names, 

or the sites of the dixaorhpta of his time. This is why the much discussed question 
about the number ten as that of the Athenian courts of justice is not of primary 

importance for our purpose: it is attested by Schol. Aristoph. Plut. 277 (see n. 2), 

but the context makes it certain that it refers in that passage to the order of the 
heliastic courts as described by Aristotle. Therefore we need not occupy ourselves 
with the criticism of Schoemann p. 203 f., Lipsius p. 168 n. 5 and others, exercised 
in regard to the 'ganz konfuse scholion' (as Hommel p. 5 n. 9 calls it). It is another 
question whether the number is correct for the time of Aristotle: as he does not 

attest it directly (no number is given ch. 63, 2, and we probably must not supply A 
see Lipsius p. 147 n. 42) it may be due to an inference which may be correct m 

which may be wrong. Personally I see no sufficient reason for the assumption 
that the number of the sections of allotted jurymen was confused with that of the 

courts of law; I think the ten sections of jurymen imply that, when it became 
necessary, ten courts could hold meetings simultaneously. Of course, п ina E 
always, perhaps even seldom, the case in the fourth century (cf. id в. 
was simply the maximum number which had been taken over from : e fo E а 
Naturally we can only with the greatest possible caution draw conc Ln ae ea. 

to the fifth century from the institutions as described by Aristotle. е; entis 
known number of 6000 judges in the fifth century 'die vermutung nahe gt, 
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damals zehn sektionen von je 600 richtern «from each phyle» gegeben, aus deren jeder ein bestimmter gerichtshof von 501 geschworenen gebildet wurde (Hommel P- 110 f. and others) this just means that So many courts of justice seemed to be wanted at that time. I cannot agree with Hommel when he says that 'wenn die zahl für das 4. jhdt annähernd stimmen dürfte, sie für das 5. jhdt doch wohl zu hoch 8egriffen ist’. The contrary may be nearer to the truth (cf. Text p. 167, 12 ff.). It may be left Open to discussion whether this argumentation is correct, but the number ten does not seem improbable even if it cannot be corroborated. It is prob- ably merely an accident that our column I seems to include just ten names, бы; Kainon, the court of the archon, Parabyston (= court of the "Ev6exa), Odeion, ®р$с тоїс reuyíotc (see n. 7), Trigonon, Meizon, Heliaia (= court of the thesmothetai; n. 2), Kallion, Stoa Poikile; for two or three of the courts attested by Pollux are lacking, viz. Meson, Metiocheion, and perhaps Kallion. We cannot confidently identify these two (three) with those mentioned by Aristophanes or others, and (apart from other doubts deriving from the different times of the various witnesses) it seems that Aristophanes does not attest four, but two localities only (n. 7). On the other hand, it does not bear on our question that Pollux does not enumerate ten but seven (eight) courts, as he confines himself to the Yvopuia Sixaompra (n. 2). The fact is that tradition is wholly insufficient for the fifth century and does not allow of any certain statement; even less must we lose ourselves in speculations as to the number of courts and as to the pre-history of the organization of Perikles (see as the latest the succinct summary of prevailing opinions in Hommel op. cit. p. 109; cf. also St. B. Smith Transact. Am. Phil. Ass. 1925, p. 106 ff.). Seen from the point of view of tradition a discussion of the article of Steph. Byz. s.v. 'Hauxíx would be necessary : 8xaocfjptov "Абтухіоу, хорі tò «єс Seiten, napdywyov dla xal haia. ёст 82 то шух dixxompiov, тб ёх тау тєттароу ў\сшёуоу 8іхастпріоу, ёх (тоб айй. У) Ф xxl 9 xal 3 xal p` ol è Expepduevor (7) AAtaotal. The article belongs to the lexico- 8raphic tradition (cf. end of D. 1), but it is perhaps not the figures alone that are Corrupt, and we may hesitate in identifying the four 8uxxocípux with the names given 

the fifth century. 6) Of the names nos. I-5 come from Old and 6-7 from New Comedy; 8-12 are taken from the Orators, 13 from a historian, 14-16 from inscrip- tions. The most important evidence (apart from the Heliaia, which is often attested; 

makes it appear improbable that a court of justice is meant; but see n. 7); for no. 6 
-7 Timokles F. C, Gr. II 463, 26; Menander ib. III 262, 1076 Kock; for no. 9-12 
the Meifov mentioned by Lysias (Pollux), the Ilapáßvotov by Antiphon év tõ 11р$с 
Мою пері бро» (Нагрокг.) апа Lysias (Pollux), the Tpiywvov by Lykurgos 
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(Harp.) and Deinarchos (Pollux), the 'Qu3eiov by [Demosth.] 59, 52 (cf. Pollux 
8, 33); for no. 13 Androtion (Pollux); for no. 14-15 I G? II 1646, 12 of 346/5 B.C. Suxacrhpiov cb Ilxpágucrov; 1641, 28 (middle of the fourth century) 8u«oczptov 1) 
103 1) Hou. It is doubtful whether we may claim as evidence for no. 16 Agora I 
1749, a list of leases of mines and sales of confiscated property from 342/1 B.C. (?), 
as supplemented by Meritt (Hesperia 5, 1936, p. 393 f.): té8e &n[páOv «àv Snutonpá- 
тоу, Посуо ]фифуос 8єзтёр[ж lotapévov Sixacthpiov] протоу тбу холу[ оу • хоротђс̧ mapa 
притоуѓоу К Inprad8upoc (lines ro ff.) and dixaorhprov 1d é[ cov à ]v xatvóv (lines 116 f.). 
‘The words tév xawvév seem to refer rather to the function of the court than to its 
location’ is what Meritt (p. 408) says, who himself finds the connexion with the 
Katvév of Aristophanes ‘doubtful’ (cf. also n. 7). 7) Aristophanes must be used 
with caution as a witness: (1) it is doubtful whether Kaætvév in Vesp. 119 f. is a real 
name (perhaps of popular usage) or a designation coined by the poet at the moment: 
Agora 1 1749 (cf. n. 6) does not decide the question. Vuertheim's (J.c. p. 234) equation 
of the Kainon with the Odeion is arbitrary and lacks probability, not because ‘es 
sich fragt ob das Odeion in der Wespenstelle nicht vielmehr das vorperikleische ist’ 
(Lipsius op. cit. p. 171 n. 22) but because we have to think of the Metiocheion and 
the Kallion, which we cannot date more accurately than that they were both 
built under the ‘reign’ of Perikles. The Odeion, built in the last years of the 'forties, 
is about twenty years earlier than the performance of the Waspsin 423/2 B.C. (2) 
It is even more doubtful whether Vesp. 1107 ff. is actually enumerating four courts. 
In fact, Aristophanes mentions the presidents of two courts only (viz. the archon 
and the Eleven) and two localities (viz. the Odeion and xpàc то vetxlou). Now it 
is made certain by Pollux that the Eleven judged in the Parabyston, and I see no 
reason for doubting the statement of Photios (Lex. s.v. 'Qujeiov) ёст. 8 èv aùòtöt tò 
8:хостйріоу тоб ёруоутос̧" 8:єретреїто 8ё xal Apita éxet. The last sentence refers to 
Demosth. or. 35, 37, and the article is more exact than the version of the Lexeis 
P- 317, 32 ff. : &v ct xal dixaorjprov hy aitou- xal &Aqita ¢uetpetto éxet, which seems to 
have misunderstood (Demosth.] 59, 52. Aristot. ’A@n. 56, 7 tells us what the 
Bom oírov is, which is mentioned in that speech; and the supervision of orphans, as 
family law generally, belongs to the duties of the archon. The question may remain 
open whether the archon held his court only in the Odeion, but it seems fairly 

obvious to refer mpdc totic vety(otc to the IIapáBucrov (Hitzig-Bluemner Paus. І1р. 315), 

the two localities thus corresponding with the two presidents. It is in LT 
with this suggestion that according to Pausanias the Parabyston is хез 
бфамєї тўс пблеос̧ хай ёт’ ё\оуістоцс сомбутоу ёс с0тб, an explanation whic Б үну 

rate is more correct than that given in the Lexeis p. 292, 25 6 Apos Expwev. Perhaps 
we can combine with that site the localisation near the hill of the Nymphs d 
Koehler Herm. 6, 1873, p. 96 n. 1) if we take the word róXeog in its wider ere = 

localisation ‘am markt’, based on Antiphon 5, 10 (Wachsmuth ec € 
P- 365; Lipsius ор. cif. p. 172 n. 23), is very doubtful, and i 2 e CHR 
(Ph. U. 1, 1880, p. 165 f.) аш the ee at Tave ert blast 
тохубу іпіо Похубс̧. 8) According to 7 
above. 9) In the list I used the customary neuters ped es ee 
be supplied in all places. In the text Dindorf ought not to у te о 

form because the scholiast denoted the Kainon as témog év tax dtxaorne! ra 
, Nos. 1-6 come from the Lexeis; A£YÓU£voc. 10) About nos. 3-4 see n. 1. 11) 

раа онаа 
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no. 7 is only preserved in the Lexicon of Photios s.v. Ilapáfuccov, which gives a better 
text for nos. 2, 3 and 6 as well (see n. 7; 12). The Meizon may be lacking accidentally; 
but the absence of the Zxl Aóxot Sixaorhprov is hardly an accident (see n. 2). 
12) Lexeis p. 309, 17 тёшєуос Мтүп1буоо, біхастћроу, ёуорас0ёу dd Mytidyou ápyt- 
тёхтоуос i| (xal?) фўторос̧ töv «oi» th BEAToTH ovpBovrevodvtwy. Phot. Lex. s.v. 
-Mytioyciov- Sixacthpiov. Miriyog: Gpyitéxteov xal Pytwp tev od te PéATLOTA GUpBov- 
Aevévrwv. Hesych. s.v. Mytiyou téyevog (App. Prov. 3, 94) + ely & av tò Mytiyetov 
Stxcomhprov peya, ev de просех\уробтсоу xirror (6 meocexAHOnoav, om. xlAtor Hes.) 8uxa- 
eral. Lexeis p. 269, 33 KáXtov- Sixaotihptov * ABhynow oft xaArobuevov rà [100 xaXXDvetv 
* * (there is a gap in the text; the end of the article on K&XXtov and the opening 
of the article Ka)juvrfpix have dropped out)]. Ib. p. 270, 6 Kd)Xov* Aurpóc vaóc, &E 
mitoayeSiov Yevóuevoc. Phot. Lex. s.v. KdQAetov- Stxacthpiov "AOjvnow and Kaddclov 
(sic) to reromxótoç èróvvpov. 13) We do not know why it is called céuevoc, 
perhaps because of its size (Pollux; cf. n. 2). But it is possible that the court was 
built on the ground of a formerly sacred precinct (which was hardly the case with 
the Kallion; see n. 14), or that Isaios* Teuevixóc would furnish the explanation. 
14) Schoemann (op. cit. p. 223 f.) tried to explain the connexion by referring firstly 
to the designation of the Metiocheion as тёреуос̧ (ѕее п. 13) апа secondly to the second gloss of the Гехе1$ в.у. Камо» (see n. 12): ʻerat igitur haud dubie templum in quo iudicia haberi solebant aut conditum a Metiocho quodam architecto.... 
aut oratoris consilio sive exstructum sive iudiciis habendis destinatum'. The con- ception does not appear credible as regular meetings of the courts were not held in sanctuaries in Athens. The motion of Drakontides that the judges of Perikles Yapov атф тоб Воцоб фёроутес ёу tHe moder xplvorev (Plutarch Perikl. 32, 3) is unique; and the identification of the Aumpd¢ vade & adtoayedion yevouevoc with the Metio- cheion in particular, an obviously recent building, which was meant to seat a thou- sand jurymen, surely is impossible. The second gloss has no connexion at all with a court of justice; it probably refers to the small, ill-famed sanctuary of Aphrodite on Hymettos, dxep Stapdpuc просаүорєдоосту, ol wev KadaAtov, of d¢ Kualav, dou Kua- dou mipav (Herodian. II 534, 4; cf. Honigmann R E XI col. 2459 f.). See also n. 23. 15) It is certain that the name was Mntioyoc (Lexeis; Phot. Lex.: n. 12), not M£:tyoc (Pollux; Hesych). Miro; may be a correct name in itself (C. Keil Anal. epigr. 44 onom., 1842, p. 91), but as far as I know there is hitherto no evidence for it in Athens: the name of the courtesan Mytiyn, whom the Athenians called KAéju3p« (Asklepiades Areiou 157 F 1) probably was in fact Mnrtptyn (Wilamowitz Herm. 62, 1927, p. 292 f.), but Polygnotos invented a Mntt6y7 for his 'IMov áXcct; (Pausan. 10, 26, 2). Even if a M'xuyoc should emerge in Athens the parallels remain decisive, so do the tetrameters in which Elmsley wrongly changed the name into Myr1y0¢ (Wilamowitz €rroneously takes this to be the tradition; his statements are inaccu- rate in other points too). These facts Support the conclusion that the sculptor Metiochos from the first half of the third century B.C., two signatures of'whom are preserved in the Amphiareion of Oropos (Dittenberger on IG VII 236-243; 350; 426; Lippold R E XV, 1931, col. 1408 no. 2), also was an Athenian. The Metiochos in the remarkable series of Lukian. Pseudol. 25 (Ninos - Metiochos - Achilleus) probably was an Athenian too; I refrain from obvious conjectures in regard to him. The name, which is rare, was distinguished at least in the fifth century (although it does not seem credible to me that it ‘ziemlich deutlich auf die Mytvovidat hin- 
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weist’), and the bearer of it was a Philaid, or related to Miltiades and Kimon in 
ection to a man of that family working for Perikles. 
7 Mute ov тїїбї тёссєрс тфу уєбу хатафєоүє: ёс 
veav! xatetrov 8udxovtes of Фоімхес• тӯс 82 уєс̧ табтис̧ 
пресВотатос руоч Мутіоуос (по 2./.), обх ёх tic ’OAdpov 

28 &dAng xt. Marcellin. Vit, Thucyd. omitted the name. 17) Praec. reip. ger. 15 Р. 811 Е тёу Перодёоос обтос єс ђу ёта[роу тӯ: 80 ёхеїуоу, ӧс охе, Buv&uet ХРФОџеуос̧ ёт.ф0буос xal хатахброс̧. Меіпеке gave the lines to Hermip- pos (C. A. Fr. III 629, 1325 K), Bergk and Wilamowitz to Kratinos. At any rate, they belong to an old comic poet, they are not a ‘cantilena vulgaris’ (as Bernhardy thought). 18) <yàp> Porson <võv> Schoemann; énwni Ddf £nontá, trónra Plut; Мттібуол 82 пбута хеїтах Рогѕоп Мэтіоҳос 8 лбута xeivax Plut návra notet Кеіѕке лбуг &xeirat Abresch. 19) Pollux; nn. 2; 12. 20) In Philochoros, who mentioned the erection of a number of religious or half-religious buildings (e.g. F 22; 31; 36; 58; 121; 122), we find among others the building of the gymnasium Lykeion with the epistates Perikles in F 37, the building of new walls in F 40, of ship-sheds and of the skeuotheke in F 56. 21) On Photios as a witness for the common source 
see n. 7. But here the alteration of the lemma Kéddctov to Kadact>evov is uncertain, because the Ms. also writes Kaetov as the genitive of Kaddlac. The Peace of 
Nikias is Nuxtetog without a v./. in Plutarch. Nik. 9, 9; in Alk. 14, 2 the Mss. have v(xetog and vixtoc. 22) See n. 12. 23) Such denominations after the 
builder are not altogether rare in Athens: apart from the two courts of justice we 
have the Tetnavaxtetos téte xahouuévn, Toxin è võv otot (Plutarch. Kim. 4, 6) 
which had its name from the brother-in-law of Kimon, and the ’Emavxetov, & трб- 
Tepov utv éxaretto modeuapyetov, émel S& ’Extduxos avorxodéuyce xal xateoxevacey 
афт полєраруўсас̧, "ExtAdxetov &xanOy (Aristot. ’AOr. 3, 5; cf. Althis p. 93). Iam 
quite willing to believe that in all four cases it was after founders, building out 
of their own means, that the buildings were called, not after mere émotéta, as 
all four men come from distinguished families. In any case, we must not be diverted 
from this interpretation of the Kall(ie)ion in Athens by the fact that at Kyzikos 
there was an office-building called xé\tov, which has no connexion with the proper 
name, because the verbs xaddtateww and xadwapyetv are connected with the office 
(C IG III 3661; Cagnat I. Gr. Rom. IV 153; 157; cf. Liddell-Scott s.v.). This office 
belongs to the category of religious functions, which became a political office like 
the uoArol at Miletos. 24) Pausan. t, 23, 2; Agora I 5128 (see A. E. Raubitschek 
Hesperia 12, 1943, p. 19f.). 

1) Plato Soph. A6. 2) See Atthis p. 133 fi. 3) The details are of no 
consequence. It is sufficient to state that there remain at least five Spartoi, xal Ure 
Ka8u0¢ motetta: modAltag (Pherekydes 3 F 22). 4) Palaiphatos П. ёп. 3 оё иёу обу 
gor tod Apaxovtog (the former king of Thebes, whom Kadmos killed) bret fyrroves 

The udyy.... dryovto gebyovres el¢ thy olxelav, &Xo 82 dAdayy Steama- ` i ; AoxptSa ena v, ol uiv elc civ 'Azruciy, ol 8E elc vij» IeXonóvenaov хай Фох!8х хай IV 538 x1A. Euseb. Chron. a. Abr. 701 (Synkell. p. 306, 17; Joh. Antioch. F. m 538 
F1,9)...6 Kadpog... xtiler thy KaSpelav, xal OnBdv éBactrevoe- тос $, meee 

Роос о1фу,8іос ёпелӨбутас оото, 8:0 тё паутаҳббєу 0с amd TUS OU RET ^. = v2 L £v tài pater gyolv. The same xat aùtoŭ, Хлартоос Фубрасєу, d¢ Iladaipatog awa Fiieron ymos 
explanation was known to the authority of Diodor. 19, 53, 4, perhaps Hierony 

16) Hdt. 6, 41, 2 adrdc uiv 8 
"Iufpov, cv 8€ of тёштту [тфу 
#тоує тфу Ми\т&$є® та(Зоу б 
тоб Өрўихос Өоүхтрбс, dà" 
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of Kardia, in any case an early writer; a similar one—8i& 19 éxeonápÜat voic olxoüatw 
èv OhBarç—to Amphilochos, cited by the scholiast on Euripides, whom E. Schwartz 
R E I col. 1940 no. 6 dates in the fourth century, ‘wenn er nicht noch Alter ist’. 
The Anonymus in the scholion (čvor), who interprets the Uéprot as being the fifty 
children of Kadmos, also seems to derive the name from omelgew. For the older sort of rationalism we may quote Hippias êv ’E@vév évouactatc (6 F 1) who regarded 
the Enaprot as a people, and was followed by the later writers Atrometos (Schwartz 
R E II col. 2149 no. 2) and the Cyclographer (?) Dionysios (15 F 9); but we are not 
sure whether Hippias explained the name and how he dealt with the myth, or whe- 
ther he held the same opinion consistently. 5) 4F 1. 6) 3 F 22. 7) See on 323a F27. 8) See on Philochoros 328 F2; (83); 94. — 9) Aristot. Лахфуоу mo. in Schol. Pindar. Isthm. 7, 18; Pyth. 5, 101. But it is possible that an Atthis 
too brought the Theban-Spartan genos of the Aigeidai to Athens in maiorem 
gloriam urbis: it would thus be Athens which helped the Herakleidai in conquering 
their country. Cf. Palaiphatos (n. 2) and on Phanodemos 325 F 26. 10) I state 
this because of Wilamowitz Ar. u. Ath. II p. 128 n. 6 and H. Bloch Athen. Stud. Ferguson p. 348. The former believes that Tzetzes ‘drew upon the fuller scholia’, 
overlooking the real tradition about A.; the latter seems to contradict himself. 
It does not concern us here what Aigeus originally was; on this question see on 
the one side Wilamowitz 1c. P. 127 f. and Herter Rh. Mus. 85, 1936, p. 205 fl.; 228 f., and on the other e.g. the divergent opinions of Toepffer A.G. p. 254, Jeanmaire Couroi et Courétes, 1939, p. 369 f.; 573. and others. п) See on Philochoros 328 F 94. 12) Harpokr. s.v. AtyetSat. 

1) Cf. on Hellanikos 323a F 11; 23; Kleidemos 323 F 13; Philochoros 328 F 99-тот. 2) 1, 143, 2. Cf. on Philochoros 328 F 99-101. 
1) Bethe Theb. Heldenlieder, 1891, p. 1. 2) ‘De scholiis Hom. ad hist. fab. pert.’ Jahrb. f. kl. Phil. Suppl. 12, 1881, р. 405 #. 3) Thus Bloch 4с. р. 352 ѕеетѕ to regard the whole scholion (which he quotes as Schol. Soph. O. C. roo [/. 91]) as being taken from A.: 'it is noteworthy, too, that he gave a detailed account concern- ing Oedipus, in which the influence of the great tragedy as well as patriotic col- ouring is recognizable’. 4) The lotopia, although making Oidipus ‘inhabit’ the “етей xohwvdc xadovpevos (this name for the Kodwvocg “Inmog is surprising), makes him ask for protection (again the imperfect tense lxétevev is remarkable) év tài lepót (note the singular number) Af£unrpoc xal IloXobyou 'A05vàc. The writer seems to have no idea of the real situation. As the Hypothesis states correctly, the scene of O. C. is & «à “Inner xohwvian mpbe ct vac 7&v Zeuvv. It is in this precinct, EvOa THs "Атти<с трфто» #ёӨєї» Eyovow Olsinosz (Pausan. 1, 30, 4), that the fugitive Oidipus comes upon the Athenian who explains to him the nature of the place (О. С. 36 #.); it is to the Zcuvai Gea that he addresses his prayer (v. 84 ff.). The hill belongs to Poseidon and Prometheus (v. 54 ff.; cf. Thukyd. 8, 67, 2; IG3 I 310, 141 f.); Pausanias mentions the &Acoc xal vabc IIocei3óvoc; here stands a Bwyd. Tocedavog "Тоз жой "A@nvag ‘Inntac (for the sharing of an altar see e.g. that of Ares and Athena Areia in Acharnai, and the oath of the epheboi published by L. Robert Etudes épigr. et philol. 1938, p. 293; surely in all instances Athena was added later), and a paw (not a іо; сё п. 7) ПеріВоо ха! Өтсёос̧ 01817086 те хаі ' Аёр&встоо (Pausan. Lc.). Lines 1600 ff. of the play mention evyAdov Ajuntpog né&yos, but that is not the Demeter of the loropi«, and even this Demeter does not reside on the hill 
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itself; her n&yoo Presumably is ‘der nur durch eine flache einsenkung getrennte hügel nórdlich vom Kolonos' (Judeich Topogr. Р. 45; 414; трбс vij dxponóAet Schol.). In a lotopía of this Sort any contamination and, in view of its abridgment, any misunderstanding is Possible: Oidipus is ёт тўс Дўџлтрос̧ іп +ће legend of 

selves, I forego an analysis of the portion not concerning Athens; about the ex- posure in Sikyon, which does not come from the tragedy, see Bethe op. cit. p. 1f. 5) The question of the tomb of Oidipus (Robert Oedipus I P. 33; Heldensage p. 901) is not simple. In the passages mentioned in n. 6 Sophokles does not expressly speak of a tomb; we could refer at least v. 620/1 to a tomb if v. 1645 ff. did not clearly describe a miraculous passing (Rohde Psyche? II P- 243 n. 3) which precludes a tomb and cult at the tomb. According to vv. 1518 ff. nobody is to know where Oidipus died (again the expression ‘tomb’ is avoided), and if we are correct in as- signing to A. the end of our scholion this author corroborates the fact that even in the fourth century a tomb of Oidipus did not exist in Athens. The tomb in the precinct of the Semnai (Pausan. 1, 28, 7) is a later invention (Robert Heldensage 
P. 902). Matters are similar in Thebes. This is surprising because of II. ¥ 679, but Arizelos and Lysimachos (382 F 2) explain the fact. The tomb in Eteonos seems to 
have been really existent, but Sophokles disregarded it: whether a tomb existed 
or no, for him, A., and the Athenians it is an established fact that after his death 
Oidipus became one of the heroic guardian spirits of Athens. We do not see clearly 
how and when this idea was developed, but the incomplete oracle Schol. О. c. 57 
seems to imply this belief (see on Istros 3 34 F 28; I cannot agree with Wilamowitz 
restoration of the text in PA. U. 22 p. 324 n. 1). The author of the oracle (тїс тфу 
Х?їїбноАбүшу) зиге1у Ъе!опдз to the yerouoAóyo. whose activity in the Pelopon- 
nesian War even Thukydides (2, 8, 1; 5, 26, 3) reported. 6) In the words 
Wedjoa yap adtov xal vexpov aixicacfat the Thebans are the subject and Oidipus 
the object. Oidipus is afraid that the Thebans might disturb the peace of his grave, 
he therefore asks Theseus ‘not to show his tomb to any Theban’ (actually a tomb 
did not exist in the Athens of Sophokles: see n. 5). This request is something quite 
different from the words of the poet or the ‘Delphic’ oracle quoted by his Oidipus 
V. 91/3 vrata xduderv tov tarainwpov Biov, / xépdy piv obxfaavta toig a 
Ётүу 8& toig néudacw, of w antdacav (cf. 389 f.; 402; 455 f; 621 f; 2m t 
The opinion of De Marco De Scholiis in Soph. Trag. veteribus, 1937, р. 100 f. that the 
oracle was invented because of the scholion on v. 388 by ‘Oropvqpattotal E 
vestigiis insistentes' does not seem credible to me. But the request a с ne 
may be based on the wide-spread notion of a tomb kept secret ан E found in the lines 1518 ff. In any case, A.s Oidipus expects from is иер 
impious treatment which violates Hellenic usage, but would be in сан а 
conduct іп regard to the leaders fallen before Thebes which Trag ie anam 
severely from Aischylos onward. The question may remain open ii Ж iu ОСА 
tians were charged with violation of common Hellenic martia I ic. 
times too, and whether the charge is justified. The question, which 26) ji 
is treated on Philochoros 328 F 112-113 (cf. J. H. St. 64, ee Lit* 1, See on F 60, _ 8) Robert Heldensage p. 901. 9) Christ-Sc Pax 
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1912, p. 341. Ephoros (Diod. 13, 72, 3-73, 2 under 408/7 B.C.) gave a full account 

of the sudden attack: Agis had his camp é ’AxaSnyulo, and the Academy is near 

the Kolonos Hippios (Diog. Laert. 3, 5; Pausan. 1, 30, 3-4). It is of no consequence 
here whether this attack is a duplicate of the attack of 410 B.C. reported by 

Xenophon Hell. 1, 1, 33 f. (cf. Beloch Gr. G.* II 1 p. 418 n. 2). 
I) Ephoros 70 F 103. 2) Herodian. I 215, 15 ff. Lenz. 

1) Suppl. Portus. 2) Oúptov 4, 25, 3 (Ovpatov 4, 6, 2 is corrupt); Ooóptov 18, 
IO, IO; 28, 5, 1. 3) IG IX 1, 483/4; I G? IV 95, 16 al.; Head H. N.! p. 332; 
Fiehn R E VI A col. 744. 4) Dion. Hal. 4. Р. 1, 51, 2. 5) Polyb. 21, 29, 4 
(‘Youptetow in the Mss. must not be altered to Quptetow or Ouppetevaty). 

1) I G* I 242; 243; 324 from 424/3-423/2 B.C.; Il 1544; 1750 from 336/5-333/2 
B.C. ai. 2) Von Schoeffer RE V col. 55 f. 3) No. 372. 

1) See Text p. 101, 19 ff. 2) They are called ol ¿ntà coptotai by Isokrates 
Antid. 235, the author of [Demosth.] Erotikos 50, Aristot. F 5 Rose and others. 

3) Other corruptions of the name see Introd. n. 131. 4) 328 F 107. 5) B. 
Keil Anonymus Argent. p. 69 n. 1 is mistaken. 6) 10 F 14. 7) See on F 54 

and on Andron то Е 13. 8) See on Kleidemos 323 F 28. 
1) 10 F 19; 360 F 1. 2) ‘Die Fragmente der griech. Kultschriftsteller" 

R. V. V. 15, 1, 1914, p. 66 ff. 3) 10 F 15. 4) 103 F 31. 5) 14, 1, 42. 

325. PHANODEMOS 

INTRODUCTION 

1) Р. А. 14031/5. 2) Anz. Wien. Ak. Phil.-Hist. Kl. 1895, p. 39 ff. 3) The 
slight corruption in F20 is of no consequence; and for C. Mueller's suggestion 
that Ph. was born in Ikos T 7, of course, is no foundation. 4) See Text p. 172, 
25 ff. 5) FGr Hist 73. 6) FGr Hist II D p. 850, зо. 7) See now 
Laqueur R E XIX, 1938, col. 1779. I have not had access to V. Romano Contributi 
alla ricerca. sulla vita e l'opera dello storico Fanodemo, Firenze 1935. 8) See 
on T 2. 9) 324 T 7. 10) Demosthenes 9, 72 mentions as his colleagues 
Polyeuktos, Hegesippos, xal ol &ot npéofew. The inferior Mss. add KAetróuayoc 
xal Auxobpyoc. 11) See on T 7. 12) Possibly Ph. was already working at 
his Atthis; see Text p. 173, 29 ff. 13) T 3. 14) T 4-5. 15) He is a de- 
scendant of the well-known party-leader and general Nikias. Piety may have been 
hereditary in his family. 16) Quoted thus by Athenaios F 2; 7; Harpokration 
F 8; Photios F 4; Res Atticae Conti F 5; 30. ’Apyatodoyia T 6 is a favorite designa- 
tion for historical works of a certain order with Dionysios of Halikarnassos; but 
see also Atthis p. 84. 17) Wilamowitz Ar. u. Ath. I p. 287 n. 38. 18) F 
9-10. 19) See on F 2. 20) See on F 3? 21) See e.g. on F 16. 22) 
F 13. 23) F25. 24) F29. 25) F27;: 14. 26) F26. 27) F 22. 
28) As characterized by Wilamowitz Ar. u. Ath. I P. 351 ff. 29) Cf. on Klei- 
demos 323 T 2. 30) See on F 22-23; 25. Wilamowitz ‘vielleicht 1. hälfte des 
4. jhdts' is too early; Schwartz R E II col. 2181 'eher aus dem 4. als aus dem 
3. jhdt' and Laqueur 'zeit des Demosthenes' are too vague. 31) See Text 
Р. 172,18 #. Тһе Дурлах is due to a confusion in the text of Harpokration (on F 1). 
32) F 3. — 33) F 22-23; seeon F 20. 34) See on F 13. 3s) F 17. 36) 
See on T 7. 
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T(ESTIMONIES) 
1) The opening words of the проВобдєоџа Беіпе бпос хт. р. 78, 3. 2) Cf. the motion in honour of Eudoxos; Wilamowitz Ar. u. Ath. I p. 214 n. 52. 3) See Text p. 9o, 21 ff. 4) T 2b; see on F 18. As to the measures of Lykurgos with regard to the theatre see Kunst R E XIII col. 2452, 18; 2453, 3; 2457, 48 ff. 5) Laqueur R E XIX col, 1779, 38. 6) Cf. Sundwall K/io Beih. 4, 1906, p. 49. 7) Letter of Philip in (Demosth.] 12, 12/5; Beloch Gr. G.* III 1 р. 151; 217; 553. 8) P. A. 8410; Kroll RE XI col. 240 no. 2. 9) IG? II 1623, 35. 10) Which u4Xoza. uiv al &pyatoXorlat auviotóot; further alyõv ёретэі, апі Ta péradha тўс пос Alðov. 11) Pfeiffer F 178/85 cites the parallels, in which the name is often corrupt. See also Malten Herm. 53, 1918, p. 167 ff. 12) Thus Wilamowitz, txtog P. In Athen. 11, 53 p. 473C ént rod olxelov Eévov Grenfell- Hunt have restored 'Ixíou. 13) “Ixo Wil [[e] xo P. 14) WedAvutw Eptov Malten; xaptév i.e. sectivum porrum Pfeiffer. 15) хоб’ 6800 Wil. 

F(RAGMENTS) 

1) See Text p. 176, 30 ff. 2) F 6; 8; 17/18. 3) Against Siebelis’ alteration 
Фауб трос. ёу <82 4 Дудлахбу Ҹәриттідту [82] «th. tells (1) the fact that it is too 
complicated; (2) that because of the definite article we must leave at least the 
Possibility of keeping the numeral for the book of Ph. 4) The first to direct 
our attention to this important source of corruption was Brinkmann Rh. Mus. 
57, 1902, p. 481 ff. 5) Dion. Hal. De Din. 5; cf. no. 401. 6) 396 F 5. 7) 
Archestratos Athen. 6, 131 p. 326 F. 

I) The section is otherwise well arranged. 2) A similar explanation is found 
in Schol. Od. € 123: 'Opzoyiz 8' éxxdetro хрот» 8.0 тё yOxuardy хай ухнотєтёс mpd 
TOU dvadolyvar xal oavijvat: тоюбтоу үйр xal td Spveov, oby Siinerég GAL mpdoyetov. 
Delos-Ortygia occurs already in Pindar. Paeam. 7b; cf. Wehrli R E Suppl. V 
col. 566. 3) 'Anó тоб тўу Алто elg Óproya uevafArfBctcav elc thv AÑAov EABeiv qu: 
Yo9oav ci» " Hpav Schol. Kallim. H y. 2, 59; &xà zz; ' Aocepíac uezauopoóoeoc тїйє Азүтоб$ 
a8erq7¢ Schol. Apoll. Rhod. 1, 419; Serv. Verg. A. 3, 73: rejected by Nikandros 
F Gr Hist 271/2 F 5 in favour of the derivation from the Aetolian Ortygia. 4) 
Kallim. F 75, 36/7 Pf. 5) Mommsen Feste p. 451 n. 4; Anthesterion: Deubner 
А.Е. р. 203. 6) ВІЫ. 3, 180; тоб патрӧс Yövroç Pausan. I, 2, 6. 7) Kritias 

P. 110 A. 8) Bibl. 3, 179. 9) Inscr. de Délos 2517/8. I am rather doubtful 

as to Roussel's restoration of the clan in 2516 and in the Delian inscription of 
Paros (/G XII 5 no. 271; S EG III 745; Inscr. de Dél. 1624 bis). But that depends 
on the question whether an Athenian of the first century B.C. could belong to more 

than one clan; see Atthis p. 241 n. 32. 10) Beloch Gr. сз IH I p. 553 n. - 
11) Stations: Arimasps, Issedones, Scythians, Sinope, Prasiai. It is evident t а 

Ph. altered the route in Herodt. 4, 33 by making use of 4, 13. ] 12) Ф = - 

derini. — 13) Judeich Topogr.* p. 380. 14) Опе has to alter nap’ abrév фер, 
to tév ’A@yvatwv than to tév AxyAtwv, although the Delians are the aaa d 

subject later on. Either Pausanias did not write clearly, or his source has E 

up Attic and Delian tradition; cf. also 7, 23, 5. 15) See е оса аз a 
16) Plato Phaidon 58 A-C; Plutarch. Thes. 21; 23 who regard the 
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mark of gratitude for being saved from Crete. 17) About these and about 
the cult of Apollo on the eastern coast of Attica see Lolling 4. M. 4, 1879, p. 
354 ff.; Toepfler Herm. 23, 1888, P. 325 ff.; Roussel BC H 53, 1929, p. 166 ff. 

18) His relation to the Thessalian Erysichthon-Aithon (Hellanikos 4 F7) does not 

concern us here, because it does not concern the Atthis. Nor has Kallimachos 
(see on T 7) made use of the local Attic myth as transformed by Ph. either in his 
hymn to Demeter or elsewhere. 19) 401b F 1-2. The name of the cape is 
derived from the fact that Leto there Aéyetat About thy Covnv. Thence Athena 
Pronoia leads her to Delos, and this incidentally shows that al vijcot tyyu¢ elo ti¢ 
*Arnixijg. Others (quoted by Semos 396 F 20) brought the birth itself to Zoster. 
Has Ph. already ventured to do this? 

1) See on Hellanikos 323a F 13. 2) Theognost's KoAawía (Cramer A.O. 
II p. 66, 30) is wrong. 3) He was the teacher of Aristophanes of Byzantium 
and a contemporary of Eratosthenes, who wrote ‘Yrouvhuara on Comedy (Cohn 
R E VI col. 1220 no. 7). 4) Kallimachos /.c.; Aelian. N. A. 12, 34. This is not 
identical with what Pausan. 9, I9, 7 reports about Artemis in Aulis; Wilamowitz 
Herm. 18, 1883, p. 257 is mistaken. 5) Wilamowitz /.c.; Preller-Robert Gr. 
M yth.* I p. 311 n. 4; Wernicke R E II col. 1389; Gruppe Gr. Myth. p. 18 and others. 
6) Preller-Robert l.c. 7) Schol. Aristoph. i.c.; the word is missing in Liddell- 
Scott; cf. the xópu3oc in the Story of the foundation of Kolonides Pausan. 4, 34, 8. 
There is no connexion with xoXotóc, and still less with Artemis Koloene (Gruppe 
l.c. p. 279 n. 3 following K. O. Müller) of Asia Minor. 8) Kroll R E XI col. 
1067. 9) I cannot concede more to Toepfler 4.G. p. 217. IO) Pausan. 
4 I, 5. 11) Boundary stone of “Aprtepic 'Auapucía from Marüsi J G? I 865. 
12) IG? II 1182 c. 350 B.C. The cult still existed in the second or third century 
A.D. See I G* II 4817 in the new reading of Kirchner and Dow 4. M. 62, 1937, 
P- 9 ff., where the inscriptions referring to the cult in the city are noted. 13) 
See on Philochoros 328 F 94. 14) See IG V p. 272. 15) As Toepffer l.c. 
P. 217 n. 4 has it. 

1) According to M. A. Schwartz Erechtheus et Theseus, diss. Leyden 1917, he did 
this in order to get rid of the Laconian Hyakinthos. L. Weber A. R. W. 23, 1925, 
P- 240 n. 1 gives a different view. 2) As Toepffer stated (A.G. p. 40 n. 2) whom Eitrem R E XII col. 2058 and others follow. 3) Cf. on F 8. 4) In Eurip. Ion 278 it is not a cult-name. 5) See Wilamowitz GI. d. Hell. I p. 106. 6) 
хиё Schol. Demosth. 54, 7. 7) See on Amelesagoras 330 F 2. 8) See Hygin. fab. 238. 9) Thus Meursius corrected Avtalav of the Mss. 10) F 353; it has been supposed by the action of a god. II) At least not for the ancient mythographer; as to modern combinations see E. Maass Herm. 25, 1890, P. 405 n. 3. Hyas is the name of the father of the Hyakinthides as well as of a brother. For the evidence see Gundel RE IX col 24 no. 3/4. 12) Pace Wilamowitz Lc. p. 106 n r. 13) A son of Erechtheus is called Pandoros: Bibl. 3, 196; Schol. Pindar. Paean. P. Ox. V P. 41. — 14) Cf. the daughters of Kekrops as the nurses of Erichthonios-Erechtheus. 15) Bibl. 3, 196 ff.; Eurip. Ion 277/8 is an invention for the occasion. 16) Eurip. F збо, 48; 396 №; Lykurg. In Leocrat. 99; Bibl. 2, 203; Hygin. fab. 46. 17) See also on F 8. 18) F 357; 360, 36; according to F 360, 20/1 there is no brother, 19) Фос:0ёа Schol Demosth. Elsewhere she is the wife of Erechtheus. 20) Demaratos. 
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42 F 4; cf. Eurip. Jon 280. It is the Protogeneia of Ph. 21) And to Philochoros 328 F 12? 22) Bibl. 3, 203; Hygin. fab. 46; 238; Anon. M ythogr. p. 345 c.2 West. 23) The one sacrificed in Hygin. fab. 46; in fab. 238 this is Chthonia. 24) Procris cum Evechtheo patre concubuit Hygin. fab. 253; Kreusa mother of Kephalos by Hermes ib, 160; mother of Ion in Euripides. 25) Ar. u. Ath. II P. 152; Gl. d. Hell. I p. 106 n. 1. L, Weber /.c. p. 339 n. 1 differs, 1) Most probably from Istros: Wilamowitz Herm. 15, 1880, p. 523; Wellmann 5 De Istro Callimacheo, 1886, p. 69. 2) Suppl. Kaibel 3) That Aithra is not mentioned is explained by Bibl. 3, 207/8. 4) Thus Bibl. and Tzetz. Ы; рўтоу 8худоб ү 2; рўдау Тгеёг. а; иўбауа Ў 5) Robert Heldensage p. 144 n. 8. 6) See Toepffer A.G. Р”. 270. 7) R E XV col. 1312. 8) Van der Kolf R E XV col. 540/1. 9) Herodt. 5, 66; Eurip. Jon 1575/81; Kolbe RE VIII col. 2294. 10) Proxenos 425 F 2; cf, Toepffer A.G. P. 163; Escher R E III col. 2094. 
1) Not ‘the exegetai’ in general. 2) Wilamowitz Ar. u. Ath. II Р. 268 п.ІІ. 6 3) Rohde Psyche? I P. 247 n. 4; cf. KL Schr. II p. 227 ff. 4) Kretschmer Glotta X, 1920, p. 38 #.; XII, 1923, p. 214. 5) Theological speculation is evident already in Philochoros. 6) RE VII A 1, 1939, col. 326 f. 7) Roussel B.C. H. 53 p. 171. 8) 1G? II 2615. 9) Wilamowitz Sb. Berlin 1927 р. 158. 10) Perhaps every family had such a cult. 11) Found im situ before the ‘Dipylon between the road to Eleusis and that to the tombs (Judeich Topogr.? P- 410 f.), a significant position. Sacrifices to them are mentioned J G? I 842 D. 12) As Wuest /.c. col. 326 has it, who confuses this cult with that of the clan of the Lyco- mids. 13) But the meaning of «ptzo- in Tritogeneia remains doubtful even after Sommer Festschr. Windisch 1914 and Kretschmer l.c. Р. 38 {.; атрито=үуйсіос is out of the question. 14) See Rohde l.c. p. 247 n. 2. 15) Deubner 4. Е. P- 44. 16) About the Skira see on Philochoros 328 F 14-16. 
1) See Text p. 173, 39 ff. 

. 7 I) Judeich Topogr. p. 338. 2) Toepffer A.G. p. 40 n. 2. 3) Judeich 8 is wrong; all the material is collected by Eitrem R E XII col. 2058 f. and by Kock ib. col. 2000 f. 4) Thukyd. 1, 20, 2; 6, 57, 3. 5) Cf. [Demosth.] Epitaph. 60, 29. 

1) Arn. 1, 34/5 р. 19 A ff. 2) Symp. 2, 11. — 3) As suggested by Old- 9 father R E Suppl. III col. 327 no. 10 a. 
1) Wilamowitz Ar. u. Aiki р. 255 п. 146; Thalheim R E II col. 717; os 10 Swoboda Staatsk. p. 814; Lipsius D. Att. Recht I p. 340; 353 fl. 2) Бш So 17. 2; Pollux 8, 42; Lex. Vindob. p. 334 N. 3) Herodt. 2, 177, 2; (He nies Diodor. 1, 77, 5; Diog. Laert. 1, 55; Plut. Solon 22, 3. 4) PE -) Е. Solon 31, 5. 5) Lysias in Lex. Vindob. p. 334; Demosth. Tone i Athen. 4, 65 p. 168 A B; Diog. Laert. 7, 168/9. 7) See on ос 3 Е 196. 

2 2 i 1) Tzetzes Lyk. 1374 has correctly iv tňt tõv ’Avðeompiðv б: veu dun и 
ом» iti наа ie » redu h oie Wort modified: 5) See on Marmor Par. 239 A25. 6) His results have : ilv sul it is self-evident that the stranger and the polluted ees ae M x 
valent) were excluded from the ritual action: see Eitrem ad rds Ad Pa 
Troizenian parallel in the Orestes story see Pausan. 2, 31, 8. 7) Ct. 
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323a F 1 n. 28. For the Anthesteria see Mommsen Feste p. 384 ff.; Hiller v. Gaer- 
tringen R E I col. 2371 f.; Deubner 1c. 8) See on Hellanikos 323a F 22. 9) See particularly Hesych. s.v.; Methodios Et. M. s.v. du. — 10) Cf. Mommsen Feste p. 397 n. т. 11) See on F 12, f : I) A 'strassengelage', as Deubner (4. F. p. 94 n. 5) calls it who is chiefly interested in using the fragment of Ph. as evidence against connecting the 'Lenaia vases with the Choes, because for the Lenaia celebration in the sanctuary is certain. I do not think that we need enter into this question; Deubner (p. 127 ff.; ef. p. 283 ff.) has given it a full treatment and (as far as I can see) proved his thesis that ‘die Lenaeenvasen wirklich zu den Lenaia gehóren'. 2) Cults V p. 215. 3) Deubner Lc. p. 128. In that case the Athenians would have better stayed at home with their casks, the more so as the domestic servants participated in the festival (Schol Hesiod. Opp. 370). Mommsen Feste P- 389 tried to prove that they did. ^ 4) This is the only sentence in Deubner's critical argumentation about the facts (Lc. p. 127) with which I feel able to agree. —— 5) mpàc vt lepót is as impossible for the sense as it is linguistically. We need not discuss the attempt to connect mpdc cài legt with xtevivar. To interpret mpd¢ ràt lepóx as ʻin the sanct- uary' is indeed 'to do violence to the text', but if one does not dare to touch the text (and it is easily understandable why Deubner was not inclined to touch it) does violence to the sense. 6) Mommsen Feste p. 387 f. 7) Nilsson Gesch. d. gr. Rel. I, I941, p. 534 f. wrongly renders this: 'Die Athener trugen den aus den fássern geschópften wein herbei'. How did they manage that ? 8) See Farnell l.c. p. 21 5. The treatment by M. P, Nilsson l.c., who declares the Pithoigia to be ‘impossible’, is unsatisfactory in other respects too. About the three days of the Anthesteria see on Philochoros 328 F 84. The tradition is not uniform but (to anticipate) one should not adduce against Farnell either Aristophanes Ram. 211 ff. or the Neaira speech (Ps. Demosth. 59, 76). It is by no means certain whether the description of the comic poet—Atuvata xpnvav téxva Ebvavdov бруоу Вобу фбєү- $Фне@', etynpuv ёрӧу бозу, xoàE xodk, ñv duel Nuohtov Ate Atóvocov èv Aluvataty layhoapev, hvi’ ô хролтадбхеорос тоїс {єроїсї Xútporot хореї хат’ ёџбӧу тёрєуос̧ Лабу 6yA0c—refers to the Pithoigia or to the Choes (see on F 11), though the resemblance 

The real difficulty is that the Chytroi is generally regarded as a festival purely of the dead (Deubner l.c. P. 112). It may remain open whether that fact involves a uniformly gloomy character. In my opinion the chorus of the Ranae precludes this idea (see also the Хотріуо: ky dives Philochoros 328 F 57; 84). But the explanation 

there is another Possibility which, however, I shall not develop here: according to the Neaera speech the руолбтатоу ієрду тоб Ліоубсоџ xal &yrwrtatov év Aluvag ána% тоб EwavroU ixáctou &volyevat, «i $о8єх@тт тоб *AvOeotptdvos pyvéc, and Buschor’s question (A. М. 53, 1928, Р. 100) whether the Opening may also be assumed for the preceding day must be answered in the negative in so far as the Pithoigia is not an evening or night ceremony: people presumably went to the 
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Limnaion in the morning. Deubner l.c. p. 128 renders the text inaccurately. I have 
not the least doubt that the date is interpolated (a marginal note which has found 
its way into the text) in exactly the same manner as ty Swdexdtm in Thukyd. 

2, 15, 4: the very position indicates the interpolation here too; the date known 

to every Athenian follows haltingly, and detracts from the impressiveness of the 

momentous charge. 9) See on Philochoros 328 F 80-82. 10) See on Philo- 

choros 328 F 229. 11) Preller-Robert Gr. M yih.* I p. 708 n. 9; Escher RE VI 
col. 845 no. 1. 12) Pausan. I, 31, 4. 13) 1G XII 3 no. 329; cf. Wilamowitz 

GI. d. Hell. II p. 77 n. 2. 
I) His source is Demetrios of Skepsis p. 33 G; cf. Wilamowitz Ar. u. Ath. I 

Рр. 287 n. 38; E. Schwartz R E IV col. 2809 f. 2) Homer III p. 136 f. 
I) Apollodoros as a consequence of his principles (F Gr Hist II D p. 756 ff.) 

was obliged to reject this explanation as well as that which brings in Hippolytos. 
2) Wilamowitz Herm. 18, 1883, p. 259 n. 2. For the possibility of a Brauronian 
local legend in which, however, Iphigeneia does not seem to have had a place, see 
Farnell Cults Il p. 435 ff.; 526 f. 3) For these see Jacoby Sb. Berlin 1931 

p. 108 ff. 4) See also Luvay. AcE. p. 444, 30 ff. Bkr. Here the story is told 

with a different aition by the author who must have annexed the Greek expedition 
to the history of Attica. The version may lead to Ph. by way of Eurip. Iph. Tawr. 

1458/61. 5) The she-bear appears &v IIzpatet in Eovay. Леб. [.с.; а variant in 

the second version of the Scholia R V; a third version mentions Aow.d¢ and a psephism : 

Uh лрбтєроу cuvorxilectar dv8pl napBévov, el wh ёрхтєбсєиу тў: Өєбх. 6) More 

accurately with the substitute sacrifice of a goat Euvay. Aek. lc. 7) The last 

lines may be important for the conception of the old goddess Iphigeneia. 8) Cf. 

1, 23, 7 on the 'Agzéjiog iepóv Bpaupoviag on the Akropolis: xal mò ёрҳоїоу Ебаубу 

ёст ёу Враорӧм, "Артєшс Фс Аүоосу 4 Tavptxh. For the fate of this (?) cult 

image id. 3, 16, 7/8; 8, 46, 3; Arrian. Anab. 7, 19, 2 (?). 9) The material see in 

Oppermann RE V A I, 1934, col. 34. 10) Steph. Byz. s.v. 11) Schol. 

Aristoph. Av. 873. 12) These and ‘the Argives’ Pausan. 2, 22, 6/7. 13) 

Antonin. Lib. Met. 27. 14) L.c. p. 255 n. I. 

1) Toepffer A.G. p. 95. Neither Farnell (Cults IIT р. 138 ff.) nor Kern (R E IV 

S.v.; XVI col. 1259; Rel. d. Gr. 1 p. 294) or others (as e.g. Foucart Les M ysteres 

d'Eleusis, 1914, p. 220 f.) have made real progress. 2) A Saepimms appears in 

Pollux 1, 35 alongside of iepog&vrat, Sat300yot, xfjpuxec etc. 3) Mother of Eleusis 

by Hermes: Pausan. r, 38, 7; Eust. Hom. p. 456, 13; Harpokr. s.v. ’'Елєосіуих. 

Accordingly one has supplied in the list of receipts for hides J G* II 1496, 102/4 

(Gamelion 333/2 B.C.) [éx tis Ous Jag [ta Edevoive (?) xal tõ ‘Ери хой] tht Acelp[ar]. 

See also a votive relief A. M. 20 tab. 5; Curtius Festschr. P. Arndt p. 44 ff. Daeira 

is the mother of Immarados according to Eumolpos in Clem. Al. Protr. 3, 45, 1. 

Outside Eleusis she appears in the sacrificial calendars of the Tetrapolis (J G* II 

1358 B ir s. IV. B.C.) Dapnardvog- Aaípat olg xóouca and the deme Paiania of the 

second half of the fifth century (Peek A. M. 66, 1941, p. 173 ff.), which both 

write Aapa. 4) Rohde Psyche? I p. 283 n. 2. 5) Accordingly Daeira herself 

is the daughter of Okeanos in Pausan. 1, 38, 7; Hesych. s.v. Sta (?) + "Qxeavod 

Ovyárnp xal Anyntpoc. There may be a connexion with the anonymous explanation 

that Daeira is q9AaE Пєрсєфбутс.. 6) Hekate v. 52 consequently receives ofAacg 

instead of a torch; later authors did not observe the distinction: Schol. Theocr. 2, 

Jacoby, Fragm. Griech. Hist. III b (Suppl) тї 
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11-12. 7) Farnell Cults III p. 140, however, thinks this to be possibly 'a fiction of the later exegetical writers', and Rohde connects this information with Pak Iepoepóvne. 8) Curtius, v. Prott (A. M. 24 p. 258 ff.), and Kern take Daeira for an older ‘matriarchal’ goddess who was superseded by Demeter. 9) For to find Daeira in this passage is rather doubtful. 1) The xnSectat xal olxeïot Lex. rhet. P- 233, 31 Bkr? cf. Text p. 189, 9 ff. 2) A different introduction tlc rods ppdtepac is inconceivable. 3) Cf. Hesych. s.v. YaurMa- ofovn elc Yáuoo Tapacxeviy, xal 8einvov ё тоїс фрќторс1у emoler 6 Үароу. 4) The action in itself is, in my opinion, not only credible, but even necessary in order to prove that the mother also comes of citizen stock. 5) I leave aside the question about the шєїоу. 

1) A. F. p. 35f. 2) Cf. Soph. F 760 N?; Jessen RE VI col. 428; Deubner P. 36 ‘ohne zweifel sind hier ebenfalls die Chalkeia gemeint’ is certainly wrong. The dedications to Ergane by Teisikles of Aphidna (Hesperia 9 p. 58 no. 7) and of his brother Euktemon (7 G* II 4329), whom Meritt regards as ‘possibly manufact- urers of bronze’, are approximately of Ph.'s own time, or even before 350 B.C. 3) See U. Koehler on Syll3 227 n. 2. 4) Aristot. 'A0r.. 54, 7. The festival is not identical with the Chalkeia: von Schoeffer R E III col. 2067. 5) Pausan. L, 14, 6; Judeich Topogr.* p. 365 ff. 6) Cf. e.g. "Apnc xal ' Ans " Apela. in the oath of the epheboi L. Robert Etudes épigr. et philol., 1938, p. 293 ff. 7) Plato Krit. p. 109 C; Clem. Al. Prot. 2, 28, 2/3; I G? I 84 (421/0 B.C.); Preller-Robert ; Farnell Cults I p. 314; Wilamowitz GI. d. Hell. II p. 142; al. 1) This article has dropped out, but Telmessos too is a son of Apollo: Ruhl Rosch. Lex. V col. 346. 2) Hybla: Steph. Byz. s.v.; al. 3) See on F (2;) 29. 4) See Text p. 172, 36 ff. 5) The form Te2eot is merely a joke made by a comic poet: Archippos I 681, 15 K. 1) The first in F 22 is added to a main report which certainly derives from Kallisthenes (124 F 15-16), the second in F 23 to a report which, as far as facts go, derives from Ephoros (70 F 191-192). The latter is insufficiently rendered by Plutarch, who is more interested in the omens and oracles attached to Kimon’s last campaign in Cyprus. 2) RE X col. 1694 ff.; on F Gr Hist 124 F 15/6. 3) Against E. Schwartz Herm, 35, 1900, р. 126, 4) As supposed by Ed. Meyer Forsch. II p. 16. 5) Beloch's Aouio) is a rather doubtful suggestion: in any case Aristodemos 104 ch. 13 found A16c in the text. 6) Diod. 12, 3-4; following him Aristodemos 104 ch. 1 3, and probably Nepos Cimon 5, 4. 7) Máptov Wesseling, vad Mss. Plutarch. I8, 5 has a gap, but these events were not contained in it; Neither are they to be found іп буєхтдтб te tao by xerox méretg after the double battle related in § 6, for Diod. 12, 4, 1 makes a similarly vague remark. 8) Diod. 12, 3, 3-4; neither he nor Plut. 18, 6 denote the locality. 9) TI. elp. 86. 10) See E. Schwartz l.c. P. 111 ff.; Ed. Meyer l.c. P. 1 ff. 11) Diod. r1, 62, 3. 12) Ephoros-Diod. 12, 4, 6; Aristodem. ch. 13,1 xat Kipwv vooqoac év Kitlot TereuTat ; Nepos Cimon 3, 4 in morbum implicitus in oppido Citio mortuus est, where, therefore, the text must not be altered. See also the rhetor Nausikrates Plut. 19, 5 about т4Ф04 тіс Kíuovoc in Kition (cf. J H St 64, 1946, p. 46 n. 45). 13) See on 115 F 154; 124 F 15/6. 14) Cf. Text p. 173, 7 ff. 1) See Ephoros in Diodor. I1, 18, 2 and Aristodem. 104 ch. 1, 2; Ktesias 688 F 13 $ 3o. 2) 9, г, 13/4. 3) After the battle in Herodt. 8, 97. The project 
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is absent from (Ephoros-)Diodoros, but see Aristodemos (Text p. 193, 14 ff). 
4) It is called xpa by Herodotos (but what he describes is a floating bridge) and 
Ktesias, {ебүрх by Aristodemos. 5) Ephoros may have derived this either from Ktesias or from an Atthis. 6) G Fr Hist II C P. 321, 29 ff. 7) On Herodotos 8, 9o. 8) Harpokr. s.v. @рүорбтоос Síopoc- (Demosth. 24, 129) ò Eépkou, 8c alyyddrwrtos éxareiro, ёф' od xabetsuevos edpa thy vaupaylav: dvéxerto BE «с тӧу Пардєубух тўс ' AOnvüc. 

1) See Rusch R E XVI col. 2190 f. 2) Cf. Plutarch. Solon 26, 1; De Is. 10 
Р. 354 Е. 3) 72 Е 20. 4) F Gr Hist III a p. 35 ff.; 79 ff. 5) Ib. p. 32, 24 fi. 6) 264 F 25 ch. 28, 6-29, 4. 7) It is also found later on in Diod. 
5, 57, 5 from a source which we cannot determine, and in the Platonic philosopher 
Attikos, 8) See on 124 F 12; RE X col. 168; f. 9) See on F 22-23. 10) 
See on F 7. 

1) As Robert Heldensage p. 33 believes. 2) As supposed by Wentzel RE I 
Col. 380. 3) Gundel R E VIII col. 1686 enumerates 14 bearers of the name, 
but forgot the son of Admetos. 4) Hellanikos 323a F 23. 5) Ps. Herodt. 
Vit. Hom. 2; cf. (with due caution) Herter Rh. Mus. 85, 1936, p. 224 ff. 6) 
Hermesianax, Parthen. Narr. am. 5, 6. 7) Greek Lyric Poetry, 1936, p. 404. 
8) Euripides Alkestis, 1930, p. 8 ff.; Ph. W. Schr. 1932 col. 508; Philol. 87, 1932, 
P. 412; A.M. 59, 1934, Pp. 241 ff.; Rh. Mus. 85, 1936, p. 117 ff. Cf. also Herter 
Rh. Mus. 85 p. 225 f. 9) Sber. Wien Hist.-philol. KI. 203, 1925; see also Kakridis 
Ph. W. Schr. 1930 col. 494; Megas A. R. W. 30, 1933, P. 1 ff. 10) The question 
must be put seriously, but Weber's conclusion from the 'cult' of Alkestis in Sparta 
to the pre-Dorian character of the Karnea is nonsense. 11) Pohlenz D. griech. 
Tragödie 1I, 1930, p. 66. 

I) About the localisation see Malten A. R. W. 12, 1909, p. 436f. 2) See 
Preller-Robert Gr. M yth.* I p. 759 n. 1; Kern Orph. Fragm. p. 116; Farnell Cults 
lII p. 87ff.; Malten Jc. 3) Judeich Tofpogr.! p. 398 f. 4) Rubensohn 
M ysterienheiligt. p. 18. 5) Bibl. 1, 29-32; Hy. Dem. Orph. Fr. 49, 52 f. K; Orph. 
Fr. 52 K; Hymn. Orph. 41, and others. Diod. 5, 4, 4 inserts it into the excerpt 
from Timaios (566 F 164). 6) Hy. Hom. Dem. 470 ff.; 250 f. 7 Marm. Par. 
A 12/3. 8) Malten /.c. p. 433 ff. 9) A survey of the tradition is found in m 
XIX col. 951 f. Among the variants Lerna (Paus. 2, 36, 7) is important е 
its Argive claims (ib. 1, 14, 2; al.). IO) Argos Pausan. I, 14, 2; о. . 
8, 15, 3-4; al. 11) Pausan. 2, 35, 4-10. Cf. Lasos Athen. 14, 19 p. 627 A 
I2) v. 5; cf. 417 f.; Hy. Orph. Dem. F 49, 19 ff.? — 13) L.c. p. 285 ed E 
Halliday-Sikes, who call that conjecture 'desperate' have not underst e 
problem. The doubts raised by Wilamowitz (Gl. d. Hell. II р. 50 п. 2) bs eem 

serious, 14) (Timaios-)Diodoros 5, 3, 4 & toi¢ Accor то хата к a 
with a circumstantial description; ch. 5 is an addition of Diodoros, = o cn 

boastfully says noddol tv dpyalav ovyypapéwy xal mouyrüw, ч inde 
the tragic poet Karkinos. — 15) Kenrxá Diod. 5, 68 (= 468 F 1). rey eaten 
Stage is represented by Hesiod. TAeog. 969/74 and 04. є 125. 
DOS. 227 and 502. . 

1) About ве Nextota see Stengel Herm. 43, 1908, p. 645; ene is bok bn 
2266. 2) Suggestion by Crusius (п. 5). 3) Hesych. oa, Tes Lex. eal p. 
Outos " A0nvalotg- ol 3& cà Nexóowx, where the Mss. have mávOiuitoc - 
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231, 19 Bkr mevOhuepos. Cf. Cl. Q. 38, 1944, p. 74. 4) Herm. 34, 1899, p. 209. 
5) Compared by Crusius Ad Plut. De prov. Alex. lib. comm., 1895, p. 21. 

I) See on F 11. 

326. MELANTHIOS 

INTRODUCTION 
I) 323 Tr. 2) F 3. 3) Wilamowitz Ar. u. Ath. I, 1893, p. 287 n. 37; Textgesch. d. gr. Lyr., 1900, P. 80 f. The inference is not conclusive, but it seems a natural suggestion that the 'peripatetic' collector of the psephisms (no. 342) made work easier for himself by using earlier literature. 4) 'Aller wahr- Scheinlichkeit nach vor Istros' Susemihl Gr. Lit. 1, 1891, p. 622. Wilamowitz l.c. P. 286 dates him without giving reasons ‘in die erste halfte des 4. jhdts’; Tresp D. Fragm. d. griech. Kultschriftsteller, 1914, P. 7 in the beginning of it; 'noch aus dem 4. jhdt. v. Chr.' Andrée R E XV, 1931, col. 429 no. 11. Cf. n. 13. 5) The first bearer of the name known to us is the leader of the twenty ships in 499/8 B.C., &vip 1àv &cxóv Ev à návra Sóxiioc (Herodt. 5, 97, 3), who may, or may not, be the M. Neox (4)£ (ouc) of an ostrakon from ca. 485 B.C. Another is strategos at the time of the oligarchy in 41 1/o B.C. and belonged to the extreme right wing (Xenoph. Hell. 2, 3, 46). The poet Melanthios, living between the two, was a friend of Kimon (Plutarch. Kimon 4, 9). The king Melanthos had better be kept out of the discussion; а genos of Melanthidai never existed (see on Hellanikos 323a F 2 3). 6) P. A. 9764/75. 7) ІС? ІІ 678, до; Hesperia Suppl. I р. 47. 8) The tragic poet, who produced plays before 421 B.C. (P. A. 9767; Diehl R E XV col. 428 по. Іо), is too early, nor is there any reason for identifying the Atthidographer with the MeXévO[toc] of ca. 360 B.C. from the deme Kephale (Hesperia Suppl. I P- 31). It is doubtful whether the parasite of Alexander of Pherai (Plutarch. Quom. ad. 3 p. so CD) was an Athenian, nor is he probable on other grounds. 9) Plutarch. Phokion 19. 10) Cf. Atthis p. 55. 11) See on F 2, 12) Cohn R E V col. 985 no. 137; Wendel ib. VII A 1 col. 741, 42 ff. 13) That is regrettable because the foundation of a sanctuary of Phila Aphrodite in Thria by Adeimantos of Lampsakos, the adherent of Demetrios Poliorketes (Athen. 6, 66, p. 255C; cf. Schweigert Hesperia 9, 1940, p. 348 ff.) would furnish an indication of time for the Atthis. 14) The insertion of his name instead of Mévav8po¢ in Lyd. De mens. 4, 154, cited alongside of Phylarchos (81 F 33), is suggested by Meineke and Stiehle, but is improbable; Andrée’s alteration of Matév8pur (491 F 3) need not be discussed. The first quotation seems to refer to a sanctuary of Kronos in Olympia (Pohlenz R E XI col. 1983, 6 fL, where ‘regular’ must be altered to 'singulár), the second, referring to the Milesian cult, suits the local historian of Miletos very well. 

F(RAGMENTS) 
1) The evidence see in Liddell-Scott s.v. Yeunvóc; сЁ. з.у. фосќ, фосбс, фосбо. 1) II 39, 68 K in Athen. 7, 92 P- 313 BC; cf. 8, 57 p. 358 EF. 2) uatv(Be 7. 92 p. 313 A fl. ; «pim 7, 125-127 P. 324 C ff. 3) 244 F 109. 4) Dionysios Ilepl óvouxcu»v (see Text P. 197, 16 ff.) ? 5) Apollodor. 1.с.; Hegesandros Athen. 
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7, 126 p. 325 C; cf. Plutarch. De soll. an. 35 P. 983 F; Aelian. N. A. 9, 51. 6) Schol. Lucian. p. 93, 24 R pala > thy xeroupévny uotvonevnv. The passage Athen. 
7. 92 р. 313 В 'Епаіуєтос̧ tv ’Odaprutixén: «ouapl8x, Av Enot xaXobot xuvóg ebvatn is puzzling, at least for me. 

I) The scholion (R has only the beginning Auxyópag - Zwxpdtys) is confused or inordinately abbreviated. The conclusion makes it appear probable that the scholiast took his information from the treatment of Diagoras in Kopwtbovpevor. The documentary statement in Schol. Av. 1073 has also been enlarged from a 
biographical source (probably the same from which Suda s.v. А:хүбрас Ттћехлє{8оо derives). The scholiast inserted between the biographical statements the question 
of textual criticism, torn into two parts, as to whether we should read Atavépag 
ог 8° ёүорёс̧. This problem does not interest us here; I put it in round brackets, 
and the connecting addition of the scholiast in double square brackets as I did 
the relative clause at the opening which is a silly inference from Nub. 826-830. 
As the text stands Aristarchos is represented as having thought that as late as 
406/5 В.С. Aristophanes tried to stir up the audience in the theatre against Diago- 
ras. The text of the poet does not yield this, and I do not believe Aristarchos 
capable of such ignorance of chronology. 2) 10v uiv dvatpjoovta У Ө. 3) 
оох тӯ У хорісоута ©. 4) We are bound to believe in the document, which is 
fuller ап (Һе роеі—ўу &лохтеіму «tw; budv Aucyépav tov Miptov, / Aap Bdverv tdAavtov, 
iy te tév торбууоу the twa [ тӧу tebvyxdtwv droxtelvy, téAxvTov AquBdverr—who 
makes the difference between droxtetvat and Cava é&yayetv only in regard to Philo- 
krates ó Erpoúðtoç, whom the birds proscribe. Diodor. 13, 6, 7 and Joseph. c. Ap. 
2, 266 follow the poet; Ammon. II. 3to. AeE. s.v. éxuxrpó£at. (who supplies the evi- 
dence for the term) gives a talent as the reward for Cavra &v&yew and half a talent 
for &veeiv.. 5) тоос (om. V ©) &uouc IleAorovvqoíouc: ‘i.e. tods TeMaveig ; 
@Aoug ist aus der korrektur verdorben' Wilamowitz. 6) Trrexdret8ov ў Тулехд0- 
tov Sud. 7) *&v — IIw8&pox V tov ypdvov atpevidou xal mvddeov O tov xpdvov xaTd 
Lipevidyv xal Miv8apov Ddf. Cf. rots ypóvotg Öv petè (хата Küster) Побара xal 
BoxyoAiBny, Medavirni8ov (-8n¢ A) 8 npeofórepog- fxpate rolvov or фАонтий&› (468/5 
B.C.) Sud. 8) Aré8wpog Hesych. s.v. Дихүбрас̧; cf. Cohn RE V col. 708 

no. 51. 9) peyéðet © Sud џреү доқ V. 10) Motpatg Sud pupae V. 11) 
неш» үйр 4 viv 8 "ovv Bergk usiQov yap fv. viv 8 gon (8 gor. V Ө) Schol Sud 
ре оу үйр ў убу ёст. Тоор ү wor Bergk 3¢ (om. @) por Schol 8% por Sud тоооб- 
tov émdidér Sv’ huspas Ddf édv tt vobrov éribiBotat (-oxxx G O) fu£pac Schol tdv тс 

(т У) ёлїй8би тїс hyépac Sud ender xa’ huépav ön Toup Éccotat Schol Éaxax 
Sud čr fora edit. Mediol. 12) Auryópou toU ТєрӨрёос̧ (сЁ. ѕ.у. Террес̧· буора 
xópiov) Sud Aiayópou (om. vo0 T.) Schol. 13) This passage belongs to we 
notes from the chronographer, with which Diodoros interrupts the narrative ы 

the Sicilian expedition. The old conjecture (Fritzsche Aristoph. Ran., 1845, ie ) 
that the note confuses Diagoras and Protagoras is finally refuted by the evi que 
of the Arab. 14) This testimony which I have fully copied (and transla a 
from the German ed. princeps without regard to style) in the text, is preserv 

i in the book of the Arabian philosopher as part of a biography of Zenon of Elea in the lx ie 
Ab0-L-Uafá'-Al-Mubastir Ibn Fátik from the middle of the Irth century Ms 

е i hal ‘Arabische Nachrichten über Zenon It has been published by Dr. Franz Rosent! Arabi Sicil Instituti Biblici 
den Eleaten’ in Orientalia (Commentarii Periodici Pontificii Institu 

3 
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N.S. 6, 1931, P- 21 ff. In spite of its importance little or no attention seems to have 
been paid to it hitherto. 15) I.e. Demokritos; cf. Suda s.v. Auxyópac Тућех\є(- 
Sov. 16) This paper will especially have to review Wilamowitz Textgesch. 4. gr. 
Lyr., 1900, p. 80 ff., who alone attempted a methodical treatment of the tradition. 
Diagoras has on the whole been rather neglected. Naturally the historians of Greek 
literature hardly mention him, but even the historians of philosophy seldom give 
him more than a brief note. Merely the trial &cefe(ac in Athens has roused some 
interest; see Ed. MeyerG d A IV, 1901, $ 446 А; Beloch Gr. G.? II 2, 1916, p. 374 {.; Drachmann Atheism in Pagan Antiquity 1922; E. Derennes ‘Les procès d'impiété , 
Bibl. de la Fac. de Philosophie 45, Paris 1930. The new evidence, in my opinion, 
puts everything on a new basis: it proves that the date of the Suda—Ol. 78 (= 
468/5 B.C.)—refers not to the floruit but to the birth, for the 54 years evidently 
are the interval between Ol. 78, 1 (468/7 B.C.) and the decree of the people as dated in 415/4 B.C.; i.e. they give the duration of Diagoras' life. Rosenthal recognized that the source of the Arab is Porphyry's Ouécogoc locopl« (F Gr Hist 260 F 4 й.). This writer largely depends (directly or indirectly) on Aristoxenos, and here as in the Chronicle (ib. F 1-3) he takes his dates almost exclusively from Apollodoros' 
Xpovxá. Apollodoros evidently started from the date 415/4 B.C., which was estab- lished even if it was based on an inference; i.e. he worked by the same method as he did e.g. in regard to Empedokles (F Gr Hist 244 F 32). 17) Cf. n. 4. 18) [Plutarch.] Vit. X. or. P. 833 DE (I G? I p. 297, 108 ff.); cf. U. Wilcken Sb. Berlin 
1935 p. 57 f. I9) Suda s.v. Atayépag Tydexdel8ov. I cannot discuss here either the meaning of this title or the variant ®Mpvyrot Adyor which was known to the source of Mubai&ir. 20) Wilamowitz Zr. w. Ath. I р. 287 п. 37 acknowledged ‘die alte aporie wann eigentlich Diagoras geächtet ist’ and declared himself unable to solve it. In Textgesch. d. gr. Lyr. p. 82 (and in Griech. Verskunst, 1921, p. 426 n. 4) he begs the question: 'dieser beschluss war selbstverstándlich datiert, und auch wenn kcin archon darin stand, so konnte Melanthios ihn doch nicht falsch ansetzen (my italics), wenn auch die Scholiasten nur mit einem undatierten exzerpte operieren. Die zeit ergibt sich aus Diodor". 21) It may be sufficient here to refer to Thukyd. 6, 60, 4-61, 1, who gives no names: xal 6 pév abtés te xa’ gxvtod xal xar” Bev pnvier tb tv 'Eppõv, å 8è 8ўцос ё тау "Абуусісоу .. .. тӧу рёу unvuthv eùbùç xal тойс GAdoug per’ abtod бсоу Bh xamyophxer Buoay, тоб 82 xatattiaOévtag xplcets погўсаутес тоўс џѓу блёхтєуау, бсо Боул ф0тасу, тоу 82 8:хФоүбутоу Өзуатоу хатоүубу- тес ёлоауєїлоу ёрүйрюу тбл @тохтебукут1.... пері 82 тоб’АлхВай боо ёусүбутоу тӧу ёудрӧ»у, otnep xal mpiv dxrdetv adrdv Erf£Üevro, ycOenüg ol "AOnvator EduBavov- xal ened) td tév ‘Epudy dovto capic Eyew, norb Sù pãNov xal tà wvotixd, dv éraltiog Fy, pera Tod abrod Abyou ха тїс Еруоросќас ёті тбл Shuar dr’ bxelvou &36xet mpaxyOrvat. Cf. 6, 53; Andokid. 1, 11; 27 ff.; Isokr. 16, 6: Plutarch. A/kib. 19. 22) The joke is this (1) that Diagoras, who is mentioned in the first place, is as inaccessible for the Athenians as the 'dead tyrants' are; (2) that the birds follow the example of the Demos by setting a price on the head of a well-known bird-seller: 7j» &noxcelvnc Tg budv Ddoxparm tbv Xxpoó0tov, | dAetar téAavrov, 3j» dè Cüvra. «y^» &ү&үтү, тётт«р® x). 23) See for the chronology Meritt 4. J. Arch. 34, 1930, p. 125 ff.; Dins- moor The Archons, 1931, p. 337 f. 24) Cf. n. 27. 25) Хохріттс̧ 6 Муос of Aristophanes (Nub. 830) makes it appear rather probable that the philosophical book of Diagoras was published earlier than 424/3 B.C.; in any case, it shows 
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that his person was known to the theatre-going public of Athens, and then it may be obvious to infer a trial. In the passage of Hermippos, whose Moipat were perform- ed in 430 B.C. (Geissler Ph. U. 30, 1925, p. 25), it seems not unlikely that Diagoras 6 TepOptw¢ means the Melian: the Kwporotpevor were deceived by the alleged name of the father, which seems to be a comic invention very suitable for a ‘sophist’. It is possible that the conclusions drawn by Meyer and Beloch (n. 16) from the 
former passage are not wrong, but they surely are not justified in speaking as positively as they do. 26) Philodem. II. eùo. col. 18-19 p. 85 Gomperz and (evidently from the same Source) Aelian. V. H. 2, 23. Aristoxenos év xoig Mavcwéov 
ea, where he (wrongly) doubts the identity of the &0coc with the poet, knows 
poems for Arianthes of Argos, Nikodoros of Mantineia, and a Mavtwvéav ёүхощоу. 
Nikodoros, a former nox, later gave laws to the Mantineans, and Diagoras is 
said to have helped him in composing them. This activity also suits a ‘sophist’. 
About the probable time of the constitutional change in Mantineia see Boelte 
RE XIV, 1930, col. 1319 ff. 27) The confusion may be explained by the fact 
that Porphyry narrated the story from Apollodoros' Xeovx& (n. 16). This scholar 
gave it under the archon Charias, having no other fixed date, but he may have said 
that Diagoras left Athens before the Great War. Here again the parallel with 
Apollodoros' Life of Empedokles is illuminating. 28) Plutarch Perikl. 32, 2 
xal fhpiopa Aronrelðne Ёүрафєу eloayyérecbat ToUc tà Bela ph voullovras 9 Adyous 
тері тӧу ретарсіоу 8:84схоутас, ёпєреЗбшеуос < Перодёх 80 'Азаауброо тђу ӧпб- 
voiav (cf. Busolt Gr. G. III 2 p. 826 f.). It is quite conceivable that M. and Krateros 
treated Diagoras too on this occasion. The request for the extradition of a man who 
was condemned in Athens cannot very well have been made during the war, but 
unfortunately the year 415/4 B.C. also falls in the time of official peace between 
Athens and the Peloponnesians. Nevertheless, one asks whether the fact that the 
Tledanvig "Ayatdv took the side of Sparta already in 431 B.C., whereas the other 
Achaean towns still remained neutral, may be explained by the conflict between 
Pellene and Athens over the Diagoras affair. 29) The attempt to move the trial 
of Anaxagoras as far back as the ‘forties (Taylor Cl. Q. 1917) has failed: see Bis 
op. cit.; Wade-Gery J H St 52, 1932, p. 220. In my opinion the tradition P la 
appear arguable that things never went so far as an accusation, because Pe: ас 

for political reasons, wished to avoid a trial the issue of which was only ae 2 

in view of the prevailing attitude of mind of the people. A new treatment o 
uestion is desirable. » : 

: 1) We shall therefore prefer totic Geots of V to taic Gets of R (against Tresp 
op. cit. p. 55; Kern R E XVI, 2, 1935, col. 869; al). The iparon in: Eleusi 
(IG? II 1672, 229) should be kept out of the discussion. Rubensohn’s assertion 

; ; ей ‘sie sicher nicht zur aufbewahrung der (Die Mysterienheiligtiimer p. 76) that ‘sie sicher кепшей! 
heiligen gewander diente, die bei der einweihung den Me аас ат 
is arbitrary. 2) Thus Deubner 4. F. p. 79. Ka®apal-vém, О! Vom dn Di 
the time of the initiation; it is plausible that the garments were req 
not only clean but unused as well. 

maen: 
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327. DEMON (OF ATHENS) 

INTRODUCTION 
1) See on F 1-2. About the wild idea that the fragments of D. are to be combined with those of Androtion see n. 1 on 324F 44. 2) F3. 3) Тһе Дўроу Кортуоїос is due to an unfortunate Conjecture; see on Androtion 324 F 44. 4) See Text Р. 243, 30; 244, 21; Demon T 1; on F2; 5; 6; on Philochoros F 14-16. 5) Whom Boehnecke Forsch, I, 1843. p. 642 equated with the Atthidographer. Schaefer Demosth. III B p. 57 and Kirchner P. 4. 3736 hesitated to accept the identification. 6) *Avediés Plutarch, Demosth. 27, 6; Vit. X or. P. 846 D, where usually dverpradaig is understood. But ‘nihil impedit quominus statuamus patri Demosthenis oratoris Anuoobtver tay Haxatpororet praeter fratrem maiorem natu Demonem fuisse al- terum fratrem Demomelum’ (Kirchner on 7 G3 II 4969). 7) 1 G* II 4969 dated by Kirchner Rh. Mus. 61 P- 349 in 350/49 B.C.; by Sundwall Epigr. Beitr. p. 76, Dinsmoor Archons P- 455/7, Pritchett-Meritt TAe Chronology of Hellenistic Athens, 1940, p. 75; 80 in 330/29 B.C. The year 350/49 B.C. is occupied in their list by Mevéotpatoc "Аүүглӯбеу. It should also be noted that D. was priest not of the Asklepieion é& &oret, but of some newly created (xatd thy pavrelev) sanctuary; see Pritchett A. J. Phil. 62, 1941, P. 359f. 8) Plutarch Lc. 23, 4. 9) Timokles Athen. 8, 27 p. 341 F. IO) Plutarch. 1c. 27, 6; Vit, X or. p. 846 D. II) Demosth. or. 32, 12) F 4. The variant Aquogóv is worthless. 13) Cf. Atthis p. 116. 14) Cf. on Istros. But his work is quoted as ’Artixé or Lovaywyh tev "Ax6iBov, that of D. Simply as ’Ar@ic. 1 5) C. Mueller, who because of F 5/6 calls D. a liar; Crusius RA. Mus. 40, 1885, p. 319. 16) Ar. u. Ath. I p. 288. 

F (RAGMENTS) 
1) Toepfter Att. Gen. р. 231. 2) The Apaturia legend: see on Hellanikos 323a F 23. 3) Honigmann R E XI col. 1516. Toepfier l.c. P- 169; 231 n. 2 who, like Wilamowitz, looks for it ‘not far from the town’ naturally does not know "what to do' with D. 4) Eitrem Beitr, 2, 1917, p. 45. 5) Thus Mueller; see also Kern R E XVI Col. 1226. 
1) Synes. Calv. enc. 22, assigned by Rose F 1 3 and others to Tept @rdocogiac. 2) émrpae tor 9Uocóoot óc ob nothoavt Aóyou üEtoy rd пароцшіос dOpoica, Athen. 2, 56 p. 60 DE. 3) II p. 88 K. 4) Diog. Laert. 5, 45. 5) Analecta critica ad Paroemiogr. Gr., 1885, p. 15o. 6) Even in the article of Schwartz R E V col 142. 7) As Crusius l.c. P- 150 n. 3 assumed. 8) F8; 12; 15. 9) This superstition (see on F 9) also spreads: see e.g. Christ-Schmid Gr. Lit. 9 II 1 p. 110. 10) F 16; 18; but cf. F 1 3. I leave aside mythical times, 11) See Text p. 202, 3 fi. 12) See on F 21. 13) F 4: 7:9; 11 (?); 13; 14; 16; 17; 19; 22. 14) F 8; 12; 15; 18: 20. 15) Е 10; 21. 16) Е 7. 17) Crusius 1c. p. 48 f.; 92; 150; Schwartz 1, col. 142. 18) The question is mainly about the series M II 1-28 of the genuine Zenobios in Miller's Athous (Mél. P- 359). 19) Anal. Crit. p. 132 fi.; Rh. Mus. 40, 1885, p. 316; Philol. Suppl. 6, 1891, p. 269. 20) See for instance Wilamowitz Ar. u. Ath. I P. 273, whose further constructions refute themselves, as he is obliged to assume ‘eine ältere Atthis, die Demon verbes- Sert hat’. See also Rupprecht R E XVIII 4, 1949, col. 174 o, 15 ff. (who erroneously 
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referred T 1 to D.s Пероциоа). 21) Quaest. paroem, diss. München r 
who for instance declares F 14; 16 
пі тау хаха; Bapratouévee Јеп.; ёл\ тау тту хай дуодтіос &noXwy£voy Schol: 
{т тфу xoc @тоААоц&ушу ibid. E 
dBoxrÜEvcac xal ий ётєЕєАббутас Qs бута хат& 24) Bibl. Epit. 5, 17; al, 25) 87 F 103 ch. 3. 1) Plutarch. Thes. 22, 5-7. 2) Perhaps taken from Philochoros; see on 328 F 18, 3) Ch. 22, 1 ff.; 24, 1. 4) Ch. 22, 3-4. Observe the formula typical of this kind Of report in the Atthides Dev xal viv; it mentions the festival incidentally, explaining one feature only and not deriving it as a whole from Theseus, 5) Ch. 22, 5-7, beginning with Oda 8& tov патёра; 2іеріег'ѕ діуіѕіоп is wrong. 6) See on 239 A 20. 7) These pédn, consequently, have nothing to do with the émquveiv ёу tats onovdaic in Plutarch’s first Oschophoria legend ch. 22, 4. 8) Philochoros 328 Е 25. 9) Pausan. 1, 3, 1. The children of the Marriage of Ariadne and Theseus (Ion Plutarch. Thes. 20, 2) have nothing to do with Athens, . 10) A. Mommsen believes them 'to have acted the parts of Dionysos i нои Robert p. 696 more Cautiously only says that ‘they wore the long Ionian chiton, a fact tee to the great age of the festival’. See already Lobeck Aglaoph. P. 178 r. Deubner А. Е. P. 147 believes that ‘an idea of how the two leaders в Oschophoria chorus may have looked’ can be obtained from the vase of the 2 Painter (Beazley Pan-Maler taf. 6, 5). II) Cf. ch. 35, 3 = aeger я i 18a. 12) Despite Herter Rh. Mus. 88, 1939, p. 289 п. 210. '3) a ive Rh. Mus. 65, 1910, Р. 229 п. І with somewhat strange logic. I4) At t 
it would be conceivable that he misunderstood the detached Lr : 2 
it in the wrong place: if it referred to Aigeus it ought to have Po dn rm 15) As Toepffer himself admits (l.c. p. 252). He infers from Ls Eu the Phytalids used to bring a sacrifice to Aigeus even in P оре ies 
heroon of Aigeus on the rock of the Akropolis is ‘under the sou eges i ; house and the gate of Aig 
Nike bastion’ (Judeich Topogr.* p. 216); also the RE ХІ сої. 5241. are far from the abode of the Phytalids. 9) m Sub a9 Mi 17) Herter l.c. p. 289 f. follows him. 18) Judeic iE worden sein soll, kann тёшмос, das ihm nach seiner rückkebr:ans Kreta = n hohem alter man somit nur dieses stattliche heiligtum gemeint sein, coh ion Hi. Fests qi sing, wit 
überzeugt gewesen sein muss’ Herter l.c. р. 285; pe Robert Hiltesore p-753 even alluding to the fact that this is a mere supposi 2 F 18a. 22) Aristotle 
is more cautious. 20) Judeich l.c. p. 425. : oe анаара that they raised '"Абт. 15, 4; Polyaen. Strat. 1, 21,2. 23) Itis ү гайы than 475 B.C., and even the claim mentioned by Plutarch. Thes. 12, 1 no x 

invented it ad Aoc. : ionalized form. Originally Е pic story, appearing here and T v M End on Ergias 515 F 1. the white raven is a genuine prodigy: Staehelin K/io V p. Е 2) Diod. 19, 53, 8. . ‚2. 3) ‘fora’ M. midt. M Only x«t might be possible. : 2) e 17 p. 648, who does not A ў Wilamowitz е vy *AGnvalov 
4) Judeich Topogr.? p. 358. » the scholia mention a motapdc TH what he means by this. 6) Where x 
обх бе 0082 8. лоутьс Séwv GAAS занн xv 

1) F Gr Hist 70 F 141. Max. May 

908 p. 6 ff., 

col. 1347 is mistaken. 
13 
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I) Cf. Schol. Aristoph. Plut. 1075 where ctvé; mention the Cyprians аз having : 
i 85; cf. Diodor. 1o, 25 

questioned the oracle. 2) Thus already Apostolios 13, 85; idymos Schol. (in the Text). — 3) If the verse belongs to Timokreon of Rhodos (Di n r^ Vesp. 1063; Wilamowitz Textgesch. d. gr. Lyr. p. 32 n. 1; Sb. Barlin 19 vagus Schr. I p. 340; but see Bowra Greek Lyric Poetry, 1936, p. 291) this VErSIOR; xpla- in its statements as it is, is later than b and nothing but a duplicate of that e pa 
nation corrected for reasons of chronology. 4) Cf. on F 7. 5 ee S 25 P. 523C. 6) Athen. l.c., connecting another &nógÜcyua. with it. T fos Voss; cf. Ed. Meyer Gd A II § 380. 8) IIpóc tà AaBpavdées се : emt; прӧс̧ тб, Дс Хтратибтоу (scil. {єрбї) Mueller. 9) Certainly not трос oan 'AuBAaBéac, understood by Hemsterhuys as ‘cum sociis Ambladensibus ay n Persico deliberasse’; that is impossible linguistically. то) “Aur Hero . : 20 does not help either. 11) About the unBiCetv of the Branchidai in the Ionia revolt see Bury Klio 2, 1902, P. 14 ff.; but Strab. 14, 1, 5 and Pausan. 8, 46, 3 Seem really to belong to the time of Xerxes. 

1) Cf. on F 4? 2) App. Prov. 2, 85; Athous 1, 34. 3) See on F 7. n I 8, 5; III 19, 55 K. 5) Strab. 13, 1, 3; cf. on Hellanikos 4 F 32; Lesky R XVIII col. 1008. 
He 1) oalpew é ton td Siédxew tò Gróux xal yaívety Schol. Plat. 2) If it is really the poet Simonides, not the genealogist (no. 8). I do not see why Pohlenz N. Jahrb. 1916 I p. 567 assumes a 'western Greek’, who ‘before Simonides’ set forth thie etymology and in doing so ‘naturally had in mind the Carthaginian sacrifices’. : 3) About Aischylos see Text P. 216, 32 ff. 4) Thus AD M; ocagBóvtoy F; сарёомоу { апа the Secondary tradition Tim. Lex. and Pollux 6, 200, which vacillates between ZaoBówoc and -Фмос̧. 5) In the scholia on the Odyssey B has the lemma Zapbówow, whereas V has capSévov before the Sardinian story. In Photios we now read Lapdéwov, but the Suda places the word in the alphabetic Position capdanov etc. 6) Lipwvidys 86 gnaw rev Tard тро тйс єс Крўтту &Ф15є0с obctjous viv Eapõò xr.. (Zenob.; cf. Phot. Sud. S.V). 7) See on no. 488. 8) B. Ph. Wochenschr. 1916 col. 951. 9) For the evidence see Max. Mayer Rosch. Lex. YI col. 1501 ff. 

: 1) P 3, 21; B 344; Athous 1, 66; Makarios 7, 46. A more complete explanation is found only in Paris. S; see Cohn Bresl. phil. Abh. II 2 p. 70. 2) Schol. Pindar; Schol. V Aristoph.; Suda ; xal npattóvrov Zen, 3) Zenobios; &dot Schol. Plat. 4) Srotedzic ўсоу Koprtorg Schol. Aristoph. a; Suda; owermouv Kopt6ot; Schol. Aristoph. Kerkyraeans instead of the Megarians, 5) See on 70 F 19. D. can hardly have doubted either the existence of Megara long before the Dorian migration, or its being Ionian and Probably belonging to Attica. As to the tradition about the Dorian Conquest and the claims of Corinth see Hanell Megar. Stud., 1934, p. 69 fi. 6) Herodt. 7, 159 A xe uty oludtere ё Tledont8ng *Ayaptuvev; Aristoph. Ach. 162 Grootéve: pévrav 6 Өрсуїттє Аєфс. 7) Schol. Aristoph. b c enlarge the short Saying by of nate t. A. К.; ё Д. К. уа, побеї; 8 фрӣс отеїтод. 
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it can hardly have been put up later than 219 B.C. 2) тоб évòç &rxóuevov Steph.; el «i; £vbc fijaxvo Zen. (C); xpouc0£vroc co évég Sud.; fv Tapas’ 6 rapuóv Menander. 3) Gruppe Gr. Myth, Р. 355, who confuses things. His reference to Lucian’s De dea Syria 29 is erroneous. 4) In spite of Gregory of Nazianzus Or. 4 P. 127 C obxétt AéBng povrederae and the description of Kosmas (Mai Sicil. Roman. ll p. 172 quoted by Meineke). 5) Polemon; Aristeides; Strabon; пуЄ0ратос ueyáňov Zen. 
1) Cf. Theophrast. F 175 Wi who tells this more circumstantially about the ekrdv x£pac. 2) Tyrant of Epidaurus, sixth century B.C. 
1) About him see Cohn R E VI, 1907, col. 902 no. 15; Christ-Schmid Gr. Lit.* II 2, 1924, p. 1092 n. r. 2) See I G? I 94. 3) Whom Strab. 9, 1, 7 follows, Apollo- doros being the intermediate source. I should not infer from the text (with Тоерйег Alt. Gen. p. 230 and others) that Apollodoros ‘von dem opfertode nichts weiss’. It remains uncertain whether Herodt. 5, 76 refers to the same version, because we are not informed about the decisive point either by Pherekydes 3 F 154 or by Hellanikos 4 F 125. 4) Zenob. P 4, 3; M 2, 6; Schol. Plat. Symp. 208 D. The account of the latter is that of Hellanikos: even in Diogen. 4, 84, succinct though he is, the beginning of his ample pedigree is preserved. 
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1) Not counting the Iapotutat. 2) The collection of, and the commentary 
on, the fragments by Lenz-Siebelis Philochori Atheniensis Librorum Fragmenta, 
1811, is a most laudable achievement for their time; C. Mueller FHG I, 1841, 
P. 384 ff. gave a remarkably inadequate reprint almost without a commentary, 
and Tresp Die Fragmente d. griech. Kultschriftsteller (R V V XV т, 1914) was not 
equal to his task. Supplements were added to Lenz-Siebelis by Mueller F HG IV, 
1851, p. 646 ff.; Stiehle Philol. 8, 1853, p. 638 ff.; Strenge Quaestiones Philochoreae 

diss. Góttingen 1878. The commentary of Didymos on Demosthenes (ed. Diels- 
Schubart Berl. Klass. Texte Y 1904) yielded important additions (see Stähelin 
Klio 5, 1905, p. 56 ff.; Florian Studia Didymea diss. Leipzig 1908; P. Foucart 
Étude sur Didyme 1909; Lenchantin de Gubernatis Aegyptus 2, 1921, p. 23 ff); 
Philodemos (Acad. Philos. Index Hercul. ed. Mekler 1902) and the Berlin Photios 

(ed. Reitzenstein 1907) brought several more. About the somewhat doubtful gains 
from the Demogérgone see Text p. 240, 35 ff. The ‘new’ fragments which A. Roersch 
Musée Belge 1, 1897, р. 57 ff.; 137 ff.; 160 ff. found in the chronicle of bishop 

Freculph of Lisieux (about 825 A.D.) are taken from Hieronymus (see Lenchantin 
Riv. di Filol. N.S. 10, 1932, р. 57). Some other literature: A. Boeckh ‘Uber den 
Plan der Atthis des Philochoros’ Abh. Ak. Berlin 1832 (= Kl. Schr. V p. 397 ff.) ; 

Wilamowitz Ar. u. Ath. I, 1893, p. 288; Tropea Filocoro, Feltre 1909 (not available 

to me); Tresp op. cit., 1914, p. 70 ff.; 190 ff.; 203; R. Laqueur RE XIX 2, 
1938, col. 2434 ff. 3) The Bios of Androtion (324 T 1) is only seemingly 
Such, being derived from the list of disciples in a Vita of Isokrates, and the 
article about Phanodemos (325 T 1) has been cut down to the mere name. 

The fact that Plutarch in his enumeration of Athenian historians (T 4) mentions 

21 

22 
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also Kleidemos has a special reason: he was the first Atthidographer, and 
there existed a document recording the public appreciation of his work (323 
T 1-2). 4) The name Archestrate sounds good, but it is too frequent for us to be able to identify her. 5) See Text p. 239,26 f. 6) Ебу. 7) Тт. 8) The alteration to "Avróyou (Reinesius and others) makes no sense, and 
the synchronism with Eratosthenes (see Text p. 222, 18 ff.) does not justify 
Siebelis’ suggestion of Antigonos Doson. Even if one dates F 67 at 292 B.C. (which is Possible only by a confusion between the time of the prophecy and its mention in the ninth book of the Atthis) Ph. would have been about a hundred years old at the time of Doson’s accession in 229 B.C. 9) Busolt Gr. G.* II p. 9 uses the former expression without being aware of the consequences. Ferguson's alternative (Hell. Athens, 1911, p. 189) ‘it is unknown on whom the blame rested, upon the oligarchs, upon the king, or upon Ph. himself' is justified in so far as the wording of the Vita allows of the possibility of a regular trial before an Attic court of justice. But it is perhaps not happily formulated because it mixes up the question of the guilt with that of the proceedings. The term StaBAnGels is hardly a secure foundation for assuming a wrong charge; but if it were, that would show only more clearly Ph.s anti-Macedonian attitude to have been notorious. 10) See Ferguson op. cit. p. 175 f.; Beloch Gr. G. IV т, 1925, p. 583 f.; IV 2 p. 183 f. 11) Syll.’ 434/5 ёті &руоутос Пе:0:8ўџоо. Тагт J H St 54, 1934, p. 26 ff. and Pritchett-Meritt The Chronology of Hellenistic Athens, 1940, pronounced for 267/6 B.C. as the year of this archon, and Ferguson A J Ph. 55, 1934, р. 320 n. 15; p. 330 n. 37 (who in Athenian Tribal Cycles, 1932, p. 74 still hesitated between 270/69 and 267/6, but ‘on the whole was inclined to date Peithidemos in 270/69 B.C.') was convinced by Tarn, while Dinsmoor (The Archon List, 1939, p. 58 ff.) sticks to 270/69. 12) See Text p. 244, 37 ff. 13) According to the incontrovertible evidence of Apol- lodoros 244 F 44 (see Text) the capitulation falls in the year of Antipatros, i.e. 263/2 B.C. to which both Dinsmoor and Pritchett-Meritt assign him. However One explains Antipatros’ remaining in office even after the capitulation, the datings of that event in Spring 261 (Ferguson Hell. Ath. р. 181) or ‘end of 262’ (Tarn CAH VII, 1928, P. 708) are excluded. The possibilities are: autumn 263 (Beloch Gr. G.* IV 2 p. 503, who puts matters very cautiously; Dinsmoor /.c. p. 63), or the second half of 263/2 (Tarn J H St s4 P.39). — 14) Afhenian Tribal Cycles p. 75 ft. Cf. Tarn /.c. p. 39 'the actual peace may have been connected with the death of Antio- chos I, which cannot at present be dated more nearly than somewhere between October 262 and April 261’, 15) But see Trib. Cycles p. 78. 16) Ferguson op. cit. p. 80 ‘we have now the assurance that the Tribal Cycles in the official order were maintained for the prytany-secretaries, as well as for the Priests of Asklepios, during the period 263/2-256/5 B.C., when Antigonos held Athens by a garrison in the Museum’. ‘The curious names born by the archons between 261/0 and 256/5: 

, Antimachos, and ] PPeared in the new lists of Dinsmoor and Pritchett-Meritt with the exception of Kleomachos and Polystratos (?). Nobody will find that any- thing but accidental since Polyeuktos also has moved to 249/8 or 248/7 B.C., and i nt for justifying the conclusion 'that 
y in their archon-names allusions to contem- Thus the Suggestions drop out 'that this sequence 
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of oddly significant eponymous names is a piece of Wony on d0w binya that ‘it was a demonstration tantamount to an expresalon of cytes troops on the part of the Athenians themselves’, Of courao, the inte VAD WY ISA U RSA ation of my Tribal Cycles drops out, too; but that does not CONC OTN ds eae Hp For the date see Beloch Gr. G.! IV 1 P. S98; 2 p. 509; Tarn CA I YI y was; Herm. 35, 1930, p. 448. 18) Cf. Text p. 244, 24 II, Vg) Pen foror ойра SusemihlGr. Lit. I, 1891, P. 595: Busolt Gr. G.! ll, 1895, p, 9; Verguym ffe. Ath, 1911, p. 188; Laqueur R E XIN 2, 1938, col, 2434. OL 130 (= бојар И) б Siebelis op. cit. p. 31.: C. Mueller op. at. p. EN NXIV.'Nicht vor 2603! Christe oot Gr. Lit.* II 1, 1020, P. 110. Schwartz R E Il col. 2181 'Philochoros ist waren) Cea Chremonideischen Krieges hingerichtet’ is surely wrong. 20) The sanset would have been singularly unlucky. In Tarn’s record (Antigonos Gonatas, 1953, P. 320 n. 19; C A H VII p. 712) the renewed revolt in Athens appears a» wiat mt is—a hypothesis evidently founded exclusively on the concluding date of tue Atthis which, in fact, is quite uncertain, though the Chronological Table gives xt as 262 B.C. Beloch Gr. G.3 IV 1 P. 596 n. r—who declares it to be 'selbstverstzná- lich, dass Ph. nicht wegen seiner haltung während des krieges hingerichtet sem kann’—treats the revolt as a fact and connects it with the invasion of Macedoma by Alexander of Epeiros which is generally (and as far as I can see correctly) dated after the death of Areus in 265 B.C. 21) See F Gr Hist II D p. 704. 22) H We correct the text as it has to be corrected, the synchronism may even derive from 
the most reliable source, viz. Eratosthenes himself who studied in Athens in the 
'sixties and enumerated the famous men he came to know there. He hardly confined 
himself to the philosophers, in whom alone Strabo I 2, 2 (= 241 T 10) takes an 
interest. 23) Polyaen. Strat. 4, 6, 20. Presumably it was the invasion of Ma- 
cedonia by the Epirotes (n. 20) which compelled Antigonos to conclude an armi- 
stice with Athens; see Ferguson Heil. Ath. P. 180 f.; Kirchner on Sy/l3 4354/5 n. 1; 
al. 24) See on T 1. 25) See on T 2. 26) IG! II 3835; cf. on T 1. 27) 
Text p. 227, 32 fi. 28, The distinction of three parties (Ferguson Hell. A thems 
P. 95 n. 2; cf. Klio 5, 1905, р. 155 ff.) ‘the radical democrats, the moderates, and 
the aristocrats, with an imperialistic, neutral, and pro-Macedonian policy’ wa 
somewhat rough generalization. 29) See e.g. on F 117; 157. 30) See on 
F 19; 108. 31) Text p. 249, 5 ff. 32) Hell. Ath. p. 308. 32) There & 
hardly much use in stressing the negative indication that in the fragments nothing 
is to be found about the foreign deities who during the fourth century, and evoa 
earlier (cf. E. R. Dodds The Harv. Theol. Rev, 33, 1940), began to obtain a piave for themselves. Those were only beginnings, not appreciably changing he cuter 
Of the State. Ph. did mention in the Authis the Aphroditos of Cyprus who i otter 
than most of the deities from the East (F 144), but we do not know the context 
in which he identified him with Selene. 34) Cf. n, aar, 19) оу aw) 
The conception of Laqueur Le. col. 2444 "es konnte also ein trommer ting sdas Dh 
vorliegen, der sein ansehen als seher dazu benutzt hat um elne politic he wir kung 
zu erzielen’ is due to a misinterpretation A the words of F O7 (awe (ө змне а ү 
on it). Nothing justifies the insinuation, and it would be proved wrony HNA үч 
was actually given in 39/5 (which we have no reason V duuli), fw than than 
would be an interval of ffteen years between the Interpretation and (he Minheni 
of the omen. 37) Sæ F go. 30) "we Text p. syni $0) Phu wj 

yet, ә, 

A Mo Tru 
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ments have been gravely misunderstood by Laqueur /.c., col. 2438; see E, 
on them, 40) See F 69-70; Text p. 224, 37 ff. It belongs in this context t ы in mythical history (polemizing against Demon in particular) he resolutely base 
his narrative on the facts of cult, opposing e.g. the tendency to attribute to Theseus 
as much as possible (see on F 14/6). — 41) See eg. F 5; 169; 173. This; course, 
does not exclude symbolic interpretations of certain customs. On Ph.s ‘rationalism 
see Text p. 226, 27 ff. 42) Gl. d. Hell. Il p. 321. 43) See Herm. 56, 1921, 
P. 23 f. 44) This is precisely what often is not recognized because the mental 
attitude of a theologian is not easily accessible to the modern scholar, much less 
easily than that of simple faith: ‘Je ne vous entends pas bien, monsieur 1 abbé — 
“Cela tient a ce que vous n'avez pas l'esprit théologique. Autrefois, les laiques 
eux-mémes en recevaient quelque empreinte etc.’ (Anatole France L'Orme du 
Mail ch. 13). 45) That Ph. was well acquainted with the alleged writings of 
Orpheus and Pythagoras is clear from Tlept роутьхӯс апа Пєрі ўршерёу. Тће charac- 
terization by E. Schwartz R E II col. 2183 is, in my opinion, superficial and essenti- 
ally rationalistic, one might say the issue of a ‘enlightened’ (and quite untheo- 
logical) protestantism. In this domain even more than in others the personality 
of each author should be judged individually, as far as we are able to do so. 46) 
F 76-77; cf. on F 85/8. 47) See on Text p. 126 nos. 25/6. 48) This is quite 
manifest in regard to Dionysos F 5-7 and, to a certain degree, in regard to Poseidon 
F 175-176. Concerning Aphrodite F 184 and Artemis F 188 it remains a surmise. 
49) See on F 94; 97/8. It should be noted that the Athenian series of gods opens neither with Athena nor with Poseidon. 50) F 5 and on F 173. 51) See ор Е 7. 52) See R E VI col. 952 no. 3. 53) See on F 93-98. 54) Certain and good examples are F 93 Kéxpop àiouik, 8:4 uoc aópuaroc обтос халобшуос̧, 
and F 104 the ship of Triptolemos with the figurehead of a winged snake. Less Certain (partly because the limits of the quotations are dubious, partly because 
they have passed through too many hands down to authors of little reliability) 
F 11 Boreas and Oreithyia, F 18 Theseus’ descent into the underworld, F 174 Scylla. The Oidipus story in Natalis Comes (F 82) is a manifest forgery, while it is more difficult to come to a decision as to what belongs to Ph. in the story of Iambe (F 103). Theseus’ war against the Pallantids (F 108) and his expedition to Crete (F 17; 111) are not rationalism proper, but the conversion of facts (which are at least partially true facts) into historical narrative in the style of, say, Hellanikos. See also on F 1. 55) F 182 Helios and Apollo; F 184 Aphrodite and Selene; F 185 Ge, Demeter, and Hestia. It is important that F 184 is quoted from the Atthis. 55a) See Wilamowitz Gl. d. Hell. II р. 321. 56) See Martini R E IV col. 2833, 48 Ё.; F Gr Hist 228 F 39. 57) One may refer to Kleidemos’ *Enyntixév and perhaps also to Melanthios' Ilepl «àv ёу 'Edevoivu ростуріоу. 58) See Phanodemos’ "baax& and perhaps Kleidemos’ (?) and Androtion's books on agriculture. 59) Tlept uavuxii Е 76-79. 60) On 323 F 14; Aithis p. 75 f. 61) Cf. noteon F 225-226. 62) In a lesser degree the same might be said of the later Lacedaemon- ian Sosibios (no. 595) who tried to do similar work for Sparta. 63) See on F 85/8; on p. 125 nos. 14-18. 64) T 7; on p. 125 no. 18. 65) See F Gr Hist II C p. 41 and the collection of the remains of this el3oc in vol. IV. 66) See n. 92 and on p. 126 nos. 25/6. 67) On this literary form see F. Leo ‘Didymos Ilepl Anuoc6£vou;' G G Nachr. 1904 n. 3. 68) IIpàc ' AAórtov F 89; Прёс’Асдути- 
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Фу Е 9r. 69) Прёс Afjuova avttypaph F 72, not to be confused with the notice in the Vita (T 1) that the A/this is directed against Demon. 70) As Leo Die griech.-róm. Biographie, 1901, P. 111 does, 71) See Text p. 202, 3f. 72) F 59; 223-224. 73) Pollux 9, 42; Diog. Laert. 5, 38; Athen. 13, 92 p. 610 EF. Cf. Wilamowitz Ph. U. 4 P. 194 ff.; 269 ff.; Susemihl Gr. Lit. I р. 553. 74) 115T 7; F 259. 75) Perhaps F 223 even betrays his esteem for Aristotle, 76) P. 121 nos. 7-8. 77) Otherwise the well-known name 90yopoc has only rarely been corrupted : to DuóSepoc in the Berlin Didymos papyrus F 155; to Zxnolyopogc (F 48) and to Dir6yavog (F 199) in the Lex. Cantabr. which has come down to us in a very bad state of preservation. A corruption to ®rsyopec, probably from irsée- voc, may be assumed in F 207; but a confusion with @brapyos can at least not be proved. 78) See Text p. 227, 36. 79) See on F 99-101. 80) See on F 
(8-10); 34; 38; 39; 94; 117; 118; 121; 128 ff. F 121 (see also F 135) about the ante- cedents of the Peloponnesian War shows (although Ph. follows Thukydides literally) 
an enlargement as to the matter; and this is surely not the only instance. F 133 
about the Hermokopidai shows a divergence on the question of the guilt 
which must have been deliberate. Boeckh Abh. Ak. Berlin 1832 (= KI. Schr. V) 
P. 15 already pointed out the fact that Ph. had read Thukydides. The possibility 
must, however, be left open that, partly at least, he used him not directly but 
through Androtion. This appears certain in the more accurate account of F 136 
about the reform of the constitution in 413/2 B.C. 81) On F 215. 82) See 
on F 162. 83) On F 209-210; 218. 84) In his account of the death of 
Demosthenes (F 164) Ph. seems not to have accepted the glorifying conception of 
Demochares. 85) See e.g. F 6; 92. 86) See Text p. 243, 30 ff.; 244, 21 Be 
87) An interesting, though not quite certain, example is F 119. In the ‘Archaeology a 
contrast to Euripides (cf. n. r11) as regards facts and opinions seems sometimes evi- 
dent, but we should perhaps find a greater dependence on Tragedy if we possessed 
the whole of book II. 88) Cf. n. 80. 89) Pace Wright A J Ph 13, 1891, p. 310 ff., 
who vainly tried to indicate quotations of the ’A@x. in the Atthis, and Sandys 
Aristotle's Constitution of Athens*, 1912, p. XXVIII. See also on Е 114; 116. A 
connexion with one of the Aristotelian Polities might be considered in F 213, 
but an earlier story about Hesiod may equally well have been the common кал, 
of both authors. 90) F 199 does not tell us anything in this respect; and i 
in the case of F 218 there does exist a connexion it is more d that feo 

ipi See on F 207; 209-211; ; read Ph.s book on Euripides. 91) Е 223. a n too Рока 
214; 217; 224. It is not impossible that the surprising à é en 
books by Ph. (see Text p. 228 f) might be explained from this a s 
"Hooí3e; and ZóuBoXx may actually have been intended as Re о ud 
Kleides’ Mept tév Mu@ayopetav. But such conjectures can, of course, not à; a 
93) See on F 215-216; 218; 223. 94) F 121; 128. 95) See sre а by 
110; 195. The one ship of Theseus in F 111 as against the Te el Durs 
Kleidemos (323 F 17) is a case in point. In the Etpjpara t d Айы um 
Seems to have been more prominent, but naturally he regard у сте о F 

birth-place of civilisation; see on F 93/8. 96) See on н 97 99) See F 

по сео ао. ШОК My. | 101) F 217. 223; cf. Text p. 229, 13 ff. 100) See on F 218; ct. ‘ 7 $ ; 
on F 221. К n A is uncertain whether the quotation of Archilochos in F 
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172 goes back to Ph.; the same applies to Alkaios, Theognis, Aischylos in F 170, 

to Hesiod and Pindar in F 212. 104) F 209-211; 213. Add F 212 about daperdol. 

105) F 207. 106) F 208. 107) F 76-77; 90; on 85/8. Whether the remark 
about the Zgatpa in F 207 belongs to him is uncertain. 108) F 214. 109) 

See F 79; cf. F 172? 110) It is uncertain whether Pherekrates in Е 171 belongs 

to the quotation from Ph. 111) The declaration of the Kpñteç in F 17 implies 

criticism of Tragedy, and so does the rationalism in F 104. As to Ph.s acquaintance 

with, and divergences from, Euripides (cf. n. 87) see e.g. on F 18 and F 112/3. 

112) M. Warburg N. Ph. U. 5, 1929, p. 3 f. 113) On the notion of Абү‹ос &v/jp see 

Althis p. 51; 215 ff. The etymologies of Androtion seem to have been of the same 
nature, though their rationalistic element is perhaps a little more prominent 

because they are controversial, like for instance the Kekrops Diphyes of Ph. 

(F 93). But that may be accidental, for we have few examples. 114) But Of 
in F 28 has its name from the eponymous daughter of Kephalos; therefore Ph. 

spelt it differently. 115) Ѕее Е 86 табтті тӯ: juépat протоу ёубшоау ої &pxaiot 

pépew xvÀ.; F 172 ol madratol omévBovreg ox del 8:0орорВопоюбоу; Е 187 парӣ тос 

Taravoic tov dupopta xaretafat xd8ov; F 177 ob pdvov tobs olxétaç TÒ narav xata- 

gebyew ele td Onjoctov xtA.; F 196 rd палау дуєходобуто ої '’Ареютаүїтол. 116) 

F 27-28. 117) Here the etymology has not been fully worked out; see com- 

mentary on F 114. — i18) P. 120 no. 5. Whether the "A@jvqaw ápEavrec belong 
here is quite uncertain. 119) Regrettably we cannot tell whether there existed 
connexions with the corresponding activity of Timaios (no. 566) which made an 

epoch in this domain. 120) Boeckh l.c. p. 1 f.; Susemihl Gr. Lit. I p. 595; al. 
121) Wecannot say more than this, for it is natural that the few fragments give facts 

of literature or history. 122) See Text p. 241, 21 ff. 123) L.c. col. 2436 ff. 
124) See Text p. 249, 5 ff. 125) See Text p. 227, 32 f. 126) Therefore I 
should not like to characterize Ph. as a 'quaint personality', as Ferguson Hell. Ath. 

p. 462 does. 127) RE II col. 2183. 128) See Text p. 241 ff. 129) As 
e.g. in the “ApEavrec the last fifty years of ‘free’ Athens. 130) We are told 
that Ph.s own Atthis was directed against that of Demon (T 1), and we further 
hear of a special book, entitled IIpàc Afjuova буткүрафт (Е 72). 131) See Text 
P- 244; 249 f. 132) For the scarcity of born Athenians as writers of contem- 

porary history in the proper, or usual, form of Hellenika see Atthis p. 171 ff.; 
for the political character of the Atthides generally ib. p. 71 ff. 133) Modern 

historiography seems to have lost this discernment when connecting the history 

of literature, of philosophy, and even of art with political history in such a manner 

that the outcome is often not an organic entity, but a mixtum compositum. 134) 

Thus e.g. Christ-Schmid Gr. Lit.* II 1 p. 32; cf. Text p. 236, 10 ff. 135) See 

Text p. 248 ff.; 253, 17 ff. 136) Did he write with a pro-Macedonian bias? 

See Text p. 202, 5 ft. 137) Christ-Schmid /.c. 138) Ar. w. Ath. I p. 288. 

139) See Text p. 173, 7 ff. 140) See on F 209; cf. on F 17; 94; 95; 99-101; 195; 
215-216. 141) F 83-84. 142) F 85-88. 143) F 90-91. 144) F 89. 
145) T 7. 146) Boeckh /.c. p. 2 and others. 147) F H Gv IV p. 648. 148) 

See F Gr Hist IV, section Heuremata. 149) As e.g. in regard to Apollodoros 
the P. Univ. di Milano I p. 174 al. have brought a surprise: F Gr Hist III B p. 
744, 17. 150) Ѕее оп Е 209 8. 151) See also on F 13; 73-75. 152) 

Beloch Gr. G.? IV 1 p. 483. 153) P. 120 no. 2. 154) See on F 99-101; 109; 
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229 (?). It is natural for him to consult the most modern work, whereas the compiler 
of the Parian Marble apparently does not know it (my edition p. XIII n. 6). 
155) Croenert Kolotes und Menedemos, 1906, р. 136. 156) See on F 81; 89; 
190; 226, 157) See F 59; 224. The latter passage at least is hardly a direct 
quotation. 158) This is so certain in regard to Dionysios (who does not use 
the Epitome but certain books of the full Atthis) that I have in a few instances 
included anonymous fragments from his Atthidographic source among the 
fragments (F 152-153; see on F 151). The Scholia on Aristophanes would 
yield more, but there the provenance is much less certain. As to Didymos, 
the main historical source of the Scholia (who incidentally quoted Ph. more 
frequently than Thukydides even for the Peloponnesian War), it may suffice 
to refer here to F 157 from the new commentary on Demosthenes. 159) See 
on F 107. 160) F 135. Susemihl (Gr. Lit. I p. 599 n. 380; see also Busolt 

Herm. 34, 1899, p. 280 ff.) was justly sceptical towards the suggestion that 
large parts of chs. 2-6 and ch. 23 of this Vita derive directly from the 

Atthis. 161) See on F 7; 11; 93; 104, and particularly on F 92. 162) 

F 17c; 18c; 104c; 174; 226. 163) F 81-82; 84b; 103; 228. 164) The 
discussion on the quotations of Ph. by Lenchantin (Riv. di Fil. N.S. 10, 1932, 
P. 41 ff.) does not in my opinion advance our knowledge. 165) Boccaccio 
knows him mostly from Paolo Perugino; but according to 10, 7 he also had a Ms. 
of Theodontius. See Landi p. 23. 166) In the app. crit. of F Gr Hist 48 F 21 
should now mention the conjecture made by Thilo and accepted by Landi p. 
19 f.—Theodo<n>lius, qui Iliacas res perscripsit—but I should preserve in the 

text Mueller's Theodorus. This name is recommended by the Suda s.v. Ilaraipatog 

"ABudyvég. The Suda calls him ’Iued¢ and author of Tpwtxs, and he is certainly 
a Greek writer. The<o>dontius is called Campanus, diligens investigator poetict 

figmenti in Fons Memorabilium Universi of Domenico Bandini di Arezzo (Sabbadini 

Studi It. 5, 1897, p. 376; Landi p. 18), and he wrote in Latin (Landi p. 24 fi.; Len- 
chantin p. 51 believes in translation from Greek without giving reasons). If we 

insert Theodorus in Servius Danielis the date of Theodontius in the second half 

of the eighth century A.D. at the earliest drops out, for it rests on the time of 

the Mss. of Servius auctus (saec. IX-X A.D.). The argument, however, drawn by 

Landi from the cultural conditions of Campania remains (Lenchantin placed 
Theodontius after the fifth, perhaps before the seventh, and certainly not later 

than the eleventh century A.D.). The fact that in the commentary on Ovid of the 

eleventh century (Meiser Sb. Münchem 1885 p. 47 f.), besides the main purior 
Menegaldo and the more often quoted Servius, in some passages sed. theo (= secun- 
dum Theodontium) occurs, hardly helps to date him more accurately. 167) Di A 

vedere quei frammenti dell' attidografo confinati nel limbo dell Unsicheres unc 

Zweifelhaftes", ma messi insieme con le reliquie dei scrittori greci conservati da latini, 

come Plinio, Censorino, Macrobio, il mitografo Fulgentio'. 168) It will be shown 
in the commentary on the respective fragments where Conti found шошо 

and how unscrupulously he adds his quotations. Cf. on 324 F 70/1; седа s 

169) Landi is obviously not acquainted with the methods of ancient 
gras ies ur 

with forged quotations, viz. Ps. Plutarch and his predecessors. See xdi believes 
III vol. 8, 1940, p. ff. 170) It is not easy to understand that Lan 1 ° 

940, р. 73 : n the Berlin 
his opinion to be confirmed by the new quotation from [lept jpepo@v 1 

її 
Jacoby, Fragm. Griech. Hist. IHI b (Suppl) 
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Photios (see on F 86). 171) The new fragment 86a is a good example. It is 
easy to understand that scholars had assigned F 86 b to the book IIepl 0uatóv before, and Tlept éoprév would have been as good a guess. 172) Because of the doubts as to attribution they naturally yield a higher total than that of the preserved fragments. 173) It would be a possible, but by no means a certain, deduction that the AxXuax& was written before the island about 314 B.C. ‘gained its indepen- dence. Cf. on F 73-75. 174) His later counterpart in Sparta, Sosibios who wrote between 250 and 150 B.C., is called Ypauuatıxóç (595 T 1). It is probably not accidental that the Vita (T 1) does not range Ph. in a certain section of literature, but we should like to know in which section of his Ilívaxeç Kallimachos placed him. 175) Concerning all particulars I refer once and for all to the commentary on the individual fragments. Keil Herm. 29, 1894, p. 68 n. 5 inferred from F 3o and F 197 that also ‘the third book cannot have been written earlier than 306/5 B.C.'. This is correct because of the general reasons developed above, but the two fragments do not carry the deduction: it is not certain that F 197 is taken from the third book, and the text of F 30 does not say ‘before the eighth month’, but xpd THS A mputavelac; consequently the apparent contradiction of Aristot. ’AQn. 43, 5 cannot be explained as ‘umrechnung von Aristoteles’ angabe auf die zeit der I2 phylen'. 176) How long after 292/1 B.C. cannot be said. The terminus post given by Boeckh—ol. 12 3, 1/2 = 288/6 B.C.—is based on the erroneous statement of Plutarch Demetr. 1o, 14 that the Athenians in 306/5 B.C. «àv inóvugoy xal ná- "piov Kpyovta xatarabcavres lepéa Уотіроу ёҳєротбуоџу хаб" Ёхастоу Ёлоотбу, xal тобтоу ёлі тбу (тфісрбтоу xal cvy сорВолаѓоу mpotyappov. See on F 166. 177) Ор. си. р. го; зо п. 1. 178) See Text p. 244, 14 ff.; 249, 5 ff. 179) See Text P- 252, 20 ff. 180) For the date see Dinsmoor The Archons p. 58 f.; Meritt Hesperia 7, 1938, P. 104 ff.; Pritchett-Meritt The Chronology of Hell. Athens, 1940, p. 88 f. 181) F Gr Hist 262 T r. 182) Cf. Thukyd. r, 20-21 with F r. 183) See Text p. 201 f. 184) T 1. 185) F 72. 186) The numerous other Suggestions concerning the relation between Atthis and Antigraphe are all wrong. Boeckh /.c. p. 5 left the possibility open 'dass etwa das letzte buch anhangsweise die Streitschrift gegen Demon Bewesen wáre'. This is not at all likely: criticism of pre- decessors as such (that is: not of particular points), if exercised in the work itself, since Hekataios (1 F 1), Herodotos (т, 1-5), Thukydides (1, 20-21), and others, belongs to the preface, not to the end (see also commentary on F 1-2), Even less credible are the identification of the A ntigraphe with the Atthis (C. Mueller), or with its first six books (Schaefer Quellenkunde* P. 79 f.), or (perhaps the worst misapprehension) witk the Ento) ts llag *ArOi80¢ (Laqueur l.c. col. 2435). 187) See Text p. 220, 19 ff. 188) F 4; 20; 47; 52; (120); 125; 136; 147; 150; 155; (157). For the relations existing between Androtion and Ph. see also on F 117; 200. 180) T1; F 72; cf. Text P- 243, 30 ff. 190) Vestiges of controversy are more or less certain in F 14-16; 183; 195. They betray a different approach to mythological tradition, founded on Ph.s better acquaintance with the material, his keeping more closely to the calendar of festivals, and similar matters. One might Suppose a contrast in the fundamental scientific approach partly due to the religious views of Ph., the contrast (roughly speaking) between the mantis and the Aristote- lian, but due as well to the more careful working method of the scholar. Apart from these factors it is quite conceivable that Demon's political loyalty was different 
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(cf. Text p. 201 f.). 191) See on F 1-2, 192) The émtopy тїс 181 'АтӨ!8ос 
seems to be a mistake of the biographer; see on T 1. 193) Cf. in the title of 
the Parian Marble and Kéxponog rod Tpwatov Basrevovtos 'AOnvGv wg ®рдоутос 
see ABhynaw 8 Лоүуўтоо. 194) One had better not compare F Gr Hist 
271/2 T 3 because in that instance the wrong addition to} Tadattxot is due to the 
existence of two different dates for Nicander. 195) The Babylonian documents 
(Olmstead Kio 32, 1937, p. 1 ff.) furnish as the last date of the joint government 
the 8th of March 261 B.C.; for the first year of the sole rule the 22nd of February 
260 B.C. 196) According to Olmstead the last date of Antiochos I as sole 
regent is the 27th of March 268, the first date of the joint government is the 23d of 
April 264 B.C. 197) See Text p. 220, 19 ff. 198) 7o T 9-10. 199) See 
Althis p. 86 ff. 200) L.c. p. 7. 201) Thus e.g. Foucart Étude sur Didyme, 
1906, p. 137: 'Ph. s'est tenu moins étroitement enfermé qu'on ne le croyait dans 
le cadre des annales'. Foucart finds this worthy of praise: 'ces dérogations au sy- 
stéme du classement rigoureux des faits par années témoignent d'un souci intelligent 
de la composition'. 202) In fact, the fragmentary excerpt has simply been 
wrongly interpreted; see the commentary on F 144-146. 203) Boeckh op. cit. 
P- 29 f.; C. Mueller goes farther contending ‘libris posterioribus passim inserta esse 
quae prioribus erant omissa'. 204) F 46. Also in F 33 the alteration of T' to F 
should at least be considered. Both fragments occur in Harpokration, in whose 
Mss. the transmission of figures and names is not particularly good. Cf. the interest- 
ing problem mentioned F Gr Hist III B p. 741, 6 ff. 205) Apart from the exam- 
ples given here see on F 30; 33; 35; 45/6. I naturally omit the simpler digressions, 
e.g. F 121, where in connexion with the annalistic entry about the charge against 
Phidias in Athens Ph. adds a note (undated) about his further fortunes in Elis. 
206) Cf. F 98, and an analogous npétepov e.g. F 181. 207) See on F 165-166 
from the (eighth or) ninth book. 208) F 38-39; possibly the entries about the 
rouztia (F 181) and about Athenian coinage (F 200). 209) F 43. Digressions 
like these which ultimately derive from the Ionian letopin (one may compare 

Thukyd. 6, 2-5 or Tacitus’ digression about the Jews Hist. 5, 2 ff., to mention 

these two famous examples) may have occurred rather frequently in the Atthis. 
210) F 24-29. 211) For this proceeding we have parallels already in the Atthis 

of Hellanikos. 212) Even so the history of the office is incomplete. Were the 
Althis preserved we should probably find in it all the phases, at least as far as 
the data could be established from documentary evidence. 213) N. 204. 

214) F 56. 215) See Text p. 249, 25 ff. 216) F 92-167. I leave aside F 
168-226, which are not purely historical, because their assignment to the Atthis 

or to any other definite book is seldom certain, but here too the relation is the same. 

217) If one reckons from Solon’s archonship 594/3 B.C., or from the reform of 
Kleisthenes 508/7 B.C., the corresponding figures are 93 and 87. 218) F 62-71; 

165-167. 219) F 63-66. 220) F 167. 221) Ferguson Hell. Ath. p. 463 
justly remarks that 'for the interval between 280 and 250 B.C. we are singularly 
devoid of literary help'. Of course, we have to take into account here also the loss 
of the Hellenistic Hellenika due to their condemnation by the Atticists for reasons 

of style. — 222) See on T 1; 8. 223) See nos. 369-371. 224) Cf. p. 244, 
14 ff. 225) Cf. F 155 with Androtion F 3o. We must be very grateful to Didymos 
for giving us the opportunity of comparing in detail for once two narrative pas- 
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sages. Considering the nature of our tradition we cannot expect more, but even one 
example suffices for the inference drawn in the Text. 226) Divergences between 
the two authors even in important points do not contradict our general statement. Taking the interpretation of the seisachtheia (F 114) as an example, Aristotle 
here also differed from Androtion who is evidently his main Atthidographic source. 
227) According to my conception of F 157 = Androtion F 53 the last attested 
year of Androtion's Atthis has perhaps to be moved up to 346/5 B.C. But that makes no great difference. There would be a grave incongruity if Androtion had 
written twelve books; but we are sure that that is a slip of the pen, not a serious alternative. 228) Thus one might explain, correctly to a certain degree, the 
difference from the group Phanodemos-Demon, who crammed all their antiquarian 
material into their A tthides. 229) It may be sufficient here to refer to the Pan- 
athenaia F 8-9 (102), and to the cult of Athena Skiras F 14-16 (111; 183?). 
Whether the detailed treatment of the vnpadta F 12; 194 derives to its full extent from the Atthis is doubtful. — 230) F 5-7. 231) F 35. 232) F 38-39. 
233) F 36; 37; 58; 121; 122; 176. 234) F 7; 22; 31; 40; 59; 134; 224. 235) 
Laqueur l.c. col. 2436 f. has not even a word to spare for the problem. 236) But see Text p. 254, 26 ff. 237) See on F 1-20. Probability favours this suggestion, 
for the third king Amphiktyon stood in the second book (F 5), and F 3 from the same book belongs to the reign of Kranaos at the latest. Nevertheless, we cannot form a real idea of the second book either. It would be possible that its first part 
consisted of succinct annalistic entries which one might imagine resembling the 
Parian Marble, though in the Atthis some of them developed into special treatises 
about certain groups of problems: Dionysos, Demeter, Panathenaia, Skira, Oscho- 
phoria, and the like. Anyhow Ph. must have recorded the government of Theseus 
fully, as Hellanikos and Kleidemos did before him. 238) We have not even a certain fragment from this time without the number: here too, Theseus (F 108-113) is immediately followed by Solon (F 114). 239) See Text p. 59. 240) See Text p. 104, 37 ff.; Laqueur l.c. col. 2437 is wrong in declaring ‘grade darin unter- scheidet sich Ph. von den anderen Atthidographen dass er dieser frühzeit nur wenig raum gewährt’. 241) F 21. 242) F 24-30. 243) It is doubtful whether the assumption of Beloch (Gr. G.? IV 1 P. 483) is correct who regards ‘die besondere beriicksichtigung der konstitutionellen entwicklung’ as a characteristic feature of Ph.s Atthis. 244) Itis a small additional difficulty that we do not know whether the epochal year ended a book or opened another. F 66-67 favour the former alter- native. That the end of a book should have cut through a year would be conceivable here and perhaps between the fourth and fifth books, but probable it certainly is not. 245) See commentary on F 117. Boeckh p. 15, who did not yet know the documentary date, placed the event in 460/59 B.C. F 33 which he adduced in support of his view is of no use: we cannot date the introduction of the Theorikon, but it hardly was as early as the ’sixties; also the Tpórov raises doubts of the number which must probably be altered from T to F. I do not see on what grounds Busolt-Swoboda Staatsk. р. 899 n. 5 (and Schwahn R E V A col. 2233) make the third book conclude at ‘about 449 B.C.’; F 35 and general considerations about the subject of the fourth book make this date appear very improbable. 246) F 34; 36. On these fragments and those subsequently quoted see the reasons given in the commentary. 247) F 123-142 (143). 248) Boeckh lic. p. 18f. E. 
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Schwartz Herm. 34, 1899, p. 491 n. 1 is certainly wrong in stating that the fifth 
book ‘included the entire first half of the fourth century’, and that ‘the earliest 
fragments of the sixth book point to the year 349/8 B.C.'; he has failed to take 
F 45-46 into account. F 126 Shows that Ph. recorded dates of the reigns of the 
Macedonian kings even before 360/59 B.C. 249) Perhaps F 58; 60-61 too. 
250) L.c. p. 20; he was certainly nearer to the truth than Foucart (Etude sur 
Didyme p. 173) who, not giving any reasons, regards 336 B.C. as the concluding 

year. 251) ‘Some time after the sixth prytany’ Schweigert Hesperia 8, 1939, 
no. 8; Pritchett-Meritt Chronol. of Hell. Athens р. 1. 252) See on F 67. The 
alternative would be 292/1 B.C., but F 69/70 seem to contradict it. 253) See 
Text p. 230, 22 ff. 254) Cf. Atthis p. 96 ff. 255) Seeon F 7? 66? 67. 256) 
See F 2; 5-7; 10; 23; 30; 33(-35); 40; 49-51; 54; 56; 58: (64); 65-67; 69-71; 75; 
86; 108; 121; 128; 134; 140; 145; 149; 155; 157; 159-160; 162; 171; 181; (224). 
257) See e.g. F23; 30; 67; 108; 121; 128; 149. C. Mueller l.c. p. LXXXVIII 
mentioned his 'scribendi genus tenue, simplex ac dilucidum'; and Foucart of. cit. p. 
137 praises 'la simplicité et la clarté du style'. 258) Terms like &oxvo F 2, 
ёштто, апа трбёроно F72 and the like are not ‘glosses’; they are quoted because 
of the matter or because of their etymological interpretation. 

T(ESTIMONIES) 

1) IG? II 1750, 7. 2) 1G? II 3835. The first editor having wrongly dated 
the stone in ‘the good Roman period’, Wilamowitz naturally inferred that ‘the 
family continued down to the second century’. 3) See Text p. 57, 30 ff. 4) 
Laqueur R E XIX col. 2434. 5) See T 8; about Pollio see F Gr Hist no. 193 
(П D p. 621); Prosop. I. R.* I, 1933, no. 1239; 1241. 6) See Text p. 241 ff. 
7) G. J. Vossius De Hist. Graec. p. 197 ed. West.; the divergent view of C. Mueller 
is not convincing; about Laqueur see Introd. n. 186. 8) See F 49/51; 53/9; 
cf. Introd. n. 158. 

I) The name has dropped out and we cannot replace it with certainty; cf. on 
323 F 28. 2) He is generally called exegetes by the moderns and rather seldom 
mantis. There is no need to accumulate quotations. 3) Perhaps it would be 

truer to say: which narrow-mindedly and in contradiction to the tradition talks 
only of the exegetai and pays no attention at all to the manteis. The starting-point 
of the confusion is the fact that R. Schoell Herm. 22, 1887, p. 563 called Hierokles 

and Lampon exegetai on the basis of a quite insufficient argument, and although 

they were demonstrably manteis and acted as such. Subsequently this was treated 

as tradition: see e.g. Toepffer 4.G. 1889, p. 70; Ehrmann 'De iuris sacri inter- 
pretibus Atticis! R V V IV 3, 1908, p. 386; Persson Die Exegeten und Delphi, 

1918, p. 19; 40. The last named has the particularly objectionable formulation 

P. 38 f. ‘Die Eupatridenexegeten waren ja auch ypyopodéyoe und pavretc’; the 
formulation of von Fritz Transact. Am. Phil. Ass. 71, 1940, p. 126 ‘the exegetae 

very often served also as manteis’ is not essentially different; see also L. Pearson 
The Local Historians of Attica, 1943, p. 106 f.; M. Nilsson Gesch. d. griech. Religion I, 

1941, p. 751; al. The treatment is meagre in Busolt-Swoboda Griech. Staatsk. II, 

1924, p. 1105 f. It is significant that this handbook, elsewhere so scrupulous, does 

not give any evidence for the many duties which it assigns to the exegetai; but 
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if one looks at the passages to which the book refers it is at once clear that they relate to manteis. I do not think that there is need for detailed criticism ; as the whole edifice rests on insecure foundations I shall give the evidence and state the facts as far as they are discernible and with due caution, following the principle ‘facts are, or should be, sacred’, Concerning the exegetai I refer once and for all to my book Atthis 1949, ch. I § 2. <A special book by J. H. Oliver The Athenian Expounders of the Sacred and Ancestral Law was published in 1950. > 4) In this case it would mean little, if anything, more than when Pausanias calls his local guides or local writers ô tOv émyuplov é., 6 tév Cucvevlev è., or simply Ф & or ol ny, 5) F 85-88. 6) It may be sufficient here to quote Pollux 3, 95 ó8o5 38 hyeudv dyovóc... Ópnynrhe, Enhe... Ayo; 8' dv 680v SetEar, 68300 ўүлсасдоа, Tponyhoxobat, Spnyjoacbat.... te dt Tedypata 6800 pmo, #&йүлсщ, Belus xr; 4, 41 софістіс, SiSdoxados, naSevtig, eEnynths, senyntns, Ўүєибу... полбєотосбс, BEnyntixés ... . 8.84охоу, пол5єбоу, 2Enyoupevoc, Spnyovpevos, Jyobusvog ... nalevo, Enynow, Spyynoc..... naweutixh 88 téyvyn xol eEnyntuch XTA.; 5, I54 Epuyveds... Yrarms dorplag émorhuov... Épumvela ... épufvevot, thnos, wetapope хтА. It is one of the curious facts in the tradition about the exegetai that in the big Atticist lexicon there is no section about the specifically Athenian eEnyntal; the word only appears in 7, 188 among terms most of which are depreciatory—pdyor, Үбүтес̧, ёЕтүттаі, хобартаі, телєстаі ес. апа іп the short and ambiguous sentence among the dixaotxd dvéuata 8, 124 kEnyntal & ёходобуто оі тё Tepl töv Stoonuediv xal c3 «Qv Флоу lep@v 8.86схоутєс̧. 7) For the use of eEnyetoGat in Tragedy see Persson /.c. Р. 20 п. 1; in prose writers e.g. Xenophon Inst. Cyri 4,5, 51 (and often) 6 mı àv ol udyor tEnyovvtat; Dion. Hal. A. R. 2, 22, 3 ®л$ тфу SEnyoupévov xà Octa Bux иоутоїс̧, and especially Plato Resp. 427 B C where Apollo (the u&vu xaz' Soy) is called x&otv évðpóroç TAT PLOG tEnyntic, who èv u£cox tig үйс ётф тоб ёрфалоб хобйшеуос̧ 2 түєїтол. For the official language in the inscriptions see (apart from J G? I 78) e.g. I G? II 47 (400/390 B.C.) бпос̧ àv th тє пробброта Өоттол, 8 ёЕуүётол E5058nuog lepeóg «6 'AexAemio. This is not different from the non-religious use in a Roman document Syll? 646 from 170 В.С. лері ду ӨсВєтс \бүоос̧ ёпоџӯсауто .... бпос adtoic $00 долу, о1с тё хаб’ abtods лрќүрата eEnyhowvrat. Cf. also the Lex Coorum de perscribendis sacrorum Participibus Syll.* 1023 (ca. 200 B.C.) &xoypao£o0ov ... «6 Üvoua matpactl тот} т$с varolac, tayedpevos xal tév QUAXv xal tüc uatpbc tò буора хоаї тіуос̧ ту поћтбу Өлүбтур únápyer. In the Thisbe inscription it is simply ‘to expound’, in the Kos inscription ‘to state’. There are many other examples. 8) Cf. Schol. 1046 about Hierokles (Text P. 259, 27 8.). 9) About the Antiattikista see Latte Herm, 50, 1915, p. 373 ff.; Jacoby CI. Q. 38, 1944, p. 65. The purpose of the article, which is grievously abbreviated, is not clear to me; perhaps it intends to prove the wider use of ёЕтүттїқ. 10) Thus Ruhnken; ovfmmris the Mss. 11) Plutarch. Perikl. 6, 2 (n. 31); Athen. 8, 33 P. 344 E; Schol. Aristoph. Nub. 332; Schol. 4v. 521 6 8è Л&ртоу Өбтус фу хой XenouoXóyoc xal u&vrw; ; Schol. 988 xenouo- Abyos 6 Adunwy. 12) It may even be a parody of the tragic style (n. 7). Unfor- tunately the connexion is obscure, 13) This apparently refers to Eupolis; the reference has dropped out. 14) Text p. 259, 20 ff. 15) For the date see Geissler Chronologie d. alt.-att. Komoedie, 1925, P. 35. It is the general opinion since Sauppe Ind. Lez, Gotting. 1880/1 that Lampon was #©түзүтйс туӨббуртатос, and 
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that as such he moved an amendment to the decree about the Eleusinian énapy} in 416/5 B.C. (see Kirchner on Syil.? 83 n. 15). In fact, the decree is useful as showing that the functions of the mantis, who as politician may have been particularly interested in cultic matters, and those of the exegetai are quite different; the decree (as well as the similar one I G? II 140 from 353/2 B.C.) mentions the exegetai (of course those ££ Evpoamdéyv) only in connexion with the sacrifice to be offered: 
Oóewv Bb amd pev tod лелбуоо хадбті ду Evpoart8a tEnyövrar. 16) About this 
possible qualification of the tEnyntal mvOdypnotor see Atthis p. 28 ff. For the man- 
teis it should be noticed that even in the late Dodekais inscription of 26/5 B.C. (Syll.* 773 — Atthis p. 10 no. I1), where both kinds of exegetai are &£ єўлатр:8бу, 
the manteis are not (though both are from A«xá3at, which is rather curious). 
17) The Scholiast on Pax 1084 does not know the decree I G? I 77 (= Atthis P- 
8 no. 1) which lists the eEnyntat (in my opinion the muOéypnotot) with those who 
are qualified for the attnat tv nputavelor. He infers (85Aov &x vo0 A&yumovoc 6r 
тобтоо HElwto) from the fact that Lampon was so qualified that all XxenouoXóvot 
(which in the language of the Scholia means бутш) цєтєїуоз тїс ёз mputavelor 
sitisews. This is, of course, a wrong inference. The true question is whether 
Lampon was so qualified because he was also an exegetes, or because he had 
received the olmot as a personal honour (perhaps when the decree was voted 
and with the help of Perikles), or because finally (to omit no possibility though 
this one is extremely small) the decree (which is incomplete) included also the 
official manteis. I leave open the question whether we must conclude from the 
text of Aristophanes that Hierokles enjoyed the same honour, but I think it 
is rather probable. As to the source of the Scholiast it is worth while men- 
tioning that it also discussed the time of Lampon's death (Schol. 4v. 521). 
18) F 76-79. See also the book Ilegl iepàv (cf. Text р. 258, 31 f£). 19) Atthis 
Р. 12 no. 3; p. 13 no. 6. For the prevailing prejudice I quote Persson’s paraphrase 
of F 67 (the italics are mine) *wir wurden über den sinn des zeichens befragt, und 
wir erklärten .... sagt der exeget Philochoros’. ^ 20) Flach's conjecture uávrg 
xal loropuxóg is specious but not convincing. A parallel (Suda s.v. 'AroXidwtoc 
"Agpodtarets: dpyrepeds xal loropuxóg) is no proof, and it is not an exact parallel. 
On this writer of Kapıxé see III C no. 740. 21) Cf. 1, 162. 22) Anecdot. 
I p. 44, 7 Bkr. 23) Т 1; see on p. 125, 6 ff. no. 14-18. 24) Тһе џбутис 
Gvocxdor J/. 2 221 are a good enough parallel; about the true meaning of the word 
see Ziehen R E VI A col. 736 f.; cf. on Ph. F 178. About other distinctions between 
manteis and specialists іп опе kind of pavruc}—Ii. A 62/3 ad’ Eye 3H twa pdvew 
ёреіореу ў (єрўо ў ха! ёуєролблоу· хої үйр т буар ёх Л:бс ёстіу; Aischyl. Prom. 
484 tpómouc 8& moXAobg pavtixyc—see Ziehen RE XIV col 1345 fi. Divination 
was in later times a highly technical science, far from the primitive uavía (cf. 
Halliday Greek Divination, 1913, ch. 5), though pavers EvOeot, inspired prophets, 
always existed. ^ 25) Aristot. ’AOn. 54, 6 xAnpot (scil. 6 Sñpoç) xal lepororoùç Séxa 
тоб ёлї ta éxÜÓuata xaXouu£vouc, ої тй тє џраутєоті ієра Өбоооту, x&v Tt xaÀ- 

Awprjsat ént, xadAtepotor peta tõv udvrewv. Note the definite article and the 

plural number. Aristotle does not tell us whether the manteis were elected or 

Otherwise appointed officially, nor do we know anything about their number or 
organization. The late Pythaistai inscriptions have one mantis in 106/5 and 97/6 B.C. 
(Syl.? 711 B; 728 B), two in 26/5 B.C. (ibid. 733). 26) Stepbanus Thes. IV 
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P. 545 Ddf; Liddell-Scott I p. 822. There is no article ‘Iepooxémog in the R-E. . 
27) Diod. r, 7o, 9 (— 264 F 25) coi Bacucg iepooxorroapgévou рбоҳох; 73, 4 85 
pty тўс ёстролоүіас жай тїс Ієросхотіас тё шоута простроЌуоутєс (scil. of lepetc) ; 
Strabo 1, 2, 15 (= Polyb. 34, 2) u&vret te xal lepooxorouuévouc бтодеіхуоабох Ва- 

owtac. See also Dionys. Hal. A. R. 2, 22, 3 tt mpdg тобто ётаЁє (scil. ‘Pwpidos) 
pave ЁБ xdoc Фос буа mapeivar тос lepoic, bv jjueig piv lepooxómov xe 
Aodpev, ‘Pwyator Sè... dpodamixa mpocayopevovaty. 28) As Halliday op. сй. 
P. 97 asserted: ‘after the age of the tyrants ... the mantis seems to retain dignity 
only in his military capacity’. There is next to nothing about the Athenian manteis 
in Busolt-Swoboda’s Staatskunde (p. 1101; about the mantis of the Boeotian 
League p. 1437). Kahrstedt (Studien 2, 1936, p. 308 f.) supposes that 'these pavers 
were as a rule engaged ad hoc’, which may, or may not, be so, as we know nothing 
about the way in which they were appointed. His further suggestion (/.c. p. 109) 
that the manteis who accompanied the generals on their campaigns were 'mobilized 
soldiers whom the commander in chief attached to his staff as trained specialists' 
seems improbable to me, and the modernizing picture he draws of 'Lampon who 
takes his place in the ranks with his knapsack' is rather funny. The question 
whether and in what capacity the manteis were obliged to serve is of secondary 
importance, as it is for the army doctors, some of whom were non-Athenians. 

Фусвс1хбс. Лох іп the casualty list J G? I 950, 153 hardly permits of Kahrstedt's 
inference (l.c. p. 315) that ‘in the mobilized army the surgeons were also soldiers 
who were used in their profession as were the manteis' ; Qucuxóc is probably a proper 
name (see P A 4005; 15089). We may assume that the distinction made by Arrian. 
Тасі. 2, 1—лбу 8 ӧёпос̧ обу поћєробутоу тё шбу т. ёсті рбуціоу, «ото ої стратиотої, то 
8i «oU uay(pou elvexx T üpowsu£vov, oov Oyrixdv 7 latprxdv 4 europixdy } xarmdrtxdv — 
holds good for the fifth century. But we should like to know whether at least the 
commander-in-chief was allowed to choose his own mantis, or whether the mantis 
was attached to the army by the Council or the Assembly. We should perhaps 
know this if F 135 were preserved verbatim. It must be noticed that in the casualty 
list of the Erechtheis from 459/8 B.C. (IG? I 929, 128) Телос paves, though 
listed, of course, with his tribe, stands at the head of it as does the otpamnyav 
®pimyoc. This gives no support to Kahrstedt's opinion. 29) 1, 53/6D &dov 
pdvew EOyxev &уаЁ ёхаєрүос̧ °Албд2оу 1 ёро 8 ёуёрі хохӧу тулббєу Épyóuevov, /. 6t 
соуорартђсос. бєоі- тб 82 рбрсціа пбутос / обте тіс olovóc фосєтал об0` {єрӣ. 30) 
Hierokles: Aristoph. Pax 1039 fi.; Eupolis I 317, 212 K ‘lepéxdeeg BéAtioTe yono- 
poser @ушЁ; һе probably is the second mantis also in F 211 de obv tiv’ 500 ўт cor 
TY u&vzecv; | пбтєрос реіуоу ёротёроу; ў Ут728(8с. Cf. Schol. Pax 1046 obroc 
Шут фу хай yenuoAóyoc, toù mpoyeyevnutvoug ypnsuog (R. Schoell, урбуоос Mss.) €nyovpevos and n. 36.—Lampon: Aristoph. (Nub. 332); Av. 521; 986 fl. 
(the passage seems to imply that Diopeithes also was a mantis, but the inference 
is far from sure); Kratinos I 3o, 57-58 K; Eupolis I 338, 297 K; Kallias I 697, 14 K; Lysippos I 702, 6 K.—Stilbides: Aristoph. Paz 1032; Eupolis I 316, 211 K; cf. 
Schol. Pax 1031. 31) Plut. Perikl. 6. The time is the crisis in the party-struggle 
between Perikles and Thukydides (§ 3 ddlyat 3 Gotepov . . . tod џіу Өооходідоо xa- 
та?дёутос̧). Іп the narrative of Plutarch—A¢yerar 8¢ поте xptod povdxepw xeparhv ÈE &ypod tax Пери?уеї хошабзуула, ха Adunave uty tov pavew Ос є18є тё xÉpag ... tlxeiv 
xtA.—it looks like a private exegesis for Perikles. This was not the case: Perikles, 
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as he is described in this chapter, would not have called in Lampon, while it is quite conceivable that he talked over the official exegesis with Anaxagoras and other friends. In tense times (Thuk. 2, 8 and 5, 26 may well be instanced) it is the general public, and consequently the State, that is disturbed by a prodigium (Plutarch correctly calls it a onuetov, since the mantis explained it as such), and it is the State that calls in the official interpreter. In any case, it is a mantis who is called in, not an exegetes. Persson of. cit. p. 33, who talks of the ‘beobachtungen des tierlebens’ (sic) as being ‘ein zug, den die athenische exegeteninstitution mit der rómischen 
augurendisziplin gemeinsam hatte', is absurd. 32) Schol. Aristoph. Nub. 332 (Text p. 257, 17 ff.). 33) He speaks in the debates about Thurioi (Schol. Nub. 
332) in 444/3 B.C. and for the decree concerning the Eleusinian &rapyf I G? 76, 
47 ff. (cf. n. 15) now dated in 416/5 B.C. (Meritt Athen. Fin. Doc. Р. 172 п. 3; 
Dinsmoor The Archons P- 355 ff.). He is also first named among the representatives 
of Athens who take the oath on the peace and the alliance with Sparta in 421 B.C. 
(Thuk. 5, 19,2; 24, I), no doubt because the official mantis seemed a suitable person 
for this task. 34) Aristoph. Nub. 332. 35) Persson p. 31 is again typical 
for the prevailing confusion. He quotes Suda s.v. Oovptou&vrets * v xal A&grov T6 
pavers LEmynths tadpevos tis xtlcews tig méXews (in fact, an excerpt from the Scholia 
on Aristophanes) as proof for the exegetai having to do with the founding of colonies, 
and he thinks it ‘surprising that we do not find them more often’. When a colony 
was founded the mantis was, of course, indispensable: the first point was to find 
the site indicated by the oracles (¿%ýrovv ctòv> tórov бэ ф бєбс ўу простєтаубс xat- 
ouxeiv Diod. 12, 10, 5 from Ephoros, to quote at least one of many examples). Itis 
quite natural that Lampon plays an eminent part in the Thurioi affair (as Hierokles 
did in the committee for Euboia), and that Diodoros cites Lampon together with 
Xenokritos as ‘leader’ (4v jyeiro) of the ten ships which carried the colonists 
from Athens to Thurioi. 36) Aristophanes still alludes to Hierokles rôle 
twenty five years after the event (Pax 1046 f.; 1124). He makes it quite clear that 
Hierokles acted as a mantis. That he (like Lampon at Thurioi: n. 35) had the super- 
vision of what we had best call the lepoupyia просӯхооса іѕ clear from the wording 
шета ‘lepoxdéoug; cf. e.g. Plato Legg. 828 B C, where cuvenBévres ee ue 
Иреш тє хой нута uev àv уорофоћбхоу таЁбутоу & параћєітеі» бубүхт тбл 2 i tá 
The passage incidentally shows that Plato did not forget the manteis, Р ve aie 
properly distinguished them from the two other classes of religious ° = Е 
Text p. 260, 23 #.). 37) Aristoph. Aves 959 ff. The expounping of oracles | 
to have been one of the most important duties of the manteis in fifth слу 
Athens. That is why Aristophanes and other comic poets call alte 
contemptuously (as Pax 1046 makes quite clear) xenoporsyor or ae vox et 
mongers), and the Scholiasts accordingly explain by aves oux ек cum 
бут тӧу тоос moAatobg xpmouobe eEnyoupevos. It 13: quite ee Min tc be 
P- 32 says of the exegetai 'sie sind auch xernouoXóyot' ; his n. i seer ene 
absolutely helpless in the face of the Greek terms: xenaporóyos 7 е RUE 
uoóc, not he who éExyeirat xprauosc. The Scholiasts second explana the udne (thë 
the first is in so far misleading as the ypnopoddyos is not the same as i а inis 
latter is a much wider notion), but it can be practically correct viia conceivable 
had collections of oracles in their private possession, which каш bs зрну 
if one compares the scenes dealing with prophets in Knights, in 
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or the narrative of Thuk. 2, 8, 2 xol xoXA& џёу Абу eAgyeto, mod Se yonspordyor 
Abov &у тє тойс Ш 2оосі noieuhoew xal èv taŭg ос пб\єсіу (сЁ. 5, 26, 3-4), апі 
many other passages. It may be assumed that collections of oracles belonged so 
to speak among the tools of the official (and unofficial) manteis, and that the 
State paid attention to these oracles. This was evidently owing to the fact that the 
State put a particular confidence in some manteis for reasons no longer recognizable 
to us; there certainly were many more manteis in Athens in the fifth century than 
the three or four whose names we know from inscriptions, comic poets, and histori- 
ans. On the other hand, the exegetai had nothing to do with oracles, as far as we 
can see (cf. Atthis p. 30 ff.; 47). It is unfortunate that we cannot expect accurate 
terms about matters of constitutional law in Herodotos, but I am inclined to take 
the xenopodsyor of 7, 142, 3 (as distinct from the Oconpórot who are sent to enquire 
of the oracle: 7, 140, 1; 142, 1) as the official expounders of oracles, precisely the 
manteis, not the exegetai (cf. Atthis p. 267 n. 187). In any case I should not render 
the term here by ‘oracle-mongers’, as J. E. Powell does (Lex. to Herodotus p. 381). 
38) Of course, I shall not stress the lines of Solon (n. 29), who perhaps is not thinking 
of the everyday ways of meeting a danger proclaimed by the mantis but of Moira 
or God on whom success and misfortune depend (vv. 63-70). In any case, the man- 
teis in the army never indicate the way to overcome divine resistance to a proposed 
action—that is the task of the general; take as example the case of king Kleomenes 
at the river Erasinos (Herodt. 6, 76): the mantis simply tells the outcome of the 
opéyua, and (if the general insists) he can repeat the sacrifice over and over again. 
It is hardly probable that in civil life the réle of the mantis was different. 39) 
See e.g. Il. A 62 f. (n. 24). 40) The ancient definitions too, although they are 
not altogether satisfactory and by no means complete, particularly in regard to the 
exegetai, have made the chief difference perfectly clear. For them the mantis is 
mainly (to single out a few definitions) the announcer of the future, no more and 
no less: Plato Charm. 173 E xal {сос Аус bv wd} ёүф Areyov, тӧу elðóta tà péh- 
dovra čoeoðat mávta tov pavew; Xenoph. Inst. Cyr. 1, 6, 23 Фрбуциос̧ . . . үёуоіто ... 
бох шу ёст. роббуто elBévos, робоу ду Остер ті тахтіхі Euabesg: dca 8° будроӧтос обтє 
рабт обтє проориті буброліут: лроуоіол, 8x шхутїхїс av ларі бебу тоудхубреуос̧ 
ФРоуціотєрос Лоу elns. It is something special noted by Aristotle (Rhet. 3, 17 
P- 1418 a 21 ff.) for that reason that Epimenides mepl té&v ёсорѓуоу оёх ёџоутєбєто 
© тері тӧу үєүоубтоу шу, 81у 8 (ѕее оп 457 Е 1). 41) That perhaps 
explains why at some times one of the groups is more prominent than the others. 
It is quite obvious that in the fifth century the manteis were in the foreground, 
and that they alone were consulted by the State in political affairs. As a consequence 
we see at the same time the beginnings of a strong resentment of their influence in 
the comic poets and (more important) in Euripides; even in Sophokles we hear the 
reverberations of the attacks made on them, and there is an interesting passage 
in Xenophon (Inst. Cyri 1, 6, 2 ff.) which we may place in the same connexion. It 
is even not impossible that Plato’s preference for the exegetai was due to suspicion 
of the irresponsible and uncontrollable manteis. But that author’s universal remedy 
is Apollo in other cases too, and the exegetai commissioned by the State of Athens 
were ru0éypnoror. In the fourth century the pre-eminence of the manteis in the life of the State continued; Aristotle and Ph. are sufficient proof. 

1) Fulgentius is not an independent witness, and a title like Пері хрісєос ёуєіроу 
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cannot be inferred from his words. 2) F 79; Kaibel Com. Gr. Fragm. I 1 p. 144; Vorsokr. 23 (13) B 55. ) F79 ш ragm. I1 p.144 / 3) Enumerations in Susemihl Gr. L. I p. 868 ff.; Christ- Schmid Gr. L.* I1 P. 239 ff.; 804 ff.; Hopfner R E XVI, 1930, col. 1268 ff.; VI A 2, 1937, col. 2236 ff.; for later writers see Latte Gnomon 5, 1929, p. 474. About the subject-matter Bouché-Leclerq Hist. de la Divination I, 1879, p. 291 ff.; Hopfner l.c. col. 2233 ff.; Preisendanz R E XVIII 1, 1939, col. 440 ff. 4) Not long after Ph. Chrysippos made use of it. 5) Vorsohr. 87 [80]. 6) I refer only to Wilamowitz GI. d. Hell. П, 1932, p. 217 n. 1. 7) F 75 Rose; cf. the éxorotóc of the Suda. 8) Hermogenes II. l8. 2, 11 Р. 399 f. Rabe. See also ó «àv óvelpav bro- xpithg Lukian. V. H. 2, 33 and his definition of uavruxf, Vorsokr. 87 (80) B 9. 

F(RAGMENTS) 
1) F 1; 92; Cf. Introd. p. 243, 30 ff. 2) See on F 93/8. 3) L.c. p. 8. 

4) F Gr Hist 264 F 25 chs. 10; 28/9; 43. 5) See on F 2; 94. 6) It is not 
certain that F 211, where one of the &pyovtes 8x Blov is mentioned, belongs to the 
Althis. 7) F 17/9; 108/13; 200(2). — 8) 20/1; 114;200(?). 9) 239 A 32. 
To) ’A@x. 3, 3. Cf. on Hellanikos 323a F 23. 11) A 31 Bactrevovtos `АӨтубу Аіс- 
ov Eroug xa; A 29; 30. 12) Cf. e.g. Hellanikos 323a F 5. 13) See on F 92. 

I) See Introd. P- 243, 30 ff. 2) Cp. Thukyd. 1, 21, 1 obte d¢ пошто хт. 
3) See Introd. p. 225 ff. 

1) трфто. үйр "A@nvator rk Kom xal тё róde єбрєїө leropoivrat. 2) Cf. Text 
P. 265, 23 ff. 3) F 94: the term is cuvouxícat, not 3totxíoat, and. xv. does not 
belong to cuveyayetv, but means ‘after that’ and signifies the next step. 4) 
Which Ph. ‘gleich bei Kekrops im voraus erwähnt zu haben scheint’ l.c. p. 9f. 
5) Of unknown origin, but probably still of the Hellenistic period: Susemihl 
Gr. L. II p. 192; 254; Cohn R E VI col. 1121 no. 2 is insufficient. 6) Schol. 
Apoll. Rhod. 1, 696; from this scholion derive Et. M. р. 160, 10; Et. Gud. p. 221, 1 
Steph.; cf. Hesych. ѕ.у. йсто. 7) Aristoph. Ach. 33; Thukyd. 2, 17, 1; Aristot. 
"Абт, 16, з апі many others; see Busolt-Swoboda Staatsk. р. 776. 8) ІСІ 
837; 839; Judeich Topogr.* p. 403 n. 3; Aristot. 'A0x. 38, 4; 39, 2; and elsewhere. 
9) Il. P 144? Hdt. 1, 176; al.; for Attic evidence see Busolt-Swoboda op. cit. p. 

152; 154; 776; Judeich op. cit.2 p. 61. 10) Ammon. De diff. voc. p. 22 Am 

лб... хой ô vómog xal ol xatotxoüvreg ... &cru 8& uóvov ó тбтос. 11) Asin the 
twelve towns of Kekrops (F 194), where people not only come together but ‘are 

Settled together’. 12) See on Phanodemos 325 F 25. 13) Boisacq Dict. 

étym.? p. 92. 14) One may hesitate between his survey of the tradition (F 1) 
and the discussion of the Pelasgian question (F 99-101). 

1) See on Hellanikos 323a F 1. 2) See Androtion Introd. p. 103, 35 ff. and 

on F 3-4. 3) See Marm. Par. p. 137 Jac.; on Hellanikos 323a F 1; 22; Bibl. 
3, 180. Euseb. Chron. a. Abr. 506/9 entered it under one of the last years of Kekrops 

reign. — 4) 239A 3. — 5) Boeckh l.c. p. 10. The fact that Aischylos precisely in 
the Eumenids (v. 1011) calls the Athenians Kpavaod rai8ec had better not be 
used in this connexion. 6) See on F 96. 7) Pausan. t, 31, 3. 8) Hesych 
8.v. Xapi8a (апа з.у. Краухоб maig ?); Toepffer Ait. Gen. p. 307 f.; v. Schoeffer 
RE lll col. 2134. Wilamowitz Ar. u. Ath. II p. 126 seems to disbelieve the 
evidence, It may be doubted whether Ph. mentioned the cults of the clans; he 

1—20 

1 
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did not yet write a book TIepl yeväv (see no. 344/5) 9) This does not appeàr to:be an early tradition, for Herodotos does not know him, and the name Kpavaol is E 
Cecropian, ixl IIexoyóv fyóvrov thy viv 'EXAd8a. About Kpava& róAG sce Judeic 
Topogr p. 54; about Kranaos himself also Robert Heldensage р. 150. 10) 
Strabo 9, 1, 18; Pausan. I, 2, 5; for more particulars see Tambornino R E XI col. 
1569. There may be a connexion with the tradition furnished by twé¢ (Bibl. 3, 
179) that Kranaos was umpire together with Kekrops in the contest between 
Poseidon and Athene about the possession of the country. 

1) See Komemann Kiio 1 р. 67; Immisch Zum antiken Herrscherkult, 1931, 
Р. 16. The Athenian psephism to worship Alexander as Dionysos (Diog. Laert. 
6, 63), whether genuine or not, is most significant. 2) In this respect the 
Philopator papyrus (though somewhat later) is remarkable. Reitzenstein (Arch. Rel. 
Wiss. 19 p. 191 ff.) and Cichorius (Róm. Stud., 1921, p. 21 ft.) made use of it for the 
S.C. de Bacchanalibus « Journ. Jur. pap. 3, 1949, p. 137 fl.; Class. Q. 44, 1950, p. 70>- I) See G. A. Keller Eratosthenes und die alexandr. Sterndichtung, Zürich 1946. 2) Pausan. 1, 38,8. 3) F 171? Cf. Text P. 270, 27 fi. 4) See on Hellanikos 
323a F 23; Demon 327 F 1. 5) Pausan. 1, 2, 5; Schol. Aristoph. Ach. 242. 
6) Wilamowitz Ar. u. Ath. II P. 126 n. 1. 7) Wilamowitz J.c.; see also Robert 
Hall. Winckelmannsprogr. 1899 р. 10. 8) For the Parian Marble, while dis- 
cussing the coming of Demeter in detail (A 12-15), does not enter that of Dionysos; 
nor is it quite certain whether we may infer from the date for Kadmos (A 8, prob- 
ably deriving from Ephoros; see also hymns for Dionysos during the reign of Erichthonios from a book IIegi ebpypdétwy?) that the Afthis its author used also assigned the appearance of Dionysos to the reign of Amphiktyon. 9) That they claimed to be old is shown by Pliny N. H. 35, 155 fecit et Chalcosthenes cruda opera 
Athenis, qui locus ab officina eius Ceramicus appellatur. The localisation agrees with Pausanias (see Judeich Topogr.? p. 364). Milchhoefer's change of the artist's name to Kaikosthenes who is known from inscriptions of about 200 B.C. (P. 4 . 7743: Lowy Inschr. griech. Bildhauer P. 113 f.), accepted by many though it is, is mistaken. The question about the Chalkosthenes of Plin. N. H. 34, 87 does not Concern us here. 10) Is this a confusion with Erigone? The tradition of the clan (Steph. Byz. s.v. Enpayiðar; see F 206) speaks of several daughters. With this date of the arrival of the god agrees the note a. Abr. 508/10, which presumably belongs to the first year of Kranaos: vitis inventa a Dionyso, sed non Semelae filio. 11) a. Abr. 588/9 Kadmos is dated under Erichthonios and the Assyrian Belochos. 12) See on F 7. 13) I.e. before 2123/2, almost six centuries earlier. 14) Belinos, contemporary of Erichthonios: Kephalion F Gr Hist 93 F 1. 15) 239 A 12; cf. on F 104. 16) See also Text p. 271, 1 ff. 17) Thukyd. 2, r5, 4. 18) Pausan. 1, 2, 5; but the olxnya there, too, is not in the тёреуос̧. 19) The parallel passage in Athenaios, quoted in the app. crit., mentions by mistake a lepóv Avovósou 'Og0oü. ^ 20) In Judeich Topogr. it is altogether missing. 21) Cf. F 173. In F 5 the xai in the sentence with yap should be noted. 22) It is almost certain to refer to the ®addéc: O. Mueller Dorier I p. 386; O. Gruppe Griech. Myth. p. 1422 n. 8; and others; Nilsson Gesch. d. griech. Religion I, 1941, p. 560 is doubtful. The Orthos is not identical with, but related to, the Attic Orthanes in Strab. 15, 1, 12: see IG XII 8, 52; Herter De dis Atticis Priapi similibus, diss. Bonn. 1926; Wilamowitz Gl. d. Hell. I p. 161 n. 1. Ziehen R E III A col. 1470 is now 
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inclined to interpret the “Apteuts ’Op0ta as 
Atévucov Pausan. 1, 2, 5 with the note of Hitzig-Bluemner. Cf. the ёу Movvox(at fpc *Axpatonétyg (Polemon Athen. 2, 8 p. 39 C) and the epithet *Axpatopépoc in Phi- galia (Pausan. 8, 39, 6). 24) For the documentary evidence see Judeich Topogr.* P. 294 f. 25) See on F 229. 26) See on F 109. 27) Time of Augustus: Wellmann Herm. 23 P. 563 ff.; cf. Bernert RE XX 1, 1941, col. 73 no. 6. 1) Not in RV. 2) As Harpokration does, xbParog: dvededGepoc, поуобрүос̧ Suda K 1897. Cf. Schol Aristoph. Ran. 104; Hesych. s.v. Bapodoyle; Lex. rhet. p. 272, 21 Bkr; and others. 3) See e.g. Schol. Aristoph. Eq. 270; Ran. 1015; Hesych. s.v. xédaAoc. Didymos (Schol. Ran. 104) seems to have etymologized xaxoPovhoug~noBddouc. 4) Aristot. Eth. Nik. 2, 7 p. 1108 b 23. Harpokr. 8.V. Bwporoyetecba explains хоріос as the ‘beggar at the church-door’—ol énl tav Ovctàv ond tobe Pwpots хаӨ!Соутєс xal шєт@ ходхе(жс тросатобутес—Ьиї а1во Кпозуз the word to denote the TapahapBavduevor taic Ovotarg abdntat te xal pdvrers, and he adds the metaphorical use as evxoAol tives kvOpwrot xal tametvol xal müv dtiodv Ünop£vovrec énl x£pBet Bux тоб тое te xal oxórrtew. Cf. Hesych. s.v. Baporoyla ; Ах. бу, р. 185, 7 Bkr ol dvehevðépoc xodaxevovtes. 5) Cp. also F 12 (and on 
F 10). 6) Cf. Eurip. Bakch. 274 ff. 860 Ү&р, Ф уєаміа, тё прот ёу фбрфтоо, Anuhmpe Өє&.... ёс HAO’ Emer’ dvetmadov б Уєнёлє yóvog x:A. This conception is 
universal and much earlier than Ph. 

1) See as the latest Kern Rel. d. Griech. II, 1935, p. 117 f. 2) F 643 with 
Pfeiffer’s note. Cf. Euphorion F 15 Scheidw.; Et. M. р. 255, 12. 3) Orph. 
Fragm. 35. Cf. also Plutarch. De Is. 35 P. 365 A (from Sokrates of Argos Iept Mond 
See оп зто Е 2) Дело! тё тоб Atovócou Acljava map’ аотоїс парй тё хртстӯроу 
éroxetobat vouttovew xtA., and on the antiquity of the different versions Rohde 
Psyche Il p. 132 n. 1. 4) Itis doubtful how far the quotation extends. Moreover, 
it is difficult to form an idea of this author who may as well belong to the third 
century A.D. as to the fourth century B.C. Bethe R E IV col. 2388 no. 4 is very 
Sceptical as to his equation with the Delian Deinarchos (no. 399), who according 
to the dictionary of homonyms by Demetrios of Magnesia (Dion. Hal. De Din. 1) 
wrote epic poems and prose works (a Aytaxé¢ was perhaps among them) and was 
earlier than the Attic orator (361 to after 292 B.C.). If we allow the equation, we 
must find in him 'einen der áltesten gestalter der neuen indischen Dionysossage 
etwa um 300 v. Chr.’. The assumption of C. Mueller and Wilamowitz Hell. Dicht. I 
P. 104 that the contents of his Atovoctax& 'durch Philochoros in die christliche anm 
nographie gekommen sind' is certainly mistaken: about the provenance o e 
quotation of the Atthidographer by Eusebios see Text. 5) ровая. i 
5. 6) The &vtpov of the Dionysos hymn B. C. H. 19 P. 393 (‘das gl oes - 
zeitige Philochoros sein grab nennt’ Hiller у. Gaertringen RE IV s 2537) 
consequently cannot be understood, and the òupaàóç in Tatian. per рч 
simp'v a mistake. See R. Flaceliére Etudes d’ Arch. Grecque, 1938, P. 91 te ч 
what he calls 'le “mobilier” du lieu prophétique’ (viz. ‘la statue d'Apollon, ae 
beau de Dionysos, le trépied et l’omphalos’) and about the problem o : e 
localization of the tomb which has not been solved by the excavations. 7) See 
on 93 F 3-5. 8) Hymn. Hom. in Dion. 5 f. ло: 8 ѓу OnPnrow dvak еа 
Yevtoðar / Pev8éyevor. The hymn does not seem of an early date. Poet ie 
én\Cew tg Ondetag is one of the arguments of Ph. it is no evidence ei 

‘die erigirende’. 23) Aaluwv tov ёрі 
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detailed or for a rationalistic record of the exploits, not even for any record at all. For we cannot rely on the expression in view of the late and unreliable provenance of F 7, and if it did occur in Ph. it may have referred to the followers of Dionysos, the Satyrs and Maenads: Eurip. Bakch. 126 Я.; 733 00рсоцс 8. ҳербу Фллсрёюц; 762 ff.; cf. also Text p. 274, 33 ft. 10) Malalas omits the fact. But in (Pseudo-) Apollodoros 244 F 87 we find the date tic Tepatac Bacwrelac tat XB exer exVeodrar (scil. Arévucog) 11) For the material see Robert Heldensage p. 243 f. and on Sokrates 310 F 2. 12) See Nonnos Dion. 47, 470 ff. 13) The tomb of Xopela is mentioned Pausan. 2, 2o, 4, that of the ‘Adlat who &nréðavov èv иёт: теб ' Apyelouc te xal Ilepoéa, &nà vijoov tv tv Alyelan Atovicwr ouveotpatevuévar ib. 22, I. About {һе Крїшос (and the tomb of Ariadne) see on Lykeas 312 F 14. . 14) Cf. 435/9. We find the youthful type perhaps already in the Parthenon frieze, it prevails from Praxiteles onward. 15) Té&v hyépwv dév8pwv éxloxornog Cornut. Theol. Comp. 30. 16) Euseb. P. E. 3, 11, 10. Cf. Lydus De mens. 4, 160; &ppnv te xal OFAue Aristeid. I 48 Daf. 17) Wilamowitz Gl. d. Hell. II p. 81, who, however, admits that ‘der keim zu ihnen in der ältesten religion lag’. 18) There follows «$ «zc ёсӨўтос dvOnoóv and Å èv toig тАє{стос тфу т\асратоу үошубттс̧. cf. on F 170. 19) Schaefer RE I A col. 1542; cf. the Index cogn. deor. Cicero N. D. 3, 58. 20) Dodds (The Harvard Theol. Rev. 33, 1940, p. 172 ff.) uses this fact for the interpretation of Euripides’ Bakchai. 21) Its origin from Ph. remains uncertain, but it refers Primarily to the attendants of Dionysos, men and women, Satyrs and maenads. 22) Cf. n. 9. 23) Argus Hymn. Orph. 30, 2. For Kéxpoj 3iouf Ph. (F 93) gave quite a different explanation. 24) Macrob. Sat. 1, 18, 9. 25) Preller-Robert Gr. Myth. I* p. 664 n. 3 about Attic vases with this subject. 
1) See on F 105/6; 330 Е 1. 2) Hellanikos 323a F 2; Androtion 324 F 2; Marm. Par. 239 A 1o. 3) See Text p. 230, 34 ff. 4) Cp. on 334 F 4. 1) See Michaelis Parthenon P. 239; 244. 2) Lex. rhet. p. 263, 20 Bkr OaAdv Мүоос, тӧу стёфауоу тӧу лі Tis Daíac; Eustath. Hom. Od. p 224 Oadddg 8E 7) nàv, paol, Tò èx yc puópevov 7] quc À xAddoç Sévõpov - Atrixol 8... . ert povng eralag thy ME iBiáCovow x1. Cf. Athen. 1 3. 51 p. 587 A and Schwabe on Ael. Dionys. F 200. I) Cf. n. 9 and on F 67; 105. 2) Schol. Aristoph. Lysist. 439. 3) I G* II 4758; on Pausan. r, 24, 3. 4) Pausan. 1, 31, 4; cf. Plutarch. Quaest. Symp. 9, 14, 4 P. 745 A. For further Passages about ’Avnot8dpa as an epithet of Demeter and Ge see Jessen R E I col. 2183. 5) An inference like that of Weizsäcker in Rosch. Lex. III col. 1525, 61 ff. is typically wrong. 6) Opferbräuche, 1910, p. 31 n. 5. 7) ‘Das wahrscheinlich nur in opfergerste bestanden haben wird’, ‘möglicherweise in einer blutspende bei tieropfern’; if she had been offered a particular animal we ‘wiirden es wohl aus den inschriften erfahren'. 8) Feste der Stadt Athen p. 116 n. 4- 9) Though Preller-Robert Gr. M yth. 1* p. 218 and others suppose them to be the Same. It may be accidental that there is no evidence for xoupotpépog as an epiclesis for Athene: / G? II 1039, 58 (first cen- tury B.C.) the epheboi sacrifice ày dxponóAst ' AOnvat thy ILoAiélt xal tz Kouporpógot ual tH Tlav8péour. 10) Il. B 550/1; Arch. Rel. Wiss. 24, 1926, p. 20; Deubner А.Е. р. 25 fi. We must not be misled by Mommsen Feste P- 117, who finds «& éx(foux in I G? I 45; 63; and elsewhere. 11) See on F 1-20, 1) Wilamowitz Sappho w. Simonid., 1913, p. 207; Sher. Berl. 1925 р. 227 = КЇ. 
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Schr. V 2, p. 104; Eva Frank RE XVIII I, 1939, col. 951 ff. 2) Plato Le.; Hermeias the Platonist Eustath Lc. 3) She is still problematic: Stoll Rosch. Lex. MI col. 2275; Wüst R E XIX 2 col. 1838. — 4) Cf. on F 7. If the name comes from Ph. we may assume that he simply was the Hesiodean husband of Eos and father of the winds (Th. 378/82), not the dubious Macedonian river mentioned by Aelian. N. A. 15, 1 between Berrhoia and Thessalonike, which has been identified with the Axios, the Haliakmon, or the Strumitza tributary of the Strymon (Ober- hummer R E II col. 1796 no. 3). It is true, the eponymous hero of the Macedonian town Europos (Steph. Byz. s.v.) is called son of Makedon by the daughter of Kekrops Oreithyia. But that tradition cannot come from Ph. 5) Akusilaos 2 F 3o. 6) See on F 8. 7) The grandson Eumolpos, son of Poseidon and Chione, appears in representations of the Eumolpos War; and the reign of Erech- theus would be long enough. 8) See Robert Heldensage p. 170. 9) The tradition is by no means uniform. The general localisation later is a place on the Ilissos, t mpòç tò ev "Avez; (see on Kleidemos 323 F 1) 81xfaivouev, xal тоб the ёст. Ворёс abr60. Bop£oy (Plato Phaidr. 229 B C; Apoll. Rhod. rz, 21 5; and others; 
see Judeich Topogr.? p. 416 n. 2). This tradition cannot be earlier than the naval 
battle at Artemision: xal ірӧу бтедбутес̧ Ворёо iBpócavro парі morupàv 'Ducoóv 
Hdt. 7, 189, 3, who, however, does not localize the rape itself. Simonides, though 
he records Artemision ((év тў: Navyaytae Schol. Apoll. Rhod. 1, 21 1/5c), keeps to 
Brilettos, and Choirilos (ibid.) mentions the sources of the Kephisos because of 
him. Plato knows another Aéroc according to which Oreithyia was carried off 4£ 
*Apetov néyou: this version may tally with ‘Akusilaos’ (or even more likely with tlie 
water-fetching Oreithyia; see infra), and Schol. Apoll. Rhod. explain Kexpontnfev 
by 4 dxpéronte tic "Arruciic Kexponia éxadetro: it is not impossible that Apollonios 
had the variant in mind. Alongside of the xavno4po¢ we find the xépy nalovox 
(Plato /.c.; Apoll. Rhod. 1, 215; Bibl. 3, 199; Pausan. I, 19, 5) or &vOy duépyouca 
(Choirilos), a motif taken from the Homeric hymn to Demeter. Readfigured vases 
show Oreithyia fetching water and picking flowers. In the former it is hardly per- 
missible to recognize the xavngdpog; what is represented is probably the motif 
of the story of the Pelasgians: porrav yap 8h ta¢ apetépas Өоүатёрас ёт’ Gap ent thy 
"Еууєбхроџуоу (НАЁ. 6, т 37, 3). 10) P already took exception and corrected 
Кёхротос ў "Ерєубёос̧. 11) München 376. 12) See on Phanodemos F b i 

I) The text of Papageorgiu is impossible. 2) Cf. Aischyl. Eum. 107 D 
dolvouc, wnpddta perdtypara, 3) On this mode of procedure see Foucart net 
sur Didyme, 1906. 4) Polemon's list was incomplete in other respects too; 

see e.g. the sacrificial prescription Z G* II 1367, 18. 5) аа 
Myth. 14 p. 201 n. 1; Gundel R E VIII col. 2621 f.; Wilamowitz GI. d. Hell. І р. 

106 n. i. — 6) Ph. U. 10, 1886, p. 179 ff. — 7) See Nilsson Gr. Feste, MR 
139; L. Weber A. R. W. 23, 1925, p. 137 ff. About the scanty vestiges in the tra- 
dition see Eitrem R E IX col. 2 f. No importance should be attached to Macrob. 
Sat. 1, 18, 2, who states that the Spartans at the Hyakinthia Aedera coronantur 
Bacchico ritu. . 

1) See Antiochos-Pherekydes 333 F 2. — 2) For the E m 
Oldfather R E IX col. 1857 ff.; Eitrem Beiträge 3, 1920, p. 178 ff.; Rol 

i F 18. 4) Mommsen Feste p. 171. sage p. 145 ff. 3) Cf. on Kleidemos 323 inciple of explanation. 6) He 
5) 244 F 95/9. Apollodoros himself had another pri р ЫЛ ena ds die. er To 
is called Apowotedc in Crete and in Sparta: Plutarch Quaest. . 8, 

12 
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Pausan. 3, 14, 6; I G V 1 no. 497 (Ziehen R E III A col. 1459). Apollon as runner: 

Pausan. 5, 7, 10; as a martial god: Preller-Robert Gr. M yth. I* p. 274; Farnell 
Cults IV p. 175 (‘the god who charges with the battle-cry; cf. ’A. ’HAeAev<’). 
7) Mommsen Feste p. 176; Wilamowitz Zr. w. Ath. I p. 250 n. 132. 8) Hdt. 6, 
112, І. 9) Mommsen Lc. p. 175; Jacoby J. H. St. 64, 1946, p. 62. 10) 
Aristot. 'AGr. 58, І. 11) For such it is, not 'attische überlieferung, dadurch 

von grossem werte, dass sie uns über den einheitsstaat Athen hinausführt, offenbar 
so, dass die als kultgemeinschaft fortlebende Tetrapolis den Xuthos als ihren 

stifter verehrte’ as Wilamowitz Euripides Ion, 1926, p. 7 declares; he has also over- 
looked Ph. The assumption would invert the tradition of the "EAAnves as handed 
down by Herodt. 7, 94, according to which Xuthos came to Achaia, and his son Ion 
gave the Aigilaeans the name of Ionians: thus Athens, already called by Solon 
npeoPutaty yata "Iaovie (cf. Hdt. 1, 147, 2), becomes the mother town of the Achae- 

ans and eventually also of the Asiatic Ionians, not only by the fact that Achaios 

came from the Attic Tetrapolis (a transparent invention with the usual motif 
qóvov dxoüctov xpaEac), but by the further fact that, prospering through Ion, 

&rotxixv «àv Ióvov ÉccveUaxv eic Пелотбуупсоу ' AQnvaiot, xal thy ywpav, fv xatéoxov, 
Exóvuuov éxuràv Érolnoay, "оуіоу бут А{үхаћоб хлт0єїсау, ої тє &удрес буті АЇүзаЛёоу 

“Iwveg rpoonyopevOnoay, elc Sa8exa réAEtg pweprobévtes xtA. (Strab. 8, 7, 1). Euripides and 
Hellanikos worked with the material provided by Herodotos: it was sufficiently an- 
cient and sufficiently well established to prevent Ion's acceptance into the list of kings. 
Although in this account he was considered the father of the four ancient kings of 

the phylai (Hdt. 5, 66, 2), and although the Athenians thy хоћмтєіау ёлётрефоу аот 
(cf. Aristotle *АӨх. 41, 2; Heraklid. Polit. 1, 1), he remained in the Atthides what 
he was for Herodotos (8, 44, 2), viz. otpatépyns. If the Boedromia legend is earlier he 
came from Achaia in order to help the Athenians. The prophecy of the Euripidean 
Athene (Eurip. Jon. 1553 ff.; cf. Konon 26 ch. 27), according to which Ion is to 

become king of Attica and in which his half-brothers by Xuthos and Kreusa are 
called Achaios and Doros, did not have effect even in the Atthis, nor could it. 
12) Wilamowitz Ar. u. Ath. II p. 137 n. 24; Eurip. Ion p. 5f. 13) See 323 F 
19, where Xuthos becomes the husband of Kreusa. 14) See on F 3. 15) 
Cf. Pausan. 7, 1, 2. 16) For Hekataios see on 1 F 16, for Kleidemos on 323 
F r9. 17) See on Hellanikos 323a F 23 and Demon 327 F 1. 18) Marm. 
Par. p. 73 Jac. 19) Did the entry originally belong to his first year? See 
Pausan. 7, 1,2. 20) Bibl. 3, 191 Ilavðiwv.... èp’ où Anuhmp xal Aróvvooç els 
Ti» 'ATrudj 00v; Kastor 250 F 4 (following him Euseb. a. Abr. 602/5; 613/7). 
Ph. makes Dionysos appear already under Amphiktyon (F 5). 21) Schol. 
Soph. O.C. 1053. 22) See Toepfler A.G. p. 41 ff.; Eitrem R E IX col. 1107. 
This explains the version that Erechtheus slew Eumolpos in battle (Bibl. 3, 204) 
which is impossible for the founder of the mysteries. 23) Enumerated Marm. 
Par. p. 73 f. Jac. 24) One might believe Phanodemos capable of doing this; 
cf. Text p. 284, 23 ff. 25) 239 A 12/3; see on F 104 and 208. — 26) A 14/15. 
Both names are supplied by Prideaux, but other names are hardly possible. 27) 
Cf. Text p. 280, 39 ff. 29) Boreas c» Oreithia—Chione co Poseidon—Eumolpos 
— Ismaros. 29) Andron ro F 13; Marm. Par. 239 A 1 5. 30) Unless obroq 
refers to Eumolpos, which is after all possible. 31) A 16/7. The names of the 
purifier and of the purified are both lost. 
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1) About the pronounced Opposition of Ph. throughout his Atthis to Demon 14—16 
(T 1; F 72) see Introd. p. 243 f.; about the divergences in the Theseus story see 
on F 17. 2) The inscription is supplemented by Inv. I 3394 belonging to the 
year of Phanomachos (230/29 B.C.? Dinsmoor Archon List p. 23). William S. 
Ferguson edited both inscriptions with an admirable commentary in Hesperia 7, 
1938, p. 1 ff. (see also Nilsson A J Phil 59, 1938, p. 385 ff.). Until then our knowledge 
of the clan (to use the convenient term) was based solely on the decree I G? II 
1232 (Toepffer A.G. p. 287 ff.; Ferguson /.c. p. 62). The clan separated definitely 
between 363/2 and 230/29 B.C.; 3394 speaks of tà yévn, tó te Zouvi£av xal 1d dnd tv 
‘Extapuddv. Incidentally it seems somewhat doubtful to me whether Ferguson 
(P. 13) is right in assuming as a matter of course that the latter name refers to the 
phylai of Kleisthenes: ʻif “the seven phylai” are seven of the Cleisthenian tribes 
(what else could they be ?)’. This question is important for determining the time of 
the migration of the Salaminioi to Athens and of their admission by the Athenians 
tnl $nzoict (like the Gephyraioi Herodt. 5, 57). The éynt& probably include in the 
first place the acknowledgement by the State of the clan's chief goddess, whose 
cult is left to the clan as a cult of the State (again the parallel Herodt. 5, 61 is in- 
structive); they further include the assignment of a place in the city (Melite) where 
the clan could put up a sanctuary for its ancestor Eurysakes by whom it perhaps 
dated its first settlement in primeval times (cf. Pherekydes 3 F 2 on the-settlement 
of the Philaids in Athens). The question may remain open whether the Salaminioi 
were not constituted as a clan until their immigration. In this point, too, my opinion 
differs from that of Ferguson for whom (as for Nilsson) the artificial character of 
this institution is again a matter of course. I cannot enter upon this problem here: 
surely the inscription will play an important part both in the question about the 
union of Salamis with Athens and in the discussion what actually an Attic genos is. 
That is just why we must consider the possibility that the Heptaphyletai brought 
their name already from Salamis. If this was the case it would make probable 
that the settlement at Phaleron was the original one—a suggestion favoured by 

other considerations, too. About the ‘zahlbegriff in stammesgliederungen’ see the 

collection (which must be increased) in Norden Alt-Germanien, 1934, P. 155 ff.; 
his examples for the number seven are taken from ancient Rome and the Sabine 
district with the exception of the ‘Ext& voyot or ‘Extavoule which may come from 

the time of the emperors. 3) Others will be mentioned in the course of our 
commentary. 4) See 3244, 19-24 (Ferguson p. 33 n. 5) about the use made of 

what h méAtg mapéxet (to the clan) ёх тоб 8ушосіоо ў парӣ ту doxopdpav } rapa tav 

Bezvooópov. Hence it is allowable to bring in the literary tradition about the 
Oschophoria: the cult of the clan was at some time acknowledged by the State and 
taken over to a certain degree, surely when the clan immigrated. At that time the 

goddess Skiras, whom they brought with them, became Athena Skiras, symbolizing 

the union. This had far-reaching consequences for the literary tradition, for her 

cultic companion Skiros retained his simple old name because he could not be 

used in the same way ; he thus became free for the historical-aitiological speculations 

of Atthidography. The clan kept to the divine person (n. 7), but here too he was 

overshadowed by his female partner (cf. n. 105; Text p. 304, 33 ff.), as we infer from 
3244, 47-50: Ёрҳоута 8 хАтроу ёр рёре. пор’ ёхатёроу (Heptaphyletai and Sunians) 

боті хатастісє: tog Фохофброс хой тас Sermvopdpos PETA THC lepelaç xal TO xhpuxog хет® 

Jacoby, Fragm. Griech. Hist. III b (Suppl.) 13 
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ta nétpie. Differing from Ferguson p. 58 (‘a new official’) I consider &pyovra the sub- ject, not the object of the sentence; it is, of course, the archon of the clan. About the role of the xñpvě in the Oschophoria we are informed by the literary tradition (Plu- tarch. Thes. 22, 2-4 — test. II 5); the priestess is evidently that of Athena Skiras. Lines 41 ff. regulate the distribution of the áprot &; Xxipá8og; and all these regulations are to be inscribed on a stele èv tõ lepéit tHe ' AOnvc «fc XxipáBoc. That is the main proof for the assumption that the oschophoroi and the deipnophoroi of the gentilitial cult belong to the festival of the Oschophoria, and that this festival is in honour of Athena. She evidently is the chief goddess of the clan, or at least of the Hep- taphyletai at Phaleron, while the branch in Sunion is grouped around the sanctua- ry of Herakles éxi Ilopüuó:. She is mentioned in the first place in the enumeration of the icpocóvat with which 3244 opens (v. 8/12) before this Herakles, and both are followed by the ancestor Eurysakes and Aglauros-Pandrosos-Kurotrophos who have a priest in common. I refrain from any speculation about the age, the 

consequence for Ph.; but the fact must be emphasized that the inscription does not speak either of a priest of Skiros or of a temple of ‘Skiros and Skiras’ although our literary tradition mentions a Sanctuary of Skiros (F 111; cf. below n. 6). 5) See Text p. 293, 16 fi. But it will become evident at the same time how different e.g. the traditions grouped round Phaleron looked in his account and in that of his immediate predecessor Demon, because Ph. always primarily had in mind the cultic facts. 6) See Text p. 292, 16 fi. 7) The Skiros of the Salaminioi is a partner in the cult with Athena Skiras, and as such he is a god. Both (and only these two) 

sage in which Skira or Oschophoria occurs, but it is always necessary to take the tradition proper into account, particularly in this special case because of the treat- ment of it by C. Robert ‘Athena Skiras und die Skirophorien’ Herm. 20, 1885, P. 349 ff. and his successors, Of these I mention Farnell Greek Cults I, 1896, p. 291; Van der Loeff Mnemos. 43› 1915, р. 404 ff.; 44, 1916, p. 101 ff. and 322 ff.; Pfister RE Ill A, 1927, col. 530 ff.; Gjerstad A4. R. W. 27, 1927, р. 189 ff.; Deubner Att. 

Opposition of Erwin Rohde (Herm. 21, 1886, p. 117 f, = KI. Schr. II p. 370 ff.) has actually been left unnoticed, excepting F. Duemmler R E II Col. 1960 f. (see also A. Mommsen Feste р. 504 ff.) and some not very important articles in the handbooks, all written before Gjerstad 
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and Deubner, some even before Van der Loeff (Heeg Rosch. Lex. IV, 1909/15, 
col. 993 ff.; Kock RE III A, 1927, col. 534, 4 ff.; Geyer ibid. s.v. Skiron no, 3; 
Joh. Schmid ibid. s.v. Skiros no. 1). The reason may be that Rohde, although 
taking exception to Robert’s treatment of some testimonies, did not present the 
evidence fully or systematically. The consequences for the history of religion are very 
grave. I shall enter into the details of modern combinations only when it appears 
necessary because of Robert and Deubner, for it is not the festivals that are in the 
centre of our interest but the tradition about them. This tradition is even worse 
maltreated than by Robert in a book, full of ideas and (in spite of a certain one- 
sidedness) most stimulating, by Jeanmaire Cowroi et Courétes, 1939. He tries to fit 
by force the views of his predecessors into his conception of the Theseus myth as 
'rites d'adolescence', and of Theseus as the perfect xoópoc. The Oschophoria and 
the Skira actually change names; the description of the former is purely imaginative; 
there appear Skira of the seventh Pyanopsion, Oschophoria-Theseia and so on 
(D. 268; 338; 346; 351; 355; 379). This is most regrettable because Jeanmaire's 
thesis about Theseus is very attractive, but by bringing in festivals not connected 
with Theseus nothing but difficulties and confusion arise. Nevertheless we may ask 
whether by Jeanmaire's principle of explanation some light is thrown on these 
festivals too, the character of which by no means becomes quite clear (cf. n. 77) 
by the mere fact of our perceiving up to a point how they have been accepted in 
the Attic calendar of festivals. 9) For the Skira Ph. alone is quoted, for the 
Oschophoria we have him and Demon, but none of the earlier writers from Hellani- 

kos to Phanodemos. Harpokration’s &Aot te xal Mirdyopog (F 16) proves (if proof 
is needed) that there was more. The actual contents of F 16 are taken from the 

compiler Istros, those of F 14-15 from some late heortologists and a grammarian. 
The authority for the latter can with some degree of certainty be proved to be Ph. 
We shall not succeed in tracing back to certain names the anonymous material 
in the lexicographers to whom we owe the greater part of our information; it has 
probably passed through a number of intermediary sources, and some of it has 
been deplorably cut down. But I give a warning (not here only) against taking 
this anonymous material to be late and bad, unless there are definite proofs that 

it is wrong or confused. 10) Uxtpog Sud; Lxrpd<( ?) Phot; Lxlpog Naber. I do 
not standardize accentuation and spelling in the texts, apart from removing 
Sometimes (like most editors) the late form with an et which is due to a wrong 

etymology. II) oxiáBeioy G. V M -8tov г. 12) Lexeis p. 304, 3 Bkr: Zxetp&* 
Loprh dyou£vm 'AOnvüc, 60cv oxetpaBlov ёорбут оу, ёпєі &рхў ђу тоб хабџратос. 
13) Ste Sud Sr: Phot 66ev Lex. 14) Schol. T Hom. //. ¥ 331 4 tev ofa Bpototo] 

*Aplotapyog ypdqer ‘ht oxipos Eqv...’* oxtpov dé thy pilav due tò toxidafar- Oev 
7 axidd<ertov 'Atrtixol oxlpov (sic) xadodotv. The Attic gloss appears in the same form 
in Schol. Theocrit. 15, 38/9b. Pollux 7, 147 also seems to assume this etymology: 

xal tò oxi&Betov 8' ёстіу év yphoer, xal oxtadopdpor... xal axtac, bp” Fi 6 Ardvuaog x&- 

Onta, xal Exlpa toph. 15) Schol. Pausan. 1, 1,4 (Et. M. p. 718, 7) xal Extpogóptx 
буора: ёортіс̧, харӣ тӧ ёре oxtpav (oxlpa Spiro) év abtie tov Onota 3) yiov ó yàp 
Onoeds dnepydpevog xatd.rod Mivwtavpou thy AOnvav romjous and yUrpov éBdotacev. Schol. 

Aristoph. Vesp. 926 yi oxippac, Aeuxh тс @с yopos’ xal AOnva Lxipaec, Ste ye (Wil tHe 
Schol) Aeuxije yelerat. Hesych. s.v. oxipég: ёстіу 3j Acorn. Pollux 9, 104 tij, iv agaí- 
par madiag dvouata éntoxupos (sic)... . па ета 82 хатд плос д:астіутоу (соу прёс 
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Vooug, elta рёсту үрошиђу Хотол. ёхосбутоу, Av схӧроу (sic) xaAodow xtA. Hesych. 
ѕ.у. Ххіра · ёортђ "AGhnaw tdpelovoc (Арстофбутс̧ Уап der Loeff; dnd Exelpwvoç? 
see I 10) - 4 оріс блу Ёуоута єӧтєбобута elg pptyava. Id. s.v. oxeipóv* appt 
S.v. oxetpog> Ainog (Kratinos I 128, 444 K; Aristoph. Vesp. 926?) xol б ёр торс 
(Eupolis I 334, 277 K; Schol. Aristoph. Vesp. 925 oxipov 1d ёопдєс тё ёт тбу торбу, 
Фе Ебтодмс xrtd.)+ жой £Acog x«i Spuuóg (the tablets of Herakleia IG XIV 645 
distinguish between «à oxipov, td dponxcov, 6 dpvyds in cultivated ground; Robert 
Lc. p. 350 #.)- Фоттас (Едо Ки) 8 тђу торроёт (? dumady Mei) viv. 16) &vot- 
vlov Phot (Suda G) èħevotov Sud. 17) The same four explanations were prob- 
ably given of Skiras (n. 77). Only the first two are preserved in Lex. Rhet. p. 304, 8 
Bkr: Exepàç ’AOnva: el8oc &ү&хие«тос , АӨтууёс dvopacbévtos обтос rot and témov ту% 
обтос dvopacpévon, év dt Үй brdpyer Acuxh, A and tod oxtad<erlov: mpdmm yap `Абууб 
oxtad<ertov ётєзбтсє трдс ёпострофђу тоб {\охоб хабратос. Нагрокгаќіоп gives the 
third explanation, which he took from Ph. (F 14); Hesychios gives the fourth s.v. 
Zxipic' Any - Ex(pov pact tov Посе: уос бу, үђџаута ХаЛаџїух thy ’Acwmod * * (‘deae 
Salaminiae nomen dedit’ Van der Loeff). 18) oxipov ¢ oxeipov o. 19) oxel- pova U A oxlopwva М. 20) Cf.I5. 21) According to Philostephanos (Schol. 
A Hom. IJ. JI 14) the father is Cheiron, and Christ and Lindskog write Xelpwvog in 
Plutarch, but they are wrong (see Toepffer A. G. p. 273 n. 2; Hanell /.c. p. 42 n. 3). 
22) Suppl. ç. 23) oxipwva V oxlpov г. 24) схеріс (in all passages) A}. 
25) Kuypela (Steph. Byz. s.v. Коуреїос̧ пќүос̧) Tzschucke xvxpía o. 26) ‘fliich- 
tigkeitsversehen Strabons’ Rohde l.c. р. 373. Ўхіра іѕ the festival, the £rl Xxípox 
leponotla (see below); the place is elsewhere always called Zxipov. The alterations 
made in the text by Van der Loeff l.c. p. 105 and Gjerstad /.с. р. 222 (тблос Exlpov - xal «Exípa» él Zxípct x11.) seem to me to be wrong. 27) émoxelpwt Al; émtoxt- Pawo only in some inferior Mss. In contradiction to Robert Rohde (l.c. p. 371 f.) 
has shown that éni Xxipot must always be understood locally. Robert interpreted 
the words in Steph. Byz. (I 6) as 'sühnopfer für Skiros'. 28) Kuypet8y¢ Tzschucke 
xuyplðns A xvyprddng B. 29) EbpuAóyou (Steph. Byz.) Tzschucke Еорохлоо Strab. 
30) oxtpoc R oxípoc P схірєс У. 31) тблос̧'Аттхбс̧ К tónov ’Attixod VP. 32) obtwe RVPal Par otog P. The alterations обтос̧ рёу dnd <tod> т<р›бтоо (Meineke) 
and 7) «бта! ріу ётё tovtov (Rohde) do not hit the mark. But it is certain that the тбтос 15 the Skiron. 33) oxtpapetov Meineke -dqrov (always) o. 34) xvPevtal R xvBtotal, -eotal, хобро г. 35) схірафос̧ Ог охарофор‹фу, xal 6 oxlpapog>? Mei- neke. 36) xvBeorhy VP. 37) охоро Б. 38) охоро: КР. 39) Tij ' A0n- vàt (I 9) Meursius. 40) The insertion of őv and the introduction of 'Entoxtpa. (ёт? ёсхіра У &neoxípa R ёлісхіра Р ёпі oxipov Par) from Schol. Aristoph. Thesm. 834 (I 9) seems to be the best expedient for making sense of the passage which sets forth the same alternative as the scholion; xol h topth tavty ènioxipa (P) and ёлі oxipwr (Par) are obviously attempts at correcting the unintelligible text. Otherwise we should have to delete the words tinioxlpa xéxintar, assuming them to have been brought in from the margin. 41) охброс ЕР. 42) The article of Suetonius (Miller Mélanges p. 434; Eust. Od. « 107) is somewhat different: oxtpapeta 8 ExáXouv 7X xvBewrfpux, O8ev xal toù mavobpyouc (rà Tavoupynuata Eust) oxipkpoug éxáAXouv "Inzévat (F 86 Bergk) te xal ётеро. Rohde (l.c. p. 373 f.) justly rejected the tracing back to Suetonius of the view represented by Lexeis, Pollux, Harpokration (n. 43), which was meant to discredit the evidence for a cult of Athena in the Skiron. 
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A ‘wiirfelorakel’ (Robert /.c. р. з 57)is mentioned nowhere. 43) Harpokrat. (Phot. 
Suda) s.v. exipágux- Aelvapyog ... . oxipdgra Ekeyov тё ходеотћри, ёле) 8трВоу 
tv Lxlpert ol xuBevovrec, cg Oedmoumos ev the v (115 F 228) ónooņualver. Pollux 9, 96 

oxtpapeta 8b «à xofeucfpta OvouáoO0n, Butt чото ' A0fjvnaw Exóüievov &xl Xxlpot év 
TG 775 ZxipáBoc'A0nv&c vet (legit F). Hesych. s.v. oxetpáqtov* тё хоВєотўроу, 
lous Sia tò dy Xxlpot thy StatprBhy Éyew. Phot. s.v. oxtpaqtiov- xufieuTijptov. 
See also I 6; Phot. s.v. Exígov; infra n. 87. Beside the gamblers who are active 
фу Ухіро or £v cix тїс XxipáBog 'AÜ7vXc ve the prostitutes are mentioned, who 
have their station there in great numbers (I 6; cf. Alkiphron Epp. 3, 8, 1; 25, 2). 
There can be no doubt that the suburban quarter was ill-famed in the fourth cen- 
tury, and this throws light on the uávzet; who assembled in that district: Phot. s.v. 
Exlpov- тбтос "А0ђупату, tp’ od of буты; ёхо00оуто; Hesych. s.v. oxtpdpavticg: ô 
ent Zxlpot. wavtevduevos: témo¢ 82 фу обтос̧, 60у тоос olwvods ESAexov. The question 
may remain open whether from this last statement anything can be inferred as to 
the activity of Ph.s ‘Eleusinian prophet’ (Text p. 290 f.). In any case, the private 
буте ОЁ the fourth century can have had no better reputation than the de circi 
astrologi and their kind in Rome (Cic. De div. 1, 132; Horat. Sat. 1,6, 113/4). 44) 
ol 8& Syuntpag Rh 88 Shuntpa Г. 45) The scholion is abbreviated, the date of 

the Skira and perhaps other items have dropped out. The insertion of 84 (Robert) 
seems to be correct; if it is, Extoxiga (-bex R) must be kept, although the word is 
usually altered to £xi Ex(gox because of Steph. Byz. (I 6). Linguistically there is no 
objection to such a name for a sacrifice ézi Exípo; the game with balls (n. 15) is 

also called éxíoxtpog. As Schol. Eccl. 18 asks for whom the festival is, the question 
seems to be here whether it has its name from sacrifices to Athena or to Demeter- 
Kore. There is no essential difference; the doubt is the same in both cases. 46) 

tnitedounévng Ddf ёлахалооиёмтс Schol. 47) sor xal tà óy mg P? M (Euseb. 
H). 48) x&cux Euseb. oyícux P. 49) tht Oca. ? Rohde «oiv 0cotv Wil. 50) 

peydporg Cdvtag Lobeck. 51) "Аррутообра om. PM add. P? Euseb. 52) «6e» 
Rohde. 53) 75 Кӧру. Rohde -Zc xóprc Schol. 54) é€ew Rohde е Ѕсһо]. 
55) lepa: Їтрх? Rabe. 56) The comparison of the three festivals is most val- 
uable for the history of religion (about the probable author see n. 77). Still I should 

have preferred to omit it, because the first unprejudiced glance shows us what has 

happened: Clement provides succinctly and clearly the gist of an evidently full 
treatment of the Thesmophoria and other similar women-festivals. We are indebted 
to the scholiast for preserving the point of view under which the source grouped the 
various celebrations; but the description of the Skirophoria has dropped out of 

his excerpt, only the heading (ta 8 adv& xat Lxtpopopta xaAetrat) having remained. 
It would therefore be useless for our purpose to analyze the scholion again, for we 
learn from it no new details about the ceremonies of the Skira, and we learn in 
general only what we knew, or could infer, from other sources, viz. that the pro- 

gramme of the festival included ‘mystic’ celebrations by the women, which aimed at 
making fertile the soil (and men ?). Deubner (4. F. p. 40 ff.) built his whole treat- 
ment of the Skira on this vacuum. It was easy for him to prove that it was impossible 
to accept Gjerstad's elimination of the passages referring to the Skirophoria and 
Arretophoria (r& 8’ abx& - Ex. xoXeirat and, with the same opening words, tà S'abrá- 

оторёс). What is decisive in this regard are of course not Deubner's individual 
objections, but the second version in Clement, who enumerates the same three 
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festivals. But Deubner’s own analysis need, in my opinion, not be refuted: it does 
violence to the sense and the text by transferring (with Van der Loeff Mnemos. 
44 P. 331) from the Thesmophoria to the Skira the throwing down of the pigs, 
and by waving aside with a movement of the hand as being a ‘mistake’ Clement’s 
attestation of the former. I therefore refrain from discussing Deubner’s further 
inferences (but see n. 77); I wish, however, to point to the objection brought for- 

ward by Homer A. Thompson (Hesperia 5, 1936, p. 188 n. 1) that, if we accept 
Deubner’s opinion, ‘we should have to suppose that the celebrants, on their way 
from the Akropolis to Skiron on the Sacred Way, visited also the Thesmophorion, 
which lay far from their direct path’. The objection certainly is important, but 
considering the state of our tradition not altogether cogent: we do not know for 
certain where the women celebrated their Skira; likely though the Skiron would be, 
the road from the Akropolis to the Skiron is attested only for the procession with 
the canopy (F 14). On the other hand, the excavations in the Thesmophorion on 
the Pnyx—and ‘in or near the Thesmophorion’ Thompson too locates the ceremony 
with the yotpo.—neither produced uéyapa (pits), nor were offerings found in the 
form of pigs or women carrying pigs in the rich deposit of votive offerings. I shall 
not stress this point against Thompson's identification of the sanctuary on the Pnyx 
with the Thesmophorion which appears to me convincing; but there remains the 
gap in our knowledge in regard to the place of a ceremony evidently central for the 
Thesmophoria. 57) Agora 3244 hasconfirmed that dox- is correct. (cf. n. 118) But 
in this case too I shall not standardize, because the different spelling may help us in 
further distinguishing the sources. 58) The two pieces put in double brackets 
evidently belong together, and as evidently interrupt an account of the procession 
at the Oschophoria which greatly resembles (but is not identical with) that of 
Demon (test. II 6). It is perhaps the accepted version of the Atthis before Demon; 
see Text p. 301, 15 ff. 59) About ‘oschophoric’ dances see n. 61. 60) 
А‹оубсоь хай * Ари&8ут xaptYóuevor Demon; see Text p. 295,19 ff. 61) Seealso Athen. 
14, 30 p. 631 B tpóror & aùrňç (tňc vouvoraiBucic? ) ol te oxopoptxol (A daxopdpot EB) 
xal of Baxyixol, dote xal thy брутоіу tary (scil. thy youvorardixhv? thy dpy. del. 
Kaibel) ele tov Atévwoov dvagépectat. This dance therefore originally is in honour 
of Dionysos. How late these assignments can be is shown by p. 631 A ў 8 хаб’ uà 
торріҳт Atovosuocf) vt; elvat Soxet, tmemectépa oboa тїс &pyalac. Cf. n. 123. 62) 
"Осҳофбрих v -opela Hes. 63) ZxipáBoc v xetpáBog Hes. 64) Вбтрос у Bórpuctv Hes. 65) Ѕода з.у. "Осуорбра · ExipáBoc. Phot. s.v. ёсхофорєїу · ёортў тұс 'Ooxo- 
Фбріл ходооиёуп · бсуос̧ үйр хаћєїтол xAnuatiç txxeruévouc( ?) Éyousx тоос Вбтроос, Av 
(Naber ў обу Phot) ebyevi¢ naic Epepev elc tò lepdv Уард ос̧. ё трблос 8и ёу тобто 
бүбуєто 8:4Форос̧ тоїс полопоїс dmed60n. Et. Gud. р. 583, 16 St: "Осхофоріс · °АӨтуйс 
bopth: doxar yap xal doyat ta Шєт@ тф» Вотрооу хАЛшхто. topth Atoviaov: daxov yap Alyérriot xadoion thy &umedov.... 4 Goyn Bé ёст. тё рет тбу Вотрбоу хАўџата. 
The Egyptians are unintelligible, Dionysos may be explained from the passage of the Lexeis II 4b. 66) 6oyn v 6oyn C. 67) erixerpévous? 68) See n. 4. 69) Ew tod "Осуофоріоо (1 зс; 4C) ? see n. 125. 70) Between II 5 and II 6 
Plutarch relates matters connected with the return of Theseus, but not with the Oschophoria: (1) the institution of the Pyanepsia ch. 22, 5-7; (2) a note about the ship of Theseus ch. 23, 1. About the composition of the whole passage from the departure of Theseus to his return see Text P- 297, 20 ff. 71) That this was 
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Му шадыдеа/ derivation is proved by the equation of oxípov with oxid8etov, y ich P considered an Attic gloss (n. 14). It is corroborated by the fact that this 
sd S de bu cL; CERA (Text р. 290, 16 ft.) grouped together by our 
D summ ra ( 1) and Skiras (n. 17). It is of no consequence whether 

q ation is tenable linguistically (n. 77); and considering the arbitrariness of ancient etymology even the fundamental fact may be doubted whether the great Parasol used in the Skira was actually called oxlpov. If it was it is possible that it had its name ‘von seiner weissen farbe’ (Robert l.c. p. 361; Schol. Aristoph. 
а уле e Aci [n. 15] was so called 'nach seiner weissgrauen kruste’), 

ay ask whether the white colour was obtained by a coating with 
lime (see п. 77). Deubner A. F. p. 46 n. то ('diesem gegenstand, der durch die 
jahreszeit hinreichend erklárt ist, sollte man keine tiefere symbolik zuschreiben’) 
and p. 50 evades the problem, and Van der Loeff Mnem. 44 p. 324 n. 2 seems to 
regard the statement about the white colour of the parasol as an invention based 
on the wrong etymology. 72) That is universally agreed. The participation 
in the procession of the priest of Erechtheus (I 8), who in the excerpt from Lysi- 
machides is, less accurately, called IIooed3óvoc ipeo, and the role of the Eteobutads 
(Toepffer 4. G. p. 118 £.; cf. n. 96) corroborate the assumption. 73) About 
the completeness of the excerpt from Lysimachides and the possible sources of the 
writer see on 366 F 3. If he had mentioned Athena Skiras one would expect that 
Harpokration would have appended the second excerpt by zi» 8& XxigáBa OU óyo- 
рос x1:4,; his words xal 'A0zvav 3& Exipáða tiuðow 'A0nvatot seem to introduce а 
new subject. Of course, inferences of this kind are never certain in view of the 
Severely abbreviated form in which we have the lexicon; but—in view of the practice 
of the lexicographer as it is frequently recognizable—neither is the opinion of 
Rohde (l.c. p. 376 'dass Harpokrations gewáhrsmann im Lysimachides nicht bis 
dahin gelesen hat, wo dieser von der Athena Skiras sprach). We must state in principle 
that the heortologists (differing in this from the Atthidographers) were not obliged 
to give a historical foundation to their descriptions, and the remains of Lysimachides 
(scanty, it is true) show no interest in history, though they show some interest in 
language, which is in accord with his equation of axípov with oxtá8etov. It is pos- 
sible that he was one of those who referred the celebrations in Skiron to Demeter 
(see I 5; 6; 8; 9). We must get reconciled to the fact that we do not know how far he 
entered into the details in his descriptions, or what he related about the ceremonies 
in the Skiron on the occasion of the Skira. 74) There is no doubt that the 

Exlpa must have occurred in Ph.: he mentioned a custom of it in the Letter to 

Alypios (F 89), and the account of another custom (F 15) can with certainty be 
traced back to him (see Text p. 300, 15 ff.). Moreover, he must have treated the 
festival more or less fully in IIepi ёортёу (Е 83/4), though we do not know what 
he said about it in that-work. It need not have been the same as what he said in 
the Atthis (cf. Text p. 299, 8 ff.); scholars seem to forget that Ph. in the course 

of his long life may have changed his views on certain problems. Succinctly as he 
treated the first millennium of Attic history in his Atthis we can expect in it detailed 
descriptions only of the most important festivals. Also we cannot tell whether 

Lysimachides based his description on Ph.s Iept éoptév (which he doubtlessly 
had read). F 83 from Пері éopróv greatly resembles in matter and method the 
first explanation of the Skira in the gloss of the Synagoge preserved by Phot. 
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Sud. s.v. Exipog (I 1), which comes from Lysimachides; Athena as the inventor 
of the oxidSerov (Lex. rhet. p. 304, 11) is somehow connected with this explana- 
tion. 75) 1 2; cf. Judeich Topogr. p. 48; 177. 76) We may leave un- 
discussed here the further most valuable statement of Pausanias that this Skiros 
"founded the old sanctuary of Athena Skiras at Phaleron', for it does not teach 
us anything about the festival of the Skira; but we shall have to make use of it later 
on (Text p. 291, 12 ff.). 77) There probably were the same four explanations 
for Athena Skiras (n. 17). They are grouped together succinctly, but completely, 
in the so-called Synagoge (I 1) and can be divided in two distinct groups, viz. the 
linguistic-etymological (no. 1-2) and the historical-aitiological group (no. 3-4). 
The first actually only moves the problem one step backward by inserting Skiros, 
who provided for Athena the cult-name Skiras: seeing that (at least since Agora 
3244 has been known) there is no longer any doubt of the religious personality 
of Skiros as the male partner of Athena Skiras; and since we can also understand 
why he receded in cult behind the female partner (cf. n. 4), the giver of the 
name is not an invention, but the problem remains the same. It is therefore our 
first task to examine the two ancient etymologies which derive Skiras either from 
тӧ oxlpov = 7d oxidSetov, or from ў oxlpa, б схїрос̧ = yi Aevxh, yodoc, or such- 
like words meaning ‘lime’ (n. 15; 17). Philologists have abandoned the first 
explanation: after Boisacq (Dict. Etym. p. 877) had rejected the connexion 
asserted by Prellwitz (Etymol. Wórterbuch? р. 418; see also Leo Meyer Handb. 
d. griech. Etym. IV, 1902, P- 95 f.) with O. H. G. scirm, scerm, lit. szyras 'veil 
(accordingly 'exípov — subura, gaunerwinkel, eigl. schatten'; see nn. 42; 43) any 
Indogermanic connexion with oxé, oxtepdéc is lacking. In fact, none of the many 
parasols, canopies, bowers occurring in a variety of cults is called oxtpov, but 
always oxidés ог exiáBetov; the Boria, a nhéypa Ooroerdéc, de dvtl oxtadiov eypa@vro 
al yuvatxes (Pollux 7, 174) seems not to have been a cultic word, When Van der 
Loeff (Mnem. 44 p. 324 ff.)—taking as his starting points the gloss oxetpog = GAcog 
xal Spuués and the tablets of Herakleia (n. 15)—tries to prove the meaning ,‘um- 
braculum frondeum’ (branches being the primitive form of sunshades) for td oxípov 
and ‘umbraculi locus’ for téxog Ixipov (‘aut quia die illo <of the Skira> umbra- 
culum erigebatur, aut quia arbores nonnullae quasi umbraculum naturale ibi facie- 
bant’), I can acknowledge his argument in one negative point only: it is difficult to 
see how the same word oxipov can mean ‘lime’ and ‘mit wilden baumen bewachsenes 
land’ (Robert /.c. p. 350; ‘le macchie’ Wilamowitz Ph. U. 1 p. 211). I should rather 
consider whether two glosses are fused into one in Hesych. s.v. oxetpoc: Herakleia isa 
foundation of the Dorian Tarentum, and the Laconian Skiritis, whose name Robert 
derived from oxipoc, is perhaps more likely to have taken it from the Spupzdc. I am also not at all sure that oxíppoc 'hard' and oxtpog ‘lime’ belong together. In any case, all this has no connexion with the Skira: if one admits (as Van der Loeff does) that 6 сх1рос̧ Ог ў схіра means ‘lime’, and that Yxipác, Exlpov, Lxlpog belong to this word, one cannot explain the téxog Exlpov (Exipov) alone as ‘wood’ or ‘grove’ (cog), or oxipa as ‘umbracula’ (=‘laubhiitten’ ; 'tabernacles'. This evasion is again due to the preconceived opinion that the Ухіра have no connexion with Athena Zxipac, and linguistically it clings (thus Van der Loeff, Gjerstad, Deubner) alone to the short ı of the Exipa (Aristoph. Thesm. 839; Eccl. 18) beside the long t of oxipoc 
(Aristoph. Vesp. 925; Eupolis I 354, 277 K), and probably of oxipoy too, which in 
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Pausanias is spelt oxeipov, like frequently later oxeipog and Zxelpov (see Kretschmer 
Glotta 10, 1920, р. 60). But already Robert (l.c. p. 350; the note of Deubner A. F. 
P. 46 n. 11 is misleading) explained the short « in Zxío« as 'attische kürzung', 
thus remaining for the festival in the sphere of Attic language (see infra). 

The second ancient etymology, which derives Exlpa, Zxipds, Uxlpoc, Xxlpwv from 
oxtpog ‘lime’, must be taken much more seriously. Robert /.с. р. 349 #. gave it a 
new foundation, and it seems to be almost universally accepted to-day. Gjerstad 
alone (Lc. p. 223) rejects the etymology both from the parasol and from the plaster, 
and Deubner (/.c. p. 40 ff.; 142 ff.) passes it over in silence (the two annotations 
P. 45 n. 4 and 46 n. 11 show how inconvenient he found it). It seems to me that we 
can establish it even more soundly than Robert has done if we take into account 
the following points: (1) the word itself and its derivatives are confined entirely 
or almost entirely to the Attic-Salaminian-Megaric domain (entirely if we may leave 
out of the discussion the Skiritis and the oxipov of Herakleia as belonging to a 
different word, or at least having a different, ‘Doric’, meaning). It is in this sphere 
alone that we come upon the divine persons Skiros (Skiron) and Skiras. (2) The 
onomatological facts are most significant: Robert traced back to his primary word 
*oxlpFo; the male names Xxtpovi3rg (Attica) and Zxippóv8ac (Boeotia). We know 
the boeotarch Skirphondas of 413 B.C. from Thebes (Thuk. 7, 30), the Athenian 
general Skironides of 412/1 (Thuk. 8, 25; 54), and another Athenian about 340 В.С. 
(Demosth. 58, 18). The name is thus shown to occur in good families, but it is rare, 
and it disappears altogether after the fourth century; it is found neither in the 
Boeotian inscriptions (J G VII) nor in those of Attica. (3) Gjerstad’s assertion 
(l.c. p. 223; see also Deubner op. cit. p. 45 n. 4) ‘wir wissen garnicht was unter 
oxlpa zu verstehen ist; und da uns auch im kult nichts die erschliessung ermöglicht, 
tappen wir im ungewissen’, does not agree with the facts. We must begin be stating 
that the word does occur in Attic: we find it in Aristophanes (Vesp. 923 ff. xuvàv 

&rávrov čvðpa роуофаүістатоу, / бстіс mepimdetaas Thy Ouelav ev xdxrut / dx тоу пблсоу 
тӧ схїроу ёЕсбудохеу. - "Еро! 8 ү оох ёст одё тђу 58ріоу mddoat), Eupolis (I 334, 
277 К ў трофаћіс... схїроу ђифієсиѓуп), Kratinos (I 128, 444 K). Apart from Old 
Comedy, but also as a word used in daily life, it occurs in the account rendered by 
the Eleusinian epistatai in 329/8 B.C. (I G* II 1672, 196) yi axtpá8oc &ycvyal tpetc 
together with other building material for the Eleusinion of the city; in the name 
*j£nloxipoc for a game with balls Pollux 9, 103 f. (n. 15). In the inscription yj oxtpé¢ is 
evidently a technical term ; its meaning 'calcareous earth' becomes clear by the words 
Leon ypayuhy Aaron Exucdvrev, Ду схїроу (схброу М5.) xaAover in Pollux’ descrip- 
tion of the game. In regard to the comic poets the ancient interpreters were doubt- 
ful: the meaning is clear in Eupolis, and the scholiast on Aristophanes (Vesp. 
925) correctly renders it as tb punddec Tò ènt тӧу торду; і is neither the cheese itself 
nor actually the rind, but the grey-white mould which spreads over the rind when 

the cheese is kept for some time (é Spusis tvpd¢ Hesych. s.v. oxetpos, briefly but 
correctly). Aristophanes seems to pun with the two meanings, ‘rind of cheese 
and ‘lime’; the Scholia quote Eupolis and point to vij oxte (p)ác, and to the fact 
that тё bíyuaro zv óSpiàv are often mended with Aatérm. The words of Kratinos 
are lacking; we merely have the explanation oxípov ту andi, pore and the form 

of the verb émoxtpwOyvat with the explanation eau (sic) ті тоб фотоо тоб сфёдра 
tupévovtog xat SucexmdAbrov. These facts are comprehensible if the word remained 
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in use (apart from the cult) in the lower classes only, viz. in the language of peasants 
and builders (about the other words for lime which superseded oxipog see Bluemner 
R E VII col. 2093). In any case it is impossible that the interpreters developed 
their explanation as yóQoc, A«rómm, yj Aeuxt from the passages in the comic poets, 
and the yñ oxipác of the inscription (known also to the Scholiast on Aristophanes) 
simply forbids regarding it as an autoschediasm. Nor are we free to invent another 
meaning for Attic ox(pa: neither the 'branches' of Van der Loeff, nor the &ppnta 

of Deubner, not to mention the 'foxes' of E. Maass (see Deubner p. 45 n. 4) are 
credible. On the contrary: the derivation of Skiras and Skiros (whom we now find 

united as gods in the cult of the Salaminioi) from this 'Attic' oxípoc (I prefer to 
leave the adjective oxipóc 'hard' out of the discussion) is well in accord with the 

geological conditions. To Say the least, these conditions do not contradict the 

ancient explanation of these gods as being the eponyms of the Lxipadeg métpat, 
the “Megarian limestone rocks’ and the ‘white rocks of the isle of Salamis’, where 
Plutarch (Solon 9, 6) knows the čxpov tò Ухар&ё‹оу, and which itself in old times 

is said to have been called Xxiá (Strab. 9, 1, 9 — I 5). We need not ask whether 
the suburb Xxipov and the temple of Skiras at Phaleron were also built on calcareous 
Soil (I state this because of Robert Heldensage p. 715 f), for the cults of both 

these places are imported, not indigenous. But we do find in the cults those in- 
dications of the use of lime or 'white soil' which Gjerstad found lacking, even 
though we cannot always tell exactly to which cult they belong. (Bluemner /.c. 
is correct in stating that the ancients were not very accurate in distinguishing 
similar materials, even Theophrastos not being well informed about the nature 

of lime. But he is hardly correct in saying that the true name is yojoc, all others like 

схїрос̧, тітауос̧ еіс. being 'teils missbráuchliche, teils missverstandene ausdrücke'. 
If, however, he is right in explaining oxipoc as ‘ein gipsáhnliches mineral', it may 
also be what Pausanias 1, 44, 6 calls xoyyitng Alðoç and treats as specifically Me- 
garian). We need not hesitate because the evidence is found in a historical-aitiolo- 
gical connexion, in which Theseus appears as the founder of the festival. What 
matters are the particulars furnished incidentally in regard to the festival (nn. 15; 
17) which are not discredited by the aitiology, but link themselves together into 
a uniform whole: the festival of the Skira has its name from the &rà axípov 'AQnvà, 
and the Skirophoria from Theseus' carrying oxíoav  yidov in the festive procession; 
also Theseus makes the cult image dnd yuWou, or үй Aeuxsjt xpletar. This evidently 
was done on the occasion of the annual celebration, and it is intelligible only as 
one of the consequences of a preconceived opinion that Robert (J.c. p. 355 n. 1) 
castigates the information as ‘abgeschmackt’, and that others keep silent about it. 
As early a writer as Otfried Müller (Kleine deutsche Schriften II p. 151; see now 
also Jeanmaire op. cit. p. 267 f.; 325 ff.; 355 ff. about the use of Yójoc in particular) 
provided parallels to the custom, which can easily be increased in number. Now 
that the same goddess is certain for the Skira and the Oschophoria, we might 
even proceed one step beyond the tradition: we might at least raise the question 
(which is also justified in regard to the white sunshade of the Skira; n. 71) whether 
the two vexvioxot @ndvupaveic, who played a special part in the Oschophoria (II 2; 6), 
achieved their feminine aspect by painting their faces with the same үй Aevxh 
which was carried in the procession, and with which the cult-image was painted. 
But apart from such suggestions, I do not see how the heortological facts can be 
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eliminated. It is quite incredible that anybody invented them; whether we can 
explain them rationally, is another question. One may mention the explanation 
given by A. Mommsen (Philol. 50, 1891, P. 117 ff.; Feste p. 314 f.) that in early 
antiquity lime was a means for ameliorating the soil, well-known in particular 
in Megara (see on this point and on the use of burnt lime in building Bluemner 
RE VII col. 2099 f.; X col. 1069; Technologie II p. 140 ff.; III p. 101 ff.). It is not 
directly given in our evidence, and his explanation of the схіра аз ‘gipsquanten 
mit eingemengten opferresten’ cannot be proved; otherwise it is rather attractive 
and can be made to agree with Jeanmaire /.c. p. 355 ff.. It would, moreover, explain 
why in Clement and in the Scholia on Lucian (I 11) the Skira are grouped together 
with the Thesmophoria and the Arretophoria, and it is well in accord with our tra- 
dition (poor though it is) in regard to the nature of the goddess worshipped as Skiras 
in the Skiron and at Phaleron. Again it was already Otfried Miiller who saw that 
she was connected with agriculture, and Ferguson /.c. p. 40 defines her as ‘a goddess, 
possibly not of generation but of fruition’. This is sufficiently shown by the énl 
Expo leporotla, and we learn trom the usage at the Oschophoria as well as from 
the races at the Skira that the protection of the vines belongs to her domain 
(cf. Text p. 303, 15 ff.). Of course, we cannot tell whether she and Skiros were re- 
stricted to this task; there remain a number of problems even after the find of 
Agora 3244: why e.g. do they receive their common sacrifice from the Salaminioi 
in Maimakterion? why does the sacrificial calendar begin with Munychion? was 
this because the clan fitted its calendar to the Attic? what are the xóa in lin. 46 
(‘millers’ Ferguson thinks, and he asks ‘what have rowers to do with the Oschopho- 
ria?’ One might think of the rowers who had at some time brought the sacred 
image to Attica) ? But we understand at once why Skiras at the Skiron could enter 
into so close a connexion with Demeter that the ancient heortologists were doubtful 
whether the Skira were in he: honour or in that of Demeter. I think it is not too 
audacious to draw the conclusion that this connexion arose before Eleusis was 
absorbed in the Attic state and perhaps before here, too, Skiras became Athena 
Skiras as a symbol of the political union, because Demeter was too great a goddess 
for giving up her independence (cf. n. 80). 

However we decide in regard to details, the part played by Skiras in the cult of 
the complicated festival of the Skira, as we infer it from the tradition, seems to be 

clear: it is uniform and in itself credible. In the face of the tradition the position of 

Robert and Deubner, who base their whole explanation on the scholion on Lucian 

(which actually yields nothing for the Skirophoria; n. 56) seems to me to be ex- 

tremely weak. Robert himself (Gr. Myth. I* p. 780 n. 3), impressed by the objec- 
tions of Rohde and Mommsen, abandoned his former supposition (/.c. p. 372 £) 

that the ёутАӱтрил yuvatxes belonged to the Skirophoria, and that oxlpa were 

‘jene aus backwerk gebildeten schlangen und phallen’, so called ‘vielleicht wegen 
ihrer weissgrauen kruste'. Deubner refused to be persuaded: on the basis of his wrong 
analysis of the scholion on Lucian, and simply ignoring the second witness Clement, 
he built a number of further speculations. Although he assures us in a note (p. 45 
п. 4) that 'die bedeutung des wortes oxípx ganz unsicher bleibt" he declares in the 

text that they are ‘notwendigerweise wiederum eine bezeichnung für die бортүта', 
and that ‘dieselben dinge einmal oxipa, das andere mal Geopol hiessen; im ersten 

fall vielleicht nach ihrer dusseren erscheinung (Robert p. 373), im zweiten nach 
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ihrem charakter als depot’. The uncertainty and one-sidedness of these speculations 
are obvious. They are possible only because Deubner is not interested at all in the 

religious figure of Skiras (whose nature is to a great extent made clear both by the 
Skira and by the Oschophoria), and because he did not enquire into the actual 
sense of the scholion. The authority whom Clement and the scholiast follow 
had grouped together a number of festivals under a common point of view: they 
are women's festivals the celebration of which has the same purpose, viz. to 
render the soil fertile by certain mystic actions. It is this common view-point 
which justifies the grouping, not the ‘verwandte bildung’ of the names. If this had 
been the reason the Serxvopépra, muppdpta and many others would have belonged 
to the same group, festivals in regard to which nobody could infer from the 
identity of the second part that of the first. What the authority is concerned 
aboutare two things: (1) the three different festivals (not even Deubner denied that 
they are different; the attempts at making one of them a part of the other have 
been disposed of by Robert) are puoripia according to general conception, i.e. 
expressions of the same mythological event, the rape of Kore: taitny thy pv0o- 
Aoyüx al yuvatxeg romidws xara тб» &oprátouctw. (2) a quotxóg instead of a 
wvbixds Adyog can be given for all three festivals, viz. the fertilization of the soil. 
The interpreter does not cling to details in the cult; he perceives the internal 
Significance and therefore groups these celebrations, seemingly quite different, 
under the same point of view, a point of view chosen from a genuine interest 
in religious science. This contrast and this working method permit of deter- 
mining the author on whom Clement and the scholion draw. We have the 
Choice between Poseidonios and Apollodoros IlIepl 0càv, the only ancient 
authors who wrote real history of religion; the fact that it was Clement and the 
Scholiast on Lucian who used the authority tells in favour of Apollodoros. It is 
regrettable that because of a gap in the scholion, or because the excerptor was 
careless, we do not learn what ceremonies formed the share of the women in the 
Skira. But that is no reason for failing to recognize the clear meaning of the treatise 
on ceremonies of fertilization, or for introducing an external connexion between 
festivals, when it is on internal resemblance that Apollodoros founded his truly 
Scientific theory. 78) Test. I 1. 79) “E&w tic médews test. I 7. About the 
ancient boundary see Deubner A. F. р. 48; on Istros 334 F 15. 80) 1 6; 8; 9. 
They are to no purpose in so far as apparently both goddesses participate, and as 
the festival probably was a ‘religionsgeschichtliches kompromiss’ serving to re- 
concile the claims of Athens and Eleusis. Not even Deubner (A. F. p. 45 ff.) denies 
this generally accepted discovery of Robert (l.c. p. 376 fi.); still he regards the 
Skira as 'ein fest der Demeter und Kore' and Demeter as 'die gastgeberin' when 
Athena Polias and Poseidon Erechtheus joined them 'sozusagen auf neutralem 
boden'. The internal contradiction implied in his opinion is due to (1) that, following 
Robert, Deubner rejects all evidence for Skiras in the Skiron; (2) that he takes 
as the basis of his conceptions of the Skira the scholion on Lucian, which he failed 
to understand (nn. 56; 77); (3) that he did not consider the complicated history 
of the festival; (4) that he almost eliminates the Skiron as the locality of the Skira. 

All these points are connected with the tradition and must therefore be treated 
atleast in a note. I begin with the locality of the festival, the Zxipov xcp(ov. In his 
endeavour to expel Skiras from the Skiron Deubner (following Pfister RE III A 
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ee p оаа an ‘analogy’ of Van der Loeff Mnem. 44 p. 329) brought 
хай Bane: Bo A a ausan. I, 37, 2 лроєелбобаь 8 dAlyov Aaxtov tépevdg otv fjpcog 
т uoc «хи бос̧ óvouátouct &rà тобто .... Ёст. 8 xal 2єфороо тє Воџёс xal 
EAT POG {єрфэ хо тйс тол8бс, оўу BÉ оф‹оу ,' АӨту& хай Пове‹8Фу #уоовь тиф. £v тобтов 

TH Ywplot Ditadrdv paot olxcot Ahuntpa S€Eacbat, xal thv Bedv dvtl тобтоу Sodvat 
: Tò oy Tis сохӯс. Apart from topographical doubts which did not escape either 
Pfister (beim platze Skiron, noch auf dem linken ufer des Kephisos’) or Deubner 
( man móchte annehmen, dass das heiligtum direkt an das Skiron grenzte oder gar 
zu ihm gehorte’), if this lepóv is the same as that in the Skiron it is incomprehensible 
that Pausanias did not mention the ‘Viererverein’ when treating the Skiron 
(1, 36, 3f. — test. I 2), where he introduced Athena Skiras from Phaleron in a 
sentence which makes the greatest difficulties in that context. His enumeration 
in 37, 2 anyhow is loose: we do not quite see whether the sanctuary of the 'four 
Bods' is still situated in Lakiadai, but it seems obvious that it is more distant 
from the city than the Skiron, situated probably on the Kephisos. It is, in fact, 
not the xcopíov Xxípov, but the place (тбтос) which 'die Athener 'Iep& Xuxfj nennen, 
tv 0х протоу єбрёбт” (Athen. 3, 6 p. 74 D; Kock R E XII col. 524 no. 1; Judeich 
Topogr.! p. 171; 411). Leaving aside Zephyros, who also was worshipped here, 
the Poseidon of this lepév is not called Erechtheus, and Athena is called neither 
Polias nor Skiras; instead of Skiros we find Phytalos, and the legend does not 
refer to the agrarian rites of the èrl Ух{роь leponota, or the &poroc énl Xxípot, but 
to the gift of the fig. Evidently, too, the cult is not one of the State (as in the case 
of the Skira) but the cult of a clan. This is an entirely different group of cults, which 
touches upon that of the Skira only in the points that it also deals with the 're- 
ception of Demeter', and that, like the Skira (but in a different manner), it has 

been brought into the story of Theseus (about the share of the Phytalids in the 

State-cult of Theseus see on Demon F 6). There was a great number of stories 
dealing with the reconciliation between Demeter and Athena, and many different 
cults attesting it. We know few of these stories, but to efface distinctions would 
be wrong in general, and in the case of the Skira in particular. 

I add some points about the nature of the Skira festival: it is not simple, but 
most complicated. To describe it simply as a 'festival of women' belonging as such 
to Demeter is a mistake, although even the scholiast on Aristophanes (test. I 9) 

does this in his introductory remarks; but subsequently he speaks of Athena, too. 

That women played a great part, as in many festivals of Demeter (but in many 
Other festivals as well), is shown (apart from test. I 11 = Apollodoros; n. 56) 

by Aristoph. Thesm. 834/5; Eccl. 18; 59; Menander Epitrep. Z 2, 14 p. 96 Jensen; 
the decree of the deme Peiraieus 7G? II 1177 about the Thesmophorion: dX 

бтау dj éopri) tàv Ocopogoplov xal IIAnpooíxt xol KaAxpaíot, xol và Lxpa ў «1 тух 

@2ту ўрёроу соуёрҳоутол ої үохаїхєс хотӣ тд патра. The same, but not more than this, 
is implied in F 89 about the tporņàlç. Detailed knowledge about the women’s 

share in the rites we have not because of the gap in the scholion on Lucian (n. 56). 

That they carried the oxipa (n. 77) and handled them is possible though it cannot 
be proved, especially as we are not quite certain about the nature of the oxlpa (the 

introduction of the Arretophoria test. I 11 and the arrephoria Pausan. I, 27, 3 1S 

Open to grave doubts, at least in the form in which Van der Loeff Mnemos. 44 

P. 333 ff. brings in these proceedings). Besides the activity of the women there are 
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other, most various ceremonies, which we certainly do not know in their full extent. 
We learn by accident that wreaths of рорсіуу меге worn (Polyaen. Strat. 3, 10, 4; 
that may point to Demeter, but it is the men who wear them); that the, or a, 
Ас хӧбоу plays.a part (ypavrat 8 adbroic of те Lxipopoplwv thy ropmhy atédAovtes хай ё до:5обуос ёу "EAzvcivt x14. Suda s.v.). Aristodemos (Text p. 300, 16 ff.) attests for the Skira a race of the epheboi from a sanctuary of Dionysos to that of Athena 
Skiras, Plutarch (Coni. praec. 42 p. 144 A) a lepàg ёротос ёкі Xxípox beside that 
èv ‘Paplar and the Bovtbytog órò róńv (about ploughing in high summer see Xenoph. 
Oec. 16, 13 ff.; Gjerstad l.c. P- 240). We cannot decide whether the ’Emoxloa (or 
whatever is the name of the sacrifices ént Exlpwt; see n. 45) belong together with this 
&potoc or with the celebrations of the women, or whether the énxl Xxilpwt leporotía, 
as Strabo calls it (test. I 5), is still another matter; but it is certain that the latter 
rite took place in the Skiron, at the тбтос Xxípa (n. 26) év tHe ’Artixye, and that 
according to the context in Strabo they belong to Skiras. Lastly, the procession 
from the Akropolis to the Skiron (F 14): the priest of Helios, after all, may have 
been added later when the whole Skira was explained as a 'parasol-festival'. But 
we see this: we cannot do justice to the festival by discussing merely whether it 
belonged to Demeter of Eleusis (Deubner) or to Athena Polias (Gjerstad), whom 
alone Van der Loeff and Deubner allow in the Skiron; the alternative is wrong. 
81) It is impossible to deny the cult of Skiros in the Skiron and to derive the figure 
wholly from the name of the quarter and from the fact that in the fourth century 
it was a place of assembly for the u&vrei (n. 66; Van der Loeff Mnemos. 44 P. III 
D. I). Even if we understand the phrase èv Zxípox, which alternates with ént Exipot 
of the leporotla «tc, as a local designation there remains the tomb which Pausanias 
attests, and (for us at least) the sanctuary of Skiras which entails Skiros. Matters 
are different in regard to the origin of Skiros from Dodona; this was certainly 
invented in order to detach the occupant of the grave, who was worshipped in cult, 
from the Megarian $yeuóv zoàéuov (test. I 4; cf. Text p. 292, 3 #.). The invention 
is certainly earlier than Pausanias, who is our only witness for the origin from Do- 
dona; it probably belongs to the Philochorean tradition which Pausanias generally 
follows. We do not know whether this tradition is earlier than Ph. nor on what it is founded: an inference from the oxipou&vztig to the prophetic power of the ‘hero’ is not very safe, and we cannot make it even probable that the prophet from Dodona occurred in Euripides’ Erechtheus (F 368/9 N?; Robert /.c. p. 377). 82) The story of Eumolpos caused similar difficulties, which the Atthidographers could only overcome by assuming two or three homonymous persons (see on F 208 and Andron 10 F 1 3). All of them, however, differing in this from the bearers of the name of Skiros (cf. Text Р. 292, 16 #.), lived in Eleusis. Even then there remained problems: Раџѕап. 1, 27, 4 прӧс 8 тбл уан tis "A@nvac (on the Akropolis) .... eyOpare peyea yorxod Stect&teg <kv8peq> bc uáxny, xal tòv фу ’EpeyOéa xadovet, Tbv 8& EóuoXnov. xaírot Ande ye ob8t "Абтусіоу бсо: тё dpyaia laactw, *Tupdpadoy elva nai8a Ebuddrov тобтоу тфу dnoðavóvra ind ’Epeyðkwç. 83) Since Ph. speaks of the cult of Skiras (at the Skiron) this cult must be a fact ; neither he nor any other Atthidographer or writer about cults invented matters like this. This does not imply any suggestion about the age of the cult; it may be late, an out- come of religious speculation, (cf. e.g. the possibility mentioned in the Text р. 303, 32 ff.). But in this case everything contradicts such a supposition: Skiros 
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апа Skiras belong together, and they are worshipped in common at Phaleron, se, already in Salamis. Robert's expulsion of Skiras from Skiron (l.c. P. 376 f.) leads to constructions the uncertainty of which is shown by their very phrasing: the suburb Skiron is said to have ‘seinen namen natürlich zunächst (sic) von dem kalksteinboden’, but ‘der heros eponymos des ortes’ is said not to be the same person as the god of Salamis and Phaleron but ‘soll zunächst (sic) mit dem Skiros von Salamis und Megara, dem stifter der Athena Skiras im Phaleron, nur den namen gemeinsam haben’. The Skirophoria is said to be ʻein religionsgeschichtliches kompromiss’, but, on the other hand, it is assumed that its ‘ankniipfung an das Skiron und seinen eponymen lediglich in der lage der ortschaft am Heiligen Wege seinen grund hat’. It seems to me that here everything is turned upside down. 84) Robert Lc. p. 353 in his preconceived opinion inferred from F 14 that Praxion in the Megarika 'den Skiron ausdrücklich als stifter des heilig- tums (scil. of Athena Skiras at Phaleron) genannt hatte’. He repeats this in Helden- Sage p. 716 n. 2; and, like most of his misinterpretations, this, too, has become the 
Seneral opinion (e.g. Hanell /.с. р. 41). Robert gave another wrong interpretation of F 111: ‘Philochoros behauptet Athen habe einmal keinen zugang zum meere 
gehabt'. What Ph. actually says is that the Athenians did not yet ply the high 
Seas: unstnote тбтє тфу °`АӨтуаіоу mpoctyóvrov тў. Oaddcon. On this wrong 
interpretation Robert builds the historical conclusion that ‘Skiros und. Athena 
Skiras in Phaleron uns in eine zeit versetzen, in der nicht Athen, sondern die 
herren von Salamis, d.h. wohl die Megarer, den hafen von Phaleron beherrschten'. 
The ‘cultic fact’ is now settled by Agora 3244: we know now that (Athena) Skiras 
came to Phaleron Straight from Salamis. Even assuming (and in my opinion 
nothing contradicts the assumption) that the immigration of the Salaminioi to 
Phaleron took place as early as the time of Solon, I should like to give a warning 
against supporting the idea of Megarian supremacy at Phaleron by stating that 
‘bis zur solonischen zeit die ausfuhr Athens über Prasiai ging, und dass dieser hafen, 
nicht Phaleron, ausgangspunkt der delischen theorie war' (Hanell c. p. 43f.; 
Seltman Athens, 1924, p. 11 f., whom he quotes, made no inference from the alleged 
part played by Prasiai as to ‘prehistoric times, before Aegina became a sea-power 
and Megara an enemy’; but his argumentation is subject to doubts even for the 
seventh century). I give this warning not because of the cult of Apollo Delios at 
Phaleron (/ G* I 310, 218) but because I find impossible the conception, recently 
developed more and more one-sidedly, that ‘der stadtstaat Athen sich zunachst 
nach osten bis zur kiiste ausgedehnt hat’ (Kornemann Staaten, Völker. Manner, 
1934, p. 10 f.), and that ‘erst als kurz vor 560 Peisistratos sich der insel Salamis 
bemáchtigte, das interesse Athens sich den westhafen und zwar zunächst ausschliess- 
lich dem Phaleron zuwandte’ (Lenschau R E XIX col. 71 f.). The bay of Phaleron, 
being but a few miles distant from the town, always was the énlvetov of Athens 
according to Athenian conviction; all mythical expeditions started from here 
(Pausan. r, 1, 2; for the expedition of Theseus see moreover F 111 and Plut. Thes. 
22); the water of that bay was brought into direct connexion with Klepsydra (on 
Istros 334 F 7). Also I have no doubt that Thuk. 1, 7 al àé madarat (scil. róde) 
84 тђу Antotelav ... dd Oaddoons padAov dtxlcOycav had Athens in mind, at least 
as one of these cities. But these considerations lead us too far afield; let us keep to 
the tradition about Skiros-Skiron. The Salaminian-Phalerean god-hero is always 
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Skiros; the Megarian (as e.g. in Praxion) always Skiron; when he is a human person 
he always lives at Eleusis and—before he was completely rationalized as in the 
Theseus story—he always lived on the Skironian rock, whence a line of connexion 
must be drawn to Salamis and Eleusis, not to Phaleron. 85) See Text p. 300, 
16 ff. 86) Test. I 8. It must be emphasized that even those witnesses who hesitate 
between Demeter and Athena for the Skira either say simply Athena, or (evidently 
correctly) Athena Skiras, never Athena Polias. As a matter of fact, sacrifices made 
to Athena énl Exipwt or év Exipwt can, according to ancient feeling, not belong to 
Polias, to whom Gjerstad gave the whole festival, though it may be possible that 
she or her priestess had a share in the sacrifices. But the procession of Athena Polias 
(and Erechtheus) to Skiron can never have been anything but a visit paid by the goddess of the Akropolis to her colleague in the suburb, who was living there together 
with Demeter. It has already been mentioned (n. 77 p. 203) that this visit had a ‘po- 
litical significance’. 87) A great part of the discussion and of the reluctance to 
acknowledge Skiras in the Skiron, is due to the question asked being not the funda- 
mental question whether Skiras was worshipped in the Skiron, but the secondary 
question whether she had a temple there. The evidence for the temple in one of the 
interpretations of oxtpagetov (Pollux; see n. 43) is not exactly strong; the second 
(Harpokration with a citation of Theopompos; n. 43; test. I 6) merely says èv Exipwt; 
the third (Lexeis = test. I 7) Says Zxtpá8oc 'A8mvac lepóv, and this derives from 
Aristodemos (F 15). It may remain open whether the témog tig of the Lexeis (р. 304, 8 Bkr; see n. 17) is the Skiron; from Phot. s.v. Exípov- vóroc ' A0fjvnotw ёф’ об ої U&vitts Exaf£Covro- xal XxipáBog "AOnv&c lepdv- xal 4 goprh Exlpa- обто Depexpatng 
(I 206, 231 K) I should not infer more for Pherekrates than that he, like Aristophanes, 
mentioned the Skira. Nor have Demeter and Kore a ‘temple’ at the Skiron; literary tradition does not know of a temple even in the Thesmophorion on the Pnyx (see n. 56), and the evidence of the excavations seems to exclude the existence of one (Hesperia 5 p. 186). A temple is attested for Phaleron by both the inscriptions of the Salaminioi (Agora 3244: I G* II 1232, 23) and by Pausan. 1, 1, 4. They mention a lepév besides the temple (Agora 3244 l. 52; I G? Lc.; Pausan. I, 36, 4 16 ápyaiov lepóv), i.e. the precinct in which the templestands. 88) Aboutafurther argument, taken from Agora 3244, see n. 96. It concerns the entire tradition, not the Philochor- ean. 89) That he used these sources here is certain in regard to the Aóyot. That does not exclude autopsy of the monuments, but they are of no interest for our ques- tions. Pausanias seems to have had no heortological sources at all; he consulted historical sources mainly for the introductions to his books; the special works which he cites are mostly quite late. We cannot establish who gave him the Philochorean tradition in ch. 36, 4, and it is of no great importance. 90) About I, 37, 2 seen. 8o. 91) The natural explanation is that the contrast refers to Phaleron, where a later sanctuary, traced back e.g. to Theseus (cf. F 111), was distinguished from another reaching back into primeval times. 92) What we can establish with a fair degree of certainty concerns her festival, the Oschophoria, not the institution of the cult. Cf. Text p. 296, 39 ff. 93) Cf. Hanell /.c. p. 41. What he says on p. 44 does not remove the difficulty. 94) It seems inconceivable that Phaleron, the autonomy of which before the synoecism is uncertain (see on F 94), should have been allied with Eleusis in the war against Erechtheus. It is doubtful whether F 208 (bardly from the Atthis) furnishes a link between Eleusis and Phaleron: 
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Musaios is called there the son of Eumolpos, and Eumolpos can never have been anything but Eleusinian; but about Musaios there exists a tradition according to which he died and was buried at Phaleron (Diog. Laert. 1, 3). We do not know the authority for this tradition, and it is difficult to see what sort of connexion can have existed between the grave of Musaios and the temple of Skiras, or how the prophet Skiros can have had a place in this tradition. Nevertheless, I thought it better not to disregard this remote possibility completely. 95) See n. 8. 96) Ferguson l.c. P- 19. In his opinion 'the case against the second hieron «of Athena Skiras at Skiron on the Sacred Way; it would have been better to say 'the third' or 'the second in Attica' is strengthened by the document Agora 3244’. I cannot admit that. Van der Loefí's 'point'—Mnemos. 44 p. 103; at that time sup- 
ported by I G? II 1232 alone—'that the Salaminioi must have specified which of 
the two shrines they meant as the place of deposit of copies of their records if there 
was an alternative to the hieron at Phaleron' is only so far corroborated by Agora 
3244 lin. 8/10; 50/2, as the Salaminioi always speak simply and without particular 
local qualification of ' A0nv Xx:oá and the tepdv tig "AOyvig tic Lxipddoc. Ferguson’s inference that ‘the Salaminioi had no concern with shrines or sacrifices on the island 
(Salamis)’ is therefore perfectly correct. But this does not eliminate the fact that 
there existed at Salamis another temple of Skiras, attested by Herodt. 8, 94, and (I 
think) by the annual ceremony re-enacting the capture of Salamis (Plut. Sol. 9, 6; 
Peterson Jahrb. Arch. Inst. 32, 1917, p. 137; J. P. Shear Hesperia 2, 1933, p. 235 n. 
II), in which the attacker uec Bors 20=: xpóc &xpov có Xxipi8tov. We do not know 
whether the temple was abandoned, at least in the fourth century (Van der Loeff), 
nor who performed the cult (‘it may have been left to the natives’ Ferguson). 
Equally the natural fact that the Salaminioi in their decrees meant for their clan 
speak of theiy Skiras only does not prove anything against the cult of Skiras at other 
places in Attica. We know that the cult at Skiron as well as that at Phaleron 
were admitted into the Attic State-cult: Skiras of Skiron had a share in the Skira, 
Skiras of Phaleron in the Oschophoria. What remains uncertain is only whether the 
cult of Skiras and Skiros at Skiron was originally in the hands of one clan as it 
was at Phaleron, in the cult of Demeter by the Phytalids of Lakiadai (see n. 80), 
and in numerous other cases. If it was, the clan certainly was not the Eteobutadai 
who belong to Erechtheus and to the Akropolis (I cannot follow Gjerstad с. P 
217 Í.; 229, who assumes in the Skiron 'ursprünglich gentilkult der Eteobutaden’), 
nor can it have been the Praxiergidai who are concerned with the n 
Thargelion ( Toepffer A.G. p. 134 ff). The assertion of Wilamowitz (Sb. Ber T 

1921 = Kl. Schr. V 2 p. 37 f.) that 'an den Skira das athenische Palladion d 

Phaleron fuhr' contains every conceivable confusion. Nor do I know DE e 
8rounds Robert p. 357 contends that in the 'Athenatempel' (n. 87) ae ir ‘ein uraltes bild der Athena, das Palladium der Gephyraeer, gewesen eder 
The clan-cult of the Gephyraeans, which they are said to have introduced em 
(Herodt. 5, 61; Toepfier 4.G. p. 296 f.), is in honour of the Boeotian Deute Achaia. About their connexions with Eleusis see Toepffer p. 297 f.; they are o 2 
but they are certainly not concerned with the Skiron. According to our sca y 
; x xo ; aeans was Aphidna and the so information the original residence of the Gephyr: : , leoóv, and this Skiros called Tpaixh, remote from the Skiron. —— 97) It is a Exipou lepdv, a who speaks is connected with Salamis. That is a double divergence from Pausanias 

14 Jacoby, Fragm. Griech. Hist. III b (Suppl.) 
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of the Eleusinian Skiros and тўс Ухірадос̧ "Абтуйс tò dpyaiov lepóv. 98) We 
cannot state with full certainty (see n. 7) that the king Skiros and the occupant 
of the hieron are different persons; but it is probable that they were, for the king 
is a human Person, and the sailors whom he furnishes, Nausithoos (?) and Phaiax, 
are given рф only. We may accordingly suppose that Ph. regarded the Skiros of 
the lepév as a god, and it may be mentioned in this connexion that the sacrifices 
offered by Solon before the attack on Salamis, which was directed at the Skiradion, 
were also in honour of heroes, viz. Periphemos and Kynchreus, not of Skiros (Plut. 
Sol. 9). 99) Strabo 9, 1, 9 (= test. I 5) where we can infer Skiros as the form 
of his name from the ёлі Zxiper leponotle; Plutarch. Thes. 10 (= test. I 3) who has the form Sk(e)iron because he is citing the Megarian authors. Both passages point to Eleusis (see n. 84); the first very possibly comes from Ph., who in his Zadrapivog Krloig must also have dealt in some detail with the primeval king. We may feel it to be typical for Pausanias (cf. Text p. 291, 12 ff.) that this Skiros 
is absent in ch. 35 as is the Eleusinian Skiras; we cannot insert him in the defective 
context of ch. 35, 2. 100) Plutarch and Pausanias (test. I 3; 4) are proof suf- ficient. 101) See n. 81. 102) Least of all since the Megarian had become a Anorthe and óßprorhç in the Theseus story. I find the argumentation of Hanell l.c. р. 45 fi. not very convincing: he derives the idea of the robber from a poem written about 550 B.C. (sic) which described ‘den cyclus der abenteuer, die der junge Theseus auf seiner wanderung nach Athen erlebt’. He takes the ‘böse ortsgeist’ of the Scironian rocks to be 'megarische überlieferung, die zwei ursprünglich nur homonyme gestalten vereinigt hat', viz. the wicked spirit of the place and the king of Salamis, though again they are said to belong together etymologically. The whole idea is a parallel to Robert's view about the Eleusinian Skiros (see n. 83) although it is less harmful. 103) We still see how every statement from one side was met and turned round by a counter-statement from the other, though we cannot restore the contest in detail nor always understand the individual arguments. When e.g. the Megarian writers make Skiron the father-in-law of Aiakos, and Ph. (F 111) makes Skiros the father in-law of Menesthe(u)s, we get the impression that the Megarians, in face of the distortion of Skiros into a fiend, had countered with the distinguished connexions of the Salaminian Skiron, while the Athenians answered with the connexion between the Salaminian and one of their own kings. It seems to be a Megarian invention that Skiron was the husband (?) of a daughter of Pandion (Pausan. 1, 39, 6 = test. I 4), and Aigeus became the son of Skiron (Bibl. 3, 206: Exipov Robert схоріоо о; see also Toepffer A.G. p. 206). 104) See Toepffer A.G. p. 273 n. 2; Robert l.c. P- 354; Hanell /.c. p. 40 ff. (the last two not always being consistent), and many others. Where this figure originated cannot be established with full certainty, although there is much to be said in favour of Salamis (Toepffer; Hanell l.c. p. 43 quoting Joh. Schmid R E III A col. 549, who should be used with caution). Literary tradition knows both Skiros (as a primeval hero) and Skiras (as a goddess) at Salamis and at Skiron, and Agora 3244 proves for Salamis the worship of the divine couple Skiros-Skiras, who in the cult of the clan are called Athena Skiras and Skiros. The cult of Skiras is not attested in Megara; we know here only Skiron, who, however, like Ion in Athens was not introduced into the list of kings, but was as closely connected with Eleusis as with the Scironian rocks. As our knowledge of the cults of the Megaris is far from complete, the gap by no means 
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disproves the derivation from Megara of the cult of Skiros-Skiras at the Skiron; 
but the possibility of the couple having come straight from Salamis must be left 
open. Anyhow, Megara-Eleusis-Salamis is a ‘geographically closely knit area’ 
(Ferguson /.c. p. 19). 105) Gjerstad /.c. p. 226 f. and Hanell }.c. p. 44 f. have 
underestimated the importance of the Attic Skiros. Even before the finding of 
Agora 3244 it was not correct to say that F 111 ‘die einzige spur einer gewissen aner- 
kennung ist’, for F 14 knows the cult at Skiron. What matters is that in both places 
the female partner is more important (as she may have been in Salamis too, and 
as is frequent with agrarian gods), for at both Skiron and Phaleron she became 
Athena Skiras, and at the same time the symbol of the union with Athens of foreign 
elements: at Phaleron of the reception of the ‘clan’ Salaminioi, at Skiron (where 
she may even before have entered into a somewhat close connexion with Demeter) 
of the union of Athens and Eleusis. Because of her equation with Athena she 
remained a goddess in the cult of the State whereas her partner ‘degenerated’ intoa 
hero, thus becoming an object of historical-aitiological speculation (cf. n. 4). This spe- 
culation naturally takes different courses: the Salaminian-Phalerean Skiros always 
appears as a friend of Athens or of her Theseus (a fact which also definitely contra- 
dicts a Megarian Phaleron; see n. 84), but the Eleusinian is an adversary of Athens 
even after he became a prophet from Dodona, and this surely happened because 
the bitter antagonism of Athens to Megara and Eleusis had created the figure of 
the bBproms xal Antotys at an early time (it is against this figure that the Megarian 
local writers polemize). The result is that in both versions he is brought into a new 
connexion with Athena, viz. as the founder of her cult, and in this position he is 

often superseded by Theseus. What is important from the point of view of 
method in both versions is the stationary nature of the cult and the fluctuating 
and often arbitrary aitiology of Atthidography. Atthidography does not entirely 
dissolve the connexion of the cultic persons (probably it is this connexion which 
brought Athena into the story of Theseus), but its interpretation considerably 
alters the facts of cult. 106) See n. 77; Text p. 292, 25 ff.; but see also n. 1. 

107) See Text p. 285, 30 ff. 108) See Text p. 291, 36 ff. 109) See Text 
P. 296, 39 ff. 110) See Text p. 302, 32 ff. 111) Every new testimony proves 
the complicated nature of the individual cults. It may suffice here to refer to 
Ferguson’s remarks on the sacrificial calendar of the Salaminioi: the most interest- 

ing fact is perhaps that there appears under the lepwovvat enumerated at the 
opening a priesthood of Aglauros, Pandrosos, Kurotrophos. It is another point 

of view which has rarely (if at all) received sufficient attention, that even a cult 
or a festival is not unchangeable; it not only may have a history but often has, 

unless it continues a merely vegetative life (like e.g. the Buphonia) as an unintelligible 

custom. Strictly speaking each piece of evidence about facts of cult is valid only 
for the time of the attesting author. All these statements are truisms. But when 

one sees how Skiras has been treated, how at Phaleron she has been obliged to 

cede her festival to Dionysos and at Skiron to Polias or Demeter, one feels the 

necessity of making them. 112) The only exceptions—and even they are 

not full exceptions—seem to have been Apollodoros and Poseidonios (s. п. 77). 

113) Besides there is the difficult historical question: a clan that traced its origin to 

Eurysakes cannot have immigrated earlier than the first generation after the 

Trojan War, but all dates for Skiros and Skiras point to the reign of Erechtheus 
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and at the latest to Theseus. This difficulty naturally did not make itself felt until ‘the Atthis’ had put up its chronological framework and was obliged to enter the admission of any new clan under a certain king. Hellanikos 323,a F 23 shows that this was actually done in regard to the Medontids, but Herodt. 5, 57 ff. had not yet a date for the admission of the Gephyraioi. There certainly was more of the kind, for it is these matters that Thuk. 1, 2, 6 has in mind. How did the Atthides Solve this chronological problem ? Did e.g. Ph. in regard to the Salaminioi turn the chronology upside down, i.e. did he, rejecting the idea that they brought with them their divine couple Skiros-Skiras (as we assume they did and as Herodotos assumed that the Gephyraeans brought their cult), make them adopt the cult in their new home ? Or was he not interested in the cults of the clans ? Or did he believe possible questions to be met by his distinction of several Xx(pot (see Text p. 292, 16 ff.) ? 114) Text p. 296, 39 ff. 115) Deubner A.F. p. 142 ff., contradicted at once by Ferguson. Deubner on his part was easily able to refute the idea of Van der Loeff (Мпетоѕ. 43 р. 414 f.) that the 'Qoyooópux is connected etymologically with čoxn scrotum and had originally been a festival of initiation. See also Ziehen R E XVIII 2, 1942, col. 1537 ff. s.v. Oschophoria. 116) There can be no serious doubt that they were taken from the clan (Ferguson p. 34 also seems to have no doubts in this respect, cautiously though he speaks): the covenant nowhere looks outside the limits of the clan, and the regulations about the election in particular are concerned only with the idea that both parties must get their due. Perhaps the number of two oschophoroi can thus be explained (Ferguson p. 46). Everything we know otherwise about cults of clans corroborates the inference from the in- scription. See also n. 123. 117) See Text p. 296, 14 ff. 118) Aristodemos (i.e. Ph. F 15) says dayoc, and so Probably did Demon (test. II 6; oloyóc mss.). We find óoy (wrongly 6cyx), in Harpokration, Lexeis (test. LI 4ab), Istros, and the Atthidographic or heortological source of Proklos (test. II 2). The articles of Hesychios (test. II 2 ab) and the Lexeis (test. II 4 ab) can accordingly be divided into two groups. The pronunciation óox- is proved to be early by the óoxogópot of Agora 3244 (n. 57). Istros found in ‘some’ (surely Atthidographers) the name брєсу®с (F 16; Hesych. s.v.), which gives the impression of being as early as elpeotóvi, ex- plained as xA&8oc Ф\аќас̧. II9) Theexplanation of the word which, so far as we can see, is restricted to the cult of Athena Skiras, is the same in all passages, apart from slight variations of the expression: xAjjua Вӧтрос̧ tEnptnutvoug Eyov Istros; xAjpa aprédov peta evOarav Botpúwv Proklos; tà véa (ueyda Lex) xAńuata oùv aùtoŭç toig PBótpvo: Hesych (II 3a), Lexeis (II 4b); see also II 3b; да. Тһе doyos of the runners 

Text p. 300, 7 ff.; 302, 32 ff.—is described as &итёоо хАйёос xatéxaprog by Aristodemos; Schol. Nikandr. (П 1) abbreviates to »jpata durérov. 120) "Осуофбро:: #2201 te xal Ф‹\буорос (Е 16) ; Istros; Lexeis test. II 4b. Schol. Nikandr. (test. II 1; not Aristodemos) gives the Same name to the runners at the Skira. 121) Istros describes them as 3to tév 

calls them veavioxot, Proklos (11 2; Lex. II 4b) veaviet. All writers attest the number two for the procession of the Oschophoria (Demon, Istros, Proklos, Lexeis II 4b). 
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а E I for the runners of the Skira (see n. 170), whom Aristo- 
e rie s enBot, Schol. Nik. raides d&uqrBaretc (about the relation to 

к ымыы | ms йаз see Text p. 300, 30 fí.). Agora 3244 does not give 
dis е д, : tain whether ше deipnophoroi and oschophoroi furnish 

titi ut Dowd x own means: 'the transmitters may also have been the 
a ied fre i : = (yiyvezat nap) suggest rather that they only raised 
thes а > cted the animals’ (Ferguson /.c. p. 34). Possibly, though to me 
1 ggest that the proud husbands and fathers made the contributions; 
if so, the oschophoroi were probably taken from the rich families of the clan as 
Istros tells us. 122) Demon, Proklos, Lexeis. The aition is of no value, the 
fact cannot very well be doubted. The oschophoroi not only wear women’s dress, 
they also are to look like ne0évor and to act accordingly. Hauser (Philol. 54, 1895, 
p. 391) used this point when objecting to the supposition of Lobeck that the ancient 
Tonian chiton had been wrongly understood to be women’s dress. Demon describes 
in detail how the Aevétys and ygot& were achieved; Proklos abbreviates his similar 
source to a simple éoxtazpopnuévorg. An explanation from the cult of the ‘lime- 
goddess’ has been attempted in n. 77 (p. 202 ex.); it may remain open to 
discussion whether it is correct. One feels particularly inclined on this point to follow 
Jeanmaire (who quotes Van der Loeff /.c. P- 404): 'ce travesti a été originairement 
un des éléments du complexe rituel, dont le téménos d'Athena Skirasà Phalére parait 
avoir été le centre, complexe que les considérations qui précédent tendent à inter- 
préter comme initialement corrélatif de rites de passage clóturant un cycle de rites 
d'adolescence'. In any case Deubner (A. F. p. 143 n. 2) is wrong in principle when he 
suggests that this girl-like appearance ‘nur das aition betrifft und für den brauch 
unverbindlich ist’. It is obvious that the aitiological explanation takes its departure 
from the cultic facts of the procession: it invents because of these facts that Theseus 
replaced two of the seven virgins by young men. Mommsen is also wrong in stating 
(Feste p. 287) that the two oschophoroi ‘in der rolle des Dionysos und der Ariadne 
agierten’. The suggestion is not credible in itself because for these divine persons it is 
definitely certain that they solely appear in the aitiology, not in the cult, and it is not 
made likely by Demon’s account; it is on the contrary made impossible by the words 
gépovar 88 Arowsar xat *Apradyne yaprCduevor.. 123) They are attested by Proklos 

alone, as the ‘oschophoric dances’ are attested in Athenaios alone (see n. 61). 
Though Athenaios calls these dances ‘gymnopaedic’, we may assume that they 
belong to the Oschophoria; but it is uncertain whether they are original, or in- 
troduced later (cf. Text p. 303, 32 ff.). The witness, who is not early, is merely in- 
terested in the fact that this whole class of dances in his time elc «àv Atóvucov 
dvagépetar. They must surely have been performed by the chorus, who sings the 
oschophoric songs; Van der Loeff (Mnemos. 43 p. 411) ‘pueri igitur veste non iam 
muliebri, sed nulla inducti saltabant’ is misleading. What Demon reports—avtév 
te (scil. tov Onota) noureioat xat rods veavicxoug xtA.—applies strictly speaking to 
the first celebration only; incidentally Demon forgot the chorus about whom Proklos 

gives no details either. We know, however, that in the central cult of Theseus in 

the city the relatives of the napzoyévreg tov Sacpdv olxot played a part (Plut. Thes. 
23, 5; see on 327 F 6). It is therefore not impossible that they were given a share 
of this kind in the gentilitial festival of the Oschophoria as well, and that in a way 
they represented the State. This cannot have happened until Theseus was brought 
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into the Oschophoria; but that was very early (see Text p. 296, 14 #.). Agora 3244 does not help us here, for the covenant is interested only in the selection of the 
oschophoroi and deipnophoroi who are taken from the clan (n. 116); the statements 
about them made there do not apply to the chorus, for the recruiting of which there 
exists 'the possibility that the Salaminioi went outside their own group'. __ 124) 
See on F 183. 125) On this point the notes of the lexicographers agree with the aitiological narratives so far as the latter include local statements. Only two letters 
of Alkiphron contradict, but they cannot prevail against the scholarly tradition: 
in I, 5a a sea-god warns Tritonis against exchanging her element for solid ground, 
"Noyopdpia xal Ajvara таїс̧ плоосіоцс `Абтус(оу соуєорт& оова, which simply means Attica. In 3, 3 a girl loved at first Sight tdv dotixdv EpnBov tov doxopdpov, Ste ue Gorse лробтрефос ёсіхёсдол "Осҳофоріоу бутоу; ѕһе is from Lesbos and engaged 
{0 а Мубоџхаїоу perpéxtov, and if she cannot get the oschophoros (he is not 
One of those who walk in the Procession in female dress) she intends to throw herself into the Peiraieus; everything is mixed up here, but again the scene of action is simply Athens. Local indications are lacking in the brief quotation from 
Istros and in the description of the procession given by Demon (as in that of Proklos, 
which closely resembles it), but the context of Demon points to Phaleron, and no- 
thing indicates a moving of the nour} towards the city (as Mommsen Feste p. 285 asserted; Preller-Robert Gr. Myth. I P. 207, Deubner 4.F. p. 142, and others make the procession walk from the City to Phaleron; the discussion on this point is one of the consequences of the arbitrary treatment and the confusion of the evi- 
dence about the Skira and the Oschophoria). The report of Plutarch (Thes. 22 — test. II 5), which probably derives from Ph., expressly locates the whole ceremony at Phaleron. We do not learn from it what happens there after the end of the Gusta (ch. 22, 4) and the breaking up of the procession (ch. 23), i.e. whether, and if So how, the participants return to the city: we may infer that this was of no importance for the cult. The difference from Pyanepsia-Eiresione is obvious. The report of it (Plut. Thes. ch. 22, 5-7; Wilamowitz Gl. d. Hell. I p. 296 'die Eiresione, der erntekranz, mit dem die kinder in Athen an Oschophorien und Pyanepsien aufzogen' has been reading negligently) opens with stating the date as being the day on which é&véByoay elo сто owOévtes. Only the last of the ‘stations’ of the Phalerean procession, viz. the lepóv of Athena Skiras (II 3 bc; 4 ac), has come down to us directly. Because of Demon's description of the activity of the deipno- phoroi I am inclined to regard the Oschophorion as the starting-point: it appears 

for their transport to Crete, and in the cult the Oschophorion surely had its name from the fact that the oschophoroi were costumed there for the procession. These facts and considerations seem to me to weigh more heavily than the wording of Hesychios, because of which Ferguson p. 38 n. 6 finds it 'obvious that the Oschopho- rion was the enclosure (lepóv) in which the temple (vaóc;) of Athena Skiras stood’. Neither Hesychios nor the Lexeis, or the aitiological accounts, mention a ‘temple’, and they call the Oschophorion a хбтос, not a lepdv. One article only of the Lexeis (II 4b) formulates differently: tH. XxiuáX *A@nvax npocetpovtes napd tod Atoviaou. Ferguson p. 20 n. 1 (under the impression of the general confusion) assumed that the procession ‘was Organized in the area of the Dionysiac theatre’, which is ‘the shrine of Dionysos pay excellence’, and which is recommended ‘by its situation 
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аиына ed m to Phaleron'; but as the reference to the 

veavlat we are justified in assumin dh t iov ae инс Сене е н 
from the account of the race (F Г Sch М ie etter tem ee hte dii las imei D, dá 2r Nik. test. I1 1), which Proklos (test. II 2) 
ER Mesue, report about the procession of the Oschophoria. The 
ded 1g to all three witnesses, clearly and distinctly takes its course éx tod 
нея peypr tod THis Zxtpá8oc ' A8nvàc lepoð, which in the Skira can only 

mean tl с чагу at the Skiron. Deubner turns the whole tradition upside down: 
be ais zunächst von einem zuge, der sich unter absingung von liedern von 

m Dionysosheiligtum in der stadt nach dem bezirk der Athena Skiras im 
Phaleron begab’ and ‘es steht nichts im wege den agon als eine der veranstaltungen 
zu betrachten, mit denen im Phaleron die zeit hingebracht wurde’. 126) Lexeis 
(1I 4b); Suda s.v. 'Qoyoo6pux; see also Schol. Aristoph. Eccl. 18 (I 8). "Eopzj Atovó- 
gov: n. 65. 127) Demon (II 6); Istros (F 16); Plut. Thes. 22, 1-4 (II 5 — Ph.?); 
Proklos (II 2). 128) See Text p. 297, 28 ft. The Oschophoria were in Ph. not 
simply the thanksgiving for the xowh owrypia, they included certain traits which 
called to mind the unhappy aspect of the return, viz. the death of Aigeus due to 
the carelessness of Theseus. 129) It is impossible to reconcile the variants 
(II 2; 6) by conjectures because of the reason given by Proklos that Athena and 
Dionysos appeared to Theseus at Dia. Probably this is an expedient which became 
necessary as soon as it was claimed that the Athena festival of the Oschophoria 
had been founded by Theseus. Actually there is no room for Athena in the nar- 
ratives of Theseus’ Cretan adventures. Still it is a motivation which takes its de- 
parture from the cult, and this does not apply to the couple of Demon—Dionysos 
and Ariadne. In my opinion Demon altered deliberately (cf. Text p. 296, 6 ff.). 
Van der Loeff Mnemos. 43 P. 409 fails to recognize the nature of Demon when 
replacing Plutarch’s ’Apia3vm by ' A0nvát. 130) Actually it is far more important 
because it concerns the sense of the festival; see Text P- 299, 19 ff. 131) Perhaps 
we had better say conservative, at least on the whole (cf. n. 111), for in the course 
of timea cult may admit new items, thus becoming more complex; but it rarely 

eliminates any items even if they have become antiquated or incomprehensible. 

132) Wilamowitz Sb. Berlin 1925 p. 235 said 'eine spáte aitiologie', and Agora 
3244 proves this to be correct. 133) It is possible that Ph. created this version 
or returned to it. I34) See n. 129. 135) Cf. n. 125. What we may expect 

in Demon is shown by the second citation in the Life of Theseus (327 F 5) where he 
invented a naval battle between the departing Theseus and the Cretan fleet under 
Tauros. The Demon quoted by Plutarch is, of course, the Atthidographer, not 
‘un certain Damon, auteur sans doute d'une vie de Thésée', of whom Jeanmaire 

1с. p. 275 talks. 136) The advance of Theseus to prominence in epic poetry 
(on which mythography depends at least since Hellanikos) is now almost univer- 
sally dated in the time of Peisistratos (see Robert Heldensage p. 676 {.; Herter 
Rh. Mus. 88, 1939, p. 285 ff.). Too early in my opinion. — 137) I think (and so 
apparently does Ferguson Lc. p. 27 f.; 38; 41) that by this date the inscription 
supplies the calendar date of the Oschophoria which has not come down otherwise. 
The festival is usually dated at the 7th Pyanepsion (Mommsen Feste p. 282 al.; 
Deubner 4. F. p. 147, as far as I understand him, also seems to decide for that day). 
At any rate a later day does not come into the question. It is even more incorrect 
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when Van der Loeff /.с. P. 408; 413 moves the Oschophoria from summer to autumn 
and near to the Skira. Plutarch. Thes. 22 (where it is surprising that the Pyanepsia 
are dated, not, however, the Oschophoria; for the explanation cf. Text p. 297, 20 ff.) does not recommend the 7th: Theseus Odac tov патёра тбл’ Албом thy edyhy drediSou 
THe EBSdune coo. IToxvedtóvog lotapévou- travme yep dvéBnoav ele dotu awlévtes (22, 5; Van der Loeff was wrong to delete tattnt-awOévtec); therefore the day before that Seems more likely for the ceremony at Phaleron which Plutarch described in detail in an earlier Passage; it was from Phaleron that Theseus xnpuxa (cf. n. 4) @тёстєАє 
тйс сотуріас̧ &үүєлоу еіс сто (22, 2). The day is vacant in Deubner’s calendar table, and Agora 3244 corroborates the sequence 6th Pyanepsion Oschophoria at Phaleron; 7th Pyanepsia àv dore; 8th Theseia. The passage Plut. Tes. 36, 4 (cf. Diodoros 372 F 38) Өосісу 52 лоюбсцу abrér (scil. Onoet) thy peylotmy бүёӧт. Поауєфібуос̧, ёу Ae ETÈ TÖV ў:Өёсу ёх Крӯттс̧ ёлауў\Өєу Һаѕ always been correctly referred to the chief festival, the Theseia. The fact that the Pyanepsia fell on the preceding day (the calendar date is made certain by the evidence of the heortologists; see on Apollo- nios 365 F 2) facilitated the connexion with Theseus which did not originally exist. Before they and the Oschophoria were transferred to Theseus, the ‘day of Theseus’, the 8th Pyanepsion, was regarded as the day of the return. There also existed at Phaleron a cult of the Cretan hostages, if Robert supplemented correctly the enumeration Paus. 1, 1, 4 ivcao0x xal XxipáBog ' AÓrvac уабс ёсть, xal Atdc &тотёро, Bupol 88 Oedv te bvopatoutva *Аүуфатоу хо ҖЛр®оу ха naldwv töv <uetà> Onotwg xal Фодлроб тобтоу үйр tov Dadnpdy “AOnvaior neioat pete Idcovdc pacty & Kéryous: čom 88 xal "Av8pdyew Bop тоб Міуо, хаћеїтол 52 "Нроос̧. The passage is difficult; I should like to delete xal hpdav as being an addition made because of Phaleros and Androgeos. The zaijec do not occur in the cult of the Salaminioi (see also n. 123 about the chorus at the Oschophoria), and Pausanias' enumeration shows that their Ворос (Ворбс) did not stand in the temenos of Skiras. 138) This Skiros and his connexion with Theseus (F 111) become intelligible as a claim of the Salaminioi. He isa late invention, not a reflex from a time in which 'the lords of Salamis (i.e. pro- bably the Megarians) commanded the harbour of Phaleron' (cf. n.84). About chrono- logy one did not worry in the 6th century; it became a problem in the Atthides (cf. n. 113). Also we now understand how it came about that both Pyanepsia and Oschophoria were considered cultic consequences of Theseus' return: a festival in the city and a festival at Phaleron which do not really agree with each other. Lastly we understand why Ph. in his account (Text p. 296 ff.) made a principle of separating the Oschophoria from the Theseus story. 139) That the citation of Istros is introduced with Пері Өлсёос үсу із по sufficient reason for assuming that Ph. mentioned another king. Certainly there were writers among the Xot who agreed with Istros, 140) Ch. 22, 2-4 (test. II 5); 23, 2-4 (test. II 6). The general view, shared also by Ferguson (l.c. p. 41) that both passages belong to Demon’s account is in any case impossible. 141) Ch. 22, 5-7. 142) Attention should also be paid to the fact that no calendar date is given for the Oschophoria. See n. 137. 143) See Text p. 296, 34 fi. 144) Ch. 17, 4-18. Between this section and the return Plutarch narrates the events occurring in Crete and on the return jour- ney (chs. 19-21), without any particular reference being made to chs. 17/8 and 22/3. 145) About Apollo Delphinios see n. 150. 146) Like Dionysos they do not occur in the cult of the Salaminioi. 147) The construction of this part of the 
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Life is carefully considered, each single point of the account of the return in ch, 22 corresponding with a point in the account of the departure. The following sections belong together in regard to the subjects: 17, 4/5 (Aigeus and the white sail) with 22, I (Theseus’ forgetfulness); 17, 6/7 (help by Skiros and his cult at Phaleron) with 22, 2/4 (thanksgiving sacrifices Offered to the Geol adnpot); 18 (teetnpta tae ’AndA- Хом & AcAgiviet and Delphic oracle) with 22, 5/7 (thanksgiving sacrifices to Apollo with an express reference back to the lxernpta of ch. 18). 148) See Istros (F 16); Demon (test. II 6); Proklos (II 2). 149) This is sufficiently explained by its 
origin (see Text p. 296, 14 ff.). 150) The account of Proklos, which seems to give the general tradition of the ‘Atthis’ before Demon and Ph. (cf. Text p. 301, 15 ff.) narrates that Athena and Dionysos xax& cv vijoov «iy» Alav Entoávnaay (scil. Orci). In art Athena is seen beside Dionysos driving Theseus away from Ariadne (Robert Heldensage p. 685 n. 4), and as early a writer as Pherekydes (3 F 148) Seems to have related thus: npogopuíaac 8£ cc Alt vfjact Exc Eni тїс hedvos xataxot- 
päta (scil. 6 Onoebc) - xol aoxóx 5j ' AUnv& napacüca. xeXebet vh ' AptáBvry èãv xal &фі- хуєїсбо: єс "Ађос̧. Тһе ѕате ассоџпё (a lotopia in Schol. Od. X 322) regards the killing of the Minotauras a «óx Посед ём: дбсог ; and according to an early conception Theseus is the son of Poseidon (Bakchyl. 17; Robert /.c. p. 693). According to 
Pherekydes (3 F 149) Theseus makes vows before the fight with the Minotaur 
(in Crete?) pro salute atque reditu suo ’Anddwv. OdAat xal ’Aptéu8t Ovalar. Ph., 
however, who is the main authority of Plutarch in this part of the Life, mentioned 
a txempla to Apollo Delphinios in Attica who, together with Artemis Delphinia 
(Pollux 8, 119; I G? II 3725?), is closely connected with Aigeus (Wachsmuth R E 
IV col. 2512 no. 3; see also n. 1 56). These and the numerous other local connexions 
in the narrative of Ph. and other Atthidographers were not known to the authors 
of the earlier ‘epic’ accounts. 151) See Text p. 295, 36 ff. 152) Jeanmaire 
op. cit. p. 275 explains the double cry by the participation of both sexes. 
153) Jeanmaire's (op. cit. p. 245 ff.; 256 f) arguments about the nature of 
the summer cycle in the Attic 'ecclesiastical year' and his inferences from 
these arguments in regard to the interpretation of the Theseus story lead us 
into times considerably before our tradition (if he is correct; his interpretation is 
just here most attractive). 154) Е 111. 155) About the composition of 
this part see n. 147. It is not impossible that the whole section 17, 4-18; 22 
belongs to Ph. In my opinion his Atthis, which may have become known to Plutarch 
through Istros, has largely furnished the basis for the Life of Theseus. 156) 
I disregard here the possible connection of the Kybernesia with the Delphinia 
(n. 150) if the latter festival is celebrated for the opening of navigation (see Stengel 
RE IV col. 2511 no. 2 with literature). 157) About this possibility see on F 183. 
158) See on F 17. 159) It was Plutarch who inserted the variant into the nar- 
rative of Demon. It does not matter whether he took it from the description of the 

festival which he found in the source for ch. 22, 1-4 or from Istros directly. 160) 
Cf. Text p. 304, 3o ff. and n. 4. 161) I therefore again give a warning against 
assigning to Ph. the connexion Pausanias (test. I 2) made between Eleusis and 
Phaleron by means of the dpyaioc veóg at the latter place. 162) The ех of F 15 can more easily be put in order by the deletion of ’A@jvate than by Meineke’s 
alteration into 'A8fvnow: the wrong case shows ’A@jvale to be a late marginal 
note made by somebody who found the designation of the place lacking. A. Momm- 
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sen's assumption of a graver corruption can of course not be refuted, but he himself tacitly abandoned his arbitrary alteration into тў. Уха. pyotv ’AOnvar later on (Feste p. 283 n. 5) although he does not tell us how he intends then to justify the description given in the text. No other credible suggestion has ever been made. Thus there actually remained for Robert (l.c. P- 336 f.) ‘nur die annahme dass Aristode- mos oder Athenaios Skirophorien und Oschophorien verwechselt hat’. He reluctant- ly decided in favour of this desperate expedient, all the more desperate because he himself supposed that Aristodemos depends on Ph.; but he had no choice, unless he was prepared to scrap his fundamental thesis, which finally went to pieces by the evidence of Aristodemos, viz. ‘das zur geltenden meinung in scharfem wider- spruch stehende resultat’ that for Skiras at Skiron and for her connexion with the Skirophoroi there exist late and bad attestations only ‘denen die autorität älterer und besserer gewährsmänner entgegensteht’ (these are his concluding words /.t. Р. 378 .). Robert's followers, instead of doubting the fundamental thesis and re- examining without preconceived opinion the tradition which Robert had actually turned upside down (n, 125), hid all their doubts under abuse as violent as ill- founded about ‘die ungereimtheiten der worte des Aristodem bei Athenaios’ (Deubner of. cit, p. 145). Consequently Ferguson (i.c. P- 36 fi.) —who perceived all problems raised again or for the first time by Agora 3244, and whose commentary is full of pertinent remarks contributing to the solution of them—did not arrive ata Satisfactory final result: in his statement ‘the ephebes are confused by 

doxography of the misinterpretations and of the imaginary pictures drawn of the Oschophoria. 163) See on no. 383. 164) The situation is perfectly dif- ferent in the lexicographer (F 16). 165) The description only, not the Jogos. Ph. most probably gave the aition for the pentaploa and its five ingredients. 166) See Text p. 290, 16 ff. 167) Test. II 1-2, For the Scholia on Nicander and for Proklos the use of a book about Pindar, or of Scholia on Pindar, seems obvious. Deubner (ор. cit. p. 144) speaks of Proklos and ‘zwei weiteren quellen’ without 

169) Thus the Scholion qualifies the éu0Adpevor xard ФуА®с, whom Proklos describes as tE ёх%отту; QUARC tonpo, while Aristodemos, who is less detailed here (see n. 170), simply says čpnßor. Again I do not understand why this qualification should be verstándlich bei den zwei auserwáhlten jünglingen, die an der spitze der prozession 
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cinherschreiten’ but ‘ganz unangebracht fiir die gesamtheit der wettlaufenden aus mtlichen phylen' (i.e. probably one from each Phyle) as Deubner i.c. p. 145 asserts. So far as the descriptions of the procession of the oschophoroi qualify the at all (Istros F 16; test. II 3b; 4a; the fullest reports II 2; 4b; 6 speak of the disguise only) they do so by saying ebyevetc and TAoó0tot, i.e. they have another point of view. We do not know whether they also had to be брдо elc (this is quite probable), and so long as we do not know this is it senseless to speak of 'contamination' in the Scholion. Unfortunately Agora 3244 does not give any partic- ulars about their selection, apart from the fact that they are evidently taken from the two branches of the genos. Ferguson's inference, that they are taken from weal- thy families is credible. 170) Athenaios probably omitted a whole sentence between 8póuov and tpéyewv, which was of no importance for his purpose. The sen- tence may have contained Statements about the selection, the qualifications and the number of the tgnBor. As he speaks of one winner only (6 wxhoas; cf. б ттрбтєрос Proklos; about the use of the comparative ‘wo einem gegenstande mehrere andere, ja alle anderen derselben klasse gegenüberstehen’ see Kühner-Gerth Ausführl. Gramm.? II P. 22) who, after drinking from the pentaploa, xwp4ķet uet дороб (we cannot tell whether at the Skiron or back to the city), we may assume that 
each phyle furnished one runner, and understand accordingly dp0Adpevor xat& ФоА&с ($сһо1.) апа ёЕ éxdorns qudjjic EpnBor (Proklos, where otherwise it would appear obvious to supply a number). A. Mommsen's idea (Feste p. 284) of ten races of two 
epheboi each from each Phyle, and accordingly ten winners, appears to me hardly 
possible; Deubner (A. F. P. 144, who interpreted npétepog correctly) did not make any considerable alterations; he only assumed a greater number of epheboi from 
each phyle because the number two seems to him ‘sachlich ganz unwahrscheinlich’, 
This number is that of Mommsen, not that of the sources; Deubner seldom went 
back to the sources but sees the problems in the light of a discussion lasting some 
fifty years. 171) The cup belongs to the xópoc; the victor carries it and is 
allowed to drink from it. Proklos says tyeveto; Deubner has another fling at Aristo- 
demos concerning this trait. Jeanmaire has a most interesting discussion about 
the pentaploa (l.c. Р. 347 #.); but a roux is not a xópoc, and Jeanmaire, who of 
course knows that, vainly tries to establish a comastic character for this rom. 
Our accounts indicate nothing of the kind (Plutarch, Photios); on the contrary, 
they contradict. 172) See n. 170. 173) The Attic oschophoroi and their 
equipment are to prove (as they actually do) that 6cyax are xuplac of xAddor tñ 
dunédov and that Nicander uses the word xataypnotixds for tij¢ wredéag тоб xAáðoug. The Scholiast thus incidentally corroborates the evidence of the Lexica, which know 
cya: and ócyo: only in Athens and only in the cult of Skiras. About the occurrence 
and the meaning of 6pyoc see Liddell-Scott s.v. 174) I said 'in Proklos is in- 
serted' not ‘Proklos inserted’, because the insertion has been made so clumsily 
that one hesitates to attribute it to Proklos (but see n. 176); one would rather be- 
lieve that a reader added in the margin the evidence of Aristodemos about the race 
because the ácyot occurred in it, too. This is of no importance for our question. 
Proklos, or the man who added the description of the race in the margin, evidently 
thought that the oschophoroi of the Skira also sang òoyopopıxà péin, perhaps к 
accompanying the victor in the komos; his definition of the Pentaploa shows with- 
out doubt that he had the account of Aristodemos before him, whether in the 
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Scholia on Pindar or in a fuller Athenaios is again of no importance. 175) It 
concerns the gods in whose honour the procession was made; see Text p. 295, 19 ff. 
176) From this one might infer that Proklos himself contaminated the accounts; 
but see n. 174. 177) I regret the severe criticism, but I am afraid it is justified, 
and necessary as well. The naivité of prejudice shows as crudely in the author of 
the discussion as in its latests representatives: Robert ‘will nicht verschweigen, 
dass nach Aristodem die Oschophorien auch Skira geheissen haetten’ (this is more- 
over a misinterpretation) ; and according to Gjerstad-Deubner ‘sind die Oschophoria 
bei Aristodem mit den Skira verwechselt, zweifellos wegen der beziehung des 

heiligtums der Athena Skiras zu jenem feste’ (this is a singular idea for those who 
detached Skiras from the Skira). It would be useless to show up in detail how the 
various reconstructions of the Oschophoria with a procession and a race violate 
every point of the tradition. The limit is surely reached by the demand of Deubner, 
that we should restrict ourselves ‘fiir den wettlauf auf die angaben des Proklos': 
it is Deubner who stresses the point that race and procession are ‘auf das scharfste 
zu scheiden’ ; it is his favourite Proklos only who fuses the two into one; all the other 
witnesses talk either of the procession or of the race. Only in one article in the 
Lexeis (test. II 4b) has a detail of the description of the race crept into that of the 
procession (napa tod Atowicou; see n. 125). 178) Ѕее п. 162. 179) The contention 
that the note of (Ph.-)Aristodemos about the race of oschophoroi at the Skira is 
due to a confusion with the Oschophoria thus drops out automatically, for it is 
only a by-product of the attempted proof that Athena Skiras has no connexion 
with the Skiron or the Skirophoria (see n. 162); an independent argument against 
the information given by Aristodemos has, in fact, never been brought forward 
(see n. 177). At the risk of furnishing the doubters with a real weapon, I will give 
them an argument: the best account, viz. that of Aristodemos, states in regard to 
the runners in the race that they ran Eyovtes dunédov xAdSov хатбхартоу тӧу холоб- 
pevoy doyov, and, in view of the relation of the three versions discussed above, it 
is of no significance that the Scholiast on Nicander merely says xAjuata ёртёлоо, and 
that Proklos says nothing at all about the equipment of the runners. Now there 
are no ripe grapes in Skirophorion, at least not fresh grapes, and Skira in autumn 
аге an invention of A. Mommsen (Feste p. 310 n. 1; 504). But (to destroy the new 
argument at once) Aristodemos is not speaking of ripe or fresh grapes, but of 
a branch full of grapes (xeráxaprog in this meaning is very rare, in real Greek a 
@тхЁ elenu£vov). I infer from the season that a branch had been kept from a former 
vintage (225 eb *tÜncavupicuévm at a sacrifice Sophokl. F 366 N?) and was to be 
blessed and made fertile again for the next vintage (like the fields by the ieportotíx 
tri Zxtpwt). For this preservation of grapes by hanging them from the ceiling 
‘wo sie ein wenig eintrocknen, aber im wesentlichen ihre form behalten’ (the 
penstles uvae of Horace, Juvenal, Pliny N. H. 14, 16) and even in the open air from 
the stems of the vine in ancient and modern Greece, see the material in Deubner 
A.F. p. 132. 180) Robert l.c. p. 356 n. 2. 181) See n. 170. 182) Apart 
from the fact that the race took place in summer, the procession in late autumn, 
the two celebrations differ in the following points: the carriers of the Soyo at the 
Oschophoria are two (test. II 2; 6; Agora 3244 does not give a number), at the Skira 
ten, and if the custom existed before 508/7 B.C., which is quite possible, there were 
four, but at no time a multiple of ten (see n. 170). The technical name of the former 
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was ócyooópot, whether of the latter, too, is not certain, although it is possible. The oschophoroi of the procession must come from wealthy and distinguished families, those of the race must have two living parents: these requirements do not, of course, exclude each other. The former (as we know now) are appointed by an official of the genos of the Salaminioi, and must certainly be members of the genos, like the deiphnoporoi who belong with them; the latter are appointed from the Phylai, we do not know how. At the Skira nothing is known about deipnophoroi, at the Oschophoria nothing about the pentaploa. The oschophoroi of the proces- sion are costumed ‘as virgins’, those of the Skira probably ran naked; anyhow the only thing we hear about their equipment is that they carried Soyot. In the 
Procession they are followed by the ‘chorus’ (Proklos), a cultic body which sang 
the songs and perhaps danced the 'oschophoric' dances; we are not informed about 
its composition, and the inference from the Theseus story that it consisted of twelve 
Singers and included both sexes is hardly certain. There is no room for a ‘chorus’ 
at the race; if the winner xwudter weta yopod (not tod yopod) this means a loose 
Swarm of men (xé0¢) which probably was composed of the friends of the victor 
or of the members of the phyle for whom he had won the victory, hardly of the 
vanquished rivals. The procession seems to have taken place at Phaleron (n. 125) 
in the precinct of Athena Skiras, for whom they took the doyo; it may have 
started from the Oschophorion, where the chorus was drilled and the leaders cos- 
tumed, and it may have ended in the temple of Skiras. We cannot establish other 
Stations, but the chorus, together with the deipnophoroi, must have had a share 
in the vole. The race was run from the sanctuary of Dionysos—we are not told 
which: the temple usually assumed, that of Atévucog év Aluvats, would fit well; 
in any case it was a sanctuary in the city, a Dionysion at Phaleron is not known—to 
the precinct of Athena Skiras; this means at the Skira the goddess at Skiron, to which 
the procession from the Akropolis also went, and where perhaps the women celebra- 
ted (but see n. 56). The two ceremonies, which are so widely different, have in com- 

mon one important point only: they are both in honour of Athena Skiras (see Text 

P. 303, 15 ff.). 183) I should like to sum up again what Agora 3244 signifies 
for the tradition: the inscription, as far as it goes, corroborates the fact that the 
Oschophoria are a festival of Athena Skiras; and it tells us the new fact that this 
festival was in the hands of the clan of the Salaminioi who ‘possessed the public 
cult of Athena Skiras’ (Ferguson /.c. p. 36). The sacrificial calendar further corro- 
borates our criticism of the literary tradition: Theseus is an intruder into this festi- 

val; the connexion of the Oschophoria with the expedition to Crete is secondary. 
In the light of the inscription we now see quite clearly how the new aitiology has 

obscured the facts of the cult by driving more and more into the background the 
true mistress of the festival. It obscures, it does not destroy: lexicographical 
(i.e. heortological) tradition realizes perfectly that the Oschophoria is a festival of 
Athena, and the inscription merely corroborates the principle of criticism that 

(to put it crudely) for a festival the heortological tradition is of greater value than 
the narrative tradition of Atthidography. ^ 184) This does not mean that they 
are quite worthless. We need not deny that in regard to history and psychology 
of religion our approach is different in principle from that of the ancient local eed 

torians, heortologists and other collectors, and that our insight is perhaps TA er. 
ably profounder than was possible for them as a rule. But on the other han ave 
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no doubt personally that ancient historians of religion like Poseidonios and Apollo- 
doros knew, and frequently understood, the faith of their people better than the 
mass of modern Orenda and Mana men. At any rate it would be better (so far as 
facts are concerned it is even a self-evident demand) if modern heortologists 

would not begin by regarding as idiots their ancient colleagues, and if they remained 
aware of the scantiness of our information fewer theories would need to be demo - 

lished. 185) As far as I know, ancient evidence for culture of vines in Salamis 

does not exist. To-day the island produces corn and wine, and the later capital was 
near the modern village Ampelaki. Euripides calls the island ueXwocorpógoc (Troad. 
799 ff.), and he places in Salamis Athena's invention of the olive tree. According 
to *tvéc (Strabo 9, І, 11) the priestess of Athena Polias (sic) was not allowed to eat 
fresh Attic cheese, only foreign, урўобаь ёё хой тё EoAautiot, We thus arrive at the 
ingredients of the pentaploa, though that does not signify much. 186) All 
witnesses agree in attesting this for the race, and Demon’s arbitrary interpretation 

of the carrying of the óoyo at the Oschophoria (test. II 6 o£pouat 8& Atovócoxt xal 
Apiddvn yapitduevor) does not alter the fact. Wilamowitz’ careless statement 
(Ar. u. Ath. I p. 271 n. 21 ‘die oschophoren bringen die zweige dem Dionysos und 
der Ariadne, also nach Limnai’) has become almost a contradiction in itself in 
Deubner (A. F. p. 143: ‘die zweige mit den trauben werden natiirlich dem gotte des 
weines dargebracht (sic), wie ja auch der zug von einem heiligtum des Dionysos 
seinen ausgang (sic) nahm’), who eliminates Athena Skiras by a wave of the hand 
(‘dass der tempel der Skiras als zielpunkt genannt wird, kann nur einen áusseren 
grund haben’). I fail to understand the reasons given subsequently, and the logic 
of them. 187) Deubner /.c. p. 146 quoting Pfuhl. It is strange that the idea 
never occurred to them that Skiras (to whom óoyot are offered at Phaleron as at 
Skiron) might at some time have protected viticulture and retained this function 
in Attica (at least at Skiron) until Dionysos received his share. Ferguson made the 
pertinent remark on the 'allegedly Dionysiac characteristic in the ceremonies per- 
formed', 'that it is hazardous to deny to Athena Skiras (and Skiros) rites which 
have a Dionysiac appearance; rather, it is from the rites constituting the Os- 
chophoria that we must form our conception of her cult’. He also surmised 
(р. 46) that the Oschophoria were probably celebrated already in Salamis. 188) 
Deubner (l.c. p. 147; cf. p. 102 ff.) and many others. Unfortunately in the chain 
of proofs the main link is missing for applying it to the Oschophoria, viz. that 
Dionysos landed at Phaleron. When Pfuhl De Athen. pompis sacris, 1900, p. 50 n. 30 
believes the Athenians to have assumed that he did, he must have judged the 
Oschophoria (like Wilamowitz n. 186) onesidedly by the latest and most arbitrary 
form of the legend, which is late anyhow. But even Demon knows nothing of a 
landing of the god at Phaleron, which would, moreover, contradict his version of 
the Theseus story. The combination in regard to the cult on the basis of a late 
aitiology is a model for showing the way in which things must not be done. There 
is no basis for it, not even a sanctuary of Dionysos at Phaleron. Even if the napa 
Avovicon in the Lexeis (test. II 4b) was not a contamination. it could only refer to 
a sanctuary of Dionysos in the city. Moreover, the Anthesteria is a spring festival, 
the Oschophoria belong to the late autumn. 189) Ferguson supplemerfts ac- 
cordingly the Salaminian decree / С? 11 1232 v. 16 Ё.: vé£ueww 8ё adtdv éx[arépwt 
xp 7 ov alei Javy&vovsz, Kpyo[vra £x. «o6. Yév]oug xal obs lepou.vz)i[ovxe toùg èẹ' duJ- 
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нр. aer: Дер exdotor &pvov-] dvaypdibar xh. i ы 9 е 0206 occurs outside the regulations which certainly refer to es ival of Athena Skiras, It is a petitio principii when Ferguson (р. 34; 36) S MT : hone Bites 2 oschophoroi which 'had a place on the programme Helens ae and when he refers for this contest which ‘is not defined’ to it betw ephebes furnished by the phylai which was a feature of the Oschophoria', he is under the influence of the wrong treatment of F 15 which attests а race for the Skira, not for the Oschophoria. Moreover, if the oschophoroi are two only (as Ferguson also assumes) they can hardly have been the competitors in the áu3oc or in a race. The supposition that the race took its departure from a Sanctuary of Dionysos contradicts the fact that in 363/2 B.C. the Salaminioi had no cult of Dionysos, In any case, we do not learn from Agora 3244 either that the Guo was а race, or that it started from the city. 192) It is certain from Agora 3244; the supplement of JG? II 1232 (n. 189) merely rests on this fact. The compromise of Ferguson p. 40 f. that ‘the management of the contest’, the par- ticipants in which were supplied by the phylai ‘may have been in the hands of the Salami nioi', is not plausible; it drops out automatically if the race was a feature of the Skira. Thus the &u.03os of the Salaminioi remains obscure, but like all celebra- tions at the Oschophoria known to us, it probably took place in the temenos of Athena Skiras at Phaleron. 193) Cf. nn. 4; 77. This is by no meansa uniquecase; what is rare here is the certainty with which we can establish the religious facts behind the ‘historical’ tradition. 194) The high age of the cult at Skiron becomes evident by this point, too, that we find Oschophoria solely at Phaleron; Skira (which gave the name to the month) are known apart from the festival at 
Skiron (1) in the Marathonian tetrapolis (/ G* II 1358 II 30/3); here the connexion with Kurotrophos and Tritopatreis proves the character of the Skira as being a 
festival of fertility, not only of the soil but of man as well (cf. test. I 11); (2) at the 
Peiraieus (cf. n. 8o) at the side of Thesmophoria, i.e. in connexion with Demeter 
as at Skiron. Pausan. 1, т, 4 knows a Ajuntpos lepóv at Phaleron (the Oecpopédptov which we know from inscriptions ?) ; he does not hint at a connexion with the temple 
of Skiras. 

I) For the material see Robert Heldensage, 1921, p. 679 ff.; also Herter Rh. Mus. 85, 1936, p. 210 ff. 2) Ch. 16, 1; 17, 6(— F 111); 19,4. 3) About Ariadne See Text p. 306, 39 ff. 4) See Text p. 297 ff. The ixempia is a xodBoc ётё тўс 
lepae Balas bolt Acuxde хатєстєрџёуос̧. This perhaps shows too that it was easy 
to introduce the Oschophoria if one aimed at analogies: the doxot of that Procession 
of gratitude corresponded with the txermpia. The fact that the thread of Ariadne 
is suppressed in Ph. does not contradict the institution of a cult for Aphrodite 
among the preparations, as Ph. also makes Ariadne fall in love with Theseus. 
There remains the question whether there is a connexion because of ’Emtpayla: 
Theseus sacrifices to her mpd¢ Oaxrcoon: (Plutarch. Thes. 18, 3) which doubtlessly 
refers to Phaleron where he founded the pata for his Salaminian navigators 
(F 111. — 5) Consequently Ph. must have narrated this event. What exactly 
he said is the less to be guessed as the term 3óX«x (Plutarch ch. 15, 1; Euseb. a. Abr. 
783 Androgeus Athenis dolo interficitur immediately preceding the account ое Minotaur F 17b) is the usual one; it does not prove a special ‘early version’ (Robert Heldensage p. 689), but agrees with all versions of the story. One feels that there 

190) See Text p. 285, 
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must be connexions when the Marathonian bull (see on F 109) and the Pallantids 
(F 108) occur in them, but we can make no progress. Naturally Androgeos, who is 
an Attic figure originally (Toepffer R E I col. 2143 #.; Robert /c.; Herter l.c. 
P. 217 n. 4), is a Cretan according to Ph. What he recorded about the traces of 
Androgeos in Attica (Amelesagoras 330 F 2 makes him the hero of the én’ *Edpuyone 
&yóv) is again unknown to us. 6) See on Hellanikos 323a F 14/5. 7) See 
on F r9. 8) Pherekydes 3 F 150 is not rationalism proper, it is the answer 
to a Citys how the flight of Theseus was possible with Minos in command of the 
sea. 9) The principle of such references is that of the Ionian lotopty since Heka- 
taios; but the quotations of émydpiot at Ph.s time, if there is not a particular ex- 
ception, refer to books. Such books about Crete were extant from the time of Charon 
of Lampsakos onward (see no. 262 and Introd. to nos. 457-468). 10) See on 
Istros 334 F 31. 1I) Plutarch. Thes. 20, 1-2. The same is valid for all the other 
stories partly collected by Plutarch and partly meant to exculpate Theseus as to the 
fate of Ariadne down from Od. A 322 ff. (Pherekydes 3 F 148?) to the Naxian 
(501 F 1) and the Cypriote (Paion no. 757) story. It is regrettable that we do not 
know more of Demon's treatment of this part of the legend, though it is clear from 
327 F 6 that he also exonerated Theseus. 12) It is no use denying that we remain 
very much in the dark as to the role Ariadne played in the Cretan story of Ph. 
There are too many possibilities. But one may at least mention the Chian writer 
Zenis (393 F 1), according to whom Minos thy meds *AOnvaloug ExOpav SteAdcarto, 
Onostws tpacbels, xai thy Ovyattpa tote үруаїха #80хє ®alSpav. One is tempted to 
connect this marriage with the narrative of Kleidemos, according to which Ariadne 
becomes queen of Crete. 

1) Euripides, intelligibly enough, left out Peirithoos. The connexion of Theseus 
with him (as with Helen) is much older than that with Herakles. It was known 
already to the interpolator of I}. A 269 and to the author of the Nekyia Od. à 630/1. 
Cf. Fontenrose R E XIX r, 1937, col. 123 ff.; Herter Rh. Mus. 88, 1939, p. 262 ff. 
2) Thus Wilamowitz Euripides Herakles! I, 1889, p. 358; II p. 275 as one of the 
consequences of his view on the age of the ‘Attic chronicle’. 3) It is his ‘zweite 
hauptneuerung’ (Wilamowitz). Our whole tradition shows that the connexion 
of Theseus with Herakles was by no means early. See on F 110. 4) That fact 
remains even if the poet simply avoided a prosaic restriction. Another essential 
fact is the existence of a version according to which Theseus in proof of his gratitude 
Bapov dvéomnoev tõ 'Нрахлеї (Aelian. V. H. 4, 5); it shows that Ph. actually followed 
Euripides. We cannot answer the question whether, and if so what, Ph. recorded 
about the umos of Herakles: Euripides (613) places it before the descent to the 
underworld and does not say who performed it; Marm. Par. 239 A 16 (first xaðapuóç) 
and 18 (Herakles under Aigeus) cannot be supplemented (Jacoby Marm. Par. P- 75 f.; 81 ff.); Plutarch Thes. 30, 5 xal Thy шопоху “Нрахлєї үєуёсда. Өтсёос̧ споо- 
82саутос̧, хо) тӧу mpd lic uvfjoecc xaÜapuóv dc Beouévot 8.4 тос прє &BovAntousg 
is vague. 5) Clumsy because the yot had already figured in ch. 20 and the participation in great enterprises together with the relation existing between Theseus and Herakles in ch. 26. This explains the beginning with xal érepo. in Ch. 29, 1 and the disruption of the quotation of Herodoros ch. 26, 1 « 3o, 4. Either Plutarch worked too hurriedly, or he was not equal to the task of arranging expertly the abundance of variants in the tradition. The Theseus is the only Life which is 
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in parts badly composed. 6) The section contains chiefly the attack of the Tyn- darids which continues the adventure of the rape of Helen; the connexion attempted in ch. 32, 2 is quite superficial. 7) The connecting link oùéro - xexpatnuévwv is quite obviously inserted. 8) We know that Ph. also discussed Megarian versions elsewhere (see on F 1 10). The argument is not very strong, for so did other Althides. In Hereas’ version (486 F 2) Theseus himself fights at Aphidna; Ph. most probably rejected this as being oùòx elxóç (ch. 32, 7). Also the tradition of the demes in ch. 32, 4 looks like hım (cf. F 111; 113), and Istros excerpted Ph. abundantly. 9) Ch. 31, 4-5 may well ultimately derive from Ph. But the question is not a simple one. On the rationalism of Ph. see Introd. p. 226 f. and on F 104. 10) Wilamowitz Herakles! I p. 358 n. 4 has, in my opinion, completely misunderstood Ph.: ‘der vorsichtige Atthidograph nimmt 4 Theseen aus, die er also für alt hielt, und im osten des landes mag es deren wirklich gegeben haben. Die uns bekannten Theseen konnte er unmöglich ausnehmen, er musste ja ihre stiftung im verlaufe der chronik selbst erzählen’. The note is wrong both in logic and in matter; it was not sufficient to replace it in Herakles? I p. 110 f. by a reference to Ar. u. Ath. I p. 271, where the essential facts are not clearly set forth either. F 18 yields the fact that the city 
téwevoc of Theseus was not established as late as 475 B.C., for it if had been Ph. 
could, and must, have known. The discussion about the age of the city Theseion 
(see on Demon 327 F 6) ought to take this piece of circumstantial evidence much 
more into account than it has done hitherto. In the State cult of the Theseion the 
Phytalids played a prominent part; it would therefore not appear impossible that 
at least the other three remained pure gentilitian cults (see Deubner A. F. p. 224; 
Herter Rh. Mus. 88, 1939, P. 290). I do not, however, find it credible in regard to 
No. 2; it seems more likely for no. 4. The usual development of clan cults was that 
the families only retained certain honorary privileges, as for instance the ee of the priests or things like that. 11) Judeich op. cit. p. 351 f.; Robert ынс P- 752 f.; Herter l.c. p. 285 ff. 12) Plutarch. Theseus 23, 5; 36, 4; see "d E demos 323 F 18; on Demon 327 F 6; on Ph. F 17 (Text p. 305, 29 ff.). 13) Pia op. cit. P. 456; Robert op. cit. p. 752 n. 3. 14) "Eg. apy. 1884 p. up Ju ^ Op. cil. p. 425. 15) Xaàxóroug óBó V. 57; see on Istros 334 F (17); 28. Жебе Schol. Sophokl. O. C. 1590; 1593; see also Schol. Aristoph. Eg. 785. 17) 

. Cil. p. 752 n. 3. 
T ae tradition this feature is even more unique than the oe ja Theseia to Herakles, and it cannot easily be made to fit into one of the н formed of Theseus. 2) It localizes the Areterion at савма itn -: ic 
in the Theseus story Plutarch. Thes. 13, 2; see on F 108), and the qeu athon ?) to to indicate that Theseus sailed from a harbour of the E : e pare ae 
Skyros or Crete. 3) This is generally held to be the diens hueptuimeiacity to Od. 1 631 it is probable that it actually was. 4) Ibe ped n sentionhig the rejected the view of Euripides which Pausanias (1, 3, n in detail: éxl 3& Picture by Euphranor in the hall of the Twelve Gods, "e Añuoc. Snot 82 4 ypaph TÜL Tolywt répav Onosóç toti yeypaupévoç xat Anuoxparia тє хш Tu Сен Sè ghun xal 
Onoéa elvat tòv xatactycavta "AOnvaiorg 2 {соо modrreveddat ‚хх l óc ФЕ bálo 

‘ in ta npdypata tat Sjyat, xal wo Bdug & tobg noobs dg Onseds mapaBoin tà npáypar ёпоауастӣс̧. Aśyetat pèv Snuoxpatodpevor Sieyeivarey mplv # Ieroiorparos rer obo. xal ӧлбса ўхоооу 8h xal Bra obx Ф009 mapd tots moAAotg ola iotopiag avyxoots 
15 Jacoby, Fragm. Griech. Hist. III b (Suppl.) 
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€00bc éx ma(Bcv Év c yopotg xol tpaxyarSlarg more Hyovuévorg, Aéyerar Sè xal ёс тӧу 
Onota, &¢ (Robert ác o) abrég тє eBactrevae, xal dotepov Meveodéws tehevtrhoavtoç 
xal te terdpryy of Onoeida yevedv Sieuetvav &pyovtes xtk. We should very much like 
to know whether the polemic is taken from Ph. (cf. F 1). 5) Cf. the &pycv noXM- 
uou xal vóuov oUAaE Plutarch. ch. 24, 2 quoted in the Text. 6) See for instance 
Aristot. 'A0r. 3, 3 where they remain archons. For this tradition and its variants 
see on Hellanikos 323a F 23. 7) This ‘document’ was not yet known to Euripides, 
and that made his invention easy. On the other hand Hellanikos, as far as we see, 
was nowhere much, if at all, influenced- by Euripides. 8) Cf. n. 4. 9) The 
quotation, which declines responsibility, is very typical. In the Helena 35/6 he made 
an attempt at a compromise: after the synoecism cóv $ўџроу хобісту хоркоу тӯјс поћ№- 
telag, of 8& udvov adrdv dpyew HElovy, hyoduevor motortpav xal xowortpav elvat Thv 
txelvou povapylay tig adtav Snuoxpatiac. 10) Cf. n. 9. In view of the Thucydidean 
Theseus Plutarch’s explanation, immediately following these words, is interesting: 
TOÙG èv TaŬT” Enrerbev, ol &è thv Sivaytv abrod dediétec peydAny odcav H8y xal тђу тблрам, 
4Во0оуто пе.Өбрєуоь роу ў Віа беуо: тобто соүХорєїу. І is also a sort of 
compromise which may well have been made by Ph. who knew and used 
Thukydides. Another compromise is the short Phrase in Diodor. 4, 62, 4 that 
Theseus reigned voulpog. 11) Cf. n. 4. 12) 'A0r. 41, 2. When the con- 
stitution of Draco, or rather that of Solon, immediately follows and the change 
from royalty to archonship is omitted, we can only conclude that he was embar- 
rassed by the tradition about the democracy of Theseus, especially if one compares 
the development described in ch. 3. If the quotation Plutarch. Thes. 25, 3 
Sr St mpditoc dméxAwe mpde tov čyňov, cdc *AptotoréAng gyal is actually taken from 
the ’A@nvalov modtrela we must assume that he did discuss the problem in the 
first chapters lost to us. 13) Pausanias Atticista F 78 Schw; cf. on Androtion 
324 F 6. 14) Char. 26, 6. 

1) See on F 3/4. 2) Introd. p. 251, 22 ff. 
1) Older than this oath is another also sworn by ol éwéa &pyovres and referred 

to by Aristotle "A@x. 3,3: duvdovew } <phy> ta ent "Axdorou Spxta moujaet, do ёл} 
Tobtov Tic Bactrelas napaywpnodvrwy tay Кодр:8ау буті тоу 8обеабу тбл Ёруоут: 8орефу. 
The ‘nine’ archons are a mistake or an anachronism: when the change was made, 
only ‘the’ archon can have taken this oath. One has to ask whether the later oath 
of the nine archons was added to that of the one archon, or whether it replaced it. The present tense dnwWover perhaps favours the first alternative. 2) According to the Atthides (Aristot. ' A0n. 22, 2) theoath of the Council was not introduced until the archonship of Demokreon in ca. 5o1/o B.C.—that is meant by «àv 6pxov trolnoav, not ‘formulated’ as Wilamowitz Ar. u. Ath. I P- 47 n. 10 and Busolt-Swoboda Staatskunde p. 1023 (with note) explain. We must believe in that date. Of course, the oath at that time was taken on the existing constitution, i.e. that of Kleisthenes, and it is easily understood why it was introduced some years after 508/7. I cannot agree with Wilamowitz /.c., for the real problem is whether the Council is Solonian or Kleisthenian. About this question see as the latest Kahrstedt Klio 33, 1940, P- 1 fl. who (differing from his Studien 2. 1936, p. 49 n. 7) now acknowledges the Solonian Council of the Four Hundred, which (in his opinion) was abolished by Peisistratos and rebuilt by Kleisthenes 'auf der peisistrateischen landeseinteilung in phylen und demen’. Apart from Beloch’s attribution of the new division of the country to Peisistratos, the ‘development’ as described by him is rather attractive, and anyhow deserves to receive attention. 
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1) 1G! 1837; Peek Herm. 70, 1935, p. 461. — 2) Judeich Topogr.* p. 186; 188 22 
does not doubt the name. Ankyle 'gehórte noch zum weiteren stadtbezirk im SO 
der stadt oder mehr östlich ete.’ Milchhoefer R E I col. 2221; see also Judeich 
P. 170 and about the position of the Trikephalos p. 188. Kolbe R E VIII col. 1313 
DO. 2 differs but is hardly correct. 3) Hesych. s.v. ‘Epuñç tpixépadocg; Eustath. 
Il. Ә 336 (Телесару(8оо Epyov: Lippoldt R E V A col. 361). 4) Cf. e.g. the Eros 
of the Academy Kleidemos 323 F 15; cf. below F 40 al. 5) Prokleides and 
Prokles are very frequent names in Athens (P. A. 12190/238), but (accidentally) 
not attested either for Ankyle or for the Aegeis to which the deme belongs. Also 
Iatpoxiñç and IIaxpgoxAciàng are not infrequent (P. A. 11685/99), and miswritings 
Occur; but it would be to no purpose to alter the name in F 22. 6) Ps. Plato 
Hipparch. p. 228 f. 

1) 131 F 5/6. 2) Juba 275 F 84. 3) Omitted in R E. 4) As Boeckh 23 
he. Р. 13 (who also reminds us of the institution of the Pythia in 582/1 B.C.) dated 
him. 5) Euseb. Chron. a. Abr. 1451; Pherekydes 3 F 2. Cf. on Istros 334 F 4. 
6) Pausan. to, 7, 7. 7) Menaichmos 131 F 5. 

I) 'Er gab eine übersicht der Kleisthenischen demen, welche auch garnicht 24—29 
überflüssig war, da die stammverfassung spáter vielfach verándert worden' Boeckh 
l.c. p. 14. We cannot tell how much Ph. knew about these changes, and whether 
he also entered them under their respective year. About summaries under one year 
according to subjects without consideration of the several phases see Introd. 
Р”. 246, 20 Ё. 2) Probably regularly: F 24/5; 27/9; 206? 3) F 26; 206. 
4) See on Hellanikos 323a F 6 and Kleidemos 323 F 8. I think we are correct in 
assuming that the first special book Ilept Siwy by the periegetes Diodoros (no. 372) 

was later, if only by a few years. Afterwards Polemon treated the eponyms which 
probably means that he revised, or amplified in a certain direction, both Ph. and 
Diodoros. 

1) See Tuempel R E I col. 1597; F. Altheim Griech. Gótter im alten Rom, 1930, 24 
P- 109 ff.; 124. 

1) For instance like those enumerated Schol. Apoll. Rhod. 3, 997/1000 (cf. 25 
Plutarch. Thes. 20, 2). 2) Toepffer А.С. р. 256. 

1) Phot. s.v. Múpuņxoç &tpandés. See also Krischan R E Suppl. V col. 278 no. 3, 27 
and about the heroine of the deme Wilamowitz Herm. 22 p. 126 and Van der Kolf 

RE XV col. 540 no. 5. 2) See on F 14-16. 

1) See e.g. I G* I 102 a. 410/9 B.C. (prytany of {ће Оепеіѕ) Фаттос Ol[ bev]; 
302, 20 a, 418/7 B.C. hočðev ; II 1557 A 43 'Ofjav; Sophokl. O. C. 1061 Ol&uBoc ёх 
vouod; Schol. Ola (sic) 8ўџос tig "Atrixtic 60ev xal và Olrgev: éx уороб 82 пау 
хоріоо "Аттіхоб обто xaAouu£vou, iv dt véuovot. (véucat; R), ÒG уєрђоєос napaxerpé- 

ус; Hesych. s.v. yñç npoßatevouévng ёх уєшўсєос · ої 8 ёт тоб juu, xaxc - ob yàp 
tyyic xeita; id. s.v. “On. Sévpov: xal uoç tG ATTG. 2) E.g. IG! I 144 
"Agx-Qaueóc; 532 áxxpylw "Oafev. ‘Gehorte mit Paiania sicher in die binnenland 

trittys’ Wrede RE XVII col 1673. 3) Milchhoefer; Wilamowitz; Wrede 
Lic. col. 1996. ы 

1) Aristot. Pol. 5, 2, 5. 2) About the purpose of the institution see Aristot: 

Pol. 3, 8, 2 &ıò xal tiðevrar tov dotpaxıopòv al SnuoxpaTtovpevat TÓNE .. сото oo 
3} Boxobar Saxe thy lodryta цат т@утоәу, фат obs Soxotvras Unepéxet ðuváper 84 
плобтоу ў полофау ў та #02у roAttuchy loyby datpaxtov хоі ребістасау ёх тї пблєос 
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Xeóvouc óptouévouc xc. This conception makes a theory of what appears a practical 
measure against the danger of tyranny in ’AOn. 22, 3: té&t voueot tat mepl tov ёстра- 
Xiuóv, &¢ éréOn did thy Ónojíav cv iv calc 8uv&ueoty, Ste Tetalatpatog Snunywyds 
xal otpamyds dv nipawoe xatéom. According to the remark inserted between the 
two sections of his list (§ 6), Aristotle seems to have assumed that the institution, 
narrowly limited originally, had changed its character since 485/4 B.C. This may 
be historically correct, as far as it goes. Ephoros (Diod. 11, 55 quoted in the Text) 

moralizes, 3) The last three words, which occur also in the excerpts from Ph., 
evidently belong to the text of the law. Cf. also Schol. Aristoph. Vesp. 947 (Lex. 
rhet. p. 285, 20 Bkr; Phot. Sud. s.v. òotpaxıouóç) Stapéper yap quy?) dsotpaxtopod, 
x08d tév џёу pevydvtev al odalat Syyevovrat, tev dé dotpaxtoudr petactdevtey obxért xUPLOG 
© 8ўџос̧- хаї тоїс uèv xal тблос̧ пєёідото хаЇ хрбуос̧, тоїс Sè о0дётєроу тобтоу. 
4) The quotation gives the impression of being verbatim (cf. n. 3), but it seems to 
be abbreviated. 5) The list of ostracised men lacking before uóvoc 8" “TrrépBorog 
is preserved in Schol. Aristoph. Eq. 855 quoted in the Text. As to its value it is 
significant that Alkibiades is mentioned and Thukydides son of Melesias is not; 
in Schol. Vesp. 947 Themistokles is confused with him. 6) Cf. Introd. p. 246, 
20 ff. 7) See on 324 F 6. 8) Thus also Lex. Cantabr. p. 348, 8/10. Never- 
theless, Meier’s change to Tpoxetpotoviay seems to me simpler than the explanation 
given by Wilamowitz Ar. u. Ath. II P. 256 'debattelose abstimmung'. It is Aristotle 
Speaking, not the law. 9) In so far De Sanctis Atthis! p. 370 n. 1 is right. Keil’s 
explanation 'die angabe des Philochoros, die vorfrage müsse vor dem 8. monat ge- stellt werden, reprasentiert im wesentlichen (my italics) die umrechnung für die 
zeit der 12 phylen' is doubly wrong. Carcopino in his insufferably diffuse book 
L'Histoire de l'ostracisme Athénien, 1909, Р. 137 connects xpd ti¢ 7H mputavelag with et Soxei, an interpretation which is linguistically inadmissible. What he says 
about the lexicographer contradicts the Principles of the latter. IO) Aristot. 
'A8r.. 44, 4 about the elections of the Strategoi—rotodar 8 of wera thy ¢ mputavevov- 
tec, tp” бу av ebonula yéntat—is not a parallel: here the preliminary condition 
explains the fluctuating date. 11) Carcopino p. 126 f. 12) Possible sources are Ephoros (see Text p. 315, 36 ff.) and an Atthidographer, both used already in a Hellenistic Vita or still earlier in a book Tlept «àv 'АбӨђупо: 8прсүоүбу (ѕее оп по. 
338), hardly a lexicon. ^ 13) See also Pollux and Schol. Ед. 855. 14) СЁ Thalheim Berl. Phil. W. Schr. 1908 P- 689; Bonner CI. Philol. 8 p. 223 al. 15) Busolt-Swoboda Staatskunde Pp. 987 n. 2; тоот. 16) Aristot. ’A@r. 24, 3 Sixaotal pty yàp hoav tEaxioyitor; Andok. т, 17 Eypájaro ... mapxvóuov xal qywvicato èv &Emxioy low, ' AOnvalov; St. B. Smith Transact. Am. Phil. Ass. 56, 1925, р. 115; Hommel Heliaia, 1927, p. 109 ff. 17) Diod. rz, 87, 1. 18) Kaibel's insertion of a ux before xatorxeiv is perhaps better than Wyse’s txtéc. The idea of the pro- vision is not that one ‘ihren anschluss an Persien fürchtete' as Wilamowitz (Ar. u. Ath. I p. 114) infers who leaves the text as it stands, but rather that one did not wish to have them in the immediate neighbourhood of Athens. Cf. Beloch Gr. G.3 Il 2 p. 143 and Jacoby CI. Q. 41, 1947, p. 8. 

I) The alterations of the 'vox portentosa' (Boeckh KI. Schr. 4 p. 269) to "YgguM- 8 (491/0 В.С.) апа ’Ахесторі8ус (474/3 B.C.; Michaelis Herm. 21 P- 494) are equal- ly incredible. 2) Kirchner P. 4. 8263; R E XI col. 107. 3) Judeich Topogr.* р. 65. 4) Judeich p. 369 n. 4. 5) Wilamowitz Lc. 6) ‘Das alte nordwest- 
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a ae i Judeich /.c. Р. 123 п. 4; 365. The 'Ayopzioc has nothing to do with the 
of the much later 'Epuc mpd tit mudd. F 40; Wachsmuth Stadt Athen II 

р. 107 fi. has finally disproved the old identification. There is no help for those 
who still emend F 4o. 7) In Vit. X or. p. 844 B the two have been confused 
(Р. А. 8143; 8157). 

1) The unknown place Aithaia had best be looked for near Thuria; about this 
town see Boelte R E VI A col. 633 f. Valmin Étude topogr. sur la Messénie, 1930, 
P. 62 without sufficient reasons recommends Bobley's alteration to "Av0eu. 

I) Schol. Aristoph. Vesp. 1189. A confusion with the diobelia of the Decelean 
War (Aristot. ' A0r.. 28, 3 and elsewhere) is not probable. About the history of the 
Bewprxdv (not quite satisfactory in in every respect) Busolt-Swoboda Staatsk. 
Р. 899; 1143 f.; 1219; Schwahn RE V A 2, 1934, col. 2233 ff. 2) About sum- 
maries of this kind see Introd. p. 246, 20 ff.; they do not preclude the probability 
that Ph. entered the laws and decrees also under their respective years. 3) For 
the various proposals see Busolt-Swoboda ор. сй. р. 1143 n. 2. 4) Judeich 
R E I col. 914 no. 1 who, like Kirchner P. A. 179, dates the increase before 395 B.C. 
For the activity of Agyrrhios with regard to the pra8d¢ bodnowonxés see Aristot. 
Абл, 41, 3; Schol. Aristoph. Eccl. 102. 5) See Theopompos r15 F 89 with the 
commentary; Wade-Gery A. J. Phil. 59, 1938, p. 132. 6) ' Ar. 27, 3 without 
a date, as a supplement at the end of the passage about Perikles. In regard to the 
overthrow of the Areopagos he furnishes the documentary date and the name of Ephi- 

altes in ch. 25, where he regards him as an accomplice of Themistokles, not mention- 
ing Perikles at all. The use made of ‘anecdotic’ tradition in ’A@z. 23 ff. needs a new 

treatment which should not take its departure from the names of authors nor work 

with preconceived opinions. 7) Speculations about the chronological relation 
of the two measures lead nowhere. The theorikon in itself could very well be 
imagined to be earlier, even considerably earlier, than the paying of judges. The 
latter represents an eminently political measure in the democratic sense, which 
the theorikon in itself need not have been. It is merely general considerations 
about economic conditions in Athens that tell in favour of the ’forties. 8) 

Busolt-Swoboda ор. cit. p. 899 n. 5; Schwahn Lc. col. 2234. 9) Moreover I 

doubt whether Isokr. II. elo. 82 actually yields it. 
I) Strabo 9, 3, 15 Sptov 82 3j» 6 rér0¢ обтос Делу тє хої Фохёоу, ўуіха ёпёстусау 

todg Acdpods dnd tod xowod cvothuatos тбу Фохёоу Aaxedatudviot xal enérpepav хаб? 

abode modtrevecbat. 2) The nature of the quotation as a collective one becomes 
clear at the end of b. 3) Beloch Gr. G.2 II 2 p. 213, however, does not see ‘den 

geringsten grund, die angabe des Ph. zu verwerfen’. 4) The death of Kimon 
and the battle of Salamis is dated at 450/49 B.C. (summer-autumn 450) by Beloch 

Gr. G.3 I1 2 p. 212; Walker C. A. H. V p. 88; Wade-Gery J. H. St. 52 p. 227; Taeger 
Beitr. z. Gesch. d. Pentekontaetie, 1932, p. 12 (who assumes ‘the end of the under- 

taking' to have been in 449). They are dated at 450/49 (or 449) B.C. by Kolbe Herm. 
72; in 449/8 B.C. (second half of the summer 449) by Busolt. As the date of the 

Spartan campaign to Delphi and the counter-campaign of Athens Busolt gives 
449/8 B.C. (spring 448); Walker (‘probably’) and Wade-Gery 448 B.C.; Taeger 

32 

33 

449 and 448 or 449 B.C. rd. 35 
1) In the text of the testament Diog. Laert. 5, 51-57 we do not find the wo: 

Regenbogen R E Suppl. VII, 1940, col. 1361 ff. does not help. 2) The great 
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confusion is partly due to Wilamowitz’ various statements. The right questions were precisely put, and, in my opinion, at least partly answered correctly by Wade- Gery ‘Eupatridai, Archons, and Areopagus' CI. Q. 25, 1931, p. 1 ff.; ‘Demotionidai ibid. p. 129 ff. 3) 'Nichts ist natürlicher, als dass Ph. bei jener áltesten bürger- prüfung die grundlage derselben, die verhaltnisse der phratrieen, darstellte’. The opinion has to be qualified in so far as the demes, too, have to be taken into account. 
See on F 119. 4) See on F 38/9 and cf. Introd. P. 246, 20 ff. 5) For the ép- ‘YeGvec were mentioned on the &Eovec, and I do believe that Seleukos explained the very law quoted by Ph. Whether Solon had taken over the regulation from pre- Solonian laws we cannot tell, but it does not seem probable. It cannot originate from Kleisthenes, because xà 8 yéy xal tae ppatplag xal tèç lepwoúvvaç elaoev čyetw éxdovoug xaté tè márpur (Aristot. 'Aóm. 21, 6). Cf. n. 15. 6) xoAoüuev in the apparently verbatim version a corresponds to the Atthidographic viv of b. 7) Here, too, it is worth while to quote Boeckh who formulates things very simply and at the same time clearly (partly following Schoemann, to read whom is not superfluous even to-day besides Busolt-Swoboda) : ‘abgerechnet diejenigen, denen das biirgerrecht durch volksbeschluss gegeben war (und diese konnten nur wenige sein) musste die ebenbiirtigkeit sich aus den verhandlungen der phratrieen ergeben; denn die lexiarchischen register konnten nicht geniigen, weil es sich darum handelte, die falsch eingeschriebenen (toc napeyyeypauptvoucs) auszumitteln. In den phra- trieen sind die geschlechter enthalten, deren genossen yewvňtat heissen; früher sind sie nach Ph. dpoydraxtes genannt worden. Ein verwandter begriff ist der der Orgeonen, welche durch gleiche vaterliche heiligtiimer verbunden waren’. 8) I deliberately avoid the term oA which Solon seems not to have used. Actually, later on rodtry¢ replaces his dordc (El. 3, 6D). 'OpyeGvec and ёроүёахтес тау Бе ѕеї against the contrasting pairs foc c ўүєрбуєс̧, 8%џос̧ о ої $ £lyov 8óvautv xal xpfiuactv Fjoav dynrol, if one remains aware of the fact that the dividing line in the two cases is drawn from a different angle. 9) Aristot. ’A@r. 7. то) ’AOr. F 3 K.-W. The term éuoydAaxtes does not occur here, and in Politics it means blood- relations, II) The expression pertyovrec тоб yévoug Yevviivat xal duoydraxres Yév& ob mpoctxovtes sounds like an oxymoron because the term yévoc is used in both its meanings. In the mention of the dpoyddaxtes I am inclined to find a confusion with the second explanation. Harpokration, who often puts side by side quotations from Aristotle and another (frequently Atthidographic) author, Benerally distinguishes them clearly, but in this case he draws no clear distinction: F 35b first gives us Aristotle (whose name has dropped out) well and lucidly, but in his second explanation he has inserted a Passage of the Aristotelian conception (DX ol - xataveunfévtes) ; he even seems to have fused the two (in consequence of the double meaning of vévoc). 12) The explanations quoted p. 320, 29 ff. perfectly agree as to this main point; the differences merely concern minor matters, aS e.g. etymology. 13) Similar is the loose modern usage in applying the term 'family' (geschlecht) sometimes not only to noble families but also to com- moners and peasants, and sometimes making the correct distinction. There is no looseness in Herodt. 5, 66, 1 xal "Iexyópnc Teroév8pou olx(nc uiv Ev Box(you, &x&p tò dvéxaBey obx Éyc opácai- Obovci Bb ol ouyyevtes adrod Au Kaptut, but I shall not follow up the use of yévog and olx(n in Herodotos and other authors. It is sufficient to state that ovyyeveic are either member of a clan (= Attic yewijra), or in a 
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wider сше relatives, the wider sense including the narrower one (cf. e.g. el8oc yàp 
XU Ls botparapds Schol. Aristoph. Vesp. 947). 14) It should not be Wee at in 'AOr. Aristotle is explaining y&vos, not vewijzat. 15) In 1889 

owitz could not know that Kleisthenes left untouched the organization of the phratries (n. 5), and he consequently spoke of the ‘durch die kleisthenische ge- 
setzgebung erzwungene kultgemeinschaft der alten und neuen bürger’ (Euripid. 
Herakles? I p. 57 n. 16). But even then he ought not to have said that this ‘klei- 
sthenische blutsverwandtschaft nicht auf blutbruderschaft, sondern nur auf milchbruderschaft beruhte (daher duoyédaxtes) wie sie zwischen hoch und niedrig 
gewöhnlich ist’. Whether the notion of fosterbrotherhood is ancient or Attic we 
do not know. We also do not know what the ‘spezifisch attische’ (Pollux above 
P. 321, 4f.) word dyoydédaxtes means, if one is not willing to infer its meaning 
from Aristotle's Politics on the one hand and Ph.s explanation on the other. But 
the word is pre-Cleisthenian and even pre-Solonian, and as a basis for a civic 
division of the whole people fosterbrotherhood would be downright impossible. The 
fosterbrotherhood is a private relation, which surely can exist between sons of 
princes and sons of peasants, but neither were the phratores fosterbrothers nor did 
they ever consider themselves to be such. .16) It goes without saying that the 
Yévn are also connected by a community of cults, and that an association of orgeones 
theoretically might consist of relatives only. What matters is the principle of or- 
ganization, which is in the clan the blood (the common ancestor) and for the or- 
&eones the common cult. 

I) The report of Pausan. 1, 22, 4 is scanty: t& 8& mpombAata AlBov Aruxoü ch ёро- 
Pv Exe, xal xósuox xal peyéber tHv AlOwv péypr ye xal dod mpoetye. The costs even 
subsequently shocked Demetrios of Phaleron: Cicero De off. 2, 60. As to the 

yearly accounts of payments during the five years of 437/6-433/2 B.C. see I G* I 
363/7; also I G* I 92, 33/4 in the first decree of Kallias which is now finally dated 
at 434/3 B.C. (see Meritt A. J. Phil. 55, 1934, p. 253 ff.; Lehmann-Haupt Klio 27, 
1934, P. 337; Kolbe Sb. Ak. Berlin 1933, p. 154 ff.). About the plan and the building 
see: Busolt Gr. G. III 1, p. 557; Fabricius R E XV col. 2275 no. 3; Judeich Topogr.* 

Р. 225 Ё. 2) Apart from IG? I 92, 33 ff. cf. e.g. Plutarch. Perikl. 13, 7 tò 8è 
Бахрёу тєїуос̧, пері об Хохрёттс (РІаё. Соғ. р. 455 Е) åxoŭoal prow aùrtòç clanyou- 
Шоо үуфрлу Перо оос, ђрүо\ тає Кохріттқ. 3) Otherwise we are quite well 
informed about it: sacrifices to this Hygieia at the Panathenaia are mentioned I G* 

II 334; the artist Plin. N. H. 34. 80 fecit Pyrrhus H ygiam [et] Minervam; for its 
Position see Pausan. r, 23, 4 тоб 8 Аитрёфошс плтасіоу .. . бебу &үбџатӣ ёсту ‘Ty- 

tlac te, Av "AcxdAnmod naida elvar Aéyouor, xal "AOnvac exbernaw xal tabs “Tytelac. 
Did Pausanias simply confuse the sacred precinct on the Acropolis with that of 

Asklepios and Hygieia on the southern slope of the rock, which was established 

in 420/19 B.C. ? See I G? II 4960 dua FASev ‘Ty[leva xat] obras (8pó0n [79 lepó v «68e Grav tnt [’Aotupl Jou &рҳоутос Ku[SavriBou]. For further mentions of Hygieia on the 

Acropolis see Judeich Topogr.* p. 242.3. 4) N. H. 34, 81 Stypax Cyprius uno 
celebratur signo splanchnopte. Periclis Olympii vernula hic fuit, exta torrens tgnemque 
oris pleni spiritu accendens. See Lippold R E IV A col. 454. 

36 

I) Lex. rhet. p. 277, 10 Bkr Aóxetov- youváotov ўу 'АӨђупаху ётё Auxstov twd¢ 37 
"Алхбломос̧ óvouacOEv, Ev х хай тйс атрат1оти‹@с ёБєт@сє ётообуто ; Schol. Aristoph. 

Pac. 353 (Suda Phot. s.v.); Pausan. 1, 19, 3 Auxetov 8ё dmd pév Adxov тоб Tlav8tovog 
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ёе: тё буора, °Албоуос̧ 82 (єрӧу ёЕ ёруйс̧ хтА. 2) For the term see on F 121. 
1) See Judeich Tofogr.* p. 348. 2) See app. crit. on p. 111, 1. The scholiast 

who mentions twelve dvôptávreç (this determines the date of the source) did not 
understand the old institution and the proceedings. 

1) See F 3r. 2) The dedication is correctly connected with this event by 
Wachsmuth (Stadt Athen), Wilamowitz (Ph. U. 1, 1880, p. 207 n. 12), Frickenhaus 
(Die Mauern Athens), and others. 3) Judeich Topogr.* p. 69; 153; Lenschau 
RE XIX 1, 1937, col. 72 are in favour of the earlier accepted opinion and the year 
493/2 B.C., neither perceiving that it would then at least be necessary to change 
E to T, as Boeckh did. Hiller von Gaertringen (/ G* I р. 276, 92; Hist. Gr. Epigr., 
1922, no. 32) favours Valesius’ date 477/6 B.C. (cf. Thukyd. 1, 93; Diod. 11, 41/3). 
4) IG! II 1656/64 from the years 395/4-392/t B.C.; the building took even longer: 
Judeich /.c.p. 83 n. 7. 5) See U. Koehler on J G II 830. Literary tradition dates 
the building after the battle and assigns it to Konon himself: Xenoph. Hell. 4, 8, 
9-10; Diod. 14, 85 a. 394/3 B.C. The compromise of Kirchner (on Syil.? 124) does 
not seem to me satisfactory. The new fortification of the town and the port forms a 
unit as to the conception, and it is in line with the whole new policy of Athens. It is 
self-evident that the government and Konon worked together in close cooperation 
even before the naval battle. 6) The following are preserved: Aigeis in 394/3 
B.C.; Pandionis and Oineis in 393/2 B.C. 7) A dative «aic quAaic is impossible: 
it cannot depend on dvéGecav, and (judging from the inscriptions) peploavtes... 
tats pudais is not credible. I do not understand Wilamowitz’ supplement ol à &pxov- 
тес <TÒv Tletpad teryilew dpyovreg>; in any case it is doubtful linguistically, and that 
‘the archons laid the foundation stone’ is a modern idea. Perhaps a simple <obv> 
is sufficient, supposing that for instance the epimeletai of the phylai, or the tetyo- 
rool, of the first year were inscribed among the names of the dedicators. But Ph. 
may equally well have more fully discussed the tetyorotol (on them see Busolt- 
Swoboda Staatskunde p. 977; Kahrstedt Studien II р. 45 f.), who had the character 
of officials and were at least in 338 B.C. elected by the phylai (Aischin. 3, 30/1; 
the scholion 3, 13 does not yield much). Possibly the board of 395/4 B.C. was the 
first of its kind and the mode of election was unusual (Kahrstedt /.c.). The teixo- 
notol of the fifth century (J G? I 343, 9o in 443/2 B.C.) certainly were not elected 
in this manner. On the other hand, they were hardly chosen for particular occasions 
as those of the fourth century were, but were a body regularly charged with the 
maintenance of the walls. 8) Judeich Lc. p. 152. 

1) See on Kleidemos 323 F 8. 2) See on F 45/6. 
1) Demosth. 23, 104; see F 42 n. І. 
1) 23, 104 бт МОтохо0тс̧ ёлёсту Кбтоос̧, соуубу #81 хрбуоу бутос̧ тоб roňéuov, 

xal &ттрдаүрёо uèv "Ерүофіор (363/2 В.С.; Р. А. 5062), péddovtog 8° Avtoxdfoug 
ёхтдалу статпүоб (362/1 В.С.; P. А. 2727), Ёүрбфт ті пар’ орїу фйрісџа тоюбтоу, 80 
06 MortoxbOing piv тӯ фоВтбеіс хо! vouloas брас оо просёҳєіу отб, Кбтос 8° ёүхратӯс 
тоб т брошс тоб {єроб хай тфу Өтсторфу ёүёуєто. ха yép tor peta tair’.... Adroxdic 
pev expiver’ ce drodwdexdds MudrtoxiOny, of 82 Xpóvot xatà «o5 tà (piu! elmóvtog 
THs yeagiis tedynWecay, ta 8t npdypar’ axwddrer тў. пб. СЁ. ibid. 169 ened Kngr- 
сбёотос іу drm dAdyn tod otpamyetv (360/59 B.C.; P. A. 8313)... tov wey Matoxs- 
On, tov 84 ravtdg ebvouy buiv tod XpSvov, AxBadv npodobévO’ bxd тоб LyrxvOlwvog .... 
Харі8трос̧.... пара5і8ос, Кардихуоїс Toig Оретёроқ ёуӨроїс хт, 2) 5о, 4/5 éB- 



Boum yap POlvovtog Metayertrdivog pnvdg ent MóXevoc Epyovtog (362/1 В.С.) .... bnploaote tae уос ход жецу тоос tpinpdpyous.... MirtoxtOns 8 dperorhxer dxd Ké- тоос, xal npéoBeiç èrenóupet mepl сорџау(ос, Bonfeiv xeXebov xal thy Xeppóvnooy arodi8obg xth. 3) Blass Herm. 17 p. 153. 4) 72 F 5-6. — 5) Seeon F 43. I) [Demosth.] 50, 20-23; cf. 8 14. 2) The material has been collected by Fredrich IG XII 8 Р. 79. The particulars are not recognizable; but at some time Athens asked the two parties to come to an amicable arrangement (letter of Philip in [Demosth.] 12, 17), and Stryme still occurs in the seventh book of Androtion, t.e. in the second half of the fifties (324 F 31; Fredrich overlooked the passage). 3) See the quotation of the Крўтєс їп F 17. 4) IG XII 5, 2 p. 315; Nachr. Gótt. Ges. d. W. N.F. I no. 2, 1934, р. 42. 
1) The treaty with Olynthos precedes the last-named conquest: Diod. 16, 

8, 3/4. 2) The alliance of Athens with Ketriporis, Lyppeios, and Grabos, in 
which they unite to wage war against Philip and also to re-conquer Krenides was 
voted by the Demos in Hekatombaion 356/5: I G? II 127. 3) The positiveness of Ed. Schwartz’ assertion (Herm. 34, 1899, p. 491 n. 1) that F 43/44 belong ʻin die 
zeit unmittelbar nach Amphipolis' fall 357/6' is not justified. 4) F 43 shows 
how exhaustively Ph. dealt with matters which actually only concerned Thasos. 
But in the foundation of Daton-Krenides the Athenian Kallistratos (Р. А. 8157; 
IG XII 8 p. 79; 81) had so considerable a share that Isokrates II. elp. 24 and 
Skylax бу (Меќтомс- хаті тотуу Дбтоу хб ‘EdAnvic, fv duxtcev KoddAlotpatog "A6rvaioc) could speak of him as the ‘oikistes’. Here at least Zenob. Prov. 4, 34 8. 
Oáooç åyaððv is more accurate: KadAlotparos үйр ё фтор ёхтесоу 'АӨтутбєу Ёлелає 
тос Өхсіоос (' AOnvatouc Zen) thy утілерау үўу оіхӯсах хт\. For his arrival in Thasos 
see Ps. Demosth. 50, 46 ff. The disciple of Plato Leodamas, known as a geometer 
(Proklos from Eudemos: Vorsokr. 47 [35] A 6; Diog. Laert. 3, 24; lacking in R E), 
seems to have participated on behalf of the Thasians, for the Ps. Platonic letter п 
gives advice to him xal «oic ob«caic. This combination is not absolutely certain, 
as the letter mentions neither Thasos nor Daton. 5) Cf. Strab. 7, 331 fr. 36 
napà SÈ thv лараМоу тоб Ўтроџбуос хо! Латпубу rédig Neáno xol es Ts ёсть 8 ў хора ў прьс ть Хтроџбуос népav, dj uiv iml OcOderrnt хай то тєрї Adro 
tonotg "O8opdvrets xal ' H3ovol xal BuadAzat x*À. Probably the A«vrvol are a Thracian 
tribe. 6) Philippson R E IV col. 2229 f.; Fredrich I G XII 8 p. 81; and others 
(enumerated by Joh. Schmidt R E XIX 2, 1938, col. 2212 f.). Strabo VII 331 fr. 33 
also mentions the town: nepl xóv Xcpuuovuxóv xóXrov móAsig .... Müópxivoc, г 
ДраВсхос̧, Лётоу, блер хай ёрістпу ёує: хра» xal сбхартоу xal кп p e 
Xpvood wéradra, dq” od xal raporsla ‘Adrov cyabdv’, Фе xal “kyalGv dyablBec’. T x : 2 s bm riora шётод% tamı уровоб èv wale Konvlaw, Sov viv ol Dorner wédic (putas, rAnalov тоб Паүүа(оо брощс̧. Herodotos 9, 75 must have meant the region: КО уы m "Абтуа(оу страттүёоута ёра Леќуроі тб ГАабхо»уос бподомеїу rc H3ovàv E E T 
Tv uexáXAeov tv xpuaé£ov uayóusvov, for the battle is fought tv ApaBnaxón тї 

А 1 82 ФОлттох пб) ёстіу, À woo (Thukyd. 1, 100, 3 and others). 7) B.C. 4, 4399 | vt Aógot va- Adtog буо сто тод хо Kpnvides Ext mpd Acrou- xpiivat тёр сое Sg ёф’ ёхотоб 
рётоу пола. ФОлттос 82 Фс єороёс̧ ёлі Өрёосс хору боря 2 : ived Фото mpoceinev. Воескћ /.с. р. 18 апа Beloch Gr. G.? III 1 p. ias MESE. buen 

that Appian made a mistake as to the sequence of the s осаго В 

(n. 2). 0) Steph. Byz. s.v. ®Oummor- .... of mpérepov Kony 
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"Exvropii cv Và «xol móMg OÜwrmot c) roov Kpnvidec. tote St Kpnvitate modepou- 
pévoic brrd Өрахёу BonOhoag & ФХхттос Ф\{ттоуос бубросєу». СЇ. з. у. Дбтоу; Крумідес; 
Strabo VII 331 fr. 34 (n. 6). Eustath. Dion. Per. 517 Oda0g ... to Adtov cuvarxtoev 
is not a counterargument: it may mean the same. ч 1) See on F 41. 2) Boeckh /.c. p. 20. 3) G. H. Schaefer and Butcher in 
the Oxford text of 1903 have deleted ЁЕохлсх(ма тблаута; іп Harpokration the number is corrupt. But it cannot be doubted, for Polybios 2, 62, 6/7 attests it and 
gives particulars: «(c үйр drip ' Абтуо[о» обу lorópnxe Sudtt x28" og xaupods perd 
ӨтВа(оу elg tov mpd¢ Aoxedarrovioug ёуВолуоу тблєроу, xal uuplouc uàv èEéreunov otpa- Tatas éxatdv 8 endhpovv трийрєщ, бт тбтє хріуаутес̧ ёл тўс (9с ломїсдол тйс els тӧу лблероу єЇсфордс ётуіӱсауто тўу тє Хӧрау тђу ’Attuchy dracav xal tàç ol- 
xíxc, óuoloc 8& хой ту Aoi obolxv- dXX брос̧ тӧ сӧытау tlunua THs dElag evérr- ne töv tkaxioyülwv Staxoctors xat Tevtyxovta taddvtotc. Even if Ph. gave the round 
number he need not have taken it from Demosthenes, though it is quite probable 
that he recorded the motions of 354/3 B.C. and the speech. 4) The latter 
alternative is the view of Boeckh (Staatshaush.* I p. 579 ff.) who assumes an error of Polybios and calculates the national wealth at 30000-40000 talents, This 
figure is certainly much too high, but the difference between the actual value and 
the taxation value may (as in the case of most modern property-taxes) have been considerable. Against Boeckh see Beloch Herm. 20 (1885) and 22 (1887); about the followers of each see Thalheim R E V col. 2 151; Busolt-Swoboda S/aatsk. p. 1213n.2; about the meaning of tlunua the latter p. 821 n. 2; 1214 À (in R E VI A 1 an article is lacking). 5) Boeckh made this assumption because in F 46 he retained the 
reading of the Mss. ®. èv tři t. Actually it is quite possible that the statement about the national property was first made under the year 378/7 B.C., and that Ph. 
referred back to it under 357/6 or 354/3 B.C. There is no evidence for Ph. having 
used the Attic numerals, otherwise the alteration of F to T' might be considered; it is not less easy than that of 8exécr to ёт. 6) Cf. Introd. p. 246, 20 ff. 7) [Demosth.) 47, 21 6 8i Уброс̧ ó toU IIepi&vBpou Jjv&yxate xal mpocttatte napoAapeiv Tobc ópeD.ovrag và oxeón, хо® bv al cuppoplat ouvetdyOnoav. These words are an obvious addition, but need not be incorrect. The date 358/7 (357/6) B.C. is gener- ally agreed upon; it is explained by the beginning of the Social War: Boeckh /.c.; Р. А. 11800; Beloch Gr. G.3 III 1 P- 445; Pickard-Cambridge C. 4. H. VI p. 210; Poland R E IV A col. 1164; Strassburger R E VII A, 1939, col. 108 (with literature). 8) See on Kleidemos 323 F 8, 

1) Demosth. 4 (= 1, Philipp.), 34 обу болер «bv паре\Өбута хрбуоу elç Ağuvov xal “IuBpov ёЁрВол оу аїурол тоос тоМтас̧ Оретёрос биуєт' ёуоу, прӧс̧ тбл Гєршстф тӯ плоїа содаву ёш0тта yphuat BEC Ее, tà tedeutai’ ele Мораббу &т Вт ха тђу ієрёу ётё тўс Хӧрас̧ Фіуєт’ ёусу трийрт, Ореїс 8 обтє табта Sivacte xwrvey 088’ є тойс хрбуоос, о0с бу пробосбе, Вотбету. 2) Diod. 20, 46, 2; Plutarch. Demetr. 10. 3) Plutarch. Lc. 11, 1; De Alex. fort. II 5 P. 338 A. 4) See on F 66. 5) See n. 8-9. 6) Introd. p. 243, 3 fi. 7) Schol. Demosth. Patm. (BC H I) 8, 29 IIapdXuov* lepóv IIapáAou vwóc fpcooc, &o' ob xal IIápaAog ўу 1=ра уобс̧- фу 8% обтос Посє:8@уос̧. Harpokr. з.у. Парадос (Ѕода з.у. 8l. 389) ulx «àv nap' 'AOnvxlov pb; Tác Snuocla pelas Sxrceumou£vow tprhpov, &xó "tos Tjpaoc robvoua AafoUca ITapáAov. ol 8* &пт.ВеВтхб- тес соті Ёхадобуто Паралоі (Парёло, Epit), ot 81a tadrny thy drenpectay тёттарас̧ тє ёВо- Хойс дуВауоу хо ть тдеХоу Шёрос̧ тоб ёуцхотоў оїхо: Ёреуоу, Aa TÉ tiva brijpxev adtots 
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у оаа ана b vus a масаи (F 55 BI.-J.). péuvnrar 
ойчу Leones itt Bisa S м xa (81 F 38). Pl ot, Lex. NY. Tidpadog (Suda s.v.) 
A iE ri EN жил, Joa 86 xod Ал tprhpers 860 Avttyovic xal Anuntpt- 
a sue Ж, nh eee i utv Tdpadog tréumero поёс тйс Oecplac, elc «e ATAÓv quit 
аа ит hè apiwla mode +d petarturecbat тобе #® «©ттс (1. @ХХо8атос?.) Arr- 
0% d у Soxobvrac. ёттоАё&р оуу 82 брос хой abra al tprqpers. The discrimination of the functions 18 wrong: it is a generalization of the particular case of the Salaminia having been sent for Alkibiades (Thukyd. 6, 53; 61); generally speaking the articles 

are seriously confused (for instance Suda Bl. 390 Idpadog... dtyerar 8& ath xal 
Zadapivla) and show a poor degree of learning. About the occurrence of the names 
in the naval documents I G? II 1604 ff. see Busolt-Swoboda Staatsk. p. 1208 n. 2. 
8) If we leave aside the names in the naval documents which are doubtful as 
to their reference (Koehler A. M. 8 P. 169), Paralos and Salaminia appear along- 
side of each other (as in Aristophanes and Thukydides) for the last time in 
Xenoph. Hell. 6, 2, 14, Paralos and Ammonias for the first time (after 328 B.C.) 
in Aristotle ’A@r. 61, 7 and Deinarchos (VII 2; the Ammonias also XIV з Тог.). 
9) About the cult of Ammon in Athens in the first half of the fourth century 
B.C. see 1 G* II 1428 Add. P. 809. An "Aug ovosc lepdv exists in 333/2 B.C., but it 
probably was not very old at that time (see Kirchner on Syil* 281 n. 3). It is 
therefore not connected with the idea that Alexander is ‘the son of the god’ 
(Wilamowitz G}. d. Hell. II p. 265 n. 1; Nissen Rh. Mus. 47, 1892, p. 197 f. was quite 
wrong); the Scholia on Demosthenes (p. 636, 16 Ddf; Lex. Patm. p. 150 S) explain 
quite correctly 3j áráyovoa Ovclac "Aupcw. Au. IO) See Introd. p. 252, 34 ff. 

1) Liban. Hypoth. Olynth. 1 $ 2-3 in the good, if succinct, survey on Olynthos: 
Oolremen 8... cuppoytav of "OXbvOtot mowoáusvot (356 B.C.) xal moAuoüvreg uev 
abrod mpd¢ 'AOnvatoug td xa’ &px&c . .. . botepov bnontedew TjpEavro tóv Baca, ópvrec 
abrod tayelev xal rody thy ad—naw, ob тлотђу è thv yvóunv. dnoðnņpoŭvra è mph- 
озутес абтбу, пёрфаутес npéofets mpdc A@nvaloug xatedvcavro tov прас abrods méAeHOV, 
тоюбутес тобто ларі тӧс cuvOyxas tas modo Фбиттоу" сєтідеуто үйр хаї хоу 
толршеїу прӧс 'AOrnvalouc, xdv ло т 86и хоў: стеісзсдоа. ё 8 ФОлттос mái 
іу прорбссо) ёт? обтоўс 8єбреуос, тбтє 82 табтпу ХаВоу... . пбдлероу ётӯуєүхеу. 01 8 
merdupan nptoBers ele "Абђғас тері ВотӨєіас, оїс & Атџос@ёутс cuvryopeóet, Bongeiv 
хабом тоїс "Охоо (сё. Demosth. 9; 19, 263/6). The conclusion of peace of course 
did not give the Olynthians any claim to Athens’ help in their war against Philip. 
Whether the badly preserved inscription J G* II 258 refers to that peace or to the 
alliance is quite doubtful. Hampl Herm. 70, 1935, p. 178, referring ќо Е 49/51, 
Speaks wrongly of 'die symmachie des jahres 349, auf grund welcher gesandte 
der Xadudeig im j. 348 die Athener zur hilfeleistung gegen Philipp auffordern’. 
About the developments from 356 B.C, onward and the Olynthian War see Beloch 
Gr. G.3 IT t р. 492 #.;2 р. 277 ff. David M. Robinson R E XVIII 1, 1939, ent. 328 f. 
is not very clear, 2) Diod. 16, 53/4 supplies some facts about Philip s action; 

about Athens he has nothing but phrases which seem to refer to the situation after 

the fall of Olynthos. See also Hypereides F 76 Bl-]. 3) For the chronology 
see Beloch op. cit. p. 277 ff. Ph. in this account made no statements as to the 
months (see F 159), but he leaves no doubt about the third army having also е 
in the course of the year 349/8 В.С. 4) He may for instance have nected ie 
Euboean War. 5) Theopompos (115 F 143) reports unfavourably about 

49—51 
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behaviour. Perhaps that was why Chares obtained the command тоб otéAov mavróc 
(F 51). — 6) For example Xenophon in the Hellenika and Demosthenes in the 
Olynthian speeches and the Philippics use only the name 'OAóv&to. (cf. also II. +. 
Ilapanpeof. 19, 233/6); so do the authorities of Diodoros (cf. n. 8). The reason in these cases, too, may be (n. 7) that a convenient term was wanted for differentiating these 
"Chalcidians' from those in Euboia who were frequently mentioned at the same 
time. Another reason is that the political unity of the Ходхадєїс of Olynthos had to be distinguished from the Xoxxiluxal тбл: Olynthos and the towns joined with it 
are Chalcidian by stock, but not all Chalcidians by stock are (always) united with Olynthos. See in this connexion Demosth. I9, 263 (on the year 382 В.С.) обл 
XaAXAxiBé£ov xávcov ele ёу соуоіхи у. All these distinctions belong to the 
fourth century; Thukyd. 1, 57. 5 speaks of ol nt Opdung Xadrxidetg when discussing 
the dvourcpds &c "OXuv6ov of the Ent Bardon. nédetc in the year 432/1 B.C. (1, 58, 2); here and elsewhere he follows the official usage. — 7) IG* II 36 a. 384/3 (?) [ovppayla Xadpadtev ra[v ext Opduns vot]. é[o]}replorg. IT 43b 5 a. 378/7 [Xornt B46 ёт [@pduenc] as members of the second naval confederation (interpreted by Kirchner here and Syll? 147 as being the "incolae Chalcidis urbis ad Athon montem 
sitae’). This official usage is without doubt determined by the fact of the Euboean 
Chalcidians being mentioned too: II 44, 20 a. 378/7 B.C. [ovpucy ix Хол [х8] оу тбу èv Evßola [xal "A8nvzíov]; but Hampl /.с. P. 191 has curiously misunderstood J G*I 39. 4-5 а. 446/5 В.С. обх ёхсело Xadoudlag by XarxlBoc. 8) Syll 135 a. 389/83 ZuvOrxax ' Ausvcat tt "Eepdialou xal XaXxiBeoot ; treaty with Philip: D. M. Robinson Transact. Proc. Am. Ph. Ass. 65, 1934, p. 103 ff. (Riv. Fil. N.S. 13 p. 501). Diodoros 
in the Corresponding passages (14, 92, 3; I5, I9, 2; 16, 8, 3) has ol 'OX5v6tot. instead of Xc»aBÀeic. _ 9) For the fourth century at least. The development is certainly correctly described on the whole by Busolt-Swoboda Staatsk. р. 1502 ff. (see also Mabel Gude A History of Olynthos 1933; other facts in Hampl l.c. p. 176 f.; Ro- binson /.c. p. 327 is again not very clear). We must distinguish between the ‘Olyn- thian-Chalcidian unitary state with one polis’ (it might be called Great Olynthos), which was created in 432/1 B.C., and the "Chalcidian federation with Olynthos as its capital' (better chief town), which exi: since the eighties of the fourth century at the latest. We do not see clearly about the federal constitution, but we can form an idea as to the main lines of the development of the league, and we can state its size to have changed frequently and considerably. Hampl's attempt to prove that ‘der chalkidische staat staatsrechtlich ... ein einheitsstaat (mit Olynth als befestigtem stádtischen mittelpunkt) war' and as such 'seit 479 existierte' has in my opinion failed. He is right in this particular (p. 195) that 4$ xowóv in Syil.* 135 is not decisive in favour of a federal state. 

1) Etude sur Didyme, 1906, p. I9 f. 2) Berliner Klass.-Texte 1, 1904, p. XXXII ff. Diels assumes ‘regelmässige oder stellenweise vermittlung durch Demo- stheneskommentare’. It is quite credible that both Didymos and Dionysios used them; but we may be sure that both knew Hermippos; this is certain for Didymos. Thus the question about Hermippos as their fundamental source loses some of its importance for the explanation of F 53/6. The omission of ambassadors from Philip in Didymos and Dionysios (F 56) seems to tell in favour of Diels, but that argument would drop out if Philip had actually not sent ambassadors at that time (see Text p. 332, 9 fi.). 3) See e.g. col. 13, 13 fi. About the form of these com- 
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mentaries see Leo G. G. N. 1904. 
text тобтощ uiv drexplvavto must hav 
contained what the Thebans further 

4) And not enough on the other hand. In Ph.s 
€ been followed by a sentence with 82, which 
said, or rather did. That cannot be the sentence *AOnvala èt-tymploavto preserved by Dionysios, for that sentence cannot in any case have occurred in Ph. in this form ; chronology makes it impossible. 5) If it is one only. P, Michigan 10 (Koerte Arch. Pap.-F. 10 p. 219) col. II copia }é[uJevoc, brug BonOhawaw xal HL} Tpojowvrat tots tyOpoic, Buxev dvayopedaat Pnpropa ta Oewpixd LPhuata otpatvarixd APTpara noreiv: 6 se dijuog énexdpwoe thy YWouny tuv c* * does not help. The importance of the resolution about the üeopux& depends partly at least upon the amount they absorbed. About this no agreement has been reached: they are estimated low by Kahrstedt G G N 1929 p. 156 ff.; Studien L, 1934, p. 196 n. 4; Glotz Rev. Hist. 170, 1932, p. 385 ff.; higher by Ooteghem Etudes class. 1, 1932, p. 338 ff. 6) Possibly when Philip’s return from his campaign against the Scythians on the Danube was announced. The fact that Dionysios epitomizes Ph. certainly does Not justify dating it at the time of the federation between Athens and Thebes (as Kromayer Antike Schlachtfelder Y p. 180; Wüst Philipp 11,1938, p. 158n. 1do). — 7) Beloch Gr. G.3 III 2 P- 297; Wüst Lc. p. 53 ff. 8) Demosth. 18, 162. For the chronology till the battle of Chaeronea see Bel och p. 297 ff. 9) It is out 

of the question that he should have marked the omission by a sign, as Foucart 
Suggests, 10) Not by Philip. About the question of the several embassies going 
to Thebes from the side of the Macedonians see on F 56. 11) The subject of 
tYnpicavto, viz. Orio, must be supplied from elg O78as. 12) Foucart declares 
F 56 to be ‘un exposé satisfaisant'. His explanation 'Philochore n'avait pas à in- 
sister sur l'assemblée de Thébes: le souvenir en était dans toutes les mémoires' 
does sound a little strange, especially when followed by the remark that Demosthenes 
had represented matters quite differently from Aischines. Stahelin Klio 5 p. 69 
even talks about ‘two recensions of the text of Ph.’. | 

1) Beloch of. cit. p. 295. Diodoros 16, 74-76 records it in greater detail than that 
of Byzantium and describes in particular how every kind of engine was brought 
to bear in the siege. 2) «y 'E)XMjenovrov? cf. [Demosth.] 12, 16. 3) Op. 
cit. p. 294 f. 

. 
1) 72 F 11; 41. 2) The correct term djptopa ypdtbavros is given by Didymos; 

simply vpáoetw, but preceded by &jynglaavro in F. 56a; ypáget тӧу nédguov Aischines 
$55. 3) Plutarch. Phokion 14, 3-4; the number in Hesych. Miles. 390 F 1 § 28. 
4) Plutarch. l.c. According to Beloch op. cit. p. 294 they were the ships with which 
Phokion had expelled Kleitarchos from Eretria at the end of 341/0 Ro еее 
F 160/1; about Kephisophon, strategos in 342/1 B.C. against the tyrant of Oreos, 
see F 159): Vit. X or. p. 849 F and I G? II 1629 d 957/65. 5) Diodor. 16, 77, 2 
ùs Sè xal Bóvapv vautuchv aEvdroyov eéreupav BonOycoveay totic Bukavrlog* dpolwg 
84 cobro, Xiot xz. М I 

1) 1G! II 1668 — Syll? 969 (with the notes of Hiller): Euvypaqol тйс aevo 
796 Мут) тоїс xpeuactoïç oxeveow Ео0о8бџоо Дтизттріоо Мећмтёос, «оаа oe 
oribou "Edevawlov. 2) Vit. X or. p. 852 C (IG? II 457) mpdc 8& тобтощ ie or TpadaBiov toç me vewoolxoug xal tiv axevobixnv... eerpydouro. Cf. oe Topogr.* p, 438 ff. (Ebert R E III A, 1927, col. 516 is insufficient). 3) е 
famous description of the rére avy Bac év Tit méAet BdpuBoc (§§ 169 ff; see also Di e 
16, 84). 4) Gr.G.! III 2 p. 297 f. Beloch rejects the date of Kromayer (see 

54 

55 

56 
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Pickard-Cambridge C. A. H. VI Pp. 258) before the 16th of Boedromion (i.e. about 
20th Sept.) which he founded on Aischin. 3, 130. Several reports existed of the 
tépac at the celebration of the Mysteries (Schol. Aischin. 3, 130; unfortunately 
without the mention of authorities). Events like that would be expected in Ph. 
5) Aischin. 3, 140 ered) DOurmog adtav (scil. «àv OnBatov) d&perdduevog Nixaav 

Oerraroic тарёдохе (344/3 В.С.?) xat rov médsuov, ôv mpdtepov éEfxosv ёх тўс Хорс 
Tis Воот@у, тобтоу тч»... ётїүүє 8& тї Deaxldoc en’ абтдс тс Өңдос, хай тё телєотаїоу 
Елётєшу xataraBdy éyapdxawce хой фроор@у elohyayev xt. Demosth. 6, 22 бт' adtoig 
(scil. toic Oerradoic) tods tupdwoug BE eBadAc хоі пабу Мхолоу хоі Маүупоќах é8(8ov. The 
capitulation to Philip of the Phocians is reported by Diodor. 16, 59, 3 (346/5 B.C.). 
[Demosth.] II, 4 drortederar 8 Оло OnBalov Nixotav uiv poupa. xatéywv, elc 8b thy 
Aupuerovlay eloSeduxtic. The first two passages do not justify the substitution 
ОЃ Өєттодоїс {ог Лохроїс іп the text of Ph. on the suggestion of Stahelin (Klio 5 p. 71): 
the town which commanded the road through Thermopylae (Aischin. 2, 132) was 
Locrian (Strab. 9, 4, 4; al.); Philip, in the meantime had again garrisoned the town 
himself; the text Says wapadiévat, not &nodiSévat. The reference to the resolution 
of the Amphictyones (n. 9; see also Diod. 16, 59, 4) shows that that was a compro- 
mise in the interest of Philip, who wished to put an end to the quarrel between 
Boeotia and Thessaly. Beloch Gr.G.* III 1 p. 562 has determined the import of 
= expulsion of the Macedonian garrison. About Nikaia cf. W. A. Oldfather R E 
ut col. 1207 ff.; XVII col. 222 no. 5; he is diffuse and not altogether Satisfactory. 6) It has not been perceived by Schaefer Demosthenes II p. 520 f. and the historians (Beloch P. 563 f.; Pickard-Cambridge C A H УІ р. 258 #.; ross RE XIX 2 col. 2293; Momigliano Pilippo il Macedone, 1934, p. 158; Wüst 

Ё.с. P. 155 ff.). For Foucart see n. 9. 7) Certainly not alone, as Diodor. 16, 85, 1 
[wawa (this would contradict Athenian custom), but ped’ érépwv (Plutarch. emosth. 18, 1) as the leader of the embassy. Ol nptoBetg Demosth. 18, 211, who had 
i р ee 178); mpéoBers Ph., who probably mentioned the names of the че assadors as the Althides usually did. 8) 135/6 F 20. I should prefer ot o use Diod. 16, 85, 3 DÜuzzoc 36 tò Lev npGrtov ёЕётерфєу ёпі тё xowdv tov Botwtav 
т Фф» 1» ётїрхуёстатос Побоу for supporting this sequence. Apart from the a oe confused the embassy to Thebes in autumn 339 B.C. with the 
i g г о оп з Athens in spring 343 B.C. (as in § 4 he refers for the facts to us ibn is _ ie Él may lie with his unknown source), he begins by relating 

EM е own to the march to Boeotia (sic), giving subsequently 
a 2 e Tp@tov pty Corresponds нєт@ 8ё тойут” б ФОдттос @тотоуф» тй oe а амер uev els thv Вомотілу (§5). From this arrangement nothing s to be ga Or our question. 9)B. Keil's suggestion to write me Yéevtwv and evotvrwy is extremely tempting. We sh Š i 
the Ms. APR Gt. pting. We s оша have to assume a very early error in сз E deis E pend worded his account thus in order to indicate that : ES a embassy. No doubt, in fact, he did. But the embassy refers 
о а resolution of the Amphictyones; in vain Foucart р. 183 (‘les Thébains soute- LS = Ph. Jugeait, que la réclamation était contraire à ce méme décret'), Wüst Pe E > = ( 2 Philipp feindliche tradition' which refers to the 'dogma der : T y nen ), an others try to defend the napé. Philip, who was now strategos of the Amphictyony, kept in the background, and the request is not that Nikaia should be surrendered to the Macedonians, but to the Locrians. 10) One might 
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suppose that Thebes approached Athens (which was at that time at war with Philip, but with her fleet only), throwin g out a feeler about the possibility of assist- ance by land. Aischines’ report (3, 140) that after the capture of Elateia petenty- фауто 'Абтуа(оос refers to a later date, but makes an earlier approach from Thebes appear possible. It is by no means self-evident a priori that Ph. described the events in the same manner as Demosthenes, and even the account of the orator (18, 177) does not preclude contacts between his party and the 'friends' (ib. 211) of Athens in Thebes, 11) Perhaps there is something correct behind Diodoros’ én) +d xowdv töv Bowwtév (n. 8). 12) This would be more probable than that matters became disarranged in Demosthenes’ memory. Moreover, Demosthenes refers to the report of the embassy, and he had no motive for forging. 13) Aischin. 3, 148 ff. Demosth. 18, 215 leaves «àv pécur aside. 14) 115 F 328 after Demosthenes’ 
Success in Thebes: бете тфу piv Diinnov ebOds emxnpuxetecbar Seduevov elpjyys. His description makes it appear possible that Demosthenes also was in Thebes 
repeatedly in order to urge the preparations for the war. For details in this interval 
of gathering storm see Schaefer Demosthenes 1I p. 524 ff.; about Philip's activity 
also C. A. H. VI p. 260. 

I) One of the buildings completed by Lykurgos: ibid. p. 841 D; I G* II 457 b 6. 
2) Fritzsche De Lenaeis, Rostock 1937; Rohde Kl. Schr. II <1883> p. 407 #.; Wilhelm Urkunden dramat. Aufführungen, 1906, p. 149; Christ-Schmid Gr. L.* I 
P- 393 n. 4; al. 3) Lipsius At. Recht, 1905, p. 212 n. 118. 4) Introd. p. 252 f. 

I) They argue convincingly (see also Judeich p. 394) in favour of the view that 
the passage of Hypereides does not refer to the theatre but to the Pnyx: 'it is in- 
conceivable that an orator of Demosthenes' interest and activity should have been 
in the habit of sitting at the most distant possible point from the speaker's plat- 
form .... Demosthenes would naturally be in the habit of sitting close to the spea- 
ker's platform. Here (on the Pnyx), if our proposed restoration is correct, he would 
be seated at the bottom of the sloping rock-cut floor which formed the back part 
of the first auditorium but bounded the front of the second. Such a seat might 
appropriately be described as “down below” (in reference to the rising seating 
floor) and “at the foot of the scarp” ’. The explanation of Fiechter R E X, 1919, 
col. 2493 as ‘höhlung des theaters’ is impossible both materially and linguistically. 
2) Judeich of. cit. p. 315 n. 4; thus already Lenz-Siebelis p. 62, Dindorf, and ns 
Others. — 3) Dindorf in Stephanus' Thesaurus L. Gr. IV 1273, who exp ams 
the seat of Demosthenes (odrep єодє хадтсда: Нурегеіа.) аѕ ‘ехігешит т.е. pet 
mum sedilium primae contiquatrionis gradus'. 4) I G* II 1623 Bb 290; Е 
5. 5) The Assembly used to meet in the theatre probably from the time when 
the building of Lykurgos was finished. е 
1) Сгоепете Hei 3s 1903, p. 362 f. 2) 84 Е 21. 3) тоюбта ели 

Atumapyou Oidsyopog mapémimrev can only mean this. The suggestion of е = 
sur Didyme р. 189 їз impossible: ‘il est possible que Dicacarchus та l'Index 
moins injuste à l'égard de Platon et c'est pour le réfuter que l'auteur de oe 

aurait emprunté deux citations A Philochore’. 4) Mekler; Foucart. Шен» 
cit. p. 190. His treatment of the passage is unsatisfactory because he ти ссе text only and therefore starts from the sentence ‘il y était e 3 (scil. ol 
de Socrate’. — 6) We have no evidence but of the yañ elxav, n ce > ). 
"AGnvaio) iy rt Tlopretat, Avoirrov vaóvqw é£pyaoauévou (Diog. Laert. 2, 43). 
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7) We do not know the subject of &v£0ccav, and no name is preserved of those who 
dedicated the statue. I do not intend to set up against Mekler's unfounded attempt 
at finding here Xenokrates and Krantor an invention of my own with disciples 
of Isokrates: it would be easy. 8) It might be stated in favour of this suggestion that Ph. liked to mention dedications of that kind. The nearest example would be 
that by Speusippos in F 224, though it may as well have been taken from the "Entypdupara’Articd. — 9) The idea of Foucart that Ph. gave Plato a prominent 
place among the dedicators (see his supplement in the app. crit.) is improbable 
because of the reading "Icoxpétove, and so is his reasoning that Ph. did so not 
only because of Plato’s fame but ‘aussi a cause des bruits fácheux qui avaient couru 
Sur son attitude au moment de la mort de Socrate’. If the supplement dvéuata ouxva 
is correct, a number of names is more likely to have followed. We know neither in 
what names nor in what facts the historian of the Academy was interested here. 

1) Ziehen RE V A 2 col. 2237 no. 1. 
1) There is either an omission or a confusion, The goddess worshipped on the Acropolis (Judeich Topogr.? p. 285), in Eleusis (Farnell Cults III p. 315 f.), in the Tetrapolis (7 G? II 1358, 49), and also outside Attica is called Azure XA6n or simply X361: I G* II 1356; 1472; 5129 and elsewhere; Aristoph. Lys. 835; Pausan. 1, 22, 3. Whether Semos Athen. 14, IO p. 618 D (— 396 F 23) refers to Athens is doubtful. Judeich of. cit. p. 45 assumes that 'the hill next to Kolonos Hippios to the north' was sacred to the EjyAXooc of Sophokles. About A. Xàóņ see Farnell op. cit. III P. 33 ff.; Kern Religion d. Griechen I P. 215. 2) Before xat Aristoph. Lys. 835 mapa 7 tH¢ XAén¢ may have dropped out. It is probable that Didymos wrote com- mentaries on Eupolis, too (M. Schmidt Did. Fragm. p. 308 f.; Cohn RE V col. 458, 10 ff.). 3) Omreiar A. Mommsen xpi xoi Өў\еа у. Prott Legg. Sacrae I, 1896, р. 53; Arch. Rel.-Wiss. 9, 1906, Р. 91, referring to I G? II 1358, 49; Syll.* 1025, 61. 4) &ró RM om. L «bo Lascaris. Cf. Hesych. s.v. X3oia. (yXot& Ms.; XAéevx Meursius) - форт dnd tav xhrev( ? Jac x&Xnov Ms; xapróv Meursius). 5) Өбоов› LM 6vcíag К. 6) Feste der Stadt Athen p. 447 n. 4. 7) Preller-Robert Gr. Myth.* I p. 766 n. 3 give a maze of mostly wrong quotations: in J G? I neither Demeter Chloe nor the 6th Thargelion appears; Diog. Laert. 2, 44 writes about that day бт, хада{роослу "Anvatot thy xédtv (this event hardly concerns Chloe) xal thy "Apreuty Afjuot yevéobat Фосіу, апі ѕо оп. Тһе Tetrapolis sacrifices to Chloe in Anthesterion (I G* II 1 358), and Cornutus Theol. Gr. Comp. 28 says nepl tò čap THE XASne Ajuntpr Osover pera naw8rag xal yapaic xtd. Therefore Pringsheim Archaeol. Beitr. z. Gesch. d. eleusin. Kultes P. 116 suggested dating the Eleusinian Chloia also in Anthesterion. That is doubtful, and Deubner A. F. p. 67 remains undecided. The sacrifice on the Acropolis does not prove anything for Eleusis, and any time when the corn sprouts would be suitable for Chloe, even winter. That may have been the Eleusinian date, for the festival is mentioned after (together with ?) the Haloa (26th Posideon: F 83) in 7 G? II 949. 1) yuptov loyupév Xen. Hell. 2, 4, 2; xoplov Diodor. 14, 32, 1; castellum Justin. 5, 9, 6; only Ovx, Isokrates /..; all about Thrasybulos. Duhy xal Iávaxtov, èritet- xlopata tig ’Artucic (Plutarch, Demety. 23, 3: Four year’s War 306/5-303/2) would probably belong to the gth book. 2) Agora Y 4008; Dinsmoor Archon List p.5n. 7. 1) 228 T 1; 3; 8-9. 2) 228 F 4-7; Comm. II D р. 646 f. 3) Introd. p. 253, 17 fi. 
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1) [Demosth.] 47, 26 mpocexareakuny rtpóc тє тоўс ёпостоћёос хой прёс тоос THY VEW- 

pluv éniedntdg- odor yep єісӯуоу тбтє тёс 8адхосіос ele td 8ъхостйрюу пері тоу схєобу. 

2) I G* II 1629 (b) 251 fi. (SyII.* 305) on the occasion of the ships put at the disposal 

Кш for the foundation of а colony: éAgoOat 8& xal drootoreac tov uov 8ёха 

pag E ' AOnvalov dndvtwy, tob 8 аїред утас ётцрећеїадох тоб &nroccóAov, xaÜ&nep 17) 

Воо Rpootéraxrat, At the opening (a 170 ff.) of t&v vewplav tripedytal were ordered 

napadoivat tots tprnpdpyors tac vais xal zà oxeùn ; there must have been a figure in the 

psephism. 3) Lipsius A. R. p. 117 f.; 980. About the ёпостоћїс see also Boeckh 

Staatsh.* I p. 630; 652; Seeurkunden p. 171; Busolt-Swoboda Staatsk. p. 1056. 

4) They occur for the first time in the spurious speech 47 from the later 'fifties (353/2 

B.C. Blass Att, Bereds.* I1I 1 p. 545). About their functions as described in $ 26 see 

Lipsius p. 114. They may be older, and may belong to the time of the reorganization 

of the fleet. The énipedntal tév vewpiwy mentioned besides them (n. 1; 2) functioned 

already in the fifth century (Agora 6244 I 727; Oliver Hesperia 4, 1935, p. 16). 

1) I omitted here the ordinary description of the functions of the Eleven (also 

given in the Scholia on Aristophanes with ws) trepedoivro Bb vv Ev tõt ões- 

ротуріох, хой ёпӯуоу х\ттас, ёуёратодістӣс, Холод отас, є{ џёу ёролотоїсу, д
ауатфсоутес, 

tl 8b wh, єіс&Еоутес elg và Buxxovhpux, x&v aeow, &noxtevoivtes. 2) The sen- 

tence énté - cdpatos is neither an ‘appendix’ nor an ‘independent enlargement’ 

made by the source of the lexicographer, who consulted Ph. a second time: it belongs 

to the original excerpt. It frequently happens that the later lexicographers, who are 

merely concerned with explaining a term, omit the historical part. For example in 

regard to the évSexa Pollux provides both the systematic and the historical part, the 

Aristophanes Scholia give now two versions, the complete one (much abbreviated 

in V) and the purely systematic one (in RV); the Lexeis p. 250, 4 Bkr and others 

have merely the latter. 3) They are spaced out in bB. On the other hand ba 

has the Bovdy besides the txxAnota. The Bof is also mentioned in the Lexeis, but 

is lacking in Pollux. 4) 2 and b begin with a warning against the confusion of 

Өеєсшодёто: апа vopoptAaxes, unfortunately without telling us who committed it 

(ёс bB). How this could happen is difficult to understand in view of the different 

names and the different numbers. It is incredible that the warning was necessary 

as early as the time of Ph.; it is not credible until late Hellenistic or Roman times, 

when authors no longer visualized the facts. Certainly according to Aristotle (’A6n. 

3, 4) the thesmothetai were introduced Snug évaypdyavtes т® Өёсша pudctrwat 

mpdg thy täv åupioßnt[ov]vrov xplow. But that belongs to the sphere of jurisdiction, 

and the Oecpobérat were never called BecpopdAaxes in Athens (a term which would 

render the confusion more comprehensible). The comparison between Pollux and 

the Scholia on Plato on the one hand and the Scholia on Aristophanes on the other 

shows clearly that the origin of the confusion 
is to be found in the term Seopopbrcxes. 

Thus the Eleven were called under (and after) the reign of Demetrios—so far we 

may trust Pollux, whose assertion is perhaps corroborated by J G* II 488 from the 

year 304/3 B.C. (see Busolt-Swoboda Staatsk. p. 1062 n. 3). They were confused 

with the Oecyobéra: and the vopoptraxes in consequence of the resemblance of 

their names—for actually the activity of the év8exa or Seapopudaxes is as little like 

that of the vouopiAaxes, as that of the vopoptAaxes is like that of the Geopobétar— 

and this was what produced the ‘gallimathias’ (Keil Anon. Arg., 1902, P. 173: 

Lipsius 4. R. I p. 74; Busolt-Swoboda p. 1107 n. 1) in Pollux. 8, 102. The voyoérat 

Jacoby, Fragm. Griech. Hist. III b (SuppL) 
16 

64 
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of the fourth century (first in 403/2 B.C.) must be kept apart entirely; = M not be confused with vouogóAaxec ог Oecpobéta even by later lexicograp ren e Cause the orators mentioned them unmistakeably. Thus they have an article of n eir own in the Lex. Rhet. P- 282, 14 (Phot. s.v.) and Pollux 8, ror. As to particu E 
about them see Wilamowitz Ar. u. Ath. II p. 192 ff.; Lipsius A. R. I p. 385 d Weiss Griech. Privatrecht I P. 102 fl; Busolt-Swoboda p. roit f; pen Studien II, 1936, p. 283 f.; Klio 31, 1938, p. 1 ff.; Atkinson Athenian € Procedure (Bulletin John Ryland's Library 23) Manchester 1939 (Gomme a 
Rev. 54 p. 38). 5) This is confirmed by the fact that the nomophylakes si with the prohedroi; ‘прбєдро: іп dem hier geforderten sinne gibt es erst seit etwa dem 3. jahrzehnt des 4. Jhdts’ (Keil op. cit. p. 171). 6) The white стрбфіоу does not serve ‘zur kenntlichmachung des biiros der versammlung’ (Kahrstedt Studien II p. 229 f., who has collected what little we know about the dress of the officials in Athens), it is a very high distinction (for the material see Bieber R E IV A col. 380) which is quite in accord with their important cultic tasks (but ‘opfer namens des Staates'— Kahrstedt P. 288—are nowhere mentioned). The abbreviation causes 
the misunderstanding that totepavwuévor also refers to the official insignia of the vop.ogoAoxec. Of course, the thesmothetai wear the crown of the archons (and other 

the usual honorary crowns they become members of the Areopagos. This does not apply to the vopootraxes. 7) This division appears more probable than the assumption that xal thy порлўу - dAxccav still belongs to the introductory part about the honorary Privileges; otherwise the insertion xal «бте» Thy roury would be easy. 8) Boeckh’s assertion (l.c. p. 27; cf. Wilamowitz Ar. u. Ath. II р. 192) 

the office; in the discussion of the year 462/1 B.C., which Probably also was of some length, Ph.s point of view was different. On the other hand, the expression tà ónip тоб odpatoc instead of the Ordinary тё фоуха іѕ really surprising, and to my knowledge unique; Keil Lc. P. 172 ought to have acknowledged this. But it is quite as unique that Aristotle (A@x. 25, 2) does not say xaté\ıre te povixd, Or тері фбуоз, Би тєршїйє тё ёт{Өєтє. The &8exa occur as early as Solon’s laws, and another Ephialtes who might be considered did not exist. Incidentally: whom does Val. Max. 3, 8 ext, 4 mean? 9) Aristotle is unsatisfactory in the entire section chs. 22-27, because the notes he drew from chronicles are Overgrown with an 
abundance of stories related in detail and having a political Purpose. In this special case his succinctness may be explain 
the rôle of Themistokles, which was d 

ed (a) positively by his greater concern with etermined by political interests; (b) negatively 
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by the small importance he attached to the nomophylakes in contrast to the idea 
of nomophylakia (n. 13). Nor can we blame him in view of the history of the office 
as far as we are able to recognize it. 10) I give the text according to the readings 
of U. Wilcken Herm. 42, 1907, р. 409 ff. It is particularly important that in 1. 23 
110068] (о)рос and in 1. 24 1j ' A[x0íc] are 'ausgeschlossen' in his opinion. It was on 
the basis of these supplements that Keil suggested a new note about the abolition 
of the nomophylakes in 404/3 B.C. Between -apyog and vopoguidxwy 1. 23, where 
‘stark korrigiert ist’, 6m is not quite impossible but ‘unwahrscheinlich; vielleicht 
hat der schreiber die gruppe überhaupt getilgt'. The letters at the end of l. 24 
are not apyw; in l. 25 i (i; Keil) is 'ganz sicher'. Whether a new reading would 
yield anything beyond Wilcken's is greatly to be doubted. But in 1. 21/2 I submit 
the supplement 8¢ i[oteox v[ou£vot], which would throw a ligbt on the whole con- 
text because it would bring the Anonymus into the sphere of the lexicographic 
tradition of F 64b and above p. 337, 12 ff. (cp. n. 4). Wilcken already recognized 
that the Anonymus is an epitome of Scholia on Demosthenes’ Androtionea (I 
prefer this to the suggestion of Laqueur Herm. 43, 1908, p. 220 ff.: 'capitulatio 
eines buches Ilept Anyoctévouc’), and he hesitatingly suggested ‘dass die vouogó- 
exes anlasslich der 0couio0ézax erwáhnt sind'. This is all the more credible as in 
l. 25 the Eleven are mentioned, and with them we would hardly 'find ourselves in 
a new paragraph’ as Wilcken thought. Ocouo8£cat and "Evàexa actually occur in 
the Androtionea, the former $ 21 (23; 29), the latter § 49 (52). The Anonymus may 
have criticised (like F 64b) the identification of Oeopoðérar and vopopúňaxeg, 
which had been caused by the confusion of 8ecpopuAcxes-vopopbraxes-Oeapoérat. 
The quotation of the Xpovoypagiat (= ’Ar0iSe¢; see 329 T 6) would also find an 
explanation. 11) Our knowledge of offices existing in fifth century Athens is 
scanty anyhow; it would shrink considerably if we were to demand two witnesses 
in each case. Keil /.c. p. 172 rightly pointed to the facts that блодёхта. of the nith 
century have first come to our knowledge through the Kodros inscription Г С? І 
94, 16 (supplemented also 105, 6), and vewpot through J e I 74, 11. ct. the 
Eevodixat on Krateros 342 F 4 n. 75. Also for ће хрпубу ёлцећетіс ошг ошу literary 
witness (Aristot. 'Aü. 43, 1) is confirmed by an honorary decree of 333/2 B.C. 
(J G* IT 338). 12) It may be sufficient to refer to Aischin. 3, 4906 82 тӧу йты, 
dxooulaç oùxét xpatelv 8бусуто 066’ of vduor 006" of mpurévers ote ol xpóc8pot o a 

npoeðpevovoa puih, td Séxatov pépog tH¢ mbAews. This very guevalice: was to 
1с boanoiag exdOnvro petd t&v mpot8pav prevented by the nomophylakes who &v «aic ишы € A e dim 

xwdvovres (molte, єї ть парбуороу хтА. 13) In ће 'Абт. е 

duty of the pre-Solonian and the Solonian Areopagos (7, 4; С. 4 t ее duty 
Ағ. и. А. II p. 191; cf. on Androtion 324 F 3-4); it was deprive тые ы, 
in 462/1 B.C. (rodttelag pudaxch 25, 2); уонофбАохе$ do not occur at all. с 
in Politics confirm this: 3, 11, 4; 4, 11, 9 &v 8 таїс ddtyapylats eran i 
lx 00 mABouc $ xatacxevdcavtas dpyeiov olov év éviats a вы т даро Rien egies sk. epl robta аа ME ME RE DUE piste-obruevi geile Y вагона ийинин ж Бн о ни галас eh cer. помтеіау хтА.; 6, 5, 13 llat Sè Taig... ра220у ыроо Um doa du 
Kovaa e)xosuíag (see Aischines n. 12) yuvatxovoula (F 65) icu аа: 
Ша .... трибу 8° обсоу ёрубу хаб 8с alpodvral ties «ру ке a npóBo Puig Bou 82 21- 
бобо» Волс, ol uàv vopiogUAaxec бристохратхбу, ёмүарҳоду е 
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potixdy, It is also remarkable that the fourth century vouo0eoía (n. 4) is not mentioned 
in the 'A6r.; Aristotle uses уоробетеїу апа уоџробєсіх only in the usual sense 
of Solon's activity (8, 2; ro, 1; II, 2), although Solon actually had not been elected 
уоробёттс but BuDXaxri)c xal &pycov (5. 2). 14) Himeraios (P.4. 7578) is 
generally assumed to be the brother of Demetrios of Phaleron, who was executed 
by Antipater in 322/1 B.C. Pytheas (P. A. 12342), against whom two speeches 
existed under the name of Deinarchos, fled from Athens in 323/2 B.C., and it is 
improbable that he returned. It is of no importance whether the speeches are 
genuine and whether Deinarchos delivered them himself (cf. n. 15). 15) 'In der 
restaurationszeit der 20er jahre ... um die alten funktionen des Areopags zu 
übernehmen' Pohlenz in Laqueur Herm. 43, 1908, p. 228 n. 2: 'zwischen 326 und der demokratischen erhebung herbst 323’ Busolt-Swoboda Staatsk. p. 895 n. 1; 
925. As terminus post one may regard 327 B.C., the date of the composition of the 
Ar. 16) The assumption of Ferguson Klio 11, 1911, P. 271 ff. that originally 

they were merely recorders, responsible for the preservation of the laws in the archive, cannot be refuted. The name would not contradict, and nobody will be convinced (see n. r1) by the argument of Busolt-Swoboda p. 895 n. 1 'dass ein Solches amt in der überlieferung nicht spurlos verschwunden sein kónnte'. Kahr- 
stedt Studien II P. 300 when speaking of the ‘kurzlebigen vouoooAaxeg als verstár- 
kung des praesidiums der ekklesie' avoids the problem. 17) General consid- erations like those of Wilamowitz Ar. u. Ath. II P. 192 f. and Busolt-Swoboda l.c. do not carry conviction. 18) It is remarkable but comprehensible in view 
of the completely altered conditions of the period in comparison with 462/1 B.C. that (notwithstanding the tendency to increase the rôle of the Areopagos, which we observe in the political literature of the fourth century) the restoration created a particular office which had continued to exist and had done well in other states (n. 13) instead of restoring the privileges of the Areopagos as the Thirty had attemp- ted to do ( Abr. 35, 2). The action becomes even more comprehensible if the office had also existed in Athens for some time after the reform of Ephialtes; in that case it could not be blamed as reactionary, but was made to appear as a return to the ul Toattela, 19) See the constitution of ‘Draco’ (A7. 4, 4) and the action of the Thirty (n. 18). : 20) I am deliberately speaking in these general terms. For details see Introduction to Androtion and on 324 F 3-4. 21) See n. 18. 22) Whether one may adduce Aristot. ' Ax. 27, 1 xal Yàp tÕv ’Apeorayıtõv čva rap- eDeto said of Perikles alone is somewhat doubtful in view of Pol. 2,9, 3 xal thv uiv iv м I BovXiv "Eqiddrng боа xal IlepuAñs, tà è Sixaorhpia pioðopópa xat- ae E If we may, it would explain that in 462/1 B.C. he is mentioned aang a ae or even replaced bim. Our earliest evidence does not name Peri- ne inci уз 404/3 B.C. xai тоб EqudAtov xal’ Apyeatpdtov убшоос тоос тері тбу а. T " Apelou z&you (' Aor. 35, 2; P. A. 2411; Lipsius A. R. p. 35; aki Сы op. cit. P. 894 п. б). Тһе point must again be stressed that our m Be of the democratic legislation is fragmentary, even concerning important па 2L as the payment of the jurymen or the бсорихб. 23) The number de tek ef а Е the possibility has to be considered that the number of М ‘as ousted that of the members. The mistake would be like ports to F 6r. Meier's alteration to &, meant to explain the 

» i5 no longer plausible since it has become evident 
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that the eleven deopoptaaxes have added to the confusion (n. 4; 10). The & mentioned by the Anonym. Argent, (Text p. 338, 26 ff.) do not help, as we cannot restore the context. Anyhow the figure refers in the first place to the board of the fourth century (the text is xal, not éte xatéotnoav), and it is not at all certain that in 4621 B.C., too, there were seven nomophylakes. 24) If they really were seven one would like to think of a committee of the Council—a kind of rpóßovħot for motions af- fecting the constitution. This would have been not so much a precaution as a com- promise in order to facilitate the consent of the conservatives to the curtailing of the powers of the Areopagos: tà uiv xoig пєутохосіоқ (dnéSuwxev) 'AOr. 25, 2 would cover a committee of that kind. As in the ‘fifties important democratic reforms followed close upon each others’ heels it is conceivable that the committee was soon felt to be a brake. A committee of the Areopagos appears less credible. It would 
have meant an even greater concession made to the conservatives, though one 
might believe its abolition to be (one of) the Periclean measure(s) against the Areopagos (n. 22). Conversely, Keil of. cit. p. 17 considered the entry of the nomo- 
phylakes into the Areopagos, which thus would have been democratized even more 
speedily and more efficiently than by the entry of the archons alone. But Keil 
is wrong in assuming that this is the tradition: the contrary is the case. The pre- 
scriptions for the ideal voyoguaaxes in Plato Rep. p. 653/7 are of no use for the 
solution of the problem: these must be more than 50 years old and are not allowed 
to remain in office for more than 20 years. He hardly had in mind the short-lived 
Athenian board. 25) The year 404/3 B.C. must be abandoned after the readings 
of Wilcken (n. 12). Also it would be far too late. The nomophylakes hardly saw 
even the beginnings of the Peloponnesian War. 

1) About the plane-tree see Judeich Topogr.? p. 357. 2) I do not quite under- 65 
Stand Kahrstedt Studien I p. 262 n. 4. Can he have misinterpreted &хосџеїу аѕ 
meaning ‘immoral conduct of life’ and xa’ 6800; as pointing to 'street-walkers' ? 
The vuvatxovóuot have nothing in common with the éotuvéyor; the business of the 
policing of streets and buildings is entirely different. Even if the &czuvóuot have to 
watch over the maximum payment of jóAzgux etc. that would not give them 'sitten- 
polizeiliche kompetenzen’ as Lipsius 4. R. I p. 9o asserts. His definition of the 
gynaikonomoi 'dass sie lediglich sittenpolizeilichen zwecken dienen' is not happy 
either, for it conjures up the danger of a confusion with the modern (Сегтпап) 
‘sittenpolizei’. Evidently Lipsius made this mistake when he declared that ‘die 
sorge für die einhaltung von sitte und gesetz durch die frauen keine besondere be- 
hórde neben den astynomen bedingte' (l.c. p. 98 n. 180). 3) Aelian. V. H DI) 24 
Avxoiipyos 6 phtwp typae uh èħaúvew tàç yuvaïxaç èv toig wvoryplots ext Cevydiv, H THe 
Зрооти тобто ёттртӯўсбда: Стам ўу үє биєто т®Еас &xoxpGoav. npárn 1àt (melouavt jreelOn- 
Sev } tobTOU yuv, xal Thy Cyulav eerie xatadixacbeicx. The anecdote does not € 

credit the psephisma. ^ 4) Plutarch. Solon 21, 5 éntotyoe 88 (scil. As = 
Taig tEd8org tay yuvatxdy xal voto mévðeor xal taïç ёортоїс vópov drelpyovra T arie 
xal dxédactov, iEdvat uiv luacíov vptàv wh mtov Éyoucav xeAcóoac, unde Be iu 
Totdv telovos 3) SBorod ерорёуту, рё хбутта menxvatov ао, unde Mai: bo 

60x Xy &ápáEnt xouilouevny Adxvou mpopalvovros. duxde BE е e 
veiy neromuéva xal td xwxdew (A xwdvew r) dddov èv TAPAS ан ее is vi- 
Yüjew Bb Qoüv ox elacev, o08b cuvriüévat mÀ£ov lpavíov piv, d е 2 ү be 
рата Padifew дор exxouidjc. dv ta mretata xdv тоф Tueréporg vouorg anny 
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pedtar> modoxerrar 82 тоф Juerípoi ÜmutoücÓoi rode th тоюбта то бута лд ту Yovaxovdnev, ce dvdvBpore xal YovaxóBegt Toig mepl và mévÓn (S yé Y) náðeo xal ёрартђрасіу iveyouévouc. The report is abbreviated and not altogether clear; but fuérepor certainly does not refer to Plutarch's native place, but belongs to the report which Plutarch excerpts. Whether Menander II. ém8. III 364, 1 Spengel Yuvarxovénoug modal rév médedy elow at Xetpotovotaw has Athens, too, in mind cannot 

is mentioned both by him and by Hypereides makes the 'twenties appear probable, the time when the VouogUAzxec also were created. All these measures betray the Same spirit. — 6) Boeckh ;,. P- 24 followed by Lipsius 4. R. I P. 98; Busolt- Swoboda Staatsh. P- 494; 929 (a little more cautiously); Kahrstedt Studien II P. 237 and others. Boeckh's only reason is the occurring of the yuvatxovóuot in the 

8) The case is exactly the same as with the vopopóňaxeç: Aristotle (cf. F 64 n. 13) knows the office which he calls dprotoxpanxéy (Pol. 4, 12, 9) or pavepõç où nuo- xpatixdy (ibid. 6, 5, 13), but he does not know it in Athens. His collections of the laws existing in all States certainly influenced the ideas of the Athenian reformers before Demetrios, but their acquaintance with ‘aristocratic’ institutions by no means derives alone, or even Primarily, from him. All these matters were discussed throughout the fourth century, and some of them even before. 9) They are: 
(1) Timokles (& Ф‹Хоёхжетї ПІ 465, 32 K) ‘ein jüngerer vertreter der mittleren komódie', who certainly produced as late as 323 B.C. (Koerte R E VI A col. 1260 DO. 3, who should not have claimed so much certainty for his dating of the Ouo- хастї ‘nach 317’), and (2) Menander, who began to produce in 322/1 (Koerte RE 
XV col. 710) & Kexpugdder (III 78, 272 K). These comic Poets do not mention the Yovarxovéuor; they refer to & vóuoc xatvóc 7^5, perhaps a more comprehensive law than the enactments of Lykurgos and Philippides which concern women only. Also Athenaios in his introductory words defines the sphere of this wider law, or rather a Particular regulation taken from it, viz, the right égopàv «à cuumócux xal &Eevátetw 
TOV xexdnutvoy toy åpðuòv el xarà vópov ёст This looks more like a special 
measure (comparable to the Psephism of Lykurgos), the enforcing of which was 
transferred to the Yevarxovéuor created by the law of Philippides, than like the code of Demetrios. 10) 76 F то. 11) Thus, on the whole, Wachsmuth Stadt 
Athen II P- 390 n. 2. 

1) Kallimachos, who certainly mentioned him in the II(vaxec, the Pergamenian 
Pinakographers, and Demetrios Magnes whose article in the Lexicon of Homonyms 
Dionysios copied completely and literally in De Dinarcho 1. 2) Ibid. 2 p. 299, 
9 U-R ёх тобтоу об$ёу tory обтє dxpiBès dX ob se bes edpeiv- obte yàp yévoç 



—— MÀ U 
mecs oe „ы ЫЙ, rorem osa d 
тёудрёс о P "n T = хаб oc Tiv, ore тбпоу bv de 8итрије, Bedhrwxev (scil. Anuh- YNG 3) Ibid. 2 p. 300, 3 (in the section which Dionysios conclud with the words тайт uiv «orbs ó Aelvapyoç repl ёаотоб) ёлі 8 he » Хоутос̧, tp’ od хатёлосау 5$ X errs Ap- Thy ev tHe Mouvuytar Фроорӣу . , . ої пері ’Ауті - *ptov «robe» Baoueiç, alia: Т ae a rk G, у Ёуоу ua coi £rigaveotátois ' AÓnvalov. (Blass -aloug F1? -alo Ез) хато Etvoc adtds dy xataddoat Tov dijpov, dpav hpedaptvous тобо *ABnvaloug xat рота ЫЫ Trovtety gxutdy Офорорёуоус̧, uh 8& тобто rain te Seivdv Шейбе р ek 8іхастірюу oby Ünéíuetvev, ёЕеӨӦу Bà тйс төс xal &6óvy «4 Хадхіда x12. Abridged and confused Vit. X . Or. p. 850 D ypóvor & бетер тобе! : napaylveoðar (-evéoðar? ) 'Ауттатрох хої Ко dbi n ` onl 
ata? АМЫ ад pat nepl thy xardAndw «5c Movvoxlac, ШЫ vttyévou хоі Дрттріоо ёрроорӯбт, ёт Avakixpdtoug dipyovtos eapyuptak- шуо тё т\еХота тўс obolac Epuyev ele Xorxl8a. 4) De Dinarch. 3 p. 301, 1 ff. év tõ Abyor wii х«т@ Про®ёуоо, $$ єЇртүтшї uèv peta thy puyhv, npooxeruéwny 8è byer 
тти whee чар Kopwótoc Проб, б eóveun, BiBne... 

трбтероу еіселдеїу 8е87 оху eg ro at toas а c bx pes 
ло» Bebepyeta пбутоу & * i y à = cee die ns tas е bipes tal ripas dis diy aba ah Ойл. TE Beet sae oc, oe E : юс дире ‚ хай үёрш» ёт dv elme tov Aóyov, E dv En vt Tee тӯс beng 
Spnxe. tabta utv abtdg 6 Aelvapyos mepl tautod- Dur6yopog 8 x1. 5) Ibid. 2 p. 
299, 14 (after criticising his precedeccors; n. 2) & odv bye abrdg 80 tuauroŭ xatehaßó- 
Hy, tat’ totiv- Aelvapyog ó фтор бе uiv Fv Lwotpdtov, KoplvOtoc 8 td vévoc, &gi- 
x6pevoc 8° ck "Абас хоб? бу урбуоу ňvðouv al te tüv фїйовбфшу хой фтүтброу 8истр\- 
Bal, Ocoppáotwt te cuveyévero xal Anuntplar ta Dapet xtà. Dionysios knows 
Deinarchos’ native place from the speech against Proxenos (n. 4), and he nowhere 

expresses a doubt of his being a Eévoc, because that speech attests the fact even 
for his old age. We do not know who wrongly made him an Athenian—éóx u£v vwec 
tyyópioc, óc 86 vx Boxet Koplvéto¢; it may have been simply a misunderstanding 
because of the designation é& tév dytépwv tav ’Arnxdy given by Demetrios of Mag- 
nesia (De Dinarch. 1 p. 298, 9). In any case, this also shows that the biographical 
statements of the speech against Proxenos had not been used before. 6) It is, 
Of course, not impossible in itself that Deinarchos gave archons’ dates in the Pro- 
xenos speech; but in ch. 2 they are introduced by Dionysios, for they are the only 
ones, and they belong among the facts which Dionysios quotes from Ph. — 7) Cf.n. 3. 
One cannot escape the conclusion by assuming that Dionysios used the brief 
epitome of the Aéthis (see on T 1), for none of the grammarians he quotes supplied adefinite date for Deinarchos. — 8) That would by no means be surprising. Though 
there existed a considerable number of speeches by Deinarchos, some of them made 
at important political trials, the Eévog did not deliver any of them himself. The 
historian of Athens was only interested in the speakers, not in the men from whom 
some of them ordered their speeches. The interest in the latter did not awake until 
scholars began to compile catalogues of the speeches of the ‘Attic’ orators. 9) 
What Deinarchos says about the reasons for his guy} (n. 3) sounds rather ambigu- 
ous. — ro) Text p. 341,7 ff. Dionysios only preserved Demetrios besides the fact 
that the action was brought on the basis of an eisangelia. The biographical evidence 
(F Gr Hist 228) is vague—émBovdevdels yap Sné twa Bbory Gavirov ob mupdy dghev 
(Diog. Laert. 5, 76; cf. 79); patria pulsus iniuria (Cicero De fin. 5, 54; ч вена 
V. H. 13, 17). Diodoros (20, 45) who relates the facts concerning the flight of 
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Demetrios correctly and accurately does not mention the trial: it took place more 
than two months later. 11) Inthis part of Ph.s work we are justified in expecting 
dates of months, even of days, for events in Athens. But it is uncertain whether 
Plutarch (Demetr. 8, 5) added the date for the occupation of the Peiraieus from 
Ph., or whether he found it in his main historical source (ultimately Hicronymos) ; 
that it is lacking in Diodoros does not decide the alternative. About the dating by 
parts of the year in Ph. see Atthis p. 95 f. 12) Thus the objections are to be 
explained which caused Wilamowitz (Herm. 34, 1899, р. 624) to describe the 
fragment of Ph. as 'verdorben'. For the opening of the (apparently) verbatim F 67, 
see Text p. 345, 6 ff. 13) The only Ms. of the treatise De Dinarcho is too bad 
to inspire confidence in the form e505. But even if Ph. spelt thus (about the so- 
called movable c see Kuehner-Blass Ausführl. Gramm. I 1, 1890, p. 298d; some 
examples of e060 said of time in Liddell-Scott s.v.), it cannot mean what Siebelis 
believes, viz. ‘recta, primo impetu, 2£ £o68ov': (1) this meaning contradicts the facts: 
èE èpóðou the Peiraieus was captured (Diod. 20, 45, 2 mpoogoAóvrog èE ёфб8оо); 
as to Megara Plutarch. Demetr. 9, 4 ff. attests a siege of some duration (only thus 
could Demetrios allow the looting). Сіойог. 20, 46, 3 (хтоморхћсас аотђу) апі ће 
dates given for the Peiraieus and Munychia corroborate. (2) the position of the 
word in the excerpt, immediately following the archon, proves that e060 refers 
to the sequence of events in time and marks the capture of Megara as the first 
event of the year. 14) There is no doubt anywhere that the events succeeded 
each other immediately. Plutarch supplies no dates, but Ph. places the capture of Megara in the first days of the year, and Diodoros (45, 7) assumes two days for the 
storming of Munychia. Dinsmoor Hesperia 4, 1935, p. 304, in my opinion, considerably 
Overestimates the time required. 15) The source manifestly told the history 
of Antigonos: the narrative begins ch. 45, 1 with his despatch of Demetrios, and returns to him ch. 46, 4. An Athenian embassy to Antigonos (see also on F 165) was already foreseen in the psephism of Stratokles; Plutarch refers to this embassy 
in Demetr. 11, 1 (where one is at first sight inclined to delete ў Дтиўтроу, Боё 4 shows that Stratokles so worded his Proposal that it applied to more than one Occasion). The new orders of Antigonos to his son required a good deal of diplomatic 
work which may well have taken up the summer and autumn. The fleet which, 
before the attack on Cyprus, made Rhodos and Cilicia, could then not set sail earlier than the spring of 306 B.C., and Demetrios probably spent the winter in Athens. Plutarch is almost exclusively interested in this sojourn of Demetrios, or in the con- duct of the Athenians towards him (то, 1-14,4), поё іп Demetrios’ other activities in Hellas the details of which he passes over. Dinsmoor misjudged Plutarch when he used his narrative as one of the supports for his chronology. 16) R E VIII col. 1540 no. 8; F Gr Hist 11D p.544f. 17) Seeon F 166. 18) 20, 46, 3 688 Anuh- 
трос, Фроороэнёут$ 7f Meyapéov пб\єос̧, bxroXopxfjoac абтђу &néSoxev thy adrovoplav Tihs Stet хай тїшфу &оАбүоу» Етоуғу Олд тӧу еб пабоутоу. 19) Demetr. 9, 4 ff. д Mouvuyiat yapáixwua xal Táppov TepBadv, Sà pésou Meyáporç ènénhevoev ord vBoou 9eougouuévote tree tay 8 Meydpuv dAdvtev xal tov Otpatintéy tp’ dprayhy ek Абпузїо. тртитїотуто vos Meyapeic moXXj Šeher- xal thv фроорӣу ё Дтић- 
E Е Залу ўгчбёрост Thy лбу. 20) Viz. the adventure with Kratesipolis 
Pertapa i е = How long after that event cannot be decided. 

onomy to Megara was among the measures taken 
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by Demetrios in conse quence of the new orders from Antigonos during the course of the year (п, 15), wh ich also may have had in view a Hellenic federation. But the 

n. 25). The pleading of Athens obviously does not refer to that action but to the loot- ing of the town to which the anecdote about Stilpon also refers. 22) Tóv uv oby IIetpat toürov tov Tpdmov drdvat cuvéBy, tov 3? Év3oy Atovóatoc uày 6 9poópapyoc elc «hv Movwylav ouvéguye, Anuytptoc 8d adnpers dneyadpnaev ele Korw. THES Sotepalat merpOels реб" ётёроу тресВеотћс Оло тоб 8ўџоо прос Anyfyptov xal mepl тўс abtovoulag Siare- Xele xal rä llag dopxrelag Ervye поратоцтйс... 6 82 8ўџос̧ ту 'АӨтуаќоу хошаё&ре- vog thy erevdeplav ednoloaro Tike toig altlog tis обтоуошас̧. Дүшўтрос̧ 82... . прос Валле тӯр Movwuyta. xt. That is very different from the scene described in Plutarch. Demetr. 8, 6 ff. (Polyaen. Strat. 4, 7, 6) which looks like rhetorical em- bellishment. 23) In the note Anuhtpioc 5 Darnpeds... "AOnvalorg drodove Thy Onuoxpatloy 30ev cla Alyurtoy (Synkell. Chron. P. 521, 12) the Mss. vary between Ol. 118, 1 (308/7 B.C.) and 119, 2 (303/2). 24) The formalities are supplied by Plutarch only. It is hardly correct that Demetrios summoned the Ekklesia; Plu- tarch is so inaccurate in his details that one doubts whether he used Hieronymos directly. The passage which follows in his report—xal mpoountoyeto mapa tod патрёс abrois dolEecbar otro... xat Хоу эхәтоүүтсїшөз тўбос—15 according to Diodoros (46, 4) a point of the transactions between Antigonos and the Athenian ambassadors; the Athenian honorary decrees, as Plutarch gives them, contain the wrong statement about the eponymy of the Priests of the Soteres (see F 67 n. 4 and on F 166). 25) The Dev6epla is called 6AéxAnpog not in reference to the transactions after the occupa- tion of the Peiraieus (n. 22) but because Athens is acknowledged as an autonomous 
power with whom Demetrios concludes an alliance in the name of Antigonos. It is perhaps significant that the qualifying term is missing in the adtovoule accorded 
to Megara (n. 21). 26) There may have been more in the gap, but we cannot 
guess what it was. The honour decreed for Lykurgos (Vit. X or. p. 842 C; 851 D; 
IG! II 457) belongs to Posideon; the month of the decree about the building of the walls (if it belongs in this year) is not known (I G? II 463; Ferguson A. J. Ph. 59, 
1938, p. 230; Hesperia 9, 1940, p. 66 no. 9); the school of Epikuros was opened in 
this year. About the date of the trial we are only able to state that it cannot have 
taken place earlier than the Constituent Assembly, but it does not seem probable 
that the eisangelia was immediately brought forward in that Assembly. . 27) 
See Text P- 342, 32 ff. 28) The theory of one source is a sound guide for 
certain of Diodoros' books at least on principle, for there is no book without 
some, mostly small, additions from Diodoros’ main authorities. For other books— 
and this is valid in regard to the entire historical time in a narrower sense—it is 
equally certain that he worked together (or at least alternated between) two (seldom 
more) sources. The investigation must be made separately not only for each book 
but for each section. In the present case the rôle played by Demetrios of Phaleron 
in ch. 45 and a certain resemblance with Plutarch Demetr. 8, 6 ff. might favour 
the assumption of a second source, but the fact that the section shows no more 
and no certain vestiges of another source tells against it. 29) Ct. Text P. 342, 
88. — 3o) The Chronology of Hellenistic Athens, 1940, ch. 1. Dinsmoor's opinion 
(Hesperia 4, 1935, P. 304 f.) ‘that all these honours must have been proposed by 
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Stratokles quite late in the year, probably in the sixth prytany’ would not only 
require an alteration of the numbers in I G? II 456 (‘the cornerstone of a sound 
chronology’ Pritchett-Meritt р. 14) and an improbable supplement with an im- 
possible interpretation of I G3 II 459 (see on F 166); it is also incredible a priori. 
No reason can be conceived why the Athenians should have waited half a year before they honoured the liberators, or (for the matter of that) why Demetrios 
should have waited such a time before he concluded the treaty with Athens. 
31) We have no certain decree from the year of Kairimos (308/7 B.C.) since Prit- 
chett-Meritt have referred I G3 II 454 to the year 324/3 B.C. The ’Avaæķıxpá[ ms] of IG* II 1589 (dated [ixl c ..... .... ] прӧттс mputavelag [‘ExatopBatdvog Sev- TÉJpar lotapévov) is perhaps after all Anaxikrates II of 279/8 B.C. In Agora I 5884 (Pritchett-Meritt p. 7 f.), where the month '['Exavou JBa[tóv] is certain, the editors Supplement the eleventh day and an boomoí« xupla. It may have taken place Soon after the first solemn meeting. I do not unconditionally approve of the sen- tence in Pritchett-Meritt p. 8 'there were doubtless democratic meetings in the last month, or even in the last two months, of 308/7'. What they say on p. 1 and in D. 4 does, in my opinion, not put the question (which is of no great importance for them) clearly enough. 

1) Who for Deinarchos works exclusively with the archons' list, and in ch. 9 enumerates the 70 names from Nikophemos in 361/0 down to Philippos in 292/1 B.C. 2) Cf. Atthis p. 86 ff. 3) I give these years according to Dinsmoor Archons p. 20 ff.; Archon List P. 26; 32 ff.; Meritt Hesperia 7, 1938, p. 78 ff. 4) A year between the two fixed points is most improbable (see also Text p. 346, 12 ff.). The year of Anaxikrates 307/6 B.C. must be excluded not because there is the end of a book between F 66 and 67, but because the omens occurred at the beginning of a year. The chronological question of F 67 has never been put quite Clearly. Without a discussion, and without pointing to the fact of there being a difficulty Boeckh /.c. p. 28 dated the event at 306/5 B.C., Wilamowitz Ph. U. 4 P. 204, Ferguson Hell. Ath. p. 141, and others at 293 or 292 B.C. (the first with the curious misunderstanding that ‘die Athener den seher Ph. schon 293 fragten, ob denn die gótter kein zeichen sendeten, dass die zeiten sich besserten’). Boeckh’s idea that Ph. left 306/5 and the following years without eponymous archons is incredible, and the assumption that at that time Athens dated by priests of the Zurtiipec is wrong: Plutarch’s assertion (Demetr. 10, 4) wdvor 8 Ewrñpaç &vé- Үрофоу sos (scil. Anuhtprov xal *Аут{үоуоу ) хо тфу trovvpov xal nátprov Epyovta xata- navoavres lepta Lathpav ёхєротбуоџу хоб’ ёхастоу Evuxotóv, xal xoUrov Er trav Voetauácov xal «àw cuuBoAalov Tpo£ypaoov is refuted by the inscriptions. It does not matter whether it is an error, a confusion, or an invention. It may derive from an anti- democratic historian or from attacks made by orators or comic poets on Stratokles, and there may even be Something behind it, for instance a rejected motion for eponymy of the priest of the Leripec (Text P. 345, 2 .; оп Е 166). 5) That solely is what Ph. is stating. Laqueur R E XIX 2 col. 2437, 68 ff. must have gravely misunderstood something (perhaps xplow) when speaking of 'entscheidung durch gerichtliches verfahren'. That is also wrong on grounds of constitutional law: the return can only have happened on the basis of an amnesty, which had to be voted by the Assembly, even if it took place under foreign pressure. It is clear that this pressure was exercised by Macedonia and Demetrios, When Athens seceded 
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from Macedonia after the battle of Ipsos the 9vyáBec did not return, the con- stitution of 301 B.C, being a ‘moderate democracy’ (Ed. Meyer Klio 5, 1905, P. 180 f.), not ‘oligarchic’ (Ferguson ibid, P. 155 f.). 6) See Introd. p. 255, 1 ff. 7) See on T 2. 8) See Introd. P. 253, 19 ff. 

the altar of Herkeios, For the position of 280 f. 10) Cf. also n. 4. 
I) Amicus Awlon fertili Baccho minimum Falernis invidet uvis Horat. Carm. 2, 6, 68 18/20. 2) Martha B. C. H. 9 P- 497; IG XII 5, 1 no, 36. 3) Pausan. 4, 36, 7 & 8 ADO xoroupevent vad’ AaxAnmod xal ttyodud tot Abrwvtov, 4) As an epithet 

Aulon probably used by Anyte A. Plan. 4 
t¢ (‘grottennymphen’ Juethner Epithymb. Swoboda, 1927, p. 113; why ?) and certainly in Hy. Orph. dpaveic, abhaviddes, abv Havi oxiptõoa dv’ obpea. 

1) Erroneously Krech De Crateri Yngiopdtov Luveywyh, 1888, P. 52 ‘quae verba 69—70 €x accusatione aliqua petita esse videntur e.q.s.'. The different references for trortevew in Harpokration’s two articles favour the assumption of a speech in Ph.s text: & тоб Anpocbévoug Adyou xal èx Tis t DrdoySpou (a) and Syrot ®. èv Tü t with the quotation of his words (b). The name of the orator is corrupt also in Pol- lux (2, 58; Bethe, unintelligibly to me, refers to Demosth. 4, 25), and Dindorf’s emendation «xarà» Anuosbévous ‘ut Hyperides contra Demosthenem intelligatur’ is impossible in regard both to the time and to the matter. 2) Neither Diod. 20, 46 nor Plutarch. Demetr. 10-11 mentions the request of Demetrios in 307/6 B.C. Dinsmoor’s suggestion (Hesperia 4, 1935, P- 309) of a wrong dating by Plutarch, to which Meritt (ib, P. 544) objected perhaps too cautiously, is made impossible by Plutarch’s Ёүрафеу. Іп 307/6 В.С. Demetrios was in Athens when all kinds of honours were conferred on him; nor would there have been as much reason for hurry as there was in 302/1 B.C. Pritchett (Hesperia 9, 1940, p. 107) believes that the decree Agora I 5228 (3o2/1 B.C.) implies a demonstration of the moderate demo- Crats against the government of Stratokles. . 1) Le. when they come up against camelriders, or are confronted with the 71 Gvr09ópot te xal oxevopdpor xdundrot (Herod. 3, 80; Xenoph. Kyrup. 7, L 27). 2) The following words 4 8% XH тоб @шттос ха порі Lopoxdet iy Avreróvnt (085; cf. n. 1 5) do not belong to Pausanias, as-Schwabe realized. Schol. Antig. 985 explain todon болту bv marpedrtete Ворєйс &шиттос by tayeta, соу txt Suvauévn ew (cf. n. 16). Et. M. р. 83, 42 @шиттто.- о{ auvrp£yovrec does not seem to refer to that passage, but corresponds to Harpokration’s ol oùv (rot Grpareuóuevot, 3) 360 must be Supplied, for it occurs in Lexeis and Suda, as well as in Hesych and Aristarch, 4) Not from the Synagoge. It seems to be the name of a people Which, however, occurs neither in Steph. Byz. nor elsewhere. A late addition (cf. n. 17 sect, 3)? 5) бштто аге always unmounted when the name denotes a special body of troops. The difference in Aristotle between хатаВ В тхєу обтос апа 
ntrauray Шшобофорфу обтос ї8 еу1йепї. Kromayer-Veith Heerwesen 9. Kriegführung, 
1928, p. 52 call them erroneously 'eine art berittene infanterie . Тһе трбдророг 
they explain as ‘fiir den nachrichtendienst besonders geschulte plankler’ (but see 
Тех р, 348, 37 ff.) 6) Xenoph. Hell. 7, 5, 23/4. A terminus ante, though one not 
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quite certain, for the introduction of the durrrot in Athens is furnished by their Occurrence in Isaios, whose latest dateable speech belongs to 353 B.C. 7) Isee 
No reason for altering éy’ trmotc with Courier (followed by Marchant in the Oxford edition and others) to dulrroc, for dy” trois meCode Éxov exactly corresponds with пеє$@у Ёртџоу. Perhaps Harpokration’s explanation ovv Urnotg otpatevdpevot is founded 
on this passage, 8) ‘Eine bemerkung die in der geschichte jedes kleineren 
krieges vorkommen konnte' Boeckh l.c. p. 29. 9)As in F 2; 16. The corruption is a very frequent one, see e.g. 323 F 6; (324 F 33). 10) The sixth book offered several opportunities for a survey of the strength and the organization of the Athenian army at the time of Demosthenes, analogous to that given by Ph. in the year 432/1 B.C. (F 38/9). 11) Of the recent dictionaries Liddell-Scott and Croenert-Passow s.v. &uurmoc, &ugimnog are both unsatisfactory. The article in Dindorf's edition of Stephanus’ Thes. Ling. Gr. I 2 is comparatively better. 12) The word is corrupted everywhere to évinmot; about Herodotos I, 215 See n. 14, about Xenophon Hipparchik. see n. 7. The lexicographers and the Scholia on Homer have the correct reading; the Lexeis p. 205, 5 Bkr emphasize the difference. 13) Kromayer-Veith Lc. p. 66, the Statement of whom one had better qualify. To Caesar the Suebian manner of fighting appears so remarkable that he describes it in detail; Xenophon, even in the Hipparchikos, feels no need to explain it. 14) The Massagetai would furnisch another parallel, provided we may read &штхто:, as Aristarchos does, in Hdt. 1, 21 5:1: Macoayérar 38 ёсбђта тє ёроіту tňe Exvbxñňt qopéouct xal Slatcay Éyouci- (orat Sé elot xal ăvwnnor (dupotépwv yàp uetéyovot). Aristarchos, whose critical note is unfortunately extant only in an abridged state, must have understood the addition dupotépwy yap peréyous: as an explanation of the rare word &штло, (‘cavalry and their attendants’ Powell A Lexicon to Hero- dotus s.v.). He may be right, but the doubt remains whether the addition does not simply mean that the Massagetai, otherwise resembling the Scythians, differed from this people of horsemen in fighting on foot as well as on horseback (thus as the latest Powell Herodotus L, 1949, p. 107 translating 'they fight both on horse- back and on foot, for they use both styles’). In this case there would be another doubt, viz. whether čvirror simply means ‘infantry’ (Powell s.v. &vxrot and others) 

has &vurcxoc a second time: Egypt is &vwzxoc xal буараЁєотос̧ (2, 108, 3) in contrast to inzaoíur xal &pEevou£va; there it clearly means ‘inequitabilis regio’. But that in another connexion (and therefore in 1, 215) it can also mean ‘unmounted’ is shown by Sophokl. O.C. 898/9 хёута .... лбу ёмллоу inxétmy te and Polyb. 10, 40, 10 tév 8 txrwv tpuaxoo(ouc xeAcógac bO£E£at tote пері тӧу "AvdoBdAnv tobs Аоктоўс Sté- Sexe oic &vizxois. In Spite of a certain resemblance to Caesar's description and to Herodotos I leave aside the Dahae of Curtius 7, 7, 32 £.: equi binos armatos. vehunt 

&utzzot, the etymology is different. 15) Starting from here the Sophoclean use ОЁ &шттос (n. 2) as an epithet of Boreas can easily be understood, though the ancients 

Urrot ducrerot #хоЛобуто. lows xal } nape Уофохд\єї 'Boptág Gpurerog’, el xal Sucxddwe, Spws o6tw сорВ:Васдђаєтол). Тһе Boeotian @шитто must have been velocissimi as the Suebian were; and Sophokles may have known the pcculiar troop. After all, 
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the Boeotians are neighbours of Attica, and the scene of Antigone is laid in 

Thebes, 16) The doubts are directed more against the connexion of the name 
&uirnot with the troops described than against the existence of these troops for 
part of which we have historical evidence. The lexicographers (i.e. primarily and 
mainly Harpokration who alone knows the light Boeotian-Attic infantry) are ex- 
plaining, of course, Isaios by citing quite correctly Thukydides, Xenophon, Ph.; 
we shall forgive them for referring in this context also to the &purrot of the inter- 
preters of Homer (tot). Pollux does not mention the historical &urrot, but in other 

respects the sphere of his sources is perhaps here, too, wider; in any case, it is 

different. He appends to his enumeration (which probably for that reason places 
&һе ёштто at the end, after the baggage-train) a long note for which he uses 

a sound technical authority. This is probably a military writer and may be the 
same on whom Aelianus and Arrianos’ Tactics depend (see K. K. Mueller R E II 
col. 1367; Christ-Schmid Gr. L.* II 1 p. 354). 17) See Arrian. Tact. 2, 3 (om. 
Aelian. Tact. 2, 4) in the systematic enumeration of the mpéyyata and ёубрата, 

which is not confined to Greeks and Romans: tov 8” &9’ (xxv payntixod 7d udv [Slat 
dexGely dv {хстахбу, td S8 ёф' &ápu&tov, xal tod Immxod of uiv Urreic, ol 8& &pgureroc: Ux- 
mreig piv ої ёф’ tvdg Urrov dyovpevor, Kqurmor Se of ent Svotv dotpdtow Evvdedepévow, 
Óc urramnBzv ar’ ov èn’ Mov. They are mentioned by historians: (1) Diod. 
19, 29, 2 (= Hieronymos of Kardia) in the army of Antigonos 316/5 B.C.: ènl não 
8#Ф тобу тє биф\ттоос (МУеззеНп; &сӨттоо$ апа @Өїтхтоос М»з.) буорож$ор&уоос xal 

тойс ёх tüv ğvw txatoxodvtav (xatomav Ddf xatorxotvrwy Opatxdv Vogel; both 
because of 19, 27, 5). Probably Wesseling is right in deleting xaí; in any case, they 

are barbarian horsemen like those mentioned at the opening of § 2 & Myflag xal 
Tlap@vatag dginnototétag (ép- F. Plutarch. Apophth. p. 197 C from the time of 
Antiochos III yields the variants ЇттотоЁбто1 апа &ифиттотоЁбтол; Dindorf and 
Liddell-Scott ought not to have claimed the latter for Diodorus). (2) ёџфитто: аге 

the Numidian desultores mentioned by Livy 23, 29, 5 under the year 216 B.C.: 
nec omnes Numidae in dextro locati cornu, sed quibus desultorum in modum binos 
trahentibus equos inter acerrimam saepe pugnam in recentem equum ex fesso armatis 
transullare mos erat; tanta velocitas ipsis tamque docile equorum genus est. (3) Thes. 

Ling. Gr. I 2 col. 251 notes from a Parisinus of Aelian's Tactics concerning these 

horsemen: 8 viv Bovàyápotç obvnbes. Similar feats are reported of the Mongols 
and other equestrian peoples, but I have lost the evidence. (4) The early Roman 

custom of horsemen going into battle with two horses, ut sudante altero transtrent 

in siccum (Festus s.v. paribus equis; cf. J. Wiesner Klio 36, 1943, p. 53 ff.) may at 
least be mentioned. Apparently Stephanus already suggested the &qirno for 
Pollux, whereas Croenert wrongly treats them under gyinnot. The бифитто. аге 
also a fighting troop (not ‘postilions’), and their difference from the light Boeotian 
infantry of the historians on the one side, and from the heavy mounted infantry of 

the Scholia on Homer on the other, is evident. Their name (‘with two horses’) ex- 

presses their nature as accurately as rrot does that of the light infantry. Their 

petarndav is a fact, and the pertinent term does not justify the impossible assump- 

tion that Livy, Pollux, and Arrian had in mind the trick-rider of I/. O 679 ff. or 

the Roman desultores (Wissowa Rel. u. Kult.* p. 461; n. 21). 18) Only at the 

end it would have been better to say meCéc than énAltms, because they have xougo- 
tkpav meCod dndltov oxevhy. This is also a difference (not the only one) from the heavy 
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mounted infantry of the Homeric Scholia. These dimachae are mentioned by 
Curtius 5, 12, 8 on a certain Occasion (pursuit of Darius), and accordingly Berve 
Alexanderreich Y, 1926, p. 1 53 takes them for an 'augenblicksbildung, die spáter noch einmal eine wiederholung erfuhr im kampf mit den Aspasiern (Arrian. Anab: 4, 23, 2)’. 19) See Text p. 348, 7 ff.; heis perhaps also meant by Harpokration s Énot. It is remarkable in this explanation that it gives the name urnor primarily 
to the horses tied together. Linguistically this is much less satisfactory than fie 
explanation of the Boeotian-Attic &uirnot as ‘fighting together with the horsemen’, and it indicates perhaps, too, that these alone are rightly called &шитто:. АП other 
usages of the word are due to transference or extension. 20) Pausan. Attic., Lexeis Text p. 348, 11 fi. Therefore &yirnov is in the lemma; cf. téOptrmov ёуєо @ршктос Eustath. I}. O 679. 21) See Pollack R E V col. 255 ff. about the desultor. The petarnSav of Pollux is not a technical term for the Homeric feat (cf. n. 17). 22) Eustathios adds xal àg' "hiv 8€ v, edan Sık Sdo Inmav xedytiCav, os dvoxepes bv т 8:0 тєссброу. 

72 1) Ct. Aristot. ’A@r. 37, 1; Xenophon Hell. 2, 3, 46. 2) See Introd. p. 243, 37 ff. and for the nept-type p. 228, 37 ff. 3) 'A8nvac ' He[tóvnc] has been supple- mented for the theatre seat ZG? II 5120. 4) Karaoxeu&oavrog in the Lexeis is probably a corruption, not another version. Again xetaxtéofa. can mean many things; it yields neither an ‘attischen eponymen heros’ (Tuempel R E V col. 1978 по. 7) nor does it prove an ‘einstigen <menschlichen ?> besitzer’ (Wachsmuth ibid. col. 1978, 48). 5) Fischer ought not to have left 'Hezíov ' AOnvalov vabapyog in the text of Diod. 18, 15, 9, as the name Eterlay for the strategos of 323/2 B.C. is confirmed by an inscription (1 G* II 505; see Jacoby Das Marmor Parium p. 125; Kirchner Syll? 346 n. 9). 6) The name of the artist is Aetion (variant Etion and in inferior Mss. Echion) in Plin. N. H. 35. 50; 78, and Eetion in the epigrams Theokrit. 8 Wil.; Kallimach. 24 Wil. The reference of the Suda xal * Hetredvetog Stata + ў тоб 'Heríovog is not clear. Steph. Byz. s.v. 'Henóveux. furnishes a fictitious ethnicon 'Heuóveoc (R hendy VP "Heroveóc? Mei. — 7) Among those enumer- 

and elsewhere). 8) Herodt. 5,928 1; cf. I, 14, 2; Pausan. 2, 4, 4. It isto him that the Bakchiads refer the oracle about the aletég 5, 92 В 3, and he is called "Астіоу Ьу Nikolaos of Damaskos (90 F 57). 9) Herodt. 6, 128, 2. 10) Step. Byz. s.v. Duais. In Pherekydes only the male lineage has been preserved (see F Gr Hist 3 F 2; Berve Miltiades, 1937, P. 1 f.; Schachermeyr R E XIX col. 

themselves more aristocratic than the Bakchiads, 11) Diodor. 4, 37, 3. No. 4—5 1) Like that of Strenge (Festschrift Curtius, Góttingen 1868) who suggested 
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B.C. was meant, by the question ‘warum das verzeichnis dann nicht mit Kreon anfing ?' 4) None of the opinions brought 

question of variants in the lists of 
would have required discussions, such as one might imagine for the period of the kings and for that between Kreon and Kleisthenes. Laqueur /.c. col. 2435 considers the possibility of 'eine rechtfertigung der Atthis’. But why the limitation? And when can Ph. have written it? Boeckh l.c. p. 6 suggests that ‘das werk nähere nachrichten über die personen enthalten habe, die Ph. von den verwandten und bekannten mündlich einzog’ which was not possible for earlier times. But who was interested in the Personal affairs of these mediocre officials? One may make other Suggestions without being able to make them appear plausible. Did Ph. see the Year 374/3 B.C. from another angle than we do, and did he describe (long before he considered an A(his of his own) the last period before the loss of "liberty' by the establishment of the epimeletes in 318/7 B.C.? Or was the “ApEavres not a work written by Ph. himself? Did somebody publish the second half of the fifth book and the sixth book Separately with the purpose of explaining the Attic orators in the decisive period of the fourth century ? Тһе 'Елатоџђ тӯс 13104 °Ат0(80с, сег- tainly not written by Ph. (see on T I), might furnish a sort of parallel. 5) See Introd. p. 252, 26 ff. 6) 566 T 1. 7) 241 F 4. — 8) See Introd. to section XVIII (Elis und Olympia). ^ 9) See Introd. P. 228, 20 fl. — 10) See on F 92, P- 382. п) See e.g. no. 257; 259 (?). 12) If the latter is the case it is quite Possible chronologically that Ph. knew the preparatory works of Timaios. uo 1) For the Tetrapolis Strabo 8, 7, 1 (Ephoros?) and Plutarch. Thes. 14 А 7 significant, More is found in the articles of Wrede R E XIV, 1930, col, 1426 f.; VA 1,1934, col. 1086 ff. The calendar of sacrifices J G? II 1358, though incompletely preserved, still yields numerous names of places, (e.g. the "EXXórtoy), Mi iran (e.g. the Spapoatvn), figures of cult (e.g. Daira, Iolaos, Hyttenios, Nymphage €s, Akamantes, Tritopatreis), heroes (e.g. the fpc Oupatos, the anonymous fipws ihe 18 'ЕхАфтоу апа many others) who are quite similar to those that have n 
Come to our knowledge in the cult of the Salaminioi of Sunion. For Eur in t ЕЗ 

ivog xtiow may indicate that for an Athenian the island ha l, b» s 
history of its own, 2) See on no. 401. Delos apparently re-gained indepe ier 
in 314 B.C. To this date of Homolle Beloch Gr. G.* IV 1, 1925, р. 123 s Sue Dew reasons and very cautiously; it must not be regarded as Fa манан р of Ph.s An)taxdé. On the question of its eae E the Kowóv Nro 
Kolbe and Tarn J.H. St. 50, 1930. 3) I 2933. : ; 73 1) 6, 26/7 p. 234 C-235 E (see on no. 374). He opens with the thesis, which returns 
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subsequently in a number of authors quoted (Polemon P. 234 D; Klearchos p. 235 A; 
Krates p. 235 B), that tò тоб napacitov čvoua палах рёу фу oeuvòv xal lepóv. The 
main part begins with the question which really interests him, who ʻinvented 
the stage-figure (ch. 28, p. 235 E). 2) See on 362 F 7. Krates begins with the 
thesis (n. 1), takes his evidence both of пар&сітос and napaclriov from the Baotwg 
vóuog (which Polemon p. 234 Е quotes in the plural number as Bacirgwe vopot), 
and concludes with ёх тобтоо 8ўоу хтА. Не тау have known Ph. but did not 
quote him or any other authority. 3) That the quotation from Ph. is not an 
excerpt is also shown by tabté, and even more by the reference (inserted by Athe- 
naios) to his long citation from a comic poet. Before the actual beginning of the 
treatise about the viv Aeyóuevoc mapáotrog there follows by way of appendix, 
and no longer referring to Athens, the quotation from Aristotle's Meüovalav помтеіа 
(p. 235 E). It is connected with the quotation from Klearchos (p. 235 A) who 18 dealing with the rdciota тбу xédewv where the old usage continues. 4) This 
is shown not only by the fact that the speaker adduces Polemon as evidence of 
his thesis (Iodtuev yoüv . . . . үрёфос rept napacitwv pyolv obtws p. 234 D), but even 
more by the insertion of a full personal introduction of Polemon (p. 235 D), al- 
though that author was cited repeatedly in former books. This analysis of chs. 26-27 
may lack mathematical conclusiveness, but the repetition of the thesis in the 
quotations from Klearchos and Krates show that these at least do not derive 
from Polemon. This inference is corroborated (a) as to Krates by the different manner of quoting the ‘king’s law’ (n. 2); (b) as to Klearchos by the general character 
of the quotation with the particular evidence taken from Aristotle (n. 3). Between the evidence of Kleidemos and Ph. Themison iv Tladanvidt (p. 235 A = no. 374) is inserted besides Krates. That author seems to be later than Polemon, and it 
is certain, in any case, that the latter does not depend on him, for he quoted other 
proofs from the sanctuary of (Athena) Pallenis (p. 234 F.). 5) Ev Kuvoodpyet 
P- 234 DE (cf. I G* I 129); &v xoi, xbpBeat p. 234 E (the Delion of the Tetrapolis ?); 
& Tloddanvidt p. 234 Е; ё Tots Tod Bacrhéws véuots p. 234 F (about the cult in Achar- 
nai); & vàt' Avexelat Erb mwos ovi] p. 235 B. The quotations are also proved to belong together by their introduction with iv, iy sè, xal è. 6) Р. 235 А (Kleidemos 323 F 11); P. 235 D. A scholar like Polemon cites the Atthidographers themselves, not the Synagoge of Istros. 7) A. Mommsen Feste d. Stadt Athen P- 162 f.; the doubt of Gruppe R E Suppl. III col. 930 f. is not justified. 8) That the comic poet Diodoros (quoted at length by Athenaios p. 235 DE; 239 A-F) ‘den marathonischen Heraklesdienst im auge hat’ (Mommsen p. 164 n. 5) is hardly correct. He says tv Gxact тоїс Show (v. 24), and the detail he gives reminds us rather of the ordinances in ће Вазо убо. concerning the cult at Acharnai (p. 235 C; cf. P- 234 F). As far as the Athenian evidence can be localized with any certainty, it all refers to Kynosarges, Acharnai, and Pallene; as for the last place it seems obvious that the evidence refers to the cult of Athena, and in Acharnai the parasites belong to Apollo (see also the parasites of the xúpße in the Delion P. 234 EF). Also in view of the evidence furnished by Aristotle (who mentions raportor of the čp- xovteç and of the polemarch at Methone) and Klearchos, it is impossible to confine the parasites to the cult of Herakles as being an institution ‘durch die im kult der grossen ess- und trinklust des heros rechnung getragen werden soll’ (Robert Heldensage p. 636; Deubner A. F. P- 226). This part of Herakles’ nature must, of 
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Course, not be contested, and it has frequently been given expression in cult, too, 

(see e.g. the interesting article of O. Walter ‘Der Sáulenbau des Herakles' A4. M. 
62, 1937, p. 41 ff.). But it is an accident of the tradition that we hear about the 

mapdéortot mainly in regard to cult, and here again frequently in regard to the cult 
of Herakles. Aristotle is sufficient proof for napdotto: being a more comprehensive 

conception, not essentially different from the népe8por of ‘profane’ officials. Even in 
Attica, where we know no parasites except in cult, napacttetv in the Solonian laws 
generally refers to the ёу dypoclw altos (Plutarch. Solon 24, 5). According to 

our evidence the whole institution died out, or at least receded into the background, 

rather early: the inscriptions do not know of it; it is not mentioned in the A0r.; 

and even the comic poet Diodoros ‘spricht iiber die parasiten des Herakles so, als 

gäbe es sie nicht mehr’ (Mommsen p. 164). With the functions of the parasites in 

cult Mommsen Feste p. 163 ff. has dealt conclusively; see also Busolt-Swoboda 

Staatsk. p. 942 n. 6. 9) Tépevog ‘Hpaxdtocg Herodt. 6, 108, 1; ‘Hpdxderov td bv 

Mapaðõvı 6, 116; [-- mapa] 1d ‘Hpdxdrccov 1G? II 1358 I 19. 10) Pausan. 

I, 15, 3; 32, 4. 11) Enumerations in Robert Heldensage p. 635 f.; Gruppe 

В Е Suppl. III col. 925 ff. See also Deubner 4. F. p. 226 f. 12) Harpokration 
S.v. 'HpáxAeux explains words of Demosthenes (t& ‘Hpaxdeta évtdc tetyous Ouew tymol- 
Geode, elonvng otons 19, 86; cf. 125) by nodav bvtwv tev xata thy "Atrixny ‘Hpaxdelov, 

убу ду 6 Дтџосбёутс шупшоуєоох ўтох тоу ёу Марадбу ў тоу Ev. Kuvooápyet* vara yap 

Шата Bi cuis elyov "A@nvator. In fact only the former need be considered 

(cf. Mommsen Feste p. 161 f.; Deubner A. F. p. 247, who dates them more definitely 
at the beginning of Hekatombaion), those in Kynosarges having been added by 
the interpreter because the sanctuary is well known otherwise: from the battle- 
field of Marathon 'A6xyvaiot 8'óg поду є1ҳоу  Вотбєоу ёс тӧ йсто... хоЇ ёстратолє- 

Sedoavto amtypévor #Ё `НрххАе!оу тоб ѓу Марабу. ёу Ло “Hpaxrelwr tat tv Kuvo- 
odpye. (Herodt. 6, 116). For Demosthenes and his hearers ‘the Herakleia outside 
the town’ are just those of Marathon. 13) Pindar Ol. 9, 87 ff.; according to 

Schol. 148d (cf. 134d; 137a) they were held napa tat xowén ohuatt "Augitptwvos xal 
’Ioàdov (cf. n. 15). Iolaos is mentioned in the sacrificial calendar (Z G? II 1358 II 14; 
Gamelion) between Zeus Hypatos and Kurotrophos (cf. Agora I 3244 1. 44 ff.). 
We do not find either Herakles or Theseus. But the inscription is incomplete; the 

sacrifice in Gamelion cannot possibly have been the only one for Herakles and 

those connected with him. A probably late tradition, if tradition it is (F 74 n. 6), 

makes Herakles the son of Marathon. 14) 'AQz. 54, 3. The supplement 

[‘HpdxAe]}a is made certain by Pollux 8, 107, though Wilcken thought that he 
could recognize ...ta. The fifth penteteris, that of the Hephaisteia, was not 

added until 329/8 B.C.; the other four are early and evidently important. 15) 

Strabo 8, 6, 19; for the variants see Robert Heldensage p. 654. 

1) It may be sufficient to refer to Thukyd. 1, 3 and to Hdt. 1, 56 (opening of 

his Greek history). 2) See on Е 92. 3) Dobree felt the difficulty of the term, 
and Wilamowitz (Sb. Berl. 1929 = Kl. Schr. V 2 p. 178 n. 4) ‘wiirde das wort gern 
los’ because ‘ein altersunterschied zwischen den Titanen bedenklich ist’. One of 

Dobree's suggestions actually eliminates it, but the suggestion is not very credible: 

in view of the definite meaning which the term ‘Titans’ had for ancient theologians, 

I find the addition necessary whenever a god, who is not among Hesiod’s twelve 

gods, was called a Titan; and Ph. certainly did use ‘Titan’ that way. What the 

Jacoby, Fragm. Griech. Hist. III b (Suppl.) 17 
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Titans actually were and how Hesiod’s Titans came about does not concern us here. But what I Suppose the ancient theologians to have meant by ‘older Titans’ has nothing to do with the distinction (wrong in my opinion) which Kern (Die Religion d. Griechen I, 1926, P- 254) finds in Hesiod between 'góttlichen Titanen' and 'Titanen der Volksreligion', though Hesiod himself obviously felt the difficulties of his twelve Titans strongly; how he dealt with them is shown by the proclamation of Zeus in the Styx episode (ct. n. 8). 4) N. Jahrb. 37, 1916, p. 583. On P. 581 fi. (see also Wüst R E VI A 2, 1937, col. 1498 ff.) he finds ‘namen, die uns an die Titanen er- innern, besonders zur bezeichnung von örtlichkeiten, an den verschiedensten stellen in Griechenland; namentlich jedoch nach den angaben der Alten’ in Euboea, Attica and Sikyon. But as to Sikyon the tradition consists in the one god Titan, whose name is more likely to have been Titanos: in any case, the name Т‹таул is connected with тітауос̧, ‘chalk’, ‘lime’, for ‘den beherrschenden landschafts- eindruck geben die grellweissen, steilen, vegetationslosen mergelwinde, die im hochsommer so blenden, dass sie auch bei den einheimischen, wie man mir sagte, augenkrankheiten hervorrufen' (Ernst Meyer R E VI A 2 col. 1490; Peloponn. Wanderungen, 1939, p. 11 ff). The ‘lime-man’, who therefore not without cause is called brother of Helios (Pausan. 2, 1, 5), isa perfect parallel to the Skiros- 
dotean sense but not a Titan in the Hesiodean. Concerning Euboea (Hesych. s.v. Trravi8a thy Evforav, napécov Boudpew Ovydtnp 3v) Pohlenz himself assumes a con- 

because its origin is as doubtful as its reference (cf. n. 7), and I cannot ascribe great 
sumably the late prose-work 451 F 1) "Ефорау Охєауоб Ouyatépa olxňjoat npõtov iv тй үй тоот, Mapaddve $2 Gotepov toy "Елопёос тоб *Adwéws tod ‘HAlov gevyovta dvo- Шау хоі бВриу тоў патрӧс̧ ёс ті ларабаліссіх uerouccat Ze 'Аттихйс, ёлобомбутос 8E 'Enontoc éouxóuevoy & IIeXórovynooy xal Thy dpxhy Stavelwavta tote nataly обтёу & Tiv "Avruchv abt áveycpzioat. The account does not look original, and Toepffer Beitráge p. 155, in my opinion, takes it too seriously. If, however, there is anything 
sufficient reason for speaking (with Kirchner, Toepffer, Wrede and others) of 'einer wahrscheinlichen Titanennatur of Marathon. 5) Wilamowitz lc. may have 
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i oe dq’ ob dv Eye3nulav mpocayopevOivar thy viv "Axadnulav, a9” 

З ўроу, ётіЗбутос ёаотӧу ёхоџсіос хотё ті Абүюу apayidcacbar mpd 

tig napatdEews. A few lines before (ch. 32, 3-4) Plutarch narrates that Akademos 

betrayed thy tv ’Agi8vatc xpudiv of Helen to the Tyndarids, and for that reason 
рле. when invading Attica in later times, «5c ' AxaBnulac &nelyovro 8:0 тӧу 

хото»; It ought to be mentioned that in Herodotos (n. 11), too, a similar double 

tradition is extant. т) Already Bernhardy saw that an epic Trtvida yatav is 
at the bottom of the gloss Titavi8a yňv which the Synagoge explained and which 
Wilamowitz calls 'scholion zu einer unbekannten dichterstelle'. But it is quite 
doubtful whether Attica or Euboea (n. 4) or some other place is meant, nor does 

the poetical phrase admit of the inference ‘schwerlich ware der ausdruck gepragt 
worden, wenn dort nicht noch eine gewisse vorstellung von den Titanen lebendig 

gewesen wäre’ (Pohlenz I.c. p. 583): Termvig has no more real significance than 

"Оүбүхос̧; Ala, for instance, is called Trtyvig by Apollonios Rhodios (4, 131), and 

if there really existed a river Tv?» (Eratosthenes; cf. Schol. ad loc.) it is question- 

able whether the poet had that in mind. 8) The motif derives from the Styx 

chapter of Hesiod's Theogony 392 f. elxe 8' (scil. Zevs), ôç àv petà elo Oev Tirğor 

uáyorto, / uh tw’ droppatcety үєрќоу, тційу 8& ёхастоу | E&£usv, jv 16 mápoc үє uev &дауё- 

Totor eotaw xd. It is obviously valid for Prometheus too (Th. 521 ff.; cf. Aischyl. 

Р rom: 304/6; 439/40); also the author of the hymn to Hekate Th. 421/8 had it in 

mind. That Ph. accentuates this feature of Titenios ‘im gegensatz zu dem sikyoni- 

Schen Epopeus' (Pohlenz Lc. p. 583) is certainly not correct; rather the Eumelos 

of Pausanias (n. 4) created the pious Marathon after the pattern of the pious Titenios 

of Ph. or the Titakos of Herodotos (n. 11). 9) Not necessarily: «(za£ is explained 

as Evtizos # Suvdorns, of 3& Bactdedc (Hesych.), and titag is the title of a Cretan 

official, But we had better not stir up here the vexed question of the etymology 

of the Titans: fortunately we do not need it for our purpose. 10) Harpokr. s.v; 

Et. M. p. 760, 31; Steph. Byz. s.v. Tiraxtda. Toepfier A.G. p. 291 (and others; 

as the latest Wrede R E VI A 2, 1937, col. 1484; but even Ziegler ibid. does not 

speak clearly) have misunderstood the remark hrote 5° ёпь Тітахоб Фуоџбс@тссу, 

об рупиоуєбє, ‘Hpóðotoç as meaning that ‘die herleitung der Tttaxl8a von dem 

attischen autochthonen ausdriicklich in abrede gestellt wird’. Mirote, of course, 

means ‘perhaps’, ‘probably’. But the remark actually shows that Titakos was no 

longer alive in the local legend, or in that of the clan. 11) 9, 73. When the Tyn- 

darids ёоёВолоу ёс yay thy Attuchy looking for Helen (see n. 6) téte A£youct tob Ac- 

xtMac, ol 8& abrüv Aé£xeXoy dyOóusvóv te vij Onatac OBpr xat Setpatvovra тєрї тст 

тў. ’Абтуаќоу хорт, ёЕтүпа&џеубу сф: то пу прўүша xarnyhcacða ent rag Aqldvac, tas 

8% Тітохбс, ёоу абтбубоу, хататроё:8ої Тоздарі8 тиот. тої, 82 Лєхелебо. ёу Ўлартп 

ётё тобтоо тоб ёрүоо ётедєіт xtà.; and even in the Peloponnesian War сіуошіуоу тђу 

Фр 'Аттосђ» Лахедаціоу(оу, Йехећтс ётёҳєсдоа. 

1) See Toepffer Herm. 23, 1888, p. 325 ff., who correctly takes into account the 

whole east coast from Thorikos to the Tetrapolis. See also Farnell Cults IV, 1907, 

Р. 106 #. 2) Boethius Die Pythais, 1918, p. 38 fi; Ziehen REV A2, 

1934, col. 2229 f.; Deubner A. F. p. 203 f. (who is too succinct). Because of the 

representatives ёх Tetpamédswv mentioned in the inscriptions about the renewed 

Athenian Pythais from the years 138/7-96/5 B.C. (Pomtow Syil.* 696 ff.; С. Colin 

Fouilles de Delphes III 2) Ziehen probably correctly assumes that the separate 

75 
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theoriai were at that time combined into one; neither the State nor the demes could any longer afford the double expenditure, But even in earlier times, after the district had been incorporated (by Kekrops, as F 94 has it), the State must have had some share in the theoriai of the Tetrapolis. If the regulation of the xbpBerg ol mepl тфу AvXaxotàv, quoted by Athen. 6, 26 P. 234 E from Polemon (see on F 73), refers to the Marathonian Delion we learn at least something about it: the Kerykes entered the cult of Apollo (as representatives of Athens and Eleusis ?) and the participants in the cult, and consequently those in the theoriai too, are 

had been seen during the nine days of observation; otherwise 'fand keine Pythais statt' (Deubner 4. Е, р. 203; about the Tetrapolis he speaks less confidently). But Strabo says téte neundvrov Sav dotpdvavta (wow, and in the wording of Ph. Stay - téte it also appears evident that the time alone had to be determined. During nine spring (winter) days and nights the omen probably seldom or never failed to appear. Cf. n. 5. 4) тоб vévouc (similarly 3v 6ecplavy) may mean 'the clan mentioned' or 'the clan concerned’, and the same may be valid for ó pdvric. It is 

are corrupt and have not yet been restored. I doubt that they belong to Ph. at all, who first speaks generally about ‘the theoria’ (i.e. the one in question at the time), 

by the Scholiast who excerpted (and abbreviated) only one passage of a long account, if they have not crept in from the margin. 5) As we do not learn any Particulars about the lepooxonia we cannot tell whether the theoriai were sent to certain Delphic or Delian festivals. The observation of omens for the Athenian Pythais extended over three months; in consequence Boethius regarded it as a certain example of an independent theoria, which is to be distinguished from the embassy sent to the Pythia of Bukatios-Metageitnion. Concerning tne Delias we do not know anything of an analogous custom: it went regularly to the Delia 

probable for the theoria to Delos. Cf. on Phanodemos 32 5F2. 6) It would thus be possible that é rau Mapaców. line 11, where the article is surprising, is not a 'lapsus calami' of the excerpting Scholiast but is meant to signify the Tetrapolis 
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accurately of the пёр 8ўџо. 7) A parallel to this custom is the fact that 
during the Athenian theoria to Delos убшос̧ ёстіу а0тоїс ёу tät ypóvot voDvot 
xaBapever thy médwv xal Sypoola unStva dnoxtewivat, mplv dv elg ATjAóv тє бріхттас 
1% TÀolov xal xáXw Seipo (Plat. Phaid. P. 58b), where the sentence with x«( only 
Blves one individual feature important in the context. The idea is that the 
whole town is on Pilgrimage and has to fulfil what is required of pilgrims so as 
not to endanger the success of the theoria which represents the whole citizen body. 

1) See on 323 F 14. 2) We do not know whether Ph.s interest in the history 
of literature, which is proved by his books about the tragic poets and Alkman, 
was here confined to criticism of authenticity. 3) About the antithesis of 
‘intuitive’ and ‘inductive’ divination see the fundamental book of Bouché-Leclercq 
Histoive de la divination dans l'antiquité Paris 1879/82 and the survey of Th. 
Hopfner R E XIV, 1930, col. 1258 ff. (also ibid. col. 1345 ff. Ziehen s. v. Mantis). 
About the doctrine of later Hellenistic philosophy and the connexion with the 
general problem Ilepl 0cv see Finger Rh. Mus. 78, 1929, p. 371 ff. The work of 
Ph. was no doubt historical as a whole, not philosophic; there were two stand- 
points for both divination and theology, represented later on by Apollodoros and 
Poseidonios. 4) About the question whether these were the subject of the 
Special book IIegl ouufóAcv see Text p. 379 on no. 25/6. That book is certainly not 
identical with Iept pavrixig (Siebelis p. 99 and others). 5) See on T 7. About 
the collection of Eupetpor povretar see on Т б. 6) This statement is not qualified 
essentially, if at all, by the fact that the rules for the interpretation of the flight 
of birds had been set up publicly in Ephesos already in the sixth century (Syll? 
1167). I regard this inscription as the dedication of an olovocxórog; for parallels 
see Rh. Mus. 59, 1904, p. 96 ff.; Das Marmor Parium, 1904, p. X n. 1. The earliest 

known examples are the calendar of Oinopides of Chios, and the sun-dial of Meton 

(F 122); but Ionia was more progressive in these things, and the flight of the birds 
was Ёутєҳуос̧ раутіхў and consequently teachable. 7) A pretty example is 

extant in Isokrates Aiginetikos § 5 ff. (from the year 390/89 B.C.? Blass Ait. 
Bereds.* II p. 236): Opdovddog pty yap 6 nathp тоб хатаћтбутос тђу 8:00ўхту парй рёу 
tay mpoyévev ovdSeulav odalav maptraBev, Etvoc S& Полоџолуётом тбх pdvrer yevduevos 

obtuws olxelug StetéOyn mpd¢ abtdév, бст’ побудсхоу ёхеїуос̧ тйс te PiBAoUs тйс пєрі TIS 

pavrixis abtée xatédime..... AaBaov St Opdavrrog tadtas popà ёурӯто тїк тёҳуті · пл - 

vic 8£ vevóuevog . . . . obolav te ttoXX3v Excijoa vo. W. Schmid Gr. Lit. I 1, 1929, p. 773 
correctly assumes ‘dass es sich hier nicht um eine orakelsammlung handeln kann', 
but he incorrectly includes those obviously private books in the technical public- 
ations in which in the fifth century already ‘kiinstler und techniker auch ausserhalb 
Attikas das wort ergriffen um erfahrungen, ratschlage, und theorieen der óffent- 

lichkeit zu übergeben'. 
I) Cf. Text p. 358, 6 ff. See also Orph. Argonaut. 33 ff., where Orpheus speaks 

о Миѕаіоѕ: ёрі 8 раутеітс dane modurelpovac olj.ouc / Onpdiv olwvaiv te xal } oxdaxvov 
00 ёстіу· / 18° doa Beorifovar dvetpordroraw draproic / фоҳа\ ёрпишеріоу хтА. 
2) Tatian. Ip. ʻEA. 41; Clem. Al. Strom. І, 131, І 'Оуорахртос ó ' AOnvatoc, o5 và elo 

’Oppéa pepóueva rohuata Atyetar elvat. 3) The chresmological character is proved 
by the introductory verses which are typical (cf. also Aischyl. Agam. 104 xúptoç 
elul Oposiv S8:0v xp&étog alctov dvipdy / ėvreňéwv* čt yàp Oedbev xatanrvelet xTÀ.), 

but in spite of Oeoxpontag dmoeinetv. they do not really reveal much about the 
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Contents and the form, and it is not at all certain that Ph. had before him a col- lection of ypyopol of the kind of those of Bakis and Musaios. The chresmologic book of Epimenides, which has its origin in a similar sphere, is cited as Oracula (457 T 8a), but sometimes as Kofapuot (457 T 7). This may be explained by the fact that its author mepl tay ёсорёуоу обх ёроутебєто, 828 пері тбу үєүоубтоу, &87Аоу ôt (457 F 1), and in this sense even Cosmogonies and Theologies may be called "chresmologic'; Ph. even treated Epicharmos’ [vapor in Mept uxvvextj; (F 79). The evidence for a book by Orpheus called Xenouot is late and poor (Kern Orph. Fragm. P- 330 ff.), comparatively the most reliable is perhaps the list of the works in the Suda s.v. *Oppeds Ле8%0роу · Xpnopots, of ёуафёроутод єє "Оуорбхрітоу · Тећєтіс, dolas Sé paot xal tobras ’Ovonexpirov, But even here we do not know the ultimate authority which does not seem to be early. It is the same in regard to the Xpyopol as to the xpxouoAóyoc, reliable early evidence for whom does not exist either (see Text; cf. also Ziegler R E XVIII 1, 1939, col. 1262 f.). In fact, the first evidence is that of Strabo, who calls the Kikonian Orpheus &v3pa yonta, ard povorxijg ра хо{ шхутй$ жай тёз лєрї Ta tedetas ӧрүхсыбу Фүортєбоута tò прӧтоу (see also the Orphic treatise Pap. Berol. F 49, 5-9 Kern). On the other hand, even the much discussed Orphean oracle, the prophesying head in Lesbos for which Philostratos is the first literary evidence (Vit. Apoll. 4, 14; Heroic. s, 3), or rather the legend of it (Ziegler l.c. col. 1293 ff.), is dated back to the fifth century by representations in art (Guthrie Orpheus and Greek Religion, 1935, p. 36 ff.; Kern Gnomon II, 1935, P- 474). 4) A confusion of the two theologians, who were brought into relation to each other in different manners (see Keydell R E XVI col. 761 f.), seems not to have happened until later. In regard to the chorus in Euripides’ Alkestis (v. 962/71) 

he became one early for reasons not known to us. 5) F 1012 N? from Schol. Aristoph. Ran. 1033. 6) Ran. 1030 ff. The same enumeration occurs in Hippias F Gr Hist 6 F 4 and Plato Apol. p. 41 C. We must interpret Plato Protag. 316 D olov “Ounpóv te xal ‘Halodoy (xal ZyseaviSyv), Tove St ad телетбс тє ха уртсронд(ос, тобс duol te "Орфёх ха) Моосаїоу accordingly, 7) 7. 6, 4; deliberately exaggerated by Clem. AL Strom, 1, 131, 3 xal rob, uiv ávapepouévouc el; Moucaiov XENSpLOds "Оуоџрахрітоо єТуоц Myovot and by the author of the Suda s.v.’Oppetc (n. 3). Herodotos does not mention Orpheus-Onomakritos, but that does not imply that he was ignorant of that part of his activity; evidently, however, there did not yet exist any xPnouol by Orpheus. 8) A ep. 14-15. The supplementing of the names ’Opgevs and EónoAroc may be regarded as certain. 9) Strom. 1, 132-1 35. The catalogue ends (before the quotation of historians among whom Ph. F 76 comes first) with Alexander's prophet Aristandros, obviously an addition from the same sphere. Also in Pausanias' catalogue of xpnoporsyor ăvðpeç (10, 12, 11) Musaios and Bakis are included, but Orpheus is not. IO) 31 F r2. It cannot be said whether that was a part of one of his greater works, the хаб “Hpwxdta X6yog for instance or the 

it was, however, not the prophet but the bard and musician, and not until much later the theological features were 
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stressed (cf. Ziegler 1.c. col. 1254 ff.). He is not a parallel to Kalchas of the Iliad, 
Amphiaraos of the Thebais, or other epic prophets, because his figure came from 
outside and had its fixed features. It is not credible that Ph. took his ‘prophet 
Orpheus’ from the Argonautic myths. 11). Jacoby R E VII col. 1417 f.; Keydell 

ibid. XVI col. 758. 12) F 192 has unfortunately come down to us without 
& book-title, 

1) The women who conjured up the dead, for whom the Septuaginta uses the 
same term, must not be brought into this discussion; Ph. can hardly have known 
anything about them. His Eurykleis are ventriloquists who, it is true, may have 
maintained that a spirit was living in them or entered them temporarily. The 
explanation following the quotation from Ph. in the Suda adrat tag t&v teOvnxdtav 

wxae Eexadroivro: wit 8& abtav éyphaato LaovA xth.. (x Kings 28, 7 ff.) is an 
addition, according to Ada Adler from the Scholia on Gregory of Nazianzus. Clem. 
Al. Protr. 2, 11, 2 xal rove elotti парй тоїс пол\оїс тєтуштушѓіуоос Ёүүастрциодос шегеіу 

proves that this low form of divination remained popular. 2) Pollux 2, 162; 

Hesych. s.v. ivotepvouávrieç. 3) 2епоЫ. Рғор. 3, 163 Мі; ёті тӧу ёхотоїс туа 
xaxà роутєошёуоу (тй хатараут- Plutarch. Prov. 2, 22 is corrupt) b; dvqiptOy 
Schol. T Plat. 

1) F Gr Hist 244 F 213; Comm. II D p. 795, where I refuted the assertion, 

repeated again and again (even by Wilamowitz), that Apollodoros was the first 
to criticise the authenticity of the Epicharmea. 2) I do not see why Kaibel 
C. Gr. Fragm. І т р. 144 апі Diels-Kranz Vorsokr.* I p. 207 assign to that book 
the evidence for Epicharmos as an interpreter of dreams. The fact that T 7 puts 
Ph. and Epicharmos side by side would be an argument only if Ph. alone had 
mentioned the Kanon. Certainly the interpretation of dreams would fit well into 
a book about divination, but the Gnomai forbids the inference, and guessing is to 

no purpose as we have not a single fragment. The title Kanon does not help either, 
even if it actually ‘auf eine pythagoreische sekte deutet’ (Diels I.c.), which I doubt. 

3) Hibeh-Pap. I 1 ff. That the Gnomai is a forgery (‘falschung des 4. jhdts.’ Diels; 
see also Jacoby Sb. Berl. 1931 p. 125 f.) is certain in spite of Croenert Herm. 47, 

1912, p. 402 ff. and W. Schmid Gr. Lit. I1, 1929, p. 649 n. 5. I do not see the least 

reason for separating the I'vàüuat of Axiopistos from those of Epicharmos, as W. 

Schmid and others do. The question whether the collection contained authentic 

elements is quite independent of that about the time and the person of the collector. 

The assignment of the collection to Epicharmos would be particularly intelligible 
if it was the Gnomai of Axiopistos which Ennius translated (cf. Vorsokr.§ I p. 194). 

1) A good example of the uncertainty of all conjectures is furnished by F 88b 

about a sacrificial cake which was universally claimed for II. 6vowdéiv and which 

now we know to have been taken from Ilept {yep&v (F 88a). Sacrifices are quoted 

from the Atthis in F 10; 61. 2) For Athens alone see no. 359-364. These books 

may partly have served practical ends: sacrificial customs did not remain constant 

in the Hellenistic times, and new items were added. 3) See Text p. 374, 
12 ff. 4) 327 Ез. 

1) Schol. B on y 332: dnropla- 8ıè th toic Oeotc ёпѓуєроу тіс үлфссос̧; Avow ol èv 

(i.e. Ph.) ör xpátiorov tav peddv ý yAðaoa, ol Sè öt Bet và v ovunoclog Aeyðévta m- 

peiv. 2) ’Apnradng Cobet épxniadng Schol. ‘Grammatiker aus guter zeit’ Schwartz 

R E 1I col. 669. Obviously it was he who quoted the evidence of the Mumouxá. 
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3) Thus Schol. E on Y 332 under the name of one Antipatros. 4) Totor 8ё хо perterre бєй үлаохотас "Абђ· / ё үёроу, ў то: тобто хата potpav xarércEag: / Ф dye *áuveve рёу Y^óocac, xepáao0e Sè olvov, / бра Посе бом хай Фос &даубтоіс: / стєі- саутес̧ хоітою ре$оребо - тоїо үйр ру /.... үлӧссас̧ 8° èv торі Ва2лоу, ёмотбреуо: 8' ёле Воу. 5) 058 &nl Bh ретёлета xepacodpevor Aut (¢ 8) LG) AorB&c, | A Opus dox, tréwc (Béutc, edayéag Merkel Sol, 0coi; Gerhard Өёшєс, ёсттбфтєс Mooney) ёті үлӧс- anot xéovto / alBouévarc, Smvov 8 Sid xvépag ёшуфоуто. 6) The connexion of ideas is best shown by Schol. Apoll. Rhod. 1, 516/8b бт: ос ўу тоїс халооїс хратӯра xtpvaiv, Ste yédrorev xabeddewv, xal Tç Yrdooas räv lepelav emOsew tõt 'Epuñı, xal tmorévdew olvov. хой lows puoixdc: enel yap “Eppiic Adyoo elvar mapadéSorat, бр- yavov 88 abtod 4| yAGcca, fris ӧлуоо ёлілесбутос hpeuet, єіхбтос̧ тбл "Ерыў: обтђу Өдоосту · хо! “Ounpog ‘a2’ dye tépvete yAdoouc’ dvtl tod mavete tos Adyous. Herakleit. “Он. ПроВл. 72 үлётте ё «©тф Oucía, cà uóvoy Aóyov uépoc, xal terevtalwr xatd xolTHY lévteg “Ери oxévBovaw, ётё т@стс фоуйс ёсту бро Smvoc. See also Cornutus 16. It is evident (cf. Schol. Od. Y 341): (1) that the theory is founded on a connexion Of Od. 1 136/8 єбрє 88 Darzxey JYf;vopa ABE uéðovraç / omévBovrac Sendecaw evoxdmut &pyetpóven, / à Tupdtar слёудєсхоу, бте uvngalaro xoírou with y 330 ff. (2) that the connexion is arbitrary: in y the recipients of the tongue sacrifice together with the last libation are ‘Poseidon and the other gods’, in y only the libation for Hermes is mentioned, and a tongue sacrifice would be out of place. The combination obviously made use of 'the other gods’; it did not take its origin from Dioskurides (Text P. 360, 27 ff.; Stengel Opferbrüuche der Griechen, тото, p. 172 ff. does not present 

about the killing of the Megarian lion: 8:6лер Өӧсас̧ тоїс Өєоїс (sic) 6 Baotreds td Tedeutatoy thy yAdoouy ёлёбтхєу тоїс Вороѓс, хоі ётё тбте #00 тобто 8.4ремє Мєүарєбоі. The custom does not consist in the tongue being offered but in its being put on the altar as the last piece. If Pausan. I, 41, 3 (who does not mention the sacrificial custom) may be connected with this story, it would belong to the common cult of Artemis Agrotera and Apollon Agraios. 9) xarà &8oc 'Ióvov 3j 'Avrxóv Eust. Od. x 332. 10) Stengel J.c. Tresp Die Fragmente d. griech. Kultschriftst., 1914, P- 73 did not even understand the problem. His assigning of Schol. Apoll. Rhod. b (n. 6) to Ph. need not be refuted. 11) Stengel l.c. p. 176, besides quite a number of testimonies for the tongue being the portion of the priest (many coming from 
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statement of Kallistratos in the Scholia—réiv Buvopévav tac ~daaus tots xhpvEtw dmove- 
Шкобо. (ё таїс 8ротећ ёо: Өос(о1с the second version)—is correct. 12) About this 
Dioskurides see on no. 594. He is certainly not the Isokratean of the fourth century. 

к 1) This classification is shown to be Hellenistic by Horat. Ars 83/5. 2) Accord- 
ingly the words following the definition of the Edxnixé p. 322 a 32—mpayparixa dé, & 
TWov mepteixe mpdEer¢—presumably do not refer to hymns of the Homeric kind, but to 
the further enumeration of éuropix&, &nootoAux&, YvoyoAovix&, yewpyixd, ётистоћтіхӣ. 

ne Cf. [Joh. Antioch.] F. H. Gr. IV 545, 8; Tzetzes Lykophr. 7; Schol. Hesiod. 
eog. 326. 2) Cf. Lysimachos 382 F 4; Lesky R E III A col. 1723 ff.; Ilberg 

Rosch, Lex. IV col. 1 364 ff. (to be used cautiously). 3) yovh ... Antotpixh xat 

9ovía, óc Tladapdtat 8охеї. Ol8iroug 8& dvetAev abrhy, npooroinadpevos plav xal 
ounpaylav Eust. Od. 4270, who confuses statements derived from several sources. 
4) There are too many similar stories under Ph.s name in Eusebios already, and 
since it has become clearer in what way these things may have come down to Conti 
(see Introd. p. 240, 26 ff.) they can no longer be simply athetised. It is very unfortu- 
nate that nothing can be learnt from Androtion 324 F 60; 62; we only know that 
he rationalized the mythic history of Thebes. 5) Tresp op. cit. p. 73 supposes 
that ‘Ph. vorher über den kult des Oedipus gesprochen hatte, der auf dem Kolonos 

göttliche verehrung genoss’. We merely know that he had a heroon on the Kolonos 
Hippios (Pausan. 1, 30, 4), nothing about the cult and the sacrifices offered to him. 
If the sacrifices were in any way singular Ph. may certainly have discussed them, 
but a detailed account of Oedipus' exploits seems to me impossible in a single book 

on sacrifices, 6) Lesky i.c. col. 1724, 63 ff. finds this very fact to be the proof 
for Ph. 'als quelle oder zumindest als vermittler'. The Attic lekythos (Cecil H. 
Smith Catalogue of Vases Brit. Mus. ПІ 344 по. 696; Hoefer Rosch. Lex. III col. 

716; Tresp Lc.) is interesting because Oedipus (as in the Suda) kills the Sphinx 
with his lance, not because of a particular róle of Athena, for Apollo, Aineias 
(sic) and the Dioskuroi—‘alle durch inschrift bezeugt’—are present too. 

I) We need no longer refer to the Marathonian calendar of festivals (J G* II 
1358), to that of the clan of the Salaminioi (Agora I 3244; see on F 14/6), or to 
Fasti outside Athens (for instance Syli.* 1024 ff.). The basis for Ph., in any case, 
consisted in the ordinances for the official Athenian cult, found already in Solon’s 
laws and in a revised form (probably used by Ph. as by the fourth century orators) 
in the codex of 403 B.C., remains of which have been found recently (Oliver 
Hesperia 4 p. 5 ff.; Dow ibid. 10 p. 31 ff.). In view of F 168 it is quite possible that 

Ph. quoted Solon. Whether he also treated festivals of the demes (e.g. when the 
State contributed) or even private cults in IIepl &opróv (as he possibly did in IIegl 

,uspóv) we do not know. 2) F 8-9 Panathenaia; F 13 Boedromia; F 14-16 

Skira and Oschophoria; F 57 Chytra. Cf. F 61. 3) It is clear why the Chytra 

was also mentioned in the sixth book: see on F 57; 84. 4) On this fragment 

see Cl. Q. 38, 1944, p. 65 ff.; J. H. St. 64, 1946, p. 37 ff. 5) See on F 14-16, 

6) "Еортђ Sypoteays F 168. 
1) The complete date has been preserved by Photios alone, where two glosses have 

been fused as in his source, the Synagoge (Text p. 362, 33 ff). Of the former only 
the end, i.e. the date, has been left. This is practically not different from the two 

quotations in Harpokration, which are severely contracted in his text and of which 

the Epitome and its excerptors (Synag. P. 381, 14; Suda) have preserved only the 
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former. U, Koehler already inferred from J G*II 1672 that the Haloa in Eleusis, too, was celebrated at the end of Poseideon. 2) Nilsson De Dionysiis Atticis p. 96 ff.; Gr. Feste, 1906, Р. 328 f.; Deubner A. F. P. 65. The 'Tennenfest' (cf. Text p. 363, 8 ff.) in Mommsen Feste P. 359 and even Stengel R E VII, 1912, col. 2278 is im- possible because of the time of the year. I see no reason for assuming that Ph. gave the wrong explanation in Tepl &opróv and changed it in the Atthis. 3) Which alone Harpokration cites for Athenian festivals (F 8/9; 13; 14/6). 4) See On F 94. 5) They can only have one meaning which by no means ‘kommt ziemlich überein mit dem naiCew èv wow (of one of the explanations in the Synagoge), as Mommsen Feste p. 359 n. 3 has it. 6) 2, 14 #. уолетёс̧ 8 аӧтоїс̧ 8:0 тӧ аі elaBévar rode moods ev xoig бүроїс &шитёсба+..... EuveBeBhxer 52 ётё тоб пбуо ёрҳаќоо ётёроу роу 'А@туа[оцс тобто ..... THe te obvert mOAd xata Thy xdpav abrovdeot obaaet ueretyov (?) ol ' Anvatot, xal Ered} Evverxlobyaav, 8:0 тё #Өос èv тойс бүрої; био ol ràs(ouc тфу тє брҳа(оу ха тбу бстєроу шёурх тобдёє тоб Tohépov yevópevol te xal olxhoav- tes. It is easy to see how the Thucydidean account otherwise differs from the some- what schematic one of Ph., but according to the latter, too, the médetc naturally do not preclude living in the country during peace-time. 7) The same view-point e.g. F 97; 98. As to the etymology see n. 13. 8) P. 384, 31 ff. Bkr. (cf. n. 12). The division into two articles seems to me to be obvious, for the derivation of the name is given twice (простүбрєотох апа elpntat), and ђүєто - харлӧу іѕ а typical con- clusion for articles of that kind. Reitzenstein felt that the usual punctuation is not Satisfactory, when he Printed #yeto - rour as an (anonymous) quotation. But then the second еѓутоову бт 5 тоў соза єсдол elpntat loses its connexion: it requires a Subject, and that can опіу Бе ёортђ ‘Алба. 9) сәма есд Eust ouvavALtec0at Synag., Phot. The former is required by the derivation from &Xoc and confirmed by the glossing of the word in the old lexica (Schwabe Aelii Dionysii et Pausaniae Fragm. p. 105). 10) Actually we know merely about the Haloa in Eleusis (mate- rial in Deubner A. F. P. 61 ff.); for the &ото ѕее п, 11. The Marathonian calendar notes ѓог Роѕійеоп Гӯ: ё {бо Вобс хбооса (Г Сз т 358 b 9), and v. Prott (Fasti sacri p. 52) considered the Haloa. But the name of the festival is not mentioned, and Deubner Lc. p. 65 rightly speaks very cautiously. I1) The letter of Menander to Glykera (Alkiphron Epp. 2, 3, 4), written from the Peiraieus, ty &oret Bevovont Sid ta ‘AAG o7¢ G00 is not safe evidence for 'AXói èv &ctet; and ib. 1, 39, 8 one reads with Pierson «oig 'A8ovíotg 8& ёу Колот. totoueða. We know that Poseidon had a temple in Eleusis аз Петр (Pausan. 1, 38, 6), and the importance of the ‘husband of the Earth’ may have been as great there as in many places of the Peloponnese. Also it is a real parallel that Poseidon Temenites, (Poseidon Phythios), and De- meter Chloe receive sacrifices on the same day, 12th Posideon, in Mykonos (sacrifi- cial calendar Syii.3 1024; v. Prott Leges Sacr, I 4; Nilsson Lc.) But in Eleusis ‘haben sich andere gotter vorgedrangt’ (Wilamowitz Gl. d. Hell. I Р”. 213). Not only does heortological tradition mention Dionysos (n. 14) instead of Poseidon as the god of the Haloa, but the inscriptions as well (though not earlier than the Helle- nistic age) do not mention Poseidon expressly. We cannot even tell whether he is among the 20: Өєоі оїс пбтріоу фу (scil. Өбєгу) to whom sacrifices were offered at the Haloa besides Demeter and Kore (J G* II 1299 after 236/5 B.C.; 949, archon Pelops 165/4 B.C.); if he is, the sacrifice may have belonged to the mporéAeta as those in I G* I 5 at the Eleusinia, Accordingly a roux for Poseidon at Eleusis would be 
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ho There would remain the Akropolis. Here Poseidon has preserved 

of te Ke Pes (see e.g. the Skira F 14), and here he is the god of the fertility 

With the . celebration for the sprouting crop in Posideon would accord well 

ilis dut ге ploughing at the foot of the Akropolis in Maimakterion: this was 

nans y x the Buzygai who hold the priesthood of Poseidon Erechtheus. The 

mais whether this was the Poseidon for whom the Haloa were celebrated must 

Meu шшен op. cit. p. 364 doubtingly considered QuráAutoc, and in 

euler it is Teyeviryc). Anyhow, he would fit in well. A connexion with De- 

bs is not very probable. Also we cannot infer Athena from Et. M. 73, 56 (Et. 

n. p. 25 Mi) ‘Алана ёортђ "AOnvac; the text is uncertain ('A6nvxlov Vb) and 
probably the word was 'Aüfves. (Meursius) ^ 12) 'loréov 8& 6r ènl ovyxopuòñe 

картан; bg Fu xal ta Oardara LOveto, Éopri Hyeto Ahuntpos xat Arovicov xatà IIavcaviav 

Aba (sic) xaXouu£vr 800 tò taie &xapyate, xal чета ¿v Ahva, &nb 47 dio téte 

xarvaypáotat, Фёроутас̧ єс "Елєосїуа • ў éxel, xa0& xal "Oumpoc tupaiver, tv осу trawCov 

xatà thy topriv, bv фк ха} Посе: мос фу moumh. rò тоб ovvarilectia дё elpyrar 5 

tlenu£vm áAda, 60ev xal dAcc. The resemblance to, and the difference from, the 

first gloss of the Synagoge (Text p. 362, 34 ff.) are evident. It appears, however, 

doubtful to me whether Schwabe (F 41 p. 104 f.) correctly removed what is not 

Pausanias, since he leaves him the OoXócwz, which show that Eustathios already 

found the lines of the Iliad in this context (Text p. 363, 32 f£). It is certainly 

wrong do derive this gloss from Ph.; Polemon (Tresp 7.c. p. 75 n. I) is also an empty 

suggestion. 13) The etymology at the end, also entirely concerned with Dio- 

nysos, is remarkable: 'AAót 86 60:0 8ux тӧу хартӧу тоб Atovógou * dÀcal Y&p al «àv 

биту фотеїод. It may be explained by the increasing prominence of Dionysos 

in the festival, and it supersedes the earlier etymology which worked with the ex- 

planation &w¢ —threshing-floor. The Scholiast naturally is as ignorant as Ph. of 

the modern conception that wç (in common Greek ?) means fertile, cultivated 

land' (Nilsson De Dionys. Att. p. 98; Solmsen Unters. z. griech. Laut- «. Verslehre 

p. 109 f.). We find the idea important because it confirms from the side of the 

language what is proved by the date in the calendar, viz. that the Haloa is not a 

harvest festival. We know that festivals of the treshing-floor existed, but that has 

nothing to do with the Haloa. 14) That Dionysos is an intruder here, too, will 

not be doubted by anybody. But the suggestion that his share in the Haloa is merely 

a 'grammarian's combination' which has ‘confused’ Haloa and Rural Dionysia 

(Deubner o. cit. p. 62) is, in view of the soundness of the heortological source of 

the Scholia on Lucian, more than merely doubtful. Perhaps Mommsen Feste p. 366 f. 

is correct. — 15) The material is conveniently collected by Deubner 4. F. p. 61 ff. 

16)Cf.n.2. 17) Seealso Lex. Rhet. p.208, 22 Bkr: topti zig ‘Adda, mpooryopevdeion 

md tig dAotseas tHv xaprdv. This is the basis for the ‘harvest thanksgiving’ in 

the article of Stengel (n. 2) which is unsatisfactory Otherwise too. — 18) Stengel 

again wrongly asserts that at least the words ént Tht tome tig dymthov do not agree 

with the month Posideon. The pruning of the vines is, in fact, done in early spring, 

‘heutzutage meist im Februar’ according to Mommsen of. cit, p. 361 D- I who, 

however, wrongly found a corroboration in Hesiod Opp. 571 ff.: what is drunk in 

Posideon (and at the Rural Dionysia) is ‘der noch trübe, halbgare most’ (cf. Momm- 

sen р. 357; 387). The fully developed wine is broached anq dedicated, officially one 

might say, on the Pithoigia in Anthesterion (5° On F 84; Phanodemos 325 
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11/2); 15» shows that the Scholiast knew this, or that he felt at least the early date 
to be doubtful; he therefore speaks cautiously of yebotg only. 19) Which the 
Scholiast on Lucian (ultimately Apollodoros?) etymologizes from the dAof, (n. 
13). The old Scholia on П. І 534 (which, it is true, are very succinct) mention the 
Ovca only, not the Haloa, and they do not mention Athens: GoA)cur- éopríj iv 
ў: тс &лоруйс̧ тоїс Өєоїс ёліӨбоос, тбу xapràv (A*) апа Өолӧсих· Фла $ xeïtat À 
Мс, à husic соүхоцистӯр:& фаџеу (Т). 

1) The note in the Scholia on Aristophanes is, of course, taken from the same 
work, not from the Atthis (Tresp Kultschriftsteller p. 77 is wrong). It does not 
matter that the dyàvec yitpwor are quoted from the latter work (F 57) by the 
Scholiast on Ran. 218; this quotation of the sixth book comes from a historical 

context. 2) The xavonepula is taken from Schol. Ach. 1076, where Conti found 
the corrupt тоїс Xovot (he did not look up Schol. Ran. 218); the wrong date from 
Schol. Ach. 961 énetedeito (scil. ol Xóec) 82 Tlvavedndsvog dySént, ої 8 "AvOeatyprdrvos 
«Bo»8exátm, where the panspermia of the Chytroi has become entangled with the 
ouupetEan tà nepióvra tõv otkov xal ulav yútpov xowhy édjoavres of the Pyanepsia 
(Plut. Thes. 22, 5); the hydrophoria is taken from Phot. Suda s.v. (Apollonios of 
Acharnai 365 F 4). Lenchantin Riv. di Fil. N.S. 10, 1932, p. 54 ff. (‘il fondo pret- 
tamente filocoriano del passo’ and ‘particolari questi sulla cui genuinità non è 
ammissibile dubbio’) did not perceive any of these facts. 3) 244 F 133 (with variants or corruptions of the names: mBotylav Harp. A, Schol; Avtpoug Harp. 
А, убтрас BC, yóxpav Schol.). See also Kallimach. F 178 Pf. ђ0с 0582 т.богүіс ё\4уда- 
vev 005 Ste Sovdoig / Fuap "Op£oretot Aeuxbv &youc. Xóec- | 'Ixaplou xal marddg yov 
trttetov aytotiv, | " Ax8low olxnoth, adv фбос̧, "Hptyévy. There cannot well be any 
doubt that the festival of expiation for Erigone belongs to the third day (Deubner A.F. p. 118). 4) Quaest. Conv. 3, 7, 1 P. 655 E «oU v£ou olvou ' A0jjvnot uiv év- 
Bexdent unvdc <’AvBeotnpavos (suppl. Xyl)> xatdpyovrat, Tolyix (Amyot mGolvic 0) thy 
ўшёрау хоЛобутес.. 5) See also Thukyd. 2, 1 5, 4, Where the dpyatétepa Atovdara 
certainly are the Anthesteria; and [Demosth.] 59, 76, where the d&pyatérarov lepòv 
tod Atovicov iy Aluvatg shows that this festival is meant. In both passages the 
date seems to have crept into the text from the margin, in Thukydides only ĝwðe- 
xém™m, in Demosthenes the whole date. Cf. on Phanodemos 325 F 12. 6) Seen. 2. 
7) & &t Schol. Atovicen xat is either an interpolation or a consequence of the abbre- 
viation (n. 8): Theopompos (11 5 F 347) quoted before has only ‘Ериўс ХӨбмос̧, апа 
uóvot would agree. 8) Didymos probably said that Tapa tät zomtňı Chytroi and 
Choes actually or apparently fell on the same day (&yovrat); he then criticized him 
quoting Ph. (who is preserved in the first version of the Scholion) and thus proving 
that the Chytroi, in fact, belonged to the following day. It is self-evident that Di- 
dymos knew the Attic calendar of festivals directly from Ph., and where heorto- 
logical dates are concerned it is inappropriate to juggle with the fact 'dass der 
antike kalendertag am abend begann' (Deubner A. F. p. 93; Hiller v. Gaertringen 
R E I col. 2372). The sacrifice for Hermes and the dead at the Choes in the first 
version is due to corruption, as the parallel passage (Schol. Ran. 218) shows. 
9) Deubner A. F. p. 121; Nilsson Gesch. d. griech. Rel. I, 1941, p. 550 ff. As to the derivation of &v6£c from *dvðzoyw see E. Fränkel Gesch. d. griech. Nomina agentis I p. 162 and Wackernagel ibid. р. 114. 10) Mommsen Feste p. 387. 11) Verrall J. H. St. 20, 1900, P. 115 ff.; Jane Harrison Prolegg. p. 32 ff.; Nilsson Gr. 
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Feste p. 267; 272, and others. For the derivation from Otocacbar = altijoat, ixetetoat, 
for the interpretation of the (60 from their formerly being used as coffins, and for 

objections see Deubner of. cit. p. 95; 114 (with literature). On the problem see 
Farnell Cults V p. 214 ff.; Jeanmaire Couroi et Courétes, 1939, p. 250 ff. did not ac- 
tually deal with it, but he put the old Attic ‘ecclesiastical year’ under an interesting 
aspect which, if it proves true, might bear on the narrower problem, too. 

12) ‘Herr der Seelen’ Rohde Psyche? II p. 44 ff. (cf. I p. 236 ff.; II p. 12 n. 2). 

‘Totenfeier’ says Walter F. Otto Dionysos, 1933, p. 96. Cf. the latest treatment by 

Nilsson op. cit. p. 561 ff. 13) Nilsson Gr. Feste p. 272 f. It does not seem very 

credible that such an important side of the nature of the god should be based upon 
what may be called an accidental contact with a single Athenian festival. 14) 2, 

15, 4 «100» bv Aluvars Atovicon, би r& &pyotórepa. (-vaxa. P. Ox. 853) Atovóoux [cfc 8e8e- 
x&tn] mowirat dv pnvl "AvOeotynpiav, фетр хой а ёт ’AGnvalwy “loves Ёт. хо? убу 
уош{оосху. Еог ёу ртм апа їог the day (deleted by Torstrik; cf. n. 3) preceding 

it Dittenberger Or. Gr. Iss. Sel. I 9o and Preuner Hermes 61 p. 125 furnished epi- 
graphic evidence. It is not Attic, and the splitting of the date by novetta: seems 
impossible in the style of Thukydides. 15) Farnell Cults V p. 223 f.; apparently 
also Wilamowitz Gi. d. Hell. (I p. 168;) II p. 77. 16) For literature see Deubner 
А.Е. р. 123 n. 7. 17) 'Chytren ausserhalb Athens sind nicht nachzuweisen, 

ebensowenig private Chytren' Mommsen Feste p. 390. The aition of the Chytroi 

(n. 18) also makes them appear an Athenian festival. 18) Possis & Y Meyvqu- 

x&v (480 F 1) reports among other things that Themistokles in Magnesia Atovócot 
Xoondm Ovordcavra xal thy Хобу topthy abréOt xaradet—ar. It seems impossible 

to understand here the Anthesteria which lasted three days with the Chytroi. 

Also Choes and Chytroi have entirely different aitia: the former the reception of 

Orestes in Athens (Phanodemos 325 F 11), the latter the flood which in Theopompos 

(115 F 347) surely is the deluge of Deukalion (cf. Strab. 9, 4, 2; Pausan. 1, 18, 7-8; 

Plutarch. Sulla 14, 10). The Althis used in the Marm. Par. A ep. 2; 4, however, 

which claims Deukalion for Athens, introduces Zeus Olympios as recipient of the 

coríjpux. That is a different conception; therefore the possibility must be left open 

that the aition in Athens meant the ‘Ogygian’ flood (F 92), and that the flood of 

Deukalion is a compromise. The ultimate source of Strabo and Pausanias is un- 

known to us, and whether Ph. gave an aition for the Chytroi (and if so what aition) 

remains obscure. 19) Text p 364, 3 ff. 20) I must confess that in spite of 

Deubner’s analysis (A. F. p. 114) of the trimeter (Farnell Greek Hero Cults p. 345) 

as ‘zwei alte kurzverse, iambische penthemimeres und lekythion’, the antiquity 

of the verse (which belongs to the end of the festival: Phot. s.v.; cf. Zenob. Prov. 

4, 33) and even its ritual character appear doubtful to me. Maybe its first part, the 

65oate KTpec, was ritual; for folklore supplies abundant evidence for such expulsion 

of the dead (Malten R E Suppl. IV col. 892 ff.), but, in any case, this would not be 

a basis for the argument that from old times the Chytroi was part of the Anthesteria: 

the domestic servants participated in the Pithoigia and in the Choes. Certain only, 

that Kijpec mean the dead, not the olxétat Kaprxol (of uév Phot.). 21) To settle 

the passage of Aristophanes by declaring ‘auch hier ist unter den Chytren offenbar 

der abend des Choentages zu verstehen’ (Deubner p. 99 f.; see n. 8) seems to me 

a shirking of the problem: we do not know whether the banquet of the Choes was 

prolonged into the night preceding the day of the Chytroi, as is usually assumed. 
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It would not be credible if the Chytroi was only meant for the dead and had that 
uniformly gloomy character which is often ascribed to it (Deubner p. 94; 100; 113; 
more cautiously Farnell Cults V p. 211 and Rohde Psyche? I р. 238. І do not attach 
much value to the sacrifice offered to Dionysos on the day of the Chytroi which 
Didymos seems to attest: it may owe its existence to abbreviation; cf. n. 7; 8). 
Then one would have to assume that according to ancient belief the dead began 
to emerge from their graves after the setting of the sun and to walk. No juggling 
with the calendar helps against these facts; Aristophanes could have written thus 
only if the Chytroi, too, was ‘Dionysian’. Nothing would be changed if his ‘Chytroi’ 
was meant to cover the whole Anthesteria festival (which cannot be proved either for 
this or for the Choes; the apparent testimony of Theopompos occurs in one version 
of Schol. Ran. 218 only; ее п. 7 and Mommsen p. 387 п. 1). Also Mommsen’s 
ingenious theory (p. 398 fi.) that Dionysos died in Anthesterion would not explain 
more than the 'Dionysian' character of the whole festival ; it would not explain 
Aristophanes. The idea that the Chytroi was celebrated in broad daylight is founded 
only on the version G of Schol. Ran. 218 $ju£p«i 8$ váq Хотрос ёхєіуос ћсау ёфобутес хаї 
о0 уохті; RV have тобто $ roroŭot тў: "^uépat, and as the day of salvation is 
mentioned previously Rutherford is probably right in assuming a gap (e.g. <tadm™m> 
tht hepa). But even if one writes TÄS huépaç according to my suggestion, the note 
would refer only to the sacrifices offered ‘during daylight’. 22) Theopomp. 115 
F 347b (Schol. Aristoph. Ran. 218). About Dionysos as an interpolation see n. 7. 
23) Phot. ѕ.у. шарі ўшёра· ёу тоїс Xovolv °Аубєстпріфуос̧ илубс̧, ёу Ӧс 8охобоіу al 
Voxal àv теМєотпоїутоу бууц, peuvent ёобєу ёросбуто ха піттп тйс Odpac Exptov; 
cf. the same s.v. Sauvoc. The question whether Xóec here wrongly covers the whole 
festival may remain open; anyhow, the singular number papa hepa should be noti- 
ced, and èv & refers to the month, not to the day. In any case, it is not said that ‘die 
toten am Choentage auf die oberwelt kamen’ (Deubner p. 111), and there is hardly 
need for the expedient that arrangements against the dead walking on the Chytroi 
had to be made on the preceding day. But it is difficult to believe that the dead 
also walked on the day on which Dionysos celebrated his marriage with the Baot- 
dtwa and on which the whole town indulged in drinking bouts. That ‘die Choen 
den kult des Dionysos und der toten verbinden’ (Deubner p. 94) is certainly incorrect; 
he himself states (p. 121) that ‘riten zu ehren der toten im rahmen der Anthesterien 
gerade an den Chytren und nur an den Chytren stattfanden’. Eustath. I}. Q 526— 
тоб 8 roio)rou t&v xaxöv riðov eln av xal 4 mOoryla oby topráctuog xarà Thy map’ 
“Hordsar, & T dpyou£vov тїбоө Expy xoptvwobat, dar’ lc «à nav &nogpác—does not 
mean the Athenian festival at all, but contrasts the cask of Pandora previously 
mentioned (Opp. 69 ff.) with that of the peasant (Opp. 368/9). The passage has been 
misused by the advocates of the Anthesteria as a festival of the dead (even Deubner 
Р. 95 f.,in spite of the objections raised by Farnell Cuits V p. 223, still misunder- 
stood it). 24) As a parallel it may be sufficient to refer to the sanctuary of Hera at Eleusis which is closed cum Cereris sacrum fit (on Phanodemos 325 I’ 15). 

1) Quoted in Schol. Opp. 778; 795- Plutarch himself quotes his commentary 
with év tõ Ilep? huepõv in Camili. 19, 6. On ib. I9, 3 see Text p. 366, 18 ff. 2) 
See Wentzel G G Nachr. 1896 p. 309 ff. 3) On 323 F 28. 4) Schol. Opp. 820 ха} үйр 'Орфєзс elre nepl tõv huepõv тобтоу, ас ёлолубу хо\ ос ёбу · хой *AGnvatot xaté thy napathpnow lw тері abtév e36Eacav. The métpia of the Athenians 
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are also mentioned Schol. 808 (F 190), ’A@nvatot and the Athenian calendar ib. 767 

(on F 88); 780; 815. 5) In the course of the argument the Scholion states that 
ody Shag hyepac udvov inédaBdv tives edxaiplav tyew mpdc хитоаруйс тубу прёЁєоу @АА® 
xal pópa tic huepag (which may refer to Hesiod. Opp. 810; 821, though probably 
not to him alone). It further speaks about the mornings belonging to the gods and 
the afternoons to the heroes and about the relations of certain plants and animals 
to the sun and the moon. The last point looks more like Plutarch (or even Proklos) 
than like Ph. 6) Camill. 19, 3; &x£po& cannot but refer to the оок Пєрі ўџербу 

quotedch.19,6.Cf.n.r. 7) KernOrphicorum Fragmenta p.274 fi. — 8) I believe 
one may confidently derive from Ph. the quotation of the IIu0ayópetot Schol. 800 

(cf. n. 10). As to the «wéc Schol. 727 I am less confident (see n. 5). 9) thy 

bySénv tod unvdc тоб Посе уос lepav Ос ent tela Stacticay npdrny tat tprawobyort Bede 
Tpoonxew elxdtug Аёүоовь хтА. 10) The Neo-Pythagorean Proklos is not a safe 
guide in this respect (see also on F 85). As to the Ilu@ayépetot see n. 8: as probably 

Ph. wrote two books on this school, he was acquainted with its doctrine. 11) We 

cannot discuss here the question how far foreign (Egyptian: Herodt. 2, 82) influence 
must be acknowledged in works on ‘Hyépat (T. A. Sinclair Hesiod's Works and 

Days, 1932, p. LVII ff. is insufficient). But no vestiges whatever of Babylonian 
astrology are found in the remains of Ph., nor does Ilept pavttxij¢ show any knowledge 

thereof. F 86 notes the position of the sun and the moon, but the planets and the 
zodiac have no place here. The first astrological book in Greek language ex- 
pounding quos effectus habeant signa XII, stellae V, sol, luna ad humanae vitae 
rationem (Vitruv. 9, 6, 2) appeared, if in Ph.s time at all, not until the last period 
of his life, long after he published his special books. It is a pseudepigraphon under 
the name of the Babylonian priest Berossos (for the proof see on no. 680). 12) 

See the scholion on Aristophanes quoted in the Text p. 368, 26 ff. and on F 86. 
13) The enumeration of the days of the month in their sequence would be obvious 
for book II, and consequently is the most probable arrangement; but F 189/90 
cannot be used to prove it. The specific designation of the parts of the months in the 
Attic calendar may have occurred in the first book, in which Ph. probably discussed 

the calendar systematically. It is a well-known fact that in Hesiod's 'Hyépot two 
or even three principles are mixed up. 14) Made by Reitzenstein (Der Anfang 

des Lexikons des Photios, 1907, p. 105, 16) and treated as tradition in the separate 

edition of Tept jyepav (G G Nachr. 1906 p. 1 ff.; Tresp Kultschriftst., 1914, p. 78 ff. 
follows him). In the text of Photios he printed &m by mistake; it might be the 

correct reading. 15) See F 83-84; 366 F 3; Ovid's Fasti, from which we infer the 

arrangement of the Mivec¢ of Simmias of Rhodos. What Reitzenstein characterizes 

and what he tries to prove by comparing the sacrificial calendar of Kos and Simmias’ 
Mie is, in fact, a book Iept znvaiv, not Iept hyepdy. His reference to F 186 and 190 in 

support of the assertion that Ilept ?juepàv as well as II. uxvàv contained 'eine be- 
sprechung des ganzen jahres' is wrong : the former certainly does not derive from Iept 
ўџерёу, апа the latter he interprets incorrectly. The interpretation of F 86 is also 

obscured by his preconceived opinions: the assumption founded on it that ‘Ph. nur 
von dem privatkult sprach’ might be correct if we replace ‘nur’ by ‘auch’, though F 
190 must, of course, not be taken as referring only, or even primarily, to private 
cults. Kallimachos’ Myvaév mpoonyoplar xara #0уос xal rérerc (p. 339 Pf.) need not be 

considered at all. It is an antiquarian work which Tresp p. 197 better would not 
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have included among the fragments of the ‘Kultschriftsteller’. 16) See on F 86. 
Whether fjuacoc éx rAslov, nìor Huan Hesiod Opp. 778; 792 may be interpreted as 
implying a consideration of the seasons is disputed. 17) Plutarch expressly 
speaks of favourable and unfavourable days giving examples as, for instance, 
Kaadynddvor 8ё тђу ёубтту фіоутос̧ 5с тё тлєїста xol u£ytoca. tv &roynu&rov adcot del 
gtpovcay mapapuddtrovew in about the same manner as, for instance, in Prussian 
history the 18th is spoken of (Oct. 18th battle of Leipsic; June 18th Waterloo and 
Belle-Alliance; April 18th storming of the Düppel trenches; Aug. 18th battle of 
Gravelotte etc.), but he mixes up with them the months of good or ill luck. If Ph. 
also remarked on the significance of individual days in this manner, he probably 
did in the first book. 18) Reitzenstein, Tresp, Laqueur (/.c. col. 2435) try to 
limit these contents exlusively to the 'religiós-kirchlichen character der einzelnen 
tage', and here again to the 'privatkult' (n. 15). I do not understand why they do 
so. 19) It is frequently (F 88) but by no means always (see on F 85) the birthday 
which, for man as well, is a day of the month, not of the year (W. Schmidt RV V 
VII 1; R E VII col. 1136; cf. CI. Q. 38, 1944, p. 67). Often (always ?) a speculative 
connexion is established between the number of the day and the nature of the god 
(F 86; 87). If we possessed the whole work we should learn very much about the 
calendar and the cult of a period for which the year was far less important 
than the month. 20) The few remarks of Proklos on Egyptian matters had 
better be left aside here (but see n. 11). I am not certain whether anything can 
be inferred from the fact that in the title the word ’AOiyqow is lacking, as it is 
іп Пері раутіхӯс апа ргођаЫу іп Пері хадарџёу. Іп Пері &үбуоу апа Пері џостуріоу 
*A@yynow deliberately limits the subject. Whether in Ilept éoptav and in Iept 0uctv 
the qualification is omitted on purpose or has dropped out in the tradition I do 
not venture to decide. Cf. Text p. 228; 373. 

1) We leave aside sheer theorizing about numbers. Only the smallest part of 
what Proklos supplies in Schol. Opp. 767 P- 419, 22 ff. edit. Lips.; 768 p. 421, 8 ff.; 
771 р. 422, 27 fl; 798; 807 seems to be possible for Ph. 2) Hesiod. Opp. 
800 {. ёз 8ё& тєт@ртт pnvds Eyea8’ ele olxov &xotcw | olavods хріуас̧, ої ёт’ Ёрүрот. tov- 
Tot Eprotor. 2a) The author quoted anonymously may well have been Ph. in 
Ње Уубма полоні: he noted in the Althis the “Epis tprxépadrog napa thy ‘Eotlav 
686v (F 22) and the ‘Epyiic ’Ayopatos (F 31); in both cases he gave the votive 
inscription with the name of the dedicant. 3) Or, in more general terms, the 
fourth day of the month sometimes is a day of good luck, sometimes of bad, which 
means that different conceptions existed in the old ‘Huépat and in popular belief. 
The note of Allen-Sikes-Halliday The Homeric H ymns*, 1936, p. 279 is neither clear 
nor sufficient. We cannot follow up here the particulars; material is found in Lobeck 
Aglaophamos p. 430 fi. 4) V. 17 f. toc veyovó u£cot juam ёүхадарибеу, [ ёстёрос̧ 
Bouc x3 &ev ExnfóXou ' An6Xovoc, / тетра8: ijt xpor£pnt, «7x uv Téxe róvvix Maia. Theo- 
phrast. Char. 16, 10 xal ais verp&oat 8b xal тоїс t83ou&a (the £B36uy POlvovtoc is meant) 
тӧу ўшерӧу ... . стєраубу тоўс ‘Epuagpoditouc Any thy huépav. Plutarch. Quaest. conv. 
9, 3, 2р. 738 ЕЕ ‘Ериӯк 8 роста тбу ёрЮрбу ў тєтрӣс бубиеитон, rool §è xal тєтріді 
илү»$$ lotapévov yevéobar tov беду історобецу хтА. РгеПег-Кођегі С. М yth. I* p. 390 f.; 
Eitrem R E VIII col. 774. 5) Dümmler R E I col. 2769; Poland R E V A r col. 
1070 f.s.v. Tetpadtotal. See also the festival of Eros on the fourth of Munychion in an 
inscription of about 450 B.C. from the sanctuary of Aphrodite-Eros on the northern 
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slope of the Akropolis (Broneer Hesperia 1, 1932, p. 44 ff.). The Pythagoreans, 

however, *Aqpodlent Sé te Ouardtew Exmme Sid td npdrov todtov tov бр:рӧу mdons uiv 

depot pboews xowwwvijoat xtr. (Jamblich. Vit. Pyth. 152). 6) For the ётшшлу® 

in Kynosarges Polemon (Athen. 6, 26 p. 234 DE) quotes a decree (I G? I 129) un- 

fortunately without the date of the offering. The Pythagoreans again differ : ‘Hpaxhet 

Sè Sety OvordYerv SySént tod unvdg Істарёзоо схотобутас viv É
rvápvov aùtoð yéveow. Dates 

are also lacking for the festivals of Herakles in Athens. 7) But see also Schol. 

Opp. 768 (= F 88a). 8) In b one would like, because of àéyecðat, to refer abthy 

to a mapotstav which has dropped out, for in the later myth Hermes is principally 

the messenger and the servant of Zeus and the other gods. But the context requires 

hutpav. | 9) Hom. Hy. Herm. 301 fi. 10) We cannot split up the quotation 

and assign its two parts to different sources. 11) About the connexions of 

Hermes with Herakles see Preller-Robert Gr. M yth.* p. 400; 415; Eitrem / c. col. 

762; Gruppe R E Suppl. III col. 1100. Art often shows Herakles being introduced 

into Olympos by Hermes (Robert Heldensage p. 600). т2) SeeF 85-88 n. 5. 

1) Reitzenstein G G Nachr. 1906 p. 6; Gesch. d. griech. Etymologika, 1897, p. 371 ff. 

who remarks that Herodianus 'nur wenig eigenes zu dem tralatizischen gut hin- 

zugefügt hat'. 2) The excerpt opens with xat, and by tatty tHe hpépar (cf. 

Text p. 367, 12) refers back to the head of the section. 3) Pfuhl De Atheniensium 

pompis sacris, 1900, p. 80 f. 4) It probably was Ph.s own book. For another 

example of two quotations from different books by a lexicographer see F 83. 

See also on F 87 p. 371, 28 ff. 5) ‘Private cult’ (cf. F 85-88 n. 15; 18) used for. 

a festival which is not a goprh Snpotedjs is not a very happy phrase. A custom 

which ‘sich wohl in ganz Attika vollzog’ is general, not private, though it may be 

performed by private persons. But there is no evidence that the procession was pri- 

vate in this sense of the word. 6) Cf. Hesiod Opp. 782 #. ёхтл 8 4h ptoon pa 

dobupopds tort qutedaw, / dvdpoyévos 5 &ya0h: xovpne 8 ob сорфорбс̧ ёстіу, [ обтє 

yevéo0ar прот обт dp үйроо бут Воћӯсои. Schol. Prokl. 780 we have claimed for 

Ph. (Text p. 366, 31 ff.). The sixteenth is not the proper day for Artemis who was 

born on the sixth (Schol. Prokl. Opp. 783). and though Ph. evidently identified 

Artemis and Selene we must leave open the question whether he also equated 

the goddess of the sixteenth with Hekate (cf. on F 88). Whether the festival of 

Munychion 16th occurred in IIepi *uepóv at all, cannot be decided (cf. Text p. 367, 

21 fí.). 7) Reitzenstein /.c.; Mommsen Feste p. 452; Stengel R E I col. 1949 

and many others. Because of this prejudice Kaibel noted on £y. Exelvn tHe uépar 

F 86b ‘i.e. Movwytdvog ёхтть ёпі 8ёха’, and Pfuhl regarded the plural number 

'ApréjiBog lep& as an inaccuracy of Athenaios, not observing the corroboration by 

*ploBot. The alleged contradiction between Pausanias and Ph. lacks sense because 

Ph. is an original source, Pausanias an intermediate one, and the self-contradictions 

in Reitzenstein’s discussion are a result of not distinguishing between Tlept tuepav 

and Ilept éoprév. His note p. 7 п. 2 *freilich scheint das opfer nach den worten des 

Ph. spáter an mehreren tagen dieses monats dargebracht zu sein' is also mistaken: 

he apparently failed to understand xpatov. This word must be connected with 

ol ápyatot, а chronological term recurring ever and again in Ph.; the change, which 

actually took place, is a different one: the cake offered to Artemis 'is now called 

àupipõv’, i.e. the &pxatot had no special name for it or (if it was known at all) an- 

other one. We should like to know whether Ph. assumed a general development 

Jacoby, Fragm. Griech. Hist. III b (Suppl.) 
i8 
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and whether he knew that the festivals of the month were earlier than those of the year. ^ 8) One should not see with Tresp (l.c. p. 82) ‘die erklärung eines Spáten grammatikers' in the concluding words (lacking in Photios) xal ó obpavd< dupipas vivera. It is Ph.s etymology. The word is a nať elpnuévov, missing in Liddell-Scott. 9) Тһе evidence for dupipavhç (dupipańç) see in Liddell-Scott s.v. (also Add. P. 2047). 
1) Aristot. De coelo p. 268 a 12 Tehevth yap xal uécov ха! аруђ тёу ар:дрӧу exer ТӧУ тоб поутбс̧, табта $2 tov тї tptáSog- BU) m&0& tij; qUceoc elAnoórec (onep vóuouc сіу, хо трӧс̧ т0< &үзстєбас XPóueða töv Oeleov (Usener ‘Dreiheit’ Rh. Mus. 58, 1903, р. 1 ff.). I do not see why a general discussion about the number Three should have become necessary only because of F 189, as Reitzenstein /.c. p. 3 supposes. We have rather to assumea general discussion for each number (or part of them), and F 85 (as well as the Scholia of Proklos) is evidence for their having existed. Cer- tainly they may have differed widely in length and in importance according to the nature of the respective numbers, 2) It is possible that they mentioned Zeus Teleios where Aischylos and Sophokles mentioned Soter, as the recipient of the third libation. 3) Regarding Zeus Soter it may be sufficient to refer to the festival of the Diisoteria, still important in Ph.s time (cf. Preller-Robert Gr. M yth.1* P. I51 n. 3; Cook Zeus I p. 681 n. 4; III t p. 575 n. 9). About Zeus Teleios see Hoefer Rosch. Lex. V со]. 254 #.; Соок II p. 1076 ff. Aischylos, Pindar, and others invoke him as the god who rbyác tehet (see e.g. Agam. 973 with Fraenkel's note) or who gives the roy, б.е. т тоуєїу (е.е. Pindar Ol. 13, 115). A theatre-seat Г С? II 5075 is inscribed lepéws Atds Tedetov Boutsyou (cf. Atthis p. Z41 n. 32). 4) Enumerated by Hoefer l.l. IV Col. 1265 f. 5) It would agree with his explanation of the Atóvucoc "Op8óc, which may have given Occasion to a short digression about customs at the symposia. I) That Évm— whatever the word may mean—is the first day of the month for Hesiod, cannot be seriously doubted. Schol. Prokl. Opp. 767 P. 419, 6 ff. are cor- rect, 2) The appended note about the tetpéc lin. 22 can only cum grano be held to be Philochorean (see on F 85). 3) For the evidence see Preller-Robert Gr. Myth. 14 P. 238 n. 2. 4) I do not see quite clearly about Eustath. Od. Ф 263 topth 88 Fv Eon, Òs xpoelpyrat, *Ат:бАЛозос *Н Моо (cf. 'AxéXXovoc lepá, toutéotw WAlov on v 149) die Thy Èv tpraxddi, фе 8:87 отоц, суобоу · "AnóXAovog yàp lep näsa vovunyla, xaðà xal 4 coo GeXnvtaxoU urvóc #&88бил| @с үєуёӨлос "Ат 6)2.0уос. 5) Оп F 86. Usually Eurip. Phaethon (F 781, 11/3 N3) is regarded as the first evidence of the equation of Apollo and Helios: & xagpeyyès "НА ác р’ &réAecac | xal тбуё' * "АхӨлоу Ф фу Вротоїс брбфс хад, [ бот та сүбут" бубшхт'” о{8є Saruóvov. But the theological speculation is earlier, and certainly Apollodoros (244 F 95/9; see Wilamowitz GI. d. Hell. II P- 417; 500 f.) was not the first to find the equation in Homer. Later it becomes axiomatic: al YÀP tàv uxvàv &pxal lepal elor tod "Албл- AMovoc, xaO & оӧтӧс Soxet elvat Tõtt Hlor (Schol. Pindar Nem. 3. 4). 6) Seeon Lysi- machides 366 F 3. 7) Usener's idea (Rh. Mus. 34, 1879, p. 421) that 'auf makedonischem gebiet, wo wir altertümlichere formen griechischer volksüber- lieferung erwarten dürfen, am Neumond Apollos geburtstag begangen wurde’ is insufficiently founded. But it is a wide-spread belief that the first day of the month was sacred to Apollo (see Nilsson and Ziehen RE XVII col. 1293 ff.). Herodotos (6, 57, 2) mentions among the vépea of the Spartan kings veounv(ag ácas xal ig36uac lotapévov tod unvds 813осда ёх тоб 8уросќоо ієрӯкоу тёлекоу ё 
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& "Aréddevog xtd. For further speculations on the first day of the month see Schol. 
Prokl. Opp. 767 p. 419, 16 ff. 
zd F 14-16 (Text p. 288 test. 11). — 2) Mommsen Feste p. stt n. 1 (p. 

. ished to assign it to the autumn Thesmophoria with the usual argument of there being one witness only, although we are informed about days of chastity in numerous festivals (Fehrle Die kultische Keuschheit 1910). His reason deserves to be 
Preserved (if only as a warning against disdaining or interpreting rationalistically facts of cult): ‘in der heissen jahreszeit bedarf es ja auch kaum der antaphrodisien'. 
If for self-evident facts ‘evidence’ is required Hesiod Opp. 583 ff. may be found 
Sufficient: @¢peog xapard8eog Son... poydérara 8& yuvaixes. 3) Gjerstad Hs R. W. 27, 1929, p. 201 fi. Whether he is right in regarding the custom as being 
aphrodisisch-apotropaeisch-lustrativ’ is another question. Deubner A.F. p. 49 
doubts it, but does not give positive reasons: ‘ein tieferer religióser sinn' is not only 
nicht unmóglich' but certainly wanted. About garlic in cult, in the popular 
creed, and in popular medicine see Ries R E I col. 58; Stadler ibid. X1I col. 990 ff.; 
Gruppe Gr. M yth. р. 889 п. 7. 4) There is sufficient evidence (mostly collected 
by Stadler) for the fact that the scent of garlic was found disagreable later; best 
known are the words of Varro (Sat. Men. 63) avi et atavi nostri cum alium ac 
cepe eorum verba olerent, tamen optume animuti erant and Horat. Epod. 3. Plin. 
N. H. 19, 111 ff. even recommends means of raising garlic without scent. 5) 
But that is, of course, no reason to alter the name to *Aoxdnmding (F 91) as Stiehle 
Philol. 8 p. 640 and even Boeckh suggested. We shall not guarantee the form "AXu- 
T06; 'AXortoc would be a slight alteration, and there may have existed an author 
"Алотиос̧ (п. 8). 6) ІС? П 4596; Р. А. 659; 2529; 3228. Тһе father might be 
the Alypetos of Agora I 5509, 48; 69 from 367/6 B.C. (Hesperia 10 p. 14 ff.). 
7) Should he be substituted as the collector of oracles in Plutarch. De Pyth. Or. 
I9 p. 403 E (= T 6) for ddvplov, where Paton and the new edition print puploug ? 
8) ‘Gutachten in opferfragen’ Laqueur R E XIX 2 col. 2436. It is far more F 67 
which makes one think of the responsa of the pontifices. 9) Ach. 812 nócou 
Rplapal cor re yorpidta; Atye. — / tov pév Erepov тобтоу схорб8оу тротол8ос (Г -ХАІЗос 
T). This is the passage which the lexicographers interpreted. It is only modern 
Scholars who confuse the word with the more frequent :pogaAc (Vesp. 838; xupleq 
6 xóxXog тоб *poyoo Schol; and rod Opédat, & on rka Phrynich. p. 65, 23 
Bkr; tupod tpopadls, tupds xAwpd Pollux 6, 48). 

1) С. р. 20 оп Е 85-88. 2) See Text p. 374, 12 ff. 3) Cf. Amelesagoras 

330 F 2. 4) The prizes too are, at least partly, dependent on the cult. A list 
of the prizes at the Panathenaia from the first half of the fourth century is preserved 
in 7 G* II 2311 (Syll? 1055 with a commentary by Hiller von Gaertringen). Lists of 
the victors at the Panathenaia from the second century B.C. and later see I G* 

II 2313 ff. As to the tradition about the agon of the Panathenaia see Mommsen 
Feste p. 61 ff.; Preuner Herm. 57, 1922, p. 94 ff. 5) The Ps. Aristotelian Peplos 
(F 637 Rose) mentions Panathenaia and Eleusinia in the first place among 
the ten oldest agones. Besides these there are the Dionysiac agones (F 171), the 
Thesea (if they had agones proper:as early as Ph.s time), perhaps the races with 
and without torches in the various cults (e.g. at the Skira; see on F 14-16; on 

Istros 334 F 2). The Badanric (Hom. Hymn. Dem. 266/8) Hesych. s.v. calls a форт, 
Athenaios calls it navyyuptc. "A@yvyor in the title need not exclude the Amphiaraia 
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at Oropos (IG VII 414; see Preuner Lc. p. 80 f). 6) Тһе books of Aristotle 
(and Kallisthenes 124 T 23), which mainly contain lists of victors and are written 
for another purpose, are entitled ’Oavymtovixat, [udtovixat (7 Il(va£ тоу ётё l'uABov 
vevxnxótwv tà IIó0ux), Nüxat. Atovoctaxatt. 7) Schaefer perceived this long ago. 
Still Christ-Schmid (Gr. Lit.* II 1 P. 111) and Laqueur /.c. col. 2436 retain the 
seventeen books without even an indication of a doubt. 8) 76 F 33/4. 
9) F 403 Pf. It also seems to have had only one book. About its nature and contents 
see Susemihl Gr. Lit. I p. 367 n. 88. IO) 334 F 49; 55. 11) Kuester in 
his edition of the Suda in 1705 already stated this. Boeckh /.c. p. 2 n. 2 was not 
wise in doubting it, and it is incomprehensible to me that he considered the 
identification of the Atowotov npaypatele with the IIcpowx& of Dionysios of Miletos 
(no. 687). 12) Aithis p. 15 (D 2; 4). 13) See on T 2. The book IIepl iepoupy(a 
of Aristomenes of Athens (no. 364), who lived under Hadrian, was different as 
to the contents. 14) About the alleged 'Ezvtoy3, zc l8lag ' Ax0i8og see on T r. 
I5) An author epitomized by Ph. must be dated about 350/40 B.C. at the latest, 
and a lengthy work of this kind is not likely to be earlier than the first half of the 
fourth century. The Thuriomantis Dionysios Chalkus, 03 xal rovjpata odiletat 
(P. A. 4084; Crusius R E V col. 926 no. 97), certainly is too early, and the wild 
combinations of Philippi have rightly been rejected by Susemihl Gr. Lit. I p. 597 
n. 374. Philippi altered Tlepi iepdv into Tlept ‘Iépwvoc ; this Hieron he assumed to be 
the alleged son of Dionysios Chalkus, who tà mpd tods pdvretc dxdppynta Stexpatreto 
tét Nuctar (Plutarch. Nikias 5, 3-4); the Atovóatoc of Ph.s work he regarded as a son 
of this Hieron and as the source of everything Plutarch in his Vita of Nikias took 
from Ph. 16) 326 F 1; 327 F 1-2; (5-6). 17) See on F 14-16; on Androtion 
324 F 16. 18) Schol. Aristoph. Lys. 645 Boxe &' 'Ayauf£uvov apayidoat thy 
"Igtyévetxy èv Bpavpõvı . . . xal dipxtov dvr’ abtiig.... povevOyvat, 6Üev pvoriptov &youaty 
aici. Mommsen Feste p. 454 ff. 19) Roscher Rosch. Lex. II col. 1269 ff. 20) 
Were these the mysteries of Aphrodite Kolias? Cf. Solders Die ausserstüdtischen 
Kulte, 1931, p. 46; Deubner A. F. р. 52. 21) Solders ic. p. 47 n. 11. 22) 
Kern RE XVI 2, 1935, col. 1223 ff.; cf. on Kleidemos 323 Е r. 23) If Hip- 
polyt. Refut. 5, 20 (= Kern Orph. F 243; cf. Kern l.c. col. 1265) èv pħoroŭvtı refers 
to Phlya; it certainly does not refer to the mysteries of Phlius, as described by 
Pausan 2, 14. Cf. id. 1, 31, 4; 4, 1, 7; 9, 30, 12; Plutarch. Them. 1, 4; Toepfler A. G. 
p. 208 ff.; Deubner A. F. p. 69 f.; Kern lc. col. 1264 ff. 24) See on 323 F 14. 25) Certain rites of purification were treated by Istros év totc ’Artixots (334 F 16). 
Also the gapyoxot and other customs of expiation at the Thargelia may have 
had their place here; a fragment concerning them has been preserved in another 
context. 26) Vorsokr. 31 [21] B 112 ff. 27) F 179 is actually a testimony, not a fragment, and Fulgentius is not a reliable witness, 28) See or. T 6. 

1) F 22 (?), 31 (?), 40 with notes. 2) C. Mueller F H Gr IV 648, basing himself upon F 207, where the inscription presumably does not derive from Ph. 
at all. 

1) See Introd. p. 227, 32 ff. 2) As Leo Die griechisch-rümische Biographie, 1901, P. 111 ('Ph., dessen abhángigkeit von Aristoteles handgreiflich ist') and his followers do. Leo's ch. 5 about 'die Peripatetiker, ihre Vorláufer und Verwandten' seems to me to be rather unsatisfactory. 3) Schneidewin and C. Mueller made the cre- dible suggestion that the addressee of the letter was the author of the Tpayotsov- 
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eva. The date would agree, and I need hardly have used brevier type in 12 T 3, 
although the name is very frequent. Perhaps the letter proves that Asklepiades 
had meanwhile left Athens, for in the fourth century we expect that a letter actually 
was a letter. We now have an excellent parallel in Archimedes’ letter to Erato- 

sthenes Tlept: tv pnyavixdv Oewpnudtwv Epo8os, in which he refers to previous 
scientific epistles (Heiberg Herm. 42, 1907, р. 235 #.). 4) Sext. Emp. Adv. mathem. 
2, 3; Martini R E V col. 554 f.; F 78 We. 5) As Ziegler R E VI A 2, 1937, col. 
2070, 12 ff. does. It is annoying that the title of Herakleides' ITepl àv rg! Eóptri8nt 
xal Уофохлєї Y (Diog. Laert. 5, 87) is imperfect, the supplement uó0ov being not 
at all certain. The ancient writings concerning tragic poetry are enumerated by 
W. Schmid Gesch. d. griech. Lit. I 2, 1934, p. 33 and Ziegler /.c. col. 2069 f. 6) 
Made by C. Mueller F H Gr IV 648, who treats Ilept Evpixtdou as being a third title 
of the same book. Susemihl Gr. L. I p. 596 n and Ziegler /.c. col. 2070 report without 
criticism; Schmid op. cit. p. 33 and Laqueur l.c. col. 2435 agree, but add 'perhaps'. 
7) About this copy see Ziegler /./. col. 2068. The fact must not be doubted (I think 
it is the prototype for the alleged state-copy of Homer ordered by Peisistratos) ; 
about its critical value various views may be held. In any case, textual criticism 
became the principal task of the classical scholars in Alexandreia, but here it was 
first applied to Homer. 8) It is true that he had the entire works of the poet 
at his disposal. 9) One might doubt it because alterations of myths by Euri- 
pides are known to have been many and great. They were not as arbitrary as some 
Scholars believe, and an ancient expert in Athenian local tradition might have 
got interesting results when investigating them. 10) Erlsperger 'Reste und 

Spuren antiker Kritik gegen Euripides’ Philol. Suppl. 11 (1908). About Didymos’ 
preference of (Aischylos and) Sophokles see M. Schmidt Didymi Fragmenta, 1854, 

P. 92 ff. More in De Marco De Scholiis in Soph. trag. vett., 1937, p. 6 f. 

I) Hekabe occurred in Old Comedy if Eustath. Il. II 718 °'Абтміоу хоі Турех(81с 

is sound. Schol. T, which is not sound, has ’A@yvaiwv xal Trrexdelac, the latter 

name possibly meaning the mother (Schol. M Eurip. Нед. 3 p. 12, 14 Schwartz). 
2) Bechtel-Fick Die Griech. Personennamen, 1894, p. 319. Maass Orpheus p. 155 

n. 49 (Sittig R E VIII col. 2659) seems to me far-fetched. 
1) Cf. Text p. 373, 4 ff. The mother was even more disputed than the father: 

quae mater Hecubae is one of the questions with which Tiberius used to vex the 
grammarians at his court (Sueton. Tib. 70). For the material for the genealogy see 

Robert Heldensage p. 974 f.; more, but not so thorough, Sittig R E VIII col. 2652 f.; 

see also Snell Herm. Einzelschr. 5, 1937, p. 59. 2) In Ji. II 718 Asios is called 

abtoxactyvytos ‘ExdéBy¢, vióg 88 Aóuavrog, / ôç Ppuyinv valeoxe porto’ éxl Layyaploro. 
3) Strab. 7 fr. 21 p. 330 mentions it among the 26 places united into Thessalonike 

by Kassander, фу thy Ktacdy brovonjactey &v tts rat Kiooht mpocxetv, ob usuvntar 6 
Toning (A 223). 4) Bibl. 3, 148; Schol. Eurip. Hek. 3. 5) 3 F 136. The name is 
E$065 in Schol. I/. II 718, 'Ixro06 Schol. Hek. р. 12, 14, Evayépn ibid. p. 11, 12. 

6) Z 298 ff. Ocavà xoXnápntoc, / Кісстіс, dAoxoc 'Avrfvopog ітпоёаџою. Л 221 Ё. 

'IoBáuag ' AvenvoplBne ... / бс tpáon ev Opto... / Kio тб» ү' #Өрєфє 8бцощ 

Б тотбду ёбута / шутротатор, 8с tixte Oeaved xaddAumdpntov. 7) Schol. Hek. 3 
modrdnts St 6 Evpimidys abtooyediater tv tats yeveadoylatc, ce xal avtõt viote v- 

avria Myetw- xal vüv Кіссёос̧ ёфт Ovyarépa civ “Exáßny pereveyxòv tòv natépa Oea- 
vois. Unfortunately we do not know the author of the pedigree Ktooeóc » Tyréxriva 
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ATrov  'Exáfw, Oexvó Schol. p. 12, 14. 8) Capelle R E XI col. 518 no. 2. 
1) Ph. declared Tyrtaios to be an Athenian, nor was he the first to do so (F 215). 

Even if he took Alkman to be an Ionian from Sardes (we do not know if he did) 
we must not infer from this fact anti-Spartan tendency in a book about history 
of literature. 2) Christ-Schmid Gr. Li. II 1 p. 111 (see also Laqueur l.c. 2435) 
did not recognize this connexion: 'die durchforschung der mythen und feste führte 
Ph. auch zu literarhistorischen arbeiten über die mythen des Sophokles, über 
Euripides und Alkman'. 3) Die griech. rüm. Biogr. p. 104 ff. 4) Thus 
Glaukos of Rhegion IIepl zàv dpyalov Towntaev xal povarxav (R E VII col. 1417 no. 36); 
Damastes of Sigeion (no. 5) Пєрї ттопутфу ха cogtotév. Also the Kapveovixat of Hel- 
lanikos (4 F 85/6) were still a kind of general history of music, but the Luvaywyh 
of Hippias (6 F 3) was not. 

1) F 214 about Boio can hardly be assigned to this book, the impression of which 
on later writers on Pythagoras remains obscure. 2) Cf. Vorsokr. 14[4] A 8 
(I 99, 25 ff.); 58 [45] C (I 462, 37 ff.); Christ-Schmid Gr. Lit. I 1, 1929, p. 741; on 
F Gr Hist 273 F 94. 3) F 194; cf. on F 76/9 (n. 4). 4) The argumentation 
of Lenz-Siebelis and others 'oóufoA« sind art der divination; also ist das sonder- 
buch irrtum der Suda' contains several flaws in logic and method. 

1) His Xpovoyeaolat, in five books, extended down to 217/8 (or 221/2) A.D.; 
it is therefore probable that it was published not much later. The so-called 
Justinus is variously dated between the second century A.D. and the fourth; 
Stáhlin (Christ-Schmid Gr. Lit.* II 2, 1924, p. 1285 n. 8) is probably right in agreeing 
with Schürer in the assumption that his chronology was dependent on Africanus. 
Justinus transferred the collective citation to Moses whose time Africanus had 
determined in relation to the earliest Greek exploits. It is just possible that Ph. 
had heard the name of the Jewish legislator who was known to the first Peripatetics 
and Hekataios of Abdera (264 F 6); that he mentioned him, if only in one of his 
books about matters of cult, is most improbable. 2) Of these Alexander Poly- 
histor (on 273 F 19; 70), not Kastor, is probably the earliest. 3) E. Schwartz 
Die Kónigslisten des Eratosthenes und. Kastor, 1894, p. 39 n. 2 is too dogmatic 
in stating 'dass Africanus Ph. nur dafür zitiert, dass es keinen kónig Aktaios gegeben 
habe’. It is true that the interval of 1020 years occurs in a collective quotation only, 
but the 189 years of Athenian history before Kekrops (cf. F 94) and probably the 
шохрох 8 оута ёт 0 of the period between Kekrops and the ’IAlov &Acct (cf. on F 211 ?) 
as well (Afric.-Euseb. P. E. 10, 9, 21) apparently belong in the same connexion. 
One must not forget the 'OXugziá8eg of Ph., nor can it be seriously doubted that 
Africanus found Hellanikos (the Atthidographer?) and Ph. already in his main 
source, one of the chronological surveys of the early Empire which he cited. On the 
question whether, and how far, we can trust these numbers as being Philochorean 
see Text p. 383, 30 ff. 4) FGr Hist I p. 449 and for Hellanikos' list of kings Text 
P- 15, 33 ff. with notes. 5) 250 F 3. It is conceivable that already Hellani- 
kos gave this list in the 'ApyoAux& (4 F 36). 6) See on 262 T r. 7) F Gr Hist 
II Cp. 26f. Asto the lack of a chronological system in Ephoros’ ‘Iotopta: I agree with 
A. Andrewes. If this is correct, we need not trouble about the length of Ephoros’ 
Ytve& (on this question see as the latest Lenschau Rh. M. 88, 1939, р. 127 Ё.; 
Prakken Studies in Greek Geneal. Chronology 1943). 8) 566 Т 10. As to the 
triple determination of the year by Thukydides (2, 2, 1) it must not be judged in 
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the same way. The mention of the Argive priestess in the first place is due to the 
impression which Hellanikos’ universal chronicle made on him (on it he seems 
to depend in the ‘Archaeology’ as well as in the introduction to the Sicilian ex- 
pedition; cf. Text p. 10, 1 ff.; on 577 F 9). He added (in 2, 2 and 5, 25) the archon 
and the ephor on his own for obvious reasons, but he has no place in the history 
of Greek chronology (see also Text p. 16, 26 ff.). 9) See on 241 F 1-3 and 
the special book ’Odupmovixat F 4-8. On early dating by Olympiads see on nos. 4-5; 
Introd. to sect. XVIII. To) Plutarch. Lyhkurg. 1, 3 (= 241 F 2). Thus, 
for example, according to Apollodoros 244 F 63 Homer flourishes perà ёту éxatdv 
Tis 'lovocig droulac, 'Aq5no0kou coU Aopiccov Acxe8atpovluy Bacthevovtos. About 
the adaptation of the lists of the Spartan kings to the fundamental dates see Ph. U. 
16 p. 8o ff.; F Gr Hist II D P. 744 ff. 11) N. 1o. It is one of the greatest gaps in 
our knowledge that we are ignorant of Timaios' date for Homer. We only know 
that he made him the contemporary of Lykurgos, whom he must have determined 
by the Spartan list of kings. But the synchronism is significant in itself. 12) 
See Text p. 351, 34 ff. 13) Thus the Megarian Dieuchidas is said to have taken 
Thy dpyiv coU Aóyou ix cf; "EMavixov Aeuxadtwvelag (Clem. Al. Strom. 6, 26, 8 
= 485 T 1). This, of course, does not mean that he was ‘strikingly unoriginal’ or 
that his comprehensive work about Megara may be characterized as ‘a local pa- 
triotic pamphlet’ (thus Prakken A. J. Ph. 62, 1941, p. 351). The true question is 
whether the statement of Clement is sufficient foundation for the supposition that 
Dieuchidas accepted the chronological system of Hellanikos (which even Timaios 
regarded as being authoritative, though not as sufficient in itself), or whether it 

simply means that he began with the pedigree of Deukalion as given by Hellanikos 
(which was the starting-point also for Thukydides 1, 3; cf. Herodt. 1, 56). In any 

case, it is probable that Dieuchidas, who wrote at least half a century later, quoted 
Hellanikos’ book, and it is at least possible that the double quotation of Africanus, 
"Eddvixdg te xal Orrdyopos, may be explained by Ph. having done the same. About 
the parallel phenomenon of the influence of great historiography on local history 
see Klio IX 1909, p. 109 ff. and Atthis p. 117 ff.; 199 ff. 14) J.e. mainly, perhaps, 
regarding the epochal intervals, the importance of which E. Schwartz (i.c. p. 54 ff.; 

94 f.) justly emphasized. Unfortunately we know very little about them, and we 
do not know at all how they were calculated. In this case the gap consists in our 

ignorance about chronology in the early Tevexdoyiat, or (in other words) about 
the source(s) of Herodotos for the dates of gods and heroes. 15) Such differences 

we observe for Athens between the list of the Parian Marble and that of Kastor, 
(see Text p. 384, 16 ff.), for Sparta between Eratosthenes and Sosibios (see on 595 

F 1-3). 16) Censorin. De Die nat. 21, 1 Varro.... tria. discrimina temporum 
esse tradit: primum ab hominum principio ad cataclysmum priorem, quod propter 
ignorantiam vocatur adelon; secundum a cataclysmo priore ad Olympiadem primam, 

quod, quia multa in eo fabulosa referuntur, mythicon nominatur; tertium a prima 

Olympiade ad nos, quod dicitur historicon, quia res in eo gestae veris historiis con- 

tinentur. Cf. n. 19/20. 17) Ephoros 70 T 8; Eratosthenes 241 F 1; Apollodoros 
244 F 61. 18) This can best be seen in Eusebios’ excerpts from Kastor, the 

few interpolations of which from Christian chronography can easily be eliminated. 
In F 92 the quotation from Akusilaos is such a synchronism; it belongs originally 
to the Argive list and is here to be regarded as a variant: Akusilaos began the 
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Argive history with Phoroneus (see Text p. 386, 5 ff.), whereas Kastor made Ina- 
chos precede him, The synchronisms actually become superfluous in the parallel 
tables which at one glance make possible a survey of the chronological relations 
of the various lists of kings and the various kings and events. It was Eusebios 
who added them in his excerpts (R. Helm ‘Eusebios’ Chronik und ihre Tabellen- 
form’ Abh. Berl. Ak. 1924 no. 4); his counting of years ab Abraham creates a new 
filum beginning a long time before any Greek date. Resemblances with, and dif- 
ferences from, the first Greek universal chronicle, are evident. 19) Е 92 péxer 
meats "Odruuntadoc, dmd0ev "ExXnvec dxptfoüv rods xpóvouc ёубшаау. African.-Euseb. P. 
E. 10, 10, 1 шур. рёу тбу "Олоцтийёоу ообу &xpifàc lovópnrat rotg “EAs, туту соүхєхоџёуоу хой хоатд ртёёу обтоїс т©у прё тоб соџфоуобуто»у · ої 82 ўхріВоутох полћоїс, 
тб wh ёх mielotov Stacthuatos, Bux tetpactiag St tag dvaypapag abtdv motetoOat Tobc "EXAmvac. 20) African.-Euseb. P. E. 10, 9, 21 &nà 8& Kéxponoc énl тђу 'IMou 
Bucw ra cuv&yecat. uxpt Sovra Em б, év olc ta ev “EdAnar Oavpdora puodoyet- 
tat, 6 ent Acuxarlwvos xataxdvonds xal 6 ent Dadbevtos gumpnopds, xoXAGv (óc єіхӧс̧) 
ФӨорфу үй хжтй тблоос Yevevnpfvov. The view-point from which the events 
following the Trojan War are seen accordingly becomes somewhat different: what 
matters here is not the contradictions of local traditions but the fact of even the earliest manifestations of Greek literature being лол tav Tpetxdv vedtepa (ibid. 
24). 21) 250 F 2 with commentary II D p. 819 ff. He established a synchronism 
between the earliest Greek and the earliest Oriental (viz. the Assyrian) list. See E. Schwartz l.c. p. 9 fi. 22) See n. 13. 23) Ogygos does not occur in Dio- 
doros at all. It is possible (though not probable) that Diodoros mentioned him 
in the sixth book. 24) See Text p. 387, 12 ff. 25) Rohde Rh. Mus. 36, 1881, P- 429 = Kl. Schr. I p. 52 n. 1 declared the attribution of the interval to Ph. 
as being 'mindestens hóchst unwahrscheinlich'; Schwartz (n. 3) rejected the evidence. 26) L.c. p. 12. 27) De temporum Graec. antiquissimis rationibus, 
1857, p. 1r ff. For the Excerpta see Jacoby RE VI col. 1566 ff. 28) The chapter ‘Zur Geschichte der attischen KOnigsliste’ in A, Ledl’s Studien zur dit. 
ath. Verfassungsgeschichte (1914) I believe to be mistaken as to the method. I cannot 
accept his results, 29) See on Ph. F 1-20. 30) Marm. Par. p. XIV n. 6 Jac. 31) Marm. Par. A 32; Kastor 250 F 4; Vell. Paterc. 1, 8, 3; Euseb. Chron. a. Abr. 1334. About the competition between the Attic era and that of the Olympiads see F Gr Hist II D p.67o. 32) Klio2, 1902, p. 406 fl. ; FGr Hist II Dp.669. 32a) On 323a F32. 33) A decision is impossible because we do not know Ph.s date for the Trojan War, and the date of Timaios (on 566 F 125/6) is not certain. If it was 1194/3 the difference of exactly ten years could easily be levelled out in the period of the Sexaccetc. 34) P. E. 10, 11, 14. Eusebios excerpts Tatianus and gets the forty years by deducting the interval between the fall of Troy and the migration (140 years) from the 180 years of Tatianus; in his Chronicle (Synkell. p. 340, 3; Hier. a. Abr. 913) he writes by mistake éxi Tie lowxz &mowxíxg. That is Aristarchos’ date, and he is surprisingly followed by Kastor (250 F 4 p. 1141, 25 Jac.), in whose list the Ionic migration is shifted from the reign of Medon to that of Akastos. The question may remain open whether this is a consequence of the Conversion of the Attic dates into the Eratosthenian chronology (see Klio 2 р. 439 n. 1) or a difference in the tradition like that about the introduction of the &gyov which oí Bev rdelouc énl MéSovtoc, Evor 8 én’ *Axdotov pact yevéabat (Aristot. 
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"AOT. 3,3). 35) About him see Text p. 388,14. 36) Thus I concluded in Das Marm. Par. P. 28 f. (F Gr Hist I Р. 451; П D p. 671, 40); I was more sceptical in R E VIII col. 140, 40. Niese Herm. 23, 1888, p. 83 (perhaps correctly) rejected the assumption of a pre-Kekropian list of kings by Hellanikos, but he did not doubt that 
Ogygos occurred in his Atthis. 37) Strom. 1, 102/3 ўу 8 xarà thv ‘ENáda xarà 
uty Dopavéa tov wer “Ivayov 6 éni "Оүбүоо xataxdvopds, xal 4j iv Linveve Bacvdela... 
xal 4j Кеттӧс̧ ёу Крӯтт. "Ахоосоос үйр Фороуёх прӧтоу EvOpwrov yevécbar Мүєг, 60ev 
xal 6 tic Dopavi8og nounrig elvet adtdy Еот «патёра буптбу Ф0рфлоу». ёутебдєу 5 ПАбтоу 
èv Tiualor (22 A) хотахолоу аас ”Axovonádwt ypápet” «xal rote Tpoayayety BovAnbels 
«тоб тєрї тфу doyatuv ele AMyouc xàv «53e (n. 38) ta dpyardrara Lye Enryetpet, nepl 
Фороуёос̧ тє тоб протоу АєуӨёутос хої М№.68тс̧ хай ta pete tov хатахлосџбу». хата 
82 ФёрВоута 'Ахтаїос, ёр об 'Ахтаіа h Artuch. xarà Sè Tprbnay . . . 6 Bigg Kéxpor. 
38) Ti.8e means in Hellas in contrast to Egypt. The readings tje nóňàet (A) and 
TüÀe tHe róňet (F Clem) did not recognize that. 39) Plato himself quoted 
Akusilaos (2 F 6) in Symp. 178 AB. 40) The Atthides do the same thing, 
though a little more moderately, when making the reign of Deukalion begin in 
the ninth year of Kekrops and dating the flood under Kranaos: see Marm. Par. 
Р. 30 f.; 137 Jac. The Argive dates of the flood collected there do not derive from 
local Argolika, but from late synchronizations of the kings’ lists of Athens and 
Argos. 41) Kastor’s Argive list begins with Inachos, too (250 F 3); under 
Phoroneus, however, it does not date the flood, but the Ogygos of Eleusis. 
The difference may be important because together with other entries (Kekrops 
in the reign of the sixth king Phorbas!) it betrays the tendency to make Argos 
older than Athens (cf. n. 43). 42) Under the impression of the generally ac- 
cepted interpretation of F 92 I formerly inferred (Marm. Par. Pp. 33) from the formu- 
Јабіоп 4° об хатахлосџёс̧ ёлі ЛеохоМомос̧ £yévero that ‘der chronist noch einen 
anderen kennt, den des Ogygos, der ja in manchen chroniken (Hellanikos?) am 
anfange der attischen urgeschichte stand'. I saw the problem, but I solved it 
wrongly. 43) 250 F 3 p. 1138, 2 Jac; Euseb. Hier. a. Abr. 238 (— 27th year 
of Phoroneus) Ogygus in Attica Eleusina condidit, quae antiquitus vocabatur Acte, 
et alias plurimas civitates; cuius temporibus apud lacum Tritonidem virgo apparuit, 
quam Graeci Minervam nuncupaverunt; Orosius 1, 7, 3 Ogygii, qui tunc Eleusinae 
condilor et rex erat. About Ogygos at Eleusis cf. Paus. 1, 38, 7 '"EAevoiva 8€ fjpwa, dg’ 
ob thy rédwv óvop&Covaty, of pév ‘Eppod maida elvat xat Aaslpag Oxeavod Buyatpds A£yovot, 

Toig 8 ёст mexompuéva “Oyvyov elvat ratépa "EdXevotve with the sceptical remark 
ol yap dpyator tHv Adywv Ere ob mpocdvrav aplow éx@v (Schubart opict yevav Paus) 
Da te rrdcachar SeSchxacr <xal> padtora &¢ te yévy töv pov. That clearly shows 
that Ogygos did not have a cult, nor was there any early evidence for him ; he 

Probably was invented in order to prove the higher antiquity of Eleusis, not in 
comparison with Athens but with Argos, which ‘am zahesten seine prioritát in 

dingen des Demeterdienstes behauptet hat' (Malten 4. R. W. 12, 1909, p. 294). 
About the underlying identification of Ogygos with Okeanos = Preller-Robert 

Gr. Myth. I* p, 31 (where what is said about the ‘Ogygian flood тай be deleted). 

The fact that the irate Poseidon td Optdcrov mediov éxéxAvce xal Thy Аттосђу ÓgaAov 
inolnse (Bibl. 3, 179) has no connexion either with Ogygos or with the myths 

about the flood: the latter always explain the flood by an £xouBpla (Marm. Par. 

A 3 and others); Poseidon is not Okeanos; his contest with Athena the Althides 
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dated in the reign of Kekrops. Nevertheless, this legend may have been a starting- 
point for the syncretists (Text р. 387, 12 #.). 44) For the material for Ogygos 
see Woerner Rosch. Lex. III 1 (1897-1902) col. 684 ff. (what he says about ‘Ogygos 
in der attischen sage’ is quite wrong); Miller R E XVII 2, 1937, col. 2076 ff. Most of the evidence leads to Boeotia and Thebes, where Eurip. Phoen. 1113 knows 
’Qysye muddpata. Thebes itself is particularly often called ‘Ogygian’ (Aischyl. 
Sept. 321; Pers. 36; but Pers. 974 that epithet is given to Athens). The epichorian 
poetess Korinna (Schol. Apoll. Rhod. 3, 1077/87a) is said to have called Ogygos 
& son of Boiotos; in Pausan. 9, 5, 1 he is 'autochthon' and king of the Ektenes 
(Lykophr. A1. 433), the earliest inhabitants of the district of Thebes. In those parts, 
accordingly, Ogygos (whatever the word originally means) is not quite late, but 
Athens certainly did not adopt him in the eight century B.C. (as Gruppe Gr. Myth. P. 17 believes). We have no real evidence earlier than Africanus for the Attic 
Ogygos, for when Antiochos-Pherekydes 333 F 3 calls him 'Attic autochthon', 
the name of his wife Thebe suggests the origin of that statement. One may add "D'vvyla as name of $ *Attuch méoa in Charax (now to be dated in the second half 
of the second century A.D.: see F Gr Hist III B р. 741, 25 ff.) 103 F 30. But Varro (Text p. 387, 12) does not speak of Athens, and in the Assyrian list of the genuine Kastor (250 F 1) ‘king Ogygos’ plays a part in the battle of the Titans. With him 
we have to connect Thallos, whose Ogygos obviously is Kronos, but who may have known the identification of Attika and Ogygia in the muddled passage 256 F 2: xal "Droyoc (v ó yóyoç Мз.) ўттудєіс Éouyev clc Тортђосбу, тбтє рёу тўс хора) txelvng *Axtijg xAnfelons, vov Bà *Attudis просаүорєоорёутс, ђс̧ "Оүоүос̧ (5 үбүос̧ М.) тбт’ Hebe. 45) Раџцѕ. т, 14, 7 8ўџос 8 ёсту *AGnvalorg °`АӨроуёсу, of Порфоріоуа Ext трбтєроу °Ахтоіоо Васєбсаута Ths Ovpaviag осі тё ларі сіс» Ієрду 18росасдох • A£youct 82 дух тоб Sfuouc xal Ах ооёёу бӧроіос̧ xal of thy пбму Eyovtes. Cf. Atthis p. 123 fi. 46) 323a F 5. Cf. Kolainos 323a F 13 without the number of a book assigned to it, and Porphyrion n. 45. Niese is surely right in assuming that they were mentioned only occasionally as eponyms; but it is just possible that one of the Atthidographers made a list of pre-Kekropian kings of them. 47) Cf. also n. 50. 48) Censorin. De d. nat. 21, 1-2 primum (scil. intervallum) ab hominum prinipio ad cataclysmum priorem... a priore... cataclysmo, quem dicunt et Ogygii, ad Inachi regnum annos circiter CCCC* *. 49) In his Xo383atx& (273 F 79-81; and in IIegl 'Iou3alcv ibid. F 19?). About Polyhistor as the source for Roman writers see F Gr Hist Ша P. 257, 13 ff. Varro dealt with these things in De gente Populi Romani among the sources of which is Kastor, but he is not the only source; these things are more complicated than they look in Dahl- mann's article R E Suppl. VI col. 1240 f. 50) Berossos (Euseb. Arm. p. 10, 24 and elsewhere) never speaks of the 'first' but always of the 'grosse wasserflut'; but in the excerpt by Polyhistor (ib. p. 4, 26 — 680 F 3) it is called 'die grosse und erste flut, deren auch Moses erwáhnung tut', and at the utmost the relative clause may be an addition of Eusebios. Conversely, in the genuine Kastor (250 F 4) we find the flood of Deukalion only. We may leave aside here the third xataxdvopcs txt Aapddcvov coU Aube xal 'HAéxtpac тўс "Атлаутос (Schol. Plat. Tim. 22 A), which we cannot trace back further than Lykophr. 41. 7o ff., although it also offered the Jewish chronographers the opportunity of attaching their earlier flood. In any case, attention must be paid to the facts that Ogygos made his 



1 
way into the Assyrian list of Kastor (or of the Christian chronographers) only e ms te the Attic list, in which he is a primeval king, began 
About the relation ot Жы A 19; ae Introd. to III C section XII (‘Juden’). 
mentioned the flood we do aor ao а to Alexander see on 275 f 4; whether he 
nach Hellanikos' as Niese sa T 52) They are not even ‘eine berechnung 

the reign of Kekrops, in hi, ps A s c cu бает Менн UT es Athenians were called Kpavaol, see on F 94; 
я I ydides says expressly that Kekrops was xpóroc BaoUeóc ; 

е fact is evident. 54) Of later authors see e.g. Strabo 9, 1, 18; Kastor 
i F 4. — 55) Cf. on F 93. It is noticeable that Erechtheus is called myevhs 
ү Le 8, 55; see already IL. B 547 ff.) like Kekrops (F 96 from Hermippos; 
m орі "i P : E ; oe en in 3: nd but di оотбудоу, and that Erichtho- 

hist F : ps (Isokr. Panath. 126). 56) The 
ory of the building of the Erechtheion seems to prove that 'rücksicht genommen 

wurde auf eine anlage, die sich südwestlich unterhalb der Korenhalle hinzog', 
and that this was the Kekropion (Judeich Topogr.* p. 281 f.; as a new piece of 
evidence see Favorin. II. guy; 8, 26). About the plans for the building Aóytot &v8pec 
and experts of cult must have been consulted, perhaps from the families to whom 
these two cults belonged, the Butadai and the Amynandridai. In the catalogue 
of the latter clan (J G? II 2338; Augustan time, but found on the Akropolis) the 
leped Kéxporog immediately follows the &pycov «o9 yévouc. 57) See on F 93. 
An influence of art, which sometimes represents Kekrops as purely human as 
early as the fifth century, must in my opinion not be assumed for reasons of prin- 
ciple and method. 58) Аїгісапиз’ (Е 92) тӧу реті "Оүхүёу ' Axzatov shows the 

well-known loose use of uez&, or he does not know the facts. The form of the name 
varies between ’Axtatog (Marm. Par.; Ph. ?; Paus. 1, 2, 6; Favorinus) and ’Axtalov 
(Skamon 476 F 3; Strabo 9, 1, 18; Harpokr. s.v. ’Axth); it is ’Axteds only in Tzetz. 

Lyk. 111. — 59) Also in 1, 14, 7 Aktaios evidently is ‘the first king of Attica’. 
That mp&rov is lacking in Steph. Вуг. ѕ.у. 'Ахтў — обтос ў 'Аттос) exaretto and 
"Ахта[оо туубс· &vip 8& Tfjv аотбудоу, ús Dafopivoc, 6c £GacDevcev Exei xal Ф’ ёаотоб 

obras thy ydpav dvóuxoe xxl тоб Amoóg—is probably due to the excerptor, for 
like the Parian Marble he calls Aktaios adtéy8wv. On the other hand, the Biblio- 
theca, which calls Kekrops avréy8ev (3, 177), leaves Aktaios without an epitheton; 
but it also calls Kranaos (3, 186; cf. Herodt. 8, 144) and Amphiktyon (todrov Enot 
uiv AeuxoALovoc, Evior 3¢ aùtóyðova Aéyovow 3, 187; cf. Marm. Par. A 4) autochthons, 

whereas the ‘earthborn’ Erechtheus (n. 55) has here (and elsewhere) Pandion 
for his father. There must have been Afthides which told more about Aktaios: 
he is the father of the ‘Kekrops-daughters’ according to Skamon (n. 58). 60) It 

is true that we do not know the list of the rpoxpi8£vrec txatdv dpynyétat which 
Kleisthenes presented to the Delphic god (Aristot. Ax. 21, 6); but it is sufficient 
evidence that no deme is called after him. 61) It may be assumed that he 
developed the name from the Akte of the Peiraieus (Wachsmuth R E I col. 1212 

no. 1) situated over against Salamis: Harpokr. s.v. ’Axth- WBWlag exiBarattldids te 

uoipa tic 'Avrudjc... ó0cv xal ó "Axrírne A(0oc. exdAovv 88 obtw xal Thy 'Аттосђу 

XT. 62) It may be the momentary invention made by a poet. But whether in 

Eurip. Helen. 1673 one should really print map’ "Axthy tetayévny vijsov уо апі 
understand Attica appears very doubtful. 63) It certainly was not that of 
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Apollodoros (244 F 185) who follows the method proper to him: ovo yàp banm 
SÈ TÒ noA uépoc arre xofuxveloot tl; 0&Aacoav. 64) See on F 93. 

1) See on F 92. For material about Kekrops see Immisch Rosch. Lex. II 1, 
1890/4, col. 1014 ff.; Robert Heldensage, 1920, p. 137 ff.; Eitrem RE XI, 1922, 
col. 119 ff. 2) Text p. 386, 5 ff. 3) See on F 94. 4) Text p. 380, 13 f. 
5) Plin. N. H. 7, 194 oppidum «primum Cecrops a se appellavit Cecropiam, 
quae nunc est arx Athenis; aliqui Argos a Phoroneo rege ante conditum volunt, quidam 
et Sicyonem, Aegyptii vero multo ante apud ipsos Diospolin. Steph. Byz. s.v. 'A0fvat- 
mpóot yàp 'AOrvatot ta doro xal rác nóAet edpeiv lotopotvrat, Oev xal Thv бхрбтоћму 
аӧтӧу лбу ÉxáXovv xuplct Óvónactt. 6) It is not clear whether Ph. recorded this 
fact, too. See on F 96. 7) E.g. the foundation of the first homicide court (F 3); 
for further particulars see on the individual fragments. 8) Ѕее е.р. тоос тбтє àv- 
Өрӧтоюс іп Пєрі ёортёу Е 83; сЁ. also of nadatot F 172, of téte &vOpenot F 182. It is 
doubtful whether the pre-human inhabitants of the country (like Titenios F 74) 
had a place in the Atthis. 9) Probably before 315/4 B.C., and perhaps 
even in the twenties of the fourth century, t.e. a considerable time before Ph. began 
working at his Atthis. About the date of publication and the use early Hellenistic 
writers made of the book see commentary on no. 264. 10) 264 F 25 ch. 28, 4- 
29, 5; cf. ch. 77, 5; 79, 4; 96, 2. The priority of Egypt in regard to the political 
system and many other matters was acknowledged in the Peripatetic school 
(Aristot. Pol. 7, 9, 1 £.; Theophr.-Porphyr. De abst. 2, 5). The idea itself is much 
earlier, probably first pronounced by the Ionian ethnographers. Herodotos 
knew about Solon's journey to Egypt after his legislation (1, 30) and, unconcerned 
about chronology as he was, made him adopt one of his laws from Egypt (2, 177; 
Hekataios of Abdera F 25 ch. 77,5 avoided the chronological blunder). After Plato 
had caught at the idea, the matter was intensively discussed in the second half of 
the fourth century B.C.; the use made of it in a sense hostile to Athens by the author 
of the Pseudo-Theopompean ‘Trikaranos’ (72 F 20) provoked answers both from Kal- 
listhenes (124 F 51) and from Atthidography (Phanodemos 325 F 25). Hekataios’ 
attitude was as little hostile to Athens as that of the Peripatetics in general; but 
the opinion prevailing in philosophic circles was injurious to the claims of Athens 
not only as nat8euripiov cfi; 'EXAá8og but in other respects too: see e.g. 264 F 25 
ch. 29 on the Egyptian origin of the Eleusinian cult. 11) See on F 93. 
Unfortunately Diod. 1, 28, 6-7 is either carelessly excerpted, or the text is 
defective. There is no doubt (if only because of the name) that Hekataios made 
Petes, the father of Menestheus, an Egyptian too (Text p. 390, 36 ff.), but it is difficult 
to believe that he called him Siquie. 12) See F 2 and Text p. 389, 21 ff. as against 
Diod. 1, 28, 4 xol «ob; *AGnvatoug 8& paow &roíxoug elvat Lattdv tov èE Alyurtov, 
xal mepõvtra tic olxerdtytog tabms pepe arodeiterc: napa pdvoig yep tev ‘EAA}vev 
thy nédtv dow xareioba, ЫЕтєууєүрёутс̧ тўс mpoonyoplas and tod Tap’ abtotc "Астєос. 
It is quite appropriate for Hekataios to open his series of proofs with the name 
of the city; he follows it up by the rodtteta (28, 4-5), and subsequently he enum- 
erates the individual kings who had come from Egypt (28, 6 ff.). 
zÀzcíov Kaxvófou (Steph. Byz. s.v. &сто). 

1) Cf. Schol. Aristoph. Vesp. 438 єісі 8£ ot фос. тӧу Кёхрота $1:фой yeyovévar, xal 
ta natw Spews Loynxévat, xal 81a тобто mpdg td bvoua xexapiévtiotar. It is hard to believe that the text of the Suda is more complete, or that it preserved an earlier 

"Асто іѕ а хору 



л ee 

iat. Е Greek autochthons is described thus, nor is there 
due toa mistake ach ib e-sexed beings in Greek religion. I'uvyatxóc is probably 
thercorrection fora ЖАПА corrected in the margin; the author of the Suda mistook 
KG to have tast = " 2) See F 96. It is curious that Plutarch's authority 
timseli; But that mh i е change in character from the people to Kekrops 
Athen. 13, 2 es n aeceptive; _ 3) СЇ. Коёоруос èv tots Пєрі пароциёу 

Ttpov обобу a нө i Ай жейт Kipot Шау fu Fite: Ан И p i. Msn op ne Aa ong бутоу, 8ф xal bokt mow 8:фођс vopioðňvat; 
tempora reom i2 А ta td TATOOS Tov патёра, Justin. 2, 6, 7 ante Deucalionis 

Ин, cats, det ё Сесторет, quem (ut omnis antiquilas fabulosa est) biformem. 
TL a8 » quia primus marem feminae matrimonio junxit. Schol. T Eust Hom. 

993 хо үбшос̧ ріу "Абўуца, протоу єбрттах ӧлӧ Кёхротос̧, 60cev xal 8tgu& qnolv 
«фтду Мусада ӧ ХароЕ (103 Е 38), бт тӧ ёх 800 фоєсдо: 87 абтёу прӧтоу Ёүуоаау 
рото. 4) Cf. n. 15. 5) For the text see F 93-98 n. r1. 6) The word 

is used by Herodt. 4, 9 of the Scythian urkordpbevds tig Exdva Btovfig (like the 
Hesiodean Th. 299), Tic ta pév буо dnd tév YouTév elvat ~uvarxds, ta St Evepbe Sqrog; 
we find it also in Sophokl. Trach. 1095 8:ф0ў т kpextov lnnoBdpova otpatév applied 
to the Centaurs. It is not frequent in the poets, and we do not know who was the 

first to apply it to Kekrops; both tragic and comic poets paraphrase the conception: 
Eurip. Ion 1163/5 xax' elod8oug 8 Кёхропа Өоүатёроу пёлас / стеіролот» є1Мссоут, 

Абууаіоу тиӧс̧ / dvéOqua; Eupolis Kolakes I 300, 156 K xal tov Kéxpoma tăvoðev 
dvðpóç pao’ čyew / uézpt töv xoyovõv, tà è xátwðev OvwiBoc; Aristoph. Vesp. 438 
& Kéxpop fjpoc &vaE và mpóc roðöv Apaxovrlðn. Lykophr. Alez. 111 (who means 
Kekrops rather than Erechtheus) says ŝtuóppouv ynyevots oxnrtovyia; and it does 
not seem to be accidental that Bibl. 3, 177 does not open with Kéxpotj 8tgvfj; (as 
Kastor 250 F 4 does) but with Кёхроф абтбубоу, сошфоёс &уоу сёра &vðpòç xal 

Spáxovroc. But Hekataios of Abdera as well as Ph. must have used the word, and 
it is an established term in later authors (Kastor, Trogus, Plutarch). One would 
like to know whether Hellanikos and other Atthidographers had it, and if so 
how they understood it. 7) Eitrem /.c. col. 120, 59 ff. 8) Cf. F 92 n. 56. 

9) Antiochos-Pherekydes 333 F 1; Eitrem col. 122, 53 ff. 10) Rohde Psyche? 

I p. 134 ff. For the three Athenians Kekrops, Erechtheus, Erichthonios see also 
Robert Heldensage p. 141. 11) Classical Studies Capps p. 111; Hesperia 1o, 

1941, p. 113 ff. He explains the npootouratov (the ‘official name for one of the 
chambers of the Erechtheion’) as the ‘entrance’ to the tomb of Kekrops, situated 
in a chamber of the Erechtheion and called oroptatov. Kekrops himself according 

to him was ‘in origin the guardian snake of the pool of water near the south-west 
corner of the later Erechtheion’. The tomb of Erechtheus, the altar of Zeus Katai- 

bates, and the altar of Zeus Hypatos become one and the same. But the description 
of the latter altar, which is situated mpd tij¢ ёобдоо to the Erechtheion (Pausan. 1, 

26, 5) precludes the memorial of a thunderbolt (‘blitzmal’)., I am afraid Judeich’s 

criticism (Topogr.* p. 277 n. 2) of Petersen holds good for these speculations, too; 

they all depend ultimately on the explanation (wrong in my opinion) given by 

C. O. Mueller of the Buphonia legend(s). He assumed (on the strength of one article 

in Hesychios) Butes to be the priest who slew the ox at the Dipolieia, and Elderkin 
builds upon it another assumption: 'it looks as if the slaying of the ox at the 

Dipolieia was an annual re-enactment of the slaying of Erechtheus by Zeus’. 

ee 
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I cannot deal with the Buphonia here, but as a question of method I should like to state that the fusing together of the various cults on the Akropolis, which be- long to different families, is not the right way to arrive at an understanding of Athenian religion in its earliest phase. 12) 3, 204 in the war with Eleusis and its Thracian allies '"EpeyOeüc uiv dvetaev EüpoAxov, IIocetBóvog 86 xal. 1v "Epey Ota хой thy olxlav abtod xatodbcavtos. He certainly was killed by the trident as in Eurip. Ion 281 f. natépa & 910% хёсџа сӧу хролте, x8ovóc ; / TAnyal teralvyg movtlou ap ån- @Acoav. According to another version ab Iove Neptuni rogatu fulmine est ictus (Hygin. Fab. 46), while a third makes him fall in battle (Pausan. r, 38, 3). Consequently there is an established connexion of Erechtheus' death with some important event of the early history of Athens, which is in keeping with the figure of the "historical king (II. B 546 ff.) ; Kekrops, on the other hand, was never connected with ‘historical events proper. It points in the same direction that Erechtheus and Poseidon belong closely together, whereas Kekrops does not stand in a similar relation to any of the great gods of the Akropolis, neither to Zeus nor to Athena (see on F 97). Ob- viously the Athenians felt that of the two figures so similarly conceived as to cult Kekrops was the older. This feeling has determined the shaping of the tradition when they became ‘heroes’ and finally human kings, as they ultimately did because their cult, although it remained unaltered, became subordinated to that of the great gods, or receded into the background, a development which should not be assigned to too early a date. For my part I cannot but attach importance to that feeling. We can hardly doubt that Kekrops was the old lord of the Akropolis rock, pre- sumably long before a ‘king’s palace’ existed on that spot. He does not look at all like a ‘lar familiaris’ of a former dynasty, a character which formulistic distribution of the earliest figures of cult likes to assign to him. If he actually was worshipped also in Boeotia, in the Megaris, and in Euboia (?) he was a pre-Greek deity, and Hekataios 1 F 119 was right in assuming the name, which we cannot etymologize, to be barbaric. We shall have to be content with these considerations; Mylonas (Athen. Stud. Ferguson, 1940, р. 16), correctly in my opinion, contradicted a derivation from Crete. 13) 3, 179 'A8nvà uiv obv do’ tautiis thy maw éxcdrcoev *AGhvac, Tocedav ёё Guucr dpyrobels «à Opi&ctov neB(ov tréxdvce xal thy Attixhy Spaov Éxoínor. 14) In Eusebios' report, which is severely abridged, broken up into a number of seemingly unconnected notes. The context is furnished by Bibl. 3, 177-179, where the chronological sequence and the learned periegetic or Atthidographic remarks should be observed: ўхєу обу прётос Посе:8 бу ёі thy ’Artixny, xal manag тўс Tpralvne xark uéonv chy dxpóroXw ántonve Bdixocav [[v võv 'Epex0ni8a xaXobotv]]. uev Bè xobzov fxev ' Ana, xai rotoauévr tis xatadjbens Kéxpora udptupa tputevaev Balav (9 уу ё та, Паудросеіо 8є(суотол]). Kekrops then appears as a witness before the ‘Twelve Gods’; the variants mentioning him (and Kranaos) or his son Erysichthon as judges are expressly rejected. 15) It does not signify that Africanus or Eusebios’ excerpt from him (P. E. ro, 9, 22) does not expressly mention the 

Кёхроф tyeta: Zīva xexdnxévar tov Gedy, uh mpdtepov obtus nap’ dvOpdnoig dvopacpevoy, treta Bwuòv nap’ "АӨзүуо{ощ; Ї8рбсш& npõtoç - xal ráhtv TpGrog ’ AGnvac &ya ux ovíijsacÜat, ÓG о08ё tovtov dx талалоб trapyévtwv. Concerning Ph.s history of the oldest Athenian gods see on F 97. 16) See on 324 F 16, 17) From F 97 (see also 
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sd = 178) one would like to conclude that Ph. adopted the view (maintained at his e by Theophrastos and others) of a development from bloodless to bloody sacrifices, Particulars unfortunately are not available, but it deserves notice that 
Pausanias 8, 2, 3 ascribes to Kekrops the establishment of the altar of Zeus Hypatos before the entrance to the Erechtheion (id. 1, 26, 5). On this altar no living being must be sacrificed, but only лёшш«та ётиуфрих, & Teddvoug xadovow Er xal &¢ hudic "ABnvaior, Wine is also forbidden (т, 26, 5), evidently because it was not yet known in Kekrops’ time: that agrees with Ph.s date of the arrival of Dionysos in the reign of Amphiktyon (F 5-7); and it is expressly stated by one Eubulos (Hygin. Astr. 2, 29) who explains the Aquarius of the zodiac as Kekrops, because antequam. vinum traditum sit hominibus, aqua in sacrificiis deorum usos esse, et ante Cecropem regnasse 
quam vinum sit inventum. About Zeus Hypatos see Cook Zeus I p. 123; II p. 875. He is the god who lives on the summit of the Akropolis, and in this instance too My- lonas l.c. p. 16 rightly rejected Picard’s Cretan speculations: the altar on the Akro- 
polis is not a Cretan peak sanctuary; it was situated ‘not on a mountain at a dis- 
tance from the settlement, but in the settlement of prehistoric Athens itself’. 

1) Lex. Rhet. p. 259, 9 Bkr "Епахтріа · буора убрас nXnolov TevpaóAecoc x£ui£vre. 
A former article Р. 253, 3— Елахтріх үў` ў прӧс тої< #хро tov dptwv, aq’ od xal 
“Tmdxptol twe¢ Hoav ’A@nvaior—belongs to another context, but is useful here, too. 
2) olxovou(av Еє. Сеп. ёлоуошіау Et. M., Suda. tig plac tOv пблсоу ёпоуошау 
Kuester thy tév rédewv Шау ётоуоџоу Кшепкатр. 3) Suppl. Holste. 4) 
The twelfth is "A0zvax itself; it would be wrong to infer that Steph. Byz. found 
only eleven names in his copy of Strabon. 5) Psellos, to whom P. Maas (Philol. 
73, 1913, p. 449) drew attention, enumerates six out of the eleven names of Strabo 
in an arbitrary selection; Eustathios in his commentary on Homer does not give 
anything at all, and in that on Dionys. Per. 423 he gives the first name only: thy 8 tév 
"Абтуа(оу ёхрбтолу Кехротіау потё хАтӨўуа{ pact, néAtv obcav шіау тбу ёпі Кіёхропос 
extioptvey. Steph. Byz., who calls the whole country Kexporta (see below), gives 
the definition 'town of Kekrops' only s.v. 'Eraxpía; of Tetrapolis he says tij¢’Attixijc, 
Éxovsa B^uouc xol nédewg тёстарас̧; Kephisia has dropped out in the great gap; 
an article about Tetrakomoi is altogether lacking. The remaining seven names 
арреаг аѕ $ўџог тӯс Setva quAzc, Phaleron as 8zjuoc xal &nívetov, the source not being 
Strabo but one of the books Tlept tHv Shuwv (no. 343; 372). Whether Hekataios 
1 F 126, who called Thorikos a xóX«, already knew the tradition about Kekrops, 
may remain an open question. We have every reason to regret the inconsistency 
of the Parian Marble which enumerates the twelve Ionian towns, but fails to 

enumerate the Attic. That the author knew them may be inferred from the definite 
article in A 20 dq’ ob Onoleds * *Pacredoas] "AOnvaav tag Sadexa пблеіс єс та «бт 
Guvmixicey xal modttelav <ulav> xal thv dyoxpatiav napéSuxe, but we must again 
leave open the question whether his source gave the names already under Kekrops 

(A 1). It is more important that in one name at least the list must have differed 
from that of Ph., Kexponla being in the Marble the name not of the first town, 
but of the country (see Text p. 397,23 ff.). 6) As stated by Kramer: ‘ex coniec- 
tura haud dubie additum est’. I still believe him to be right, although Maas again 
(see n. 5) assures me that a Byzantine scholar cannot be believed capable of such 

a conjecture, that Psellos must have got the name from a Ms., and that therefore 

Phaleron must, at the least, have stood in the margin of the archetype of the. ninth 

94 
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or tenth century. I will not argue the point that Psellos had before him only Strabo, 
because that appears credible in view of his first group of three names (} Kngt- 
ola, ta DddAnpa, } Lontres) even if he differs from Strabo in the forms of two of these 
names. Nor will I stress too much a second point concerning the alleged conjecture of Psellos, though it is (in my opinion) a moot point: it is, in fact, not a conjecture. Anybody could see that there were only eleven names in Strabo’s text; Phaleron 
was a place well known to Byzantine writers from Plutarch, Stephanos, and others; 
and there may even be a simple explanation of Psellos’ hitting just upon Phaleron 
and grouping it together with five other ‘demes’ (for he calls the places Bio instead of nóXew): selecting five names out of the eleven enumerated in Strabo's 
§ 20 he took the Xxo& Toxin, which immediately precedes the ‘demes’, evidently 
from § 17; he therefore may well have taken тё @dAnpa from the following § 21 which opens with the words per tov Tletpar& Dadnpeic Sjpy0¢. That would at the same time explain the plural number té Oddnpa (compared with MaAnpdc of Strabo’s n B!), which Steph. Byz. s.v. dáAnpoy quotes from Xenoph. Hipparch. 3, 1 where the Mss. correctly have tz Dadnpot (the same relation exists between the correct 
form Xpnttég of Strabo and the wrong Zomxrró in Psellos, which obviously is a 
Lonttot). The main point against my agreeing with Maas is the difficulty of ima- 
gining the state of the archetype as assumed by him—it concerns the tradition of Strabo itself. As far as we know it at Present (Aly Sb. Heidelberg 1928/9 no. 1 P. 14 ff.; 1931/2 no. 1 p. 27 ff.; and the important contribution of A. Diller ‘Codex B of Strabo’ A. J. Ph. 56, 1935, P. 97 ff.), DaAnpog did not occur in either of the two classes of our manuscripts a (the only independent representative of which is now A) and f. Neither C (Parisin. &r. 1393 s. XIII/XIV; the second pre-Renaissance man- uscript, the Athous Vatopedi ‘which at once outweighs all the other representa- tives of the B-tradition, still lies unexploited and almost unknown') nor B had the word originally, for it is lacking in the Ssister-manuscript 1 (Venetus 377 saec. XV); consequently it is certain (not merely probable; ‘ut opinor’ Kramer) that it is introduced in B by a later hand. It first appears in the Etonensis n ‘an apograph of A (!) that belonged to Ciriaco d' Ancona’; see Diller p. 99; Allen Cl. Qu. 9, 1915 p. 24 ff.); in two manuscripts k and o (Medic. 28, 40; Paris. gr. 1394) of the second half of the fifteenth century, at least one of which is an apograph of n (Kramer p. XVII f£); in Guarino's Latin translation (Bodl. Canonic. lat. 301, dated July 13th, 1458) which was made from n (Diller); in the second hand of B ‘a late and comparatively unimportant manuscript’ which filled lacunae of books 8 and 9 by ‘translating back into Greek from Guarino’s Latin’, and is consequently also written ‘in the second half of the fifteenth century, somewhat later than was Previously supposed’ (Diller Р. 101; Опе might conjecture that ddypoc belongs to these borrowings from Guarino: but Diller P. 98 n. 4 does not mention the passage). Things being so I cannot but regard Dédnpog as a conjectural addition (not known to, or rejected by, Plethon in favour of his seemingly more obvious *AGivat) by the writer of n. It may be surprising but is, of course, by no means im- possible that the same conjecture was made first by Psellos and again by the writer of D, who in view of the form OQ áXnpoc is not likely to have known Psellos. 7) Muni- chia (suggested by Wilamowitz) provided one of the pre-Kekropian kings (see on F 92). Pallene—not actually a ‘slight’ correction as a haplography before máXw (pace Solders p. 111), but acceptable at a pinch—was an important place of cult 
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of Athena, and IIo»; may have been the subject of a special book (Themison 
NO. 374); but who can tell for certain that it was the twelfth name at the end of the 
series which dropped out ? 8) Pollux 4, 105 stoic ’AGhvnat Tetpaxdporg, of hoav 
Tletpateic, Dadnpeic, Souretatovec, Quporrddat. Steph. Byz. s.v. 'EzeM8at * . . . . &nb "EXov; 
térov perabd Svros «o6 ITetpou£o xal coU tetpaxmpov ‘Hpaxdelov. If Phaleron was the 
name of a trittys, which is doubtful, that would not make the place a Kekrops 
town, quite apart from the fact that there were thirty trittyes and only twelve 
хб. — 9) Text p. 392, 32 ff. On this Lexicon, quoted in Et. M., see Wentzel 
Sb. Berlin 1895 p. 484 fi.; Reitzenstein Gesch. d. griech. Etymologika, 1897, p. 60; 
250. Its author obviously counted the first four names of the list as 1 +4+4+3= 
12, omitting the remaining eight because he probably assumed them to be the 
individual names of the two associations of four—the Tetparodc and the Tetpdxwpot, 
which he interpreted (not wrongly in itself) as appellatives meaning ‘four towns’ 
and ‘four villages’. Perhaps we may infer that his source also enumerated the 
individual places of the two associations, as Pollux (n. 8) did for Tetpdxwyor and 
Steph. Byz. (n. 5) for Tetpanodtc. The old assumption that the Lexicon enumerated 
the four historical phylai does not deserve to be refuted, hardly even to be mention- 
ed. 10) Thukyd. 2, 15, 1-2, whom we may translate into modern terms, because 
he conceived the development throughout from the political standpoint. The facts 
are hardly derived from Hellanikos, whom he used as his main source in the 

{later) Archaeology and probably also in the introduction to the Sicilian books 
and in the Pentekontaetia, but it may be assumed with some confidence that 

Hellanikos gave the same facts for the history of early Athens. The Parian Marble 

(A 20) by the word roditeiav also touches the political chord; its explanatory 
addition xal thv dynuoxpatiav is typical for its Atthis, though not for Atthidography 

generally, for Thukydides’ words yevópevoç peta tod Evverod xai Suvatég show an 
essentially different conception. His conception of the development of the 
Athenian constitution is more realistic, and it has left deep traces in Plutarch’s 

biography of Theseus, into which it was probably brought either through Ari- 

stoteles (cf. 'A0r.. 41, 2) or through another Afthis (see on F 19). As to the pre-These- 

an period we have perhaps to acknowledge a shade (not more than that) of difference 

between Thukydides and Ph., in so far as Thukydides, for reasons easy z el 
cognize, accentuates more strongly the independence of the individual = ©, 

Ph. the unity of the government. The former, by the words ént ее Кан 

Tpdtwv Pasthéwv, dates the first phase of Athenian history in deliberate y ede 

terms, because he is not interested in the doubtful personality of the individu 

kings before Theseus; Ph., by the words Kéxpoza - Guvouxíaat brings into ine ud 
the performance of the first king who, by a measure civilizing and peus e ia 

the same time (the creation of walled towns; see on F 93-98), — t ur y 
system of defence against enemies from outside. The reasons h. giv aca ^s 

and were made in the form of, a more or less detailed description e gical 
Middle Greece in primeval times. Thukydides was by no means indi а oie 
these; but he gives his account from a somewhat different angle ae ae е 

by synoikism; see 1, 2,6). 11) Seen. 10. Perhaps the od 2 Mor or al 
whether Kekrops was the founder of the earliest mÓAetG an ү E D dui 

Attica in all authors (apart from the Atthides). I do not ow 1 a and that 'Eot- 
a note to that purport is lacking in the Parian Marble A 1 (cf. n. 5 

19 
Jacoby, Fragm. Griech. Hist. III b (Suppl.) 
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x86woc (the founder of the Panathenaia) ’A@nvaloug dvéuace (ib. A 10; cf, Text P. 
397, 23 ff.). But Erichthonios and Erechtheus are two names of the same mythic 
person and I}. B 546/9 follows a tradition according to which Erechtheus was the 
primal king. Ancient research does not absolutely draw inferences so strictly; ү allows of a sequence of earth-born kings. Nor would the tradition of Theseus 
synoikism (if already known to this poet) create any difficulties in this respect, 
as the poet evidently speaks of the town of Athens (ёохт(џеуоу mrodleOpov), and as there is no obligation to interpret 350v 'Epex650c and xoüpot ' Aünvatov as referring to the region called 'A0zvat in Od. Y 273 (where the wording actually made diffi- culties: ' Aüjvac vy x&Oxe thv moar, tod< St Shuoug maptAtme Sud wAHO0c xd. Schol. A). 
Antiquity on the whole does not seem to have doubted the authenticity of B 
546/56 as a whole; they also let pass the verse about Aias B 557, strangely uncon- nected though it is. The dispute was only (to leave aside here Od. y 306/7; 80/1) about 558 otjoe &' &yov tv ’AOnvaloy lotavto páàayyeç (Strab. 9, 1, 10; Plutarch. Solon 10; Quintil. Inst. 5, I1, 40) which actually was not even accepted into the ‘Vulgata’ (Homeri versu, qui tamen ipse non in omni editione reperitur Quintil. l.c.; cf. Gnomon 1933 p. 126). But we do not know whether and what use the Atthido- graphers made of the whole passage. 12) It is exaggerated scepticism to doubt the mention of it by Ph. (Solders Die ausserstádt. Kulte und die Einigung Attikas, 1931, p. 111 ‘das zitat bricht offenbar mit der aufzáhlung der namen ab’); but the following short survey of the modttetat (actually only Demetrios of Phaleron and Aristion—from Poseidonios ?—with a concluding remark of Strabo) does not belong to him. Ph. was obliged to mention the synoikism, and he certainly recorded it as an act of Theseus, although it cannot be decided whether he anticipated here with a short reference, or whether Strabo's authority added it from the sub- Sequent description of the Synoikism, which cannot have been quite short. It must e.g. have mentioned the Xuvolxia. 13) Thukyd. 2, 16, 1. The stress lies on аотоуброн, which applies only to the ápyatot, whereas ol Ücepov, although retaining Ње обоа xatè Thv xópav as an É0oc, are citizens of the united state. The meaning is clear, but the succinct wording causes difficulties, and the text actually does not seem intact. One feels that Thukydides thought of the contrast with Sparta, which (later) he discussed in I, IO. 14) Twelve is the number of Ionian towns in Achaia (Herodt. 1, 145) and in Ionia (ibid.; Marm. Par. 27; al.). There were twelve old trittyes ('A0m. 21, 3) which are also called vn and ppatplat (ibid. F 5=F 385 Rose); the phylai before Kleisthenes were four (Herodt. 5, 66; 'A6r. 21, 2), the naucraries forty eight (4 x 12; see on Kleidemos 323 F 8). 15) In Theophrast. Char. 26, 6 (Theseus introduces ostracism and is himself its first victim; see on Androtion 324 F 6) the sentence containing the twelve towns is a 

ignominiose ejectus est per signa testarum, eandem legem primus ipse constituens— goes back to him. If that is the case the conception implied by this passage seems to differ fundamentally from that of (Thukydides-)Ph.: it attributes to Theseus what Ph. ascribed to Kekrops, viz. the gathering of the onopd8nv Càvrec into muni- cipal settlements, and it skips the existence of towns as old as Athens itself which (apart from the number of twelve) is well established historically. The purpose 
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of such an account can only be the increase of Theseus’ achievement, and in that case the conception cannot be late. Actually we find it in Isokr. Helen. 35 xal xpatov pay thy nÓXwy oxopáBny xol xarà хӧрас̧ оіхобсау elc tadtrov ouvayaydv xtA.; in Diod. 4, 61, 8 ёлірамёстатоу 8 соуєтел об т$ тоб Bijou бутас шхроўс рёу тоїс ueyéOcot Todods 8 tov dpiOudv petayayeiv ele tec *A@hvac; in Plutarch’s Theseus 24 шӣс пблєос ба. 8ўроу anépnve téwc onopd8ac Svtag xtA. Plutarch combines the account of Thuky- dides with this source, and all three writers draw a conclusion which slightly exaggerates the statement of Thukydides, viz. that the synoikism made Athens the greatest Greek town (ueylommy tév ‘Ednvi8wv Isokr.: peyéAn yevoutvn Thuk.). The observation is of interest mainly because it shows that seemingly quite ar- bitrary statements, usually first found in Theophrastos, are in fact earlier. 16) Gr. G.* II p. 82. The addition made in Staatskunde p. 775 under the influence of Wilamowitz ‘mit riicksicht auf die dreiteilung der 4 phylen’ is hardly an im- 
provement: at least Ph. did not know phylai and trittyes established by Kekrops 
(cf, Text P. 396, 9 ff.). 17) Ar. u. Ath, I p, 143; see also Ph.U. 1 p. 120 ff. 
18) ‘Die dreissig Trittyen des Kleisthenes’ Klio 33, 1940, p. 181 ff.; see also R E 
УП А 1, 1939, col. 335, 41 ff. I9) The proportion would become slightly 
more favourable if the boundary marker I G? I 901, re-read by Wade-Gery 
(Mélanges Glotz II, 1932, p. 886 f.; cf. Hommel /.c. P- 184 f.) would allow of sup- 
plementing Ze[xeAelo]v 82 трет[т®с] (Wade-Gery hesitates between ZE and TE, but 
expressly rejects IIE, which Hommel from the photograph declares to be ‘nicht ausge- 
schlossen"). In that case Dekeleia would have to be added to the six trittyes enumera- 
tedabove. 20) I do not feel able to acknowledge Aphidna as having ‘documentary 
evidence’, though this explanation by Kirchner of Hesych s.v. IIepo (c )iBat - t5; ' Ac- 
тост dyuog ev ’AgiSvats seems probable enough. 21) In my opinion, Hommel 
contradicts himself. If his general assumption is correct that ‘Kleisthenes auf alte, 
im volksbewusstsein eingewurzelte namen zurückzugreifen pflegte’ there would 
have been no reason for excluding from the list of the trittyes Kytheros ‘wohl 
(sic) als in spáterer zeit zu unbedeutend’, and even less Brauron because ‘durch 
ihn in Philaidai umbenannt'. What he remarks about Kekropia—which according 
to his thesis ought to have become town trittys of the Pandionis, but in the list 
of Kleisthenes this trittys is called Kydathenaion—seems quite wrong to me: 
'vielleicht verderbter, jedenfalls schwer identifizierbarer und als trittyenbezeich- 
nung sicher unbrauchbarer ortsbegriff'. Not one of these three epithets has even a 
semblance of justification; if argumenti causa one grants Hommel's thesis, the 
reason of excluding Kekropia ought to be quite different: Kleisthenes, for whom 
Kekropia did not mean the Akropolis only but the Akropolis with the city below 
belonging to it (cf. Thuk. 2, 15, 3), had to find a substitute, because he had already 
used the name of Kekrops for one of the upper units, the phyle Kekropis. He 
chose Kydathenaion, either because it actually meant 'Ehren-Athen' (Lolling 
Hellen. Landeskunde p. 309 n. 1 and many others), or because he understood it 

as having this sense. A popular etymology may be admitted, even if our phil- 
ologists reject the derivation from xü8og because the first vowel of Kuda@nvated¢ 
isshort in Aristoph. Vesp. 895 (see Wackernagel Glotta 14, 1925, p. 53 f.; Debrunner 

Indogerm. Forsch. 44, 1926, p. 136; Kretschmer Glotta 15, 1927, p. 158 ff.; and 
before them Aly Klio 11, 1911, p. 19 f., who connected it with x08d%o and gave 
the absurd interpretation ‘Scheltathener’). If Kretschmer is right in assuming 
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that the word is really an old, perhaps even pre-Greek name of a place—but his 
interpretation ‘Neben-Athen’ (*Ilapa6yvetov), ‘an der aussenseite von Athen (d.i. 
der Polis, dem burgfelsen, der von dem heiligtum der Athena hiess) gelegener 
Stadtteil' seems incredible to me, because it was the old city, not the Akropolis, 
that was called ” A@Fvor.—there might be another possibility, viz. that it азо: 
Kleisthenes but Ph. who changed the name: he needed Kexporta for the ‘main city’, 
the first of the twelve towns, because he called the region Attica (not Kekropia), 
and because he had to save up the name of 'A0zvat for the king who introduced 
the cult of Athena and/or the Panathenaia (cf. Text p. 397, 23 ff.). It would have 
been inconceivable, when names were first given, altogether to exclude the first 
king; also it is only natural that Ph. called the town founded by Kekrops Kekropia. 
But the whole question does, in fact, not concern us here; it arises only if one 
accepts the thesis maintained by Hommel. 22) Agora I 727 ed. James H. 
Oliver Hesperia 4, 1935, P- 5 ff. As Oliver inferred so much from the mention of the 
old Ionic tribe, noting also the difference that on the 15th all the vroBacirets 
shared in the sacrifice but at the Synoikia only the pvdoBacttedc of the Гел оутєс, 
it is surprising that he did not note the more important difference that (in an ap- 
parent contradiction) on the 16th the whole phyle sacrifices, but on the 15th one 
trittys only, and it is even more surprising that he has not a word to say about this trittys. A further interesting fact is that the phyle sacrifices to the Mpétptot 
Geol, and it is also important that it is the phyle of the Geleontes which alone Officiates, because this fact concurs with the position of this phyle at the head of the four old tribes (n. 23). Hommel overlooked the new evidence. 23) The sixteenth of Hekatombaion is the day of the Euvobua (Deubner A. F. p. 36); it is natural that the old phylai, or at least the first, have a share in the sacrifices. The new sacrificial calendar corroborates the leading position of the Geleontes, 
who are mentioned first in all enumerations (Herodt. 5, 66, 2; Eurip. Jon 1579 ff.; Pollux 8, 109). It seems to prove finally that the TeX£ovreg (although Телу occurs in Euripides; I think that Canter was right in altering) together with the explanation of them as yewpyol are a later hypothesis, starting somehow from the Egyptian theory of Plato Tim. p. 24 (cf. Hekat. Abd. 264 F 25 ch. 28, 4-5), which regards the phylai as castes, i. e. by using the fact that the term quA! was applied to other than political divisions, identifies 9vAal and Bio. This is one attempt at solving the numerous difficulties resulting from the introduction of Ion into the history of Athens (another arises from the existence of the four phylai on the one hand and the division of the realm into four parts by Pandion on the other; see F 107). Plutarch. Solon 23, 5 expressly attests the existence of various theories by 
the words хай тйс quA&c elolv ol Myovreg obx &т$ тфу "Тоуос̧ Обу 802° drò töv yevav ele & Sinpébnoay ol Blor «à прӧтоу dvoudobar, Tò uèv udywov “Ondntas xtA., whereas Strabo 8, 7, І Тоу... 8 прётоу piv єс тёттарас qudac Btetre Td 27006, elta elç tét- tapas Bloug- tobs piv yap yewpyotc @тё8є\$є, тоб 8& ёлшлоорүобс, toùç Sè leporototc, 

Bè vob; qUAaxag quite as distinctly combines the two, thus rendering obscure the relation of ouAat to Bio. We have quite clear statements both in Aris- totle— A6. 41, 2: róre (scil. Eri" Iovoc) Үйр протоу єіс тіс тёттарас ouvevennOnoay purds, xal tobs qulofacüéac xartatnsay (it is the проту џетёстасіс, which May very well have been the version of Ph. too)—and in Plutarch. Theseus 25, 2 (not deriving from Aristotle) where Theseus Tpartog d&roxplvac yuple єўпатрі8ас ха! yewpdpoug xal 
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„ен аш Sue distin (i.e, their Blot) to them. — 24) ‘Spuren des 
tee E aaten Attikas' Festschr. Bobrinsky, Petersburg 1911. 

in Russian; I gratefully use the report by Solders op. cit. p. 106 ff. — 25) 
Solders saw this, but did not stress the point sufficiently because he was more con- 
cerned with factual criticism of Loeper's theory. Those are different things. Cf. n. 33. 
26) One may mention that the autonomy of Eleusis had again become controversial 
at the time when Ph. worked on his Atthis; see Ferguson Hellenistic Athens p. 145 
n. 4; Beloch Gr. б. IV 1 p. 218 f. The twelve towns were founded simultaneously ; 
EN ed implicitly of the claims of Eleusis and of other demes to kings earlier 
jan Aktaios or Kekrops. Ph. may have discussed these claims in connexion with 

his rejection of the existence of Aktaios (F 92). 27) See Text p. 385, 28 ff. 

28) Aristot. 'A0x. F 5 (— F 385 Rose) which should be numbered F 2 because it 
refers to the ‘Ion’ stage indicated in ' A0r. 41, 2 as 'the first adjustment’ (Wade-Gery 
Cl. Qu. 25, 1931, p. 3). In regard to the subsequent discussion it must be remarked 
that Aristotle is said to have called the sub-divisions of the phylai tplrrvec, t6vn, 
and 9pap(at. 29) Drakon no. 344; Meliton no. 345. 30) Diodoros no. 372; 
Nikandros of Thyateira no. 343. Schol. Aristoph. Av. 645 say of Polemon: &vaypáget 

тоўс ёпоуошоос tav Shuwy xal qurdy. 31) As to the exaggerations of Wilamowitz 
see Althis p. 123 ff. But it seems to be a fact that phratries and clans played a 
subordinate role in the organisation of the state as depicted by the Atthidographers. 
This remains true even in face of F 35 (a digression) and of the possibility that ’A@r. 

F 5 derives from Androtion (Text р. 396, 11 #.). 32) Pollux 8, 109 триттдос 8 

ixáctne yévn teudxovta (= ’AOr. F 5). xal ai quAxl téws wiv ent Kéxporog hoav tét- 
sapes, Kexponic, Аотбудоу, Axtata, Пароліс · ёті 8 Кроухоб шетоуоџіс@тсау Keavale, 
'Ax0ic, Meoóvatx, Auxxplc Eri 8 "Еріубоміоо Лайс,’ А0туа{с, Посе: Хомс, Нфолстийс • ётё 
82 тау “Iwvos raidwv ent "EpexOéws Tedtovres, “Ondnrec, Alyuxdgets, "Apyaderg: el dé 

T' AXxpaíovoc 8£xx Ey£vovxo, ёх полу ёуоратоу ошѓуоо тӯ палолі (?) тоб ПоВіоо (= Ат. 
21, 6): "Ерєх@тіс̧, Kexponis xA. As the four phylai of Kekrops were known to Apollo- 
doros (244 F 185), the invention is not late, even if Aristotle did not know, or 

perhaps rather rejected, them. As to the others I do not venture an opinion, apart 

from the general statement that even palpable inventions may be quite early. 

33) Solders l.c. p. 111 already raised some objections against the material founda- 

tion of Loeper's thesis, which goes to demonstrate that the twelve towns of Ph. 
are distributed naturally over the Attic territory; that seven among them (Kekro- 

pia, Eleusis, Thorikos, Aphidna, Brauron, Sphettos, Kytheros) correspond to 

Mycenian settlements; that none of the other places where traces of Mycenian 

civilization have been found, was of sufficient importance to be called nó; that 

from those seven nédetc certainly cults have been transferred to Athens; that it is 

dubious what in the way of municipal cults had its origin from Sphettos, Kytheros, 

and Thorikos, but that Kephisia alone was not represented in the cult of the city. 

We cannot examine here the positive investigations of Solders, meant to replace 

the thesis of Loeper and mainly directed against the prevailing view of Ed. Meyer 

(G. d. A. II § 224) that ‘in Attika und nur in Attika sich der alte staat der myke- 

nischen zeit erhalten hat’ (an idea which in any case should not be supported by 

Tl. B 546 ff.). They have met with much approval. But if one has 'grundsátzliche 

bedenken' against the material used by Loeper and Solders (Latte Gnomon 8, 1932, 

P. 51 f.), I do not see how one can call the thesis itself 'sehr wahrscheinlich'. In 
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fact the alternative is not so strict as it appears; Ed. Meyer acknowledged 'mancher- 
lei spuren ursprünglichen sonderlebens der gaue’ (l.c. § 223). It is more a question 
of the degree of autonomy or ‘dispersion’. 34) See on F 107. 35) Herodt. 1, 171; Thukyd. r, 4; 8 (Aristot. Pol. 2, 7, 2 does not give names of peoples). Gen- erally, the Carians come to the Greek continent only when they are equated with the Lelegans, as they are by Herodotos (r, 171, 2 «5 yàp roiv £óvrec Mv xat- Tjxoot xal xoXeópevot A®eyes elxov rác vijoouc), but not by Hekataios (Strab. 7, 7, ra 1 F 119). Evidently these various theories existed already in the earliest Milesian 
genealogies and ethnographies (тоб 8& Лёүйс tuveç uiv To); abrobg Kapolv elxá- ovary, of 8% cuvolxouc uóvov xal ovotpanórtaç Strab. 7, 7, 2), although we cannot 
name their representatives. Herodotos supplies a ‘Cretan’ tradition (1, 171, 5 xat& Lèv 8) Карас обто Коўтес Atyoust yevécbat; 171, 2 бсоу хаї ёүб Suvards elut ent ua- xpétatov ёЕоо сдох &xof) of the Carians-Lelegans having been subjects to Minos and having provided the personnel of the Cretan war-fleet; and he opposes it to that of the 'Carians' according to which the Carians were attéyGove¢ }reiparat апа тб обубшхтъ тё «©ту «{єї 8ихурєФнєуо тё тєр убу. Їп Thukydides it always has been remarked that in 1, 4 he mentions the Carians only, in 1, 8 Carians and Phoenicians: his papriptov concerning Delos (1, 8, 1) also speaks of the Carians alone, and I have no doubt that he added the Phoenicians because of ‘Homer’ and the story of Kadmos. It is a fact that Thukydides often acknowledges epic tradition unless a special interest provokes his criticism. It is wrong, in my opinion, to draw historical inferences from this divergency (as e.g. Rhys Carpenter A. J. Ph. 56, 1935, p. 9 does: ʻin earlier Greek parlance Phoenician appears to be a synonym for Cretan or islander, or it may mean Carian’), nor does it indicate that the historian is rejecting other theories about the nationality of the islanders (as Classen-Steup® on 1, 8 believe). 36) In Herodotos’ view (n. 35) Minos and the island Carians are contemporaries; he consistently assumes that XPdver Gotepov mode Дорес 7t xol "Iovec expelled them from the islands (1, 171, 5). It agrees with this view that for him the population of Crete ‘in ancient times' consisted exclusively of barbarians (1, 173, 1) and that he obviously did not regard Minos as having been a Greek (1, 173; 7, 170/1). 37) There is, of course, this difference that the Atthidographer assigns the foundation of the méderg to a certain king whereas the historian in this early period avoids fixed dates, merely describing the general trend of development from тбл @тє(унтто xal xarà xóuae olxobuevat (1, 5, 1) to towns remote from the sea and to the later towns which éx' a5roic «oic alyu ot tel- Xeow txrilovto xal robs loðpoùç &reAáyBavov (1, 7; 1, 8, 3). But it should be taken into account that Thukydides speaks of Greece generally, Ph. of Athens only which belongs to the older cities founded 8 Thy Antotelav ènt word dvriloyovoav &md Өә24сотс роу. 38) Even the secondary Mivac b meétepog (Marm. Par. A 11) is assigned to a time as late as Pandion. It is uncertain whether he occurred in an Atthis; possibly Andron introduced him in order to solve the chronological diffi- culties (Marm. Par. p. 57 ff. Jac.; F Gr Hist II D p. 675 f). 39) Theseus ob- tained his naval staff from the Salaminian Skiros: F 111, 40) For Hellanikos £v Bowruaxoic (4 F 51) the loropía Schol. A IJ. B 494 4 Bowwtla tò npórepov ' Aov(a: ixa.- Acito @тф т@у жатошобуто»з ёз «т "Advev xr). unfortunately furnishes no certain evidence. Thukyd. 1, 12, 3, who in this part of the ‘Archaeology’ mainly follows Hellanikos, omitted the particulars of the early history of the country which he 
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calls Kadunls yñ. 41) Strabon 9, 2, 3 (cf. 7, 7, 1 = Hekataios 1 F 119) 1j 8' obv Botwtla прбтєроу џёу ord PapBdpwv chixeizo "Adve xal Tepulxwv, éx tod Louviov me- Travnuévov, xal A&£yay xal "Yávcov- elva. Dolvxec xth. Pausan. 9, 5, 1 (after the Ektenes and their king, the autochthon Овувоз, toorxloacbar é¢ thy ydpav “Lavras 
xal“Aovac, Boudtia éuol Soxetv yévn xal oóx érnrbdav dvðpórwv) contradicts, but he adds that Kadmos allowed the Aones yevoyévouc bras xavaueivat xal dvapryO7vat Toig Фому. He further adds that toic uiv обу “Aon xara xduas Ext hoav al 
olxjcers, Káðpoç 82 thy modw Thy xodovpévny Er xal ès hutic KaSpelav cuniaev. 
42) See оп Е оо-тот. 43) £.g. that Рһ. mentioned the tradition about the 
origin of the Aones from Sunion (n. 41), and that accordingly he made king Kekrops 
clear the country of barbarians; Strabo’s mavaaOat is too uncertain a foundation 
for such a conjecture. Also the tradition about Kekrops governing Boeotia (Strab. 
9, 2, 18) would be chronologically possible for Ph., if it arose at the time of 
Alexander; but we cannot prove that he shared that idea. 44) Bibl. 3, 177; 
179. 'Epty0óvtog 'A8nvaloug óvóuace (Marm. Par. A 10) may mean the extending 
of this name to the whole country (cf. the list Text p. 399). A m&vtag would have 
made it easier to understand the meaning, but for the ancient reader theIlavabhvar 
may have been sufficient. 45) Thukyd. 2, 15, 3 т 82 лр тоб ў ёхрбпомс ў Убу 
обаа пб Tj» xal td On’ adthy прёс убтоу uáMota tetpaypévoy does not assign a name 
to this earliest Athens, and for the equation of Kexponta with ’A@jvat there only 
exists Hellenistic and even later evidence. The former is ambiguous: see Kexpo- 
mínócv Kallimach. Hymn. Artem. 227 and Apoll. Rhod. 1, 95; 214, where the 
Scholia understand dnd tig "Attuxiic. The town is certainly meant by the heuremato- 
grapher of Pliny N. H. 7, 194 and in the 'Prropucf (Text p. 392, 32 ff.; Eustath. 
Dion. Per. 423 copies Strabo). In Eurip. Hik. 658 (and probably in Elektr. 1289 
Tpdc bx80v Kexponixc) Kexponia denotes the region, and in that sense the name is 
generally used (Marm. Par. A 1; Bibl. 3, 177; Steph. Byz. s.v. and others), just as 
KexportSa: in Herodt. 8, 44 and elsewhere usually denotes the inhabitants of 
Attica, not those of the Akropolis or the city (n. 53). 46) Plutarch. Theseus 24, 3 

xaradteas obv ta map’ £x&ctot, . .. . BouAcuTfpux . . . . , bv d8 morhoas drat xorvdv ёутоб- 
0a mputaveioy xal BovreuThptov Srrov viv putar Td Kou, Thy te xóAtv ' ABfjvac mpoonydpeuce 
xal Tlava@hvare Ouciav érolyce xowhv: bvce St xat Mertoixita (sic) xtA.; see Jacoby 
Marm. Par. p. 45 f. 47) Hellanikos 323 a F 2; Androtion 324 F 2; Marm. Par. 
A 10. Cf. Herodt. 8, 44, 2 éx8eEapévou 8& "Epex0£oz Thv ápyiv 'AO2vatot uevovou&- 
c01oav. 48) Bibl. 3, 179. 49) Cf. on F 93 Text p. 392, 6 ff. 50) Athenag. 
Pro Christ. 17 says of olive wood, assigning however its manufacture to as late an 

artist as Endoios. He confused the xaAatóv &yoAua with the Ka6nu£vr dedicated by 
Kallias (Pausan. r, 26, 4), hardly with the sitting Athena Polias of Erythrai (id. 

7, 5, 9). 51) Hesych. s.v. Kexponin: ’A@hvy is corrupt, and Cobet’s Kexports 
is hardly correct; nor can I G? I 688 (see Lauffer A. M. 62 p. 85) be supplemented 

thus. 52) 244 Е 185. The use of etymology in explaining the name of a place 
is in itself not impossible for Ph. (see e.g. F 25; 29), but it is rare compared with the 
derivation from an eponymous hero. ^ 53) The context requires the names to 
be referred to the inhabitants of the region, not to those of the city. But the series 
is neither complete nor systematic. At least Kpavaot fits much better the inhabi- 

tants оё {һе тб, the walls of which were generally believed to have been built 
by the Pelasgians. On the other hand, according to Herodotos the Athenians are 

p 
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altogether a Ileàxoyıxòv čðvoç (see on F 99-101). For Kexponiðaı see Eurip. P. hoen. 
855; Ion 296; Aristoph. Eq. 1055; Plut. 773; and cf. n. 45. 54) Cf. Eust. Dion. Per. 423 (where the Mss. have Méou &Aov x1A.). Strabo does not give a historical 
sequence of the names of Athens (or Attica), as Herodotos does. As shown also by 
the introductory remark полу 8° àv mielwv £Un Aóyoc, el robs dpynyétas tod xtlopatos erator we, ápEduevoc án Кёхротос̧, od? yap dpolws Aéyouow dnavtes it is evident that Strabo abbreviated rather superficially a collection of the entire material by 
a grammarian. I have not much doubt that it was Apollodoros (cf. 244 F 185). 

1) Marm. Par. A 4; Strab. 9, 4, 2; Pausan. 1, 18, 8. 2) Pindar. Ol. 9, 45- 
3) Pausan. 1, 18, 7 xal àéyovot perà thy ёлорВріоу тђу ёлі ДеохоЛіоуос̧ сорВбсоу 
Флоррођуоі табтт. тд бор, foBadrovol тє ёс афт буй пбу ётос̧ #\фіта лорбу рит 
ul€avtes. The connexion of the chasm with the flood may be older although the 
attitude of Theopompos raises doubts also in this respect; it is certainly not ori- 
ginal. 4) See e.g. on 325 F 14; 25; 26. 5) It 'was situated not far from the 
present temple' of the Olympian Zeus (Pausan. 1, 18, 8). There is no need to doubt 
its existence, the occupant may have been one of the many heroes without a name 
who are designated merely by the indication of a place. 6) Cf. Plato Krit. 
112 D in the same sense: nAñðoç 8è Stapudattovres бт раста tabtov abrav elvat 
mpd¢ tov del ypdvov dvSpav xai Yovarxdyv, 7d Suvatdv modeuetv fjv xal tò ёти, пері 800 
pddtota Bvtac pupiddac. Concerning the normal number of citizens see on F 119, about Kekrops as the regulator of marriage see on F 93; 96. Ph.s hero of civilization 
may very well have introduced monogamy, even if Ph. did not explain duns 
from that innovation. 

1) Porphyr. De abst. 4, 22 тӧу тојуџу *"AGhyyct vouobetay Tpimrércuov пхоћолб- татоу пареХфореу, пері об "Ершилтпос ё В Пері тӧу уородєтбу үрќфє: табта · фасі 82 хо Триттблєроу 'A8nvaiow; vouoürzzsat, xal tov vóucv abtod tpetc Ett Sevo- храттс̧ & ФіЛбсофос̧ Мүғє. Stapéverv "EXevoive todcde- Yovetc tidy, Beodg xaprotc үм», Care uy olvecbar. That Triptolemos was the earliest lawgiver is a ten- dencious exaggeration of Porphyrios who preferred him because he prescribed purely bloodless sacrifices, whereas Buzyges only prohibited the killing of the Вобс ápor?p. But Triptolemos evidently became a rival of Buzyges also in regard to legislation as early as the fourth century, and Hermippos made a chronological Series of the rivals given by tradition. 2) Herakleid. II. лхомт. 1, 5; 7. This epitome does not mention Kekrops and Buzyges, jumping from the 2& ápy? Baowsia at once to Ion. We should expect the mention of Buzyges if the source had had it. The sarcasm of Aristotle—-rod< *A@rvaloug ebpyxévar mupods хо уброос, dà mvpotc нё» урїобап, vóuors è uh (Diog. Laert. 5, 17)—does not mention any names; we cannot deduce from the sequence whom he meant, and whether he connected the inventions chronologically. 3) Cf. on F 94-98. 4) Hesych. S.v. Bovduync- pws *"Attixéc, & mp&tog Bote tnd &potpov CedEac; Schol. Aischin. 2, 78; Agallis Schol. T I]. X 483; Lex. rhet. P- 221, 8 (Et. M. s.v. Boutvyíz); Plin. N. H. 7, 199. In spite of F 97, this does not prove a rivalry with Kekrops. There is, or there may be, rivalry where Buzyges’ one great achievement towards civilization is allegorically referred to marriage (Plutarch. Coni. Praec. 42 p. 144 AB; about the priesthood of Zeus Teleios in the clan see Toepffer 4. G. p. 145 f.). 5) Schol. Sophokl. Ant. 255; Clem. Al. Strom. 2, 139, 1; Proverb. App. 1, 61. Without a name but said to be Attic: Diphilos II 561, 62 K; Varro De r. y. 2, 5, 4; Cicero De off. 
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z dades dd "m 5, 14. See also Bernays Ges. Abh. I p. 277 ff.; Toepffer A.G. 
6) Adian ens di Kern, Deubner and others do not yield anything beyond. 

ambiguous term in а оя dee убров, but wins ап 

either a mistake or a confusion vith d оз. Varro's words capite sanxerint are 

т} The: criticism of Accius by modern шкы ae 
words maxime Athenae point ed А ош dec do Mte se ed 
that Accius 'seinem momentanen zweck zuli nds iia eue io Es getaxithellenieciten ae Н eck zuliebe das fest iibertreibend zu einem 
КОРСЕ Мыл Ti empelt’ (Max. Mayer Rosch. Lex. II 1 col. 1512; Preller- 

nt ыі аа vacuas aed ae speak (Pohlenz N. Jahrb. 1916 I p. 552) 

römischen Saturnalien орана ae ead ae a € = 
Accius, in fact, does not sa hi 7 pi j s re гс ; di Romanisti cat y anything about a ‘Panhellenic’ festival, and theories 
Шы nstitutions actually or allegedly transferred from Greece usually confine 

mselves to one example determined locally. In the description of Accius the 
mos illinc traditus of cum. famulis epulari tallies precisely with the cum servis 
vesci of Ph. Also, maxima pars Graium is not simply wrong. Apart from similar 
customs in other cults (n. 2), there must have been Kpéwea in all Ionian towns 
which have a month Kronion (n. 4). They are further attested for Thebes (Ps. 

Plutarch. Vita Homeri 1, 4) and Rhodes (Porphyr. De abst. 2, 54; for the later 
authors it is of no importance whether the cult is a Greek one). 2) He quotes 

from the Pergamenian Karystios a ‘Epyatwv éopr) in Crete and an anonymous 
festival in the month Geraistios at Troezen; from Berossos and Ktesias the Babylo- 

nian Sakaia ; from Makareus (456 Е 1) a festival of Hera at Kos (the exemplum e 

contrario—for here slaves are excluded—proves that Athenaios or his epitomator 
abbreviated the source severely); from Baton of Sinope (268 F 5) the Thessalian 

Peloria. 3) This is all the less probable as the source was evidently concerned 
not with certain cults but with the position and the treatment of slaves. It can 
hardly be accidental that Macrobius (1, 11, 2-45) inserted a detailed digression 
De servis. I suppose that the quotation from Ph. (attached somewhat loosely to 
the end of 1, 10) belongs to this context. We have no further description of the 
Kronia from heortological literature, there are only succinct mentions: Schol. 

Demosth. 24, 26 (Phot. Suda s.v.) Kpévix- ёортђ &youtvn Kpóvar xal Mntpl tév бебу; 

Hesych. s.v. Kpówa- ѓортђ ‘ExatopBatéivos pyvdc Kpévor * *; Schol. Aristoph. 

Nub. 397 Ест 82 Крбма парй тоїс "Ето toph- fjyero Bà 'Exaroufatàw. uml. 

Mentions in other literature are not frequent either: Aristoph. Nub. 398 & pape od 

ха} Кроуќоу Slav хо Веххес тує (ће ѕате as 984 dpyaid ye xal Auronosn xal 

tettiyoav dváueota xal Kyxelðov xal Bouvpovlwv); Machon in Athen. 13, 44 P. 

581A. 4) Demosth. 24, 26. Schol. Aristoph. Nub. 397 and Hesych s.v. Kpóviæ 

mention the month only. ‘Nach der lage im monat gehört das fest zu dem ältesten 

festkreis’ Nilsson R E XI col. 1975. About the ‘sinnvolle anordnung’ which Wila- 

mowitz Sb. Berlin 1929 p. 37 f. (= KI. Schr. V 2) found in the sequence Kronia- 

Synoikia - Panathenaia I have some doubts. 5) Plutarch. Theseus 12, 2 (who 

aggravatingly quotes anonymously) Ayépat pev ody dySén Aéyetar (Theseus) 

Кроміоо рцубс, ёу viv ‘ExaropBatdva xadoton, xatedOeiv. Et. M. p. 321, 4 ‘Exa- 

TouBardyv: .... Кроуќоу прбтєроу (прӧтоу Et) xaAoópevog &mó «fg үуорќутс tät 

Kpéver Guotag: "Exarougaiv 8& dvóuacra (ik và ToU 'АлбААоуо босо. The list 
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of the Athenian months in Tzetz. ad. Hesiod. Opp. 502 opens with ‘ExatopBatav, 
Anvardv, Kpoviev; it contains thirteen names, and Metageitnion is lacking. There 
is no more evidence for Athens, but a month Kronion does occur in some Ionic 
calendars (to which that of Kolophon must now be added: Meritt A. J. Ph. 56, 
1935, p. 377), Corresponding as to its time with Skirophorion, or in some places, 
as it seems, approximately with Boedromion (Bischoff R E XI col. 1978 no. 4). 
This evidence provides slight (if any) support for modern theories (Ph. must not 
be quoted as a witness; see n. 6) that in the early Attic calendar the Kronia was 
celebrated earlier (in Anthesterion) or at some time later; it perhaps provides 
stronger support for the assumption that an Attic Kronion had actually existed. It might be asked whether Solon made changes when he introduced Apollon Patroos and assigned to him a politically important position (Aithis p. 40). The 
exegetai may have preserved the memory of such a change, but the scanty remains 
of the books Ilept uyvav and kindred subjects do not yield any parallels. 6) 
About the sources of Macrobius and the use he made of them see particularly Wessner R E XIV col. 182 ff.; 190 ff. The quotation from Ph. is guaranteed by 
its very position (n. 3). The objections of Seeliger (Rosch. Lex. VI col. 389 n. 1) to whom 'es scheint dass Macrobius oder seine rómische quelle zwar irgendwo eine 
berufung auf Ph. gefunden, aber mehr die Saturnalien als die Kronien beschrieben 
habe' do not touch the core of the matter. The equation of Ops with Rhea is not at 
all 'surprising'. The goddess of the rich harvest, who in cult was connected with 
Consus, was grouped together with Saturnus by all Roman theologians of the com- 
parative school (Wissowa Rosch. Lex. III I COl. 391 f.; R. K.! p. 204) ; Saturno et орі is 
the translation of Kpóvox xoi 'Péat, I do not see what would be proved for the descrip- tion of a Roman festival if pro Jove Terraque contradicted Paus. 1, 18, 7; whether it actually is the case is discussed in the Text. There remains the statement of the time to which exception has frequently been taken (see also Nilsson R E XI col. 
I975) because frugibus et fructibus iam coactis provides some difficulties if the Kronia was celebrated in Hekatombaion. Unless we content ourselves with ack- 
nowledging the preference of the Roman translator for ‘zweigeteilte ausdriicke’ {as for instance Deubner A. F. p. 153 does; see e.g. Macrob. 1, 11, 19), in which case we could assume it to be the translation of a Philochorean peta thy cvyxonidiy тӧу xapràv, we cannot solve this particular problem from the Roman but only 
from the Greek side: the Saturnalia fall in December, and they are a festival not Of harvest but of midwinter (a Julfest), whereas Ph. at least assumed that the Kronia, which fall in midsummer, were a harvest festival. Wilamowitz (l.c. p. 37). it is true, remarks on this point ‘welche verkehrtheit in Attika mitte Juli an ein erntefest zu denken’, but the matter is not so simple as that if the fruits of trees were considered as well. Moreover, the fixation of the festival on the twelfth of Hekatombaion by the calendar of Solon is not the original date; the end of harvest can anyhow not be fixed by the calendar, nor is the assumption justified that a harvest festival must be celebrated on the last day of the harvest. In any case, the term (if it comes from Ph.) di oes not prove that Kekrops ordered two festivals ‘nach der kornernte und nach dem einnehmen der baumfriichte’ (A. Mommsen Feste p. 34), nor is it correct that Ph. ‘damit wohl andeuten wollte, dass das fest ursprünglich spáter gefeiert wurde' (Pohlenz R E XI col. 1984). ‘Indications’ like that do not occur; Ph. always marks distinctions of that kind clearly by a viv or 
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by a relative clause in the im perfect (F 94). There is only one explanation: Ph., who stated the absolute dates of the festivals in Ilep} goptav, may have contented 
himself in the Atthis (where the innovation of Kekrops mattered, not the date) with a general characterization of the harvest festival peta thy xaprdv (xal &xpo- 8рооу) соүхошду. І до поё теап #0 prove by this argument that the Kronia 
actually was a harvest festival, and not rather the festival of the highest god in the 
first month of the year. 7) For the thesis of ch. 1, 10 is that apud maiores nostros 
Saturnalia die uno finiebantur. In the same way the Greek sources mention one 
day only for the Kronia. 8) See Text p. 397, 39 ff. 9) See Text p. 391, 
38 ff. Io) See on F 94. 11) L.c. p. 36. 12) ёст 88 dpyata èv tõ repipó- 
Aet Zeb yarxotg, xal vad Kpóvov xal 'Péac, xai тёцєзос «Ig» [ту] (Leake, Letronne) éxbàmow "Олоџтіос- ёутабда бсоу ёс пўҳоу tb Eapog Séomxe, xal 
Myoomt peta thy exouBplav thy ёпі ДеохоЛіоуос̧ сорВӣсау únoppuňvar табтпь тё 
bwp .... (8) tod Ss "Oxuumíou Atbc AeuxaAMawa olxoSousjoxt A£youct td dpyatov 
lepóv, onueiov &xogaívovteg . . .. тбфоу тоб vaod tod viv ob odd &orovnxóra. (9) 
*Adptavds 8% xatecxevdcato џіу ха! 80а ' A8nvatotc, vxbv "Hpac xal Auc Tlaveddnvlov 
xTÀ. Lex. rhet. p. 273, 20 Bkr Kpóviov réurvog* v6 mapà b vüv 'OXoumtov кёр оо 
Мутрокоо тоб ёу “Aypat (Wachsmuth éyop& o). The evidence of Pausanias is 
definite and cannot be doubted as far as it regards the place of the temple of Kro- 
nos, for he had seen the precinct himself. Whether the téyevoc of Kronos ‘zum teil 
ausserhalb des bezirks gelegen haben muss’ (Hitzig-Bluemner I 1 p. 215; not 
very clear Judeich Topogr.? p. 385) may remain open; it is of no importance for 
us. 13) A. F. p. 152 n. 9. Other explanations are altogether impossible as far as 

Ph. is concerned: Eitrem R E XI col. 123 ‘nach Ph. hat Kekrops zuerst in Attika 
einen altar für Kronos und Rhea errichtet “und die beiden gottheiten als Zeus und 
Rhea verehrt” ’; Pohlenz l.c. p. 553 n. 2 ‘natürlich kann auch die angabe nicht etwa 
so gemeint sein, dass Kekrops den kult des Zeus ausschloss; vielleicht schwebt 

sogar vor, Kekrops habe Zeus als “Tratoç <see Text p. 404, 22 ff. beżeichnet, 
weil er unter ihm auch Kronos verehrte’. Just this exclusion of Zeus is a fact: 
according to Ph. no cult of Zeus and not even of Athena existed in ex d s o5 

Kekrops (see Text р. 392, 6 ff.; 398, 5 ff.). 14) In this eie Я с 

may have spoken about Deukalion’s stay in Athens. 15) We may eh ч 
antiquated the theories which explain Kronos as developed from the ер! с 5 

Zeb; Кроміоу, Кроу!8тс (Welcker Griech. Gétterlehre I p. 140) or from p E 
of the Keóva (Buttmann M ythologus YI p. 30), although ат Е 8 

the former notion (Sb. Berlin 1929 = Ki. Schr. V 2 р. 157 #.). ae dec 
course, the equation of Kpdvog with Xpévoc, which though d in dr 
impossible, but his fundamental objection, the ‘patronymic (see fared = icm 
4th. П р. 180 n. 26), does not justify his conclusions, if ee ifs 
"AnGAcv AqrolBn;. The name of the Lykian god very aguan y LEM 
his mother, to the Greek god early theological speculation Е речат ny 
to characterize his position among the gods; and starting i 16 Ti жа ады: 
venture an inference as to the former importance of Kronos. t ae Maye Ды 

that ‘die bezeichnung face; bei Kronos stereotyp zu wc tih oe ое сого 
col. 1458; Pohlenz /.c. p. 562 who, or so it seems to me, is quite n Pdilen 

ion). ion i the older god is pre-Greek (as Pohlen 
Solution): The pnly: trne question i Ta jection. on principle against and many others think) or whether he is not. The obj , 
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the majority of the attempts to determine his nature is that every real god is, in 
fact, more or less universal; the winds Statatrew (Hesiod Th. 74; 885), still living 
in the labels of modern handbooks, is merely a result of religious speculation 
(though it is very old) and of epic poetry. For Kronos even ‘divinity of vegetation 
(Farnell Cults I p. 29) is too narrow a conception; still more so are the ideas of the 
‘freundliche, heitere erntegott’ (Pohlenz Lc. p. 557; 594), which lays too great a Stress on the Attic Kronia, or of the 'segenspendende gott der erdentiefe' (Ed. Meyer 
Genethliakon Robert 1910 = Ki. Schr. II p. 15 ff.), built up on the largely specul- 
ative myth of the Titans. The widest conception of Kronos as the god of the 
weather, not so very different from Zeus, who is enthroned on the height of the 
mountains (Pohlenz /.с. р. 558; 590) probably comes as near to truth as we can get. 
Seen from Ph.s Atthis (who may have dealt with Kronos in other books, too; see 
on the rather doubtful F 175), the question about the Kronia is more important 
than that about its god. Since Mommsen's Heortologie, 1864, p. 78 íf.; 108 ff. (see 
also Feste, 1898, p. 159) doubts of the antiquity of the Athenian Kronia have spread. 
He assigned the festival to the time of Peisistratos, and in consequence the deriva- 
tion of the Athenian Kronos from Olympia and of the Olympian from Crete has 
become popular (Preller-Robert Gr. M yth. I* p. 51 f.; Farnell Cuits I p. 3of., and 
others). Even Pohlenz, though strongly protesting against the Cretan thesis (l.c. 
P- 567 ff.; cf. p. 591 n. 1; R E XI col. 40 ff.; cf. on Istros 334 F 48), makes a com- 
promise concerning Attica that ‘Peisistratos den kult aus Olympia übernommen 
hat’, ‘aber schon lange auf dem lande das fest der Kronien gefeiert wurde'. The 
improbability of this compromise seems obvious to me. At least, I do not understand 
how one can infer from the position of the temples (Preller-Robert /.c.) that the 
Athenian cult of Kronos had come from Olympia in the train of Zeus for whom Peisistratos intended to build a temple. Zeus Olympios of Peisistratos is rather 
'the Olympian' than the 'Zeus from Olympia', and under the Olympieion of 
Peisistratos the substructions of an earlier temple were found (Judeich Topogr.* Р. 382 f.). I am surprised that as yet nobody inferred from Thukyd. 2, 15, 4 that the temple of Kronos-Rhea was not built until the fourth century. Pausanias talks about his own time only, and he jumps back from Hadrian to Deukalion, but from his statements about the precinct of Zeus, the extent of which in the time of Pei- 
Sistratos cannot be determined, it would be a far more probable inference that the first temple for Zeus was built near to the temple (altar) of his ‘father’. There is at least nothing to tell against the supposition that Kronos actually is older in 
Athens than Zeus who was not very important there, nor very old (apart perhaps from some clan cults on the Akropolis with which I hope to deal in connexion 
with the ritual of the Buphonia). The ént Kpdvov Btoc (Aristot. 'A0x. 16, 7) really 
ought not to be used as an argument in this context. 16) Here one may adduce the ёлі Kpévov Blog as being proverbial and frequently described by comic poets who, on the other hand, favoured formations with -xpovog to express something 
very old, simple-minded, and foolish. Moreover, it is not very credible that the cult of Kronos was confined to the summer festival in which Accius was inter- ested. A sacrificial calendar of Imperial times, private, it is true, (Z G? II 1367, 23) notes in Elaphebolion Koóvat zóravoy Swdexóuparov xaðhuevov tm[rAá]oeg (suppl. Paton) Boŭv yornuatov буюте[оӨє]тёс̧; and the place of Kronion and Kronia in calendars outside Athens allow us to infer a more complete cycle of festivals. 
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17) Ifany they can have had none but local and private cults. Itis probably not acci- 
dental that the dpyaétepor Tertives (F 74) were mentioned in the Tetrapolis, not in the Atthis, which did not begin until Kekrops. 18) The custom (or similar ones) was not confined to the Kpéve. The Xóeç also was a festive day for the slaves (п. 3 on F 84), and Dikaiopolis (Aristoph. Ach. 249 Í.) celebrates petà «àv olxeróv và xxv &ypooe Atovóctx. Making a subtle distinction Plutarch Non osse 16 p. 1098 B Says ol Gepdnovtes Stav Kodvia Šeinvõow 7| Atovóoux xat' &ypbv &cot mtpuóvtec. About the same liberty in very different cults outside Athens see n. 2. There are numerous occasions (particularly, it is true, at rural festivals) —and Ph. was a man 
to observe them— when the old community of the house, the Roman familia, be- comes apparent; Horace's description of the harvest festival—agricolae Prisci, 
fortes parvoque beati, condita post frumenta levantes tempore festo corpus et ipsum ani- 
mum spe finis dura ferentem, cum sociis operum pueris et coniuge fida Tellurem porco, 
Silvanum lacte piabant—calls to mind Ph.s Kronia in more than one point. It does 
mean carrying contempt of ethnology and actual life too far to find the significance 
‘der ionisch-attischen Kronia einfach und klar’ in the wish that 'die menschen für 
einen tag das selige leben führen wollten, wie es in dem goldenen zeitalter unter 
Kronos gewesen war’ (Wilamowitz l.c. P. 37; see also Gi. d. Hell. II p. 126). Even 
more mistaken, in my opinion, is the notion (Ar. «. Ath. I p. 119 n. 31) ‘dass die 
sklaven an den Kronia frei haben, ist auch nur ein zug der ‘‘kyklopischen” zeit ohne 
gesellschaftsordnung’. The conception of the Kronia as a tendencious festival, 
created in order ‘to present, so to speak, dramatically the ideal time of innocence’, 
was introduced by A. Mommsen in his Heortologie, which has influenced Wila- 
mowitz frequently and not always quite happily. The contradiction of Max. Mayer 
4c. col. 1515 made but little impression. 19) This becomes evident if we look 
at any of the numerous descriptions of the golden age, or read what Bernays 
(Theophrastos' Schrift über Frümmigheit 1866) says about the conception of primeval 
times by historians of civilization and philosophers of the fourth century. It is 
unnecessary to follow up here the development of ideas about the golden age, but 

it is worth while to stress ever and again the fact that the dating ot uiv éxl Kpóvou 

Joxv in Hesiod's Erga 111 is an Orphic interpolation; this is proved (for those 
who need a proof for things like these) by the verses 169-169e, preserved in the 
Scholia of Proklos and in a Geneva papyrus. See also Farnell Cults I p. 31 ‘neither 
the cults nor the monuments recognize that aspect of him (sci. Kronos) familiar 

in poetry, as the god of the golden age’. 20) See e.g. Wilamowitz Ar. u. Ath. II p. 
175 f. about tombstones of slaves. 21) The Buphonia legend may have furnished 

an opportunity. See also on F 98. In any case, Ph. could hardly avoid a discussion 
of this question in ITepl 8uctóv. 22) See on F 93 (Text p. 392, 6 ff.). : 23) 
Pausan. 1, 26, 5; 8, 2, 2-3; see n. 17 on F 93. Pohlenz /.c. 553 confuses things not 

connected; it is quite inappropriate to call Kekrops ‘den attischen Numa’. 24) 
About the notice that he did not yet use wine in sacrificing see n. 17 on F 93. 
25) Diodor. 5, 56, 5-6; cf. on Zenon of Rhodos 523 F 1. 26) Pausan. 1, 27, I 
хеїтоц 8ё by cx vai Tf Hodddog ‘Epyiic EbAov, Kéxporog elvat Acyópevov åváðnua, 

brd х048оу ророќупс о сбуоттоу. І does not matter here whether Elderkin Hesperia 

10 p. 122 is right in suggesting that ‘the figure did not represent Hermés: Int 
Aphrodite in the form of a herm (for a herm of Aphrodite from the Agora see Shear 
Hesperia 8 p. 239)’. 
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98 1) The primeval men of Demokritos hunt missilibus saxis et magno pondere 
clavae (Lucret. 5, 975), and arma antiqua manus wngues dentesque. [uerunt | et 
lapides et item silvarum fragmina rami | et flamma alque ignes, postquam. sunt 
cognita primum; | bosterius ferri vis est aerisque reperta (id. 1283 ff.; cf. Horat. 
Sat. 1, 3, 100 ff.; Plin. N. H. 7, 200 proelium Afri contra Aegyptios primi fecere 
fustibus, quos vocant Phalangas). We have no reason to doubt that Ph. knew Demo- 
kritos' account or others like it of the general development of civilization. 2) 
Ct. P. Ox. 1241 col. II 25/6 "Ari; 6 Qopové Еос хай Séppacr drAloag rods pe 
аотоб (сЁ, п. 6). Bvror obviously means the spear (in spite of the evidence in п. 3); 
the earliest soldiers of Argos were armed just like those of Kekrops. There is no 
doubt that Ph. ascribed both inventions to Kekrops: he was the first to create a 
(territorial) army. 3) Nec rudis infestis miles radiabat in armis, | miscebant usta 
praelia nuda sude Propert. 4, 1, 27/8; non iam certamine agresti | stipitibus duris 
agitur sudibusve praeustis, | sed ferro ancipiti decernunt Vergil. A. 7, 523/5. 4) 
P. Ox. 1241 col. IV ro ff.: before the invention of tevyn by Ares or the Cyclopes of 
Euboia тфу лрбтєроу čvðpórwv Sopas td cHua oxenatévrwv. The Egyptians, to 
whom the invention of én)« is also ascribed, protect themselves Sopaic ibid. IV 
33 ff. 5) The linguistical as well as the factual explanation is disputed (Rhianos 
wrote Bà), but there can be no doubt about the antiquity of the line. 'Ist es ein 
uraltes liedchen zum waíffentanz?' Güntert Kalypso, 1919, p. 207. 6) And of 
course the East competes with Greece: P. Ox. 1241 col. II 21 otpaténedov mpatov 
состісасдо Аүєтох ’А[сіо}с, &o' oÙ xal thv ’Aciav Qxolv npocayopeúeoðat (cf. 
prima galeritus posuit praetoria Lygmon Propert. 4, 1, 29) + otpatdv 8& ёЁўүаүєу 
“Атас ó Dopwvéwç Evrog xal 8ёррас, ónAloaç toùç wer’ абтоб- nóňcpov ð èupúňtov 
mp@tov eeveynety AEyovaw 'Ayhvopa notuéva<ç> ouvayayóvra xal Ilehxoyðı éncdé- 
uevov. Ibid. col. V 12 йстї8х 82 трфтос Aéyetar Aavaòdg ele “Apyos xoplaa co Sé тмєс̧ 
totopoicw, mpdtog xatecxevecato "Ахрісіос̧ ёу "Арүє, лолєрђсас̧ прьс̧ Проїтоу тӧу 
&BeApóv- Qo. BÉ oacw od тӧу "Ахріслоу Ф208 Проїтоу &стідас̧ ёу "Арүє. хата- 
oxevdcacbar, xal tabtag Euhivaçe ol &è xov Фотіда прӧтоу лосасдх: Порріу 
Өєрџаіоо Крўта xtA. Plin. N. H. 7, 200 clupeos invenerunt Proetus et Acrisius (v; 
acritus, caritus Plin) inter se bellantes, sive Chalcus Athamantis filius (Euboea). 
7) See on F 97. A sentence like that of Nilsson (Gr. Feste p.16 n. 1) 'die menschen 
unter Kekrops sind vegetarianer' is due to the wrong generalization that the age 
of Kronos is the golden age. 

99—101 1r) Otherwise almost nothing has been preserved: in Kleidemos 323 F 16 the Pelasgians can unhesitatingly be supplied as the subject. That the Atthis used by the Marm. Par. mentioned them is made probable by the form Ileħxoyixòv teïxoç 
(A 45). The collective quotation Strabo 5, 2, 4 (= 329 F 1) probably is Ph. and supple- ments F 99 (see Text p. 419, 2 Íf.); it occurs at the end of the section among the additions to a long quotation from Ephoros (7o F 113) who knows of Pelasgians in all parts of the Greek world, but Strabo's excerpt does not mention Athens. 
Pherekydes, though generally full of Athenian matter, yields nothing about the 
Pelasgians of (in) Athens. For Hellanikos see n. 35 and on F 99. 2) Here already we meet with the difficulty that we have to distinguish the Pelasgian race as a whole from the Athenian wall-building Pelasgians. For the latter no date is given either in the Parian Marble or in Kastor's Attic list (250 F 4) or in Eusebios' Chronicle, and Pausan. 1, 28, 3 merely says xoré. Herodotos is vague in all his 
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to the third cre after the expedition of the Argonauts, on the basis of the yrene (as Ed. Meyer Forsch. I Pp. 7 did; Myres J. H. St. 27, 1907, » з calculated their time even more accurately) is ДОШ ү. Herodotas чайыр ы to make the inhabitants of Lemnos Pelasgians (see Text P- 410, 13 ff.). e may correct for Hellanikos, and it is further possible that Ephoros (Strabo o, 2, 3; Vell. Paterc. L, 3, 1; see n. 16) in his history of Boeotia (70 F 119) dated the story of the building of the wall at the time of the Aeolian migration on the basis of Herodotos’ equation; if he did he would have brought the Pelasgians from Boeotia to Athens (n. 16), assuming them to be the wall-builders who were later expelled to Lemnos from Attica. This might also explain their position in the list of thalassocracies, the successive holders of sea-power (Diodor. 7, 11, and on that passage Burns J. H. St. 47, 1927, P- 165 ff.), which opens with Lidi ef Macones, Pelasgi, Thracii. But these arguments are not binding for the Atthidographers who reject primeval Pelasgians in Attica (see Text p. 418, 9 ff.); they may quite well have dated the wall-builders under the first king and founder of the old róg 
(F 94), somewhat later than the pre-Kekropian Pelasgians of Herodotos and ap- 
proximately at the time when the Pelasgians of Hellanikos (see on 4 F 4) migrated 
to Italy and became Tyrsenians. 3) As to modern literature it is sufficient here 
to mention the fundamental treatise of Ed. Meyer Forsch. z. alt. Gesch. I, 1892, p. 
1 ff. (see also G. d. 4.1 I 2, 1909, $ 507) and F. Schachermeyr Etrusk. Frithgesch., 
1929, p. 253 ff.; R E XIX 1, 1937, col. 252 ff. Meyer established the correct principle 
that 'der bestand an wirklich volkstümlicher tradition weit geringer, an indivi- 
dueller erfindung und umgestaltung weit grósser ist als man gewóhnlich glaubt'; 
he gave us a history of the tradition and of the work done by ancient scholars, 
opening with the genealogical epos which 'das ganze material wieder und wieder 
umgestaltet und z.t. erst geschaffen hat'. The outcome, the correctness of which 
Seems to me incontestable in the main lines, is 'dass es in wirklichkeit Pelasger riur 
in Thessalien gegeben hat, in der fruchtbaren Peneiosebene, die danach «das. 
pelasgische Argos» und später Pelasgiotis heisst’. He admits that there also were 
Pelasgians in Crete (Od. « 175/7; occasional doubts of this evidence, as uttered 

*.. by Beloch Gr. G.3 I 2 p. 46 ff. and Schachermeyr i.c. p. 231; 266 seem to me to. 
lack foundation; but the equation of the Cretan Pelasgians with the Philistines is very 
uncertain; see Ed. Meyer G. d. 4.3 II t, 1928, p. 218 n. 3), but in his opinion Pelas- 
gians at Dodona can hardly be accepted as proved by I/. II 233/5 (I should not 
contradict if anybody valued this evidence more positively). Thus it is that practi- 

cally *das Pelasgerproblem für die geschichte und ethnographie des altertums alle 
bedeutung verliert und auf die unwesentliche frage zusammenschrumpft, ob die 

Pelasger Thessaliens ein griechischer stamm waren oder der vorgriechischen be- 
volkerung angehorten’ (G. d. A.2 II 1 p. 687). The ingenious ‘History of the Pe- 

lasgian Theory’ by J. L. Myres (J. Н. St. 27, 1907, р. 17 ff.) failed to convince me, 
based as it is on a passage of the Homeric Catalogue (B 840/3). Myres suggests as 

the original residence of the Homeric Pelasgians the European side of the Helles- 

Pont ‘between the Isthmus of the Chersonnese and the headquarters of the 
Thracians in the basin of Hebrus’, in ‘the rougher and more hilly tract from С. 
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Sarpedon to the Hieron Oros which in historic times was occupied by the Caeni 
and the Apsinthians'. Apart from the fact that I find myself in disagreement with 

Myres' interpretation of most of the historical evidence, his theory is open to grave 
doubts, as it begins with a sharp and to my mind (at least in this form) unjustified 
distinction between the substantival forms IleA«oyóe, IleAxoyol, and the 'mere' 

adjective MeAacyixé¢, drawn in order to put out of court inferences from Zevc¢ IIeAac- 

yxs (Il. II 233) and ће тў &mxà Aaplong; ipiBóAaxog (P 301), the province of 
Pelasgiotis in Thessaly etc. I need not touch here either on the well-known 

difficulties of the Thessalian part of the Catalogue with its Ieħaoyıxòv “Apyos 
(B 681 ff.) or on the reliability of the Catalogue generally as a witness to a much 

earlier stage of the Aegaean world. We do not know on what basis the poet of the 
Iliad made the Pelasgians allies of Priam, but if he did (K 428 ff.; P 288 ff.) the 

Catalogist had to find room for these Pelasgians near his realm. That must have 
been somewhere near the Hellespont, and I do not rule out the possibility that, like 

Herodotos (t, 57, 2), the poet of the I/iad knew of IIeAacyol obcjoavreg ёу 'ED2go- 
névtwr. As to J. A. R. Munro ('Pelasgians and Ionians' J. H. St. 54, 1934, p. 109 
ff.), who developed the theory that the Pelasgians ‘had once occupied the whole 

tract of country from the Euxine to the Adriatic, but that an onset of the Thracians 

had broken through their centre and had left their two wings disrupted’, I refer 
to Kretschmer Glotta 27, 1938, p. 1 ff., although this rather short note does not quite 
do justice to Munro’s elaborate reasoning. But whether or not the tradition about 
the Pelasgians admits of a decision as to their role in history, in the treatment of 
the tradition as such not much progress has been made (at least in my opinion) 

since Ed. Meyer. Schachermeyr's attitude is not altogether consistent. On 
Principle he seems to agree with Meyer, he even wishes to ‘increase our suspicion 
of the sources’, but (cautiously though he speaks throughout) he tries, in fact, to 
obtain more from the sources than they can, in my opinion, yield. In particular I 
am doubtful about his Pelasgians in the North-West of Asia Minor (op. cit. p. 257; 
277 f. and elsewhere), nor do I believe it possible for us to know anything about 
the true nationality of the ‘Pelasgians’ of Plakie and Skylake on the Hellespont 
(Herodt. 1, 57, 2), of ‘Kreston’ and the Athos peninsula (Herodt. 1, 57, 1; Thukyd. 
4, 109, 4), even if we admit that when Thessaly was conquered parts of the Pelasgian 
population may have emigrated, and settled (as in Crete ?) in the coastal districts 
of the Aegaean. It seems to me that Schachermeyr has in particular misjudged the 
Attic tradition about the Pelasgians (see also n. 25) and overrated its value as 
evidence: vestiges of a pre-Greek population are to be found in Attica as well as a 
tradition about them, but the ‘Pelasgians’ there, so obviously developed from the 

"Pelargikon' (see Text p. 407, 25ff.), have the least claim to certainty. Schachermeyr’s 
Suggestion, mainly founded on this kind of local tradition, that ‘schon vor dem 

einsetzen der genealogischen bestrebungen der Griechen ein gewisses bedürfnis 

nach einer generellen bezeichnung der vorgriechischen bevólkerung bestanden haben 
muss' (italics mine in this quotation and the next) is, in my opinion, not very 
credible in itself, and it is contradicted by the evidence, which shows individual 
names for subjected populations throughout. In Thessaly, incidentally, the earlier 
inhabitants are called Penestai, not Pelasgians; it is therefore not even here 

^certain' that 'die Griechen die urbevólkerung Thessaliens so genannt haben'. 
The course of development as Schachermeyr describes it—'die genealogische epik 
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mit ihren.alle nationalen gegensátze verschleiernden methoden' is said to have ‘diese sachlage in weitem masse verwischt,' and only 'di 

'Hesiodean' epic poetry. Meyer, in the sentence quoted above, expressed his opinion in somewhat too sweeping a form, but that is of no great account. In view of the tradition a warning must be given against applying the name of Pelasgians to the pre-Greek population generally, or even to very considerable parts of it, in the manner of Greek Universal History (Hekataios himself was more cautious; he registered quite a number of barbarian clans; see Text Р. 407, 8 ff.). It is not even necessary because we have other serviceable designations. Also a wider and misleading application (such as has been made e.g. by Wilamowitz in Ph. U. I, 1880, p. 144 f. and again in Ar. u. Ath. IL p. 73 n. 4) would only lead to replacing the national concept ‘Pelas- gians’, which is at least geographically definable, by a ‘relativer volksbegriff’. 4) As Meyer p. 6 ff. has done. He is also right in separating this tradition from the general theory about the nationality of the Greeks, according to which the Athe- nians were originally Pelasgians. But Meyer judged the genesis of this theory wrong- ly (n. ro), and he is not quite happy when dealing with the details of the Athenian story. Schachermeyr of. cit. p. 267 ff.; R E XIX col. 253 ff. showed a better judge- ment concerning Herodotos, but could not arrive at the solution of this sole re- 
maining problem (actually the most difficult one in the entire question about the 
Pelasgians) because in the vital point, viz. the relation between Herodotos and 
Hekataios, he follows Meyer. 5) Two references, selected from a vast literature, 
may be sufficient. J. R. Bury C. A. H. II, 1924, p. 473: 'we cannot, for instance, 
connect the building of the palace ... of Mycenae . . . or of Tiryns with any parti- 
cular name or dynasty. Two things, however, we may venture to say. The general 
evidence of tradition points to Pelasgians as a very prominent and powerful people 
during this period in many parts of Greece’; ib. р. 475 ї. ‘If Theseus of Athens and 
Minos of Crete are accepted as historical persons, the story of the tribute +++. May 
Preserve a historical fact, an attempt of the Achaeans of Crete to subjugate the 
Pelasgian rulers of Athens’. According to Kretschmer Glotta 28, 1939, p. 108 
(cf. ib. 27, 1938, p. 2; 30, 1943, p. 152) ‘ist die volkergeschichtliche stellung der 
Pelasger heute fiir uns kein ratsel mehr’; ‘die vorgriechisch-indogermanische 
Schicht' (which he calls ‘Protindogermanisch’) is formed by Pelasgians and Tyre- 
nians, ‘die durch die inschrift von Lemnos mit den Etruskern verknüpft werden ; 
and some years earlier (ibid. 11, 1921, p. 283 ff.) we meet with the 'vorgriechische 
pelasgische oder tyrrhenische Athena' with 'der weiteren folgerung dass, wenn diese 
erkenntnis zutrifft, nicht nur das weltbeherrschende Rom, вбайега auch das un- 
vergleichliche Athen von haus aus eine «tyrrhenischen stadt war’. To my mind 
these and similar combinations rest exclusively on the arbitrary act by which 
Herodotos substituted for the real Tyrsenians from Lemnos the purely кешу 
Pelasgians of Athens, who were created by popular etymology. 6) is е 
am trying to sketch here is the theory of Hekatatios and Ionic кы: ЗАП 
Text p. 413, 7 ff.), the pre-history of which Ed. Meyer чыр е а я 
only have to accentuate, even more strongly than he did, the fact tha 

20 Jacoby, Fragm. Griech. Hist. III b (Suppl.) 
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find at the very beginning is not historical recollection, but the liad and the Odys- 
sey. The latter (т 175/7) yields only the relatively unimportant Pelasgians in Crete, 
but I offer for consideration the suggestion that it may have been this enumeration 
of Cretan peoples which alone protected the Dorians from being made Pelasgians, 
too. It may thus have determined the distinction which the theory made between 
Hellenes (= Dorians) and Pelasgians, and which, in the theory, takes the place of 
the ‘Hesiodean’ pedigree Prometheus - Deukalion - Hellen - Doros, Xuthos, Aio- 
los. The Iliad provided the theory with the Pelasgians in Thessaly, for in historical 
times they no longer lived there, and research found it a difficult task to explain 
this fact by emigrations (Hellanikos 4 F 4 from the Phoronis); and as they fought 
on the side of the Trojans (i.e. against their neighbours, the ‘Hellenes’ of Phthia; 
Herodt. 1, 57, 1) it was natural to infer that they were non-Greeks. On the other 
hand, not even Achilleus’ prayer (Il. TI 233 ff.) justifies the formulation of Ed. 
Meyer (G. d. A.? I 2 p. 685) that the Pelasgians ‘ihnen geneniiber als die urmenschen 
erscheinen’; the ‘notion of primevalty’ (used by Schachermeyr /.c. p. 253), in my 
opinion arose in genealogical poetry which, besides the ancestor Deukalion 
for North and Middle Greece, needed another ancestor for tribes not to be ea- 
sily derived from him—above all for Argolis and Arcadia. By establishing a 
difference between the eponymous primeval king Pelasgos and the ‘real people’ 
of the Pelasgians (Ed. Meyer Forsch. I Р. 53) one effaces the importance of Pelasgos 
who is invented in order to represent a primeval population and for that reason is 
abrtéy8ev in Hesiod (Е 43 Rz.?). This is clear from Akusilaos 2 F 2 5 (&e' ob xAnBivar 
тоб civ IleXomóvvncov olxoüvrag Пеласүофс̧), Pherekydes 3 F 156 (about the Ar- 
cadian Pelasgos), and even more from the stress Hekataios I F 119 laid on the 
Peloponnese as the main domicile of the Pelasgians, while it is not quite certain 
(though most probable) that Hellanikos (see on 4 F 4) made the Thessalian Pelas- 
gians immigrants from the Peloponnese. One must not find in these combinations 
a vague feeling of the relative youth of the Greek people: genealogical epic poetry 
seems to have regarded its Pelasgians as Greeks, or at least it put no further ques- 
tions as to their nationality, and they still are Greeks in Aischylos’ Hiketides. 
Even the Dorians are not regarded as later immigrants: Doros is son of Hellen 
according to ‘Hesiod’, and the primeval Hellenes in the Phthiotis evidently were 
from the beginning (a positive date is avoided) neighbours of the primeval Pelasgians 
of Thessaly in Herodotos (1, 57, 1). What alone is late (there is a general agreement 
as to this point since one began to discuss these questions at all) is the use of 
the name “Endnvec and ‘Edge for the whole of Greece, and the outcome of the 
discussion again is the conclusion either that in earlier times a comprehensive 
name did not exist (Thukyd. 1, 3) or that it was IleAacyía (Herodt. 2, 56, 1). In 
the latter case, the Phthiotis should actually have been excepted, but this was not 
always realized as is shown by Herodotos' wording Флосуісбёу ётё тоб Пеласүхоб 
(scil. E6vouc) in regard to the primeval Hellenes (1, 58; cf. Text p. 413, 34ff with n. 42). 
But it must be emphasized at once that Attica, in fact, was excepted: it has its own 
primeval man Aktaios or Kekrops (as Eleusis had its Ogygos; see on F 92), never Pe- 
lasgos; even scientific genealogy was not able to force Attica into the general Greek 
scheme (see Text p. 407, 25 ff. and also on the Marathonios of Hekataios 1 F 13; cf. 
no. 18). 7) Hekataios 1 F 119. Incidentally, it remains an open question whether 
one ought to speak here of illogicality. In Strabo's report of Hekataios' view the 
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words тр$ тфу `ЕллЛу оу Primarily refers only to the Peloponnese, which was universally agreed to have become Dorian at a late period; ‘all Hellas’ merely is GxeBóv vt xaxouxíx. BapBépwy tò maAaóv, and the tribes living outside the Peloponnese are enumerated. The question did not become actual until the Ionic theory had declared the Pelasgians to be barbarians. 8) That 'Pelasgians' was a kind of abbreviated expression for the barbarian population in the mother Country gen- erally is made particularly manifest (apart from Hekataios) by Thukyd. 1, 3, 2 хаті #бур 8% dda те xol «b Пеласүхӧу ёлі тАғїстоу a’ tavtév thy пароуо- Шоу парёҳєсдо: апі by Herodotos, too, in whose rendering of the Ionic theory, entirely limited to the Pelasgians as it is in consequence of the abbreviation, Da ут BápBapa 9vyv& appear at the end (r1, 58). 9) See end of n. 6. Also apart from the two stories treated in the Text, no early or certain vestiges of Pelas- gians have been found in Attic cult, in the names of places, or in the myths. We can- not do much with Pausan. 1, 28, 3 тў: 8ё ахролбћ: лАўу бсоу Кішоу Фхо8бутаєу атс % Мотор, пероћєїу тӧ Xotróv XMyecat ro telyoug ILeAxoyobc obcfjoxvrác roce Оль тђу ёхрблому · pact yap 'Aypóňav xal ‘YnépBrov * * поудаубџеуос 8& оїтіуєс ясау об8ёу 020 ёбоубиту робету ў Eixehoù tò 26 dpyiig бутас̧ * * (ёс suppl. Kuhn) *Axapvaviay petoxyou. If the usual supplement of the first gap «cob olxo3ouj- 
Gavtag elvat> is correct the story must be regarded as a parallel to the legend of the 
wall-building Pelasgians (or, for that matter, to that of the Cyclopes in the Argolid); 
but the type is somewhat different, it is rather comparable to the stories told 
about the architects Trophonios and Agamedes. Like these, Agrolas and Hyperbios 
are a couple of brothers, who, however, according to the heurematographers built 
houses, not walls: Plin. N. H. 7, 194 laterarias ac domos constituerunt primi Euryalus 
et. Hyperbius fratres. Athenis; antea specus erant pro domibus. The second name 
(which would be suitable for a Cyclops) is frequent in the catalogues of inventors: 
ibid. 198 figlinas Coroebus Atheniensis, in iis orbem Anacharsis Scythes, ut alit Hyper- 
bius Corinthius; 209 animal occidit primus Hyperbius Martis filius, Prometheus 
bovem. The origin of the brothers from Sicily makes us wonder why the tradition 
called them Pelasgians: the gap in the text of Pausanias is probably greater. 

I cannot do much more with Strabo 5, 2, 8 ‘Pyyootwda: torépntar % yevéoðar 
тобто Васеюу Médew «oí IleAzoyoó (Hermann padatd тоб А нодамфтоу B CI), 
бу фас Suvactevoavra Ev тоё тблтощ <тобтощ> peta tav cuvoixwy IlekacyGv dredOeiv 
ivtv8e ele ’AGivas- tovtov & elal тоб QUAou xal ol civ “Аүдау хатесутрбтес. 
If Wilamowitz (Isyllos р. тоо п. 51; cf. Meyer Forsch. p. 11 n. 3) is right in assuming 
that this is the ‘Tyrsenian’ Maleas of the Aletis-Aiora story (Hesych. s.v. а 
Et. M. p. 62, 8) the passage dates from a time when the names Tyrsenians ап 
Pelasgians were used indiscriminately, and it must be counted among the in- 
numerable variants of the Aletis story: the song is addressed to Persephone, 
Medea, Erigone, who is the daughter sometimes of Ikarios, sometimes of Yea 
Sometimes of Maleas himself, and the last relationship may be connected with e 
fact that parallels were found in Latium of the strange custom of a, ims 
Altheim Terra Mater, 1931, p. 81). I will not suppress the suggestion that ie a 
derives from Hellanikos; it could well be placed in his second dispersal o! е 

H i i Im in the second generation Pelasgians after the breakdown of their Italian rea ў ; 
i can chronologically quite well be the before the Tpuixé. The Pelasgians of Maleas ES 

wall-builders of Hekataios-Herodotos. The fact of Maleas Tuscorum rex g 
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regarded as the inventor of the éuba (adéAncyE Tuppnvuch: Schol. Stat. Theb. 4, 224 = 
Mythogr. Vat. 2, 188) would not contradict; also Piracy (cum piraticam exerceret) 
would fit well for the Tyrsenian-Pelasgian ; but it is true, this story connects him with 
the foundation of the sanctuary of Apollo Maleatas at the promontory Malea. 
A place called Larisa never existed in Attica; otherwise the theory about the 
Pelasgians would have referred to it. Strabo 9, 5, 19 (Steph. Byz. s.v. Adptocat) 
xal dv tHe Attu © oth Adpicca among towns all belonging to Asia Minor in an 
enumeration arranged geographically is corrupt; this statement of Lepaulmier 
is indisputable, whether or not the passage can be emended. The remaining tradition 
about Attica mentions Thracians, Temmikes, Myrmekes, always with fixed abodes ; 
the Pelasgians are always connected with Pelargikon and Hymettos. 10) The 
fundamental error of Ed. Meyer’s treatment of the Attic group of stories is that 
he did not do this, but (Forsch. I p. 18) with a ‘wohl’ replaced Herodotos by Heka- 
taios. Schachermeyr (Frühgesch. pp. 258; 267; 270) followed him, regarding Hdt. 
6, 137-140 as 'ein untrennbares ganzes, das wohl auch Hekataios als ganzes geboten 
haben wird'. Such an identification of the two reports bars understanding at the out- 
set, and Schachermeyr must have felt this, when instead of analyzing the report 
he added to the words just quoted: ‘wenn er’ (scil. Hekataios) ‘auch nicht in solchem 
masse die schónfárberei zugunsten Athens mitmacht wie Herodot’. The fatal 
consequence is the conjecture that (as Schachermeyr formulates it, cautiously or 
dubiously) ‘Hekataios auch in den Tyrsenern der insel Lemnos Pelasger gesehen 
zu haben scheint’ (p. 258) or ‘dass die Tyrsener von Lemnos von den Athenern 
schon friih auch Pelasger genannt wurden’ (p. 272 f.), which is manifestly impossi- 
ble, as is shown in the Text. As to Meyer, the shirking cf the analysis of Herodotos 
and the resulting elimination of the true problem in the tradition about the 
Athenian Pelasgians leads him to the hesitant question (Forsch. I p. 9) ‘ob Heka- 
taios der erste gewesen ist, welcher die Pelasger nach Attika brachte, oder ob er 
darin vorgánger in der poesie hatte', а question the answering of which he finds 
‘irrelevant’. II) 6, 137, 1 lleAxcyol tmeite ёс тїс 'Аттисйс bmd "AOnvaluv #ёЁє- 
PahOnoav elte Gv 3) Sixalwc єЇтє 481хос̧- тобто үйр обх Ew ppdoat, mahv tà Aeyó- 
peva dnt ‘Exatatos . . . Epyoe £v rotat Aóyowt (1 F. 127) №үоу 08(хос̧. (2) ёлєітє үйр 18єїу 
тоў) `Абтусіоос тђу хору тўу сф: adrol (Herwerden color abtotat о) tnd tov "Tunccóv 
фобсау &#осоу оЇхўсол шобёу тоб telyeog tod mepl thy ёхрбпоћу хотє ёуђашіуоо, 
тоотуу Фс 18є1у Tob 'AGnvalouc ёбєрүасрёуту eb, thy npdtepov elvar xoxhy ve xal ToU 
prdevdg cEinv, daPetv pOdvov te xal Upepov tis yijc, xal obrus eerabvew adtods ob- 
Seulny 21у npdpacw xporcyoutvous тос *A@nvaloug. (3) ao S& adbrol ’AOnvaior 
Aéyoun, Sixatug terdoat xt. 12) It is worth observing how completely 
natural Hekataios finds the superior civilization of these barbarians, too. Here the 
superiority is shown in the material sphere (architecture; cultivation of the land), 
Herodotos admits it in matters of religion and cult (2, 50 ff.). About Hekataios’ 
attitude towards barbarian tradition cf. RE VII col. 2689, 2 ff.; 2740, 13 ff. 
13) No words need be wasted about the Suitability, from the point of view of the 
inhabitants of the old town, of land being assigned to the Pelasgians just here. 
Therefore one should not try to find anything particular behind this localisation: 
“Die Pelasger, welche die mádchen von der Kallirrhoe rauben sind’ certainly not 
'die riesen des berglands' (as Wilamowitz Ph. U. 1 P- 136; 144 f. believes). The 
abduction, or rather the rape, of the water-fetching maidens is anyhow first brought 
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into the story by the Athenian answer to Herodotos, and no model was needed 
for this frequent motif; the myth of Boreas and Oreithyia does not even fit as such. 
For the old story as told by Hekataios this trait would even be impossible (o¥8eutny 
AANV mpdpacty nporcyoutvouc). Nor do the Myrmekes (Robert Heldensage p. 76 
n. 3) help—supposing that myth is old. The Pelasgians are inseparable from the 
Pelargikon; also they do not come from the hills, but are sent to the hills. Perhaps 
the old legend, too, mentioned Hymettos because of the quarries there. In any 
case, the Pelasgians had to have an abode somewhere, and inside the city there 
were no traces of them (as there were, for instance, of the Amazons). 14) The 
Hellenes in these old stories often are below the standard of the barbarians both in 
civilization (cf. n. 12) and in morals. We need not ask whether Hekataios expressly 
condemned the behaviour of the Athenians or whether Herodotos developed his 
Myov áBixoc from the simple and straightforward report of his predecessor about 
the facts of the case. It is sufficient to state that, when Herodotos takes exception 
to this report, he only does so because the question is about Athens (cf. n. 24). 
15) There is no use in accumulating parallels; but the Cyclopes of thy Muxhyny tery l- 
cavteg (Hellanikos 4 F 88; cf. Pindar. F 109 and others) offer themselves. In 
Pherekydes (3 F 12) they come from Seriphos with Perseus, according to others 
(Bibl. 2, 25; cf. Pausan. 2, 16, 5) from Lycia to Tiryns with Proitos. Obviously 

these particulars, which contradict each other, are secondary; and where they go 
we do not learn at all. The building of the wall of Troy by the gods belongs to the 
Same type, and has also the motif of the workers being cheated of their wages. 

I6) It is quite doubtful (see also F Gr Hist I p. 343) whether from the concluding 
sentence of 6, 137 tobs 82 обто 8 ёххорђсаутас Ла ve ayelv xcpla xal 81, xal Лӯўруоу 
—which is followed by the éxeiva piv 37 ‘Exatatos BreEe, tara 8 ’APjvator Atyovat— 

anything belongs to the preceding reports of Hekataios (137, 2) and of ‘the Athenians’ 

(137, 3-4), both being concerned merely with the question whether the Pelasgians 
were expelled justly or unjustly. From the first it is probable that the correction of 
the legend did not extend further than the legend itself: both end with the ex- 
pulsion of the Pelasgians from Attica; the final words of either (xal oóvoc дабу» 

аотобс̧ ... тоос 'AOnvaloug and 404 оф: проєітеїу ёх тўс үўс ёбх) are a conclusion 
both factually and formally. It is much more probable that it was Herodotos who 

first put the next question where the Pelasgians went after being expelled from 

Athens (just as Hellanikos put it for his Italian Pelasgians; see on 4 F 4). As to 
the origin of the Attic Pelasgians Ed. Meyer Forsch. p. 11 stated that ‘soweit wir 

sehen kénnen, erst Ephoros sie ermittelt hat’ (Strab. 9, 2, 3, from Apollodoros who 
followed Ephoros?): when, at the time of the Aeolian migration, his Boeotians 

cleaned their country of barbarian inhabitants, &éfadov rob¢ piv Пемоүоўс sie 
"Аб лос, аф бу 2010 u£poc we THe х6\єос̧ Пеасүохбу (ботаау 82 лё cát пиа. 

It is doubtful (see n. 34) whether we may replace Ephoros by Hellanikos; d : 

date given by Thukyd. 1, 12, 3 (who is more succinct) for the Boeotian migra ee 

evidently derives from his (and Ephoros') main source for the earliest — ai 

petaotdcets, viz. Hellanikos, whose history of the Pelasgian people was ж: e 

for many other writers, too. It is wrong that other scholars (particular Ie 
preters of Herodotos; see recently Legrand Hérodote, Histoires II, 1936, p 102 n. 3 

i i igi i Herodotos and Hekataios: Ph., whọ claim Boeotian origin of the Pelasgians for à d lis F 99); 
knew both these authors made the Pelasgians arrive by ship (velis f 
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consequently they certainly did not come from Boeotia. Even more wrongly 
others gathered from Herodotos 2, 51 that their starting- point was Samothrake: 
трбтєроу іп $ з means before the time of Herodotos, and the remark refers to the 
fact that the Pelasgians had again been expelled from Samothrake (where he 
possibly brought them himself; cf. Strabo ro, 2, 17) as well as from Lemnos and 
from the Greek world in general. 17) Pace Meyer Forsch. 1 p. 8 'die erzáhlung 
von den Pelasgern in Attika gehört weder dem einheimischen sagenbestande an, 
noch dem was die älteren dichter als attische urgeschichte erzählten’. His further 
Statement (see also G. d. 4.* 12 $ 507) ‘und nun geht ja aus Herodot deutlich hervor, 
dass die ganze erzáhlung den Athenern erst durch Hekataios bekannt geworden ist' 
is a wrong deduction from the fact that the 'Athenian version' of Herodotos actually 
is 'korrektur des hekataeischen berichtes'. It is natural that Meyer gets into diffi- 
culties at once and is after all obliged to consider a poetical source for Hekataios. 
It is difficult to imagine what kind of a poem that could have been, after he him- 
self has precluded the genealogical epos. 18) About Hekataios' travels see R E 
VII col. 2688, 38 ff. We are not informed about his relations to Athens. But that 
he felt hostile is improbable both for the politician and the genealogist who made 
Marathonios the son of Deukalion (1 F 1 3), thus putting him before the eponymous 
heroes of the three great Greek tribes. That he makes the Athenians expel the 
Pelasgians &8(xoc (even if the expression derives from his context which is uncer- 
tain) must, of course, not be used for proving a hostile attitude to Athens (cf. n. 6; 14). 
19) For the evidence see on Kleidemos 323 F 16. 20) We may therefore call 
it an invention for the purpose of Propaganda. I am not at all sure that the story 
was meant for influencing Greek public opinion; Miltiades may have manufactured 
it for king Dareios. How Wilamowitz (Ar. u. Ath. II р. 73) knew that the conquest 
took place ‘unter allgemeiner sympathie der 6ffentlichen meinung’ is not clear to 
me. 21) The conqueror of Lemnos is according to Herodotos Miltiades II; the 
digression about the expulsion of the Pelasgians from the island is an appendix 
to the story of his trial in Athens: órepareXoy£ovro ol Dot, THe u&yne 1e tig dv 
Mapa8àw. yevou£vnc no Éxyieuvnu£vot xal 7j» Afjuvou atpeaty, c Ev Afjuvóv te xal 
tetakpevos tobc IIeAxovob mapé8cxe ’A@nvatorar (6, 136, 2). It is possible, but by no 
means 'obvious' (Meyer Forsch. p.13 f. speaks far too positively) that the story belongs 
to another 'layer of the tradition' than the detailed account of Miltiades' govern- 
ment in the Chersonnese and his flight to Athens (6, 34-41; 103-104), which derives 
from the ‘Philaid source’ (R E Suppl. II col. 444; Gnomon 1 p. 265 {.). If the 
conquest of Lemnos belongs to that tradition Meyer’s date (‘beträchtlich frühere 
zeit’) and his assigning of the conquest to Miltiades I is impossible from the outset. 
Nor can I persuade myself that factual reasons support his thesis; I adhere (with 
Berve Miltiades, 1937, p. 44 ff. who enumerates the main literature) to about 510/5, 
the date which Ephoros developed from Herodotos (who in 6, 140, 1 is vague: 
Ereot 8ё харта т0)20їо: бстєроу тобтоу, Фс $ Хеєробупсос̧ ў àv 'ExXnonóviot tyévero ond 
*AGnvatoror). The probability of the island being taken at the time of the Ionian 
revolt (Busolt Gr. G.? II p. 53; Glotz, Hist. Gr. II P- 26), depending as it does on 
the question of the 'flights' of Miltiades, is slight in my opinion. I merely mention 
this opinion because the later date would make it uncertain whether Hekataios 
could tell the story in his Periodos at all, as this book probably appeared before 
500 B.C. (R E VII col. 2670, 62 ff.; Pearson Early Ionian Historians, 1939, p. 26 f.). 
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It is quite another question what Herodotos meant by napéSuxe ’A@nvatora. If 
Miltiades conquered the island about 510/5 B.C. or even during the Ionian revolt, 
he did so either for the Persian king whose vassal he was or for himself. What 
Berve p. 54 says about this problem seems rather questionable to me. But that 
does not concern us here. 22) The motif itself, the late fulfilment of an oracle, 
is of course frequent. Nor is it a unique feature that the oracle itself is clear, but 
an enigmatical condition is attached to the fulfilment (in this instance in the answer 
of the Pelasgian ambassadors 6, 139, 4). The localization at Brauron belongs to the 
invention, any place of the Attic east coast would have done as well. But the 
Brauronia as a great women’s festival offered itself conveniently, and the choice 
may also have been determined by the fact that the family of Miltiades, who 
performs the vengeance, had its home at Brauron. After the story had been invented, 
resemblances of the cult at Brauron to that of the Meydan 0£o; in Lemnos (Preller- 
Robert Gr. Myth.* I p. 313 n. 1) have been explained by it: in Plutarch Mul. virt. 
8 p. 247 the expelled children of the Tyrsenians by the abducted Attic women 
carry with them everywhere the idol of Artemis, 6 natpétov Jjv abroic el Añuvov 
ёх Врабромос хошодёу. Тће disturbance of a festival is sufficient for rousing the 
wrath of a god, but the propagandist has increased the offence of the Lemnians 
by the killing of the abducted women and their children. Of course, he invented 
this trait in memory of the St. Bartholemew’s night in the time of king Thoas; 
quite as naturally he did not point to that model: the explanation of the proverbial 
Ajuva xaxk (6, 138, 4) is a sample of Herodotean ‘philology’. One hears the voice 
of the Athenian reporter dwelling with relish on the conduct of the half-Attic 
boys (6, 138, 2). 23) See Text p. 410, 20 ff. For the purpose of the propagandist 
the nationality of the abductors was of no account; only, whether that public was 
Hellas or king Dareios, he could not be unnecessarily at variance with the facts 
known to his public. 24) It was the nature of the Tyrsenians who were lator 
ха} Antotal 8 deyii¢ (F 100). Again it becomes manifest (it is self-evident anyhow) 
that the Athenian authority of Herodotos was acquainted with the story of the 
rape of the Brauronian women. Ch. 137 is an exact parallel to the game of question 
and answer played with the Egyptian priests. As in that instance, the answer 
Herodotos received on the presentation of his document was an invention of the 
moment, the truth of which neither he nor anybody else could verify. It is for 
him simply a question of valuing evidence: as in Egypt the priests, so in Athens the 
Athenians must be better informed about their own past than the foreign traveller 
Hekataios. It is not actually the facts that are controversial: nobody denies that 
the Pelasgians built the wall, obtained their reward, and were expelled; it is the 
ethics of the matter alone which are under discussion (cf. n. 14). | 25) Itis insoluble 
as long as one carries the whole Herodotean section 6, 137-140 back to Hekataios, 
no matter wether one regards Hekataios as its author (Ed. Meyer), or (with Schacher- 
meyr;the italics are mine) makes ‘die Athener’ build up astory ‘von literarischem wert’ 
because ‘man damals in Attika der ansicht war, dass die Pelasger von Attika und die 
Tyrsener von Lemnos der gleichen vorgriechischen volksgruppe angehórten (op. cit. 
P. 269). Schachermeyr is eventually obliged to assume that Herodotos 'den zu- 
sammenhang zwischen Pelasgern und Tyrsenern auseinanderriss' (thus putting 
the evidence upside down). For Wilamowitz (n. 3; on the other hand see the theory 
of Kretschmer n. 5) both Pelasgians and Tyrsenians disappear as ‘relative volks- 
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begriffe’. 26) 1, 94 where adrol AvSol are quoted as witnesses. The narrative 
knows only one joint voyage of the whole people, and by mentioning the starting 
port Smyrna and the goal Umbria it precludes any splitting off of a part or any 
intermediate landing in Lemnos. The island is situated far from any natural route 
for this journey. 27) One should think that this name (as well as that of Пе- 
Aapyol F 99) was given them by the Athenians, and this is by no means impossible 

because their attack on Attica belongs to the time of Kekrops, i.e. long before 
Homer (F 211) used the name Livres (cf. on F ror), About Ph.s identification of 

TleAacyot (Iledxpyot) and Tuponvol (a name not occurring in Homer) see on Е 99. 

28) This in itself is not at all new. Herodotos (following Ionian ethnography ?) 

frequently makes this distinction between name and nationality (cf. n. 40), even if 

he is not always complete or quite clear. This fact, when not taken into account 

sufficiently, is apt to lead to misunderstandings (as for instance in Schachermeyr's 
argument op. cit. p. 259). A wording like “Iwvec 8 бсоу џёу xpóvov èv ITeXortovvfjact 
olxcov... exadtovro Tedacyol Alyadéec, ext S¢ “Iwvoc tod Zoulov “Iwves (Hdt. 7, 94) 

contains two notions: Ion calls the Aigialeis Ionians after himself, but he does not 
make into Greek Ionians the originally Pelasgian Aigialeis. When and how the 

petaBorh ў ёс "E)Xmvag came about (cf. Hdt. 1, 57, 3) is quite another question, 
which we cannot answer even in regard to Athens. But the distinction is obvious in 

8, 44, 2: Абтусїо: 8b ent pév IIeAaoyóv tydvrav thy vüv 'EXA&Sa xarcoudvyy Foav 
Пеоосүоі, ёуора С 6 реуох Крауооі, ёті 8 Кёхролос Васос ёпехл ў д псау 
Кехротідол хтл., cf. also e.g. 1, 57, 2602 2 ITeAxovix& & 6 v c a. xoMouava tò oŭ vo p a 
petéBadre, and ’ApxaSe¢ edacyot, where the barbarian character of this component 

is as essential for him as with the IIeAxoyol Alywec. Whether Herodotos made a 
study of the problem and reached a final solution remains doubtful. Thukydides (4, 
109, 4) knows the stage of diglossy for the barbarians of the Athos peninsula; he con- 
sequently knew that there was a gradual process. In his history of the concept Hellas 
(1, 3) he deliberately and exclusively mentions the names of Greek tribes without 
speaking of their ethnic character; the difference from Herodotos I, 56 ff. is obvious. 

29) Only this last act, that the Pelasgians tried to seize the 6\44, is preserved in 

F roo, where the matter as well as the wording clearly show that Ph. does not 
take the details of his story from Herodotos (or not only from him) but from his 
source. Herodotos mentions the preceding attacks on the maidens who went to 
fetch water from the Enneakrounos (they probably were not lacking in Ph.); but 
as to these offences his Athenians seem to think like his Persians (1, 4, 2). 
30) We must not, of course, carry modern speculations (cf. n. 3) into this discus- 
sion, whether or not, for instance, both the Pelasgians of Greece proper and the 
(Lydian)-Tyrsenians were Aegaean peoples, and whether or not there existed a 
relationship between them. But if we may believe that inscriptions (J G XII 8 no. 1) 
have supplied us with near relatives of the Etruscans on Lemnos, we may trust 
Hekataios to have known the true nationality of the inhabitants of this island. 
In any case, according to 1 F 119 he seems to have acknowledged Pelasgians only 
in the mother country. Nor is there among the fragments of the 'Acía, of which 
quite a number are extant, any island or any town in the Aegaean or in Asia Minor 
which he calls Pelasgian, whereas he calls Kranion (1 F 133) nÓAu; тўс OecoaXMas cc 
Ileaeywxn3o.. That the Tyrsenian name had ‘keine ethnographische bedeutung’ 
for the Ionians (Wilamowitz Ar. w. Ath. II P- 73 n. 4) appears to me as wrong as 
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his later formulation (С. а. неп. І P. 84 f.) kleruchen die einwohner <von Lemnos> 

Course of later speculation’ (Myres l.c. P- I91) would be surprising indeed if it were 
true. But the Statement rests Solely on the Kirchhoffian Superstition about ‘the 

П, 1948, p. 18 (see also C. A. H. VI, 1927, p. 402 f.; J. E. Powell The History of 
Herodotus, 1939, p. 34). Cf. n. 37. 32) Cf. n. 28. 33) F 248 N? in his Inachos 
which Hemsterhuys has recognized to be a Satyr-play. The order in which the name of the whole follows the name of the part is by far prevailing (e.g. ' Apxá3ec IleXacyot Herodt. 1, 146; but Tedacyol Alywreis 7, 94; the enumeration of Norden Sb, Berlin 1918, P. 116 ff. is not quite complete) ; its application to the Argives is not simply ‘dichterische willkiir’, and it is not ‘natürlich falsch’. In F Gr Hist I p. 433 I drew attention to Sophokles’ favouring of ethnological modernities; his term 

of Inachos, but Hellanikos began to write not much later than 440 B.C. (R E уш col. 110; Introd. to 323a) most probably with his great genealogical compilations $ and Inachos, which in F 249 also shows acquaintance with learned literature, has been dated by Pfeiffer (Sber. München 1938, no. 2 p. 57) ‘not much before 425 B.C.'. This foundation seems sufficiently safe for a relative chronology, and E who know Sophokles will not be surprised at his having read the pee E 
which surely had attracted attention. Schachermeyr (op. eit. P. 263 n. 1; E ss 
More cautiously by Wikén Die Kunde etc., 1937, p. 1 32) gives no aa m 
assertion that 'Inachos sicherlich älter ist als die Phoronis’. A М7 а 2 es 
given against drawing inferences as to the time of Inachos and the а the relations of the Etruscans to Athens during the л ae te 
б, 88; 103; 7, 53; 57). 34) 4, 109, 4. That Hellanikos wa vene! t kydides here cannot be proved, but in statements of this kin b what Thukydides the limits of what is strictly necessary (and in this "Presa satis ial coats was in a position to observe for himself) it is natural SN to anoni Chronological difficulties do not exist, but the eon and is also surprising in (which interrupts the enumeration of the barbarian tri 
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its syntax) may very well have been made long after Thukydides had read the 
Phoronis and had become acquainted with Hellanikos' theory about the Pelasgians. 
The addition does not look like a conjecture made by Thukydides himself (there 
was no reason for that), and it certainly does not contain 'einen versteckten pro- 
test gegen die Pelasger', as Ed. Meyer thinks. Again the foundation seems to me 
safe enough for filling, partly at least, the gap in our direct knowledge of Hella- 
nikos' theory about the Pelasgians (see on 4 F 4; 91-93). The gap would be wholly 
filled if the conjecture made in n. 9 could be proved correct: in that case the wall- 
building Tyrsenian-Pelasgians came from Etruria (not from Boeotia, as Ephoros 
had it; see n. 16) to Athens from where they were expelled to Lemnos, and again 
from Lemnos to the Athos peninsula (Strabo 7 fr. 35 ix Afjyvou has probably 
interpreted Thukydides correctly). However this may be, it cannot very well be 
doubted that Thukydides' words presuppose the Pelasgian story of Hellanikos as a 
given fact. But neither his words nor Herodotos' statement (1, 57, 1) about Kreston 
brio Tuponvóv justify the formulation of Myres l.c. p. 215 'Herodotus and Thucy- 
dides are agreed that Tyrrhenians existed still, in the fifth century, in the district 
enclosed between Chalcidice, the Strymon, the Axius and the inland Paeonia’. 
The role of the Tvponvol is quite a different one in the two passages. Schachermeyr 
op. cit. p. 264 has unfortunately failed to understand Thukydides’ relation both to 
Hellanikos and to Ionian and contemporary research. It is more than merely a 
misleading simplification of facts, it is a distortion when Schachermeyr states that 
Thukydides ‘im weitesten masse vom banne der spekulativen traditionen un- 
abhängig ist, ja nach seiner eigenen stellung zur griechischen frühgeschichte zu 
schliessen, diese richtung und vor allem die arbeiten des Hellanikos auf das hef- 
tigste verurteilt hat’. 35) Also in regard to the matter it seems doubtful to 
me whether Schachermeyr (R E XIX col. 2 55) formulates correctly when saying 
that Hellanikos' ‘willkürliches pseudosystem vor allem auch der identifizierung 
von Pelasgern und Tyrsenern rechnung trug’. This identification (not explained 
by Meyer Forsch. I p. 12 either but treated as a kind of general assumption and 
dated far too early) was, in my opinion, first made by Hellanikos for the purpose 
of solving the contradiction between Hekataios and Herodotos. The solution was 
violent, but simple and ingeniously contrived : two great migrating expeditions meet 
in Italy and the vov xaħeopévn Тортту (4 F 4; Tuponvin, "OpBprxot Herodt. 1, 94), 
that of the Thessalian Pelasgians and that of the Lydian Tyrsenians. Our knowledge 
is too scanty to decide whether for Hellanikos the Tyrsenians, when they came to 
Italy, were already a ‘Pelasgian’ people, or whether they became such by being 
united with the Pelasgians. But in the second generation by the time of dispersal 
described by Myrsilos (Dion. Hal. A. R. 1, 23 = 477 Е 8) єс thy ‘Edda xal thy 
ВарВароу, mepl dv полос av elo Aóyog el Bovroluny thy dxplBerav yedpew they are 
"Tyrsenian Pelasgians' or 'Pelasgian Tyrsenians'; less accurately according to some 
authors Pelasgians, according to others Tyrsenians, who come to Athens (cf. n. 34), 
Lesbos (Hellanikos 4 F 4), and other places. Each individual tradition (including 
that of the Athenian wall-builders) could easily be placed in this frame-work. Thus 
Hellanikos did not completely identify Pelasgians and Tyrsenians in the strictest 
sense of the word, for the former became a comprehensive ethnical concept, the 
latter remained the name of a people. Later combinations, contradicting partly 
Hellanikos, partly each other, may be left aside. According to Myrsilos of Lesbos 
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late) came to Athens among other places; according to Antikleides of Athens 
140 F 21 (beginning of the period of the Diadochs) conversely some of the Pelas- 
gians, who had settled in Lemnos and Imbros (i.e. the Pelasgians of the Athenian 
tale) joined the expedition of the Lydian Tyrrhenos to Italy. The author of Cornelius 
Nepos (Miltiad. 2, 5) seems to have cut the knot with Cares qui tum Lemnum in- 
colebant: indeed Carians inhabited ‘most of the islands’ (Thukyd. 1, 8, 1); together with Pelasgians we find them on Skyros (Nikol. Dam. 90 F 41) and the neighbouring 
isles, where Skymnos 583/5 mentions & Opduxns SuB&vrez ITexxovyui 4, 109, 4), both Presumably deriving from Ephoros (Meyer Lc. p. 21 n. 2; about Hellanikos 4 F 71 see on F ror). 36) About the Sintians see on F ror. The Minyans derive from the Argonaut story (Apoll. Rhod. 4, 1758 ff.); they disappear by expulsion (Herodt. 4, 145); differences exist only about the expellers since Herodotos had brought the Pelasgians to Lemnos, probably following Ephoros) has them in his record of 

€ proverb 'Eeuówetot yáovceg from this event. (In the mixed record of the Paroemiographer Zenob. 3, 85 the Tyrsenians are replaced by the Pelasgians and their king Hermon. It is quite Possible that elsewhere, too, the latter were re-introduced from Herodotos; see 

of Pythagoras (Clem. Al. Strom. 1, 62, 2 quotes Aristoxenos, Aristotle, Theopomp 115 F 72; see also Neanthes 84 F 29) either Pythagoras or his father is called Topon- Voc Tv rv ATiuvov troxnodvtwy or Tuppyvog dd prac tev уўаоу 8с хатёсуоу A@nvaior Tuppnvods éxBaddveec, In Apoll. Rhod. Argon. 4, 1755 ff. (cf. Plut. Mul. virt. P. 247; Ael. Gr. 21) the descendants of the Argonauts, of zplv uÉv move Bà Ххуттіда Лӯўцуоу Batov, Ajuvov 7 tedabevtes Sn’ dvSpdor Tuponvotaw Улартуу єісафіхоуоу ёрёсто, and the comparison with Herodt. 4, 145 1àv ёх tig 'Арүобс ётіВатёоу nai3ov поїде; Ёодасдётас̧ фл Пеласүбу тӧу ёх Beaupüvog Antcau£fvov Tác A8nvalaoy Yovaixas, nò тобтоу èkehaolévrec ix Ahuvov xtà. makes it particularly clear that it was Herodotos who introduced the Pelasgians from 6, 137 ff. here as well asin 5,26 "Dedvig .... eDe AÑuvóv te xal “IußBpov брфотёрас #тї тбтє ord TleAaoyav olxeopévag. That was easy, he had merely to alter the name (whatever it was) of the barbarian inhabitants of Lemnos. The difficulties which might have arisen from the theory of the primeval Pelasgians (1, 56 ff.; 2, 51) he avoided (see Text p. 416, 36 P: 38) While 6, 137 ff. is a real digression, the chapters in which Herodotos кен y the Pelasgian theory represent what I have called an 'unechten exkurs р on II col. 38o ff.; Pagel Die Bedeutung des aitiolog. Moments für Herodots 0 9 Schreibung, diss. Berlin 1927, p. 41 ff. proposes to distinguish Motivating an Ez odical digressions). I do not attach undue importance to the term tul although it is the most exact and the most succinct designation | er E manner of arranging the material in his ‘ethnographical’ books, But íi Ў т of Pohlenz (Herodot, 1937, P. 41 f.; 67 f.) and his pleading for paralle ME (a term I used particularly for the ‘historical’ books) буег1бока the со унаре in the Composition of the two great parts of Herodotos’ work. The oe aint Xerxes (its previous history in particular) is actually narrated m a p ae St whereas in the first part really parallel action is rare. 39) The omi 
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Aeolians (who in 7. 94/5 are Pelasgians like the Ionians) can even better be ee by this fact than by the historical framework into which the digression is placed, for a óc xai AloAeic could easily have been inserted. The prominence of the descen- dants of Aiolos in Genealogy disappears in historical literature, in which the Aeolians of Asia Minor alone appear as a group not unimportant and complete in themselves (Herodt. 3, 149-1 51; 7, 94). During the time of the Athenian empire the difference is of relatively small importance, the contrast being between Ionians and Dorians or rather between Athens and Sparta. Herodotos’ view is, in fact, directed towards these two cities in 1, 56 ff. although he is dealing with ethnic groups. 4o) There is hardly a difference in the meaning of voc and yévog. In any case, the question is less about the single peoples (as it might appear to be with the argument pointing at Athens) than about the ethnic groups. One of these derives from Deukalion - Hellen - Doros (or, as Herodotos already expresses it, stands under their rule) whereas names of the other group are not mentioned, i.e. Herodotos deliberately avoids the ‘Hesiodean’ Pelasgos. Ch. 56, 3 yields a rather surprising date for the u£raQoX of the name of the Dorians (not their nationality; the distinction is very Clear in 6, 53/5; cf. also n. 28): one expects it to happen under Doros, but the prmevs al Hellenes are still called MaxeSvol when settled in the region of Mt. Pindos, 

of Hesiod’s Катдоүо Е 1-7 Rz.3, xe eeydpnoe is very surprising in view of the fact that in the later records the Pelas- gians are characterized almost throughout as noddrAavov хой тахо лрӧс̧ ёпоуастбсес (Strab. 13, 3, 3; Menekrates Tepl xrioewv ibid.; Ephoros 70 F 113 tò dvéxaðev *Apxddac бутас ёёоба стратьотіхфу Віоу, еіс 88 thy обтђу бүоүђу протрёлоутас roh- Aovs лосі тоб бубратос ретоёобуои ; ѕее also on Hellanikos 4 F 4, Myrsilos 477 F 8). The idea occurs at first Sight that Herodotos had the Athenians on the brain al- 

; impossible both because of the scheme of the whole di- 
Spartans but with the Helleno-D. orians. It seems a more probable assumption that the Pelasgians did not emigrat е simply because in the earliest times they were settled all over Hellas (the former Tledaoyty 2, 56) with the exception only of the primevally Hellenic Phthiotis, and that the authors quoted above are thinking Primarily of their later expulsion, dispersal, and destruction (not unknown to 

i rodotos' opinion is shown by his 'ApxáSec IIeAxoyot (1, 146), IIeAxoyol AlywuDéec (7, 94), Alodtes 7d médot xodedue- vot IeAzoyo( (7, 95). All these are regions which were ‘hellenized’ later and by no means through the arrival of the Helleno-Dorians (primeval Hellenes), who conquered neither Attica nor Arcadia nor the Aiolis. How the uetaBorh &¢ “Ednvas 



Ca ee 
was achieved in these regions remains obscure, probably not so much because Herodotos did not give any thoughts to this point, but because he did not wish to expatiate on the whole question of mi 
many difficulties and controversial points about the details; but the sentence 57,1 

Be THVixaita Yzv thy viv Occcakarw xadeouévny) is not one of them, it only con- firms the opinion that Herodotos knew many more single traditions than he mentions here. This is also valid for what he tells us about the remnants of the Pelasgians—former Thessalian Pelasgians are settled now in Kreston brép Tuponvay, Athenian Pelasgians on the Hellespont. Lemnos (if he thought of it) he could, of Course, not mention here, because in his time there were no longer any Pelasgians on the island. 42) If drocyioðév (see also n. 6) cannot mean the local segregation of the Hellenes-Dorians from their previous neighbours in Thessaly, their starting as a separate tribe for a migratory life, we must assume corruption (about the text of ch. 58 see n. 44). 43) The words óc pol xatapalverar elvat clearly show the 
deductive character of the whole train of thought: if the Pelasgians spoke a bar- barian language, as Herodotos thinks he has just proved they did, the primeval Hellenes must have spoken Greek, and if now all Hellenic tribes speak Greek there ` 
must at some time have taken place a petaBorh & "Елу. 44) Under- 
Standing depends on treating ch. 58 as the end of the digression. Not until ch. 59 
does Herodotos return to the historical track, where the question is no longer about 
the Aopixby and 'Iovixóy Yévoc, but (precisely continuing ch. 56, 2 loropécov 3& єб- 
Ptoxe Aaxedatuovious te xat *A@nvaioug mpotyovtag) about ’Atnxdv (59, 1), ’A@ynvator 
and AoxeBauióvot (65, 1). Consequently the words ‘EXAyuxév and Tedaoyxév mean 
the same in ch. 58 as throughout the digression, viz. the two ethnic groups, not 
any individual peoples belonging to these groups; conjectures which carry this 
Meaning into the text are wrong. The fundamental idea manifestly (and in full 
accord with the lotopéwv sentence which affords Herodotos his opportunity to 
add the digression) is the contrast in the development: the primeval Hellenes, 
from a small and correspondingly weak migratory tribe, have become the great 
Greek people (énd opixpod tto thy dpyhy Spudpevov abEnrar é T7806) by the ad- 
dition of numerous ‘barbarian peoples’; the Pelasgian people has not increased 

(oW8aya peydrug adfnOivat). After Herodotos has given the detailed proof for the 
barbarian language of the Pelasgians the causative ¿òv ВарВароу іѕ not surprising, 
but it is interesting; much though Herodotos admires the achievements of bar- 
barians, it is a given fact, for him that in Hellas Hellenism has proved superior to 
barbarism: whoever ‘hellenized’ the Pelasgians and numerous other barbarian 
Peoples, there is no example of a Hellenic tribe having become barbarian. The whole 
argument is very concise but quite clear—with the exception of the words ad&yta 
& тўбо тфу ё@убоу тоААфу дет mpooxexwpnxétov altar xal Hwv бусу Pappé- 

Роу съҳуйу, Тһа Iedacyév has dropped out before páota (Sauppe) is o. 
(cf. also Thuk. 1, 3, 2). But the line of thought allows neither of altering epee o 

IIeacyóv (Sauppe) nor of supplying «IIeiacyáv» before moXiàv (Legrand). It i 
manifest to me that IleAzcyóv has been superseded in the text by тфу : àv 

x0Uàv which probably comes from a longer marginal note, for rA7Gog т.ё.т. 18 

in hi tion II p. 688), who regards not Greek. The text proposed by Powell (in his transla › P ig 

ånooyioðév — &oðevéç and ёду — офЕтЮўуш аз іпќегројанопѕ, деѕігоуз (ог 
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seems to me) the fundamental idea of the whole digression. 45) The very 
mention of the "EdAnveg as the authority for the Ionians and Aeolians being 
Pelasgians (7, 94/5) should be proof sufficient (about the term “Ednves see RE 
VII col. 2678, 58 ff.). See moreover Munro l.c. p. 114 (who declared that Herodotos, 
as far as the Pelasgian origin of the Ionians is concerned, simply gave ‘the accepted 
doctrine 'lóvov tv Aoyworárov'); Jacoby F Gr Hist I p. 433, 4 ff.; Schachermeyr 
Frühgeschichte p. 259 and R E XIX col. 253 ff. as against Wilamowitz (Ph. U. 1, 
1880, p. 144) who speaks about a ‘spekulation Herodots’ and Ed. Meyer (Forsch. I, 
P. 6 'da Herodot weiss dass seine theorie mit den gangbaren ansichten im wider- 
spruch steht’). Most of the difficulties in the digression 1, 56 ff. automatically 
disappear if we assume that Herodotos did not develop a new theory but applied 
in a particular direction a theory accepted by research (see n. 40 and Text p. 
414, 25 ff.; 415, 9 ff.). This is at the same time the most simple explanation of 
Thukydides’ attitude towards this theory (1, 3; 1, 5, 1). 46) 7,7, 1 — 1 F 119. 
47) Outside the Peloponnese he enumerates the single districts, mentioning in 
Attica of peta Evbudarou Opzixec. Of course, Strabo’s excerpt is abbreviated; we 
must not infer that in Attica Hekataios knew of Thracians only; 1 F 127 is proof 
of the contrary. 48) Also Thukyd. 1, 3 is satisfied to Say xata čO а 
ve xal td Iledacyxév without going into particulars. 49) I am inclined 
to believe that Tereus in the Phocian Daulis is an addition of Strabo from Thu- 
kydides 2, 29. The inappropriate quotation of Pindar is certainly his addition. 
50) This dates Thukydides' method in 1, 5 back to Ionian ethnography. We are 
acquainted with inferences of this kind also in Ionian science, the results of which 
have frequently been used in the Periodos. 51) See Text p. 413, 3o ff. 52) 
Even a 'sham digression' (see n. 38) can have, and usually has, a suitable place. 
Herodotos certainly inserted the digression with which we are concerned here 
not so much because he could confirm the barbarian nationality of the Pelasgians 
by his own observations but because, being a historian, he felt the need of dis- 
cussing fundamental questions of Greek development inspite of the late starting- 
point of his narrative. He could not do this otherwise than in a series of digressions, 
and he had to find suitable places for them (cf. R E Suppl. II col.-351, 20 ff.). 
Not all of these places are equally well chosen (we should e.g. prefer to read 6, 51 ff. 
in the first book), and Thukydides with his ‘Archaeology’ certainly found the better 
way in regard to composition; but all digressions of Herodotos are important as 
to their contents and, one might even Say, necessary. There is an inner connexion 
between 1, 56/8 and the digression about the Ionians 1, 142/8, which is worked into 
the historical context in a similar way and which is also not easy to understand. 
Herodotos' indisputable antagonism to his neighbours in Asia Minor may be due 
to impressions of his youth. The full blast of it is directed only against the Twelve 
Towns; in ch. 143, 2 (about the weakness of 7d “EXAnvndy Yévoc cf. 1, 58) he makes 
an exception in favour of Athens, and ch. 147, 2 further shows that his judgement is 
now less influenced by his Dorian tribe-consciousness and more by his new esteem 
for Athens. It is possible, even if not demonstrable, that both these passages are 
additions resulting from his late point of view; in that case the addition about the 
obvorxor in digressions concerning the Pelasgians (see Text p. 416, 36 ff.) would 
furnish a parallel. I have long believed that Herodotos so heartily accepted the 
theory of Hekataios about the Pelasgians because it flattered his Dorian national 
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Pride, for according to this theory the Dorians are the only genuine and original Hellenes, and even now I think that this is possible. But to follow this up here would lead us too far. 53) See 2, 51; 8, 44. 54) It may be mentioned nega- tively that neither he nor anybody else in antiquity made a conjecture that would appear obvious to us: nobody assumed Kekrops, the bearer of a ‘barbarian’ name, to be the king of the barbarian Pelasgians, setting over against him as representative 
of the Greeks Erechtheus who ‘gives their name’ to the Athenians, and under whom 
the etaBort é¢ “EAnvag might have been achieved ; but even in Herodotos (8, 44) the primeval Pelasgians are earlier than Kekrops. Another negative fact: no 
author, not even Herodotos, for whom it would have meant the solution of a great 
difficulty (see Text P. 416, 36 ff.) has expressly distinguished the later from the 
earlier Pelasgians in Attica. 55) There is no need to repeat what I said R E VII 
col. 2675 ff.; Suppl. II col. 394 f.; 417 f. But because of W. A. Heidel ‘Hecataeus 
and the Egyptian Priests in Herodotus book II’ (Mem. Am. Ac. 18 no. 2, Boston 
1935) I will state again that I refuse to entertain the notion of an ironical and Vol- 
tairean Hekataios and of Herodotos as a dullard and a potential liar. For that, 
in fact, is what Heidel's arguments amount to. As to Herodotos' interest in Athens 
see the qualification Atthis p. 221 ff. 56) There is no doubt that this is a re- 
ference to the story of the wall, for the other group of Pelasgians who had preserved 
their language even in Herodotos’ own time, the Tledacyol ixép Tuponvav Kpnotava 
nodw olxéovtes, are designated as of броџро{ хотє Foav totut viv Awptetot xarcoue- 
vaot (oxcov BE tyvixaita үй» ту уйу Өєсса\фтіу xaheoutvny). The two relative 
Clauses are parallel; there is no need here to discuss again the Mss..tradition of the 
first one (see on Rhianos 265 F 35). 57) The first passage is simple: by relative 
clauses (see n. 56) Herodotos determines the original residences of remnants of the 
Pelasgian people which exist in his time. The second passage presents difficulties 
as to the matter and the text: the question about the origin of the Greek gods 

again is of particular interest for Herodotos. He had believed the Egyptians (vo 
82 та Муос: абтоі Alyórrtot) that cyc8óv xal návrov tà oùvópata TÀv Ütüv & Al- 
Yórtou EXiAU0e èç thv 'EXAáBa, but he adds as his own conjecture (yor Soxéovor) 
that the gods who were not known to the Egyptians ‘received their names from the 
Pelasgians’ (ch. 50, 2), and he deals subsequently with the religion of the Pelasgians 
(ch. 52). In both ch. 50 and ch. 52 he is talking about the Pelasgians generally, the 
primeval inhabitants of Hellas who, in this quality, range with the equally very old 
Egyptians. Ch. 51, however, is different: the Greeks learned the ithyphallic shape 
of Hermes (this only, not the god himself) from the Athenians (cf. Thuk. 6, 27, 1, 
where it is the cexp&ycvog épyacia which is noted as indigenous; Paus. 4 33. 3 
intermingles Herodotos, and 1, 24, 3 is corrupt), and the Athenians learned it from 

i : i from those who the Pelasgians, not, however, from the primeval P. elaspians but Ileacvot 
immigrated later on: ’AOyvaloin yap ёт тпуохобта ёс "EJXvac ey 3 : AIT %pFavro voutabyvat]: Satis è tà aivorxor éyévovro ёу тў. ©рт [ёбєу тєр xal “Ednves Heb рд. Пемаеүд, обтов Кайероу брүш pepinrar tz DapoOphines ёлътєА#омс rapoAaóvres napa ккк Фуйр olðe và Aéyco- chv үйр Хаџобртіхту оїхєоу mpórepov Tegel 9 i i à Y oj Xagoüpfuec ta Ópyur mapa auBá Arnvalotst oóvouxot éyévovro, [xal mapà todtwv Lapolpnt tative bits which nien MA үн: disfigure ch. 51: the clause with ó0ev is an un a 
den The ашшы subject cannot be the Athenians (pace Myres i.c. p. 201), 
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for they were already Hellenes, and they certainly did not become so by the im- 
migration of the Pelasgians; nor can the subject be the Pelasgians, whom the 

interpolator evidently had in mind, and whom Stein and Legrand (the latter by 
supplementing ňpřavro «aórob) tried to understand, for it is the primeval Pelas- 
gians who were hellenized, not the obvomxor. Stein recognized the two other inter- 
polations: at the end of § 3 xal— mupaAapBdvover is impossible both because of 
style and grammar (note the present tense); it is a silly repetition of TraparaBdvTes 
торд Пе\асүбу. Іа $ 4 the same applies to và èv totor èv LapoOpylant puornploror dedy- 
Awtar because of St Medacyol ipóv twa Adyov mepl abrod EAcEav precedes. All three 
interpolations are made by the same person who found the argument of Herodotos 
not sufficiently lucid. The recent editors, Hude in 1926 and Legrand in 1936, did 
not feel any difficulty if one may judge from the silence of their critical notes. 
Nor apparently does J. E. Powell who in his translation (1949) declares ch. 51 to be 
‘a later addition’. The only actual doubt is as to whether these Pelasgians came 
from Samothrake to Athens, or went from Athens to Samothrake. This vagueness 
is the consequence of Herodotos’ general treatment of the wall-building Pelasgians, 
and it is removed in favour of the second alternative not until 6, 137, when we learn 
that the wall-building Pelasgians txywphoavras 0а тє суєїу хоріа хой 3) xal Ajjuvov. 
Moreover, it is important to state that Herodotos inserted the whole passage about 
the Pelasgians (ch. 50, 2b-52, not only ch. 51) at a later time (i.e. after his visits 
to Samothrake 51, 2, to Dodona 52, 1, and, of course, after his sojourn in Athens) 
into the original context about the Egyptian origin of the Greek gods as explained 
to him by ‘the Egyptians’. There is an evident contradiction between the old and 
the new context: the Greeks are said to have received names of gods from the 
Pelasgians (50, 2) whereas these Pelasgians did not know any individual names of 
gods (52, 1). Further it is surprising that the Pelasgians consulted Dodona el &v- 
Guvrat td obvdpara ta dmd tév BapBdpev (i.e. from the Egyptians) 4xovta; for they 
are barbarians themselves, and they could receive from the Egyptians those 
names only which that people had in use. These inconsistencies did not escape 
Herodotos, as we see from the double (as it were) opening of ch. 50: at first he says 
that ‘almost all names had come from Egypt to Hellas’, later on that they had come 
ix ràv Bapfápev, which term is explained as meaning Egyptians and Pelasgians. 
The working in of the added notion, that Egypt does not explain the whole Greek 
pantheon, is not altogether successful. 58) Schachermeyr R E XIX col. 254. 
Nearer the truth is his statement in Etrusk. Frühgesch. p. 259 f., that ‘Herodot 
eigentlich ein doppeltes pelasgisches element in Attika hátte annehmen müssen. 
Offenbar war ihm aber bei dieser annahme nicht wohl zumute, und er vermied 
es von der einen (read: two) andeutung abgesehen, auf diese angelegenheit náher 
einzugehen’. But he should have asked why Herodotos ‘did not feel easy about it’, 
and incidentally the compensating praise of the ‘methodisch allein richtige frage- 
stellung Herodots’ is not justified. The alternative whether the Pelasgians were 
Greek or barbarian stands in no connexion with the question whether there were 
two kinds of Pelasgians in Attica; and that they were barbarians Hekataios had 
already proved systematically, while Herodotos merely corroborates one point of 
this proof by his own observations (see Text p. 414, 5 ff.). 59) It is probably 
not accidental that he neither adduces reasons for the identification, nor points to 
the invention with a 8oxérty &yol. The twilight in which he lcaves the whole question 
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is the same throughout; but it is perhaps most remarkable in 2, 50-52 (see n. 57) 

where he discusses the question of the gods with an accuracy hardly to be surpassed : 

the Greek gods are Egyptian; those who are not Egyptian are Pelasgian; but 

Poseidon is Libyan; also the cult of heroes is, at least originally, not Greek. 

The arbitrary invention may have been facilitated by three facts: (1) the distinction 

between Athens and Attica had been abolished at the time of Herodotos; thus, 

whether an incident was told of the old xóX« or of Brauron, both in his view were 

Athenian stories; (2) about the nationality of the former inhabitants of Lemnos 

anything could be asserted since Athenian cleruchs were settled on the island; 

(3) the name of Pelasgians had for a long time shown a tendency to spread. They 

had to such a degree become the barbarian predecessors of the Greeks generally 

that one could speak of Pelasgians wherever barbarians in Hellas were meant, even 

where other names were known (see Text p. 414, 25 ff.): we find in Herodotos 

'ApxáBeg IIeXacyol, AlyuOstc IIeAxoyol, etc. The peculiar point is that the tendency 

of his composition of 6, 137-140 forbids Tuponvol IlIeAxoyot. 60) One might 

expect that Herodotos asked where the expelled Pelasgians went. Those who 

contend that he did, and that he received the answer ‘to Lemnos’, and perhaps 

even the further information that the Pelasgians had undertaken from Lemnos 

their expedition of vengeance to Brauron, can perhaps not be strictly refuted, al- 

though in my opinion the conclusion of the Athenian answer (Ad og mpoetnetv ёх 

тїс үй t&tévat) is in reality a refutation. For those who know Herodotos it is clear 

that by adding to this answer the following sentence тоос 82 obtw Sh Exywpjoavtag 

dda te oxeiv ywpla xai 5} xal Ajuvov one replaces the historian, who had to arrange 

an abundant material, by one of his sources—the Athenian Aéytog &vp who had no 

interest but to answer Herodotos’ question el é8ixw¢. Both the Egyptian parallels and 

the fact that the expelled Pelasgians did not go to Lemnos only, confirm this inter- 

pretation: xal ô) xal is a typical form of conjunction used by Herodotos in appending 

the point on which he is going to enlarge, as he does here by narrating the conquest 

of Lemnos by Miltiades. Cf. n. 16; 20. 61) This holds good at least for the Atthis 

of the Marmor Parium which by Aktaios-Aktike in the time before Kekrops (A 1) 

and by dating Kranaos after Kekrops (A 3) precludes both the pre-Hellenic Pelas- 

gians generally and the Pelasgian Kranaoi of Herodotos (8, 44). The Marmor does 

not mention the wall-building Pelasgians, and as to Kleidemos, who evidently knows 

them (323 F 16), only a deduction e silentio can be made. It is very regrettable that 

we do not know anything about Hellanikos’ attitude as far as it regards Athens; 

I do not think a deduction e silentio would be too audacious in his case either. 

62) See on F r; (F 92/3). 

1) N. 1 on F 99-101. 2) Ephoros 70 F 113 does not help. 3) See 323 

F 16. 4) See Text p. 410, 20 ff. The inference that according to Ph. ‘der Pelasger- 

name erst in Attika entstanden war’ (Meyer Forsch. I p. 12 f.) and that the builders 

of the wall therefore must formerly have been called Tyrsenians, is certainly wrong 

in this form. Neither Ph. nor anybody else can possibly have asserted that an origin- 

al IleAapyol (IleAxpywxóv) had in the course of time changed to IIeAacyol (IIeAaovt- 

хб»), for the fortification and the precinct were always called IIleAxpyuxóv, not 

Ileàxoyıxóv. The difference of one letter had not prevented popular etymology from 

assigning the building of the IleAapyixdv to the IeAacyol, but the scholar took ex; 

ception to this very difference. He solved the difficulty by keeping to the official 

Jacoby, Fragm. Griech. Hist. III b (Suppl.) 
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form IIcAapyuxóv and calling the builders IIeAapyol, but he regarded this form not 
as a name (or its corruption) but as a nickname. The IleA«oyol come into the 
discussion only because the Tyrsenians, derisively called IIeAapyol, were Pelasgians 
as to their race. This is a proceeding both ingenious and correct according to ancient 
science, and one should no longer obscure these simple facts. 5) Cf. nn. 16; 34 
on F 99-101. 6) One can hardly regard Herodt. 4, 145 (cf. 6, 138, 4) as such. 

1) Imbros besides еппоѕ ёла te xwpla xal 5} xal Ajuvov (6, 137, 4); mapOévor 
Gpxtevdpevar tHe Ori totg Bpavewvloig (and the xavypdpor napðévo F 101)~ 
"Apréuidt ёу Вроорём. ёүобсас ópthv tàç töv ’Aðmvalwv yuvaixas (6, 138, 1). It remains 
uncertain whether Ph. mentioned other places which, according to other passages 
of Herodotos (1, 57, 2; 2, 51; cf. Text p. 416, 39 ff.) had been colonized by Pelas- 
gians expelled from Athens. 2) See Text p. 411, 11 ff. 3) See Text p. 411, 
27 ff. 4) Whereas the Sintians Od. 0 294 are &ypiógovot, the Pelasgians in the 
Iliad (K 429; cf. Od. t 177) are called dio: and in the Catalogue (B 840) éyyeoluopot. 
It is certainly wrong to take IIeAaoyuxó; as an epithet of Zeus in a depreciatory sense. 
‘Hesiod’ (F 212 Rz) says Awðówy . . . Ileħaoyäv £8pavov without an epithet, but 
Pelasgos is the father Auxcovog &vtiðéotro F 44. 5) In the appendix to Hesiod’s 
Theogony 1011/6 referring to the West “Aypwog 8 Aativog rule over the Tvponvol 
&ydxdettor. In Hom. Hymn. 7 Dionysos is captured by Aytoral Tupoyvol somewhere 
at sea. We have not the least reason to suppose these to be Tyrsenians of Lem- 
nos (Beloch Gr. G.* I 2 p. 50 f.): there is no indication whatever of the locality, and 
the vague vv. 18/9 may mean anything; in order to assume Maeonia (Toepffer 
A.G. p. 196 n. 2) one ought to know how old the Tyrsenians are in the story told 
by the Samian Menodotos (541 F 1; other indications of Tyrsenian-Pelasgian 
Piracy in the north of the Aegaean are even more difficult to determine). The date 
of the hymn (the much discussed connexion of which with the cult of Brauron is 
sheer imagination) I do not venture to decide: a late date (‘vielleicht erst alexan- 
drinische zeit’ Gemoll Die Homer. Hymnen, 1886, Р. 316 f.; Ludwich even placed 
it in the third or fourth century A.D.) is not proved. Allen-Halliday-Sikes The 
Homeric Hymns*, 1936, p. 379 see ‘no reason to deny it to the sixth or seventh 
century B.C.'; W. Schmid Gesch. d. gr. Lit. 1, 1929, p. 242 f., too, seems to regard the 
fifth century as the latest possible date. 6) Wikén Die Kunde etc., 1933, p. 78 f.; 
85 f. dates the disturbance of originally good relations between Greeks and 
Etruscans at the middle of the sixth century (the naval battle of Alalia may mark 
an epoch, though this was not the opinion of Ephoros 70 F 137) and p. 184 ff. 
he collects the evidence for the increase of 'Tyrsenian piracy’ in the fourth century. 
The facts are not in doubt, but because of the frequent and somewhat naive restric- 
tion of the term to the Etruscans in particular it must be stated that the Greeks, 
at least in the West, acted in the same manner: after the battle of Lade Dionysios 
sails from Phokaia to Sicily, dpydpevoc 3 evredbev Amori хотєстіхєє "EXX$vov 
uiv oüBevóc, KapynBovíov 5 xal Tuponvav (Herodt. 6, 17). It is a well known fact 
that unless a great naval power polices the seas, as, apart from the mythical Minos 
(Thuk. 1, 4), Athens did in the fifth century B.C. and England has done in modern 
times, no fixed line can be drawn betwecn naval war and Piracy: ‘ich miisste keine 
schiffahrt kennen: / krieg, handel und piraterie / dreieinig sind sie, nicht zu trennen’ 
(Goethe Faust II 11186/8). For the Greek historians the sentence holds good that 
Piracy is what the enemy (the non-Greek in particular) does. 7) Cf. Hypoth. 
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Soph. O. R. (Suda s.v. tupawos) tov 8E tr mendvOacrv of ped’ “Ounpov morntal robs mpd 
тфу Tpwrxdv Baorretg tupdwoug mpocayopetovres, ӧфё поте тобёє тоб бубиотос еіс 

тос "Е?Атуос̧ 8:адодбутос̧ хотй тоос "ApyiAdyou ypdvous, xaOdrep ‘Inmlas ё софістіс 

(6 Е 6) фто... просауорєџбђуол 8 фос тёу тораууоу &nb тбу Торртубу" Хоћєпоўс 

yap twas nepl Antotelav тобтоос yevécbar. Et. M. p. 771, 55 Tupawoc: Htor dnd Тор- 

envàv (Gol Y&p obcot) 7) &xà I'óyou, óc ёст and Tuppag nérews Avduncie (Sylburg 
Avxtaxiig Et), tupawioavrog mpatov - kor 8% and tod tpdw xth. The information 

about Gyges’ native place is doubtful because it seems to be dependent on the 
belief that Tuppavéc is the ethnikon of Téppa, connecting with this assumption the 

equally wrong assertion that Gyges was the first topawoc. This raises doubts about 

the town Tuppa, which occurs here only, but is a kind of corner-stone in Schacher- 

meyr's (of. cit. p. 222 £.; 284 ff.) attempt to determine ‘die engere heimat der 
Etrusker in Kleinasien'. I find his treatment of the passage in the Et. M. difficult 
to understand. But the question does not matter for Ph., who apparently did not 

derive tipawog from Gyges and Торра but from the Tuppnvol. 
1) See Text p. 406, 4 ff.; 418, 26 ff. 2) The connexion is rejected by 

Kretschmer Glotta 30, 1943, p. 117. His reasons do not appear convincing to me. 
3) Cf. Text p. 410, 20 ff. (and n. 35 0n F 99-101). 4) Cf. n. 27 on F 99-101. 5) See 
on F 209. 6) Ph. presumably also observed that the Tyrrhenians do not occur 

in Homer. About the reason of their absence see Schachermeyr op. cit. p. 278 ff., 
who ought not to have obscured the fact that we do not possess any literary 
evidence for the Tyrsenians earlier than the 6th century B.C. (cf. n. 5 оп Е 100). 

1) Harpokr. s.v. 'Ay«cuOdj; s.v. mpowetpntés. That the speech actually had 

the title Kav' 'Ayacud£oug elaayyeda Eeviag (Dion. Hal. De Din. 10) and did 
not open with the words Eeviag oddtva xt. (Baiter-Sauppe Or. Att. II p. 331) 

may be inferred from Hypereid. 3, 3 who remarks upon the irregularity of prose- 

cuting by the procedure of elo«yyeXa. 2) IG! II 2311, 75 = Syll.’ 1055. 

It is of the Panathenaia presumably that Xenophon is thinking in Mem. 3, 3, 12 

(п. 6), and the fact that it is a leiturgia (Ps. Andok. 4, 42) points in the same 

direction. 3) IG II 956/8 a. 161/0 ff. B.C. 4) As Mommsen Feste p. 101 ff.; 

Juethner R E VI col. 839, al. have it. The term is misleading, and not only because 

of its modern use. There were beauty-competitions in antiquity connected with 

cult, but they are entirely different. 5) Xenoph. Symp. 4, 17 BaAopópovç yap 

тӯ. `Абтуй, тойс xaAoUg Yépovrag bO£yovrat, Óc cupmapouaproüvrog mcn xia тоб 

xddAoug definitely precludes the connexion which Mommsen (op. cit. p. 101 ff.; 

152; 292 ff.) tries to make out. Others (particularly the commentators on Xenophon) 

indulge in fancies. 6) Mem. 3, 3, 12/3 Stav ye xopàóc [elc] ёх тўсдє тўс хб\=ос̧ 

Үіүудтол, Gonep <b> elg AjjAov mepmbpevoc, obdel¢ ddAofev ovdapdbev тобто ёфёшЛос 

yhyverat, 0088 ebavdpla ev GAAme moder dpole tHe tvOaSe ovvayetat.... dOOX uv o0- 

te cbpwviat тособтоу Stxp£pouaty * AOnvatot tv Gov ore opátov ugyé£Oe. xol Bunt 

Bcov pirotizlar, fmep pddtora mapobóvet трд Ta xara xal Évia. Beauty may 

be understood as being a matter of course, but its conditions for men are bóyx xal 

u£yeBoc (the latter indispensable for women as well: ef maxima toto corpore Propert. 

2, 2, 5/6), even if Athen. 13, 19 p. 565 F énawé 38 xal adbrdg td xdAAOG: xal yap èv тоїс 

Evav8plaig tod¢ xaadAlatoug eyxpivover xal tobtous протофореїу ( ?) éxttpérover should 

refer to Athens (the xplows xdéAAoug in Elis follows; Valesius’ conjecture mtop- 

Oogpopeiv, which caused the confusion of evavdpta and 8aAdAopopla is certainly wrong). 
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Hiller von Gaertringen suitably compared with the evav8plac &yadv the evebla 
in Tralles (Syll.? 1060 saec. IV/III B.C.; it is mentioned among the competitions of 
&v8pec between Spdu0¢ and dxovnala) and Samos (ib. 1061 saec. II B.C.). In the 
Panathenaia inscription (n. 2) the Euandria v. 75 follows the three groups of 
mupptytotal. (xai8ec, &y£vetot, &vBpec) and precedes the Aapnadopopta (I doubt whether 
Mommsen and Hiller are correct in supplying Axprad. in v. 76; perhaps the line 
is a dittography), and vedv dda. 

1) It is obviously a sort of appendix. The note Eust. Od. À 277 (n. 5) also shows 
two sections; for one of them 6 lotophoag &¢ Anutmp xti. is quoted. The appendix 
is not all of one piece; the genealogy and the origin from Thrace hardly belong 
together originally; they require separate evidence. 2) Vv. 202/5 nplv y’ Ste 
3} yAedytc uiv "Iápgr xeBvà. lBuix / road Tapacxartove’ etpépato métmav ayvhv / pet- 
Sioa үєА&сш te xal Dadv oyeiv Guuóv - / 4 dh of xal Exetta peOdotepov edadev dpyaic. 
3) It is of no importance whether the author here is Diodoros or Timaios (566 F 
164). The hymn to Demeter of Philikos (Koerte Herm. 66, 1931, p. 442 ff.) un- 
fortunately breaks off with dX" el yardoeicg névOoc, үф $ Avow. The yuvatxes of 
this hymn, one of whom is the yspaid lambe, follow another account which is more 
closely related to the Bibliotheca than to the Homeric hymn. It is dubious whether 
Hesych. s.v. Idun- yuv) te, èp’ He h Anuhmp èyéraoe nevðoŭoa - àp Fe lapBiew tò 
Aowopetv, xaxodoyely (n. 4; 6) belongs here. 4) TÒ lapBilew xate twa yAdooav 
Aowopetv ÉAeyov Proklos Crest. P. 242, 26 W; rapa tò lauBilew, 6 otv lv Batetv 
+++. AowSopixdv yap to pétpov Schol. Choerob. Hephaist. p. 215, 1 Consbr.; 4 amd 
ToU lav Bátew... Т үйр xowh тӧу будрӧтоу фоуђ la xadretrat Et. M. 463, 29; 
Gerhard R E IX col. 652, 52 ff. supplies further evidence. 5) Et. M. p. 463, 28 
ў &лӧ тўс є0робстс̧ үџуахӧс̧ Вахутс twos "481 хоЛоошёутс. Рток1оѕ р. 242, 27 
ої 82 ёлб тос "аис Өєротсолу8ос̧, Өрбиттпс̧ тӧ vyévoc- табту фасі... 8:0 тубу 
Х\єоосрітоу ele yEAwta npoayayéobar thy Bedv. Schol. Choerob. р. 214, 9 tor ётё 
*lauBng ths Kedeod Oepanaivys, Frc thy Ajpntpa Aunousevny jveynace yeddoat YeXotóv 
tt elnodoa, тз боди: тобтоо тоб лоёбс афторатос xenoauévn* 7) &nà 'IduBne tivòç été- 
рас, үрабс̧, Fe 'ImmüvaE ... лар OdAucoay Epta mrvvovont ouvtuydy Fxovce ... 
«&vOparn’ éredOe, thy oxdony dvazpéretgn, хой cuXaóv tò AnOtv obtws Фубџосє 
тӧ шётроу· 820: 82 лері тоб хом№арВоо тўу історіху табтуу ёуафёроосл, Үр&фоутєс̧ 
TÒ тёлос̧ тоб стіҳоо «thy oxdony буатрёфецс». Eust. Od. А 277 ха хбрт BÉ тс 
(pactv) "І; аісурӧс̧ 58рісдєїса хотёлосє тӧу Blov &yyóvn.- 805 xal 6 xapevouacu£- 
vog «бт {орос ёх Bpxyelag v xal paxpas alvirretar... dab twos Bpaygos alriou 
&pyou£vn» elg xaxóv u£ya xaraMjyew... Snrot xal 6 mixpbg "ImmüwaE ... Snrot 
ó icropfoag ao Anuimp ... zapcbtevóOn Kee. xal... Metavelon. év tHe 'Ат- 
Txt, беєрёлолух 82 афтбу “IéyBy ларєродєїто «©ту ӧрхоорёу тобто рётрон. 
6) It would be more accurate to say that the AoiBopeiv, the xaxoroyla, the ófoltzew 
(Prokl. p. 242, 26 ff.) is the characteristic feature of the laugoc. But the aloypóv 
(a species of which is the yeXoiov: Aristot. Poet. 5 P. 1449 a 32) belongs to both 
the poem and the conduct of Iambe. 7) The slave woman is Thracian also 
in the scholion on Nikander and in Proklos; in the Hymn (and in Eust.) she is given 
no country. In Bibl. 1, 30 the ypaic seems to be a free woman as in Philikos; but 
then she is Eleusinian, not from Halimus. The abundance of variants, even in regard 
to secondary figures, is surprising in all our tradition. 8) Collected by Waser R E V coL 1927. 9) IG? II 1011, 6/7 (epheboi inscription of 106/5 B.C.) óryv- 
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Taav 8ё xal tots {єрої ёу бллоіс péyer vf; ' Hyoüc, xal mpoémepijav abrá, óuoloc Bb 
xal tov “Iaxyov. Kern R E XVI col. 1226 also thinks of a sanctuary. In the 'Iakchos' 

la may supposed to be heard as in Iambe (n. 4), but the explanation of the genealogy, 
often repeated though it is, by ‘die lärmende freude bei ländlichen festen’ (Weiz- 

säcker Rosch. Lex. II col. 13) takes a wrong line: Pan is neither ‘der ländliche gott’ 

nor Iakchos, and Iambe belongs to the Eleusinian cult, not to some ‘rural festival’. 

If Echo had a cult on the Sacred Road there must certainly have been a real echo. 
1) This is shown by Diodor. 1, 29, 3 (= Hekataios of Abdera 264 F 25) dpodoyetv 

Sè xal tobe "AOnvatous ött Bactrevovtosg 'ЕЁрєуӨ#юс хоў тбу харпоу 800 тђу &voußplav 
пропфомсцёуоу ў тўс Длиттрос tyéveto napovala npdc abtods xal } Swpek тоб атоо 

mpdg 8 tovrorg al tedetal xal te pvathpia tadtys tis Oeod téte xaredelyOnoav iv 

*Edevotvt. Accordingly the Marmor A 12-15 records the whole group of facts 
concerned with Eleusis under Erechtheus. We find the same date in Justin. 2, 6, 12 
Erechtheum, sub quo frumenti satio est Eleusinae a Triptolemo reperta, in cuius 
muneris honorem noctes initiorum sacratae and for the rape of Kore in Euseb. Chron. 

a. Abr. 620 (— Е 18b). Also the war between Athens and Eleusis (which, it seems, 

cannot have been mentioned in the Parian Marble) was recorded under Erechtheus 
already by authors who preceded Kleidemos (Thukyd. 2, 15, 1; Isokrat. 12, 193; see 

F 13). About the shifting of these events to the predecessor of Erechtheus, Pandion 

(Bibl. 3, 191; Kastor 250 F 4; Euseb. Chron. a. Abr. 610/5 — F 104a), see Jacoby 

Marm. Par. p. 141 f. 2) See above Text p. 402, 17 ff. It is not much use to ask 

whether the wording fruges fructusque must include corn: the description of the 
festival seems to show that it does, and anyhow the introduction of corn-growing 

is due to the hero of culture. Perhaps we have to assume that for Ph. Demeter, 
though the goddess of corn, did not 'invent' it, as in F 5 Dionysos does not invent 

wine but teaches men civ tod olvov xpXow. The Homeric Hymn, too, does not 
actually ascribe the invention of corn to her, but tells how in her wrath she does 

not allow it to grow for a certain time (vv. 303 ff.), and this conception is a wide- 

spread one (cf. n. 1). 3) Bibl. 3, тот Поудіоу....ёф’ об Дтийтур хо! Л:буосос 

elg thy ’Artuchy #\Өоҹ; al. 4) See on F 93/8; see also n. 3. In Timaios (and the 
Heurematographers) Sicily and Athens put forward rival claims (Diod. 5, 2, 3 ff. 

where 4, 4 need not be an addition of Diodoros to the excerpt from Timaios 566 F 

164). The Kretika of Diodoros (468 F 1), which are not entirely late as to their sub- 

stance, mention Egypt, Attica, and Sicily as the principal claimants (5, 69, 2/3) and 

decide (5, 77, 3/4), with a learned argument about the mysteries, in favour of Crete 
and of Crete - Attica - Sicily - Egypt as the route by which the invention spread. 
See also n. 6. It is probably of no importance here that Ph. knew a book about 
Crete(seeon F 17). 5) See Introd. p.225 ff. 6) F 104c contains Attic specialties 
like Buzyges as the inventor of the plough (which, incidentally, Triptolemos 
hardly ever is said to be) and it controverts Sicilian claims by dicit tamen Philo- 
choros - Syculorum (but about this Sicilian Ceres from the rationalized legend see 
F 18c; in the Index Cogn. Deor. Cicero De n. d. 3, 53 ff. Ceres is lacking). But this 

is not sufficient to find here Philochorean tradition 'pià ampio e più ricco di 

Notizie’ (Lenchantin Riv. di Filol. N. S. 10, 1932, p. 45 ff.); we have rather to 

acknowledge a late re-fashioning of the story told by Hygin. fab. 147 and Serv. 
Vergil. Georg. 1, 163, the use of a learned collection by a heurematographer, and 

(last not least) Christian Euhemerism which made the whole story human and put 
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it under the distinguished name of Ph. In the course of time, old motifs are fused 
together, wrongly used, or distorted: thus for instance the penuria (see Hekataios' 
&voufpla n. 1), which ultimately goes back to H y. Demet. 303 ff., is here limited to 
Attica; the anger of the people about the filium alere abunde (~ divino lacte nutrire); 
the journey ad exteras regiones in order to import corn (a complete reversal, perhaps 
because one of the rationalized versions makes Erechtheus come from Egypt); 
the killing of the father, and so on. 7) Schol. Apoll. Rhod. 1, 256/9; Diod. 
4, 47, 4. The Lycian Chimarros čnàsı màolwt Aéovta uiv Éyovrt rpcipabev exlonuov, 
te 88 mpduvng Spdxovra (Plutarch. Mul. virt. 9 p. 247 F). The ship of Bellerophon 
was called (another way of rationalizing) Pegasos (Palaiphat. De incred. 28). 
8) Е 539 ff. N1 (cf. Bibi. І, 31/2). The evidence of the vases and of literature about 
the miraculous chariot and its development are collected by Schwenn R E VII A, 
1939, col. 218 ff. That Sophokles took this feature from the Eleusinian ‘cultic 
drama’ (Kern Eleusin. Beitr., 1909, Pp. 11) is a very dubious suggestion. 9) Here 
Triptolemos sows év th ‘Papi xaAXouuévnt "EAcucivt; the distribution of the seed 
is mentioned as a section of the Orphic Demeter poem (A 14). It is quite uncertain 
whether the three poets quoted in that passage — Orpheus, Eumolpos, Musaios —, 
occurred in Ph.s Atthis, or in the same context. 

1) This is the reason of the popular, legendary, and fabulous character of many 
Athenian stories, to which some stories of Pherekydes (and others not noted down 
in the mother country until Hellenistic times) bear a strong resemblance. It is 
superfluous here to ask who preserved and passed on the stories, but in any case 
the Adytot_dv8peq were of greater importance in this respect than ‘the people’; 
cf. Atthis p. 143 f.; 217 ff. 2) Preller-Robert Gr. Myth. I* p. 200 where the 
material is collected; about Aglauros see moreover Toepffer R E I col. 826 ff.; 
about Pandrosos H. Lewy Rosch. Lex. III col. 1 530 ff.; about Herse (not very 
sound) Sittig R E VIII col. 1146 ff.; see also n. 3- Immisch Rosch. Lex. II col. 1018 
regards them as ‘hypostasen der Athena’ ; Wilamowitz Gi. d. Hell. I p. 194 now 
calls them ‘Feldmadchen’. When according to the latter they are ‘im grunde nichts 
anderes as Chariten, Horen, Nymphen, auch die Moiren’, this seems to me a rather 
shallow application of Usener’s ideas (Gétternamen, 1896, p. 135 ff.) which, il- 
luminating as they are in a systematic account of the way in which religious con- 
ceptions are formed, rather prevent the understanding of the single figures, when 
their character as a group is doubtful. Evidence like that of Steph. Byz. s.v. ' Aypxu- 
dhe... tpeig 88 Roav (scil. Ouyatépes tod Кёхролос) &хт$ тфу ab&évtwy tods xap- 
zo, Óvopxcu£vat, IlávBpococ "Epon "AypavAog does not prove anything; Hesych. 
S.v. "AyAaupiBec: шора: парй `Абтуаќоцс іѕ corrupt. In the information about the 
Cultic Serrvopopla таїс̧ Кёхропос Өоүатрёсіу (Text p. 427, 18 ff.), with which the 
custom of sacrificing tats ’EpexOéwe Ovyatpéow in F 12 may be compared, it remains 
doubtful how old the designation of this group of rapOévor as ‘daughters of Kekrops’ 
is, and whether they carried individual names in cult. Herodt. 8, 53 naturally does 
not yield an answer to that question, for he mentions merely the lpdv tij¢ Kéxporog 
Guyatpds "Aydatpou, i.e. a quite definite locality. It is evident that the *daughters 
of Erechtheus' (who also need not have been that from the first) originally were 
without proper names (see on Phanodemos 325 F 4); that the 'Aglaurids' originally 
had no father is largely agreed upon. It is not surprising (and a special explanation 
will be found later on) that the paternity fluctuates: Hygin. Astron. 2, 13 calls the 
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nurses of Erichthonios Erechthei filiae which hardly is a mere mistake; it is more 

likely to be a variant. It is certainly a variant that Skamon (476 F 3) calls the three 
maidens together with Phoinike (who is invented additionally) daughters of Aktaios, 
for Kekrops marries thy ’Axratov xépnv “Aypavdov (Bibl. 3, 180). "Aypavdou xdpat 

*elyovo. says Euripides Iom 496, and mapOévor ’Aypavdl8es in v. 23 must be under- 
stood accordingly. Here already Aglauros is distinctly a special figure who has to 
cede her name to one (the eldest) of the three daughters (n. 3). 3) I state the 
following facts which I cannot believe to be accidental: (1) The Scholia on Ari- 
stophanes (Lys. 439) mention two daughters of Kekrops only, and they state that 
the name of Agraulos was used in oaths and less frequently that of Pandrosos, 

xatà ôè rýc "Epon oby ebpfxauev. (2) Further, Amelesagoras (330 F 1; cf. Athena- 
Boras Pro Christ. 1 p. 1, 13/4 Schw.) in his singular story of Erichthonios, though 
perhaps enumerating all three, makes only tac 800, “Aypavaov хо} П4&удросоу, 
transgress the prohibition of Athena. Here we ought to remember that other witnesses 

mention, with or without names, the guilt of all (three) mapOévor (xotpar, Evechthet 

filiae, Cecropis filiae): Eurip. Ion 270 ff.; Kallimach. Hek. F 260, 27 Pf (whose 

narrative agrees with Amelesagoras); Hygin. fab. 166, 5; Astr. 2, 13. (3) Only 

Aglauros and Pandrosos are worshipped and have their own places of cult, and 
the original importance of these two can even now be distinctly perceived. (4) 

There exists an ' A0nv& "AyAaxupoc (Harpokr. s.v. "AyAavpoc) and an' A07 II&vB8poaoc 

(Schol. Aristoph. Lys. 439), but no ' A8nv& "Egon. (5) On the other hand Istros 334 F 

27 knows a лоџтў for Herse alone. (6) It is an additional fact that of the three Herse 

alone is not a ‘specifically Attic figure of myth’ (Sittig R E VIII col. 1146 is wrong): 
Alkman F 43 D calls her the daughter of Zeus and Selene; in Erythrai the trinity (?) 

"Ерот ......... gavig seems to belong to the female Kyrbantes (Wilamowitz- 
Jacobsthal Nordionische Steine, 1909, p. 32 ff.); in Bibl. 3, 181 ff. she is connected 

with eastern genealogies by way of Kephalos and Eos, and she seems to be the 
only one of the three to have descendants (about the daughters of Kekrops in the 
pedigree of the Kerykes see on 323a F 24). In view of all these facts and others 

besides them, we should perhaps not pass too easily over the point that two of the 
sisters derive their name from the dew: elsewhere individual names (which are 

mostly late) for grouped figures either express one concept threefold or form a 
series: Auxo Thallo Karpo; Klotho Lachesis Atropos; Eunomia Dike Eirene; 
Aglaia Euphrosyne Thalia; etc. Once doubts are raised concerning Herse, the vari- 
ation between two and three figures in a group (e.g. in the Athenian Charites) 

deserves attention. Here Herse may have been grouped with Pandrosos because 

their names mean the same or, even more likely, because of the Hersephoria, which 

was partly misunderstood, partly not understood at all (see on Istros /./.): іп fact 

it belongs to Pandrosos. That Aglauros and Pandrosos originally do not belong 
together either, will become probable by what is said in the Text (see also n. 5). 

4) See on F 92; 93; and elsewhere. 5) Aglauros and Pandrosos exist separately 

both as to their places of worship and as to their festivals. Pausanias treats the 

*Aydabpov téyevosg in his periegesis of the Agora 1, 18, 2. It is situated on the slope 

of the Akropolis ‘unmittelbar unter dem steilabfall der burg’ (Judeich Topogr.* 

P. 303; the mpordAate with which ‘he cannot do anything’ must be due to some 

mistake). This position tallies with the name which is now almost generally agreed 

to be “Aypavdog with a metathesis of the liquids (differently Usener op. cit. p. 135 
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ff.). But when she had become the daughter of Kekrops who lived on the Akropolis, 
she must throw herself down the precipice either voluntarily sacrificing herself 
(Ph. ?) or being demented by a god (Erichthonios story Bibi. 3, 189). This Agraulos 
is certainly not an ‘earth-goddess’ (as Farnell Cults III, р. 21 very cautiously sug- 
gests); also ‘goddess of rural life’ seems to be too vague. She is ‘the’ goddess of the 
paternal soil for which she sacrifices herself, an agrarian goddess whose cult could 
be taken over by the agrarian Athena, who also is a war-goddess. I cannot deal 
here with the very interesting agrarian rites of the ancient méAtc (they seem to 
have been in the hands of several clans), but no early god can be limited to a certain 
province; both Agraulos and Athena became connected with Ares, Athena in her 
quality as Areia, Agraulos as the mother of Alkippe (here Poseidon comes into 
the tradition). The conjecture that the mother received her name from the daughter 
is misleading, even though as early writers as Herodotos (8, 53) and Hellanikos (in 
his Atthis 323a F 1) attest the daughter. We must assume two different relations of 
the humanized goddess to Kekrops: as his daughter and as his wife. Thus the maiden 
reared by Athena continues to live, sometimes in cult as *A@nva “Aypavdoc, some- 
times as priestess of Athena. The correlative fact is that the autochthon Kekrops 
is given a family, although (like all autochthons, whether man or god) he is originally 
dixatg not only &ppevog yévov. His children are more likely to be daughters than 
sons, because by the former descendants can be legitimated in pseudo-history 
(thus Kekrops himself marries thy ’Axtatov xépyv) whereas the son, given to him 
according to one version, must die before his father (Bibl. 3, 180). It is everywhere 
equally evident that these stories are secondary, and that they were partly invented 
without taking account of each other: whence the difficulties arise. 

The Pandroseion (Iav8pécou vaóc) is situated on the Akropolis, tō vxót тӯс'АӨлубс 
Guvex i; (Pausan. 1, 27, 2). One need not attach undue importance to the sequence 
of the monuments as enumerated in Paus. 1, 27, 2-4; still it is significant that it 
‘stood in the closest neighbourhood to the Erechtheion and the Old temple’ (Judeich 
Topogr.* p. 280). The sacred olive tree in the Pandroseion (F 67; it is a proof in 
itself that these stories are earlier than Pandrosos’ connexion with Athena) stands 
according to Herodt. 8, 55 (cf. 5, 82) in the 'Epcy8£og vnóc. Pandrosos need not 
throw herself down; in the accepted story about Erichthonios she is ёс тђу парахата- 
Өўхту буа(тіос̧ ту ёдєлфу óv (Pausan. 1, 27, 2; cf. 1, 18, 2; Bibl. 3, 189; but see 
330 F 1); nor does any author record voluntary death for her country. Whether 
the place of Pandrosos' sanctuary allows of the assumption of a somewhat close 
connexion with Erechtheus (at one stage of the development) must remain an open 
question. It is quite conceivable that at one time she was the nurse of Erichthonios, 
and that Athena was substituted later (Zl. В 547/8; that Erichthonios is not differ- 
ent from Erechtheus is generally agreed; see also the stemma of the Eteobutads 
Vit. X or p. 843 E). Even the fact of Demeter Karpophoros occupying a place in the 
Pandroseion, whereas Aglauros is connected with the Kourotrophos (see below) 
may lead in this direction. The connexion is less certain than that between Aglauros 
and Kekrops. But when Aglauros and Pandrosos became sisters (as daughters 
either of Kekrops or of Erechtheus) and different parts were assigned to them in the 
Erichthonios story (perhaps merely in consequence of there being now two nurses), 
Agraulos alone could be used as the guilty sister (this she is in Ovid. Met. 2, 5 581.; 
Herse takes her place only in Euphorion Berl, Klass.-Texte V 1 p. 58). The link for 
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establishing the connexion is formed by Athena, who replaces Pandrosos as the 
nurse of Erechtheus and Aglauros as the agrarian goddess; it was accomplished 
as early as the sixth century, provided the connexion in cult of Aglauros Pandrosos 
Kourotrophos in the clan of the Salaminioi (Agora I 3244, 12; 45; see on F 14-16) 
is earlier than the transplantation of the clan. To our knowledge the ‘sisters’ also 
exist each by herself in actual cult and have their own priestesses: we know parti- 
culars about the dress of the priestess of Pandrosos (Pollux 10, 191; Suda s.v. 
тпротбуоу) ; the fact that there was a priestess of Aglauros (I G? II 3459) is interesting 
because it shows how easily the legend (which makes Aglauros herself a priestess) 
loses sight of the facts of cult. The legend of the Kallynteria and Plynteria (see on 
F 106) mentions Agraulos only; the Plynteria is explicitly called (Hesych. s.v.) 

topth, fv ent tie ’Aydavpov tig Kéxponos Ouyatpts nyt Eyovow. The mysterious 
Ersephoria (see particularly Paus. 1, 27, 3) is concerned with Pandrosos only; she 

alone receives the previous sacrifice mentioned in F ro. In the oath of the epheboi 
(see now L. Robert Études épigraph. et phil., 1938, p. 293 ff.) Aglauros stands at 
the head of the divine witnesses, and beside her are not Pandrosos and Herse, but 
Thallo and Auxo (about the connexion between Pandrosos and Thallo see Pausan. 

9, 35, 2). Concerning the oath taken in the Aglaurion, it is certainly not without 
significance that Kourotrophos was worshipped here besides Aglauros; in the 

Plynteria, too, the epheboi again have some special part (though we do not know 
since when). The Plynteria show that Agraulos had relations with the family of 
the Praxiergidai (about the particulars see Toepffer 4.G. p. 133f.; Ferguson 
Hesperia 7, 1938, p. 20 f.); as to Pandrosos I suppress a suggestion which seems to 
be obvious. 6) It is regrettable that we do not know whether Hellanikos related 
the Erichthonios story and what he told about the war of Erechtheus. Either course 
would be conceivable with regard to him: the story of Minos and his brothers 
(Marm. Par. p. 57 ff. Jac; F Gr Hist II D p. 675) is a typical case. See also n. 7. 

7) For the two kings between Kekrops and Erichthonios reign no longer than nine- 

teen years together. Possibly the primary difficulty was considered when the list 
was first composed (by Hellanikos); for the three (five) earliest kings otherwise 

are given forty to fifty years, and even the shortest reigns of the four last pre- 
Trojan kings covered twenty to thirty years. Thus Ph. overcame the additional 
difficulty that for him a cult of Athena did not yet exist under Kekrops; it was 

introduced at the earliest (and this is the most likely date) in the reign of Am- 
phiktyon (see Text p. 398). The sacrifice of the priestess of Athena in itself is a 
suitable event in the war of Erechtheus, which is, at the same time, a war between 

Athena and Poseidon. 8) Bibl. 3, 188/90; cf. 203/4. 9) Our knowledge at 

least does not reach beyond the fact that Aglauros, by her nature, was the pro- 
tectress of the native soil (cf. n. 5). 10) Bibl. 3, 203; thus Euripides (see on 

Phanodemos 325 F 4). The motif itself appears in two shapes, the general one and 

the one pointing to a certain person. 
1) Hardly Aelius Dionysius as Naber believes. But who was it? It might be very 

well Ph., if the record in F 105 belongs to him; the abbreviated name may have 

dropped out before pyr. 
1) The passage (excerpted by the Suda) recurs in Schol. Aristoph. Vesp. 1223 

thy 8& ydpav thy Ataxplav Tlav8lovd pact tots vlots Staveluavra thy dpyxhy Avxct 8обуоц, 

Alyet 8è thy mapa (V mept r) tò сто, dddaves 8t Thy TlapaAlav, Nica: 8¢ thy Meyaplda. 

106 

107 
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Here thy Ataxplay evidently is a marginal correction of why dpyqv (the corrector 
Probably followed the scholion on Lysistrate) which slipped into the text of 
the scholion at the wrong place. The interesting fact is that the Scholiast did some 
thinking: because of the py? (which in the tradition otherwise belongs to Aigeus; 
Text p. 430, 13 ff.) he shifted Lykos to the first place. Another typical outcome of 
this thinking is the preceding sentence about the three Athenian parties in 560 B.C., 
which is a copy of Aristot. 'A0r. 13, 4 Foav S& otdcetc tpetg xtA. The Scholiast 
calls the parties «&Eetc instead of ctácet; and wrongly quotes the second as IlIe8uic 
(like Plutarch. Erot. 18 p. 763 D; but cf. Hommel Klio 33, 1940, p. 186 f.) instead 
of IIcBtaxol, and he wrongly furnished the whole passage with the introduction 
xatà yàp тоў XóAcvoc vóuoug *peig Hoav al téEetc, which he also took from the 
Aristotelian context. No words need be wasted about the suggestions of Wright 
A. J. Ph. 12 p. 310 ff. and Sandys Aristotle's Const. of Athens, 1912, p. XXVIII: 
Aristotle was not brought into the scholion through Ph. The scholion is composed 
in the regular manner: one piece of evidence (Aristotle) for the historical fact, 
another (Ph.) for the previous history of it (mythical or legendary basis). 2) Ed. 
Schwartz R E I col. 2868, 2 ff. 3) See Text p. 431, 3 ff. The proof is not so 
weak as it appears to us because of the severe abbreviation by Strabo. When he 
remarks on //. B 546 8£yec0z« 8& 8et xol rob убу Meyaptac, &¢ xal todtoug petacydv- 
тас тїс otpatetac, it becomes clear that Apollodoros furnished evidence for this 
Participation, possibly from Megaric tradition (Jacoby ‘Theognis’, Sb. Berlin 
1931 р. 108 ff.). When he further adduces I]. № 685 as a proof of Athens having 
formerly been called 'Iovíz and 'I&c, we infer that he also proved the Megarians 
to have been Ionians. Otherwise the proof would have a gap—unless the stele 
comes in here. Pausan. 1, 42, 2 (= 487 F 5) furnishes another argument from the 
Theseus story (certainly not his own). 4) See Text p. 430, 6 ff. 5) The 
arrangement of the arguments is well considered and characteristic of Apollodoros’ 
method. Andron of Halikarnassos is not an Atthidographer. He wrote, probably 
in the fourth century, a highly esteemed history of myths with the title Duyyéverat 
which modernized Hellanikos (F Gr Hist I р. 480). 6) Е 872 №, Unfortunately 
Strabo, in order to abbreviate even further, merely paraphrased the opening verses 
which are frequently assigned to the Aigeus, and as ill luck would have it, the para- 
phrase occurs in one of the damaged passages so frequent in these books. As far as 
can be judged from Aly Sbr. Heidelberg 1928/9 no. 1; 1931/2 no. 1, the palimpsest, 
although containing § 6, does not help. I forgo a discussion of the attempts at 
supplementing, but the confidence with which Wilamowitz (Ph. U. 1 p. 132 n. 53) 
brings ‘the ’Axvi’ into the text does not appear justified to me. Nor is it correct that 
the Akte is ‘Athens’, ‘die ebene des Kephisos bis ans meer’ (see on F 92). 7) 
Lenz was wrong, if only for this reason, to write Alyéwg for abtod, and to supple- 
ment «rapi +d dotu> utyor Ilu0tou from Schol. Aristoph. Lys. 58. In that case 
nothing would remain for Nisos. 8) For ancient lines of demarcation one 
point is sufficient if the frontier follows the main road. Therefore one stele 
only stands on the Isthmos. A sanctuary was preferably chosen; see e.g. the ‘Eppaitov 
between Parion and Lampsakos Charon 262 F 17 with the note. 9) We know 
the Pythion of the old town órò Ierorotpátou yeyovóg, elc ô tobe telrodac Ex(0ccav 
ol tat xuxdion yopõt wxhoavtes Tà Oxpynrta (Phot. Sud. s.v. Tiu@tov; Judeich Topogr.® 
P. 386) and the one at Oinoe (which Siebelis wrongly suggested here). There cer- 
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"ul were more. About the presumed sanctuary of Apollo near the convent 

phni, which is not exactly called Pythion, but which according to the legend 
belongs to the god of Delphi, see infra n. 12. 10) Plutarch. Thes. 10, 4; see on F 14/6. 

, 11) Herm. 9, 1875, p. 320 n. 1; Ph. U. 1, 1880, p. 132 f. (n.6). Asfaras I know he 
I not return to this question later on. 12) Toepffer A. G. p. 205; Busolt Gr. G.* 
1 I p. 104 f.; Hanell Megar. Stud., 1934, p. 19 n. 4. Toepffer finds the Pythion (n. 9) 
in the sanctuary of the clan of the Kephalidai; Pausan. 1, 37, 6/7 relates its legend. 
According to him it is situated beyond the Kephisos (i.e. if near Daphni, on the 
Eleusinian side of the Aigaleos) and originally belonged to Apollo, to whom later 
Demeter, Persephone, and Athena were added. Then it was not a ‘Pythion’ any 
longer. I do not understand how it is possible to assert (and even refer to the Scholia 
for the assertion) that Sophokl. O. C. 1347 alludes to this ‘Pythion’. 13) When 
Strabo quotes ol rà; ' Ax0(3ac ovyypépavtes he probably always means Ph., the only 
Atthidographer whom he quotes by name. Apollodoros perhaps mentioned 
others, too. 14) The question here is about the main story of the division of 

the country, and it does not matter that one or another eponym is called son of 

Pandion: Olvebs Tav8iovog ulds vé00g Pausan. 1, 5, 2; TelOpag Toepffer A.G. 

р. 256 п. 5, and an enumeration of vases Lamer RE V A col. 155 f. The four 
names of the heirs are Aigeus, Lykos, Paralos, Nisos in Sophokles, Ph., Bibi. 3, 206; 

the same series was surely known to Herodt. 1, 173, 1; 7, 92 (Aigeus, Lykos); to 
Hellanikos in the ‘Téperat 4 F 75; 78 (Nicos 6 [lav8iovoc) ; to Pausan. 1, 39, 4 (Aigeus, 

Nisos; 1, 5, 3/4 Aigeus, ol zaiàec); to the author of the Suda s. v. Nícoc (not 
Kallimachos: face Schneider fr. an. 47); Herakleides (Aristot. ' A0. fr. 2) only says 
ol raiàec; the poor locopíx Schol. Eurip. Hipp. 35 omits Lykos. An apparent 
exception would be the rf. krater from the Akropolis, which has frequently been 

depicted (Tsounta ’Eg. épy. 3, 1885, p. 219 ff. and x. 11/2; Brueckner 4. M. 16, 
1891, р. 200 ff.; Robert Archaeol. Hermeneutik, 1919, p. 142; Graef-Langlotz 
Die antiken Vasen von der Akropolis Text II p. 68 no. 735) and which Hopkin Hand- 

book I p. 277 no. 44 assigned to Duris, but Beazley Att. Vasenmaler, 1925, p. 158 
to the Syriskos painter, an assignment to which he holds and which Graef-Langlotz 
follow who assume the date to be ‘about 480 B.C.’. But it is quite doubtful whether 
the painter really intended to represent the four sons of Pandion — Lykos, Pallas, 

Nisos, Orneus — by the four sceptered persons who watch with lively interest the 

fight of Theseus with the Minotaur. That the painter added at random some ‘po- 
pular’ names of heroes to the picture seems out of the question because the first 
three belong together in the Pandion story. That he substituted Orneus, son of 

Erechtheus, for Aigeus, the most important of the Pandionids, because of the 

'unmóglichkeit Aigeus am Minotauroskampf teilnehmen zu lassen’ (Brueckner; 

Hanslik R E XVIII t, 1939, col. 1125 n. 2) is no explanation at all. On the contrary, 

'es dürfte uns garnicht wundern wenn wir einmal Aigeus bei der heldentat seines 
sohnes gegenwártig fánden', as Robert rightly remarks. But this whole approach 

is wrong on principle: actual presence is not to be considered necessary in such 
paintings; it would be impossible for the Minos of the main scene; also at the time 

of Theseus' expedition to Crete Pallas had disappeared (F 108), Nisos was dead, 

Lykos in Lykia. We must also give up at once the idea that the authority of the 

painter shared the doubts as to the legitimacy of Aigeus (see n. 27; Text p. 434, 

18 ff.); no Athenian writer had that doubt, nor would the unimportant Orneus-have 
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been a suitable substitute for the supreme king of Athens; also the fact that Orneus 
was expelled from Athens by Aigeus (Pausan. 10, 35, 8) does not make him a son 
of Pandion, though it might lead in the right direction. In my opinion there remains 
only one explanation (and I may add that Beazley does not find it impossible) : 
the painter united the four heroes not in their quality as sons of Pandion, uncles 
and well-wishers of Theseus, but, on the contrary, as enemies of Aigeus and his 
family, who hope for the death of his only son in the fight with the monster. 
But as three of these enemies actually are brothers of Aigeus in literary tradition, 
and as Nisos is one of them, the krater still remains sufficient proof for the fact 
that Sophokles was not the first to invent the story about the division of the 
inheritance and to introduce Nisos. 15) Whether Ph. was the first to use the 
names in this context is hard to tell: they do not occur in our very succinct parallel 
reports, and Sophokles, of course, paraphrases; if, instead of Strabo, we had Apollo- 
doros’ full enumeration of the witnesses to the dtavouy, we should be better inform- 
ed. It is, however, clear both why Ph. could not say medlov or ueoóyeux, and. why he 
mentions districts, while Aristotle speaks of the ‘parties’ which had their members 
in these districts. Also the city itself could not be omitted; he who obtained it 
thereby became the supreme king (Text P. 430, 13 ff.), and the realm of the supreme 
king was more than merely the city and more than the rediov—not to mention the 
Akte of the Peiraieus which needs no mention here (cf. n. 6). 16) He simply 
Says tò madatdv "Тоуєс̧ elyov and mentions quarrels of the Ionians with the Pelo- 
ponnesians—not with the Dorians who actually arrived much later ($ 7), but with 
the same people which according to 3, 5, 5 'expelled the Ionians from the Pelo- 
ponnese’. Apollodoros who merely had to explain conditions at the time of Homer 
perhaps was not interested in the date of the Ionization of the Megaris. The Atthis 
was, but the evidence of the Atthidographers, who mention the Megaris on the 
occasion of the division of the country, merely refers to the time of Pandion and 
his successors. Plato (Kritias p. 110 D) when saying mpdtov does talk of the original 
demarcation of Attica, but not only of that from the Peloponnese; he is not in- 
terested in particulars. There is no question of ‘contradictions’ (which Hanell 
Megar. Stud. p. 19 f. finds); at least not in Atthidography, which dates the acquisi- 
tion under Pandion and gives the reasons for it (n. 18): Ph. could not even have 
conceived the idea of 'giving Megara a place in the system of towns created by 
Kekrops’, or (which would have been more likely) of distributing the Twelve Towns 
among the three districts, quite apart from the facts that Megara did not exist at 
that time and that Nisaia was not founded until the reign of Nisos (Pausan. 1, 
39, 4). To put such questions shows a modern way of thinking and is a splitting of 
hairs: for the ancients the divisions into districts and the pseudo-historical organi- 
zations follow each other in the same way as the names do in Herodotos (8, 44). Even the synoikism of Theseus did not present any difficulties to them: as Aigeus 
expels his brothers the three realms again disappear, and the Twelve Towns 
remain for the synoikism, whether or no they had their own kings. 17) Theseus 
25, 4; cf. Robert Heldensage p. 751. For the sources of the biography of Theseus see on F 14/6; 17/9; 108. 18) Bibl. 3, 205 (Pandion) perà Kéxpora Bactredwv órò tõv Mrrlovoç viðv xarà отоу EEeBAHON, xal mapayevduevos elg Мёүоро прёс̧ ПоХау тђу ёхсіуоо Өоүатёрх Пома» (ЕаЫ леМау А) үаџеї. о50:с «85» xal cfc nóAeoG Васеў ór’ «бт (?) xxðiotata - xvelvac yàp ПА тфу tod matpds d8edpdv Blavra Thy Baotrelav d{- 
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Buct Tav8tow, abrdg 8% elc TleAonéwnyaov abv Aatit mapayevduevos xriCer mérw IIóñov. 
Pausan. 1, 5, 3 todtov (scil, Tlav8tova) Mnytrovi8a тйс @руўс £EeXabvouct, xal of puydvrt 
& Méyapa—Ouyarépa yap elye Ilvaa tod Bacttevcavroc èv Меүброқ —соуєхтіттоооіу 
ot aides. xat Tav8tova pev abtod Ayetat уосйсоута ёлобомеїу, хаќ ої прьс Oardcont 
uviiud tony év ti Meyaplðı év "AOnvac (Ху! адас о) AlOvlac xadovpévar axomérar- 
ol 8& пої8єс хатіасі тє ёх tv Meyápwv txBaróvres Mymoviðag, xal thv &py?v àv ' A07- 
valwv Alyebs npeoßBútatos Фу Ёсуєу. [4. І, 39, 4 'Bdevoive 8¢ 48n mAnotdywpog <h> xa- 
Aoupévy Meyaple: tig ’AOnvaluv Tjv xal ait тӧ ёрхаїоу, Пола tod Baoittws xata- 
névtog [lavdtov. Of course the Megarians gave a different account; see Pausan. 1, 
40, 6and Text p. 430, 26 ff. 19) Sophokles F 872 gnol 8’ 6 Alyeds étt 6 ratihp Sercev 
ёро yey d[rerdet jy elo dxtac THo8e ig mpeoBeta veluac. Bibl. 3, 206 petà 8 «iv Iavdl- 
Ovog tereuthy ol maides abtod otpateicavtes Em "APhvac eEéBadov tobs Mytovidas xal 
Thy doyhy tetpayyt Stetrov- elye St tò màv xp&ro; Alyeóc. Pausan. I, 5, 3; 39, 4 
(n. 18). About the seeming evidence for the supremacy of Lykos see n. 1. 20) 
About Pallas see F 108; about Lykos Herodt. 1, 173, 3 (cf. 7, 92) óc 8 4E 'A0nvtov 
Avxog 5 Tav8tovoc, ёЕеласбєіс xal obrog ®©л$ тоб a&derpeot Alytoc, dnlxeto ёс тоб 
Tepplras napà Xapmnbóva, обто 8h xarà toð Aúxou thv ёлоуошіту Лохкох буй урбуоу 
Go6n0av. Nisos—helped not by Aigeus, but by Megareus of Onchestos (487 F 3)— 
was killed by Minos (Hellanikos 4 F 78), but buried by the Athenians (Pausan. 
I, I9, 4). His territory, re-occupied by Theseus, remained Attic till the war of 

Kodros when it passed to the Dorians. This could be assumed because Megara was 

felt not to be a part of Attica proper but an annex. 21) See n. 16. 22) Even 
if Euripides Jon 1575 ff. believed that Ion ‘divided Attica into four realms or pro- 
vinces’. But Wilamowitz’ treatment of these verses is not happy. I do not guarantee 

the passage to be sound (Badham already took exception) ; but if it is not, the mistake 
is contained in yi¢ or in yGovdg: xdmpuAlov refers to both words (&md xotvod) or 

(perhaps better) xat is used explicatively; the yz, more accurately determined as 

tripbaAtog yOdv, is that of the Aaol, oxémedov of valovo’ éudv, which at that time would 
mean the people of Attica, not ‘Athenians of the city’. It is true that the passage 

seemingly refers to the city. In that case Euripides was not properly informed about 

the four old phylai the personal character of which is now certain. I am quite ready 
to believe this; but, in any case, he is talking of the sons of Ion, not of the Pandio- 

nids. 23) We may assume that Herodotos knew it because of 5, 76. The con- 
ception may have been favoured by the fact that history and geography did not 

count the Megaris as belonging to the Peloponnese, but considered the Isthmos 
as the boundary of the latter: Herodt. 8, 44/5; Thukyd. 2, 9, 2. For further evidence 
see Ernst Meyer R E XIX 1, 1937, col. 384 ff., although the geographical evidence 

proper is incomplete: tà èvròç ' Io0u00 xal ta éxróc Strab. 7, 7, 1, perhaps following He- 
kataios 1 F 119; cf.Skylax 40; Ps. Skymnos 511 ff. and others. 24) Brueckner 

A.M. 16, 1891, p. 202—after the so-called Duris krater had been found. This has 

become the accepted opinion, stated with more or less assurance by Busolt Gr. G.3 

II p. 104; Wilamowitz Gl. d. Hell. I p. 65 n. 1; Hanell Megar. Stud. p. 22; 68 and 
others. Salamis, however, is not Megara, and even at the time of the Attic empire 
the possession of the entire Megaris and the re-establishment of the ‘old frontier’ 

remained a vain hope, near though the Athenians came to this ideal during the First 
Peloponnesian War 25) That Il. B 558 отўсє $ &үоу {у ° A@nvalwv lotavto på- 
Aayyes does not occur either in the Vulgate or in any authoritative edition, is in- 
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disputably shown by the tradition (Bolling Ci. Qu. 22, 1928, p. 103 ff.; W. Schmid 
Gr. lit. Y, 1929, p. 160 n. 7; Jacoby Gnomon 16, 1933 p. 126). To argue with those 
who do not see this seems useless. ‘No line in the J/iad can be more confidently 
dated than this to the sixth century’, as Leaf has it; it does not even belong to 
the author of the Catalogue. V. 557 Alac 8 ix LaAapivoc &yev Svoxaldexa vias is 
Quite a different matter as to tradition, but if it belongs to the author of the Cata- 
logue it is an afterthought. Of course, this does not mean that the section about 
Athens is 'interpolated' (as e.g. Wilamowitz believed). 26) Boundary quarrels 
were not lacking (see on F 155); but when Athens lost Salamis in early Hellenistic 
times and Eleusis made herself independent, Megara was not in a position to assert 
her mouldy claims. 27) I leave aside, because they do not yield anything for 
Ph., the two really historical questions (1) about the correctness of the contention 
of the Athenians and Apollodoros én } Meyaple th ’Artixic uépog Fv, and (2) about 
the origin and the significance of the Attic king Pandion. But as to the former it 
must be stated that nothing justifies the violence with which Wilamowitz (Pindaros, 
1922, p. 15 n. 2 and Gl. d. Hell. I, 1931, p. 65 n. 1) stands up for the ‘truth of his 
inference’ (Hom. Unters., 1884, p. 252 f.; Herm. 21, 1886, P. 100 n. 2) from I/. 
B 508 that Megara had belonged to Boeotia. Granted (but only argumenti causa) 
that the poet of the Catalogue meant the Megarian Nisa, his judgement is not final 
here or elsewhere: the poet who opened the Catalogue with Boeotia, an arrangement 
certainly not due to geographical and hardly to mythological reasons (I for my 
part find it hard to believe that the harbour of departure Aulis (/7. B 303] deter- 
mined him; in the I/iad, the part of the Boeotians is as unimportant as that of the 
Athenians and does not justify the fifty ships) may have been interested in the 
region personally or politically. There is no reason (the contrary seems to be true) 
for denying Boeotia poetical representatives of her interests, as Argos or Corinth 
certainly had. The position is not nearly so simple as Wilamowitz imagined; there 
is also a linguistic and a mythological aspect to the matter. Hanell of. cit. p. 23 f. 
bas rightly qualified the assertion of Wilamowitz by his statement 'dass die vielleicht 
von den Boeotern anerkannte gleichsetzung Megaras mit dem Nisa des Schiffs- 
katalogs ohne zweifel weiterer stiitzen bedarf’ and that in view of the poor material 
‘die untersuchung kaum zu gesicherten ergebnissen fiihren kann’. With these quali- 
fications he made out a good case for the claims of Boeotia: ‘Die attische tradition 
ist in dem punkte richtig dass Megara vor der dorischen eroberung (which he makes 
start from Argos p. 69 ff.) ionisch war, aber in der hauptthese, dass es Attika 
gehörte, falsch .. . . Das knappe material das wir haben weist tatsáchlich nicht nach 
Attika, sondern nach Boeotien hin' (p. 67). The upholders of the claim of Athens 
in the widest extent on the other side are Beloch Gr. G.* I 1, 1912, P. 142; I 2, 1913, 
P- 133 (whose argument is primitive); Ed. Meyer G. d. A.3 II r, 1928, p. 287 n. 2; 
Ernst Meyer R E XV, 1931, col. 181. I am afraid we cannot make any progress 
beyond the cautious but indisputable statement of Wade-Gery C. A. H. II, 1924, 
P- 534: 'Megara is remarkable for one thing: in her, alone of Dorian states, there is 
no trace of any distinction between Dorians and pre-Dorians’. But those who 
choose between Boeotia and Attica ought to be aware of the consequences im- 
plied in regard to the conception of Pandion. Here, in my opinion, Hanell op. 
cit. p. 35 ff. has made very probable the thesis that the Attic king Pandion 
was transferred to Athens from Megara; not Pandion altogether, for nothing 
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compels us to refer the Tlav8tovic yeXBóv in Hesiod. Opp. 568 and Sapph. F 86D 
to the Attic king, and the combination of Ps. Hes. F 7b with F 245 takes us to 
Megara (Hanell p. r9 n. 1). But ifthatiscorrect we cannot doubt that the annexa- 
tion belongs to the feud between Athens and Megara, and that the king was adopted 

because of the Megaris. This adoption was made long before 508/7 B.C., when Pan- 
dion became the eponym of a phyle, and it was presumably achieved by giving him 
a lepév on the Akropolis (Judeich Tofpogr.* p. 284), while there seems to be no tomb 
in Athens. Literary tradition (n. 19) has the expulsion of Pandion from Athens, 
his death in Megara, his tomb there; it is only his sons who return to Athens. 
The critical point for the Athenian writers was Pandion's tomb in a Megarian temple 
of Athena. Even if the Athenians challenged this proof by showing on their part 
the tomb of Nisos in Athens (Pausan. 1, 19, 4) their case remained weak, and we can 
understand that Sophokles and Ph. preferred to make Pandion himself return to 
Athens and substituted for the 'Heraclid' conquest by the sons the division of the 
inheritance by the father. How they overcame the difficulty of the Megarian tomb 
we do not know. It belongs to the same context that the Megarians, while admitting 
the facts, consoled theinselves with the assumption that the oldest son, the succes- 
sor of Pandion, was a bastard of their Skiros (see n. 25 on F 108). We had perhaps 
better not say that Pandion ‘exists as a father only’ (Wilamowitz Ph. U. 1 p. 132). 
In any case, he was very useful for Athenian propaganda if (and this in particular 
explains his adoption by Athens) attention was drawn to the "Iov in the name. 
Then we may point to Solon's пресВотату yata 'Iaovíac and to the interpretation 
of the Homeric 'I&oveg as being the Athenians (cf. Kleidemos 323 F 1 3). What the 
name actually means we do not know, but it can hardly be doubted that it is closely 
related to IIav8ágeoc (Od. « 518; Pherekydes 3 F 124; as a short-name Hanell l.c. 

P- 38 n. 3?) who like Pandion is father of the nightingale. I cannot bring myself 
to believe in the ‘hero of the Pandia’ (Wilamowitz Ph. U. 1 p. 133; Toepffer A. G. 
P. 162 n. 2; Deubner A. F. p. 176 f.), or in the ‘early union of several small tribes 
ina cult of Zeus’ invented in support of that explanation on which ‘are founded the 
claims which Athens made to the Dorian Megara’ (Gi. d. Hell. II p. 3 n. 1; p. 227; 

CÍ. I p. 258 n. 2; Sbr. Berlin 1925 p. 237; Euripides Ion, 1926, p. 8). If such an 

Amphictiony had existed Megara would have been a member, and it must have 
reached back to pre-Dorian times (correctly Hanell p. 36). Such a thing could pos- 

Sibly be in keeping with the 'Boeotian' Megara, but all these conjectures are in- 
ventions of the moment. 28) But see n. 15. 

1) Plutarch. Thes. 12, 5 tov 8 vldv &vaxplvac horáčeto, xal ouvvayayðv Toùç rol- 

тос èyvóptčev. This means an official action by which Theseus is given the claim 
to the throne and which safeguards the position of Aigeus himself, menaced by 
what is called 4 otacts in ch. 12, 3. That refers back to the story of the begetting 
of Theseus and his education in Troizen as related in ch. 3. As early as that 
Aigeus loyupiag edeSolxer tobe Madravridag eniBovdevovtac abrar xal Sta thv draiv 

хатофроуобутас̧. The recognition of Theseus is the first step on the way to the re- 

unification of Attica divided into four kingdoms by Pandion (F 107). For the 
situation in Athens at the time of Theseus’ advent one may well compare the 

dithyramb by Bakchylides: Baoticd tãv lepäv ”Aðaväv. 2) See e.g. the belated 
mention ch. 12, 3 of Aigeus’ marriage with Medea, where again the main point 

consists in her promise тўс &texviag dnaddakew Alyéa. One expects the story Чо 

108 
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have been a self-contained section in Ph. 3) The capture of the Marathonian 
bull has a kind of intermediate position in so far as Euripides (Wilamowitz Sor. 
Berlin 1925 p. 234 n. 3 — Kl. Schr. V 2 p. 114 n. 1) has placed it before the anagno- 
risis: Bibl. Epit. r, 5 xa0ápac oóv Өтоє0с тђу 685v fxev cl A07vac* Miet 86 .... 
melOer tov Alyéa puddrrecbat dg EniBovdov abrod + Alyebs d8 tov [Sov dyvodv raida 8є(сос̧ 
Exeuev ext tov Mapabesviov tabpov: dg 88 dvetrev abtdy, rapa Mrdetas AxBdov avdOnuepivdv 
Tpoohveyxev adté p&ppaxov; subsequently the anagnorisis takes place (for the hostile 
stepmother see Eurip. fr. 3/4 N*). Kallimachos in the Hekale Dieg. 10, 18 ff. = 
F 230 and 260, 5 ff. Pf.) did not ‘transpose the two acts’ as Wilamowitz assumed, 
but follows the earlier version, which does not know Medea’s attempt at poisoning 
Theseus. The new fragment of Sophokles Phot. Berol. s.v. dxotcat dpy actually 
supplies the messenger’s account of the fettering of the bull which is required by 
Kallimachos’ Theseus F 260, 5 Pf. iuàt 8£ «i; Aly& narpl / VEÚLEVOG ÖG T’ ÖXLOTOG 
é¢ Kotupov ayyedtdtng / GS” evérron xd. (Bakchylides may have known the story 
in this form; cf. Sophokl. fr. 819). Consequently Euripides has increased the plots of 
Medea (it is typical for him that he gives two only, not the usual three: here we find his 
power of invention wanting). Plutarch in ch. 12 narrates the attempt at poisoning, 
invented by Euripides, before the anagnorisis adding an aition 12, 6 which apparently 
derives from an Atthis and leaves the story of the bull in its former place. 4) 
One may ask if it is an accident that ch. 14, which concludes with the first quotation 
from Ph. (F 109), opens with Évepyoc elvat Bovadpevos, dua St xal 8nuayovóv. 5) 
This was not possible in regard to the loosely inserted expedition to the Pontos 
(F 110). It may have been inserted where it stands because the question of its date 
touches upon the Herakles story, and this relation to Herakles is essential for the 
third period of the life of Theseus, a relation also forshadowed in the story of his 
youth (ch. 7). 6) Schwartz in the app. crit. of the scholion on Euripides; Wila- 
mowitz Ph. U. 1 p. 135 n. 58. The argument developed by Wellmann De Istro 
Callimachio, 1886, p. 37 ff. (following Wilamowitz?) is worthless. 7) For it 
belongs to the history of the division of the country, and it is attested for ol thy 
*ArOidx avyypdvavtes by Strabo 9, 1, 6, who expressly declares that they did not 
agree in the particulars of the 8uxvouj (see on F 107; cf. n. 1). The Pallas War 
presumably played a greater part in the Aigeus of Sophokles, but too little has re- 
mained to infer the structure of the play. Nor do we see whether the war reports 
of the Atthides derive from it. 8) Eurip. Hippol. 34 ff. émel 8& Onoeds Kexpontav 
сіле. у0буа, / Шосра фебүоу аїратос По2\оут:5бу, / хо) тђудє офу 8&рорт. уаостоћї 
X86va, | ёлаџсіау Ё троу alvécas фоүўу. ЕоПоміпв him Pausan. I, 22, 4 and— 
with a date—Bibl. Epit. 1, 11 Onotóc rapxAaBüv thy 'A0nvalov Svvactelav tobs uiv 
П492аутос̧ пої80с лєутўхоута тӧу dprOudv &xéxtetvev * óuoloc B xal Scot dvrdipat HOerov 
nap’ abtod drexravonoay, xal thy épyhv &macay icye uóvoc. This is another invention 
of Euripides who needed a temporary absence of Theseus from Athens: to find a 
reason for it he may have remembered the legend of the institution of the Sixaoth- 
prov énl Acdgivion which éyéveto pete tò *Apeonayitixdy ert Alyéwg.... explOn dt 
<mp@tog> (from Pollux) Onoeds ёутабдә rip dv dréxtewev bx Тро уос ele Абу 
mopeuóuevog xal Eml toic ModravrlBatc- &reAoyeiro 8E ópoAoyGv џёу тӧу qóvov, Bual- 
оҳ ёё фісхоу dedpaxévar (Schol. Patm. Demosth. 23, 74; Pollux 8, 119; Pausan. 
1, 28, 10). But Euripides speaks cautiously or vaguely, for the court cannot have 
pronounced a condemnation. According to Euripides Theseus leaves the country 
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m order to Bet rid of «à uócoc a(uxcoc in the old manner; according to Pollux he 
justifies himself before the court àgoctoóuevog td бүос тфу bn’ adtod Футртршќёуоу 
Anotav xal tv Taddavesav. These latter, whom Pausanias mentions alone, prob- 
ably were brought into the legends about the ŝıxaothpta through the invention of 
Euripides. For naturally the establishment of a court of justice has one reason, 

not several; and to judge from Plutarch (although the inference is by no means 
certain) the Atthides do not seem to have narrated the trial of Theseus, not to men- 

tion his exile for a year. This is interesting from the point of view of method: the 
legend of Theseus and the aitia of the courts of justice are separate groups of stories 

and do not touch each other. The latter group was evidently developed as a whole 

at some time, not very early, but probably earlier than the Theseus legend (by 
Aóytot &vBpec as I like to call them) when murders began to be differentiated more 

subtly, new courts were established, and mythological stories invented as aitia. 
The Theseus legend, which took its origin from a different (poetical) sphere, did not 
take these stories into consideration. It is further important that the connexion 
of Pallas with Pallas Athene, heavily stressed by modern authors (actually the 

connexion is with Pallenis, who is not the same), plays no part in the legends of 
the courts of justice. This certainly was not (only ?) for the factual reason that it 

was the court at the Palladion which judged qóvog &xobctog (see on Kleidemos 
323 F 20), but because the connexion was not felt to exist. The correlative fact is 
that Pallene (which may certainly be assumed to be connected with Pallas) is 
lacking in the account of the war. Modern authors judged this account wrongly 
just because they took it for granted that the two names of Pallas and Pallas Athene 
belong together (see n. 14). 9) As to the róle of Leos in the Pallas story see 
Steph. Byz. s.v. 'Ayvoüg* . . . . &v «oic "AEoatv: «ёле: ‘ Аүуобуті Өхаіа £cl rt Acá», 
About the father of the Leokorai see on Phanodemos 325 F 4. 10) It is quite 

possible that the war of Pallas in ch. 13 derives from Kleidemos, from whom Plu- 

tarch (Istros being the intermediate source?) took detailed reports about the 
expedition to Crete and the battle of the Amazons (323 F 17; 18). We cannot 

prove this, but Plutarch quotes Kleidemos elsewhere as well, and the source hardly 
is Androtion. 11) He is thinking of the fifty sons (Plutarch. 3, 7; n. 8), and it 

is they who were killed by Theseus (n. 14). What became of Pallas himself we do 

not learn even from the records of the Atthides. It is not easy to establish his con- 

nexion with the 'Giant', whose 8op&v éxvegoUca(scil. ' AOnvx) tabtyL xata Thy udynv 

cb Wiov ёпёсхєпє сбра (Bibl. 1, 37). The explanation of Preller-Robert Gr. Myth.* 

I p. 70 n. 3 is certainly wrong: ‘die Gigantomachie ist hier also in die álteste landes- 

geschichte aufgenommen; statt der gótter ist es Theseus, der vertreter der kultur, 

der die barbarischen bewohner der Pallene besiegt'. That may have been the.inter- 

pretation of Sophokles, but it is not primary. For the Attic material, including that 

of the vases and modern interpretations, see Steuding Rosch. Lex. III 1 col. 1333 ff.; 

Hoefer ibid. col. 1339; Robert Heldensage p. 729 f.; Herter Rh. M. 85, 1936, p. 

187 f. Why precisely Pallas is present at the birth of Erichthonios on a rf. vase 

(Furtwaengler Berl. Vasenkatalog 2535) I do not know. Otherwise relations of the 

Attic Pallas to Athena seem to be lacking. 12) See Wrede R E III A col. 1700 ff. 

Sphettos is now proved to have been the midland trittys of the Akamantis by a 

boundary-stone (Hommel K/io 33, 1940, P. 183). For determining the ®ефтүстї® 686, 

which is mentioned in the report of the war alone, this stone is authoritative; it 

Jacoby, Fragm. Griech. Hist. III b (Suppl) 22 
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shows that Milchhoefer’s assumption (Karten von Attika, Text II p. 22; 35) that the road passed north of Hymettos is essentially correct. Brueckner's conjecture that the road ran along the western coast touching Vari is as wrong as his other localiza- tions (n. 14). But Loeper's "weg durch die Pirnarischlucht', accepted by Kiepert Atlas antiquus. XIV text p. 6; Wrede lc. col. 1700 S.v. Lonttla 686¢, also does not agree with the report of the Atthidographers, who indicate an open highway for the march of Pallas’ army. 13) But it must be expressly stated that neither Pallene nor Pallenis is mentioned in the accounts, 14) Brueckner (4. M. 16, 1891, Pp. 200 ff.), who tried to prove that Pallene was situated 'weiter in der Mesogeia in der gegend von Koropi' has confused matters by making Pallas start from Pallene' and accordingly putting 'die burg des kónigs Pallas' at Hag. Christos near Koropi. As a matter of fact, Brueckner takes his departure not from the topo- graphical statements of the Atthidographic reports but from two external points, viz. the (perhaps probable) connexion of Pallas with Pallene and the rather doubtful (see Text p. 430, 32 ff.) assertion that the story about the division of the country by Pandion was invented at the time of Peisistratos, presenting the latter in the Singular form that ‘Nisos und Pallas, die eponymen der beiden orte, diejenigen waren, denen Peisistratos seine herrschaft verdankte’. This leads him to the fanciful reconstruction (р. 227 ff.) of Peisistratos’ march to Athens on the basis of the story.of the Pallas War. If there is any connexion, only the reverse would be Possible: the victory of Peisistratos at the Tladanvidog ’AGnvalng lpdv (Herodt. 1, 62, 3; Androtion 324 F 35; Aristot. ' AOr.. 15, 3) might have influenced the story of the Pallas War. But the resemblances are few and limited to the presumed battlefield of Plutarch's (Kleidemos' ?) report. Otherwise Peisistratos came from 

feature of the ambush, characteristic of the Pallas War, has no parallel in the attack by Peisistratos, and the characteristic feature of the latter, the róle played by Athena, has no parallel in the former. Further, the Pallas War is not decided by a pitched battle of the main bodies of the two armies, and in the Peisistratos War the attacker is successful. One must indeed be strongly prejudiced to find a connex- ion between the two events, and I for one am inclined to believe that the story of the Pallas War is half a century or more earlier than the return of Peisistratos. The conditions of the alleged Persian attack on Athens in 490 B.C. (Herodt. 6, 115/6), which was also said to have served as a model for the Pallas War, are even more different. 15) Wellmann op. cit. P. 37 ff.; Radermacher Mythos und Sage, 1938, р. 258. 16) See on F 119. 17) The same reproach (parallels to which we find in abundance in the political pamphlets and in the early comic poets) was levelled at Theseus at the end of his reign by the opposition in Athens, Menestheus in particular, xpa&tog &¢ exo dvipdrwy emOéuevos tar Snuxyoyetv (Plutarch, Thes. 32, 1/2). The attack on Aigeus in this context is doubtless due to the dis- cussion of the Athenian claim to the Мевагіз. Іп ВІЫ. 3, 206 ёо, 8 Alyé£a Xxuplou tlvat. Myovaty, brofAr87»at 8b ónà IlevBiovog the £wot are Megarian writers (cf. п. 27 on Е 107), and Zxvpíou must be altered to Zxípou (with Robert Herm. 20 p. 354; Toepffer A.G. p. 274; Heyne had already suggested Ухіроуос̧) ; that is made evident by Plutarch. Thes. 25, 6 and Pausan. 1, 39, 6, if only one takes into account the fact that the discussion, not completely known to us, continued to sway to and fro. Robert Heldensage p. 144 n. 5 would have done better not to withdraw 
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that conjecture in favour of an artificial legend the origin of which certainly falls 
in the year 476/5 B.C. (Plutarch. Kimon 8, 3 ff.; one cannot fail to see the resem- 

blance to the equally artificial claim of Athens to Lemnos treated on F 99/101). 
This legend connects Aigeus in some way with the island of Skyros: Aristotle in 
Schol. Eurip. Hipp. 11 (it is quite doubtful whether the passage derives from the 

'A0r.; in Herakleid. Eit. 1, 2 the decisive words are lacking) ’AptatotéAng lotopet 
бт. Dv Otis el; Xxüpov Énl xatacxorhy elxdrag Sia thy Alyéws ovyyéveray, eteded- 
Toev dalelg (Schwartz d¢ Onoeds У) хаті петрӧу, фођтёутос̧ тоб Лохорўёоос тоб 

ВасіЛебсаутос̧ * * °АӨтуоїо: 8 petà tà Mnåıxà xarà џоутеісу бує\бутеєс тё ёстӣ að- 

тоб #офоу; Plutarch. Thes. 35, 5 (Theseus expelled from Athens) el¢ Zxtpov 

&EEmArucev, olor «btt mpbc robg bxet prrlac, cog dhteto, xal ywplav ev tHe vacwL ra- 

tpo. There exists a number of variants which do not seem to know anything 

of a relationship (Diodor. 4, 62, 4; Plutarch. Thes. 35, 6; Kimon 8, 5; Schol. Lyko- 

phron 1326), and we never hear what it was. Perhaps Lykos ~ Lykomedes form 
the connecting link, and Aigeus or Theseus regarded themselves as the heirs of 

the former. Of course, other relations are possible, except that Pandion adopted a 
Dolopian. Phemios as father of Aigeus (or Theseus? see Lykophr. Alex. 1324 with 

Schol.) still remains unexplained (see Robert op. cit. p. 144 n. 5; Voigt R E XIX 

Col. 1955 no. 1). 

1) This is the new reading and supplement of Pfeiffer instead of the impossible 

Bpouov of the first editors. Formerly Pfeiffer had suggested 8[tx]vov (= detrvov), 

and I confess that I should prefer that reading if it were possible at all: (a) because 

of the parallel tradition which mentions the banquet as part of the cult (see 

n. 13); (b) because ŝñuov ovorņoáuevoç seems to me doubtful in regard both to 

the matter and to language. Nobody takes exception to Plutarch's ol nép% 8ўро‹ 

which simply means the old villages; but that Theseus should have 'established 

a deme’ is extremely surprising, and if in the text of Plutarch ‘ExaAjotov has been 

correctly changed to ‘ExaAjjaw it is impossible, for then the village was already 

in existence. If the papyrus really had 8¥po¢ (which is probable because of the 

following бу) І suggest that the diegetes made a mistake. 2) Reitzenstein 

Ind. lect. Rostoch. 1890/1, p. 14; Pfeiffer Callimachus I p. 228. Cf. Et. M. p. 319, 43 

(the naħat who call her ‘Exahivny Óroxopitóucvot are the Scholiasts on Kallimachos 

or Plutarch); Suda s.v. ‘Exdéy. Ptolem. Chennos Phot. Bibl. 190 p. 148 a 20 Bkr 

тері ‘ExdAng xat maar yéyovey émóvugov tovoua does not mean that he knew 

several bearers of the name ‘ExéAy but that he conceived ‘Exdédn as a cognomen 

and collected similar stories, giving (inventing) the original names of the hospitable 

women. 3) 'Exé Mei bà o $тыбтпс <‘ExdAtog (v -Aeg Pinedo -Aeóg?)» 

Mei «tà corix&» ‘ExadyGev v. It is uncertain whether this supplement is admissible, 

although P has tà vomx&; the Snuoruxóv is usually replaced by 'ExoMev, although 

"Exoaets (I G2 I] 2434, 8) and ‘Exaderiic (see Dittenberger Herm. 17 p. 39 f.) occasion- 

ally occur. ‘ExdAetog Pinedo -Mog O. 4) See on F 108 (n. 10). 5)It isa 

kind of general tradition about Theseus and we do not gain anything by calling 

it Istros. The most important feature is that the bull is sacrificed to Apollo Delphi- 

nios to whom Aigeus has a close, though not clear, relation: he lived near (or in) 

his temple, being the first king who does not live on the Akropolis, where even 

Pandion had his sanctuary — xat tov ‘Eppijy tov Tpd¢ Ew tov lepod xaAovawy ‘tx’ Alyéws 

moie (Plutarch. Thes. 12, 6). It is here that he receives Theseus coming from 

109 
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Troezen, and 6xou vov tv AcAgtvlot 1d neplppaxtóv otv the traces of the poison are shown (thus we now must understand the passage according to Euripides; 
we cannot tell how the ineffaceable stain, a frequent motif, had formerly been explained). Here it is that the lxetypla of Theseus goes before he set out for the expedition to Crete (ib. 18, 1). 6) Text p. 436, 2 ff. That is not the fashion of Ph., who starts from the cult and explains it by history. 7) This fact is so well known now that a few examples from different poems are sufficient: the Akontios story F 75, 54 Pf map’ dpyalov Eevouhðcoç (442 F 1); the E£vog "Ixtog F 178 Pf. (see on 325 T 7); the scholion on Antimachos F 179 Wyss x[at tadta ёх] *óv 'A[y(]ou xai Acpxdarov napéxeito, [do] Õ[v èpaijveto ó Ka[Aluayoç] ravra «лос (Е 65/66; 3/5 Pf.; 305 F 4; 8; Add. p. 757). See also 323 F 13 (lotopet 8& taiita KrelSnuoc èv "Ax0(8); 491 F s. 8) F 73/5. The special work was used in the Scholia on Sophokles as well. The fact that Plutarch mentions the Tetrapolis in $ 1 cannot be used for proving the origin of § 2-3; and Michael Akominatos test. XV Kapp copies Plutarch. Nor does the demos help as we are not able to determine its position except from the Hekale story: ‘an einem wichtigen punkt im gebirge auf dem wege Athen-Marathon’ (Kolbe R E VII col. 2665). 9) Friedlaender R E VII col. 2665, arguing that Kallimachos had used the 'old' Xenomedes for Keos; Kapp Callimachi Hecalae Fragm., 1915, p. 9 f. 'propter temporum rationes" (cf. n. 11); Pfeiffer Kallimachosstudien, 1922, P. 106 n. 4; Herter R E Suppl. V col. 419. Wilamowitz alone (Hell. Dicht. I P. 188) simply speaks of 'einem Atthido- graphen’. 10) It is very probable that he used him in the fourth book of the Aitia (F 97 Pf.) for the history of the Pelasgo-Tyrsenians; see on F 99/101. 11) Wilamowitz l.c.; Herter l.c. col. 422 f.; Coppola Cirene, 1935, p. 70 (about 270 B.C. and perhaps even earlier) and others. The Atthis probably began to be published in the nineties of the third century, and most of the special works (if not all) are earlier (see Introd. p. 241, 21 ff.). 12) Pausanias 1, 14, 7 also shows this. For the whole question see Atthis p. 12 3 ff. Possibly Ph. in particular drew on local traditions, but the one book about the Period of the kings did not offer much room, and these topics remained for the works about particular regions and those about cults, 13) Kal tépevoc 18росато 'ExoAeiou Atés Dieg. 11, 6/7, more accurately than &@vov + +++ ‘Exadceboot Aut in Plutarch. The establishment of the cult by Hekale (Hesych: Text p. 435, 9) is the outcome of an undue abbreviation. Also it is not quite clear 

the name of Hekaline already during her lifetime (viov 8£ & n&vcec S8itat | hpa pùo- Eeving- Eye yep 7ÉYog dxXM$torov F 231 Pf). The sacrificial repast belongs to the sacrifice, and ér£oux 8etzy! "Exdoeta may have occurred in Kallimachos (Е 264 Pf). Madvig saw the corruption in Plutarch's ‘Exadyjouv: the designation of the place (Exa zow) is indispensable; there is no evidence of the name of a festival 'Exa- Mou. 14) The evidence see Text P- 434 f. Therefore Meursius was right to alter “Exo. Au in the Mss. of Plutarch (Deubner A. F. P. 217 is wrong). It is not a question of textual criticism whether this Zeus, who in the Anon. Laur. Stud. 25 appears as 'Exo3iotog with a different Suffix, was Originally called “Exadog (see n. 17). 15) To Plutarch's глеі 8 ekato uiv Óxip «отой тб Ди Badilovtog ent názvy, єї сӧс̧ mapayévorto, Oicewv the correct conclusion is not oye tag elpnuévag &u.oif&s T3, qU.o£evíac, but what is said in the Diegesis after the duoh tHe Eevlac, 
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i.e, téuevoc [Spboato ‘Exadelov Avéc. Plutarch has excerpted in a hurry and without 
sufficient deliberation. 16) The 8péu0c, which ought to have been understood 
only as a foot-race of the young men from the villages in the district, not as a public 

walk or a colonnade, now drops out; see n. 1. 17) It is quite possible that Zeus 
Hekaleios (whom I do not find in the book of Cook) took the place of a Zeus Hekalos 
(see n. 14) when the aition had made the goddess Hekale an old woman, and that 

the couple Hekalos-Hekale must be judged like Hekatos-Hekate (Usener G.N. p. 
29 ff.; 35 ff.; Deubner A. F. p. 217). We do not know anything about their nature. 
The ancient etymologies (Text p. 435, 5 ff.) from xadvh and xodetv are of no value 

(whether Hesych. s.v. éxadla- néppw8ev is one of them is uncertain, nor can I do 

anything with Hesych. s.v. éxadOudc- lepóc, &oeuiévoc); the modern etymologies 

(Pape-Benseler Wörterbuch d. griech. Eigennamen® s.v.; Usener Kl. Schr. IV, 

<1868>, p. 20 n. 33) are doubtful. Some features, in particular the hypokoristikon 

and the evidently distinguished part played by the female, favour the chthonic 
nature of the cult (the fact that the god was later called Zeus hardly proves any- 

thing for his original nature): &xaAos-Exydog would be sufficiently obvious, and 

the short « in the ‘Ex4etx of the poet does not weigh heavily. It is not credible that 
“Exadog ‘has his name from the deme’ (Fehrle Rosch. Lex. VI col. 619), and Kadjatog 

in Z.. Z 18 (about him see Usener /.c. p. 222) had better be kept out of the discussion. 
Crusius (Paroemiographica, 1910, p. 82 ff.; cf. Kapp p. 14 n. 1) has done too 
much honour to the dubious son of Hekale: Zenob. Ath. BouXMag (Boóvag Ms.) yàp 

'"Абтуатос̧ ёүѓуєто, с фс: (ас: М5.) Мухсёос | exareg vlóc. 18) Wilamowitz 

Hell. Dicht. 1 p. 188. 19) Robert Heldensage p. 727. 20) Kallimachos F 
54/9 Pf. See Tiimpel Rosch. Lex. II col. 3111 ff.(who finds here the 'stiftungslegende 
eines kleonaeischen Zeus-Soter-kultes’); cf. Pley RE XVI col. 13; Pfeiffer I p. 60 ff. 

21) Robert op. cit. p. 677 f. seems to me to turn matters upside down when assu- 

ming that ‘diese erste und wohl lange zeit einzige tat des Theseus ihn zum tiberwinder 
des kretischen stiers praedestinierte’. I also doubt that the Icelandic narrative of 
Thorold’s fight with the bull (‘Die Geschichte vom Goden Snorri’ Thule 7 p. 156) 
‘verlorene darstellungen vom marathonischen abenteuer des Theseus ersetzen kann’, 

as Rademacher Mythos und Sage, 1938, p. 251 thinks. 22) Cf. what is said on 

F 14/6 about the clan of the Salaminioi. It is a matter different in principle when a 

poet like Euripides introduces Medea into the Theseus story. 23) Deubner 

A. F. p. 217; Herter Rh. Mus. 88, 1939, p. 304. 

1) Cf. on Kleidemos 323 F 18. Plutarch. Thes. 27, 1 npógaotv ріу оўу табтцу 6 тоу 

' Auatóvov nóAeuoc Éoye. Radermacher Mythos und Sage, 1938, p. 257 again talks 

of a 'raubsage altertümlichen gepráges'. I refrain from making any suggestion 

about the age and the nature of the tale of the Amazons. The latest hypothesis 

(Elderkin A. J. Ph. 56, 1935, p. 344 ff.) is attractive as to some particulars, but 

seems wild to me as a whole; however, the philologists must be heard first. In any 

case, Theseus’ expedition to the Pontos and the attack of the Amazons on Athens 

must be treated as two different tales, the relation of which to each other cannot 

be doubtful. 2) This borrowing of motifs (without revealing the model) is so 

frequent, particularly in epic poetry, that the point, in my opinion, is not in need 

of elaboration. Robert’s opinion (Heldensage p. 465; 730 ff.) seems to me to be as 

mistaken concerning Herakles as in regard to the Attic Amazon story. _ 3) 

Pausan. 5, II, 4. 4) 213 ff. (Iolaos is speaking) yévoug uiv fjxew; de тоїаде, 
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Anpopay: / а 8° ёхтёс #8" тоб лросђхоутбс сє Set / теїсол Хү со: посі: фуиі үёр поте / сортлоос yevéoðar räv’ Ünacnitov natpl / Coccipa Oei xbv roAuxvóvov uéva.. Nothing must be altered (gyal... . nathp Kirchhoff; 'recte opinor' Murray). Robert p. 731 n. I suggests cautiously that we have here the version of Lykophr. Alex. 1329 ac- cording to which Theseus captured the girdle of the queen and gave it to Herakles. 5) F 175 Schr. (Pausan. 1, 2, 1). 6) Beginning at about 500 B.C. with the red- figured vase Mon. di Inst. I 55 (Furtwaengler-Reichold Vasenmal. t. 11 3) they are collected by Wernicke R E I col. 2499 f.; Weizsaecker Rosch. Lex. III col. 1782 f.; Steuding ib. V col. 716; Fontenrose R E XIX col. 139. It cannot in all cases be Stated with certainty whether the battle of the Amazons (Athens) or the rape of the Amazons (Pontos) is meant. 7) 31 F 26 (Plutarch. Thes. 29, 3). He had to leave him the Kentauromachia because of Il. A 265 (cf. Atthis p. 394), and this is impor- tant in regard to criticism of the Iliad. That line, although it is poorly attested and not explained by the Scholia, is again and again declared to be genuine because it is said to be 'attested' by Aspis 182. In fact it is interpolated in both passages. We need not deal either with the discussion of the matter, inconclusively pondering the Pros and cons, or even with the tradition; the style is decisive: in the Aspis it follows as a second clausula the sequence of names 179/81 which has its own clausula in the epithet ótoy "Артос̧; іп the speech of Nestor it breaks up the evidently triadic composition (which is sufficient ground for eliminating also the senseless verses 271/2). Theseus in the Odyssey does not matter at all: À 321/5 have their fixed place at least in the Catalogue of Women; А 631 disturbs the context and can 

Or a, text before ca. 400 B.C. This fact at least should be acknowledged, and inferen- ces as to the actual home of Theseus should no longer be drawn from that line, although even Wilamowitz (Die Ilias und Homer, 1916, P- 420) 'sich freut dass Theseus im A der Ilias, wenn auch als Alyei8yc, unter den thessalischen Lapithen steht’. 8) Of Kleidemos we only have the report of the battle in Athens (323 F 18); the same is true of the &rot, whom Plutarch inserts into this account. The Parian Marble is of no assistance: in A 18 (Aigeus) ‘HpaxAj¢ occurs, but the contents of the epoch are lost with the exception of a few letters; it is quite as pos- sible to supply the 97915 as the expedition of the Argonauts, but the expedition to the Pontos seems impossible. In A 16 (Pandion) the first xæðapuóç has been entered, and the epoch may belong (though it ıs in no way certain) to the group of Eleusinian facts (A 12/15); to supply Herakles would be improbable chronologi- cally and otherwise, the expedition to the Pontos is impossible here too. 9) Pheidias does not count (Text p. 437, 25 ff.). The Atthidographers may have delibe- rately pushed the connexion between Theseus and Herakles into the background. It was not very old, Herodoros (Plutarch. Thes. 29, 3; 30, 4 = 31 F 26/7) rather grudgingly acknowledged it. I am not certain that he did not criticize besides the introduction of Theseus into so many spheres of myths also the development of the connexion with Herakles; but this apparently critical attitude may be due to the interpretation of Plutarch to whom the facts, not the dates, of his authorities are important. It is regrettable that Plutarch does not tell us who are the ërepot who make Theseus an Argonaut and a participant in the Kalydonian hunt. It appears more likely that Apollonios Rhodios Arg. 1, 101/4 rejected, than that he did not know, Theseus as an Argonaut. 10) We find it as early as in Matris (Diodor. 
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4, 16, 4; see F Gr Hist 39) who perhaps still belongs to the third century; later in 
the ‘Mythological Handbook’ (Diod. 4, 28, 1; Bibl. Epit. 1, 16; cf. Schwartz R E V 

col. 673 f.). What Pausanias 1, 2, 1 cites from the Troezenian Hegias (606 Е 1) 
looks like one of the innumerable instances found in the Hellenistic period and 
even later of a well known novelistic motif transferred to any person, Í see no reason 
why this Hegias (whom perhaps Pausanias read himself and who is cited by him 
alone) should be identified with the author of the Nostoi who is usually cited 
together with Derkylos for Argive matters (see on no. 305). Radermacher's con- 
tention (op. cit. p. 231 f.; 257) that Ph. 'der dichtung des Hegias gefolgt ist’ is an 
arbitrary statement. 11) How far this term agrees with Ph.s conception of The- 
seus may remain an open question here (cf. on F r9). The interpretations of Solders 
Die ausserstádt. Kulte, 1931, p. 115 ff. can be settled by a simple protest. They are, 
in my opinion, clumsy and almost grotesque: 'die politisierenden mythen von 

Theseus, welche man auf den tyrannenhof zurückführen muss und in denen man 
die taten des demokraten Peisistratos abgespiegelt sehen will'; the victory which 

"Theseus der demokrat über die Pallantiden, die Eupatriden, gewinnt'; Theseus as 

Peisistratos who 'diese hochburg der adligen unschádlich machen wollte'; the 
herald Leos (see on F 108 where I have deliberately omitted to call attention to 
these matters) as the 'exponent der ármeren bevólkerung Südattikas'; the equation 

'aus denselben gegenden, wo Peisistratos bei seinen Diakriern hilfe fand, hat 

Theseus der demokrat mit dem schlagwort ‘‘Proletarier, vereinigt Euch" seinen 
verbiindeten herbekommen’. The conception of the democrat Theseus, which is the 
basis of his argument, is as one-sided as that of the democratic Atthis (see Atthis 
P. 71 ff.; 123 ff.). But to follow up the use made of the figure of Theseus in political 
life and in the literature influenced by it, would take too much room. Obviously 
he gave as much cause for contention and for tendencious interpretations as Klei- 

sthenes did, to whom he actually may more suitably be compared than to Peisi- 
stratos (about the date of the Theseus epos see n. 20). It may therefore be suffi- 

cient here to point again (cf. Text p. 432) to the fact that Plutarch in Thes. 24/5 
gives two wholly different conceptions following each other, the first accen- 
tuating the lcouotplx, the second distinguishing the three classes with their respective 
functions. In the narrative of Theseus' end (ibid. 32; 35) the dominating conception 
is that of the creator of this kosmos, the representative of a strong supreme power 

as against the masses and demogogy. 12) In the second report (see n. 11) the 
re-occupation of Megara immediately follows the constitution based on the three 
classes and the economic reforms (ch. 25, 4; cf. on F 107). The Megarian tradition 

states on the contrary that even Eleusis was wrested from the Megarians not until 
the time of Theseus. For the A tthides Eleusis is Attic at that time as well as Eleuthe- 

rai (see on F 112/3). We do not hear anything about wars or securing of frontiers 
against other neighbours; the story of the Hiketids was not used for that purpose. 
13) Robert Heldensage p. 703 f. 14) Apoll. Rhod. Arg. 2, 777/9; Diod. 4, 16, 1; 
Bibl. 2, 101; Hygin. fab. 30; Schol. Euripid. Hipp. 10; Tab. Albana IG XIV 1293, 

98 ff. (= F Gr Hist 40). It corresponds with the chronological relation between 
Herakles and Theseus that e.g. Serv. Dan. Vergil. A 11, 661 calls Hippolyte mother 

of Antiope. The vases (Brit. Mus. Cat. E 45; for further evidence see Eitrem RE 

VIII col. 1864) carry us back into a much earlier time, perhaps to the time of the 
Theseus-Antiope vase (n. 6). Euripides Herakleid. 408 ff. gives no name. Of course, 
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there existed variants, as for the Antiope of Theseus (for the ‘queen of the Amazons’ 
of the Herakles tale certainly had no name originally): Schol. Apoll. Rhod. 2, 
777/9 *wic uiv yàp "InnoAórne, ёо, 8 Атохтс, "Вохос (45 Век) 82 [Slug lotopav Olodrdxng «ij; Beige Өоүстрӧс̧ фолу (scil. «àv Cwotňpa). It would be to no purpose to compile everything. 15) As to Hegias see n. 10. 16) Bibl. Epit. 1, 16 (om. Bgk). 17) One always expects the reports of the latter to be taken from earlier sources, but v. Gutschmid was hardly right in thinking of Istros. 18) Bion 14 F 2 = 332 F 2? Menekrates F H G II 345, 8; Matris-Diod. 4, 16, 4; 'My- thographic Handbook’ Diod. 4. 28, 1 (óc 8 Éwot ypágovaty ‘IxroAvmy); Bibl. Epit. 1, 16 (v... Glauke, Melanippe, Hippolyte); Hegias; and others. 19) See n. 14. Actually in pictorial tradition there are almost more variants for the name of The- seus' Amazon than for that captured or killed by Herakles: Loxias, Melo(u)sa, and the canting name Andromache are found. Again it would be to no purpose to enumerate them all; it is evident that we have not before us an old tradition as would be expected in a 'raubsage' (n. 1). 20) Those who infer that ‘the Amazon’ of Theseus was originally anonymous too, cannot be refuted; but the late invention does not become the old "myth of rape’ of Radermacher (op. cit. p. 257) by such means. It is not very plausible to operate with the hypothesis of several epic poems about Theseus. We shall have to assume that a rather early Theseis did exist, and we cannot date it so late as W. Schmid does (Gr. Lit. I, 1929, p. 294; II, 1934, p. 18 f.), viz. after the Persian Wars, incited ‘wahrscheinlich durch die translation der Theseusgebeine aus Skyros im j. 468 (sic)’; for the vases contradict. I am, however, very doubtful about dating the poem back to the time of Peisistratos (cf. n. 11), although this seems to be the general opinion now: I cannot imagine an influence of the tyrant on the shaping of the figure of Theseus (cf. Atthis p. 394 no. 23). A poem in the last decades of the sixth century would meet all requirements. It is possible that the author was Algvdog 6 thy Ononl8a movjoac (Schol. Pind. Ol. 
Io, 83b; cf. Crusius R E V col. 1152 no. 11; Schmid II p. 541). This epos may have had a strong momentary effect, but tragedy superseded it. In the Hellenistic Period more poems of the kind seem to have been written (see also Wilamowitz Hell. Dicht. І р. 103 f.). 21) Thus it is called in [Plato] Axioch. 365 A mdnolov TOY TUAOY (scil. tv *Ttwviev) прӧс̧ тӯ, "Арабоуіба стіл. It is generally agreed (and probably correctly) that this stele is meant both by the Éwot of Plutarch (Tes. 27, боту сотту ту тор т 195 Гӱс̧ тўс "OXwunixg iepóv) and by Pausanias I, 2, І ёсе\Өбутоу 8 ёс тїз тбму (coming from Phaleron) éotlv 'Аут!блттс uvňuaæ *Auatévec, though the former passage, an insertion into the excerpt from Klei- demos (323 F 18), is by no means clear: how did the čvor call thv ăvðpwrov (i.e. тӯ» Өтоєї сџуоіхобоау) ? Who is meant by éni tavrı for whom the stele was erected, Hippolyte-Antiope or Molpadia ? One does not venture to decide because pvijud tor xal Modnadiac *AGnvaiorg (Pausan. l.c.) the position of which we do not know; that it was situated according to Plutarch. Thes. 27 ‘an der vom Museion nach dem Peiraiischen tore fiihrenden strasse’ (Scherling R E XVI col. 26 no. 2) seems a wrong inference from the notice in § 4 about the tápot tõv тєсбутоу. But however this may be, the’ A@yvator of Pausanias are a citation from an Atthidographer as well as the čvor of Plutarch. A tradition about the occupant of the tomb did not exist, for the stele certainly had no inscription (not even “Hpwog or something like it, as the altar at Phaleron had; see on F 111); there may have been some figure on 
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it which was interpreted as an Amazon (cf. n. 22) and given 4 different name ac- 
cording to whether the wife of Theseus was called Hippolyte or Antiope. 22) 
Pausan. 1, 41,7 (= 487 F 9) mAnotlov 8# torr tod Tlav8lovoc ђроюо руўшо “тпоћоттс 
тебре 8E xol và ёс абтђу dmota Meyapeic Atyouaw. Ste "Ара буєс ёт? ’AGnvaloug otpa- 
teboacat dv’ ’Avtidrny ёхратібтсау tnd Onotuc, tac wev mods avvéBn poyouévas abtay 
бтобамеїу, “Тттол®тту 8# а8єАфӯу обсау ’Аутіблтс хой тбтє ўүоошёлту тоу үоуошхбу ёпофо- 

‘yetv abv dalyats é¢ Méyapa- те 8 хахос обто лрёЁасау тб страт: тоїс тє ларобол» 00- 
рос Ёуоосоу xal nepl tis olxade ёс thy Өєрісхорау сотпріас Хоу ёт: ёпоробоау опё b- 
тс тєАєөтїаш * xod Обох аотђу бтобауобсоу, хаќ ої тоб руйратос суўшќ tot ’Apalovixye 
donl. tupepéç. The existence of the uvijux, the position of which is more accurately 

determined in Plutarch. Thes. 27, 8 by the words él càv xoXoóuevov ‘Poŭv Bast- 

Tovar E &yop&c, óxov rd 'PoufociBÉc, can of course not be doubted, but to infer 
from it ‘eine selbstándige kultheroine, die mit dem troizenischen heros eine gewisse 
wesensahnlichkeit zeigt’ (Eitrem R E VIII col. 1864) seems to me to be mistaken 
even as a mere ‘possibility’. There is no mention of a cult, merely a stele or some- 

thing of the kind between the sanctuary of Pandion and the tomb of his son-in-law 
Tereus which because of its shape was interpreted as the tomb of an Amazon 
(cf. n. 21). This interpretation implies the existence of the Athenian Amazon story: 
the Megarians wanted to have an Amazon, too, and forgot that Hippolyte, whether 
belonging to Herakles or to Theseus, was not a very appropriate name for a Me- 
garian figure. The interpretation is hardly earlier than the fourth century, and 
further tradition does not exist. The ‘bei Megara liegenden Amazonengráber' 
of Wilamowitz in Herakles! I p. 302 have disappeared in the second edition (I p. 64) 

in favour of the unfounded assertion that 'die Amazonen kommen als feinde nach 
Athen oder Megara oder Trozen'. Toepífer R E I col. 1758 and Ernst Meyer ibid. 

XV col. 177 accordingly have simply noted the information of Pausanias without 
entering into a discussion; Hanell Megar. Stud. 1934 does not even mention it. 

The fancies in which others indulged need no refutation: the so-called ‘tradition’ 
is of almost less value than that about Troezen (Pausan. 2, 31, 4; 32, 9). The Ama- 

zons of the Greek continent are a purely Athenian problem, and here there is only 
one fact we can state with certainty, viz. that they stood in no connexion with 

Theseus originally. 23) Apoll. Rhod. 2, 385/7; Justin. 2, 40, 20 ff. 

1) F 111 seems to prove that the Kybernesia still existed about 300 B.C., but 

it is the only evidence. We know about the festival, or the rite, in Phaleron alone, 
and we are not informed about its calendar date; but, in my opinion, we can only 
choose between the opening and the closing-time of navigation. The festival has 
been connected with the Thesea and consequently assigned to the 6th/7th Boe- 

dromion (Mommsen Feste p. 290; Deubner A. F. p. 225), but it is no sufficient 

foundation that literature connected it with the Theseus legend; I must again 

stress the point that these literary legends do not always keep strictly to the cultic 

facts. Moreover (and this seems to disprove the suggestion), the Thesea is a festival 

of the city, the Kybernesia a festival of the harbour. Also by its nature such a 

naval rite need not be attached to one of the great gods, and, in fact, Plutarch’s 

txelvorg teħeïoðar seems to preclude the attribution of the festival to Poseidon and 

its dating in Boedromion (‘probably on Poseidon’s day’ Ferguson Hesperia 7, 1938, 

P- 27). The fact that Nauseiros and Phaiax are joined with Poseidon Hippodromios 

in the cult of the Salaminioi (n. 7; 9) is no sufficient argument, as their relation to 
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Nausithoos - Phaiax is uncertain: the great inscription of the Salaminioi yields One negative fact, viz. that the Kybernesia certainly was not administered by this clan (I take this as an additional proof that their cult developed in Attica and Was brought into relation with the Athenian legend of Theseus); Ferguson's suggestion that it was administered by the clan of the Phoinikes in Phaleron (Toepffer A.G. p. 300 f., whose Phoenicians I view with grave misgivings) is rather attractive. Theirs was the priesthood of Poseidon, but again it is doubtful if he was the Po- seidon Hippodromios of the Salaminioi. 2) Cassius Dio 75, 11, 3 Boiss. and the Phaeacians IIpuuvese, (Epetpedc), Tpwpeig (‘the look-out man’ Ferguson p. 25) in Od. @ 112/3. See Miltner RE Suppl. V col. 941, 13 ff.; Eitrem Symb. Osloens. 15, 1935, p. 55 judges somewhat differently about the ‘twin-type’ of the helmsmen. 3) Anonymous heroes are So numerous that it may be sufficient to cite the “Hews at Phaleron who was interpreted as Androgeos. They sometimes receive a label indicating their Place; Agora I 3244, 87 enumerates as many as three in the cult of the Salaminioi at Sunion: “Hoon ént rit dag, “How én? *Avtrodpat, "Hpox énl ITopyüor. Less often they are designated by their function, but e.g. the “Hewes "Тотрӧс̧ іп Athens (I G? II 839/40; Demosth. I9, 249) shows the possibility of fp«ec xvBepvijcat. Whether they were called thus is as doubtful in view of Pausanias’ simple poeg as is the question whether they belonged to the type of the Dioskuroi. But it is evident that there were several anonymous heroes also at Phaleron. Toepffer R E I col. 2145, 1 ff. and Eitrem R E XIX col. 1533 f. confuse the evidence for the “Hewes, the "Нрос̧, and the "Heec xarà npóuvay, 4) Robert's supplement is certainly Correct, there only remains the question whether реті Onotwe refers to the Apwec besides the racc; it is most likely that it does. N, orden Agnostos Theos, 1913, р. 55 п. I pointed out that *Ayvdotwv must not be referred to “Hpwec. If the altar(s) bore the inscription “Нроос ("Нрооу) they are probably the pau of Ph. His assigning names to ‘the heroes’ must be compared to the “Hew¢ attested to be anonymous, who became Androgeos. 5) Protr. 2, 40, 2 тибто: 8 тіс хо Фолтрої Каті проруху pws. All the other heroes among whom he is mentioned have a name, but тіс proves that nothing has dropped out. 6) Androgeos, after he had been made a Cretan (cf. on 33o F 2), must have come to Athens on a Cretan ship (to collect the tribute ?). In view of F 17 one might speculate that he was to 
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defends her honour against Minos (Bakchyl. 17, 14 where she is called 'EpíBoux 
as on the Frangois vase; IepiGoa Pausan. 1, 17, 3; 42, 2). She also occurs as 
Ilepígowx, QepéBous, MedBorx among the wives of Theseus: Pherekydes 3 F 153; 
Istros 334 F 10; Plutarch. Thes. 29, 1. 9) Ph. certainly was not the first to 
bring them in. Relations of Athens to the West are earlier than the time of Perikles, 
who exploits them politically. Thus Korkyra-Scheria comes in. It need not be the 
State that creates such connexions; legends of families (n. 7) which, for instance, 
traded with the West are sufficient. The suggestion of Ferguson /.c. p. 25 'that Nau- 
Seiros was the real name of the hero worshipped at Phaleron along with Phaiax, and 
that the name Nausithoos which appears in Plutarch is a perversion due to Homeric 
reminiscence', is tempting at first sight, but I am afraid we shall have to reject it. If 
the sacrificial calendar of the Salaminioi (n. I) enters in Boedromion a pig worth 
forty drachms as the main sacrifice for Poseidon Hippodromios and besides a sucking 
Pig worth 3 1/2 drachms for the ‘heroes’ Phaiax, Teukros, Nauseiros, it must be 

Noticed that in this instance Phaiax and Nauseiros are not a couple and that they 

are joined with Teukros, not with Theseus, who (without companions) receives 
the same chief sacrifice as Poseidon later in the year in Pyanepsion. I leave open the 
question whether Nauseiros, whom Ferguson is inclined to interpret as ‘ship- 

director’ (from vatc¢ and elpw), originally was the helmsman of Teukros on his 

passage to Cyprus. But according to what I stated on F 14/16, the only probable 
solution seems to me to be that the genos after its migration combined its own 
cults (and legends) with those of Attica in this case too: they took over the Salami- 
nian Phaiax and left aside Nausithoos in favour of their Nauseiros. If these combina- 
tions are early Phaiax would provide a relative date for the naming of the ano- 
nymous heroes in Phaleron: it may have taken place in the sixth century, though in 
view of Simonides (n. 14) this is not at all certain. 10) To alter lepàt to xoplot, 

(Sintenis) or to delete it with Wilamowitz, is no longer possible although even Agora 
I 3244 mentions the priest of Athena Skiras only, not that of her partner Skiros 
(see on F 14/16). Both the palaeographically impossible alteration of Van der Loeff 
(Mnemos. 44, 1916, р. 108) прёс tix cj; Extpáboc lepót and the description of Robert 
(Gr. M yth.* I p. 205 n. 2) ‘im bezirk des tempels (scil. of Athena Skiras) liegt das 
heroon des Skiros' are probably correct as to the facts of cult. But when dealing 
with the report of Ph. about the expedition to Crete we actually do not move in the 
realm of cult but in that of the mythos or, more correctly, the turning of mythos 
into history. Thus the omission of the goddess is to be explained: Theseus has little 
or nothing to do with Athena either in general or in his expedition to Crete; wher- 
ever she appears in his history either she or the story (e.g. transfer of the establish- 
ment of the Oschophoria to Theseus) is secondary; whoever brought Salamis into 
the story of Theseus could easily make use of the humanized Skiros, but not of 
Athena Skiras. Ph., being a historian, really could not mention the two helmsmen 

in the manner of Apoll. Rhod. Arg. 1, 111 ff. 11) I cannot agree with either 

Hanell Megar. Stud., 1934, p. 43 ‘Ph. hat das richtige getroffen, wenn er behauptet 

Athen habe einmal keinen zugang zum meere gehabt’ (Ph. does not say that), 

or Herter Rh. Mus. 88, 1939, p. 270 who gathers from the text ‘die vorstellung dass 

Salamis bereits zu Theseus’ zeit von Athen abhängig gewesen sei’. The true parallel 

is the relation with Troizen, whose king Pittheus built ships for the fleet of 

Theseus (Kleidemos 323 F 17). In both cases there is intermarriage, too. 
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12) See n. 25 оп F 107. About the number of the Attic ships see on Kleidemos 323 F 8. 
13) At least Kleidemos (323 F 17) believed her capable of such an achievement, 

who either did not know about the help from Salamis or omitted it to the greater 
glory of Athens. In his report, which Plutarch characterizes as [Slag xal mepittdc, 
Theseus, when he went to Crete, had at least two ships at his disposal, if not a 
whole fleet. This is not the only instance for Ph.s returning to the ancient tradition 
from the arbitrary inventions of his predecessor(s); and in this case he had an 
irrefutable proof, viz. +d mdoiov, бс qaotv ’AOnvator, év dt Onoedc note elc Kehmy 
тоўс 81 eta exelvouc Otero &yov. It was the same ship in which the annual theory 
went to Delphi (Plato Phaidon P- 58 AB), a totaxdvropog which éypt tov Anuntplou 
ToU QoXnpécc xpóvov BtQUAxTTov ol 'A8nvatot x:A. (Plutarch. Thes. 23, 1). Kalli- machos (F 103 Pf.) evidently agreed with Ph. when recording that Phaleron was the 
Old harbour of Athens тріу yevéobat tov Ietpaté. Kleidemos again disagrees; ac- 
cording to him Theseus builds part of his ships in Thymaitadai, one of the Tetrako- 
moi but nearer to the Peiraieus than to Phaleron, BouAóuevog AavO&veww. It is 
regrettable that we do not know for certain what he (or for that matter Ph.) had 
to say about Androgeos. 14) Simonides F 56 Bgk (Plutarch. Thes. 17, 5 immediately before the quotation from Ph.) calls him 'AuapcuáBag QépexAoc. Wilamowitz wanted to correct the apparent patronymic to ’Apapvorédyc, which 
is more attractive than Kloesel’s (RE XIX 2, 1938, col. 1984 no. 2) ‘Appovidou, but does not make the name more intelligible; it stands in no connexion with the Amarysia Artemis of Eretria and Athmonon, the deme being situated in the inland 
region. After all Simonides may have taken his Phereklos from the Theseis (epic poetry sometimes mentions helmsmen by their names because they are important persons; see on Apoll. Rhod. Arg. т, 105 ff.), but he is more likely to have invented it himself, though hardly after the Фёредос̧ *Apuovàeo Il. E 59 (pace Robert Heidensage p. 691 n. 5) who is a ship-builder, not a helmsman. The name is rare; but I should not consider the combination of the helmsman with the čpywv 3i& Blov (Wilamowitz Herm. 33, 1898, Р. 125), dated by Kastor at 864/3-846/5, until 'Auap- cvábac has been explained; at present it is highly improbable in my opinion. What is important for us is that Ph. preferred the local poc to the (epic-)lyric name, regarding him as having been lent by the king of Salamis. 15) As he is usually assumed to be (Stoll Rosch. Lex. II col. 2791 f.; Robert Heldensage p. 692; Herter Rh. Mus. 88, 1939, p. 270; al.). Menesthes is the son of a daughter of Skiros; na- tionality is determined by the father, not by the mother, and it is nowhere stated that Skiros ‘handed him over for the tribute’. The case would not be the same with hostages from Megara which is part of Attica: Pausan. 1, 44, 2 Snot тё or xal «68€ Фес auvetéhouv ёс ’AOnvatous Meyapeic* palverar yap thy ÜOvyatépa ' AAxáOouc ITeplfBotav Gun Onoet пёрфоџ хат tov 8xcuóv ic Kofrcnv. Menestheus (mnesteus) occurs in the list of the hostages Schol. Verg. A. 6, 21; the name of the father sumiani (it must be that; sunius suggested by Thilo-Hagen is impossible) is hopelessly corrupt; in any case it was not Peteos. The Frangois vase has instead of Menestheus a Menestho who is lacking in the girls’ names of the Scholia. 16) The king Menestheus is a great-grandson of Erechtheus (Plutarch. Thes. 32; Pausan. 2, 25, 6); the father Peteos was expelled from Athens by Aigeus (Pausan. 10, 36, 8). 17) I do not believe that the Story of the exile of Theseus is earlier than 476/5 В.С. The Akropolis vase (n. 14 on F 107) does not help to date it. 
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. 1) The heurematographic source of Plin. N. H. 7, 202 foedera Theseus (sc. 
invenit) at the end of the section about war certainly had in mind the amovBal repl 
vexpõv dvaipéoewg. The Chrestomathy P. Ox. 1241 (cf. on F 98) col. III 12-28, 

which was much more detailed, unfortunately is badly preserved. Concerning 
Herakles the restoration of v. 12/4 by Wilamowitz seems to be safe: vexpoùç úno- 

[enóv8ouc &]roBoüvat M[youswy npórov] 'He[mo£a]. Of vv. 14/22, in which the par- 
ticulars about Herakles’ innovation may have been given, only single letters and 
parts of words have been preserved. The opening which deals with Theseus (22 ?) 
has not yet been restored: [... ]uno..o.a. eofa[t... (dveréo0ar??) / [xJata ró- 

Хароу. ew... (‘Sè vexpobe can certainly not be read, nor is xeui£vove satisfactory") / [&v]- 

оболу (?) протоу Onoéal ] / npd¢ OnBatovcs, бте тоу “Е / rtd ext O7nBas otpatevady/twv 

xal &v&oov Üvrov xà | uaa Axfióv Éüadev.. It does not seem to bea variant (although 

the Chrestomathy gives variants and quotes authorities), but a distinction between 
&roBoüvat and áveAóuevog Oavat, i.e. in this case against the wish of the Theban 
victors, payne xputhoas (this would be the Euripidean version; Herter Rh, Mus. 88, 

1939, p. 307 is careless). The entry Marm. Par. A 22 concerns the war only and 
does not derive from an Atthidographic but a Panhellenic source. It would not help 
to assign the quotation of Ph. to his work Ilept pavrixys. This work was not confined 
to the technical side of divination, and it may have given a somewhat full account 
of Amphiaraos, but certainly not of Adrastos. 2) Lamprias Catalogue no. 34. 
3) Like perhaps the quotation from Aischylos, which is not placed correctly either. 
I am not able to do anything with Wellmann De Istro p. 83. 4) Schwartz RE 
I col. 2867, 47; cf. n. 11. 5) And is generally referred to it by modern authors: 
C. Mueller F. H. Gr. I 392, 50; Bethe Theban. Heldenlieder, 1891, p. 66; Boelte R E 

VII col. 2367, 48; Robert Heldensage p. 941; al. It isquiteas manifest that Strabo's 

évreiOev refers to the Attic place; Eustath Il. B 499 (cf. n. 7) tò à& т«роциф8єс 

.„...тоб 'Аттихоб “Apuatos péuvytat, 3) waAAov St tod Borwrixod was not justified in 

finding that doubtful. 6) I.e. as a claim of Athens and her king (cf. Text p. 

447, 26 Íf.). The claims of Eleusis and Eleutherai are earlier, but even they hardly 

had a support in epic poetry. Merely the starting-point was provided, the rescue 

of Adrastos known to the Thebais, according to which he égevyev x OnBav «etuata 

Auypà qépov oùv’ Apelovw xvavoyalme» (Pausan. 8, 25, 8; cf. n. 24; 45). In the epos he 

certainly did not flee to Athens; even Diodoros (4, 65, 9), who knew about the in- 

tervention of the Athenians but seems deliberately to omit Theseus, says xavoAuxàv 

ётёфоус̧ тобс̧ тєтєАєотцхбтас̧ ёпауў\Өєу ёс "Арүос̧. Ме need not follow the pro- 

blems of epic tradition further; see Bethe Theban. Heldenl., 1891; RE I, 1894, 

col. 413 f. 7) Which has ‘in der tat eine gewisse áhnlichkeit mit dem wagen- 

stuhl eines antiken streitwagens' and which is visible from the city (Kolbe R E VII 

col. 2368 no. 4). A village called Harma in Attica is never mentioned; the mis- 

understanding of Eustath. Il. B 499 p. 266, 36 (сЁ. п. 5) “Арџа 8ўџос is intelligible, 

for Strabo expresses himself vaguely and the Epitome of Stephanos s.v. “Appa + 

Ёст. хо tH "Artixiic “Apu mepl thy Duddy xadoupévny can easily be misinterpreted. 

But some lines further down Eustathios says (quoting from a more complete Ste- 

phanos?) тбто ёз Парул@: “Appa хоЛобнєзос, xelwevog nept Ovayy, and the Par- 

oemiographers mention a té6m0¢ (Zenob. Ath. 1, 37 &osparij &ró toc 1órou qx- 

velaxv, Óv "Appa mpoaxyopevovaty. ; Suda s.v. “Apya). Euripides knew the legend of 

Harma (n. 23); whether Aischylos did is doubtful. 8) Siebelis p. 34 saw that 

112/3 
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the term xoyijrat is unobjectionable in the Athenian author. Ph. may even have 
used it deliberately because at the time of Theseus Syudtat in the technical sense 
did not yet exist. 9) Robert Heldensage р. 941. 10) They hardly went by 
way of Kolonos Hippios, and they certainly did not bring Adrastos-to the ’Efov 
Beuóc (Bibl. 3, 79; Stat. Theb. 12, 481 ff.; about the problematic existence of 
this altar see Judeich Topogr.1 p. 3 56 f.). The legend of the foundation of the }pé&tov 
Перібоо хоі Өтсѓёос OlBíroBóg te xal 'A8p&cov near the altar of Poseidon Hippios 
and Athena Hippia (Pausan. r, 30, 4), which derived the name of the hill from the 
horse of Adrastos—é yép Kodavdg “Inmtog (Imetc Schol) àvou&cOr map’ &¢ eFebéunv 
altiaç (not preserved) 8.2 тӧу “Adpactov Schol. Soph. O. C. 712—, is another version 
of Adrastos’ flight to Athens, which knows nothing of the ovvtpiByvor td depo in 
Parnes: & dot 8€ qaot óc «8» “A8pactov gebyovta xal Ext Kodwvod othoavta tods 
Urzoug IloosiBGva xol 'A8rv&v ‘Inntoug mpooayopevOyvar Synag. p. 350, 28 Bkr. 
See Wilamowitz Griech. Tragoed. 1, 1899, p. 192; Robert Oedipus I p. 33; Heldensage 
P- 911 n. 3; and cf. Text p. 444, 34 ff. 11) The mention of a proverb is no proof 
for Demon whom Strabo does not seem to know. Apollodoros, of course, might have 
cited him. Ph. described an analogous observation in the Pythion of Oinoe in his 
Tetrapolis (F 75); whether he also mentioned it in the Atthis we cannot tell, 
for we do not know the aition. *Aotpanatog Zets in Attica is mentioned here only 
(Rosch. Lex. VI col. 605 £.); tetyo¢ means 'wahrscheinlich die Themistokleische 
Stadtmauer' (Judeich Tofogr. p. 386); the localization is confirmed by Eurip. Hiket. 1196 ff. (cf. n. 23). 12) About it see Boethius Die Pythais, 1918, p. 13 ff.; 
also B. Schweitzer Herakles, 1932, p. 46 f. 13) See Text p. 445, 6 f. 14) That is his usual mode of composition, which is the same in the mythographical hand- 
books. One cannot count on the variants being complete, and it is always dangerous 
to draw conclusions e silentio (see Text P- 445, 26 ff.). The addition about Aischylos, 
which happened to get into the wrong place (n. 3), does not alter the facts. 15) The distinction between the seven (six) 4yeuóveg and the толло? otpatiGrat meadvtes 
is also made in Diodor. 4, 65, 9 and in one of the Aócet; in Schol. Pindar. Ol. 
6, 23 d 6x tag mupac 6 Il(vBapoc xatapOysttar ob mpd¢ adtods robe crpatqyobe dX 
т тобтоу стратєбрата хтл. (Іє іѕ surprising to find such a óc as the basis of 
modern constructions: Van der Kolf Quaeritur quomodo Pindarus etc., 1924, p. 28 f.; W. Schmid Gr. Lit. I, 1929, p. 203 n. 7). Pausan. 1, 39, 2 is vague, but obviously 
thinks of the leaders only; nor does he mention the tomb of the rodot in his perie- 
Besis of Eleutherai (1, 38, 8-9). The place had become deserted, and the distinction 
therefore had lost its purpose. 16) Wilamowitz Griech. Trag. 1 p. 190 called the 
claim of Eleutheraia‘dublette’. 17) Pausan. I, 38, 8 éx 88’ Exevoivoc tparopévorg ёті 
Bowwrév Eorwv óuopog ' AOnvatot; ў П^атоліс. трбтєроу џёу үйр "Елєобєрєбсіу бро: прӧс 
thy’ Attuchy oav, просуорусбутоу 82 *AOnvalorg тобтоу, обтос ёт Вокотќас 5 К.бороу 
ёстіу ӧрос̧. просєуфртсоу 8 *Erevbepetc ob morgue Віасбёутес dO поћитеЃас̧ тє ёті- 
Өәрўсаутес̧ парх `Абтуаіоу xal xac Gog 73 OnBalwv. Eleutherai claimed to be the birthplace not only of Zethos and Amphion (Pausan. 1, 38, 9), but of Dionysos him- 
Self (Diod. 3, 66, 1; he is the founder of the town ibid. 4, 2, 6) who was called Eleu- 
thereus after her (Alex. Polyhistor 273 F 109). One would like to know whether the 
place gave reasons for its claim to the tombs, and if so what they were. 18) See 
Kahrstedt Studien 1, 1934, p. 351 ff.; cf. A. M. 57. 1932, p. 15 ff. and Wilamowitz 
A.M. 33,1908 = KI. Schr. Vx p. 177 ff. 19) Pegasos of Eleutherai brought the 
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cult-image to Athens in the reign of Amphiktyon (Pausan. 1, 2, 5; cf. Schol. Aris- 
toph. Ach. 243 and on F 5-7), but the scene of the Apaturia legend is not really 
laid in Eleutherai (see on Hellanikos 323a F 23). For the Adrastos story, as related 

in Atthidography, the town therefore is Attic at the time of Theseus, and that is 

why her tombs are capable of supporting Athenian claims. If Kekrops still holds 

a defensive attitude towards Boiotia (F 94), this is well in accord with the date for 
Pegasos. Ethnic relations (Wilamowitz Herm. 21 p. 112) may make the inclination 
of some places towards Attica intelligible, but these the ancient writers did not take 

into account here; for them Plataiai and Eleutherai are Boeotian. 20) Ed. 

Meyer G. d. A. II $ 478 gives, in my opinion, an entirely wrong picture of the 
Situation. 21) Thebes supported Peisistratos particularly in his final acquisition 
of the tyrannis (Aristot. ' A0z. 15, 2; Schachermeyr R E XIX col. 183), and we do 

not learn that relations were spoilt by conquests of the tyrant. Milchhoefer (R E V 
Col. 2345) assigns the remains of the old castle ‘probably to the sixth century 
B.C.'. Most Boeotian towns coined their own money in the sixth century; coins of 
Eleutherai are lacking. 22) Pausan. 1, 20, 3 tod Atowsaou 8¢ éott npòç tõt Bed- 

Tpot td dpyatdtatov lepdv. Sbo0 dé elaw evrdg tod mepiBdrov vaol xal Atóvucot, Ó te 
*"ErevOepets xal bv ’Arxapévng éxolycev. The accepted view that Peisistratos 
‘transplanted the cult of Eleuthereus to Athens’ lacks foundation. That he became 

the god of Tragedy does not prove anything whatever. 23) Pausan. I, 39, 1-2. 

Euripides Hiket. 1183 ff. does not know of any tombs, the ashes being sent yij¢ Ew; 

we may assume that they were given to the mothers who took them to Argos. 
But the place where Theseus burnt the bodies becomes sacred soil: -teyévy 8 tv’ 
&bóràv cópua0' үуіс@т торі, / шё0єс ap’ abthv tplodov | 'Ісдшас Ocoó. The corrupt 
words cannot be restored with safety, but what is meant is the Orgas. Whether 

the tombs were shown in Argos in Euripides’ time may remain an open question, 
but it is certain that the poet invented this aition of the Orgas: he makes the Argives 

swear an oath that, in exchange for the help given by Athens and the returning of 
the dead, they will never attack Athens, but that on the contrary they will help 
to defend Attic soil against hostile invasions. To support this poor invention made 

for the politics of the day a document is adduced written on a tripod then standing 

in Delphi, but erected originally Пуби‹уу pàc éoyápav. Thus we eventually arrive, 

partly at least, at the sphere of reality: it is between the Pythion and the Olym- 

pieion that the Pythaists observed the sign of lightning S? “Appatoc; Euripides 

knew the legend of the place. The tripod with this oath either did not exist at all 

(Aischylos Eum. 667/73; 762/70, on whom Euripides partly draws, does not 

know it), or if it did exist it bore another treaty between Athens and Argos (perhaps 

that of 462/1 ?), for Euripides can hardly have invented entirely at random. What 

is at the bottom of the burial of the sacrificial knife (Hiket. 1205/9) I do not know. 

If really ‘in Athen der glaube bestand dass an der attischen grenze ein talisman 

vergraben wäre etc.’ (Wilamowitz op. cit. p. 205) this belief could never have referred 

to Argos, but to Megara only. 24) Bethe Theban. Heldenl., 1891, p. 93 ff. has 

not been refuted in this point, least of all by L. Weber Solon und d. Schöpfung d. 

att. Grabrede, 1935, p. 33 ff. Rohde Psyche? I p. 114 n. 2 (who believed that ‘Pindar 

wohl die ganze situation wie er sie schildert der Thebais entlehnt habe’) did not 

furnish proof for his assertion that the ‘beweise (von Bethe) für die an sich völlig 

unglaublichen annahmen bei näherer besichtigung in nichts zerfallen’. Wilamowitz 
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Pindaros p. 310 n. 3 now treats the problem as non-existent and therefore affirms 
with even greater certainty: ‘aber dass die szene der bestattung aus dem epos stammt 
ist überaus wichtig’. I admit that the idea or the phrasing of a proof by Bethe 
usually annoys the reader or rouses the spirit of contradiction (nobody, for instance, 
will read his criticism of Pindar's lines without a shake of the head), but this is not 
a refutation; in view of his objections against the accepted opinion it is no longer 
Possible simply to refer back to Welcker Der epische Cyclus? II p. 367 ff.; the problem must be re-examined. Actually the abbreviated scholion O/. 6, 26 mo0£o* 
6 "AowAnmadng pnol taŭra ernpévar èx tig xuxduciig OnBaldog is not decisive since 
tata is quite indefinite ; but whatever it refers to, I]. T 179 shows that the praise 
of the u&vris xal alyuxcic is not necessarily taken from a funeral scene. As decisive 
for the origin of the scene (the cremation on the battle-field) I regard Aristarchos' 
remark on ёптё $ Ёл т лорду (Schol. О1. б, 23а): бт Wider xad gv tobrors 6 MlvBa- 
Pos Òç xal èv Norg. In fact, cremation and ‘funeral speech’ by Adrastos do not agree 
with the line which certainly comes from the Thebais, that Adrastos flees єїџата Auypà pépwv odv ’Apelove xvavoyaimm (n. 6). Of course, Bethe ought to have men- tioned the only sound argument against his thesis—the line Z}. € 114 Tu8£oc 6v ӨйВто: хотђ хатё үаїа xáAvie, athetized by the three great editors because it con- tradicts both the Thebais and Tragedy. He ought to have discussed it because the 
rejection (extended by modern critics to the whole digression v. 114/25) cannot be maintained; one has to assume that Homer actually committed a sin of negligence (quandoque bonus etc. ; but see J-H.St. 64 p. 42 n. 19). A 409 xeivor 88 сфетёрт:с: бтасда- Alyot SAovto and Hesiod Opp. 161/3 nóAcuoc... tod, иёу bo’ extartaAwt Ory... drece merely state the defeat and death of the Seven generally. Later on, when O»faux& began to be written, Theban writers naturally made use of the line in =, just as they used Pindar in order to show not only the tomb of Tydeus, but the place where the bodies of the Seven leaders were cremated (see on Armenidas 378 F 6). 25) A rivalry with Athens seems to be out of the question, and certainly Eleusis could not claim the cultural achievement of the onov3al trepl dvatpécews vexpav. Even if one stretches the ordinances of Demeter Thesmophoros to the utmost (Preller-Robert Gr. Myth 1 p. 781 ff.) they never go beyond the sphere one might call private, grouped round agriculture and secret rites, 26) See n. 10. Unfortunately we are ignorant of any authority for this tradition. If Aischylos knew it he could easily combine it with the burial at Eleusis which had a special foundation in Adrastos’ request (xal toto Onstws *ASpdoter xapıoapévov). This request shows in itself that Eleusis was given by tradition, for particular connexions between Adrastos or his companions and Demeter are not known. Wilamowitz Griech. Trag. I p. 191 f. pointed out the difficulties arising from the localization at Eleusis for later tragedy. 27) Wilamowitz p. 190 f. agrees to a date ‘before the Persian War’ and expressly declines to connect it with ‘the institution of the festival of the dead and the establishment of the State cemetery’ (which he dated in 475 B.C.; the true date is 465/4: see J. H. St. 64, 1946, p. 37 ff.). In Aischylos Interpretationen, 1914, P- 241 n. 1, however, he favours this very connexion, dating the play in accord with Hauvette 'shortly after the establishment of the State cemetery'. The arguments are not cogent for either date. 28) Apart from Aischylos (in whose play the chorus consisted of ’Edevalvot; the remains, to which probably Didymos in De- mosth. 14, 12 must be added, do not yield anything) see Herodt. 9, 27, 3; Eurip. 
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Hiket. 1 ff.; Lysias Epitaph. 10; Schol. T Il. E 114 ((xatà rode tpayixods èv "Edevotve 

pernvéxOnoay) ; Pausan. I, 39, 2; al. 29) Ol. 6, 15 ff.; and some years earlier 
ee Wilamowitz Pindaros р. 257) Nem. 9, 21 ff. 30) Local claims made 

aie "s т соле of them originally Boeotian: Text p. 443, 35 ff.) to the pos- 

ee - S of the Seven did not affect the honour of Thebes; nor did the 

nent e bodies as narrated in the Epos (n. 24) according to the custom 

prevailing in that period. But when in the fifth century B.C. a poet of international 
authority glorified the Athenian king because he gave the dead their due, that 

amounted to an accusation (implicit or explicit; it was explicit in Euripides and 
may well have been in Aischylos, too, though probably raised in a different manner) 

of inhumanity and neglect of the vóuot ol $mó toð Satpovlov xatactabévtes (Isokr. 
Panath, 174). How impossible it is to understand the scene in Pindar when one fails 
to acknowledge the latent criticism of Aischylos, stressed by év O7Pator, is seen in 
the explanation of Bethe l.c. p. 98 f. (according to whom Pindar defends the honour 
of his home-town against Epos) as well as in that of Wilamowitz Aischyl. Interpret. 

P. 91, who seeks the origin of the story in the actual behaviour of the contemporary 

Thebans (cf. Text p. 446, 38 ff.) and regards it as an invention hostile to Thebes. 

Pohlenz Die Griech. Tragoedie I, 1930, p. 186 elaborates this opinion by the sug- 

gestion that ‘die Thebaner dafiir wohl die geschichte von der heldenhaften Oedipus- 

tochter ausbildeten’. 31) We should like to know whom Plutarch oóto Y&p 

ol zAeiorot Myouc. has in view, for we can add to Aischylos only Isokrates 

and ‘the Thebans’ of Pausanias (Text p. 445, 17 ff.). Otherwise the Euripidean form 

rules the tradition: it is represented before Euripides by Herodotos 9, 27 (Text 

P- 445, 39 Íf.), and after him by the Attic orators Isokrates (Paneg. 55; 58; Plataik. 

53; cf. n. 32); Lysias (Epitaph. 7-10; that he substitutes ‘the Athenians’ for Theseus 

is of no importance here; cf. Isokr. Panath. 169 ix£rnc yevopevos tig TéAEws Ext 

Өпоѓёос̧ adthy Bromodvroc); Plato Menex. p. 239 and Demosth. Epitaph. 8 (in the 

introduction and in the customary grouping with the wars against the Amazons, 

Thracians and Eurystheus; the passages are succinct but not purposely ambig- 

uous); of the mythographers we may mention (Ovid. Her. 2, 71); Bibl. 2, 79 

(we shall have to understand Diod. 4, 65, 9 accordingly, although his account has 

specialties); Pausan. 1, 39, 2; Schol. Stat. Theb. 9, 518. 32) Pausan. I, 39, 2. 

It is obvious that ‘the Thebans’ means Orfatx&; even the possibility of contempo- 

rary guides (which may be conceivable in 9, 18) need hardly be taken into account. 

The discussion in the fourth century and its political implications are to be per- 

ceived by the change in Isokrates’ standpoint from the Panegyrikos in 380 B.C. 

and the Plataikos in 373 B.C. to the Panathenaikos about 340 B.C. and by the 

reasons he gives for the change. Both versions are Athenian, but the second—as 

Pausanias’ Thebans prove—was at least acceptable in Thebes. 33) As far as 

I can see the real problem has never yet been touched upon, not even by Schmid 

Gr. Lit. 11 p. 19 n. 7; Robert Heldensage p. 944 at least gives the facts. It is perhaps 

not wrong, but certainly misleading that in a context in which Herodotos is not 

mentioned at all (thus e.g. Bethe R E I col. 414, 57 ff.) Wilamowitz (op. cit. p. 200) 

and many others content themselves with the assertion 'die niederlage von Delion 

und ihre folgen haben dem Euripides zuerst den gedanken eingegeben, die geschichte 

zu dramatisieren, wie Theseus den bruch des vólkerrechts an den Thebanern ge- 

straft hatte’. The problem would disappear of course, if ‘die kriegerische entsćhei- 

Jacoby, Fragm. Griech. Hist. III b (Suppl. 
23 
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dung vielleicht die ältere war’ (Schmid /.c.; Macan in his commentary on Herodt. 9, 27 less cautiously calls the version of Aischylos ‘an improved version’). The sug- 
gestion cannot be refuted but I find it improbable. 34) 9, 26-28. Wissowa per- 
ceived the resemblance to the Athenian funeral speeches (Ed. Meyer Forsch. II p. 
219 n. 2). But the orator in Herodotos placed the protection of the Heraclids at the 
top of his argument out of consideration for his Spartan hearers, and, even more re- markable, he put at the end the Trojan War which the Epitaphioi deliberately did 
not mention in this context. Amazons, Hepta, Heraclids occur in all Epitaphioi; also Eumolpos with the Thracians whom Lysias alone omitted (deliberately, it may be presumed), whereas Isokrates needed him because he distinguished between Greek and barbarian actions, and between assistance and defence (Paneg. 54 ff.: 66 ff.). 35) Achaios wrote an Adrastos and a Theseus, about which we know almost nothing (Nauck F. Tr. Gr.* p. 746; 751). The Hiketides of Apollodoros of Tarsos (Suda s.v.) are equally doubtful as to date and as to contents. In spite of n. 34 I do not regard the alternative of a funeral Speech more probable. 36) This formed a section of cultural history: see Lucret. 5, 1281 ff.; also 958/9; 1019/27 (foedera) ; 1036 ff. (leges et iura). Other particulars are found in heurematographic literature (n. 1; cf. n. 37). 37) 7,9 BX xaitor &dacr “EXAnvec, с TuvOdvouat, &BovrAdtata ró- Mpovue tozacÜat ©лб тє &yvouooóvr xal axatórnoc. xev yap DAndorar mbAeuov mpoelre- ot, eevpdvres 46 xdXMGcov xoplov xal Aetóracov, ic coUro xattóvreG ukyovrat XTÀ. ; more fully Polyb. 13, 3, 2-5 about the dpyaio.. There can hardly be a doubt that the criticism in the passage of Herodotos (not in Polybios) was exercised not by the Persians, but by the ‘professional officers’ of the democratic army, if not by the sophists (cf. n. 38). 38) The most convenient example remains the nayxé- Лос Абүос̧ соүхе{џеуос̧ ОЇ Hippias ‘ёте ў Троа rw, dt Neortérepog Néotopa Epot- то, Told otw халі ёпитцӧєбрата" итд. (Plato Hipp. mai. p. 268), and the most astonishing one is the distribution of the pwtixd oyjyata among the heroines out of which Ovid (Ars 3, 769 ff.) renders some things with relish. Even these matters are not late; the first work of this kind is assigned to a slave woman of Helen (Christ-Schmid Gr. Lit.* 11 P- 240). But the question remains, where do they begin? Kleinguenther's ‘Ilpõtoç tbperi, Untersuchungen zur Geschichte einer Frage- stellung’ (Philol. Suppl. 26, 1; 1933) is in want of correction and amplification. 39) See J. H. St. 64, 1946, P- 43 f. Wilamowitz Griech. Trag. l p. 185 ff., who made the important distinction between the other princes and the legal case of Polyneikes who is guilty of high treason, remains vague as to the time and otherwise. The con- ditions of the case of Hektor in the Iliad are so peculiar in every respect that one does not willingly deduce from it anything about the ideas of the time of the poet. That the request for the bodies of the fallen means an admission of defeat and must therefore not be refused, seems to indicate the same attitude of mind as the agree- ment about the place of the battle (n. 37). In Plato’s time the rule is treated as a matter of course which is therefore mentioned only in passing (Resp. p. 469 E). 40) Griech. Trag. I p. 189; Aischyl. Interpret., 1914, р. 91. 41) The conditions in the case of Leuktra (if it is historical; neither Xenophon Hell. 6, 4, 15 nor Diod. 15, 56, 4 knows about it) are different. Pausan. 9, 13, 11 does not mention a refusal of the &vaípeots either; what he relates is a rather silly stratagem of Epameinondas: AaxeBatióviot BE s Thy botepalay tobe тєбуєбтас̧ 8исуообуто Ос O&Qovvec, xal &roctéA- Aouct xfpuxa ёс tobe OnBalouc. "Eraucwóvbag 8 tmotduevog cg Emxpirtecdat тйс 
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соџфорбс del more ol AaxeBauióvtot mepixact, Epacxey dvalpectv tv vexpüv mpo- 

stpoig abrüv BiBóvat Toig cuuu&you, emt 8b exelvorg &veAou£votg ovo xal тобо 

Aaxedarpovloug HElov Odrrew tov abtOv x7A. 42) Herodt. 5, 74, 2; 77- 43) 
Is it a mere accident that Pindar just in Ol. 6, 89 f. rejects the dpyatov бує:80с Воо- 
tlav бу? 44) Wilamowitz’ old definition states in a most succinct form a (or 

rather the) fundamental literary fact which ought not to be obscured. 45) If 
Adrastos flees elyata Avypé o£pov (n. 6), which Bethe correctly explained from Od. 

T 457; p 203 as ‘torn and soiled’, sorry, not mourning garments, he has come 

to Theseus in the guise in which the returning Xerxes is pictured: mávra yàp / xoxàv 

br’ Gdryoug Aaxl8ec dugl cópatı / omnpoppayoŭor momlrwv eobyudtev (Pers. 834/6). 

46) ‘Bei der grossen einfachkeit der handlung in der áltesten tragoedie genügen 

vollauf die drei notwendigen szenen: die bitte des Adrastos, die verhandlung mit 
Theben, und die bestattung, die zu liedern reichen anlass bot' Wilamowitz Griech. 
Trag. Y p. 191. I suggest as the second scene the messenger's report in which the 
newly found ‘line Spya td np&ypya, Srexd8awv’ HSn véxvg (Didym. in Demosth. 14, 

14/5) would find a place. The scene may have been as vague as that in the Perstans or 

in Bakchyl. 18, the only indication being that the chorus consisted of Eleusinians; 

the second act can really not have been in Thebes. Thus the alternative of a mes- 

senger’s report remains, and the imperfect tense corroborates it. In that case, no re- 

presentative of Thebes was needed (Kreon being out of the question anyhow), and, 

of course, there was no room in the earlier play for the special prohibition of the 

burial of Polyneikes, or more correctly its transgression by the sisters. We may 

admit that the two stories, although they ‘illustrate different legal maxims’, not 

only ‘can exist alongside of each other as to their conception’, but in fact ‘in the 

history of the same war’ do by no means ‘exclude each other’ (pace Wilamowitz 

p. 190). Bibl. 3, 78/9 relates both stories successively, and it is obvious that 

Sophokles (Antig. 11 ff.) deliberately assigned the attempt at burying Polyneikes 

to the morning after the battle and the nocturnal flight of the army. It does not 

matter whether the symbolic burying is sufficient for the repose of the dead, for 

even after it the body remains on the battlefield, and when Theseus comes, called 

by Adrastos, he will cremate it together with the others (the condition of whom, after 

they have lain in the sun for one or two days, will be the usual one as it is graphically 

expressed in the new line of Aischylos). Even the Hiketides might have related 

the story of Antigone, e.g. in the prologue, but the actual treatment of the two stories 

in the frame-work of the same play, though it may be imagined, is not credible, at 

least not in a fifth century tragedy. In any case, in the works preserved the poets 

have made their selection : Sophokles' Antigone 1 ff. only mentions the special prohibi- 

tion; so do the conclusion of the Hepta (861 ff.) and the Phoinissai of Euripides (1627 

ff.); the Hiketides mentioned the general prohibition alone, and so surely did the 

Eleusinioi. As dramatical considerations were the reason for the selection, it does 

not help to decide the question ‘ob die einzelgeschichte von der dem Polyneikes 

verwehrten bestattung ülter ist oder die von der allgemeinen verweigerung'. 

Wilamowitz p. 189 f. leaves the decision in the balance; others judge variously. 

I have no doubt (partly for reasons concerning the history of the myth) that we have 

to decide in favour of the second alternative: Sophokles transferred a problem, 

with which he had thoroughly dealt in his Aias and which occupied his mind (we 

do not know why), to the Theban subject; and again I do not doubt that he con- 
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ceived the idea when he heard the story of Intaphrenes from Herodotos (R E Suppl. II col. 234 ff.). For what may otherwise have come down to him it must be sufficient here to refer to Robert (Oedipus I p. 359 ff., Heldensage p. 945 ff.). I do not feel 
able to believe in an epic source or ina ‘vorsophokleische thebanische sage’ (Drach- mann Herm. 43/4, 1908/9; Wilamowitz Aischyl. Interpret. p. 90 ff.). 47) At least the chronological Sequence, war with the Amazons—help to Adrastos, is established 
in the Epitaphioi (Lysias, Plato, Demosthenes) and already in Herodotos, who for 
reasons of his own proceeds from recent to earlier times (see n. 34); Isokrat. Panath. 169 also dates the second event by &. Onotws aithy (Athen) 8‹огхобутос̧. Тһе same 
Sequence for the Atthides is proved by Plutarch. Thes. 26-29, where the war with 
the Amazons and the Story of the Hiketides is followed by Theseus' expedition to 
Hades (the insertion of ch. 29, 1-3 between the two former accounts is as obvious as it is intelligible). From here there is either no return, or if Theseus comes back 
his position is no longer undisputed. 48) Plutarch. Thes. 29, 3. 

I) The proverb does not occur in any paroemiographer. It was probably developed from Aristotle's ác oeto&yOcixv. xoAoUot (cf. Text p. 449, 2). 2) del. Wilamowitz- 
Kaibel. The man who made the silly marginal note failed to recognize the lucid Structure of Aristotle’s report. 3) «cctoxxÓwx (o suprascr. m!) L & otto&yOeuxv Kaibel à сєо@убе‹® Wil.-Kaibel®, But in Plutarch. Solon 16, 5 (¥Ovodv te xotvňt, 
aeroáyðerav Thy Buolav vouáoavreç) oeodyðerav is the Ms. tradition, which Wila- mowitz is obliged to alter to cerody Geta, and the name of a festival or a sacrifice (unknown elsewhere) which he believes possible ‘as a permanent institution’, does not agree with the context of the passage in Aristotle, where the present tense xoAobct points to the peculiarity of Athenian usage of language noted by Plutarch. As a matter of fact, in all passages jj oetoáy0eta. has come down to us (Aristot. *АӨх. б, 2; 12, 4; Diodor. т, 79, 4 = Hekataios of Abdera; Plutarch. Solon 1 5,233 in a quotation from Androtion F 34; 16, 5; Diog. Laert. 1, 45; Choirobosk. A. O. II Р. 261, 1 — Et. M. p. 710, 32; the Lexicographers). The word is generally said to be Attic (see Plutarch. Solon 1 5, 2; Moiris p. 209, 14 cetodyBerav ’Artixol, ypedv &moxo- mhv “Eddnvec), and its use is confined to the measure of Solon (Plutarch alone uses it as cetodyOerk tig téxwv for the reducing of interest in Caesar 37, 2 and metaphorically in Lucull. 20, 2 dote thy dovrelav GeradyOerav Boxetv elvat xal elpi- vn»). It may be mainly due to this limitation that the first usage of the word was ascribed to Solon (Diod. r, 79, 4; Plut. Solon 15, 2; Hesych. S.v.). In Aristotle ‘the Athenians’, or his Atthidographic authorities, must be assumed as the subject of xoXoóci; in Plutarch's quotation from Androtion the Subject is Solon. But in his poems the term did not occur, and a document in prose about the Seisachtheia did not exist, nor was it mentioned in the Axones (n. 6). 4) The alteration &roceicauévov of Jos. Mayor, recommended by Kaibel Stil u. Text, 1895, Р. 135 is not necessary, Hude's &rocetcáyevoy (or -pévov) is certainly wrong. 5) See on Kleidemos 323 F 8 and elsewhere. 6) Aristot. 'A6r.. 6, І; то, І (in the tacit criticism of Androtion) ; Plut. Solon 15, 2; Diog. Laert. 1, 45. That is why we cannot expect the term in the Axones. 7) We need not discuss here whether it was such. It is generally assumed now that it was (for a recent exception see G. Thomson Aeschylus and Athens, 1941, p. 87), and in fact the oath of the new archon (Aristot. "Абл. 56, 2, misinterpreted by Kathleen Freeman The Work and Life of Solon, 1926, p. 73), confirms the assumption (see Wilamowitz Ar. u. Ath. II P. 62). But 
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it is sufficient to state here that the fourth century B.C. (when social unrest became 
menacing again) regarded the measure as revolutionary, and it was for this reason 

that Androtion interpreted it away. 
I) Ónip Прутбос Агїзїо&. ’AOr. 19, 3, conjectured by Valckenaer in the text of 

Herodotos. What is meant is the deme Ifatovida: (Baehr* ad. loc.). There is no other 
evidence of the name IIatovía for the region, but Wade-Gery (Mélanges Glotz p. 

884 n. 3) compared Kpwnt3at-Kpwnta (Thukyd. 2, 19, 2). A confusion with Paiania 
(Macan) is quite improbable. 2) &£owxoBouetv (Hdt.) Blass &vovxoBoueiv. (Ph) ? 
3) І cannot approve either of Wilamowitz's deleting the last words as being 'zu- 
Satz eines lesers, der sich überlegte wozu das geld dienen sollte', or of Kaibel's 

(Stil. u. Text p. 169) supplement ypnudtwv, <xal dvénetcav thy Побіоу acuvepyeiv 
tavtoig> mpd¢ xtd.. Aristotle is correcting the wrong conception of Herodotos 
(Text p. 454, 26 ff .), probably following Androtion who, being a practical politician, 

knew that money was needed for a war, and who had learnt from Thukydides how 

great a part financial questions played in these matters especially in Sparta. 
Aristotle's indiscriminate use of AaxeSaydviot and Adxwves, which ‘displeases’ 

Wilamowitz, occurs also 19,2 and 23, 4; it is a mere stylistic variation (cf. 
Boelte R E III A col. 1284); Bofewx does not mean 'help' but 'auxiliary force'. 
Kaibel brings into the text a feature which does not occur in Isokrates, and there- 

fore need not have occurred in Androtion either, viz. the corruption of the Pythia 
by Kleisthenes. Here again Aristotle corrects Herodotos who introduced that 
tradition (5, 63, 1) by the words óc àv 8j ol ' Anvatot X£youot.. Although this is 
surprising at first sight it must not be altered to AaxeSatuóvot (as Valckenaer did, 

whom Stein, Macan, Hude and others are inclined to follow). Nothing is proved 
by the fact that 5, 91, 2 the Spartans, too, speak of x88» раутўка; but 5, 66, I 

and 6, 123, 2 show that Herodotos did not dare to reject the Aóyoc so peremptorily 

as he did the story of the treason of the Alcmeonids in 490 B.C.; he may even not 

have wished to reject it because it provided him with a further proof of the clan’s de- 
finitely hostile attitude towards the tyrants. He certainly did not hear the Adyog in 

Sparta (Spartan sources are not used in this section: see R E Suppl. II col. 439), but in 

Athens, where ‘there were plenty of people who had no illusions about the Alkmeo- 
nidai’ (Macan). Originally the story may have been a contemporary rumour kept 
alive in the fifth century fight against the new democracy of which we find a number 
of vestiges (for instance the story of the ostracism of Kleisthenes; see on 324 F 6). 

We must also take into account the fact that the Delphic oracle was not very highly 

esteemed in the circle of Perikles, which provided Herodotos with the material 

for 6, 121/31. A conflict of loyalties did not arise for him: Apollo and Delphi were 
not to blame if a Pythia let herself be corrupted; he unhesitatingly communicated 

quite a number of such cases, once even giving the name of the Delphic agent 

(6, 66, 2). Obviously it is merely consideration for a contemporary Delphic acquaint- 

ance that in another case he suppresses the name of the man who in the early 
"forties Aaxedatpoviorg Bovdduevos yapifecat forged the inscription on a dedicatory 

gift. See also n. 27. 3a)Seen.7. 4) tedvtedéu0v BED tedv (аБЫг.) 86џоу У тебу үє 

86роу Моѕсћ (м) тєёу Sópov & Hartung tedv tépevoc Bergk who assumes dén0v to be an 
interpretation (‘aber mit einem poetischen wort glossiert kein Grieche’ Wilamowitz 
Ar. u. Ath, II p. 326 n. 5, who is not prepared to heal the ‘pre-Alexandrian corrup- 

tion’) tedv xpóSouov? Schroeder. 5) The literary tradition about the several 
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combustions of the temple is nowhere complete. A conflagration in 373/2 B.C. is 
attested by combining the supplement of Marm. Par. A 71 (Munro Cl. Rev. 5, 1891, 
P- 358) with Syil.* 295 (Joh. Schmidt 4. M. 5, 1888, p. 203) to doubt which ‘eine 
verstocktheit ist die sich aus sachlichen motiven kaum erklären lässt’ (Wilamowitz Pindaros, 1922, p. 76 n. 4; cf. Jacoby Das Marmor Par. p. 119 f.; Pomtow on Syll.? 295 n. 4; al.). A third conflagration in 84 B.C. is mentioned by Euseb. Chron. ol. 
174, I templum tertio apud Delphos a Thracibus incensum et Romae Capitolium (see Pomtow Rh. Mus. 51, 1896, p. 364 ff.). Pausanias passes on from the conflagra- tion of 548/7 B.C. at once to the rebuilding in the fourth century, which Aischines 3, 116 called the xawéc veóc and which was not completed for several decades; Strabo omits the conflagration of 373/2 B.C., too; the scholion on Aischines does not tell us anything about the maAaide ved¢ and makes wrong statements about the 
xawvdg: Adyouot è öm kvewev ext moddv Хрбуоу &тєћс̧, ёс об ботєроу М№роу ... 
ётлђросєу, ёхеїсє пароүєубџєуос̧. The misunderstandings which thus arose were cleared up by Homolle B. C. H. 26 P. 597 ff. and Frazer Paus. V p. 337, and one should no longer try to find reasons for the discrepancies of the tradition. It is out of the question that the conflagration of 373/2 was suppressed in Delphi ‘mit ab- 
sicht und erfolg’ (Wilamowitz l.c.) since Pausanias knew the artists of the pediments of the ‘new temple’. 6) The Armenian version has the entry after the war of Kyros and the death of Thales, Hieronymus between the two (in OF perhaps under ol. 58, 1). That would be 546/5 B.C. in Hellenistic chronology (Ph. U. 16 p. 150 ff.; 175 ff.); but the Parian Marble A 42 seems to date the capture of Sardes at 541/0 B.C. The date of the battle of Pallene (546/5 B.C.; Atthis p. 188 ff.), which fixes the first expulsion of the Alcmeonids from Athens, does not help much for the dating of the conflagration. 7) I have used the early testimonies only and those fur- nishing certain dates. Pomtow (Rh. Mus. 51, 1896, p. 329 f.) quotes some more, but we do not learn anything from the pseudepigraphic IIpeofieuztxóg of Thessalos (IX 412 L) which dates the building of the temple by the Amphiktyones together with the establishment of the Pythia after the Holy War (i.e. 582/1 В.С.). Themistios Or. 4 p. 53 A distorted the accurate chronology of Ph. : x«l AeAgáv иф #Е &ápyic' Augix- thoves хтуста xal edpetal ёүбуоуто ... ха хрбуох беотероу #Еєш+сб®окуто , ААхшоу(8@% т® Epyov quyévres * AOfyrBev ITeictorpztiBac. Herodotos' account (1, 51, 3; 2, 180) yields for the conflagration merely the time between the accession of Kroisos c. 561 B.C. and the death of Amasis in 526 B.C. The paraphrase of Herodotos by the Scholiast on Demosthenes, abbreviated and full of mistakes as it is, should not be used for proving that the Alcmeonids, exiled in 546/5 B.C. (n. 6), took up their residence in Delphi (Pomtow Rh. Mus. 5! P- 337; 52 p. 106 f.; Kirchner P. A. 9692; Seltman Athens, 1924, p. 79, who embroidered the suggestion): Herodt. 1, 64, 3 says ol 8è «тфу per ’Axueovdéov Éoevyov èx tňç oleninç; the Scholiast takes Megakles from 1, 61 and the ‘flight to Delphi’, wrongly dated, from 5, 62. We do not know anything either about the residence or about an activity of the Alcmeonids during the first exile 546-527 B.C.; the epigram from the Ptoion (Bizard B.C. H. того P. 229; Wilamowitz Pindaros P. 155 f.), interesting though it is, does not yield much for these matters. After Pallene an attempt at returning by force probably seemed hopeless, and after the death of Peisistratos in 528/7 B.C. the new chief of the clan made his peace with the sons of the tyrant (n. 11). 8) Nothing must be altered in the text. Boeckh wanted to delete the first órò tõv Ieroiotpatrıdõv as a 
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dittography, Wilamowitz objected that ‘thus é&¢ twég pact would become unintelli- 

gible . He was probably wrong only in declaring that Ph. by these words ‘indicaced 
his doubts’, The way in which such a scholion is composed does not favour the 

assumption that «tvéc (see n. 10) derives from Ph., who is either quoted for a special 

point later on, or into the report of whom the unabbreviated Scholiast inserted the 
variant 0с tive; — Ierciotpatidõv. We need not waste time with the ‘sehr einfache 

umstellung’ by which Pomtow Rh. Mus. 51 p. 330 n. 1 (who rightly felt that the 
charge of arson was nonsensical) thinks to be able to restore the original text and 
thus do away with ‘die mar von der verbrennung des tempels durch die Peisistra- 
tiden’ (see n. 10). It is evident that Ph. is not cited verbatim, and that the excerpt 

is either not particularly good, or has been too much abbreviated. Ph. can have 

said téyevoc only if he dealt more fully with the building activity: he may have 

enumerated ebyapothpia or yaptothpia mAfova which Herodotos merely indicates 

Ъу т& тє 22а апа which possibly were not confined to the temple itself. There was 

perhaps no reason for Ph. to enter into the particulars of the history of the rebuilding 
of the temple, but he must have mentioned the name of one archon (if he did not name 
several); we severely feel the loss of this information. Thus our knowledge even 

of the recent history of the building remains scanty, for Spintharos and the sculptors 
mentioned by Pausanias belong to the ‘new temple’. It was already Herodotos who 
made the mistake (which Androtion did not correct) that he saw in the donors of 
the marble façade (and probably some other votive gifts) the builders of the Poros 
temple. His é&o.xoSopetv (cf. 2, 176 with the note of Baehr) cannot mean anything 
different from Aristotle's olxo8opetv (see n. 2) and Ph.s dvorxo8opetv; that is proved 
by the words tov viv ёбута, téte 8’ ofxw, which do not seem to have been noticed 

in the dispute about the meaning of the compound. There are also lacking in the 

excerpt (certainly only because of the abbreviation) the Athenian allies of the 

Alcmeonids: da totor Moot ’AOnvalwv quyéor Herodt. 5, 62, 2; of Фоүбдєс бу ої 

"Axpeovidat mpoeterhxecav (Androtion-)Aristotle; cvuguyédeg Isokrat. 16, 26. 

Judging from the coins it is very probable that among them were the Eteobutads, 

the leading clan of the aristocratic party (Seltman op. cit. р. 81). 9) Wilamowitz 

Ar. u. Ath. I p. 32 f. pointed out the decisive facts. But see also Homolle B. C. H. 

14, 1890, p. 389 ff. about the proceedings of the authorities of the Delphic temple 

in regard to the payment, according to which half the sum for the building passed 

into the hands of the contractor as soon as the agreement had been concluded. 

Of course, a contract was made in this case, too; but the Delphic authorities, being 

strongly interested in the overthrow of the tyrants from considerations of religious 

policy, may have raised no difficulties. In exchange the Alcmeonids showed their 

gratitude when they were able to do so after their victory, whether not until 508/7 

B.C. and ‘nicht ohne beteiligung der Athener' (Wilamowitz /.c. p. 36) is a question 

we may leave open. Aristotle’s source Androtion, whom Ph. probably also 

followed, understood the proceedings at once, while Herodotos and Pindar merely 

saw in Delphi what the temple owed to the munificence of the Alcmeonids; the 

historian ought to have paid attention to the particulars, but he had little under- 

standing of financial transactions. Again the question may remain open whether 

Isokrates by the term ‘loan’ intends to accentuate succinctly the fact which decided 

the success, while the circumstances in which the ‘loan’ was effected were of no 

interest for him and for his audience. It is therefore conceivable that Kleidemos 
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(if not already Hellanikos) recorded the event correctly. In his speech Ilept tod Yev- Youg (16, 25 ff.; c. 396 B.C.) Isokrates does not mention Delphi; the praise of the Alcmeonids is superficial and full of grave historical errors (or distortions). 10) The Éwot of the Pindar Scholiast also ascribe the burning of the temple to ‘the Peisi- stratids’, They are the only witnesses of this version. If Herodotos had known about it, he would certainly have reported it, hostile to the tyrants as he was; he could easily have done so by a simple addition to voy ёбута, тбтє 5° oðxw.. Wrongly the words of 2, 180 ô yàp трбтєроу ёфу «®©тббь афтбратос xatexdy have been said to contain ‘latente polemik’ (Stein, Legrand, and others), which would mean a defence of the Peisistratids against the charge of arson and impiety. Again this ‘liegt seiner art zu erzählen ganz fern’ (Wilamowitz ор. cit. p. 33 n. 7); the words simply mean that the cause of the fire was unknown—neither arson like that of Phlegyas (Euseb. Chron. a. Abr. 567 7d éy AcAgois lepdv everpjoty dnd Preydou: see Rosch. Lex. ILI col. 

Wilamowitz op. cit. P- 33 f.; Seltman op. cit. p. 79) speak of Peisistratos instead of ‘the Peisistratids’, and subsequently try to explain how such a slander could arise. Some refute ‘the impudent invention’ by stating that at the time of the fire ‘Pei- sistratos was not even lord of Athens’ (Wilamowitz); others explain that 'the foolish charge may have gained slight credence only because the tyrant happened to be in exile when the fire occurred' (Seltman); others again try to eliminate the story altogether by altering the text (Boeckh, Pomtow) which is quite impossible 

years earlier? Therefore the question must be raised whether the story is Political libel at all, and whether it can ever have been related in ‘the Chronicle’. I think, when one reads the whole scholion one will be inclined toanswer both questions negatively. The words of Pindar, which are actually somewhat vague and intelligible only to contemporaries—redy 8броу (п. 4) Candy KxevExy—have been explained differently: of uty бт 8. туу бнуоу xal thy viony éxipavéotepov ёто се» тфу тоб 'АтблА- Awvos vedyv, of 32 napà thv lotoplav. The word twés, which cannot mean Ph. (n. 8), probably meant an interpreter of Pindar who explained парӣ тђу lotoplav. He knew, from Herodotos, about the conflagration of the temple, the exile of the Alcmeonids by the Peisistratids, the rebuilding by the former, and he combined these data wrongly—napa thy lotoplay, 11) Hesperia 8, 1939, p. 59. There even is direct 
evidence for the date in Schol. Aristeid. Panath, P- 45 Fr "Innápyou. . . tedeurh- 
Tog... “Ттт фифс expdrer TV 'Afnvalov- uh pépovtes тобтоо thy Blav of 
Adnpeovida ФЕ) доу ёе Tis "Atri, dv el; 3v 6 KostoBévne ôç тђу По0(оу... map. 
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tx&et xvA. But that may be after all a combination from Herodotos and Aris- 
totle. : 12) Herodotos (and that is important because of the origin of his in- 
formation; n. 4) expressly dates thus, and none of the later witnesses differs. The 
tradition is certainly incomplete (Text p. 452, 39 ff.), and it may, of course, be 
wrong. But the burden of proof is incumbent on those who contest it. The tradition is 
favoured by the fact that the relations between Peisistratos and Delphi were ad- 

mittedly bad (n. 28), and it is therefore not very probable that Kleisthenes built 
in Delphi when he was living in Athens with Hippias after their reconciliation. We 
do not know whether there was any building at the temple at all before 527 B.C.: 
the scholion on Demosthenes cannot be used for an answer to that question, for 
what it attributes to Megakles actually is what Kleisthenes did both as to the time 
and to the matter (cf. n. 7). Herodotos 2, 180 does not mention the Alcmeonids, 
and in that passage (in which he must be admitted to have mainly dealt with the 
financial question) he did not even think of them, as in r, 64, 3 he does not know 

(or mention) a sojourn of Megakles in Delphi (see n. 7). Evidently he had not been 
told anything about him in Delphi, nor was he shown any dedicatory gifts. That would 
not prove that they did not exist, but the fact must be taken into account, and it 
ought to be a warning against fanciful combinations. 13) See n. 31. The cita- 
tion of the ’A@nvator (n. 3) at the opening of 5, 63 proves at least that the contents 
of 5, 62 are not purely Athenian. Herodotos had seen the work of the Alcmeonids 
in Delphi and had learnt several things about the fire in the old temple and the find- 

ing of means for the new one (1, 50; 2, 180; the ‘archive’ of the temple suggested 
by Stein was certainly not his immediate source, nor can we believe Pomtow’s assump- 

tion in Rh. M 51 p. 333 n. 1 that Herodotos made abundant use of dedicatory inscrip- 

tions). In Athens his Alcmeonid source probably did not tell him of the specu- 
lation on which the clan and the priests had embarked. What he did obtain here 
was the sequence of events: murder of Hipparchos, Leipsydrion, turning to 

Delphi, intervention of Sparta. 14) F Gr Hist 124 T 23; FE 1; 131 T3; F 2. 

15) Seltman (Athens p. 79 ff.; cf. mn. 31) convincingly assigned to the years 514 
(‘or earlier’) to 510 B.C. the electron coins with the Athenian owl and the badges of 
the Alcmeonids and probably of the Eteobutadai, ‘most of which have been found 
in Attica whither the victorious Alcmeonid army brought them... Most significant 

of all is the reverse incuse which contains a well-defined letter A, the initial letter 
of the name AEAQIKON, which appears a few years later as the legend upon 
Delphic coins'. There are also some silver coins with the Alcmeonid triskeles 

‘marked with the Phocian letter ® indicative of its place of mintage'. To me it 
seems even more significant that the coins with the Eteobutad badge (‘if such the 
bull’s head is’), though similar in fabric to the Alcmeonid coins, are ‘without the 
Delphic initial’, and that there are no Eteobutad silver coins with the Phocian Q. 
This fact corroborates our tradition not as to the leadership of the Alcmeonids 

(see end of n. 8), a claim which surely the Eteobutadai at least did not allow, but as 
to the close alliance between the Alcmeonids and Delphi. On the other hand, the 

provenance of the coins as yet does not favour much the opinion of Androtion 
(see n. 3) and Seltman (J.c. p. 84) that the Spartan army was ‘hired with Delphic 
money’; but at least one of the ‘didrachms’ with the triskeles and the ® was found 
in Arcadia, ‘whither some Peloponnesian mercenary had doubtless taken it’. We do 
not know anything about the composition of Kleomenes’ army; the bf. dish 
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(B.M. vases B 426; Seltman Lc. fig. 50), attributed to c. 510-500, shows Athenian hoplites bearing on their shields the badges of the Alcmeonidai and the Eteobu- tadai, and barbarian mercenaries. But in face of the course which events took, the Athenian artists cannot be expected to stress, or even to hint at, the Spartan help. 16) Archaic Marble Sculpture from the Acropolis, 1936, p. 63 ff. About the chrono- logy of Pomtow, to which he refers, see n. 19. 17) Op. cit. p. 31 ff. Gisela Richter A J A 41, 1937, p. 162 terms it ‘his bold statement’, but does not contra- dict it. The experts now seem to agree on the decade 530-520 B.C. 18) Fowilles de Delphe IV pl. XXXI-XXXV; Courby B. C. H. 38, 1914, p. 327. 19) Who in Rh. Mus. 51/2 (1896/7) dated the building of the temple at c. 540-520/15 B.C., ‘sodass jedenfalls schon einige jahre vor der besetzung von Leipsydrion seine schimmernde marmorfassade zeugnis ablegte für die freigebigkeit der adligen er- bauer, und ihr ehemals fluchbeladenes geschlecht erst von nun an durch die höchste sakrale obrigkeit von Hellas als entsühnt betrachtet werden konnte’ (l.c. 51 p. 341; the second half of the sentence is, of course, nonsense). On the other hand, Homolle (B. C. H. 26, 1902; cf. n. 22) assumed that ‘the temple’ was erected between 513 and 506 B.C., and that the pediments were made in the last decade of the sixth century, probably by Athenian sculptors. This view, now perhaps the prevailing one, is shared e.g. by Dinsmoor B. C. H. 36, 1912, p. 489; Langlotz Zur Zeitbestimmung d. streng rf. Vasenmalerei, 1920, p. 79 f.; Weickert Typen d. archaischen Architektur, 1929, p. 142 ff.; Gisela Richter The Sculpture®, 1930, p. 38 (who recently proposes a compromise; see n. 33). 20) Op. cit. p. 65. Contra- dicting to a certain degree these concluding words he says P. 64: ‘in some respects the sculpture of the Alcmeonid temple appears to be older than that of the Heka- tompedon, and in general it appears quite asold’. — 21) Op.cit. p. 142 ff. Weickert (P. 148) does not think it impossible ‘dass man in dem plótzlichen übergang zum marmor eine bewusste konkurrenz mit den Alkmeoniden zu erblicken habe’. But could not the relation be reversed ? 22) Pomtow Rh. Mus. 51 P. 333 says ‘bei wenigen der antiken tempel sind wir so gut über zeit, kosten, bauherrn, unternehmer, baumeister, material des baues informiert’. But even Homolle (n. 19) and his followers did not sufficiently consider the question of tradition, when they assign the building of the temple to the years 513 to 506/5 B.C. One cannot very well argue that ‘die besten überlieferungen den beginn des baues unzweideutig nach dem treffen bei Leipsydrion setzen' (Langlotz p. 79) since we only have that Part of the tradition which refers to the Alcmeonids. The assumption 'dass der tem- pel des gottes 35 jahre lang in trümmern lag' is 'befremdend', and becomes even 

» 3) approved by the Amphiktyones at a considerably earlier time, and i . This supposition does, however, not appear credible; the time for the building of the whole temple would be too short, even when one does not compare the building of the fourth century, because that Period was exceptionally unfavourable for Delphi. 23) Herodt. 2, 180. 24) That they contracted for it (cf. n. 9) Herodotos states Clearly with pro8wodvrev трирхосіоу та\бутоу ÉepyácacÓn. What importance can be attached to this Statement must remain an Open question; quarter of the sum, also had first to mak 
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25) See n. 22; 26) It is not certain that it was an Atthis which informed Isokrates 
about the financial business (n. 9), but Pomtow’s view (l.c. 52 p. 111 n. 2) concerning 
the relations between 'den phrasen der redner und den háufig auf ihnen basierenden 
notizen der Atthidographen ( Androtion, Philochoros)' is very wide of the mark. 
27) The thesis is set up under the influence of two preconceived opinions that the 

earliest report must be the best, and that it is necessarily the basis of the later ones, 
and it becomes all the more doubtful if one disputes the chronology of this earliest 

report. As a matter of fact Herodotos is not at all easy to understand, and even the 

interpretation by Wilamowitz (Ar. u. Ath. I p. 32 f.)— für Herodot ist die übernah- 

me des tempelbaus /ediglich (my italics) ein akt der munifizenz und der frómmigkeit, 

die wir an den Alkmeoniden, von denen seine tradition stammt, bewundern 

sollen’—is, or can be, somewhat misleading. Actually there can be no doubt that 
Herodotos also regards the building of the temple as one of the ways by which the 

Alcmeonids tried to obtain their purpose, the overthrow of the tyrants: évraiéa 
ol ' Aaxuecv(Bat пау ёі тої: Пеолотраті8 то: ртхоубшеуох rap! ' Augocroóvov xbv vràv 

wtoðoŭvrar. The question how this can help them, is answered by the next sentence 

ola Sù xenu&tov eb fxovrec — &Eenolnoav. That sounds as if they had tried to win 
the favour of the god, bribing him (so to speak) by their munificence as according 

to the ‘Athenian’ Aóyog they actually bribed the Pythia (&vémei9ov xpfjuxot). 

These two Adyot (although they do not exactly exclude each other) obviously are 
two different explanations of the established fact that the Alcmeonids obtained 

the help of Sparta through Delphi. Herodotos could not, or would not (see n. 3), 

decide for one of them; but he evidently interpreted the first Aóyoc (which shifts 

the time of the building activity) in the light of the second. Whether or not his 

Alcmeonid source suggested this interpretation, it is this interpretation which 

Androtion (followed by Aristotle and Ph.) corrected by altering it almost imper- 

ceptibly, when in the Herodotean context he substituted ó0cv єЎлбртпсау xpnu&rov 

{ог хруиќтоу єў ўхоутєс. Аз to the facts of the case he was certainly right (n. 9), 

but Isokrates (n. 26) shows that he was not the first to put the affair in its true 

light. 28) It is sufficient to refer to the list of the heroes of the phylai presented 

to the Delphic god (Aristot. 'A0x. 21, 6). The building of the treasury at Delphi 

also shows that Athens resumed the connexions with the god founded by Solon, 

thus abandoning the policy of the Peisistratids. Connexions of Peisistratos and his 

sons with Delphi are non-existent; the attitude of the Delphic god evidently 

was hostile, not neutral, and this was not without influence on the religious policy 

of Peisistratos; it is sufficient to refer to Seltman p. 79. 29) The dispatch of 

Anchimolos (Herodt. 5, 63) shows that it was the State that intervened, not king 

Kleomenes. I propose to treat elsewhere this question which in my opinion is 

being wrongly judged almost throughout; it would lead much too far here. 

30) See n. ro. 31) Seltman p. 80f. (cf. n. 15) ‘wherever gold or electrum 

was coined in Greece proper—or in Western Hellas before the age of Alexander— 

its issue was the outcome either of desperate financial straits or of military advent- 

ure; and in the present instance it was for a great military expedition that the 

Alcmeonidae were able to utilize the stores of Asiatic electrum given for the 

glory of Apollo and lying at Delphi’. In view of this (see also n. 28) Wade-Gery Ci. Q. 

27, 1933, р. I ought not to have counted the connexion of Kleisthenes with, 

Delphi among the ‘mythical elements’ of the tradition; it is a fact, not ‘gossip 
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about his financial relations with Delphi’. Actually he no longer maintains this idea, and even at the time he added in a note: ‘it is just conceivable that the fourth century story represents genuine Delphic tradition, even build- ing accounts’. 32) We do not know what sums were involved, for nobody will build on the numbers given by the Scholiast on Demosthenes. 33) I state again expressly that those who date the building activity of the Alc- meonids before the murder of Hipparch may keep to the wrong (though Attic) trar dition of the Alcmeonids being the builders of ‘the temple’, but then they must give up the chronology of Herodotos and the Aithides. Wilamowitz and Payne are clear about this, but Pomtow and Gisela Richter are not. Wilamowitz asserts that ‘der putsch von Leipsydrion trotz dem scheinbaren zeugnis des Herodot wahrscheinlich’ must be dated earlier (Ar. u. Ath. I P. 34); he does not say how early (‘a few years after Peisistratos’ death in 528/7 B.C. and almost certainly before the murder of Hipparchos’ Seltman P. 79 f.), and he does not explain why the evidence of Hero- dotos is ‘scheinbar’. His historical reasoning p. 34 n. 10 seems weak to me, and he does not take into account the archaeological evidence at all. Payne did not attach great importance to the’ Delphic chronology, he therefore contents himself in regard to the 'slip' of Herodotos with referring to Pomtow who in the decisive point agrees with Wilamowitz. Actually Pomtow did not assume a 'slip' of Herodotos at all; on the contrary he definitely states in his summary ‘dass an der geschichtlich- keit der herodoteischen darstellung nicht gezweifelt werden kann' (Rh. Mus. 52 P. 123). What he really does is that he regards ‘the apparently clear narrative of Herodotos about the activity of the Alcmeonids during their thirty years’ exile’ (my italics) as a retrospective supplement added merely in order to explain why the Spartans gave help to the Alcmeonids (p. 105 f.). Now this explanation, on which the whole paper depends, is quite arbitrary. Pomtow himself has to admit that the grammatical construction 'ganz zweifellos die bautátigkeit hinter die niederlage von Leipsydrion stelle'; and as he feels that this is fatal for his theory his opinion of Herodotos' ability to express himself clearly grows more and more unfavourable in the course of his Paper (‘noch ungelenke form’ P. 109; ‘das eigentiimliche un- geschick der betreffenden Herodotstelle’ P. 121 and so on). Consequently his reproach against the later Atthidographers that they ‘die historische überlieferung um- gewandelt hätten’ lacks foundation. Pomtow’s interpretation opens with a petitio 

interpretations, consisting mainly in interpolating or contaminating the report of Herodotos (typical *-&- On 2, 180 that ‘nach Herodot die Amphiktyonen den bau fiir 300 talente an die Alkmeoniden verdingen’; or on 5, 62/3 that ‘Herodot ausdrücklich die Pythia-hilfe und ihre orakel erst als folge und belohnung der marmorfassade angibt’; the italics are mine), and I should not have enlarged on Pomtow at all if Wade-Gery and Payne had not cited him as if the matter was obxétt xpéBAnue. Others, too, have taken it seriously. Gisela Richter (A. J. A. 41, 1937, p. 161 f.) tries to meet Payne half-way by proposing ‘to move up the date of the Delphic pediment to immediately after 513’, assuming that ‘the Alcmeonids finished the temple immediately after 513’, and Suggesting further that ‘the sculptures might 
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well have been contracted for at that very time’, thus ‘representing the style of 
the decade 520/10’. I have no right to pronounce on the style of the Delphic 
pediment, but it is quite certain that the compromise does not agree ‘with Hero- 
dotus' and Aristotle's statements'—let alone Ph. 

I) As is generally assumed since Stiehle Philol 8, 1853, p. 642. 2) The 
model for all descriptions of this kind in the Atthidographers is the departure 

of the fleet for Sicily Thukyd. 6, 32. 3) The mule of the Hekatompedon, 

pensioned off by the State; the grave of the race-horses of Kimon; the dog of 

Xanthippos. 4) Ch. 23, 1, most probably following Androtion; see A/fhis p. 75. 
1) Cf. (Ephoros-) Diodor. 11, 63-64; Plutarch. Kimon 16, 4 ff.; Pausan. 4, 24, 5-7; 

Aelian. V. H. 6, 7; Polyaen. Sírat. 1, 41, 3. Our evidence agrees that the earthquake 
was a serious blow for Sparta, because it caused the rising of the helots and some 
of the zóAeg meptotxiBec. The seriousness is implied in the report of Thukydides 
who otherwise restricts himself to the main facts, which Ph. took from him (F 32). 
Moreover, ‘the Atthidographers’ described the earthquake at some length, adding 
details from sources not known to us. It is conceivable, though there is no certain 

proof, that Ph. used Hellanikos (4 F 188 = 323a F 29) rather than Ephoros. The 
latter (we do not know enough about the former, but he may have been the source 
of Ephoros and the first who gave a historical report in his Atthis) greatly exag- 
gerated the loss in man-power (Diod. 63, 1; 4) and is contradicted by Polyainos 
as well as by Plutarch, who apparently (indirectly ?) derives from a local source 
(l.c. 16, 5; cf. n. 3). 2) Such statements are naturally frequent with epochal 
dates, and they are not confined to the Atthides. They are more instructive for 

the general reader than the name of an archon, which, of course, may be added. 

The most famous example is Thukyd. 2, 2, 1; also see e.g. Aristotle *АӨт. 27, 2 

petà 8b thv èv Холаџїм ухорауіау ёубс Set nevtnxootõt Eter, xl Побо8Фроу @рдоутос, ё 

mpd¢ IleAonownolous ѓуёсту лб\єрос̧; Strabo 8, 6, 19 peta dé thy ёу Lodapive vavpaylav 
"Арүєїо.... &pSnv tag Muxivag avetdov (cf. Diodor. 11, 65, 2 f.). 3) The sound 
foundation is evident; the Scholiast (Didymos ?) has even consulted a list of ar- 
chons himself (cf. n. 5). He distinguishes between Ettwrtes and Mecojmot as Hellani- 
kos (n. 1) and Ephoros 70 F 117 (cf. Diod. 11, 63, 4; 64, 4) did—a distinction silently 
repudiated by Thukydides 1, 101, 2. In the sentence about the devastations the 

verb (cuvey6 or something like that) has dropped out, and xal Etepa shows 
abbreviation of a fuller description. Nothing is known about an dvetov in Sparta; 
Plutarch 16, 5 tells of a gymnasium under which a number of epheboi were buried, 

but in that passage, too, the text is corrupt: èv wéont TH стой is impossible; a ovo& 

is not a gymnasium, nor could it be used for training. The alteration to &yopat 

seems too obvious; perhaps we should write £v uécct 1àt IDacawotàt (cf. Pausan. 

3, 11, 2; 14, 8), if what we have does not represent the remainder of an even more 

accurate determination; Pausan. 3, I1, 3 mentions the cro& IIepouxfj as the most 

important building on the market, saying in 3, 15, I tij¢ otodic Ў лорд тӧу П^атам.- 
стбу пелобутол, табттс бтпобєу põ. That would be a suitable place for the Zetoua- 

тас, the tomb of the trapped epheboi. The concluding words of the scholion are 

merely a paraphrase of Aristophanes. 4) See Text p. 459, 35 f.. 5) Ed. Meyer 
G. d. A. III, 1901, § 294 A; Kolbe Herm. 72, 1937, p. 251 n. 3, who was right not to 

be misled by the name of the archon (‘es ist lediglich ein interpretierender zusatz’). 

For the correction see Text p. 460, 12 ff. 6) Wilamowitz Ar. u. Ath. II p. 295; 
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Hiller v. Gaertringen I G V 2 P. XIII; Ed. Schwartz Das Geschichtswerk des Thuky- dides, 1919, p. 166 n. 3; Philol. 92, 1937, p. 28; Laqueur R E XIX 2, 1938, col. 
2438. Otherwise the only year possible according to Thukydides and recommended 
by other witnesses, viz. 464 B.C., has carried the day, with (it is true) some diver- 
Bencies, which appear to be less important (because of the implications for the 
whole period) than they look at first sight. The assumed dates are: summer 464 
Ed. Meyer $ 294; spring Beloch Gr. G.* II 2 P. 194 f. (very cautiously) and Kolbe 
Lc. p. 254; ‘towards the end of spring or the beginning of summer’ Walker C. A. H. 
V. p. 69. Kolbe assumed a somewhat larger interval between the earthquake and 
the revolt of the Helots because of the discrepancy between Plutarch and Pau- 
sanias, which perhaps is more apparent than real; he makes the revolt start at the 
end of summer 464 (l.c. p. 251). The chief merit of Kolbe's paper consists in his 
proving finally U. Koehler's thesis about the complete worthlessness of the chron- 
ology of the Pentekontaetia as given by Diodoros, which Ed. Meyer succinctly 
but sufficiently had explained as the result of Diodoros' composition. It is to be 
hoped that the discussion will now be closed. Otherwise, too, Kolbe shows how safe 
and great progress has been achieved since Wilamowitz' Chronologie der Pente- 
kontaetie (Ar. u. Ath. II p. 289 ff.). 7) The system of pre-dating, customary in kings’ lists (year of accession = first year of reign: Ed. Meyer Forsch. II p. 440 ff.), 
favours the date 466/5 B.C., though just in the Spartan lists it does not seem to have 
been applied; the chronology of Diodoros perhaps favours 465/4 B.C. Obviously 
there is some connexion between the source of Diodoros and the source(s) of Plu- 
tarch. 8) The archon of 469/8 B.C. is called Qaíov in ch. 63, 1, the true name is 
'Ajeolov (P. A4. 2805). I cannot help suspecting that Malwv is not due to a mere cop- yist's error, but that Diodoros had in mind the archon Qaí(3cv of 476/5 B.C., his first (wrong) year for Archidamos (11, 48, 1/2), and that he transferred him to 469/8, the year of the earthquake which is again wrong. Perhaps this contributes to the explanation of the muddle. In the year of Phaidon there was also a disaster of Athenian settlers in Thrace (n. 18). 9) 11,64, 4018 Ettwres navdnuel tev Aaxe- Satpovioy dpeatates счуєраҳоџу тої Meconvlots, xal rote uèv ѓёуіхоу, потё 8° hrrdvto- ext 3 Em déxa тоб roréuov t3j Bovauévou StaxprOyvat, Sterédouv тобтоу тӧу xedvov dQXOdjXouG xaxorotoüvrec. II, 84, 7/8 (455/4) хатӯрєу єі< Маблохтоу (scil. ToAytBne) *.... хатоӧрасєу є табтцу Meconviwy тойс Èniońhuoug, broondv8oug ond ЛахеёоциоуЃоу &оебёутас̧. xarà ykp тӧу абтӧу Хрбуоу ol Лохєбацибую: mpàg toc Ettwrag xal Meconvioug nenodeunxdtec ent mÀÉow, téte xpathoavtes xt. The account obviously derives from Ephoros and has a clear Thucydidean background; the date of Tolmides’ expedition, which is approximately correct, is taken from the chron- ological handbook. It is not necessary to consider here the corrections made in Thukyd. 1, 103, 1 ol & & "Ióóus Sexdrar Erer xtA., which range from Seuttpat to Exo, or the suggestion of Steup that Sexé-rer Ere. is added by a later writer from Ephoros. The question is without importance for our problem, though it is important 

. any rate, I object strongly to Beloch's 
hat die zahl wiederholt wie er sie gehórt 
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ee ae ge die chronologischen konsequenzen klar zu machen'. The dates of 
т quake (approximately ?) and of the settlement at Naupaktos were certainly 
nown to him, and there is no doubt that in his opinion the settlement followed the 

surrender immediately. If the Messenians surrendered in 461 B.C. one must either 
Show that in this year Naupaktos was in Athenian hands, or suggest a refuge for 
the Messenians in the intervening years. то) Тһе true name is ’Apydnyldyc: 
Diod. 11, 70, 1; Dionys Hal. A. R. 9, 61, 1. 11) There is no need to discuss this 
source here again (see on F Gr Hist 265 F 38-46); apart from the theological reason 
for the earthquake in § 5 (cf. Aelian. V. H. 6, 7; Diod. 11, 63, 3 ?) it closely follows 
Thukydides. 12) I should like to interpret the whole report more fully than is 
possible here, as the commentaries (here and elsewhere) do not pay sufficient at- 
tention to the careful composition, and the historians frequently read their own 
prejudices into the text. But I will leave Laqueur’s criticism (R E XIX 2, 1938, col. 
2438 f.; cf. n. 14) alone until he ‘die thukydideische frage aufgerollt hat’ (at present 

see Rh. Mus. 86, 1937, P- 316 ff.). It is difficult to take seriously the thesis that Ph. 

corrected Thukydides and that the latter's 'insufficiently founded connexion of 

the Thasian revolt with the Messenian War cannot stand up against the authority 
of the Atthis’. The two essential points are: (a) the section, finished and complete in 

itself, is insufficiently connected with the preceding (ypóvot 8£ dotepov 100, 2) and not 

at all with the following section (Steup in Classen-Steup Thukydides I5 1919 p. 275 

has managed to print xal Kopiv0tor pev oby Fxtota dnd todde Td apodpdv pico ўрЕато 
rpótov ic ' A0nvalouc YevécOat - "Ivipws dt xsd. as the beginning of a new section). This 
phenomenon is not unique in the Pentekontaetia, but I cannot discuss it here, as I 
cannot discuss other observations concerning the éxfoXj; o0 Aóyov in general. Suffice 
it to state that the lack of connexion does not interfere with the using of the report. 

(b) The concluding words quoted just now are proof sufficient not only of Thukydi- 
des' careful treatment of this series of events, but for his departing from the 
strictly chronological arrangement in this digression which we clearly perceive 
in ch. 103. In fact, Thukydides in this passage carries to its end the account of the 

helots' revolt, the beginning of which (ch. ror, 2) he had enlarged by a brief di- 
gression about the arising of sÜoceíx and the name of the helots. He did the 
same in a lesser measure (ch. 100, 3) in regard to the Thracian venture and in 1or, 
3 in regard to the siege of Thasos. In the case under discussion he did this because 
of the great importance not so much of the helot revolt in itself as of the relations 
between Athens and Sparta: the helots (it is almost embarrassing to have to repeat 
these often stressed matters) were Sparta's most sensitive point; their settlement 
at Naupaktos was certainly resented by Sparta even more than the alliance with 

Argos. It is almost surprising that Thukydides did not make a remark here similar 

to that which he made about the effect of the Megarian alliance on Corinth. Perhaps 

(if it is permitted to speculate for a moment) he might have continued the u£v- 

sentence of 103, 4 in this sense when giving the last touch to the great digression 

(viz. the Pentekontaetia). The remark occurring within the report as early as ch. 

102, 3 xal Stapopad x tave TÄ стратєіас протоу (sic) AaxeSarpovlorg xat ’ABnvalorg 

qavep& éyéveto, which Ephoros repeated (Diod. 11, 64, 3 8:5 ха) табтцу thy dpxhy 

Боро тўс @Алотрубтттос), is analogous to the remark about the relations between 
Athens and Corinth. In any case, there can be no doubt about the central posi- 

tion of ch. 100-103 in the history of the Pentekontaetia. Already in the succinct 
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Preliminary reference to this Period with which he breaks off (1, 18, 3-19) the Pre-history of the Great War, he emphasizes the fact that after the Panhellenic cvppayle had been broken up into two confederacies éXtyov uiv xpóvoy Бойшан A dpayula, Exerra dtevexBevreg of Aaxedaipdvict xal. "AGnvaior érodéunoay petà TOV Evpudyav mpd @АйХоос хт. (It may be mentioned in passing that this reference is one of many proofs, and Perhaps the most decisive, for the fact that the Archaeology and the Pentekontactia were written simultaneously; the account of 

formly conceived, This uniformity of conception has been ignored among others by Taeger (l.c. p. 7) who gives us the logical monstrosity ‘ein dreifaches motiv bildet den leitgedanken’ (my italics). 13) Again Thukydides makes the sequence of events quite clear: the Thasians send to Sparta forthwith; for wxnbévtes payne 

the fate of the Settlers in Thrace. The editors almost to a man justly prefer payne (CG) to péyats (ABEFM); Steup, who argues for u&yatc, has misunderstood the composition of the section. 14) The method of T. hukydides remains constant: in 
and ch. 102 returns to the new main line, the Messenian War. No misunderstanding is possible, and my only reason for Pointing out the fact is that it confirms the judge- ment on the digression 103, 1-3. The inference that the earthquake falls in the first half of the year following the Thasian revolt (it need not definitely be the spring) can be evaded only if one either, following Wilamowitz (n. 20), builds the chrono- logy on the digression 103, 1-3 or, following Laqueur (n. 12), disputes the unity of Thukydides' report, drawing a fancy picture ‘wie dieser text entstand’. Historians may discuss the questions whether Athens knew of the application for assistance made by the Thasians, and even whether the government in Sparta had actually 

succinctly, and with a well-considered reserve, that the Spartan promise was given xpóoa cv 'Afnvaloy (101, 2), and that the antagonism between the two leading Сібеѕ протоу 9avep& ёүѓуєто (102, 3) in consequence of Kimon's expedition to aid Sparta. Every word which Thukydides put down here, is carefully considered. What we learn about the debate in the Athenian Assembly on the Spartan applica- tion for assistance (self-evident in itself, but we have the evidence of Ion and Kritias about a speech of Kimon: Plutarch. Kimon 16, 9) does not admit of a decision about the work done by the Athenian Secret Service. There only exists the fact, common property of historical Science: in 463 B.C. the ‘democratic party’ had Practically broken with the épatyute, or (as one might say better) the opposition against that policy ‘of the government’, which Androtion (and following him Aristotle) call ‘the leadership of the Areopagos’ ('A6r. 23, 1; 25, 1), was growing. I am formulating cautiously on Purpose and I do not date the beginning of the opposition; for doing that an investigation of the Plans of Themistokles would be 
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required which, of course, could not be confined to the well-known anecdotes. 

One ought to discuss among other things the discrepancy between Aristotle 'A0r. 
23, 2 (тўу тйс ӨхА&ттпс fireuoviay Aafeiv dxédvrwv Aaxedatuoviev) and Thuk. 1, 94/5 

(easily though it might be removed by a conjecture); also the scene reported by 

Diodor. 11, 50 under the year 475/4 B.C., which has seldom been taken seriously 

еу though an invention by Ephoros might be argued for this passage as well). 
he difficulty is this: which are the facts and which are the subsequent reflexions 

of a political literature almost entirely lost to us. 15) As ch. 103 gives no in- 
dication of time (not even a Gotepov) I do not doubt that this alliance was also 

concluded in 462/1 B.C. In any case, the distributation of the three treaties over 

three years (461/0-459/8: Wilamowitz) is most improbable. One may concede that 
the alliance with Megara was concluded ‘a year or so later’ (Walker p. 76; Kolbe 

P. 267); but probably Taeger p. 11 п. 12 is right. 16) Even in 5, 20 he cannot 
bring himself to add the archon's name, though the passage corresponds to the 

unique date in 2, 2, 1. We have to be grateful to the editor who preserved the 
documents. 17) There seems to be no doubt that Aaxedarpdvior 8ё Gg adtotc meds 

rove ev "lOdunt guxxdvero 6 médepog (102, 1) refers only to Sparta; that the Athenian 
expedition did not last longer than one summer; that consequently the troops 

returned in the autumn of the same year, and that the four thousand hoplites 

(the number is given by Aristophanes; Thukydides says zXfüet oóx Мү) меге 
able to participate in the ostracism which decided between Ephialtes and Kimon. 

It can further not be doubted that the following three events belong together: (a) 

changing of Athenian foreign policy (alliance with Argos), (b) constitutional changes 

(law about the Areopagos), (c) ostracism of Kimon (which has nothing to do with the 
attack launched against Kimon at the ev@vvat of 464/3: J. H. St. 64 p. 51). The 

logic of the facts decisively points to their resulting from the issue of the policy car- 

ried by Kimon against Ephialtes, viz. the sending back of the expeditionary force (see 

e.g. Beloch Gr. G.? II 1 p. 153; Walker C. A. H. V p. 71). It is inconceivable, in my 

opinion, that ‘der sturz des Areopags in die zeit der lakonischen expedition fallt’ (Ed. 

Meyer of. cit. § 315 A; Taeger /.c. p. 10; 19), even though Plutarch describes matters 

thus. Nobody (not even Meyer and Taeger) has any illusions about the quality of 

the account given by Plutarch, who confuses several reports. Taeger therefore sup- 

ports his thesis by the reasons which Thukydides gives for the Spartan proceedings: 

ёєісоутес ту ’АӨтусіоу ro ToAUNPov xal Thv vewteporottav, words which he regards as a 

‘hint’ at the constitutional change made meanwhile in Athens, t.e. at one recent 

event in Athens. This appears impossible if only because Thukydides adds another 

general reason: xol dXÀogUAoug Gua Hyynodpevor xtA. It is evident that Thukydides 

finds the reasons for the fatal decision of the Spartan government in the difference 

of the national characters of Athenians and Spartans, a difference established any- 

how and sufficiently stressed by Thukydides in the speeches and in 1, 94/5. As Plu- 

tarch (and Aristotle) do not clearly mark the change in foreign policy, and as Thuky- 

dides here neglects home policy, tradition does not allow either of an exact dating of 

the consequences of the Spartan step or (if one assigns them all to the ‘winter’ of 

462/1 B.C.) of a perfectly safe decision whether the ostracism of Kimon preceded 

the measures a b or followed them. The former alternative is perhaps more probable: 

by the ostracism the people makes its decision between the two leaders (ostracism 

had been created for such cases), giving one of them the possibility of carrying his 

Jacoby, Fragm. Griech. Hist. III (Suppl.) 24 
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policy into effect, nor do any chronological difficulties arise, even if the detpaxo- 
popla did not take place until the eighth prytany (see on F 30). The people may 
have passed the decisive resolutions upon the new alliances and upon the con- 
stitutional change in the same month (almost all the greater treaties are sworn 

to in spring), while the winter was filled with debates and agitation. It does not 
really matter very much because the three events constitute an intrinsic unity. 
18) Thukyd. 4, 102 ’Ayelxorw thy ent ®троцбу тотен AOnvalwv &rotxlav. (2) 15 
8 xwplov roro . .. éxclpxoe uiv npóvepov xal *Aptotaydpacg 6 Miajatog pevywv Baot- 
M Aapeiov xaouxloot, dad orb "HSdvev tEexpovaby, Érevra 88 xal ol ' AOnvaior Erect 
$бо xal teidxovta botepov, éxolxoug puploug copay te adtay xal tv dAdkwv tov Bovňóue- 
vov néppavres, ol BtegÜdpnoav èv Apaßhoxwr dnè Opaxõv. (3) xal aððıç évàg BÉovrt 
Tptaxooré ёте, ёАӨбутес̧ ої "AOnvaior, “Ayvavoc roð Nıxlou olxtotoð ёхтєрфбёутос, 
"Hddvag eedacavres Extisav tò Хоріоу тобто, блєр прбтєроу 'Evvéa ‘Одо! ёхоЛобуто. 
Diod. 12, 32, 3 (a. 437/6 B.C.) "A@nvator соубоцаау *Auglrodwv. Schol. Aischin. 2, 31 
Hrvynoav 'Aünvaiot ewaxig тєрї тёс 'Еууёх xoAouuévag ó8oóg .... Td npüTov uiv 
Avuciotpirou xal Auxoüpyou xal Kpazivou otpatevévrey én’ Hedva why énl Xtpupdw... 
Ext Kpyovtog “AOjvjot Paldwvoc (476/5)+ Seútepov of peta Aewydpov (At&ypou 
Clinton; see P. A. 9028; Raubitschek Hesperia 8, 1939, p. 155 ff.) xAnpodyot ent 
t Avowpatoug. Lysikrates, who was archon in 453/2 B.C., is out of the question, 
and by a curious chance the archons in three successive years in the 'sixties have 
names beginning with Лос-: Лосістратос 467/6, Avoaviag 466/5, Лосібєос 465/4. 
Corruptions of this sort are frequent in proper names; it is absurd to try and juggle 
them away with palaeographical considerations. There is no doubt that the 29th 
year of Thukydides, reckoned back from Diodoros' date 437/6 B.C., brings us to the 
third, Lysitheos (Clinton), and neither to Lysistratos (C. W. Krueger Hist.-philol. 
Stud. p. 146 ff.; Ed. Schwartz Das Geschichtswerk d. Thukydides, 1919, p. 166 n. 3) 
nor to Lysanias (M. Meier Comment. Andocideae 5 p. 105). 19) ’AOr. 25, 2 
(Text p. 460, 15 ff.). It is of course possible, and even probable, that Kimon set out 
in the spring or in the early summer of the Attic year 463/2 B.C. 20) It is 
really not necessary to refute in detail the arbitrariness of which Wilamowitz 
(Ar. u. Ath, II p. 295) and Ed. Schwartz made themselves guilty in order to prove 
an error of Thukydides—'in der erinnerung seiner gewührsmánner hatte sich an 
stelle des krieges der Spartaner mit den messenischen Heloten die katastrophe ge- 
schoben, die ihn veranlasst hatte’, in consequence whereof the chronographers 
dated the earthquake ‘wrongly’. It is truly astonishing to find a Wilamowitz 
declaring emphatically on the Strength of an evidently corrupt scholion (Text 
P. 455, 22 ff.) that ‘das erdbeben mit der allerschürfsten praezision von Philochoros 
auf den archon Theagenides 468/7 datiert ist’ (my italics). As to Laqueur’s theory 
see n. 12. Our evidence leaves us with one, and only one, problem—historically a 
very grave one—whether the Messenian revolt really lasted ten years as Ephoros 
found in his copy of Thukydides. 21) ’A@n. 25, 1-2. I do not propose to analyze 
as to their sources the difficult chapters 23-27 (but cf. n. 25). For Androtion see 
on 324 F 4. The year of Ephialtes’ legislation is in any case established. 22) 'A0. 23, 1-2 in the period of the leadership of the Areopagos, when this council 
Biorxer Thy nÓuv, obSe Bóyuact AaBoUca Thy hveuovíxv d)Àà 8:0 tò yevéoðat Tis mepl Larapiva vavpayias alta... ouvéBy yap abtoig... thy tic Өолаттус үєшоуіоу 
dofetv. In the following ch. 24 (which is rather curious and which certainly 
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does not derive from an Althis or Androtion) we are told that peté 8 tabra (viz. 

after the conclusion of the cuuuoy(a with the Ionians in 478/7 B.C.)... соуєВоб\є0єу 

(scil. ’Aprotet8yg) dvrrrapBdveoOat ti¢ ўүєџоуіас̧. It is hardly necessary to examine 

here the use of the term jyepovla. 23) See Introd. p. 251 f. 24) I, 18-19; 

(97); 118, 1-2. 25) As against the condemnation by Plato and the venom of 

Theopompos (‘Perikles the villain, not Kimon the hero, was the central figure in 

Theopompos’ Wade-Gery A. J. Ph. 59, 1938, p. 134) it is interesting to note that 

Aristotle evidently does not like to make Perikles the scape-goat; he is even at some 

pains to absolve him from the blame attached to a system which had obviously 

been fostered by his own laws and which (as an idea) conformed to his political 

conviction. In ch. 25, which tells the story of the overthrow of the leadership of 

the Areopagos, Ephialtes is helped by Themistokles, not by Perikles; and in ch. 

26, which tells of the consequences of this change—h pèv obv tv ’ Apeonayıtõv 

BouX тобтоу тӧу qtpórov dnreotephðn tňG empereiag: petà è тайт ovvéßawev 

àvleoðat и Лоу тї» потесу 8:0 Tob тробонос Snuxywyovvtac—, none of the laws 

making in this direction is assigned to Perikles by name; he is mentioned only 

as the mover of the law about citizenship of 451/o (see F 119). But there is in ch. 27 

a second sequel to the overthrow of the Areopagos, a duplicate to ch. 26 and again 

opening with petà табта, which is wholly concerned with Perikles and which 

saddles him with the responsibility for the evil development of the Athenian state 

down almost from the Persian War, as it is Perikles, not Themistokles, who uova 

пробтрефєу тђу пбму ёлі тђу уаотосђу 80уаш. Nevertheless, ch. 28 begins with 

the statement that éog uiv o)v MTepixaye mpoetothxet ToU Shuov, Betio tà xatà 

Thv modttelav Ñv xtà., which is certainly not identical with the final judgement of 

Thukydides (2, 65), but at least does not contradict it. Let us add that in its 

chronology ch. 27 (which makes play with Damon as the political adviser of Perikles) 

is as reckless as ch. 25. In short, we look upon a welter of different opinions and 

narratives, of attacks and vindications which for the greater part seem to belong 

to the fifth century, and which puzzled Aristotle as sorely as the evidence for the 

pre-Solonian constitution. 26) See Atthis p. 71 ff. 

1) I should not like to use the difference between é£oix(/etv (Thuk.; Diod. 12, 7) 

and &rxoix(tjew for proving that the Scholiast does not ultimately derive from Thuky- 

dides. The latter compound is not impossible for denoting the expulsion, but it is 

surprising. 2) The subjugation of Euboia belongs to the year of Kallimachos 

446/5 B.C., in the winter of which the Thirty Years’ Peace was concluded. For the 

secession ‘summer 446’ (Ed. Meyer G. d. A. III § 345; Beloch Gr.G.* II 1 p. 182; 

2 p. 214 f.; ‘end of summer’ Walker C. A. H. V p. 89) seems to be too late, for it 

occurred between the payment of the tribute, which was made in Elaphebolion 

446, and the Spartan invasion of Attica, that is probably still in the Attic year 

447/6 (archon Timarchides). The island had been restive for some time before: 

at Koroneia (winter 447/6) Eógoéov quyáSec fought against Athens, and Nesselhauf 

Untersuchungen, 1933, P. 128 n. 2 is probably correct in dating at 447/6 B.C. the 

cleruchy reported by Diodor. 11, 88, 3 under the year 453/2 B.C.; ‘I imagine the 

crisis of 446 was staged when the Spartans went to Delphi, probably in 448’ Wade- 

Gery J. H. St. 52, 1932, Pp. 207 n. 9- Diodoros reports the subjugation and the di- 

viding up in cleruchies twice: 12, 7 in 446/5 B.C.; 12, 22, 2 in 445/4 B.C. (archon 

Lysimachides); he probably took both dates from the Chronographer. It is not 
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impossible that in the latter year resolutions about Euboea, which the Atthis noted 
down, were carried by the Assembly. 3) Hesych. (Phot.) s.v. 'Epgerpuxóg xará- Royo: ext Дароо (442/1 В.С.) Víewuo iypáon ёЕ "Epertplac xaradrtEar dunpous rods 
TOV Trovarwtatav viobs. todto odv Td Ypptopa exer encypaphy «Epetpiaxds xaTá - Aoyog». 4) Diod. 12, 7 (446/5 В.С.) Tlepixay¢ alpedels otpatnyds éotpdtevcey tri thy EvGotav peta duveévews dEorsyou, xal thy џёу пбму trav ‘Eotiatéov òv xa- 
ta xpdtog Еӧоасє тобс “Eottacig èx tig martpldoc, tao 8 ас̧ xatarrned- Levos ġváyxace лбу педарҳеїу ’Абтусіоцс. 12, 22, 2 (445/4 В.С.) `Абтусїо: тђу ЕЎВоу &vaxvro&uevot xal «oig “Eottacic èx «fc móXeoG exBardvres iBlxv &roxlav ele adthy eéreudav, Tepuxdtoue стратуүобутос̧, xtAloug dé olxhtopag exnéupavres THY te TOA xal Thy ydpav xatexAnpobynoav (the narrative is confused; a longer and a shorter version seem to have been combined). Strabo 10, 1, 3 tot & bn’ ’AOnvalov dromoBival paot thy ‘Iotlaay dnd tod 8ўроо тӧу "столёоу.... Өєбпоџртос̧ (115 Е 387) 8 фус: Пері оос Xetpouuévou Eüfotxv cobc 'loztxeig xa0' óuoAoyíac el¢ Moxedoviav petactivat, Stayrloug 8° èE 'AOnvalov 2Odvtag tov "Орєбу olxyjoat, 8ўџоу бута прбтєроу тӧу "стац су. Plutarch. Perikl. 23, 3 a0 оўу ёлі тос àge- стӧтос̧ тратбрєуос xal Staßàç elç Eŭßorav mevrhxovta vavol xal nevtaxioytàloig Ón- Altars (cf. for instance the numbers given F 50/1) xateotpédato t&g nóMeg- xal Xadudeov pev cobg 'Innofórag Aeyoufvoug плобтох ха S6Em. Stagépovrac eéBadev, ‘Eotteig 88 mévtac бэхотїсас ёх тйс ХФрх$ 'Aünvaloug tydvoug xatdixice (xat. uóvot; Reiske) coóroig &rapavritoc yenoáuevoc, ёт vay *Artuchy alyyddrwtov ХаВбутес̧ dréxtetvav toù &vBpag. About the mantis ‘Iepoxayc¢: JG? I 39, 64 ff.; Aristoph. Pax 1046; 1125; on T 2. 5) See as the latest Hampl Klio 32, 1939, p. 7 ff. The treatment of Chalkis is only mentioned by Plutarch; to refer Aelian. V. H. 6, 1 to 446/5 B.C. is more than doubtful; Andokides 5, 9 (Aischin. 2, 175) xal Xeppóv- vnoóv «e elyouev xal. NáEov xal ЕбВохс nA£ov 9 тё 800 uépņ does really not amount to much. But I G? I 39 decides in favour of Kahrstedt and Hampl against Nesselhauf Lc. p. 133 ff. That elsewhere Hestiaia alone is mentioned may be due to its having actually been treated differently: the complete expulsion of its inhabitants was grouped together with other hard actions of Athens (Xenoph. Hell. 2, 2, 3; cf. also Thukyd. 7, 57, 2) and was certainly often exploited by the adversaries of Athens. 1) The explanation of the line A Svupayta & ob 8th oe (5с. тӧу Плобтоу) «otc Al- Үоттіо confuses all contacts of Athens with Egypt to such a degree that it is of no use for our purpose, though it does at least confirm the pupiddeg tpeïç (corrupted 10 тр:їхоута іп one version). Nor can anything be done with what Diodor. 14, 35, 4 (a. 400/399 B.C.) tells about the flight of Tamos from Tissaphernes прӧс̧ Yapyhtiyov тӧу Васа тбу А[үоттіоу (see Ed. Meyer G. d. A. V $ 831; 837) &тбүоуоу бут тоб Yauuntiyov, the text being either corrupt or defective. 2) A regular and annual apportioning is required by the contrast, the idea being that of the тбл Хои аї убу тӧу фброу ўыїу &xáyovot (v. 707) each ought to undertake elxoaw &vdpag Péoxerv. Fifty bushels is the yearly amount required for a family of seven persons, even if the wife, the children, and the slaves consume as much as the master of the house, one choinix per day. The picture drawn by the poet becomes more and more fanciful in the course of the speech, but it remains ¢onsistent: the Athenian is not to have a bare minimum, he is to mhouteiv, Civ év raat AAYÓLOLG XTA. 3) We are not informed that ‘auch getreide öfter unter die menge verteilt wurde’ as among others Beloch Gr. G.? II 1 P- 156 states. That such a distribution took place in 424/3 
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an Ae Dt inference of modern writers who found it 'impropable" 

Muller. D P ез should have alluded to the old story (Lepaulmier, Siebelis, C. 

er, Dindorf confundit scholiasta—neque enim in Philochorum huius erroris 

culpa cadit—antiquiorem illam largitionem cum Euboica quinque medimnorum’ ; 

Busolt Gr. G. III 1 p. 502; Beloch op. cit. p. 156 n. 2; al.). The historical explanation 

of Aristophanes’ fancy picture (600 éxérav piv Selowo. adtot—which is just 

what they do not do) even by Gernet L’approvisionnement d'Athènes en blé, 1909, 

P. 308; 349 is inadmissible, although he is followed by Hiller von Gaertringen 

IG? I p. 290, 68 ff. (‘quid egerint Aristophanes ipse docet’) and Ziebarth IG 
XII 9 P. 150, 20 ff. ('in animo fuisse tum Atheniensibus agros insulae inter se 

partiri frumentumque civibus distribuere ex Aristophanis versibus optime con- 

clusit Gernet’). 4) Of course there is, nor could it be otherwise, for the five 
medimnoi were invented by Aristophanes as well as the fifty as a tenth of the 
fancied number (сЁ. у. 664 008° ў Sexdm töv трообутоу hutv do’ eylyvel’ ô 
probes), whereas the accompanying circumstances—pértc, xare yolwxa, Eevlas 

gevyov—may recall actual events of 445/4 B.C. (or another date after 451/0 B.C.). 

The only question is whether it was the Scholiast or already Ph. (which the wording 
Seems to favour and which in the present case does not seem to me to be impossible; 

cf. Text p. 470, 20 ff.), who took the number from Aristophanes without troubling 
his head about the division sum which could not be solved anyhow. Those who 

do not believe Ph. capable of such a proceeding may point to the fact that the 

Scholiast did not give a continuous excerpt from the Atthis, but merely referred 

twice to the figures of Ph. when explaining the words of Aristophanes. If the 

total of 30000 medimnoi is correct (Text p. 463, 12 f), one may assume that 

the Egyptian king sent that amount because thirty thousand had been mentioned 

to him as being the number of Athenian citizens (cf. Text p. 465, 18 ff.; thus the 

argumentation of Gomme The population of Athens, 1933, P- 16 n. I; 17 D. I 

would have to be adjusted.). One bushel per head was a generous gift; it is what 

Atticus gave later on (Nepos Att. 2, 6; about the text see Viedebant R E XV 

col. 87 f.), whereas Lysimachos in 299/8 B.C. (Text p. 466, 39 ff.) gave ten thousand 

bushels only. To give particular regulations about the distribution was not 

Psammetichos’ affair, nor could he have known how many men would claim 

to be entitled to a share. 14 240 claims having been made, or acknowledged, 

each person actually received a little more than two bushels (or about 2. 8 if 

40 000 bushels should prove the correct figure), an amount which would last 

a family of five for about a month. We must not expect a round number at all, 

and consequently we shall not alter the text (11 ог Г ог <> {џуоос̧; Beloch’s 

yolvixag P peSipvoug || is, in any case, out of the question). 5) The Psam- 

metichos of the Scholia is not known. The second version of the Scholia presents 

a further difficulty by calling him 6 «fj; ArBong Baotkedc, whereas Plutarch says 

ó Bactreds «àv Alyorrlov, and the first version of the Scholia talks of # Alyirtov 

Sepeá. The tradition about the Egyptian revolt of 460 B.C. clearly distinguishes 

(1) the instigator of the revolt "Ivépag & Fapuntiyov, Alfus, Васе Лошу 

av npd¢ Alydrrut, who Spydpevog ix Мореіас̧ тс тёр Pápov TÓAecG &méotrotv 

Alyóntou cà melo xtA. (Thukyd. І, 104, 1; 'Ivépog 6 AtBbwv Bacttetc, ôç tÈ 

mávra ÉnpaÉe mepl vig Alyómrou I, IIO, 3; 'Ivípeg ó Alfu; Herodt. 3, 12, 4; 

15, 3; 1. & Ҹариттіҳоо, буйр AlBuc Herodt. 7, 7; “Ivépou AiBtov [Av8tov Mss.] 
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dv3póc Ktesias F 29 [no. 688] 32 M.; the scanty excerpt of Diod. 11, 71, 3 from Epho- Ios merely speaks about the Egyptians who хатёстсоу Bacthéa tov óvouatóuevov "Ivepd); (2) repos Alyórrioç (Ktesias Lc.; étépov is probably corrupted from *Auuptatov), evidently *Auvptaiog ò by «oig єс: Bactretc (Thukyd. 1, 110, 2; 112, 3; cf. Herodt. 2, 140). Inaros, probably soon after the departure of the Athenians in 454 B.C, Teodoaian Anpbels dveotavpdOy (Thukyd. 1, 110, 3; Ktesias F 29 § 36 M), Amyrtaios received assistance from Athens as late as 449 B.C. (Thukyd. г, 112, 3; cf. r, 116, 3). For how long he held out we do not know, but the sons of both rebel princes, Oxwipae 'Ivípo and Ilajotpig 'Auvpraíou got back the dominions of their fathers (Herodt. 3, 15, 3). The father of Inaros (Classen- Steup) would be chronologically impossible as the donor in 445/4 B.C.; and some relative (Ed. Meyer Sb. Berlin I915 p. 289 n. 3) does not come into consideration for factual reasons: only a ‘king’ can make a present like that. After all we Shall have to assume a corruption or a confusion made by the Scholiast or an abbreviator (Duncker Sb. Berlin 1883 p. 943 proposed to alter Ҹарџтт:іҳос̧ to 'Auupraioc): Ktesias F 29 $9 M wrongly called Psammenitos, who was vanquished by Kambyses, Amyrtaios; Diodor. 12, 35 calls Amyrtaios of 400/399 B.C. Psam- metichos. The most convenient alternative would be to regard Oavvópaç ó 'Ivípo as being the donor. In any case a Libyan dynast is more probable if only because the Scholia (abbreviated though they are) represent the better tradition throughout; 2 Alyirtov may be the loose phrasing frequent in later times. We need not speculate here about the purpose the Egyptian dynast had in bestowing this gift (but see Busolt Gr. G. III x p. 500). 6) The story is related, quite as vaguely as to the бте (Перооӯс стратүфу °Абтух(о:с) апа without an allusion to the distribution of corn, by Aelian. V. H, 6, 10; 13, 24 (Suda s.v. Snuorolytog probably derives from him). It is to be explained by the combination of the two stories that Plutarch Speaks of S{xat tots vé8org. The term is too narrow, all categories of persons wrongly registered being technically called maptyypapot, as in the quotation from Ph.: see eg. Aischin. 2, 177 xávraüUa dvapivtos тоб Shuov xal máXw ёЕ арус loyócavroc, dvOpcro napéyypartot yeyevnuévor толто; Poseidonios 87 F 36: Athenion, son of an Egyptian slave woman by an uncertain father парёүүрафос̧ "Абтуаіоу поМтдс Ёүѓёуєто. 7) Beloch Die Bevölkerung der griechischen Welt, 1886, p. 79. The doubts about the number of T&pÉyypaoot remain even though Beloch reckoned with the number of Athenian citizens assumed by Ph., not with that assumed to-day, which is about the double, for even the selling into slavery of the eighth part of the adult population is incredible, If the number of 4760 was obtained by simply Subtracting from a total of I9 ooo (Text p. 464, 26 ff.), and if further this total is wrong, the former number loses all value; and in that case there would be no longer any sense in speculating about the various sources of error which Beloch enumerated in Order to deduce that '"bürger, die verhindert waren sich zur empfangnahme ihres anteils zu melden... einen grossen, wahr- scheinlich den weit überwiegenden teil jener 4760 männer ausmachen, die Ph. einfach in bausch und bogen als maptyypapot auffasste’. Beloch’s interpretation, Presented with a reserve uncommon in him, here suffers from a logical vagueness because he did not arrive at a certain decision about the number of 19 ooo, and this may be the reason why his rejection of Ph.'s figure of the naptyypagot produced 80 little effect. Only Gomme Essays, 1937, P- 8o n. 2 states plainly that 'the figure 
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is itself quite unreliable’. But e.g. the three mentions of the event in C. A. H. V 
(1927) stand all more or less under the influence of the Philochorean tradition or 
its distortion by the source of Plutarch: M. N. Tod (p. 5) ‘those who wrongfully 
claimed a share... were sternly punished’; Walker (p. 102) ‘as a preliminary to 
the distribution of the corn, the list of citizens was revised, and nearly, 5000 names 

were struck off the register’; Adcock (p. 168 who is more cautious) ‘a scrutiny 
was held, and according to an ancient calculation which we cannot control, 
nearly 5000 persons were struck off the list of citizens... no doubt the vast 
Majority of them remained at Athens with the status of resident aliens’. Latte 

RE XVI I, 1936, col. 1071, 33 ff. evidently does not doubt the figure, since 

he tries to explain ‘die hohe zahl’. 8) Class. Phil. 29, 1934, and (with a note 

against the objections of Diller) Essays, 1937, p. 67 ff. Gomme’s treatment appears 
to me convincing, if perhaps not quite complete. The demotai have to decide 
firstly el 80xote. yeyovévat thy Hiixtav thy ёх тоб уброо, secondly «sl ёХєббєрбс 

bor. xal yéyove xat тоос vóuoug. The latter is obviously a double question, 
because the boy might be free but illegitimate (‘illegitimate but free’ Gomme); 
Aristotle ‘makes no further reference’ to the consequences of an appeal in these 
cases ‘either through carelessness ... or because no punishment followed’. As to 
carelessness—‘and there is carelessness enough in the Constitution of Athens’—I refer 
to the commentary on F 200 (though this sin is less pardonable in the systematic 
part of the book); as to Plutarch we should have to assume that in 445/4 В.С. 

all persons struck off the lists in their demes appealed and that all appeals were 
unsuccessful—which is manifestly absurd (quite apart from the question whether 
Or no we approve of Gomme's suggestion that Plutarch, or rather his source, 
misunderstood the law). 9) One had better say 'if', for it is possible that 
Didymos, when making use of Ph. for the explanation of the verses, already 

shared the wrong conception of the law; the second version of the scholion crudely 

says EevmAaolxv Éxolqoav. F 35 does not help as it probably belongs to the year 
451/o, nor does the connexion made by Plutarch between the law of 451/o B.C. 
and the distribution of corn in 445/4 (n. 6). IO) It is sufficient now to refer 
to the sober book of Gomme The population of Athens, 1933. An Athenian writer 

of unknown time (Stesikleides 245 F 1) tells us that a census was taken in 317/6 

by Demetrios of Phaleron. The numbers he gives refer to the male population 
only, and though they probably derive from one of Demetrios’ own books (the 

Ilepl tij¢ Sexaetiag for choice), are open to grave doubts (see n. 16). In any case, 

it was the first and only census. Even if an Atthidographer had thought of calcu- 

lating the number of Athenian citizens for some earlier period (which in itself 

is not likely) he could not have achieved an exact result, for it is incredible that 

the lists (say for 445/4 or 432/1 B.C.) of about 170 demes were wholly preserved 

and accessible. The xatéAoyot of the men liable to serve in the army comprised 

only the men of hoplite census, and their preservation is even more unlikely 

than that of the lists of the demes; nor were all or some of them published by 

Krateros. 11) See for instance Thukyd. 2, 31 "A@yvaior navdyuel, abrol xal 

oluérorxot, èoéßBaħov ёс thy Meyapt8a.... стратбледбу тє рёүхстоу $} тобто @Ө- 

рбоу 'A8rnvaloy èyévero .... роріоу үйр ӧплтёбу obx edcaouc dox» abrol 'A- 

6n vaiot. ... puéroxot SÈ EvvecéBadov обх eddcaous трюхМоу érditav, xwplç 

82 6 Фос ӧшлос̧ Абу офх ӧМүос̧. 3, 87, 3 тєтрохосіоу үйр ёӧплтӧу хой 
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TetpaxtaxiAlwv obx éedccouc anéOavoy èx «cw Tábeov (from the plague) xal Tptxxocíov irréwv, тоб 8ё лоо SyAov dveEeipetos dprOuds. 4, 102, 2 in the battle at Delion there fell *AGnvalay dalyer edacoug yAlov xal ‘Innoxpáme Ф страттүбс̧, (Qv 88 xal Gxevopdpav moArdc dpiuóc. 12) See Gomme of. Cit. p. 12 ff. 13) Die Bevólkerung p. 77, adopted among others by Ed. Meyer Forsch. II, 1899, p. 178; Busolt Gr. G. III 1 p. 502 n. 3; Busolt-Swoboda Staatsk., 1926, p. 766 n. 1; Gomme of cit. p. 16 f. Wilamowitz Ar. u. Ath. I р. 209 (without discussion and not very clear) assumed that on the contrary 'die hóhere zahl (of the recipients) durch rechnung gefunden ist’. The alternative that it was arrived at "by dividing the 30 ooo medimni by the quota received by each citizen' is not very credible, for the quota number 5, taken from Aristophanes as it is, does not agree ( n. 4; cf. n. 14). 14) The alternative is not credible even under the improbable supposition (Text P. 466, 32 ff.) that a decree restricted the distri- bution to the thetes. A decree of that kind could never have given the number of the thetes if only because it was not known officially. Even Beloch and Gomme did not realize the situation and (consequently) the proceedings of the distribution, the former contending that the number 14240 ‘auf statistischer erhebung beruht', the latter that ‘the number of those to receive corn would be known for purposes of distribution’. The contrary is correct: because the number of the recipients to be expected was not known the distribution could not take place at one time and in such a way as to give his whole share to each claimant at once; they had to come at least twice. Aristophanes was well aware of this, and he gaily exag- Berates: ÉAxfec хаті уоімха хрідбу. 15) See Text p. 466, 32 ff. Wilamowitz’ witty objection (Ar. u. Ath. II P. 209) ‘erst Plutarch hat die empfänger mit der gesamtbiirgerschaft identifiziert: als ob Kleon und Sophokles und die ratsherren und Areopagiten mit einem scheffelsack in das Odeion zu den getreidemessern gelaufen wären’ has been more successful than it deserves (see e.g. Gomme op. cit. p. 17). The Odeion comes from [Demosth.] 34, 37 f, where other places of distribution are mentioned (v cài Парол? ёу тб veoplet and émi «5c Maxpág Zxoàc; cf. i zx mouretat $ 39). For 445/4 B.C. the Peiraieus is more likely, and the corn may well have been distributed straight from the ships. 16) Stesi- kleides (n. 10) stated that it was a census of the population; éetacpde tõv xatot- хобутоу тђу °Аттосйу can hardly mean anything else. The belief in this statement is so general that I will Suppress my doubt whether after all we have not here a confusion with the change of the тоште (see infra) and the enlargement of the number of citizens ('A8mvxiot) admitted at that time by the addition of the metics and the slaves: the stereotyped number póptot of the metics certainly does not inspire confidence, and that of the slaves (forty myriads), although it 

21000 is not a stereotyped, but it is a round number; nor is it a census number Proper, but that of the grown-up male citizens. That is a matter of course, but it is typical that, although the number is regarded more or less definitely reliable, its statistical value is not at all agreed upon: ‘epitime Athener iiber 30 jahre’ Wilamowitz Ar. u. Ath. II P. 208; ‘it has been plausibly conjectured -- - -that it was desired to obtain the number of men of military age in case of a siege.... If so, the figures will give the numbers of men, or of fit men, between 
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ке бб Gomme P. opulation p. 19 (who on p. 18 in regard to the analogous 

r under Antipater in 322 B.C.—see infra—doubts 'whether the figures 
refer to men over 18, or to voters, over 20’); ‘selbstverstandlich umfasst diese 

a nicht etwa bloss die biirger von über 1000 drachmen vermögen, 
= r damals geltenden verfassung die vollen politischen rechte be- 

schränkt waren; denn bürger in zivilrechtlichem sinne waren auch die ärmeren, 
wenn auch ihr aktives bürgerrecht ruhte’ Beloch Bevölkerung p. 58. Beloch alone 

put forward lucidly the decisive difficulty; whether he solved it correctly is another 

question. It may be said in his favour that Stesikleides says ’A@nvator, not modtrat, 
but the analogy of the year 322 B.C. must not be simply disregarded. According 

to the treaty with Antipater a census of 2000 drachmae was introduced which 
was attained by 9000 (Diodor. 18, 18, 5). This comes ‘from a good source’ (Gomme), 

but I confess that I am troubled by the fact that the moderate oligarchy of 

411 B.C. also left the franchise to 9000 men (Ps. Lysias 20, 13). Might not this 

figure be after all the traditional number of the öra mapeyóuevow after the 
Sicilian catastrophe? In any case it is clear that the disfranchised of 322 B.C. 

cannot have been registered in the xlva& bodyowotxés which now only con- 

tained the zeugitai, for Antipater offered land in Thrace to those who were willing 

to emigrate (Diodor. 4.c.; Plutarch. Phok. 28, 7). It is true that here, too, a figure 

is given, but (apart from its being a round number) nobody doubts that it is 
calculated: 12000 = 21000 (number of Demetrios) — 9000. In the treaty with 

Kassander the census was reduced to 1000 drachmae (Diod. 18, 74, 3), and accor- 

dingly a number of the disfranchised ought to have been registered again in the 
citizens’ lists. I shall not contend without reserve that analogy compels us to under- 

stand the 21000 ’A@yvator. of Demetrios in the same manner as the 9000 xúptot 

Tl T€ nÓAeoc xal yópac of 322 B.C.; but Gomme's way (op. cit. p. 17 ff.) does 
not seem to be possible. The sum worked out just now proves Plutarch's figure 

of 12000 to be correct, the 22000 of Diodoros (Bisuuplov xal B&wyülov) being 
a simple corruption. One may, of course, for factual reasons regard the number 
of 12000 as wrong (although I do not believe that Gomme’s explanation of a 
reduction of the citizens’ number between 322 and 317 B.C. from 31000 to 21000 

will convince anybody); but in that case the 21000 will have to go overboard 

as well; this number of citizens in 317 B.C. would be of as little value as the 

IO ooo metics, the 400 ooo slaves, and for that matter the 19000 citizens of Ph. in 

445/4 B.C. Those who cannot decide in favour of this alternative will have to 

understand the figure, in contradiction to Beloch, as the number of citizens with 

a census of 1000 drachmae. To estimate the number of the disfranchised is as 

impossible for 317 B.C. as it is for 322 B.C. 17) For two myriads in the fourth 

century see [Demosth.] 25, 51. This figure seems to have been generally acknow- 

ledged as the normal number in that time: Ph. (F 95) gives it for the inhabitants 

of Cecropian Athens (10 000 men and as many women ?); Plato Kritias p. 112 D 

must also be understood thus; the figure might be said to be that of historical 

science. In the fifth century three myriads are more frequent, being given where- 

ever one talks boastingly: Herodt. 5, 97, 2 тоААо$с үйр olxe elvat edretéctepov 

Bude 5) Eva, el Krcoudven pèv тӧу Лахедацибуюу робуоу оох olds te tyé- 

уєто 80 еу, треї 8 uupiáBag "A8rnvalow exolnce тобто. But in the story 

of Dikaios 8, 65, 1 iSetv 8& xowtopróv ywpéovta dn’ *Edevatvoc Фе dvôpõv раста 

€——————————————————————————————————————— a 

z — — 
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xt Tptouoplov it only means a very great number (Plutarch. Them. 15, 1 paraphrases correctly dvðpónrwv роб zoMðv); the same holds good for Plato Symp. p. 175 E iv uáproot тфу 'EXXjwov mA£ov i| cpicuoplot; (it is wrong to seek a particular explanation for every stereotyped number as Ed. Meyer Forsch. II p. 180 n. 2 does). It may be this passage which [Plato] Axioch. p. 368 E has in mind: xaírot où Ye uóvog aoroic ўшџуєс хо Еороттб\ерос̧, трісроріоу ёют- cuxtóvcov. The same Aristophanes, who in' the more realistic Vespae calculates two myriads, counts three in the Ekklesiazusae (1131 ff) which moves throughout in the realm of fancy: tle yàp vévow' àv u&XXov бАф‹фтєров, / бот TOXMTÀy mÀeiov i) cptcuuplov / čvrov tò тА00с̧ об Se8elrvyxag pdvog (Coulon’s note Aristoph. II p. 47 is plainly wrong: ‘30 ooo habitants, y compris les étrangers domiciliés, les esclaves exceptés’; modirat is what Aristophanes says, and not even the fact of the women being also citizens in this state must be taken into account). The myriad of hoplites given for Marathon by later authors (not by Herodotos; see Ed. Meyer G. d. A. II $ 193 A) contradicts all these examples, though it evidently is also a Stereotyped number if only because the Plataeans, who came to help navSyuel (Herodt. 6, 108, I), are stated to be a thousand. 18) As the figure is a thousand below the normal number (n. 17) and 2000 below the number which has come down for the census of Demetrios (n. 16) it is natural to look for a reason. The suggestion of Busolt-Swoboda Staatskunde p. 766 n. I that Ph. ‘sie nach analogie der verteilung des vermdégens des Diphilos durch Lykurgos oder nach einem ähnlichen vorgang angenommen hat’ is certainly very tempting: xel mevrjxovta Bpax uc Ex «Tic obolac adco Exéorot v noXv Sveipe, vàv névtov cuvaySevrov tardveey deardv tEnxovra [[%, d¢ twee, uv&v]] (Vit. X. Or. p. 843 D) which would yield 19 200 as the number of citizens. It does not matter for our purpose (which is different from that of Gomme l.c. P. 17 n. 2) that the variant, which has crept in from the margin, ‘die statistische brauchbarkeit der notiz stark beeintrachtigt’ (Beloch Bevólkerung p. 58 n. 2). But the difference of 19000 from I9 200 does matter: 19 ooo cannot simply be explained as a Stereotyped number, for it appears only here, and Ph. does not give round numbers for the recipients and for the napéyypagor. I9) The thetes alone are to-day estimated to have reached something like this number. Gomme, who steers a middle course between Beloch 

Dians at about 43 000 with about 18 000 thetes. What one counts are always the adult men only, those between 18 (20) and 60 years of age. It seems correct that ‘um 445 der biirgerbestand auch in den oberen klassen ein niedriger war’ (Busolt-Swoboda op. cit. p. 766); but this is not said in order to justify the 19 ooo of Ph. In my 

to us one after the other fades away under our hands and becomes useless for Statistical purposes, whenever we Put an exact question. In Thukydides alone we find numbers statistically serviceable for one category at least. They are rounded off, but in any case they are meant to be real figures, and they show that the 
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stereotyped numbers represent a considerable underestimate even when interpreted 
in the manner indicated above, i.e. as those of the Sma napexdpevor, always 
коне that the Mss.-tradition (recently defended by Gomme p. 4 ff.) is sound. 
t is almost Surprising that Beloch did not support his deletion of the second 

xol opto. by the fact that 13000 -- 6000 yield exactly 19 000. Ph. probably 
discussed the military force of Athens in some detail under the year 432/1 B.C. 
(F 38/9), and the equation of hoplites with citizens would not be a graver mistake 
than that which we must assume in regard to the figures for 445/4 B.C. People 
were very apt to forget the thetes at all times. 20) See n. 16. 21) This 
does not, of course, contradict our rejection of modern suggestions (Text p. 467, 
3 ff.) that the thetes were the only persons entitled to receive. Wachsmuth’s 

idea (Stadt Athen I P. 565) that the distribution was confined to the urban population 
has been justly rejected by Beloch p. 76. 22) Gomme p. 17. But then he 

ought not to have said that 14240 ʻis a possible figure for the total of those who 
got a share of the dole, if only the poorest applied’. Altogether, in my opinion, 
the very argument of Gomme, sober and cautious as it is, shows how obscure 
things are. 23) See Text p. 463, 13 ff. 24)" Cf. n. 4. 25) ІС? ІІ 657. 
Il&ow 'AOnvalot; seems to be a formula; universos frumento donavit is still said 

of the donation of Atticus (Nepos Attic. 2, 6). Beloch’s inference (Bevölkerung 

P. 76 n. 3) ʻes war also nicht immer der fall’ is too subtle. Democracy does not 
differentiate on principle as to payments of judges, allowances for the Assembly 
etc. It may be possible that on extraordinary occasions ‘eine bevorzugung der 
unbemittelten klassen’ was decreed. But when Beloch refers to the psephism 

тері тўс ёс Bogav droxias of ca. 446 B.C. (IG? I 45), I doubt whether the rider 
ic 8b Bpéav i£ @yräv xal Cevyrtav Мэл} тоб &moixoug; was not more likely 
inserted in the interest of the zeugitai who had been fighting as hoplites for fifteen 
years. Naturally the kleruchoi were mostly taken from the classes without landed 

property, but it is nowhere expressly stated that they must be thetes. The rider 
must also not be interpreted as having been moved in order to exclude the two 
higher classes; Thukyd. 3, 16, 1 cannot be compared because the situation is 
entirely different: if in his report about the demonstration of the fleet in summer 
428 B.C. the words émAjpocav vaüg ёхатӧу eoBdvreg abrol te hiv іллёоу xal 
nevtaxociopeðluvav xal ol uérotxot the words плу — пеутах. аге геаПу genuine 
(Kahrstedt Stud. I, 1934, p. 235 n. 5 eliminates them as the interpolation of a 
‘clever reader’), they signify a privilege for the highest classes which can be 

justified from the military point of view for the ixzeig only. 26) Beloch 
P. 76. The notion ‘armere bevólkerung' is not clear in itself, and Ed. Meyer 

Forsch. II p. 178 tacitly substituted ‘die theten'. Busolt-Swoboda Staatsk. p. 766 

and Gomme Population p. 16 ff. do not give their opinion of the legal situation, but 

apparently they do not believe ina limitation by psephism. 26a) Text p. 464, 26 ff. 

27) 'АӨк. 26, 3; cf. 42, 1. The wording which is proved to be documentary by compa- 

rison with Polit. 3, 1, 9 (see Appendix) is also preserved fairly accurately in Aelian. 

V. H.6, 10; Plutarch paraphrases with póvouç "A@nvaloug elvat тобо ёс 8оєту 'АӨт- 

valwv Yeyovórag. It is to this law, presumably not formally cancelled even after 

the Sicilian expedition, that Euripides Jon 668 ff., 719 ff. (this passage unfortunately 

is corrupt) alludes. That its appropriateness was discussed publicly at the time is 

shown by Aristoph. Lys. 574 ff. (nn. 35; 54). The date of the law is given by Aristotle 
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(both Plutarch and Aelian are vague), and both the position in a series of data and the 
succinctness of the expression prove that he excerpted from his Atthis (Androtion). 
As in similar passages (e.g. 13, 1-2; 22) we are not sure whether he excerpts all 
data which he found there for the period in question, nor whether he reproduces 
completely the wording of the entries. The contrary is likely. We cannot be certain 
whether ’A@r. 26, 3 is more than a quotation of the main sentence of the law. 

28) See for instance Ed. Meyer G. d. A. IV § 392; Beloch Gr.G.* II 1 p. 192; Walker C. 4. H. V p. 502; Adcock ibid. p. 167 f.; Glotz Hist. gr. II 1 p. 179; 
Koerte Herm. 68, 1933, p. 238 ff.; Gomme Essays р. 85; 88; Kahrstedt K/io 68, 
1939, P. 152 ff. More cautiously and rather dissenting Busolt Gr. G. III 1 p. 502 (who in his note 3 at least partly perceived the resulting questions) ; Diller Transact. 
4. Ph. Ass. 63, 1932, p. 204 dissents openly ‘there is no specific evidence of this’. It is intelligible (though not excusable) in the circumstances that Cavaignac 
(Etudes sur l'histoire financ. d'Athènes 1908) assigned the law of Perikles to 444 B.C. and confused it with the measures taken after the distribution of the corn from Egypt. 29) Wilamowitz Ar. u. Ath. I P. 223, n. 75; Busolt Gr. G. III 1 p. 503 n; Lipsius 4. R. p. 86 Suggested the vautodixa:. Whether they are right depends on the dating of the psephism preserved by Krateros (342 F 4) and on the question whether it has any relation to the law of Perikles. Following a supplement of Cavaignac in / G* I 342, 38; 343, 89, Koerte J.J. (also Gomme p. 84 f.; al.) replaced the vavtodixa: by the EevoSixat, who in 444/3 B.C. handed over a sum of at least 9 138 and at the utmost 32 138 drachmae for the building of the Parthenon. Obviously vauroSixat and Eevodixat are parallel formations, and if at some time the vavtodixe: were concerned with Charges Eevíag of a certain kind (not by any means all, the same is possible in regard to the Eevodixar. The further inferences of Koerte are not justified by the evidence: (1) we cannot maintain that in 444/3 B.C. further payments were made from the same account, and the sum mentioned is not so considerable that one can talk of ‘sehr reichliche geldmittel’, and thus infer, or rather find, a corroboration of the literary tradition about ‘the great razzia of 445/4 B.C’. (2) Both the name itself and the parallel of the vautodixe. should warm us against inferring that the EevoSixat were established particularly for ypapal Eeviæç ‘schon nach Perikles’ bürgerschaftsgesetz’ (Koerte seems to think in 451/0 B.C.). (3) Koerte’s further inference that already in the following year 443/2 B.C. ‘die von den Eevodlxat verwalteten gelder an bedeutung erheblich verloren hatten’ rests merely on the fact that I G1 I 343 (where the sum is lost) does not mention a Yeapuateds of the board. (4) Koerte's final suggestion that the board was very soon entirely abolished and that its functions were transferred to the vavtosixa: before 437 B.C. has been disproved by Kahrstedt Klio 32, 1939, p. 152 ff., who referred to I G* II 46; 144; here the EevoB(xot appear as what their name indicates them to be—'judges for aliens’ (fremdenrichter, Praetores peregrini)—in treaties of Athens with Troezen and an unknown state from the time shortly after 400 B.C. Kahrstedt's treatment of the two apparently similar boards is very sound. He still concedes too much to Koerte because he, too, believes in 'grosse reinigungen der bürgerschaft in den 40er jahren des 5. jhdts’, but otherwise he is probably right: 'die grossen summen, über die die EevoB(xat zur zeit des baus des Parthenon verfügen, sind keine illustration zu der reinigung der bürgerschaft unter Perikles, sondern für 
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гоа bedeutung des viel verschrieenen prozesszwanges’; and the func- 
Only his plk R consists m : prozessen gegen fremde, nicht betreffend Eevla’. 

irem Бетен uding sentence mit der Yen бєз haben wir bei den evodlxa. und 
Here ihe n ба aus dem spiel zu bleiben’ is perhaps too sweeping a statement. 
has Ж m el o the vavtod8ixat must be taken into account: their proper pro- 

1e saisonprozesse gegen mitglieder der seefahrenden bevólkerung', 
but at some time ypapat Eeviag against skippers and sailors (thus Kahrstedt 
limits their function perhaps correctly) were assigned to them, as we learn from 
Krateros. Moreover, the fact remains that we know Eevodixat already from 444/3, 

vavtoðlxar not earlier than 437. Thus Koerte’s theory has not been refuted definitely 
and in all parts, but it has not been proved nor is it credible as to its main 
point. . 30) 'Es werden wohl nur einige hundert gewesen sein' Busolt p. 503 n. 
This opinion, too, cannot be proved, but probably it is nearer to the truth than the 
opinion of those who cannot free themselves from the influence of the figure given 
by Ph. 31) The words xa0&rep ѓу тӯ: прохеціёут: 88 отак Ее, геіег to the 
text to be explained, not to a (lost) scholion. 32) Cf. n. 4. 33) It would be 
the same inference as that drawn by the Atthis which Aristotle used in regard to 
the events peta thy t&v tupdwouv xatéAvaw (see on Androtion 324 F 52). ’A@n. 13, 5 

1s presumably taken from Androtion, and there is no reason to doubt that the factual 
Statement derives from him, though it is possible that the convenient term 3a- 

Vnetouóc was introduced by Aristotle himself. 34) In the assumption 'that the 
cases of disputed citizenship that occurred at this time were handled by the ypap) 
Eevlac’ Diller Transact. A. Ph. Ass. 63, 1932, p. 204 and Gomme Essays p. 80 n. 2 
agree. How the charges came about is not made clear either by the former,who 
rejects a. diapsephismos, or by the latter who believes in it ('the object of the 

Suse; was to investigate charges of fraud, and to secure that the law was 
obeyed' p. 88). 35) See e.g. Ed. Meyer G.d. A. V § 850. It is very doubtful 
whether the law of 451/o B.C. was ever formally abolished. Beloch's assertion 

(Gr. G.* III 1 p. 14 n. 1) that it was abolished in 429/8 B.C. rests on a wrong inter- 
pretation of Aristoph. 4v. 1641 ff. Plutarch Perikl. 37 merely speaks of an excep- 

tion made in favour of Perikles' son by Aspasia who at that time 'ex decreto 
populi civis factus est' (P. 4. 11812). The abolition of the law after the Sicilian 
catastrophe (Otto Mueller Unters. z. Gesch. d. att. Bürger- w. Eherechts, 1899) is 
somewhat more likely. But the only fact that can be proved is that the question was 
discussed in 412/1 B.C. (n. 27; 54): Aristoph. Lys. 575 ff. pleads in favour of a policy 

admitting as citizens voóc te petotxoug xel tt¢ Ft oDoc Ópiv, and eliminating instead 
(this is important) certain elements which he does not define more accurately. 
Whether Euripides Jon 688 ff.; 719 ff. (performed about 410 B.C.) pleads against 
the abolition of the law is doubtful. The psephism from the collection of Krateros 

(342 F 4) cannot be used because the assigning of it to that time depends on the 

question whether the law had been abolished. 36) The case of Kimon, who died 

in 450/49 B.C., can only be used if one believes in a scrutiny of the citizens' lists 

immediately after the law had been passed, not moving the scrutiny down to 445/4 

B.C., as is generally done. The sons of Kimon had according to the indisputable 

evidence of the periegetes Diodoros (372 F 37) an Athenian mother who was the 

granddaughter of one Megakles; the yuvi KActtopia of Stesimbrotos is slander (see 

on 107 F 6). If Perikles actually ‘often reproached them with the family of their 
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mother’ we should like to have particulars. Thukydides was certainly born before 
the passing of the law (let alone its alleged application in 445/4 B.C.); neither his 
father Oloros nor his mother Hegesipyle ( ?) were aliens. His son Timotheos (Polemon 
in Marcellin. Vit. Thuc. 17) would have enjoyed the advantages of the law of 403/2 B.C. 
even if his mother was the Yov ard Lxdnmme) “Yang tio Opauxns (ib. 19) anda Thracian. 
37) Das attische Recht I, 1905, р. 412 ff. How Ed. Meyer G. d. A. IV § 392 imagined 
things to have happened is not quite clear; Adcocks’ formulation (C. A. H. V p. 167) 
‘the retrospective enforcement of the law passed in 451 B.C.’ is not exactly happy. 
38) See Text p. 473, 11 ff. 39) The want of lucidity is particularly evident 
p. 80 n. 2, Gomme rejects Plutarch’s statement because ‘it implies that everyone 
(my italics) who was rejected in his deme appealed’; but his own statement implies 
that nobody appealed, or that an appeal was not possible—which is as impossible 
as the implication of Plutarch, and in contradiction to Gomme’s own opinion on 
p. 86. 40) G. d. A. IV $ 392: ‘im j. 451 brachte Perikles ein gesetz ein, welches 
für die zukunft die sóhne einer fremden mutter als bastarde vom bürgerrecht 
ausschloss’, The italics are mine, but the following words also contain a pre- 
conceived opinion. 41) Though it is nowhere distinctly expressed, and, 
moreover, it mostly appears in the form either that people themselves were not 
clear about the implications of the law, or that they did not put it into action until 
445/4 B.C. 42) For instance of a td Aotzóv-: cf. e.g. Demosth. 24, 63 Troxpatng 
elnev: ӧлбсо: °Абтухіоу хат" єісаүүє\оу ёх тўс Воолӱс̧ убу єісіу ёу тл ĉeco- 
Шотпріо: ў тё Хоитёу хататед сл. 43) Hyp. Demosth. 57. For further evidence see 
on Androtion 324 F 52. 44) Schol. Aischin. r, 39 Etunrog 6 Mepimarntixds £v tt tpltat Tepl tH¢ kpyatas xwperdiac gnot Nixouém туд (fotu Oéoðar unõéva xTÀ. 
Athen. 13, 38 p. 577 B.C. *Aptatopay ... ё тӧу уброу єісєуєүхФу ёт’ ’Еох\є(8оу ёрҳоу- 
тос, с ду ui ЁЁ &отӯс yévntar vé0ov elvar... Oc... leropet Kapócrtog ёу трітох "Yrouvnu&cov. Schaefer Demosthenest I P. 139 is probably correct in regarding the 
motion of Nikomenes as a rider. We are not in a position to weigh the quality 
of the reporters Eumelos and Karystios against each other, but the former gives 
the law more accurately, while ¿E do? is an interpretation; the wording is chosen 
because of the context, which deals with mothers from the lower classes. 
45) It may be sufficient to refer to Ed. Meyer G. d. A. IV $ 392 and Gomme Essays 
p. 87. 46) See n. 44. 47) I cannot believe that Lipsius A. R. P- 414 n. 146 
judges these things correctly. 48) See Raubitschek Hesperia 10, 1941, p. 284. 49) Neither Kleisthenes (see on Androtion 324 F 52) nor Solon (on F 35) defined the 
Concept, nor did they bring in citizen-laws proper, though both made many in- habitants of Attica citizens, the former by distributing the whole population (or So it seems) into the newly created demes, the latter by compelling the old phratries to admit the ópyeóvec into their ranks, thus in fact attaching citizenship to being member of a phratry. The Solonian Snuororhtwv vópog, admitting qualified aliens to citizenship (Plutarch. Solon 24, 4; see as the latest Myres Cl. Rev. 54, 1940, P- 130), was probably meant for the future and new immigrants; it is important because it shows that in Solon's time neither alien artisans nor other metics can have been numerous in Athens. 50) The modern jurist may find this question superfluous. But in ancient laws we often meet with surprises in regard to matters which appear self-evident to us, and definitions are very rare. In the law of 451/o B.C. the vagueness possibly had its Special reasons (see Text P. 477, 5 ff.), usually 
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белее, En о в professional lawyers nor was there a science of juris- 

and, in fact, the Sra ms : m оа sa bem E E n лс the hole caset ih nce "ra not agree too well with the idea which dominates 

&tbtle who eL à "à well be an addition, or rather an afterthought, of Ari- 
a red the measure mentioned in Politics; § 4 even talks expressly 
ic tis Rios _ l nevenness ar style and even of logic is not infrequent especially 
" i P Ssages of the Afr. partly as the result of its succinctness. 53) 

T. 21, 4 that is really not valid for the veorodtra: alone. 54) We do not 
know anything beyond the naked fact which we infer from the poetical passages 
cited in n. 35; but the tradition about Kleisthenes could be turned to account also 
in the Conservative sense (ct. Althis p. 153 ff.; 206). It is conceivable that it was 
Seriously suggested at some time to go back to the first entries in the demes in order 

to establish a new citizen’s list. If so, the suggestion was hardly practicable, for 
the question would have arisen at once how many of the first registers of the demes 
were available after two devastations in the Xerxes War and the wear and tear of 

a century. In any case, the suggestion would have been less invidious than the 

Principle preferred by the right wing conservatives, viz. the restriction to the óràa 
rapeyóuevot, which, in fact, went back to pre-Solonian times, depriving the thetes 
of their citizenship. The author of the «&Etc 7fjc ápyaíac roAvre(xg Trjg xpó Apáxovrog 
(which deceived Aristoteles 'A0x. 3) was well aware of this. 55) That it was 

Thukydides, son of Melesias, who organized the opposition against Perikles is 
stated in Plutarch. Perikl. 11, 1-3. Wade-Gery rightly believes him, comparing also 
phenomena of modern party-life (J. H. St. 52, 1932, p. 205; 208). This is actually 
the first ‘party’ in Athens in the modern sense of the word. Did Thukydides really 
not organize it until after the death of Kimon? I am inclined to believe that the 

party was founded in the early fifties: Plutarchs Perikles is notoriously not a good 
guide for chronology. The date could not be established by documents at a later 

time; also the first words of the chapter of 8’ éptotoxpatixol utyrotov pév dn tov Ie- 

pixdra xal mpdabev dpavres yeyovéta tHv nodtéav unfortunately are not a proof of 

the probable fact that thus early Perikles alone was the leader of the democrats, 

at least as far as home policy was concerned. 56) Cf. Text p. 475, 27 ff. 57) 

See on 324 F 52. 58) ‘Es werden wohl nur einige hundert gewesen sein’ Busolt 

(see n. 30). Ed. Meyer’s objection (Forsch. II p. 179 n. 1) that '"Perikles' bas- 

tardgesetz eine sehr einschneidende und gefährliche massregel war’ contains a 

logical mistake: the actual effect of the law apparently did not consist in the 

number of legal actions taken in consequence, but in the stopping of marriages 

with non-Athenian women—a negative effect which in the nature of things we 

cannot estimate in numbers. This hits primarily the higher classes (cf. Text p. 

479, 36 ff.): men who hold a position in political life can no longer contract such 

a marriage; actually the so-called vóo. of the kind of Kleisthenes, Themistokles, 

Kimon, disappear during the next decades; the alien mothers abundantly invented 

in Comedy do not deceive anybody. But we must not overestimate this effect 

either; it seems, in fact, to be mainly confined to the higher classes, while the great 

mass of the people took no notice of the law: even if we make the war responsible 

for conditions in 403/2 B.C. (not the alleged abolition of the law; see n. 35), two 
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generations later again matters had gone so far that Demophilos moved a general 
(perhaps the first) scrutiny of all lists which now seems to have been carried through 
thoroughly. It is remarkable that even then not one man of real importance seems 
to have been charged. Seen as a whole, the law of 451/o B.C., somuch commented 
upon, remained an empty gesture, and as to the consequences of it one feels strongly 
reminded of modern attempts of putting Eugenics into practice. If the law did 
any damage it was the damage not easily to be measured of stopping the intro- 
duction of fresh blood into the leading class. I think that Gomme’s defence (op. 
cit. p. 87 f.) ought to be reversed: the law certainly did not contribute towards 
establishing 'conditions that will produce an Aristophanes and a Demosthenes', 
but Athens did no longer produce a Kleisthenes or a Themistokles. It is of no use 
to speculate whether the law is at least partly to be blamed for this, but one should 
not forget that after all the alien mothers of the great time mostly were of good 
Greek blood. The natural assumption would be that the race was ameliorated, not 
deteriorated by them. The village idiot frequently is a product of inbreeding. 
59) It is perhaps not quite impossible, but not very probable, that this psephism 
formed a section of the Periclean law, of the contents and the volume of which we 
know no more than the leading principle. 60) In spite of what has been said 
in n. 5o. 61) The reason given by Aristotle (extremely abbreviated and con- 
sequently not very clear) that the law had been given 8 td тАлӨо тфу помтӧу, 
is still acknowledged occasionally (Latte RE XVII 1, 1936, col. 1071; Gomme 
Essays p. 87 ‘next to this, the chief motive was a fear lest the population would 
continue increasing and eventually make the constitution unworkable’). In my 
opinion Busolt Gr. G. III 1 p. 338 n. 3 was right in rejecting it as 'eigenen und zwar 
unrichtigen gedanken des Aristoteles, even if his arguments are wrong. It is one 
of many anachronistic reasonings where an author judges past times by conditions 
of his own: in the completely changed conditions after the defeat in the Great 
War, and particularly after the break-down of the second Empire, the number of 
citizens without sufficient means was simply felt as a burden, from which Antipater 
in 322 B.C. tried to free the ‘bourgeoisie’ by transplanting to Thrace as many 
thetes as possible (n. 16). After Isokrates and Plato had discussed similar ideas, 
Aristotle may have taken both the reason and the date from Androtion. The 
тАл0ос did prove to be a problem for Perikles as well after the conclusion of peace 
with Persia, but he solved it not by repressive, but by constructive means: the 
keeping in commission of a training fleet, great buildings, cleruchies (the citizen- 
soldiers of which were to safe-guard the Empire; the comparison with Roman 
colonies is justified to a certain degree, that with the veterans of Sulla and Caesar 
probably is so only in a few cases). A limitation of the citizens on account of their 
number never can have appeared desirable to Perikles because of his political aims, 
and the assumption that by the law he ‘einem überhandnehmen der besitzlosen 
steuern wollte’ (Latte l.c.) seems to me to be quite wrong. 62) C.A.H. V 
p- 102. The objection of Gomme (Essays p. 87) does not touch upon any of the points 
with which we are concerned here. The discussion whether the law was reactionary 
(undemocratic) in the ancient or the modern sense seems to me to lack sense in this 
form. I doubt whether in modern conditions, if measures were taken practically 
to forbid an alien marriage of a citizen, the term ‘democratic’ would be used at all. This law (and particularly if it was actually designed for the future only) does not 
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a m principle because it does not create an inequality 
thoueh probabi e : | е and ‘narrow-minded’ might be more likely terms, 
his d aot her. Pu ba ey do not apply here. The statement of Gomme—‘this 

EAE E ut narrowed the area (viz. of privilege), and was therefore 
Nese bees hace. eee sense of the word, as in the modern—or rather would 

ре йи рас he feeling for kinship pulled in the other direction'—seems to 
een iis kd ? а rd of his thesis) toa confusion of widely different 

b е н А ы the law was felt to be democratic in Athens, no ser- 

a 1 g ^ о necessary. 63) The parallel with the problem 
concerning Kleisthenes’ law about ostracism (see on 324 F 6) forces itself upon us. 
64) About this decade see Wade-Gery ‘Thukydides the son of Melesias’ J. H. St. 

52, 1932, p. 205 ff., with whom I agree in all essential points. Nothing is altered 
if we date the foundation of the conservative party somewhat earlier than he does 
(n. 55). But the Citizenship Law, which he does not mention, becomes intelligible: 
the marshalling of the forces on both sides preceded the outbreak of the conflict 

by a few years. 65) But see the remark made in passing by W. Schwahn in his 
article about the vavro8ixa: (R E XVI 2, 1935, col. 2056, 21), which I found too 

late to mention it in the text ‘vielleicht war das gesetz des Perikles in erster linie 

eine drohung gegen Kimon’. This conception (with which I agree) is, of course, 

quite different from Walkers’ opinion (C. 4. H. V p. 103), who regards the in- 

troduction of payment for jurors and the restriction of the francbise (two laws 

which he assumes to have been passed within the same twelve months) as ‘bids 

for popular favour in the strife of parties which had broken out afresh on Cimon’s 

return from exile’. But precisely at the time between the return of Kimon and 

his death there was a kind of party truce, though I would not say that such a 

truce excludes the idea that 'Perikles formulated his decree on citizenship as a sort 

of reinsurance in case Kimon, or rather his friends, should not keep to their part 

of the compact" (CI. Rev. 41,1947, p. 161). — 66) G. d. A. IV, 1901, $ 392. He has 
developed this conception most clearly and most completely. See also Busolt 

Gr. G. TII 1 p. 337 f. (who is not quite so lucid and decided); Lipsius 4. R. p. 412 ff.; 

Beloch Gr, G.3 1I 1 p. 80; 191; in theC. A. H. V (1927) by Tod p. 4 f., Walker p. 102 f. 

Adcock p. 167 ff.; Glotz Hist. Anc. II, 1929, p. 178 f.; Erdmann Die Ehe im allen 
Griechenland, 1934, p. 170 ff., and many others. As to Gomme Essays p. 86, who states 

‘this seems all wrong’ (though p. 88 he does not deny ‘that selfishness was a power- 

ful motive with many voters in 451’), one reads with some surprise the note on p. 

87: ‘indeed one may suppose that one of the motives in 451 Was a fear that citizens 

daughters would not get married as it almost certainly was in 403 etc.'. Nothing is 

proved by the fact that Plutarch. Perikl. 11 does not quote the law among the 

pds ёру тён Shyer modrevdpeva; in ch. 37 he does not mention a motive. — 67) 

‘No doubt the vast majority of them remained at Athens with the status of resident 

aliens. But even so this narrow policy was a grievous error. The limit of Athenian 

greatness was the limit of her devoted citizens, and this action is a great reproach 

on the state-craft of Perikles, a denial of Athens’ past, and a menace to Athens 
future’ (Adcock J.c.). Again Gomme agrees (though he does not blame Perikles 

because he believes that the ‘impracticable, absurd institutions’ of Athens were "p 

price she had to pay for creating ‘conditions that will produce an ae 

and a Demosthenes’; see n. 58); ‘that one of the chief causes (though not ONE 
2. 

Jacoby, Fragm. Griech. Hist. IIIb (Suppl.) 
5 
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one) of Athens’ failure to unite Greece was an insufficient manpower, and that this 
in turn was caused largely by her citizenship laws is true’. Now, this ‘seems to me 
all wrong’, and it was surely not the opinion of Thukydides. We need only refer 
to the survey given by Perikles and his evaluation of Athenian manpower (the 
tenor is that of ‘we have the ships, we have the men, we have the money too’) 
in 2, 13 (cf. 1, 141/2), endorsed by the historian in 2, 65. These critics seem to forget 
that the metics served as hoplites and in the fleet, and that Athens had no more 
devoted citizens that her metics. About the relations between Athenians and metics 
see the fine words of Wilamowitz Herm. 22, 1887, p. 249 f. (even though he may 
idealize matters a little and is certainly wrong to reproach with the ‘sich abschliessen 
von fremden und metoeken durch engherzige ehegesetze’ only ‘die zusammenge- 
schmolzene und verarmte bürgerschaft' of 403 B.C.). I confess that in these ques- 
tions I put greater confidence in the judgement of the one Thukydides than in 
all modern historians taken together: he knew his Athens. 68)Beauchet Hist. 
du droit privé de la rép. Ath. 1, 1897, p. 185. 69) The former has, in my opinion, 
been sufficiently refuted above. I cannot quite understand the sense of the sentence 
of Gomme p. 87 n. 1 ‘it was the refusal of Athens (here again like every other Greek 
city) to naturalize the metics, even though settled for many generations, that more 
than anything else prevented an abnormal increase in the population’. It ought 
at least to be ‘the citizen population’. Or did the wives of the metics not bear 
children? The fact that the law was not made effective immediately and not 
comprehensively (if ever comprehensively; see n. 58) by a diapsephismos is fatal for the whole materialistic conception. In regard to the idealistic conception this fact is intelligible, and in regard to mine it offers no difficulties at all. Gomme did not raise the question of Perikles’ own feelings in comparison with the ‘average 
sentiment’; he may have assumed that Perikles shared it since he brought in the law. Possibly this question is unanswerable for us from the prevailing point(s) of view; it is, however, not the essential one. But it is essential that the very principle of Gomme stated in contrast to the general opinion is wrong (I leave his speculative 
considerations out of the discussion ; his comparison with Rome seems imperfect to me): ‘the idea of kinship as the basis of membership of the state was fundamental throughout Greece, and in this respect the nationality of the mother was as important as that of the father' (my italics). No need to trouble Anthropology or to talk with Erd- mann (of. cit. p. 169 ff.) of 'exogame tendenz’; it is quite sufficient to refer to Aischy- los’ Eumenides with its extreme formulation of the old idea that it is the father who determines the blood, the relationship, and naturally the qualification as citizen as well. This idea can be observed in the history of any conquering people, and widely also in Greek colonization. Of course, the civilised polis of later times may lay down other conditions for its citizens and the qualification of a citizen, e.g. (a particularly essential one) that the son was born in legitimate marriage; but the nationality of the mother (or in some few states that of the father) is generally of no account at all (see among others Kahrstedt Studien I, 1934, p. 60 ff.), especially when the native places concerned are all of the same blood and (according to ge- neral belief) interconnected by kinship. Né60¢ always is the illegitimate son, not the son of an alien woman (for the material see Latte RE XVII col. 1066 ff.). We need not draw heroical times into the discussion. But it is generally agreed that the aristocracy of Athens (and for the matter of that any aristocracy) never 
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objected to marriages with aliens: Kylon’s wife was a daughter of the tyrant of 

Megara; Peisistratos had an Argive wife (in legitimate marriage); the Alcmeonids 

are connected by marriage with the lords of Sikyon; the Philaids with the Kypselids, 
and later on with Thrace (i.e. with barbarian dynasts); Themistokles’ mother was 

an Acarnanian (of course an aristocrat). The tyrant Hippias, Kleisthenes the 

great creator of the demes, the greater Lone Wolf Themistokles, the conservative 

leader Kimon—to give a few examples from among many—are all in the same 

position: this fact speaks a clear language. Nor do we have any indication of some 

clans being stricter in this respect; it is a wild misinterpretation of Cornelius (Die 

Tyrannis in Athen, 1929, p. 14) that Megakles ‘durch die ehe mit der tochter des 

Kleisthenes von Sikyon, welche dem strengen adel eine missheirat scheinen musste, 

seine zugehórigkeit zu den plebejischen gruppen unwiderruflich festgelegt hat’. 

It is only natural that we are acquainted mainly or exclusively with marriages in 

the ruling classes; but we have not the least reason for assuming different notions 

in the higher middle class or even in the lower city population. Equally of course, 

peasants marry in their own or in the neighbouring village, provided there is not 

at the time a prohibition of epigamy (such prohibitions are old—see ¢.g. on F 108—; 

treaties for epigamy are mostly of recent age). But that is the same all over the 

world, and the matter is founded on social conditions and on facts, not on prin- 

ciples. It is in the nature of the polis that general development proceeds in the 

direction of limiting liberty and of putting up barriers, not of breaking them down. 

The law of Perikles does not signify a complete innovation in Greek thinking; the 

training of a people to political-mindedness and democracy naturally leads in 

this direction. But we must probably admit that this was the first law not only 

in Athens but in all Hellas to demand that both parents must belong to the same 

city, if the State is to acknowledge the children as citizens. For it is with member- 

ship of the State, a political concept of the most precise coinage, that the law deals, 

not with some average sentiment of kinship. 70) My opinion of Perikles is in 

all essentials the same as that of Wilamowitz Ar. u. Ath. II p. 98 ff. and Wade-Gery 

J.H. St. 52, 1932, p. 212 ff., of whom the first mentions the Citizenship Law only 

in passing, the latter not at all. In view of the poorness of our sources we can hardly 

state how far Perikles was the indisputed head of the 'party' or (more correctly) 

the leader of Athenian politics after the death of Ephialtes and in the decade of 

461-451 B.C. Myronides and Tolmides, who were considerably older, appear in 

their capacity as generals only, and we do not know whether they had an influence 

on foreign policy (as far as these things can be detached); but when Kimon returned 

in 451 B.C. Perikles was obliged to yield to the demand of the conservatives pre- 

sumably because the war against Persia was still popular among the masses. 

Unfortunately Perikles' attitude towards the Egyptian enterprise cannot be estim- 

ated (if he favoured it it taught him a lesson; see in any case Plutarch. Perikl. 20, 3). 

But the men brought up in the old school of politics evidently were not yet ready 

for the policy of Themistokles, whom Perikles did not love, but whose heir he was. 

This policy favoured good (or at least tolerable) relations with Persia, which 

could be defeated, but not conquered or annihilated, in order to protect Athens 

and the Empire from a war of revenge, which would have been lost from the be- 

ginning if Persia could count this time on a neutral or even friendly Sparta. [I take 

it that Wade-Gery in the Estimate with which he concludes his most illuminating 
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Paper on The Peace of Kallias in Harv. Stud. Ferguson, 1940, р. 152 does not exclude the possibility of a new Persian offensive. Iam not Clear whether Persia in the middle of the fifth century was already ‘wounded mortally’; in this case Artaxerxes would have acted wisely when he ‘formally abjured conquest and accepted a modus vivendi’). This meant, on the other hand, almost automatically, the struggle with Sparta for the hegemony and the extension of the Empire beyond Hellas proper to the North and to the West. In home policy, however, Perikles seems actually 

Bid xal тбтє раста тац Suc cà fvlac ávelg ô Перьдӱс̧ ёпомтебєто прӧс̧ ҳӧріу ch. 311, 4 and otxé@’ 6 abrtd¢ Fy obs? $uoloc xetpofónc xàx sex x1. ch. 15, 1—or 
the modern distinction of the party-leader and the statesman, seems much too crude, and the detailed discussion shows how onesidedly the great political measures 

Gapdxovta udy ETN протєбоу dy "Ефта ха! Асохр&то xal Мороу(8ас хаі Кіросі 
xal Толибо xal Oouxvdisaic. Perikles had to act pic xépw tH. Shyer also after 
443 B.C.; but yápic is an ambiguous term, and neither the law about payment 
of jurors nor the Citizenship Law is a 'demagogic' measure, 71) As Wade-Gery 
(Le. p. 213 n. 34) did for Perikles’ Programme of foreign policy, I should like to 
quote for the political doctrinairism a Sentence of Wilamowitz (Ar. u. Ath. II p. 
Tor): ‘Die logische Beschlossenheit des demokratischen majoritátssystems hat 

ideology. But there is a strong resemblance between Perikles and the Alcmeonid 
Kleisthenes, about whom Ehrenberg Neugründer des Staates, 1925, Р. 91 said: 

enough, but they have not always been appreciated as what they are: the program- 
me of Perikles. 

1) Discussed by Androtion (324 F 6) and Ph. (F 30) hardly as late as under 443 
B.C. 2) 324 F 57. We are naturally inclined to derive such enumerations, 
when occurring in Scholia, from Kopowtdovuevor, but they may quite as well be 
taken from lexica of homonyms here and elsewhere, The enumeration in Marcellin. 
Vit. Thuc. 28, which has Preserved the quotation from Androtion, is curiously 
different. The biographer and the Scholiast have in common the historian (who 
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Stands first also in the Scholion), the son of Melesias (bte &ptoroc Schol., 3nua- 
Yoóc Marc.), the Thessalian (ô Mévovoc, yéve QQapo&Xoc Marc.); the Gargettian 
of the scholion is replaced in the Vita by the poet. Another bearer of the name 

(grandson of the politician) is mentioned in the third version of the scholion. 
Neither enumeration is complete, but they probably intend to mention those alone 
who are chronologically possible for Aristophanes. 3) See n. r3. 4) The 
Second section states in regard to the son of Melesias that he xamnyopnbels ev tat 
Boite obx 18у ёлолоүйсосбох тёр éavtod, dX’ Gonep #ёүхжтєуон&улу čoxe thy 
YAGrrav, хай обто xatedixdaOy, elra Eworpaxloðy. This statement moves the 

trial mentioned by Aristophanes into the ‘forties, a sequence which we cannot 
reject offhand because the sources about the career of this Thukydides were 
evidently more abundant than the evidence preserved: see Vit. Thucyd. Anon. 7 
TpGTov uiv үйр bnd тоб Zevoxpirou óc LiBapw dmoSnuhoas, co enavarOev els 
"AGivac, Suyyóoeog Sixactnplov gevywv éddw, батероу 8ё eootpaxilerar ern Stxa 
(cf. on this passage Wade-Gery J.H. St. 52, 1932, p. 217ff.; 221f.). If 
this is the correct chronologica! sequence, part of Thukydides’ career would become 
even more distinct if we might interpret the preceding sentences as belonging to 

the year 444/3 B.C.: 80ev xal otparnydv abrdv toutvev "AOnvatev dpyav mpotorn 
To huou. ueyaAógpov Bà iv «oig тр%үшхої үєүбиєзос, &ve qUioypnuatóv, обх 
єійто mAelova Xpóvov плростатеїу тоб S/juov; in this year Perikles, according 

to a most plausible hypothesis of Wade-Gery (Lc. p. 207), failed of election 

as strategos. I suppress further suggestions regarding the premature ending of 
Thukydides' strategia in 444/3 B.C. and the meaning of qoypnuatóv. 5) Nor 
does the grammar: the qeóyov — éEoorpoxicÜe(; could not lose his power of 
utterance 'at the proceedings' but merely 'in', by the quy; i.e. the words &rónXnxroq 
Eyévero. would have to be understood metaphorically: the exile made it impossible 
for him to speak in the Assembly—an interpretation quite incredible in view of 
the passage in the Acharnians. 6) Marcellin. Vit. Thuc, 55; Vit. Anon. 3. 

Cf. Vesp. 287 f. xal yàp &vhp maybe fjxet| Ov  mpo8óvrov tant Opdixnc. The 
historian himself merely says xai Euvégm por gevyew тђу ёроотоб čty elxoot petà 
thy ic ’Auolrorw otpatnylav (5, 26, 5). 7) Actually these two alone come into 
the question. Because of the defectiveness of the text it remains uncertain what 
induced the grammarian Ammonios, the successor of Aristarchos (Cohn R.E. 

I col. 1865 no. 16), to suggest a son of Stephanos, and whom he had in view. We 
know about Stephanos the son of the politician Thukydides and the uncle (not father) 
of his homonymous grandson (P.A. 12844). It is hard to believe that Ammonios 
found this younger Thukydides in Aristophanes; it would be more likely that he 
made the politician the son of a Stephanos, as the source of Philodemos did (Rhet. I 

188 Sudh.). The former error would be as difficult to understand as a confusion 
of the politician and the historian (n. 8). Possibly the confusion in the scholion 

is more serious: Ammonios wrote a kind of KwpwtSotpevor, where he may have 
enumerated all bearers of the name, or given a complete pedigree of the family. 
8) I am surprised that Wade-Gery (Lc. p. 222) leaves open the possibility of 
Vesp. 947/8 referring to the historian. It is true that what Didymos adduces 

against his being meant is not decisive. But nobody should misunderstand odd 

névint Yvópiuog ёүбуєто: it is obvious that the Scholiast is talking only of Thu- 

kydides’ political activity; he may have wondered that the famous historian was 

| 
| 

| 
| | 
| 
| 
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never mentioned by the comic poets. The attempts at giving Thukydides another Strategia in 425/4 B.C. (H. B. Mayor J. H. St. 59, 1939, p. 62, who finds the interpretation of Ach. 603 by Mueller-Struebing ‘very tempting’) seem to me fantastic: we know the complete list of the strategoi of 425/4 B.C.; there is no room in it for Thukydides. It is to the discussion of these verses of Aristophanes that the confusion of the historian with the politician (so surprising for us) is due; because of it a piece of the Vita of the politician crept into the anonymous Vita of Thukydides (§ 6-7). These considerations must determine the supplement of the gap at the opening of the third section printed as F 120, where Wilamowitz has gone astray: Ph. cannot have confused the two, nor did he interpret the verses of Aristophanes. 9) Wade-Gery l.c. p. 209; cf. Kirchner P. A. 7268. 10) Vv. 676 ff. of yépovres of madatol ueupópeoða the méder xt. Indeed the contemporary poet must have felt the tragic situation of the pytwp dpiotos (Schol.; n. 2), the old &yopaiog xal moAwmxóg (Plutarch. Perikl. 11, I), so deplor- ably succumbing to the veavicxor PAtopes and the AdAog Euviyopoc, particularly if he inclined politically towards the conservative party. This party Thukydides had led for a long time, and after his return he would certainly wish to play a part in it again (cf. n. 12), which could not very well be refused to him for the sake of his past. I1) We may state even more definitely that the scene represented in the Wasps in a few words graphically and true to life, was the psychological Starting-point. Under the impression of it Aristophanes may have written the Second part of the parabasis. 12) ‘We may assume he returned in the spring of 433, and I think he made himself felt’ and ‘we have therefore to constate that the return of Thukydides coincides with an outbreak of malicious litigation’ Wade-Gery 1.c. P- 219 ff. The suggestion is rather attractive although the tradition about the individual trials in 433/2 B.C. is by no means satisfactory and keeps entirely, or almost entirely, silent about the share of Thukydides. The evidence of Satyros Diog. Laert. 2,12, according to which Thukydides was the prosecutor of Anaxagoras, 1s so much disputed and bears upon so many questions that I shall deal with it more fully in another place. The question whether the silence of the historian Thukydides ‘is due to contempt’ I prefer to leave open (cf. n. 14). In any case ‘malicious litigation’ is a favourite measure of paralyzing a political Opponent. Conversely it does not seem impossible to me that the trial of Thuky- dides Melesiu in 426/5 B.C. had a political background: the idea may have been to put an end to the activities of the old man who enjoyed a certain authority because of his past and who after the death of Perikles certainly advocated all the more urgently the termination of the war. But the cause for the trial can hardly have been of a political character (though this must not, of course, be inferred from x&v ógAày &népyerat Ach. 689); if it had been the Atthidographers would have reported it, and the Scholia might have fused it with the charge by Kleo- kritos in 444/3 B,C. (n. 4) which probably was quite as malicious, though it had a political pretext. 13) It throws a singular light on Theopompos’ knowledge of Attic history in his book Ilepl àv. ' Afjvnox Ünucyeyüw (тїз ЕЁ 85-100; see Wade-Gery A. J. Ph. 59, 1938, p. 132 ff.) that either he confused the son of Melesias with the son of Pantainetos from the deme Gargettos (whom Kirchner P. A. 7292 presumably correctly considered to be the Strategos of 440/39 B.C.; cf. on 324 F 59) or telescoped the two into one person. I am more inclined now than I was 
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in FGrHist II D p. 370 to believe Theopompos capable of the indifference of the 

pamphleteer in regard to matters which seemed to him of minor importance; 
but this is rather too much, for the opponent of Perikles and the strife of the parties 

in the 'forties cannot have played a minor part in his record. 115 F 261 does not 
yield an answer to the question who the opponent was, and we are ignorant of 

the political party of the strategos; if he was a conservative and perhaps one of 
the party-leaders after the ostracism of the son of Melesias, this would make the 

confusion somewhat more intelligible. The Scholiast is hardly to be blamed for 
the obscurity: the last sentence of the third section seems to be clear and sensible. 

14) Presumably both Atthidographers judged the conservative party-leader 

not unfavourably; a century after the events, when conditions had completely 

altered, they could very well do so without taking an attitude of antagonism 

against Perikles (for Ph. see on F 117). Aristophanes was in a different 

position: in the middle of the war he could not possibly treat its instigator and 

the opponent of the fratricidal war with the same ‘objective’ sympathy. It is 

quite intelligible that after the break-down of the Empire the conservatives 

overestimated the leader of the opposition: ŝoxoŭot 8& BéAtiator yeyovévat tév 

'Aüfvnot помтєосаџёушу pet tods dpyatoug Nuxiag xal Oouxvdidys xal Onpa- 

UÉvns: xol mepl uiv Nüxíou xal OouxuB(Bou mávreg cyeBóv ÓpoXoyoUct x13. (Aristot. 

'A8r. 28, 5). We should like to know more about Theopompos (‘clearly Perikles 

must have been one of the main villains of the piece, and Kimon and Thukydides 

were there as foils’ Wade-Gery A. J. Ph. 59 p. 133). On the other hand, it is perhaps 

not quite impossible that the silence of Thukydides about ‘his namesake and 

possibly his grandfather is due, like many Thucydidean silences, to contempt’ 

(id. J. H. St. 52 p. 221; cf. n. 12), though I believe that his silence about all names 

save that of Perikles in the political passages of his first book (see particularly 

I, 139, 4) has other reasons. It is most regrettable that we know nothing about 

Stesimbrotos (no. 107), the title of whose pamphlet contained the three names 

Themistokles, Thukydides, Perikles: it is possible that for personal reasons he did 

not love Kimon (he certainly judged him unkindly) even though he had a favour- 

able opinion of his brother-in-law, who in 449 B.C. and in the following years 

stood up for the interests of the allies against the imperial policy of Perikles. He 

may have used him as a foil for Perikles, like Theopompos, who may have known 

the pamphlet. 

1) It has first received a detailed treatment from Sauppe G.G.Nachr 1867, and 

Schoell Sb. München 1888. Out of the immense literature I mention only Nissen 

H. Z. 63, 1889, p. 406; Pareti R. M. 24, 1909, p. 279 ff.; Frickenhaus Jb. Arch. 

Inst. 28, 1913, p. 341 ff.; Rosenberg N. Jb. 35, 1915, p. 219 ff.; Lippold Jb. Arch. 

Inst. 38/9, 1923/4, p. 152 ff.; A. W. Byvanck Symbolae Van Oven, Leiden 1946, 

p. 82 ff. A new analysis is needed because in discussing the life and work of Pheidias 

scholars frequently lost sight of the texts, and (in order to support their own 

hypotheses) read into the Scholion and into the other sources (see e.g. n. 43 for 

Plutarch) things not mentioned in the texts or even directly contradicting them. 

Thus for instance Frickenhaus praises the interpretation of Brunn because he 

‘alone drew the correct inference from the digression’; ‘es sei nicht nótig anzu- 

nehmen dass Ph. den prozess unmittelbar nach der aufstellung der Parthenos 

datierte’; but the entry Gela — explin is distinctly made under the same 

121 
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archon, the digression merely containing the events in Elis (n.5). According to Judeich Herm. 60, 1925, p. 55 n. I Pheidias' execution in Elis is ‘durch Ph. ver- biirgt’, although Ph. reports that fact with Atyetar. Pareti (who puts everything upside down) and Adcock C. A. H. V, 1927, P. 479 (with the same wrong punct- uation before jnà'HAe(ov) maintain that Ph. dated the death of Pheidias at 432/1 
B.C.; and so on. 2) The great difficulties of r, 139 are well known and have been dealt with frequently enough, though the only satisfactory solution has not been found, viz. the arbitrariness with which the historian, who is also an artist, arranges his facts where it seems necessary to him (see provisionally R. Zahn Die erste. Periklesrede, 1934, p. 1 fl; Jacoby J. H. St. 64, 1946, p. 56 fi.).But it cannot be disputed that in the decisive Assembly (by which the artist replaced quite a number of Sittings) which resolved énaf nepl andvtwy Bovievoauévovg droxplvacBat, the orators on both sides spoke primarily, if not solely, about the Megarian psephism. It must have been the main item to be considered, and that is what Perikles states when he pushes this question aside (140, 4) by a movement of his hand. I for my part cannot understand that anybody should regard this speech (which in ch. 144, 2 quotes the second book) as embodying more or less accurate minutes of what Perikles actually said; but whether or no Perikles spoke thus Thukydides saw matters in this light, and in just that arbitrary manner in which he decides all fundamental questions, he excluded the Megarian quarrel from the altla хо} Stapopal ... 8 Stov toaodros mÓXeuog то “EXAnot xaréory in spite of 1, 67. 3) xdvredOey &pxh тоб полёџоо хатєррбүт "хто: пёс, 8:4 трібу Хакхастрібу. 4) The concise entry can of course be followed by a more detailed record (Introd. p. 245 ff.); and, of course, it may happen that parts of a verbatim quotation have dropped out through the fault of the later scholiast 

P- 488, 5 ff.). Unfortunately Ph. does not quote the name of an authority (as he quoted ‘the Cretans’ jn F 17), and it cannot even be Proved that he had a parti- cular authority. The ’Hataxd (it is possible that he had such books at his disposal; Cf. nos. 408 ff.) without doubt treated the matter, but nothing is preserved. Іехресё that nobody takes seriously now the Suggestions to delete ind 'Hdelwv or to alter the words to snd "A8nvalov (cf. n. 19). 6) Thukydides does not name the 
context of 1, 139/45. The complaint of the Megarians in Sparta Ph. narrated almost in the words of Thukydides (1, 67, 4), and жаі аўто shows that he mentioned the other complainants, too. He (or Androtion) Probably followed Thukydides 
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ке itc x. : 7) oe the scholion becomes unsuitable for proving that Ph. 

qr ae dn ecree at 432/1 B.C. In so far Ed. Schwartz Das Geschichts- 

passed in n m 1919; p- 126 n. 2 is right. But his own proof that it was 

probable Ne 3 B.C. is not convincing (cf. п. 28); 433/2 B.C. seems much more 

We simol she 8) Record and refutation obviously belong to the Scholiast. 
i P y do not know whether Ph. also discussed or rejected the general opinion 

see n. 4; 6). I do not like to draw any inference from the fact that he is not quoted 

either for the (alleged) trials of Anaxagoras and of Aspasia, for our tradition of 
these events is Scanty and onesided; but it may be regarded as certain that after 

438/7 B.C. he did not again mention Pheidias (see Text p. 486, 36 ff.). Whether 

the interpreter of Aristophanes (Didymos ?) looked up Ephoros himself or a report 

founded on him is a matter hardly to be decided; the term mvdéxov plays a role 
in the narrative of Plutarch (Perikl. 30, 1) which certainly does not derive directly 

from Ephoros. _ 9) 7о Е 196; Diodor. 12, 39-40. About Plutarch. Periki. 29 ff. 
and Aristodemos 104 F 1 ch. 16 see F Gr Hist II C p. 93 ff.; 335. Neither is pure 

Ephoros. In Plutarch (cf. Text p. 494, 22 ff.) the opening of the Pheidias story 4 

be xerplorm pev altia nacdv, Eyovaa 8 mrelotoug w&ptupas is remarkable. 10) Exer- 

ctlationes, 1668, p. 746. 11) There are people in Athens with the name of 

Ухт; Xxu063opog hardly is a name at all. 12) Beloch Gr.G.* II 1, 1914, 

P- 295 n. 2 (who quotes Nissen /.c. p. 406 f.). The carelessness and the illogicality 

of the note are almost amusing; but in the view of Miltner R. E. XIX 1, 1937, 

col. 779 (and others) ‘hat Beloch das Philochoroszitat richtig gedeutet’. As a 

matter of fact, F 123 from the same Scholia proves that in their list the archon 

of 432/1 B.C. was called Ilv@é8wpog, not Lxv863wpoc. 13) The year is given in 

the Latin of Hieronymus and in the Armenian; in the former AL note the fact 

under the first year of the olympiad, a frequent mistake. I did not mention in the 

text the accounts of the tata: JG? I 339 ff.; 354 ff., treated by Meritt Ath, Fin. 

Doc., 1932, p. 30 ff. who states: ‘it seems probable also that the overseers of the 

statue ceased to keep separate accounts after the dedication, at which time they 

delegated their responsibilities to the overseers of the Parthenon. Surplus gold 

and ivory (my italics) which had been purchased by the old board was disposed 

of by the overseers of the Parthenon’. The treatment of the inscriptions rests 

partly on the literary evidence; but both taken together, the evidence seems to 

show that it is wrong to regard the sale of ivory, attested till 434/3 (IG? I 352), as 

proof that the statue was not completed before this year, and to use the sales for 

dating the action against Pheidias (as Beloch does). ^ 14) It seems necessary 

to particularize, as in dealing with Pheidias many historians and archaeologists 

either are not clear about the facts or seem to be unwilling to face them.- 15) It 

is the sentence containing A¢yerat and that sentence alone; cf. n. 21. 16) On 

the other hand it is quite possible that Ph. had mentioned him by name previously 

several times; for instance on the occasion of the putting up of the so-called Pro- 

machos (cf. Text p. 491,16 ff.). Ph. evidently entered all important buildings and 

dedications; see F 36 about the Propylaia. 17) The poet in his Peace mentions 

Pheidias only. It is improbable that xp&ta ўрбеу із {0 hint at further reasons 

Perikles had. In any case, the rape of the harlots in the Acharnians, the yhpiopa 

Tb Bu Tag Aaxaotplas, is replaced in Peace by the new reason Фес тф%Ё«с 

xaxäç. We need not ask whether Aristophanes knew of the stories of Anaxagoras, 
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Aspasia, and the rendering of the account. As to Ephoros, the charge against 
Aspasia (most doubtful anyhow) cannot be given to him with certainty, as Dio- 
doros and Aristodemos do not mention it and as Plutarch. Perihi. 29-32 18 not 
simply an ‘extract’ from Ephoros; the story of Alkibiades’ advice in Diodor. 
I2, 38 certainly does not derive from him (F Gr Hist II C р. 92). 18) elta 
Перос poBnGels .... rac Ф©сє$ Sudv 8BeBouxàc ... mplv maÜeiv te Setvdv «тб, 
&БёфАє&Є тї» тбму, éuBardv... ёБєфӧстсєу тособтоу пб\єроу хтд. ы ё è Iepixiñç 
tiBóc «v Biuov . . . Expwe Suuoéoeww adtar Tijv mÓXAw euBareiv el¢ péyav пб\єроу хт. 19) As Frickenhaus Lc. p. 348 f. does in spite of the variant. Lippold, 
on the other hand (R. E. XIX 2, 1938, col. 1920, referring to the ‘proof’ 
given in Jahrb. A. Inst. 38/9 P. 153 f.), finds ‘die unverfalschte iiberlieferung bei Plutarch’. Cf. n. 5 about the alterations proposed in the text of the scholion. If the 
story of Pheidias’ death in an Athenian prison should after all derive from Ephoros (cf. n. 17), it would logically exclude the sequence Parthenos — Zeus (cf. 
Text p. 490, 39 ff.) for Ephoros. Whether also factually is another question. We 
do not know what Ephoros related about the building of the temple at Olympia, but considering his mode of dating, and the uncertainty whether he established an 
absolute or relative chronological connexion between the several sections of his work, an inference that he Supported the sequence Zeus — Parthenos would be 
altogether unsafe. 20) Plutarch. Perikl. 31, 5 6 uiv obv Oeiblac elc; «6 Beouo- Tfptov &rayOelc tredettnoe ... tHe BÀ unvotit Mévowt ypadavrog DAoxcovog &réAeuxv Ф 8ўрос̧ бох, xal mpoctrake тоф стратпүоїс ётцієлєїсда: тўс doparelag tod &vOpcrov. The correction of ГАбхооуос {о ГА«®%хоәуос, proposed by Pareti /.c. p. 274, who thinks of Pratxay Лебүроо ёх Kepauéov (P.A 3027), strategos in 441/0, 439/8 B.C. (IG? I 50), and 433 B.C., is rather attractive. The psephism pro- bably derives (indirectly) from Krateros. It is not a plausible assumption that Ephoros knew the decree, and the assertion of Frickenhaus l.c. P- 343 that he built his chronology for Pheidias on it is definitely incredible. 21) The three con- ditional clauses are necessary in my opinion. Schwartz l.c. is rightly cautious ‘wenn die anzeige, wie wahrscheinlich, nur nach dem namen des ratsschreibers bestimmt werden konnte’. The hasty argumentation of Frickenhaus is simply a vicious circle: Ephoros adduced the psephism; it ‘hatte selbstverstandlich an der spitze das datum getragen, und dieses muss auf die zeit kurz vor dem kriege, wo Ephoros es ¢inordnete, gelautet haben’ (my italics). If the psephism really could be dated without doubt at 433/2 B.C. Ph. certainly would not have detached the trial of Pheidias in Athens from its natural context; he would at least have made under the year 438/7 B.C. an appropriate addition (petrà Ёт Ё, ог ёт’ Epyovros 'AjeóBouc). But the whole discussion is superfluous. The entry, which is not a Part of the digression, states clearly and distinctly én (Oe)o8ópov . . . xal DerSlas &xpifm. It cannot be denied that this was the view of Ph.; what wecan ask is whether his view is correct. Frickenhaus 1.c. P. 349 is very much mistaken if he thinks ‘jetzt behaupten zu diirfen dass die datierung des athenischen prozesses auf 432 und die des Zeus nach 432, die einmütige tradition des altertums darstellt’ (my italics). 22) See Text p. 490, 24 ff. No agreement has been reached by modern scholars: among those who favour 438/7 B.C. are Ed. Meyer G. d. A. IV, 1901, § 531 (Forsch. II, 1899, p. 300 f.); Rosenberg l.c. p. 219 ff.; Schrader Phidias, 1924, р. 30 #.; Adcock C. A. H. V, 1927, p. 175; 479; among those supporting 433/2 or 432/1 B.C. 
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dn e inis misunderstanding or misinterpreting the evidence) 

Gr GM IL 1 a zd I 97, р. 461 ff.; IIT 2, 1904, p. 825 f.; Frickenhaus; Beloch 

о; Judeich так 2 n. 2; Hiller von Gaertringen IG? I, 1924, р. 285, 9 #.; 286, 

oa MIR Ё ао P. 54; Praschniker Epitymbion Swoboda, 1927, p. 

of E. Curtius asd + - XIX 1, 1937, col. 779 f.; Byvanck Lc. The old compromise 

на типп (see also P. A. 14149 and, in a somewhat different form, 

Ууапо ), accepted by Nicole Le Procès de Phidias (1910) — 438/7 denunciation 

and imprisonment on remand in Athens; intervention of the Eleans; 434/3 or 433/2 

resumption of the proceedings in Athens and condemnation of Pheidias — cannot’ 
be supported by the so-called Pheidias papyrus and, in view of the evidence, 

lacks credibility in other respects as well. For my part I find the de- 
nunciation credible only at, or even before, the time of the auditing when an in- 

vestigation was still possible. I.feel fortified in this opinion because the tradition 

which shifts the trial down to 433/2 had to replace the embezzled ivory of the 

qoABec by the gold of the mantle, which could be checked seven years later. When 

this was done (or alleged to have been done) xAonal piv odx jj£yyovro because 

clever Perikles had anticipated the charge and accordingly given orders to the 
artist (Plutarch. Perikl. 31, 3; of course, his real reason, apparent from Thukyd. 

2, 13, 5, was quite different). But as Pheidias actually had left Athens in 438/7 B.C., 

other reasons had to be found; consequently legend and biography record other 

accusations which might perhaps have justified a charge doeBeiac (ibid. § 3-4). 

Tradition is distinctly seen roaming more and more into the realm of imagination: 

Ephoros still appears to have simply spoken of lepà yphuata (Diod. 12, 39, 1); 

the Scholiast already is under the influence of the later romances to such a degree 

that in his paraphrase the gold, though it is mentioned, is not the gold of the 

mantle any longer but that é& t&v 8paxévtwv. Compared with the manner in which 

a modern historian (Miltner Lc. col. 779, 29 ff.) fuses these several reports into 

a unity, the actual and legal vagueness of which is obvious, earlier compromises 

(forsan utriusque partem sibi datam dissimulavit' Lenz-Siebelis) are harmless. 

23) In my opinion Schwartz and others (Brunn, Nissen, Busolt and, almost literally 

anticipating Schwartz, Nicole /.c. p. 37) underestimate this licence. It would really 

be to no purpose to discuss whether the public thirteen years later remembered 

the time or even the sequence of events of no great importance, or whether 

Aristophanes may not also be allowed to telescope six years, if three years are 

granted to him. Indeed the poet forbids any such criticism by lines 615 ff.: 

табта тобуоу иё тӧу "Andie YÒ nervov odSevdc, 008" бпос̧ аӧтўі просіхо: Фє:81о< 

dpapxér. — ob3* Éycye mXíjw ye vuvi* vxür' бр’ єблрбаотос йу, обса соүүғєуйс̧ ёхєіуоо. 

поа ү huäç AccvOdver. 24) By this argument we should obtain 422 B.C., or not 

long before, as the year of the artist’s death. Of course, this is a mere suggestion 

which cannot be proved true. But 432/1 B.C. as the year of death, again 

supported by Adcock, is due to a misinterpretation of the scholion (cf. n. 1), 

and in Beloch (Gr.G.* II 1 p. 213) to a wrong valuation of the tradition. The 

combinations of Frickenhaus seem to me fantastic: the fact that Elis in summer 

420 B.C, altered its political attitude and concluded a treaty with Athens would 

never make a sensible reason for putting Pheidias on trial and executing him (after 

torture as romancing rhetors add: Anon. Ars Rhet. I 455, 11 ff. Sp.). What sur- 

prises us is that Pheidias could call himself an Athenian when working in Elis 
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(Pausan. 5, 10, 2); but the case of Diagoras the Melian (see on 326 F 3) is quite 
different. 25) The connexion with the reality is so close that a certain light 18 
thrown by Acharn. 535 ff. on the account of Thukydides, who in spite of his deli- 
berate suppression of the decree as ‘the’ cause of the war, acknowledges its impor- 
tance in the diplomatic transactions: évreiev ol Meyapiic, Ste 8} 'melvev Badnv, l AaxeSatpovioy ééovro tò Yipton’ Snug / petactpapeln td Sid tao Aatxaotplag: / xodx 
NOEAopev fjueic єорёусу roXMxic. The anecdote Plutarch. Perikl. 3o, 1 perhaps refers 
to the first of these Spartan embassies; we do not know the ambassador Polyalkes. Diodor. 12, 39, 4 is too succinct for us to perceive more accurately what 
Ephoros gave; we only recognize (not surprisingly) the Thucydidean foundation 
in his leading up to the last (in Ephoros the only ?) embassy and the great speech 
of Perikles. 26) Aristoph. Ach. 538 says deliberately 8eou£vov where Thuky- dides has xedevew and the even stronger émitdtrew: 1, 126, 1-2 émpeaBevovto... 
Epaqata rotobpevor.. . xal прӧтоу uiv mpéofetg méuijavteg... PxéAcuov; 139, I {тЇ uiv ric протпс лрєсђєіас тошбтж ёпётоБау; 140,2 ёпитассоутєс бү xal odxére altidpevor (in the speech of Perikles). Accordingly Ephoros said mpooréttovtes 
Tol; 'AOmvalotg . . . uU леӨорёуоу 8b abtav &xeOoüvrteg xtA. (Diod. 12, 39,4). 27) Peace 619 ff. xàw' Ene "үуосоу uç al réretg dv Hpyete / hyptapévoug én’ 90110: хой сєстрбтос, / weve’ Eunyavave’ tp’ Suiv tods Фброос poRotuevat, / хбуётгє доу тӧу Лохфуоу тос реєүістоос хрӯраслу. / ol 8 dx’ Svrec alaypoxepdeic xal Stetpovóbevot / TÁvB' &moppijavceg Wlcypüc tòv пб\єроу буйрласау. It was easy to make the in- vention, for discontented confederates had always applied to Sparta—in 466 Thasos, in 441 Samos, and mpd tod rodtuov (Thukyd. 3, 2, I; 13, I), presumably shortly before, Lesbos, which then seceded in 428 B.C. Thukydides does not say anything about bribery, he does not even mention subsidies. That again is the wisdom of Hermes, like the Pheidias story in Athens. 28) Pace Schwartz (Text p. 488, 17 ff.), Judeich (Herm. 60, 1925, p. 57 ‘Pheidiasprocess und Megarisches psephisma lassen sich nicht trennen’), and others. Schwartz’ cal- culation, founded on the ‘thirteen years’ in Peace 990, and dating the psephism at 434/3 B.C., is doubtful in every respect (see on F 123). 29) “Ovtog 8% dmplopatos торӣ тоїс °Абуусќо:с Meyapéacg elpyecfar xh. says Diodor. 12, 39, 4 (after Perikles had resolved on war) as compared with éx(0e véuoug.... d¢ xP} Meyaptats xt. (Ach. 532 £.) and éuBardv стлудђра шхрёу Мєүаріхоб dmplopatog (Peace 609). It is a well known fact that Ephoros treated the Corcyrean affair as a separate war (6 KoprvOraxd, »Anbels xÓAcuo; Diod. 12, 30, 2 s. a. 439/8 B.C.) and that he did not bring the conflict about Potidaia (12, 34, 1 s. a. 435/4 B.C.) into any connexion with the móXeuog 6 xAmfelg IleXorowmowxóg (12, 38, t s. a. 431/o B.C.) either. Aristophanes also does not mention these conflicts. This very clearly shows that both one-sidedly regarded the internal difficulties and the passing (Aristophanes) or the maintenance (Ephoros) of the psephism as the real cause of the war. Plutarch. Perikl. 29 ff. combines Thukydides and Ephoros, and possibly he owes the l3íx прӧс̧ тоос Мєүареїс &m£y0tux of Perikles (ch. 3o, 2 ff.) to the latter. But his chronology is quite vague; the biographical sources were even less Concerned about dates than Ephoros was. 30) See Text p. 488, 8 ff. 31) It is difficult to believe that he omitted Aspasia and the charge édoeBelac against her, of which Antisthenes or (and?) Aischines knew, and which Plutarch. Perikl. 32, 1, after having related the Pheidias story, vaguely dates by mepl 8 тобтоу тфу xpóvov. But Diodor. 12, 39 
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ыс it. m ali, there is an interval of several centuries of Hellenistic 
xm ye © tory E artists, and rhetoric between Ephoros and Plutarch. 
oboe o а ut the consequences of the return of Thukydides Melesiu. 
bs edere "i estimate less highly the part he personally played cannot deny 

EI a powerful and active anti-war party which is proved by Comedy 
" ein ydides (1, 139, 4). This party had to make attempts at overthrowing 

А g statesman, and men were not scrupulous as to their means at that 
time. Thukydides ought to have mentioned these matters (the obituary 2, 65 does 

not fill the gap), since he very distinctly tells of the steps directed to the same aim 
of personal BuoXj which the Spartans took. 33) Particularly, not only. 
Again the question arises about the importance of Stesimbrotos' book (cf. n. 62) 
which certainly was not published before 430/29 B.C. In particular we should 
like to know whether Pheidias was mentioned in the pamphlet and whether a 
connexion exists between Stesimbrotos and Aristophanes. But it is of no use to 

indulge in fancies. 34) It is inevitable to point to Beloch Gr. G.? II 1 p. 296 f. 
With the possible exception of his judgement on Alexander it is the worst result of 

his dislike of great personalities in history. 35) See n. 22. 36) Cf. n. 24. 
37) The attempt of Praschniker (Epitymbion Swoboda, 1927, p. 210 ff.) at treating 
Plato Protag. P- 311 C is, of course, unsuccessful. Granted that the scene is laid in 

433 B.C., still it occurs in the house of Kallias, son of Hipponikos, and Kallias 
did not enter on his inheritance until ten years later; with mépuotw (p. 327 D) 
the dialogue refers to the performance of Pherekrates' Agrioi at the Lenaia of 
420 B.C. These 'anachronisms' are so frequent in Plato that they upset nobody as 

long as they concern unimportant details. No words need be wasted about the 

point that the conditional clause with the names of two famous sculptors— 

el 8& mapa Tlodvxdertov tov ’Арүєїоу # DeSlav cóv 'A8rnvaiov emevietc @фихбиєзо$ 

wobdv bmp cavtod tedeiv exelvorg —is such a detail. Praschniker makes a well 

known mistake in method when trying to determine a detail, which happens to be 

important for him, by the general ‘zeitbild’, and (as usual in such cases) he proceeds 

quite arbitrarily, for he does not draw the same inferences for Hipponikos and 

Pherekrates, but speaks of an ‘error’ of Plato. We shall refrain from using even that 

term because there are numerous cases in which we see why Plato allows himself 

an anachronism. In this case we cannot tell whether Plato knew the year in which 

Pheidias left Athens, or whether he could have found out if he had wanted to; nor 

does it matter because he simply picked out a couple of famous sculptors. 

38) Meritt Hesperia 5, 1936, p. 362 ff.; Schweigert ibid. 7, 1938, p. 264 ff. Meritt 

dates the inscription in the second half of the 'fifties, most likely ‘about 450’, and 

Pheidias’ residence in Athens between 459 and 450 B.C. This would confirm, as 

far as it goes, the view for which Judeich pleaded (Topogr.? p. 75) that Pheidias 

"wahrscheinlich zur zeit von Perikles’ emporkommen sein erstes grosses werk für 

Athen schuf, die máchtige Athena Promachos auf der burg'. 39) This view, 

formerly supported by many, which would place the creation of the cult-image 

in a time in which one was most probably still occupied with the building of the 

temple, does not seem to have many adherents now (but see Wiesner R. E. XVIII 

1, 1939, col. 85 ff.; the arguments for the sequence Parthenos-Zeus are most 

conveniently to be found in Gisela Richter The Sculpture and Sculptors of the 

Greeks, 1930, p. 220 ff.; Beazley C. A. H. V, 1927, p. 437 speaks with much reserve). 
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I cannot tell whether the Athenian still might have worked for Elis after the 
rupture of Athens with Sparta, and if so how long after. But the dating of the 
work at the Olympian Zeus 'etwa seit 451 und vor dem beginn der grossen bauten 
in Athen' (Ed. Meyer Forsch. 1I, 1899, р. 300 f.) seems to me to be a desperate 
expedient; and this applies also to the hypothesis of Lippold (n. 40/41). 40) 
Jahrb. Arch. Inst. 38/9, 1923/4, p. 152 ff.; В.Е. ХІХ 2, 1938, col. 1919 f.. 
41) Although in my opinion it is prima facie not very credible; ‘this savours too 
much of modern conditions’ Gisela Richter op. cit. p. 220 n. 60. To dispatch another 
point raised in the discussion: as far as I know the ancients did not share the 
theory that the artist gua artist stands above the ten commandments as the 
emperor of the Middle Ages was ‘supra grammaticam’. The rhetors discussed the 
point, whether Pheidias did embezzle or not; not the point, whether he was justified 
to embezzle. If he was guilty no fourth century Athenian would have felt it a ‘ganz 
krassen fall des undanks’ if a man was removed from his position because he had 
betrayed the confidence of the city by embezzling sacred money. The stories that 
‘the Athenians’ repented of the execution of Sokrates are apocryphal as well. 
42) This item, too, is regarded by some scholars (Wilamowitz Comm. gramm. 
4, 1889, p. 15 f.; Frickenhaus; al.) as ‘einfach iiberlieferung’, by others as a ‘dupli- 
cate’. Duplicates are not a phantom in our historical tradition, but scholars rightly 
have become more and more suspicious of hasty and indiscriminate application 
of this critical expedient. However inconvenient it may be, we must examine 
each individual case on its merits. In the present case we cannot prove (with 
Schoell /.c. p. 42) the death at Elis to be correct, nor can we disprove the condem- 
nation there by the story about the énéyovor Perdiov, xadovpevor Sé qatdpuvral, 
yépag nap& "Hrelwv eldypdtes тоб Дас̧ TÒ &yodua dnd cüv mpoalavdvtwy xaOalpew 
(Pausan. 5, 14, 5; Iss. Olympia 466). The term and the description unambiguously 
determine their office: they are not ‘technicians’, but have the same task and the 
same privileges as e.g. the Praxiergidai at the Plynteria of Athena Aglauros. 
Pausanias does not give a date, nor (to mention this in passing) does he state 
expressly that these descendants of Pheidias lived in Elis; the Olympian inscrip- 
tion definitely precludes this in my opinion. Those who believe that the bestowing 
of such an honour ‘eigentlich nur einen sinn hatte und im grunde nur möglich war, 
wenn sie annähernd gleichzeitig erfolgte’ must assume not only that ‘nach Phidias’ 
tod seine unschuld zutage gekommen ist’ (thus actually Judeich Herm. 60 p. 55), 
they must prove as well that it was customary, or even possible, in the fifth century 
B.C. to bestow such an honour on an artist. Otherwise it belongs to a time when 
people, no longer interested in the guilt or innocence of Pheidias, sought or invented 
connexions with the great past, when relics were shown as e.g. the épyaoriptov of 
Pheidias at Olympia (Pausan. 5, 15, 1; Robert Herm. 23, 1888, p. 452 f.; Fricken- 
haus Lc. p. 344 n. 2, who connects the phaidryntai with Damophon's work of 
restoration [Paus. 4, 31, 6); I do not see the Connexion). Sparta, Messene, Athens 
begin to fill with descendants of famous men approximately in the time of Augustus. 
We do not know what security there was for the individual pedigrees; but the 
guspuvtal dnd DeBiov hardly are much earlier, if at all, than the фо:8роут)с Ai; tx Iletong at Athens on the theatre seat of the time of Hadrian (IG? II 5064) and the paSpuvrig Atds ’Odvurtov ёу čoter (tbid. 5072). Graindor (Byzant. 4, р. 473; 'Athénes sous Hadrien', 1934, p. 142 n. 2) supposes that the paiSpuvrhe Atde ёу 
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se Menu =ч \°$ Пётрохос Аанттрєбс (IG? II 1828) was a descen- 
43) Cf. Text e 2 in the continuance of the family in Athens as well. 

DUE e et D utarch does not say what Lippold (Lc. p. 153) reads 
aor tds see ЕП е unverfalschte überlieferung’, which seems to him to 

ют ete vollkommen logische entwicklung’: Pheidias wird verurteilt, 

алан ы ns zum ersatz des veruntreuten, kann nicht zahlen, wird im 

Die dne ` үз ег stirbt . In fact, Plutarch states clearly that onal n 
charge n iden t ̂ x Pheidias was imprisoned on a new and quite different 

himself (F 141) eae Шы 495,7 fi). 44) Text p. 494, 13 fi. 45) Ph, 
EREE ANS s the coining of the golden Nixa in 407/6 B.C. 46) 

| er in Plutarch De vit. aere al. 2 p. 828 B; it is corrupted to nevth- 

xoviz in Diod. 12, 40, 3. — 46a) Edited by Nicole Le procis de Phidias 1910 
and (with the readings of Jensen) by Robert Sb. Berlin 1914, p. 806 f. and Judeich 

Herm. 60, 1925, p. 51. The provenance of the papyrus is doubtful; a book of the 

Tlepl-type (Jacoby B. Ph. W.-Schr. 1910, p. 1152; ‘rednerkommentar’ Judeich) 

is more likely than an Aéthis, a history of Art, or a biography. The conjecture of 

Robert that the papyrus does not treat of the artist at all, but of a Hellenistic 

Pheidias of Nikopolis, has been rejected (probably rightly) by Judeich, but the 

suggestion shows how scanty and uncertain the fragments are. The most important 
result of Jensen's collation would be ó]uow& [o]xow "Н\їо: т (А 18) instead of 
Nicole's 2 S8éacw Heitor «(dAavra], if it ıs reliable; but even then we should not 
know twhat the Eleans said. Col. B apparently deals with the trial in Athens and with 

Olympia. An archon Euthygenes (A 10) is doubtful because of A 15, and, after 

the Morychides (440/39 B.C.) has disappeared in Jensen’s collation, it is no longer 

tempting to think of the Euthymenes of 437/6 B.C. 47) xevoo[ts] 1b. 359; 

simply &y&Xuarog émotatat 355; 3554. 48) Parthenon (and Telesterion at 

Eleusis?): Strab. 9, 1, 12 TlegixAtoug éxtotatotvtog ту %pywv; Odeion: Plutarch. 

Perikl. 13, 9; Lykeion: Ph. F 37 (cf. also F 36). 49) About this crime see 

Lipsius A. R. p. 399 ff.; about the difference from the pag} lepoovàlaç (which, 

of course, is not identical with the ypaph doeBetac) see ibid. p. 401; 442 f. The 

punishment for Aor) is the tenfold restitution of the embezzled amount, if the 

embezzlement has been proved on the occasion of the euthynai of the official 

and if a judicial decision has been reached (Aristot. 'A8r. 54, 2 and others). The 

punishment for lepocuM usually is death (or proscription). 50) xpi: cf. 

Е бо doeBelag xpiWeicn dnéðavev; F 66 and 149 ody Sropueivavtag thy xplow. 

Aristodemos says dAévtog toU MeStov ext уосф сиби, апа the scholiast (whose 

source was fuller) xatayvwcbels пш) фоүў. I do not attach much importance 

to either, and the Pheidias papyrus B 1 ff. does not help much. Ph. (whose text 

may be somewhat abbreviated) does not give the sentence, which is lacking also 

in Ephoros. Exile as a punishment for xor is not very probable (cf. n. 49). Pheidias 

presumably would not, or could not, pay the tenfold amount of the embezzled 

goods. If he did escape the proceedings by flight that was a confession of his guilt. 

In any case, Ph. did not know, or did not mention, anything about an imprison- 

ment of the artist. The security offered by the Eleans which Nicole found in the 

papyrus (cf. Senec. Controvers. 8, 2, although there it is not a question of bail) 

has disappeared in Jensen’s collation. 51) A uxvoris who is not able to prove 

his whworg is punished with death (Andokid. т, 20), not rewarded. 52)Kahr- 
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stedt Unters. II p. 169: ‘wenn Pheidias angeklagt wird, ist das eine freie klage, 
kein Aóyog über das rohmaterial der statue im rechtssinne; die formelle verant- 

wortung liegt bei dem émotdrme’ is correct so far as we know. But Aristodemos 
says dAóvrog toU DerSiov... erAaBnOelc 6 Tepixae ph xal аотӧс̧ є000уос̧ ёполтт0, 
and this may also be correct. Whether Aristophanes with gofmÜelg uj ueráoyot 
Tic TÓyw thought of the sü0uvm, we can hardly decide; but the author 
of Diodor. 12, 38 (cf. Text p. 489, 38 ff) probably did. Schol. Aristoph. Nub. 
859 have a thorough muddle. 53) As for instance he entered the trial 

aceBelag of Theoris in F бо. 54) Of course, the borderline between political 
and non-political trials is narrow, and in view of the attacks of Comedy it 

15 not a priori out of the question that even at the time when Perikles was at 

the height of his power attempts were made at raising difficulties for him by 
means of trials. But in comparison with the activity of the opposition after 
the return of Thukydides in 433 B.C. (see on F 120) this would be an isolated case. 
Actually Perikles was not drawn into the trial, his authority was not shaken (from 
this fact an inference as to his relations to Pheidias may be drawn; cf. Text p. 

495, 27 fi.). On the contrary, the decree of Glykon entrusted the protection of 
informers to the strategoi, of whom Perikles was the chairman. 55) Diodor. 
12, 39, 1/2 té&v 8& ouvepyacaptvwy ta Фо tivéc, SteveyOevreg (7) ӧл тӧу 
£y0pàv tod IlepoO£oug, exdOtcav ёлї тфу тфу «B» Oedv Bwopdv...... Siémep èx- 
xAnolaç cuvedBotang... ol uiv èxOpol tod Tlepixdgoug Encicav tov 8ӱџоу хт. 
Plutarch. Perikl. 31,2 @ewSlag... log 8 röt IlepoOet yevdpevos ... todg pay 
8 абтӧу Есуєу ёуӨроў< фдоуоошеуос̧, ої 8 тоб Shou rotobpevor retpav ev exelvenr, motdg 
т Écovo «it Tlepxdret xprric, Mévov& туа тӧу Феі оо соуєрүбу meloavtes 
lxévqy by cyopat xaBifovew altoduevoy Sexy. Eni Envvoet xal xatnyoplar tod Федіоо 
хт. 56) The name of the informer is furnished by the decree voted after 
the trial (whenever and about whatever it was). In the new collation of 
the papyrus (A 7; B 19) it also has disappeared; but in B 3 the supplement 
and the reference of thy loot[édetav] remains probable. If in A 17 Net]x[o}rodelty 
is read correctly (it is by no means certain; see Judeich Herm. 60 p. 52) 
the little romance by which I tried to explain psychologically the disloyalty 
of the disciple (B. Ph. W.-Schr. 1g1o col. 1154 n. 7; see also Koerte Arch. 
Pap.-Forsch. 5, 1913, p. 594) must be discarded. The ‘paradoxical’ form of 
the denunciation (to use the term of Diodoros) may be part of the more or 
less fanciful description; but a non-citizen (or otherwise an accomplice) had to 
ask for &3et if he wished to bring ina uhwotg against a citizen (Thalheim R. E. I 
col. 354; Lipsius A.R. p. 208 f.). 57) For the term see n. 49. 58) Cf. Text 
P- 487, 9 ff. 59) Perikl. 31, 3 npoSeEautvov 8& toō Sńuov xbv &0ротоу (scil. 
Mévuva), xal yevouéiwns tv одсад Surkews, xornal рёу обх Ў\үуоуто: тд үйр 
Xpvotov.. . . обтос хєрш тиу 6 Deidlac... Hote nav Suvardv elvat Teptedovow drodetEat 
Tbv otaðpóv, ô xal téte todg xarnydpoug exédevce тошу ô Перл. бо) 
Otherwise we should have to rake up all the nonsense which the ancients 
told about the impossibility of removing those portraits: [Aristot.] II. @oup . dx. 
155; а]. 61) Even Ed. Meyer G. d. A. IV § 531 makes Pheidias die in 
prison in Athens, and Krech De Crateri Vno. Xuvay., 1888, p. 83 ff. derived 
Plutarch's whole report from Krateros and treated it as documentary. 62) 
Neither Comedy nor (or so it seems) Stesimbrotos (n. 33) yield any information 
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about the trial itself. If they had, we should probably hear of it. 6з) Холи%тоу 

Stagavadg dSwpdtatog yevouevoc Thukyd. 2, 65, 8. Of course, I do not infer from 
Plato Menon P. 91 D olà« yàp &vàpa Évx Ilpwtayópav metw yphuata xmoáuevov 
dnd tamg тїс coplas } Dedlav te, бс ойто пеєрфаубс̧ холй Epya hpydlero, хо 
doug déxa tév dvBptavronotow that Pheidias enjoyed a different reputation. 
The remark seems to be quite objective. 64) In my opinion it remains at what 

Wilamowitz Ar. w. Ath. II p. 98 ff. said about the personality of Perikles and his 
relation to Pheidias (see also Busolt Gr. G. III 1 p. 466 f£). The matter is of no 

great importance here. But we must consider that the statesman, if the necessity 

arose, had to sacrifice even personal friends: he was able to save Anaxagoras from 
the fate of Sokrates, but he could not fall out with the people for his sake. 65) It 

mentions repeatedly the special position of Pheidias 8% ptdlav Ilepuxdtoug. The 

main passage is ch. 13, 6 mavta 8& dteire их} т@утоу ёт{схохлос hv aùtõt Derdtac, 

xaltot peyddrous dpyitéxtovac ёубутоу xal teyvitag tHv Epywv. There follow (from 

a good source) the names of the architects, whereas the other sculptors are 
lacking, a fact which (compared e.g. with our information about the Mausoleum at 
Halikarnassos: Plin. N. H. 36, 31) makes the modern discussions about the 

sculptures of the Parthenon so unsatisfactory. 
1) Ph. discussed the several Kolonoi in his third book (F 26); there is no 

connexion with the entry about Meton in his fourth. 2) If the лблос їп the 

Daitaleis of 428/7 B.C. (n. 11; the term without Meton's name occurs also in the 

Gerytades of 409/8 B.C., 1 431, 163 K.) really was that ¿v KoAovàt, Aristophanes 
is likely to have had the same in mind here, though it was put up twenty years 
earlier. Since nothing was known about a dedication of Meton in one of the demes 

(or places) called Kolonos there only seems to remain the explanation of twvés 
that Kolonos includes the Pnyx and that Ph. deliberately determined the location 
of the sun-dial more accurately than the poet did. For the distinction which Judeich 

(Topogr.* P- 370 n. 2) makes between 'sonnenzeiger' here and 'sonnenuhr' on the 

Pnyx, is impossible: the sun-dial consists of yvóyov and zóXoc, they are not different 

instruments, and ancient evidence only knows the sun-dial (see also Moschion 
Athen. 5, 42 p. 207 E F; Pollux 6, 109 f.; Rehm R. E. VIII col. 2417, 9 ff. Against 

J. E. Powell CI. Rev. 54, 1940, p. 69 see D. S. Robertson ibid. p. 180 ff.). But in 

my opinion it tells against that explanation that Meton is also mentioned in 

Phrynichos’ Monotropos (1 376, 21 K), performed together with the Birds in 

415/4 B.C., and here not as the man who put up the sun-dial but as ó téc xprjvac 

&Yov, whence another suggestion in the scholion that Meton tows £y KoAovàt xprvnv 

awa xatecxevdcato, We do not follow up here the various suggestions about this 

part of Meton's activity, but we may ask for the reason which induced the comic 

poets to concern themselves with him just in 415/4 B.C. One remembers at once 

the story told by many writers (unfortunately always anonymously) and with 
many variants, according to which the scientist (like Sokrates) foresaw the evil 
issue of the Sicilian adventure and tried to escape participating in it in a singular 

manner: Plutarch Nikias 13,7 (Alkibiad. 17,5/6; Aelian V. H. 13, 12) єтє $0 тобто 

Beloug (the bad omens; see Kleidemos 323 F 10) elt’ dvOpwnivan Xoyog civ 

orpatelav роде & ёстролбүосє Мётоу — фу үйр ёф' hyepoviag vwàc tetaypévos 
(xal orbc ele Hv tod xatadrdsyou Aelian) — mposerotetto thy olxiav bearrtew OG рЕрђусс. 

(8) of 8¢ gacw od paviay oxn}dpevov dAx vixtwp eumphoavta thy olxiav (Eyertla de 

Jacoby, Fragm. Griech. Hist. III b (Suppl.) 26 

122 
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абту the Ilo Aelian) mpoeAMdeiv elg thv dyopàv TanetvÓv, xal Setobar töv томтӧу Ómcoc iml cuugop&t тосабтт tov vldv abtod uéAAovta metv трйрардо» ele ZucMxy dgóct 4c otpatelac. It is hardly plausible to regard the story as ‘einen autoschediastischen erklàrungsversuch' of the lines of Aristophanes; but if the localisation of the house preserved by Aelian is anything near the truth we might perhaps risk the suggestion that Meton did not dedicate some- thing é Kodwvén, but that he lived there. 3) Phrynichos /.c.; P. A. 10093. The non-Athenian authors naturally mostly call him *A@yvaiog (Theophrast. De sign. 1, 1; al.). 4) Neither the contention nor the refutation is quite clear. Evidently the «wég are not speaking of demes but of quarters of the city (about the concept see Judeich Topogr.* p. 175 f., who however has failed to recognize the problem); tò Хоріоу éxeivo nav shows this; also the answer cites for &rav ёхєїуо Һе ‘Opicpot тї лблсос (no. 375), not a book Tlept 324v. There actually is a scanty vestige of Kolonos having had this more comprehensive sense in the article of Hesychios KoAcvob- térog év té dotet, and the Horismoi seem to attest it for Melite. The refutation brought in the demes, at the same time misunder- Standing the quotation of the Horismoi. Cf. n. 11. 5) An archon's name is Possible both in epigrams and in prose dedications, and it is not improbable for this 

ably was the dedicator and accordingly said so in the inscription. In any case, the year 433/2 B.C. is probably correct (Text P- 497, 16 fí.). 6) As is almost universally agreed: see Judeich Topogr.3 p. 81; 161 f. 7) Kuruniotes-Thompson Hesperia 1, 1932, P. 207 ff.; A. J. Arch. 37, 1933, p. 652; Hesperia 5, 1936, p. 165 f. O. Walter A. M. 62, 1937, Pp. 42 n. 1 is doubtful. 8) As to the share of Euktemon see Rehm R.E. VI col. 1060 no. 10; about the absence of Meton’s name in Geminus' Isagoge 8, 5o (where two revisers of the fourth century, Philippos and Kallippos, are mentioned) see again Dinsmoor The Archons of Athens, 1931, P- 309. 9) 12, 36, 2 iv Bb xai "AOhvaig Métwv 6 Ilauwcav(ou uiv vulóc, ôcõokacuévoç 8ё iv &стролоүіох, éE£Onxe Thv Óvouatouévny Eweaxordexacetypida, Thy ápy3v mowoáuevog ard pnvdc & *APhvatc Lxipopoprérvos tproxaSexdmms (with the Egyptian equation in 

8d xal cwveg abrov Métwvocg évxuxóy $vouátouc. (3) Soxet &è ó &vhp oUrog év cf Zpopphoet xal TpoYpxont carp OaopacTóg eritetevyévar: té yap &otpa thy тє 

XPóvov ol meloror тфу "EXXávcv ypdpevor THe eweaxadexaetnpid: od Stavevsovrar т1с dXrOcíac. 10) Meritt The Athenian Calendar, 1928, Р. 101; Dinsmoor ор. си. р. зоо #.; Kubitschek R.E. XV, 1931, col. 1458 no. 2. 11) Geissler Chronologie 4. айай. Komoedie, 1925, p. 32. The verses, which unfortunately are corrupt at the decisive point, have been published by E. Maass (Ph. U. 12, 1892, p. 13; Comm. in Arat. Reil. p.62, 3 ff.; they are lacking in the Oxoniensis of Hall-Geldart) from the Vaticanus of Achilles’ Isagoge: 5 8 "Арютофбутс ёу Toig Aattadedow ёлі $ torponíou (Maass, $ émel Моо №) réBerxe TÒ буоџа тоб пбло) (see n.2) xal ÜnAvxüc- «nóAog to0T' Ёст +Adoxorwva èv ф [ схёттоооь (охотобоъ Wil) та pertwpa tavri xal tà madya avi». The conjecture of (Wilamowitz-)Maass $i 'y Kodwvar is unsatisfactory linguistically and not 
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tee dE as to the matter, for one does not then understand why | 

end. ike scholio no quote the lines in support of his opinion. But if he did | 

cast by E is certainly abbreviated) use it thus, Aristophanes must have | 

i Betas e a quarter of the town, in the sense of эё, not a deme (cf. п. 4). | 

erie, €Onxe (n. 9), not бмбра, may mean either ‘exhibited publicly’ 
e orth, expounded', and ypaph does not tell absolutely against the former 

meaning. The scholia on Aratos (p. 478, 5 ff. M.) about the Great Year, while 

expressly stating that OcEáuevot volvov ol petrà Mérwva &otpovópot nivaxaç iv 
Taig nodectv čOnxav nepl tæv тоб Моо лєрүрорфу тфу eweaxadexaetypldav хтћ. 

(a statement confirmed by the calendars of Miletos; n. 9), show at the same 
time that what is said about of pera Métwva čotpovóuor is not, or need 
not be, valid for Meton himself. Aelian V. H. 10, 7 6% Métwv 6 Aevxovoeds dotpo- 

Abyog dvéotnce othdac, xal tag tod dAiou tponds хатєүріфато хт^. шау аќег а 
have confused sun-dial and Enneakaidekaeteris (or the Great Year) if we take i 

into account his well-known dependence on the Aristophanes scholia. This sugges- | 

tion may be corroborated by his mentioning Meton after Oinopides (Vorsokr. no. 
41 [29]; v. Fritz R.E. XVII 2 col. 2258 ff.), who dvéOnxev tv ’Orvyrtors tò yaXxoüv 

Yeuppatetov, #ёүүр&фас iv abt. thy dotpodoylav tv évòç ðeóvrwv eEhxovta ėtõv, 

gious tov péyav éwxoróv elvat toUrov. The example of Oinopides shows that 
dedications of this kind, which are meant primarily to proclaim the cogía of 
their author, are not impossible in the fifth century, although it is not until the 

Hellenistic period that they become frequent. 13) At least Theophrast. De 

sign. 1, 4 knows of one Phaeinos who ’A@hyqow and tod AuxaBytrod ta mepl tag 

Tporàç соуєїёє, map’ об Мётоу ёхобсас̧ tov тӧу évbg Sedvtwv elxoaw «àv» 

iviautòv ouvétačev. 14) Unters. II, 1936, p. 96 f.; cf. Jacoby Atthis p. 65. Cf. 
n. 15. 15) Nub. 615 ff. (424/3 B.C.); Pax 406 ff. (422/1 B.C.). I do not see 
quite clearly whether Kahrstedt’s concession—‘wenn Dinsmoor immer genauere 

Schaltungen in hellenistischer zeit beobachten will, so würde das nur beweisen, 

dass die archonten gebildeter waren als früher'C-refers to the intercalary years 

or to the intercalation of months. The arbitrary proceeding in regard to the latter 

(though the former is by no means free from it) is sufficiently proved by the 

inscriptions of the third century, even if some of the intercalations at that period 

are caused by political events (for 307/6 B.C. see Dinsmoor op. cit. p. 191 ff.; 

Meritt Hesp. 4 p. 536 ff.; for 292/1 B.C. see Ferguson Tribal Cycles p. 68; for others 

Kirchner Sb. Berlin 1910 p. 282 ff.; Dinsmoor p. 217; 377 ff.; 399 ff.; 405). It is 

against Dinsmoor's contention about the use made of astronomical observations 

(and incidentally against Beloch's 'use of a stereotyped sequence of years in the 

calendar cycles') that the fundamental remark of Pritchett-Meritt (The Chronology t 

of Hellenistic Athens, 1940, p. 85) is directed: ‘important as are such observations ў 

of the ancient astronomers for the astronomical calendar, we wish to emphasize | 

that these dates cannot be used to show the character of any specific year in the 

civil calendar at Athens. This civil calendar was subject to all kinds of vagaries 

that might be introduced at the whim of the Athenian demos and can never have 

been used as a norm for astronomical calculation throughout the Greek world’. 

Things were as they are characterized by Ferguson’s succinct phrase (Hell, Athens 

p. 122): ‘the demos, not the astronomers, ruled the city’. 

1) Thukyd. 2, 2, 1; Aristot. 'A0r. 27, 2 ёті Побоёороо ёруоутос̧ 8 прӧс̧ Пелолоу- 123 
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vnolouc ivéorr nóAeuoc. Diodoros (12, 38), whose chronology of the decade 440/30 is 

particularly wretched, has succeeded in removing even this fixed point: én’ &p- 

хоутос̧ $ `АӨђупсу Ео0о8ӱроо (431/0) .... "AOnvalorg xal Aaxedatpovlorg evéorm 
mérepog 6 xAnfelc Tedorownataxds. It is self-evident, and moreover proved by the 
Ector Eret of the Acharnians, that for the poet, too, the war began with the 
surprise attack on Plataiai or with the invasion of Attica, i.e. in the year of 

Pythodoros, not with the Megarian decree (pace Schwartz Das Geschichtswerk des 
Thukydides, 1919, p. 126 n. 2, who accordingly dates the passing of the decree 
in 434/3 B.C.; this is possible only if one misinterprets Ach. 528 ff. and Pax 609 ff., 
thus making the cause ‘the beginning of the war’; see on F. 121) or with the Cor- 

cyrean affair (Pareti R. M. 24, 1909, p. 282; Coulon Aristophane II, 1924, p. 139)- 
It is simply wrong to explain Aristophanes’ thirteen years (or conversely date the 
Megarian decree) by such evasions. 2) The second version gives this figure, 

but it confuses the armistice and the peace (&xb yàp IluüoBÓpou u£ypt 'AAxalou 0 
Ex), as possibly the first version also does (cf. n. 5). These confusions are conse- 
quences of the severe abridgement. 3) The concluding formula of the eighth 

year occurs 4, 116, 3 before the conclusion and the document of the armistice. 

The ninth (concluding formula 4, 135, 2) is not a full year (&rodelretat) because the 

armistice was concluded ua fpr (117, 1; 14th Elaphebolion: 118, 12). 4) Cer- 

tainly the Scholia do not count the war from 438/7 B.C. (because that year’s archon 

is called Pythodoros in their ‘corrupt list’; Text p. 486, 13 ff.) to the armistice 
in 424/3 B.C. Keil Anon. Argent., 1902, p. 30 n. 2 computes wrongly, for the interval 
from 438/7 to 424/3 is not ‘genau 13 jahre’ but fourteen or fifteen; Pareti l.c. p. 

282 ff. completely misunderstood the wording. 5) An emendation would depend 

on the question whether something has dropped out—then IT would have to be 

changed to IA; there are eleven archons from 432/1 to 422/1 B.C.—or whether 

the armistice was confused with the peace (cf. n. 2), in which case IT' must be 

changed to H (or AIII to LIII). 6) ‘Das gesteigerte dutzend’, ‘rundzahl 
zum ausdruck besonderer fiille’ Weinreich ‘Triskaidek. Stud.’ RVV 16, 1, 1916, 

P- 16, 1; 38, 1 (where the early and really interesting cases are lacking). The meaning 
is clearly that the farmers have had more than enough of the war. Postgate Ci. Rev. 

I9, 1904, p. 436 was nearer to the correct solution of the vexed question than 

ibid. 20 p. 443, where he works again with ‘the sinister tinge’ of the figure, which is 
a much later conception. 

1) That is valid also for the events after the peace of Nikias; from that point 

at least the dating of the Andromache at 418 or 417 B.C. (Boeckh; B. Funke Quaest. 
Eurip. Chronol. diss. Münster 1924) cannot be refuted. 2) 4, 122, 6 elye 5à xal 
h Dhea пері тўс &xootráceog uov T ol 'AOrnvxtot eStxaiouv. For the legal 
aspect concerning Mende see 4, 123, 1 Mévdn dolotatar... xal abrode edéEato 6 

Bpaciðaç, ob vopiwv ddixetv, Str ev the exeyxeiplar qavepüg mpoceyópmoav- Éott 
yàp å xal adrdg evextrer «oig 'AOnvalou napaBalverw tag слоуд4с. 3) Even 
less that about the place of the performance. D. L. Page Greek Life and Poetry, 

1936, p. 223 ff. in an interesting paper again pleads for Argos. 4) Thukyd. 
4, 122, 6; 123, 3; Diodor. 12, 72, 8. For further facts favouring this date see Bergk 

Herm. 18, 1883, p. 498 f.; Schadewaldt N. Ph. U. 2, 1926, p. 178 n. 1. The dating 

of the Scholia is accepted e.g. by Christ-Schmid Gr. L*. I, 1912, p. 362 n. 2 (but 
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S с, Gr. L. IlI, 1940, p. 397 f. and Wilamowitz Herm. 60, 1925, 

images d 1s reason to assume the misfortune of Sphakteria as the 

aout e E Пасу does) : Euripides does not hint at Sparta’s 

ос зах ды агу sHicenag being as yet unshaken, but keeps to the domain 

Th 5 “ug evtuyetr’ dv ‘EAd8a). And ‘luck’ the Spartans did have in 

race in 423 В.С. 

oe erste feste datum der makedonischen geschichte ist das todesjahr des 

d А <400/399 B.C.> ; was vorher liegt ist ausnahmslos konstruiert, und nur 

arauf ist rücksicht genommen, dass Perdikkas II in die erste hälfte des Pelo- 
ponnesischen krieges, Alexander I in die zeit der Perserkriege zu stehen kam’ 
Ed. Schwartz Die Königslisten des Eratosthenes und Kastor, 1894, P. 78. Neither 

Geyer (see recently R. E. XIX r, 1937, col. 591 f.) nor Momigliano (Filippo il 

Macedone, 1934) made any advance on his treatment of the Macedonian list. 

2) The book Берап бл тоў прото» Вхсдєђсаутос (Е Ст Ніз! 135/6 Т 1), and 

was probably meant as an introduction to the history of Alexander. Since as late 

as 307 B.C. Marsyas commanded a division of the fleet in the naval battle at 

Salamis it is possible that he did not begin to write till late in life. In that case Ph.s 

first six books yield an approximate terminus ante of the publication. 3) In 

regard to the insecurity of the tradition it is remarkable that the reliable Hiero- 

nymos gave 28 years (the number is corroborated by Eusebios in the Kanon, 

whereas the Armenian p. 108 Karst gives 23 or 22 years). The earlier group of 

fourth century authors, whom (significantly) the Marmor, giving 41 years, follows, 

has higher numbers, but there is no unanimity, nor any recognizable connexion 

with the earlier dates of Archelaos’ accession. 

1) Diodor. 12, 54 f. for the year 427/6 B.C. does not add anything of importance 

to what we know from Thukydides. Nor does for our problem the papyrus 577 F 2. 

2) The Demetrios quoted here and in F 142 is rather the Phalerean in his 'Apyóvrov 

åvaypaph (F Gr Hist III B p. 744) than Demetrios Ixion, the disciple of Aristarchos. 

3) See Beloch Die attische Politik, 1884, p. 337 ff. (Gr. G.2 IL 1 p. 336) and Wilamo- 

witz Ar. u. Ath. II, 1893, p. 244 f. Following them Ed. Meyer G. d. A. IV, 1901, 

§ 578; 588; Busolt Gr. G. III 2, 1904, p. 1083; Swoboda R. E. XII, 1924, col. 337; 

al. 4) Which would hardly have furnished a sufficient support for a charge. 

Spectacular results could not have been, and were not, expected of twenty ships 

(see e.g. Adcock C. A. H. V p. 223). On the other hand, Thukyd. 3, 103 (cf. 577 F 2) 

is not a sufficient foundation for the opinion of Kirchner (P. A. 9019) 'feliciter rem 

gerit in Sicilia hieme ineunte a. 426". But Coulon's note (Aristophane II p. 27)— 

'Lachés avait commandé la flotte ... et avait essuyé une défaite' and 'Cléon, 

sans doute, ne manquait pas de rappeler à toute occasion l'insuccés de Lachés en 

Sicile’-—is plainly wrong. 5) Thus Swoboda l.c. col. 337, 53 ff., thinking of the 

e0Ouvat ‘immediately following Laches’ return’. About this date see the Text; 

nor does the chorus (v. 240) say ‘dass Laches von Kleon wegen erpressung belangt 

werden soll’ (as Wilamowitz has it); they state that Laches is a very wealthy man 

whose condemnation would be worth while. 6) See Kahrstedt Unters. II, 1936, 

p. 170 ‘dagegen schneidet die erledigung der ci@uvat jede weitere klage wegen 

vorgangen im rahmen der amtsführung ab (Dem. 24, 54); ganz logisch; die ed6uvar 

sind ein prozess, und Athen hat das prinzip ne bis in idem’, The scholia did not 

consider this when they inferred elxdc petaxAnOyjvat, but the inference is important 
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because its form confirms our argument that in the entries to 425/4 and 423/2 B.C. they did not find anything about a trial of Laches. 7) ‘Dem abgesetsten feldherrn’ Beloch Gr. G.? II 1 p. 336; the italics are mine. Cf. n. 10. 8) Op. cit. 
P. 117, who also makes this statement without examining the tradition and without 
indicating the difficulty. 9) The representative of the Kekropis in that year is 
Pythodoros. About 424/3 B.C. we need not ask: we do not know the representative 
of the Kekropis, but it is usually, and probably correctly, assumed that in 424 B.C. 
at Delion Laches fought ‘als einfacher hoplit’. In my opinion, Thukyd. 4, 118, 11 
compared with 119,2 precludes a strategy of Laches in 424/3 B.C. то) Thukyd. 3, 115, 2. Conclusions e silentio are never absolutely certain in Thukydides: п) 
Laches moves the conclusion of an armistice with Sparta on 14th Elaphebolion 
423 (Thuk. 4, 118, 11; cf. n. 13); in Elaphebolion 421 he is among those who swear 
the peace (Thuk. s, ro, 2). 12) Des Aristophanes Werke übersetzt*, 1881, p. 
249 fi. 13) The question ʻist die anklage vielleicht erst eingebracht nachdem 
Laches seinen antrag <about the conclusion of the armistice> gestellt und 
eingebracht hat, um wenigstens Laches zu beseitigen ?' must be answered in the negative. Laches moves that the armistice 'is to be concluded and is to begin on that day’ (n. 11), and carries his motion. To remove him afterwards 
seems to lack purpose, even if Kleon clearly perceived that the armistice was to prepare the peace (Thukyd. 4, 119, 3). But the Struggle about the armistice must have been hard, and it may have filled the winter. Attacks of Kleon on Laches, the threat of a charge, even an actual charge, would be possible in the circumstances. 

1) Compared with this detailed record Diodor. 12, 61 f., who dates the whole Pylos affair under Stratokles 425/4 B.C., is without any value. 2) Wade-Gery and Meritt (A. J. Ph. 57, 1936, p. 383) date the naval battle in June 425; i. e. still in the year of Euthynos mentioned in the Scholia on Lucian. For the chronology see also Busolt Gr. G. III 2 p. 1094 п. 2; Beloch Gr. G.1 II 2 p.235f. 3) Forsch. II, 1899, p. 344 n. 1 'also in der volksversammlung toben die parteien gegen ein- ander, und eine entscheidung ist nicht zu gewinnen, weil der epistates die majoritat nicht konstatieren kann (steckt in «prov ёротўохутос̧ даѕѕ ег es dreimal versucht hat?). Da verweist er die frage an den Rat zurück, und dieser entscheidet sich für den krieg. Dem schliesst sich dann die volksversammlung an'. The proceedings assumed by Ed. Meyer are constitutionally impossible: it is not the business of the chairman of the Assembly to refer back a matter to the Council. The version of the Scholia, by which Meyer supports his reconstruction of the events and which plainly contradicts Thukydides, even makes the epistates consult the Boule. That shows what it is worth. Perhaps a simple <tple> тӧу ёпистбтуу would settle the problem; «5v tmotammy <tpitne huépar» (cf. Thukyd. 1, 44, 1; 3, 36,4 ~ 3, 41; 6, 8, 3) would be improbable in this case both in itself and according to Thukydides’ report. Nor is it ‘natural’ (Busolt Р. 1098 п. 2) that the ctpl¢ in Aristophanes (Pax 667) ‘sich auf drei zu verschiedenen malen erfolgte ablehnung des friedens durch fórmhche volksabstimmung bezieht". 4) Elsewhere he often states that opinions were divided, or that speakers from different parties had been speaking: e.g. 1, 44, 1; 139, 4; 3, 36, 3. Very similar to the sentence of Ph. is the passage 3, 49, 1 флбеєсфу 8ё Тӧу үуорӧу тобтоу расти Футілблоу прёс Әәқ ої "Абтуаїо, ЎӨоу uiv ёс бүбуд биос (?) tig 861, ха ёүѓуоуто ёу тў 
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ARS «ошон, ёхрбттоє 8# ђ тоб AtoBétov. It is seeming only that 4, 21, 
recs a - ыс that the mood of the Assembly was uniform; it is 

раан А o AOnvator and AaxeBaupóvot, not of the Assembly. The 
e. ole s ows that opinions were divided, and Kleon was obliged to speak 

FWICE. 5) Grammatically either is possible, even though the transitive sense 
о less frequent. Liddell-Scott s.v. note that Isokr. 4, 134 says motetv otaordCetv. 

) Wade-Gery A. J. Ph. 59, 1938, p. 129 f. referred the story Theopomp. 115 F 92 
(cf. Plutarch. Nikias 7, 7; Schol. Aischin. 1, 25) to the time after the return of 
Kleon from Pylos. Aristot. 'A0m.:28, 3 KX£ov 6 Kareawétov, 8 Soxet uota 

SrapBetpar thy Siuov taic dpuats, xal mpdtog ёпі тоб Bhuatos dvéxpaye xal ehoophaato, 

xal nepilwodpevos eSnnoydpnce, tov Xov bv xdcpat Aeyóvrov speaks quite 
generally, and we cannot tell what evidence his source may have furnished: rept- 

Swoduevog suits quite well the discussion related by Thukydides and Ph. In the 
same manner Kleophon appears in the Assembly pe8ócv xal Oópaxa ѓёудєдохос̧, об 

Фбсхоу ixvrpélew scil. Yev£cOot rhv elofvns ('AOr. 34, 1; n.2 on F 139). 
I) Diod. 12, 72 a. 423/2 B.C., as usual one year too late. 2) Text p. 499, 10 ff. 
1) The alternative of Raubitschek Hesperia 12, 1943, p. 33 seems most impro- 

bable to me. If the inscription he edited (JG? I 376 + Agora I 4068), which seems 

to contain a list of sacred property in Euboea, belongs to the ‘period around 

420 B.C.’, and if it must be connected with an attack on Euboea, only 424/3 B.C., 

not 426/5, comes into the question. Perhaps the defeat of Delion (October 424 

B.C.) had led to disturbances on the island. 2) See Text p. 462, 11 ff. 

1) Cf. 5, 25, 1 perk 8& tao споуддс .... 'Алхаіоо 8 ёруоутос̧ .... тоїс uiv 

ScEaptvors атас єірўу Fv, of St KoplvOioe xal vàv èv IleXorowücot тфєФуә tives 

Stextvouv тё nenpxypéve. Diodor. 12, 74, 5 (422/1 B.C. conclusion of the peace); 

75.1 (421/0 B.C. new disturbances) has not excerpted any particulars. 

1) ‘Schol. Thucyd. 6, 27 ostendit haec deberi Pausaniae <F 181 Schw.> & 

th. Stanenovnutvy. tav ’Artixdy dvoudtav cuvaywyyt’ Naber. The abridged Lexicon 

combines the views of Thukydides and Ph., which were properly distinguished 

in the scholia on Aristophanes. 2) There is no doubt that Thukydides could 

have given the names (Andokides, Charmides, or Timaios: see Andok. 1, 51; 

Plutarch. Alkib. 21). 3) $9 r&v 'Ecuóv seems to be an interpolation; cf. 6, 61,1. 

4) Cf. Andok. I, 51 mérepa mepti8w oc épauroU cuyytveiz &roMAuuévoug &Blxcc, 

xal абтобс̧ те блодаубутас̧ ха тё yphuate обтбу ӧтысобёуто, mpóg St тобто 

dvaypapévrag ev orhhag xth. and the case of Diagoras (326 F 3). 5) That he 

believes in an intrigue of the é8pol is as clear from 6, 27/8 as from 6, 60/1: neither 

the pnvicetg of metics and slaves (6, 28, 1) nor the confession of the anonymous 

informer (6, 60, 4) included Alkibiades. Andokides Ilept pvomplwv corroborates 

this. Considering Thukydides' opinion about Alkibiades we shall reject a limine 

a tendencious exoneration. 6) The difference from his almost complete silence 

about the personal attacks on Perikles in the first book (see on F 121) is obvious. 

Granted that the outcry against Alkibiades had a quicker and more direct influence 

on the conduct of the war, still the kind and the purpose of the attacks are, in fact, 

the same in both cases. The comparison corroborates the opinion that Thukydides 

in the first book carried his principles too far. 7) 6, 27, 2; 28, 1; 60, 2. 8) 

6, 27, 3-28, 1. In order to be able to place his view about the story of the Pisistratids 

here, Thukydides in the course of his record considered the political reasons alone. 
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But he leaves no doubt that he is rendering the opinion of the people, though even 
then the statement (6, 53, 3; 60, 1) that the Demos knew about these matters 
axon is surprising. I do not draw any inferences in regard to Thukydides here 
(see Atthis p. 158 fi), but it should be observed that later authors only mention 
the attacks of the 'enemies of Alkibiades’ (Ephoros-Diod. 13, 5, 1; Plutarch Alki- 
biad. 19) and do not find any resemblance with the situation in the times of the 
tyrants. Ephoros must have felt that a resemblance does not exist—a correct 
feeling in my opinion, though Wilamowitz Ar. u. Ath. II p. 113 n. 7 differs. But the ‘second Peisistratos’ is Perikles, not Alkibiades, and a comparison of Alkibiades 
with Peisistratos is on the whole far from ancient thought, nor is it actually ap- 
propriate (but see n. 9). However this may be, the story of Peisistratos does not 
help us towards learning Thukydides’ view about the outrage on the Herms. 
Nor could we expect it to do, for he emphasizes again and again that the affair 
had not been cleared up. The only possible inference is negative: he did not be- 
lieve that it was the adversaries of Alkibiades who mutilated the Herms; it merely 
was an opportunity of ruining him eagerly seized upon. 9) As Wilamowitz 
lc. does, who even believes the Corinthians to have been the actual instigators of 
the crime. He also speaks of the ‘feindschaft der adligen jugend gegen den ab- 
trünnigen Alkibiades'. I admit that this enmity may have existed in some quarters, 
but the facts remain that Andokides did not denounce Alkibiades, and that Thuky- dides himself later on (8, 65, 2) mentions as one of the chief assailants * Av8poxdéa twa тоб Shuov pidtota лроєот©тх.... öozep xal tòv AAxBixdyv oby Axara EEHAaoe (P. A. 870), who certainly did not belong to the young ‘oligarchs’. It is much more probable that the fear of Alkibiades as a possible tyrant was dominant particularly 
in democratic circles, and this may be the reason why Thukydides makes the people remember tyranny (cf. n. 8). Io) See Kleidemos 323 Е то. 11) Plutarch. Nik. 13, 1 xatror Aéyetat Toà xal rapè töv lepéwv èvavrioðoðat rpòç thy otpa- telav, GX’ éxépous Ew uávrerg 6 'АлххЦИий8тс ёх 87 тушу Aoyiwv mpodpep|e Tadatdv x33. Such contradictions between Uu&vcets were frequent: see e.g. on F 135. 12) The incidental mention of the share of Androkles in the eighth book (n. 9) is proof sufficient of an assumption which actually requires no proof. 13) Of which the supporters of the expedition maintained elva AeloQv nAkcuaTa nereropévov ond Zupsxovsiov (Plutarch. Nik. 13, 6). 14) The dnroxértew also of the alSoia (Phot.) may be one of them, due to a joke in Lysistr. 1093 f. et cwopavette, 0alu&tix Арес, ӧлос̧ тӧу "Ерџохотл8 бу uh тс buds Spetar, Thuk. 6, 27, 1 only speaks of т прбсола (трӯутђћо: Phot.), certainly not because of Attic decency, and the other witnesses use a general expression, mostly nepixértew (Thukyd. 6, 27, 1; Andokid. 1, 34; 62; Ephoros-Diodor. 13, 2, 3; Ph.; Kratippos; Plutarch. Alkib. 18, 6); dxpwtnpidtew (Nik. 13, 1; Alkib. 18, 6); deicere (Nepos Alk. 3, 2). 15) Wilamowitz (n. 8; 9) makes things a little too easy for himself when he says ‘so berichtet Ph.'. Whether or no Crome (4. M. 6o[1, 1935/6, p. 309) developed his fantastic explanation—'mit diesem frevel sollte also auch die religióse welt des Phalloskultes der alten einheimischen bevólkerung getroffen werden, die den oligarchen sicher immer fremd geblieben war'—from the sober words of Wilamowitz ('es war eine action, berechnet auf den religiósen sinn der Athener’), fantastic it is, if not worse than fantastic, for the sentence, which seems to be a subsequent addition, was penned in 1935/6. Even Ferguson C. A. H. V р. 286 takes the affair 
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ко, I n inclined to believe in the simplest explanation, either that of 

d г е Nehony P. 338 a drunken frolic on the part of members of the 
parting expedition’) or simply a frolic of young men of the ‘ruling classes’, 

merely the moment and the political exploitation giving the matter its great 
ne One should not forget that Thuk. 6, 28, 1 knew of earlier cases which 

i ascribes to the high spirits of youth, something like the extínction of street- 

amps by German students or the pranks of Oxford and Cambridge men on boat- 
race nights. 16) The date is to be inferred mainly from the payments to the 
fleet IG? I 302. Accordingly Meritt A. J. Arch. 34, 1930, p. 125 ff. calculated that 
the departure of the fleet took place on or near the 23d day of the tenth prytany, 
and this prytany coincided, in so far as coincidence was possible, with the Attic 
month Thargelion’; ‘the mutilation of the Herms took place on the last day of 
Munichion', Dinsmoor of. cit. p. 337 f. (who agrees with Meritt in this that 

the new moon of the affair of the Hermae must have been that of June 8th’) 
dates the mutilation ‘on that very night of June 7/8th’; ‘the fleet would have 
departed a few days later, early in Skirophorion’. Busult Gr. G. III 2 p. 1287 

had calculated ‘c. 22nd May’ on the basis of the calendar of Keil and certain 

Statements of witnesses; Beloch G. Gr.* II 2 p. 390 gave June. 17) As to the 
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use of documents by the Atthidographers see Atthis p. 196 ff. 18) Wilamowitz 
Ar. u. Ath. I p. 63 n. 33, dealing with the formation and the history of the 
word, is mo re confident. We find it first in Aristophanes (n. 14). 19) Р. 4. 
9802; 11777; Kroll R, E. XIX 1 col. 148 no. 1. 

I) Cf. F 67. Laqueur R E XIX 1 col. 2437 f. misinterpreted both fragments: 

‘es steht in dem fragment nichts davon da, dass durch die mondfinsternis eine 

gute vorbedeutung gegeben wire, sondern ganz materiell, wie es scheint, verbiirgt 

die verdunkelung einen gliicklichen erfolg des unternehmens’. onpetov is said, 

and in order to 'understand' Ph. no discussion is needed of 'events' which Laqueur 

believes to be 'nur in verbindung mit der Thukydides-analyse nachweisbar'. 

2) I do not see on what basis Busolt Gr. G. III 2 p. 1378 n. 2 assumes Philistos 

as the source of Diodoros and Plutarch. { 

1) Andokid. 1, 80; 3, 11; Xenoph. Hell. 2, 2, 20; Plutarch. Lys. 14, 8; cf. Aristot. 137 i 

*АӨт. 34 ,3 where one must not find a ‘scharfen gegensatz zwischen dem zurückge- f 

kehrten teil der puyaSec und dem nicht zurückgekehrten' (Classen-Steup Thukyd. 

I* 1919 p. XVII f.); the quyá3ec are without (or almost without) exception men of 

the right wing. 2) Andokid. 3, 11 distinguishes between elphyn and ozovdal, 

which are imposed on the vanquished by the victors, Gorep Adv xparhoavtes 

Aaxedaypdviot rar rospo ёпётабау piv xal tà теі xaðarpeïv xal tag vais 

mapoBiBóvat xol robs gevyovtac xaradéyecQa. Decrees of the people hardly were 

necessary; it was rather the business of the authorities to carry out the émrdy- 

pata. 3) Pausan. 1, 23, 9 OlvoBlen ôè Épyov ёстіу ёс OovxvdiSny tov ’OAdpou 

xencvóv* dpuua yap evixncev OlvdBtoc xaterdeiv &¢ ’AOhvac GOouxubiBmw, xal ol 

8олофоулббуть Фо хит цуйи& ёст ob móppo TUAGV MeXxi8ov. The combination 

of his return with his death is the same as in Didymos. 4) That Pausanias does 

not give a date is of as little importance as the fact that Thukydides evidently 

did not make use of the permission to return. The year 410/9 B.C. (when Oinobios 

was active as strategos against Thasos and in Thrace: IG? I 108) seems fairly 

obvious for the decree. Cf. Busolt Gr. G. III 2 p. 628 n. 1; Schwartz Herm. 44, 1909, 
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P- 497 n. І. 5) He is, in fact, concerned with three questions (the time, the 

place, and the manner of Thukydides’. death) to which the brief account in the 
Life gives but very incomplete answers. This may be partly due to the gloss from 
Kratippos (64 F 2) which has crept into the text. 6) In 481/o B.C. the Athenians 

xateðéčavro rdávraç тод dotpaxicuvous 8:0 chy EépEou otpatelav (Aristot. "Ат. 
22, 8). In the Dekelean War there are more instances: the summoning back of 
Alkibiades and his fellows (Text p. 509, 20 ff.); psephism of Patrokleides in 405/4 
B.C. xo0' 8 тос ётіџоос футіроюс̧ ётоіцсоу (Andok. 1, 73 ff., who calls this 
Воолєбєсдо: тері óuovolaç and who expressly states that the &rot are not the 

Фєоүоутєс̧). 7) See e.g. n. 12 on F 133/4 and оп Е 138. 8) Classen-Steup 
Thukyd.? VIII, 1922, p. 170. 9) Busolt Gr. G. III 2 p. 1408 ft.; Beloch Gr. G.* 
II 1 p. 374 ff.; Ferguson C. 4. H. V P- 313; Glotz-Cohen Hist. Gr. II p. 706 ff. have 
not given their opinion. My note on 228 F 3 is insufficient. The idea of referring 
F 137 to the summoning back of ‘Alkibiades and others’ is not tempting. 

1) See Text p. 509, 1 ff. But it is possible that lxavég covers yequata and 
Srmpectacg as well as vais. 

1) See on Androtion 324 F 44. There is no doubt that Androtion and Ph. gave 
the names of the envoys of 411/0 B.C., too. The Atthis has an established technique 
in these matters: notwithstanding the conciseness of the entries they provide the 
essential facts, to which the names of the speakers pro and contra belong. 2) 
"Абт. 34, т ёті КоХМоо tod ' АүєлАўбє» бруоутос̧ (406/5 В.С.), үєуоџёус̧ тйс èv 
’ Apywotcoars vaupoylas .... Bovrousvey AaxeSatpovioy èx Aexerelag anitvar xat 
te’ olg Éyousw èxétepot tlofvnw yew, čvor uiv eorov8alov, tò 8b AROS ody 
Отўхоосєу 2Еапотудёутєс лё Клєофӧутос̧, êç ёхӧлосє yevéoðat rhv єірђуту, 00у 
tl; thy Бодтсіху реббоу хо\ Odpaxa ev8e8uxd¢ xtr. (cf. n. 6 on F 128). 
Slightly different Aischin. 2, 76 (after Aigospotamoi). 3) Beloch Gr.G. II 
I p. 423 believes in this offer, and Ferguson C. A. H. V P- 359 also seems to have no 
doubt. But see De Sanctis Storia dei Greci II, 1939, p. 396. In any case, the criticism 
of the details by Grote Hist. of Greece ch. 65 and Wilamowitz Ar. u. Ath. I p. 130 f. 
(see also Busolt Gr. G. III 2 p. 1355 n. I) is justified. Whether it was Aristotle 
himself who made the error is of no great importance. 4) The archon of 411/o 
B.C. in the official list is Theopompos as proved by Lysias 21, І апа by Ph. as well 
as by Diod. 13, 38, 1 and Aristot. 'A0x 33, 1 (Kahrstedt Klio 33, 1940, p. 3 n. 2 is wrong). The archon of the Four Hundred, who governed during the first two 
months of the year is disregarded; Aristot. /.c. is decisive on this point: xal hpkev 
tE aùräv Mvaciuayoç (sic) Stunvov ent Oconéurov Epyovtos, &¢ Fo—e rods entdolrous 
ёха џӯуас. The name is dubious; the correction Mvactroyog (Kaibel-Wilamowitz) 
is as uncertain as the supplement [MvactaJoyos IG? I 298, 2. In Xenoph. Hell. 
2, 3, 2 one of the Thirty is called Mvnoloyoc; if that is the archon the name can as 
easily be altered to Mwnoluayoç. See also P. A. 10324. 

140 1) Busolt Gr.G. III 2 p. 1533 ff.; Beloch Gr.G. II 1 P- 397. The suggestion of 
Meritt (Ath. Fin. Doc., 1932, P. 106; 109) is tempting that the new Council entered 
office immediately after the restoration, before the beginning of the civil year 410/9 
B.C. Probably it is among the innovations of this period that the first prytany and 
the civil year were made to begin at the same time (Dinsmoor The Archons p. 347f.; 
cf. Keil Herm. 29, 1894, p. 67 ff.). 2) It is, of course, possible and even probable 
that the rule stood on the stone JG? I 114 (see Wade-Gery Cl. Qu. 24, 1930, p. 118; 
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n in Pa 13 ff.). But Kahrstedt (Unters. II, 1936, p. 66) is mistaken 

хепиат беу тђу боиду m hy 3 to the same regulation; the words xal боа Set 

Wilamowitz аар 3 2 cn «0. Пева x \ бо» жайкы (Kaibel- 
to the iaces ате PA ap) 90t0t (scil. ol протамебоутес) mpoypdpovat refer 

angele Sake ih uncil sits (about assemblies outside the buleuterion see 

le: so Do om cas p. 1025 f.). Aristot. "AO. 22, 2 tq’ ‘Epuoxptovtos &pxovtos 
m : т m оол. s: тфу брхоу trotnoev v ëm xol viv dpvdovew takes no 

жов 3 Plut paratively unimportant additions or alterations made in later 

: ) arch. Perikl. 11, 2; Wade-Gery J. H. St. 52, 1932, р. 208, who 

adduced Aristoph. Ekkl. 297 ff. — 4) Thukyd. 8, t, 3; cf. 8, 67 fi. 
I) About the weight efc. of the Nikai see Thompson Athen. Stud. Ferguson, 1940, 

P. 199 ff. ; Schweigert Hesperia 9, 1940, p. 309 ff. About other votive gifts, including 
silver ones, used by the State for coinage at that time, see Busolt Gr.G. III 2, p. 1590 

n. 2; Kirchner /G? II 1686. About the dedication of the dies (yapaxtijpes): Wood- 

ward J. H. St 34, 1914, р. 287; Koerte Gnomon 4, 1928, p. 237 f. 2) As Bergk 

assumed (Philol. 32 p. 131 ff.) whom with less lucidity numismatists (e.g. Head 

HN? p. 373) follow. 3) Staatsk?Ip. 3o. ^ 4) U. Koehler Zeitschr. f. Numis- 

matik 21, 1898, p. 5 ff. 5) Aristoph. ERAI. 821 f. 
1) For the list of strategoi in 406/5 B.C. see Beloch Gr. G. II 2 p. 268. The cor- 

ruptions are somewhat more severe in Diod. 13, 74, І (Лосаміас instead of Avolac, 

OpaciPovdog instead of Opdovddog here and ch. 97, 6); in Xenoph. Hell. 1, 5, 16 
Aéwy instead of the Diodorean Avo[av]tac presents a certain difficulty. 2) The 

Phalerean; see n. 2 on F 127. 
I) Schol. Aristoph. Plut. 173. 2) Geffcken Gr. Lit. I, 1926, Anm. p. 231, 

225: ‘richtig ist m.e. vorläufig die grundsätzliche auseinanderhaltung beider stücke’. 

Cf. W. Schmid Gr. Lit. IV, 1946, p. 200. 3) This makes unnecessary the cor- 

rections and supplements of Ed. Meyer Gesch. d. Alt. V § 757 А and Judeich Rh. M. 

74, 1925, p. 261 n. 2: néurtot envi Sotepov тўс ӨрасоВоблоо хаббёоо Критіос хтА. Ог 

réuntot pyvl бстєроу тўс иёхтс т< хаті ӨрасоВоолоо үєуорёутс̧, ё. Критіас xta. 

The inference that 'Kritias wahrscheinlich im fünften monat vor dem ausgleich 

fiel' becomes untenable as well. 4) Aristot. 'A8r. 38, 1 реті 82 табта хатоћа- 

Bóvrov àv ёпф Фос ту Мосуоҳіау, хаї мособутоу ре тоў) џеєтӣ тбу триахбута 

Bon8fjoxvrac, £xavayapfoavreg uevk tòv x(vBuvov ої ёх тоб #стєос̧, хаї соухдро:сдёутєс 

elg thy Фүорйу тў: Фстєраіах тойс piv трийхоута хатілосау xtA. The death of 

Kritias in the counter-attack is reported by Xenoph. Hell. 2, 4, 19; 

Nepos Thrasyb. 2, 7; Diod. 14, 33, 2/3; Justin. 5, 9, t5. 5) n toö xerpövoç 

iveotõtoç 'Aðr. 37, 1. F 62 does not refer to Thrasybulos. 6) Aristot. 'AOr. 

39,6; Schol. Aischin. 1, 39. Only the official amnesty mentioned by all authors 

(Andok. r, 81; Xenoph. Hell. 2, 4, 43; Aristot. ' A0x.. 39, 6; Schol. Aischin. 1, 39; 

Nepos Thrasyb. 3, 2; Justin. 5, 10, 11) can be meant. The Scholia relate a silly 

Story that Thrasybulos when xararabdov Duddy ...- atovixdy epOtyEato, Fxovce 

‘wh pvnoxaxnonte’, xal éyéveto raporpaxóv. 

1) Or. 10 (— 4. Philipp.), 33 ©тёр 8 тобтоу ётбутоу oluat Setv dpac mpeoPelav 

ixnéunew, frig tõtt Baothel dradeZetat, xol thy dBedrteplav Фпобёсдох, 8v fjv rod- 

Moug datró0nre, '6 S5 BápBapog хо *& xowbg &macw ёу@рб xal mávra тй 

тоюбта. (34) Фүф үйр Stav tw (Bo tov ev iy Lovaorg xal "EyBatavorg dedd:- 

хбта xal xaxóvouv elvar тўр пблє. Фісхоута, ôç xal прбтєроу счуєттуфрбдосє TÈ 
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716 лб\єос̧ прбүрата xal viv emnyyéero — el Sk ph edéyec0” Syetc, dXX dme- 
Vneltec0e, ob réxelvou altia —, Smép 8ё тоб nl calc Obpatc x1À. 2) Introd. p. 252. 
3) Didym. col. 7, 71 ff. As to the ypnydtav ènðóceiç we must not think 
of the mission of Timokrates (F Gr Hist II D p. 8 f.), at least not primarily, 
but of the contributions for the rebuilding of the walls (Text p. 514, 25 ff.). 
That Didymos puts the peace of Kallias on a level with the 'dictated' peace 
treaties of the fourth century is surprising, but it may be doubted whether his 
argument is quite correct; the fot whom he criticises (F 149) presumably had 
in mind the peace of Antialkidas in 387/6 B.C. 4) Stahelin Klio 5, 1905, p. 36; 
Foucart Étude sur Didyme, 1906, p. 137 ff.; al. Cf. Introd. p.245 ff. 5) ‘Ila senti 
que le lecteur aurait eu peine à suivre les opérations, s'il les avait réparties entre 
quatre archontats' and 'ces dérogations au systéme du classement rigoureux des 
faits par année témoignent d'un souci intelligent de la composition'. 6) P. A. 
5325; Agora I 14 (Meritt Hesperia 2 p. 150). 7) 14, 39 (399/8 B.C.) DapvaBatog 
Sè töv npòç Aaxeðaryoviouç dvoyóv Yevou£vow бу тпрӧс̧ тӧу Васа, хаї соуётеєоєу 
аӧтӧу стблоу ётошіса xal vatapyov émotica Kévava tov "А бтусїоу .... ё 
Копро. dtétpiBe лар Evaydpar «ct Baowet ... (3) ... просєё Бато тђу 
vavapyiav. (4) ow 8 тоб стблоо паутёс парєсхєоасрёуоо, Tç étoluoug vais 
тєттарбхоута AaBdv Séxrevcev elo Kudrrxlav. Cf. 14, 79, 5 (396/5. B.C.) the 
Spartan admiral Pharax éxoXópxet ci» Kaüvov xal Kóvova uiv vv toU Васікоб 
стблоо тђу diyyeuov(av Éyovra, BuxtpiBovza 8! iv Kabvox LET vedv tecoupéxovta. 
The supplements, suggested partly on the basis of the passages in Diodoros, 
must be rejected if only because all of them try to compress the events of 
Suniades’ year into a protasis of the clause relating those of the year of Eubu- 
lides: K[6/ vov uiv irl Kó]zpou uerà т[оААфу уєфу т\єбсос̧, | тӧу 8& «5c Op]oylas 
сат[рёлуу ФорухВабоу пеісас̧ / парєсхєбасє] тӧу оот[ӧу abt&v arddov, éx’ Ed /- 
Boval}8ov [88] émAebcev [ixl Км8оо] Diels; K[óvov uiv &nó Kó]npou uet 
[тєссжрйхоута vedv mrevoucg/ tov Bb тїс Dpluylaçs cat[parny DapvaBatov meloac 
ovuuutear) +d vaut[ixdv tò BacOuxóv, én” Evovat}8ov [2&]éx[A]evoev [and Кабуоо реті 
Powsodv] pev tprypwv [(number), ‘ENyviSev 8 (number), xal xepl. 'Pó83ov £x oX[£ue) 
Foucart; ретй л[асбу тбу уєбу &rfpe, Tüt 8b c Op]oylag sa[*p&rox (1) Воолбреуос̧ 
t)0bc сорџеї ол xal elc] tò vaut[ixdv Xphuata ЛаВеїу, ёт EvPoval]8ou [82] 
Exdevoev [& ‘PéSov uevà óyBofxovra] uiv тријроу [&7ӧ Фоміхтс̧, Séxa St ard Kirt- 
xlac, xat tov ot]6Afov elc-] Lenchantin de Gubernatis. 8) Diod. 14, 39, 
4; 79. 5. It is surprising that the number is lacking in the papyrus; but the x fol- 
lowing uer& in v. 37 seems to be certain and cannot be corrected to ceacapáxovra. 
x[evrhxovta] would, of course, be possible, and the confusion of M and N is frequent 
in the Mss. of Diodoros. But the foundation is far too unsafe. 9) For the 
chronology see Swoboda R E XI col. 1321 ff.; Beloch Gr. G* III 2 p. 214 ff. 10) 
Hell. Oxyrh. ch. 4 does not help, dealing as it does with the summer of 395 B.C. 
II) Cf. n. 3. 12) Xenoph. Hell. 4, 8, 9-10. 

1) Ѕее оп Е 149 р. 519, 2 #. 2) Re-edited by Schweigert Hesperia 8, 1939, 
P.I fL, who states that Thebes denounced the alliance between 386 and July 
382 B.C. This explains why Athens did not help when the Spartans occupied the 
Kadmeia. 3) Hell. Oxyrh. unfortunately does not extend to that date; Diod. 
14, 81, 2 (wrongly under the year 396/5 B.C.) and Justin. 6, 4, 3 are very succinct; 
but Xenoph. Hell. 3, 5, 7 ff. gives the Theban ambassadors a speech of some length. 
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The answer of Thrasybulos, who a 
the decision (dteyletov тоб Tletp 
the document) that the alliance w 
ёр Syac). The same is shown b 

Ppears as the mover, emphasizes the gravity of 
«c Óvroc); it also shows (in agreement with 
as defensive (ue0’ Sudyv payovpeba éxelvors, dv lwow 
у Pausan. 3, 9, 11 ’A@nvator 8... néurovow ёс Упартту, bnda uiv inl Offac Seóuevot uj xwisat x:A. and 3, 5, 4 (in more detail and more accurately than Xenoph. $22) ёутабба ої тє OnBator ivavca traccovto (to king Pausanias), xoi OpacdBovrog anéyew od mord бттүбЛ\єто үу tog *A@nvaloug - &víueve 82 брЁшщ Aaxedatpovioug pdync, Gpfact 8è aitds 487 хетё уфтоо oplow tuerrev ènixeloeoðar. 4) Andokid. 3,25 dvayvictnte ydp, ф *A@nvatot, тйс hutpac exeivnc, бте Вокотоїс тђу сорџадіау ёпоюореба xta. Lysias 16, 13 Ste thy ovppoylav éxovjoacte mpd¢ Воотобс, хой ele ‘Adtaptov ÉBe BonBeiv. 1) See Text p. 518, 33 ff.; (519, 3 f. ?). 2) See Text p. 520, 32 ff. 3) We call it a speech; but see Wilamowitz Sb. Berlin 1921 p. 737. 4) 19, 277 ff. He mentions by name Epikrates alone because only men of manifest democratic Conviction (8nuorxol) are of any use for his purpose, and the decree which he calls on the clerk to read has not been preserved. But the items of the accusation are found in his paraphrase: éneid? mapà «à Yedupata éxpéaBevoay, xal 1A£yyOnodv 

Tw, abrüv by tHe Вор. об т@л0% @ттхүүЛоутєс, 008° ёліст Лоутес̧ х@ХлӨ7], ха1 хатафео$бцеуо: тфу сонийдоу, xal Špa AauBdvovres. It is highly probable that it was a Proceeding eloayyedlac, and sentence was passed by the people as a whole, not by a court of justice (Lipsius A.R. p. 188 f.). About Lysias or. 27 see Text p. 519, 24 f. 5) But we must not forget that in these books Ph. 
mainly transcribes Androtion, who is almost a contemporary witness. In any 
Case, the evidence reaches back to the times in which Demosthenes (19, 277) "learnt from his elders' about the trial of Epikrates. 6) єірўуу mpd¢ Aaxedar- 
uoviou; $2; 10; тёш Toig "ElAnot xotvi elofovn xai erevOepla, xol шетёуєіу dracw 
пбутоу $ 17; xowi clpfvn Toi; "EXAmot $ 34. Cf. n. 38. 7) One would, however, think that any intelligent reader must have perceived that $15 glides over the one main condition—the very one because of which the people rejected 
the treaty (cf. Text P. 518, 2 ff.). But the ordinary reader (even if he was better 
acquainted than the orator with fifth century Athenian history) may not have 
Perceived the wrong use made in § 29 of the renewal of the peace of Kallias in 
424/3 B.C. by 'Ел{Хухос Terodvðpov, ti¢ untpd¢ tig juetépag &3eApd¢ with the new 
king Dareios (see Wade-Gery Athen. Stud. Ferguson, 1940, p. 127 ff.). One cannot 
blame the orator for having overstressed the real advantages of the peace as against 
the dictate of 404/3 B.C. (§ 11/2; 37 ff.); but there is something nauseating in his 
manner of representing them from §17 onwards as emanating from Spartan 
generosity which the Athenians actually do not deserve (see particularly § 22/3). 
The question may remain open how far the charges against Epikrates and his 
colleagues (n. 4) were justified, but no Athenian ought to have spoken as Andokides 
did in the Assembly; he should have left that to the Spartan ambassadors who 
Were present. We are surprised that the Assembly quietly listened to such a speech 
(if they did), and not surprised that they expelled from their midst this orator and 

his colleagues, who possibly were his dupes. 8) The arrest of Konon is confirmed 
by Isokr. Paneg. 1 54 and Diod. 14, 85, 4. The fact itself cannot be doubted; about 
the further fate of Konon traditions differ (see Swoboda R E XI col. 1332, 66 fi.). 
9) $16 iporoov ті pi moiiv mepl tovtov ámávrow. 10) §17 of 8 Aaxedat- 
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uówot inel éópov tov Erpovðav прӧс̧ gavtods piv morepixds Éyovra, прӧс̧ 8Ё 
тоб "Абтусіоос фімх@с̧, Ө{Вроух méumouctw ent nodtuat meds abtdv. 11) Р 4. 
5119; 4491; 8088; 8030. 12) Swoboda /.c. col. 1329, 2 ff. has correctly rejected 
the assumption of Beloch Att. Pol. P. 314; 353 that Konon was strategos in 393/2 
and 392/1 B.C. Everything we hear about his activity in Greece and on the isles 
after the battle of Knidos shows that he was working as a Persian admiral and with 
Persian money. F 150 must be interpreted accordingly. 13) Thus I should like 
to formulate more cautiously, and to support more soundly, the suggestion of 

Laqueur (R E XIX 2, 1938, col. 2439 f.) which is attractive in itself. That modern 
historians did not always su fliciently realize the difficulties of Xenophon’s account, 
one sees e.g. in Hampl Die griech. Slaatsvertráge, 1938, p. 851. But matters 
are not quite so simple as they seemed to Laqueur. I shall not criticise his idea of 
Xenophon (it seems to correspond to the method of working which he finds not 
only in Polybios but even in Thukydides; see on F 117), but the conclusion of 
§ 12 xal nepãoðar elphvny tňt nóňet motetoOar xnpòç Bacéa belongs, of course, to the 
main report. No words should be wasted about the fact that the purpose of Antial- 
kidas’ mission was another attempt of Sparta to put an end to the state of war 
with Persia which was the result of the help given to the younger Kyros. Sparta 
had long been tired of the war oversea which was menacing her hegemony in 
Greece proper; she had recognized that the departure from the policy which had 
been consistent since 478/7 B.C. had been a mistake, and would have liked to 
liquidate an enterprise which had actually been decided against Sparta since the 
departure of Agesilaos from Asia (June 394 B.C.) and the defeat of Knidos (August 
394 B.C.). It is conceivable in itself, and could possibly even be made to agree with 
Xenophon, that Antialkidas had already been sent in 393 B.C., nor can it very 
well be doubted that a change of policy was discussed in Sparta. Perhaps we have 
an echo of such discussions in the statement of Plutarch. Agesil. 23 (disputed by 
many; recently by Hampl /.c. p. 87 n. 1) that there was hostility between Antial- 
kidas and Agesilaos; but that statement may equally well derive from one of the 
encomiums on Agesilaos or from propagandist literature which tried to shift 
the disgrace of treason of the Greek national interests from the State to a scape- 
goat. In any case, matters actually were as Plutarch states them: néunrovot ’ Avria- 
xiðav npdg Trpifatov, aloyiota xal Tapavopartata тойс tiv ‘Aclav xatotxodvtasg 
"Е2луос . . .. Вост пора8:8бутєс̧; and it is self-evident that the ambassador 
was not sent merely to incite the king against Konon and the policy of 
Pharnabazos (Xenoph. /.c. 8 12) but to bring a positive offer which would make 
Persia willing to conclude a peace. Such an offer is mentioned in Xenophon's $ 14, 
and it greatly resembles the terms of the peace to which Epikrates and his col- 
leagues, when in Sparta, gave their consent. It is not quite the same: concerning 
minor matters Sparta met the allies (or at least some of them) half-way in the 
negotiations during the winter of 392/1 B.C. The course of events is fairly obvious, 
and it would be conceivable that Xenophon originally passed over this offer, 
infamous for Sparta, as he omitted the congress in Sparta (Text p. 518, ro ff.). 
Where Xenophon obtained the Athenian report cannot be stated with certainty: 
one may think of a historian, of a pamphlet, or (this perhaps would be the most 
likely suggestion) of a speech made in the course of the discussions about the 
dispatch of ambassadors to the congress in Sardes, when the decision had to be 
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mon the peace rejected in 392/1 B.C. was to be accepted now. 14) 

och Gr. G. III 1 p. 82 n. 1. 15) The ordinary accounts about the two years 
393/2 and 392/1 B.C. (e.g. Ed. Meyer GdA V p. 865 f., who did not yet know the 
new fragment of Ph., Cary CAH VI p. 5o, and rather crudely Wilamowitz Sb. 
Berlin 1921 p. 735) simply follow first Xenophon and subsequently Andokides. 
Beloch H. (followed by Glotz-Cohen Hist. Grecque III, 1936, p. 89), who assigns 
the mission of Antialkidas and the congress in Sparta to the same year 392/1 
B.C., perceived at least that Ph. ‘states the contrary’. As a remedy he suggests 
that civ elpivnw tiv én’ 'AvnwOxiBou xxrémeujev DacUwóe ‘vielleicht ein miss- 
verstándnis des Didymos ist'. But unfortunately Xenophon also states the con- 
trary. Judeich's rearrangement (Philol. 81, 1926, Рр. 141 ff.)J—congress in Sparta 
at the beginning of 392 B.C.; congress in Sardes at the beginning of 391—is also 
made impossible by the statement of Ph. As to the sequence Sardes-Sparta, pro- 
posed by Martin Mus. Helv. 3, 1949, p. 126 ff. I agree with Bengtson Gr. Gesch., 
1950, p. 249 n. 2. Actually it is, of course, conceivable that Antialkidas returned to 
Sparta with the ‘preliminary peace’ concluded between himself and Tiribazos, 

and that Sparta subsequently invited the allies for a discussion. In that case the 

Project was not only rejected by Athens, but disavowed by the King as well, 
which would mean that Persia was not willing at the time to change her policy by 

again going with Sparta against the ‘hereditary enemy’. But that would be our 
conjecture, not the tradition. 16) See n. 5. 17) It may be sufficient here 
to remember Demosth. 10, 33 f. (n. 1 on F 144-146). Otherwise, it would be necessary 

to follow up at length the contrast of the attitudes of Sparta and of Athens in 

regard to the problem of the Greeks in Asia Minor from the Ionian revolt onward, 

continuing with the events soon after the defeat of Xerxes, the Kallias peace with 

Artaxerxes, its renewal with Dareios II, and further. Athens would have given up 

herself, had she yielded the Greeks in Asia to the Persian king, as Sparta and 
her own conservatives, or at least a great part of them, would have had her do. 

When eventually in 387/6 B.C. she had to give in, orators and historians were quite 
right to contrast the peace of Kallias with the King’s peace (Isokr. 4, 180; Kalli- 
sthenes 124 F 15/6 with the note F Gr Hist II D p. 422). But that does not justify 
the conception of Foucart (Etude p. 144): 'notre annaliste témoigne ici d'une 

certaine naiveté: c'est plus tard qu' Isocrate protesta contre l'indignité de cet 

abandon des Grecs d'Asie'. Certainly the motives of the people were not purely 

idealistic, but that its opposition was directed against this clause is proved even 

by Andokid. 3, 15. 18) See Text p. 515, 29 ff. 19) This term must not be 

misunderstood. Perikles concluded the peace of Kallias for the same reason, and his 

successors had renewed it in the Archidamian War (n. 7). It is an entirely different 

matter to abandon in such a peace the brothers in Asia Minor, and even in the 

Sparta of the ‘nineties there were some who felt uncomfortable about this policy 

(п. 13). 20) This Spartan account is perhaps not a definite falsification, but it 

comes very near to suggestio falsi and undoubtedly involves suppressio veri. 

21) About this concept see Hampl op. cit. p. 3 ff.; 103 ff. The objections of Ernst 
Meyer (Zeitschr. Savigny-Stiftg. f. Rechtsgesch. R. A. 59, 1939, Р. 598 ff.) are с 

worthy though I cannot agree with all of them. The characteristic feature of the 

King's Peace is this that a foreign power guarantees, 1 

tween Greeks; that is the fundamental difference no 
f not dictates, a peace be- 

t only from all Greek 
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peace treaties but also from the Kallias peace. The main question is whether 
Persia was a party to this treaty. The contention of Nolte Die hist.-polit. Voraus- 

seizungen d. Kónigs[riedens, 1923, p. 6—'der Grosskónig hat nie, soweit ich habe 

feststellen kónnen, mit anderen vólkern, die er als seine untertanen betrachtete, 

friedensvertrige geschlossen, denn das hátte seiner weltanschauung widerspro- 
chen'—is perhaps rather a sweeping statement, but apart from the peace of Kallias 
and its renewal we have only examples of Evypayla. between Sparta and Persia 

(see below). It seems necessary to consider this point when discussing not the 

reality of the Kallias peace (that can no longer be doubted after Wade-Gery Athen. 
Stud. Ferguson, 1940), but its wording or rather the wording of the treaty. Was 
the King really a contracting party? According to Thukyd. 8, 18 the Spartans 
conclude a Evupoyta mpdc Pacthéa xat Ticcapépynv, 8, 37 mpd Васа Ларєїоу 
xal tod maiðaç toù; Bacu£ec x«l Т‹ссафёртупу, 8, 58 прӧс̧ Т:ссафёруцу xol 
'"lepxpévm xal tod Фаруйхоо naiðaç пері тӧу Васёос̧ лраүџатоу. Іа һе 

texts the King is a contracting party. Unfortunately Thukydides does not mention 
the renewal of the peace of Kallias, and the remaining tradition does not yield a 

certain answer: nothing is gained by Andok. 3, 29 Bactret tat peydAut onovdag 
mowodpevor and IG* II 8, 16 tag orovdac [tag mpd¢ Bacu£a]; it is the natural term 

for 'treaty with Persia'. It is credible that Epilykos went to Susa in 424/3 B.C. as 

Kallias did in 449 B.C. (Herodt. 7, 151); Diod. 12, 4, 4 f. gives the history of the 
negotiations in the following stages: letter from the King to the nept Kixpov ye- 
póveç xal catpára, ambassadors from Artabazos and Megabyzos to Athens, 
embassy from Athens (to Susa ?), conclusion of the treaty mpdg tods Ilépaac. The 
first subject in the paraphrase of the text of the treaty is tov Iepodv catpanat. I 
cannot follow up the question here, but in F 157 the King himself speaks of the 
Фа патроих with Athens. 22) As Ed. Meyer GdA V $ 806 A did. Blass Att. 
Bereds.? 1 p. 294f. has put it much more cautiously. 23) Or. 19, 277 ff. As the 
trial takes place i» absentia there is no factual difference between pvyadevetv (Ph. ; 
Éovye Vit. X Or. p. 835 A) and 0&vaxov xac yvrvooxew (Demosth. ; cf. 0xvavoov F 66). 
But éxntoriv xal xoAxo05va. $288 certainly does not mean 'be sent into exile', 
but the єбєрүёттс̧ tod Syyov ‘loses the favour’ of the people and is eventually 
punished. 24) V. 71. The pun in v. 97 is hardly accidental. Phormisios was 
Epikrates’ colleague in the embassy of 394/3 or 393/2 B.C. (п. 27). 25) The 
correct date was given by Ed. Schwartz Ind. Lect. Rostock 1893 p. 12 ff. and Ed. 
Meyer GdA V § 861 A, who did not yet know F 149a; later on by Stáhelin K/io 5 
p. 63 f.; Beloch Gr. G.* III 2 p. 226; and others. It is not quite comprehensible that 
Christ-Schmid Gr. L.* 1, 1912, p. 431 still adhered to 390/89 B.C. and that Schmid 
(Gr. Lit. IV, 1946, p. 218 n. 1) even now leaves the alternative 392/1 B.C. A con- 
їоѕіоп ої Ње агсһопѕ Дибстратос 393/2 апа Дтибстратос ёх Kepautwv 390/89 B.C. 
by Didymos (a ‘mistake of Ph’ is impossible) could be considered only if clear 
allusions in the play led beyond 393/2; but that is not the case. The year 391/0 
B.C. (Florian Studia Didymea, 1908, p. 3 ff.) entirely lacks probability, nor can I 
see why 'die komódie im frühjahr 3y2 schlechthin unmöglich ist’ (Wilamowitz 
Sb. Berlin 1921 p. 736 f.); the pleading of Geisler (Die Chronol. d. altatt. Komödie, 
1925, p. 73) for Lenaia 391 B.C. is a series of mistakes and wrong quotations. It is 
really of no importance that Aristeides (Panath. I 283 Ddf) ётесеу (Epikrates) 
"АӨтузіоос 85асбах табтпу thy elpyynv evidently has in mind the peace of 387/6 
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B.C. ps > Bo Arto Schwa ging dats) This mistaa alao becomes 
Ipéopeg I 633 HoA oa ih und to lead to further confusion. 26) Plato 

(cf. Plutarch P clop a6, 32 
e anecdote in Hegesandros Athen. 6, 58 p. 251 A 

stwa 394/3" Ed e T T. 27) ‘Vermutlich bald nach der schlacht bei Knidos, 

Grecgue III 1936 Кя : eopomps Hellenika, 1909, p. 53 f.; Glotz-Cohen Hist. 

ойнау i rth . zome facts tell in favour of 393/2 B.C.; but it is not the 

(see Text p. 516, 29 ff (сер! Мел. 4, 8, ту) which prombiy п apocryphal 
Beloch (Gr. G2 E -; in any case, these ambassadors have different names). 

schlacht Бе Чай , d P. 84 n. 1) considers the alternative 'gleich nach der 

s Чекеде bor c не bei Knidos’, and Wilamowitz (Ll. р. 736) contends that 

nis E x os hat Athen schwerlich gesandte nach Persien geschickt". 

305 BC. (or br - . Oxyrh. ch. 2, 1 mentions an embassy of three men in 

БЕ: ee : w o were intercepted by Pharax and executed by the Spartans ; 

usine Ы . хрбттс ог ]сохрёттс can therefore not be Epikrates. The latter is 

ntioned (Hell. Oxyrh. 2, 2; Pausan. 3, 9, 8; see F Gr Hist II C p. 8 f.) among the 
recipients of Persian money in 396/5 B.C.; there is no doubt as to his political atti- 

tude. That in 392/1 B.C. 'er die partei gewechselt hat' (Wilamowitz /.c.) is most 

unlikely because of Demosthenes (n. 4), but he may have let himself be duped 

(if not bribed) by Andokides. 28) Plato (n. 26) says Bafov "Emxpdrns тє 

хо} Форшіолос / парӣ тоб Васёос пдєїста 8ороёохђрата. Еріктаѓез did not deny that, 

he made a joke at which the Demos ‘burst out laughing’ (Plutarch. Pelop. 30, 12). 

The report of Hegesandros is bad or badly preserved; but he also wonders that the 

Athenians clacay dxpttov the xéAak of the King. All that took place in theAssembly. 

Lysias 27 in the title and in $ 1 àv cuurpeofevzóv is either interpolated (because 
of the trial of 392/1 B.C.?) or corrupt. According to $8 3 and 6 the question is not 

about a raganpeole(a but about a malversation (Bópov or xXonf), possibly at the 

tüüvvm, as Blass (Att. Bereds.* I, 1887, p. 452 f.) assumed, who explained the 

speech correctly. After that Stahelin Klio 5 p. 63 ought not again to have referred 

the trial to the embassy, and Wilamowitz l.c. p. 735-is also wrong in declaring, 

without a proof and without even mentioning the arguments against his view, 

‘kein zweifel dass die rede sich auf seine gesandtschaft und verurteilung von 391 

bezieht’ (my italics). This is my only reason for mentioning the speech of Lysias. 

I may add that Epikrates, who alone is mentioned in the speech (§ 16; consequently 

Proceedings were taken against the individual members of the boards, as is 

natural in ev@vvar and similar cases) evidently was present; the ambassadors, 

as Ph. expressly states, were not, and according to the decree mentioned by 

Demosthenes (19, 278), and very naturally indeed, they were accused jointly. 

29) After the revision of the papyrus by Croenert the suggestion doubtfully made 

by Kirchner P. A. Add. 8757 that he was 'AvagAbomog must be abandoned. 

30) Diels; Kirchner Р. А. Аай. 5325; Foucart Etude p. 146; al. 31) See 

already Beloch Aft. Politik p. 145 ff., and about the beginnings of Kallistratos’ 

career Swoboda RE X col. 1730 no. 1. Personal intrigues are never impossible 

in city-states; but that some years earlier Andokides hurt Agyrrhios, uncle of 

Kallistratos, financially by outbidding him at a lease of taxes (Andokid. 1, 133 £.; 

Foucart Etude p. 145 n. 3) seems rather far-fetched. The issue in 392/1 B.C. was 

definitely political, and it seems to have been the custom in Athens (as it was in 

Rome and probably elsewhere) for a young man with political aspirations to bring 

Jacoby, Fragm. Griech. Hist. III b (Suppl) 
27 
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himself into notice by appearing as prosecutor in an important political action. 
32) About the particulars and the chronological question see Swoboda /.c. col. 
1732. About the peace of 375/4 B.C. see also Hampl of. cit. p. 12 ff. (cf. on F 151). 
32a) Diod. 15,29, 5f. — 33) N.20nF 148. 34) See Textp.516,29ff. 35) Cf. 
n. I5. 36) Cf. F 157. Diels compared the letter of Dareios I Syll? 22, 15 5i& 
тобт@ cot xelcetar peyddyn xápiç èp Baotwç olxwt; cf. moreover the letter of 
Xerxes Thukyd. 1, 129, 3 (it does not matter for this purpose whether it is genuine) 
xeloetal cor evepyecta ev rar huetépor olxot èç alel d&vdypartoc. The expression, 
when used in a treaty of this kind, seems to be chosen with some caution. The 
letter of Artaxerxes II from 387/6 B.C., quoted verbatim by Xenoph. Hell. 5,1 30 f., 
is more outspoken: 'ApraEépEnc Basic voplčet Sixarov tag pev év tHe "Aciar mores 
ёаотоб elvat. Quite as outspoken are the treaties concluded by Sparta in the Ionian 
war: Thukyd. 8, 18, 1 ónóoņv xópav xal móc Bacrreds čyet xal ol natépeç ol 
Bacdtws elyov Вас ос̧ Ёото; 37, 2; 58, 2 ХФроу тђу Восс, бот тйс ’Aclag 
ёсті, Восодос elvat, хай пері тўс Фра тї ёхотоб Волео то Васеў) Srwc¢ BovAetat 
(for this clause see Wade-Gery Lc. p. 146). Ephoros (Diodor. i2, 26, 2) 
distinguished treaties of Persia with Athens iv alg Foav al xata thy ’Асіау ‘ENn- 
videc nérets abtévopor (evidently the peace of Kallias) from those with Sparta which 
ботероу èypágnoav (evidently 412/1 B.C.) & alg todvavtiov Fv yeypappévov bmxdoug 
tlva Toig Ilépomig tàç xarà thy ’Aciav 'ExxnsiBag xóXew. In the 'nineties the 
attempt was made to find conciliatory forms, for the naked truth would have 
been inconvenient to the Spartans because of its effect in Hellas: when Agesilaos 
in 395 B.C. demanded the autonomy of the towns (Hell. 3, 4, 25) Tithraustes suggested 
aromhetv olxade, tac 8 iy tHe "Aciar хлбАвщ adtovduoug obcag tov dpyatov Sacpov 
abrir (scil. Baowet) dxogépew; that sounds like sarcasm but need not be meant 
thus, if Wade-Gery is right about the Kallias peace; in any case, Agesilaos 
was unwilling to consent without consulting the ofxo: téAn. The offer (for such 
it is) with which Antialkidas approached Tiribazos in 392 B.C. sounds quite 
neutral (at least in Xenoph. Hell. 4, 8, 14): tõv te yàp iv Tij ' Acla ‘EAnvidev 
nóňewv AaxeSaipovioug Bactket odx dvriroeiofat, тйс тє visoug &nácag xal Ths 
Bac nóňsç dpxriv cotow adrovépous elvat. 37) Andokid. 3, 14 тйс yap méAetc 
abrovóuouc al cuvÜTxet motobctv- dO" brug ta6 visoUg xoutodpeOa .... obxodv Štap- 
endyy yéypartat tavtac ’AGyvatwv elvar. About the political ideas of those who 
could regard this autonomy as a concession on the King’s part (whereas it actually 
was in the interest of Persia and Sparta) see Nolte of. cit. p.8 ff. 38) We find this 
term, much discussed recently, for the first time in a document Syil.? 182 of the 
year 362/1 B.C. (the dating is, I hope, finally proved by Hampl Staatsvertrage 
р. 26 #.), but Andokides (n. 5) used it thirty years earlier, when characterizing 
the proposals made in 392/1 B.C. 39) For some examples of this rather inde- 
finite txt see Ph. U. 16 p. 324 n. 18. Here a пресВебсаутос or something similar 
may be understood. 40) ў *AvtiadxlSov clpjvm (Plutarch. Lc.; Didymos in 
F 151) seems to be a later brief term. Xenophon calls the peace of 387/6 B.C. 
tlofvn f xaríneuje BacOsbe both s, r, 35 on the occasion of its conclusion and 6, 
5, 1 in 370 B.C. Ernst Meyer i.c. p. 599 f. again correctly states against Hampl that 
here and in the following passages the King's peace is understood, not a'renewal'. 
The best proof for this is furnihed by Isokrates Paneg. 121; 175 ff. and Panath. 
106 f. Ephoros (Diod. 15, 50, 4) also speaks of the óuoAoylat ої прбтєроу Toav ne- 
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mouuévot, understanding the peace of 387/6 B.C. Isokrates De pace 16 has ouvOyjxat 
Yevópevar npòç Pacta xal Aaxedatpovlouc. The documents paraphrase similarly : IG? II 

34, Off. a, 384/3 B.C. [rac обсас соуӯхас̧/& Guocey Вас [0с xal *AOnvator 
xal] / Aaxedarzévor x[al ol &Xot "E)Azvec]; 103, 23 ff. a. 369/8 В.С. [т Васо 

elon, Av £novfjoa[vro "A@nvat / ov] xal AaxéSarpdvior xal [ol ddAor “EAAnvec]. But in 
literature we find from an Althis (doubtless Ph.) also ’AdxtoBévny &рҳоута (372/1 

В.С.) ёф’ об тђу єірўулу °А0лусїо te xal Aaxedaruóviot xal Bactkeds Spooav (Dion. 

Hal. Lys. 12). 

1) Тһиѕ С; соџџауіоу хехтӯсдоах У. Тће several versions of the scholia are not 
clear as to whether it is a Corinthian or an Athenian troop. Probably the ex- 
pression of Demosthenes misled them. 2) Cf. Ages. 2, 17; Plutarch. Ages. 

22, 4. 3) Xenoph. Hell. 4, 5, 17. The reports have stressed this point even more 

strongly: xparyQévtag óró te medtactayv drAltac, xal probopdpuv Aaxedatpovloug 
Plutarch. Ages. 22, 4. 4) Xenoph. Hell. 4, 4, 9. 5) Diodor. 15, 44 in the 
obituary. See Lammert RE X1X 1 col. 404 f. 6) See Demosth. 20, 84. 7) See 

F 149 n. 12. 8) See Xenoph. Hell. 4, 8, 10; on F 149. 9) Xenophon Hell. 

4, 5, 1. That makes it 390 B.C., but the equation with the Attic month still is 

uncertain. 10) Hell. 4, 5, 11. It is not certain whether the Hyakinthia fall in 

the Attic Hekatombaion or still in Skirophorion; see Ziehen RE III A col. 1518; 

Jeanmaire Couroi et Courétes, 1939, p. 526. 
1) See on F 144/6. 2) As Foucart himself (Etude p. 148 ff.) emphasizes the fact 

that what we have is merely a ‘résumé’, it seems to be somewhat illogical that he 

founds on this ‘une médiocre idée de son (scil. Ph.s) jugement en matière historique’. 

Diodoros (i.e. Ephoros), who among others stressed the great success of Athens 

(or what appeared to be such at the time), also says (understanding the Greeks 

as a whole, it is true) &ácuévoxc npooðečauévwv toùg Aóyoug Sid Th xduverv THe Guvexeíat 

tév moAéuwv. We have no reason to assume that Ph. passed over the concession of naval 

hegemony which was particularly welcomed in Athens. For all questions concerning 

the tradition(s) on this peace I refer now to A. G. Roos Mnemos. IV 2, 1949, p. 265 ff. 

As regards the date, I am not sure that Beloch (Gr. Gesch.? III 2 p. 235 f.) is right 

in assigning the conclusion of the peace to autumn 375 B.C.; but the generally 

accepted date at the beginning of 374/3 (summer 374) B.C. rests ultimately on a 

suggestion of Loeschke that the first sacrifice to the new goddess Eirene on Heka- 

tombaion 16th was offered on the day of the ratification of the peace. This does not 

seem credible to me, and I therefore prefer (the spring of ?) the Attic year 37 5/4 B.C. 

3) I might have printed it in the text with the same justification as I did F 152/3; 

156. But I am repenting of that inconsistencey already now, as I cannot and will 

not reconstruct Ph. That must be left for the marginal notes of the writer who at 

some future time will give us not the Atthidographers, or the Atthis, but the 

tradition about Athens. 4) This alternative is argued convincingly by Roos, 

who pointed out the motive for what must now be termed ‘a false representation’ 

of the standpoint of Thebes at the congress of 375/4 B.C. (l.c. p. 282 f.). 5) Oi 

8 AOnvator abFavouévoug piv ópüvreg Sid spac sods OnBalovg xenuatd te od 

auuBarropévoug elg tà vautixdv, adtol ài ànoxvaiópevot xal yonuctav єЇсфораїс 

xal Amtotelarg ÈE Alyivng xal Фолохаїс̧ тйс хФрос̧, ёлєдорлсау navoacðar tod 

moAÉuou, xal méuavteg mpéoBetg ele AaxeSalpova slpfvnv étrorjoavto. 6) That 

he ‘deliberately omits’ it (Ed. Meyer GdA V §936 A) is certainly not an ex- 

151 
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planation. Why should he have done so precisely here (see the attempt at 
answering this question by Roos Jc. р. 277 Í.)? And it is not the only gap in his 
report. About Isokrates see n. 12. 7) Hell. 6, 3, 12 (speech of Kallistratos) 
& 8b BovAóuevol «tweQ dxorpímtiv thy elojyvny SiaBdddrovaw, a> ше; об фиш 
Sedpevor, AAG PoBodpevor иђ 'Аутодхі8ос̧ 0. Eywv nape BacU£ec xphuata xA. It 
is not said that Sparta appealed to the King to restore the peace which he had 
guaranteed (on the question whether he did see Roos p. 279 ff.), but that she asked 
for subsidies (as in 392/1 B.C.). Whether this is correct is another question. Diod. 
15, 50, 4 (a. 372/1 B.C.) xarà 8 тобтоо тоб ypóvoug 'ApratépEng 6 Bactdeds dpav 
пау tapattouévny thy ‘Edda neéoBetc dxéotee xtA. does not help. 8) 15, 38, 2 
тӧу 8 "Еуоу &сріуос̧ просдєборёуоу тойс Adyoug ~ dopévs mpoojxavto ol *A@nvaior Ph. ~ Xenophon (n. 5) ~ Isokrat. Plat. 41 (where the victories of Athens 
cause Sparta dyanmntiig ieiv thy elphyyy yevouevyy). It is again ‘all Greeks’ who 
&cpuévoc accept the Persian mediation in 372/1 B.C. (15, 50, 4). In 392/1 B.C. the 
peace had been rejected by Athens (F 149); іп 387/6 В.С. хат dvayxnv.... 
просєдебауто тўу єірӯуцу (14, 110, 4). 9) See Text P- 524, 5 ff. 10) He is speaking of the battle of Alyzeia which was a victory though not a decisive one; 
see Beloch Gr. G.? III 1 p. 154. 11) He can only mean the new goddess. It is 
rather curious that he seems to avoid the name. Cf. n. 28. 12) It is obvious 
that Isokrates does his best in order to make this peace a parallel to the peace of 
Kallias (cf. Text p. 525, 33 ff.). Of course, he does not mention the King with one 
word; it is the Athenians who ‘compel the Spartans to conclude a peace’. We must 
not use this point for answering the question p. 522, 21 ff. 13) Consequently 
the doublet in Diod. 15, 38 (see Text Р. 522, 17 fi.) is limited to $ 3 and the attitude 
of the Thebans. This goes well together with the opinion of Roos (n. 4) about his source. 14) Diodor. 15, 41 ff. a. 374/3 B.C.; spring 373 B.C. Beloch Gr. G.? III 
2 p. 230. 15) Cf. for instance F 121; the te belongs to the contracting excerptor 
also in F 152. 16) The main fact that the cult of Eirene is not older than 375/4 B.C. is now correctly stated by Wilamowitz Gi. d. Hell. 11, 1932, p. 179 and even more clearly by Deubner 4. Е. P. 37 f. This disposes of the earlier treatment by Wilamowitz in Ph. U. 1, 1880, P- 120 n. 36 which more or less influenced most of the 
subsequent discussions on the cult of Eirene in Athens (Deubner Rosch. Lex. III 2, 
1902/9, col. 2132; Waser RE V, 1905, col. 2129; Nilsson R E IV A, 1931, col. 1435; Stengel Kultusaltertümer 3, 1920, P- 221; Beloch of. cit. I1I 2, 1923, p. 235; Judeich Topogr. *, 1931, p. 348 n. 3, and others. Fuchs ‘Der antike Friedensgedanke' NPhU 
3, 1926, p. 170 n. 3 still admitted an altar of Eirene ‘before the fourth century’, 
and declared the date of 403 B.C. to be ‘possible’ for the Eirene of Kephisodotos, 
‘because the literary evidence is not suficient for placing the event’. Miltner R E 
XIX 1, 1937, col. 763, 17 ff. even believes in the altar of 449/8 B.C. (cf. Text p. 525, 
21 ff.), and Kern Rel. d. Griech. 111, 1938, p. 80 f. repeats all the old misinter- 
pretations—the bloodless sacrifices, the altar dedicated after the battle on the 
Eurymedon, the ‘popularity’ of the goddess proved by Aristophanes. Cf. n. 25. 
17) The dating at 375/4 B.C. (with slight variants) represents now the general 
opinion. Lippold RE XI, 1922, col. 232 f. declared that it is ‘impossible, if only 
for reasons of style’ to assign the statue to the end of the fifth century with Sauer 
Zeitschr. f. bildende Kunst 28 P- 283 f.; Amelung Arch. Anz. 34, 1919, P. 49 ff. and others. Against the renewed defence of the early date by Amelung RM 38/9, 1923/4, 
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P. 40 ff. see Pfuhl Arch. Jahrb. 43, 1928, p. 5; cf. also Beazley C. A. H. VI, 1927, 
P. 539 and Süsserott Griech. Plastik d. 4. Jhdts, 1938, p. 141 ff.. 18) A private 
cult, not probable in itself for this goddess, was invented merely in order to remove 
the seeming contradiction between the evidence for the institution of the cult in 

375/4 B.C. and Aristophanes’ Eirene (Text p. 524, 31 ff.). 19) IG? II 1946 col. 
IVa 94/5 ix тйс босс тїз Elpfve. map& otparqyyóv RHHHRAAIIIL This in- 
scription has always been connected with the literary evidence, and Wilamowitz 
correctly inferred from the sacrifice by the strategoi that it was ‘eine junge stiftung’ 

(though at that time he still dated it at 449/5 В.С). — 20) About Theoxenia 
see on F 183. 21) Pausan. 1, 8, 2 (cf. 9, 16, 2). 22) Brunn Leukothea, 

1867. 23) See e.g. F 121. 24) Cf. n. 17. Aristotle's statement ('A0r. 38, 4) 
ent népug yap Hyaye thy elphvay xal tàç aboes Iaucaviaç is, of course, correct 
because the Thirty in the city and in Eleusis waged war against the demo- 
crats in the Peiraieus (éxexpdtouv t&t nodfuart 38, 3). It was not merely a otoi. 
25) Cf. n. 16. The év érépar xiBwrtlor Eloqvn erepavtlvn xatáypvoog of the inven- 
tory of the Akropolis, quoted by Deubner (Rosch. Lex. III 2 col. 2132) from CIG 

150 § 47, is a cuShvn nape MyOvpvatev (1G? II 1388, 75 of 398/7 B.C.) and probably 

the same which is listed /G? I 280, 86 of 422/1 B.C. The é&yéApata Elpyyng xal 
‘Eotiag in the Prytaneion (Pausan. 1, 18, 3) probably belong to the Hellenistic 
building. The coins with the Elp/vn Aoxpóv are dated by Head H N? p. 102 at 

€. 350-332 B.C. Moreover, they do not concern Athens. 26) As stated clearly 
and distinctly by Deubner 4. F. p. 37 f. with whose treatment of the tradition I 
do not altogether agree. If Eirene was a goddess, Polemos, who had thrown her 

єс Футроу Водо (Рах 223; as to the invention see Robert Herm. 49, 1914, p. 

20 f.) must have been a god. 27) Тћаё еу ѕау тӧу 82 Воџӧу 2) alpatotoba may 
be due to the abridgement which fused the words of the poet and the evidence 
from а Ъоок Пері Өос:бу ог Пері goptav. It is not quite impossible that a sprinkling 
of the altar with blood was avoided; the great number of oxen which we infer 
from the 874 drachmae in the list of the hide-moneys (n. 19) can hardly have all 

been killed before the altar. But the simpler explanation is preferable, for such 

contractions are frequent in the scholia. 28) The synoecism is not an elpfivn 

even if formerly «wig xal enodguncdv лоте афтёу болер ха! 'EAevolwtot . . . xpóc 

'Eeey8éx, and although Theseus applied compulsion when uniting the Twelve 

Towns (Thukyd. 2, 15, 1-2). Plutarch. Theseus 24, 4 says осе 82 хо! Метоіхих тўк 

xm ent Séxa ‘ExatouBatrdvos, fv er viv Obous,, but he does not mention Firene; 

according to Thukyd. /.c. that festival belongs to Athena. The fact that the sacrifice 

to Eirene was put on that day, no special festival of Eirene being instituted, also 

shows that the goddess was a recent creation; even as late as 353 B.C. Isokrates 

seems to have felt that (cf. n. 11). It may be further noted that Eirene is not one of 

the Horai in Athens, although she is in Hesiod Th. 901/3; and Fuchs of. cit. p. 171 

n. 1 remarks that ‘man von Athena Nike spricht, aber Athena Eirene eine un- 

mögliche bildung wäre: sie ist der friede, aber sie bringt ihn nicht’. It is of no 

importance for us that Euripides in Kresphontes F 453 N? invokes Elpjva Baðó- 

mÀoure xal xoXMorx poxdpwv Oedv, CHAdg por ofev a¢ xpoviletc; nor do I know 

how Wilamowitz knows (Gl. d. Hell. II p. 179) that Aristophanes ‘gave offence’ 

by bringing her statue on the stage. 29) Not the battle on the Eurymedon; see 

on F Gr Hist 124 F 15/6. I do not understand Deubner A. F. p. 38 n. 3. 30) 
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Ph. U. 1 p. 120 n. 36; cf. above n. 16. 31) See Hdt. 7, 151; R E Suppl. H col. 
239; Wade-Gery l.c. p. 152 n. 2. Miltner R E XIX 1, 1937, col. 762, 67 fí., in my 
opinion, is wrong about almost every point. Perhaps both the statue and the 
condemnation of the ambassador (Demosth. r9, 273) are inventions, an outcrop 
of the discussions about the peace, of attacks on Kallias (Herodt. 6, 121), and 
answers to them. Kallias himself was of course proud of his diplomatic success. 
This is the reason why he dedicated a statue of Aphrodite in Athens (Raubitschek 
Hesperia 12, 1943, p. 18 fl.; Jacoby CI. Qu. 38, 1944, p. 72 {.). 32) Demosth. 20, 
70 Stérep ob pdvov adzar thy aréretav Ecoxev of tote, GAG xal yarxiv elxdva бетер 
"Арробіоо хаї °Арістоүєітоуос Éovnoxv xpwtov. It carried the inscription (ibid. 69) 
ёте) ўє00ёросє тоос °Абтузісу oupmdyous. 33) Nepos Timoth. 2, 3 (following the 
words quoted in the Text p. 523, 23 ff.) cuius laudis ut memoria maneret, Timotheo 
publice statuam in foro posuerunt; qui honos huic uni ante id tempus contigit, ut cum patri 
populus statuam posuisset, filio quoque daret. This statue one might expect to have 
been put up beside that of Eirene, and that of Kallias (if he really was the ambas- 
sador of 449/8 B.C., which I am inclined to doubt, although I do not venture to 
think of the leader of the embassy to Sparta in 372/1 B.C.) near the stele of the 
treaty. Wade-Gery /.c. p. 126 made it at least very probable that this stele was 
erected publicly already in 424/3 B.C. If that date is too early, the publication was 
ordered not 'about 380 B.C.', but most probably in the same year in which the 
Athenians concluded the treaty with Sparta and honoured Timotheos by a statue. 
Then it was, in fact, ‘a piece of sentimental diplomacy'. 34) Isokrates implies 
the idea quite clearly; cf. n. 12. 

1) The same applies to F 153; 156; see also Text p. 522, 14 ff. on an archon’s 
date in Lysias 12. 2) See Introd. p. 239, 37 ff. 3) F 154; 158. 4) The date 
has been established by U. Koehler 4 M 6, 1881, p. 3o ff. on the basis of the naval 
document J G? II 1612; see also Beloch Att. Pol., 1884, p. 362 f.; Gr. G* III 2 p. 260. 
Under this year Diodoros 16, 21 records the whole Lupuaytxds méAcuoc, whereas 
Dion. Hal. Lysias 12 has the two years 357/6 and 356/5 B.C. 5) Not Nepos 
only (Text p. 527, 13 ff.) but Ph. as well states that he was strategos. Then he 
cannot have been born as late as 381 B.C. (P. A. 9988), unless the Athenians made 
an exception because of his father and his father-in-law (cf. n. 9). 6) Isokr. 
Antid. 129; Nepos Timoth. 3, 5; Iphikrat. 3, 3; cf. Diodor, 16, 21, 4. 7) Deinarch. 
K. Anpooð. 14, who mentions only Timotheos. aitév <’Apiotopav> Gruter, 
«©Отбс о. 8) Iphikrates and Timotheos are meant, who alone could be characte- 
rized in § 1 as of émoavéotator t&v томтфу. It was probably Diodoros who omitted 
the less known Menestheus; we expect his name in Ephoros, if only because of 
Nepos. 9) As far as we know (pace E. Berneker R E XVIII 4, 1949, col. 1421, 
20 ff.) the Athenian strategoi had no mépedpot, nor is there anything like it in 
Diodor. 16, 21, 1 (cf. n. 8). Approximately the reverse may be correct: if Menestheus 
was strategos together with Iphikrates, the Aiantis must in 356/5 B.C. have pro- 
vided two members of the board, and the people may have conferred his first office 
on the young man for the sake of his father. We must not compare the conditions in 
Periklean times. 10) The missing words may have been something like xal 
Éovyev ô Tiuóðeos els Xaxiða (cf. F 121) xal ёхеї ererebtyoev.. For Ste xal cf. F 151. 11) Att. Politik p. 363. 12) Clinton Fasti Hell. s. a. 355; 353; Klee R E VI A 2, 1937, col. 1329; the former without giving a reason, the latter giving 
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a rather silly one. — 13) For 354/3 B.C. plead Schaefer Demosth. I, 1856, p. 153 
n. 4; Judeich Kleinasiat. Stud., 1892, p. 290 n. 1; Kirchner P. A4. 7737; 9988; 

13700; for 356/5 B.C. Beloch A4. Pol. p. 363 f.; Gr. G* III 2 p. 260; Ed. Meyer 
$a a s S ‘It is uncertain Whether the trial was concluded within the year 

Coh er it dragged on until 354 Pickard-Cambridge CAH 6 p. 211. Glotz- 
en Hist. Grecque III p. 198 f. do not give an opinion. 14) Mél. Glotz, 1932, 

P. 565 ff. The two cases are different. But there may be something behind the 
apophthegm of Iphikrates (Polyaen. Strat. 3, 9, 29) eófónc äv Un» bnip 'AÜnvalav 

uèv otpamnyõv, rip ÉuautoU 8è mpds ’AOnvaloug uyxén, even though it does not 
seem probable that ‘er seine veteranen zur einschiichterung des gerichtshofes 

aufgeboten haben wird’; such an assumption fits the later Rome better than fourth 
century Athens. But while Iphikrates was popular and politically blameless, 

Timotheos was neither (cf. Isokr. 15, 129 ff.). He may have used his wealth, or 

brought countercharges against Aristophon, or taken other steps like that. But 
even the new government was not strong enough to prevent the proceedings 

altogether although the sentence was mitigated soon (n. 16). 15) Aristot. 

Rhet. 2, 23 p. 1398 a 4 (answer to Aristophon's question el npoBoíy àv vàg vaüc éml 

Xefhiuxow); Plutarch. Apophthegm. p. 187 A (without giving particulars, but we 
know of no other trial of Iphikrates; ло\ёџоо пеєристботос thy xÓXw, it is true, can 
only mean ‘during a war’, not ‘when the peril of war was threatening’); Polyaen. 

Strat. 3, 9, 15; 29 (attitude in court and apophthegm). 16) 15, 101-139. The 

Antidosis, according to § 9, was published in 353 B.C.; the date cannot be cal- 
culated more accurately. We may believe Isokrates capable of writing quickly 
a few pages about the man who had been his disciple and patron. Also there is no 
need to overestimate his courage in standing up for the dead: the government had 
changed in the middle of 354 B.C. and the sentence may already have been altered 
when he published. The mitigation is attested: huius post mortem cum populum 

iudicii sui paeniteret, multae novem partes detraxit et decem talenta Cononem, filium 

eius, ad muri quandam partem reficiendam iussit dare (Nepos Timoth. 4, 1). 

1) Обтос̧ (сі. Фмттос̧) yap vochoas tov "Ovóuayov ènipavet rapatáčer m Tt è 

Wepaig tupawida xafeDe .... xal TÄNA Tà xat ӨєттаЛіху хатастђсас̧ прођүєу 

Фті тас̧ Плас лолєрўсоу тоїс̧ Фохебо:. xeAvcávrov 8& тфу ’AOnvatwv 8:елӨєТу 

тс порбёоос̧ ётауў\Өєу el MaxeSoviev; Justin 8, 2, 8 sed Athenienses audito 

belli eventu, ne in Graeciam Philippus transiret, angustias Thermopylarum ... 

occupavere. The deed does not seem to be emphasized particularly, as it is in De- 

most. 19, 319 öte yep Duxtac exparyce (scil. @Qurrog) то прӧтоу, хоі 8:фбєрє 

robe Eévoug abrav xal tov hyobpevov .... "Ovduapyov, téte TGv Üvrav будрӧтоу 

ёпбутоу об8єубс̧, 088’ "EXAnvos obte BapBdpov, Фохебо: Вотблоаусос 4 

бпос̧ парӯлбєу ў 8:єтр& 00° dv eBovdryOy we rapedOdv, Ф” о08ё проселӨєїу ёүүўс̧ duvi, 

and the words of Diodoros are not a paraphrase of Demosthenes (as the passages 

collected by E. Schwartz R E V col. 682 f. are). Still, a connexion probably exists. 

Icannot give a name to the common source of Diodoros and Trogus, but 'der rheto- 

rische schulmeister' suggested by Schwartz appears quite incredible to me. 2) 

The defence of the pass is dated in the first half of Thudemos' archonship by Beloch 

Gr.G.3 III 2 p. 267 f; Ferguson R E XVIII 1, 1939, col. 502 f.; Cloché Etud. 

Class. 8, 1939, p. 190 ff. — rightly as I believe; in spring and summer 352 B.C. by 

N. G. L. Hammond J H St 57, 1937, P. 54 ff. and Treves A J Ph 63, 1942, p. 145. 

153 
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I) Grote Hist. of Greece X p. 407 n.; Schaefer Demosth. I p. 87 f.; Judeich Klein- asiat. Stud., 1892, p. 200 n. 1; Ed. Meyer Gd A V § 965; Beloch Gr. G.* III 1 p. 
194 n. 5; Pickard-Cambridge CAH VI p. 209; Glotz-Cohen Hist. Grecque III p. 
189. 2) There is not much other evidence, and what there is is not very clear: 
Aristot. Rhet, 2, 6 P. 1384 b 32 f.; Herakleid. Pol. 10, 7; Strabo 14, 1, 18; Cic. N. D. 1, 72; Diog. Laert. Io, I. Krateros 342 F 21 must be referred to the defection 
of Samos in 441/39 B.C., and the events after her defeat gave rise to the proverbial 
saying ’Atnxdg mápouoe. 3) Isokrat. Antid. 111 #. ёлі Удроу oxpareuans (Timotheos) ... гу ёа unolv èkenoMópxnoev dxtaxtcyiAlorg meAtactaic xal tpr- 
бєз tpidxovta .... èvreððev tolvuy avarretoag Lordy хо) Крот Pape, 
xal tov Gov ypdvov dpedroupévng Xeppovicov xpootyerv sudo abt tov vov troincev. to 82 tedeutatov MoriSaav .... elev (п. 7). 4) Diodor. 16, 34, 3 (a. 353/2 B.C.) Xápn; 8& & vw 'AOnvalov otpamyds elondevoug elg '"ExX$onxovtov xal Enotòv лбу фу тобе Liv dva á&mécpatev, тоб 8' @АЛоос eEnvdparodicato. (4) KepooBrértov 88 тоб Кбтоос 814 тє тђу прӧс̧ Фімлтпоу d)Aorptórnta xal тђу 
xpàc 'A0nvalouc ФіМсу Ёүҳєрісаутос Toig 'Aünvalotg tac èv Xeppovjour moretg TARY Kapdlac, &тёстеғу ó Sñuoç х\трооҳоос ele tag médetc. Cf. 1G? II 1613, 297 (353/2 В.С.) [хої бу ої] обавта1 Exovaw [ol els Xeplpóvnoov; Demosth. 23, 103 
(352 В.С.) тоїс Хєррбупсоу оіхобс: тбу помтбу. Concerning Samos Diodoros says 
nothing either in this or in the next year. About the relations of Athens to Kersobleptes see P. Cloché Mél. Glotz, 1932, p. 215 fi. 5) See on F 152. 6) IG* II 1437, 20 (c. 350 B.C) among the votive offerings to Athena on the 
Akropolis: [créoavoc, ӧу] & 8%џос̧ ё Lépeor &v£Onxev. 7) Head Н № 605. 1) Didymos' inference that the speech belongs to the next year 349/8 B.C. is rather crude and probably mistaken. See Focke Genethliakon Wilh. Schmid 1929; Koerte Gnomon 11, 1935, Р. 343 f.; Text p. 531, 4 ff. 2) Foucart Étude sur 
Didyme, 1906, p. 153 f, who considerably overestimates Didymos (Lc. p. 28) when he makes him surpass his predecessors 'par l'étendue et la süreté de son érudition, par l'indépendence et la sagacité de sa critique’. We are always justified in asking whether Ph. alters, corrects or enlarges his source; but that is not the case here. 3) Diels and Kirchner P. A. 6156 (Add.) identified Ephialtes with the demagogue who in 340 B.C. went to Persia as ambassador and whose extra- dition Alexander demanded in 335 B.C. The sphere of office is indicated more accurately I G? II 204, 19 f. by the words tòv стротуүбу tov ènl thv pudraxhy tis XÓpac xeyewporovmuévov (cf. Aristot. "Абл. 61, 1 Éva érl ci» yópaw, óc quddcrret, хӧу nóňepos Ev tij yépot үёүу]тої, лолєреї обтос̧). Тһе otpamyds ёт thy yopav Thy tx’ "Enevoivos did not yet exist; see Busolt-Swoboda Staatsk. p. 1121 ff. 4) They cannot possibly have been lacking in Androtion’s Atthis, and, in fact, we find at least Duroxpdtoug elndvrog at the end of the excerpt. The form probably belongs to Didymos who abridges, for it is even more misleading than Ph.’s xaté dhpiopa @voxpatovc, where we should prefer xata +d Ф.т Ф. For all these matters were resolved upon some time before (Text p. 530, 24 ff.). Actually there is hardly room for another decree of Philokrates. 5) I think that also Ph.s tod Geod xe^- 9xvroc instead of Androtion's Stapavtevodpevor xal &veAóvtoc ToU Üeoü is more likely to be the consequence of Didymos' abridgement and vulgarisation of the text than of alteration by Ph. If Stapavrevectar can really mean only ‘demander, entre deux choses, laquelle il vaut mieux faire'—it actually does not in Plato Legg. p. 697 A, 
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ы еы would be a Stapavrevecbar, as the god regularly answers 
wall te x a term would suit the Proceedings prescribed in I G? II304 very 
ine dnd mi € reports of both Androtion and Ph. are retrospective, like the 

hai ok beci уе Ф‹хохр@&тоус; the oracle, too, had been given previously, it 
Sill eos vs asked for after the Megarians had agreed (as Kirchner P. A. 14599; 
уун? 204 п. 2 and others believe). 6) Both by dvetvas and Ьу ёрүќбєсдох Рһ. 

I$ very near to the inscription (v. 26; 29; 30; instead of évepyéCoyat, which occurs 
m Ziehen wants to write érepy-). But these words are the regular terms, and 
ndrotion also has épyétecOu. Ph. could not use the form tpyačouévoror: if he 

turned an oracle into prose (Diels reconstructed the oracle not very convincingly; 

the god actually did not issue an oracle but chose between two sealed prose- 
versions which were offered to him); the form is due to an error of the scribe 

who also misread x as с (Croenert Rh. Mus. 62 p. 388). Foucart's assumption—'Ph. 
à cru qu' Androtion avait cité une partie de l'oracle lui-méme et il a tenté de le 

compléter" etc.—ascribes to Ph. a forgery which is plainly impossible for him and 
foolish at that. 7) Diels is wrong in stating that 'Ph. die Orgasstreitigkeiten 

in das letzte jahr zusammenfasst'. 8) It is quite possible that Euboulos wished 
to exploit the Orgas commercially (Glotz-Cohen Hist. Gr. III p. 246; 279). In that 

case the manner in which the question was put to the oracle may represent a 
compromise between the financially efficient and the pious members of the party 

which had come into power in 354/3 B.C. The decree of Philokrates, which seems 

to have been of a more general character (see also J G* II 204, 16 ff.), is hardly 

much earlier than J G? II 204. The more distant antecedents do not concern us 

here: already in 432 B.C. the Megarians were accused of érotéuvecbat thy lepav 

dpyé8a, and this fact is said to have provided an external cause for the Megarian 
psephism (Plutarch. Perikl. 30, 2). About the term ópyác see Norden Aus altróm. 

Priesterbüchern, 1939, p. 22 fi. (to be used with caution). 9) Kirchner P. 4. 

14576 identified Philokrates with the 'demagogue' (Theopomp. 115 F 164) from 
the deme Hagnus, otherwise known from the history of the Philocratean peace 
only (his condemnation see IG? II 1582; Meritt Hesperia 5 p. 393 ff.; Introd. to 

Androtion p. 92). Accordingly we should have expected that he played a rôle 

already in the fifties (the long article by Hans Schaefer R E XIX 2, 1938, col. 

2496 no. 5 does not say anything about this). He certainly belonged to the party 

of Eubulos. I still think it probable that the speech recorded by Theopompos was 

made to recommend the peace (Jaeger Demosthenes, 1938, p. 96; 232 places it 
earlier). In 352/1 B.C. he was appointed a member of the committee ¿nl thv lepàv 

bpyáða dvrl töv бхлєттохбтшз véoug Spoug Oeivar; for the “Ayvoúctos v. 75 

surely is Philokrates. He was in that case a member of the Council at that time. 

10) Of course the Athenians tried to extend the territory. The éoyatat aré more 

likely the border districts now claimed by the Athenians, not simply the boundary- 

line. 11) Or. 12, 32 el tg dveyvoly 1& dmoloua0' ópöv, xal tç mpdkerc ep|byc 

8001, ob8 av ele mortevaar тӧу обтбу elvar tara xdxetva- olov à mpóg tods 

xatapdroug Meyaptag &jmelcac0' dxoreuvouévoug тђу ÓpyáBu, ibivot, xwAvew, ph 

émitpémew; cf. 3, 20. Foucart draws a fancy picture of the events about which 

we do not know more than what has been stated above. 12) Hierokleides is 

not known, but Stihelin Klio 5, 1905, p. 67 is most probably correct in believing 

him to be a relative of Opacugdv ‘IepoxAetSov who in c. 275/4 B.C. moved honorary 
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decrees for Eleusinian cult officials (I G* II 683; 1235). Lakrateides is mentioned 
in 353 B.C. as à vüv lepogávrng yeyevquévog (Isaios 7, 9); the family can be traced 
over a long time. 

1) Or. 10, 34 xàv uiv &y Zoócot; xoi "EyBatávoi; . . . ӧс xal mpdtepov соуєттуордосє 

тё тйс пб\єос̧ прќүратх (ѕее оп Е 149; 151) хой убу émnyyéddeto — el 8è Bh 
Beye” Sueic, Ф adredypl{eobe, od tdxelvov altia. 2) It has never been 

doubted that the answer is a refusal, and this opinion is confirmed by Anaximenes 

and the authority of Diodoros (16, 44; see Text p. 533, 11 ff.) as far as they go. 

The official formulation can of course only be expected from Ph. What Philip 

writes—Ps, Demosth. 12, 6 (= Anaximenes 72 F 41) mpd pev үйр tod AaBetv aùtòv 
Alyurtov xal Dowixny èpmploaoðe, av ёхеїубс т. уєотєрі Сти, парахоћєїу dpolas 
iub xol ro) &XAoug "EXAnvag aravtag én’ adtdv)—is a somewhat coloured ver- 

sion. Of course, historians compared at once the answer given by the united 

Greeks in 362/1 B.C. to the xap&à «àv catpanwv yxwv (Syil.3 182. The date, deter- 
mined by A. Wilhelm Oester. Jahresh. 3, 1900, p. 145, has been finally established, 

in my opinion, by Hampl Staatsvertráge, 1938, p. 26 ff., against 372/1 B.C. as given 
by Momigliano and the quite inconceivable attribution to Athens and the year 
344/3 В.С. by Beloch Gr. G.? III 1 p. 535 n. І. І до not think that Laqueur's argu- 

ments for c. 354 B.C. in RE XIX 2, 1938, col. 2441 will make anybody doubt the 
correctness of 362/1 B.C.). In both cases the answer is polite as to the form, but 

by no means particularly friendly in its tenor, the continuance of the gtAla (or of 
the elpyvevew) being made dependent on a condition. Actually the answer of 

362/1 B.C. equals a declaration of neutrality (a fact also perceived long ago), and 
the same is valid for the answer of Athens in 344/3 B.C. By giving it Athens (and 
the same applies to Sparta) changed the attitude she had taken as recently as 

351/o B.C. (cf. Judeich Kleinasiat. Stud., 1892, p. 176; 189). In this respect the 

Persian mission was not a mere failure, as the King certainly welcomed the assu- 
rance that Spartan and Athenian generals would not again, as they had done 
seven years earlier, oppose him at the Egyptian frontier; it was the Greek help that 

had frustrated all former Persian attempts at reducing Egypt to obedience. On 
the other hand he naturally was disappointed because Athens (like Sparta, but 
unlike Argos and Thebes) refused to assist him (cf. Text 532, 32 ff.). The King felt 
more strongly about the refusal of armed assistance, and in particular about the 

tenor of the answer, viz. its being charged with an unnecessary threat, than 
about the positive advantage he drew from the neutrality of Athens. It is generally 

assumed that in 340 B.C. he paid the city back by his para dBpratixh xat BapBapog 
émotorayn (Aischin. 3, 238); but it was much more dangerous for Athens that 

already in spring or summer 343 (see Beloch Gr.G.* III 1 p. 538; Glotz-Cohen 

Hist. Grecque III p. 321 f.) he concluded a peace with Philip, even if this peace 

could not be of long duration. Philip on his part tried to nail the Athenians to 
their anti-Persian attitude in summer 343 B.C. when he found it convenient in 

order to give reasons for his complaints (Ps. Demosth. 12, 6), and in Athens herself 

were men who welcomed the answer as a challenge to Persia because they rejected 
any agreement with the barbarian for idcalistic reasons: they are the represent- 
atives of a policy which Demosthenes (10, 33 f.) treated ironically. Androtion 

was among them, and perhaps Ph. also, judging the matter later, may have found 
the attitude of Athens worthy of her Greek mission (Text p. 532, 28 ff.). The 
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о е that they had fallen between two stools, and the contem- 

answa as {ат EX 8 accordingly: given the political situation, the Athenian 

Anaximenes aeti 5 ee ў ёурӯу. ОЁ course, this is the opinion of 

ria ee 2 ы уш who does not pronounce historical or political judge- 

со]. quit) e d sheer nonsense (Laqueur Herm. 46 p. 332 n.; RE XIX 2 

What was i lie n КЕ оріпіоп ої a contemporary party, the anti-Macedonians. 

il ia maupo ew 5 EN if he expressed one, we cannot tell because Diodor. 

rae ' upphes the bare facts. Also Theopompos 115 F 263 unfortunately con- 
ns nothing but a rhetorical description. 3) See Introd. to Androtion p. 

9o, 21 ff. The supplement is not altogether certain as Croenert doubts the +. But 

it: would be difficult to suggest anything else because the reading of Blass (év 

т 'Ат018оу) із ітроѕѕіЫе. Іп ту оріпіоп the probability of Diels’ supplement is 
greatly enhanced by my suggestion that the mention of Androtion derives from 
Anaximenes. 4) 72 F 4-14; 27-28. About the date of the work see F Gr Hist. II 

c P. 105. 5) 72 F 11; 41. Pohlenz Herm. 64, 1929, p. 41 ff. judges the letter 
differently. Although his reasons deserve consideration I cannot share his opinion. 

6) As far as I see neither the difference in the character of the authors quoted nor 

the actual divergences in their reports have been clearly recognized in the extensive 
discussion. Also, it has not been sufficiently taken into account that we are not 

free in dating the Persian embassy, for Ph. approximately places it (Text p. 532, 

7 fi.). Mostly the coincidence of the Persian embassy with the Macedonian under 

Python is assumed (tacitly or expressly) as a fact handed down to us (thus for 

instance Ed. Meyer Sber. Berlin 1909 p. 777; Wendland G G Nachr. 1910 p. 297; 

Kahrstedt Forsch., 1910, p. 15 ff.; Glotz-Cohen Hist. Grecque III p. 319; 'at about 

the same time’ Pickard-Cambridge C A H VI p. 249), and the Persian embassy is 

dated because of the Macedonian in spring 343 B.C. (thus e.g. Cloché Rev. Egyptol. 

NS I-II, 1919/20; Wüst Philipp II, 1938, p. 54 ff.). Others invent an otherwise 

unknown embassy in the beginning of the year of Lykiskos, midsummer 344; 

thus Beloch Gr. G? III 2 p. 290, who in III 1 p. 534 f. does not make use of his own 

invention. If the embassies did not coincide (cf. n. 7) it is easier to understand 

that the Assembly in summer 344 did not fully realize that, in fact, they had to 

choose between Persia and Macedonia. I cannot agree with Wüst l.c. p. 66 that 

‘die kaum zufällige gleichzeitigkeit der gesandtschaften dem volke den prinzipiellen 

gegensatz vor augen stellen musste’ and that consequently the answer to Persia 

meant ‘eine gewisse zustimmung zu Philipps panhellenischer (sic) politik’. 7) 

[Demosth.] 12, 6. In my opinion, the letter in fact precludes the coincidence. 8) 

We shall certainly not trouble our heads about the designation of the Macedonian 

embassy as being mepl elpvne. Didymos summarizes briefly, but not wrongly, 

the details which are for him less important, here: in fact, the Macedonian 

embassies of 344/3 B.C. were about the maintenance (with perhaps a revision of 

some clauses) of the peace of Philokrates, the èupévewv voi; Ópxotg xal tats 

dporoylas (Letter § 1). The alteration of euunpoofxxvro to o0 mpocíjxavro (F 139), 

made by Wendland (Herm. 39, 1904, P. 4I9 n. 1) without an explanation and 

accepted by Ed. Meyer and others, now becomes definitely impossible. Later 

on, Wendland himself (GG Nachr. 1910 p. 298 n. 1) was prepared ‘im referate des 

Didymos mit der nicht sehr praecisen ausdrucksweise sich zufrieden zu geben’, 

whereas Lehmann-Haupt Klio ro, 1910, p. 391 regards eupmpocíxavro as being 
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‘eine besonders feine nuance’. Both are wrong. The word (apparently &тоЁ elpnuévov 
but correctly formed; missing in Liddell-Scott) denotes exactly what Anaximenes 
reported, the simultaneous admittance of the two embassies and the ensuing 
&yàv Aóyov. We do not know whether Anaximenes used the term сортросўхаусо, 
nor does it matter; Hypereides (or. 1 col. 8, 15 f.) on an analogous occasion says 

ёра [mpoohyOno]av. 9) Herodt. 8, 141; Thukyd. r, 31 and many others. It 
appears likely that the scheme was already used by Thuk. 1, 72, 1: t&v 82 ' A0rvalov 
Exuye yàp mpeofielu mpórepov èv the Aaxedaluov тєрї Лоу паробса хтА. . 10) 
Cf. for instance F 121, Even Beloch op. cit III 2 p. 290 failed to sce this and arrived 
at the correct result by a wrong path: he determines the date of the embassy by 
the doubtful chronology of Ochos’ campaign against Egypt. Of course, only the 
reverse course is admissible (see Text p. 533, 21 ff.). 11) Ed. Meyer Sber. Berlin 
1909 p. 770 ff.; Beloch op. cit. III 1 p. 539 f.; Glotz-Cohen of. cit. p. 316 f.; 320; 
Wiist and others. The first embassy depends on the evidence of Hypoth. Demosth. 6 
(— Philipp. 2) 60cv 8' obrot xal mepl «ivcw. fjxoucty, iy tt Aóycot piv ob BnAoUrat, 
ix Bb тфу Фицттахбу стори» роет Suvardv. xarà yap тобтоу тфу хорду 
Ereuhe mpéoBerg ё ФОаттос npòç тобу ’Aðnvaiovç, altidpevog бту ё«В3%АЛоосу 
abrov pdmny тр$с тоб “EdAnvas. .... Emeudav d& pete Duümmou xal 'Apyeiot xal 
Mecohwor mpéoBers elo "APhvac, altidpevor xat obror tov uov St. AaxedSatpovlors 
xataSovroupévorg thy leAomóvvnsov tóvoug т otl xal соүхротєї .... &ropoŭotv 
обу оі *AOnvator xal modo tov ФОцттоу aroxploews xal xpo tag médetc. The 
answer is missing in § 28, and Dionys. Hal. Ad Amm. 10 (who supplies the date 
344/3 B.C.) represents the speech as directed mpd¢ тйс ёх Пелопохуйсоо прес8є(04. 
Calhoun Transact. A Ph Ass. 64, 1933, p. 1 ff. energetically rejects the evidence 
of the hypothesis. He suggests a Spartan embassy; the speech according to him is 
‘a discussion of Philip’s preparations to attack Sparta in concert with Argos and 
Messene'. Jaeger Demosth. p. 160 ff. (р. 253 n. 59) speaks reservedly; I have not been 
able to make out whether he believes ambassadors of Philip to have been present 
at all. 12) See Introd. p. 223. 13) That certainly was the case when in 450/49 
B.C. Kallias met in Susa ambassadors from Argos who were to ask Artaxerxes et 
оф. Ёт eupéver thy mpdo Eépënv QUnv cuvexep&cavro, i) vouiColato mpdg adrod 
elvat rodeulouc. The question was somehow connected with Perikles' reorientation 
of foreign policy: Argos had been allied for some ten years with Persia's adversary 
Athens; if Athens, after having concluded an armistice of five years with Sparta, 
wanted to settle the war with Persia as well, Argos had to secure herself in both 
directions, too (see Ed. Meyer G d A III § 339). We shall get a better understanding 
of the guarded answer given by Athens in 344/3 B.C. (cf. n. 2) if we compare the 
answer of Artaxerxes to the Argives: Baoirta St *AptoképEny udrtora eupéverv påvar 
xal obdeplav vouiterw médv "Арүєос̧ pidtarépny. 14) I cannot enter here into 
a detailed investigation as to how much, if anything, of the record of Diodoros’ 
opening 16, 40, 3 really belongs to the time of the first Egyptian war. I should 
think, almost nothing. The report is coherent: it begins by referring to the 
failure £v coig ёлбую ypóvots; this failure, of which Diodoros gives no account 
(for it is not probable that he thinks of the events in the reign of Ochos’ predecessor 
Artaxerxes II; cf. for them Cloché 'La Gréce et l'Égypte de 405 à 342/1" Rev. Eg. 
N.S. I-II, 1919/20; REA 27, 1925, p. 230 ff.) and which may really have occurred 
in 351/0 B.C. is replaced by the detailed narrative of the successful campaign in 
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Бов 
аа зета and Egypt. Concerning Cyprus (n. 18) the question 

гон, а, dean tor Бы апа something of the events of 351/0 B.C. may be preserved 

the King's ahs ed = op. cit. ш Ip. 482 f. probably is correct in connecting 
бе атса os E ж hebes with the first campaign against Egypt. A request 

su hake wat prd p _the éripavéotata. more seems not to have been 

(ssa rama e ‘fifties, but Ochos had learnt his lesson and prepared for 
а ore carefully. 15) Isokrat. Panath. 159 f. does not supply 

cats ош, cde and what he says can be understood only in the light of what 

ie ante ah phoros-Diodoros. К 16) 16, 44, 4. Ch. 46, 4 does not contradict, 

6) : : own by á0golcag n&cav thy Bovapuv, merely a kind of ‘Herodotean’ 

the Yn г P 10ros introduced the attack on Egypt by an impressive description of 

e King's military strength, and Diodoros was all the more inclined to insert it here 

as he had distributed the two aims of. the war (Sidon; Egypt) over two archons' 

years. Moreover, in Diodoros' narrative the Greek contingents became important 
only when the King continued his march on Egypt. 17) Beloch Gr.G.? III 
I p. 534 f. and Pickard-Cambridge C A H VI p. 249 f. correctly, in my opinion, 

assumed that the purpose of the Persian embassy was the demand for Greek auxi- 

liary troops (for the mere possibility of enlisting Greek mercenaries see on F 149). 

Ephoros states expressly that Argos and Thebes sent troops, whereas Sparta 

and Athens refused. Isokrat. Panath. 159 ore viv al u£ywsat zv 'EJXnv(Bov nóAeov 

aloyivovtat Staxodaxevdpevar mpdg tov éxsivou mAoUrov, dXX 3j piv 'Apyciov xol 

Onfalov Alvuzcov abràt cuyxarezoAÉumorv, supports him as far as he goes, for he 
does not mention the refusal by Sparta and Athens, but turns aside to deplore 
their want of agreement in other matters. The letter of Philip ((Demosth.] 12, 6 = 

Anaximenes) as expressly states that the Athenian refusal (which he mentions in 

general terms only) was voted rpd 700 AaBetv abrov Alyurtov xal Mowixny. The tra- 

dition is uniform and appears credible. The embassy would lose its purpose (quite 

apart from the tradition, the chronological difficulties and other doubts) if one 

places it with Ed. Meyer Sber. Berlin 1909 p. 77 (and Glotz-Cohen of. cit. III p. 

319; cf. IV 1, 1938, p. 16) after the Egyptian campaign when Ochos 'daran ging die 

autoritát des reiches in Kleinasien durch Mentor wieder herstellen zu lassen und 

die selbstándigen dynasten zu beseitigen, unter denen der mit Philipp verbündete 

Hermias von Atarneus die wichtigste rolle spielte'. Like the vague definition of 

Wendland (G G Nachr. 1910 p. 297) Meyer's dating is founded on the suggestion 

of Didymos following his quotations (col. 8, 26 ff.) of which Meyer expressly ap- 

Proves: otoydaatto 8 dv тіс tijv тоб Bantug mpdc tov *AGnvalwv Shpov prdotipziav 

yeyovévar 8k thy xatk tod Maxedévoc Omóvouxv, прӧс̧ ӧу tEoloew ÉucA[Ae móAeuo]v 

8a 1d [vOéoO]ar map’ ‘Epptov tod ’A[tapvéws] thy тоб тпрӧс̧ хотӧу по\роо парасхеоўу. 

The suggestion ıs wrong because it contradicts Didymos’ own date of the embassy 

in 344/3 B.C.: Hermias was not arrested until 342/1 B.C. It is conceivable that 

Didymos followed an author who dated the overthrow of Hermias by Aristotle’s 

quitting Atarneus for Mytilene in 345/4 B.C. (thus Foucart). But this second error 

would not improve the suggestion, nor would Didymos have made it had he 

consulted Ephoros where he would have found the true reason for the Persian 

embassy. But in his commentary on Demosthenes he did not use the ‘lotopiat of 

Ephoros, and his own knowledge of history was poor. 18) The best case for 

344/3 B.C. has been made out by Beloch III 2 p. 284 ff., followed by Hall C A H 
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VI p. 152 f. and Glotz-Cohen III p. 319; IV 1 p. 10 ff. Pickard-Cambridge C 4 H 
VI p. 249 does not arrive at a decision, nor does Leuze Satrapieeneinteilg., 1935, 

р. 193 ff. who, though inclining towards Beloch, keeps to ‘between 346 and 343’; Tarn 

CAH VI p. 22 moves the conquest of Sidon to 345/4 B.C. Beloch’s best card 

would be Cyprus, if we were certain that the island comes into the picture at all 

in this war, for Phokion, who commanded the troops of Idrieus in the expedition 

against Cyprus, was back at Athens in the beginning of the Attic year 343/2 

(Aischin. 2, 184). But we are far from certain, and even then the card does not 

do the trick, for Phokion probably had been in Athens since 349/8 B.C., and his 

command against Cyprus belongs to the defection of c. 350 B.C. In favour of 
343/2 are Kahrstedt Forsch., 1910, p. 1 ff. (who, by the lists of the kings, arrives at 

the Egyptian year Nov. 343 to Nov. 342), and the latest full discussion of Wiist 

(Philipp II, 1938, p. 54 ff.) who particularly relies on the Egyptian tradition, 

treated by Cloché (n. 14) and Bickermann Mélanges Maspéro I p. 397. They argue 
as follows: the last year of Nektanebos according to Manetho is said to be 343/2 
B.C., and this is said to be confirmed by the demotic tradition; the Traum des 

Nektanebos (Wilcken Urkund. Ptolem. Zeit I p. 81) is said to yield as terminus 
post quem July 5th 343 B.C. I do not put much confidence in this foundation. The 

letter of Speusippos to king Philip, dated by Bickermann-Sykutris (Ber. Sächs. 
Ak. d. Wiss. 80, 1928, no. 3) in winter 343/2 B.C. does not definitely state in its 
concluding words—a®aAa үйр rag oanàç oxNetg yedpetv ènuelret yor Td fiPAlov‘ 

тосоотуу бшу ondvv PiPAlwv Baowreds Alyurtov AxBaov nexolnxev)—that the con- 

quest had taken place just before (Bickermann-Sykutris p. 33; my italics). 
The question ıs by no means definitely decided, not even by Ph., as the coins 

of the satrap Maz aios, claimed for their date by both parties, are also con- 
nected with this complicated problem. I cannot solve it, and I only wish 

again to emphasize (partıcularly in reference to Wüst) that the date of the 
Persian embassy to Athens does not depend on the decision, because for it 

Ph.’s evidence makes the beginning of the Attic year 344/3, B.C. quite 

certain. 
158 1) Siebelis perceived that otdémw — Exog contains the usual statement of the 

age of the orator (born according to ch. 4 in 361/o B.C.) which disproves the authen- 

ticity of the speech in question, and perhaps his restoration of the text, which 

could be improved palaeographically, is approximately correct. We cannot be 
certain because we are ignorant of the contents of the speech. Radermacher's 
supplement, palaeographically easy though it is, is wrong because in his rhetorical 

books Dionysios uses Ph. alone; this applies particularly to the treatise on Dei- 
narchos because of ch. 1-3. 2) Demosthenes in the third Philippic and in the 

speech on the Chersonnese: 9, 15 ӧ тоіуоу Ф№мттос ££ &pyrc, &ptt vf elpnyns ye- 
Yovoíac, обло AtonelBovg страттүобутос о08ё тӧу бутоу èv Хєрроуйсох убу ётєстоћ- 

u£vov, Xépptov xai Aoploxov ё\5џВауєу хт\. 8, 6 фа(уєто: 8 dn’ арус 5 Фімлттос, пріу 

Аоте ту txendetoat xal toù; xAnpobyous, обс убу altidvrat menonxévar tov méode- 
pov, To pev tav fjuerípov áBixec єтфос хт\. Нуроіћ. от. 8 6 №үос̧ обтос̧ опёр 
Avoneiüoug elpyta xal dv txeivog map’ `АӨтуаіос хоттүбрпто .... пєпбрфасіу 

£roixoug ele thy Хеєррбупсоу, страттүбу аотоїс 86утєс̧ Лотту. ої рёу обу &ло: 

Херроутсїтал тойс ёпелӨбутос éBÉEavro ...., KapBuxvol 8' ох t8éEavro, Atyovres Wlav 
yopav olxetv xal obx "AOnvalwv. ёуте0дєу обу AvonclÓnc ènohtunoe Кордіамоїс. ої 8 
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8 obx fjxovoy iu d i awe nn atrots, I m. фаз ўдойобш. óc 

xthoag & Ліоте(0т Фе oon M n x C 

LE Hause баро "apr aii peo ra eee (Ne m aal. ў а, тђу пор&\оу Өрбосту отўхооу обсау тоб Махе8буос xaté- 

pape, xal EnópÜnoe, xal Éo0r, plv DOinmov éxaverbeiv, dvaywphaas elo Xeppóvnaov 
xal iv dogadet vevó Bémep à ò Bun ёз ӨЕ ту Керро 
ntrougey #ётистоду E * TAI е Ps d ч» н. аот ne рос тойс A8nvalouc, xavrYopüv ToU отраттүоб хо\ Мусу абтӧу 
б, Долбо my Sor бутоо). xal 9 ФЛтті0оутес̧ тбу футброу хататрёҳоос: 
by Ue, xai xoAáQeww dEvoicw abróv. mpdc og & Anuoobtyys tvavtiobuevos 
ihe ©лёр тоб AtomelOous torarat. 3) Introd. to Androtion p. 92. 4) See 

ал 9, 72 o08' al népuatw nprofeiat nepl viv Tedonéwnoov exetvar ха хоаттүо- 

к pus P dc de кыш E рт ёт’ °АрВрахіау ё\Өєїу ўт el; IIeAonóvenoov 
билст (the names KAztróuayog xal Auxoüpyoc, occurring in the ancient ‘vulgata’ 
after xal ‘Hyjowrnoc, are an explanation of of dor nptoferc, taken from the scholia, 
me source of which may, or may not, be Ph.); Aischin. 3, 94 ff., who in § 83 mentions 

Tob рет "Арістоёлиоо єс ӨєттоМоу ха) Маүупоіоу napà tag tH elphvns ovvðńxag 

TpeoBevcavrac (Vat. A émotpatevcavtag r; see n. 6), who were crowned on the 
motion of Demosthenes. The reference of IG* II 225 to this year appears certain; 
the inscription dates the conclusion of the symmachy with the Messenians (other 
names are broken off) in the tenth prytany (June-July 342) and confirms that they 
were formal treaties. See Beloch Att. Pol. p. 211 ff.; Gr. G* III 1 p. 545; 554, who 
distinguishes between these treaties ('pactes de non-aggression' Glotz-Cohen 
Hist. Grecque 111 p. 325) and the ‘constitution of the Hellenic Federation’ in 341/0 
B.C. (where Demosth. 18, 237 says oùppaxot). Concerning Ambrakia see [Demosth.] 

48, 24 èreloðnrte dnd töv fntópwv elç ’Axapvaviav otpatiótaç txréurew; cf. Demosth. 
9, 72; Aischin. 3, 256; letter of Speusippos § 7. 5) Thus Lg srorotobpevor Av- 
@оєсдо: тђу лр. Ф. єірдулу У. 6) On the strength of the variant tmotpatevcavtas 
Aischin. 3, 83 (n. 4) Foucart Étude sur Didyme p. 165 f. assumes a gap after mept 

cvppaylas, to be filled with the dispatch of troops to Ambrakia and the support 
of the expedition of the unknown Aristodemos against Magnesia. I cannot follow. 

7) Foucart Étude p. 163 ff. placed it among his fragments. Cf. Stavenhagen Quaest. 

Demosth. 1907 and (more cautiously) Pohlenz Herm. 64, 1929, p. 46 n. 2. 8) See 

&.g. F 49-51; 55; 56; 118; 128; and for matters not political e.g. F 36/7; 121. 9) 

Introd. to Androtion p. 105 f. 10) It may be useful to compare Diod. 16, 70/1 on 

343/2 and 72/3 on 342/1 B.C., or the chronicle of Oxyrhynchos no. 255 (§ 4 on ol. 

109 = 344/0). Obviously the book used by the Scholiast neither recorded so fully 

as the historian Diodoros, nor was it so bare a skeleton as the late chronicle of the 

papyrus. 11) Against the prevailing belief (Beloch Att, Pol. p. 216 ff.; Gr. G? 

HII 1 p. 550f.; Kirchner P. A. 4327; Swoboda RE V, 1905, col. 1047 no. 9; 

Kahrstedt Forsch., 1910, p. 148 ff.; Pickard-Cambridge C 4 H VI p. 252 f.; al.) 

that Diopeithes had attacked Kardia and Macedonian frontier-districts in agree- 

ment with Demosthenes and that the people had protected him, Pohlenz l.c. p. 42 ff. 

attempted to show that 'der draufgánger Diopeithes auf eigene faust gehandelt und 

Demosthenes in eine recht unangenehme lage versetzt hat', and that one found in 

Athens 'die kompromisslósung' of recalling Diopeithes. Evidently he has convinced 
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neither Cloché (La politique étrangére d' Athénes, 1934, p. 265 fl.; Démosthéne, 1937, P. 152 ff.) nor Glotz-Cohen (III р. 329 ‘Diopeithés garda son commandément’). 
The opinion of Jaeger I'cannot infer with certainty from Demosth. p. 169 f. In fact, 
Pohlenz' argument is far from certain. It depends in the first place on a wrong 
dating of Diopeithes' action (cf. n. 12), for this action wears a different aspect 
according to whether it took place at the same time with the conclusion of the 
symmachies or afterwards. Secondly, that Demosthenes considered the moment 
favourable when Philip was occupied by the war with the Odrysians was by no 
means 'grobe dummheit, die im Begensatz zu Demosthenes' ganzer politik stehen 
würde', for actually Philip confined himself to making a diplomatic protest, while 
Demosthenes in the opening of the year 342/1 B.C. tried to conclude further sym- 
machies with Chios, Rhodes, and in particular with Persia (or. 9, 71). Thirdly, we 
can, of course, not infer that Diopeithes had been recalled from the fact that 
Chares in 341/o B.C. was in command at the Hellespont (JG? II 228 — Syll.3 255). We need not attach great importance to the letter of Philip (Ps. Demosth. 12,3), 
for if the Athenians had acted on the protest with regard to Diopcithes it was not in the interest of the king expressly to admit it. The fact remains that Diopeithes was still in command when Demosthenes made his speech on the Chersonnese; he even received reinforcements. It is possible that he died while,still being in command, for it is not easy to see in the Diopeithes of Aristotle (Rhet, 2, 8 p. 1386 a 13 olov AtoreiOn. ta mapa Bactréws tebvedit. xatexéuo0y) another than the strategos. Nor does the čt of Dionysios support the conclusion that he had been recalled, and the Hypothesis on Demosth. 8 (n. 2) does not say so. 12) Pohlenz 1 -. p. 46 n. 2 quotes the scholion verbatim; but his chronological inference 'der krieg mit Kardia ist also 343/2 (oder noch früher) ausgebrochen' manifestly con- tradicts the words, and his deduction as to the matter ‘und die dadurch hervor- gerufene gefahr des krieges mit Philipp veranlasste Athen zu einer grossen diplo- matischen aktion’ thus loses its foundation. Actually he turns matters upside down. The action of Diopeithes is Placed in spring (April/May) 342 by Foucart /.c. P. 167, Kahrstedt /.c. p. 80 ff., Cloché La fol. étrang. p. 265; Démosthéne p. 152 (cf. also Glotz-Cohen III p. 327 with the chronologically rather vague note 102); in spring 341 by Beloch III 1 Р. 550 (cf. ПІ 2 р. 291 ff.) and C 4 H VI Chron. Tabl. 
(cf. p. 251 f.). Supposing the scholion does actually go back to Ph. (as Pohlenz believes) there would be no doubt whatever possible that the war against Kardia belongs to the last quarter of the year 343/2 B.C. 

1) Óocírzoo Lg 8t£(xou (?) V Zworyévov (sic) Wilamowitz. That Sosigenes must be read is shown by Schol. 3, 103. 2) Suppl. Jac «$uínxov Baorrevovtog <étog> Schultz. 3) See Text p. 534, 26 ff. 4) Megara was leagued with Athens since summer 343 B.C.: Ernst Meyer R E XV 1, 1931, col. 193. We need not doubt Charax; but Demosth. 9, 74 el à' olcoüe Холх“ї$ёх$ тї» `ЕХА@$8ж сфсє ў Meyapéac, bueic 8° drodpdcecbar và тр&үн«т= must of course be kept out of the discussion. 5) Kahrstedt Forsch., 1910, р. 72; 77. 6) Demosth. 18, 71 (cf. 81) calls Euboia an énitetytopa Enl thy *Actixyy. The advanced posts are held by ‘tyrants’. Demosth. 18, 295 mentions those in the Peloponnese, Thessaly, Boeotia, and Euboea. 7) Beloch Gr. G.* III 1 p. 552 f.; 2 p. 292 (Skirophorion 341 B.C. liberation of Oreos, May/June 340 expulsion of Kleitarchos from Eretria) ; following him Cloché La fol. étrang., 1934, P. 276 fI., and Glotz-Cohen Hist. Gr. III р. 330. 
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ie oe of Kleitarchos is also dated by Kirchner P. A. 15076 ‘vere anni 
i Ph ̂ ds eet dis Jaeger Demosthenes, 1938, p. 257 n. 1 (where 'according 
usd А whiten В). VI p. 253 is not clear. 8) The change of the strategos 
баррелей rl 3 a (n. 9) do BUE prove what Beloch deduces. We cannot say what 
Uca ie, a ud Nux[ousxou руӣ] (F 161), but it is not correct that the 
E CH ely follow the mention of Kleitarchos'. The passage is preceded by 
си A ү contents of F 159/60, which Foucart has certainly supplemented 
thing on a oo happened at the end of Nikomachos’ year af any- 
x particular did happen; on F 161), it was certainly not the elimination of 

1 istides, which can be dated much more accurately from F 159 than from F 161. 
9) Aischines 3, 103 does not say that Kleitarchos entered into an alliance with 
Athens. If he really paid a talent to Demosthenes he may have done so in order 

to stave off the fate which had befallen Philistides, or, judging from the sequence 
in Aischines, it was simply an attempt at corruption. 10) The pre-history 

Is not complete, and possibly Ph. gave it only in order to remind the reader of the 
role Kleitarchos played in 349/8 B.C. which must have been mentioned in its due 

place. See Schol. Aischin. 3, 86 6 IThottapyog jw ’Epetpiéwy topawog + toutwt Krelzapyog 

Фоүйс̧ Фу &E 'Eperpixg éxoMpe, xal ХаВӧу парх Daraixov tod Фохѓёоу торбу- 
vou ё0уашу ёстрітєосєу ext àv IDAo9rapyov * ct 8E IAovrápycx ' AQnvatot igofQnoav Q«- 

xlwvog стратпүобутос̧, xal yryvouévns gv Taptvaig payne evixwv ’Epetpretc. About the 
battle of Tamynai see Aischin, 3, 86 ff.; Plutarch. Phokion 12/3; Schaefer 

Demosthenes 11 p. 73 ff.; 105 ff. 11) See Atthis p. 95 f. 12) The supplement 

Yxigogoptávog is not certain (it would even be impossible according to Croenert's read- 
ing), but the scholia on Aischines recommend it. Croenert admits that Oapyn óvog 
is too short, and the even shorter l'auyóv is impossible, being a winter month. 
There only remains the 'EAxovfBoXóv; but the action is far more likely to have 
Occurred after the symmachies had been concluded in the beginning of Skiro- 

Phorion 341 B.C. (cf. F 158 n. 4) and as their first consequence. Whatever the 

reading of the papyrus is, the scholia on Aischines are decisive. 13) See Text 

P. 532, 7 ff. 14) See on Theopomp. 115 F 261. 
1) Foucart Étude sur Did., 1906, p. 176 f.; Pohlenz GG Nachr. 1924 p. 38; 

Herm. 64, 1929, p. 59 f.; Pickard-Cambridge CAH VI, 1927, p. 255; Cloché La 

pol. étrang., 1934, p. 285 f.; Démosthéne, 1937, p. 176 f.; Glotz-Cohen Hist. gr. III, 

1936, p. 356 ff. The sequence of events (not the chronology) is approximately 

correct in Beloch Gr. G? III 1 p. 555 f.; 2 p. 294 f. 2) Theopompos? Frontin 

Strat. 1, 4, 13a does not yield anything, even if the passage refers to this capture at 

all and not rather to the forcing of the entry into the Hellespont. 3) Already 

Schaefer Demosthenes II p. 471 n. 5 eliminated the forged documents in De corona 

(73 #.; 77 f.) which mentioned a ‘nauarch’ Leodamas, oxaqn c(xoot énl tijv toù otrov 

Tapanopmhy, siege of Selymbria efc. They are exceedingly stupid forgeries and only 

serve to obscure the real events. Still, the brief protest of Beloch (Gr.G.* III 1 p. 

556) against the use made of them by Kahrstedt did not prevent Pohlenz (Herm. 

64 p. 59) from re-introducing them. He is entirely mistaken in my opinion. 4) 

Thus Diels; cf. on 115 F 292. 5) Their number is missing and there is no place 

for it in our fragment. No warning is necessary, I think, against changing the ta 

into whatever figure. 6) Demosthen. 50, 4-6. Times were troubled also in the 

Chersonnese (the orator gives particulars) ; and in the Assembly the trierarchs are 

Jacoby, Fragm. Griech. Hist. IIIb (Suppl) 28 
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Ordered tà уабс xa0éAxewv. Their task again is a double one—to convoy the corn- 
ships and Вотбєїу éxaotayot, where the allies are threatened. 7) Beloch III 
2 p. 295 has misinterpreted that. After all, one may refuse to believe Ph., although 
Diod. 16, 74 ff. (who dates Perinthos in 341/o and Byzantium іп 340/39 B.C.) isa 
particularly weak support in this case. In any case, stronger reasons would be 
required than that ‘Athens had left Perinthos without assistance’. The attack on 
Perinthos is dated with Ph. in the summer of 340 B.C. by Kahrstedt of. cit. p. 78; 
Pickard-Cambridge p. 254; Glotz-Cohen р. 337. 8) It is possible (Diels) that 
the letter of Alexander Arrian Anab. 2, 14, 5 xal yàp Tepw0lorg eBon0hjoare, ol tov 
tudv патёрх ASixouv, xal elg Opáuc, fic huels Hpyouev, Sivapw Exeuev "Оҳос̧ а1- 
ludes to the result of that conference. Usually the help to Perinthos is mentioned 
alone: [Demosth.] 11, 5; Diod. 16, 75, 5; Pausan. 1, 29, 10. 9) [Demosthen.] 
12, 16. Beloch III 1 p. 555 n. 1 is certainly correct in referring Xeppóvraoc £opüctro 
(De cor. 139) to this march. 10) We may add that in his Letter (§ 16) he con- 
tended that already at the time when he had marched into the Chersonnese in 
order to cover the entry of the fleet into the Hellespont Athens had ordered her 
commander zoAeueiv abri dw xatpbv AgBy. But nothing favours the assumption 
that the capture of the ships took place ‘on his way’ to Byzantium (as Jaeger 
Demosthenes p. 180 assumes). 

1) The fleet of Harpalos appeared at Sunion in March 324 B.C.; he was received 
in Athens before the middle of June, and escaped from prison towards the end of 
that month. These dates, which place the whole affair before the celebration of the 
Olympic Games in Sept. 324, when Nikanor made known Alexander’s decree about 
the return of the exiles, are supported by Colin R E Gr 38, 1925, p. 319 ff.; Beloch 
Gr.G.2 IV 2 p. 624; Tam CAH VI P. 450; Cloché Démosthéne p. 266 ff.; Glotz- 
Cohen Hist. Gr. IV 1, 1938, p. 213 ff. Ch. Adams Transact. A. Phil. Ass. 32, 1901, 
p- 121 ff., A. Koerte N. Jahrb. 1924 I Р. 219 f., and Berve Alexanderreich I1, 1926, 
P. 78 n. 2 date the arrival of Harpalos in October after the Games; see also Treves 
REA 36, 1934, p. 513 ff., who calculates Harpalos’ sojourn in Athens from June 
till autumn. I do not think that Hypereid. I col. 18 f. and Deinarch. 3, 15 are a 
sufficient foundation for their chronology which, in my opinion, makes impossible 
the understanding of Demosthenes’ policy in 324 B.C., so well described by Cloché. 
But I cannot discuss this question here. 2) Hypereid. I col. 9-10. This passage 
is sufficient. 3) Documentary in a restricted sense are also the total of 700 
talents and the twenty which Demosthenes is said to have received (Plut. Demosth. 
25, 4; Hypereid. I col. 2, 15; 10, 20; Deinarch. 1, 89; the 'thirty' of the Vita is one 
of many corruptions either of x or rather of ¥ in the comic poet Timokles II 452, 4 
K). Whether these figures bandied about in the trial are correct is another question: 
the latter occurred in the report of the Areopagos, but the question is whether 
Demosthenes did receive any payment for any purpose whatever; the former rests 
on the statement which Harpalos made in the Assembly, and 'it does not follow 
that he told the truth' (Tarn). Harpalos had an interest in making the sum as high 
as possible; his word is really of little value, and suspicions are increased by the fact 
that the sum he mentioned is exactly the double of that actually delivered; the 
calculation in Deinarch. 1, 89 does not by far yield so much. There are no variants, 
only corruptions of the 350 talents read in the Hypereides papyrus (I col. 10, 16) 
with a fair degree of certainty. Diod. 17, 108, 7, and Curtius 10, 2, 2 ff. (i.e. Klei- 
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E give no figures at all; Plutarch. Demosth. 25 mentions only the twenty 

gedly received by Demosthenes, and Phokion 21, 3 only the 700 which in this 
Version Harpalos Offers to Phokion. 4) Ps. Plutarch's Life of Demosthenes 

supplies five names, that of Hypereides (p. 848 F) mentions this orator only, the 

EE Plutarch (Demosthen. 26), who dispatches the trial very briefly, none at all. 
en parts of Hypereides' speech; the orator of Deinarch. 1 has not been 

ied. — 5) The tradition is by no means very plentiful. Seeming variants 

are partly different matters mistakenly connected and misunderstood in consequen- 
ce: аз for instance when ol 8 introduce the Areopagos, which was entrusted with 
the investigation only (Plutarch. Demosth. 26, 1), as court of justice (Phot; corrupt 

Vit. X or. p. 846 C). Also a Enot oby Gropelvas thy xplow (Vit. 846 C; tov. 8b хой 
Bdog Aóyog Phot.) seems to be a misunderstanding of the flight after the condemn- 
ation (où ŝuváduevoç pépeiv тӧу єірүџӧу &noSpavar Plut. Demosth. 26, 2); in any case 

the statement is impossible as contemporary slander and, in view of the extant 

Speeches, not easily conceivable even as later calumny. 6) This is really a 

discrepancy: for Hypereides (I col. 8, 10 ff.) does not mention Antipater, and 
Diodoros does not mention Philoxenos. Doubts concerning the usual combination 

(Beloch р. 59; Cloché p. 268; al.) arise particularly because Diodoros mentions 
besides Antipater Olympias who since 331 B.C. lived in Epirus and whose concern 

the matter really was not. One might believe that Antipater demanded the extra- 
dition from his own initiative (Berve l.c. p. 79), but not that Olympias did the same 

'zum zeichen dass auch sie vertreterin Alexanders in Europa sei' (ibid. p. 287; 
Glotz-Cohen p. 188; 220). But more likely the Diodorean version is a mistake or an 

arbitrary statement of Kleitarchos who was not particularly interested in, or had 

no special knowledge of, constitutional matters. 7) About him see Bengtson 

Philol. 92, 1937, p. 126 ff. — 8) Plutarch De vit. pud. 5 p. 531 A; Pausan. 2, 33, 4 f. 

(n. 9). That according to the former Philoxenos himself t&alpvnc trepavyn is not a 

mere ‘fliichtigkeit’ of Plutarch (Bengtson p. 127 n. 5), but gives the anecdote its 

point. 9) The former applies to the story about the BápBapoc xó which 

Demosthenes admired among the treasures of Harpalos (Plut. Demosth. 25); the 

latter to the statement of Pausanias (2, 33, 4-5) that Philoxenos arrested the 

fugitive ŝoumths of Harpalos and thus ascertained čoot töv *ApnáAou tt Eruyov 

eDngdrtes + робу 82 ёс "Абас үрёцџота entotedev - ev tovroIg Totg ypdupact Tole 

AaBóvraç nap ‘AprdAov xatapOpav. .. obdt iuvnuóvevoev ёрхўу Апросдёуоос. Ac- 

cording to § 3 the source of this story seems to be ‘Demosthenes himself’, which 

would mean the spurious ’Aro)oyla Sépev, in which also the non-existent children 

of Demosthenes appeared before the court. The elaborate explanation of how 

Philoxenos arrived at his knowledge proves definitely that, and to what purpose, 

the story was invented, whether or not on the basis of Deinarch. 1, 68. Beloch 

p. 61 n. 3 and Tarn p. 453 are still too vague, and Glotz-Cohen p. 216 (making a 

logical mistake) take the anecdote again as documentary evidence for the fact that 

‘nul ne le crut vraiment coupable de vénalité’. 10) See the careful and strictly 

objective treatment by Cloché p. 264 ff., and perhaps also Tarn p. 454 f. 11) I 

am putting myself in deliberate contrast to Koerte N. Jahrb. 1924 I p. 217 ff. who, 

Proposing to set aside the question of Demosthenes’ personality, ‘den ganzen 

handel einmal von einem etwas anderen gesichtspunkt aus betrachten móchte, 

als eine fáulniserscheinung der totkranken athenischen demokratie’. It may 
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remain open to discussion whether he does not set down against the democracy of 

324 B.C. things inherent in any absolute democracy or rather in the Athenian 
administration of justice. For the historian the importance of the trial lies first in 
what he learns from it about the political movements in Athens who, not very 
much later, once again took up arms for her ‘liberty’ against Macedonia; secondly 
(but this is hardly separable from the first point) for the opinion he has to form 

of the man who in the decisive decades determined the foreign policy of Athens. 

How one judges about this policy as a whole is perhaps more a matter of faith 
than of proof. But surely it is now for the first time that one can unconditionally 
admire the leadership of Demosthenes: he did not give up his political ideals, but 

for carrying them out in practice he had learnt his lesson from the mistakes in the 
past. For the first time it appears justifiable to range Demosthenes alongside of 
Perikles, to compare these two as leaders of their state during the years of de- 

cision. For the first time—notwithstanding all the differences of times and 
possibilities—Demosthenes stands the test as well as Perikles. The question whether 

he had clean hands personally, appears almost indifferent besides these greater issues. 
Perikles, who was ypnudtwv Stapavang &Swpdtatos, fell a victim to the charge of 

having embezzled public monies (there may well be some truth in the anecdotic 
response elg 1à 8éov ávijeca). Times had changed very much in the last century. 

It may not matter so much that the leading men came from different social spheres; 
the main difference is that Athens lived no longer from her own power, but was 
dependent on foreign subsidies, which did not pass through the accounts of the 
regular authorities, but through the hands of the leading statesman. 'The whole 
question' indeed seems to be different from that with which Tarn (p. 454) con- 
cludes. Did Demosthenes share the morale of the political businessmen of his time, 
of the ‘parlamentarians’ ? Was he of the opinion of the ancient casuist that a woman 
may take as much as she can get provided she keeps her virtue ? Or must we judge 
him as he demands to be judged in the speech De corona (207 f.) : elza р’ ёротёцс 
àvrl nolaç dperňs dčtð muãoða; yò Sé cor AEyw Smt тфу поћитеоорёуоу ларх тоїс 
"Ето: д:афдорёутоу бпіутоу, ápZau£vov &mà соб .... Ёр’ обтє холрӧс̧ обтє ФіЛау- 
Oparia Adywv obs’ ёлаүүє\м.ӧу рёүєдос̧ обт Фліс обте 680g ot’ KAAO Ovdev ётӯўр=у 
0082 тролү&үєто Фу Éxgwa Sixaiwv xal соџфербутоу тўр латрід: оодёу npododvat, 
008°, бох соцбеВоб\еєоха полотє тоото:сі, броіос piv „болер ду тротдур фёлоу 
inl tò Añupa oupBeBotrcuxa, GAR’ ёл’ ӧр0йс ха Stxatac xat adiapOdpov tH¢ burs * 
ха\ реүістоу 8) праүрітоу ту хат’ ёроотду удролтоу простӣс navi’ bys xal Stxatws 
nenoditevpar dix tabs’ dba tyko0a. Arrian (or Dexippos; Suda s.v. Anpoodévng 
gl. 2) believed him when transferring to him the words of Thukydides: rretota 8ё& 
tlc &vijp obroc tév x08" abrdv 'AOnvaiov тої Мохеббуоу торбууоіс соу rappnoíiat &vcevcóv 
napà toioðe dõwpótatoç čðožev eivat. Personally I have no doubt that he was right 
as to the main question. It was the greatest misfortune of Demosthenes that the 
Athens of Philip's and Alexander's times did not produce a Thukydides. It is sig- 
nificant that e.g. Cloché, though talking of the ‘exposés des historiens qui ont traité 
plus ou moins longuement de l'affaire d'Harpale' can name Plutarch alone. Perhaps 
we should not infer too much from the brevity and inadequacy of that writer's deal- 
ings with the matter, or from his neglecting contemporary historians. But would 
Theopompos and Anaximenes be of greater help to us than Hypereides and Dei- 
narchos ? It is symptomatic in another respect (easily though it may be explained) 
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кыне арена the achievements as 8yyoywyol neither of Demosthenes 

Беле: ie кт а= of the fourth century ; he does not even mention Demo- 

jr aus БС 1 cy ретёстасіс tis modtrelag is for him simply the state created 

tEovolay. C., dp’ Fg Stayeyévntar péyer tio viv, del npocemrapBdvoven téde mAnOet Thy 

etek is no reason for deriving from Ph. the date of the death Exp ent 8éxa тоб 

es a wnvós, by fj thy oxvOpwrotémy tHv Oecpopoplay huspav ... &youcat vy- 

nin vee EE (Plutarch. Demosth. 3, 5). Ph. can certainly not have com- 
S eortological mistake; the blunder is incredible even for Plutarch (pace 

eubner 4. F. p. 52 n. 2). If the synchronism is correct (which is not at all certain) we 
have to alter Exc: into deutépar. 2) This was the general opinion. Apart from 

Hermippos, Satyros and P. Ox. 1800 the philosopher Ariston (Plutarch. Dem. 
30, 1), teacher of Eratosthenes, and Eratosthenes himself are quoted for it. As it 
ya evidently known to Demochares, too, it was contemporary. 3) Anpooðéwg 

vunátpor Plutarch. Dem. 30, 1 (xal pndév 030!) ; Ps. Plutarch (vit. X Or. p. 847 A; 

Phot. Bibl. p. 494 b 36) wrongly adds xaípeww. The whole idea that this was meant 

аз ап ётісто\ўс doy?) is most probably wrong; Hermippos thought of the last words 
of Theramenes—xal énet ye &moüvitoxew dvayxaķóuevoç td xcverov Énw, Tò Aer- 

nopevov Epacay dxoxottaBicavra elnetv adtév ‘Kpitiat tor Eotw tõtt xaXov (Xenoph. 

Hell. 2, 3, 56; propino hoc pulchro Critiae Cicero Tusc. 1, 96)— and invented a (not 

too suitable) parallel. 4) As Seel R E XVIII 3, 1949, col. 1084 no. 1, following 

Leo Die Gr.-Róm. Biographie, 1901, p. 126, and others believe. I leave open the 

question, whether Pappos is an invented witness (it seems superfluous to adduce 

examples, but as we are here concerned with Demosthenes I will point to the spurious 

letter of Philoxenos F 163 n. 9) or whether the name is taken from the report of 

Archias. 5) Oavpatopévng 88 tH¢ mepl tov Oavatov bEvmrt06, Stnyhjoacbat тоос 

napà тай; бора Өр&хас хтА. Plutarch. Dem. 30, 2; cf. the description of the 

symptoms in the main report 29, 7 x£Aeóoac ÜmoAageiv abrov HSn Tpéuovra xal 

вфаЛАбиєуоу бра тён проєл0єїу хой mapadrAdat Tov Bupdv Exece, xal orevdbac daphne thy 

duyiv. Cf. n. 7. 6) Plutarch Demosth. 30, 4 (= 75 F 3). Demochares related 

the death of his uncle probably in his ‘Ioroptat published before 271/o B.C. It is 

not probable that Ph. knew them when he wrote the seventh book of his Atthis. 

7) The same word is used in the panegyric biography P. Ox. 1800 fr. 3 col. 2, 25, 

which follows the general tradition (n. 2). 8) W. Morel R E Suppl. V col. 226 f. 

suggests hemlock. 

1) As to the chronology see on F 66. 2) "O8ev *Avtlyovos 6 yépwv ‘Eppodérov 

тубо év rovhuacw aùtòv ‘HAlov mat8e xal Gedv dvayopevovtoç ‘od towöté por 

elnev ‘6 Ancavopdpos aivoisev’. 3) The texts of the paeans recited in Athens were 

probably presented to the old king by the ambassadors who brought him +d лєрї 

zGv nuv yhpıopa (Diod. 20, 46, 4). The mataves on Demetrios and the men around 

him, which Demochares mentions (75 F 1/2), are much later. 4) Personally I do 

believe that Meineke was right when he altered the text of Athenaios. Confusions 

of names whose first part is the same are very frequent, and it is not rare that the 

same name in the same passage is miswritten in different ways. In any case, P. Maas 

R E VIII col. 857 no. 1o (s.v. Hermippos) ought to have mentioned Meineke's sug- 

gestion even though Bergk PLG*III p. 637 and Kaibel expressly, Susemihl 

Gr. Lit, 1l p. 518 and Christ-Schmid Gr. Lir. 6 II p. 151 tacitly, follow Schweig- 
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haeuser's text. The poor poetaster has bad luck with modern scholars: the R E has 
no place for him either as Hermokles or Hermodotos. 

I) Stengel R E VIII col. 1489 f. is insufficient. The Scholiast obviously combined 

several versions, and the scholion is not altogether clear. 2) The following 

quotation from Demosth. 24, 29 hardly refers to the same meaning. Drachmann 
is probably right in indicating a gap between the two quotations. 3) The 
Munichion is just between the months with festivals for Dionysos, viz. Posideon to 
Anthesterion and Thargelion on the néurtı pôlvovroç of which Demetrios entered 
the Peiraieus (Plut. Demetr. 8, 5). 4) Harpokr. s.v. £vi xal véx ... IloXMgcov 56 
qnot $n exddeoky rote adthy [’AOnvav (del. Ald.)] 'Aðnvaïor Anuntetáða ènt tuğ 
Anuntpiov tod MaxeSévoc. There seems to be a connexion also with the first expla- 
nation in the scholion on Pindar. The £v; x«l véx is the sacred day of Helios and 
Apollo (F 88), the poet Hermokles-Hermodotos (on F 165) at the same time ex- 
tolled Antigonos in a paean as ' HXou поїс, апі ће Ithyphallos of 291 B.C. compared 
Demetrios with Helios (Duris 76 F 13). 5) One of the inscriptions ZG? II 471 
of 306/5 B.C. proves both statements wrong by the words Movuvtytóvog Évet xal véat 
ÉuBoXMpuot. The Munichion and the ëw xal véx of several months occur in quite a 
number of inscriptions, and nobody has suggested supplying in IG? II 456 (307/6 
B.C.) or in II 470 (306/5 B.C.) the alleged Demetrias and the Anuntprov in IG? II 472 
of 306/5 B.C. Against the argument of Dinsmoor founded on IG? II 459 of 307/6 B.C. 
(The Archons p. 382 f.; Archon List p. 217 f.) the following objections must be 
raised: (1) the supplement *AvOe[oteptdvoc Sevtépar euBorluar evSexdtme hpepo- 
Aey85 v is doubtful in itself, and to interpret it as an intercalated month is impos- 
sible (Pritchett-Meritt, The Chronology of Hellenistic Athens, 1940, p. 14 ff.). (2) The 
manipulation of the calendar as moved by Stratokles and described by Plutarch. 
Ретеіт. 26 — ° Avðeompiðva tov Mouvytdva ... xadetv.... xal шєтӣ табта ламу dE 
' Avücornptvoc 6 Mouvuytàv Yevóusvoc Вотёрошфеу x24. — in order to fulfil the wish of 
Ретеїгіоз є00%с џотӨўуах хо thy телєтђу бласоу лё tov шхрёу ёур: тбу ёлоттіхбу 
napodraBetv (Plutarch. Demetr. 26) does not belong in 307/6 but in 302/1 (303/2) B.C. 
(see on F 69-70). (3) Even if we were to admit Dinsmoor’s restoration and inter- 
pretation, the intercalation of a second Anthesterion is quite a different matter from 
the re-naming of Munichion as Demetrion. We should have to assume that Plutarch 
reported this honour, too, inaccurately (or here downright wrongly). The conclusion 
from honours conferred on Demetrios in Euboia (Demetreia in Oreos; a month 
Demetrion in Eretria) to similar happenings in Athens (Kuruniotes ' Apy. 'Eg. 1911; 
K. Scott 4 J Ph. 49, 1938, р. 158 f.) is ingenious but dubious: it is uncertain whether 
the Demetrion in Eretria is named after Demetrios; it seems more hkely that it 
corresponds with the Boeotian Damatrios, as it probably does in Kassandreia 
(R E IV col. 2767 no. 3; Syll. 3380). A day Demetrias is not found in Euboia either. 
6) IG* II 649, 41 f. in the fuller publication of Dinsmoor The Archons p. 3 ff. The 
words xal &vetreiv tov oréo[avov Atovuciwy tay ev &oc]et xal Anumtputov tpfayobõv 
тб бубу) prove for certain that the name of the festival Atovóota did not disappear, 
and for almost certain that there existed a connexion between Demetrieia and 
Dionysia. This fact is confirmed to a certain degree by the only mention of the 
former in literature according to which the festival took place in the theatre: see 
Duris 76 F 14, who mentions paintings éml coU rpooxnv(ov. One may assume that 
in honour of Demetrios the Dionysia were extended for one (several) day(s), and 
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а Pap eade received the special name Demetrieia (see Dinsmoor p. 15; 

IG? 1l 694 a © à 1» en For the Demetrieia the suggestion is disproved by 

308, 25 K = Plat n еу existed in 293/2 В.С. 8) As Philippides did (III 

Sigvested. the Ais in Av 12, 6/7 + 26, 5). Ferguson Hell. Athens p. 122 n.1 

{от thé pürpóse ub e: ens who because of the manipulation of the calendar 

Denis mp. xis rios inauguration in the mysteries called the Munychion 

bois coii nth’. But even that suggestion would explain only one of the three 

F- quite apart from the confusion of the years (cf. n. 5). 9) Diod. 20, 

46, = ої 82 °А0лоїо: үр&фаутос (лдфьсра Утратох\ёоос ё\лтфісауто xtà. Plutarch, 

жр ch. 16 talks of ‘the Athenians’, subsequently mentions the mover in ch. 11, I: 

8 URCEDUSOTE TOY tvOsunya tod LrparoxdAtous (обтос үйр фу 6 tev copay tobtwv xal 

тєрүтт@у xatvoupyds dpeoxeupdétwv) xt. The true difficulty of ch. 10 consists (apart 
from the severe abbreviation of its source) in the fluctuation between direct and 

oblique speech. But it is probable that the main honours were decreed by one and the 
same psephism which concerned both kings though it may have contained riders. 

10) Ch. 10, 4. The inscriptions prove this statement wrong. Kirchhoff Herm. 

2, 1867, p. 161 ff. attempted another explanation. 
1) révOiwog v mévOytog Hes nevðńuepoç Lex návšņuoç A. Schaefer ap’ om. 168 

Hes xal—Qdovew om. Lex. 2) żopth <névðtuoç> Meursius. 3) The con- 

tradiction of the Antiatticista p. 86, 18 Bkr yevéOdov huépav &žroðow del Мүє», 

оо үєуёб\ма оё үєуёсіа · Еорілі8тс̧ Лом. (653; 805), "Нрбёотос тєтартох (26) ошу 
shows that both words also occur ın the ‘classical’ period. But in Herodotos the 

Genesia are a festival of the dead, and in Euripides yevé8ua ew means ‘offer 

sacrifices for the birth of a son’, not the birthday. The abridged sentence xal thg 

— táooeoðar after the quotation in F 168 belongs to this discussion. 4) Cf. Et. M. 

(Gen.) p. 225, 30 (Suda I 133 s.v. yevéoix; Schol. Plat. Alkib. 121 C) yevéða 4 8 

twavtoU. Émtpotráoaca tod cexÜtvrog éoprí, xal үєуёсх ў 8 wavtoð ётіроітбса 

тоб тебуєбтос̧ руйи (ёпіфоітбса тоб тебуєбтос̧ От. Et éxportGoa tod тєу0ёутос̧ 

Suda where teyOévtog crept in from T' 131). Hesych. s.v. yevéOAa (Lex. rhet. p. 

231, 17 Bkr) tà èn} tňt noom йшёрах (Eni He Hepat tHe yevécews Lex) Spa, xal % 

ebwyla.. 5) The Antiatticista defends this usage by means of quotations which 

do not prove what they are meant to (n. 3). About the position of the Antiatticista 

in the discussion see the excellent article of Latte Herm. 50, 1915, p. 373 ff.; about 

the Genesia generally Jacoby Ci. Q. 38, 1944, P- 65 fi. 6) See Christ-Schmid 

Gr. Lit. II p. 874 n. 8. 7) Thus in the Antiatticista p. 82, 17; 85, 1 Bkr. 8) 

Oellacher W. St. 38, 1916, p. 137 ff. 9) The modern general opinion (‘a birthday 

festival in honour of the dead’; see e. g. Thes. L. Gr. II col. 564; Liddell-Scott s.v.; 

Mommsen Feste d. Stadt Athen, 1898, p. 173; Stengel R E VII col. 1131; Rutherford 

The New Phrynichus p. 184, and many others) is due to misinterpretation of the 31 

Atticistic discussion. 10) Thus W. Schmidt RV V VIL 1, 1908, p. 37£.; RE i 

VII col. 229 (see also Deubner A. F., 1932, P- 229). The Genesia is a festival of the i i 

qevévat, of the fathers (ancestors), Parentalia, not Natalicia. 11) They appear : i 

as a technical term at the side of SyyoteAy, Snuotixe, $eyecvixá, in Harpokration s.v. і 

Bnuorc xal Snuonxà lep; cf. Lex. rhet. p. 240, 28 #. Вкг тй џёу 8пиотел Өбрато ў 

nordic SiSwaw, cl; 52 tà Bnuorx& ol Snuórat, ele 8& «à ópyecvix& ol ópyeGvec . . . ., elc 

8b «à tõv yovéwv tà Yévn. 12) Mommsen of. cit. p. 174. 13) Oliver 

Hesperia 4, 1935, p. 5 ft.; Dow ibid. 10, 1941, p. 31; Ferguson Class. Stud. Capps, 
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1936, p. 144 ff. 14) The Atthis entered, and partly described in detail, the Pana- 
thenaia (F 8/9), Boedromia (F 13), Skirophoria (F 14/15), Oschophoria (F 16). In 
the sixth book the furnishing of the old Chytroi with dramatic performances was 
mentioned (F 57). Calendar dates were not altogether absent (F 13; 61). 15) 
J H St 64, 1946, p. 37 ff. ` 

1) The chapter deals with the any Slaita of the ancients, the reprimand of Priam, 
however, characterizes his sons as robbers of their own people (cf. Solon 3, 13-15 
Diehl), not as luxurious eaters. In Od. © 242, t 398 unpla dpveov 78" eplpwy are sacri- 
fices. — 2) Cf. on F 168. The quotation from the comic poet Plato is an insertion 
made by Athenaios himself. 3) Modern writers may be inclined to surmise a 
historical war which menaced the food supply of the town. 4) Androtion 324 
F 16. 

1) But see Wilamowitz Herakl.! I р. 63 n. 26. 
1) Menand. II. ém8euxr. 1, 1 (III 331, 18 ff. Sp.); Proklos Chrest. p. 244, 14 ff.; 

245, 14 ff. Westph. Cf. Plato Legg. III p. 700; Diogenes of Babylon (St. V. Fr. III 
P- 221 ff) in Philodem. De mus. p. 89 xàv Oedv Érépoug Éxepx uéAx npooícoÜat, xal 
mpémew ёхбстоцс lôa. For further evidence see W. Schmid Gr. Lit. I, 1929, p. 348. 
2) Г.с. 700 D pera 8 taŭra mpotóvrog toU xpóvou, &pyovreg рёу тўс ёробсоо пори- 
voulu .... Baxyebovreg xal udddov tod S£ovvog xatexduevor bq’ ASoviic, xepávvuvteG 
8 Opfvouc te Öuvoiç xal maicvag 8.00рбџ Вос хтА. 

1) Porph. De abstin. 2, 7. Here one usually regards Helios as a later substitute for 
Apollo; Maass Rh. Mus. 78, 1929, p. 18 ff. even demands the god Oapynatoc for Theo- 
phrastos. Both suggestions are doubtful; see also on 366 F 3. 2) The elpeotóvr, 
with which the scholia then deal exclusively, belongs to the festival in autumn. 
Spengel Herm. 43, 1908, P. 645; Opferbrüuche, 1910, p. 163 declares it to be 'highly 
improbable' that either festival was called “Ората. 3) Г.с. 2, 6. 

1) Lenchantin Riv. di Fil. N. S. 10, 1932, p. 42 arbitrarily finds here 'evidamente 
la contaminazione di due luoghi diversi', giving Ph. nothing but the genealogy and assigning the sentence eamque — nomen to a 'racconto d'un viaggio avventuroso 
relativo ad eroi o persone'. 2) Od. y 85 ff. Perhaps even before Ph. she was explained as being the name of a ship belonging to Tyrrhenian (n. 6) pirates (Palaiphat. II. &rtor. 20; as to the уре сі. Е 104). Others made her a vnotdtig xa} ératpx (Herakleit. I. gmor. 2). For further details see Hoefer Rosch. Lex. IV col. 
1029. 3) See Introd. p. 227. The preceding story, too, which we are not justified in deriving from Ph. (as Lenchantin /.c. p. 44 does) is not simply an invent- 
ion, for there is a contact with Schol. Lykophr. Alex. 46. The mythological novels evidently contained far more than what we know accidentally. 4) We might think of the five books Пеєрї тфу Хофохд оос ооу, or of one of the treatises on Euripides, for the story of the Megarian Skylla occurs as early as Aischyl’, Choeph. 613 ff. If the fragment comes from the Atthis a digression on the occasion of the wars of Minos might be surmised, for in Athens was shown &mo(ev tod Avxelov Nicov ШУЛшх, bv drobavévra Оль Mive Bactrevovta Meyépwv хошісаутес "AOnvator tabtme ÜO&rrovcw. About Nisos see on F 107. 5) The usual name is Phorkys: Akusilaos 2 F 42; Apoll. Rhod. 4, 828, and latcr authors; QópBavro; Hesiod. F 150 Rz. is frequently regarded as a corruption of that name. Tupphvou (n. 6) 4 Dópxov Schol. Plato Resp. 588 C; Tóoovog Hygin. fab. 151; Tpltwvoç Semos (?) 396 F 22. The divergence (cf. Ciris 54 ff.) is comprehensible as Od. » 124 mentions the mother 
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Ph. U. 1 

d A pacte interest of Athens in Sardinia is possible because of her 
е со onization by Iolaos (Pausan. r, 29, 5 and elsewhere; Geffcken 

where i ddr Pim is called Tupomvic in Eurip. Med. 1342 (cf. 1359) 
RE WIA col. 6 x E Correct in understanding tis Lixedijc. 7) See Geyer 

history óf Ar T 59 : 5t »enelos plays a rather important part in the mythical 
kingdom of = E an is possible that Corinth was considered as part of the 
1009 fi.) b ps in this story (//. N 663 ff.; cf. Lenschau R E Suppl. IV col. 

reles А ты erent 2367 9) See Von der Mühll R E VII col. 729, who 
зон Sa : at AE Melian relief-sculptures Skylla is represented by herself. 
S ie A the questions whether and how the Exú (à )tov of Crete is to 

fos ! е cult of a Zeus Skyl(lJios (Aly Philol. 68 p. 430; Guarducci 
. - 1 p. 505; Koch R E III A col. 660), and the Atóvocog ExvXMxag (Maass 

Herm. 26 p. 188) with Skylla. 
1) What exactly did Ph. say? Did he speak of a tomb of Kronos, or did he say 

that (like Typhos; n. 4) Sicily covered him ? Clement's excerptor Arnob. Adv. nat. 

4, 25 has merely made a hash of the text: he quotes tumulos memorat reliquiasque 
Saturnias tellure in Sicula contineri from Patrokles of Thurioi (F. Trag. Gr. p. 830 
N?; missing in R E XVIII 4) whom Clement cites immediately after, together with 
the younger Sophokles, for the Dioskuroi. 2) For the Athenian Kronos see on 

F 97. 3) N. Jahrb. 37, 1916, p. 551 n. 4; R E XI col. 2013. 4) Pindar Pyth. 

L, 17 ff. (cf. Ol. 4, 5 ff.; F 92) «ai 0' ónip Küopac diepxéeg буди УххеМа v' adtod m- 
er otépva dayvdevra ^ xleov 8° obpavia ovvtyer vigéeco’ Alxva. That is not a tomb; 
Typhon is lying (like the Titans of Hesiod) ѓу aivxt Tapzáge; Aitna merely holds 

him like the x&^xcov Épxog and блєрдєу үїс̧ 100: ха! ётроүётою Өа\&сстс̧ ТА. 

726 ff. The variants Schol. Pindar Pyth. 1, 31b; Ol. 4, 11c are concerned with the 

mountain under which he is kept, with the person only so far as Kallimachos 

F 1, 36 Pf. mentioned Enkclados instead of Typhos. 5) Its attribution to the 
Andaxé by Lenz-Siebelis and Mueller (see also Pearson The Local Historians of Attica, 

1942, p. 109) is due to the wrong assumption of a particularly close connexion 
between Poseidon and Apollo and to the wrong dating of the oracle in Tacitus 
Ann. 3, 63 (n. 7; 8), which is not earlier than the first decades of the third century 

B.C. 6) The emendation of the name by Roussel is convincing; see also Lippold 

REV A col. 385 no. 2. 7) Strabo 10, 5, 11; Tacit. Ann. 3, 63; JG XII 5 no. 

800 ff.; p. XVI test. 1314; 1381; 1518. The literature about the excavations by 
Demoulin and Graindor may be looked up in Fiehn R E V A, 1934, col. 507 ff. 
(whose report is to be used with some caution). 8) Tacit. /.c. Tenios eiusdem 
(scil. Apollinis) carmen referre, quo sacrare Neptuni effigiem acdemque iussi sint. 9) 
The epigraphic evidence from 307/6 B.C. down to the year of the archon Urias 

(282/1 Dinsmoor; 283/2 Pritchett-Meritt) has been conveniently collected by 

Hiller von Gaertringen J G XII 5 p. XVI test. 1302 ff. 10) Lenz' '0p0óv is quite 
incredible. 11) On the other hand, it does not corroborate the Moce8av "атрёс̧ 
either. For the assumption of Graindor (Musée Belge 11, 1907, p. 19) that the 

sanctuary of Asklepios was situated in the precinct of Poseidon has been justly 

contradicted by Hiller v. Gaertringen lc. p. XXXIV test. 1518. 12) The 

following may be mentioned just because they do not claim to solve the riddle: 

Farnell Cults 1V, 1907, p. 13 ‘the island may have been a health-resort, and the 

title in question may have become attached to the chief deity by a sort of accident’ 

175/6 
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(cf. Bouché-Leclerq Divin. II p. 368 ‘un éloge en langue mythique de l'air salubre 
de la mer’); Wilamowitz Gi. d. Hell. I, 1931, p. 215 'So etwas aber kann kein meeres- 
gott; dem herrn der erde steht es zu ... Bei ihm ist diese tátigkeit eine ausnahme. 

Es ist überhaupt schwer zu sagen, in welcher weise er den menschen hilfreich war 

etc.’ (why, incidentally, should the Panagia have inherited the healing power 
precisely from him ?). Fiehn /.c. col. 522 is wrong in stating that ‘Plinius (N. H. 

4, 65) nennt den kult sehr alt und erklárt, dass er zum dank für die befreiung von 

einer schlangenplage durch Poseidon eingerichtet worden sei. Philochoros über- 

liefert in áhnlichem sinne, das Poseidon auf Tenos vor allem (my italics) aufgesucht 

wurde'. Actually Pliny merely says that Tenos was formerly called Hydrusa or 

Ophiusa (like many other islands). I leave open the question whether it helps that 
Poseidon is regarded as one of the gods causing madness or epilepsy (Hippokr. De 

morb. sacr. 2). 13) A xgfjvn fj; ràt ó8at olvog ob ulyvurat in Tenos is mentioned 
by Athen. 2, 18 p. 43 C. 

1) See Judeich Topogr.* p. 351 f. 2) See also Plutarch. Kimon 8; Pausan. 

1, 17, 6. Diodor. 11, 60, 2 merely mentions the capture of Skyros which he wrongly 

dates in 470/69 B.C. 3) F 18a; about Plutarch. Thes. 23,5 and the chronological 

question regarding the téyevoc in the City see also on Demon 327 F 6. 4) Pace 
Herter Rh. Mus. 88, 1939, p. 289. The question about the antiquity of the cult of 

Theseus (which, however, in my opinion also did not become a State-cult until 
476/5 B.C.) should be detached from that about the introduction of the right of 

asylum in the Theseion of the City. Did the source of the Scholiast on Aischines 
know the decree of the people introducing it, or the sacred law of the shrine(s), 
or does vóuog simply mean ‘custom’? 5) Adrastos came to Eleusis (Eurip. 

Нікеі. 1 ff.; see on F 112) and Herakles was fetched by Theseus from Thebes 
(Eurip. Herakl. 1163 fi.). Orestes, too, has no connexion with the Theseion. The 
reading ixérat in the Suda instead of olxérat is worthless. 6) About the two 

differing conceptions of Theseus see on F 19. 7) Pherekrates Dulodidask. I 
159, 49 К; Aristophan. Horai I 536, 567 K; cf. Et. Gen. s.v. Onoerdrpup ` ó 56 v vt 
Onoeier diatpivac: "Aprotopavns Todvidu:. xal Oncerouwuv St ev tar adrian Atyet 
(I 509, 458/9 K). 'Qooc 6 Mustoc. The ships which in Aristoph. Eq. 1311 ff. threaten 

to take sanctuary in the Theseion or with the Semnai fecl themselves the property of 

the People. We know nothing about sanctuary with the Semnai: Aristophan. 
Thesmophor. 224 hardly proves it, and the scholia on Eq. 1312 are merely gues- 

sing. Aristophanes probably thought of the followers of Kylon, some of whom 
sought refuge ¿nl xàv Xeyvv Ozàv coic Bouoic (Thukyd. r, 126, 11; Pausan. 7, 25, 
2-3). That is the protection granted by any altar. U. Koehler Herm. 6, 1872, p. 

102 f. differs. 8) Aristoph. I 536, 567 K. 9) A confusion with the drawing 
of lots in the election of officials, which took place in the Theseion (Aristot. 'A0r. 

62, 1; Aischin. 3, 13), is hardly credible. Nor can we infer with certainty from Schol. 
Aischin. 3, 13 laws «àv Өєснобєтфу ёхєї бєі уєротоуобутоу єбтећєїс тіуас 800010914 
that it was the Thesmothetai who decided about the claims of the slaves; but it 
may explain the ixa of Et. M. 

1) Reitzenstein Gesch. d. griech. Etymologika p. 167 fi. 2) Schol. A(B)T 
explain quite correctly (see also Phrynichos p. 42, 14 ff. Bkr) OvqAác óc &napxác. It 
is easy to understand how from this passage one came to explain and to use 0v? in 
the general sense of Oucía: Hesych. s.v. ÜvzAjw* Ouolav is corroborated eg. by 
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We need not dis m : tih. a into Ouciiv) zoig daioÜaic. OuXjpact xpdueDa. 
асо ти ere the relations between the words derived from the same 

уа unc nua (thus the inscription of the Milesian Molpoi), 6v}Anya, 64- 
M . witz Sber. Berlin 1904 p. 633 ff. (who thinks that v5; contains an 

old noun f» of the same meaning as &Anua) equates und and Gudédnua. Stengel 
Herm. 39, 1904, p. 614 f.; Opferbr., 1910, p. 7 f. assumes an early differentiation: 
Gundy, like Oúpata, meaning 'allgemein opfergaben, blutig oder unblutig’, and being 
eventually used instead of voia. The explanation Eustath. Od. 0 362 (Phot. s.v. 
бода; cf. n. 4) is remarkable: it derives Quocxdéot, Ounyso: (cf. n. 5), Oundat al Bd 
Ouorõv pavreïat from Ovew, thus pointing to a more extensive etymological dis- 
cussion to which the surplus sentence in the Eklogai also belongs. As to Ph., dis- 
cussions of this kind might be expected in Ilepl wavrixij¢ or rather in Iept Ovorav 

(F 80/2; cf. F 194); for we cannot assign to him (as Ziehen R E VI A, 1936, col. 
736 f. still does) the distinction between @vooxéor and lepei; made in the surplus 
sentence. 3) The conjecture of Tresp (Fragm. d. griech. Kultschriftst., 1914, 

Р. 72 1.) Гӯс nabortpógov for yg xatde¢ would be impossible even if the Qundat were 
a mere speculative invention. What Suda s.v. Kovpotpéqog yi adduces (perhaps from 

an Althis)—raimm 8 Bical paot xpdtov ’EptyOdviov £v dxponóAet xal Bwpòv 18р0- 
cachet, yep dmodiSdvra tHe Ft tov tpopelwv’ xatactyca St vouipov tobs Qvovras tHe 

(thus A. Mommsen Feste p. 116 n. 4 for tvi) Sedu, tave pose, — is a different 
matter. 4) See, however, the derivation of the name Ouóvr, &xà tàv Ovou£vov 

(euouévov О) «от Ouctav xxi 0vrAGv Diod. 3, 62, 9, from some work оп Theologu- 
mena. If we have to reckon with a mere etymological invention, F 178 most likely 
occurred in the discussion about the development of sacrificial customs (cf. on 

F 97) which according to Theophrastos (Porphyr. De abst. 2, 6) begins with obdoybrat, 

Proceeds to Yatotd, méAavor and the like, and ends with bloody sacrifices, the 

OvdAjuata being now merely additional offerings. The fact that Theophrastos treats 

etymologically other terms as well (Ovew, Ovola, Ouuíxow efc.) favours the suggest- 

ion of such a discussion, a rest of which is preserved by Eustathios (n. 2), where 

c meAávouc tits фаслу after al de Ovordv pavretat is unintelligible. 5) I refer to 

the Buuds (6) tod Ounydou in the Erechtheion (JG? I 372, 79; 203; 374, 222) 

which cannot be anything but the altar of a god Thyechoos—whether he was 

Zeus Hypatos (Paton in The Erechtheum, 1927, p. 490) or Erechtheus (Elderkin 

Hesperia 10, 1941, p. 114) or someone else. A priest (the ‘spender of frankincense’ 

in the cult of Poseidon-Erechtheus; Judeich Topogr.* p. 277) cannot have a special 

altar. But if Ounydor exist (see Eustath. /.c. Ovew, S0ev xal Ovocxóot . .. xal Üunxóot, 

lepete brép &XXcv Obovrec; perhaps also the inscription on a theatre-seat IG? II 

5026 * * Qunyéou) the case may be similar to OunAal personified from бөл. 

1) 327 F 2; cf. Orphica F 318 Kern. 2) See on Lysimachides 366 F 3. 

1) F 88 BlI.-J. Cf. Harpokrat. s.v. 'Ocxogópot - ‘YrepeiSng èv tõtt xarà Anpéov, el 

Yhows. Pollux 6, 102 ŝeinvopópoç Šè zap Avoiat (F 311 Tur), xal Seurvopopla nap 

"Toute, (F 152 Tur). Pollux in 6, 13 perhaps refers to the profane usage tva 22 

td Sia, xlovn ójopópog xal xio Setmvogópoc; this is certainly so with Aristot. 

Н. А. 9, 34 p. 619 b 23 1j 8& xoXouuivn qva Ёстіу єбтєхуос̧ xal edPtotog хой ber- 

vopópoç xal #7505. 2) More correctly tiis тоштйс; сї. § 3 adtév te moumevetv xal 

тоос veav(axouc. 3) The Lexeis call it a festival only in the corrupt lemma; in t
he 

182 
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evidence from the Theseus story the deipnophoroi are but one component of the 
торт). 4) In so far as in these festivals, too, a pépetv Seixva must be assumed. 
It is true that the only term we find is otpacat xAlvny, and even this occurs rarely; 

Wilamowitz (G/. d. Hell. II p. 350 f.) therefore recommends the Latin name ‘because 
there is none in Greek’, But, in my opinion, the connexion with Theodaisia and 
Theoxenia is clear. Material for these festivals is furnished by Gruppe Gr. Myth. II, 
1906, p. 730 n. 1; Weniger A R W 22, 1923/4, p. 31 ff.; Pfister R E V A 2, 1934, col. 
1711; 2256 ff. An article about the Deipnophoria is lacking in the R E; Stengel 
Kwultusalt.?, 1920, p. 229 and Deubner A.F. р. 14 п. 8 are perfunctory. 5) 
Wissowa R K? p. 421 ff.; RE XII col. 1108. 6) C. Curtius Herm. 4, 1870, 
р. 203. 7) Hermann G 4 § 56, 12 and Mommsen Feste p. 284 n. 4 were, of course, 
wrong in athetizing this Deipnophoria. To whom belongs the theatre-seat IG* II 
5151 bearing the inscription ŝernvopópo[ıç xarà yhpioua хой хоб’ órouvn ]u[ax ou [6v]? 
8) modvutedG@e presumably does not mean more than that. A kind of parallel from the 
Delphic Theoxenia is preserved by Polemon Athen. 9, 1 3р. 372 А ӧс ду хошо: yn- 
GuaAlda peyiotny тў: Лутої, Харббуєіу роїрау лё ths трат Сус. Не also supplies the 
Abyog which the Lexeis suppressed because of its being џостіхёс. 9) The in- 
scription of the Salaminioi provides the mode. The evidence of the Oschophoria 
simply says xofioravrat (Hesych) or xavaMxveo0at (Harpokr., where the meaning of 
убу is not clear). 10) ‘Mysteries’ are attested by Athenagoras Legat. 1, where 
they must not be deleted as Schwartz does. We must read with Geffcken and 
Deubner: ó 82 ' AQnvatoc ' EpeyOet IooetBGwt 00ct, xal ' AypaóAot ' AOnvatot xol ceAerác xal 
uvccifjpu: [' AOnvatot] &yovct xoi Iav8pócot, at ёуошс0тсау бсеВеїу буо[Еасах тђу Аіруаха. 
Schwartz, by putting ’Aypavaut ’ A@nvat, corrects the author who carelessly joined 
different matters, abbreviating the story about the daughters of Kekrops so as 
to render it almost unintelligible. But in some way the cult is connected with the 
story of the death-leap of one or two of the disobedient sisters (see on F 105/6; on 
Amelesagoras 330 F 1). Kaízep instead of ai would facilitate the understanding, but 
it must not be put into the text. 11) He finds it ‘probable’ (/.c. p. 36 f.) that ‘the 
8etrva which the matrons carried included, or were, the &prtor’. 12) Jeanmaire 
Couroi et Courétes, 1939, p. 349 f. dives into primeval times and finds here, too, in 
the participation of the 'mothers or sisters' a memory of rituals of adolescence. 
Deubner 4.F. p. 144 (and similarly already Stengel /. c.) starts his explanation 
exclusively from the Oschophoria making it quite rationalistic: ‘da sich die pro- 
zession des langeren im Phaleron aufhielt so bedurfte man der speisung; deshalb 
werden entsprechende vorrate von eigens dazu bestellten frauen mitgenommen’. 

1) I much prefer to explain the duplex Amathusia of Catullus (68, 51) from 
Calvus and Laevius with e.g. Farnell (Cults II р. 628), not with the majority of 
interpreters as 3ixA¥ or yAuxbmxpos. It is of no importance where the poets got their 
knowledge; it was also applied in order to explain the Venus Calva in Rome (Schol. 
B* II. B 820; Suda s.v. ’Agpodity; Preller- Jordan Róm. M yth. I3 р. 447). 2) The 
festal custom described by Ph. would in itself be possible for Attica, for a change 
of garments occurred in some regions and some cults of Greece proper (cf. e.g. 
Duemmler KI. Schr. II P- 229 ff.; Preller-Robert Gr. Myth. I$ p. 510; Nilsson 
Criech. Feste p. 369 ff.; Jessen R E VIII col. 714 Í.) and must certainly not always 
be considered to have been imported. But if this custom had existed in Attica we 
should hear about it as we do, for instance, about the Hybristika, and Atthidography 
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would have invented an aition as it did for the custom of the Oschophoria, con- 
cerning which Demon (327 F 6) relates in detail how the young men were prepared 
for their female part. It is, however, not certain whether the custom belongs to this 
8roup of conceptions; the enumerations I mentioned above do not consider it. I 
leave undiscussed modern ethnographic literature, which treats at great length 
and partly with much exaggeration the conception of bisexual nature. 3) This 
was overlooked by Schwenn R E II A col. 1142 s.v. Selene who calls the equation 
‘nur spit’, giving as the earliest evidence Plutarch. Amator. 19 p. 746 D. The 
article is unsatisfactory in some other respects, too. That Selene is bisexual is an 
opinion known already to Plato Symp. 190 B бт tò uiv Sppev fy тоб Моо thy 
&pxiv Éxyovov, tò Bà Ojo тйс Yrs, 10 Bb áugorépow ретёуоу тўс Lednyys, Ste xal À 

Lerivn dugorépuw pertyet. The antiquity of these speculations is generally underesti- 
mated. Many of them can be traced back to the early Oeodéyor and the literature 
of the tedetai, which is voluminous as early as the fifth century. Cf. also on F 185 
and (ће фосіхої било: блоіоос ої пері Tlappevidyy xat ’Euredoxdéa ёлоісау, th ў 
тоб "ArddAwvos oats, thc } 70d Ards rapatOépevor • хой ої подло тбу ' ОрфЁёос тоотоо тоб 

tpénov Vorsokr.® 31 [211 A 2 3. The question of their origin is a different one. 4) 
Dionysos F 5-7. Poseidon F 175-176? Demeter F 185? Artemis F 188? 5) 1,14, 
7 RAngiov (to the vxd¢ ‘Heatetou which is situated Олёр тӧу Kepayerxdv) 82 lepdv ёстіу 

"Agposirns Ovpaviag. хротоіс 82 ёудротоу "Acauplog xartom oéBecbat thy Odpaviay, 
uer& Bb 'Accuploug Kunpicow Ilagíow; xxi Фоміхоу тоїс "Aoxdhava Eyovow.... map& 
8 Фоміхоу Кобр: родбутєс сёЗоџсту ·'Абтуаќос 88 xaveathoato Alyets, abtér te 
обх elvat naidag vouilwv ....xal tats d8edozic yevéo0ar thy cvypopav & unvipatog 
thy Ovpaviag.... Sijuos 86 ёст `Абтухіос `Абџоуёоу of Tlopqupiwva ёт. прбтєроу 
"Ахтоіоо Васілєђсаута т< Обраміас фосі тё парӣ сфіоту ієрёу ptoxcba. Cf also 1, 
19, 2 about ’Agpodicy év Kijxoig whose суўшо іѕ тєтріүоуоу хатй таоті тоїс ‘Eppats 
and the inscription calling her Mowpav xpecButémm. We can, of course, not enter 
here into the much discussed question about the origin of the cult of Aphrodite 

generally and about her cults in the city on which the American excavations have 
thrown some light (Broneer Hesperia 1, 1932; 4, 1935). But evidently the cult of 
Urania was considered to be the earliest, and she was generally believed to have 

come from the East, from Syria and Cyprus (see also IG? II 337 from the year 

333/2 B.C.). It further deserves mention that according to Herodt. 1, 105, from 

whom Pausanias in 1, 14, 7 ultimately derives, it is this goddess who to the Scyths 

ovdjoac. tò ipòv tò gv ’Acxdrhuve eveoxne OnAczv vovoov. 6) Cf. e. g. Tenktos: 

colonization of Salamis; Demophon on Cyprus (Knaack R E V col. 150, 58 ff.); 

Kinyras of Paphos as the descendant of Kekrops’ daughter Herse (Bibl. 3, 181 on 
but particularly the cult of Agraulos, who is worshipped bq" Eva nepiBodov witl 
Athena and later on with Diomedes, and who originally received the human sacri- 

fices offered ev the viv Ladayive pv xare Kurpious “Agpodictar бе ус De n 

2, 54). The idea of Lenz-Siebelis is intelligible: 'facili igitur ae ciate е hl < 

colligi, qui Philochorus, ubi de Cecropis filiabus sermonem faceret, a qon P 

Venerem ibi cultam declinaverit'. — 7) Theseus 20, 3 ff., who. concludes Va TAg 
customs of the cult of Ariadne Aphrodite at Amathus: d 82 т. е —— 

руб Істарёзоо Seurépar xataxdwwopevdy tive хб» veaviaxav f i nemen: i 

Grep d8lvouca yuvaixes. The two pixpol &уёрихут{охо: е . К сойо ре 
dently are Nixi Di. 8) Wilamowitz Gi. d. Hell. I p. 96 ‘als ein Ap 
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kannt ward und die kunst Hermaphroditen bildete, ist niemals ein gott in ihnen 
verehrt worden’. Even if we do not consider Aristophanes, of whom we merely 

know that he mentioned Aphroditos, Theophrast. Char. 16, 10 would prove his 
worship in cult: the derodalpwv buys таїс тетрӣсі xal talc EBSoudor .... uopolvac, Apa- 
уотбу, nvxx« and crowns with wreaths tod¢ ‘Epyappoditous. Moreover, Kirchner 

and Dow (n. 9) correctly take Alkiphron's letter written by a woman (3, 37 — 2, 35 
elpecrovyv 2 dvOdv nAdEaoa threw &c'Eppappoditoy o0 [Lobeck vt o] 'AXenexiiüev 
табтцу ёуо0соосо) as evidence for the fourth century B.C. For literature about 
Hermaphroditos see Jessen RE VIII col. 714 ff.; Herter De dis Atticis Priapi 
similibus, diss. Bonn 1926 p. 58 ff. — 9) Kirchner-Dow 4. M. 62, 1937, P. 7f 
(accordingly Kern Rel. d. Griech. ILI, 1938, p. 70 f. must be altered). The cult may 
have been introduced, like that of other foreign deities, during the Peloponnesian 

War (cf. Robert Herm. 19, 1884, p. 308 n. 1), presumably by Cypriots who traded 

in Athens, and seems to have spread quickly over the demes. The idea must have 

appeared less strange to the Athenians than to moderns (cf. n. 2). 
185 1) Theol. Arithm. p. 7 Ast Evpuntdyg óc *AvaEaydpou yevouevos palnths odtw THs YS 

pépvntat may be an autoschediasma. About Hestia in theological speculation see 

Suess R E VIII col. 1293 ff. 2) He suggests the following opening of the column: 
[Agpodimny r€ / yJover xat A[lavny / t}hv adthy, [chy 8 "H / elev xat t[ov Ala on] / civ 
бра т[є хой пор] / elv’ "Eure[Soxdjc tv / totic “Yuvotg [xal *** 

186 1) F 94 Diehl. The interpreters particularly discuss the relation between xrpóAot 
and dAxvóveg: Schol. Theokr. 7, 57 with the parallels adduced by Wendel; Well- 
mann Herm. 26, 1891, p. 515 f. 2) This version, which Probus Vergil. Ge. 1, 399 
quotes from one Theodoros of uncertain date, author of Mezapopoóoetg (Geffcken R E 
V A 2, 1934, col. 1809 no. 18), was already known to Ovid. Met. 7, 401 and must 
therefore be Hellenistic. 3) Strabo 8, 2, 3; 9, 1, 8; 9, 2, 1. Cf. Wilamowitz Herm. 
18, 1883, p. 419 A; Sb. Berlin 1925 p. 219 n. 1; Wernicke R E I col. 1580, 42 ff.; 
1581, 33 ff. 

187 1) Athen. r1, 45 p. 473 B Kreltapyos & ev taic Padooae cb xtp&utóv qnot "Томас 
xáðov xaňeiv. Lex. rhet. p. 268, 18 xáSot - órà XoAlov xáSot, óxà 'Ivov xepáuua is con- 
fused, and the name may be corrupt. It is remarkable that Athenaios altogether 
forgets the dupopeds (it occurs only 11, 103 p. 501 A in the explanation of the &gyol- 
Getog giddy), and that he does not mention it even in the Chapters 11, 45-46 which 
deal with xá8oc and xaB(oxoc. 2) Even earlier than these authors Archilochos 
F 4 Diehl. 

188 1) Seeon F 184. 2) “Addws • хоблоо év (xaBortxdv Schw) tot, tii¢ Stavolas 
xal orépavoy abtdv mpocptpovta dre 8) copdy (‘rig — cooóv mutila' Schw): «&x uiv 
Y&p odvar tov yerporolntoy ottépavov mpocgéper, tH. St Oedr tov Syvov. 3) Of 
the third work belonging to this group, Ilept EvpixiSov, we have no certain citation. 
Mueller's suggestion 'fortasse Ph. hoc usus est exemplo ad demonstrandum Euripidis 
studium subtiliter loquendi" may be not impossible, but seems less probable. 

189/90 — 1) But certainly not the first, eleventh, twenty-first, as Lenz-Siebelis assumed. 
Reitzenstein's opinion (G G Nachr. 1906 p. 2 f.) is not clear to me. 2) 'Gemein- 
gut der griechischen kalender' Bischoff R E X col. 1571, 43 f.; see also St. Weinstock 
J H St 69, 1949 p. 57. In Hesiod's Erga it competes with the division into two 
parts. 3) Phot. Suda s.v. Tevroyevis - jj "Абуб - Hrot Ett... . tolrye pOlvovros 
(scil. Eyevrí&n), de xal 'A8mvwatot &yovow. Cf. Et. gen. s.v.; Et. M. p. 767, 40 fl.; 
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ed x pa м. j 4) This day seems to be meant in Harpokr. s.v. Tprtopyvlc 

uxvóc — Jehan E Feu: 14)" Auxoüeyos Ev vs LTep vij lepelas. vy «piv voi 
Tprrdunvc - doprh & QUY ; би 8 Yeyevňoðar téte jj 'AOnva. Lex. rhet. p. 306, 32 
Сни Hiern 4 m AOnv&s Tij xpírm. Doubts are raised by the quotation rte pel g in Harpokration (334 F 24) about Tprroyévera, which according 

Tim.p.9;Schol Plate ep d О {һе трт gOlvovseg, 5) Proklos in Plato 6) The : А ,' ato "esp. p. 327; A. Mommsen Feste p. 52; Deubner A.F. p. 23. 
) ле huépar бтофрадес at the end of the second decade? In the Orphic ’Eqnpepl3es 
т "Ат dveirat  ёлтахолдєхату (Е 277 Кегп); unfortunately we do not know how they characterized the eighteenth and nineteenth. According to Hesiod. Opp. 810 
also part of the elvac is unfavourable. 7) F 83-84. Reitzenstein did not notice the difference and he also interpreted F 186 wrongly. Mommsen Feste p. 468 n. 3, 
to whom he refers for F 190, does not say what Reitzenstein makes him say. About the uncertain date of the Kallynteria see Deubner A. F. p. 17 f. We are in need of 
an Athenian calendar marking also the &rogpáSec tu£pat; in other respects, too, 
it must be fuller than Deubner's '"Festkalender' 

I) This would tell against Lobeck, ingenious though his insertion of the gloss 
@'BSvew is and the conception of fartitew as being its explanation: the word, 
which seems to occur in Kallimachos (F 645 Pf) and metaphorically in Lykophron 
Al. 351, is explained etymologically by di Scat (xuptws Schol. Lykophr.), or it is 
brought into connexion with &X(gavreg and said to mean déeavica (Hesych. s.v.; 
Paraphr. Lykophr.). Siebelis p. 100 had the correct feeling when trying to find a 
connexion between the oracle and the story of Thetis and Dionysos, the evidence 
for which all derives from 11. Z 130 ff. (enumerated in Rosch. Lex. V col. 790, 60 ff.). 
He interpreted allegorically, referring to the fact that certain kinds of wine were 
tempered with seawater (Phainias Athen. 1,58 p- 31 F). But what results— 
‘Bacchum qui aquas ferre potest, mergite marinis aquis—is a triviality. C. Mueller, 
who adduces the ‘Adda, is quite astray; about Dionysos’ share in the festival see 
on F 83. 2) Philol. 48, 1889, p. 681 ff.; cf. Farnell Cults V p. 124; Gruppe 
Gr. Myth. p. 171 n. 13; Jessen R E VII col. 2252 no. 1; al. 3) About their 
history, which is full of vicissitudes, see Boelte R E VII col. 2246 ff. 4) Att. Gen. 
P. 301 ff.; see also Hepding R E XII col. 24. 5) Cf. Sokrates F H G IV 499, 16, 
most probably from the 'Exoofotic. 6) 362 F 2, at the end of which 'the king 
Demetrios' occurs. Unfortunately the context breaks off here, and therefore I do not 
dare to assign F 191 to one of the books of the Atthis dealing with that king. 7) 
du£ac Ath.; Alo£x; Wilamowitz Ph. U. 4 р. 174. 

1) See Text p. 379f. The fact that the work of the ‘philosopher’ Polles énd Alytév 
^i. 'Acla; (Suda s.v.) carried the title ZupBorxé, does, of course, not prove any- 
thing. It contained two books whereas the Olwvooxommxé contained eight. 2) 
Eust. Od. « 156 p. 1405, 58 xal voeiv dé more *ó cuugdXAew - 26 ob xal  aòußoña ob 
Lévoy te texpnpteddy anhis, GAd xal Bloc tà pavtixd. About this species see W. 
R. Halliday Greek Divination, 1913, p. 172 ff.; 229 ff.; Miiri ‘Symbolon’ Gymn. 
Progr. Bern 1931; R E IV A col. 1093. 3) Cf. Xenoph. Mem. 1, 1, 3 боо, pavrodiy 
voultovreg olovoig Te xpüvrat xol quote xal cuupóAou хо! Өосіацс, and in $4 the 

dichotomy óró te tév dpviBwv xal àv ёлоутфутоу ёлотрёпєсбо! тє хой протрёлєсбси. 
4) Not ‘wirr durcheinander’ as Otto Schröder Die Vögel, 1927, p. 92 asserts. About 
Ücpáncw and 6voc see the scholia; I. G. Droysen Des Aristophanes Werke? II, 1881, p. 

191 

192 
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56 п. 3. 5) Hesych does not contradict although his article has become disar- 
ranged: he gives the definition and the attribution of the mrapyot to the abu Bona, 
The scholion on Aristophanes mentions only the dénavrjsets, and the scholion on 
Pindar O/. rob agrees with this: cuufóXouc 82 Aéyouev mrappods ў фўиас ў ётаутђоєцс, 05 
"Арх0охос̧ (Е 46 Diehl) «uezépyouat ce cóufoAov moto)ucvog» (motouuévg B; from 
this reading Boeckh, not convincingly, inferred that Demeter was speaking). But 
neither the scholion on Pindar nor Hesychios assigns the émavrhaetc expressly to 
Ph., and they cannot be reconciled with the inclusive expression ёх nuns povretat. 
Surely other definitions existed besides that of Ph. Miiri is hardly right in regarding 
the &ravr$sew; as EduBoro proper (because of Aischylos ?) whereas ‘niesen und zu- 
fällige worte uneigentlich darunter gerechnet wurden’. Halliday defines EvpPodot 
‘roughly’ as ‘various ominous occurrences’; he deals with them under the general 
title ‘divinations from involuntary motions of the body’ (p. 172 ff.) and assigns 
the xAnSéveg ‘which develop a peculiar oracular importance’ to a chapter about 
"Kledonomancy' (p. 229 fi.). I fail to understand both the rationale of this arrange- 
ment and the attribution of the бпоутђсє 0 the former chapter. Also Halliday 
was hardly correct in arranging here the Tladpixd (1. c. p. 174 n. 1); these really are 
a particular species of divination (see Diels, Abh. Ak. Berlin 1907; Hopfner RE 
XVIII 3, 1949, col. 259 fi.). 6) Where Aischylos and Herodotos (5, 75, 2; 9. 
91, I) say xÀxBów, Euripides Jon 94 ff. and Xenophon use the term ghun. The 
Odyssey uses both terms synonymously: f 35 óc qaro, xatpe 8& qur. 'O8vcfjog eios 
vlég (tit xAnSévi, tHe pavreiat Schol.) and c II7 — u I20 фе р ёфау, ҳоїрєу $ xAen- 
8ów Biog 'OBuccróc. Aristophanes uses phun and povh indiscriminately. 7) 
Bouché-Leclerq La divination I p. 121 had the right feeling even if his explan- 
ation—'sans doute parceque la déesse, cherchant sa fille en tous lieux, avait dà 
être attentive à toutes les rencontres’ is ‘amprobable’ (Halliday l.c. p. 173 n. 3). 
8) Farnell Cults IV p. 221 f.; Adler R E X col. 584 f.; Halliday /.c. p. 230 ff. 9) 
Pausan. 9, 11, 7 notes the pavrixh ind xAnõóvæv as a speciality of Smyrna, but he 
also knows it at Thebes at the altar of Apollo Spodios. IO) See n. 9 and on F 193. 

I) For this stone, which belongs to the story of Herakles' madness, cf. Pausan. 
9, 11,2; it therefore certainly was in, or near, the Herakleion. In front of the en- 
trance to the Ismenion another stone is called Mavtoüc 8(opoc,: a М№0ос ёф’ би Маут 
qaot thv Терєсіоо хаб єсдо: (Раџѕап. 9, то, 3). 2) The report about Apollo 
Spodios, continued in ch. 12, is interrupted by a short digression about the cult of 
the Koxàóvez in Smyrna. 3) 9, 10, 2; see Schober R E V A 2, 1934, col. 1141 f. 
4) 9, 11, 1; see Schober l.c. col. 1148 f.; 1 150. 5) Not from the ashes as has been 
said again and again since Gerhard Gr. Myth. I p. 292; 323; cf. n. б. 6) Herodt. 
8, 134, 1 obzoc 6 Mic . . . . xot 83 xal ёс OnPac прота 0с бпіхєто, vo0ro uév cc "Iounviot 
"Албом ёурісато — ton St хатётєр ёу ’Oduurtyt lpetior (éumipoist Valckenaer; 
but see Baehr Herodoti Musae? IV P- 196 f.) a9x60. xonocnpi&tec0at — тобто 8 Ёєї- 
vov twa... . xatexolunce ёс 'Aueiápeo. We do not learn anything about the 
kind of divination from Pindar Pyth. 11, 1 ff.; nor do the scholia mention anything. 
Plutarch. Lys. 29, 10 supplies a xenouóc in hexameters given to the Thebans óró 
Tóv llelonowwnowoxby móAeuoy èv "Iouxvt«cí»ot; see also Pausan. 4, 32, 5; Diodor. 
17, 10, 3. To infer from Sophokles’ pavrela omo8éc prophesying from the ashes of 
the sacrifice (Frazer on Pausan. 9, 10, 2; Adler R E IX col. 2142; al.) is wrong; see 
Ziehen R E V A 2 col. 1499. 60 ff. Even less does Maxim. Tyr. Diss. 41, 1 thy éxet 



9ovi» yield an oracle ёх X86vov for Ismenios; it is a. variation of style (following Pindar?) which seems to have the xencpol in view. About the great variety of oracles in Boeotia belonging to Apollo see Farnell Cults IV P. 221; 400 ff.; Wila- mowitz Pindaros p. 43 f.; Latte R E XVIII I, 1939, col. 846 f. 7) Mélanges Weil, 1898, p. 192 fí. He has convinced Wilamowitz (Herm. 34, 1899, p. 233; Pindaros p. 45 n. 1, who mentioned 'den aschenaltar des Ismenios' already in Herm. 26, 1891, p. 231 n. 1) and Halliday (Greek Divin. p. 231 n. 3); also in the opinion of Schober (l.c. col. 1450, 59 f.) 'bleiben die bedenken gegen die zuverlássigkeit des Pausanias bestehen'; Kock R E III A col. 1841 f. is undecided. Against Holleaux see Hitzig-Bluemner Pausanias lII 1 P- 425 f.; Robert Pausanias als Schriftsteller 
P. 100; 170; Adler R E IX col. 2141; Ziehen L.c. col. 1499, 45 ff. 8) In Olympia, 
too, two species of divination are used (see Ziehen R E XVIII col. 61 f.), and the 
same may be true for Ismenios, unless one supposes two successive stages. Also in 
Pausanias a loss from the text «dn turbpwv xal> dnd xdnSévev is always conceiv- 
able, though carelessness would be more likely if an attempt at reconciliation 
must be made at all. 9) See Bouché-Leclerq Divination I p. 178 ff.; Stengel RE 
V col. 2543 f.; Kultusalt.? Pp. 60; Halliday of. cit. p. 174 f. It is remarkable that 
Pliny N. H. 7, 203 names Amphiaraos as the inventor of the ignispicia: this would 
point to Thebes. The tradition is poor (the name is attested only by F*R?a* and 
lacking in the other Mss.), and when subsequently Amphiktyon is given in£er- 
pretatio ostentorum et somniorum one might suppose a confusion. The fact that 
the Aeschylean Prometheus (v. 498 f.) also claims the groyena onuata is of no 
importance in this connexion. 2 

1) Thus Xylander; &y8ou£vouc (-voc К) 82 rods тоб ' Ат 6ХЛеоуос о &y06usvoc 8b robe voU 
"Arddewvog <xpynopods xatappovnOyvar> Mei. 2) Schol. Kallimach. Hy. Apoll. 45 
pavrxal Yipot clow al Oprat. Aéyetat Se adras edpalat лб тушу трифу уошфФ@» * 800 тобто 
ха) броі фуорбсбтазу оїоуєі тра, 3) This genealogy was given by Pherekydes 3 
F 49. The source of the quotation is Herodianos (Reitzenstein). The genealogy 

Seems at variance with the Athenian story about the invention made by the Thriai 
(cf. Text p. 560, 25 ff.). 4) 244 F 153; without the quotation Hesych. s.v. Opta. 
Тһе vine-leaves are an addıtion: see Et. M. p. 455, 45 хорї©$ т@ тїс сох púa, 
and the prescription for a Bpõpa oxsvaotóv in Hesych. s.v. боо» (more fully aie 

Апзќорћ. Ед. 955) оохӯс̧ 82 Фла обу бталд ётетібето · Ёоо үйр тоза бошу. Bid xa 
брїо› бдл@т. As to the effect of fig-leaves when chewed see Aristoph. Ekki. ms 
and the scholia on this passage. It is here erotic, but it may also have provo 
enthusiasm as laurel leaves are said to do. 5) Bibl. 3, 115: barter between 
Apollo and Hermes; the former is prepared to give in exchange for — = 
XPuoñv S4B3ov Ay exéxtyto Bovxordv- 6 Se (scil. "Ерыўс̧) хої тоотуу Хафей "Iis 
perros ÑOehe xal ciy povraciy тале, хк) Bois Bdbáenceem vis uà vy Viger шучы There must be some actual fact at the bottom of this connexion of Hermes wen 

Thriai; I do not know what it is, and I should prefer not to bring the ри 
(Ehrenberg R E XIII col. 1452, 67 ff.) into the discussion. Cf. n. 12. НС 

literature mostly fails in this essential point. I quote for the кзз unt. ans Ha 
by lot: Bouché-Leclerq Divination I p. 189 ff.; Halliday Greek Divina M tasi " 
Weniger Rosch. Lex. V, 1916/24, col. 866 ff.; Ehrenberg R E XIII, 1927, col. : 

i i ; Türk R E V A 1, 1936, col. 598 f. (un Wilamowitz Gl. d. Hell. I, 1931, p. 379 ff.; Tür Wilamowitz p. 379 is 
important); Latte RE XVIII 1, 1939, col. 831f. 7) Wilamo 

29 Jacoby, Fragm. Griech. Hist. III b (Su ppl.) 
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mistaken. If Ph. explained the name of the deme he did so in the Atthis (see оп F 24-29), and if he derived it from the Thriai it is not easy to understand why Zenobios quoted &dot as evidence for Athena’s invention. Moreover, there exists another explanation, anonymous for us, which derives the name of the deme from one Thrias or Thriasios (Text p. 559, 12; 19 f.) who also appears in an inscription, found in the Thriasian plain (Höfer Rosch. Lex. V col. 873), as giver of an oracle for Harmodios and Aristogeiton. 8) The principle reason still remains the term &veAeiv for an oracle given by Apollo (Lobeck A glaophamos p. 814; but see the doubts of Latte l.c. col. 831, 48 ff.). We cannot deal here with the vexed question of the functioning of the Delphic oracle (see as the latest P. Amandry La mantique apol- linienne à Delphes, Pans 1950); but the degree of uncertainty is best shown by the opinions on Suda s.v. ITo0ó- .... lepdv toU ' AxÓAAGvoG . . . ev dt хоћхобс̧ трілоџс 18рото xal öreplev іб),  тдс paverxds elye Whpous, attivec ёрорѓуоу ту раутєоорёусшу #Лоуто x74. Wilamowitz p. 379 ascribes the statement to a late Christian and rejects it completely, while others think of introduction (or re-introduction) at a later time, or even of some old tradition. Halliday (l.c. p. 211 n. 4), for instance, connects it with Hygin. fab. 140 ossaque eius (scil. of the Python) in cortinam coniecit et in templo suo posuit and is inclined to find 'a cleromantic procedure' also in Plutarch De Ei 16. It should be taken more into account that Mt. Parnasos is not Delphi (see Wilamowitz P. 380), even though the hymn denotes the dwelling-place of the Thriai by the epic phrase ind rrvyt Tlapvjsoto, and above all that at least the hymn not only is not acquainted with the use of Viper but directly precludes it. ^ 9) Delphi, 

proverbial verse, alleged to be an uttering of Delphi thus although BddAew would perhaps also accord with leaves ; and (apart from the bees) it is of fig-leaves (and vine-leaves ?) that Apollodoros (Text P- 561, 16 ff.) speaks, which might lead us back to the assumption of an enthusiastic form of divination (chewing of leaves ?). Halliday op. cit. Р. 210 п. 1 makes things too easy for himself: ‘the exact method of thrioboly is uncertain and also unimportant’ (in the text he talks of ‘divination 

P. 381 and Kern Rel. d. Griech, II p. 103) speaks of the ‘feigenlaub-orakel am Parnass, das später statt der blátter J/oo. verwandte", 12) It may be important that the Bibliotheca (n. 5), while following the hymn in its Narrative, gives the igor. 
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13) Op. cit. p. 379. He Passes over the discrepancy of the two versions which cannot 

possibly belong to the same author. 14) єо8 ў хатастђсох (Zenob.) and &rtocov £xol- 
noe (Steph. Byz.) are distinct enhancements of rathp 8 ёџёс оох ddéyGev. This word 
is not a positive ‘allowed it’, but a neutral ‘did not trouble himself about it’, ‘did 
m н 1 а не а connexion, that Zeus did not use the Thriai 

т h, as he used the oracle of Apollo at Delphi (vv. 
533 fií.). The hymn in its present form leaves at least open the possibility that one 
can get the truth from the Thriai, but one is never sure (vv. 558 ff.). Apparently 
Delphi must at some time have felt the rivalry severely (ua Acv eb8oxipotons tav 
Acdeudy Xe"nouov 2епоБ. ; pavtixhy evSoxtotcav Steph. Byz.). Cf. n. 9. 15) The 
connexion of Athena with the Thriai is obviously even less original than that of 
Apollo with them; she is introduced into the story evidently merely as the goddess 
of Attica. There is no reliable evidence for Athena being connected with divination 
either in Athens or elsewhere. Picard Rev. Et. Gr. 43, 1930, p. 262 ff. was certainly 
wrong in inferring from Herodt. 5, 72 that at least temporarily Athena Polias was 
consulted for oracles at her shrine; nothing in that passage even indicates that her 

sanctuary was particularly well suited for the reception of xdndéveg (F 192). When 
at Erythrai, for instance, we find an Athena Phemia besides Zeus Phemios (SyJ/. * 

1014, 26), in Athens Pheme has an altar of her own which allegedly was established 
after the battle of the Eurymedon (Schol. Aischin. 1, 128). I am also loath to 
accept Pindar Ol. 13, 63 ff. as ‘friihesten beleg für orakel durch tempelschlaf': 
Bellerophon consulted the seer first and afterwards related his dream to him. 

Moreover, the essential fact here is not what the goddess tells him during his sleep 
(it is not an oracle) but the tépac, the golden bridle which she gives him. This story 
cannot be used for assuming a regular oracle by dreams of Athena Chalinitis or 

Hippia. I will, of course, not deny that somewhere, somehow, and at some time 
(it must have been a fairly early time in Athens) oracles were given also in a sanct- 
uary of Athena, but I am not prepared to acknowledge as evidence either the story 

told by the &Aot about the Thriai, or the haunts of the players at Athena Skiras 

(see on F 14/16), or the vases representing two heroes playing at dice in front of 

Athena, which Ehrenberg adduces (i.c. col. 1453, 45 ff.; Halliday op. cit. p. 207 ff. 

is justly sceptic) in order to prove Athena to be ‘die erbin der Thriai’. 16) Of 

Pherekydes we merely know that he gave Zeus as the father of the Thriai (n. 3). He 

did not restrict himself to Athens, but it may be of importance that Kallimachos 

mentions them in the Hekale as inspiring the crow. One may further infer from 

OptaOpixn (Archiloch. F 168 Bgk*) that the Thriai are not restricted to Mt. Par- 

nassos, though the word seems to be corrupt and the connexion in which it ap- 

peared is unknown. Cf. also n. 7. — 17) Cf. n. 7. — 18) FGr Hist II D p. 756 ff. 
1) See on Phanodemos 325 F 10. 2) The grandson of the legislator? See 

Kirchner on IG? II 702; Ferguson Hellenist. Athens p. 183; Dinsmoor The Archons 

P. 170; 174; The Archon List p. 33 n. 57; 1441. 3) That Asklepiades and 

Menedemos appear to be coevals may be due to a mistake of the intermediate 

source. In the anecdote Diog. Laert. 2, 131 they also work together at a carpenter's. 

Nor is it of much account that the story was told about others as well. 4) 

Wilamowitz Ph. U. 4, 1881, p. 86 n. 1; Beloch Gr. G.* IV 2 p. 461 ff.; von Fritz 

R E XV, 1931, col. 788 no. 9. Zeller Phil. d. Gr.^ II 1, 1889, p. 276 n. 5 differs. 

196 

1) Alt. Beredsamk.* I p. 647. 2) Aristot. 'AQr. 62, 2. 3) That is the figure 197 
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mentioned by Harpokration. It is evidently correct, for 2 obols per day yield about 9 drachms per month (prytany). We may assume the same figure to have occurred in the source of the Synagoge, the corruption of E from O being a slight one, but the drachms are lacking. We cannot correct the text because it has been re-arranged and the lexicographer obviously understood ‘5 obols'. Boeckh’s alteration € Spaxpyag xatà uňvæ is impossible if only because that figure would yield one obol per day only. We must allow the Possibility (though this is not very probable) that Ph. wrote Attic figures, and II is a corruption for II; in that case the commutation would not be official but a calculation of Ph. 4) Keil Die Solon. Ver[assg., 1892, p. 75 D. I has, correctly in my opinion, recognized the connexion; see also Herm. 29, 1894, р. 68 п. 5. 5) Keil judges this point wrongly. It is manifest that in the bourgeois republic the sense of social obligation continued to dwindle. The reduction of expenses for the State he calculated at one talent, but the foundation of the calculation (500 recipients) is quite uncertain. 6) Aischin. 1, 104. 7) Kahrstedt Studien I, 1934, p. 193 f. has misused Xenoph. Heil. 2, 3, 48 in order to assume for this time also 'zahlung in drachmen' i.e. a round sum. But when The- ramenes says үд 5, ó Korría, ixelvots uiv Gel rote ToAE(.6 vols o0 прбсдєу olopévors, xaAhy av Snuoxpattav elvat, mplv av xal of Sodror xal ol àv &nopíav Spaxpiic av drodéuevor Thy nod Spayuiic wetéyorev, the second Seaxusi; may just possibly be understood of the Pay of the councillors. But a corruption is far more probable, and Wyttenbach's 4px! is probably right. 8) That it was a law which introduced the dole is stated by Aristotle (who deliberately does not name the legislator), the sources of Plutarch, and the Scholiast on Aischines. It may therefore have had its place in the code of 403/2 B.C. 9) Boeckh already saw that his 3 obols are due to confusion with the pay of the jurors. 10) The law about the pensions is followed immediately by the vóuoc &eylac, which Oc ó Ocóppactoc laxópnxe ob ZóXov Enxev d23& ITetoiavparog x*A. (Solon 31, 5). 11) See e.g. Thalheim RE I col. 440; Busolt-Swoboda Staatskunde p. 1045; Kahrstedt Lc. P. 193 f. 12) Herakleides is an entirely unreliable witness. Personally I have not the least doubt that he invented the individual case (P. A. 7196) together with the well-sounding name. For that name he seems to have had a preference: Plutarch. De glor. Ath. 3 thy tolvuy év Mapadave uáxny árhyyenev, óç èv “Hpwxdetdng 6 Tovrixds (F 81) lotopet, Ogparxnos 8 tépweus (Epytets Wil, *Epotadng P. A. 7200), ol 8& zretotor ALyouow EvxdAga x12. 13) I do not use as a proof the fact that Thukydides' funeral speech only mentions the dead and their surviving families. The passage does not allow of conclusions e silentio. 1) See Busolt-Swoboda Staatskunde Р. 1033 ff. 2) "Абл. 54, 3 8¢ tOv Ypappatov ёсті х0ріос̧, xal cà Хтфісџата tà Y'rvóueva. ouA&tet, xal Aa mávra dvttypapetat, xal RapaxdOytar tHe Bovaye. 3) The fact that Aristotle does not mention the financial side may be explained from the history of financial administration under Eubulos and Lykurgos, when the importance of this clerk declined. 4) Boeckh Staats- haushalt? I p. 236; Busolt-Swoboda Op. cit. p. 1043 n. 1. About the designation of Lykurgos as zauíac «T Btoociococ ibid. p. 1147 n. 4- 5) I G? II 463 + Hesperia IX, 1940, p. 66 no. 9. We need not enter into the discussion between Kahrstedt Studien II, 1936, р. 13 ff.; Herm. 75. 1940, p. 332 ff. on the one hand, and Ferguson AJPh. 59, 1938, p. 230; Pritchett Hesperia IX p. 104 no. 20 on the other hand. 1) Thalheim R E V, 1905, col. 2138 ff.; Lipsius A. R. I, 1905, p. 176 ff.; Busolt- Swoboda Staatskunde P. 848 f.; 1007 ff.; Bonner-Smith Administration of Justice 
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d = в 2 P. 339, 1 ff. Kaueldvoc 8 обтос Орісато · сісаүүєМа ёстіу 8 rept 

рибака и аке E &neveyxeiv ol vópor. čom 8& 1d pedetdpevoy £v таїс тбу 00- 

Wien ia i . f . P. 244, 18 Bkr eloayyedla 8% xuplag h repl xawav xal Snuoctov 

SL, Gir бы m xn ©т$ тфу тротфувоу, пері бу StappySny pev оо8ёу A£youct ol 

Nori ion on е К тз үіуєсбах + xal toir6 tort olov 1d ev sai; tv coprotay StatprBatg 

pla eb i xo Ye s &8Bocqu&tov. Harpokr. s.v. eloayyerta, who distinguishes 

bc ot d i May 1р n ‘rep ent Snnoatorg eBuchuaor peylotors xal dvaBorty ph Exdexo- 

S Dui " 1 6 ен хабёаттхе wire voyot xeivrat tots Epyouct xa0’ oc claáEou- 

viously ae E Bov hv À тӧу дўроу ў mpwry xardoraors ylverat.. That passage ob- 

geen. conditions as they were before the issue of the comprehensive 

fodad vinis Y oe and we should like to know where Caecilius and the Lexica 

Hd scription. The two remaining elèn аге ёт tatc xoxdceow and xatd tav 

tartay. 3) This is not actually a definition but a rendering of the vópog єісаү- 

үє\тіхбс̧, the wording of which we can fairly restore from the Lexicon Cantabri- 

К: m Hypereides (Lipsius op. cit. p. 192 f). 4) Pollux 8, 53 Anpoobévns 

e 1&t Kax& Mé8ovroc xal xat& tav ph mpoanxdvrus Tit emudjpar ovvorxotvTany yivecOat 

196 eloayyedac Myer. Harpokr. s.v. (n. 2) at the end of the article: 'Icatog u£vrot ITepl 

TOU 'Ayvlou xOjpou (or. 11) có abr mp&Yua єісаүүєМоу хоЇ үрхрўу Фуброаоєу. Cf. Lex. 

Rhet. p. 244, 14 elowyyeria 88 xat ypagh Stapéper: eloxyyerla uèv yàp Enl vv peydrav xat 

Sypoclay ddunudtov yivetat, yeagh Sè ext pixpdv. 5) We get some details about 

procedure, punishments, and fines in Pollux /.c. and Harpokr. s.v. 6) Thus 

already M. H. E. Meier Fragm. Lex. rhet. 1844. Cf. Lipsius 4. R. I p. 207. 7) ' A0. 

8, 4 xal tobs él xatartcet Tod Shuov ovviotapévovg čxpivev (scil. $ vàv Aprora[uróv 

Bovrh), Lérwvog Oévrog vopov eloa[yy]edlla]c meet adtév. The reading can no longer 

be doubted, but Wilamowitz’ linguistic objections remain (Ar. и. Ath. Y p. 53 n. 22); 

it would be sufficient, in my opinion, to delete eloayyeAlac as a gloss. If this is done 

the term drops out for Solon, but the factual question is not simple either. The 

text of the alleged law is quoted by Aristotle in the much discussed passage 'A0m. 

16, 10 and by Andokides II. uot. 95, in a somewhat different form, as Solonian. 

8) Ferguson Class. Stud. Capps, 1936. 9) The number was hardly great, and 

what we have is full of uncertainties. The fragment of Krateros does furnish docu- 

mentary evidence that the charge against Themistokles was brought in the form of 

eloayyedla, but we do not learn whether it was brought before the Areopagos or 

before the people (or the Council), for Krateros did not include psephisms only. 

Neither Thukyd. 1, 135; 138, 6, nor Aristotle "Абл. 25 (who mixes documentary data 

with matter from a party pamphlet quite unconcerned with chronology) allows ofa 

certain decision. In Wilamowitz’ opinion (Ar. w. 41h. I p. 140; II p. 190) it is ‘noto- 

risch dass der Areopag das urteil über landesverrat gegen Themistokles gefallt hat’; 

Lipsius A. R. I p. 180 f. (whose argumentation is by no means conclusive) contends 

that in this case and in the earlier cases of Miltiades and Hipparchos son of Charmos 

the proceedings took place before the people, the charge having been brought 

before the Council or the people. For Busolt Gr.G.* (see also Busolt-Swoboda 

Op. cit. p. 883 f.) it is ‘nicht zu bezweifeln, dass seit Kleisthenes die volksver- 

sammlung das recht hatte in fallen, wo es sich um schwere, die ganze gemeinde 

betreffende staatsverbrechen handelte, klagen entgegenzunehmen und die richter- 

liche entscheidung zu fállen, und dass demgemáss der rat der Fünfhundert darüber 

vorbeschlüsse zu fassen hatte' (my italics). But we must not forget that ostracism 
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was said to be directed against the friends of the tyrants (see on 324 F 6), and that 
the Council’s oath of about 5or/o B.C. ('A0x. 22, 2) also protected democracy. It 
rather looks as if the elsayyeAx brought before the Council and the people had gra- 
dually developed for the use in proceedings in different cases of high treason which 
were subsequently included (perhaps very much later; n. 12) within the vóuog eloay- 
yertixds. 10) FGy Hist II D p. 646f. 11) The problem is formulated in 
Part too vaguely in part wrongly by Thalheim col. 2141; Lipsius p. 155 f.; Busolt- 
Swoboda p. 848 n. 3. The essential fact is that normal figures were established, 
whereas formerly the number of judges was left to the discretion of the Assembly 
in each separate case. Already in the trial of Perikles, for instance, they ordered 
1500 judges (Plut. Perikl. 32, 4). 12) ‘Wahrscheinlich bald nach dem sturze der 
Vierhundert’ Thalheim col. 2139, 44. ‘Um die mitte des 4. jahrhunderts’ Lipsius P. 192; Busolt-Swoboda p. 1008. Ph. must have known and entered this law. 

1) C. T. Seltman Athens, Its History and Coinage, 1924, p. 40 ‘Pisistratus was determined to make his silver more attractive both in type and in quality than the money the Eupatridae issued in Athens. The Greater Panathenaia had been instituted five years before he seized the reins of government. The national con- Sciousness of the Athenian people was beginning to develop; and the outward manifestation of this growth was an ever-increasing zeal for the worship of-Athena, who was the type of the State «I add that for Solon ‘Hyerépa 88 wéAtc, written in or about 595 B.C., Athena is the goddess of Athens; but there were few clans who at this time had much use for her> ...., Pisistratus, knowing his public ...., put himself under the patronage of this goddess «Hdt. 1, 60>. The pride of family had coined the coins of his opponents; he sealed his coinage with a badge that was a pride of the humblest as of the noblest citizen <one may doubt the last words, and late 5th century evidence should not be quoted in support; the fact is that everywhere in the 6th century religious devices were gaining ground as coin-types, for reasons which are not difficult to understand>. So much for the type whose popularity at home was well assured. But sentiment will not by itself make hard cash acceptable abroad, and Pisistratus as a capitalist had foreign markets in view etc.'. The evidence for a slight rise in the weight of the coins struck by Peisistratos (see also Adcock CAH IV Р. 68; G. F. Hill ibd. p. 133) is in the opinion of E. S. G. Robinson insufficient. Though there seems to be sufficient evidence that every quadrennial celebration of the Panathenaia demanded 'a large supply of current coin', I am not sure that 'the first celebration on a grand scale of the great festival of the Panathenaic Games was a highly probable date for the inauguration of the Athena-head rev. Owl-series’ (Head HN P. 369); and as yet it is merely a con- jecture that Peisistratos had anything to do with the introduction of the Great Festival. 2) That the Boüc was a bull, not an ox or a cow, follows from the tradition in Plutarch’s Theseus 25, 3 (Text р. 568, т #.). See also the sign on an Athenian shield on a vase (Seltman fig. 19). If there really were bull coins in Athens one might think of the tabpoc of Poseidon, or Poseidon as tatipoc, who here, too, Preceded Athena. 3) Seltman p. 48 ff. The assumption is plausible because of electrum coins with the same badge which Seltman p. 8o f. assigns to the years immediately before the expulsion of Hippias (see n. 15 on F 11 5). There is also the Clan of the Buzygai; but it is not even necessary to assume that it was a clan named after the ox which issued these coins. There is a lot of horse money, but no great 
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a E { н orse; though at least one of them was famous for its 

ро ул йй Йеке шел (but not the racing Alcmeonids) in which names com- 

eion 7 We canot lad constant use. And what about the beetle or the Gorgo- 

bädgesexisted Mid s own fre for the choice of the badge of a clan (if clan 

fonts тна peche E scholars are inclined to doubt). In any case, it is super- 

with the bulls head w man p;,5o does; see also Head HN? p. 366) that the coins 

coniceming the bull- ere ‘in part responsible for the statement of Philochorus 

andil PA had th di H early Athenian didrachms’, A bull’s head is not a bull; 

Which areto Ба fed to these coins, why then did he disregard all the other types 

pieces bearing as [o ўз <r iin ae заара чо 
the inscription AGE о е the head of Athena and on the reverse an owl with 

ca. B.C. 566-514": Mc © e assigned to ‘post-Solonian and Pisistratid periods 

i an 514 7 ng them are the oldest and rudest examples of a human head 

any ancient coins ...... , and I take these to be quite the earliest Greek coins 

which were struck with both obv. and rev. types'. For Seltman this is the new 
Pisistratid money, which in his opinion ‘was not at first intended to replace the 
old Eupatrid coinage but only to take a place beside it’ (op. cit. p. 41). 5) 

Seltman p. 27 ..— 6) E. S. G. Robinson Numism. Chronicle (5. Ser. vol. 4) 1924, 

P- 331; Cl. Rev. 39, 1925, p. 124 f. asserts quite definitely that ‘the coin with the 

bull type is not Athenian, but Thraco-Macedonian'. 7) There are four possi- 

bilities: (a) that ‘Philochorus, who was hieroskopos at Athens in 306 B.C., may have 

seen such coins among temple treasures’ (Head and Seltman, quoting Gilbert 

N. Jahrb. 1896 p. 517 ff.); (6) that his statement is based ‘on tradition which now 

proves to be correct' (Seltman); (c) that he saw 'early "ox" or "'cow-coins"' of other 

States and mistook them for Athenian' (Head, Seltman); (d) that he had neither 

actual knowledge of, nor trustworthy tradition for, pre-Solonian coinage, but 

presumed its existence from (pseudo-) historical considerations and inferred its type 

from valuations and prices in Homer, in the laws of Drakon and other ancient 

Athenian or Delian documents (Text p. 567, 32 ff.). There is not much to be said in 

favour of (a) and (b), and nothing at all to recommend (c)—a compromise of Head's 

(P. 366) which is only apt to confuse the issue, and which Seltman, as he declared 

the coin with the bull to be 'clearly of Athenian issue', ought not to have repeated. 

If there were coins among the temple treasures belonging to the very beginning of 

Athenian coinage, it is most improbable that Ph. should have seen only one type 

which (if Athenian) was extremely rare, and should not have seen or should have 

disregarded all other early devices. There may have been records of the Mint, but 

we do not know it, and Pollux at least (Text p. 568) does not seem to have any 

information about the alleged bull coins. If there had existed a dedication similar 

to the Pheidonian obeloi (see Seltman p. 116 ff.; Wade-Gery in Payne’s Perashora, 

1940, p. 258 ff.) in a temple, say of Athena, we probably should have heard of it. 

On the other hand, a simple inference from the data mentioned above (Wilamowitz 

Ar. wu. Ath. I p. 81; Regling R E VII col. 967) is quite conceivable and in keeping 

with the methods of ancient local historians; in this case it would, in fact, be 

‘superfluous to hunt for Athenian coins with the bull’, The Roman tradition 

furnishes an exact and even more complicated, though hardly independent, parallel 

for such inference or open invention: Plin. N.H. 33, 43 Servius rex primus signavit 

aes, antea rudi usos Romae Timaeus (566 F 61) tradit; signatum est nola pecudum, 

———————— 
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unde et pecunia appellata (cf. 18, 12; Varro R R. 2, 1, 9); Plutarch. Publicola 11, 5/6 {+++ хө tv voutsu&cov vois maArgLoTéToLG Вобу tnexdpatrov ў прёВатоу ў сбу (сЁ. Quaest. Rom. 41, where two kinds of ancient coins are distinguished, one with animal 
devices and another with a Janus or parts of a ship). 8) Cf. Text p. 569 f. б 9) See Introduction to Androtion and on his F 34. 10) In spite of all reservations 
and qualifications the main conclusion of this book will hold its ground: the ‘heraldic’ coins are Athenian, not Euboean ; the controversy about them ends with & victory of the French numismatists Beulé and Babelon. 1I) It is a mistake 
80 far as the statement concerns the type of the new Athenian standard coin, and a rather innocuous one. Much more important is the numismatical (and lexical) question about the term dpaxuh, whether in Solon's time it meant (or could mean) the ‘heavy drachma’ or ‘the light stater’; that 1s whether the Solonian ‘didrachm was actually of about the same weight as the Pisistratean ‘tetradrachm’, and whether accordingly at some moment in the 6th century there had taken place ‘a doubling of the nominal value of the coins’, About this question see the slightly divergent opinions of Nissen Rh. Mus. 49, 1894, p. 6 ff.; Hultsch RE V, 1905, col. 433 f.; Head HN? p. 367; G. F. Hill CAH IV p. 134; and, on the other hand, Seltman p. 16 f. I have to leave this question to the experts; but supposing that such a doubling took Place, I am convinced that neither Androtion nor Aristotle nor Ph. knew about it: for them the didrachm piece meant two Attic drachms of their own money. We must not understand Aristotle to say that 'the stamped coin in old times was called a didrachm instead of a tetradrachm’ (the italics are mine). He surely did not: if be had, he would have said &xANOy Se SiSpayxpov, not Hy 88 8iSpaypov. The difference is clear even in the wording by the Scholiast who says that the Athenians called their tetradrachms owls, but that the older coins were di- drachms. 12) The decree of Tisamenos from 403/2 B.C. furnishes sufficient proof of this knowledge: Boke tH. Shut, Tetoapevds elre: norteveoðat *AOnvatoug xara và лФтрих, vópotg È хрӯобдах тос УбАоуос жой иётрощ хой стобџоїс̧, хрӯсбох 8 хаї тої Лра- хоутос̧ дєсџоїс̧, olonep Ёуроредо ёу тбл mpdabev ypóvox (Andokid. 1, 83). At the same time it justifies the presumption that the Atthidographers dealt at length with this part of the reform. There is no mention of Solon’s coins; but as the Athenian coinage act IG XII 5, 480 — Syil3 87 (cf. E.S.G. Robinson Hesperia Suppl. 8, 1949, p. 324 ff.) prescribes for the subject towns the use of vou[lopata ta AOnva] Jieov 4 oraOuc A uétpa we are not justified in inferring that Tisamenos knew of a change in the type of the currency between Solon's time and his own. It would have been gener- ally known that the coinage depended on the weights; and in any case, what mattered was not the type of the coins, but the standard according to which they were struck. 13) Thus Aristophanes contrasts тарҳаїоу убшсџа xal tà xotwóv Хросіоу; ѕее оп Е 141. 14) This opinion may not count for much, but Seltman, who on p. 6 rejected the ‘general assumption that Aeginetan ‘‘turtle’ didrachms were the currency of Athens before 594 B.C.’, should be rather glad of this con- firmation of his own Opinion ‘that there was an Athenian coinage of Pheidonian weight before the reform was effected’. His remarks on the passage of Pollux 9, 76 OS why vi» Alywaiay ӧртушіу peiko tic *Artixiis obcav (Béxa yap dBorobs ’Arrixods loyvev) ’AGnvator пауєїху ёраурђу ExáJovv, ulcet ту Alywrtay Alywalev xadretv u» 0E- Aovrec, on which, he believes, the 'misconception' of an Aeginetan currency in pre- Solonian Athens was based, are right so far as they go: Pollux 'does not refer to any 
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tae e his context show that they were ever used in Athens at 
Bf this агышат м, 4 - But in fact, there is no ‘context’ in Pollux, and the source 

dau оа T has dropped out. I have not much doubt that it 

neis focis like th I Alywntéyv томтеш, though the reason for not using the real 

аран ин еоѓа comic poet. It is certainly not the real reason ; the 

ii Шегуй э аг опе, а nickname; ‘fat drachms’ may have been mentioned 

тич К even in documents of the 5th century; Athenian commerce also 
often have had to deal with the ‘turtles’ and their rate of exchange. The true 

problem is, whether or not the ‘fat drachms’ of Aegina were identical with the 
Pheidonian money. Ancient tradition seems to favour the identification, and 

Seltman (P. 15; 116 ff.) is of opinion that ‘strong arguments in support of the 

Pheidonian origin of the Aeginetan money have been recently advanced by P. N. 
Ure Origin of T yranny ch. 6.’ Perhaps one had better substitute ‘Aeginetan origin 

of Pheidonian money’. But this part of the tradition seems to be a hypothesis of 

Ephoros (F Gr Hist 70 F 176; Jacoby Das Marm Par. p. 93 f.), and there are rather 
strong objections (Beloch Gr.G.? I 2, p. 333 ff.; Johnston /HSt 54 p. 180 ff.; 
Lenschau R E XIX 2 col. 1943 f.). The whole question js far from clear, and its 

solution is a job for the numismatists. 15) Without adopting the remark ‘that a 
fine mess they seem to be making of it’, with which the rather simple-minded 

W. J. Woodhouse (Solon the Liberator, 1938, p. XV) ‘gladly relinquishes the vexed 

problem of the Attic coinage to the experts’. See Appendix p. 459 ff. 16) There 
are, one might say of course, variants. According to Pollux, who has a survey of the 

several claims beginning with Pheidon of Argos, ’A@nvatous ’Epty86vi0c xai (7) ?) Aóxoc 

scil. trove voutoya. But as according to Pliny N. H. 7, 197 (who in this section is 

speaking primarily about the 'invention' of the various metals and their first use, 

not about coinage) argentum invenit Erichthonius Atheniensis, ut alii Aeacus (Ur- 

lichs aeaclis, eaclis Mss) there may be a confusion in Pollux between coinage and 

the material used for it later on. If not, one might conjecture that Erichthonios 

and Lykos are variants taken from other Aitthides, which aimed at making the 

Athenian invention as old as possible, or that they signify phases in a more com- 

plete history of Athenian coinage. In this case one ought to take into account that 

there is no xpàrog in Plutarch; he does not expressly state that Theseus invented 

money, but he is interested in the type of his coins. So perhaps his source regarded 

the bull as the first coin of the new centralized State. 17) As to Plutarch it is 

sufficient to state that the sentence about the coinage of Theseus should follow 

immediately the institution of the three orders Eupatrids, Geomoroi and Demi- 

urgoi (for the structure of the chapter see Atthis p. 247 n. 49). The source is obvi- 

ously not a radical but an ‘aristocratic’ one which regarded the monarchy of 

Theseus as only a little different from that of his predecessors — рихрёу mapeyxAlvovon 

tij; Bao; as Aristotle 'A0r. 41, 2 has it. As to Pollux I cannot analyze here the 

long and rather difficult section Tept vopropatev (9, 51-93). The passage transcribed 

in the Text is wedged in between observations about the coinage of Cyrene which 

obviously are taken from the Kupnvatov modttela of Aristotle quoted at the end. 

Citing as it does from the laws of Drakon and men 

Delos, it apparently derives from an Athenian source, 

as the Delian counter-claim (if such it is) is not refu 

Androtion is the final authority for the doctrine about t 

tioning the (Athenian) theoria at 

though perhaps not directly, 

ted. It seems probable that 

he old didrachm; for Demon 
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(237 F 15), when explaining the proverb «ic yAaüx' ' Afjvatie, added ёт obx &v dpyópox uÓvcxt GA xal èv xoQxót Xapáccouct cv YAxüxa. It is by no means impossible that Andro- 
tion had an extensive digression on Athenian coinage which Aristotle made use of and which Ph. simply transcribed, but it is also possible that he restricted himself to the technical and financial aspect of Solon's reform (324 F 34), being afterwards Supplemented on the historic-antiquarian side by Ph., who may well have added the proverb (n. 19) and the evidence from Homer. We cannot be sure, and it does not matter much, for in any case, the facts, whether used by Aristotle or the anti- quarians, lexicographers, commentators on Homer, finally derive from Athenian local history. 18) elxoodBorov (Od. x 57) : 8exáfotov F. The variant seems worthless. I9) Zenob. Prov. 2, 7o (Diogen. Prov. 3, 48) Bois ent Y^orTrn:.... fico 8t 10 oovov 00 (0v 7) iè Tò töv "Абтусіоу тё убщаро Éyew Вобу ёүхєхораүрёуоу, бтєр exrivery Eee ToU mépa coU BÉovrog rappnouonévous. Schol. B Hom. 1. Ф 79 éxaxópu [otov * ol za- Мої лріу ётлуотўуоц тд уошісџрата т0< соуадЛаүйс ёлоюбуто 8.0 ту tetparddwv, 60ev бстєроу ёфєърєбёутоу тфу уошаратоу Вобу én’ abtav eerimouv, evServdpevot td @р- Xatov 0g. xal raporyia Bots énl yrdcons, ő tot Vopicpata: dpdter.... ént tov dy- Tópov тӧу ХарВаубутоу voulopata inép tod ph xamyopijoal tivog dA cuwrijoat. 20) I have simplified a little; there may have been a prior, pre-Thesean phase in the Atthidographers’ history of Athenian coinage (n. 16). 21) Though Seltman does not share the preconceived opinion of e.g. Head HN р. 366 and his contempt of literary evidence in mythical attire, he himself has, in fact, not examined it. The consequence is that with an a priori statement (p. 1 n. 4) he, too, severs its evident unity, and that after all his explanations of the passage in Plutarch and the quotation of Ph. are no real explanations but statements of the same facts in different words. 22) See n. 6. 23) Op. cit. p. 28 f. 24) Ор. си. р. 1. We cannot regard references to Ridgeway and Frost as proofs of the historical assertion. 25) The question whether the so-called heraldic coins were issued by the State or by the clans is far from being answered with any degree of cer- tainty, and it is even questionable whether there is a hard and fast alternative between the two assumptions. If clan coins there were, it does not follow that the State did not coin at all. One might be tempted to regard the amphora, the owl, and (per- haps) the bull types as badges of the State, the bull's head, the horse, the beetle, the wheel e£c. as clan money (see e.g. Adcock CAH 1V P. 40). I do not think that decisive arguments in favour of issue by clans can be drawn either from there being no AGE on the earlier coins, or from the Probable co-existence of the Athena coins of Peisistratos (which eventually became the money of the State) and 'heraldic' coins, nor even from the coins struck by the Alcmeonids and Eteobutads (?) at Delphi after 513 B.C. (cf. on F 11 5); the two latter facts may well be explained by the very special political situations. On the other hand, neither the change of the coin- Standard made by Solon, nor (in spite of his law concerning the export of oil) the numerous amphora coins, nor even the fact that all Athenian coins seem to have been Struck in one and the same workshop (Seltman, though he allows for a second Mint 

that the clans, though entitled to issue their own money, were legally obliged, in the interest of commerce, to leave the coining to the official Mint; and there always is the possibility (which perhaps furnishes the simplest and most probable explan- 
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ation; carro eer ine of hin pl i i et 
and in republican Rome) the arch, кп dass vut (St suci Hellenistie Atheñi 
the Thestury put their te T archons or the wardens of the Mint or the officials of 

p.a telnet Mme Qr pe noe o LU Head HNT P ALVI E 
and there is consequentl ere are no extant Athenian coins of Aeginetic weight, 

Athens before Solon's an ae со whateyer ене PARODY coins minted at 
тош “Che Tacto inoan te e; there is only the doubtful evidence of tradition ; апа 

Аё С us (I feel bound to add: from literary tradition) about 
an coinage he concluded that ‘before the age of Solon Aeginetan drachms 

E seem to have been the only money current in Attica as in Peloponnesus'. 
eltman has tried to counter this by an interpretation of Aristotle which is (perhaps) 

more specious than convincing, and by attributing to Athens the heavy amphora 
didrachms, which are usually assumed to belong to Karthaia on the island of Keos. He 

is followed e.g. by Adcock C 4 H 4, p. 40 ('in all probability a shortlived pre-Solonian 
coinage’) and (more cautiously) by G. F. Hill ibd. p. 129. As there are light Athenian 
amphora coins, one is at first inclined to believe him; but E. S. G. Robinson (n. 6) 
declares the attribution to be ‘most uncertain’, as there are considerable differences 

in the detail of the two amphorai. 27) It is self-evident that even in remote 

times when coins were rare (onavifovtos téte tod voulopatos Plutarch. Solon 23, 2; 

Public. 11, 5) one did not get an ox (which in Homeric times seems to have been 
valued as worth a «Axvzov ypucoo, Il. ¥ 750/1) in the open market for the stater of 
two (or for the matter of that four) drachms, nor for five drachms (Demetrios 

of Phaleron 228 F 22) or hundred obols (in Rome: Plutarch. Public. 11, 5). So far 

Wilamowitz Ar. u. Ath. I p. 81 is right; but the facts remain (which he did not 

explain) that the sacred Laws of Solon reckoned five drachms as equivalent to an 
ox (Demetr. Phal. /.c.), and that at Delos when they proclaimed an ox as prize 

(Text p. 568, 11 ff.) they gave only ‘two Attic drachms’ to the recipient of the prize. 

The disproportion must have been intentional: Solon did not pass a sumptuary 

law, but the certainly restricted the old extravagance, and we have to assume that 

in doing so he did not confine himself to the luxury displayed in the funerals of the 

aristocracy, but embraced perhaps all religious expenses which had to be borne by 

rich and poor alike: the sheep,which was the sacrifice of the poor (the word to be 

taken in the ancient sense), was valued by him as equivalent to one drachm only. 

When later the State, a deme, or a clan bought animals for public sacrifices, 

they had to pay much more, as is apparent from the sacrificial calendars. 28) 

Seltman p. 1. 

APPENDIX 

I venture to think that a few generalities about Aristotle might be useful also to 

the numismatists. These generalities are not at all new, but they have a bearing 

on the interpretation of every single section and almost every single sentence of 

his book about the Constitution of Athens. Even the commentators do not seem 

always to realise that to understand ch. 10 (let us confine ourselves to it here) one 

ought to be alive not only to the purpose of this treatise but to the spirit of Aristotle’s 

whole work and to the mentality of the man. To begin with, there is now a tendency 

to stress the fact that Aristotle was specially interested in contemporary coinage. 

Of course, the suggestions of H. Nissen (Rh. Mus. 49, 1894, р. I fi.) that Aristotle 
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wrote the Polities at the command of Alexander; that he was summoned in 334/3 
B.C. to an important conference in Asia concerning the Macedonian monetary 
reform and wrote a memorial about the reform ; that he held a responsible position 
in the Macedonian mint (grave misinterpretations of uetaAıxá Philodem. Rhet. П р. 
58, 5 Sudh. and of tò nohutiuntov latpetov Timaios 566 F 156) are pure moonshine. 
We have also to put in a definite caveat when Seltman (of. cit. p. 15 n. 4, who refers to Nissen) calls him 'probably the first scientific numismatist', while it might be easier to agree with B. Keil (Die solon. Verfassg., 1892, p. 171) that he was 'der erste forscher des altertums, dem die numismatik interesse erweckt hat, und er 
ist fast der einzige geblieben’. However, the famous passage ın Politics (1, 3), which deals with barter, commerce, and the use of coined money as the last phase ın the 
development of international exchange of goods, does not do so from the standpoint of the numismatist, but from that of the political economist. It is a chapter in the 
history of civilization, and the observations in it do not originate from Aristotle, 
who is much more interested in the beginnings and the differences of xmruch, peta- Banton, хртшктуттосй, xen, and in ‘metaphysical’ questions (what is vóutaua? what is xAoUroc ?) than in specific numismatical problems; in fact, there is no such problem in the whole Chapter. True, we have quite a lot of quotations which show that Anstotle in the Polities paid attention to the currency of various states; but it is equally true that all these quotations record simple facts about the coinage— names, types, value (in obols) of the coins; sometimes the reason, histoncal or mythological, why a certain type appears on a certain coin. There is nothing of what Strabo (3, 2, 8) calls zd alttoroyixdv xal td *AptototeA(Cov and of what displeases him in the physics of Poseidonios. I am not sure, or rather I am fairly sure (the Oixovoutx& are sufficient Proof) that neither Aristotle nor any other ancient writer was concerned with, or even had a notion of, the deeper problems which modern: numismatics are concerned with. The ancients were concerned with the elementary questions—whether and since when coinage existed in a certain state, what the Standard coin was, what other pieces were issued beside the standard coin, what types were put on the coins and why these particular types were chosen; sometimes (but rarely) with the relationship existing between coins and weights, with changes and who had made them. If Aristotle was conversant with the commercial import- ance of coinage (I will not deny it, though there is no proof), and if he had an inter- est in the economic side of what he calls yeypottotixy and xard (again I will not deny it, and again there is not much proof), he was rather successful in concealing his knowledge. He does not even tell us why Solon did change weights, measures and coinage; or if he does, in citing it as one of his popular measures, he made a big mistake under the (perhaps subconscious) influence of a theory of Androtion, though he rejects the theory itself completely (see below). There is not a word, not even an implication, either in the ’A@z. or anywhere else, of the modern theories about the development of Athenian industry and commerce, about commercial rivalry between Athens and Aegina, or a division of ‘spheres of interest’ between Corinth and Athens, about the importance of switching over from a ‘Doric’ to an ‘Ionic’ system. It is Love’s Labour Lost to seek in the 'A6r.. (and for the matter of that in any of the quotations dealing with Coinage) anything approaching an attempt to draw historical inferences from numismatical facts. I am afraid there still is among experts and specialists, enthusiastic over their own department and anxious to 
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furnish it with a respectable pedigree, some misunderstanding of Aristotle’s habit of mind and of the purpose for which he wrote the Constitution of Athens. The experts (and not the experts alone) are apt to forget that he was primarily and wholly a ‘philosopher’, and as a Philosopher, besides being an eminent scientist, 
‘metaphysically’ and ‘politically minded’. I do not care to renew here the discussion 
whether and how far he was also ‘historically minded’, which is not the same thing 
as politically minded (the antithesis of Wilamowitz Ar. u. Ath. I p. 44 is a wrong 
one). But two points are, or ought to be, sufficiently clear: from the use he made of the 
Polities in the Politics we infer one main fact, viz. that Aristotle collected his material 
not for historical, but for philosophical and (for the philosopher’s mind) extremely 
Practical purposes; the Constitution of Athens has a rather extensive historical 
introduction, but it is an introduction to the descriptive part, the description of the 
Athenian commonwealth in Aristotle’s own time, which again is only one item in 
the mass of material collected to serve as a base from which the philosopher should 
be enabled to form an opinion in the philosophical province called politics. The 
second point refers to Aristotle ‘the economist’, or rather to the Position of eco- 
nomy, political and social, in Hellenic thought. Since Boeckh we have been told 
again and again that the Greeks did not live on Art and Philosophy, but on bread 
and cheese; that they were very good merchants as well as traders (there is a modern 
saying about one Greek and ten Jews) and very much alive to the value of money. 
I do not doubt it in the least, and Iam quite prepared to admit that Aristotle knew 
quite a lot about money-making and may have been quite capable of managing 
his own business atíairs. But apart from the fact that there is not an ounce of the 

business man in his philosophy and his works, that on the contrary he heartily 
despises money-making and business technique; apart also from the fact that this 
holds good for every Greek of the upper classes, the point at issue ıs that thinking 
on economic lines and in terms of economics is not a Hellenic method of thought 
at all. In all their historical and philosophical literature there is an absence of 
intimate knowledge of economic conditions, an absence almost of consciousness 
of their potential importance for, and influence on, political decisions, events and 
developments, which profoundly shocks those among modern historians who seem 
incapable of explaining the Athenian empire or the Peloponnesian war in other 

terms than those of commercial rivalry. There is a blind spot in the Greek mind, 
as there is in the minds of these modern scholars. The treatises on Economics 

(Olxovoutxá) are proof sufficient of their childlike simplicity in this respect. nee 
by chance only that we hear about the most important commercial facts, a ч 
trade and trade-routes; it is not a peculiarity of Herodotos that the travellers E the 

great north-eastern route are not merchants but the miracle man Aa an 

Aristotle asked why Solon made a change in the currency, in the weig TEE 
measures, but his answer is a rather curious one (see below), and it X: s ha 
Koehler who in 1885 (A. M. 10) discovered that the change was ma : m i 

interest of Athenian trade (Koehler's opinion is almost universally appro ses i 

theory of Heichelheim Wirtschaftsgeschichte des Altertums I, 1938, P- € ihe 
much to recommend it). Aristotle did not even think of Athenian e ан 

6th century, and it most certainly was not Aristotle who SE aetas Dui 
theory of money with all its implications of valuta and паа oo 2 Вие 

scholars of a much later age (see Stampe 50. Berlin 1921 p. 37 tt). 
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emphatically not said to belittle Aristotle—our opinion, or rather the greatness, of 
Aristotle is not dependent on what he was unable to tell us from reasons inherent in the general conditions of his age—but to remind experts and enthusiasts of the facts of the case and of the general character of the sources available to us. That 
is the only excuse I have to offer for these truisms. 

To turn now to ch. ro of the "Ar. It does not seem necessary to quote and 
consider separately (or even in the mass) the almost countless discussions, by 
scholars of all denominations, of the few words that Aristotle devotes to the 
Currency reform; nor is it much use to collect and criticise the changes in the text proposed by them with more or less confidence (I believe Iam capable of understanding a joke as well as another man, but to change e.g. uci töv QeBovelov into uslo càv Alywalev [Johnston J. H. St. 54, 1934, p. 184] is, at the best, a rather poor joke); and it would be simply a waste of time now to ponder over the praise showered on the 'scientific numismatist'Aristotle or, alternatively, over the abuse directed either against him or the Atthidographers, or impartially against both. Nevertheless, I shall likewise begin with a few generalities, not again about Aristotle, but about this particular section of his treatise. (1) It is obvious that from the literary point of view ch. 10, which deals with the non-political side of Solon’s reform of the Athenian commonwealth, 
must be regarded as an intercalation, a supplement, or an appendix (B. Keil Die solon. Verfassung, 1892, P- 163; Wilamowitz Ar. u. Ath. I P. 41). It clearly inter- rupts the perfect sequence of a narration which begins with the only revolutionary act in Solon's activity and the first step taken by him when entering on his duties as archon—the proclamation cancelling all existing debts (ch. 6; see on F 114); a narration which proceeds to describe the constitutional changes made by the legislator (roAttelav 8ё хатёстцоє xal vópouvç £Onxnev ch. 7-8), which gives the considered and final judgement of Aristotle himself on the character and import of these changes (Soxet 32 тїс ZóXAovoc wodrttetac тріа табт' elvat ta Squotixddtata ch. 9), and which concludes with what Solon did afterwards (StardEag 38 thy полатеау... . ёпо- 8тшіау ёпогасто ch. 11). Ch. 10 is fitted in by the simple and well-known device of repeating the maxim of the preceding chapter: tpla tabr’ elvat ta Snuotixatata ~ ev pév obv toig vépoig taŭra Soxri Ürivot Snuotux& x1X.. (see below). It really does not matter much whether Aristotle added it at the chronologically suitable place because he deemed the facts important in themselves, or from a sort of vollstaendigkeits- 

logical order in which he enumerates thethreegreatachievementsofthe archon, makes an end once and for all of Androtion's misinterpretation of the seisachtheia. But it is surely a mere misapprehension, if 'the position of the chapter suggests' to Adcock (Klio 12, 1912, p. 5) 'that we have here either the result of research by Aristotle later than the writing of ch. 6, or the use of some source also later’, (2) It is equally obvious that in adding these few lines about the 'economic reform' Aristotle is cutting down a more explicit report as far as he dares, barely avoiding the danger of becoming unintelligible even to a contemporary reader. After what has been said above, we ought not to be surprised at the (for us at least, and not to put too fine a point upon it) unsatisfactory nature of ch. 1o. In any case, we have to recognize a state of things which is not uncommon at all; but it is rather difficult to persuade scholars that they really must not expect figs of thistles, Of course, we 
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should like to get much more facts, 
besides the facts, at least a word a 
Greek world or at any rate in Athen 

metrological as well as numismatical; and 
bout economic conditions prevailing in the 
s, and the considerations which induced the legislator to change weights, measures and currency. The information we get is clear enough and valuable, so far as it goes; but it is not full and it does not go far enough, not, at least, I repeat, to satisfy our hunger for knowledge. It is no use denying that there are quite obvious gaps: for instance, Aristotle says that the old Standard coin was the didrachm: there was no need to mention the new one, as everybody knew that it was the tetradrachm, but we are obliged to infer from his 

words that it was Solon who struck tetradrachms (which is certainly wrong); and he does not mention the old type, though in other rodttetat he remarks on the 
coin types. He tells us that the measures of Capacity tyéveto peilw tév De8uvelov, 
but he does not say how much greater; and he tells us just nothing at all about the 
abno töv otaðuõv. For the only information he gives us here refers not really to 
the weights, but to an overweight, the additional 5% or the gorh, as IG? II 1013 
(Meritt Hesp. 7, 1938, p. 127 ff.) calls it, which may have been of special interest 
to him as a popular measure (see below), though in fact the argument of Wilamowitz 
(taken bodily over by Adcock C. A. H. IV p. 41) about the peasant buying his salt 
and figs and ‘getting the extra fraction, thanks to the good Solon’, cuts both ways; 
for if he sells his own produce (and patrem familias vendacem, non emacem esse 
oportet), it is he who has to give the overweight, so that from the peasant's point 
of view it seems a rather dubious advantage. It is not easy to believe (though 
Wilamowitz and others try hard to convince themselves) that the increase of the 
weights (and Aristotle does not say that they were Pheidonian) consists in the 
addition of only 5%; if so, Aristotle would have written à cafus, conformably 
to td pétpa and d uà; the text now reads as if ıt was Solon who first introduced 
weights in Athens. But there must be weights first before an addition can be made 
to them, and of these we do not hear. Nor does Aristotle tell us about the name and 
origin of the old mina. One might infer that it was the Pheidonian too, and that 
might lead straightway to the conclusion that the whole reform consisted m 
‘changing over from the heavy Pheidonian to the lighter “Attic” silver standard 
(as Seltman puts ıt). But then one is confronted with the question what this means 
and whether or not the Pheidonian system is the same as the Aeginetan—let alone 
the doubt whether Aristotle had trustworthy information about the 7th century 
systems, and (to leave out nothing) the possibility that the Athenians used Phei- 
donian measures and weights, and Aeginetan currency. Perhaps we should be 

fully enlightened if we could consult the Polities of Argos and Sikyon, in which 
Aristotle had dealt with the Pheidonian innovations (F 480; 580 Rose); as it is, we 
must recognize (and this should be remembered when using the chapter) that the 
information we get in it about Solon’s reform is far from complete. (3) We may 
as well add at once a third point, which is as obvious as the other two: Aristotle is 
writing for contemporary readers; so he either had to be much more explicit than 
he is or (for there is an alternative) he ‘had to put the matter in terms of the mina 
of his own day, the Euboic-Attic mina’ (Seltman p. 123; cf. the alternative in De 
Sanctis Atthis*, 1912, p. 223; Adcock C. A. H. ІУ р. 39; Hill ibid. p. 134). The 
same, of course, holds good for the measures of capacity; and it holds good for the 
drachma (see below). In fact, he is comparing the measures of his own day, which he 
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believes to be the same as-those introduced by Solon, with the pre-Solonian mea- 
sures, which he believes (for this is another point) to be the same as the Pheidonian 

measures which in his own day were used in many Greek states. Again one sees 
problems arising and many possibilities of erroneous assumptions. But to say of 
Aristotle that he was ‘childlike enough to take the drachma as an absolute value’, 

or to ask whether ‘he thought at all about the division’ of the pre-Solonian mina, 

was, perhaps, somewhat ill-considered even in 1893, and to-day it would be some- 

thing worse than prejudice. The joke would tell very heavily against Wilamowitz, 
if, in fact, there existed even in Aristotle’s own time a wide-spread division of the 

(Aeginetan) mina into 35 staters or 70 drachmai (Th. Reinach B. C. H. 20, 1896, 
P. 197 ff.; 51, 1927, p. 7 f.; De Sanctis op. cit. p. 222 f.; Beloch Gr. G.* I 2, 1913, р. 
335 ff.); but that is a question which again I have to leave to the experts. 

Granted these general facts (and I do not see how any of them can be disproved) 
and assuming that Aristotle was capable of thinking clearly and writing a clear, 
appropriate and scientific Greek—an assumption which seems to be a very mode- 
rate, not to say a self-evident one, though there have been quite recently classical 
Scholars and historians who, when dealing with the references to Solon, turn with 
relief from Aristotle to Plutarch; or who complain about the 'scrappy and dis- 
jointed character' of a chapter which 'reads like the contents of a note-book, 
thrown together with little regard for logic or clearness'; about 'the wording of a 
passage', which if 'taken strictly, is little better than nonsense, the talk of one 
"that darkeneth counsel by words without knowledge" ' (to pick a few flowers 
from the garden of scholarship)—if, I say, this assumption may be made, I venture 
to assert that the notorious ch. 10 with all the defects enumerated above is quite 
a good example of the distinctive features of all Aristotelian writing. As things are, 
I have no choice but to print the chapter, as it should be printed to throw into 
relief its clear structure, and to explain as succinctly as possible its position as 
a witness to the tradition about Athenian coinage—to the tradition, not to the 
coinage itself; a vast difference, as must be repeated again and again. The chapter, 
as far as we are concerned with it, consists of an enumeration, each of the three 
parts of which are commented on in one sentence: ’Ev иё оўу тоїс уброцс тобта Soxet 
Getvar Snuotixd: mpd 8 тїс уоцобєсіос rovfjoac (Wilcken посол ‘potius leg.’ Kenyon) 
Tiv TOv ypeðv dmoxomhy, xal pete taŭra Thy Te tHv pétpwv xal ota0pdv xal thy tod 
уошсратос сб тоху. 

Ёл? txeivov үйр èyéveto xal te pértpa peltw tov Pewvelwv, xal } pve, прбтєроу &- 
xovoa otaðuòv EBouhxovra ёрауџіс, буєплтробт тоїс ёхотбу• фу 8 & dpyatog ya- 
paxthp sidpaypov. 
troinoe Bà xal oraOud pds rd voutoua, tpeig xal ЁЕўхоута шуйс Td thavtov Фүоосас, 
ха\ ётіЗисуєрлтасау ої трєїс џуаї тбл oraret xal toic (Aot стадроїс. 

There does not seem to exist a substantial doubt about the readings of the papyrus. 
As to the text, I am not quite happy about «eic xoi &Efjxovra uv&o 16 váAxvrov &oocas ; 
but the definite article may be used as in cai éxatév, ‘the present' or 'our talanton'. 
IIpào 1 vóuioua is 'corresponding to the coin’. For b xXxpaxthp, comprising as it does 
in one short word the Philochorean distinction between убшсџа, ёлістроу, апа трб- 
swxov, it is sufficient to compare Diod. 17, 66, 1 (deriving from Kleitarchos): 
Alexander found in the Persian treasury бсўџоо хросоў хо ёрүдроо т\еіо ту тєтра- 
хлсроріоу saddvrev and twaxtoyiive тбаута Хрособ yapaxrijipa Saperxdv Eyovra. Other 
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ri unions ese sar: are less to the point; cf. the
 history of the word and its 

shortly after 385/4 B C. dai (8 xapdoawy) to ‘coiner's die’ (rb yapdocov IG? II 1408 

бош Хурё' (o E 4 . о [астоб ихт... .] ё h ol yapaxriipes xat dxpovloxot хт.) апа 

Herm. 64, 1929 x ишу, Xápayua; germ. 'gepraege’) and ‘coin’ by A. Koerte 

asses m E р 9 = van Groningen Mnemos. 58, 1930, p. 46 ff. The second 

justified either bs Thy тоб уошісратос аб лолу in the enumerative superscription 1s 

cot ecause from the common view-point weights and measures of 

capacity are more closely connected with each other than with coin, or/and because 

on had a special importance here for Aristotle on account of the theory 

à on; it is quite on the cards that the wish to refute this theory is respon- 

sible for the intercalation (see above) of the whole ch. ro. 

With the mention of Androtion we reach the problem which for the commen- 

tator of the Atthidographers is the essential one in this chapter. Again I do not 

deem it necessary to collect or discuss the divergent opinions, as the case is perfectly 

Clear for an unprejudiced observer, while the neck-or-nothing man with his naive 

alternatives 'now, did Aristotle transcribe Androtion or did he not?', 'does 

ch. IO contain polemics against Androtion or does it not?' is bound to come to 

grief over it. The answer to this alternative is simple—and again I exclude a priori 

(or would, if the case did not admit proof) the convenient compromise which makes 

Aristotle out a blockhead, who transcribed Androtion, but did not understand 

either him. (Beloch Gr. G.* I 2 p. 337) or the subject (Wilamowitz Ar. w. Ath. I 

P. 42 f.). The answer is that he takes over from Androtion the numismatical (and 

metrological) facts, but rejects his theory about the purpose of the reform. There is 

not, and there never was, any doubt about the second point; there 1s not even a 

reasonable doubt that the wording of ch. 6, 1 and the introduction of ch. 1o is due 

to Aristotle's desire for a complete and uncompromising refutation of the new 

theory by the facts of the case. For ch. 10 does not contain ‘Aristotle’s theory of 

the reform of coinage etc.', it simply states the facts. Aristotle does not even refer 

to authorities, the metotor of Plutarch (Solon 15, 5) which probably means Ph. 

(F 114), because apparently in his opinion the facts spoke for themselves (see on 

324 F 34). For Aristotle the seisachtheia meant the cancelling of private and public 

debts at the very outset of Solon’s archonship, while the reform of the currency 

came at the end of his term of office and was separated from the seisachtheta by 

the legislation: ch. 10 with its chronological statement clinches the matter. For 

Androtion the currency reform, supplemented by @ low rate of interest which 

Solon fixed, was the seisachtheia: it enabled the debtors to pay back their obli- 

gations in the new lighter currency, GprOpar pev loov Suvaper 8 Dartov arodévrav. AS 

regards the facts of the currency reform we need no longer be disturbed by an 

apparent discrepancy between Androtion and Aristotle in respect of the number of 

drachmai in the pre-Solonian mina. This discrepancy between 73 and 70, which 

has from the very first obscured the issue and called forth a crop of most ingenious 

explanations, is removed by Th. Reinach (Herm. 63, 1928, p. 238 ff) His emen- 

dation of Plutarch's text (not known apparently to Milne J . H. St. 5o, 1930, P. 179 

and Johnston ibid. 54, 1934, p. 180 ff.) is as brilliant as it is easy palaeographically 

and necessary linguistically: an original éxatdv yap érolnce Sp
axywav Thy pvav трбтєро» 

EBAOMHKONTATOYZAN has been misread to ё8бошхоут y odcay and then, of 

course, corrected to ig8. xal Y odoav. [Reinach’s reading must stand even if the 

Jacoby, Fragm. Griech. Hist. IIIb (Suppl-) 
30 
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Surprising computation of Hill C. 4. H.1V p. 134 should have hit the mark. The figure 73 ‘looks exact’ to him—that is if we grant the hypothesis that the Solonian didrachm is in fact a tetradrachm (see n. 11)—, because it gives a ‘drachm’ of 8, 4 grms, which ‘is much nearer to the evidence provided by the metrologists on the basis of the Corinthian and Euboic and Attic coinage of pre-Solonian days’. If that were so— which I am inclined to doubt (even without referring to the opinion of P. Gardner 4 History of ancient Coinage, 1918, P. XI on the accuracy of ancient mints)—the copyist of Plutarch would have hit upon the right relationship between the old and the new system by pure chance ; for Hill has certainly misjudged the evidence by assuming 'a new mina' The true text, as established by Reinach, shows that Aristotle followed Androtion as to the actual change made by Solon: the mina which before the reform "weighed' (&youca Androtion, čyovoa otæðuóv Aristotle) se- 

itself remained unaltered. This is a most important point, clearly perceived by De Sanctis p. 222 f. and Seltman P. 6 f.; 16 f. One cannot but agree (although e.g. Hill again asserts that Aristotle 'implies that a new mina was made’), because it is the only explanation which does not violate the evidence. I repeat that it is another question whether the evidence Bives us the truth of the matter : Seltman's inter- pretation of 'A0x, ro is convincing so far as (Androtion and) Aristotle did not believe that Solon introduced coinage in Athens, but that he ‘did change the monetary standard’; but, of course, it does not follow ‘that there was an Athenian 

Middle Ages (Macdonald The Evolution of Coinage p. 70, quoted for another purpose by Gardner Op. cit. p. 65): ‘Decrees generally prescribe not that coins shall be struck of such and such a weight, but that so many coins shall be struck out of such and such a quantity of metal’. For it can be Proved that the texts as we read them in 

the mina ‘was filled up with the hundred (drachmai) ‘—incidentally a typically Aristotelian way of thinking and speaking: it is not only that the Attic mina of his 
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hundred drachmai which Aristotle calls thy tod voulopatos abnat, though I am 

quite prepared to admit that it is a short expression (comparable to the харохтўр; 

see above) for shy тўс Tihs 103 voploparos abenaw, the suitable term tih (value, 

purchasing power etc.) being used by Androtion in Plutarch; only, one must not 

try and obtrude the term on Aristotle’s text by an incredible conjecture, as Aly's 

(R E IIL A col. 977) otaOpadv <atEnaw> xat thy tod voulapatos <т шу». 

There is still another point to be taken into account, and that is rather an amusing 

one. Aristotle rejected Androtion’s theory about the ocic&yOevx; he separated the 

currency reform from it as completely as possible. Nevertheless, he obviously 

regarded this reform, too, as a 8jyotix6v, a popular measure at least. He enumerates 

it among the other 8yyottxé, the cancelling of debts and the legislation. As he 

further enumerates it on a level with the rise in the weights and the measures of 

capacity, he lays himself open to the sneer of Wilamowitz (Ar. u. Ath. I p. 42): 

‘er hat es offenbar fiir volksfreundlich gehalten, dass man nun für "drei ellen" 

mehr zeug, für "drei scheffel" mehr korn bekam, und mit ''drei minen"' beinahe 

vier alte hatte’. This is quite possibly true, but then the sarcasm ought to be 

extended to Androtion. Wilamowitz on the same page praises him as a shrewd 

financier (‘der gewiegte finanzmann’; cf. Introd. to Androtion p. 88), who un- 

derstood the matter, even if (again according to Wilamowitz) he ‘misunderstood’ 

the seisachtheia. But this selfsame Androtion expects us to believe that Solon's 

currency reform greatly benefited the debtors without injuring the creditors who 

only got back two thirds of the silver they had lent out: Sor’ dprOpar piv loov 

Suvéper 8’ Zartov drodévrwy, deedetalat ёз тоос ёхтіуоутас шсүбла, ртдёу 82 Badrreoðar 

Toc xouitouévouc. It is to the credit of Aristotle that he treated this astonishing 

statement of the ‘shrewd financier’ with the contempt it deserves (though Milne J. 

H. St. 58, 1938, p. 97 again takes it seriously ; see also Cl. Rev. 57, 1943, p. 1 ff.). On the 

other hand, there is in fact no help for it: Aristotle apparently regarded the reform 

of weights, measures and currency as a popular measure, because the people got 

more goods for less money. This admission seems rather damaging to Aristotle's 

reputation, and people gifted with an unhistorical turn of mind, or who suffer from 

a constitutional dislike of Aristotle, are free to make the most of it. Others will 

prefer to seck an explanation, and it is easy enough to find a quite sufficient one. 

The earlier Atthidographers perhaps simply reported the facts concerning the 

reform of currency efc. by Solon; they did not say why he changed the currency, 

because they simply did not know. Nobody in Antiquity knew or could have known 

his reasons for it, and nobody cared—that is why I have dealt at length with 

Aristotle in general. Androtion, so to speak, threw himself into the breach; clever 

party-politician that he was, he used the gap in knowledge for his own ends: he 

explained away the whole shocking remission of debts by Solon; he assured his 

contemporaries that not even the devaluation had harmed the ‘capitalists’. This 

simple and blunt device did not take in Aristotle, but it roused his bias for tò altıo- 

Aoyuxóv. He did not explain away the seisachtheia, but he recognised that there must 

have been a reason for the currency reform, and he put the question why did Solon 

change the currency, if it was not in the interest of the enslaved peasants—just as 

Koehler did in 1885. The answer he gave is a wrong one, and who likes to blame 

Aristotle is again free to do so: obviously he ought to have been born two thousand 

years later, or if he could not manage that, he might at least have read the Athe- 

nische Mitteilungen and the books of Professor Knapp of Strasburg University. 
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1) Liddell-Scott s.v. 2) 372 F 35. The Lexica which explain xpynle as Oepértog ў el8oc óroBAuaoc, Srofá0pa (Phot.; Sud. s.v.; Ekloge 4. O. II 481, 11) do not help. In the article of Hesychios we find another meaning of the word, probably taken from a book about cults: Myers 88 xal «5 neplücua tõv £yxórov rAaxobvrov. But we have no reason to doubt тбтос. 
1) Charon 262 F 3 (cf. Stud. it, N. S. 15, 1939, p. 227). 2) P. A. II p. 633; R E XII col. 529 (following Wilamowitz Ar. u. Ath. II p. 81 n. 14). 
1) A hero Kantharos is unknown otherwise (also to the R. E .). Zenob. Prov. 4, 65 de- rives the proverb Kavðápov Goq epos * Énl cv rovnpóv x«l xaxobpyov from an 'A0fjvnot х@ттАос Казбарос xaAovpevoc, who ёт rovnpiat xal продосіо: Өхуйтоо ё5ли.о0%, апа ће preserves a уагіапі ої $ халт\оу бута фасіу апєрісхёлтос Éxiü£o0at cupavvlBt xal dxo- Mat, while others suggested the dung-beetle. It is doubtful whether these explana- tions have any connexion with the fact that Kantharos was used as an anchorage for merchantmen. The literary evidence collected by Judeich Topogr.? p. 443 n. 3 does not yield much: Pausan. r, 1, 2 ff. does not even mention the name K&v0apoc, but talks of u£ytorog Av; the Lexica (Hesych. ; Lex. rhet. p. 271, 7; Suda) merely epitomize the Scholia on Aristophanes. 2) Themistokles' name was connected with Kantharos by the sanctuary of Aphrodite Euploia which it is highly probable was dedicated by him (Judeich P. 446). The dedication may well belong to the year 493/2 B.C. The place of his grave points in the same direction (see on F 201). Of course, Kantharos must again have been mentioned in the fourth book if the great 9:oí was built by Perikles, Ph. certainly entered buildings of some importance regularly (see e.g. F 36-37). 3) Pax 143; Nikostratos II 222, 10 Kock; Sosi- krates III 391, 2 K.; zàoíou el8og Hesych. s.v. 4) See e.g. Judeich p. 443; v. Geisau R E X col. 1883 f. 

1) See on Phanodemos 325 F 2. 
1) Later on the deme belongs to Ptolemais. 2) Oikonomos 4. M. 35, 1910, P- 274 ff.; Meritt Hesperia 5, 1936, p. 393 ff. 3) Oikonomos /.c. p. 309; Hiller von Gaertringen R. Е, Suppl. V col. 967. The expedient of Wilamowitz (in Kirchner IG*), who suggests that Semachos was worshipped in several places, in the Epakria and in the region of the Mines, is not very attractive. 4) Such a name may easily occur in several places of mountainous Attica. The suggestion of Ure Origin of Tyranny p. 38 that in this region the ‘Ynepdxprot (Herodt. I, 59, 4) or Aukxptot (Aristot. ’A@r. 13, 4) may be found, who formed the greatest part of Peisistratos’ followers, remains tempting. We need not refute the phantasies of Cornelius (Die Tyrannis in Athen, 1929, p. 15 ff.) about Peisistratos as the leader ‘des städtischen demos’ and about the legislation of the tyrant as having been hostile to the peasants (l.c. р. 51 ff.). 5) The plurality of the daughters in Steph. Byz. (if the text is in order) seems to be an unimportant variant + Or one of the daughters deserved Particularly well of the god. Both passages are abbreviated. 6) But Milch- 

doubtful (Abh. Berl. Ak. 1892 p. 37), and has now been refuted. 7) Artemis and Pan (Gruppe Gr. M: yth. p. 1276 n. 9) also wear the nebris, and Dionysos seems to have taken it over from the Maenads (ibid. p. 1439). We cannot expect to under- stand its original significance. 
I) Tr, wbere the alteration of IZ to IO would really not be a slight one, quite apart from the improbability that Ph. told the Story of Linos in his history of the 
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third century. _ 2) See Introd. n. 77. 3) Cf. s.v. Tuié0eoc - үрёфас BU trav vé- 

Hous povarxods tO, mpoolute Xe, (subsequently some individual titles), 8:0орёрВоос 9, 

Suvoug xa, xal dr tw. But в.у. Хтпоіҳорос· Ёст аотоб тї попрота ... ё В:ВМос х. 

4) F 76-77. In literary history Orpheus is said to be the brother, the teacher, the 

disciple, the descendant of Linos. For the evidence see Greve Rosch. Lex. II col. 

2060. 5) See F 79 on the tev8emydépuevz. When Eustathios in his long note on 

Linos mentions an ££ ’Emyépuov ypiatc, he abbreviates Athen. 14, 10 p. 618 рӯ 8 

тб» [втоорүфу 618% Алмос, ос "Еліҳарџос ё’ Атолбутоцс loropet. There is no doubt that 

the play is spurious; see Kaibel C. Gr. F. I 1 p. 93. 6) We cannot definitely state 

that it was this book. As Linos occurs in Euripides (n. 13) the possibility of Ilepl tpa- 

Mid or another of these books must be left open. 7) Whom Voss De Hera- 

clidis Pontici Vita et Scriptis, 1896, p. 84 takes to be the source of Ph.: Phot. s.v. 

Alvov (from Aelius Dionysius Eustath. p. 421, 28 — F 250 Schw.) + ‘Hpaxdrel8ng ó Iov- 

тохбс, retdh of radrarol Alvos dvrl yopSarv Eypavro - dA xal “Opnpos #87 popdac enratdépevos 

Alvov xaret. yévovto Se tpeic Howes Alvor: Kaddrrdryg, ó òè ' Axxtóreng (’Advelreams ? Naber) 

xal "AnddAavos, telrog 8& YapdOns this Kportov (i.e. Krotopos; Hofer Rosch. Lex. III 

col. 3196 no. 2) xal’AnédAwvog. Zenodotos founded one of his wild conjectures on this 

explanation: Alvog 8 оло ходу čebe / Aertadént qoi: (the thread sang sweetly’). 

8) N. H. 7, 204 citharam (scil. invenit) Amphion, ut alii Orpheus, ut alii Linus. In the 

Herakles story Bibl. 2, 63 he is regarded not as the inventor, but merely as the 

teacher of Herakles, if we may compare 1, 14 Alvog, ӧу "Нроӯс бпёхтеме, xal "Oppeds 

6 doxhoas xiOapwrdtav. Also at the games of Akastos Hygin. Fab. 273, 11 Orpheus is 

the victor cithara, Linus cantu, Eumolpus voce. Herakleides of Pontos attested 

Amphion as the inventor in Plutarch. De musica 3 p. 1131 F following the àvaypagh 

tv Eixvõv &vaxewvn. In the history of the development of the instrument, which is 

late, Linos merely adds one string: Diodor. 3, 59, 2 ff. Sik chy xOapay, hy “Ериўу єореїу 

фасіу, 'АлблХоуа 8 прӧтоу атӯ: хата трблоу хрӯобол . . . табтпс 8 бстєроу Mo?$cas u£v 

dveupety thy péony, Alvov 8ё «ijv Ayavov, "Opoén 82 ха\ Өбџорау <тђу» блату хої паро- 

namy. He is said to have invented not an instrument, but рохо altogether by 

Alkidamas Odyss. 25; according to Nonnos Dionys. 41, 372 ff., however, he invents 

the eben, which, if we judge by Pan's syrinx, Hermes' lyre, Hyagnis' lute, and 

Orpheus’ yevuata poari¢ obviously can only refer to poems, perhaps epic texts, 

since Pausan. 2, 19, 8 knows a Linos ô norhoas тё ёлу, and since among the apo- 

cryphal works of Linos a Cosmogony in hexameters is mentioned (Diog. Laert. 1, 4); 

verses from it are quoted in Stob. Flor. 3, 1, 70 (and 4, 46, 1 ?). The apocrypha need 

not concern us here. It is of greater importance (possibly in regard to Ph., too) that 

in the Sicyonian Anagraphe (Herakleid. /.c. ) Linos ó ££ Ebfloíac appears as a poet of 

6pfjvot. This notion is founded on the Linos song, for according to Eustath. p. 1164, 3 

Linos is &ypouxog vcav(ac 0:816 т1у06 edperig; the text is more correct than in Schol. 

Т р. 279. 25 1ёўс edperhc where ttvd¢ must have dropped out, for the Awordia of 

Schol. B are not songs made by Linos but songs on Linos and his death. 9) The 

motivation must be connected with Theophrastos’ plea for vegetarianism. About 

Ph.s relations to this doctrine see on F 98. 10) The fullest collection of the 

evidence is given by Greve Rosch. Lex. II, 1894/7, col. 2052 ff.; but it should be 

used with caution. Kroll R. E. XIII, 1927, col. 715 ff. gives the impression of being 

a stop-gap. See also Preller-Robert Gr. M yth.* I p. 461 ff. 11) Cf. n. 8. 12) 

This motif is demonstrably early e.g. in the story of Thamyris I/. B 594 ff., and in 
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many cases it allows of an inference of old and genuine antagonisms. We can entirely 
leave aside here the assumption of several bearers of the name Linos (Euboia, 
Oichalia, Argos; cf. n. 7; 8) and the distinction of the old Linos from the teacher 
of Herakles in Thebes itself (Pausan. 9, 29, 9; 4l.). Those are later attempts at 
reconciling the contradictions of the tradition. 13) See e.g. Greve /.c. col. 2054, 9; 
Nilsson Griech. Feste, 1906, P. 435; Kroll Lc. col. 715, 50 ff. whose only reason seems to be 'dass die beziehung zur musik, die hier noch fehlt, erst in einer spáteren thebanischen version erscheint (my italics). Actually the story of the son of Apollo and the Argive princess Psamathe is entirely different from the Theban legend: Psamathe, for fear of her father Krotopos, exposes her baby, which is torn by the x тйс лоіџутс х0уєс tij; Kporónov, Andru è *Apyelots é¢ thy б\у пёрлте, Поуўу (Раџѕап. 1, 43, 7). In the form їп which this story has come down to us, it contains a double aition: (1) for the foundation of Tripodiskoi in the Megaris (Pausan. /.c.; Statius Theb. 1, 562 ff., where the story of the foundation is replaced by Apollo’s pardoning Krotopos); (2) for the institution of the festival of the Arneis (Klearchos in Aelian. N. A. 12, 34) or Kynophontis (Athen. 5, 56 p. 99 E). The two aitia are not originally connected nor have they come down by the same tradition. The tradition is quite insufficient; it has been treated casually by Nilsson of. cit. p. 435 n. 3 and exhaust- ively by Wilamowitz Sb. Berlin 1925 = Kl. Schr. V 2 p. 108 ff. (see also Pfeiffer on Kallimachos F 26-31). I cannot discuss it here in detail, but Konon Narr. 19 whose story Wilamowitz l.c. p. 108 n. 1 credibly derives from ‘späten Argolika, etwa aus Sokrates <no. 310>’ goes even further in contaminating different tra- ditions. While in the Megarian story the name of the child is of such slight import- ance that Pausanias only subsequently adds it in the Argolika (2, 19, 8), Konon States that Apollo ypwyévore (scil. tots *Apyetorc) dntp dxadrayiig VapdOny dvetre xat Alvov DdoxeoBat. ої 82 т тє ёла ётірлаоу о0тобс̧, xal yóvara ёра хбракс Ёпєртоу Өрууєїу Л(уоу • ої 8 Өрдуоос бут:Воћолс Utyvüo2t тас̧ тє ёхєіуоу хоЇ тйс opettpacg dvéxratov Toyag: xat obtws Fv éxxpemhs 6 ext Alvar Өрӯўуос̧, 0с т’ èxelvwv xal toig Exetta nointats паутёс̧ máÜouc mapevOhxn Alvoc diSerat- Liiva te dvéuacay ’Apveiov, бт &pv&ot Alvog cuvav- etpkon, xxl Oucixv &youoct xal toptiy ’Apvida, xtelvovtes èv ёхєіут. тўн ўрёрол хой хубу бсос йу єброст. Ме need not enter into the various explanations of the festival; it is evident that the connexion between the Linos songs and the Arneis is almost more loose than that between the Megarian and the Argive story. What Konon gives is simply a third aition which shows a very close contact with the Opynvaders a&rapyat or Awverdiar of the scholion on Homer. I shall of course not deny that the Linos song (i.e. songs with the refrain alov) was sung also in Argos—for that after all is the main issue of Nilsson’s and Wilamowitz’ arguments, and matters are really somewhat different from the chorus Eurip. Alk. 445/54 which has recently again been so unreasonably misinterpreted—; they may even have been sung at the time of the Arneis. But that does not make the Kynophontis ‘a festival of Linos’, and Linos song is not equivalent with Linos myth. If a legend about Linos existed in Argos (a fact I doubt) it ran on lines entirely different from those of the Theban myth. It is obviously late like so many stories in the Argolika. Its Linos is simply a Personification of the Linos song; he does not show a single early trait but simply Provides a name for the child in the story of Psamathe. Even the late epigrams by an anonymous author of the Onfarxg quoted in the scholia on Homer, have preserved One trait which is early in my Opinion, viz. that it is the Muses who lament for 
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a is E Cf. Verg. Buc. 6, 67 ff. from learned Hellenistic literature. 15) 

things wd = 6 28 ff. ‘sein grab sei in T heben beim Helikon' mixes up several 

СЕЙЛ Те Cu у cites Pausanias as a witness for the grave. Nilsson /.c. Р. 436 

бааа ion o: Helicon sicher jung', his reason apparently being 'die abstrakte 

ребус ih T : method like that the whole cult of the Muses on Helikon can be 

E tide e la E the Hesiodean mother Mnemosyne is not a bit more real than 

Boi vis Tast D Pausan. 9, 29, 8-9. 17) This does not mean that Linos came 

Muse itum A ut that question need not detain us here. 18) Almost every 

Al thes med as his mother. But the father, when he appears, usually is Apollo. 

е geneaologies are of no value. 

1) Steuding Rosch. Lex. II, 1894/7, col. 3225 ff.; Robert Heldensage I, 1920, p. 

4n ff.; Rzach R E XVI т, 1933, col. 757 ff. (complete collection of the material) ; 

Diels-Kranz Vorsokratiker* I, 1934, p. 20 ff. 2) Of Rhegion F HG II 23, 1; cf. 

Jacoby R E VII col. 1417 no. 36. 3) 31 F 12; cf. Linforth Class. Stud. Capps, 

1936, p. 217 ff. 4) Vorsokr.§ 68(55] B 16. The evidence of the Roman metrist 

Mallius Theodorus may not be brilliant, but since he also quotes Kritias for Orpheus 

as the inventor we cannot very well doubt the fact. It is not surprising that the 

poet appears later on as the inventor of letters, too; otherwise we do not know what 

to do about the note Schol. Dionys. Thrac. p. 183, 10 Hilg. Éwot 8& Movcatov edpethy 

AMyovot тӧу Мутіоуос̧ хаї Хтєрбттс хат ’Oppéa yevopevov. Presumably homonymous 

figures were distinguished as in the case of Linos. 5) See the evidence in Rzach 

1с. col. 762 ff. and the verbatim fragments in the Vorsokratiker. This statement 

is valid also for the Dionysos hymn(s) (Vorsokr. 2 B 19a); only for the Demeter hymn 

of the Lycomids (which Pausan. 1, 22, 7 declares to be alone genuine) it cannot be 

asserted with certainty. But a hymn for an Attic clan cannot have been made by a 

Theban. 6) 10, 3, 17 &xd S8 tod péAoUS хо% тоб фобноб хой тфу брү&зөоу xal 4 pov- 

сіхђ паса Фрооќо ха!’ Асійтіс уєубшотои. SiAov 8 ёх TE TÖV zéro, ¿volc al Moŭoa tett- 

pvt (they extend from Pieria to Helikon) . . . - ої т EmperrPévres ts kpxalaç povoixňg 

Opõıxeç Aéyovtar, Oppeúg te xal Movaatos xai Oáp»ptc, xal vx EóuóAre 88 todvopa évOEv8e. 

7) Cf. n. 11. — 8) Published by Gisela Richter A J Arch. 43, 1939, P- 7 ff. Musaios 

is represented as a musician among the Muses (as in other paintings of the fifth 

century) and Aphrodite. He wears Thracian dress. Alongside of him are the Eleu- 

sinian Deiope and her son Eumolpos. 9) Robert Heldensage p. 412 f.; Text p. 

575, 26 ff. In Athens itself he is evidently connected with Eleusis and the Eleusinion 

(cf. n. 15; 18), but his grave was also shown on the hill of the Muses — év8a Movoaiov 

wer хай ёподоубута үйрох tapyvar Ayovewy Pausan. I, 25, 8 — and at Phaleron (Diog. 

Laert. 1, 3). It is of particular importance that in Rhesos v. 945 f. the Muse, speaking 

to Athena, expressly calls him ov сєруду тотуу ; she does not hint at a connexion 

with Orpheus, whom she names v. 943/4 as the founder of the mysteries. A painting
 

of Musaios in the Pinakotheke is attested by Pausan. I, 22, 7. 10) The evidence 

of Herodotos (7, 6) is well known, that Onomakritos was expelled from Athens by 

Hipparchos because as diabémms zenspdy té&v Moveatov he smuggled in an oracle. Mov- 

calou xencuol must therefore have existed in the late sixth century, whether in a 

collection or singly. The numerous epic Theogonies seem to be later. About the 

xencuoXóyoc Musaios see Text p. 576, 23 ff. 11) As far as tradition connects him 

with Orpheus (Kern Orph. Fragm. test. 166 ff.; Rzach Lc. 761) it hardly ever 

mentions his place of origin, confining itself to the nature of the connexion, which 
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evidently was never so firmly established as that with Eumolpos notwithstanding 
the numerous variants. The tradition is rarely quite unadulterated, but introduces 
features from the connexion with Eleusis. Musaios is mostly called Orpheus’ dis- 
ciple (Suda s.v.; Euseb. Chron. a. Abr. 752; Serv. Verg. A. 6, 667 cuius constat fuisse 
discipulum), or his imitator (elc návrx ulunou; "Opoéc Pausan. 10, 7, 2) and editor 
of his works (Berl. Klass. Texte V 1 no. 44 V. 4f.); less frequently he is his son 
(Diodor. 4, 25, 1; twéc Suda s.v. Evpoarog; alii Servius; Justin. Cohort. 15). The last 
statement (Servius is not quite clear) seems to be an inference from the Kpathp 
addressed to him (p. 308 f. Kern); but the Aux0zxac F 245/7 address him as Éxyove 
Mns (cf. Orpheus Argon. 1347), and this was probably interpreted as referring to 
the discipleship. Clem. Al. Strom. 1, 1 31, 1 states the converse relation: ’Oppevs 8, 6 
ovupTAevoas ‘Hpaxdet, Moucatou ua77/c, where from Lobeck onward (Aglaoph. p. 353) scholars generally agree in correcting to 8i84oxoAoc. But the Suda is acquainted with 
this sequence, too: pantig "Opo£oc, uàXAov 8$ npeofórepoc; and when in Marm. Par. A 
ep. 14-15 (where the supplements seem to be certain) Orpheus «iv éxvroU roírotv ёЕЁ- 
@nxe during the reign of Erechtheus and some years later (the exact number cannot 
be restored) Etpodrog tac tod патрӧс̧ Моосоіоо morjaers ё 0ухєу, the same sequence is possible for the Atthis from which A 12-1 5 were taken. It should also be observed that, although Eumolpos is called son of Musaios, no connexion between the latter and Orpheus is indicated (cf. n. 9). In the same direction leads the fact that Orpheus and Musaios compete in the old pedigrees of Homer: Hellanikos (4 F 5) places Orpheus at their head, Gorgias (Vorsokr. 82 [76] B 2 5) and Damastes (5 F 11) begin them with Musaios. 12) This is made probable by the rival claim of Epime- nides Vorsokr. 3 (68] B 2 xai yap &yà vévoc elut EeXtvne ђохбџою. For this is how the line must be interpreted (see on 457 F 3): the authority of Aelian did not 'confuse' Epimenides and Musaios (Diels Vorsokr.5 I р. 33; Wilamowitz GI. d. Hell. I p. 258 D. 1), nor did 'Epimenides introduce Musaios as speaking' (Robert in Kern De Theogon. p. 74; see also R. E. VI col. 177). 13) More from this literature is given by Ivan M. Linforth The Arts of Orpheus, 1941, p. 123 ff., who is inclined to think that he has been ‘created only as the amanuensis of Orpheus’. It is significant that the Ms. of Servius, failing to find the name of the father, added Endymionis. It is incomprehensible that Thilo-Hagen mention the conjecture of Fabricius (Lini for Lunae) in their app. crit. 14) We must assume this version since Aristoxenos called him aózóyOcov ёЕ "EAcvotvoc. 15) Kepxoóvog Westermann. Kerkyon also belongs to Eleusis (Kallimach. F 294 Pf.; Plutarch. Thes. II, 1; Pausan. t, 39, 3; Suda s.v.). The Pedigree is hardly intelligible unless it is meant to depreciate the Eleusinian. This tendency is conceivable also for the genealogy of the tragic poet Choirilos in his Alope (Pausan. 1, 14, 3); according to it Triptolemos and Kerkyon аге half-brothers: cexeiv &è 996 Ovyocépa ' Auoueroovoc, elva 8ё natépa Tpirtoépwt рёу 'Рароу, Керхоби 5 Посе: уа. Unfortunately Pausanias breaks off here with опе of his silly formulas instead of telling us the legend about the foundation of the Athenian Eleusinion (n. 18). The tradition must have been far more abundant than what has come down to us, and Rzach’s alteration (l.c. col. 759) to Крёхоу ог Крбхоу is not credible in view of Alope and the distinct remark of the Suda ôv xateroréunoev 6 Onoetc. Latte R. E. XI col. 314 no. 1 s.v. Kerkyon does not take the pedigrees into account; Robert l.c. P- 412 does not give his opinion. As to the chronology, Kerkyon sometimes is a contemporary of Theseus, sometimes he belongs to the 
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ce = т ог that of Erichthonios, and the date of Musaios is just as 

РАДЫ P. io ipe tov debtepov Kéxpora Suda; under Erechtheus (Pandion) Marm. 

Wh RAT E | igeus Euseb. Chron. a. Abr. 752)—not to mention Eumolpos, 

ао dd e pedigree in the Suda moves into the time after the fall of Troy, 

Marble Du а idamas Od. 23 lives at the time of Menestheus, according to the 

о on M 16) 10 F 13. The sequence, which involves a dupli- 

Mar eR. pom ao к Ебџроћтос = Кӯро5 — Eóenuos — Avrienuos = 

Pausan o но xoc the founder of the mysteries. Cf. Mouaatog ó ' Avrtogfju.oo (sic) 

san. 10, 5, 6; 12, 11. See also Phot. Suda s.v. Evpodrt8a; Suda s.v. Eöporrog. 
17) Suda s.v. Movoatoc. He probably is Lobon. _18) Istros 334 F 22; (Aristot.] Oavp. 

du 131 who refers to a yadx} arin found when Ajuntpos lepdv tig èv’ Ehevotv was built, 

ёо 1 ётеүбүрхлто  "Дтибттс tóðe oña’ (beginning of a funeral epigram ?). He adds 
as a variant that tıvéç called her the mother of Triptolemos (hardly by Musaios; she 

seems to compete with Alope; according to Istrossheis the daughter of Triptolemos). 

The pair Musaios ~ Deiope is also proved to be early by the Meidias vase (Herme- 

sianax l.c. calls her Antiope). Ps. Aristotle evidently means the Eleusinion of the 

city, whereas Pausanias (n. 15) omitted óxócov ёс Antórzzy Exer tod Abyou. 19) The 

statement of Rohde Kl. Schr. I p. 6 n. 2 'die gewóhnliche, durch Philochoros fest- 

gestellte überlieferung gab dem Musaios einen álteren Eumolpos als vater' is am- 

biguous. 20) They therefore did not acknowledge the pedigree of Andron (n. 16) 

either, in which the subordination of Keryx suggests Eumolpid tradition, though it 

may be a combination made by Andron himself. It is not impossible that the 

Eumolpidai themselves derived their family from Poseidon, as Toepffer (4.G. 

P. 30) believes. 21) See p. 575, 20 ff. 22) See on 334 F 22. 23) But see 

Rohde c. ‘es kann nicht zweifelhaft sein dass Philochoros fiir diese in der ent- 

wicklung des attischen cultwesens so wichtige figur eine genaue zeitbestimmung 

gab’. If this is true, Ph. must have mentioned him in the Atthis. 24) Ran. 

1030 ff. oxédar yap бт’ ёрухӯс / OS Go8uot cv ror ol yevvatot yeyévyvrat: |’ Opped¢ 

uiv yap teretds 0 hutv xaréderke бушу т” aréyeoOxt, / Моосаїос 8' tEaxéaeig te véouv xal 

Хетсџоос хтА. 25) BígXcv 8£ ёродоу порёуоутах Mouaaíou xal "Орфёос . . . хаб’ 8с 

Ounrorodaty, melBovtes ob шбуоу IBuocac dXX xol телес, 05 бра А0сє:с тє ха хадарџої 

98:хтибтозу 8.4 досу хаі пох8:6с fiovov elot pév Ext бсо, єісі 82 хаї телєотўсасіу, 8с 8) 

телєтёс халобоіу, аї ту ёхєї хохбу ёпол боосу ўийс, рђћ Odoavtzs St Sewva тсерцшёмех. 

The passage allows of emendation (although it is not quite certain) of xeptAdcets or 

Rapadrvbcers: &rodvaets, not Avoetc, (cf. Plato Kratylos 405 B; al.) would explain the 

corruption more easily than Avcets; Diels’ rapaxdjoers = ‘Trobyjxat is incredible. It 

also warns against referring tedeta¢ to the Eleusinian Mysteries. It is true that 

Musaios once (in the Herakles story) is called проєстухос т< телєтӣс (Diod. 4, 25, 

1), but he is never said to be their founder, and tedetal certainly does not always 

mean mysteries (see Kern R. E. V A 1, 1934 col. 393 f.; Eijderveld Tederat, 

diss. Utrecht 1934). In this context it means something like mystic rites; cf. Plato 

Phaidr. p. 244 DE, a passage which may explain Aristophanes’ t&axécets véawv. 

26) See Text p. 575, 2 ff. 27) Herodt. 7, 6; 8, 96; Aristophanes (n. 24); Plato 

Protag. p. 316 D то?с 8 а тєйєтйс хо yonopardiac (scil. npócynux motetaGar), тоос 

dupl te Oppéa xat Movoatov. Pausan. 10, 12, IT also calls him a xenouoAóyoc, and 

in ro, 9, 11 he quotes an oracular saying £x Moucalou xencuów. There further is 

the quotation 10, 5, 6 from the Evpodnta which refers to the Delphic oracle. About? 

the list of ypnopoddyot in Clem. Al. Strom. 1, 132 ff. see on F 76/7. 
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1) Aristoph. Ran. 1030 ff.; Hippias F Gr Hist 6 F 4; Plato Apol. 41. It does not, 
of course, tell against this that he mentioned other early poets too, as for instance 
Linos in F 207, which we assigned to Tepl cbpzu&rov with some probability. 2) 
Jonsius De script. hist. phil. 2, 9, p. 160 suggested a special book ‘De Homeri genere, 
aetate et poesi’. F 212-213 (214) might have had their place in such a book, too. 
3) Clem. Al. Strom. 1, 117, 2. 4) See Text p. 351, 34 fi. 5) About a pos- 
sible source for it see on F 209. For the conjectures as to the time of Homer see 
Rohde Rh. Mus. 36 (1888) = Kl. Schr. I p. 1 ff. and the survey I gave in Das 
Marmor Parium 1904 p. 152 f. The traditions about his native place I have treated 
in Herm. 68, 1933, p. 24 ff. See also Raddatz R. E. VIII, 1913, col. 2191 ff. who is 
to be used cautiously. 

1) Cf. 16, 295. Argos appears throughout in the last place but one, before Athens 
which is mentioned in the last place (n. 11). 2) Even if her home should be 
originally Epidauros: Friedlaender R. E. IX col. 535 3) Еоүулдо һе М38., 
corrected already by Westermann and Rohde. The correction escaped the notice of 
Wilamowitz Herm. 34, 1889, p. 615. 4) Accordingly in Vit. Scorial. I p. 28, 9 
Matovog (sic) xat 'Ypvnü0oUc must be corrected into Доўџоуос хаї "Групдобс. 5) Suda 
S.v. "Ou»poc ó xoti. 6) Pace Rohde p. 53 t£, whose explanation that Ph. 
regarded Homer as one of the participants of Althaimenes' colonization of Rhodes 
and Crete, is not a lucky guess. 7) With two lines at the end which are not in 
our Mss.: é&v 8' &v8pec roMuoto Sa-fjuovec ёстіхбоуто / ' Apyetot AwoÜdpnxec, хёутра ттоАё- 
uot. The father Daemon was not invented on the strength of these verses: 
he is Éumopos. — 8) Cf. Herm. 68 p. 27 n. 1, where Bethe (Der homerische 
Apollohymnus, 1931, p. 4) ought to have been mentioned besides Wilamowitz. See 
also Aelian V. H. 9, 15 and compare the transfer of the motif to Athens: Vit. 
Herodotea 28 xatavohoas 8 (scil. “Opnpos) бт: ёс рёу "Арүос̧ roal xal peyda <ol> elev 
eddroyiat menompévat, ç 8è tàç ' AOfjvac ob, éuroret хтА. 9) Rohde's contradiction 
l.c. p. 53 n. 2 is perfunctory. 10) Cf. on F 210, 11) Athens (see also Raddatz 
col. 2196, 48 ff.) holds the last place in the epigrams (n. 1), in the Bioi of Hesychios 
and Scorial. I, II . In Gellius 3, 11 it holds a special position, for he mentions Athens 
alone besides Kolophon, Smyrna, Ios. The only supporters of her claim known to 
us are Aristarchos and Dionysios Thrax (Vit. Scorial. 11 p. 29, 9 Wil.), and we are not informed about their reasons. Perhaps it was only because Homer was generally 
held to be Ionian (about the exceptions Herm. 68 p. 30 n. 2) and representative of 
the zax Ig; there could not have been Ionians in the sense meant before the 
Ionic Migration, and accordingly he was dated as early as possible, i.e. at the very time of the Migration (thus Aristarchos; see Marm. Par. p. 155 f.). The assigning of Homer to a later time never became quite popular notwithstanding Herodt. 
2, 53 and Thukyd. r, 5, 3 who had their special reasons. Eratosthenes places him not more than roo years after the Trojan War (evidently a rounded off figure); about Timaios' date we are unfortunately not informed; and as late a writer as Krates says peta ta Tpwixd ёудотёро ту фүдођхоута ётбу. Apollodoros (244 F 63) was the first to date him considerably later, but the round number petà thv Iwvxhv drot- ulav Exeow éxatév again proves that he had no objective reasons: he only wants to make possible the coincidence as to time with Lykurgos. It is open to doubt whether the idea of Athens as Homer's native town was originally founded on the language at all, for in Certamen 16 we find the poet as the guest of king Medon in Athens 
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La caepit de Herodot. 28), and Kastor (250 F 4 p. 1141, 25 ff.) makes him a 

Who eote DiE m Migration under Akastos, son of Medon. Archemachos, 

Mod anc] e 2. century at the latest (Schwartz R. E. II col. 456 no. 4), in his 

айй йезен i him under the Attic king Akastos (Clem. Al Strom. 1, 117, 4), 

ra IL a al ready Aristotle had to consider the Athenian Homer when éy t&t 

sit be T Т а although пе шакез the poet be born in Ios, the birth happens 

13). In е у М№деос̧ ӧ Кӧдроо тўс "Томс ёлоіас $ycivo (Ps. Plut. Vit. Hom. 

. ose circumstances Ph. may have been acquainted with the version too, 

but there is no use in trying to find its author. 

1) Writers who hold this view are enumerated Ph. U. 16 р. 120 f.; Marm. Par. 

P. 152. 2) Diog. Laert. 5, 87. Was he induced by the general uncertainty about 

the time of the two poets, or by the paradox of Ephoros, who had declared Hesiod to 

be the earlier? Ephoros from transparent motives of local patriotism slightly re- 

Shaped the stemma given by Hellanikos (Ph. U. 16 p. 120 f.; Marm. Par. p. 153 f.; 

F Gr Hist 1I C p. 6r, 24 fí.). We cannot tell whether he produced objective reasons 

and whether the levia admodum argumenta of Accius (Gell. 3, 11, 4-8) may be traced 
back to him. But the authority of the Universal History was so great in the public 

mind, which is represented by the compiler of the Marm. Par. A 28/9, that a refu- 

tation may have been necessary. 3) Vit. Rom. p. 31, 18 Wil =F 79 Voss. 4) 

Diog. Laert. 5, 92 Xauaü£ov te th nap” éavroU qnot xA£avro: abróv (scil. ‘Hparel8nv) 

ta nepl ‘Horddov хаї `Онтроо үр&фш. 

1) Clinton F. H. I p. 145; Rohde l.c. p. 64 n. 2. It is hardly Dionysios of Hali- 

karnassos Ilepl ypóvov (F Gr Hist II D p. 826 f.). 2) Cf. n. 11 on F 209. 3) 

Marm. Par. p. 156 talks too doubtfully. About the foundations of Ph.s chronology 

see on F 92. — 4) Tzetzes also mentions the king (Vif. Hesiod. p. 48, 22 ff. Wil.), 

but he confused three different determinations: xal ol uàv проүєуёстєроу elvat тобтоу 

"Ошӯроо 8исуорбшеуох ёу ёрҳаїс elval pact тїс "АрЕіттоо (зіс) &руїс̧, "Ортроу Sè iv tört 

Ther: ò 8 "ApEuzrog ulóc Ñv ' Axáarou, &pEac ' Aünvalov Erm Je. The 35(36) years (in the 

lists Archippos is given 19 years only) belong to Akastos, under whom Kastor (250 

F 4) and following him the Christian chronographers enter the Migration and Homer. 

So did Archemachos already in the third century B.C. (F 209 n. 11). Marm. Par. A 

28-29, when placing Homer (and the earlier Hesiod ?) under Diognetos, the fourth 

king after Akastos, does not follow the Atthis but Ephoros (F Gr Hist II D p. 683), 

and attention should be paid to the fact that Kastor's Attic list enters the floruit of 

Lykurgos under that king. Accordingly Tzetzes has confused the views of Ephoros, 

Ph., and Kastor. 5) ‘Völlig rátselhaft bleiben die gründe für die meinung des 

Philochoros' Rohde /.c. p. 52. But then he ought not to have said on the next page: 

'das.heisst ohne zweifel (my italics), er erkannte in Homers gedichten spuren 

einiger kenntnis der durch die ionische wanderung bewirkten zustande in Klein- 

asien und Griechenland’. 6) It is only natural that one thinks of the much (and 

early) discussed passage Il. Y 403/5- Ph. (and for the matter of that Herakleides) 

may have referred it to the Panionia, and may have belonged to those who from it 

rexpalpovral te vecstepov elvat ths; Lovucig dmouxlas tòv rorthv, peuvnuévov ye yňs 
Tavrovt- 

xi\¢ Ovalag, Av ev tt [pmnvéwy xdpat cvvtedovo “Teves tat ‘Edtxaviet Tocedav. (Strabo 

8, 7, 2). But why, then, two generations later? 7) It is uncertain in regard to the 

Epyovtes Sexaeteig; see Jacoby Klio 2, 1902, p. 466 ff. 8) A 27. The alteration 

of Meveoéug as inscribed on the stone to MéBovtos is certain; see Marm. Par. p. 151 f.; 
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FGr Hist YI D p. 6821, — 9) As Gelzer Africanus I p. 136 does. 10) See 
F 209 n. r1. 

1) Though the scholia on Dionysios Thrax p. 767, 4 ff. Bkr used them for sup- porting the story of the Peisistratean recension. The of év in the scholion on Pindar hardly had this story in view but simply followed the second etymology when mentioning tod¢ пері Кбуо:Өоу бф«В8ех$обс - ob tor yap Thy ‘Ouhpou molnaww oxedaaber- cov Èuvnuóvevov xal &rhyyevav (Schol. Nem. 2, 1e p. 31, 15 ff. Drachmann). 2) Though the Argive Dionysios (308 F 2) ascribed to Argos the invention of rhapsody or epic poetry, probably claiming Argos as the native place of Homer, too (see on F 209). His sequence dpvar8ot — parperSol Schol. Pind. Nem. 2, 1d, which evidently is based on the Argive festival of the "Ару (ѕее оп Е 207), merely shows the ar- bitrariness which is typical for the *Apyorixd. 3) There can be no serious doubt that the words fartõv èréwv dotðol imply the etymology dértew didhv of the Ps. Hesiodean lines, and that they deliberately introduce the Er»: the Homeridai recite Homer, and the texts of Homer are tr. Nor (in spite of Wilamowitz Pindaros P- 338 n. 3) can I interpret Isthm. 3/4, 55 @. 82 "Орурбс то. тєтірахєу 8 ёуброто»у, ё; офтоб пӣасоу ёрдфсоцс брєтду xarà BB3ov Éopxaev дєстесіоу ётёсу Хогтоїс &00рєку other- wise than as implying the connexion of Papatdé with 6%B80c, as e.g. Christ did '6 xarà 64B8ov opátcv oppositus est tōt xarà popytyya delSovt’). The interpretation of Menaichmos, that the atiyor were also called 66801, іѕ поё binding for us. 4) Lex. yhet. p. 300, 3 Bkr (Phot. Sud. s.v. fabeSot); Et. M. р. 703, 32; Schol. Plat. Ion 530 A; cf. also Dionys. Thrax Gramm. 6. 5) Of course, since the Muses gave to Hesiod oxiintpov Báowng dpi)mA£og toy (Theog. 30). Cf. Dion. Thrax. l.c. &mà тоб Sxovivm. óápBct Teptepyoutvoug ğıðetv t tod ‘Ophpov ovata. 6) See e.g. the description by Herakleides of Pontos éy TH. Luvaywyye téav ёу povorxyt (Plutarch. De Pus. 3 p. 1132 B.C): ob Aeiou£vey à elvat тфу Tpoeteniévov (Amphion, Linos, Demodokos and others) «y cüy Tonpdtav ME xal péxrpov obx Ёуоџаау, 04 хабзлєр Ўттсіуброо тє хоі тбу &pyatwv perorotdy, of то!обутєс Ёл) тобто pén nre- ptetibecav: xal yap tov Tépxav8pov Eon xBapardixdy тошту бутх vóuwv xată уброу Ёхистоу тоїс Ёпєс1у тоїс éaurod xal Toig ‘Ouhpou péin repirðévra ğðew èv тос &үб- ow xth. The text is the prius; it is the text which the kitharodoi accompany with the lyre, the rhapsodoi without a musical instrument — xarà 6®88оэ (п. 3). 7) Prellwitz Etym. Wörterbuch? p. 396; Boisacq Dict. étymol.3 p. 836. 8) Schmid Gr. Lit. I, 1929, Р. 157 ‘nach der analogie von xBapwtd6c, abAwtdd¢ ironisch gebildet, da die rhapsoden mit dem &8ew überhaupt nichts zu tun hatten’. Aly R. E. I A, 1920, col. 245 ‘man darf vermuten, dass ein ursprünglicher *$aßðwðóz in spöttischer absicht zu patex8s¢ verdreht ist’. 9) H. Frankel Glotta 14, 1925, p. 3 ff., whose explanation impressed Wilamowitz (Herm. 61, 1926, p. 281): ‘der papwtdóg soll also nicht, wie man vermutet hat, ein mann sein, der epische vorträge miteinander verknüpft, sondern der meister seines handwerks, der aus den elementen, die er selbst nicht würde benennen können und wollen, sein lied schöpferisch gestaltet’. 10) I do not know in what context they occurred nor how old they are. But Ph. neither made them himself nor did he use them first (as Marx Rh. Mus. 74, 1925, 

nothing in regard to the chronological question; even those who believed Hesiod to be the older poet never dated him more than a generation before Homer: 
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грае Hesiod is буєфбс хай обүуроуо$ ‘Ophpov (70 F 101 b). The two 

LyMüctositrtpeoh re ns met in Delos (and in other places) as well as Homer and 

dee donate Diuen топо pu of (Ephoros and) Apollodoros. 13) ибсџоу Enécvy drdhy 

Siebelis p. 10 р \ t 2 ind already in the Salamis elegy of Solon. 14) Lenz- 

Doésibih hes A i Ip. 417. But even in the Atthis there would have been other 

B crane) 4 example the innovations made by Demetrios of Phaleron, which 

Bol xal “Op: aH e in detail: Athen. 14, 12 p. 620 B öm 8 txadoivto ol papor- 

шош ales a b PS NIV by tH Пер! Хорбу • тойс 8 убу ‘Opnprotàg voua- 

1) For the СУП T% katga Eg aye Af pus 6 Dadnpers. 
IH ies ence see Hesiodi Carmina тес. Jacoby Ip. 120 ff.; cf. Rzach R. E. 

inis EL . 2) It might even be a slip of the pen in one of the two passages 

e olia on Hesiod. 'Varianten die ein gedáchtnisfehler erzeugt hat' Wila- 

witz Ilias wnd Homer p. 407 n. 3. 3) Pausan. 10, 24, 2. 4) Certamen 

14; cf. Hiller Eratosth. Carm. Rell., 1872, p. 81 ff. — 5) For the dates of Hesiod see 

> U. 16 p. 118 ff.; Marm. Par. p. 157 f. 6) For the dates of Stesichoros see 

M U. 16 p. 196 ff.; Marm. Par. 176. ‘The only certain evidence’ is Simonides’ 
citation (Maas R. E. III A col. 2458; Ferrari Athenaeum N. S. 15, 1937, P- 229 ff. 

has not advanced our knowledge). The descendant УЎттоіҳорос 5 Sedtepoc¢, Who won a 

victory in Athens in 370/68 B.C. (Marm. Par. A 73), is important only so far as 
he shows that early history of literature distinguished two bearers of the name only. 
It must therefore have been the ‘famous’ Stesichoros who according to Marm. Par. 

A 50 els thy ‘EAAdda doixeto in 485/4 B.C., however we may reconcile ourselves 

with that late date. Wilamowitz Textgesch. d. griech. Lyriker, 1900, p. 34 when he 

assumed different dates for the same poet, seems to have been nearer to the truth 

than he is in Sappho w. Simon., 1913, p. 233 ff. See also Schmid Gr. Lit. Y p. 469n. 3; 

Bowra Cl. Qu. 28, 1934, p. 115 ff.; Greek Lyric Poetry, 1936, p. 78, 7) Cicero Lc. ; 

cf. Rohde Kl. Schr. I p. 58; 104 ff. 8) Suda s.v. baham 8& Улто{дорос, бту тр®тов 

XiapoiBlat yopóv стпоєу, ёпєі то: прбтєроу Тєсіос ёхаћеїто certainly refers to the ‘famous’ 

Stesichoros (n. 6). 9) Quintilian. Inst. 10, 1, 62. Another opinion is given by 

Rzach 1.c. col. 1177, 45 ff. and Wilamowitz Textgesch. p. 34 n. 3. 10) We need 

not necessarily assume Ilept "AAxpavog as Lenz-Siebelis did because of Suda s.v. 

Emotyopog: rots 8¢ хрбуоцс Fv veertepos *AAxpavog tod Aupixob. Stesichoros might have 

been mentioned in any writing about Tragedy and tragic poets, and Ph. wrote 

5 боокѕ Пері тёу Хофох\ёоос џобоу. 11) Wilamowitz [lias и. Homer p. 407 n. 3: 

'Mnaseas wird gewáhrsmann für eine gleichgiltige variante gewesen sein’. 

1) But in my opinion the juxtaposition should be a sufficient warning against the 

etymology proposed by Wilamowitz as self-evident (Hellenist. Dicht. 1, 1924, p. 104 

n. 4; Gl. d. Hell. 1 p. 148 n. 2) ‘der name ist von dem dorischen dorfe Boion ge- 

nommen’. 2) The lines from the hymn quoted by Pausanias pursue a very 

definite tendency: they are to prove the antiquity of male divination at Delphi, 

and in order to do so they replace Phemonoe by Olen who is made a Hyperborean 

(see also Knaack R. E. III, 1899, col. 633, 37 fi). The antagonism becomes evident 

in the determination of the chronological relation between the Athenian Boio and 

Phemonoe. As the wife of Aktaios Boio is unique and can hardly be explained from 

Attic tradition; but as the mother of a very ancient epic poet she claims the in- 

vention of the hexameter for Athens (or Eleusis). 3) Athen. 9, 49 p. 393 EF 

(according to Wellmann Herm. 26 p. 520 from Alexander of Myndos who was cited 
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shortly before), the two stories about the transformation of Kyknos into a swan and 
about the rap toig Muypatorg yuv) Stdonpoç Tepdva into a crane being pure meta- 
morphoses without any relation to divination; Pliny N. H. 1, 10 ex auctoribus ... 
Boeo (Pint.; Harduin; boetho, boeto, betho Mss.) qui ’Opwoyoviav; 10, 7 Phemonoe 
Apollinis dicta filia dentes ei esse prodidit mutae alias carentique lingua, eandem 
aquilarum nigerrimam, prominentiore cauda. consentit et Boeus (boetius, boethuius, 
and the like Mss.) ; cf. the name in the sources of Antonin. Lib. Metamorph. 3; 5; 7; 
II; 15; 16; 18-21. The tradition is late because the poem is, but it is uniform and 
must not be treated as non-existent. It is wrong that e.g. Susemihl Gr. Lit. I, 1891, 
P. 379; Knaack R E III, 1899, col. 633; Christ-Schmid Gr. Lit.* II 1, 1920, р. 331 
and others treat the poem under the name of Boio partly without even mentioning 
Boios; it is even more wrong that Wilamowitz l.c. speaks of the ‘gedicht unter dem 
namen Botó oder Boioc, das aber auch auf Phemonoe zurückgeführt ward'. Accor- 
ding to &Xot a. Boioc ó Doxeóc is the father of Terpander (Suda s.v.) and a grandson 
of Homer. 4) The safest guide to the Ornithogonia remains the suggestion that 
it was the source of the poem of the same name by Vergil's friend Aemilius Macer 
(Schanz-Hosius Gesch. d. rém. Lit. 114, 1935, p. 164 f.). The evidence of the poem 
having been used in Hellenistic times (Susemihl p. 379 n. 14) is not only ‘uncertain’ 
(Knaack col. 634, 35 ff.), but demonstrably wrong. The dates ʻin ältester Ale- 
xandrinerzeit’ (Susemihl, Knaack) or ‘schwerlich noch im 4. jhdt.' (Wil. GI. d. Hell. 
I p. 148) are founded solely on the assumption that 'schon Philochoros dieses 
gedicht gekannt zu haben scheint'. Christ-Schmid were right in dating it as late as 
the epoch 146 B.C.-100 A.D. although they think it necessary to make a concession 
to general opinion by adding 'gehórt móglicherweise schon in die vorhergehende 
periode’. 5) But it lacks sense and contradicts the tradition when Susemihl 
and Knaack say ‘später wurde aus der angeblichen verfasserin der Ornithogonie 
ein mann Boios gemacht’. 6) Plin. N. H. 1, 10, where unfortunately Phemonoe 
is mentioned among the authors to whom no title of a book is assigned, but who is 
separated from Boios by Philemon. 7) Both Susemihl and Wilamowitz were quite 
near to the truth: the former when leaving open the possibility that ‘Philochoros 
nur eine sage von ihr vorfand, die erst spater zu dieser unterschiebung den anlass 
gab’, the latter when stating clearly and distinctly: ‘Philochoros kennt die Boio, 
mehr ist der stelle nicht zu entnehmen’ (though he adds ‘aber eine doktrin muss Ph. 
gekannt haben’). Neither, however, did justice to the whole tradition, and Knaack 
failed to understand it when beginning with the a priori: ‘beide werke (scil. hymn 
and Ornithogonia) sind offenbar in der álteren Alexandrinerzeit auf den namen der 
delphischen priesterin «which Boio never was gefálscht worden'. 8) See 
Anton. Lib. Met. 19, 3; (20, 8); 21, 6. These remarks are always placed at the end; 
they are secondary compared with the metamorphose which explains the habits 
and the looks of the transformed birds. Cf. also n. 3. 9) On the transitional line 
828 preserved in the Mss. čpwðaç xplvov xal SrepBactac &\єєіуоу the scholia of 
Proklos (p. 368 Gaisf.) remark: тобто: 8ё ёпбүоосі тмєс̧ тўу ‘OpviOopovretav, drive 
"Ато? омос 0 "Р68:0с 20etet. To twés more attention should be paid, for the word shows 
that the “Opw.Gec were less closely connected with the Erga than the ' Hu£pat were, and 
that there were Mss. without them. 10) In Ephesos rules for the interpretation 
of signs from birds were put up publicly as early as the sixth century B.C. (CIG 
2953). I do not see why that should be ‘schwerlich griechisch’ (Wilamowitz Gi. d. 
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ori d а certainly is not an oriental feature. The importance of 

signs, by the da z P early times is proved by the use of olovóc for all sorts of 

passage in Aristo te ре in Aischyl. Prom. 488 ff., by the often quoted 

hah Gs eee eeu еы Aves 716 f. On the other hand, it is a well-known fact 

бано as ЧАШ e ie augury is one of the least important modes of divi- 

ARRA: € “is A Divination, 1913, Р. 270 puts it in perhaps too sweeping 

at the au uo ES E that later on the birds are important merely as prophets 

Mak а A e ellenistic period it is hardly likely that anybody would 

Saera Heald r forged an Ornithomanteia. 11) Mueller’s suggestion of the 

ше Гур inh = is not easily credible in spite of the interest actually taken by 

ce "i ns in augury (Bouché-Leclerq Hist. de la Divin. Grecque 1 р. 142). If 

а been a Pythagorean Boio we should have heard of her. Aedgtxaé by Ph. 

(Susemih! p. 379 n. 10) did not exist. 
: I) It is possible that the deme was first given by Ph., but then we should be 

ignorant of his reasons. The existence of a Laconian Aphidna(i) would only help 

if we had a datum for Tyrtaios like that which we have for Alkman who is called 

Adxev dd Meaadac (Suda s.v.), whereas the Vita of Tyrtaios simply has Adx«v Мо%- 

010. = the Vita of Alkman it is further evident that Krates’ designation as Avddc 

ёх Xáp8eov rests on the interpretation of a poem, no matter whether it is correct 

or wrong. Concerning the Athenian Tyrtaios that at least would be out of the 

question, and however one explains the annexation by Athens, an annexation it 

is. To look at the matter from another angle: since Tyrtaios is called a Laconian in 

the Vita of the Suda Sparta must at some time have reclaimed him; and the obvious 

time would be the fourth century. But we do not know any supporter of the claim 

at that time nor a distinguished scholar of the Hellenistic period who maintained 

that Sparta was Tyrtaios’ native town: we know nothing of Sosibios, and Apollo- 

doros formulates the problem with a remarkable degree of reserve. The history of 

Tyrtaios’ text, which I outlined in Herm. 53, 1918, p. 5 ff., is quite unambiguous, 

and it seems unnecessary to me to repeat the proof of the fact that in the fifth 

century B.C., and even in the first decades of the fourth, nothing was known about 

Tyrtaios in Sparta. The matter itself is by no means surprising: what use had 

‘Lycurgean’ Sparta for a poet who admonished the people to obey the kings and 

gerontes and did not-even mention the ephors? 2) Plato Legg. p. 629 A Tuptatov 

mv pice. pev 'AOnvatov, tav8e Sè modmy yevéuevov; Lykurgos Leocrat. 105 ff.; Kalli- 

sthenes 124 F 24; (Ephoros-)Diodor. 15, 66, 3; (Pausan. 4, 15, 6). 3) The 

Herakleides in Diog. Laert. 2, 43 certainly is Herakleides of Pontos (F 82 Voss), not 

Herakleides Lembos (F H G III 170, 13). 4) It is quite possible that it reaches 

back to the 'sixties of the fifth century: see Jacoby l.c. p. 9 D. 1; Schmid Gr. Lit. I, 

1929, p. 358 f. 5) Terpander, Alkman, Thaletas are the best known examples; 

others are mentioned in Plutarch's De mus. 9 p. 1134 B. Sparta's lack of home- 

bred poets (cf. 596 F 34) contrasts remarkably with the great role the State plays 

in the history of music because of the Karneia and Gymnopaidia. 6) Lenz- 

Siebelis p. 38 f.; F HG I p. 393 assigning the quotations to ol. 24, 3; 682/1 B.C.; 

Boeckh /.c. p. 12 n. 2 (‘im anfang des 3. buches’). 7) Herm. l.c. p. 8 f. where 

I quoted the former opinion of Schwartz (which he modified in Philol. 92, 1937, 

t Leuktra, ‘das die gedichte des Tyrtaios zur 
Pp. 22): it was the Sparta defeated a 

erziehungsliteratur bestimmte’. In view of the discrepancy of the tradition concern- 

215/6 
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ing the Spartan use of the poems I have now become more sceptical in regard 
to its factual basis: perhaps we are dealing merely with suggestions made in the 

IloXccetot which, idealizing the Spartan mode of life, seem to have had a pronouncedly 
pedagogical character. 8) It is not Aristoxenos who was quoted a little earlier 

for the mupplyn; see Herm. 53 p.6n.1. 9) Plato may refer to the education of youth 
like, perhaps, Lykurgos Leocrat. 106: Tupratov otpamydv LraBov nape tig méAEws, ue" 
оў хоЇ тбу полєріоу ёхрітцсоу, xal thy mepl vob véous éntpéAetxv GuveváEavro o0 uóvov 
ele tov mapdvta xivduvov aad’ elc dravra tov alive Bourevaduevor xara (there follows 

the sentence quoted above introduced by yé). But in view of the whole tradition 
(n. 1) I cannot agree at all with what Wilamowitz (Sb. Berl. 1918 p. 735) makes 
of Plato's words: 'in Sparta waren die gedichte dauernd lebendig; das sagt Plato 
Gesetze 629 B, und wie will man ihm das abstreiten ?’ 

1) Diog. Laert. 9, 50 = F 21 Voss. 2) FCGr I 297, 146 K. 3) This in- 

ference is not contradicted by the fact that Timon in his Eor (Sext. Emp. Adv. 
Math. 9, 56) does not mention Protagoras’ death during the journey: tà èv od ol / 
Хроісута’ 04 фоүўс ётєроієто, Sopa wh обтос / Хохратіхфу тіуоу Фоурёу пбтоу "А:82 Sunt. 

4) There can be no serious doubt that these words are meant as a date. The variant 

mentioning Euathlos as the accuser is of no value, for it evidently refers to the 

lawsuit about the fees (Diog. Laert. 9, 56), no matter whether it was Aristotle or 

Diogenes who made the confusion. The fact and the date of the charge cannot very 
well be doubted: Apollodoros’ date for the life of Protogoras, viz. 483/2-414/3 B.C., 
is a consequence of his method: he connected the floruit of 444/3 B.C., which he 
gained from Herakleides, with the seventy years of life given by Plato (see PA. U. 
16 р. 266 ff.; F Gr Hist II D p. 749, 42 fi.). 5) We may trust Ph., but Wila- 
mowitz (Anal. Eurip., 1875, p. 154), perhaps, talks too confidently. Friendly 
relations between Euripides and Protagoras are implied in the information that the 
latter dvéyven’ AOhynaw ev tit Edprri8ov olxiat; but there existed real variants: ў, бс тімес̧, 
ёу тӯр Меүохлєідор • 8201 ёу Лохєіои, рабцтоо тђу Фоуђу аот: урӣсаутос 'Apyayópou 
t05 Ocoddtov (Diog. Laert. 9, 54). About the influence of Protagoras on Euripides 
see Geficken Griech. Lit.-Gesch. I Anm. p. 179 n. 9. 6) In that case the sentence 
is ‘mutilated’ as Diels supposed. A <yhpat> tedAeutHoat would be sufficient to correct it. 

I) The Vita 2 p. 2, 4 Schw. yevéoOat 8¢ abtdv xal muppdpov tod Zwatnelov ’AméAAwvog 
quotes another cult, but one that also belonged to the Delian sphere. See Wila- 
mowitz Eurip. Herakl.! I p. 5 n. 8. 2) Wilamowitz differs; he is the only writer 
whose views on the facts of Euripides' life repay careful study. The most recent 
survey is in W. Schmid Gr. Lit. III, 1940, p. 313 f. 3) Aristoph. Ach. 478; 
Thesm. 456; Ran. 840; ol «Tj dpyalag xwperdiag morntal Vita 3 p. 3, 15 f. Accordingly 
the biography Vita § 1; Suda s.v. Evpini8y¢ with the further invention (which is 
to make even the Athenian citizenship of the poet doubtful) that his parents pev- 
‘yovtes (from where ? Not indeed from Salamis; see on F 219) ele Botwrtiav petarxynoav, 
elta бу тө 'Аттхту. 4) 115 F 397. It is probably the historian, not the comic 
poet. 5) The quotation is obviously inserted into the general tradition of the 
life of Euripides. This fact should warn us against finding too much Ph. in the 
Preserved flo. We are not justified in regarding as Philochorean the date of the 
birth which follows the quotation (see on F 220), even less what is said about the 
poet’s education. 6) Thus Wilamowitz p. 5. The name KAerxó is given by the 
Vita (p. 1, 2); the Suda; Schol. Aristoph. Thesm. P. 264, 6 Due. It may be noticed 
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m p Einm married a Kasró about 411 B.C. (P. A. 8551). As to 

71518] ) Th ul whether F 9o belongs in this context (Pace Wilamowitz p. 

idha aA E. E e assumption of Wilamowitz (l.c. p. 6) ‘dass der vater und der 

паа r der dritten steuerklasse angehórten' seems to me to contradict the 

ual evidence because it exaggerates the importance of the 'Salaminian cave' 

(see on F 219), and is not consistent with the statement (p. 11) that 'Euripides' ver- 

mógensverháltnisse ihm von jugend auf gestatteten, ganz den musen zu leben’ 

ied P. 11). Perhaps the histories of literature (e.g. Christ-Schmid Gr. Lit. I* p. 347; 

chmid Gr. Lit. IV p. 313) exaggerate in the opposite direction when talking of 

the ‘vornehme gutsbesitzer’, though they seem nearer to the truth. In any case, 

both Sophokles (of whom Plin. N. H. 37, 40 also says principi loco genitus Athenis) 

and Euripides belong to the upper and well-to-do classes, though the former may 

be the son of a manufacturer and the latter of a landed proprietor. 8) Ac- 

cording to Harpokr. Suda s.v. Ddvéx it was the Ddvets ti} Kexpori8oc, and this is 

corroborated by Theophrastos. 

‚ 1) AMEasBpog Jac because of Gellius 15, 20, 8 Alexander autem Aetolus e.q.s. ; 

Арвтоф®ул Vita. 2) Cf. Satyros col. X 23 ff. where he says ілі тӧу tónov v ðt 

сҳо\& оу ётуүҳоуєу. 3) Ор. си. р. 6 п. то 'оЬ деп neugierigen zu Gellius’ zeit die 

echte grotte gezeigt ward, ist um so zweifelhafter als er sie graulich findet’. The 

italics are mine. 4) Suda s.v. Evpini8ys. 5) Anybody may look up for himself 

the difficulties in which Wilamowitz p. 4 ff. gets entangled. The historians of litera- 

ture (e.g. Geffcken I, 1926, p. 178; W. Schmid III, 1940, p. 313) simply follow him. 

I am not prepared to refute the suggestion that a confirmation of the poet's birth 

and life on Salamis is found in the chorus of Troad. 799 ff.; and we can hardly be 

expected to believe that an Athenian had to live on Salamis in order to be fond of 

comparisons taken from the sea. 6) See on F 218. 7) Certainly he can have 

made use of the cave (if he knew of it) in another play. But the quotation b
y Satyros 

refers to the style and nature of Euripides, not to his residence. 8) IG XIV 

1207. 9) This date gave rise to a romantic story: Euripides’ mother was 

pregnant when the Athenians evacuated the city (Suda s.v.); the flight and the 

migrations of the parents of the poet (n. 3 on F 218) may belong to the same con- 

text; see above F 218 n. 5. Why the birth was dated in 480/79 B.C. is easily to be 

seen (see on F 220). 

1) Vita 2 p.2, 14 ff. Schw. 2) Perhaps he simply said £gnfoc óv, 
and the source of 

oediam scribere natus 
Gellius inadvisedly translated the vague term into figures: frag 

annos duodeviginti adortus est. Cf. Wilamowitz p. 3 n0. 3- 3) Vita Thucyd. 34. 

See Ph. U. 16 p. 283 f.; F Gr Hist прр. 723.18. 4) Jacoby Das Marmor 

Parium p. XVII. —— 5) Marm. Par. A 5o. It is due only to the lack of system in 

the working method of the Parian that in A 59 he d»es not enter the first appear- 

ance of Euripides in the year of Aischylos' death. According to that synchronism 

Euripides was thirty years old when he produced bis first play. 6) If one dates 

the death in 406/5 B.C. as Eratosthenes (241 F 12) and Apollodoros (244 F 35) did 

r. p. 176; 184 £.; F Gr Hist II D p. 712, 35 Е: 

(see Ph. U. 16 p. 250 ff.; Marm. Pa | пр 

730, 26 ff.). They were led astray by another synchronism of Timaios (566 F 105) 

whom Ph. can hardly have known when he wrote these early philological-gram- 

matical books. 7) The synchronism is evidently based upon the tradition that 

Aischylos fought at Salamis, @ fact attested by Ion (392 F 7), and that Sophokles 

Jacoby, Fragm. Griech. Hist. IIIb (Suppl) 
31 
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’AGnvalev repl tpórarov čvrwv perè Абрас Youvòç &AnAruuévoç toïç толку оов тфу ётуї- 
xlev ¢&fipxe, which probably was recorded already by Istros (see on 334 F 33/8). 
8) See F 218 n. 5. 9) I judged that wrongly in PA. U. 16 p. 259. 

I) About the chorus in Palamedes see Wilamowitz Euripides Herakles* I p. 
I15n.II. 2) xal yap xat adrol (scil, of "AOyvaior) weréyvwoav otepov.... elta xat 
софроуасбёутес 8.0 coU AotioU tod eyxaraoxhvavros adtotc dia tov Lwxpdtoug Ükvarov 
[[aréBave 88 emt Adyntog dpxovtoc (400/399) ]]· 60єу Aoumdv éxércvaay pndéva Syoclat, 
olov &y xowót Üe&vpat, Aéyetv rept Zcoxp&vouc. dg£Aet Myeval te torodtov, cog Ste Еоритібоо 
Воолорёуоо єілеїу лері абтоб хо 5єб:бтос ФухтАбсасдол Полад уу, tva sià tovtov axol» 
xaupdv tod alviEcabat ele tov «xpi xai elc vobq ' AOnvalouc «éxdvere éxavete tev ‘EAA}vOv 
тӧу Ёрютоу» .... xal vojaay Td Oéatpov rav èðdxpvoe. 3) Aelian V. H. 2, 8. 4) 
The Vita 2 p. 1, 10 ff. Schw. quotes Telekleides (I 218, 39-40 K) in order to prove 
that Sokrates had helped Euripides in composing his plays (suprenotnxévat tive) ; Diog. 
Laert. 2, 18 gives particulars, among them lines from the first Clouds (F 376); 
Satyros P. Ox. 1176 fr. 38 col. IV—fr. 39 col. II discussed in detail personal al- 
lusions of the poet to the philosopher in the Danae and their accordance as to ideas. 
His treatment is not altogether superficial, for he states a disagreement as well 
(fr. 39 col. XIII 23 ff.). See also Cicero Tusc. 4, 63; Aelian. V. H. 2, 13; Marm. Par. 
A 60 which dates Sokrates and Anaxagoras xat’ Evipini8yv. Alexandrian chronology 
too (Apollodor. 244 F 34) not only Preserved the synchronism, it further states 
é&updtepot (Sokrates and Euripides) & #xovoav " AvaEayópou. 

I) Menipp. s. Nekyom. 16 ('de patronymico et demotico dubito' Kirchner P. A. 
12526). Plutarch. De gloria Ath. 6 p. 348 F seems to tell in favour of Athens as kis 
home. The anecdote Plutarch. Epist. De amic. 1 5 (VII p. 117 Bern) — Arrian. 
in Stob. Flor. 4, 33, 28 supplies his time; the information which makes him act in 
Sophoclean plays (Plutarch. De amic. 1 5; СеШиѕ М, А. 7, 5; аѕ протоауоуотіс: 
Plutarch. Praec. ger. reip. 21 p. 816 F) seems to confirm it. 2) Plutarch. De- 
mosth. 28, 3; cf. Vit. X or. 848 B. He seems to be meant in Lucian Apol. 5 and 
elsewhere (Schol. p. 58, 23 ff.; 75, 18 R). 3) F 62-66; 165-166. 4) To which 
Lenz-Siebelis and C. Mueller assign the fragment. 

1) That is the impression one gains from Jaeger Aristoteles, 1923, p. 106, who 
praises the ‘sittliche kraft’ of Aristokles who ‘den schleier der legende zerriss’. 
About Aristokles see Geffcken (R. E. II, 1896, col. 934 no. 15), who assumes that 
he 'nur für Plato, Aristoteles und vielleicht einige andere bewunderte meister das 
ganze ihm bekannte material vorlegte', and Heiland Aristocl. Mess. Rell., diss. 
Giessen 1925. What Aristokles gives seems to have been a kind of plea which tried 
to discredit the slander by showing up the nature of its authors instead of actually 
disproving it. He hardly produced ‘primary’ material; what he quotes—for Hermias 
Apellikon (we consult Didymos now who really displays the evidence) and for Pythias the ’Avtunétpov émorohal—is partly late and partly traditional. That it 
was he who first ‘das kostbare persönliche dokument der altarelegie wieder ans 
licht zog’ appears quite incredible to me in spite of Immisch Philol. 65, 1910, P. 11. 2) The second alternative applies e.g. to the authorities of Aelian. 
V. H. 3, 19 and the alleged saying of Plato himself quoted by Diog. Laert. 5, 2: dnéotn 8& Tadtwvog Ett nepióvroc, Gore pacly exeivov єілеїу "Арістот дт huäç åre- 
Adutice, xaOanepel ta nwddpra yewnPévra thy untépa’. Both may be fairly early; the former, perhaps, ultimately depends on Aristoxenos (see n. 10). Hermippos 
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in his biography (Diog. Laert. 5, 2) correctly dated the foundation of Aristotle’s 

own neplratog év Auxelot later than the taking over of the Academy by Xeno- 

krates (339/8 В.С.). What Diogenes excerpts, again shows one of the errors 

which I do not like to ascribe to a late author (n. 4; the fact is reported correctly 

by Philodemos; see F 224): the selection of Xenokrates as leader of the school is 

said to have taken place mpecBevovtos ’Aptototédoug mpd Diurnov brite ’AOnvalay. 

Hermippos evidently had before him quite a number of records as e.g. that of Dikai- 

archos, of whom we know that he treated the question of the successorship after 

Plato's death (cf. n. 3). The historian Eumelos (no. 77) most probably belongs to the 

first half of the third century B.C.; if he is identical with the Peripatetic philosopher 

(Meineke; Rose; F Gr Hist II C p. 131) one would think that his establishing a 

resemblance of Aristotle to Sokrates (Diog. Laert. 5, 5) was meant to glorify the 

former. 3) On the occasion of Speusippos' death he discussed in some detail 

the rivals and the reasons for the choice of Xenokrates (see F 224); also the ex- 

clusion of Aristotle is explained objectively and quite neutrally. In the Life of 

Plato he mentioned Aristotle in the list of disciples (col. VI 3 p. 34 Mekler) not 

giving him particular prominence; but he seems to have treated the question of the 

successor in some detail on the occasion of Plato's death (col. V 1 ff. p. 22 f. M.). 

What is preserved begins in the middle of the context with a quotation from Dikai- 

archos’ Biot pirocdquy. 4) Cf. on F 221. Again and again the mistake is made 

of believing that contemporary authors are particularly trustworthy and in pos- 

session of better knowledge. The second point may be correct, the first is not; 

it all depends on what sort of writers they are. Any glance into a modern scandal- 

paper or a propagandist pamphlet should be a warning against the general assump- 

tion: the public will most easily believe the most impudent lies about facts that 

have not yet become history; comic poets, orators, efc. were very much aware 

of the gullibility of their public. 5) 244 F 38; cf. Ph. U. 16 p. 316 ff. 6) Thus 

Apollodoros. The Vita wrongly gives 368/7 B.C. (see Ph. U. 16 p. 324 n. 17). 7) 

This figure for the purpose of controversy commutes the statements about Aristotle’s 

life given by Epikuros and Timaios (Aristokles in Euseb. P. E. 15, 2, 1-2) into a 

chronology of his life: their author wisely refrained from doing so. I did not judge 

that correctly in Ph. U. 16 p. 326 f.; it is not a question of confusion. 8) There 

did exist early variants at least about Aristotle’s age; it is true they are without 

value (Ph. U. 16 p. 319; 321 f.). 9) We are not informed about their relation- 

ship, but we know of the personal intercourse of Timotheos with Plato and of 

Chabrias’ education in the Academy (P.A. 13700; I 5086). 10) If Aristokles can be 

trusted Ph. did not criticize Aristoxenos, who 
did not mention names: ёу үйр тӯ nide

 

xod tHe drroSyular (scil. tod ПА&соуос) фтоїу ёпамістасда» хої Футоіходореїу отб, туос 

пєрілатоу Ёёуоос бутас olovrat odv Evtot Tatra пері ’Арістотёлоос Aéyew аотбу, 'Арісто- 

Eévov Stà navròç єбфтробутос̧ Арістотёму. 
It is typical of Aristokles that in spite of th

is 

he quite mechanically opens with the disgusted question: tl $ åv neroðeln totç ór” 

? ApiotoEévov toŭ povotxoð Aeyopévotg Èv Tt Віс тоб IMAdtevog. He obviously did 
not look 

up Aristoxenos himself, but found in the compilation he used (Wilamowitz Ph. U. 

4 p. 128) the misinterpretations of 
énor: Aelian V. H. 3, 19 (cf. n. 2) quotes Aristotle, 

uç. Whom Aristoxenos really meant (Zeller 
the Phocian Mnason, xat &Aoug тоюбто! 

Ph. d. Gr.3 11 2 p. 13 n. 1 and Wilamowitz l.c. p. 280 n. 12 suggest Herakleides of 

Pontos; Jaeger op. cit. p. 106 contents himself with ‘klagliche missdeutung einer 
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stelle des Aristoxenos’) and what facts are at the bottom of the contention may 
remain open questions. The argument of Aristokles is not worth much: Aristoxenos 
was a master in the art of insinuation. 11) See Wilamowitz /.c. p. 194 ff.; 269 ff.; 
Kirchner P. A. 12835; Ferguson Hell. Athens, 1911, p. 103 ff. ] 

1) The supplement Enevournov in v. 30 cannot be doubted, and Mekler retained it 
‘ignarus quidem qui fiat ut nomen post brevissimum intervallum repetatur’. 
2) We cannot infer with certainty from the parallel tradition whether there was 
an election at all, as there was on the death of Speusippos (col. VI 41 ff.). 3) 
Foucart Étude sur Didyme p. 188. Additions of the same kind about the state of 
monuments are frequent in the Vitae X or. 4) But here, too, it is not quite im- 

possible that Ph. himself designated by this name the whole educational establish- 
ment. About the history of the name see Mueller-Graupa R. E. XVI 1, 1933, col. 
797 f. (not very satisfactory); about later times when it denotes the ‘university of 
Athens’ see Oliver Hesperia 3, 1934, p. 191 ff. 5) Mekler ‘xaréyew de numinibus 
loca tuentibus solemne’ and Foucart overlook that point. 

1) The Mss. vacillate between ’Edorta and ‘Edonta here and in the Scholion on 
Sophokles. 2) Strabo то, т, 3; "EAXoroc vloó Ti&ovob Eustath. I7. B 538; cf. n. 6. 
3) Here Ed. Meyer Forsch. I p. 42 n. 3 understands ' EJAórtov - nA; Alva - IIoXoftoc 
ta (Steph. Byz. s.v.). Dam not sure whether he is right; the name is wide-spread. — 4) 
xai — Ocori&c om. R. The place is not mentioned elsewhere. 5) The ten lines 
first describe the region and the tribe (presumably called "E;3onec; cf. Text p. 
591, 37 ff.), and then pass on to the praise of the oracle. Rzach rightly indicated a 
gap (of several lines?). No doubt Ph. quoted the whole passage, while Strabo 
only excerpted the two lines which were important for him. 6) The evidence 
for the Euboean Ellopia is reliable and gives all essentials: Herodt. 8, 23, 2 td &md 
toutou Exheov (the Persian fleet starting from Artemision) é¢ ‘Iottalny - dmixdpevor 5t thy 
nor Eoyov tév 'Iozuu£ov, xal tc ' EXAontnc potong, vic 88 «ric "IoruxtoriBog * tà rapaa- 
Aaxocías xdàpaz r&cuc ExéSpayov. Strabo 10, 1, 3 xxl ' EXAon(a 9 voudal (scil. 3; Eófou) 
&rd “EXorog tod “Iwvog (ol &è AbOov xxi Kó0ou &BeAoóv фаслу), ӧс xal thy EMortav 
xrtoat үєтол, ywplov £y tHe ’Qolar (?) xarovpee тйс ‘TotiatatiSog mpdc ta TedcOplat 
öper, xal thv `Татшиху npooxthoacðat xal Thv Пера хоі Клріудоу xal Alsnyòv xal 
*OpoBiag.... wetdumoay 8 ele thv ‘Iotiaav ol "EMorete, xal niEnoav thy méAw Dt- 
ст(доо тоб торбууоо (сЁ. Е 159) Buxoxu£vou uerà tà Лєохтріхі хтл. Eust. Tl. B 538 
h è Kúpivðos bah roré qucl xol 'ExAonia фл "ExAonoc, vloó Ti8cvoo. Ellopia is 
the old name either of the whole island (Ph.; Strabo from Apollodoros), or of 
one town in the neighbourhood of Histiaia (Eust.), or of that part of the island 
to which Histiaia belongs (Hdt.). 7) Thus Lenz-Siebelis, followed by Christ- 
Schmid Gr. Lit.6 II 1, 1920, p. 111 and even by Boelte R. E. VIII, 1913, col. 
195, 3. But Harpokr. s.v. Bovyeta quotes Dvdoorépavos; Drddyopoc, in the Epitome, 
is a slip of the pen. 8) Most likely in the report about the colonization of the 
island by a son of Ion which started from Achaia or from Athens. Other occasions 
are the Xerxes war (n. 6), the subjection of Euboia by Perikles (F 118), or the 
events of 342/39 B.C. (F 159-161). 9) As Alexandros of Pleuron called the 
Helloi an &0voc блбуүоуоу Торртубу (see Text), one must consider the history of 
the Pelasgians (F 99-101). But the prophet Skiros is for Ph. (F 14) an Eleusinian. 
There also may have been occasions when Athens officially consulted the Dodo- 
naean oracle. 10) See Schwartz R. E. I col. 2867, 26; IV col. 2810, 6. 
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11) See on F 200/11. 12) F 57-59 Bgk*. So did Aristot. Meteor. 1, 14 P. 352 

b 1. Aristarchos also decided in favour of that reading and Apollodoros (244 F 

198) followed him, Ed. Meyer op. cit. p. 42 is right in stressing the fact that 

in regard to Homer ʻes sich nicht um eine ältere und eine jüngere form 

handelt sondern um zwei verschiedene lesungen’. We do not know whether Ph. 

gave an etymological explanation of the name Ellopia, and we cannot touch 

here upon the modern views some of which connect "E»Xoneg and "E)Xnvec; see 

Boelte R. E. VIII col. 196; Jacobsohn Zeitschr. f. vergl. Sprachforsch. 55, 1928, p. 35. 

13) Boelte /.c. col. 195, 55 ff.; more cautiously Ed. Meyer Lc. p. 41 f.; Gruppe Gr. 

Myth. p. 355 n. 1. 14) Boelte saw the gap which I filled exempli gratia; cf. also 

Hesych. s. v. "EXAol- "EXxnvec ol tv Awdóvni * xai ol lepet. Strabo 7, 7, 11 (cf. Lykophr. 

223 with the scholia) has a special name for the priests, viz. Tóuovpot, which I do not 

understand. 15) 10 F 4"Av8pov 8E Ev ‘Totoptats 9nolv obtwg уттук, ёле! ФфЛопбдєрог 

бутєс̧ обтос̧ xutoùg èoxìnpayoyovv.. When an eponym is mentioned he is simply 

called ‘Eààóg (putópoç Schol. A Oecoaàóç BT), but we do not learn whether he was 

the eponym of the £0voc or of the yévoc. 16) It would therefore be to no purpose 

to enter here into that rather complicated question. See Farnell Cults I p. 38c; 

Gruppe Gr. Myth. p. 353 ff.; Kem R. E. V col. 1259 ff.; Latte R. E. XVIII 1 col. 

829 f. 

1) Antonin. Lib. Met. 35. Christ-Schmid Gr. Lit.* II 1, 1920, p. 223 probably 

correctly assign him to the fourth century B.C. (not A.D. as Goebel R. E. XV, 1931, 

col. 801 no. 24 does). He certainly is earlier than Dionysios of Halikarnassos (4. R. 

I, 48, 3) and was, perhaps, used already by Alexander Polyhistor (Geffcken De 

Steph. Byz., 1886, p. 67 fi.). It is incomprehensible that Lenchantin (Riv. di Fil. 

N. S. 10, 1932, p. 44 f.) gives Mythogr. Vat. 1, 187 as the only evidence for the 

metamorphosis. But even Wilamowitz Gl. d. Hell. I, 1931, p. 147 n. 4 seems to 

know only the 'lustige ovidische fabel' in which we are not to find ‘lykischen 

glauben'. 2) Antonin. Lib. /.c., Ovid. Met. 6, 317 ff.; cf. Herter Gnomon 9, 

1933, p. 36 f. 3) Lenchantin is not able to suggest anything earlier than the 

events after the battle of Magnesia in 190 B.C.; ‘ma non ё да escludere che con- 

traste tra Lici e Rodi si sieno prodotti anche prima’. He might have referred to 

the Chronicle of the Lindian temple (532 C 23) where tol pete KrevBovdov otpated- 

cavtec ele Auxiav dedicate dont8ac éxre and other things, dc 
lotopet Tydxprtos ev rat @ тйс 

Xpovixds ouvrdétoc, Moastados v tät 8 «àv loxogizv. But perhaps we had better primar- 

ily suggest the mythical time in which according to a general conception the 

slaying of Tlepolemos by Sarpedon reflects old fights. About the historical relations 

between Lycia and Rhodes in the 2nd century B.C. see Niese Gesch. d. gr. w. mak. 

Staaten П р. 760; Ш р. 81 #.; 194 Ё.; Hiller von Gaertringen R. E. Suppl. V, 

1931, col, 793 ff.; Ernst Meyer Die Grenzen d. hellenist. Staaten, 1925, p. 49 ff. 4) 

Lenchantin regards this alteration of his as being ‘fuori dubbio’. From Schol. 

Dionys. Perieget. 525 we know an Athenian AfAov (v. 850v M 'an Asj«ot ?' Mue) who 

led Athenian settlers to Rheneia, and in the metamorphosis Leto with her children 

comes from Delos. 

1) See Madvig Opusc. I p. 1; 26; Crusius Philol. 47, 1892, р. 434. 2) Stobaios 

quotes two lines from a tragic poet Serapion without an ethnicon; see Nauck 

Tr. Gr. F.* p. 831. 3) See n. 6. 4) See on F 17. It is uncertain whether he 

assumed the elopement with Ariadne at all. 5) See already the Theseis Plu- 

226 
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tarch. Thes. 28. 6) The material is given by Tuerk in Rosch. Lex. III 2 col. 
1669 f.; cf. on 596 F 46. Plutarch. Agis 9 calls the giver of the oracles A&evr, 
daughter of Amyklas, quoting QUAspyog (81 F 32). The forger may have had this 
vaguely in his mind, and he subsequently confused DvrAxpyxog and DUO óyopoc. 

I) It is by no means certain that gast also refers to Pherekydes, a quotation of 
Hesiod coming in between. 2) For Lenchantin /.c. p. 56 'sulla genuinità del 
frammento non vi puó essere dubbio'. 

1) He is not much interested in historical and similar questions (see Grenfell- 
Hunt The Oxyrh. Papyri VI p. 109 f.). For Limnai he evidently consulted scholia 
on Aristophanes or on Kallimachos. 2) Pfeiffer is very doubtful in regard to 
it. 3) In this he may have followed an Atthis, but we cannot tell whether it 
was that of Ph., whom he has read and used in the Hekale (see on F 5; 109). To 
enter into the factual question of the identification would lead us too far afield; 
the consequences would be considerable if we obtained evidence for it. What is 
preserved does not tell in favour of Grenfell-Hunt’s interpretation that ‘according 
to Callimachus the temple at Limnae was called after Dionysus as the god of the 
marshes in general, while according to the other explanation Limnae was merely a 
local name’. 4) ‘The only prose-writer of any kind who is referred to’ (Gren- 
fell-Hunt p. 110), apart of course from Dionysios of Halikarnassos, who is used not 
as a historian but because of his criticism of Thukydides. The name of an author 
must be supplied: the alternative reading -wç allows of no possible supplement; 
also obr[o]e, instead of odt{w]e, could certainly not refer to Thukydides, and a 
reference to Kallimachos is unlikely. 5) That it is a correct one is proved by the 
cult-name Atévwoog év Aipvats: Thukyd. 2, 15, 4; Aristoph. Ran. 215 ff.; Isaios 8, 35; 
Demosth. 59, 76; Phanodem. 325 F 11; 12. We know of Dionysos Limnaios in 
Athens alone (see particularly Nonnos Dionys. 27, 280-316); elsewhere we hear 
of many female deities (Aurvatot, Atuvadec, Atuvart8ec), all connected with a *pool of 
standing water, a marshy lake, a mere' who have mostly become Artemis (Kruse 
RE XIII col. 709). Limnai and the like are also wide-spread as place-names (ib. 
col. 705 ff.), and there is never a doubt as to the meaning. In the Athenian Lim- 
naion there are traces of an artificial elevation of the ground (see Judeich Topogr.? 
р. 293). 6) Boelte A. M. 34, 1909, P- 338 was the first to recognize the con- 
nexion; he also declared Apollodoros to be the source of Strabo. 7) Pace Grenfell- 
Hunt who say 'apparently an earlier commentary on Thucydides', but nevertheless 
propose (although doubtfully) fAi8uug]og who did not write a commentary on 
Thukydides. Of the commentators known to us the names Antyllos, Sabinos, 
Tiberios might fit into the gap, but that is all that can be said in their favour. On 
the other hand a sequence Ke2A(uay oc — ' AnoXMó8opoc (DUyopoc) would be in perfect 
accord with the manner of exegetic scholia: as to Limnai, the two authors quoted 
do not contradict but supplement each other, writing (as they do) from different 
points of view. 8) See on F 5. 9) F Gr Hist II D p. 756 ff.; cf. n. 6. 10) 
See also Pfeiffer 'si lacuna caperet, potius Apollodori nomen supplendum efc.'. As 
to the question of abbreviations in the papyrus see Grenfell-Hunt р. 108. 
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329. OI TAZ ATOIAAZ ZYITPAVWANTEZ 

INTRODUCTION 

1) See Atthis, 1949, p.1 ff. 2) 6, 52, 1 Aaxedarpdvior yap бролоүёоутес odSevt ront. 

Myouat X1A. 3) Cf. e.g. 328 Е 36; 37; 121. 4) F 7-8; cf. also 10, 15, 5 = 

Kleidemos 323 T 1 6xócot «à ' A8nvalov Entydpux Éypasjxv. The prototype is Thukyd. 

1, 9, 2 Mtyovsr 8t xal of td capéarata Medorownaluv uvhunt napa tv mpdtepov $є8єүрѓуог, 

words which are often (and probably correctly) taken as a veiled quotation of 

Hellanikos. Elsewhere Pausanias quotes with a simple déyerat, ’A@nvatot pact (cf. F 7), 

AOnvatev of ro3Aol Xéyovotv (1, 8, 2), or similarly. 5) Kleidemos 323 F 17-18. 

F(RAGMENTS) 

1) It may be Dionysios of Halikarnassos, who when narrating thy EEo8ov thy x 

Tpolag of the Trojans (251 F 6) starts from the dy36y qBivovtos Oapyydtevos, óc ' A0n- 

vaior roüg ypóvoug &youcw, 17 days before the Oepwwh tpom, records first what the 

Greeks did during the remaining 37 days of the year in which they captured Troy, 

and then turns to the departure of the Trojans in the following year. 2) For the 

evidence see Marm. Par. p. 148 f.; F Gr Hist II D p. 681. 3) Schol. Eurip. 

Heh. 910; cf. P. Tannery Rev. de Phil. N. S. 13, 1889, p. 66 ff. About the regnal 

year see Jacoby Klio 2, 1902, p. 422 ff.; the dating of the fall of Troy in the last 

year of Menestheus seems to have been generally accepted. 4) For Kallisthenes 

(124 F 10) the scholia on Euripides give the dy86n, Plutarch. Camill. 19 the éf8ópm 

q6lvovzoc. 5) The Marmor most probably took the day from the Atthis; I was 

too sceptical in F Gr Hist (1.с.). 6) I have no doubt that everything I ascribed to 

this author in F Gr Hist 124 F 10a actually belongs to him. He opposed «wie тфу 

lotopixdv to the Muxp& 'Da&c; the former he cites anonymously according to fourth 

century custom, but he evidently had Hellanikos in mind. The remaining authors 

who give the 12th Thargelion are later, partly grammarians. 

т) On the question of Plutarch p. 723 A & ті тбу lepõv &ydvev Gog Grov Exet 

atépavov, tov dt poivixa mavtes see Robert Heldensage p. 684 n. 6 ‘in wahrheit ist 

die palme zuerst in Nemea ein siegeszeichen und findet als solches erst in helleni- 

stischer zeit weitere verbreitung’. Cf. Steier R. E. XX 1, 1941, col. 401, 17 ff. 2) 

Cf. Plutarch. p. 724 D dada табтӣ ү ... . оЎх сторіяс ob3? repinyntixGy SdwSe BuBALov, 

dXX ёх рісоу ёуєстасцёуа тбу Перитатттобу тблоу єіс тё л:Өхубу ётихєхєірутах. 3) 

See on Istros 334 F 49. 4) Philochoros (328 T 1) wrote Ат}мхх® in two books. 

See also no. 401. 

330. AMELESAGORAS 

INTRODUCTION 

1) The paper of Wellmann (Herm. 45, 1910, P. 554 ff.) which tries to prove ‘dass 

schon vor Hellanikos von Amelesagoras die attischen sagen und kultlegenden be- 

handelt worden sind’ I reject as completely as Wilamowitz (Ilias u. Homer, 1916, 

p. 370 n. 2) did, even if it has impressed L. Weber Rh. Mus. 78, 1929, p. 26 f. and 

Schmid Gr. Lit. L, 1929, p. 707 f. (if I understand them correctly). Wellmann's 

attempt is founded almost exclusively on 'the testimony of Dionysios of Halikar- 
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nassos'; he does not perceive the true difficulties of the evidence if he believes it 
possible to solve them by the supposition that ‘wenn derselbe mann bald Kalche- 
donier bald Athener genannt wird, so besagt das nichts anderes, als wenn derselbe 
Herodot bald Halikarnassier bald Thurier heisst oder derselbe Pherekydes bald 
Lerier bald Athener.’ The true difficulties are (even setting aside the name of the 

alleged Atthidographer and his description by Maximus) on the one hand the 
genuine Pherekydes, who was the first to introduce Attic myths in any great 
number into Genealogy, and on the other hand the fact that Herodotos knew no 
Atthis and Thukydides only that of Hellanikos. Wellmann so wholly disregarded 
the obvious development of Atthidography and so completely failed to recognize 
the genuine Attic tradition, that any criticism beyond what is said in the commen- 
tary on the single fragments appears superfluous. 2) The XaAx7Sdviog’ Auenoaydpag 
can only be explained by the assumption of a gap of the same sort as that which 
absorbed Bion (332 T 2); neither a ‘slip of memory’ (Susemihl Gr. Lit. I p. 599) 
nor a ‘mistake’ (E. Schwartz R. E. I col. 1822) adequately meets the case. Further 
errors in the list are probably the EvSnyog 6 Idptos, certainly the name Etyéwv, and 
the ethnikon Keios; it is of little importance for how many of them Dionysios himself 
is to blame and for how many his copyists. By our assumption the distinction 
between a Chalcedonian and an Athenian of the same name (Lenz-Siebelis Philoch. 
Fragm., 1811, p. 6 n. 6; Clinton F. H.? II P. 456; Bergk Gr. L. II p. 409 n. 47; W. 
Schmid /.c.) becomes as superfluous as does Mueller's attempt (cf. Wellmann n. 1) 
at explaining the XodumSévioc by the travels of the author who ‘Chalcedonem se 
contulerit, sicuti Metapontum migravit Aristeas’. Lenz-Siebelis, Bergk and others 
already were doubtful about the list given in T 4 of authors who are said to have 
used A., whereas Wellmann, who dates his Chalcedonian-Athenian at ‘before 411 
B.C.’, evades this question too. 3) Ph. U. 4, 1881, p. 23. Since Antigonos 
probably used the Oavuscov cuvcyoví) of Kallimachos, it is not altogether certain if 
we can rank him as an independent and as the earliest witness of A.s native place 
and of the title of his book. Of course, Kallimachos himself would be an even more 
desirable witness. 4) But see F Gr Hist I p. 318, 20 ff. 5) Wellmann p. 560 
contents himself with the assertion. 6) He is called 'AueXoxyópac by Antigonos 
(F 1), Apollodoros (F 3) and Dionysios (T 3), Мелтсаүброс Бу Неѕусћіоѕ (Е 2) апа 
Clement (T 4); it is uncertain which form Maximus (T 2) used (the Mss. have 
буора М- іп 38, 3, xai M- and «v M- in 38, 4; in the first two passages the form 
’ Au- would be easily possible, in the third the archetypus < R> writes tov: MeA-, which 
seems to indicate that an ’Au- of the Ms. he was copying was corrected by deletion 
of the ’A). It is not surprising that the rare (if not unique) name should have been 
Occasionally corrupted (v./. F 3); it is more surprising that in the Ps. Hippocratean 
letter 11 an Abderite is called *Ayednoaydpns in the best Ms., but the copyist himself 
deleted the first A, and the other Mss. have Medto(a)ayépns (= Mednacydpas ? cf. n. 7). 
7) RE I col. 1822; II col. 2181. The explanation is simple and the name apt for 
such a book, while the 'malicious purpose’, which Wilamowitz (Ar. u. Ath. I p. 
287 n. 38; Il. u. Hom. p. 370 n. 2) assumes, would be hard to understand. ’Awednoa- 
Yópas is, of course, formed from the correct name Mednoxydpac, which is wide-spread 
(though, probably accidentally, lacking in Athens, where however Merhoavðpoç, 
Menoruéwg, Mexhowrog and the short forms Méane, Médntoc, MeAnatas do occur; 
Mednowyépag Vit. Hom. Rom. р. 31, 22 Wil, as one of the former names of Homer 
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seems to be a simple mistake for Mednovyévyc). I regard as a parallel the xóov * Auedt- 

tatoc in the Vienna papyrus of Diogenes (beside Medttatog Diog. Laert. 6, 55) whose 

name Wessely and Croenert derive from dyed as ‘the dog of Sanssouci’ (the 

different explanation by Gerhard Phoinix von Kolophon, 1909, p. 44 n- 3 is not 

convincing). The suggestions that the unique name A. is due to a misreading of 

Mednoaydpac (Weber p. 28; W. Schmid p. 707 n. 6; Kroll RE XV, 1931, col. 494), or 

that the true name of the Athenian author was Medooxyépas (n. 6), ‘a periooats, 

nymphis’ (C. Mueller, comparing the spurious Delphian writer Medtoaets no. 402; 

cf. n. 13) seem incredible to me. 8) Not, of course, ‘als gegenstiick des Méng’, as 

Wilamowitz Il. u. Hom. p. 370 n. 2 has it, but as a parallel to the A ng 7є8(0у ОЁ 

which this river is the boundary; for tòy del móvta návtwv ervovOdveobar. Cf. Vergil. 

A. 6, 714 Lethaei ad fluminis undam | securos latices et longa oblivia potant (cf. W. 

Schulze Quaest. Ep., 1892, p. 442 n. 6; Norden Vergils Aeneis VI?, 1926, p. 307). 

Weber /.c. p. 28 I do not understand. 9) See on F 1. It is uncertain whether he 

also used the book for his Aitia (see on F 2); if he did it would make no difference. 

10) For the time of Philochoros' work on his Althis see Text p. 241 ff. If A. wrote 

in the 'eighties the first two books about the period of the kings may just have 

been published. Of course, we cannot be certain that the authors Ilept xAory¢ 

always judged the relations of the sources correctly; I am suspicious of infer- 

ences like ‘Amphilochos muss, da er in der aufzáhlung Clem. Al. Strom. 6, 26, 8 

vorkommt, ins 4. jhdt. gehóren' (Schwartz R. E. I col. 1940 no. 6). 11) ‘Non ita 

multum ante Ptolemaei Philadelphi et Euergetae tempora' C. Mueller; 'after 

Clidemus' Clinton F. H.* II p. 546 0; 'attische oder doch spätestens älteste ale- 

xandrinische zeit’ Susemihl; ‘mag noch in das 4. jhdt. reichen’ Wilamowitz Ar. и. 

Ath. I p. 287 n. 38; 'alte zeit, jedenfalls vor dem 3. Jhdt.' Schwartz R. E. I col. 

1822; 'nicht junge fálschung' id. ibid. 1I col. 2181. Thus now also Schmid Gr. Lit. I, 

1929, p. 708 ('auf den namen des Melesagoras von Chalkedon im 4. jhdt. gefalscht’), 

who in Christ-Schmid Gr. Lit. 16%, 1912, p. 454 n. I still regarded Wellmann's fifth 

century as possible. L. Pearson The Local Historians of Attica, 1942, p. 89, who 

tries to do justice to all parties, obscures the true problem: ‘no elaborate theories 

about forgery are necessary .... and if we suppose that Dionysius has been misled 

into dating Melcsagoras half a century too early .... there is no difficulty in ac- 

cepting the fragments as belonging to a genuine work written in the fifth or fourth 

century’. 12) The prototype is Aristeas (see Meuli Herm. 70, 1935, P. 153 ff.). 

About Hekataios of Abdera, who perhaps published his book IIepl '"YrepBopéov as 

early as the twenties of the fourth century, see on 264 F 7-14. Since Plato Kritias 

119 CD the motif of the ovn inscribed with old records is added: Hekataios of 

Abdera 264 F 7 $4 (?); Euhemeros 63 T 3; F 3 ch. 46, 3; 8; Ps. Demokritos 263 

F 1. There are also books found in old graves (263 F 2), and of this device ‘A. could 

have made use. It is not surprising in an Athenian author that he preferred the 

old religious conception. 13) Hekataios of Abdera in his second work, the 

Alyurtiaxd, also turned to a quasi-historical form. The comparison of Wilamowitz 

(Ar. u. Ath. 1I p. 20 n. 12; and Bode, Ulrici, C. Mueller before him) seems to me to 

be misleading: 'Amelesagoras oder Melesagoras von Athen und Eumelos von 

Korinth «no. 4512 sind gleichen schlages’. He further adduces the Milesian 

chronicle bearing the name of Kadmos (no. 489) and the Ephesian bearing that of 

Kreophylos (no. 417) as examples for the sequence Epos-Chronicle and the trans- 
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formation of local epic poems into prose Kricets and “Оро. Ви (with the exception 
of the Theseis, and leaving aside the late Hegesinus no. 331) we know of no Athenian 
poem about the period of the kings (cf. Atthis p. 219 f.) and we may safely say that 

. none existed. Moreover, a 'prophet' is not an epic poet. Clement Strom. 6, 26, 7 
(or his source) knew very well why he separated Bbynrds te xat ’Axovalraog ol lotopto- 
yedpot, who té ‘Horddov peri raEav ele netov déyov, from Amelesagoras and his alleged 
followers: the latter belongs to a different type, and the conjecture of Zeller (Ph. 
d. Gr. I* p. 258 n. 2 = I* p. 337 n. 3) that MeAoxyópou must be altered to Ejyhov or 
Ебитдос to MeAnoaydpac ought not even to be mentioned in the apparatus criticus. А 
better parallel might be MeAtoceds 6 té AeAgix& ouvtatduevog (сї. n. 7), if the book, 
which is attested only by Tzetzes, ever existed. 14) See Atthis p. 85 f. 15) 
About Hygin. Astron. 2, 14 see on F 3 and about Pausan. t, 1, 4 on F 2. 16) 
As the alleged Pherekydes did whose AtréyQoves are defined as being тєрї тїйє 
*Artucis dpyatodoylas (333 T 1). 17) Whether Istros excerpted A. we do not know. 
There is no reason to assume that he is the source of F 2. The argument of Wellmann 
P- 557 n. 4 as to 334 Е 27 is futile. 18) Dion. Hal. De Thuc. 23, thinking per- 
haps of the enumeration of early historians in ch. 5 and stating that odte yap 8ta- 
Gaovtat tov mhetdvev al ypxoal uExpt Tv xaf' fiuc ҳрбуоу, 050° а басо биєуал парӣ 
псу 0с ёхеіуоу оўса! тбу avSpav mortevovrat, év ale elow af te Каёџроо tod Munoiov xal 
*Aptotéov (Lipsius -aiov o) tod TIpoxownaiov xal trav rapardnotwv todtors, does not 
mention A. by name. Whether he included him among the magazAfotot is quite 
doubtful, and an inference from the following words as to A.s use of the dpyata 
'Ax0lc would be even more doubtful. 19) See n. 4 on F 1. Schwartz RE I col. 
1822 differs ‘das buch muss namentlich priesterliche orakelgeschichten enthalten 
haben'. But this is hardly a correct description of its nature; it seems to be 
based on C. Muellers wrong comparison of the Atthis with Epimenides’ alleged 
book Tepl Bvorðv (457 T 1 § 112) and the Пр$ Qüunzov 0vcízt of Andron (no. 360). 
20) Cf. Atthis p. 82; 85; 107 ff. 

F(RAGMENTS) 
1) For our purpose it is sufficient to copy the sober text printed by Pfeiffer, 

though it is with regret that I leave unmentioned some of the supplements proposed 
by Gomperz, Wilamowitz, Maas, Piccolomini and others. 2) I do not under- 
Stand the objection raised by Ida Kapp Callimachi Hecalae fragmenta, 1915, р. 45 n. 1. Also it does not matter that Kallimachos is not among those enumerated in T 4 as having used A.; Clement mentions only prose writers (historians). 3) 1 cannot discuss here the whole evidence for the story of Erichthonios (see Escher 
R E VI col. 440 n. 2), but three points may be mentioned: (1) Antigonos has merely Mewy, Kallimachos TledAqvny ’Ayai8a; (2) he says nothing about the fate of the disobedient sisters; (3) since he says Spog 6 viv xaretrat AvxaBntrég, we expect, at least at first sight, an older name (see below). As to the relation between A. and Kallimachos I leave aside minor points (e.g. the number of the serpents). A major point is that according to Kallimachos the sisters (xotpat al pudaxol) seem to be equally guilty, according to Antigonos only Agraulos and Pandrosos. But the former mentions neither their number (three in Ovid. Met. 2, 555) nor their names, and as to A. the number is doubtful: if he really gave the usual three (but see on Philo- 



choros 328 F 105/6) we should expect in the following sentence тбу 8è Kéxporoç Өо- 

Yatépwv тйс 800 (or simply cà 8£ Kéxporog Buyarépaç) instead of tç 8è Kéxporog Ovya- 

тёрас tag 800. Perhaps "Epor: at the end of the enumeration in the text of Antigonos 

is interpolated from the general tradition. Istros 334 F 27 does not help because 

it probably does not refer to the Erichthonios story at all; and the evidence about 

the number of, and the róle played by, the daughters of Kekrops in the story is not 

uniform: in Ovid commissa duae sine fraude tuentur | Pandrosos atque Herse, timidas 

vocat wna sorores | Aglauros, nodosque manu diducit, et intus | infantemque vident adpor- 

rectumque draconem, but in Euphorion (* * xaté Prauxdmov “Epont [обуех’ "АӨ уот 

ієрђу уелдсато хістуу) Herse is the principal offender. Athenagoras Pro Christ. 1 seems 

to agree with Antigonos in naming Agraulos and Рапӣгозозѕ, аї ёуошісдтаау &сєђєїу vol- 

Eaou. thy M&pvaxa. (for the text see Gefícken Zwei Griech. Apologeten, 1907, p. 120), 

whereas Bibi. 3, 189 and Pausan. 1, 18, 2 combine the two principal offenders named 

severally by Euphorion and Ovid: II&v8pooov piv 87 A£yovot nelðeoða, tàs Sè 800 

(dvoiEa yap agiais thy xiPwtdv) paivecbat te de elSov tov "Ерудбмоу, xal xav& tis &xpo- 

nérews, EvOa Fy uddtota @тбтоноу, abtas Piva. Accordingly one looks for the Glauk- 

opion on the Akropolis (it might be the name of the rock Ey0x jv шмота ёпбтороу), 

and that was perhaps the spot where the crow of the Hekale was sitting if 

Dindorf and Schneider correctly combined and restored F 66 f and F. an. 332 

Schn. 4 «ix» &xgnz «xóMoc» Owxig DAavxómov tte. That is not at all certain 

(see F 238, 11 with Pfeiffer's note), though it would agree well with the crow 

meeting the goddess Avxetov / xaddv del Atndwvta xarà Spdpov "Arddwvog (Е 261 

Pf.); for the Lykeion is situated ‘on the southern slope of Lykabettos’ (Judeich 

Торову.? р. 415). But the grammarian Seleukos (Reitzenstein Gesch. d. griech. 

Etymologika p. 158) knows an explanation of IAavx&ztg &xó 10d Pravxeriov bpoug 

& «viv Jac xai Reitzenstein» AvxaByttds xadetrat, and this gloss seems to furnish 

the old name of Lykabettos which we miss in the narrative of Antigonos.It is true 

that thus a contradiction between A. and Kallimachos arises. But the poet need not 

have followed his source in all details, he may even have polemized in one: that 

the question was discussed is proved by Strabo 7, 3, 6 doug (not Kallimachos 

mentioned before; perhaps A.?) 8 аїтийтах (сії. "Ерхтосбѓутс) Фєосасдох пєрі ... 

Глоохотіоо 8 év ’AOhvats. Cf. n. 6. 4) As Wellmann Lc. p. 557 has it. See 

also Wilamowitz Ar. u. Ath. I p. 287 n. 38 'eine schéne, echt athenische sage’; 

L. Weber ARW 23, 1925, р. 34 ‘alten datums und ein anerkannt attisches stiick’. 

Wilamowitz ibid. II p. 37 n. 5 tries only to date the union of Athena and He- 

phaistos, which he supposes to be relatively late: ‘sie kann erst aus der zeit 

stammen, wo die industrie der tópfer von bedeutung war'. I do not think that 

Wellmann's contention needs a refutation: he believes that A. s account of the 

begetting of Erichthonios 'sich als die ursprüngliche version dadurch erweist 

dass in ihr der jungíráuliche charakter der Athena völlig gewahrt bleibt’, and 

he describes the version as ‘derb aber nicht lasciv wie die übrigen fassungen 

dieser sage'. The contrary development seems more likely: A. not only assumes 

a regular marriage, he also narrates the event as decently as possible, and 

this fits well for the time to which we assign him. Later writers entirely eli- 

minated both Athena and what Wilamowitz calls ‘eine schmutzige geschichte’ 

(тобтоу ol piv 'Hoaícrou xol tij Ouyatpbg 'Ax0(Bog elvat Aéyovor Bibl. 3, 187). It 

is annoying that the passage referring to this part of the story in Kallimachos 
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F 260, 16 ff. cannot be restored with certainty; the lotopla Schol. AD II. B 547, 

which gives an essentially different and much coarser version, was certainly not 
wholly taken from Kallimachos. 5) Pausan. r, 18, 2; Bibl. 3, 187-189, where 
the history of Erichthonios continues with the words £y 8e ct vepévet трхфє\с ' Epux0óvtog 
Sn’ abtijg ’AOnvac. We need not enter here into the details, for the real difficulty of 

the story consists in the fact that all three daughters of Kekrops had cults (see on 

Philochoros 328 F 105/6). Perhaps that was the reason why A. kept silent about 
their fate (n. 3). 6) Baedeker von Griechenland, 1904, p. 13; 91; Wrede RE 
XIII col. 2228 f.; Judeich Topogr.? p. 44 f. The difficulties provided by the IAxvx- 

ómov (n. 3) might lead to the conjecture that the legend did not mean the whole 

of Lykabettos but only a particularly striking part of it, the 'felsklotz am west- 

abfall, dem heute sogenannten froschmaul, bei den Griechen Lytoré, 171 mM.’ 
(Judeich /.c. p. 45). In that case Seleukos may have taken his equation of Mauxdmtov 

and AuxeSnttés from A. 7) That Athena had a cult in Pellene (Pausan. 7, 27, 2) 

surely is not a sufficient reason for introducing the town into an old legend. Also a 
textual corruption is excluded, for Apoll. Rhod. r, 177 IIe3 vas &olxxvov ’Ayaldos 

guarantees the tradition. But the fluctuation between the names Pellene and 
Pallene must be admitted—'Pellene und Pallene sind die gleichen namen, a und 
€ in der ersten silbe gehen hier überall bunt durcheinander' Ernst Meyer R E XIX 
1, 1937, col. 355—and if A. wrote Iledajvyy it is conceivable, though not very likely, 
that Kallimachos misunderstood him. Cf. n. 9. 8) Thus we must formulate 
now, knowing more of the Hekale. Bergk KI. Philol. Schr. II p. 198 ff., who brought 
in Kallimachos F 19 Schn. = 261, 1 Pf. and referred the story to the Aitia, could 

not know this, but Duemmler FR E 1I col. 1950 ought not simply to have stated that 
‘nach A. Athena den berg aus der gegend von Pallene losgerissen hatte’. Kapp 
p. 46 and Ernst Meyer (n. 9) do not help. 9) Actually the possession of Lyka- 
bettos might mean the same danger for the old z4X as the Areopagos did (cf. on 
Kleidemos 323 F 18). The Pallantids whom authors have frequently connected 
with Pallene (but see on Philochoros 328 F 108) are the enemies of the masters of 
the Akropolis. Wilamowitz Ar. u. Ath. II p. 37 n. 5 ‘will der verlockung nicht raum 
geben dass die Athena von Pallene <stammt>, also auch die herren von Pallene 
ihren kult auf die burg verpflanzt haben, demnach die einiger Attikas sind’. This 
in any case is a rather audacious conjecture; but Ernst Meyer l.c. believes that in 
the myth, as told by Antigonos, Pellene meant the Attic deme. 10) See Text 
р. бот, 21 ff. It ought to be noticed that Lucretius 6, 749 ff., polemizing against 
the myth as told by the poets, adduces a natural reason for the fact: est e! Athenaeis 
in moenibus, arcis in ipso | vertice, Palladis ad templum Tritonidis almae, | quo num- 
quam pennis appellunt corpora raucae | cornices, non cum fumant altaria donis: | 
usque adeo fugitant non iras Palladis acris | pervigili causa, Graium ut cecinere 
poetae, | sed natura loci opus efficit ipse suapte. The sense is clear, even if the last 
line seems corrupt. Probably Bergk /.c. p. 199 n. 1 rightly referred to Aristot. H. A. 
9, 2, 3 xai xopávr, xai 1x95, roXÉuta. I1) See on Philochoros 328 F 67. Here we 
know only the fact, not the explanation. 12) For the ancients Koronis bears 
хорФул in her name, and in view of the resemblance of the two stories a transfer 
of the motif seems almost obvious. 

1) "Wohl Istros' Wellmann /.c. p. 557; cf. Introd. n. 7. 2) L. Weber ARW 
23, 1925, p. 35 may be right in stating that én’ 'Evpuyin. dydv is ‘eine feste wend ung’. 
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m the true question is what the meaning of the ‘fixed phrase’ is. 3) ёт: хоброс 

cause of the funeral agon mentioned by A. suggests at first sight an early death 

and the parallel of Opheltes-Archemoros; but then it is not easy to understand 

AÜnv&ov. Therefore editors assumed a corruption which cannot be corrected with 

any degree of certainty: énlovpos ‘guardian’ or something like it remains obscure, 

leaving room for any conjectures; énlxovpog would lead to the assumption of some 

enterprise, but then we cannot guess what that enterprise was. That Eurygyes was 

an ‘athlete’ is not said in the text, nor is it probable in view of the antecedents of 

the other agones: Jeanmaire Couroi et Courétes, 1939, p. 343 evidently had Andro- 

geos’ participation in the Panathenaia in mind (cf. n. 10). 4) E.g. Voigt Rosch. 

Lex. I 1 col. 1423; Malten ‘Leichenspiele und Totenkult’ R. M. 38/9, 1923/4, p. 308; 

Robert Heldensage p. 659; Judeich Topogr.? p. 414; Deubner A. F. p. 181. Only 

Hiller von Gaertringen R E VI, 1909, col. 1327 f. called the identification 'schwer- 

lich ursprünglich' without, however, entering into the question. 5) Wellmann 

1.с.; L. Weber l.c p. 34 f.; 43 f. 6) 'Der besitzer des weiten saatfeldes (5j yóa) 

ist der unterweltsgott oder sein heroischer stellvertreter’ Hiller von Gaertringen 

l.c.; Malten /.c. p. 310. Bechtel-Fick Die griech. Personennamen, 1894, p. 385 con- 

nected -yómç (the name of one of the Hekatoncheires) with yóx ‘hand’. 7) See 

the list in Malten p. 307 ff. The fact does not even indicate whether Eurygyes was 

originally a hero or a god. The Panathenaia, which according to Ps. Aristotle 

Peplos F 637 was established énl ’Aorépt tõtt T'yavs bd "A@nvas dvatpebévtt, is 

not therefore a funeral agon. 8) 328 F 17; cf. on F III. 9) At least as 

far as we see. The argumentation of Weber seems fantastic to me. 10) Bibl. 

3, 209 (Schol. Plat. Minos 321 A) tov tév TlavaOnvateoy cydve ererérer (scil. Alyeds), 

ty д & Mivao aig '"Avüpóyecg evixnce mavtas. тобтоу Alyeds éxt tov Mapabavov 

Exeue tabdpov (this is invented after the Theseus story; see on Philochoros 328 

F 109), ùp od dteq0dépn- Enor Sz adrdv'AEyoust ropsvópevov elg O78ag (Meursius ’AOjvas 

о) éxl тёу Лаіоо бүбуа лрӧс тбу бүомотоу ёуєдреодёута &i& QU6vov &xoAÉcOat. Diodor. 

4, 60, 4/5 1àv 8 Mívooc vlàv ' Avüpóreos uèv els tag "AOhvac хатўутпоє Tlavabnvateov 

auvtedoupévanv, Alyéws Bactrsbovtoc, ev dé totç Фүбо. ужўсас тоос dOAntas йпоаутас 

соуђ@тс̧ ёүёуєто тоїс̧ П2%оутос̧ тосу. évta00’ 6 uiv Alycóg Srortedcas Thy * Avdp6- 

yew oirlav, prod’ 5 Міуос̧ Вотдйсас тоїс Чой тоб Па2%аутос̧ ёфта тў» ёру, 

ёлеВоб\єосє тбх 'Аудрбүєо:` Ва810оутос оўу отоо єс тїс Өїдас̧ ёпі тух Өєоріоу, 

5олофбупсєу аотду 8ай тушу éyycplov пері Омбу тйс °Аттокӣс. СЁ. п. ІІ. Ac- 

cording to Hygin. fab. 41, however, he is killed in battle when Minos cum Athe- 

niensibus belligeravit. Quite unique is Propert. 2, 1, 61/2 deus extinctum Cresis 

Epidaurius herbis | restituit patriis Androgeona focis. It is not certain that in this 

version he died in Crete, at least for the first time. The story may be a Hellenistic in- 

vention, but more likely is a confusion with Glaukos (see on F 3). The arguments of 

Rothstein (Die Elegieen des Propers? 1, 1920, p. 223) and Butler-Barber (The Elegies 

of Propertius, 1933, p. 192) are not sufficient to show that the story comes from 

Kallimachos (cf. n. 15). 11) Plutarch. Thes. 15, 1 $1. uv ov ' Avüpóyec mepl thv 

'Аттосђу ёпобоуєїу 860, 865аутос̧ б тє Miva woe xaxk Torspdv elpyateto tods dv- 

Opórouc, x«l Td Bauióvtov ÉgÜctpe chy yoouy (cf. n. 21). Pausan. І, 27, Io Фс 82 ёс tò 

reSlov dpelOy тё " Apyelov (scil. the Cretan bull caught by Herakles) ocóyet 8& 2с үўу 

chy Acruchy xal cfc ' Avis ёс Buov xv Mapafoviav, xal @АЛоъ тє ónócot; éxéroys xal 

Mivo nai8a ' AvBpóyecv &néxvetwe * Mivos 82 vavaly ёт’ `АӨлулс п№0с2с — 00 үйр ёпєідєто 
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gvartloug elvar agiic tig "AvSpdyew тєлкөтїс — ёс tocobrov exdxucev, ёс 8 auvex.op tin ol 
mapÜÉvouc. . . xol raiBac. . . &yetw тё Aeyou£vox Miva vaipct «àv év Kvoaót A«fupiÜov 
obcion. Cf. Serv. Dan. Verg. A. 6, 20. The conjectures of L. Weber /.c. p. 37 f. are 
again fantastic. . 12) 'Der Erdmensch' Gruppe Gr. Myth. p. 37; ‘l'homme ter- 
restre’ Jeanmaire op. cit. p. 314. 13) 329 F 7. Toepfter (l.c. col. 2145, 7) is pre- 
judiced: ‘im attischen demos Phaleron befand sich ein altar des Androgeos, der hier 

schlechthin ''der Heros" genannt wurde'. Wellmann's derivation of the note from A. 
(c. p. 558) is quite incredible; neither the affected expression of Pausanias nor 

Kallimachos' identification of Androgeos with the xaté rpbyvav hows (n. 14/5) can be 
used as a proof. 14) Protr. 2, 40, 2 ty&tat dé tig xal Darnpot xatà проџуоу ћрос 
among the xat& méretc Saluoves exrycdptot. He seems to have been anonymous for Cle- 
ment’s source. 15) Schol. Clem. Protr. p. 309 St. 6 88 xat& mpbuvag (sic) pws 
"Ауд рбүєфс̧ totww, vids Mivwos, обтос̧ фуорасдєіс бт: хат (М? хоі РМ%*) тс проџуос тоу 
улоу {рото - хо\ Ка иоуос ёу 5 тоу Аітіоу (Е 103 Pf.) utuwtar. Dieg. 5, 3 "Нрос à xarà 
прорхоу, ёпеі тбдє хорВис @18:] фпоіу бт. б халобџеуос xatà проџусу ўрос Ауёрбүєос ёстм * 
пол үйр ёутоба тӧу Фолуроӧу ópuov elvat, oO tà vac бру єсдол, пріу үєуёсдол тӧу Пек- 

pave. I leave open the question whether there is a gap before xdAat, ‘dove era accenno 
alla cv/jv in Phaleroi', but that the hero of the stern was identical with the anonymous 
hero, whose altar stood in the port of Phaleron, cannot be proved even by the 
words of Kallimachos énel r68e xopfitc cei8et. Pausanias’ words xadettat dt “Hpwos can 
have but one meaning: the altar did neither bear the inscription ' Avàpóyec nor Kata 
mpóuvav fjpeoc. If we can trust the Diegesis (it is not at all certain that we can), the 
poet either meant another 'stele', or his Atthidographic source has misled him. 16) 
Helladios Chrestom. in Phot. Bibl. 279 p. 534a 3 fi. ; see on Istros 334 F 50. 17) 
Modern authors, as far as they mention Eurygyes and Androgeos at all, either 
evaded the difficulties—as for instance Deubner A. F. p. 181 ‘Androgeos genoss 
im Kerameikos und (my italics) Phaleron heroische ehren’—or append further 
conjectures as e.g. Robert i.c. p. 689. The latter, though regarding the identifi- 
cation of Androgeos with the anonymous xarà mpóuvav fjpoc as 'probably later 
and arbitrary', assumes a grave in Oinoe in the Tetrapolis, but because of A. 
‘also cult in the city under the name Evpuyine’. 18) Robert J.c.; Herter Rh. 
Mus. 85, 1936, p. 217 n. 4; Jeanmaire op. cit. р. 340f., who believes that 
Androgeos was regarded in Athens as 'the xoüpog par excellence’, 'l'émule ou la 
réplique de Thésée, mais un émule moins heureux', and takes the hostility against 
Aigeus to be the fundamental feature of the tradition, so far agreeing with Robert. 
His further speculations (not uninfluenced by L. Weber and others) — ‘le héros 
agonique, dont le tombeau et le culte (au Céramique et à Phalére) étaient associés 
au Théseia, est Androgée, l'Homme terrestre, victime de l'Homme à la Chèvre, dont 
l'ensevelissement est commémoré dans la même occasion’ (l.c. p. 407; see n. 20)— 
may at least be mentioned. 19) Toepffer l.c. col. 2145, 15; L. Weber l.c. P. 37 
'die ursprüngliche heimat des kónigsohnes ist natürlich (my italics) Kreta'; but he 
admits that 'das ursprüngliche kretische element stark zurückgetreten ist' behind 
the relations with Athens. In Weber's opinion (he himself calls it a 'cogent infe- 
rence’) Androgeos is ‘uralter kretischer gott', for whom the human sacrifices were 
meant originally, and 'an dessen stelle der Minotaurus erst sekundar getreten ist’; 
when he was transferred to Athens he became the hero of the Thargelia festival, 
and so on. 20) Weber /.c. p. 34. It does not seem necessary here (for one im- 
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portant point see J. H. St. 64, 1946, p. 37 ff.) to follow up Weber’s speculations 
about a connexion of the én’ Evpuyin dyov with the ‘cult of Theseus’ in the Kerameikos 

and the Osetx which 'immer mit den Epitaphia in enger verbindung stehen’; about 

the long history of a 'fest organisierte grabkult' in the Kerameikos which is 'so alt 

wie die anfánge der stadt ..., ja so alt wie die burg und das herrengeschlecht, das 

sie erbaut hat’ (p. 44)—a history Weber developed in his Solon, 1935, p. 87 ff.; 
111 ff., always on the basis of the 'überaus wichtige, singuláre zeugnis des Hesiod’. 

21) The story, as it may have been known to A., is a typical one, preserved in its 

most complete form in Bibl. 3, 209 ff.: (1) death of Androgeos; (2) Minos’ campaign 

of vengeance; (3) ypoviCouévou 8% tod mod{uou, wh Suvápuevog EXeiv "АӨўуас ebyetat 

Aud пар’ ' AOnvalov AaBeiv dixas; (4) plague and famine (Ayo te xal Aotpod Bibl. 212; 

аФурӧу xal Auóv Diod. 4, 61, 1; xal &véducav ol movagol Plutarch. Tes. 15, I; 

ок тӧу харпёу Магт. Раг. А 19); (5) тӧ џёу протоу xatà Adyrov "A@nvator narady 

tag 'YaxivÜou xópug .... ent tov Гераістоо тоб Кох\отос táçov хотёсфаЁоу; (6) 

© 8% 0082 ёфелос̧ Fy тобто, ёурӧуто плеєрі бполлаүўс, ó è Bede cvetrev adtoic Miva 

SBdvan Sixag ao av abrd¢ alpjra (Bibl. 213; the same formula is used by Diod. 

4, 61,2 and already by the Parian Marble). In this series the Hyakinthids must 

be eliminated; they are lacking anyhow in Diodoros, Plutarch, and Schol. Plat. 

Minos 321 A (see also Catull. 64, 76 ff.; Vergil. A 6, 20 f.): theirs is an isolated story 

(cf. on 325 F 4) which is brought into a foreign context, like the famine in alt Hellas 

averted by Aiakos in the narrative of Diodoros. That this is the case is shown in 

Diodoros by his very wording—épac 8£ £xocfjoxro tat An yevéoðar xara thy nÓAw тбу 

"AOnvalav adypdy хай Хубу • тодо 8 wept Thy Attuchy xal thv "Ел\58а үєуорѓёуоу оорбу 

xtA.—and as to the Bibliotheca it is proved by the fact that the sacrifice does not take 

place at the tomb of Androgeos but at the tomb of a ‘Cyclops’. I am well aware of all 

the hypotheses built on this passage in the Bibliotheca; still the simple elimination 

appears preferable, not because the Aóqtov xaAatóv and the Delphic oracle compete 

(that sort of thing happens repeatedly in stories with a long past) but because in 

similar legends the human sacrifice is always successful. This fact precludes the 

simple expedient available in some cases of supposing that in a later version the 

oracle had supplanted the Aóytov: the story about the Hyakinthids is just as in- 

appropriate in this context as the Aiakos story is in Diodoros. 22) A conclusion 

€ silentio is rarely cogent; but in this instance the parallel tradition makes the 

inference appear safe. 23) See JH St. 64, 1946, p. 37 ff. 24) See on Istros 

334 F 4. 
1) Thus we shall have to punctuate. The xatacteptoudc is taken from another 

author who is cited anonymously by quidam as A. is by nonnulli. It 1s the same 

author to whom the addition et in astris collocatus belongs: that it is an addition 

is clear from the following relative clause, for the catasterism is not a consuetudo, 

but the term suits the preceding words in Aesculapii tutela. A. must haye told the 

Glaukos story; it is conceivable that he thus explained the representations in art 

of Asklepios with the serpent. One may compare Philochoros 328 F 7. 2) Cf. 

Hygin Fab. 49; Ovid. F 6, 746 ff.; both authors citing that case alongside of Hip- 

polytos (see Muenzel Quaest. M yth., 1883, p. 8; Robert Eratosthenis Catast. Rell., 

1878, p. 232 f.). About Propert. 2, 14, 61/2 see n. 10 on F 2. 3) Cf. Weicker RE 

VII col. 1415 no. 23; Jeanmaire Courot et Courétes, 1939, P- 444 ff.; Persson Rel. of 

Greece, 1942, p. 9 ff., who tries to prove Minoan or pre-Mycenaean origin of the 
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story which has a parallel also in Lydia (Xanthos Phin. N. H. 25, 14). 'Hochalter- tümliches márchen' Rohde Gr. Rom.1, 1876, p. 134 n. 4) The remark of Well- mann Г.с. p. 558—'weist auf die zeit vor 420 d.h. vor der begründung des Asklepios- heiligtums am Südabhange der burg'—is futile. 

331. HEGESINUS 

INTRODUCTION 
1) See on 273 F 70; 97. 2) See RE X, 1919, col. 1667 no. I9. 3) Comment. Mommsen, 1877, p. 145 f.; Wilamowitz Hom. Unters., 1884, p. 338 f. (‘zweifellos er- funden’; about his change of opinion see n. 4 on F 1) agreed, and so did Bethe R E III col. 2241. An article about the poet Hegesinus is lacking in RE VII col. 2610. W. Schmid Gr. Lit. I, 1929, Р. 292 inverts the problem curiously, when he enters the epic poems without even indicating a doubt, but calls the mediator Kallippos ‘fragwürdig’. Geficken Gr. Lit. I, 1926, p. 65 speaks more cautiously but not very clearly. In questions like these one should not refer any longer to Welcker Der epische Cyklus 1835 — 1I, 1865, p. 292 ff.; II, 1882, P. 424 f. (as Weiz- saecker Rosch. Lex. III col. 1759 does; see also Steuding ibid. V col. 747 f.), who identifies the Atthis with an Amazonis. To this poem he assigns the well known prooimion "Hyeó pot Adyov EAov Sree 'Асіос тё yaing / rDev ёс Еоротту тблєрос рёүас (probably Chorilos), and he thinks that the name Hegesinus 'zusammentrifft' with this address to the Muse. As to the Amazonis we necd not waste our time here with the Тро улов *“Нүшє (по. боб). 4) Cf. oùòx èneheZdunv xrtà. in T r with 9, 38, 10 тобёє тоб Хєрсіоо тбу ёлбу odseula v ën xat’ tuè uvhun xta. We have no right 

makes similar pretensions to scholarly accuracy. 5) The epigram he has in mind probably is the one known to us from Aristotle’s "Орхореуіоу помтеіа (Е 565 Rose) Xaipe öls HBhoac which, when not quoted anonymously, is ascribed to Pindar (Suda s.v. ‘Ho:d3eroy Үйрас). Of course that is wrong, and we should praise Kallippos if he had rested satisfied with criticizing the local patriotism of this attribution instead of outbidding it by his own wisdom. 6) Sept. Sap. Conv. 13 P. 156 E elmévtoc 8¢ tadta тоў Mynaipitov, Xepatac 6 Tomths (&petto yap 48n тїс altiag xal Sihdraxto tõ Пєери®уёро% vewoti, Хоуос Senü£vzoc). This would bring the poet into the first half of the Sixth century B.C., a date in itself perhaps not incredible even for a local poem, if it were not discredited by the context. 7) See Mnemos. III 8, 1940, p. 73 ff. In regard to the relation of the names Stasinos and Hegesinus of the poet of the K ypria it is agreed that the former is meant to point to Cyprus and actually does so (Rzach RE XI col. 2395; Wilamowitz Il. u. Hom. p. 428 n. 2). The latter may be merely a corruption which became a variant. That the Attic Salamis was meant because of the Ionic vocalism (‘er hat ja auch eine Atthis gemacht’ Wilamowitz l.c.) I cannot bring myself to believe. 

F(RAGMENTS) 
1) Cf. Text p. 607, 22 ff. 2) About the role of Otos in Boeotian pseudo- historical writing see Nikokrates 376 F 1. 3) As for instance the old number of 
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three Muses (see on Ephoros 70 F 222). Even the 2évy lotopla often starts from real 
tradition, the contradictions and problems of which it removes and answers by 
inventions. 4) This would not contradict our opinion on the value of Kallippos’ 

quotations, despite the surprising change of opinion in Wilamowitz Il. s. Hom. 

Р. 407 п.т (cf. Introd. n. 3) ‘die verse fiir falschung des Kallippos zu halten, wird 
man sich jetzt um so weniger entschliessen, als die himmelstiirmenden Aloaden 

wohl menschliche (my italics) nachfolger des bergriesen Helikon sind, den Korinna 

uns kennen gelehrt hat. Mit der Atthis konnte das gut zusammengehen, Thespiai 

gilt ja selbst fiir die griindung eines Erechthiden Thespieus’. In my opinion, the 

personified Helikon, if anything, is another proof of the suggestion that the Aloades 
on Helikon do not derive from tradition but are a result of the compiling activity 

of the late author; Thespiae is not Askra, and a Thespios (thus the name has come 
down) from Athens is of the same stamp as e.g. Kekrops in Euboia. Maass Herm. 

31, 1896, p. 411 n.; Gruppe Gr. M yth. p. 74; Hoefer Rosch. Lex. V col. 770 also seem 

to me to be too credulous. 

332. BION OF PROKONNESOS 

INTRODUCTION 

1) The article of Schwartz R. E. III col. 482 no. 8 is not very satisfactory, and 

my brief treatment F Gr Hist I p. 490 is quite insufficient. These Sedtepar ppovtides 

are more audacious but, I hope, better founded than the commonplace solution 

of Schwartz that the book ‘ein mit benutzung alter stadtgeschichten angefertigter 

roman war’. At least they stress the problems. 2) Cf. Text p. 599, 37 ff. 3) 

For whom C. Mueller and Wellmann (Herm. 45, 1910, p. 560) ought not to have 

substituted Pherekydes of Leros (no. 475). 4) See Mnemos. III 13, 1947. P- 

24%. 5) Dion. Hal. De Thuc. 23 (— 489 T 5). 6) C. Mueller FHG II p. 19. 

7) Cf. on F r. 8) 'Sicher álter als das 3. jhdt' Schwartz. 

F(RAGMENTS) 

I) See on Philochoros 328 F 105/6. Schol. Aristoph. Thesm. 533 xat& vij; 'À- 

Ypavrov Spwov (scil. al yuvatxes), xatk 8 tHe Паудрбсоо спамфотєроу, хаті 8 тйс 

“Epong oby edptoxerat supplies an observation from hterature confirming the religious 

fact. 2) I will not discuss here the far-reaching hypothesis of Elderkin A J 

Ph 56, 1935, p. 344 f. 

333. ANTIOCHOS-PHEREKYDES 
OF ATHENS 

INTRODUCTION 

1) About him see Mnemos. ПІ 13, 1947, Р. 55 fi. 2) Marm. Par. A 15. 3) 

P. Berol. 44 = Kern Orph. Fragm. F 49. 4) No. 3; Mnemos. l.c. p. 13 f. 5) 

Cf. Isidoros Origg. 1, 39, 11 according to whom Moses used hexameters longe ante 

Pherecydem et Homerum. 6) This is the opinion of E. Schwartz RE II col. 2181: 

'junge und spáte mystifikationen sind die ... produkte die Antiochos und Phere- 

kydes zugeschrieben werden’. Ibid. I col. 2493 no: 6 he places the former in the time 

of Hadrian. 7) Thus we probably shall have to conceive the relation of Pseudo- 

Jacoby, Fragm. Griech. Hist. IIIb (Suppl.) 
5 
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Akusilaos (2 T 1; 7), who Ёүрафе ёх Sértwv yarxdv, &¢ AMbyos edpety tov патёра «®©тоб бр®- 
Еаут& туух тблоу тўс охіос х0тоў, to the genealogist of the fifth century. See Schwartz 
RE I col. 1222 no. 3; Jacoby F Gr Hist I P. 375 f. But in this case, too, it is possible 
that we are dealing with a bogus quotation. 8) I have become more doubtful 
since Mnemos. III 13, 1947, р. 18 п. 14. The epithet is unique and at the same time 
unsatisfactory; there are two ‘old’ bearers of the name Ph. who are distinguished 
in our evidence as Duptog and "A6nvxioc, Beodsyoc and yeveaAdyos, or by the titles of 
their books Qcodoyla and ‘Iotopiat. Schwartz R E I col. 2493 no. 6 is certainly right in regarding the Antiochos of Steph. Byz. s.v. Xauápeux as a grammarian. 

F(RAGMENTS) 
1) T& 8£ 'Epuy06wtoc ; odyt év tar vedr «f; IIoAtáBog xexydevtat; "Iuudcpardog dé 6 Bbpdarou xal Aaeloag odyl ev тб xepiBóAot toO ' EXeuatv(ou c0 ол Tht dxpordrer; al è Ke- Aeod Ovyatépes obyi gv’ Edevoive TeTÁoxrat; 2) The poor evidence for the ‘tomb’ has sel- dom been noticed sufficiently; see e.g. Judeich Topographie? p. 282; Eitrem RE XI col. 122, 57 ff.; Robert Heldensage p. 138. 3) C. Mueller already saw that the author quoted by Clement is not the old Antiochos of Syracuse (no. 555), but the error reappears (with or without a mark of interrogation) in Immisch Rosch. Lex. II col. 1019, 65 ff.; Eitrem /.c.; Stáhlin RE XII col. 847, 27 f.; Robert l.c. p. 138 n. 1. 4) The fact emerges quite clearly from Aristotle 'A0x. 21, 6 Taie 8& ouAxig éroírosv (scil. à KAeo0£vnc) ётоубноос ёх тфу npoxpiÜEvzcv Éxazüv dpynyezv. Aristophanes (F 126) is therefore perfectly correct when he Says 6 d¢ ueOdwy Fer mapa tods dexnyétas,, but Pausanias speaks inexactly in 10, 10, 1 é 88 tév ўрооу халоошёуоу апа І, 5, І буотёро 8E &vBpiávieg toThxxow toov; in the latter passage he corrects himself by the words тӧу $2 trwvipwy (xadodar yap obse 99Xc). Among the eponyms are the four kings Kekrops, Erechtheus, Pandion, Aigeus, some of whom have no descendancy and none of whom is claimed as ancestor by an Athenian family. Aias is not buried in Attica and is moreover a hero only in the Homeric sense. The kings who were added later (Antigonos, Demetrios, Ptolemaios, Attalos) were worshipped as gods, not as heroes. The investigation must be made separately for each indi- vidual figure. ‘There is a double mistake in the sentence of Immisch in which he states ‘den dritten echten zug’ of Kekrops—‘Kekrops ist heros; sein grab und heiligtum befand sich etc.’ (my italics)—, and Eitrem, Judeich, Robert did not correct him because they did not analyze the tradition. 5) These words are obviously an explanation of ol éxtyaprot; they must be deleted. There exist other connexions between Akrisios and Larisa which led Stáhlin (RE XII col. 847, 19) to the opinion that the story belongs there originally. We cannot discuss the question here, but the tradition seems to be rather confused. In Schol. Apoll. Rhod. 1, 40/1 Лбрсау тўс Өєссаћас Met, Ay ёхтісєу ' Axeíatoc, Arts GvopzcOn dnd Aaplong HS Ileixcyob, Óc crow 'En2&wxoc (4 F 91), the second relative clause alone belongs to 

regard the first relative clause as a marginal note brought into the text; the fact itself is rather doubtfully attested by Steph. Byz. s.v. Aápwsax meoretg T° OecoaAlag h zeòs tõ Invert, Av *Axplatog (Av ’A. om. RV) Extice. But other possibilities are conceivable, and the confusion cannot be wholly disentangled. 6) Hygin. fab. 63. 7) See Pausan. 2, 24, 3. 
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1) Sylburg’s alteration to Depexpdrng bv toig Adropérors cannot be taken seriously, 

although many writers have accepted it. 2) See Philochoros 328 F 13. 3) 

The god is nowhere expressly mentioned as being the inventor of language. We may 

рег haps refer to Cornut. Theol. Comp. 32 p. 67, 20 Lang d23& xal thy тбу Хрбуоу тр 

dX f ous социєтрісу ёл’ &хроу бс ёу фо0шоїс тпробутос аотоб nal 4g «àv (otov qavàe xal 

фоолухов (?) tobg tov Awy cupdtwy Yoqous . . . . Sarpovleng Hpysabar тр$с тйс @хо®с то1- 

otvtog. It is true that this passage occurs in the section about music, and it is 

explaining the Movoayéry¢. — 4) In any case, the invention consists in the 8ихрбробу, 

and the term is used e.g. by Hekataios of Abdera (264 F 25 ch. 12, 1) of the 

Egyptians whom he calls «oig mpóroug Siadéxtar xpnoayévous dinpOpwpevnt. 

1) КІ. Schr. ІУ р. зо. 2) There are not two etymologies, but one опіу (тӧу ёх 

Atds c vious Ёёоута) апа one ‘physical’ explanation (tov іх Лос berdv ёс үз фобшєуоу). 

The etymology is old in so far as already the genuine Pherekydes (3 F 90) connects 

Dionysos with Semele-Hye and the Hyades (who according to him are nymphs of 

Dodona while in Euripides F 357 N? they become the daughters of Erechtheus and 

in Myrtilos 477 F 15 daughters of Kadmos), and as among the Atthidographers 

Kleidemos (323 F 27; from the Exegetikon?) identifies Dionysos with Hyes and 

derives that name from беу. АШ this is quite plain. But the forger invents a word 

vóca meaning àévópovy, which he probably ascribed to his abré,Boves (the raratol 

or of téte &vOpwrot of Philochoros). He hardly thought of Arévucos ёєу8ріттс. 

3) See on 124 F 51, though that note is not full enough. 4) It is obvious why he 

chose Thebe. For Ogygos see on 328 F 92. 

1) The comparison of the two fragments as to their form (apart even from the 

contents) precludes here, too, the first writer of Xwueuxá in whom among others 

Hiller Herm. 21, 1886, p. 133 n. 1 and Woerner Rosch. Lex. III 2, 1902/9, col. 

2423 believe. The reference to Strabo 6, 1, 14 who gives one of the legends about the 

fate of the Trojan Palladion is futile. 2) See e.g. Clem. Al. Protr. 4, 47, 7 ' An£)Daq 

8 &y «oic Делфхоїс (266 Е 1) 80o qi yeyovévat Tà Tlarradia, dupe 8 on’ @уӨрфтоу дє- 

Syutovpyjobat. Cf. the remark of Pausanias Text p. 617, 36 fi. 3) Phot. Bibl. 190 

p. 148 a 29 has only briefly stated the contents of the chapter epi tod [lodAadiou: ött 

úo xAéyerav Aroun xal ’Oðvoocóg. 4) The Atthidographers Kleidemos 323 F 20 

and Phanodemos 325 F 16 tell how the original, i.e. the Trojan Palladion, came to 

Athens. This is not the only version and certainly not the earliest stage in its 

history. 5) Woerner /.c. col. 3416 divides the words wrongly: an 'altes Palladion 

für Alalkomenai' is attested neither by our fragment nor elsewhere, provided one 

does not call every image of Athena a Palladion, which is not permissible. 6) 

Cf. Schol. Veron. Vergil. A. 2, 165 duo Palladia traduntur extitisse, alterum in Attices 

regione, <alterum> in Troade; atque illud, quod Athenis repertum est, videbatur 

ponti inlabsum, unde apud illos tu «m colebatur dea> Tequptnc’A@nva. , 7) So far 

the alteration may be said to be ensured by the parallel tradition; about the form 

of the name we shall not trouble here. 8) The first Lucht did by proposing tod 

тє хат обрауоб пєсбутос єс °Ахтђ» хӨбух, the second C. Mueller by xatà tò Aeyópevov 

«©тбубоъов. 9) 3 F 126. Others (Schol. I4. О бо?) give the name to the husband 

of Niobe. 10) Cf. Phot. Lez. s.v. IIpa£iixa: who cites for' AAaAxoucvia as the daugh- 

ter of Ogygos Dionysios ёх Ктісєсу (Е Н С ІУ р. 394, 3). °'Алодхошётс̧ 5 аотбудоу 

helps Zeus in the cult legend of Plataia (Plutarch. De Daed. Plat. 6 — 388 F 1); in 

the (gnostic) poem paraphrased by Hippolyt. Adv. Haeret. V (Bergk P L Gr* III p. 

4 
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711 ff.) we find exe Botoxotg ' AoQoxopevebo brép Aluvyng Knpialdoc &véoye npõtoç dvðp%- 
тоу; а. 11) There follows something about the temple of Athena and the 
&yarua d&pyatov éXépavtog. That is not a Palladion in the technical sense of the word, 

and as Sulla carried it off nobody can have asserted that it had come to Athens. 
12) Тһе 'Ало\хорём(є)оу брос̧ тўс `Аттосс іп Schol. D (and the second hand of 

Schol. T; VI p. 505 Maass) on J/. A 8 cannot be assigned to either group. If the text 
is right the notice is not without importance. 13) If it ever was there. The 
passage may be one of the occasional additions in the margin which interrupt the 

context and mostly come from late authors (see e.g. on 265 F 46). These marginal 
notes are (comprehensibly enough) most exposed to corruption, and about this 
excerpt Meineke says (cf. Naeke De Callimachi Hecala p. 53 ff.) ‘lacera et lacunosa’. 
14) Wilamowitz Herm. 34, 1899, p. 607 f. 'thatsáchlich etwas für Athen hieraus 

schliessen zu wollen darf niemandem einfallen, aber die kombination rechnet mit 

so vielem attischen detail, dass wir sie dreist der Augusteischen zeit zuschreiben 
kónnen, wo Juba und andere in diesem sinne gelehrt faselten'. The Greek-Roman 
‘Opoidmres hardly belonged among the sources of A.-Ph.; they rather depend 
on grammarians who were also used by Juba and others like him. 15) І. A 8. 
On this passage see in particular Steph. Byz. s.v. ' AXoQxopévtoy * 6X Botwtlag dd tod 
"Алодхоџеуёос̧, óc xai (Spuce thy AOnvav’ ArAaAxouevnida xtA.; more in Wentzel R E I col. 

1276 no. 1. What Usener (G N p. 235 ff.) says about these figures deserves to be 
considered seriously; but we are not concerned here with the fact that the name of 
the god, the goddess and the month are not restricted to Alalkomenai, nor even to 
Boeotia. 16) See Wilamowitz (n. 14); Jessen R E VII col. 1229, 52 ff.; Gruppe 
Gr. Myth. p. 404 n. 4. If Preller-Robert and Farnell thought of this group of tra- 
ditions at all, they did well, in my opinion, to leave it aside. An ’Axé\wv Dequpatog is 

attested once in Roman times (’Eony. ’Apy. 1888 p. 200); a And I'egupaix is known 

to Steph. Byz. s.v. Tépupa, hardly from Hekataios (1 F 118) but more likely from a 
Hellenistic poet. The short notice most probably refers to Demeter of the Gephy- 

raeans who in the cult of the clan was called ’Ayaia (Herodt. 5, 61). The Et. M. p. 
229, 5 ff —l'egupeic · 8%џос̧’Аттіхбс̧, 60ev xal Dequpaia Anuarne elpntat dnd tod tye yéqu- 
рау, 8и ўс ext ’Edevoiva xatizow of pvotat—blunders badly: there was no deme 

Gephyreis; the Gephyraioi reside in Aphidna (Wilamowitz Herm 21, 1886, p 106; 

Toepfier AG p. 298 f), and they worship an ’Ayata, not a Tepupata. If there really 
was a Demeter Gephyraia the epithet may be derived from yépupa; in any case 

the bridge to which the yeguptauot belong is that on the Sacred Road which crosses 

the Kephisos. Concerning the question of the localisation see in particular Strabo 
9, 1, 24. Kern R E VII col. 1229 surely is too sceptical. Toepffer 4 G p. 297, who 
speaks of the ‘wohibekannte yepuptoyot an der Ilisosbriicke’ overlooked not only 
Strabo but the epigraphic evidence as well. Where Robert (Herm. 20, 1885, p. 
358) found ‘das angeblich in jenem tempel der Skiras (viz. in the Skiron) befind- 
liche Palladion der Gephyraeer’ I do not know. 17) Toepffer 4 G p. 133. 
18) I G? II 1011, 10 fi. 

334. ISTROS THE CALLIMACHEAN 

INTRODUCTION 

1) Lenz-Siebelis Phanodemi Demonis Clitodemi atque Istri ' AxOlBov fragmenta, 
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Lipsiae 1812; C. Mueller F H G I, 1841, p. 481 ff ; IV p. 648 (Stiehle Philol 8, 1853, 

P. 643 ff ; Goebel Jahrb. klass. Philol. 93, 1866, p. 162 ff.); M. Wellmann De Istro 

Callimachio, diss. Greifswald 1886; Susemihl Gr. Lit. I, 1891, p. 622 ff.; Jacoby RE 

IX, 1916, col. 2270 ff.; Christ-Schmid Gr. Lit.* II 1, 1920, p. 112; L. Pearson The 

Local Historians of Attica, 1942, p. 136 fi. 2) It is almost universally acknow- 

ledged since L. Kuester that the book about the diaxpéyavres ёо пол Зєіох 8обло: оез поё 

belong to the disciple of Kallimachos but to the scholar of the second century A.D. 

who had been a slave himself (Sud. s.v. “Epumrog Brptttoc) ; see Heibges R E VIII col. 

853 no. 8; Christ-Schmid Gr. Lit? II 2 p. 868. 3) Who “Ietpog MevávBpou was we 

do not know. The historian Menandros of Ephesos (Laqueur R E XV col. 762 n. 10) 

may have been a contemporary of the Callimachean grammarian, but is in no way 

connected with him, even if he is identical with the author of a book IIepl Kónpov (ibid. 

no. 11). 4) Jacoby R E 1X col. 2270 no. 8. The source of Steph. Byz. is uncer- 

tain; the Kallatian may be late. 5) Proposed by Crusius Sb. München 1905 P. 

794 fi. 6) Doubts were first raised by Vossius De hist. Graec. p. 144, then by 

Wellmann, Crusius, and others. The possibility that 3o0Aoc beside yvóptpog
 is a slander, 

originating from a contemporary colleague, can perhaps not be strictly refuted, 

but there are other slaves among scholars already in early Hellenism, e.g. Rhianos 

(265 T 1). The name (which is not frequent) does not yield anything as to I.s social 

position (cf. Bechtel-Fick D. griech. Personennamen p. 347). 7) T2; 6; F 47, all 

occurring in Athenaios. 8) Kupnvatos ñ MaxeScv Suda (T 1);"AdreGav8petc Pl
utarch 

(T 3). Maxe8óv is generally taken to be the same as * AreEavSpevs; in any case it does not 

mean ‘from Macedonia’, nor can it refer to Istros of Kallatis. Did he receive the 

distinction as a citizen of Ptolemais (see on F 47)? 9) The date given by Christ- 

Schmid (‘um 200’) is certainly and that of Wellmann (‘floruisse sub imperio Ptole- 

maei III et IV’, i.e. 247-205 B.C.) perhaps too late. I. may well have begun to 

publish in the later part of the reign of Philadelphos when he was amanuensis 

of Kallimachos, though the suggestion of Pearson p. 139 that the latter employed 

I. ‘in collecting the material which he incorporated in his Aitia and his Hecale’ 

does not appear credible to me. 10) T 1; 6. Plutarch also (F 26) quotes him 

together with historians of Alexander the Great. We had better leave aside the IIpd¢ 

Tluatov dvrrypapat (F 59) because we do not know 
its contents; how little ‘historical’ in 

our sense it may have been is shown by the remains of Polemon’s voluminous work 

IIgàc Tiuatov (F H G III p. 126 ff.). 11) Forthisauthorsee now Gisinger R E XX 1, 

1941, col. 104 no. 7. 12) There are no adequate reasons either for supposing 

(with C. Mueller) that the three titles denote the same work or even for Wellmann's 

combination of two of them to Zóuuoxra Sropviuata. There is no doubt that the largely 

interpretative “Atoxta is a special work (see Text p. 620, 10 ff.). As to the Уощихта 

(F 57), it is not altogether impossible that it was a collection of poems (cf. T 1). The 

evidence for the ‘Yrouvhyara (in itself a frequent title) is somewhat uncertain because 

of the absence of the article (F 58); but if a commentary on Homer was meant, that 

should have been said. 13) Because of T 5 we must perhaps add a Xpyspaiv ovva- 

yoyn. 14) The Attika had at least fourteen books and the Eliaka at least five. It 

is surprising that the Argolika is cited once only (without the number of the book) 

although its subject-matter must have been important for mythical history. 1 5) 

Perhaps originally as a kind of explanation such as we occasionally find in the lists 

of books in the Suda; e.g. s.v. Хароу (262 T 1) - Hpurdvets tods tav Aoxe
datpovie (Lott 8 
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Xpovixd) ... Kontexd ѓу В.о F (Ayer Sè xal tods rò Mivwog ttOévtaç vópovg). A perfect 
parallel seems to be offered by the Suda s.v. Edqoplav: Moonta J ”Ataxta tye yap 
соршүєїс̧ історіас̧· Мофоліа $ бт 4 "Attuch td melv Мофоліх ёхоћеїто хтА. It is 

hard to believe that the poet himself gave his work the secondary title "Ataxta. 
16) See Althis p. 79 ff. 17) F 1; 16; the title is lacking in F 11, and F 5 
quotes ti¢ Luvaywyy¢. This sixth lexicon of Bekker is one form of the glossary 

of Cyrillus, which unfortunately has not yet been edited (Drachmann Kgl. 
Danske Vidensk. Selskab Hist.-Filol. Medd. 31, 1936, no. 5; P. Maas Byz. Zeitschr. 

37, 1937, p. 380), and it is the source of Photios and the Suda (Christ-Schmid 
op. cit. II 2 p. 1091; 1093; Suidae Lexicon ed. Ada Adler I p. XVII; Reitzen- 
stein Der Anfang des Lex. d. Photios, 1907, р. XXIX ff. 18) F 4. C. F 9, 
where ZowxyoYyüv looks like an interpolation. 19) See Text p. 622, 38 ff. 
20) Gudeman R E II A, 1923, col. 656 ff.; De Marco Mem. Acc. dei Lincei VI 6 
fasc. 2 (1937). 21) F 17-22. It is possible that the quotations in the Scholia 
on Euripides, in Harpokration and in the Synagoge (n. 17) also ultimately derive 
from Didymos. 22) Already Philochoros had written three books about 
Tragedy and tragic poets; he also discussed special points in a letter. In another 
of his works heortological questions were treated outside the book ITepl éoprav. 
23) I ought not to have doubted (i.c. col. 2281) Wellmann's distinction, but to 
have established it more securely. As a matter of fact it is sufficient that F 
18-19 about Hippolytos are cited from the third book of the Atakta whereas 
in the Attika the Theseus story filled books 13 and 14 (F 7-10). Also F 20 
could not easily be fitted into the fourth book of the Attika. The generally 
accepted equation is mainly due (cf. again Pearson p. 140) to the alleged fact that 
the story of Eumolpos (F 22) is quoted by the Scholiast on Sophokles from the 
“Ataxta and by Tzetzes from the Zuvaywyń; but the book-title in the latter is an inter- 
polation of Sebastianus (see Scheer on the passage). For the corruption of ’Attixé 
to “Ataxta the title of Euphorion Motonta 4 “Ataxta (n. 15) is not a good example, 
for any alteration is precluded by the following explanation tyet yap cvputyeis loto- 
plaç. That such a description would not apply to I. s Attika is shown almost more 
decisively by the secondary title Euvaywyh than by the chronological arrangement. 
24) -I cannot agree either with Wellmann pP. II ‘casu factum esse puto nec ulla 
causa est (my italics) cur eum in fabulis antiquitatibusque compilandis acquievisse 
colligamus’; or with B. Keil Anon. Arg., 1902, р. 65 п. 1 ‘das werk war so breit 
angelegt, dass es nie fertig wurde’; or with Susemihl р. 623 n. 517 who supposed 
that the Attika ‘viel umfánglicher gewesen sind'. 25) The only quotation to be 
considered is the prohibition of the export of figs, which is attested for the ’Arnixé. 
(F 12); but the parallel tradition shows clearly that it was not made by Solon. Nor 
does F 21 furnish sufficient proof for the reform of the demes by Kleisthenes having 
ocurred in the Atakta. No one will assign the remains of a Vita of Sophokles 
(F 33-38) to the ’Attixé (or to the “Ataxta), and the note about a remarkable coincid- 
ence in the life of Xenophon (F 32) may have occurred anywhere. 26) For the 
tradition see on Hellanikos 323a F 23. 27) Wellmann p. 8 speaks of a 'col- 
lectio Atthidum'; Susemihl p. 623 of 'attische chronikensammlung’, neither making 
quite clear what he understood by these words. The title Lovaywyh t&v ’ArOldev, 
even if it came from I. (see Text р. 619, 26 ff.), will not lead us astray if we compare (as we well may) Aristotle’s Luvaywyh texyvGv. This work, too, was not 
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a collective edition of téyva but according to the evidence of Cicero De inv. 

2, 2 a methodical grouping of the praecepta, obviously arranged under the in- 

dividual +énot (prooemion, epilogos, efc.). As to the names of the authors (cf. 

Text p. 622, 36 ff.) Aristotle seems to have cited them (we cannot say whether 

regularly or in certain cases only), as Theophrastos did in #һе Або: Фосіхбу 

and Menon in the "отрик; but he gave a new form to their doctrines and 

translated them into his own style; and thus tantum inventoribus ipsis suavitate 

praestitit ut nemo illorum praecepta ex ipsorum libris cognoscat, sed omnes qui 

quod illi praecipiant velint intellegere, ad hunc quasi ad quendam multo commo- 

diorem explicatorem revertantur. 28) Wellmann p. 19 ‘Istri opus sic fuisse 

institutum ut nulla arte critica adhibita quaslibet narrationes in unum congereret' ; 

P. 8 f. 'omnes varias scriptorum sententias nominibus additis diligentissime adhi- 

beret’ (see also Herm. 51, 1916, p. 56f., where the different kinds of collect- 

anea are not always distinguished from each other sufficiently). A similar view 

is held by Susemihl p. 623 and Christ-Schmid p. 128, who believe Hermippos, 

Philostephanos, and I. to have been ‘die schépfer der in der kaiserzeit neu auf- 

blühenden (my italics) gattung der exzerptensammlung’. 29) See for them 

Ed. Schwartz RE I col. 2883 ff.; Herm. 75, 1940, P. 5. 30) See Leo D. 

griech.-rém. Biographie, 1901, p. 124 f.; Heibges R E VIII, 1913, col. 847 ff. 31) 

Cí.n.43. 32) Seeeg.on F 42. — 33) Cf. n.27. 34) Thes. 19, 8 18(0с 8 пос 

хо периттос 6 КАе(8трос (323 Е 17 ёлўүүєћє nepi tovtov, scil. Theseus’ expedition to 

Crete); 27, 3 Істореї 8 Клєі2пџос (323 Е 18) ёБахріВобу тё хоб’ ёхоста Воо\бреуос (the 

battle of the Amazons in Athens); 20, 3 Wtov 8¢ twa лєрї тобтоу (Theseus and 

Ariadne) \бүоу ёх88охє Поќоу б 'Аробдойстос .... (8) xal NaE(ov 8€ vwec lioc історобо". 

The usual assumption is that Plutarch consulted Kleidemos himself; whether Paion 

(and the Naftaxé) were known to him through I. not even Wellmann (p. 43) ven- 

tures to decide. This does not affect the inference drawn in the Text. Whether or 

no the use of l3toc implies criticism, I do not see how it is possible to decide whether 

Plutarch was the first to exercise 1t (as is usually asserted in regard to F 7), or 

whether it was I. (or even an intermediate source, viz. a Hellenistic Life of Theseus. 

The question of quotations in early learned literature is in need of a comprehensive 

treatment). Plutarch's Life of Solon also corroborates our inference: he evidently 

likes to quote any rare authors he finds in his intermediate sources, not con- 

cealing to whom he is indebted for them: see e.g. ch. І, І Aldupog 6 ypappartinds ev tHe 

Пєрї тфу &Ёбуо›у тфу У>6Аозуос футуүржфї терд ' А о›д\лулъаётуу (з4о Е т) Ф‹ХохАёоос tide tE- 

Өєхє А&Ё‹су, ёу he tov DéAwva matpdg Evooplavos dropalver maps Thv тбу Флоу 86Еоу бсо: 

иёрупуто: ZóAovog x1A. and ch. 6, 7 табта pèv оўу "Ершиттос Історєїу фто! Патолхоу, 86 

Épacxe cis Alcómou puyiv tew. But the &xot in ch. 1, 4 seem to derive from 

Herakleides Pontikos, who is quoted a few lines before. Apparently Didymos 

was not the first to attach importance to the names (cf. the case noted in the 

Text p. 624, 12 ff.), but already Hermippos quoted by their names particularly 

his authorities for special traditions, the curious character of which by no 

means prove him to have invented these authorities. After all Hermippos was 

not a forger like Kratippos. Of course, there are 
a disciple of Kallimachos, 

cases of anonymous citations in which a decision is less easy or even impos- 

sible (Solon ch. 2, 1; 3, 5): 35) About other possible quotations by I. see 

on F 42; 43. On the results of modern investigation of sources see Text p, 622, 
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33 and n. 43. 36) My note on 12 F 3 is insufficient because I did not 

wholly understand the text, nor has Wilamowitz Sb. Berlin 1925 = KI. Schr. 
V 2 p. 57 n. 1 made much progress beyond Drachmann. It is evident that óc 
Ферєхо8 ус̧ іпќеггиріѕ the context and ıs placed wrongly; the obvious explanation 
is that the, or a, Scholiast found out that the Éwot of Asklepiades represented the 

view of Pherekydes and noted the name in the margin. Pherekydes was an autho- 
rity already in the fourth century and remained permanently in use like the 

genealogical books of Hellanikos and the Histories of Ephoros. For a somewhat 
Similar case see n. 38. 37) About the use he made of etymology, which also 

brings in the dialects (F 5), see R E IX col. 2276. It seems abundant, if not very 
ingenious:see F 12; 13; 18; 39; 50; 51; 71. — 38) F 15 (where the form is that of a 
supposition) and F r9 also seem to introduce new points, and the interpretations 

of passages from Tragedy (in the A4/akta) and Homer (F 69-73) undoubtedly show 

independence. Obviously I. enjoyed a certain authority in the exegesis of Homer, 
and Aristarchos repeatedly opposed him by putting the diple (later commentators 
added the name; see Ammonios in F 73). Finally the criticism of Polemon shows 
that he regarded him as a fellow-worker, not as a mere compiler. 39) Which is 
not at all certain (cf. n. 34; 43). 40) Introd. to Philochoros p. 227 ff. 41) An- 
other representative is the Lacon Sosibios (no. 595) who may have been a contem- 

porary of I. The difference between these two writers is obvious: one could never 

speak of an 'Attic local patriotism' of I., often though this quality of his sources is 
apparent in his own records. 42) Cf. n. 12. 43) Wellmann's booklet (n. 1) 

rises above the level of most examinations of sources because of the author's sound 
principles and his caution in using them. Nevertheless the outcome is disap- 
pointing. Practically he does not get beyond what we infer from F 7. It may well be 

that Plutarch in his Theseus used the 'Acrux& directly and that then he certainly 

took more from it than one or another 810g xal napydAaypévos Adyos. It is further clear 
that we have to look for vestiges of I. chiefly ‘ubi magnum de fabula aliqua aut 
consensum aut dissensum esse adnotatur’. But compilation of variants is hardly a 
characteristic feature of I. alone, and if we appreciate the warning ‘tamen summa 
Opus est cautela, ne omnes narrationes ex illo fluxisse imprudenter statuamus' (it is 
particularly valid for ch. 10 and 20 with their series of quotations for the stories 
of Skiron and Ariadne) we ask for indications enabling us to decide for which stories 
I. was the immediate source. Such indications are lacking throughout, the decision 
remaining more or less arbitrary in each individual case (cf. n. 34). The same is 
true, in my opinion, with regard to Wendel's collection (R E ХУІ І со]. 1359, 12 ff.) 
of those authors who reached the scholia on Sophokles through I. (Atakta ?). In 
Plutarch’s Solon we find no certain trace of direct use of I. (see n. 34 and on F 12); 
obviously the intermediate sources here are Hermippos and Didymos. The latter 
may be (and often certainly is) the transmitter of I. elsewhere too, Wellmann finds 
I. in Pausanias and in the supposed ‘Mythological handbook’. But as regards 
Pausanias, periegetic literature is always more likely; whether, or how far, his 
sources used I. we cannot decide, as Pausanias always dilutes learning. As to the 
Bibliotheca its groundwork is certainly earlier than I., and nothing favours the 
assumption that the ‘fabulae Atticae’ of the Bibliotheca and of the so-called Hyginus 
were brought into the general pattern of Hellenic mythical history by so late a 
transmitter as I. The genuine Hyginus knew I., but not the 'Аттх& only (if at all); it 
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is not impossible that F 65-67 come from the poems about which we learn from 

T 1. Of course it is possible that Diodoros knew of him, but he hardly ever cited a 

special book: to refer twés in 5, 1, 3 (= 566 T 11) to I of all others because of 

F 59, is incredible, and the digression about the Egyptian colonization in 1, 28-29 

almost certainly derives from Hekataios of Abdera (264 F 25), not from I.s Alyurtlov 

Anoxlar (F 43-46). At the utmost it might be conceivable (Diodoros being some- 

what better informed about Egypt than he generally is) that the critical remark at 

the end (29, 5-6) betrays a slight acquaintance with that special book. I do not be- 

lieve it does, and in any case Diodoros declares that there does not exist a ovyypapeÙs 

dEóntotos on Egyptian colonization. 44) In these authors we should probably 

find the name of I. more frequently: Didymos’ manner of exploiting ће "Атохта 

(not the "Azzxá) in his commentary on Sophokles' OC is significant, and direct 

quotations of other works, too, occur in other scholia. It is not surprising that later 

scholars from Polemon (T 6) on define their attitude to the views of I., and we 

also expect that Apollodoros knew him, though we cannot prove this even for the 

“Ataxta by F 18, which cannot be judged differently from F 28. At approximately 

the same time the author of our Vita of Sophokles excerpted him (see on F 33-38). 

The commentators on Homer in the time of the emperors had his ‘Yropvjpata 

at hand (n. 38). The collective quotations of of taq "ArOiBac соүүр&02утес̧ (no. 

329) do not derive from I.; wether they include him is a moot question. 45) 

The fragments preserved by Harpokration (see on F 1) almost give the impression 

that he at least had I. himself at hand and often consulted him. But that may be 

deceptive. 46) See F 7 and above n. 34. That the poet Statius also knew one of 

his books is by no means impossible in itself; but the vestiges (Knaack Herm. 25, 

1890, p. 88) are very faint. 47) Wellmann p. 9; Susemihl p. 623; al. 48) 

This late date is doubtful; see Text p. 248; 256, 49) Cf. Atthis p. 111 ff. 

F(RAGMENTS) 

1) F 9; 11; 13-16; 17; 24; 25. 2) On the other hand it is not at all certain 

that in F 2 I. was brought in through the criticism of Polemon or in F 18, 19, 28 

(from the Atakta) by Apollodoros. All three authors belong to those whom Didymos 

(and even later scholars) used directly, having them in their own libraries 

which also contained at least Philochoros’ Atthis. 

1) Wilamowitz Aischylos Interpret., 1914, P- 142 n. 3 ‘da war also ein gemálde 

gestiftet von einem siegreichen gymnasiarchen'. But see also n. 2. 2) For the 

three festivals see Schol. Aristoph. Ran. 131 ch AauzáBx* vobc Rapradiatas &yGvag. 

AapradnSpoular S& ylvovrat tpetc by «à. Kepxueuxót* ' AQnvác, “Ноэістоо, Прортдёос 5 

ibid. 1083; Lex. Rhet. p. 277, 22 Bkr; Hesych. s.v. Aaprag. For the Kerameikos 

see Schol. Aristoph. Vesp. 1203; perhaps Polemon grouped the three goptai dy- 

uoteAeig because of the place. We find another series (?) of AaumaSo8poulat for 

Prometheus, Hephaistos, Pan (cf. Herodt. 6, ros) in Schol. Patm. Demosth. 

57, 43; Lex. Rhet. p. 228, 11 Bkr; Phot. Lex. s.v. Axpnác; here ol ÉgnBot dAeuyiue- 

уо: парй тоб Yuuvaotipyou xarà StaSoxhy трёҳоутєс ўлтоуто т05 Bwpod (Jac tov 

Ворёу Schol. hrtov Mommsen), xal ó npócog &yac ivixa xal À tovtov puah. All Lam- 

padodromiai known to us are collected by Juethner R E XII col. 569 ff. 3) 

Possibly F 3 belongs in this context. Wilamowitz /.c. is hardly right in referring 
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F2 to a ‘behandlung des Hephaistos als ahnherrn der Athener’, 4) Hdt. 1, 147, 2 
tlol 8& mávreg "Ioveg ócot dr 'AOnvéov yeydvact xal 'Amaroópux &youct ёӧртђу. 
5) See on Hellanikos 323a F 23 (n. 13). 6) See on Philochoros 328 F 2. 
7) See on Philochoros 328 F 13. 8) See on Hellanikos 323a F 23. 9) See 
on Philochoros 328 F 99-101. 10) Cf. Plutarch. Kimon 10, 7 ёф’ ос ў пб 
veya gpovet Sixalac, TÓ тє спёррх тўс tpopňç elo rode "E)Xwvag t&éSwxev 08&vev 
тє лтүхіоу * * xol mupòç Bavaw хрӯ оосу бубротос ediSaéev. ‘Bemerkenswert 
dass I. auch den feuerragb des Prometheus eliminiert" Wilamowitz /.c. He cer- 
tainly had predecessors in this respect who for religious purposes preferred the 
god, whose cult by the state had greatly increased in the fifth century (see 
Malten R E VIII col. 311 ff.). The decision in favour of him has some connexion 
with I.s interpretation of the Apaturia; unfortunately we cannot say how far he 
discussed these questions. 11) See on 328 F 93-98. 12) The strict distinction 
was not made by the ancients, but it is convenient. Mommsen Feste d. Stadt Athen, 
1898, p. 339 n. 2 and Wilamowitz l.c. justly rejected Valesius’ alteration (accepted 
by the editors) of @vovres to Oéovres: ‘man konnte bei dem laufe nicht singen; 
man läuft auch nicht im festgewande’. Who lighted the torches and which éorti« 
is meant is not clear from the defective excerpt; therefore the subject remains 
doubtful: Toepfier A.G. p. 107 f. thinks of the hearth of the State in the Pry- 
taneion, Wilamowitz less probably ‘am ehesten an Фратёрєс in ihrem heiligtume’. 
13) Wilamowitz supposes that ‘Didymos ganz ungehóriges beigebracht hat’ 
and would like to think of the Chalkeia of the thirtieth of Pyanopsion. But the 
text distinctly says & tH àv 'Amarouplov éoptyt and there is no question of 
a ‘phylenkonkurrenz’ in the fragment of I., if we retain Ovovtes. On the other 
hand, Schol. Patm. Demosth. 57, 43 (n. 2), which discuss the yat of the phra- 
tries and enumerate the recipients of a (?) Acpradospouta, are not suited for con- 
firming the connexion with the Apaturia because they are dealing with a torch- 
race. Neither Malten J.c. col. 363, 20 ff. nor Deubner A. F. P- 233 doubts the con- 
nexion of the custom described by I. with the Apaturia, though it is true they do 
not enter into the difficulties which the defective text of F 2 creates. The attempts 
to find a connexion between the ceremony of the torches at the Apaturia on the 
one hand and the Hephaisteia on the other (Preller Polemonis fragmenta, 1838, 
р. 41; Mommsen of. cit. p. 340; al.) were justly declared by Toepffer R E I col. 
2678 to be problematic. 14) Schol. Aristoph. Ach. 146 supply none but the 
most elementary heortological data, among them the sacrifice Ad Oparplot xal 
"A8nvàt «Opazplas. We know that Artemis had a share (Hesych. s.v. Kovpeó my), 
and Dionysos probably played a part not only in the legend of the origin which I. 
rejected (cf. on F 3). Ali really old festivals present similar difficulties. 

З т) 9 — үбюс̧ от. Lex. Etym. To infer from this article a clan Oeowwl3ae would 
be imprudent in view of the parallel tradition which speaks of Krokonids and 
Koironids only (see on F 15). The gloss is obviously abridged (Toepffer A.G. p. 12 
п. 2). Nilsson Gesch. d. griech. Rel. I, 1941, P- 556 n. 2 did not understand the pro- 
blem because of his rather superficial examination of the texts. 2) The variant 
Zxwvaio; is badly attested by some Mss. of Tzetzes; the poet is unknown. 3) 
xopoviSoc, xopwviðov v.l. in some Mss. of Tzetzes. 4) Тһе Өєоімоу of the lemma 
is to some extent guaranteed by the Lexeis and Photios; if it was mentioned in the speech of Lykurgos-Philinos, it really did exist. I do not see why exception 
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should be taken to the fact and the name; the identification with the Lenaion is 

7L convincing. 5) Е 50-55 ВІ.; Віазз 44. Bereds.* III 2 p. 300 f. About the 

heoinia see especially Toepffer 4.G. p. 1or ff. and M. P. Nilsson De Dionysiis 

Atticis, 1900, p. 104 ff.; the material is also collected by Goeber and Kruse in R E 

V A II 2, 1934, col. 1994 ff. 6) [Demosth.] 59, 78 xol 1& Ocolva xal xà 'IoBáx- 

Xela Ytpxpó) Gt Átovócot xarà tà mátpux xal tv Toig xafíjkouct "Xpóvous. Although 

the best Mss. SFQ write 0eóywx Toepffer and Nilsson were certainly right in pre- 

ferring Ocolw«. In regard to the matter Wilamowitz (Gl. d. Hell. II p. 76 n. 2) 

seems to me to have drawn the correct conclusions: 'ein fest aus der zeit des ge- 

schlechterstaates .... von der kónigin für das ganze volk begangen'. His further 

suggestions — 'Der Theoinos ist erst aus ihnen gemacht. Ob nicht Ocolvx, ein 

winzerfest, alter als Dionysos sind?’—also deserve to be considered. Deubner 

А.Е. р. 148 brings Theoinia and Iobakcheia into ‘the sphere of the Anthesteria’, 

not as a ‘part’ of that festival but as ‘irgendeine feier privaten charakters, die im 

weiteren zusammenhang mit jenem grósseren feste stand'; but éxi&óew which he 

takes as 'additional sacrifices' does not help decisively, as the Epitome has &ro- 

Ovet. 7) The elected college of olvémrat, occurring in the speech of Lykurgos- 

Philinos is somehow connected with the phrateres. See Toepfier A. G. p. 106; RE 

I col. 2675; the article by Kroll R E XVII 2, 1937, col. 2276 is insufficient. 8) 

Against A. Mommsen Feste p. 349 n. 2, who regards xax& Biuouc as 'willkürliche 

abweichung vom gewóhnlichen' (an arbitrariness of which we can believe neither I. 

nor the lexicographers capable), see Nilsson whose view has been widely accepted. 

9) See on F 15. Were they two branches of the same clan ? We have seen recently 

in the case of the XoAxuwot that such a separation was possible. And they seem 

to have had the same ancestor. 10) The cult of Dionysos at the Apaturia is 

certain. He usually is called Atóvocog Medavatylg or Medravil8nc; but I. seems to 

have rejected this legend (on F 2). 

1) Because of Deubner A. F. p. 22 f. and Herter Rh. Mus. 85, 1936, p. 185 f. 

two points must be emphasized: (1) Atthidographic tradition as far as it different- 

iates Athenaia and Panathenaia regards them as two stages of the mythical pre- 

history of the festival; (2) this tradition speaks of Athenaia and Panathenaia, 

not of Tava@hvata peyéra and pxpg, expressions which refer exclusively to the 

historical festival, About the terminology of the latter see Mommsen Feste p. 41 ff.; 

Busolt Gr. G.3 II p. 344 n. 2. We can state briefly that the official designations 

are TavaGhvon and Tavabhvae te xar ёлаотбу, апі that in popular usage the 

former is often called ueydàa, the latter (more seldom) pixpé. I venture no opin- 

ion as to the chronological relation of the two forms of celebration of the his- 

torical festival; but Deubner and others are hardly justified in taking it as self- 

evident that the ‘little Panathenaia’ is the older. In any case, the latter is also 

called Panathenaia, and no ancient evidence identifies it with Athenaia. Even 

the scholion on Aristeides III p. 323 Ddf does not do so, it tries to determine 

the relation of the historical to the mythical festival: ó tév Tavzbnvalwv) tv 

uixpdv Ayers taŭra үйр ent "Еріубомоо тоб "Appucrioves yevopeva ёті тбл póvwt 

тоб 'Астеріоо «o0 ylyavrog* tà Bb peydda Tetototpatos trolycev. This explanation 

is a pure autoschediasm: the Scholiast connected the preceding excerpt about 

the sequence of the mythical agones (Ps. Aristot. Peplos F 637 R) with the account 

of the alleged recension of the Homeric poems by Peisistratos. We need not go 

EE 
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into that matter; the late autoschediasm is of no value for the history of the 
Panathenaia. 2) Cf. A. Mommsen p. 41; Preller-Robert Gr. Myth. I* p. 2:1 
n. 2; Jacoby Das Marmor Parium p. 44 f.; F Gr Hist I1 D p. 674. The tradition 
distinctly falls into two groups, one exclusively referring to the Panathenaia of 

the period of the kings, the other as exclusively to the institution in the sixth 

century. The only representative of the latter is our earliest witness Pherekydes 
(3 F 2) who in the pedigree of the Philaids at the name of Hippokleides has 

the additional note ég' 03 &pyovrog «iv 'A0fot» Ilava8jvxux éré0n. With this 
note one has always connected the date supplied by Eusebios Chron. a. Abr. 1451 

(ol. 53, 3 = 566/5 B.C.) agon gymnicus, quem Panathenaeon vocant, actus, and 
there can be no serious doubt that this date ultimately derives from an Atthis 

(presumably Philochoros) and therefore is authentic. It is true, and remarkable, 
that the institution of the Panathenaia is lacking in the Parian Marble, but we 
shall have to put up with this fact as one of the many examples of inconsistency in 
its author; that Pherekydes invented the institution is impossible even if (as 
seems to be the case) he had personal relations to the Philaids (see Mnemos. III 13, 
1947, p. 28 ff.). If we accept the date 566/5 B.C. as correct (and that it is the 
third year of an olympiad favours the belief), we must probably rule out a con- 
ception still largely prevalent, viz. that the festival was a creation of Peisistratos, or 
that the tyrant ‘raised it to splendour’ (see e.g. L. Weber ARW 23, 1925, р. 370.1; 
Adcock CAH, IV, 1926, p. 67; Cornelius Die Tyrannis in Athen, 1929, p. 71; 
Zschietzschmann JDAI 46, 1931, р. 58 f.; Schachermeyr R E XIX 1, 1937, col. 
161; most of them speaking more or less cautiously). Considering the position of 
the archon in this period we shall do well to attach importance to the name Hippo- 
kleides. The sixth century is the time of the institution of the great national 
festivals and of the éoprtal 8nuotedeic in Athens (see CI. Q. 38, 1944, p. 70). If 
it was a Philaid who carried through the introduction of a state festival for Athena 
we may even regard his action as a bid for popular favour by the influential clan: 
face Schachermeyr, the measure may have been actually directed against the 
agitation of Peisistratos and the wide-spread discontent with the aristocratic 
government. We shall not try to decide how far the Philaids were guided by 
ideal considerations like those of Solon when he established the cult of Aphrodite 
Pandemos, how far we have to reckon with rivalry against Corinth, or how far 
they acted on the principle of providing panem et circenses which Peisistratos 
handled more successfully later. In any case, literary tradition does not yield 
anything for a previous history of the festival of 566/5 B.C. Reasons brought 
ferward for such a previous history are not convincing either. It does not seem to 
me ‘selbstverstandlich dass das fest längst vor Peisistratos bestanden hat’ (L. 
Weber), nor is there a sufficient reason why ‘postuliert werden muss, dass ausser 
den Arretophoria, den Plynteria und den Chalkeia <which tıvéç called Athenaia: 
Suda s.v.> ein altes hauptfest der göttin gefeiert wurde, das noch keine spezifisch 
politische bedeutung hatte’ (Deubner; my italics). The development in the sixth 
century as touched upon above makes it appear more likely that only then the 
main festival (or better the state festival, the ёортђ пбубтшос̧ ог Snwotedys) 
came to stand beside the numerous festivals of Athena which may originally 
have been entirely in the hands of certain individual clans. The Dionysia & doret 
is not a suitable parallel, but Solon’s Aphrodite Pandemos is, modest though her 
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cult appears compared with the grand festival. It is easy to understand why such 

a festival superseded the earlier ones just at the time of the tyranny. I shall not 

adduce the Panathenaic prize-amphorae, which begin in the sixth century, as 

an indication that the festival was not instituted until then. But on the other 

hand the name Panathenaia is not sufficient support for the inference that the 

festival existed earlier. The interpretation which is usual since Wilamowitz (Ph. U. 

I, 1880, p. 133) as ‘gesamtfest der Athena’ is possible linguistically (Wilamowitz 

proposed to interpret the problematic Pandia accordingly); if it is correct the 

name might (certainly not must) refer to the political union of Attica under 

Theseus’, though I for one believe this explanation to be most improbable. But 

even if it were correct that would not prove that a festival called Athenaia pre- 

ceded it. It is not, however, the only possible interpretation. A. Mommsen's con- 

ception of ‘fest aller Athener’ is equally good linguistically, and is perhaps favoured 

by Panionia, Pamboiotia, Panaitolia (Pollux 6, 163), the Tlavéxanves and the 

Panhellenia of Hadrian. From the author of the old Homeric hymn to Apollo 

(‘Idovec ўүєрёдоута and бт” *Idoves d0póot ele) down to Hadrian nobody in all 

antiquity understood the zav- to mean an intensification, ıt was always under- 

stood as involving ndévtec; in regard to the Atthidographers this is proved by the 

connexion of the establishment of the festival with the naming of the people 

(cf. Text p. 630, 20 ff.). Of course this is not, on the other hand, an argument 

against an earlier date of the festival, and of course the festival which in 566/5 

B.C. became a state festival and a ‘festival of all Athenians’ may have been a 

glorified continuation of some earlier celebration. To venture a conjecture: a 

main feature and a specialty of the Panathenaia is the agon of the apobatai 

(Reisch R E I col. 2814; Jacoby D. Marm. Par. p. 46). the introduction of which is 

always ascribed to Erichthonios, the ‘inventor’ of the quadriga. This agon is 

excellently suited for the time of the Dipylon vases and for aristocratic, pre- 

Solonian, Athens. Was it meant originally not for Athena but for her foster-son 

and (later) cult-fellow Erichthonios-Erechtheus? Did Hippokleides in 566/5 B.C. 

enlarge this aristocratic celebration by making it the State festival of Athena 

and of ‘all Athenians’ by first introducing the gymnastic agones (cf. Frickenhaus 

Tiryns I, 1912, p. 109; Preuner Herm. 57, 1922, p. 94) to which the &yavec povatxol 

were added subsequently (under the sons of Peisistratos at the latest)? However 

that may be, the point of departure for any historical or heortological treatment 

of the festival must be the literary and archaeological evidence of its institution 

in the fourth decade of the sixth century, not an etymology or a theory about the 

meaning of the festival. 3) See on Philochoros 328 F 92. 4) Unless 

it was after all an earlier festival of Erechtheus which preceded the Panathenaia 

(end of n. 2). 5) As we are concerned here with ancient traditiqn only we 

may neglect modern doubts about the significance of the Zuvolxwx (see Nilsson 

RE IV A col. 1435 and also Ferguson Class. Stud. Capps, 1936, p. 155 f.). 6) 

It may well be that I dated this version too early by ‘zeit der Tragoedie’ in Marm. 

Par. p. 46 and F Gr Hist II D p. 674, 30 ff. 7) Whether Pherekydes already 

had the tradition is uncertain. In later mythography it is generally accepted: 

Eratosth. Catast. 13; Bibl. 3, 190 (cf. 209). 8) This A. Mommsen p. 41 п. 3 

took in fact to be the opinion of I. The investigators of sources skip the question 

(Wellmann p. 104) because for them it is self-evident that Plutarch and Pausanias 
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represent I. This is an example of how research into sources can prevent the 
unprejudiced interpretation of the fragments: in fact we cannot decide whether 

the two authors are following I. or the source of I. 9) See end of n. 2. 10) 

Cf. Text p. 630, 20 ff. 11) See F 50 (?); 57; 58; 69-73. 12) The foundation 
is not quite safe even here because Plutarch does not supply (at least not distinctly) 

the previous stage, in Pausanias the name of the founder of the Athenaia is lacking, 

and in the Synagoge the name Athenaia. Still, it seems permissible to supplement 
them by each other, and the Synagoge, in which Harpokration is excerpted, is 

so closely connected with him here as to render the above suggestion probable. 

13) See Kalkhoff Dissert. Halens. 8, 1887, p. 141 fl.; H. Schultz R E VII col. 2412 f. 
5 1) The editors follow Tzetzes; rap& 'A0mvalot; may have been brought into 

the text from the subsequent quotation of Kallisthenes (124 F 52) referring to 
Tritogeneia. 2) For Zeus Homoloios see Fehrle Rosch. Lex. VI col. 645 ff.; 
Jessen R E VIII col. 2263 f.; Ziehen ibid. V A 2 col. 1516 f.; A. B. Cook Zeus II 
р. 900 п. І. For the festival see Foucart BC H 3, 1879, p. 132; Nilsson Griech. 

Feste, 1906, p. 12 f.; Ziehen /.c. col. 1516, 65 ff. For the month see Bischoff R E 

VIII col. 2264. Mythography, moreover, knows of a Homoloeus son of Amphion 
and of a Homolois daughter of Niobe. 3) See F Gr Hist 11 D p. 756, 24 ff. 
Wilamowitz Herm. 26, 1891, p. 216; Farnell Cults I p. 64; Ziehen l.c. col. 1516, 
68 ff. and others agree with I. in principle; see also Fehrle l.c. col. 646, 60 ff. But 
the derivation from the mountain in Thessaly also found supporters (Stähelin 
КЕ VIII col. 2259 f.; the curiously artificial explanation of the ‘Opodwide¢ mAat 
in Pausan. 9, 8, 6 ff. seems to show that a Boeotian Homole did not exist). A third 
explanation is the mythological one quoted from the Boeotian author Aristophanes 
which is early but not fully intelligible in its present abbreviated form. 

6  1)..unzc)ó Put; cf. Hesych. s.v. IleBó- $.vüv xadroupévn Kre8pa, xphvy dv 
Ёстєл. 2) pàeypew Sy $ R oreyptw ........ ndov Put; cf. exer 58 тйс фос 
évareddotaag tie tov Dadnpéwv Sñuov Hesych. 3) See on F 5 (Text p. 632, 
25 #.). 4) Letronne's supplement ddatog <mxpod> is not necessary stylistically, 
and for reasons of the matter it is most probably wrong. Cf. Hitzig-Bluemner 
Pawsan. I 1 p. 310. 5) V. 10 ff.(cf. 937/8) maid 'Egex06oq Фоїос̧ #єоЁєу үб- 
uot, | Bíat Kpéoucxv, Év0x mpoofóppoug mérpae / Ila)ABog on’ 6x00 .... Maxpàç 
xadovar; 492 fi. & Ilavòç Soxhuata xal napavaCovea rétpa pvyadect Maxpaig .... 
сор єшщ à II&v totor aoic tv бутро), tva texodok тіс TrapBévocg & perta Bpé—os DolBur; 949 
Ыбуп xat’ Evtpov obmep eevyOnv vapors (scil. ётєхоу). Euripides does not mention 
the spring, but the birth requires it; the yécua which swallowed Erechtheus 
is not located in v. 281 f. and belongs on the Akropolis. 6) About this spring 
see Judeich Topogr., 1931, p. 191 f.; 301 f.; Shear Hesperia. 8, 1937, p. 221 fí.; 
A. W. Parsons ib. 12, 1941, p. 191 f. 7) See Judeich p.190; 320n.3. 8) lbid. 
P- 259; 270; 280. 9) Pausan. 1, 26, 5; 8, 1o, 4. That is the reason for the name 
Oidacca: Hdt. 8, 55; Bibl. 3, 178. 10) N. H. 2, 225 quae in Aesculapi fonte 
Athenis mersa sunt in Phalerico redduntur. тї) The second sentence with paot 
in Schol. Av. 1694 refers, at least originally, to the 6¢Aacca of Erechtheus. 12) 
Pearson’s reproach of I. (The Local Historians of Altica, 1942, p. 143 f.) may be 
unjustified here. It is true we do not know whether I. possessed local knowledge 
of Athens, and that may be the main reason for Polemon’s criticism (T 6); un- 
fortunately Polemon also maintained wrongly that Eratosthenes (241 T 10) had 
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a Athens. Even if I. did visit the town knowledge of a locality does not 
ide istakes, and what I. himself said about the Klepsydra (if he formed 

an opinion of his own at all) has not come down to us. 
, I) That the discussion touches upon the question of authenticity has a parallel 
in F ro. Aithra's previous history is narrated in chs. 3-6, 2. 2) See Introd. 

P. 622 ff. 3) I. does not say that ‘Paris was a Thessalian’, as Robert Heldensage 

р. 82 n. 3 has it. 4) 7, 20, 2 tbv Mucóv te xal Tevxpõv (scil. avóAov) tov mpd tev 

Tpurxdv yevduevov, ol Buávteg ёс thy Ебрӧтту хат& Вбопороу тобс te Ophixac 
хатєстрёфауто пбутас̧ хай ёлі тӧу "Ібиоу mévrov xatéByoav ptyet te IInverod rota- 

ae тӧ прӧс̧ ресарбрітс ў^асау. 5) 1, 4 u£xpt gv v tovTou dpmayas pouvas elvar 

wap dUXiAow, tò Bè dnd tovtov “EXAqvas 8h peydrus altloug yevéobar- mpotépous 

yap бобо otpatevecbar &¢ thy 'Асіу ў сфёлс ёс thy Evparny xta. 6) Robert 

(op. cit. p. 708 n. 1) and even Bethe Homer III, 1927, p. 79 n. 4 have now given 

up using the statement of I. as evidence of the thesis that Achilleus' fight with 

Hektor was originally located in the mother country, not in the Troad; they 

have not attempted another explanation. Herter Rh. Mus. 85, 1936, p. 204 f. 
continues taking the information seriously and connects it with other unique 
traditions about Troizen (Schol. Apoll. Rh. 1, 101; Pausan. 2, 32, 7; cf. on no. 607). 

7) See on Aristodemos 383 F 7. 
1) Whether he got the description from I. directly or through another inter- 

mediate source is of no importance as to the matter. Even if I. had quoted Demon 

or referred to him (and the phrase taŭra pèv obv xal Ańpwv lorópnxev suggests 

that this might be the case), that does not prove that he followed him in all details 

of the complicated tradition. 2) See on 328 F 14-16. 

1) Suppl. Bekker. 2) rpanetüw M. For these nouns and proper names in 

-Ó in general see Schönberger Glotta 29, 1941/2 p. 87 #.; Buck-Petersen Reverse 

Index p. 24 f.; for Attica in particular we may mention а goddess ‘Pays in Phaleron 

(IG? IL 4547 from the first years of the fourth century B.C.; cf. O. Walter RE 

Suppl. VII col, 1036 £.) and otepave as title of a Demeter priestess recognized 

as such by P. Maas (Hesp. 15, 1946, p. 72) in a fifth century epigram from the 

Athenian Eleusinion, published by Pritchett ib. 9, 1940, p. 97 £. Otherwise, too, 

parallels especially to xou are frequent in Greek and non-Greek cults — e.g. 

the хосиўтера Tig "Aprépidog amd meoyovey in Ephesos (Syi/.* 1228; third cent. 

A.D.); al xoopotcat thy “Heav in Delian accounts of c. 250 B.C.; the Sarachero 

of Berossos 680 F 13 described by Hesychios s.v. as хосуўтрих тїс "Нрас̧; the 

snena® turns of an Etruscan mirror translated as ‘zofe (ornatrix) der Aphrodite’ 

by Vetter Glotta 15 p. 227; R E VII A 2, 1943, col. 1366. 

1) See Wellmann p. 19 ff. What is perhaps most important is that the quotation 

from Hesiodos-Kerkops (see Rzach R E Suppl. IV col. gor) appears much more 

fully in Plutarch’s chapter 20, which is about Ariadne: &noàstpðñīva (scil. * Apid- 

Фуу) 8 тоб Orjotws epdvrog ivépag: «ðevdç үйр шу Eretpev ёрос̧ Пауоттідос 

AlyAng». cobro yàp vb ёпос̧ ёх тӧу *Ho:ó8ou Iletoíovparov &EeAelv qmow 'Hpfag 6 

Meyapebg (486 F 1) x:X. The quotation here renders the text of Athenaios intel- 

ligible who quotes Hesiodos and Kerkops: we may assume that I., when dealing 

with the behaviour of Theseus and the reproaches heaped on him, discussed the 

question of the author of the line. It is also important in regard to the Atthides 

which I. used and which we cannot denominate that Meliboia-Periboia, the mother 
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of Aias, is described as the legitimate wife of Theseus: in F 10 she stands by 

herself in this section, and Plutarch gives her the first place. The latter perhaps 
misunderstood the special tradition concerning Anaxo (see Herter RA. Mus. 
85 p. 204 n. 3) when placing her at the head of his catalogue. 2) Compared with 

the preceding catalogue of the wives of Aigeus the variants are few, i.e. the text 
of the excerpt in Athenaios is less corrupt (cf. n. 3): the mother of Aias is called 
Meliboia in Athenaios, Periboia (confusion with the following Phereboia?) in 
Plutarch; Hippe is in Plutarch Iope, daughter of Iphikles. The name of the father 
inspires confidence, but our knowledge is too limited to allow of maintaining that 
I, already gave these variants. No doubt he discussed the question of the name of 

the Amazon (Plutarch. Thes. 27, 5): Hippolyte is the version of Kleidemos, the 
general tradition gave Antiope (see on 323 F 18; 328 F 110). 3) Av Epwros, 
logically impossible, is an interpolation or a double version of & dpnayij¢ which 
I ought not to have deleted in 3 F 153. The technical and characteristic term, 
guaranteed by Plutarch, is indispensible. How easy it was to bring the Épc in is 
shown by Plutarch’s da tov AlyAyg pwtx which comes from the line in ‘Hesiod’ 
(n. 1). In the Aigeus catalogue (n. 2) the distinction Éyque — cuvijv xoplg Yáuov 
is correct. 4) The sequence then is, of course, chronological. Plutarch treats 
in detail Ariadne (chs. 19-20 with an ample appendix of variants), the Amazon 
(chs. 26-28 with variants as to the time and the name), and Helen (chs. 31-34, where 
@ quotation from I. occurs; see F 7). For Phaidra (ch. 28, 2-3) he contents himself 
with a variant from Pindar stating expressly that uv дутілілте, тарӣ тоу історику 
Toig трхүіхоїс̧; the sequence sz; 3' 'Avrómng &roðavovonçs čymue DOaidpav is the 
ѕате аѕ іп І. 5) For these sections see Text p. 622, 1 ff. 6) I leave 
open the question (answered in the affirmative by Wilamowitz Herm. 15, 1880, 
p. 523 and Wellmann p. 69 f.) whether the Aigeus catalogue (n. 2; 3) also derives 
from L; Athenaios in this section seems to use philosophic treatises mepl yápou 
and the 'Hpócov fíoc, which may or may not have taken part of their examples 
from I. 

1) They actually were 'zwei aus dem natürlichen felsen gehauene bathra' 
(Wachsmuth R E 1I col. 627 f.; Judeich Topogr.? P- 300; cf. Frazer Pausanias II 
P. 364); and Báðpa Euripides (Iph. Taur. 961 ff.) calls them. 2) See also Schol. 
Aischyl. Prom. 12 transcribed on F 25. Wendland Arch. Gesch. Philos. 1, 1888, р. 
200 ff. and Diels Vorsokr.* 3(68] A 7 derive Cicero and Clement from Poseidonios 
Ilepi 0càv. The suggestion seems wrong to me, if only because the former speaks 
of fanum, the latter of Bwyol. In any case, Poseidonios (if he mentioned the facts 
at all) was not the first representative of this tradition; even Cicero’s criticism 
goes back to earlier times (see n. 3). 3) The misunderstanding is certain for 
the source of the Paroemiographers. But it is already implied in the praise of the 
Spartans in Xen. Symp. 8, 35: Өєйу үйр об тўу 'Аусідєюу А4 тђу АІ8@ уошСоосіу. 
Also the words of Menander III 74, 257 K & шеүісту тӧу Bedv viv odo’ Avalide’, 
el Gedv xodetv oe det xtA. make it probable that Theophrastos shared the mis- 
understanding. Cf. also the yépoc ’AvaiSelag in the Troad: Nikol. Dam. go F 14. 
The admiral of Philip V in 201 B.C. erected altars on the Cyclades of ’AcéBeta 
and Ilapavouía, not of "'AvaíBeta (Polyb. 18, 54, 8 ff.). 4) Already Forch- 
hammer (Ind. lect. Kilon. 1843/4) gave the correct explanation as stones of ‘fre- 
velmut' and 'unversóhnlichkeit'. Cf. Wilamowitz Eurip. Herahl.* II p. 129 n. 1 
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Sear perd ia 20m n. 3) "Mog dwuibelas hiess auf dem Areshügel der 
distin) кел Dore ed ieser keine aleo angenommen hatte oder annehmen 

Mog SBpecae’. nadie er veržeihung walten liess. Ihm entsprach des mörders 

d. Griech. III, 1938 Lacu · Р. 300 п. 3 followed him. Nevertheless Kern Rel. 

RE 1 col. 2020); Аа ү п. 2 holds to his opinion (Rosch. Lex. I col. 329 and 

етейтш нен. ts е ie nicht zweifeln dass Anaideia sprachlich nur die un- 

Wellmann 217 Å th а osigkeit bezeichnen kann’. 5) The argument of 

Бове аА À d. e quotation of Theophrastos in Zenobios derives from I. 

iecit dudo B a accidentally is wrong. Actually we have two different 

сии е a vious that that of the paroemiographer derives from Theo- 

Snimas T e lexicographer ina matter concerning Athens consulted I. 

DRAA - quoted somebody, and if so whom, we do not know. 6) Marm. 

For the 3 1 149 es ; FGr Hist II D p. 681 f), on Hellanikos 323a F1;22. 7) 

P Taon exion e Epimenides with the Areiopagos see 457 Т І $ 110; 112. 

Т ЁРЕ oy 2" 43. Of course, Didymos (n. 2) may have made use of I. 2) 

di А, 1931, col. 1029 overshoots the mark when asserting ‘dass es 

SeS verbot nicht gab’. The law of Solon prohibited all export of home produce 

with the exception of oil; if we interpret strictly the prohibition included figs, the 

main food of the poor population (for the evidence see Olck R E VI col. 2135, 

45 ff.). I have not the least doubt that Didymos in his [ept тбу &8буоу &уткүрафў 

(340 F 1) discussed the question. 3) The etymological origin of what we may 

call an appendix and what may have been taken over bodily from Didymos is 

even more manifest in Plutarch’s De curios. 16 p. 523 AB: here a famine is invented 

to explain the term dAithpto¢ in just the same manner as for the ovxopévrat in 

Schol. Aristoph. Plut. 31. It is doubtful whether any Atthis dated these alleged 

famines. 4) 3.6 р. 74 Р” ў оохӯў, буёрє; plot, яүєшфу тоб хоборєіоо Blou Toig 

dvOpómoig Ёүёуєто. 8ўоу 8 тобто ёх тоб хадат» тоў ’AGyvaloug "lepiv рі» Хоху 

тӧу тбпоу ёу би лрфтоу є0рё0т, tov 8 ёт абтўс харпӧу ўүлтпріау 8:0 tò протоу 

є0реб уа, тўс фыёроо трофӣс. 5) И. Н. 3, 38 бт èv "Абушс єбребўуш Хорс 

Rptov iy KAxíav xxl thy ouxiv, @ хой прота ў Үй Фох. Siraç тє добул ха 

Aafeiv ebpov 'AÜmnvaiot mpürot xol dyüva tov 800 тӧу сорбтоу прото: ётєубтсау, 

xol &me8ócavro xal Hrelibavro. xal tmmoug #єобє пріотос 'Eptx86vtoc. 6) See on 

Philochoros 328 F 200. It is certain that Philomnestos is speaking about Athens; 

Irov yàp 'AÜmwaiov tò cuxopavrelv (Suda s.v.). It was always easy for a scholar 

to insert a digression, and here there may have been a special reason; cf. Athen. 

3. 8 р. 75 Е тё» 82 bv 'PéSar vwou£vov adxev pvqpoveder Avyxeds bv motorai 

GÓyxpustw motobuevog tv 'Afjwnot ywouévov ходмістоу прёс̧ тё ‘Родио. 

1) The importance of this fact is overlooked by most interpreters (e.g. Rapp 

Rosch. Lex. II col. 1094; Schwenn R E XI col. 220) though it precludes any attempt 

at a detailed restitution of the account of I. 2) Inspite of some uncertainty 

in the text we can state definitely that I. did not introduce Erechtheus as the 

founder of the custom (as Wilamowitz Herm. 18, 1883, p. 424 D. 1 and others 

suppose). If he had Harpokration would have said 8:5 убшџоу хт. ; but the 

sentence opening with da gives the reason for Erechtheus’ conduct, and actually 

the custom is mentioned already for the first trial by Hellanikos (323a F 1) who 

thus explains the name Areopagos. 3) 323a F 22. Wilamowitz Sb. Berlin 

1926 (= КІ. Schr. V 1 p. 147) would like to 'supplement from the Atthis of Istros' 

Jacoby, Fragm. Griech. Hist. IIb (Suppl) 33 
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the ieropl« handed down under the name of Pherekydes (3 F 34). I think he is 
wrong. The concluding words of the ‘ganz modernisierte’ story—petamenpapevog 
St tev "EpexOta Odrret noduredic abvhv—are a real conclusion which cannot be 
followed by a trial; it is a ‘happy end’. It may remain an open question whether 
this sentimental version is taken from one of the later collections of Attic tales 
(Attucat lotoplat), but about the share of Pherekydes I am even more scep- 
tical now than I was in FGrHist I P. 401, 42 ff. 4) Though this is the 
accepted opinion since Wellmann p. 67 ff. 5) Robert Eratosthenis Catast. Rell. 
P. 167. 6) Nor did Pausan. 1, 37, 6 and Schol. Il. B 631. They do not mention 
the condemnation, only the death of Prokris, i.e. their source can (it need not) 
have followed the version which did not know the trial (see n. 7). 7) I am inclined to doubt this with Rapp l.c. col. 1094. Ol tà OnBaxà yeypapóteç (383 
F 2) narrate & tod émxod xdxAov that Kephalos was purged ‘by the Cadmeans’. 
There are many stories of blood-stained men leaving their native country vol- 
untarily; and as the Areopagos does not judge qóvog axotatog I should draw 
the converse inference to that drawn by Wilamowitz. But all this would lead 
us too far. 

1) KotgoviBat — Коіроуос̧ — Крбхоуос̧ — Крохоуі8ох ВКг хором&8а — хбуоуос — 
хбӧроуос̧ — хороуібо, С. 2) See Тоерӣег А. С. р. тот #.; Kern and Scherling 
RE XI, 1922, col. 1970 ff. What Pausanias says is not quite clear, and Toepffer (referring to Wilamowitz Herm. 22 P- 120 n. 1) proposes the alternative that 
according to the tradition prevailing in the deme Skambonidai either Krokon 
was not held to be the son of Triptolemos, or the latter was not held to be the son of Keleos. I think we have to decide for the former possibility. If Krokon was the son-in-law of Keleos by his marriage with an otherwise unknown daughter Saisara (cf. Hesych. s.v. оохсаріа' ђ 'Елєосіу прбтєроу; Hoefer Rosch. Lex. IV col. 276 f.) this is perhaps not ‘downright incompatible’ (Toepffer) but it does not agree well with the view that he was a son of Triptolemos. For the latter is in the accepted tradition of the Atthidographers the son of Keleos (Pausan. 1, 14, 2; Marm. Par. A 12; Bibl. І, 32; about the earlier variants and the development of the agreed pedigree see Jacoby Das Marm. Par. P. 64 f.; F Gr Hist I p. 408, 27 ff.); and if Krokon actually married his aunt (Gruppe Gr. Myth. p. 52 n. 5 and Scherling 
Lc. col. 1971, 1 ff. believe he did) one cannot easily understand why Pausanias States a contradiction between the tradition of the Skambonidai on the one hand and of ‘other Athenians’ (i.e. the accepted Atthidographic opinion) on the other. 
Consequently Krokon is an advena according to the former tradition, he may be of high birth but he did not belong to one of the leading Eleusinian clans (dem eleusinischen uradel) ; i.e. this tradition is less glorious for Krokon than the pedigree claimed by the clan Krokonidai. No doubt that Pausanias’ knowledge of the tradition of the Skambonidai who were mentioned in the speech (Harpokr. s.v.) 
ultimately came from the speech alone. 3) See Toepffer p. 104. The counter- 
plea of the Koironidai (Deinarchos ?) seems hardly to have influenced the tradition handed down in the lexica and elsewhere. 4) Toepfler p. 109 understands them as being the names of the deme and the phratry. 

1) The second scholion is found in an abbreviated form in Pollux 8, 104. 2) The words elc ruv x13. betray a confusion with certain customs in the cult of Demeter. 3) Abbreviated in Lex. rhet. p. 269, 16 Bkr. See also Hesych. s.v. xáðappa. 
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4) The text, of the Suda particularly, is rather corrupt, and the emendation of 
olxloig has not yet been found. ` 

1) That much is clear. The discussion on, and analysis of, the scholion (see as 

the latest De Marco De scholiis in Sophoclis tragoediis vett., 1937, p. 110) does not 
interest us here. 2) Thus L. Pearson The Local Historians of Attica, 1942, 

P. 143. A general description of the country and its division is by no means im- 

possible for an Atthis (see on Kleidemos 323 F 1), and for the city it may even 

have gone into details. But F 17 is taken from the Atakta, not the Attika. 3) 

Wilamowitz Ph. U. 1, 1880, p. 111 n. 23; Deubner A. F. p. 48. 4) Wilamowitz 

suggests the mythical time, for instance the demarcation of the realm of Aigeus 

(see on Philochoros 328 F 107). But as I. discussed a topographical question in 

the text of Sophokles I rather believe that he simply traced the boundary between 

two demes, e.g. Kolonos and Oion. These matters were to be found in the 'Ogtouol 

tig médews (375 F 1; cf. on Philochoros 328 F 122), the time of the publication 

of which is unknown. 5) Cf. Text p. 620, 30 ff.; 626, 9 ff. 

1) Roughly speaking in theological-genealogical poetry the Erinyes are the 

daughters of Kronos; actually they have no mother even though Ge adopts that 

réle (Hesiod. Th. 185). In tragic poetry the mother becomes more important: 

Nuxtdg тёхуа they call themselves in Aischyl. Eum. 416; in Sophokl. OC 40; 106 

they are I; te xal Lxédroug xdpat. Evidently when the question is raised at all 

they are regarded as the daughters of the depth of Earth, and this idea probably 

is at the bottom of the speculation which calls the mother Euonyme (see Waser 

RE VI col. 1156). We know nothing about a cult of Euonyme. 

1) This is partly because I am doubtful as to the date of Akestodoros whom 

Schwartz R E I col. 1166 assigns to the third century B.C. I cannot agree with 

the treatment of the scholion by Wellmann p. 99 ff. 2) It may be sufficient 

to refer to Das Marm. Par. p. 72 ff. and Kern R E VI col. 117 ff. 3) Personally 

I have no doubt that it is. Our earliest evidence, the Hy. Hom. in Cer. 474 f., 

knows Eumolpos as one of the princes of the country beside Triptolemos, Keleos, 

and others; it does not yet know anything about the relation by marriage which 

brings about a connexion at any rate among these three. 4) See the new 

Meidias vase: on Philochoros 328 F 208. The question of the Euripidean Erechtheus 

I cannot discuss here. 

1) pooylav II pooyela B. This explains perhaps the discrepancy between Eusta- 

thios and Photios. pooylag or pooytov, a word well suited in itself for a young 

animal, seems to have had different meanings. In Pollux accordingly &p?v is the one 

year old animal, in Eust. Phot. this word denotes the first stage of life. 2)8 

Eretov: 8 éoOlovra A pelCova B. 3) êç — xadretrar om. B(C); &pvóv, 6c xal Kppnv 

x1. À. 4) This aspect which concerns only the matter and the interpretation 

does not get its due in Latte's survey of the development of Glossography 

(Philol. 80, 1921, p. 157), in which accordingly a mention of I. is lacking. 

Regulations of sacrifices often require animals of a certain age, and Aetroyvouov 

is found now in the xüpBew Agora I 727; épv« mpoBdiew in the vóuoc ’ Abhor 

(Hesych. s.v.) is unintelligible. The factual connexion with his other works may 

constitute the difference of I. from Aristophanes of Byzantium, whose Aéķe 

*Actixal probably formed part of his voluminous book about glosses (Susemihl 

Gr. Lit. I p. 439 f.; Latte l.c.). Philemon of Aixone, whom one dates earlier than 

17 
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Aristarchos, seems to follow in the steps of Aristophanes (B. Weber Comment. 
Ribbeck. p. 441 ff.; Christ-Schmid Gr. Lit. II p. 264; 872 n. 2. 5) Latte Ас. 
Р. 162 f. assumes this for the I'Aàacat of Philitas. 

24 т) Plutarch. De Is. 9 p. 354 С vd 8 dv Edt vij; ' AOnváe, fjv xal "Low vonitouaw, 
Eoc. Ibd. 62 p. 376 A oue 8b roórot, xal và Alyómna: thv uiv yàp "low moA- 
Мас тбл тўс "Абтуйс óvóuamt xoXoUct x:A. Whether the latter passage derives 
from Manetho is quite uncertain. 2) Diodor. r, 25, 1 тї» «©ту үйр ol uiv 
“Tow, ol &è Ahuntpav, ol 8è Oecpopdpov, of St Ledjvny, of 3 "Нрау, о{ 8# тасш 
Taig mpoonyoplatc òvouáčovow. It must be noted that the enumeration, which prob- 
ably is not taken from Hekataios of Abdera (264 F 25), does not mention Athena. 

25 1) Schol Aischyl Prom. 12; Pausan. r, 17, I 'A8nvaloi St év tHe &yopit . . . 
'EXov Bcpuóc .... todrorg è ob tà © ФЈоудротіау uóvov xaðésmxev, cd xal 
Beods edoeBotaw BAwv mdfov- xal yap А300 софіт Ворбс otre xal hung xal 
‘Opus. Pausanias makes his choice according to a certain principle; therefore 
TóXux, and 'Aval3eu (F 11) are lacking. 2) See Judeich Topogr.? p. 283. A cult 
it was; for that of Aidos is confirmed by the theatre-seat JG* II 5147. 3) It 
is hardly ‘die einfachheit der guten alten zeit’ (Wernicke R E I col. 2715). If 
it were the cult would be late, i.e. not earlier than the fourth century. 

27 1) Schol. Lucian p. 275, 23 ff. R; see on Philochoros F 14-16. 2) For their 
selection see Lex. rhet. p. 202, 3 Bkr; Synag. Lex. p. 446, 18 ff. Bkr; Et. M. p. 
149, 18 fi. 3) See on Philochoros 328 F 105/6. 4) IG* II 5098; 5099. 
5) IG III 919. 

29 1) The result is either an alteration of the text which allows of referring the 
verses to the Erinyes (see Eitrem R E XVI 2 col. 1726, 68 ff.) or an interpretation 
based not on the cult but on poetical accounts of the legend (see Hom. Hy. Cer. 
8 ff.; Pamphos Pausan. 9, 31, 9). 2) Smilax aspera? see Steier R E III A col. 
717 ff. Its use in cult may seem surprising if one compares the general remarks 
of Pliny N. H. 16, 153/5 (smilax) infausta omnibus sacris et coronis, quoniam 
sit lugubris virgine eius nominis Propter amorem iuvenis Croci mutata in hunc fru- 
ticem e.q.s. This the poet who first narrated the story may have said, but the 
evidence does not bear him out (Steier col. 719), perhaps because of the general 
confusion between ivy and smilax (Plin. l.c. 155; 21, 52; Diodor. 20, 41, 3; al). 3) Baiter-Sauppe and Blass did not accept the quotation among the fragments 
of the speech. 4) Siebelis suggested the moun) of the Panathenaia or the 
Atoviora tv oter or the mourn of Iakchos. Even the last fits badly into the argument, 
and 3uxacía cannot mean a 'certamen'. 

30 1) Cf. Schol. Aristoph. Nub. 1005 (not extant in RV): repl aùrtòv (scil. «v 
Tónov 575 'AxaBnuíac) 3' ov аї бутос lepal tratar tio Geod, at xadobvrat poplar - Е Фу ò Aaov täy Ilavaðnvaiwv. Hesych. s.v. popia + daiat lepal Tf 'A0nvàc. Lex. 
rhet. p. 280, 16 Bkr uopíat - tic *AOnvac lepal al tata. Pollux 1, 241 H 8 lepà baia popia. 2) б» ёхот$с &veU.e medéxer tacdkyevos c 8 éautdy dv. пел. lxoáuevoc у ôv “Apne dv. nehtxer Biaoduevov АВ бс tautòv dv. med. «ёххбптоу тас &alac, ol— éveDev> Buxc&uevov. Reitzenstein, 'nisi quis putet duas fabulas confundisse gram- maticus' Gaisford. The story of the killing of Halirrhotios by Ares does not fit in here; it has been brought into the text from a marginal note like the quotation from Zenon. For the other Story see Schol. Aristoph. Nub. 1005 (not extant in RV) inei; tic *AOnvics 6 Moceday tnt the The Dadag enidelEer, treue tov 
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vldv abtod ‘AdippdOtov taitny tepodvra + 6 8& dvarelvag tov пёехоу, таб uèv ӯстб- 

хтоє, тӧу 8 пбба атоо плу ó - in i 
1 Abas éredevtyce. xal ovo. uopla 4j alo, bon, Gc pdpov mapex- 

кея 3) Thus Pausan. 1, 30, 2 seems to know a divergent legend about the origin 

z e sacred grove in the Academy: xal gutdv éotly édala (in the Academy) 

єбтєро» тобто Aeyópevov pavňvar. In the interpretation of the name there are, as 

usual, two rival explanations, one mythological, the other etymological. The 

latter certainly derives from Apollodoros, whom Didymos repeatedly quotes 

alongside of I. in the Scholia on Sophokles OC. That Apollodoros treated the 

dispute about the poptat in some detail is shown by 244 F 120. A further point 

of controversy is the meaning of popiot, whether the word is synonymous with 

Oala or applies only to the twelve trees in the Academy which were specially 

sacred to Athena. 4) For Dekelea see Herodt. 9, 73 (cf. Androtion 324 

F 39); for the Tetrapolis (Ephoros-) Diodor. 12, 45, I. 5) Bibl. 3, 178; al. 

The story of Halirrothios (n. 2) is à continuation; his attempt was, of course, 

directed against the tree on the Akropolis, not at the twelve in the Academy. 

6) According to one tradition (the later one?) it was Theseus who granted protec- 

tion to the Heraclids (Diodor. 4, 57, 6; Pausan. 1, 32, 6), according to Pherekydes 

3 pos E Euripides in the Herakleidai it was Demophon. Cf. Robert Heldensage 

Рр. 653 tt. 

I) Judeich Tofogr.* p. 353. 2) For the material about Phorbas see Hoefer 

Rosch. Lex. I1I 2 col. 2428 ff. no. 3-4; Robert Heldensage p. 731; Joh. Schmidt 

R E XX 1 col. 528 ff. See also Radermacher M ythos u. Sage, 1938, p. 265 f.; Jean- 

maire Couroi et Courétes, 1939, p. 427 (who explains him as l'éleveur de plein air). 

3) Andron 10 F 1 Bacvteboug Koupiytwv; Agallis of Korkyra Schol. T Eust. I. 

E 483 ¿E ’Axapvaviaç; Schol. Eurip. Phoen. 854 vlàc TloceSaivoc, cvppayav Edpdaret 

(ast.tzment which unfortunately we cannot derive from Hellanikos with certainty). 

Oue might suppose a connexion with Steph. Byz. s.v. A@yjvat + #88бил * Axapvaviac, 

óc Amuírptog (scil. à Xxfpvc), 'A8mvaloug ev тї Коорӯтід. жтісаутас nóXv 'A01- 

мас просаүорєбсох - Ti yàp vüv 'Axapvavíav Коорӯту Фубрабоу. Маѕ Рћогђаѕ made 

king of Akarnania when Athens tried to gain a hold there? 4) Pherekydes 

з Е 152 tvloyov Onotws, ov dt xat Thy *"Auatdva dpraver. He is Theseus’ chario- 

teer (cf. n. 6) on the black-figured vase from Cumae (R M 27, 1912, tab. 7). Together 

with Peirithoos he is found on the bowl of Kachrylion (Wien. Vorlegebl. ” 7), 

while a red-figured vase from the opening of the fifth century (Furtwángler- 

Reichold Vasenmalerei p. 113) shows Peirithoos alone. This is significant for the 

fluctuation in the position of Phorbas. 5) 'Auf der Kodrosschale zieht er als 

hoplit mit dem leichtbewaffneten Theseus ins feld' (Robert /.c.); in Eurip. Hik. 

680 he is povapróxwv čvač in Theseus’ battle with the Thebans. He is mentioned 

\ erg. A 6, 21 (cf. Wilamowitz Ar..u. Ath. II 
among the Cretan hostages in Serv. V 

p. 278 f.). A Phorbas is the founder of Elaius in Ps. Skymnos 708 and the fifth 

pywv Si Bios in the Attic list of kings. 6) A Phorbas is the inventor of 

boxing (xuyu) in the xuxXxol. (Schol. A Il. V 660). Again he has a competitor 

in Theseus, who in the fight with the Minotaur invents the тоүн or the nayxpd- 

nov (Schol. Pind. Nem. 5, 89a; cf. Aristippos 317 F 4); but on an amphora 

(Washington Univ. 688; Mylonas A J Arch 44, 1940, P. 194 f.) he wrestles with 

the Minotaur. That seems to be old, but it may after all be secondary, i.e. the 

version may have been introduced after Theseus had superseded Phorbas as 
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wrestler, We shall also leave out of the discussion the fact that art is at variance 
with literature: Mylonas knows thirty-three representations in which Theseus uses the sword, whereas Hellanikos (323a F 14) records as a clause of the treaty 
between Minos and the Athenians: èußdvrac 38 т\єїу оўу abt тоос HOéoug џтдёу бп\оу арўіоу ётирєрорёуоџс̧. In the rationalised account of Philochoros (328 F 17) xatanadalety may be ambiguous, only the &yóàv үоимхӧс̧ being certain. Nothing 
can be done with the alleged title of a tragedy by Thespis "A0A« éxl IIeXat 1) 
Ф6рВос̧. I cannot rid myself of the suspicion that in the story about the Eleusin- 
ian Kerkyon Phorbas is the original victor. In any case, if Theseus vanquishes Kerkyon in wrestling before he reaches Athens he cannot have learnt his art 
from the Athenian Phorbas. 7) Pausan. 1, 39, 3; Schol. Lucian p. 65, 17 ff. 8) Cf. n. 6. 

1) Kahrstedt Studien I, 1934, P- 99 f.; 104 f. is altogether suspicious, doubting the (pioya in both cases. His suggestion that it was an ‘echte guy e& ’Apeiov z&yov' because of some crime, and that Eubulos was 'vermutlich der ankliger 
vor dem Areopag' cannot be proved. 2) According to Demetrios Magnes (Diog. Laert. 2, 55) he died in Corinth. Stesikleides in his Chronicle (245 F 3) supplies the year 360/59 B.C. which is doubted: if it is a fact that he was not recalled until after Mantineia in the second half of the year 362 B.C. the interval is hardly long enough. 3) Since Schaefer Demosthenes I, 1856, p. 170 it has been accepted fairly generally that the mover of the recall was the well-known statesman. 

1) Die griech.-róm. Biographie, 1901, P. 22. We cannot reach any certainty in the question about the relation of the sources to each other, whether e.g. Neanthes in F 37 came in through I.; but the authors together with whom I. is cited preclude the possibility that the Kallatian (Introd. p. 618, 23 ff.) 1s meant. 2) For rpd¢ tag poets (scil. tov Флохритёу) ypddat (F 36) see A. S. Owen Greek Poetry and Life, 1936, p. 148 ff. 3) F 34? 
1) Robert's assignment of Hygin. Astr, 2, 5 to I. (Eratost. Catast. Rell. p. 230) is wrong. Hyginus does not quote I. (as he does in F 64-66) but qui Argolica scrip- serunt (311 F 2). 2) Robert Heldensage p. 260 n. 3; Ernst Meyer R E XIX col. 383, 21 ff. 3) Il. A 270 ~™prdbev & axing yaing (cf. I 49; Od. x 18). From Aristarchos at the latest scholars explained &этї тїс &лоботс, declaring the idea of the Homeric word being the name of the Country as an error of the vectepot (Schol. AT Il A 270; T 49). 'Anín has a long, amin a short т. 4) See Olck RE III col. 491 fi. 5) Plutarch Aet. Gr. 51 & «i Baddnypadag éautobs ’Ap- yelwv ‘xaides dy форт тїї mallovres droxadodar; ў бт: тоос mporoug Óm' 'IvXyou хатхубёутас̧ ёх тбу йхроу (Madvig &ypàv o) elc ті леда dypáo: Štatpapňvæt Atyovorv * бурадас 8 лротоу ёу Полоууўсо: фоуўуоі тоїс “EXdnow, Ётї тй; дФрас èxsivng 'Ariag Tpocaxyopevoutvyc, Sev dmror al aypades uetwvoudoðnoav. Aelian. V. H. 3, 39 St Baid- vous ' ApxáBec, ' Apyeiot 82 rious, ' Aünvator 8 aüxa, T«eóvOLo, 8& dyoá8xc 8єїтгуоУ elxov. 6) See on Demetrios 304 F 1. 7) N. 5. 
1) See Ernst Meyer and Zwicker R E XX 1, 1941, col. 1177 ff.; 1178 no. r. 2) Bibl. 2, 140; Diod. 4, 33, 4. 3) Cf. Pausan. 5, r, ro f. (Augeias) xal toùç mat- 825 tod “Axtopos xal "Арароүхёх ёттүүбүєто ёс Фау. фу Bb 6 '"Араруүхєос̧ #ос̧ uiv &yafoc ta ёс tov пблєџоу, & 8é of патўр Поттіос Өєссолёс тё KvaOev Tw» xxl dg тўу "Нлєіоу афіхето ёх Өєасодіос. ’ Auapuyxet uiv 55 xal арўс ёу ’Hrctar peté- Soxev 6. Aoytas. Perhaps Ilurtiog, whom Hoefer (Rosch. Lex. III col. 3412; cf. 
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о Rh. Mus. 53, 1898, p. 137 ff.) connects with IItx0-, is after all a corruption. 

t is true that the quotation from Hesiod also gives cause for doubts: Heyne 

assumed that a line has dropped out after “Apnos. Wilamowitz Pindaros, 1922, 

P- 221 n. 3 suggested an invented name for Elis, Dixtwv = sanctuary. 

1) Wellmann p. 112 ff.; cf. Boelte Rh. Mus. 83, 1934, P- 336 f. 

1 Thus as the latest L. Pearson The Local Historians of Attica, 1942, p. 139- 

2) See on Phanodemos 325 F 25; on Philochoros 328 F 93. 3) Diod. 1, 28/9 = 

264 F 25 of 8 оўу Аіүолтоі pact xal petà taŭra лоо тдістос ё Аіүбттоо хатӣ 

ré&oay Siacrapivar thy olxoupévyy хтА. (cf. F Gr Hist III a p. 49, 12 ff.; 75, 24 8.). 

The discussion of these claims did not, of course, come to an end after Hekataios 

and I. Strange to say Diodoros belongs to the sceptics; it is not credible (see Introd. 

n. 43) that his criticism in ch. 29, 5-6 was directed against I. in particular. 

1) As Eitrem R E IX col. 1732, 62 f. and Joh. Schmidt ibid. XX col. 646, 15 ff. 

believe. See Wilamowitz Aischylos Interpretationen, 1914, P- 138 n. I. 2) 

Pausan. 1, 19, 5; 8. 3) Epigr. 57. Wil "Ivaxínc "Jo:3eg. We should like to 

know about his 'looc doiig (see Herter R E Suppl. V col. 418; Pfeiffer on F 

472). 4) 140 F 13; Plutarch. De Is. 3 p. 352 A Em moXAol uiv ‘Eppoŭ, mool 8è 

Прорт0ёос історіхосу абтӯ» Өоүатёра x7. It is quite possible that I. cited Anti- 

kleides here and in F 57 (Wellmann p. 16). 5) 1, 24, 8 фасі 82 xal тӧу Пєрсёх 

yeyovévat xac Alyurtov, xal tig "19:80 ту yéveoty Ord tev 'Exvov el; "Aeyoc 

uetapépeoðat, prbodoyouvray thy "Id thy els Bods tónov petapoppaubeicav. This passage 

probably does not belong to the excerpt from Hekataios. 6) І, 19, 1. 7) 

Diod. 1, 28, 4-29, 4. 

1) Pausan. 7, 1, 1; ef. Kastor 250 F 2. 2) Pausan. 2, 5, 6. In Bibl. 2, 1 he 

is the son of Inachos and the brother of Phoroneus, Apis the son of Phoroneus and 

the brother of Niobe. 3) Cf. on F 45, and the opposite views of the relation 

between Sais and Athens. 

I) The tradition about him is summarized b 

and by Kroll R E XI col. 484 ff. 2) vldg (alòs ô vids Alyórtov 1) — х22т16: 

"Тоу — Кётттс̧ Моуегѕ. There is an Egyptian king Kémy in (Hekataios-) Diod. 

1, 62, 1 (cf. Wiedemann Herodots 2. Buch p. 431 £.). 3) The equation of the 

Peloponnesian with the Egyptian (Sar)apis (see on F 44) is comparable to some 

extent. There is a connexion between the statements of Stephanos and Theo- 

pompos 115 Е 103 § 3 tiva te «pónov "EXAxveg ol oov ’Ayapépvovn thv Kónpov xat- 

toyov dnehdoavteç tos pete Kivipov, Фу elo bxoAueic ' AuaBooatot. Unfortunately we 

do not learn where the exiles went. 

1) There is an 'Ava&ifin in the catalogue Bibl. 2, 18, but she becomes the wife of 

one Archelaos. 2) See Hoefer Rosch. Lex. III col. 939 f. 3) Cf. °’ Mevla att 

(Keyssner R E XVIII col. 2433) and ’Qdevin méxpn (Boelte ibid. 2433 f.). 

1) It is all the more unintelligible that he believes it a poem. The only preserved 

fragment is pure prose, and is not ‘offenbar verderbt’ as Westermann asserted 

without any foundation. 2) Leipz. Hist. Abh. 18; Herm. 46, 1911, p. 296 ff. 

So far Otto Herm. 45, 1910, p. 632 ff. agrees. 3) As against the suggestion 

Introd. n. 8. 
1) Rosch. Lex. II col. 1602. 

see also Schwenn ibid. XV col. 952. 

great number of rites which were formerly expl 

y Stoll Rosch. Lex. II col. 1189 f. 

2) N. Jahrb. 37. 1916, p. 572; RE XI col. 1997; 

3) G. Murray Five Stages*, 1935, p. 32 ‘а 

ained as remnants of human sacri- 

42 
43/6 

43 

45 

46 

47 

48 
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fices are simply ceremonies of initiation’; Jeanmaire Couroi et Courétes, 1939, passim, 
49 т) Пох»Ёф Stiehle. See on 533 F 5. 2) The identification of books with such different titles (Wellmann P. III n. 105) is improbable. Nor is there any reason for regarding them as parts of a more or less voluminous work. The antiquaries wrote quantities of special treatises. 3) F 403 Pf. 4) Syll? 1067. Hiller von Gaertringen R E VI A 2, 1927, col. 1613 locates them in Ialysos, the home of Diagoras. See also Nilsson Gr. Feste p. 462 f.; Jessen R E VIII col. 67. 50/3 1i) In F 52 the title is incomplete, or 'AxóXAovo; must be understood from the context. 2) 81 T 1. 'Exigaveíag may be meant collectively; otherwise a quali- fication has dropped out. 3) Latyshew IOSP Eux. I 184; Rostovtzeff Klio 16, 1920, p. 203 ff. 4) The definition of Siebelis P. XX f. (‘Ister igitur videtur non egisse de variis deorum apparitionibus, sed res narrasse, quibus probaret Apollinem suam saepe declarasse praesentiam’) is wrong, and so is Susemih!’s translation of the title ‘Geschichten von Machterweisungen des Apollo’. Certainly the gods often appear in order to give help in a critical situation, but they by no means always come for this purpose, and this is not the original meaning of epi- phany. Dion. Hal. A. R. 2, 68 f. uses the word in the wider sense of the miraculous help Vesta gave to her priestesses (Pfister R E Suppl. IV col. 277 ff.); but that does not justify us in accepting the idea of Herzog (Die Wunderheilungen von Epidauros, 1931, р. 49) who suggests that ‘the general conception èmipáverat’ is the correct designation of the contents also of the "Idyata, because this conception ‘when taken in a wider sense covers all miracles’. It is recorded occasionally (very seldom) that the god ‘appears’ to the patient; but the essential event in all these cases is the healing. That is a different point of view and nothing is gained by obliterating the difference. 5) Cf. Nock J H St 48, 1928, p. 38 ff. 6) It may be su fficient to point to the decree of Kos Syll? 398 which refers to the rescue of Delphi in 279 В.С. (тас te tmoavetag тйс Yeyevnuévaç Évexev èv oig mepl và lepdv xivSuvorc; cf. Pomtow Klio 14 p. 278) and to the epiphany of (Apollo and) Artemis in Magnesia in 221/0 B.C. which caused the institution of the great festival (Syll. 557 fi.; cf. on no. 482). It is an early example of the misuse of a religious idea when the Phalerean Demetrios ‘Iuepaiov tod @8єАфоб Фуолребёутос бл’ '"Ауттӣтроо абтёс età Nixdvopos StétprBev, altiay Érov óc tà éripavera d tod aSerQ0d (abtod i.e. *Avtindtpov? Kaibel) 65ov (Athen. 12, 60 P- 542 E). 50 1) In the numerous discussions it has seldom received sufficient attention, and this neglect led to wild speculations about the connexion of Achilleus with Athens. I see no reason to discuss them. 2) Hesych. s.v. o«puxxol. The reference to Athens is not certain, and the correctness of the statement has repeatedly been disputed. 3) The expedient (Gruppe Griech. Myth. P. 923; Weber ARW 23, 1925, p. 231 ff.) that one ‘zur erklárung des attischen ritus eine nicht-athenische legende herangezogen hat' is misleading (1) because the legend does not explain 

of the oapuaxot (whether or not there was a human sacrifice) etc, 4) Farnell » P. 281 (because of Achilleus) suggested ‘the Thargelia of some Ionic city, Ephesus or Miletus’, In any case Achilleus does not tell in favour of 
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т гешн = one фаррахёс апі е stoning one might think of Abdera 

is anade ) М n ace pai (F 90 Pf.) had described; but neither feature 

296.8; ой io. a v. Feste, 1906, р. 105 ff.; Hoefer Rosch. Lex. III col. 

Maachen e pe ie Pharmakoi in Ionien u. d. Sybakchoi in Athen, diss. 

F 83; 84 ; y: A 2, 1934, col. 1290 ff.; XIX 2, 1938, col. 1841 f. 6) 328 

she uu T » not. Bibl. 279 р. 5342 2 fi. 8) It is of course not certain that 

risen o Poe y aition given in the Atthides, still less that it is early; the intro- 

_Androgeos may even tell against it (about his position in the Althides 

cenon Philochoros 328 F 17; Amelesagoras 330 F 2). In Bibl. 3, 209 ff. the plague 

(a typical feature of these aitiological inventions) is arranged differently as to the 

time, and instead of Androgeos we find the sacrifice of the ‘Taxivðov xópar, which 

is the aition of a cult, not of a ceremonial act. In these circumstances how can we 

decide what I. said in his Attika ? 

1) See on F 43. We shall consequently not supply & ‘tots Aquaxotc in the 

text of Plutarch. 2) 2, 32, 5; 9, 35. 3- 3) Provided the ‘dating’ t@v xa6? 

Heaxréa Mepérwv is sound and belongs to I. There is no chronological incon- 

sistency, if I. (or his authority Antikleides) assumed Dipoinos and Skyllis, the 

teachers of the two artists, to be pupils of Daidalos, as Pausan. 2, 15, I does. 

But what about the Meropes? Robert's explanation (Ph. U. X p. 9 n. 1) 'dass sie 

sich in der inschrift Koer nannten' is ingenious, but it hardly explains the dating 

xa0’ ‘Hpaxdge. We do not know the home country of Tektaios and Angelion, 

nor do we hear of an artist's signature. Perhaps we must understand ol éxtyóptot 

as the subject of gactv, and the author, whoever he was, did not commit himself. 

1) Plutarch. Amat. 20 p. 766 C; Antonin. Lib. Met. 39. 

1) Aelian. N. A. 6, І іп а similar enumeration has the Séqvj Поб. 2) 

See e.g. 329 F 5. 

1) The man was a well-known athlete about whom more anecdotes were told 

(Pausan. 6, 8, 3). He was stadion victor in 408/7 B.C., and if in 364/3 he won a 

victory with the chariot (Pausan. 6, 4, 2; 8, 3) this would confirm his wealth 

indicated by the napyéyiorog dvipiéc. The name has come down in different 

forms: EvBatag Xen. Hell. 1, 2, 1 (evpdras V); Aelian; Eòßótaç Pausan. 6, 8, 3; 

Eŭßatoç Diod. 13, 68, 1; Eurótos Euseb. Arm. Chron. p. 95 Karst. 2) Clement 

makes Aristotle attach his promise to a condition (el сортраЁєшу аотёе хтА.), 

according to Aelian Eubotas (not very clearly) is afraid of an éxBovay on the part 

of Lais if he refuses. 3) N. A. 6, 1; V. H. 3, 30. 4) See on F 54. 

1) Jacoby D. Marm. Par. p. 189; F Gr Hist II D p. 686, 35 ff. 

1) R E IX col. 2282, 11 ff.; Introd. n. 12; on F 64/6. 2) Merkel Prolegg. ad 

Apoll. Rhod.p. LXXVI. 3) See Tuempel R Ell col. 269 f. What he says about 

Euphorion becomes doubtful by the new fragment (Vitelli-Norsa Annali Scuola 

norm. sup. di Pisa, Lettere 4, 1935; cf. Latte Philol. 90, 1935, P- 129 ff.); but that 

is no reason for confining oneself entirely to the negative as Wuest does (RE VI 

A 2, 1937, col. 2131, 39 ff.). 4) Because of Tzetzes’ additions the editors (see 

also Pfister Rosch. Lex. V col. 1094 f.) erroneously restricted the quotation to the 

first sentence. Tzetzes took Hesione from the general tradition (n. 6) and Lesbos 

from Parthenios. 5) Hoefer Rosch. Lex. V col. 544 f. 6) There were variants 

in this regard too: according to the general tradition he obtained Hesione (Tzetzes 

Schol. 469 following Bibl. 2, 135). It is possible, but incapable of proof, that Hel- 
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lanikos already followed this version: the quotation from him does not include 
more than what I printed as 4 F 109—the aition for a cult of Herakles in Ilion. 

I) For the evidence see Joh. Schmidt Rosch. Lex. III col. 613 f.; Robert Helden- 
sage p. 177; Wuest R E XVII col. 1918 f. 2) Steph. Byz. s.v. ' AAxoueval * nóAtq 
iv "Ido. 85 vioet 89° Fig ’Adxoueveds 6 *OSvecetc. Strab. 10, 2, 16 petakd 88 tis '10%хлс xal tig Kepadanviac H ’Actepia vaciov. ’Acteplc 8 олд tod mointod Aéyerat (Od. è 846), ñv ò pèv Exhyros uh uévew тошту, ой» фтсйу б тойут... б 8& 'АтолАб- 
борос (244 F 202) цёуш» хой мйу, xal поМумоу Аүє: ёу аот: ’Алалхорєуйс̧ тӧ ёт’ абтбі тбл "оди. хеѓшеуоу. 3) Lykophr. 4/. 786 óv BoufuAe(xg xAvrbg ў Тешшхіа / бфл- стоу july rij’ éréxvwotv rote, where the scholia comment èv yàp Borwrtlar, paotv, 
A 'Avrixiea xbv. "OBucota éyéwnoev. Another localization in Schol. Soph. A ias 190 Mvyesat 8b 3$ "AvrbOetx ard *Aoxadiag ёпі °ІӨйхту.... хат thy 680v Xio0got GuvcA- 
Getv, € ob Fy pdcer "OBucccós. It is uncertain whether Silenos év 8 Mu@ixév історбу 
(27 F 1) has this story in mind when etymologizing the name of Odysseus. 

7) Schol. ABT. There were variants according to which only the sisters were changed to pedeaypi8ec. See the tradition in R. Holland Rosch. Lex. 11 col. 2586 #.; Andrée RE XV col. 445 f. 
1) Marcellin. Vit. Thucyd. 29 f. 
I| Cf. Phot. Berol s.v. duaddetov with the note of Reitzenstein; from an Atticist. 2) Cf. Hesych. s.v. àpáyua, Spiyuara; Et. gen. p. 13, 8 Rei; Phot. Berol. s.v. &uaetov; Eust. Il. P. 1162, 24 ff.; Suda s.v. Spaypata * &nopyal. 3) The epithet is used by Nonn. Dionys. 17, 1 53, who repeatedly has duaddotdx0g (ib 31, 38; 45, ror; 48, 678). Cf. Anuymp ’Auata at Troezen: Didymos in Zenob. Prov. 4, 20. About Anuhmp Odó id. in Schol. Apoll. Rh. 1, 972. 4) Cf. Schol. Eurip. Or. 932 6 & Пеласүёӧс̧ лрӧтос̧ &ртоо хатасхєођу ёЁєбрє, т@Аш тфу будролоу oig Bpiyuxot o:rouuévov. Something analogous might have been said in the Attika. 
1) See on F 14. 2) Cf. Wehrli R E XVIII col. 1072, 51 ff. 3) T r. 1) Suggested by Wellmann P. 15, whose assertion that Dionysios Skytho- brachion (32 F 14) used I. seems to me wrong as well. 2) It is not mentioned in the enumeration of the variants Bibl. 1, 120 which, however, is not complete (see Jessen Rosch. Lex. III col. 2357 ff.; Robert Heldensage р. 810 ff.). Here twés are quoted for Phineus being blinded xd IlooeiBàvoc, бт. тої Op(Eou matol vv & Kéryev elg thy ‘E68a moby ёрїуосєу. Тһе réle of Helios as the avenging god is old in the tale of Phineus, but there the reason is different. Oppian. Kyneg. 2, 612 ff. Divet yáp rote Sù Dakbwy exotésoaro Тота», / роуттблоо ®olBoro Yorwoa.- evos repi vixng is in no way connected with I. 
1) Straton in Strabo 1, 3, 4; cf. Plin. N. H. 2, 205; 6, 1-3. 2) Sintflutsagen, 1899, p. 46. 
1) See Rohde Psyche? I p. 154 n. 1. Wilamowitz (n. 2) is wrong in saying that Aristarchos followed Hellanikos 4 Е 60; here the xoAxtol &vOpwrot must be under- stood as Hesiod's &v3pàv *pócv Üctov yévoc, ої xaréovrat | hulOeor, протёру Yeved хот? бтеіроуа үаїау (Орр. 159 f.). 2) They are briefly delineated by Wilamo- witz Gl. d. Hell. 1I p. 8 f. 
1) The Homeric scholion is on the passage about the Thracian king Rhesos (K 434/41), whose tebyen ypboe are called Terapia, Oadua 18 сдох. 2) Cf. on Philochoros 328 F 98. 
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1) Cf. Ovid. Met. 9, 273 ff. and Liban. Narr. 3 p. 360 Westermann. 2) 
Moirai and Eileithyia put side by side seem to point to different versions of the 

same story. One can casily see how the former could be introduced in a story like 
that narrated in the //iad. Their gesture (ёфххб& оуто хржтобаж т®с ёхотФу xetpac) 
is the same as that mentioned by L., a form of binding charm according to an old 
and wide-spread superstition. 3) Wuest (RE XIX 2 col. 1839 f.) collected the 
dubious interpretations of these figures. The only certain fact about them is that 
they belong to the domain of faith or superstition which surrounds birth. . 4) 
Schwartz Jahrb. Suppl. 12, 1881, p. 426 seems misleading. 5) One considers 
the ’Apyodtxd, but the ‘Trouvhuara ıs perhaps more likely, and eyen BOS 
would not be impossible. 6) That seems to be the case here. Divergences be- 

tween Aristarchos and I. were rather frequent (F 69-70). 

72 

I) Herm. 19, 1884, p. 447 n. 2. 2) Guaranteed by Eustath. on Ј/. В боз ff. 75 
P- 300, 29 and on Dionys. Perieg. 414. Cf. Hoefer Rosch. Lex. V col. 609 no. 2; Lesky 
REV A 2 col. 1683 no. 2. 





SELECTED ADDENDA 

Hellanikos (323a) 

Introd. p. 5, 33: ‘The Archidamian War’, called from the Spartan 

king who died in its beginnings (427 B.C.), is really not a very suitable 

designation (see Busolt Gr. G. III 2 p. 854 n. 1; cf. A. Elter Newe Jahr- 

bücher 35, 1915, p. 77 ff.) for Thukydides’ ó npóoc mohepog 6 Sexétns 

(5, 26, 3). As a simple 'Ten-years-War' is, at least sometimes, apt to be 

misleading in our context, I called this first part of the Great War rather 

offhandedly the ‘Nikias War’—a short term which seemed convenient 

to me (there is no danger that anybody would think of the Sicilian 

expedition) and, perhaps, as suitable as the quite customary Nikias 

Peace. For Nuxíag yevopevog Fv ev ev tive Adyar xat TeptxAtous ©Футос, 

Hote xdxeiven ovotparnyňoat xal xað’ abtov &pEat толАйхы—һе is known 

to have been on the board of strategoi almost every year since 428/7, 

though he most probably had not the same exceptional position on it as 

страттүёс̧ 2 andvtwv—, Ileprxdéous 8’ &тобжубутос є000с єс тӧ Tpwrtevety 

mponyOy (Plutarch. Nik. 2, 2). However, to avoid confusion, I have 

replaced the Nikias War by the usual (though not universal) Archi
damian 

War in the Corrigenda. 

Introd. p. 14, 20 ff.: There is an evident gap in this section. Though 

I have repeatedly touched on special points regarding the framework 

of Hellanikos’ Atthis (see p. 50 f.; Index s. Athens; chronography ; yeved; 

Hellanikos), I have deliberately avoided discussing the general and 

fundamental problems of his chronology, viz. his epochal dates and the 

length of his yeve&. То do so would entail a not quite short history of 

Greek chronography as a whole down from Hekataios and his alleged 

generation of 40 years to (at the least) Timaios and Eratosthenes. Con- 

cerning the second question, Miss Mabel Lang (Bryn Mawr College, 

Pennsylvania) in a letter of 6.2.1953 (see now ‘The Generation of Peisistra- 

tus’, AJPh 75, 1954, р. 59 ff.) suggested 'that the framework created 

by Hellanicus for early Athenian history was based on a 40-year genera- 

tion, and that, when this generation was given up in favour of а 331 I3 

year generation by his immediate
 successors, they made insertions in his 

list of kings, adding the names of Kekrops II and Pandion II’. In a way, 
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this would furnish a simple and a priori not incredible explanation of the 
lengthening of the list which, in my opinion too, ‘had only nine names 
between Kekrops and Demophon’. But there remain difficulties (see 
Notes p. 12, 121) which I cannot discuss here, and as yet I do not believe 
that we can solve the riddle of the chronology of the Peisistratids (Atthis, 
1949, p. 152 ff.; 188 ff.) with the help of the length of the yeved at all. 
This is, in my opinion, a different problem which has first to deal with 
what we can, and what we cannot, expect in oral tradition. 

As to the fundamental chronological questions it would be desirable 
if the Glasgow thesis by Mrs. M. Miller (‘Prolegomena to the Study of 
Greek Chronography’; see provisionally A. R. Burn JHSt 69, 1949, 
P. 70 ff.) could be published in full. 

Introd. p. 16, 26-19, 38: ATL 3, 1950, p. 161 f. ‘Hellanikos used 
archon dates. Thucydides gives no single archon date in the whole ex- 
cursus (sci/. the Pentekontaetia), and he tells us elsewhere that archon- 
ships are of no use to his purpose... No doubt he thought that Hella- 
nikos had done enough of that (he, of course, did not know that Hellani- 
kos’ book was going to perish): he seems to have judged that relative 
chronology is what matters for the real understanding of a narrative and 
he left absolute chronology to look after itself. 
How has he sought precision, or what kind of precision has he sought 

in relative chronology? His improvement is to set events in proper order. 
It is our belief that in. his excursus Thucydides has done this without any 
deviation whatever (my italics)’. 

I quote this latest and very attractive appreciation of Thukydides’ 
method not only because it simply acknowledges the fact which I have 
tried to prove against modern doubts, namely that Hellanikos dated by 
archons, but also (though this concerns not so much Hellanikos as 
Thukydides himself) because it stresses to the utmost the historical 
value of the perhaps most maligned part of Thukydides’ work, and 
because it may well be that such really was the opinion of Th. on chro- 
nological accuracy (which would throw an indirect light also on the chro- 
nographer Hellanikos and ancient historical chronography as a whole), 
setting it thus against my own reflexions on the value of this method for 
the xtňua é¢ &c(—there really is no doubt at all that it created partly 
great difficulties even for the ancient historians who still had Hellanikos 
at hand (see nn. 138; 151)—and even more against the immediately 
preceding treatment of the ‘chronology of the period 477-432’ by A. W. 
Gomme (A historical Commentary on Thucydides I, 1945, p. 389 ff.). 
For Gomme too (and I do not dissent) keeps ‘as our guide one fact, 
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еш gives his events in strict chronological sequence, 

cared Teng d н n restriction—if such it is—we may perhaps dis- 

Says may be true but Beds e n 101 
ne оп Gomme ‘what he 

eight only sotar a b judgment it implies is mistaken' seems to me 

not lead to a general d E € P ыз уз cams, враз 
ае a t about the whole implied claim, especially the 

cis ios en ET —in other words, perhaps, to an over- 

dfiiemace between = s e ee of Hellanikos work. The true 

op : an e authors of ATL is that, according 

ormer, on the other hand, the fact (or the probability) that the 

excursus is an unfinished (Gomme's italics) essay, allows a possible 

disruption of the chronological order, which Thucydides would later 

have put right’. Without entering into the discussion of this last point 

(I myself used the more neutral expression ‘sketch’ which leaves open 

the question as to the state in which Th. left his manuscript), and here, 

too, without touching on the ‘Thucydidean question’ (р. 19, 12 #.), І 

will only ask whether one can call an ‘improvement’ what is not meant 

as such in view of the fact that the criticism on Hellanikos is apparently 

a later addition (Text p. 5, 24 ff.), but as the reason why Thukydides, in 

spite of the publication of Hellanikos’ Atthis, did not like (or did not 

think it necessary), whether rightly or wrongly (we cannot judge in view 

of our almost non-existent knowledge of this section of Hellanikos’ 

work) to cancel his own sketch of the period in question. Apart further 

from the fact that Thukydides did not, and most probably could not, 

use the chronological principle (yéypamtat Sè ££; óc ёхоста Eylyveto xa xà 

O£poc xal yeuióva), which he created for his narrative of the war itself 

(the first history of a contemporary war), for the fifty years before it, 

and which for whatever reasons he did not even use for the immediate 

pre-history, the period of the alza xat BSiapopat (see GG Nachr. 1928 

P. 4 ff.)—my doubts here are merely directed against the last (italicised) 

words of ATL, which in their uncompromising form are an @ priori 

judgment, and seem to me to amount to a new sort of Thukydides-ortho- 

doxy: in my opinion, 'the setting of events in proper order' does not 

preclude the admitting of (say) short digressions, reaching backward 

and forward in time. It is a matter of interpretation whether at all, and 

then where, we have to acknowledge such ‘violations’ (if violations they 

are) of the principle in the Pentekontaetia, and (if possible), to find out 

why Thukydides admitted them. Nevertheless, I should not have added 

this postscript, were it not for the perhaps most important case in point, 

discussed in another postscript to Philochoros F 117. 
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F 1 p. 25, 6 ff. (ct. п. 25): I hold to my opinion on Athena's speech, 
roughly expressed in the Text, as showing (to put it roughly again) that 
Aischylos belonged to the adherents of Ephialtes and his successors, and 
that he was quite satisfied with the position the former left to the old 
homicide court, against E. R. Dodds CI. Q. N.S. 3, 1953, p. 19 f. who refers 
Eum. 690/5 ‘specifically to the admission of the Zeugitai to the archon- 
ship, and thereby to the membership of the Areopagus’, and declares 
that with these verses ‘Aeschylus is not protesting against anything the 
democrats have already done; he is merely warning them against going 
too far in the future’. Apart from other objections to this evaluation of 
‘the poet’s political attitude’ (who in Dodds’ own words ‘was not by 
temperament a reactionary’) and from (perhaps not very strong) doubts 
about the possibility that a play produced in spring 458 could allude to 
a law carried in 458/7 (čxtot čtet werd tov "Eoi&Arov 0&va.cov Aristot. 'A0n. 
26, 2)—political propositions leading to it may well have been publicly 
canvassed before—I cannot bring myself to believe that the poet, even 
if the Vita calls him è etxatpidav тўу Фосіу, and who (it does not follow) 
may have belonged to one of the two higher census classes (cf. Wilamo- 
witz Aischylos, Interpretationen, 1914, p. 237), would even in a com- 
parison have likened the great middle class and main part of the citizen- 
body, which supported the new policy of Athens (Thuk. 1, 102, 4 - 103, 4) openly recommended in the Eumenids, to xaxat éxtppoat and fpfiapoc. 
If there is something specific behind the verses in question, I should 
still be much more inclined to think of the gangsters (cf. 'A0m. 25, 4; Plutarch. Perikl. 10, 7-8: the murderer of Ephialtes came from Tanagra!) 
employed by the conservative diehards, who soon after in the first Pelo- 
ponnesian War were prepared to betray Athens to the enemy (Thuk. 
I, 107, 4). But I will not argue this point here. 
F 1 n. 18: Another example of the same procedure, also from Aigina 

and mythical times, is furnished by Pausan. 2, 29, 10. 
F 23 p. 49, 11-50, 14. It will be seen that I completely disagree from the treatment of 'A6z. chs. 3-4 by v. Fritz and Kapp Aristotle’s Constitu- tion of Athens and Related Texts; New York 1950 р. 8 ff.—a book not available in this country, or at least to me, when I printed the Commen- tary in 1952/3 (only at the last moment I can note the new paper of v. Fritz ‘The Composition of Aristotle's Constitution of Athens and the so-called Dracontian Constitution’, Class. Philology 49, 1954, p. 73 ff.). The antagonism between us does not concern minor points—if one may call thus the question whether both chapters or one of them were written by Aristotle himself, which I, too, am inclined to believe (Text 
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p. 50, 5 ff.)—but the apparently quite different character of the two 

chapters as to their style, purpose, contents, and sources. This difference 

precludes any possibility of conflation which explains them ‘as two 

different sketches of the same constitution, one from a more evolutionary, 

the other from a more stationary point of view’, and thus incidentally 

tries to prove the historicity of the alleged Dracontian constitution. This 

latter question will probably never be allowed to rest until classical 

scholarship itself will cease, and, as in similar cases, it is perhaps super- 

fluous to register a protest. Nevertheless, I will state at least that the 

use made of ch. 41 seems to me to be grossly deficient in method. See 

also Sterling Dow A/P 74, 1953, p. 102. 

Kleidemos (323) 

F 1 p. 63, 2 ff. For modern speculations on Helikon see H. T. Wade- 

Gery The Poet of the Iliad, 1952, p. 64 n. 17. 

F 6 n. 4: A herm with a hexameter on Agamemnon is attested in 

the periegetic description of Athens by Kallikrates-Menekles for the 

street called of ‘Epuat (370 F 2). 

F 6 end of n. 5: But one may ask if there is any connection between 

the ’Ayaueyvovia ppćara (in Attica) and the first use of b8ata myata, 

ascribed to the Athenians (besides the éxd:3évat тё слёрша тїс трофӯс and 

the xvpóc Évavotc) in an encomium on Athens which underlies Plutarch. 

Kimon 10, 7 (quoted on Istros 334 F 2 n. 10). Otherwise one may think 

of that kind of ESphuata which on principle attributed all inventions to 

heroic times, and then we may find here one of the many parallels 

between the books on Argos and the Atthides; for the former traced 

back the abundance of gpéata in their country to the daughters of Danaos 

—& taic Aavatow dvartovoty, óc ёхєіуоу ё 5еуроос àv, &gp' o0 xal 

тё ёлос єілєїу тобто “Apyos ğvuðpov ¿òv Aavaal 0£cav "Apyoc ÉvoBpov', 

followed in the source by an enumeration of the sacred wells (Strabo 8, 

6, 8; cf. Kallimachos F 65 Pf — Hagias-Derkylos 305 F 4). 

F 15 n. 7: For the nodevapyia of Charmos see Atthis, 1949, P. 92 f. 

F 17 p. 74, 17-20: For the lasting qa between Athens and Crete 

compare the que xol copuayía which Epimenides (457 T 1 § 111) is 

said to have concluded between Knosos and Athens. 

F 31-36 п. 3: On agricultural (and at the same time botanical and 

biological) literature before Theophrastos see W. Capelle Festschrift für 

Friedrich Zucker, 1954, P- 48 {. 

Jacoby, Fragm. Griech. Hist. IIb (Suppl) 
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Androtion (324) 

1 mos den von Kleisthenes erlassenen gesetzen angehorte ... muss es 
nach seiner entfernung und wiedereinsetzung (my italics) datiert werden . . . 
auf die jahre 508/7-507/6'. He quotes Schachermeyr Klio 25, 1932, p. 
346 f. who (on quite different Considerations; cf. Hignett of. cit. Р. 337) 
argued that Aristotle in his Atthidographic source found the law dated in 
505/4 B.C. and that ‘sich dieser termin aus den ereignissen wohl erklüren 
F 6 n.28; 29: For Kleisthenes as the originator of the law see further 

from a Dew view-point K. Schefold Mus. Helv. 3, 1946, p. 82, who fails 
to recognize the true nature of Athenian Political development as well as 
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‘conjecture’ in the Text p. 120, 2 ff., after a careful examination 
of the main question, suspends (partly at least) judgment: ‘in view 

of the shipwreck of all hypotheses which in one way or another 
have tried to maintain the ascription of ostracism to Kleisthenes, the 

only possible conclusion is that Kleisthenes was not its author and that the 

ancient writers who attributed it to him had no warrant for their assertion. 

We are therefore free to accept Androtion’s conjecture that the authors 
of such a law cannot have intended to let it remain a dead letter, and 
that on this ground it must have been passed not long before its first applica- 

tion. Who its authors were, and what the purpose was of their strange 

innovation are questions which cannot be answered until the political 
history of the period has been examined’ (the italics are mine). A middle 
course, as it were, is steered by the bold paper of A. E. Raubitschek 

AJArch 55, 1951, p. 221 ff. (followed, for example, by Hans Schaefer 

Stud. Gen. 4, 1951, p. 498). He tries to prove ‘that the law of ostracism 

was enacted shortly before the first ostracism was held (487 B.C.)’, and 

that it was enacted by Kleisthenes himself who ‘came out of retirement 

after Marathon, convinced by the activities of Hippias that Athens needed 

a legal safeguard against the re-establishment of tyranny’. He further 

attributes to Kleisthenes ‘all the measures mentioned by Aristotle in the 

first part of the chapter (22, 2-5), including the famous electoral law of 

487 B.C.’, and finds ‘a close connection between the elections of the 

generals and the vote of ostracism’, believing that the latter ‘was insti- 

tuted with particular reference to the generals as potential supporters of 

tyranny (or (a most significant alternative] oligarchy)’. As far as I can 

see he has not brought forward any evidence for these assumptions, apart 

from the syllogism ‘if the law was passed in 488, Cleisthenes must have 

been alive and active after the battle of Marathon’, and some parallels 

with modern statesmen which in his opinion ‘may give ample support 

to the assumption that Cl. came out of retirement after Marathon’. 

These parallels, of course, prove nothing—at the time of Marathon 

Kleisthenes must have been nearing his eightieth year, if he was not 

still older (a curious parallel to the much doubted case of Hippias)— 

even if one rejects (as he p. 227 n. 5 and Ehrenberg /./. p. 546 n. 75 do, 

both, as it appears to me, in rather superficial notes) my hypothesis 

(Atthis p. 160 f.; Text p. 124, 6 ff.) of an overthrow of Kleisthenes in the 

middle of the last decade of the sixth century, founded on the curiously 

reticent report of Herodot. 5, 73 and the complete disappearance of 

Kleisthenes in our tradition after that time. At the best, Raubitschek’s 

arguments may be apt to show how little we know of Athenian history 
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and the men influencing its development during the twenty years between 
the reform and the electoral law and Androtion’s date for the law of 
ostracism. But to me (as to others) the 'eighties—after the timely down- 
fall of Miltiades—are the period of the prevalence of Themistokles (and Aristeides?), the great statesman in the domain of foreign policy who saw too far and paid for it by what is admittedly an 'overthrow' by the conservative elements, till his main ideas were taken up by Perikles, 
who personally does not seem to have loved or even appreciated him. It further does not seem doubtful to me that his ideas in foreign policy 
(which envisage what amounts to a break with the leading power of Sparta) entail a position in home policy which brought him into close connexion with what later became the democratic party. We have no direct tradition about this Position in face of the vague and unsatisfactory remark about the xpoordrat tod Siuou after the Xerxes War in Aristotle's "Абл. 23, 3; but again I have no doubt (inspite of the confused chronology in ch. 25 which stems partly from a later political pamphlet) that there is something behind the connexion between Themistokles and Ephialtes stated here. Going back to the first two decades of the century, The- mistokles' plans for making Athens a naval power are significant, and the first ostracism known to us (a fundamental restriction stressed often enough) as well as the following series given us by Aristotle, and even the electoral law would accord rather well with a ‘democratic’ viewpoint. On the other hand, it must be admitted that Themistokles is never called the inventor of ostracism or brought into connexion with it at all (Raubitschek and others abuse Plutarch. Them. 11, 1), and one might be inclined to argue that this is the most important argument to ascribe the measure to the last great statesman before him, who also soon enough and even before his reform of the constitution became embroiled with Sparta. For till then (but leaving aside the political aspirations, as shown by their alliances, of the Peisistratids) Sparta aspired to be, and was un- questionably, the leading Greek power since the Lycurgean reform. But this last argument is weak in our context, and there are other explana- tions for the fact that our (admittedly fragmentary and insufficient) tradition does not know of a connexion of Themistokles with the two pertinent laws—the ostracism and the electoral law (the latter ascribed to him somewhat hesitatingly, for example, by Ch. A. Robinson Jr. AJArch. 56, 1952, p. 26). 
F 8 p. 127, 21 ff.: Unfortunately I overlooked the article by V. Ehrenberg (see Add. on F 38 n. 6). According to him Phormion (‘whom it seems entirely justifiable to ascribe to Pandionis’) was a colleague of 
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Hagnon (for whom ‘there is no longer any possible doubt that he be- 

longed to Pandionis') on the board of generals in 440/39, but also in 

430/29 and perhaps in 429/8. (For the last year the list of Athenian 

generals, presented by Meiggs-Andrewes in the new edition of Hill's 

Sources for Greek History, 1951, p. 401 ff. does not follow him). ale 

further argues that Phormion was strategos in 439/8 (?), 433/4 (?), 

432/1, 431/0, 430/29, 429/8. 
F 33 n. 4: On the reliability of the archon dates in the Scholia on 

Aischines see the doubts of ATL 3 p. 169 ff. 
F 34 n. 2: For the quotation of vedtepot cf. what Dion. Hal. A.R. 

2, 9, 3 says about the device of Romulus. 

F 38 n. 6: Relevant objections against Lenz’ hypothesis of ‘eleven 

regular strategoi’ were raised already by V. Ehrenberg ‘Pericles and 

his colleagues between 441 and 429 B.C.’, AJPh 66, 1945, P. 113 ff. 

He is, perhaps, overcautious in concluding that ‘the case for the eleven 

does not look very promising’ and declining to ‘give a final answer’, 

satisfied with ‘merely stating the facts’ and enumerating the eleven 

names of F 38 for 441/o B.C. in the ‘lists of strategoi’ at the end of his 

paper. The facts, at least in the present state of our knowledge of the 

Samian War, and even more in view of the evident corruptions in the 

text of the scholion, put Lenz’ treatment of the fragment completely 

out of court. 

F 42 p. 151, 11-12: On the strength of a restoration of JG? I 95 

(which he himself calls ‘highly conjectural’) A. G. Woodhead Hesp. 18, 

1949, p. 78 ff. asserts that it ‘rules out any date earlier than the spring 

of 416 for the ostracism of Hyperbolos’. Cf. A. E. Raubitschek Transact. 

A. Ph. Ass. 79, 1948, p. 192 ff. (on Andok. or. 4) and E. Vandenpool 

Hesp. 21, 1952, p. 114 f. 

F 43 n. 3: From the more recent literature Mabel Lang AJPh 69, 

1948, p. 272 ff.; C. Hignett op. ctt., 1952, р. 268 #.; 356 #.; М. Сагу 

JHSt 72, 1952, р. 56 ff. may be quoted here. 

70/71: On F 71 and the credibility of Conti in general see the excellent 

article of A. G. Roos Mnemos. 45, 1917, p- 69 ff. The bellum adversus 

Tarsenses rests on the nì Taponvoùs nóňepoç Et. M. s.v. Koróvera (= 

Charax 103 F 31) which Sylburg rightly emended to Tuponvoús. The 

wrong name Dionysiocles Conti took from a Ms. of Athenaios (3, 50 

p. 96 D), where the Marcianus has the correct AuovocoxA Tis. It is at least 

possible that he took Androtion also from Athenaios (9, 17 P. 375 BC = 

324 F 55), where, from the contents of the quotation, ‘operis titulum 

facile fingere potuit’. 
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Phanodemos (325) 

Introd. n. 1: It may be pure chance that there is no Ph. among the 
names registered in the index to Hesperia 1-10 (1946). 

Melanthios (326) 

Introd. n. 6: Index Hesperia 1-10, 1946, p. 103. 

Philochoros (328) 

Introd. n. 17: For the battle of Kos the year 262 B.C. is proposed 
‘with the utmost reserve’ by A. Momigliano Cl. Q. 44, 1950, p. 107 ff. 
Cf. A. Rehm Milet I 3, 1914, p. 300 ff.; W. Fellmann Antigonos Gonatas, 
diss. Würzburg 1930, p. 65 ff. 
T 2 p. 256, 18-21; 258, 4 ff.: Proklos’ designation of Ph. and an 

unknown writer as 2nyytat tév natplwv dvBpe¢ admits of an even simpler 
and more positive explanation: it must be seen in the light of the parallels 
drawn by the Neoplatonic source of Ioann. Lydus De mens. 4, 15 (quoted 
Text p. 617) between old Athenian and old Roman institutions, in this 
case between the fact étt movtiines of &рулєрєїс nap "Popatotg éAéyovto 
and the assertion that év "АӨлулс Tò naħa Yegupatot návzeg ol тєрї тй 
matpta lep& &££mymcal xoi apytepeic, Storxyntal tHv Skwy, @voud- 
Covro. As to the reliability of these parallels I repeat the warning of 
Wilamowitz (quoted Notes P- 500 n. 14), whose dating is confirmed by 
Dion. Hal. A.R. 2, 22. We may therefore safely disregard the alleged 
testimony of Proklos as to the official position of Ph., and I gladly note 
that J. H. Oliver (of. cit. in n. 3) p. 119 also recognized that he had not 
been an exegete: ‘Proclus means that Philochorus was a writer on sacral 
affairs’. 
T 2 p. 257, 8 ff.: About Lampon ‘the exegete’ I should perhaps have 

spoken more positively here and in Atthis p. 65; 288 n. 95, though I still 
believe that the office is not impossible for him. The treatment of the 
question by Oliver p. 24 ff. and M. Ostwald A JPh 72, 1951, p. 40 f. (who 
has ‘no doubt that “exegetes’’ was some sort of a nickname for Lampon, 
perhaps to compare comically an authoritatively solemn bearing of the 
human pévtic with Apollo, the divine патрос eEnynthc’), has only partly 
convinced me, because it is too obviously marred by their main purpose, 
namely to draw a further inference as to the date of introduction of the 
office of exegetai from the fact (stressed duly by me Atthis p. 16 ff.) 
that ‘literary references to exegesis in a technical sense are exceedingly 
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бло further impossible to me to understand in the Suda s.v. 

E P єїб—Фу хай Абитоу hy ô uávtig, tEnynths ёсбшєзос тїс xtloews 

Маз 6 bas only slightly different from those of the scholiast on 

m = й E 332)—the term é. as simply meaning ‘leader’ (cf. Add. 

i шы 2 jut I am now inclined to change Atthis p. 288 n. 95 to ‘it 

аа ain nor even probabi Of course, I do not doubt even now 

E ee of облусү in the quotation of the Antatticist to 

S ut the explanation—pávne và Ty xal yensuobs ténycïto— 
ich (as already Reiske saw) does not belong to the quotation and does 

not paraphrase the Eupolis quotation, seems to indicate that Lampon 

a always called pavtis, yenapordsyoc, отс; ме remember here 

e pavtevta tepd Text p. 258, 37 ff.) in the Kapardotpevor too (which are 

frequently used by the Scholiasts on Aristophanes for questions concern- 

ing life and official position of persons mentioned by the poet) was not 

called exegete. This is the fact which created difficulties fortheinterpreters 

of Eupolis, and we can solve the difficulty, in fact, most easily by the 

assumption that the comic poet (as Aischylos, Plato, and others did; 

see n. 7) used éyynrhs and eEnyetofar not in the technical, but in a wider 

sense. The two (three) words preserved to us would be quite understand- 

able if before them an oracle, a tépac, or anything like it was mentioned, 

and one of the actors of the scene said ‘there comes Lampon; we can ask 

him’ or something like it. 

T 2 p. 258, 21 ff.: But Dion. Hal. A.R. 2, 22, 3 (cf. Add. to p. 256, 

18 ff.) knows the term: Ett mpdg todrots Erabe (Romulus) pévew && Exdorms 

QuAXG Eva mapetvar tots lepoic, dv ШЕ {єросхблоу хаћобреу, “Ророїо, 8 

ФМүоу ті тўс ёруаіас̧ фолаттоутес ёуорасќос Фробстиха (абстіха Lange) 

le’s pavreuta {єр@. Аз а further 
mpocayopevoustv. There we have Aristot 

parallel one may adduce Philochoros F 75, where the mantis of the Tetra- 

polis inspects and judges onpeta <td> napadedéueva èv toic lepotc, thus 

acting as tepooxémoc. Whether the Mv@aorat of F 113 who at certain 

17d “Appa, are udvterg may 
times wait for a thunderbolt, В\тоутес 05 ёт 

remain as doubtful as the inclusion of the éotpamh among the tepé in 

the sense demanded here. 

T 2 end of n. 3: Concerning Olive 

by it—apart from the reviews of which I have seen M. P. Nilsson AJPA^ 

71, 1950, p. 420 ff.; M. N. Tod J HSt 71, 1951, р. 270 f.; Bradford Welles 

Traditio 7, 1949/51, p. 471 ff.; Pritchett Cl. Phil. 48, 1953. P- 65; Kr. 

Hanell Gnomon 25, 1953, p. 522 ff.—see Oliver himself 'The exegetes 

and the manic chresmologians’ A JPh 73, 1952, P- 406 ff. (I have not yet 

seen his last article ‘Jacoby’s Treatment of the Exegetes’, AJPh 75, 

r’s book and the discussion raised 
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1954, p. 160 ff.); M. Ostwald ‘The Prytaneion Decree re-examined’ 
AJPh 72, 1951, p. 21 ff.; H. Bloch ‘The Exegetes of Athens and the Pry- 
taneion Decree’ AJPh 74, 1953, р. 407 Ё. Тһе historical problems as to 
the origin of the office of the 'E. побоуртсто: and the three boards of 
Athenian exegetes need not be treated here again. I have merely to state 
that ‘the whole idea that an institution of this nature, bound up as it is 
with obviously ancient ritual, should have been imported from Southern 
Italy by the Athenians as late as the end of the fifth century etc.’, or, 
for the matter of that, ‘that Plato would have adopted for his ideal state 
a “brand-new” institution created by the democracy of 403’ seems as 
‘utterly incredible’ to me as it does to Bloch. One wonders whether Oliver 
and his adherents ever really looked at the few, but significant, quotations 
from the ’EEnyntixé and Hézpra (Kleidemos 323 F 14; on Philochoros 
F 85/8; Nos. 352/6). As to the terminology, too, with which my com- 
mentary on the evidence for Philochoros’ official position is exclusively 
concerned, I do not think that I have to change my opinions in any vital 
point: I do not regard as such the explanation of Oliver, offered on p. 33 
‘with reservations’ and merely as an ‘alternative’ to G. Thomson’s (Aeschylus and Athens, 1941, p. 182 f.) comparison between the gényyrjs 
and the Dionysiac &gyow, that ‘the word eEyyntys originally meant 
the guide who led out a new colony’, both being far-fetched (that of 
Oliver probably founded merely on Suda s.v. @ovupropévretc; see Add. to 
P- 257, 8 ff.) and, as it seems to me, a priori untenable. But I am sorry 
that (in n. 7) I forgot to quote our earliest example for the wider, non- 
technical use of eEnyetofar—Aischyl. Eum. 595 © waves èčnycïtó cot 
ртрохтоуєїу ; 

Oliver’s identification of Xenopordyor and pdvrerg has been rightly 
rejected by Nilsson J.J. and Bloch p. 408 f. The fact that the politically 
important peévrerc had often to do with oracles, old and new ones (Text 
P. 259, 24 ff. and n. 37), is no reason for the said identification. The fact that—apart from the ‘hotly disputed’ Prytaneion decree—the exegetai, whose activity was ‘strictly unpolitical’ and who had nothing to do with oracles (cf. Atthis p. 30 ff.), are nowhere mentioned ‘in the entire literature 
of the fifth century’ has been convincingly explained by Bloch p. 408 ff.: 
there really is no place where they ought to have been mentioned, but ‘their existence during the fifth century is assured also without the evi- dence of this document’ (Bloch p. 418). 

F 14-16 n. 8: To the handbooks which mention the Skira and Oscho- phoria add Martin P. Nilsson Geschichte der griech. Religion 1, 1941, passim. 
— n. 43: add from the rhetorical A£eic P.Ox, 1804 fr. 4, І: oxep&qtov: 
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olxynud te (?) xu] Beutixdy nap[à] le[pov ' AÓnvác EEc nóAe]cc, Év0a. ol хоре[отаї 

тоох]. a . 

F 32n. 1: K. M. T. Chrimes Ancient Sparta, 1949, p. 298, n. I, referring 

to Il. 1 I51 and IG У т по. 1426 (Messene c. 300 B.C.), also pleads for 

Avüeeic in Thuk. т, ror, 2. If one removes her confusion of Antheia and 

Aipeia (also sometimes identified with Thuria; but see Boelte /./.) the 

correction would be more credible. 

F 34 n. 4: ATL 3, 1950, p. 178 date the Spartan attack in summer 

449, the Athenian reprisal in 447/6, thus retaining ‘the time interval 

given by Philochoros'. I am not convinced by their argumentation. 

F 64 n. 22: Personally 1 гевагӣ хої Перис іп Aristotle Pol. 2, 9, 3 

as an interpolation. 

F 71 n. 5: G. T. Griffith The Mercenaries of the Hellenistic World, 

1935, p. 248 ff. and M. Launey Recherches sur les armées hellénistiques, 

1949/50, p. 421 do not help much. 
| F 71 end of n. 14: I also leave aside as not pertinent here a Spartan 

ivory plaquette—two warriors on one horse (Dawkins The Sanctuary of 

Artemis Orthia at Sparta, 1929, pl. CIV 1) which on p. 212 is explained as 

*knight and squire', while Miss Chrimes of. cit., p. 376 ff. speaks of áxo- 

Båtar and thinks of a prior form of the Exipirng Axos. 

F 84 n. 7: At the end of the note the following lines dropped out: 

The interpolation of Atowowr xat (in consequence of which the Suda 

deleted uóvox) is acknowledged as such by Nüsson (n. 9) p. 561 n. 4. 

But I am doubtful about his new treatment of Theopompos' words 

preceding the quotation from Philochoros in Schol. Aristoph. Ach. 1076. 

In my opinion, the emendation of toig Xovuoi(v) into abroic (i.e. tots 

Xvtpotc) £0oc Éyouct from Schol. Ran. 218 is linguistically correct if the 

festive day was mentioned before: the context shows that it was, and the 

introductory words of ріаутоѕ —Хотро: борт) пор’ 'Afmvalotc* &yevat 

Sè xtà.—prove that the Xórpor is meant. Nilsson introduces voi Xoucl 

from Schol. Ach. into Schol. Ran., vainly trying to explain the surplus 

words in the latter version. The result is that, in fact, he has again to 

remove the day of the Xóec by juggling with the calendar. 

F 85-88: Cf. S. Weinstock ‘Lunar Mansions and Early Calendars’ 

JHSt 69, 1949, p. 48 ff. 
| 

F 92 n. 7: As to Andrewes’ studies on Ephoros see (I hope, a first 

instalment) Cl.Q. N.S. 1, 1951, р. 39 ff. 

— end of n. 56: For the cult (s) in the Erechtheion 
see F 93 nn. 11-12; 

F 178 n. 5; N. M. Kontoleon *T$ 'Ep£xBetov Óc olxodopnua бо
кс Матрос’ 

Athens 1949. 
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F 94 end of n. 22: (evidence) which had already been used by W. S. Ferguson Class. Stud. Capps, 1936, p. 151 ff. in order to reject the identi- 
fication of the old méAetg with the old тр{ттоєс. . F 97 n. 15: Nilsson Gesch. d. griech. Rel. 1, 1941, p. 480 ff., who 1» very near to Wilamowitz, also arrives at the result that Kronos 'ist mythologisch, nicht kultisch'. A quite different conception is advocated by P. Kretschmer 'Die Phrygische Episode in der Geschichte von Hellas Miscellanea Acad. Berol. ЇЇ т, 1950, p. 173 ff. He regards Kronos and Rhea as Phrygian deities, brought to Greece by the Phrygian invaders, 
who destroyed the Mycenaean culture and ruled over the country 
(especially the Peloponnese and the Argolid) from the thirteenth until the eleventh century B.C., for him the period of the ‘Aegean’ or so-called Dorian migration. The paper is, in any case, interesting. F 99-101 p. 412, 32/3: The same Kallimachos (F 723 Pf) seems to have called the ithyphallic Hermes(-Kadmilos) of Samothrake (on whom see n. 57 and J. Bousquet Mélanges Picard 1, 1949, p. 105 ff.), a Tyrsenian. 

: — n. 5: After the quotations from Kretschmer add for the philologists a5 the latest (and merely exempli gratia) A. J. van Winderens La Pelas- gique. Essai sur une langue indo-européenne préhellénique, Louvain 1952. F 110 n. 6: Dietrich von Bothmer reminds me that now I had better say ‘beginning at about 515 B.C., All monuments (and this becomes important also for Text P- 439, 20 ff.) will be collected in his forthcoming book Amazons in Greek Art (Oxford, At the Clarendon Press). — n. 20: I do agree with the date of the epos advocated by K. Schefold (quoted Add. to F I15 n. I9) p. 65 ff. 89 f., but neither with his assertion that 'das zweite kunstwerk, das im umkreis des Kleisthenes in Delphi (my italics) geschaffen wurde, ein epos von den taten des Theseus war’, nor (or at least only partly) with its characterization as being different from the ‘Ionian’ sentiment (s) prevailing at the court of the tyrants as well as from those of the ‘dorerfreundlichen verbannten adel’. F 112/13 n. 12: A new and somewhat fuller, but badly preserved, text in the Лес Р. Ох. 1804 fr. 1/2 col. I x ff. F 115 p. 451, 13 ff.: Personally I have not the least doubt that Meritt’s supplement [K]Aetofév[ec] is right as against Miss Guarducci's [IT.e«o9&v(ec], and that we have to recognize the reformer of 508/7 in the archon of 525/4 B.C., in whatever capacity the former carried his constitutional laws. See also T. J. Cadoux /HSt 68, 1948, p. 109 f., and C. Hignett A Hist. of the Athen. Const., 1952, р. 128 n. 3; 146 f., though the latter Speaks a little more cautiously than I do. 
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Bal S d i : ү Schefold ‘Kleisthenes’ Mus. Helv. 3, 1946, p. 62 ff.; 
mck tira че : ie Alkmeoniden den ausbau des tempels schon bald 

кё анъ "De o а . I quote him mainly because of 

tien. Ted Anteil der Kunst an der Gestalttung des jungen atti- 

А reistaates’, though here too I am doubtful as to many of his 
interpretations and results. 

F 117 P. 456, 7 ff.: As to Diodoros’ confused chronology of the Third 

Messenian War, I do not think it neccessary to polemize against the 

complicated explanation by Klaffenbach Historia 1, 1950, p. 234 f. who 
seems to me to move in more than one vicious circle. How, for example, 

is it possible to say that Diodoros, when dating the beginning of the revolt 

m 469/8 (11, 63), 'einer tradition folgt, die die angabe des Thukydides 
für die kapitulation (460/59 [sic!]) für die richtige hält und davon zehn 

jahre zurückrechnet’, if according to Klaffenbach himself it was already 

der herausgeber (K.s italics) des postumen werkes’ who misread a Thucy- 

didean А ёте to ŝexátort črev? In any case, I hold to my simple explanation 

that the confused chronology of the war is the consequence of the muddle 

in the reigns of the Spartan kings. 

F 117 p. 456, 30 ff.: In dealing with the evidence for the date of the 

great earthquake in Sparta (and incidentally with Philochoros’ epochal 

date for the taking over of the jyeyovia in Greece by Athens) I had 

deliberately omitted (even in the notes 9; 12; 14) what did not seem 

pertinent to my purpose, viz. ‘subordinate passages’ as the duration of 

the Messenian War, the date of the settlement of the Messénians at 

Naupaktos and (intimately connected with this problem) that of the 

accession of Megara to the new system of alliances created by Athens 

after their rebuff at the siege of Ithome (and most probably after the 

ostracism of Kimon); or, to put it more simply, whether and how to 

change Sexdren Exet in Thukyd. I, 103, 1. (see n. 9). Those are purely 

historical questions which did not seem to me to concern either Philo- 

choros or Thukydides’ criticism of Hellanikos’ chronology and his own 

chronological principle in writing the history of the Pentekontaetia. 

Now after this principle has been defined afresh in ATL (see above 

P- 5261.) it seems necessary to treat as succinctly as possible after the 

Diodorean also the Thucydidean evidence in (ror, 2 and) 103, 1-3 for 

what Gomme after many others justly terms 'the great chronological 

difficulty of the second period, that of the beginning and end of the 

Helot revolt'. For the editors of ATL 3 p. 162 ff. put here the alternative 

that 'either Thucydides has violated his order or "tenth" must be 

wrong', and at about the same time Klaffenbach 44. p. 232 asserted 
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that here Thukydides 'steht in flagrantem widerspruch zu seiner chrono- 
logie’, both changing therefore Sex&tox to vexáprox, while Gomme again 
Pleads for ran, and others (like Ed. Meyer GdA III § 326A, who 
understands mpoceydpycav 103, 4 as a pluperfect after the interruption 
of the context by the fall of Ithome, and Taeger, quoted in n. 9) hold to 
dexdtar, attested already by Ephoros in Diodoros. In my opinion (nn. 12; 
15; Text p. 459, 3 ff.; cf. FGr Hist Ill a p. 113, 10 ff.) which, in the 
main, is the same as that of Ed. Meyer, that is not the true alternative. 
The true problem in regard to ch. 103, I-3—however one answers the 
historical questions and whether one believes in Sexéret or changes it 
into Sevrépar, tetaptet, or €xztwi—is in the first line not a textual or a 
historical one at all, but one of (say) style, which also concerns the 
state in which Thukydides left his Ms. of the first book as a whole or 
specially of the Pentekontaetia; or (to put it still more simply) as to the 
position of the report on the fall of Ithome in the whole section I, 100-103. 
I still do not see how one can avoid to regard this report as what, in 
the lack of a better term, we must call a digression, like the remark in 
ch. 101, 2 (probably directed against Hellanikos) on the origin of the 
elwtela—mreioror 8 töv ENótwv eyévovto of tv rahardiv Mecoyviwy tote 
Sovrwbévrav dxdyovor, Ti xal Meocojwot éxAnOncav xévtec—,both showing 
the special interest which Thukydides took quite naturally in the in- 
Stitutions of Sparta and, perhaps in this case even more, in the Mecofjwot 
oi èv Naunáxtot who in 2, 9, 4 are enumerated among the Athenian 
allies at the outbreak of the Great War. The prior remark is much shorter, and it is harmless in so far as it does not openly interrupt the context, 
though xpóc u£v oby ch. IOI, 3 (as most editors rightly print after the Laurentianus C) shows clearly that Thukydides was conscious of having 
left for a moment the straight course of his narrative, i.e. inserted a 
digression the contents of which are as little necessary and as little 
connected with the main narrative as the longer excursus. As to the 
latter, and reading the text as it stands, nobody can seriously doubt 
that it quite evidently interrupts the main narrative about the complete 
change of Athenian foreign policy in 462/1, beginning in ch. 102, 4 and 
continued in 103, 4, viz. the series of alliances which they now conclude 
with Argos, Thessaly, and Megara—a fact which from the viewpoint 
of Thukydides himself (as seen from the earlier survey of the period in 
I, 18/9) is easily the most important, in fact the focal, point of the whole 
Pentekontaetia. It does not matter at all that 3& xat in ch. 102, 4 is, of course, ‘the next item in a cumulative series in his continuous narrative', 
though it may be that it indicates a somewhat later entrance of Megara 
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rem zu caa system. I would not like to put this more 

ales ia d mus " ч а immaterial here whether in 103, 4 we have 

аш аё, аш p slight and harmless anticipation in time. For in 

alliance E Ns n from the viewpoint of the whole first book, the 

dees nthe im treated somewhat more fully than those with 

ms saly, is easily the most important because it gives the 

ONION Tò opoðpòv poog of Corinth against Athens, which dominates 

Thukydides’ exposition of the atria xa 8vapopat, leading to the outbreak 

of the Great War (cf. ‘Thuk. u. d. Vorgeschichte d. Pelop. Krieges’, 

GG Nachr. 1928 p. 20 ff.), and which Ephoros not quite wrongly called 

the Corinthian War’. On the other hand, I will not stress too strongly 

the point that Thukydides in 103, 1-3 does not speak of an alliance 

between the Messenians and Athens: he could not and did not because 

the Messenians from Ithome are not a proper state in the sense of Argos, 

Thessaly, Megara, where the term Evpyayia (Edpyayor) is repeated thrice. 

In this respect xaz' yog 595 tav Aaxedapovle, used for the reception 

of the Messenians leaving Ithome and their settlement by the Athenians 

at Naupaktos, really makes no difficulty, the ëy9oç according to ch. 102, 4 

clearly dating from the rebuff by the Spartans at the siege of Ithome; 

and it is another thing and quite in order that in 2, 9 the historian 

enumerates the Mecoymior of év Navnaxtwt among the Edppayot of Athens. 

The main and actual reason which gives to ch. 103, 1-3 the distinctive 

character of a digression consists (even apart from the position of 

this section) in the complete difference in style between it and the 

items of the enumeration in chs. 102, 4; 103, 4. These three items, the 

real and only important ones in a context which is concerned with the 

break between Sparta and Athens (&pévtes thy yevouéviy ent tat Madar 

Evupaylav 102, 4~nal driyov ev xpóvov Evvéustvev 1j óuacy хтА. T, 18, 3) 

are told in short, though pertinent and sufficient, sentences, only the 

third and last one quite understandably somewhat enlarged for the 

reason just mentioned above. But the 'excursus' 103, I-3 about the 

disappointing end of the revolt, viz. the treaty between the Spartans 

and the beleaguered Messenians, is long and full of matter which, though 

interesting in itself and throwing a flood of light on the inner and perhaps 

also the external difficulties of Sparta (see below), has nothing to do 

with the main point and the purpose of the whole narrative. This alone, 

but quite clearly, makes it a ‘digression’ in this context, unmistakably 

interrupting it, and the only real problem is why Thukydides put it 

here, where it makes an evident difficulty for the reader. Admittedly, 

there is no other suitable place for it in this context—seen from the pur- 
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pose of the whole Pentekontaetia, the historian simply could not put it 
at the end of the enumeration of new alliances without obscuring his 
main purpose and endangering his clear and artistic composition. It 
would, as things are, be out of place also in the short enumeration of 
Tolmides’ exploits (1, 108, 5; see below). We therefore have to ask 
the question, even if we cannot answer it, whether it was Thukydides 
himself who put it here, or whether it was a marginal note (quite under- 
standable in itself, if only in view of the prior and shorter digression in 
ch. ror, 2), a slip not classified and without indication as to its proper 
place which the editor put here, because he could not find (as we cannot) 
a suitable place for it in the closely argued exposition of the reasons 
for the fact fundamental for him—the break between Sparta and Athens. 
In any case, if there is here 'a disturbance of "natural" order' it cannot 
‘only be for chronological reasons’, as Gomme P- 303 has it, and, in fact, 
all others who try to deny that Thukydides did 'anticipate the course 
of events' by whatever number of years, and who from this viewpoint 
conclude that he *must be supposed to place the surrender of the Helots 
before the accession of Megara to Athens' which in its turn ‘must have 
followed closely on the Argive alliance’. On the contrary, the ‘digression’ 
cannot be used for dating the surrender and the settlement at Naupaktos 
—a warning that even in Thukydides (or, say, in the text as we have it) 
it does not do to ride a principle to death. The true dating of the surrender 
and its consequences is another question with which I am not concerned 
here, much as I should like to deal with it and the Ephorean tradition 
(Diodor. 11, 84, 7 a. 456/5) which connects this event with the тєрїтїоос 
of the Peloponnese by Tolmides and his capture of Naupaktos (in sum- 
mer 457?), a tradition not neglected in ATL (p. 165 ff.; 179 f.), but in 
view of Ephoros’ Atthidographic sources still, perhaps, not taken se- 
riously enough. For the short report of Thukydides 1, 108, 5, evidently 
known to Ephoros, is certainly not full, but (or so it seems to me, partly 
on account of Thukydides’ Xarxidq Kopw0iwv) restricted to direct 
attacks on the territories and possessions of the members of the Pelopon- 
nesian League, now hostile, to which Zakynthos, the other towns of 
Kephallenia, and Naupaktos (the last mentioned moreover in another, 
or at the margin of a prior context) did not belong. 

F 117 p. 459, 35 ff. (455, 20 ff.): Gomme p. 401 ff. who ‘would hesitate 
to emend the scholiast’s figure’ from (B to ty (a change not even considered 
by Klaffenbach in his explanation of Diodoros’ chronology of the Messen- 
ian War above p. 539) has to assume that (1) ‘the Atthis put the be- 
ginning of the Helot revolt in 468-467, and thus its end in 459-458’; 
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ао was trying to reconcile the end of the revolt before. the 
duration laa, en as stated by Thucydides, with the nine years' 

SORA RETO e ee in his text; perhaps also connecting the revolt 

this sie of N о ausanias, and putting his death c. 470-469, before 

ES nr (т, 137, 2)'; (3) ‘certainly the “hegemony” of Athens 
rea ee of the disasters to Sparta might well be illustrated by the 

tation a y succeeding campaign of Eurymedon’. To me this argumen- 
on appears to be another example of what I called (on F 207) ‘the 

pusillanimity of a textual criticism’ which is afraid to change a numeral 

(most exposed, as they are, to corruption; Gomme's objection taken 
from the archon's name in Schol. Aristoph. Lys. 1144 has been answered 

beforehand by Kolbe; see my n. 5), thereby disregarding obvious facts 

and replacing them by a series of more or less improbable hypotheses. 
The scholion on Aristoph. Lys. 1138 leaves, in my opinion, no doubt at 
all that Philochoros' xaxéyoucat thy Aaxedaipova au gopat mean the same 
as what Aristophanes says—the revolt of the Messenians and the earth- 

quake—and what the composition of Thukydides' great excursus (quite 

apart even from the clear connexion of the break between Athens and 

Sparta with the same two facts in ch. ror, 2-102, 2) implies. On the other 

hand, there is no direct connexion with the events of the 'seventies which, 

on the contrary, only show that the affair of Pausanias was not utilized 

by Athens to the detriment of Sparta. Nor is it easy to see how a great 

victory (not the first and only one) in the war which the Athenians since 

more than ten years continued to wage against Persia should have been 

regarded by an Atthidographer, who had Thukydides before him (see 

Index s. Philochoros) and had used him with real understanding, as 

the reason for Athens' replacing Sparta as the leading power in Greece 

proper. Of course, all the events in the end and immediately after the 

Xerxes War lead up to what Aristotle "A@x. 23 describes as the taking 

over of the tHo OarattHs Hyepovia (as to this restriction see 

Text p. 460, 22 ff.) ёхбутоу (? cf. Ephoros-Diodor. 11, 50 a. 47514?) 

Aaxeðaruovtwv. But that was the time of Themistokles and Aristeides, 

when in Athens, according to Androtion and Aristotle, méAw Їсуосєу ў 

xal Soer Thy ró (in our language, when the 

Tories were in office). Conditions had definitely changed to the worse 

since Ephialtes, entering politics after the downfall of Themistokles 

as his successor and leader of the ‘democrats’, came to the foreground 

(cf. p. 532; we do not see clearly about the end of Aristeides’ political 

career: see on Krateros 342 F 12), and Kimon had to make a great effort 

to persuade the Assembly to vote help for Sparta in her new troubles, 

caused by the earthquake and the Helot revolt. 

£y Apelor mayer Bova) 
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F 117 n. 18: For Lysitheos and 465/4 (‘early winter’) as the date of 
the battle of Drabeskos see also ATL 3 р. 176 п. 57. 

F 119 n. zo: (After the quotation of Gomme see also) the general 
remark of H. Michell Sparta, 1952, p. 227: ‘practically every ancient 
author when dealing with numbers of any kind—population figures, 
size of armies eéc.-—is hopelessly inaccurate and cannot be relied upon’. 
As to the mentality which this fact (now fairly generally admitted) 
betrays, one may, perhaps, compare my n. 5 in / HSt 64, 1944/6, p. 38 
about the corresponding vagueness of certain chronological and topo- 
graphical statements made by ancient historians. 

F 119 n. 16: About the numbers of the slave population see Gomme 
J HSt 66, 1946, p. 127 ff. 

F 119 end of n. 65: A quite different opinion is argued by C. Hignett 
op. cit. 1952, p. 343 ff., namely ‘that the law of 451/0 was a measure on 
which Perikles and Kimon would have been in full agreement’, or even— 
taking into account here the considerations of Wade-Gery Hesperia 14, 
1945, р. 221/2 пп. 21; 22 about the ‘compact of Elpinike’—that it was 
‘a concession to the conservatives’. I cannot subscribe to either surmise. 

F 137 p. 508, 13 ff.: On the condition regarding the return of the 
puyasdes see as the latest A. Fuks The Ancestral Constitution, 1953, p. 52 f. 

Е 195 n. 7: Kirchner (on IG? II 5007) dates the yenopds ‘Appodiov 
xai "Aputoyeízovoc in the reign of Hadrian: ‘videtur hoc oraculum esse 
falsarii, qui litteratura prisca gloriatus etiam argumentum priscum esse 
lectoribus persuadere cupiebat. Cf. Graindor Athenes sous Auguste p. 147’. 

F 200 p. 566, 3 ff.: As the ‘fixed date’ for a digression on Athenian 
coinage in Androtion and Philochoros I have assumed 594/3 B.C., the 
year of Solon’s archonship, the same which Aristotle in the famous 
ch. ro of his 'A0x. seems to have in mind. In any case, we ourselves 
are not in a position to date the reform of currency as envisaged by 
these writers more accurately, replacing by another archon year the 
somewhat vague peta tata of Aristotle which rather refers to his gen- 
eral date «7,5 vouotiecíac than to the mention of the Xpeàv &nroxor imme- 
diately preceding хаї petà taŭra. Certainly the first sentence of ch. 10 
cannot be used for a chronology of Solon’s activity in a wider sense, t.e. 
for what he did or what happened to him after his year in office as 
diadAaxthe xai &pywv, when the Athenians THY ToAttEtav Exétpetav абтбг 
(‘A@r. 5, 2)—again a purely historical problem, not one of tradition. 
I shall therefore neither criticize here the relevant appendix of C. Hignett 
0p. cit. p. 316 ff., who argues ‘that Solon carried his laws not in his archon- 
ship but late in the third decade of the sixth century’, nor shall I try to 
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write a conjectural biography of the law-giver. The latter task—more 
ambitious but also probably more rewarding (see / HSt 64, 1944/6, p. 50 
n. 64) and necessary after the latest attempt by K. Hénn Solon, Staats- 
mann und Weiser, Wien 1948 (adequately reviewed by H. Strasburger 
Gnomon 25, 1953, p. 518 ff.)—would be out of place here, as none of the 
preserved fragments of the Atthidographers, with the possible exception 
of Phanodemos 325 F 7 (cf. Herodt. 1, 29-30, I; Aristot. ’A@x. Іт), 
touches on details of Solon’s life. But (because it throws some light on the 
knowledge which the Atthidographers had, or rather had not, of the 
history of the Athenian coinage) I will at least draw attention to the last 
words (which Hignett might well try to fit into his hypothesis) of an 
important article by E. S. G. Robinson (‘The coins from the Ephesian 

Artemision reconsidered’ JHSt 71, 1951, p. 156 ff.). His opinion is that 
if ‘we can hardly date the beginning of the first (sci. of the silver coinages 
of mainland Greece), that of Aegina, before the last quarter of the seventh 
century etc.’, it would follow that ‘the first Athenian coinage, Solon’s 
armorial didrachms, would fit better if most of it could be put below the 
nineties of the sixth century’. And though I could leave ‘the knotty 
problem of Solon’s reform of currency’ wholly to the experts as I was 

only concerned with the reconstruction of (Androtion’s and) Philochoros 
theory (Text p. 567, 24 ff.), I will further quote the paper of H. A. Cahn 

(Zur frühattischen Münzprágung', Mus. Helv. 3, 1946, p. 133) who—from 
quite another viewpoint, viz. the development of ancient Athenian art— 

dated the first tetradrachms, showing Athena and the owl, to the legis- 

lation of 594/3 B.C., thus explaining with J. G. Milne (С. ane 57, 
1943, p. 1 ff., who, however, dated this reform in ‘about 570, not long 
before the Peisistratean coinage) the Aristotelian тоб ошон SP 

abénow as the replacement of the old didrachm by ‘ein grosseres a 

nominal, also das tetradrachmon’. I cannot, of course, discuss at pee " 
here his (and Milne's) rather cavalier treatment of the literary yt Ө 

with which we have to do here. But I will readily admit d Den 
tradition is, in fact, not decisive in problems of this order, thoug s 

state that, on the other hand, it certainly cannot be used to е 

assertion that the tetradrachm has been introduced a m эй. 

Е 212: On фафох$бс зее аз їһе 1а{езї Раїтег е erm: ыс Prota- 
F 217: J. S. Morrison CI.Q. 35, 1941, p. 4 finds an Sn 

2 VET , EXAVETE TH 
goras in the Euripidean Palamedes (F 588 N?) éxave am d suggests 'that 

pov, Õ Aavaol, zàv oóBÉv dXyüvoucaw a. vn the Palamedes, produced 
Philochoros mentioned the Ixion in mistake for the (Ci. Q. NS. 3 1953, 

in 415' (ol. 91; 416/2: Aelian. V.H. 2, 8). Davison (V 35 
Jacoby, Fragm. Griech. Hist. 111 b (Suppl) 
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P. 33 ff.) finds this allusion ‘very likely’ but the mistake of Philochoros ‘hard to believe’: ‘I Suggest that here again we have an example of Diogenean mutilation, and that if we had Philochoros’ exact words we might find that he mentioned both the Palamedes and the Ixion (and perhaps other plays as well) in connexion with Protagoras'. Nevertheless, he dates (with some hesitation) ‘persecution and death’ of the sophist ‘not long after his last attested appearance in Athens in 422/1’, б “їп 421 or 420’. I doubt the allusion in F 588, and I am afraid that, in view of the state of our knowledge, all these speculations are idle. 

Amelesagoras (330) 

F 3 n. 4 The treatment by E. and L. Edelstein (Asclepius 2, 1945, P. 42 ff. ; cf. p. 49 ff. about the хатастерісибс; р. 227 #. about the symbol of the serpent), who repeatedly mention the case of Glaukos, is somewhat marred by their accepting Wellmann’s date for Amelesagoras. The later date would fit their own argumentation better. 

Istros (334) 

F 2 end of n. 2: For vase-paintings of torch-races see R. E. Corbett Hesperia 18, 1949, p. 346 ff. 
F 52: For the cult image see R. Pfeiffer on Kallimachos F 114 and in Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes I5, 1952, p. 20 ff. 
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(Text) 

p. 2, 13: Bowwtiaxé, ’A 2 , OÀ : 

IO, I1; 13, I1; 18, 2): the esten 3, 17: 456/5 B.C. 5,33 (9, 38; 
binding are so-called Archidamian War 7, 18/9: xoddol— 

: 7, 31: hulðeor 12,28: Androtion™) — r3, 29: Erich 
nios I7, 38: official p 

Mae Р» 27, I9: &xox 28, 18/9: pebr8pv0d 
40, 16: ovdéva О : ч ne 
Art 40, 39: or from 46, 38: eodem fere 52, rx: 

à Шит: 53, 5: Р. 53, 37 ff. 54, 10: (407/6 В.С.) . 72, 20: 

lepav 74, 20: in his 8 : biel es , о, 34: (see p. 79, 32) 83, 30: dedzipjov 
v : 354/3 В.С. 92, 29: than Aischines 97, 18: Thukydides 

s Fe 97, 23: mpoyóvou,, 97, 25: 92/3) 97. 37: was still 

95, 9: returned IO2, 39: leisure !!9) 103, 9: this particular 

106, 21: psephism (Demosth. 24, 11) 109, 21: by Hermes 114, 

2I: court (Council) 127, I4; àypài 129, 6: «puixova. — 133.7: 

(2, 92,6) 133,9: (2, 92,5) | 142, 23:Metachoiatai 146, 22: I5, 3 

149,19: against 153, I: Endios 174,10 weak 175,3: Kephisophon 

188, 18: traoxovtae 203, 23: IG? Il 225, 31: Aristandros. 

287, 21-24: Kuyp<erta - Kuypetdng - Kuzpéws 298, 22: loose 317, 

9: misunderstanding *) which I 322, 3718: Фовасда 32 б, 30: 

xóoav v 329, 32: xét — 337. 26: Lex. Cantabr. — 403. T 
Macrobius 434, 26: del. 17) 434, 28: del. 2) 434, 29: youth 2 

451, 30; 32: Sacred War 472, 23: s ie "S 
: ff. , 17/8: tät xavar тау: 91, 

propaganda, 483, 32: 702 . 485 м п 497, 16: dedication 

24: Winckelmann 495, 13: had bro - conternporary 
498, 32: point (xy 500, 37: had got 515, 4: 7 

с lys 39, 9: del.") 551, 25: 

523, 13: ro9f. 527, ЭВ: бй — 39 573.39: 1%- 
'Qoxogoplov 572, 4: Delos !) 572, = 581, 16: ‘after ol. 14 

wa 576, 35: del!) 57% 17 ш" 02,154 96 

(r5) 593, 35: Ph. had n к” 59% bor, 18: Atthido- 
(Е 305 Рё.)<‹ 597, 17: TOMO ee 617, 24: npakiepyidat- 

graphers 609, 22: “Hynoives (H ee за: 44.) 651. 19 

631, 25: his(?) 643. 11: тоф 0006 7 6 

S RH 
659, 11: 2 39 

Aix and Helike 658, 27: del. *) 
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(Notes) 1) 

2. 4, 41: deducing 7, 66: highly IO, 104: ’Apiataydens то, 
I05: volumes. Wilamowitz I2, I2I: (see Das Marmor Parium p. 57 ff.) 
15, 138: Pentekontaetia I5 (lin. 15): 143) 23, 23: о%8& 'Ерос{убоУ® 
24, 24: Euripides (Or. 1643 ff.): o& 3” a ypedy 24, 24: wxijoal oe 26 (lin. r): but was 28, 28 (lin. 9 from below): Or. 1643 ff. 29, 
29: (El. 1258 ff. 31, 17: поі 33, 10: тепііопей І, 29, 6 - Kep- 
xudvoc - Alope (1, 39, 3) 33, 12: Solon's - 27, x - expect 33, 14: 2, 177, 2. 33, 17: evident in Thrasymachos; 36, 4: Herodotos 
(9, 106), 37,7: Pausan. 7, 2, 3- P. 390 n. 1; 38, Іг: dating him 
38, 12: Or. Gr. I. Sel. 10; 40, 8: 476/5 B.C. (see on 327 F 6). 40, 17: cf. 25, 1-3) 45, 9: Аосіроҳос (328 Е r4) 46, 16 (lin. 2): 
атмо 48, 8: IV 551, 25; 49, I1: À 25 (first year of Demophon) 
50, 8: Pausan. 9, 5, 16 - II P- 129 n. 2 - (Pol. 5, 8, 5) 50, 9: would 
still be 52, 17: MeddvOov, 52, 21: A 23-26) 53, 23: Netrkews 
54, 29: to the ruins(?) of a house - Ephoros (nn. 32; 34; it is 55, 34: perhaps 350 B.C. 56, 36: MeddvOou - тїс &ex ic 56, 37: hic origines 
56, 38: 2, 7, 1-4. The carelessness 58, 53: whom Kreon succeeded 
59. 54: texphpia and onyeta - (cf. n. 58) - account (cf. n. 59). 60, 59: of an archon 8:4 Blov. 6r, 62: end (ch. 2). 62, 66: which for what- 
ever reasons he believed 63, 70 (lin. 5): "Ат. 5, 3) 65, 3: Pseudo- Plutarch - but heretoohe —— 67, 16: to Argos 72 (F 3), r0: 3, 201 ff. 72 (F 6), 5: p. 1147 n. 1x; 73 (F r5), ro: Isaios 2, 18 73 (F 15), I4: Hesperia r1, 74 (F 16), 7: 2, 17, 1 «6 te 74 (F 16), 15: I p. 12 f. 75, 13: Diodor. 4, 28. 75, 14: 239 B 76 (F 22), 6: II P- 740 n. 2 76 (Е 27), 8: ‘Үєос: Zaf&ttoc. 77, I (Hin. 4): p. 371 ff.; IV, 1851, p. 645 f. 77. 4: (Lc. p. 345 n. 1) -like other Athenian orators 78, 7: хі 80, 23 (іп. 4): in farming 80, 25: (ог. 22, 33) 8r, 28 (lin. 8): «wéc - (lin. 15) п. 32 85, 54: p. 46 ff. 86, 54 (lin. 1): ever — 87, 58 (L.c. Р. 344 90, 84: interest дт, 86 (last line): (An. 29-33) 93, 86 (lin. 4): merely shows 94, 92/3: Areop. 84. 04, тот: буүхёстоу 94, 102: пёуптєс 95, 104 (lin. 15): ('АӨх. 22, 7) - (йт. 30) помтєосарёзоу 96, 108: to which ex- Pression exception 97, 115: Phanodemos (Text Р. 172) - word (but see p. 222) 97, 115а: according 99, 127 (line 5 from below): del. von 100, 12ў (Иле 28): none 102, 130: relation 107, 25: RE XIII, 1927, col. 1469 f. - (Cl. Q. 27, 1933, p. 24; cf. Stühelin р. 345) ІІІ, 44: бетер bxijpzev 113, 15: ‘Kleisthenisch 115, 7 (line r9): 
1) The number after the comma indicates the note. 
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352 п) I21, 23: I 51/2, 149,5 (Ип. 7): ев. 173, 17: Нет. 65 

173, 18: р. 244, 34. 174, 45: an ‘enlightened’ 201, 77 (lin. 12 

from below): ypauphy 225, 8: (see on F 107). 230, 10: К.-№. (= 

Е 5 Орр.). 275, 5 (п.7) 276, 25: сопіехі (334 Е 50). 280,32а:323а 
Е 23. 331,14: Lykos, Pallas, Nisos 339,2:1p.229. 339,3: 8% (2-) 

0 ‘Exdédn Меї - "ЕхолӨєу (&410єу RV éxdAnfev ixdofev P) v — 342, 6: 
Reichhold 344, 18: II 345,8 =7Jo1Fı  354,35:as more 355, 46 

(lin. 5): ®.ешодолу’ — (lin. ro from below): Hepta (1005 ff. ~ 861 ff.) 356, 

3: Androtion (F 34]; 358, 7: Sacred War 373, 3: ‘improbable’ 

383, 54: 'A0n. 4) 389, 7: (P.A. 12884). 390, 12: Xenokritos 

392, 6: doubtful that 394, 17: Perikl. 29-32 396, 29: Meyaptac 

XTA. 399, 45: Nixa 404, I: on F 121) 408, 9: туй 409, 19: 

К.Е. 46, 25: Geissler 418, 40: furnished 420, 16: and 
others). 423, I: 'Ovóuapyov 425 (lin. 2): П 204 425, 11: 

Or. 13, 32 430, 18: BiBiov, 440 (F 174), 4: Aischyl. 445, 6: 

in Cyprus 447 (F 191), r: aqui’ 462 (Ин. 26): еу 470, 13 

(lin. 20): Argolika 473, 15: 752- 473, 25: del., not жоє, 475 

(Farr),6:yer%¢ — 476,3:did( — 487 (lin. 27): add. in mg.5 493, 

II: ... pevyet 

em SRO I IP AIEEE ECE EE EERE 

uei meme 

(—————— d 



INDEX 

The index refers to the Commentary, not to the Fragments which are reserved for the General Index. 
Numbers in ordinary type refer to the 

to it, italics to the Notes alone, admitte 
Р. їп. 1). * signifies more important p. 

Proper names, as far as not establishe: 

pages of the Text with the notes belonging 
d as far as necessary or desirable (r, I = 
assages. 
d in current English use, are given in their Greek form (Aristotle, but Aristoteles of Kyrene; Plutarch for the writer, but Plutarchos for the tyrant of Eretria; Athens, Corinth, Crete, Thebes efc.). The Sequence of the lemmata is that of our alphabet: e, » as e; o, œ as o; ov as u (Thukydides, not Thoukydides or Thucydides); v as y; y as g; yy as ng; € as z; 0 as th; x as ch; @ as ph; $ as ps etc.). 

Abaris: 83. 
Abdera: 561. 520, 4. 
Academy, school: 229. 588 ff. 258, 6. 

Cf. s. Akademeia. 
Accius: 401. 
Achaeans, prehistoric: 305, 5. 
Achaia, district: 282. (651). Cf. s. Aigia- 
leis; Pelasgians; Pellene. 

Achaios, son of Xuthos: 282. 
—, tragic poet: 354, 35. 
бу%ут, беор xloty: 190. 
Acharnai, deme: 256, 5; 8. 

Achilleus: 656; 520, І; 4. 
*AxD2et0¢ xphvn in Miletos: 656. 

&xpáBec, pear and pear-iree: 647 f. Cf. 
S. Óyyvn. 

actors: 518, 2. See s. Polos. 
@8єшх: 118, 8. 400, 56. 
&Bixiov, action at law: 64. 
Admetos, in Athens: 194 f. Cf. s. Eume- 
los; Hippasos. 

Adonis: 650. 651. 
Adrastos: 442 ff. 448. 154, 4. 350, r0. 
351, 19. 442, 5. 

@80уатон, pension of: 562 ff. 
&siBew, dodh: 580. 
Aelianus: 
sources of —: 124. 120, 17. 

V.H. 3, 19: 482, 2; 10; 3, 38: 637. 
3, 39: 518, 5. 6, І: 372, 5. 6, 10: 
374, 6; 379,27. 8, 5:38, 18. 39, 24. 
10, 2:655. 10, 7: 403, 12. I2, 45: 
661. 13, 12: gor, 2. 13, 24: 124. 

245, 3. 374, 6. 
М.А. 4, 42: 656. 5, 8: бот. 6, I: 
521, I. 12, 5: 659. I2, 35: 454 f. 

—, author of Taxtixd: 253, 17. 
Aetion (Eetion), artist: 254, 6. 
Africanus (Sextus Iulius): 140, 9. Cf. 

s. Eusebios. 
sources of —: 278, 3. 
Euseb. P. E. то, 9, 22: 398. 286, 15. 
IO, I0: 32. *380 ff. 

Agamedes: see s. Trophonios. 
Agamemnon: 47, 7. 
in Attica: 43. 65. 80. 81. 211. Add. 
р. 529. 

descendants of —: 214. Cf. s. Orestes. 
&yanüv: 132, 8. 
Agasikles, Halimusios: 421. 
'Aya05c Ocóc (Saljwv): 270, 271. 
Agesilaos, son of Doryssos, king of Spar- 

ta: 579. 
— sen of Archidamos, hing of Sparta: 
521. 414, 13. 418, 36. 

Aglaurion: 425. 326, 2; 3. 327, 5. 
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Aglauros: (23). 109. 176. *424 ff. *552. 

612. 193, 4. 211, 105. 490, 3. Сі. з. 
Athena; Epheboi; Erechtheus; Ke- 
krops. 
name: 327, 5. 
daughter of Aktaios: 327, 2. 
— of Kekrops: 425. 328, 5. 
mother of Alkippe: 328, 5. 
(first) priestess of Athena: 427. 612. 
328, 5. 

— in the Erichthonios story: 4251. 
328, 5. 400, 3. 

sanctuary of: see s. Agraulion. 

in the cult of the Salaminioi: 329, 5. 
priestess of —: 329, 5. 

in Cyprus: 445, 6. 
— and Ares: 328, 5. 

— and Kurotrophos: 328, 5. 

— and Thallo, Auxo: 329, 5. 

"Avvoaot beol: 440. 

*Ayvéteg (in Athens): 79. 
Фүбуєс̧: 300 ff. 304. 306f. 373f. 421. 
550. 597. 631. 469, 8. 513, 5. Cf. s. 

aroBatat; ebavdpia; єбє; evorAla; 
evowvia; Games; duoc. 
ALtpwor: 333. 365. 268, г. 
ётітафіо.: 603 ff. 651 f. 

Aaíou: 493, IO. 

‘books on —: 597. 652. 655. Cf. s. 

Istros; Kallimachos. 

lists of —: 493, 3; 7. 507, I. 

&yop& (in Athens): 314. 
Agra(i): 62. 67. 346. 554. 644. 

mysteria al —: 374 f. 

M9 tv —: 67. 
Agraulides: 327, 2. 

Agraulos: see s. Aglauros. 
agriculture: 85. 108. 404. 203, 77. 296, 4. 

Cf. s. Pewpyixé, Heuremata; Mankind; 
Rites. 

Agrolas ZuxeXóc: 72 f. 307, 9. Cf. s. Eu- 

ryalos; Hyperbios. 
Agylla, Etruscan town: 307, 9. 

Agyrrhios Koddutetc, demagogue: 319. 
417, 31. 

&yóprat: 576. 
Aiakos: 457, IÓ. 495, 2I. 

Aiantis, phyle: 82 f. 

Aias: 181. 441. 498, 4. 511, I. Cf. s. 
Eurysakes; Homer (//. В 557/8). 

al8eo, law-term: 636. 
AlBóc: 

altar in Athens: 642 f. 
cult (?) in Sparta: 512, 3. 

al8putos: 84. 

Aietes: (657). 
Aigaleos, mountain-range: 640. 
Aigeidai, clan from Thebes: 169. 

Aigeis, phyle: 169. 
Aigeus, king of Athens: 169. 180 f. 206. 

(207). 306. 428 ff. 432. 434- 435- 169, 
15. 210, 103. 338, 17. 493, 10. 

wives of —: 181. 

realm of —: 515, 4- 
— and Aphrodite Urania: 553. 445, 5- 

— and Apollo Delphinios: 339, 5- 

—, one of the Spartoi: 168 f. 
Ауд: 

IIeAacyol —: 312, 28. 

Aigialeus, first king of Sikyon: 650. 

Aigialos: 

Opáumse: 64. 
= Achaia: (79)- 

Aigina: 64. 

slaves, number of: 376, 16. 

coinage: 456, 14. 459, 26. 463 f. Cf. 

s. Pheidon. 

Aigisthos: 48, 8. 307, 9. 

Аір1е, Пауоттіс: 51, І. 

Aigleis, daughter of Hyakinthos: 179. 

Aiklos, hero, barbarian name: 414. 

Ainianes, allies of Philip: (332). 

Aioleis, Aiolis: 209. 407. 632. 315, 39. 

316, 41. 

Aiora: 185. 307, 9. 

аЇореїсдзи, custom in Latium: 307, 9. 

Aipytos, Arcadian hero: 649. 

Aischines, orator: 91. 84, 46. 90, 85. 

237, 12. 396, 31. 

irial of —: 534- ү 

— and Androtion: see S. Androtion. 

— and Demosthenes: 88, 64. 

Or. 1, 81: 72, 5- 1; 165: 91. 2, 76: 

510,2. 3,13: 442, 9. 3,25: 442, 9. 

3, 8611: 356. 3, 116: 358, 5- 3, 
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130: 238, 4. 3, 140: 238, 5; ro. 
3, 238: 426, 2. 

Aischraios, TloAuxAgoug 
333 f. 

aloxpoXoyeiv (&ртото-): 422. 
Aischylos, tragic poet: 168. 216. 389. 

587. 461, 7. 
political standpoint: 25. 27, 26. Add. 

р. 528. 
— and Themistokles: 27, 26. 
— and Pindaros: 445. 48, 7. 
single passages: 
Agam.:27,26. IO4 ff.:261,3. 826: 
597. | Choeph. 486 f.: 182. 613 ff.: 
404,4. — Eleusinioi : 444 ff. *355, 46. 
Eum. (266). 21, 13. 22, 22. 24, 24. 
27, 26. 386,69. 277 İl.: 24,24. 397 
If: 46, 16. 462 jf.: 20, I3. 595: 
Add p. 536. 609 ff.: 20, 13. 667 

If.: 351, 23. 681-710: 24f. 685 ff.: 
77. 74, II. 690/5: Add. P. 528. 
75I jf.: 24, 24. 254][.: 27, 26. 762/70: 351, 23. 858 ff.: 27,25. 111, 
46. 916 ff.: 84. IOII: 187, 5. 
IOI4[f.:84.  Hepta IOO05ff.: 355, 46 
Hik.: 448. 27, 26. Oresteia: 24 f. 
25,24.27,26. Persai: 448. 466/7: 
192. 852 ff.: 69,4. Prom. 484 ff.: 
556. 723: 612. Е 175 №: 656. 
F 277: 188. F 382: 628. 

Aischylos, paroemiographer: 214. 216 f, 
Aisopos: 209. 

Aithaia, Laconian town: 318. Add. p. 537. 
Aithra, daughter of Pittheus: 39 f. 181. 

308. 635 f. 
Aitia (legends, moral tales, later gossip) : 
28. 43. 48. 51. 77. 81 ff. 178. 267. 280 ff. 
290. 294 f. *407 ff. 424. *424 ff. 436. 
437. 440 f. 442 f. 493. 495. 505 f. 540. 545. 558. 597. 602 f. 636. 22, 18; 19; 2r. 
27, 27. 28, 28. 20, І. 50, 9. 51, II. 54, 
29. 58, 54. *62, 69. II2, 7. I16, 12. 
213, 122. 269, 18. 309, 15; 16. 311, 22. 
336, 8. 345, т. 357, 3. 395, 22. 408, 14. 521, 8. Cf. s. Hippomenes. 

Aitolians, allies of Philip: (332). 
Aix, daughter of Olenos: 651. 

-Avayupaaros: 

INDEX 

Akademeia, precinct in Athens: 644. 645. 
517, 3. Cf. s. Academy. 

Akademos, Aero: 645. 

Akamantis, phyle: 140, 2. 

Akamas, son of Theseus: 79. 46, 16; 17. 
47, 26. Cf. s. Munitos. 

Akarnania: (72 f.). 125 ff. 307, 9. 387, 
69. 517, 3. Cf. s. Oiniadai; Thyrion. 

Akastos, Athenian, &pxuv Sia Biov: 46. 
579. II, II9. I3, I23. 58, 53. 60, 59. 
62, 69. 280, 34. 474, ІІ. 

—, king of Iolkos: 
Games of —, 469, 8. 

Akestodoros of Megalopolis, author of 
Iepl nóňewv: 193. 641 f. 

Akontion, town on Euboia: 143. 
&xocueiv: 340. Cf. s. "Apttoc rog. 
Akrisios, king of Argos: 614 f. 
Akropolis: see s. Athens. 
Aktaios, king of Attica: 176. 380. 386. 
387. *388 f. 395. 398. 407. 283, 58; 59. 
306, 6. 445, 5. 477, 2. 
daughters of —: 327, 2. 328, 5. Cf. s. 
Kekrops. 

Akte, former name of Attica, part of the 
Peiraieus: 395. 399. 283, 61; 62. 330, 6. 
Cf. s. Athens. 

Aktike, former name of Attica: 397. 399. 
Akusilaos of Argos, genealogist: 385 ff. 
389. 279, 18. 313, 33. 
Pseudo-Akusilaos: 613. 497, 7. 
Al(al)komenai, Boeotian town: 616. 499, 
5. 500, 15. 

— town on Ithaka: 656. 
Alalkomen(e)ion, mountain in Altica: 
500, 12. Cf. 617? 

Alalkomeneis, epiklesis of Athena: 617. 
Alalkomeneus: 617. 499, 10. 500, 15. 

son of Niobe: 616. 
Alalkomenia, daughter of Ogygos: 616. 
Alalkomenos (-es, -eus), (Boeotian-A the - 

nian) autochthon: 616 Í. 499, 10. 
ү! ө: 45Г, 14. 

Aletes, hero of Corinth: 217. 
Aletis: 307, 9. Cf. s. Aiora. 
Alexander the Great: 268. 643. 235, 9. 
459 f. 
letters of —: 434, 8. 
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Alexandros of Pleuron, poet: 187. 592. 
— Polyhistor, historian: 383. 387. 608. 
622. 278, 2. 282, 49; 50. 

dMBavrec: 447, 1. 
Alibyes, of Tpocayopevduevor Zevyvirar: 
348. 350. 

уттр‹ос, etymology of —: 513, 3. 
Alkestis: 194 f. 
Alkibiades: 153 f. 199. 505 f. 509. 66, 
16. 73, 2. 118, 8. 394, Iz. 

Alkidamas, sopAist: (580). 
Od. 23: 283. 473, 15. 

Alkiope (?), mother of Linos: 469, 7. 
Alkiphron, epistolographer: 

І, 5а: 214, 125. т, 30, 8: 266, тт. 
2,3,4:266, 11. 3,3:214,25. 3,37: 
446, 8. 

Alkippe, daughter of Ares: 109. 425. 645. 
I9, 4. 22, 21. 328, 5 (?). 469, 7 (?). 

Alkmaion of Argos: 80. 
—'the Medontid', gpyav 8:4 Biov: 60, 
59. 62, 69. 65, 72. 

Alkmaionidai (-meo-), clan: 29. 65. 
123. 159. 566. 49, I. 50, 3. 64, 71. 65, 
72. 116, 29. 133, 2. 358, 7. 387, 69. 
454, 3. 458, 25. 
first exile of —: 358, 6; 7. 

second exile of —: 451. 454. 
alleged residence at Delphi: 358, 7. 
— and Delphi (rebuilding of the temple): 

*449 И. 453. 454. 359, 9. 361, 15. 
Alkman, the poet: 156. 228. 352. 375. 

479, 1. Cf. s. Philochoros. 
Alkmene, mother of Herakles: 659. 

Alkmeon, -onidai: see s. Alkmaion- 
(idai). 

Alkomenos: see s. Alalkomenos. 

Alkon, hero: 181. 

Alkyone, daughter of Skiron: 554. 

*Adxvovi8es hugpat: 554. 

'AXxvovlg ÜdAacoax: 554. 
Aloiadai: 610. 

Alope, mother of Hippothoon: 32, 8. 

472, 15. 473, 18. 
Alopeke, deme: 313 f. 

Alopekos of Sparta: 314. 

GAgita: 203. I5I, 7. Cf. S. прохома, 
otoal. 

Althaimenes, colonizer of Rhodos: 474, 6. 

Alypetos, Alypios: 372. 
Alypos, writer: 372 f. Cf. s. Philochoros. 
Alyzeia, battle of: 420, 10. 

parra, sheaf: 657. 
Amarynkeus, hing of the Epeans: 648. 
Amasis, king of Egypt: 193. 

Amathus, Cyprian town: 519, 3. 
Amazoneion, sanctuary in Athens: 77 £. 

Amazonis, poem (?): 496, 3. 

—, stele: see s. acras. 

Amazons: 27. 38. *76 ff. 274. 281. *437ff. 
(Add. p. 538). 448. 593. 612. 643. 76, 

7. 309, 13. Cf.s. Antiope; Hippolyte; 
Molpadia. 
— in Megara: 345, 22. 

Ambrakia, Ambraciots: 128 f. 131. 132. 

1213. 534. 
Ameles, river in the underworld: 599. 

Amelesagoras of Athens (Eleusis): 

61. (108). *598 ff. 610. 611. 

F 1: 612. 327, 3. 328, 5. 

— of Chalkedon (?): 598. 
Ammon, cult of — in Athens: 235, 9. 

Ammonias, trireme: 328. Cf. s. lepal 

TprhpEtG. 

Ammonios of Alexandreia, grammarian: 

194 (?). 389, 7. 
amnesties, in Athens: 512. 250, 5. 

Amorgos, island: 95. 141. 
Amphiaraos: 357. 442. 262, I0. 349, I. 

448, 6. 449, 9. Cf. s. Oropos. 

Amphiareia: 275, 5. 

Amphictiony, -ones, Delphian: 141. 

164. 330. 332 f. 453. 238, 5; 9. 358, 7. 
others: 335, 27. Cf. s. Delos. 

Amphiktyon, king of Athens: 164. 186. 

268 ff. 357 (?). 398. 572. 12, 12r. бт, 

63. 283, 59. (472, 15). 
eponym of the Amphictyony: 164. 

Amphilochians: 128 f. Cf. s. Argos. 

Amphilochos, historian: I54, 4. 

Amphimaros, son of Poseidon: 573. 

Amphion: 469, 8. 

&poipx(v)tc: 274, 9- 
ёрфифбу, sacrificial cake: 369 f. 

dues: 274, 8. 

Amphipolis: 143. 325. 457- 
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&uginnot: 350. 253, I7. Cf. s. &vurerot, 
Gpurror. 

Amphissa: 333. 
&рф:болғїс̧, паї8єс̧: 300. 
Amphitrite, in Tenos: 548. 
Amphitryon: 257, r3. 
&uqopetc: 554. 

Amyklai: 47, 7. 

Amynandridai, clan: 283, 56. 
Amyntas, ambassador of Philip a. 339/8: 
332. 

Amyrtaios, ô èv тоїс̧ ғо. Bacrred¢ 
(Egypt): 374, 5. 

Anacharsis: 307, 9. 
*Avaypagh, 4$ iv Xuvów &vaxetu£vm: 
581. 469, 8. 

'AvaíBeux: cf. s. ápyol AlBot. 
cult in Athens: 635 f. 643 
— — the Troad: 512, 3. 
meaning of —: 636. 

é&vatcyuvtla: 636. 
Anakeia, festival in Athens: 654. 
Anakeion, sanctuary: 208. 256, 5. 
Anakes, in Athens: 181. Cf. s. Dionysos; 
Dioskuroi; Eubuleus; Tritopatores. 
Anakreon: 213. 

Anaktorion: 122, 28. 

буабђџата: 218 f. 496. 497. 163, 8. 261,6. 
403, 12. 

Anaxagoras, philosopher: 200. 487. 393, 
17. 482, 4. 
(alleged) trial of —: 489. 495. 167, 29. 
390, 12. 393, 8. 401, 64. 

Anaximandros of Miletos, the Younger: 
380. 

Anaximenes of Lampsakos, historian: 
86. 90. 162. 193. 230. 326. 331. 531 f. 
533- 537 ff. 87, 59. 88, 63. 96, rrob. 
102, 130. 427, 2. 

Anaxithea, daughter of Danaos: 651. 
Anaxo, the Troizenian, abducted by 
Theseus: 512, I. 

Anchimolos, Spartan commander a. 
511[o: 363, 29. 

бүхістєіа: 475. 

Andokides of Athens (two persons) 
general a. 446[5; 441[0: 52. 127. 

orator: 506. 515 ff. 67, 2I. 346, 7. 
407, 2. 413, 7. 

ambassador to. Korkyra а. 433[2: 52. 

54. 127, 53. 
— to Sparta a. 392/1: 515. 417, 27. 

pedigree of the family: 51 ff. 413, 7- 
deme of —: 67, 23. 

second exile of the orator: 518. 

or. I, 51: 407, 4. 1,62:506. 1,73 ff.: 
410,6. 1,95:453,8. I, 116:104,2. 

I, 133 f.: 417, 31. 3: 515 ff. 520. 
3, 9: 372, 5. 4: 346, 7. 4 42: 
323, 2. 

Androgeos, son of Minos: 74. 306. 440. 

597 Í. *603 ff. 653. 216, 137. 346, 6. 

520, 3. Cf. s. Eurygyes. 

androgyny: 552í. Cf. s. Aphroditos; 

Hermaphroditos. 

Androkleidai, clan: 38, 14. 

Androkles Ilırðevç, demagogue: 408, 9; 
12. 

Androklos, son of Kodros: 32. 

Andron, f Atthidographer: 153. 
— author of Ilpóc DAirrov 0uclat: 171. 

603. 490, 19. 

— of Ephesos, author of the Tpelroug: 
170 f. 610. 

— ’Av8potlwvog Tapynrtios, father and 

son of the Althidographer Androtion: 
87. 94. 99, 127. 

—of Halikarnassos, genealogist: (153). 
171. I2, I2I. 40, I5. 4I, 3. 294, 38. 

330, 5. 
— and Hellanikos: 11. 26. 

10 Е 4: 592. Е 13: 162. 284. 575. 

641 f. 04, 2. Е 14: 428. 102, ІҘІ. 
Andropompos, father of Melanthos: 
50, 8. 65, 2. 

Androtion “Av3pwvog Tapyhrrios, Atthi- 
dographer: 48. 50. 85. *85 ff. 118 f. 
138. 143. 156 f. 172. 455. 550 f. 625. 
631. 9, 96. 58, 52. 138, 1. 36r, 15. 
363, 27. Cf. s. Lysias. 

literature on —: 77, I. 

exile: 92. 103. (107). 354. 
character of —: 93 ff. 
local patriotism: 150. 164. 
political standpoint, foreign policy: 
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*88 ff. 106 f. 120. 144 f. 151. 160. 
168. 223. *244. *250. (531). 81, 20. 

32, 30. 89, 72. *9r, 86. 103, 142. 
426, 2. 467. 

speeches: 86. 90. 106 f. (171). (531). 
tnlerest in finances, understanding of 
economical conditions: 88. 99. (1 18). 
(146). 88, 44. (98, 118). 106, 17. 
133, 21. 467. Cf. Economics. 

— in religion, cult, antiquities: (88). 
103. 139. *249 f. 79, 23. (9o, 84). 

— in philosophy: 101. 139. 170 f. 
— in etymology: 125. 164. 176, 113. 
— in, knowledge of, Athenian history: 

103. 104. 106. 118. 

writings: 

Tewpyixév: 99. *108. (171). 79, 23. 
84, 38. 94, ror. 98, 118. 102, 131. 

174, 58. 
(Пері Өос.бу]: *171. 531. 79, 23. 
98, 118. 

Atthis, date and title: 103. style: 
86. 103. 143. 152. 129,9. arrange- 

ment of subject-matter: *103 ff. 152. 

154 f. 169. 251. 9, 96. 180, 227. 

quotations from, and wse made of, —: 

103 f. 108. 109. 114. 142 f. 147. 148. 

154 f. 163. 171. 239. (535). 98, 118. 

I02, 130. I04, 12. 136, 7. 137, 5. 

hnowledge of, and relations with, other 
writers: *96, 110b. — A. and Aischi- 

més: 9I. 84, 46. — and Amelesa- 
goras: 108. — and Aristotle: 93. 

99. *103 f. 113. 114 f. 116f. 119 ff. 
137 f. 145. 146. 147. 148. 152. 159 f. 

267. 312. 396. 460. 467. 510. 566. 

55. 33. 59, 56. (81, 29). *91, 86. 99, 
124; *127. I07, 27. 132, 3. 133, 17. 
357, 3. 359, 9. 380, 27. 381, 33. 384, 
61. 460. 462. 465 ff. — and Ana- 

ximenes: 164. 531. 96, 110b. — and 
the Boeotian historians: 96, II0b. 

— and Demosthenes: see s. Demos- 
thenes. — апа Ephoros: 156. 157- 

97, 110b. — and Eratosthenes: 

(137, 5?). | — and Hellanikos: 150. 
168. 97, rrob. — and Herodotos: 

96, 110b. 359, 8. 363, 27. — and 

Isokrates: 86 ff. 107. 113. 117. 162. 
339. *82, 30. 90, 84. — and Kal- 

listhenes: 96, 110b. — and Klei- 
demos: 104 f. (116/.). 74, 19. 97, 

I10b. — and Pherekydes: 168. 

— and Philochoros: see s. Philocho- 

ros. — and Plato: 162. — and 
Theopompos: 148. 129, 7. — and 
Thukydides: 98. 101. 134. 137. 148 f. 
150. 151. 152. (503). *дб, ттоЬ. 

357, 3. 392, 6. — and Tragedy: 

(169). — and Xenophon: 154 ff. 
157. 170. 96, rrob. 

single items: 

on Alkibiades: 154. — on the Areio- 
pagos: 112 ff. 339. on Aristeides: 
92,86. 115, 15. on Athenian coina- 

ge: 566 (Add). (568). 457,17. оп 
Kleisthenes: 1201.91,86. — on Solon: 
102, 30. 132, 3. Cf. above s. political 

standpoint; s. Solon. om Sparta: 
9I. 154 ff. 168. 82, 30. 87, 59. 92, 

86. om Thebes: 167 ff. (169 f.?). 

87, 59. 265, 4. on Themistokles: 

(120). on Theramenes: (138, 3). 

single fragments: 

F 3: I03, 137. 

F 18: 105. 

F 30: 86. 529 f. 79, 20. 

F 16: 392. 98, 118. 

F 22: 79, 20. 97, 116. 
F 33: 102, 

136. F 34:449. (566). 462. F36: 

86. 119. F 37: 484. F 39: 645. 
F 44: 595. 79, 20. 98, 121. F 46: 

F 52: 102, 136. 381, 33. 

F 55: 
F 6o: 

108. 

98, 121. 

F 53: 531. 99, 121. 427, 3. 
545. 98, 118. F 57: 483. 

396. Е 63: 156. Е 76: 

Апеѕійога: 277. 
Angelion, sculptor: 654. 
animals, first slaughter of —: 307, 9. 

Cf. s. sacrifices. 
бутто: 252, 12. Сі. з. @шиттсо.. 

&yxddy: 657- 
Ankyle, deme: 313. . 

Annalists, Roman: 173. Cf. s. Historio- 

graphy. 
Anonymoi: 

Argentinensis : 338. 596. 112, 1. 244, 23. 

Cf. Scholia on Demosthenes. 
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"Абуус(оу modttela: see s. Xenophon. 
Hellenika of Oxyrhynchos: see s.v. 

Antenor, sculptor: 452. 
Antheia, Messenian town: 229, 1 (Add.). 
Antheis, daughter of Hyakinthos: 179. 
Anthesteria, festival: 184 ff. 333. *363 

ff. 160, 8. 507, 6. Cf. s. Choes, Chytroi, 
Pythoigia. 

Anthesterion, month: 638. 
Antialkidas, peace of — (King’s Peace): 
9I. IOO. 105. 107. 513. 515 ff. 520 f. 
I30, 6. *418, 40. Cf. s. Persia. 

Antiattikista: Cf. s. Lexeis and Lexi- 
cographers. 
p. 86, 20 (Bkr): 544 f. 

257. Add. p. 535. 
Antigone: 355, 46. 
Antigonos Monophthalmos: 328. 342. 
248, 15; 2r. 

— Gonatas, hing of Macedonia: 220 ff. 
— of Karystos, writer: 556. 598. 600. 

488, 3. 
Hist. mir. 12: 601 ff. 490, 3. 

@утгүр«фє®с, in Athens: 564. Cf. Stolxnare, 
Yexuuax cete. 

Antikleia, mother of Odysseus: 656. 
Antikleides of Athens, historian: 60. 71. 
650. 651. 315, 35. 

Antimachos, Greek leader before Troy(?): 
47, 26. 

— (6 ¥axd8oc), Athenian, proposer of a 
psephism (?) on Comedy: I2I, 20a. 

— of Kolophon, foet: 20. 
Antiochos, invented author of 'loroplat: 
283. 608. 610. *612 ff. 282, 44. 285, 9. 
Cf. s. Pherekydes. 

—, invented author of Kaxà nédw pu- 
@х®: 613. 

—, grammarian: 498, 8. 
— Soter, Seleucid king: 172,14. 
— of Syracuse, historian: 4, 43. 498, 3. 
499, 1. Cf. s. Demon. 

— Theos, Seleucid king: 221 f. 
Antiope, queen of the Amazons: 78. 438. 
*439 f. (612). Cf. s. Hippolyte. 

Antipatros, grammarian (?): 264, 3. 
— 6 ’lédda, regent: 539. 541. 377, 16. 
384, OF. 435, 6. 

P. 98, 18: 

INDEX 

Letters: 482, 1. 

Antiphanes, comic poet: 

Ilapotuíat: 203. . 
Antiphon, orator: 199. I00, I27. 

—, sophist: 

Tlept xplcews dvelpwv: 261. 
dvttroAttevecOat: 537. 

antiquary: 619. 625. 626. 
Antisthenes, philosopher: 396, 31. 
Antonius Liberalis, author of Metamor- 

phoseis: 424. 

Met. 14: 30, 10. 29: 659. 

Aones, barbarian tribe in Boeotia: 396 f. 

295, 43. 
&xavríjcetg: 448, 5. CÍ. s. omens; xAn- 

Sdvec. 

Apaturia, festival: 44. 51. 203. 283. 628. 

629. 639. 49, I. 51, I3. 351, 19. Cf. 
S. yapnAle. 

Apellikon: 482, г. 
Apheidantidai, clan: 202. 
Apheidas, king of Athens: 202. 

Apheleia: 

altar in Athens: 642 f. 
meaning of —: 643. 

Aphidna: 

deme: 355. 583. 209, 96. 225, 8. 258, 6. 
500, 16. 

triltys: 394. 

Aphidna(i), Laconian town: 479, І. 
aphrodisiacs: 449, 8. 
antaphrodisiacs: see s. garlic. 

Aphrodite: 188. *552 f. 301, 26. 422, 3I. 
471, 8. (5rz, 2). Cf. s. Venus. 
— in Kypros: 445, 7. Cf. s. Aphrodi- 

tos. —at Askalon, in Assyria: 

445, 5.  — on Kythera: 445, S. 
— sanctuary on the Akropolis: 272, 5. 
— èv Kiro: 445, 5. — on Hy- 
mettos: 152,14. —in the Peivaieus: 
325. 468, 2.  — ёу 'АӨџоуєбсі: 
445, 5. 

sacred day of —: 368 f. 272, 5. 
A. and Hermes: 368 f. — апа Moi- 

vat: 445, 5. — and Selene: 553. 

173, 33. — and Theseus: see 
below s. Epitragia. 

Epikleseis: 
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Epitragia: 298. 396. 223, 4. Eu- 
ploia: 468,2. Kolias: 374. 276, 20. 
Pandemos: 372. 508, 2. Phila: see 
S.v. Urania: 553. 445,5. 

Aphroditos: 552 f. Cf. s. androgyny; 
Aphrodite; Hermaphroditos, 
= Selene: 173, 33. 

Apia, former name of the Peloponnesos 
or the Argolid: 647 f. 

Gmo., wild pear-trees and fears: 647 f. 
Apion, grammarian: 239. 359. 360. 
Apis, sacred bull: 650. 
—, hing of Argos: 647. 650. 302, 2. 
—, hing of Sikyon: 650. 
&rofátat, agon in Athens: 631. *508, 2. 

Cf. Add. p. 537. 
drodéxtat, in Athens: *1 17 ff. 243, тт. 
droxilew: 377, r. 
Apollo: 176 f. I9I. 209. 298. 546. 615. 

Cf. s. Delos; Delphi. 
birth of —: 177. 158, 19. Cf. s. Leto. 
sacred days of —: 368. 372. 542. 
cult of — in Attica: 355 f. 633. 297, 5. 

Cf. s. Delion; Pythion. 
— — — in Thebes: 557 f. 449, 6. 
Tapdartor of —: 256, 8. 
— in oaths: 63. 
— and divination: 559 ff. — and 
music: 654. 

tripaverat of —: see s. Istros. 
father of Ion: 633. — of Kynnes: 
556. 

A. and Dionysos: 272. — and He- 
lios: 372. 542. *551. 438, 4. 440, I. 
— and Hermes: 369. 560. 449, 5. 
— and Linos: 573f. — and the 

Muses: 574. (499, 3). — and the 
Thriai: 559 ff. 

Epikleseis: 

Agraios: 264, 8. Boedromios : 181. 

(615). —Delios: 176 f. *585. 207, 84. 
Delphinios: 298. 217, 150. 339, 5. 

ô ёу Дороїс̧: 791. Cf. s. Delphi. 
Gephyraios: 500, 16. Іѕтепіоѕ: 
557. Kynneios: 556. — Letoides: 

299, 15.  Lyheios: (148, 2). 491, 3. 
Maleatas: 307, 9. Musagetes: 499, 

3. Меотепіоѕ: 372. Patroios: 78. 

282. 283. 551. 297, 5, Spodios: 
557f. 558f. Zosterios: 480, I. 

Apollodoros of Athens, grammarian: 
3 f. 21. 22. 47. 163. 164. 197. 199. 221. 
233. 239. 281. 358. 364 f. 370. 382. 
399. 428. 429. 431. 442. 559. 561. 579. 
581. 583. 589. 594 Í. 596. 600. 632. 
640. 641. 49, r. 161, 1. 166, 16. *204, 
77. 2II, 112. 221, 184. 268, I9. 283, 6r. 
293, 32. 296, 54. 330, 3. 350, 11. 449, 4. 
480, 4. 505, 44. 505, 2. 517, 3. 
Pseudo-Apollodoros, Bibi: 504, 43. 
I, I0: 179 f. 180. 275. I, 30: 422. 
I, 120: 522, 2. 3, 78/9: 355, 46. 
3, 115: 449, 5; 450, 12. 3, 177/9; 
186: 391. 283, 59. 286, 13; 14. 295, 
44. 3, 181|2: 650. 3, 187/9: 491, 
4:5. 3, 188/90; 203/4: 329, 8; ro. 
3, 190: 398. 3, 197/8: 638. 3, 204: 

286,12. 3, 209 ff.: 493, 10. 495, 21. 

Epit. г, 17 ff.: 593. 

— of Tarsos, tragic poet: 354, 35. 
Apollonios, paradoxographer: 
Hist. mir. 8: 601. 

— of Rhodos, foet: 656. 

Arg. I, 95; 214: 295, 45. І, І01]4: 
342,9. 1, 111 ff.: 347,10. 1, 608: 

412. 4, 1755 ff.: 412. 315, 37. 
бпошобобу: 118, 9. 

arévippa: 70. 

éroppades hutpar: 365. 366. 368. 447, 6. 
Cf. s. Athens (calendar); calendars; 
days. 

le fies, title of scientific books: 
6 f. 

enit naval expedition: (306 f.). 
aroatonetc, naval officials: 336 f. 
&rojnoli;etw: 449. 
Коп, heroine: 655 f. Cf. s. Chryseis. 

Apuleius: 
De orthographia (forgery): 593. 

: 401. 

ae Arcadians: 124f. 157. 645. 
660. 32, 8. 68, 8. 258, 6. 316, 41. 361, 

. 516, 6. 
ан in —: 407. 419. 306, 6. 

312, 28. 

books on —: 660. 
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Archagoras Ocodétov, disciple of Prota- 
goras: 480, 5. 

&pxatot: see s. roAatol. 
&pxaroroyla, prehistoric period: (249). 
251. 600. 608. 613. 620. 621. 156, 16. 
157, то. 

боулүёттє: 181. 182. 186, 614. 283, 60. 
Archelaos, king of Macedonia: 145, 3. 

405, І. 
Archemachos of Euboia, author of 
EvPowxa: 474, rr. 

Archestrate, wife of Philochoros: 220. 
Archestratos AvxoptSous: 

mover of a vóuoq repl àv 'Арєотаүітёу: 
244, 22. 246, 6. 

general a. 433[2: 135, 8. 
Archias of Thurioi, agent of Antipatros 
541. 588. 

Archidamos (II), king of Sparta: 456. 
— (III), do.: 82, 3o. 
&pywepeic in Athens: 617. Add. p. 534. 
Archilochos, poet: 232. 326. 379. 577. 
F 168 (Bgk): 45r, r6. 

Archinos èx Котс, demagogue: 474. 
Archippos, &pywv Bii Blov: 385. 578. 
architects: see s. Philon; Spintharos. 
— of Perikles: 495. 401, 65. Cf. s. 
Kallikrates. 

archives, of temples: 585. 
archon and archonship: 
Ёруоутес̧ 8:4 Blov: 45 f. 262. 60, 59. 
бт, 62. тоз, 137. 187, 6. 

— Sexaeteic: 16. 47 £. 50. 262. 52, 18. 
54, 29. 55, 36. 

the nine archons: 49 Ё. 114. 108, 32; 33. 
226, I. 

— (iróvouoc): 59, 54. 508, 2. 
(—) Baowreds: 531. 57, 46. 58, 54. 64, 71. 
(—) moX£uaexoc: (311). 59, 54. 114, 4. 148, 2. Сї. 5. Epilykeion. 
Өєсробёта:: 49. 312. 338. 147, 2. 150, 5. 
241, 4. 242, 6. 442, 9. 

appointment (election) of —: 120. 123. 
court of the —: 150, 5. 151,7. 
dating by —: 402, 5. 
dedications by —: 318. 402, 5. 
Swpeat (perquisites): 275. 60, 58. 
duties of —: 183 f. 498. 636. r5r, 7. 
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oath of —: 312. 58, 53. 60, 58. 62, 69. 
226, I. 356, 7. 

rap&atrot of —: 256, 8. 
proclamation of —: 462. 133, 20. 
qualification(s) for —: 105, І. 
responsibility of — (&pyh ®©тєббоуос): 
46. 58, 54. 60, 58; 59. 61, 62. 

title of —: 47. 

archons’ list: 14 ff. 45 ff. 318. 571. 

* II, II9. 47, 30. 58, 54. 60, 58. 64, 71. 
172, I2; I6. 250, 4. 393, 12. 404, 4. 
410, 4. 

Ardettos, hill: 76. 149, 5. 
Areion, mythical horse: 443. (350, 10). 
“Apetog Tz&yoc: cf. s. Archestratos; 
Ephialtes; Athens (homicide courts). 
*22 ff. *42 f. 76 f. 81. 99. *109 ff. 117. 
120. 183 f. 234. *265 ff. *312. 339. 
340. 425. 565 f. 638. 82, 29. or, 86. 
I03, 137. 244, 18; 22. 245, 24. 369, 17. 
434. 3. 435, 5. 
membership of —: 242, 6. 
treasury of —: 117. 112, 3; 7. 
trials before —: 23 ff. 42 f. 638. 640. 
cura morum: (112). 113. 184. (340). 
561 f. тоб, тд. ттт, 4r. 

cases of eloayyerla: 565. 
Ares: 23 ff. 109. 234. 425. 658. 302, 4. 
328, 5. Cf. s. Enyalios. 

Aretades, grammarian: 359. 
Areterion (-sion), piace in Attica: 309 ff. 
Argennusa: see s, Arginusai. 
Arginusai, bartle at: 54 f. (139. 153). 154. 
trial of the generals: 511 f. 
peace offer after —: 510. 

&pyol A(8oi: 22. 635 f. 108, 30. Cf. s. 
Anaideia; Hybris. 

Argonauts: 593. 657. 658. 
descendants of —: 315, 37. 

Argos, Argolid, Argives: Cf. s. Akusi- 
laos; Perseus; Polyidos. — Mykene; 
Thebes; Tiryns. — Arneis. 
2. 43. 80. 90. 153. 196. 443 (444). 504. 
547. (555). 569 f. 578. 596. 607. 614. 
8, 77. ІІ, ІІ2. 27, 26. 47, 7. Ібг. І2. 
163, 9; 10. 284, 5. 302, 2; 6. 428, 13. 
441, 7. 
hing list: 381. 386. 497. (596). 
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monuments: 351, 23. 
festivals: 444, 2. 470, 13. 
performance of tragedies in — (?): 
404, 3. 

ostracism in —: 315. 
Kyklopes in —: 309, r5. 
Pelasgians in —: 407. 412. 406, 6. 
Dionysos in —: 273 f. 
native place of Homer: 577 Í. 476, 2. 
school of epic poets in —: 578. 476, 2. 
A. and Athens: see s. Athens. — and 
Persia: 533. 428, 13. 

local historians (tradition) of —: 386. 
405. (574). 578. 619. 647 f. 649. 650. 
281, 40; 41. 302, 2. 342, Іо. (469, 7). 
470, 13. 476, 2. 518, 1. Add. p. 538 ff. 

—, Amphilochian: 128 f. 131. 132. 
122, 28. 

Ariadne: 37. 60. *74 Í. 206. 295. 297. 
*307. (593). 213, 122. 223, 4. 485, 4. 
Cf. s. Dionysos; Minos. 
children of — : 314. 169, 9. 
— in Kypros: 445, 7. 

Aristagoras of Miletos: 144. 
Aristandros of Telmessos, mantis of 
Alexander the Great: 225. 262, 9. 

Aristarchos of Samothrake, grammarian : 
348. 350. 657. 658. 659. 165, 1. 252, 14. 
289, 34. 474, 11. 504, 38. 518, 2. 

Aristeas of Argos, author of Argolika (?) : 
650. 

— of Prokonnesos: 598. 599. 611. 
489, 12. 

Aristeides, paroemiographer: 209. 214. 
— (Aelius), sophist: 
Panath. I p. 283 Daf: 416, 25. 

— Avotu&yov, demagogue: 99. 315. 34, 
24. 92, 86. *95, 104. 115, 15. 117, 32. 

Aristion, ‘tyrant’ of Athens: 290, 12. 
Aristippos, author of Arkadika: 650. 
Aristobulos of Kassandreia, historian: 
139 F 6: 656. 

aristocracy, marriages in —: 386, 69. 
Aristodemos, Athenian ambassador to 
Thessaly a. 343/2: 534. 

—, historian: 193. 493. 393, 9. 
— of Thebes/Alexandreia, grammarian: 
206. 291. 300 ff. 208, 87. 

Aristogeiton: see s. Harmodios. 
Aristokles, author о} Пері ҳорёу: 477,14. 
— of Messana, philosopher: 588. 483, 10. 
Aristokritos, author of Tlept MO cou: 656. 
Aristomenes of Athens, author of ‘Ie- 
poupylar: 276, 13. 

Ariston of Chios, philosopher: 437, 2. 
Aristonikos of Argos, musician: 313. 
Aristophanes, comic poet: 147. 485f. 
490. 500 f. 524 f. 118, r2. 150, 5. 390, 
IO. 
political standpoint: 390, ro. 39r, 14. 
single passages: 
Ach. 266: 408. 393ff.: 586. 514 
Íf.: 4851. 404, 1. 603: 390, 8. 
676 ff.: 390, 10. 702 Hf.: 148. 483 f. 
812 f.: 372 f. 994 ff.: 550. 1000 |.: 
185. Aves 719].: 556. 1071|5: 
199. 1451/69:170,r. 1642 ff.: 381, 
35. Ecc. (date) 519. 7r: 519. 
97:416,24. 297 ff.:411,3. 681i Ít.: 
146, т. 150, б. 707/9: 449, 4. 821/ 
2: 511. 1131]].: 378, 17. Еди. 
1311 ff.: 442,7. Lys. 574 ff.: 379, 
27. 381, 35. 809 ff.: 84. 909 ff.: 
633. 1093 f.: 408,14. Nubb. бтз 
ff.: 403,15. 826/30: 165, 1. Pax 
140 ff.: 571. 223: 421, 26. 406 ff.: 
403, 15. 532 f.: 524f. 603 ff.: 485 
Í. 404, I. 6I5 ff.: 524 f. 989 f.: 
*498 f. 396, 28. IOI9f.: 524 f. 
Plutos: 512. 277; 972; 1164 ff.: 
146,I. III0:264.11. Ran.159 f.: 
211. 209 ff.: 185. 365. 460, 8. 
718 ff.: 511. 1030 ff.: 357. 576. 
Thesm. 586. 224: 442, 7. Vesp. 
11g f.: 150, 6.151,7. 240 ff.: 500 f. 

287 f.: 389, 6. 438: 614. 650 ff.: 
462. 470. 676 ff.: 4831. 894]f.: 
500f. 946/8: 148. 482 ff. 389, 8. 
rors ff.: 358. 1107 ff.: 150, 6. *r5r, 
7.  Babylonioi: 126. Daitaleis: 
497. 40I, 2. 402, ІІ. Gerytades: 
40I, 2. FF: 586. F 126: 498, 4. 
F 376: 48, 4. F 526: 371. F 702: 
446, 8. : 

— of Byzantium, grammarian: 147. 

162 f. 544. 545. 515, 4. 
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Aristophon *ACnvietc, demagogue: 88. 94 f. 99. 106, 161. 526. 84, 46. 88, 63. 144, 27; 33. 382, 44. 423, 14; 15. Aristoteles of Kyrene, athlete: 655. — of Stageiros, Philosopher: 48. тот. 146. 203. 232. 233. 226, I2. 429, 17. biographies of —: 588 f. | 
ambassador to Philip ónèp 'AOnvalov: 
483, 2. 

mentality of —. 459 ff. 
political standpoint: go. 137 f. 81, 29. 

IOI, 127, 
— as economist and numismatist: 459 ff. hnowledge of, and relations with, other writers: A. and Androtion: see з. Androtion. -— and Ephoros: see s. Ephoros. — and Herodotos: 100, 127. 114, 3. —and Isokrates: 
339. 106, 19. III, 41. — and Klei- 
demos: see s. Kleidemos. — and 
Philochoros: see 5. Philochoros. 
— and Plato: 588 f. — and Thuky- 
dides: 152. 95, 104. тот, т2ў. 

writings: 
Polities: 459 f. 
'AOn.: 336. 340. 623. 380, 27. 459. 
460 f. 
Sources of: — 231. 465. 475. 76, 9. 138, 
5- 453, 9. 462. 
carelessness in — (second thoughts, 
additions): 375, 8. 383, 52.  'A0m. 
and Politics: 158 ff. 227, 2. 244. 22. 
379, 27. 383, 52. 46I. ch. 2: бт, 62. 
93, 88. 94, 102. 3-4: Add p. 528 f. 
3: 45 Í. *49 f. 110. 282. 52, I7. 54, 29. 
* 58, 54. *60, 58. *60, 61. 61, 62. IOI, 
127. 106, 19; 20. 107, 27. 226, 6; 12. 
371,25. 4: 50. 110. 93, 89. ror, 127. 
107,27. 113, I2. 383, 54. 5-12 (13): 
30. 147. 133, 23. 5, 1: 93, 88. 6: 
144. 132, 3; 4.462. 6, 1: 448 f. 465. 
7, 1:312. B8: IIO. 116. 20, 12a. 106, 
19. 107, 27. 8, 4: 565. 9: 132, 3. 
I0: 144, 145. 566 f. (Add.). 456, rr. 
459. *462 ff. 12, 4-5: 107, 25. 13: 
95,103. 13,4:329,1. 13,5: *158 ff. 
475. 381, 33. 14, 4: 32. 72. 100, 127. 
I5:146. 15,4:208.309. 16:95,103. 

16,10:453,8. 17,2:110,39. 17, p 
; ; -4:4491f. 20 I34,5. 19,2:28. 19,3-4:44 Ped 

21:146.100, 127. I14, 3. 21:29. p 

475. 31, 5. 32, 6. 143, 16. 290, "A 
498,4. 22-27:229,6. 242, 9. 370, E 
371,25. 22,1-6: 119 ff. 123. I15, 4 

118, 47. Add. p. 531. 22, І: 30. е 
123. 22, 2: 410, 2. 22, 8: 3171. 
II7, 32. 23-24: IOI, 127. 105, i 
370,22. 23: 81 f. 111. 455. 83, 36- 

95,104. 23, I-2: 120 f. 117, 39. 369, 
I4. 370, 22. 23, 3: 92, 86. 95, о 
24:99. 465. 95,104. 25:92, 86. 106, 

20. 371, 25. 453, 9. Add. p. 532. 25, 
1-2: 460. 370, 2I. 25, 2: 112. 338. 
339. 20, 10; 11. 91, 86. 106, 20. 242, 8. 
245, 24. 26, 3: 467 (ff.). 473. 384, 
бг. 27, г: 244, 22. 27, 2: 403, 1. 
27, 3-4: 319. 28:148. 28, І: 92, 
86.371, 25. 28, 2: 95, 104. 28, 3: 
407,6. 28, 5: 81, 29. 92, 86. 95,104. 
391, I4. 29-33: 151 f. 9r, 86. ror, 
127. 29, 3: 10. 122. 475. 9r, 86. 
33, 2: 510. 34-40: 137 Í. ror, 127. 
411, 4; 5; б. 34, 1: 68, 5. 139, 16. 
410,2. 34,3:409,I1. 35,2: 244, 22. 

38, 4: 421, 24. 40,2: 474. 4I: 50. 
96. 282. 311. 396. 33, I5. 34, 24. Ó1, 
62.95,104.292,23. 42 [f.: 101, 127. 
42: 158. 463. 144, 33. 42, r: 473. 
43, 3: 410, 2. 43, 5: 316. 178, 175. 
44, 2: 228, 10. 46, І: 85, 48. 48, 
IT-2: 117 ff. 49, 1:347. 49, 4: 562. 
53, 4: 324. 54, 3; 4: 354. 564. 54, 
6:183, 25. 55, 5: 312. 56, 5: 183. 
56, 7: 151,7. 57: 146,1. 57, 3-4: 
108,29. 59,7:146,1. 63.69: 146, 
I.149, 5. 62,1: 442,9. Epitome: 
45. 282. 283. 54, 29. 61, 62. 296, 2. 
Cf. s. Herakleides Lembos. F 5 
(Opp.): 321. 396. 400. 290, I4. 293, 
28. Doubtful fragments: 339, 17. 
Lost chapters: 226, 12? 

Politics (ed. Immisch) r, 3; 460. 
T» 4, 4: 85. 108. 2, 9, 2-4: 110. 120 f. тоб, 19. тоў, 25. IIO, 41. 244, 
22 (Add. p 537.). 3 1, 9: 474 f. 379, 
27. 3, 1, 10: *158 ff, 3, 2, 10: 100, 127. 
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3,8, 2: 317. 115, rr. 227,2. 5,2,5: 
227,1. 5,8,5: 50,8. 53, 28. 
О{хоуошх®: 4бо. 
Other works: 115. 152. 162. 190. 203. 
209. 212. 213. 219. 229. 239. 261. 306. 
329. 352. 376. 377. 379. 380. 455. 580. 
623. 65, 6. 77, 4. 80, 23. (99, 127). 
154, 9. 170, I. 246,8. 256, 3: 8. 275, 5. 
276, 6. (296, 2). 339, 17. 376, 16. 432, 
TI. 443, I. 457, 14; I7. 474, II. 482,1. 
492, I0. 493, 7. 496, 5. 502, 27. 

Single items: 
on Perikles: 371,25. on Solon: 29 f. 
114 f. 61,62. 94, 102. 462. — on The- 
mistohles: 106, 20. 242, 9. on The- 
seus: 226, 12. on the pre-Solonian 
constitution: 371, 25. Cf. s. ' AOr.. chs. 
3-4. 

Aristoxenos, philosopher: 200. 231. 357. 
376. 377. 379 Í. 574. 584. 587. 642. 
166, 16. 167, 26. 472, 14. 480, 8. 482,2; 
IO. 

army: 
Homeric: 350. Greek: 347 ff. 253, 17. 

Cf. s. Athens. Roman: 253, 17. 
Ame, Boeotian town: 209. 
Arneis, festival: 470, 13. Cf. s. épvan8ol. 
Amobius, Christian writer: 

Adv. nat. 4, 25: 441, I. 

dpverdol: 476, 2. Cf. s. Arneis. 
&porot: see s. lepol &. 
&ppnta: 643. 

Arre(to)phoria, -roi: 643 f. 197, 56. 205, 

80. 508, 2. Cf. s. Hersephoria. 
Arrianos: 

Anab. 2, 14, 5: 434, 8. Tact. 2, 3: 
253, 17. on Demosthenes: 436, ІІ. 

Art and works of —: 437. 283, 57. 358, 5. 
362, 19. 365, 33. 495, 1. Add. p. 537. 
538 f. 546. Cf. s. architects; artists; 
painters; sculptors. 
books (and legends) on art (and artists): 
4911. 493. 495. 397, 31. 399, 46a. 

Apollo in Delos: 654 (Add. p. 546). 
Athena Parthenos : 485. 486. 488. 492 f. 

495. 393, 13. 
— Promachos: 491. 393, 16. 

Eirene of Kephisodotos: 523 f. 

Jacoby, Fragm. Griech. Hist. III b (Suppl.) 

Eumenids (Athens): 640. 
Korai (Athens, Delphi): 452 f. 
Melian reliefs: 441, 9. 
Nixa (Athens): see s.v. 
Olympian Zeus: 491 f. 493. 394, 2I. 
398, 42. 

Poseidon in Tenos: see s. Tenos. 
Vases etc.: 78. 181. 207. 277. 278. 279. 
438. 439. 575. 612. 75, II. 160, I. 
265, 6. 331, 14. 333, 24. 337, II. 343, 
I4. 346, 8. 348, 15; I7. 361, I5. 451, 
15. 508, 2. 515, 4. 517,4; 5;6. 

Artemidoros of Ephesos, geographer: 
36, 6. 

Artemis: 177 f. (657). 486, 5. 

sacred day: 369f. — cult images: 311, 

22. dress: 468, 7. 

cult at the «plo8ot: 370. — in Athens 

(Attica): 369f. 506, r4. — at 

Agrai: 554 f. (640). | —at Brauron: 
85. 186 f. 374. 26, 24. 161, 8. 311, 22. 

— at Munichia: 187. 370. 31, 17. 

— at Aulis: 158,4. —in Ephesos: 

511,2. — in Euboia: 177. 
A. and Enyalios: 281. — and Heka- 

te; Selene: 372. 273, 6. 

Epikleseis: 
Agraia, Agrotera: 62. 67. 554 Í. 264, 8. 
Amarysia: 177 Í. 348, 14. Brauro- 
nia:187. 444. — Delphinia: 217,150. 
Kolainis: 34. 177 f. — Koloene: 158, 

7.  Kureotis: 506, I4.  Orthia: 
188,22.  Taurike:161,8.  Tauro- 

polos: 186 f. 640. 

Artists: 595. 654. 397, 37. 398, 41, 521, 3. 
Cf. s. Angelion; Chalkosthenes; Dai- 

dalos; Damophon; Dipoinos; Endoios A 

Euphranor; Pheidias; Polygnotos ; 

Tektaios; Telesarchides; Telesinos. — 

painters; potters; sculptors. 

Asebeia, altar of: 512, 3. 

àoéßera: 199. 335. 495- 584. 395, 22. 

396, 31. 

Asia Minor: 407. 312, 30. 315, 39. 

Greeks in —: see s. Ionia. 

Asios, brother of Hekabe: 378. 

Askalon: see s. Phoenicians. 

cult of Aphrodite: 445, 5- : 

3 
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Asklepiades of Phlius, Philosopher: 561. 205, 80. Cf. s. Demeter (in the Ski- — of Tragilos, mythographer: 376. Ct. s. ron). — and Hephaistos: 18ọ f. Tragodumena. 
277. 602. — and Hermes: 404. ‘12 F 3: 624. F 25: 24, 24. — and Isis: 642. — and Neith: Asklepios, Asklepieion: 346. 593. 607. 193. — and Poseidon: 176. 391 f. (657). 262, 4. 493, Іо. Ааа. Р. 546. 281, 43. 286, I4. 329, 7. 516, 2. m in Athens: 201. 633. 231, 3. in Epi- and Selene: 642. — and the Thriai: dauros: 520, 4. in Tenos: 548. Askra, townlet and eponym: 609 f. Cf. s. Oioklos. 

Asopios, son of Phormion: 125. 131. 133 f. 136 f. 
Aspasia: 470. 381, 35. 393, 8; 17. 396, 3r. Assyrioi: 
cult of Aphrodite: 445, 5. 

Aster (?), giant: 493, 7. Cf. s. Asterios. Asteria, sister of Leto: 157, 3. 
Asterios (?), giant: 507, r. Cf. s. Aster. Asteropaios, leader of the Paiones in Homer: 660. 
&стбс̧, citizen: 474- 230, 8. Cf. s. Ёсто; поћттс̧. 
Astraios, father of Boreas: 278. astrology: 367. 277, rr. 
Asty, village in Egypt: 284, 12. &otu, town: 264 f. 390. 431. 264, r2. Cf. s. &oxóc. 
&oTuvónot, in Athens: 245, 2. 
asylum: see s, Semnai; Slaves; Theseion. atheism: 109. 

Athena: (163). 206. 268. 276. 602 f. *630 f. 22, 23. 286, 12. 305, 5. 328, 5. 
454, І. 
tpopot of —: 643. 
Sacred days of —: 555. 642. 
cult and festivals: 275 ff. 285 ff. *398. 494. 630. 634 f. 643 f. 266, 11. 291, 2r. 209, 13. 329, 7. 421, 28. 505, 2. 508, 2. Cf. s. Athenaia; Panathenaia. clan cults: 508, 2 (?). 

cult images: 398. 
A. in Argos: 614. — іп Boeotia: 616. 656. — in Erythrai: 295, 50. 451, I5.  — in Pellene: 492,7.  — in 
Troy: 186. 

A. and divination: 559 ff. *451, 15. — and nadmorxh: 645 f. 
4. and Apollo: s61. — and Demeter: 

559 ff. — and the daughters of 
Kekrops: 425. 552. 602. Cf. s. Ke- 
krops. — in the Oidipus story: 361. 
— in the Theseus story: 298. 347, 10. 
Cf. s. Epikleseis (A. Skiras). 

Epikleseis: 
Aglauros: 427. 327, 3. 328, 5. Alal- 
komeneis: 617. 656. Areia: 22.635. 
154, 4. 162, 6. 328, 5. Chalinitis: 
451,15.  Eetioneia: 351.  Ergame: 
190. Gephyritis: 616. 617. Glau- 
kopis: 617. 49r, 3.  Hippia: 154, 4. 
350, IO. 451, 15. — Homolois: 632. 
H ygieia: 325 f. Kadnuévn: 295, 50. 
Pallenis: 434. 256, 4; 8. 288, 7. 337,8. 
338, 13. Pandrosos: 276. 643. 327, 
3. Parthenos: see s. Art. } Da- 
Anpot: 79. *285 ff. Cf. s. Skira; Ski- 
таз. Phemia: 451, I5.  Phratria: 
394. 506, 14. Polias (Poliuchos): 
190. 278. 289. 292. 346. 398. 404. 614. 
617. 617 f. 634 f. 643. 154, 4. 208,86. 
451, I5. Cf. s. Tpamelooópoc. Pro- 
machos: 491. II2, 2. 393, 16. Pro- 
noia: 158, I9. Skiras: *285 ff. 
440. 552. *209, 16. *2rr, 105. 451,15. 
Tauropolos: 187.  Tritogeneia: see 
S.v. 

Athenagoras, Christian writer: 
Pro Christ. x: 327, 3. 444, I0. I7: 
295, 50. 

Athenaia, festival: 275. 628. 629 f. 508, 2. Cf. s. Panathenaia. 
Athenaios of Naukratis: 
Sources of —: 353. 
Single Passages: 

I, 16 ф. 9 CD: 545. I, 28 p. 16 B: 371. 1, 57 p. 3r CD: 156. 2,6 p. 37 Е: 5451. 3, 6 b. 74 EF: 636 ff. 4. 65 b. 168 AB: 109 Ё. 561. 106, 14. 6, 26-52 p. 234C-248 C: 353 f, 6, 46 
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P. 245C: 246,9. 7, 43/4 p. 294C jf.: 
191. 7, 50 p. 297 E: 556. 7,92 p. 
313 B:165,6. 7, 125/6 p. 324C ff.: 
1974. 9, 17 p. 375 BC: 163. 545. 
9-47 P. 392 A ff.: 176. 9, 49 p. 393 
E: 5821. ro, 24 p. 424 EF: 585. 
11, 13 p. 465 A: 185 f. rr, 45/6 p. 
472 E ff.: 554. 11,92 p. 495 E: зоо 
ff. 13,4 p. 556 F ff.: 181. 635. r3, 
I9 p. 565 F: 323,6. 14, 29 p.630 F: 
583 f. 14, 44/5 p. 639 B ff.: 401. 
14, 53 p. 645 AB: 273,7. 14, 59 p. 
648 D: 358 f. 14,63 p. 650 B: 647 f. 
14, 72 p. 656 A: 546. 14, 77/8 p. 
658 E-662 D: 641. r5, r7 p. 675 
A-C: 271. 15, 52 p. 697 A: 541 f. 

Athenais, daughter of Hippobotos, mother 
of Glaukopos: 617. 

Athenion, ‘tyrant’ of Athens: 374, 6. 
— comic poet: 277, І. 

Athenodoros of Eretria, bogus quotation 
of ‘Yrouvhuata: 613. 

Athens and Attica: see also s. Attica. 
literature on —: 244. 609. 284, то. Сї. 

s. Androtion; Demon; Kleidemos; 

Melanthios; Phanodemos; Philocho- 
ros; Istros. — Atthides and Atthi- 

dography. — Amelesagoras; Antio- 
chos; Bion; Hegesinus; ’Attixat loto- 

plat. — ‘Oprapol. 

А. іп Homer and epic poetry: 442. 447. 

45, 9. Cf. s. Agamemnon; Orestes. 
— in Hekalaios: 414 f. | — in Hero- 
dolos: see s.v. 

state of our knowledge: 339. 447. 563. 
565. 243, ІІ. 244, 22. 455,7. 456, ІІ. 

ethnic character of —: 628. Cf. s. auto- 

chthony; Myrmekes;  Pelasg:ans; 
Temmikes; Thracians. Change of 
language: 413 ff. 

first (own: 264 f. 389. 628. 

former names: 354 f. 389. 391. *397 ff. 

630. 283, 53; 59; 63. 289, 11. 291, 61. 
306, 6. 330, 3. Cf. s. Akte; Aktike; 

Ionia; Kekropia. 

political unity: 355. *393 ff. 431. 

Twelve Towns: see s.v. 

local kings: see s. Kolainos; Munichios; 

Porphyrion. 
war with Eleusis: 26 f. *179 f. 275. 279. 
*280 ff. 286 f. 290 f. 426. 429. 629. 

631. 646. 58, 24. 191, 7. 286, 12. 325, 
I. 329, 6; 7. Cf. s. Eleusis; Eumolpos; 
Immarados; below A. and Eleusis. 

distribution into four realms by Pan- 
dion: 427 Н. 572. parts of the 
country: 431. Cf. s. Diakria; Meso-, 
geia; Paralia. — synoecism: 36. 206. 

264 Í. 310. 311. 393. 397. 439. 629 ff. 
42, 7. 287, 5. 2809, II. 290, I2; 15. 

421, 28. administrative distribu- 

tion(s): 395 f. 292, 23. Cf. s. Twelve 
Towns; (clans); (phratriai); naukra- 

riai; phylai; symmories; trittyes; 

demes. pentakosiomedimnoi, hip- 
peis: 379, 25. zeugitai (hoplites): 
464. 465 Ё. 377, 16. 379, 25. thetes: 

464. 465 f. (376, 16). 378, 19. 379, 21; 
25; 26. non-citizens: 400, 56. Cf. 

below s. citizenship. metics: see 
s.v. slaves: 376, 16. Cf. s.v. 

inhabitants, number of: *463 ff. 373, 4. 

374, 7. 376, 16. 377, 17. 378, 19. 
384, 61. Cf. s. census; Demetrios of 

Phaleron; Kekrops. 
topography: 59. 62 f. 76 ff. 314. 496 f. 

640. Cf. s. Akademeia; Bdpaðpov; 
Eetioneia; Epakria; Helikon; 'Iceoà 

сохў; Horkomosion; хатаррӣхттс 

$365; Kerameikos; Kynosarges; Leip- 

sydrion; Phlegreodes; пл&тауос; 

Sphendonai; Sunion; Thriasian plain; 

Zoster. quarters of the city: 27. 

406. 496. 594. 402, 4; II. Cf. s. 

Limnai; Skiron; Sunion. Akropo- 

lis: 72 ff. 76. 264 f. 388. 391. 407 ff. 

425. 444. 603. 616. 617. 633. 635. 644. 

74, 11. 161, 8. 231, 3. 266, 11. 284, 5. 
*285, I1. 286, 14; 17. 291, 21. 299, 15. 
307, 9. 328, 5. 339. 5- Cf. s. Pelas- 

gians; Glaukopion; Harma. Kekro- 

pia; Nixa; Pelargikon. Pnyx: see 

s.v. walls: 76. 325. 513 Ё. 521. 
249, 26. 350, ІІ. streets: 313. 044. 

is p.529. roads: 337, 12. Sacred 
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road: 423.639. (640). 500,16. Xai- 
xoŭç 686¢: see s.v. Eponymoi: see 
S.v. bridges: 616 f. 500, I6. wa- 
ter supply (xpivat): 65. 497. 633. 506, 
IO. Cf. s. Klepsydra; constitution 
(officials). sacred precincts, build- 
ings etc.: Delphinion: sees.v. Eleu- 
sinion: see s.v. Erechtheion: see 
s.v. Eurysakeion: 314. Heka- 
tompedon: 452. 453. Kekropion: 
see s.v. Kyloneion: 74, 6. Par- 
thenon: 380, 29. 393, 13. 400, 65. 
Propylaia: 323 f. 488. Skeuotheke: 
331f.  Stoai: see s.v. Cf. s. Epily- 
keion; Leokoreion; Lykeion; Mela- 
nippeion; Metroon; Odeion; Olym- 
pieion; Oschophorion; Pandroseion; 
Plutonion; Semacheion ; Semnai; 
Skiron, Theoinion; Thesmophorion. 
monuments: 22. 77 f. 169. 331 f. 400. 
408. 590. 37, 10. 154, 4. 339, 5. Cf. s. 
Eponymoi; Hermai; Stelai.  Aar- 
bours: 570 f. 571 f. Cf. s. Кауб&роо 
Atwhy; (xpymlc); Munichia; Phaleron; 
Peiraieus. 
Ardettos: see s.v. — Aigaleos: see 

S.v.  Brilettos:278 — Hymettos: see 
S.v.  Lykabettos: see s.v. — Musei- 
оп: see s.v. 

History: 

primeval (mythical and pre-Trojan) 
times: 22 ff. 34 ff. 72 ff. 176 ff. (251. 
261 ff.). 308. 310. 321. 362. 380 ff. 
392 ff. (543). 545. 614 ff. 627 ff. Cf. 
S. civilization; king's list; лолахо. 
archaic (pre-Solonian) state: 63. 9o. 
96. (109 ff.). (251). 321. 444. (545). 
* 568. 629. 32, 8. 58, 54. IO5, I. 142, 
14. 207, 84. 383, 54. 508, 2. history 
of Athenian kingship: *45 ff. 262. 
384 f. 621. 630. 57, 42. 58, 54. 60, 59. 
61, 62; 63. 102, 137. Cf. below s. 
Constitution (kings’ list). sixth cen- 
tury: 28 ff. 109 ff. 122. 144 ff. 453 £. 
358, 8. 508, 2. Cf. s. Kleisthenes; 
Peisistratos; Solon. fifth c.: 51 ff. 
67 f. 81 ff. 117 ff. 138. 142. 148 ff. 
191 Íf. 252. 339. 408 ff. 454 ff. (460). 

478. 481 f. 512. 520. 106, 17. 243, II. 
244, 22. 322, 6. 383, 54. 396, 27. 456, 

I2. Cf. Peloponnesian War; Pente- 
kontaetia; Perikles. fourth c.: 139 
ff. 154 ff. 339 f. 344 f. 513 ff. 522 f. 

526. *540. 232, 5. 249, 25. 356, 7. 
384, 61. 436, 11. Cf. s. Social War. 
Hellenistic and Roman period: 243. 
248 f. 341 ff. 398, 42. 
foreign policy of Athens and rela- 

tions with other states: 89. 90 f. 96 ff. 
171. 174. *457 Íf. 478 ff. 519 f. 531 f. 

534. 82, 29. 426, 2. 427,6. Athens 

and Aigina: 64. 69. 456, 14. — and 
the Antigonids: see s. Antigonos; 
Demetrios Poliorketes. — and Ar- 

gOS: 79 f. 274. 457. 459. 514 f. 532. 
281, 43. 284, 5. 351, 23. 369, 17. 428, 
II.  — and Boeotia (Thebes): 137, 
170. 179. (320). 331. 364. (392 f.). 
396. 443 ff. 514 f. 520. 616. 632. 49, I. 

50,9.351,19. | — and Corinth: 37 f. 

39. (54). 457. 504 ff. 514 f. *122, 28. 
508, 2.  — and Crete: 361. 741. 

179. 307. (440, 4). Add. p. 529. 

Cf. s. Androgeos; Minos; Theseus. 
—and Delos: *176f. — and Delphi: 
147 f. 312. 320 (Add. p. 517). 453 f. 
530. 359, 9. 363, 28. Cf. s. Alkmeoni- 
dai; Delphi; Peisistratos; Pythais; 
Solon. — and Dodona: 484, 9. 
— and Egypt: 193 f. 389 f. 449. 462. 
464. 478. 615. 642. (649). 650. 373, 5. 
387, 70. Cf. s. Egypt; Sais. — and 
Eleusis: 179 f. 290 f. 444. 208, 86; 93. 
Cf. above War with —. — and 
Euboia: 535 ff. — and Kypros: 
553. — and Macedonia: 22o ff. 
(243). (252f.). 325. 328 ff. 528 f. 
531 ff. 534 f. 535 f. 537 ff. 250, 5. 
Cf. s. Philip. — and Megara: 130. 
142 f. 169. (186 f.). 396. *427 ff. 457. 
485 f. 529 ff. 535. 122, 28. 125, 38. 
170, 5. 351, 23. 432, 4. Сї. з. Мерага; 
Skiros. — and Messene: 178. 532. 
428, Ir. Cf. s. Messenia. — and 
Persia: 139 f. 478 f. 515 ff. 531 ff. 
130, 6. 387, 70. 417, 27. 432, 11. Cf. 
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s. Persia. — and Plataiai: see s.v. 
= and Salamis: 285 ff. 431. 441. 444. 
207, $4. 209, 96. 347, rr. Cf. s. 

Salamis. — and Samos: 127. 148 ff. 
529. | — and Sparta: 96. 107. 152 f. 
156 ff. (170). 220. 251. 320 (Add.). 
4531. *4561. 514 {. 519#. 5221. 
583. 95, 104. 387, 70. 428, ІІ. Cf. s. 

Corinthian War; Peloponnesian War. 
— and Tenos: 548. — and Thes- 
saly: 457. — and Thrace: 325. 
326 f. 457. 503 f. —and the Troad: 
186. 318. 46, 16. 47,26. — and the 

West: 125 ff. 128f. soof. 504 ff. 
65, 6. *122, 28. 347, 9. Cf. s. Sicily. 

home policy: 457 ff. 479 ff. 368, 14. 
parties (and party-strife): 88 f. 95 ff. 

122. I51. 159. I61Íf. 220f. *225f. 

310. *320 ff. 429. 431. 475. 478. 490. 

501. 508. 510f. 519f. 540. 82, 29. 

84, 43. 85, 54. 93, 88. 95, 104. 114, 
3; 4. 129, 3. 173, 28. 329, I. 343, 11. 

357, 3. 383, 54. *383, 55. 385, 65. 
390, 10; 12. 397, 32. 427, 2. 443, 3- 
502, 8. Add. p. 530. Cf. s. Ostracism ; 
Political pamphlets; Political trials. 

Constitution: 96. 99. 113. 117 f. 121 
(135 .). 137 f. 151f. 159f. 266f. 

282. 320 ff. (336). 339. 394 ff. 471 ff. 

509. 510 f. 629. 82, 29. 108, 32; 33. 
117, 38. 250, 5. 289, 10. 377, 16. 
383, 54. 457, 17. Cf.s. Ion. council: 

cf. s. “Apetog m&yog. — — of the 300: 
159. — of the goo: 151f. 267. 
107, 25. III, 44. 112, 7. *226, 2. Add. 
р. 530. — of the 500: 113. 117 Í. 
122. 267. 347. 510 f. 24I, 3. 243, 13. 

245, 24. 410, 2. Cf. below s. customs 

(oaths). Heliaia, Assembly: 113. 

159. 267. 339. 496. 510f. 562 f. 
107, 25. 239, 5. 410, 2. 453, 9: ІІ. 

Demos: 159. character of —: 121. 
123. (135 #.). 455. 479. 481. III, 4- 
116,24.119,12. piety of —: 516, Z- 
anti-Persian feeling of —: 517- 525- 

welfare measures: see 8. advvatot; 

BroBerla; Oewprxdv; below S. juris- 
diction (payment of jurors); social 

аа а en Up e i ier eise 

conditions. — kings, list of: 14 ff. 26. 

32. 33. (34). 41 f. 42. 43 ff. 47. 48- 
*so f. 75. 79. 108. 164. 174- *176.. 

(193). (194). 202. 262 f. 278 f. 308. 

309 ff. 380 ff. 404. 407. 424 ff. 579- 

II, 119. 12, 121. 13, 123; 124. 22, 21. 

30, 9. 31, 14. 40, 12. 42, І. 47, 18. 

192, ІІ. 279, 15. 289, ІІ. 293, 26. 

329, 7. 445, 5.  archons: see S.v. 

other officials (boards): 243, II. 

appointment of —: 2661, (442, 9). 

dress of —: 69f. 242, 6. «0а 

of —: see s.v. Cf. s. drodtxtat; 

бутуүрафей; &nootoheig; ypappatetç; 

yovaixovépor; SeapopvaAaxes ; Srolxnows; 

*ExXgvoragíat; évõexa; éxipedntal; 

tmorarar; Beopoptrcces ; хоМмххрётаъ; 

vautosixat; vewpol; уоџрофоћас 5 Ésvo- 

Bixar; olvórtar; mpóBovAot; mpócBpot; 

mputávets; otpatnyol; соүуүраФєїс; та- 
ular; cetyonotol. citizenship: 72. 

157 ff. 250. 321 f. *467 ff. 379, 27. 

Cf. s. 8nuorolnrot; veoroAirat ; xoil- 

me. concept of —: *474 ff. 386, 29. 

law of Perikles: *471 ff. *383, 58. 

law of 403|2: 471. *473. 382, 3. 383, 
58. Cf. s. Nikomenes. citizens 

lists: 474 f. 383, 54. СЁ. ѕ. Зафћфа; 

Anbwxpyuxbv yeappatetov; v600t; zap- 

Ёүүрафо:; nva boanowonxóç. 

citizen s пате: 475- 

jurisdiction: 

lawgivers and laws: 400 f. Cf. s. 

Kleisthenes; Laws; Patria; Perikles; 

Solon. new code of laws: 394. 545- 

565. 134, 8. 144, 33- 265, 1. 452, 8. 

courts of law: 22. (81). 113. *164 ff. 

472. 107, 25. 146, 1. 336, 8. Cf. s. 

Archon; Batpaytoŭv; Delphinion; He- 

liaia; Kainon; Kallieion; éxt Axat; 

Meizon; Meson; Metiocheion ; Odeion; 

Parabyston; Фомособу; Ilpòs тоё 

qetylorg; Stoa Poikile; Theseion (?); 

Trigonon.  égérat: see s.v. homi- 

cide courts: *22 ff. 41. 114. 138 f. 266. 

635 f. 640. 108, 32. 284, 7. Cf. s. 

Areiopagos; Palladion ; Orestes. ac- 

tions at law etc.: 64. 113f. 500 f. 
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636 ff. Cf. s. áBixtov; dpa; sloayyerla; 
~orh; Eevlac; Eevodixar; cuxopdvtat; 
jurors, lists of —: 468. payment 
of —: 117. 319. 462. 244, 22. 385, 65. 
388, 70. sentences reversed: 125 f. 

institutions etc.: 
customs and cult: 22. 59. 64. 68. 68 f. 
71. 75. 83. 84. 138 f. 162 f. 176 f. 182. 
186 f. 211 f. 268. 275 ff. *293 f. 305. 
324. 359%. 372. 397. 401. 401 ff. 
403 f. 544. 545. 546. 585. 616. 627 f. 
635 f. 638. 642 f. 652 ff. 28, 28. 73, 7. 
76, 6. 206, 80. 286, 17. 290, 13. 442, 4. 
515, 4. 516, г. Сі. $. yaunrla; lepeic; 
хаутрбро:; Ө«АЛофбро:; Өєоріох; Хаш - 
nadec; mavorepular; pentaploa; rop- 
nal; Pythais. history of the Athe- 
nian cults: 402. 423. early religion: 
554- 603. 285, r1. 286, 12; I4. Cf. s. 
патра. religious officials: 260. 617 
f. 629. 185, 36. Cf. s. exegetai; udv- 
тес. foreign cults: 553. 446, 9. 
Cf. s. Adonis; Aphroditos; Herm- 
aphroditos. — &yüvec: see s.v. fes- 
tivals: see s.v.; Anthesteria; Athe- 
naia; Brauronia; Buphonia; Chal- 
keia; Choes; Chytroi; Delphinia; 
Diasia; Diisoteria; Dionysia; Dipo- 
lieia; Eiresione; Eleusinia; Episkira; 
Epitaphia; Genesia; Haloia; Hephai- 
steia; Herakleia; Hersephoria; (Ho- 
Taia?); Hydrophoria; Iobakcheia; 
Kallynteria ; Kronia; Kybernesia; 
Lenaia; Metoikia; Nekysia; Oscho- 
phoria; Panathenaia; Pandia; r£y0.- 
Hog éopth; Pithoigia; Plynteria; 
Proarkturia; Proerosia; Prooikia; 
Pyanepsia; Skira; Skirophoria; So- 
teria; Synoikia; Thargelia; Theoinia s 
Theseia; Thesmophoria. ^ oaths:ar- 
chon’s: see s. archon. — of the 
Council: 312. 511. 226, 2. 410, 2. 454, 
9. | — of the epheboi: see s. epheboi. 
of the yepatpal: 629. — of the heli- 
asts: 63. — прӧс̧ тӧ, МӘ: 312. 
— of women: (612). — іп everyday 
life: 654 (?). 327, 3. 497, І. 
calendar (and dating): 76. (85). 

(247). 335. 344. 364 f. 366 ff. 372. 
394. *497 Ё. (544). 545 1. 555. 563. 
642. I6, 151. 124, 32^125, 38. 137, 6. 

140, 2. 160,8. 217,153. 250, 4. 260, 11. 
297, 5. *410, I. 438, 5. Cf. s. calen- 

dars; days; months. — Meton. 

army: 66. 67. 156. 247. 250. 259. 324. 
347 ff. 521. 140, 2. Cf. s. epheboi; 

(ђүєџоу); хаталоүо: отратєіас̧; тег- 

cenaries; Eevixdv èv KopivOan. 

navy (and naval supremacy): 66 f. 75. 

324. 331. 3361. 396. 441. 207, 84. 
347, 11. Cf. s. lepal tpinpets; vag mAN- 
pobv; vedcorxot; above s. topography 
(harbours). 

mint and coinage: 31 f. 54. 144. 212. 

511. *565Íf. (Add.). 94, 102. 179, 
208. Cf. s. Numismatics. 

finances: 58. 88. 106 f. *117 ff. (252). 
325. 327. 509 f. 107, 25. 108, 32. 436, 
ІІ. 452, 3. treasury: 117 f. Cf. s. 
"Apttog máyoc. 

social and economic conditions: 99. 108. 
112. 144. 145 f. 168. r06, 17. 229, 7. 
356, 7. Add. p. 530. 

commerce : 636 И. 457, 14. 458, 25. 461. 
513, 2. import and distributions of 
corn: *462 ff. 466 f. (504). 372, 3. 
373, 4. 379, 25. yearly (monthly) 
consumption of —: 372, 2. 373, 4. 

inventions: 186. (189). 264. 270. 389. 
404 Ё. 628. 637. 307, 9. 506, 10. 513, 5. 
Add. p. 527. Cf. s. Civilization; Heu- 
remata. 

athletics and athletes: see s. &үФуєс; 
т«үхр@тоу; т«Аакатх?; поүш). — Еџо- 
batas; Aristoteles. 
books on —: 655. 

Athmonon, deme: 177 f. 282, 45. 348, I4. 
Cf. s. Porphyrion. 
cult of Aphrodite: 445, 5. 

Athos, peninsula: 
Pelasgians in —: 412. 312, 28. 

artista, Grpot: 126, 128, 55. 410, 6. 
See also s. puyddec. 

Atlantis, destruction of —: 658. Cf. s. 
xataxdAvopol. 

Atrometos, historian (?): 154, 4. 
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Atthides and Atthidography: see also 
s. Athens; Marmor Parium. 
13.15.19 f. 22. (25). 27. 30. 34. 47. 48. 
49. 57. 59. 60. 78. 85. 93. 102. 103. 
104. 108. 114. 116. 122. 134. 144. 145. 
147. 148. 150. 152. 164. 167. 168. 169. 
171. 178 1. 185. 194. 227. 229. 236. 244. 
245Í. 249. 255. 262. 266. 269. 275. 
280. 283. 285 f. *293. 294. 301. 309. 
310. 316. 321. 354 f. 388 f. 393. 394. 
395. 396. 397. 402. 404. 406. 408. 414. 
418. 422 f. 424 Íf. 428. 431. 433. 434- 
435. 438. 453 {. 455. 459. 460. 461. 471. 
501. 505. *510. 529. 534. 536. 565. 567. 
568 f. 596. 597. 598. 603. 612. 615. 621. 
626 f. 630. 631. 633. 634. 636. 637. 638. 
642. 646. 654. I0, I05. 20, 9; II. 30, 8. 
31, 17. 32, 6. 39, 24. 43, 10. 46, 13. 
50, 7; IO. 52, 20. 58, 54. 59, 56. 60, 59. 

61, 62. 64, 71. 68, 5. 74, I0. 79, I4. 

90, 84; 85. 101, 127. 104, 153. 106, 16; 
17; 20. *109, 35. 135, 5. 176, 132. 199, 

73. 206, 83. 211, 105. 212, 113. 217, 

150. 225, 8. 243, 10. 281, 40; 43. 282, 
46. 283, 59. 286, 14. 289, 10; II. 294, 

38. 302, т. (325, 1). 331, 13. 332, 16. 

337, 8; ІІ. 343, 12. 344, 21. 351, 19. 
356, 47. 356, 3. 363, 26. 364, 33. 365, 1. 

375, 10. 381, 33. 390, 12. 399, 46a. 405, 
6. 410, I. 443, 3. 456, 12. 462. 467. 
487, 5. 505, 44. 507, І. 508, 2. 513, 3. 
514, 2. 

title(s) of —: 59. (595). (597). 599 f. 
619 f. 70, 38. 99, 126. — collective quo- 
tations from —: 595f. dating by 
(kings and) archons in —: 14 ff. 59. 
(103 ff.). 245 ff. Cf. s. Thukydides. 

by months in —: 151. documentary 

evidence in —: see s.v. — Aeyóusva in 
—: 416. Cf. s. Philochoros. 

Atthis, daughter of Kranaos: 267. 398. 

(491, 4?). 
Attica: see s. Athens and Attica. 
Titans in —:sees.v. —móXew and pla- 
ces in —: 346. 392 ff. 293, 33. 308, 9- 
Cf. s. Twelve Towns. Mycenaean 

settlements in —: 293, 33. the four 
Blo. in —: 292, 23. — includes the 

Megaris: see s. Megara. — Boeotia: 

295, 43 (?). 
Atticist movement: 626. 

Atticus (T. Pomponius): 373, 4. 379, 25- 

*Attixat lotoptat: 600 f. (608). 610. 513, 

3. Cf. s. novels. 

Augeias: 648. 
Aulis: 188. 

abrdvec, in Attica: 346. Cf. s. nymphs. 
Autochthe, daughter of Perseus: 181. 
aùtóxðoveç, autochthony: 55. 64. 186. 
265. 391. 398. 407. 418. 551. 615. 258, 
4. 283, 55; 59. 284, 1. 289, ІІ. 306, 6. 

316, 41. 328, 5. names of —: 615. 

616.  — of Eleusis: 642. Cf. s. Ogy- 

gos. — of Sikyon: 650. 
AdrtéyGovec, title of books: 601. 612. 

Autokleides, exegete: 85. 508. 554. 71,72. 

Auxo, goddess: 329, 5. 

Axiopistos of Lokris or Sikyon, forger of 

"Enydppeta: 359. 263, 3. 

Axones: see s. Solon (laws). 

Babylon: 271, II. 
Bakchiadai: (217). 254, 8; ro. Cf. s. 

Corinth. 
Bakis, xerouoAóyoc: 276. 261, 3. 262, 9. 

Balletys, Eleusinian rite: 275, 5. 
Вараброу, іл Athens: 195. 
barbarians: cf. s. Greece. 
superior civilization and morals of —: 
308, 12. 309, 14. superiority of the 

Greeks: 317, 44- 
Basile, goddess: 36, 9, 37, 10. 

Basilidai, regal clans in Ephesos: 36, 6. 

37, 10. Cf. s. Kodros. 

Baton of Sinope, historian: 601. 297, 2. 

Ватраулобу, court of law (A thens): 146, I. 

Battos of Kyrene, author of a Mavtuch: 

357- n 
beauty competitions: 421. 

bees, in divination: 560. 

Bellerophon: 326, 7. 451, I5. 

Berossos, historian of Babylon: 381. 282, 

50. 297, 2. 511, 2. Pseudo-Berossos: 

271, II. 
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binding charm: 523, 2. 
Biography and biographic tradition: 
3. 199. 200. 228. 238. 377. *492. 494 f. 
540 f. 562. 577. (584 ff.). 588. 588 f. 
590. 595. 622. *647. 8r, 29. 83, 30. 
165, I. 395, 22. 397, 31. 399, 46a. 
480, 5. 

Blot, the four in early Athens: 292, 23. 
Bion of Prokonnesos, forger of a book 
on Athens/Ionia: 601. 608. *6r0 ff. 
612. 613. 344, 18. 

birth and birthday: 367. 368. 369. 544. 
272, 19. 523, 3. 

Bocaccio: 240. 424. (547). (592). 
Boedromia, festival: 77. 234. *280 ff. 

(615). 45, r2. 
mion, month: 281. (615). 

Boeotia: 209 f. 273. 333. 349. 369 Ё. 419. 
442 ff. 446 f. 504. 616. 632. 238, 5. 
252,15. 286, 12. 295, 41. Cf. s. Athens; 
Plataiai; Thebes; Thespiai. — Xan- 
thios. 
writers on —: 443. 610. 496, 2. 
— in Homer: 334, 27. part of Attica 

(?): 295, 43. prior population: 
282, 44. 295, 41. 309, 16. Cf. s. 
Aones; Ektenes; Spartoi. coinage: 
351, 21. 

ВолӨєих, meaning of: 357,3. 
Boio, wife of Aktaios: 477, 2. 
—) poetess and ypnoporsyos: 232. *581 ff. 
278, I. 

Boios, author of an Ornithogonia: 582 f. 
478, 3. 

—,6 Daxede, father of Terpandros: 426, 3. 
Bolissos, Chian town: 170. 
Bolos of Mendes, writer: 104, І2. 
Bwpordyog: 271 f. 
books, division into —: 12, 14. 
of —: 59. 61. 373. 

Boreas: 277 f. 308, 13. 

boxing: see s. ruyyh. 
Branchidai: 213 f. 170, r1. Cf. s. Miletos. 
Brasidas, Spartan general : 132. 499. 504. 
Brauron, Brauronia: 85. *186 f. 278. 
354- 394. 26, 24. 28, 27. 72, 4. 254, 10. 
291, 21. 311, 22. 321, 59. 322, I; 5. 
Pelasgians at —: 406. 407. 409 f. 

titles 

Brea, cleruchy: 379, 25. 
Bresa, Lesbian promontory: 163. Cf. s. 
Dionysos. 

Briareos: 658. 

bribery, in public life: 161 f. 148, 2. 
Brilettos, mountain: 278. 
BovaAyapot: 253, 17. 

Boulias (?), son of Hekale: 341, 17. 

bulls: see s. Athens (coinage); Mara- 
thon. 

Buphonia; sacrificial rite: *138 f. 365. 

374. 404. (405). (545?). 606. 22, 15. 
285, 11. 297, 6. 301, 21. Cf. s. Diomos, 
Sopatros. 

burial: 544. 355, 46. Cf. s. Dead. 
Boŭç (dporhp, pyme), sacrifice of —: 
138 f. 392. 558 f. 296, I; 4. 307, 9. 
unit of barter: 568. 569 f. 459,27. — 
EBSou0g: 68f. = shield: 405. 

Butadai, clan: 283, 56. Cf. s. Eteobu- 
tadai. 

Butes, Athenian hero: 285, II. 

— (?), sculptor: 334. 
Buzygai, clan: 266, 11. 296, 4. 454, 3. 
Buzyges, Athenian lawgiver, inventor 

etc.: 81. 400 f. 325, 6. 

Byzantion: 331. 537 f. 

Caecilius of Kaleakte: 564. 
Caesar (C. Iulius): 
B.G. 1, 48: 349. 

calendars, sacrificial etc.: 361. (364). 
366 ff. (Add.) 394. 555. (596 f.). 261, 6. 
300, 16. 403, 12. Cf. s. Athens. 

Calvus: Roman poet: 444, т. 
capacity, measures of: 463 f. 465. 467. 
Cato the Elder: 80, 23. 
Catullus, Roman poet: 
68, 51: 444, 1. 

cemetery: see s. Kerameikos. 
Censorinus: 
De die nat. 21: 658. 

censorship: see s. Comedy. 
census: 389. 376, 16. 378, 19. Cf. s. 
Athens (inhabitants); Demetrios of 
Phaleron; Kekrops. 
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poor Homeri et Hesiodi: 
3:577. $14: 580. 16: , II. 
$ 17/8: 578. ен 

Chabrias Al€wvetc, Athenian general: 
156. 520. 521. 589. 

Chaironeia, battle of: 252. 333. 339. 
Chalkeia, festival: *189 f. 506, 13. 508, 2. 
Ходхадеїс: 

in Euboia: 658 f. Cf. s. Chalkis. ої 
tnt Opdixng: 130. 328 f. 124, 32. Cf. s. 
Poteidaia. 

Chalkiope; daughter of Chalkodon, wife 
of Aigeus: 181. 

Chalkis, town in Euboia: 535 ff. 236, 6; 7. 

372, 4; 5. Cf. s. Xarxt8ets. 
Chalkodon of Euboia: 181. (309). 75, 25. 

(Cf. s. Rhexenor). 
Chalkon: see s. Alkon. 
Chalkosthenes, potter: 269. 188, 9. 

Холхобс̧ 486: (640). 644. Cf. s. Athens. 
Chamaileon, grammarian: 232. 379. 578. 
Chaones, Epirotan tribe: 132. 
xapaxthp, meaning of: 464 f. 
Charax, Aistorian: 393. 535. 262, 44. 
285, 3. 

Chares ’Ayyed7Oev, Athenian general: 

142. 331. 526 Н. 529. 538 {. 235, 5. 
432, ІІ. 

Chari(a)dai, clan: 267. 
Charidemos *Ayapvets, Athenian gene- 

val: 140, 329. 

Charites: 
dedication by Speusippos: 589 ff. 

Charmides, one of the ‘Eppoxortéat: 
407, 2. 

Charmos Koddutevc, polemarch: 71. 72. 

Add. p. 529. 

Charon of Lampsakos, historian: 6. 22. 

243. 381. (571). 2, 23. 5, 48. 18, 163. 
64, 71. 68, 1. 224, 9. 501, I5. 

Chastity and continence: 
cultic: 275, 2. — of athletes: 655. 

Cheese: 163. 198, 71. 

Chersias of Orchomenos, poet: 609. 
Chersonnese: 529. 534. 

Chimarros, Lycian: 326, 7. 
Chios: 170. 331. 578. i 
Chloe, epikiesis: see s. Demeter; Themis. 

Choes, festival : 41. *184 f. 364 f. 14, 128. 

26, 24. 28, 28. 46, 17. 301, 18. Ааа. 

Р. 537. 
Choirile, name of Hekabe: 234. 377 f. 

—, alleged wife of Euripides: 481, 6. 

Choirilos, epic poet: 20. 377- 634- 657- 

496, 3. 
—, tragic poet: 472,15. 

ХФр«: 265. 
Chremonidean War: 93. 220 f. 

Chremonides Aloadl3ng, Athenian poltti- 

cian: 220 f. 

xenouol, xenouoAóyo: 258. 9357. 575- 
576. 581 f. 599. 181, 3. 182, I1. 183, 17. 

185, 37. 471, 10. 473, 27. * Add. p. 536. 

Cf. s. oracles; (manteis); Bakis; Boio; 

Musaios; Onomakritos; Phemonoe. 

Chrestomathies: 404 f. 

Chronography (and Chronology): 351- 

*380 ff. 534f. 581. 587. 588 f. 596. 

278, 4. Add. p. 525 f. Cf. s. Historio- 

graphy; scholars. — Africanus; Euse- 

bios. 

local —: 33 f. 60. 164. 183. 262. *382. 

97,115. Iomian—: 10. 56. 37, 8. 38, 

18. — inGreece proper: 10f. — in 

Athens (= "Ax0(8ec): 596. 243, ro. Cf. 

s. Athens; Atthides and Atthidogra- 

phy. oriental: 381. 280, 21. Jewish 

and Christian —: 240f. 272 ff. 383. 

387. 279,18; 19. 282, 44; 50. system 

of pre-dating: 366, 7. epochal dates 

and intervals: 459 ff. 365, 2. dating 

by Spartan kings: see s. Sparta. — 

by olympiads: see s.v. — by priest- 

esses of Argos: 4f. 

Chrysa, sanctuary of — in Athens: 77. 

Chryse, in the Philoktetes story and 

others: 77- 

Chryseis: 656. Cf. s. Apriate. 

Chrysis, Amazon: 77. 

Chthonia, daughter of Erechtheus: 180. 

Chytrinoi agones: see s. ayaves. 

Chytroi, festival: 185 f. 333. °363 ff. 

(Add. р. 537). 400. 168, 8. 

Сісего: 

De div. 1, 95: 2591. De legg. 2, 28: 

636 — 2, 63: 401. De nat. deor. 
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3, 53 ff.: 181 f. 325,6. De off.: 112. 
115. De rep. 2, 20: 580. 

Cilicia: 209. 248, 15. 
circus: 350. 
city-state: roo f. 
civilization, development of: 168. 226. 
262. 264 Í. 270. 272. 362. 389 f. 401. 
403 Í. 405. 423. 446. 546 f. 658f. 
295, 41. 301, 19. 302, 7. 354, 36. 460. 
513, 4. Cf. s. Heuremata; mankind. 

clans, Athenian: 49. 51. 158. 182. (275). 
321 ff. 355. 544. 566. 570. 8, 86. 11,119. 
I3, 123. 31, 12. 46, 17. 63, 70. I03, 137. 
142, 14. 187, 8. 193, 2. 212, 113. 225, 
IO. 285, 11. 328, 5. Cf. s. Alkmeonidai; 
Amynandridai; Androkleidai; Aphei- 
dantidai; Butadai; Buzygai; Charia- 
dai; Echelidai; Eteobutadai; Eumol- 
pidai; Eupatridai; Gephyraioi; Ke- 
phalidai; Kerykes; Koironidai; Kro- 
konidai; Kynnidai; Lykomidai; (Me- 
dontidai) ; (Melanthidai) ; Metionidai; 
Paionidai; Perithoidai; Philaidai; Phi- 
lieis; Phoinikes; Phytalidai; Praxier- 
gidai; Salaminioi; Semachidai; Thau- 
lonidai; Theoinidai (?); Thyrgonidai; 
Titakidai. 
books on —: 53. 395. 628. 187, 8. 
299, 15. 454, 3. clan coins: 566. 
569 Í. 458, 25. 

Clemens Alexandrinus: 
Protr. 2: 547. 2, 17, 1:288 2, 26, 4: 
636. 2, 30, 3: 548. 2, 39, 6: 659. 
2, 40, 2: 440. 3, 45: 6144. 4,47,5: 
548. Strom. г, 102[3: 386. r, 104: 
5961. I, 132/5: 357. т, I32, 3:551. 
3› 50[1: 655. 6,26, 7/8: 598. 490, 13. 

cleruchies: 99. 142. 468. 529. 534. 586. 
371, 2. 379, 25. 384, 6I. 

coins: see s. Athens (coinage); Numis- 
matics; Pheidon. 

colonies, founding of: 259. 185, 35. 
Comedy: 377 f. (495). 585. 586. 588. 
395, 23. 397, 22. 457, 14. Cf. s. Aristo- 
phanes; Athenion; Diodoros, Eupolis; 
Kratinos; Krobylos; Menandros; Phe- 
rekrates; Philippides; Phrynichos; Pla- 
ton; Telekleides; Timokles. 

KeporSodpevor: see s.v. commen- 

lators: see s. Scholia. censorship 

of —: 127. alien mothers in —: 

477. 383, 58. 
commentaries: see s. scholars. 

commerce: 460 f. Cf. s. Athens. 

Conti (Natale): 171. 180 f. 196. 240 f. 

359. 360Í. (363). 421f. 593. 654. 

174, 54. Add. p. 533. 
Cooks: 64 f. 

Corinth: 78f. 217. 504 ff. *122, 28. 
(396, 29). 407, r. Cf. s. Bakchiadai; 
Kypselos. 

Rings of —: see s. Hippotes; Kreon. 
— and Athens: sees. Athens. -—and 
Megara:217. Corinthian War a. 433: 
396, 29. Cf. s. Ephoros. — а. 395/4 
[[.: 139 f. 156. 325. 514 f. (516). 517. 
521.  Corinthiangulf:554. blockade 
of — a. 429: 131. 132 ff. Cf. s. Phor- 
mion. number of slaves: 376, 16. 

Cornelius Nepos: 
Alkib. 3, 2: 506. Timoth. 2: 523. 

524. 422,33. —2,5:315,35. 3:527. 
4, 1: 118, 8. 423, 16. 

Cornutus: 
Theol. Comp. 32: 499, 3. 

Corruptions: 70. 327. 331. 347 ff. 238, 9. 
244, 23. 435, 5. 500, 12. Cf. Textual 
criticism. 
— of proper names: 71. 485 f. (592 f.). 

2, 23. 277, 5. 370, 18. 437, 4. 484,7. 
(486, 6). 

— of numerals: 12 f. 31. 1431. 156. 157. 
319. (321). 327. 328. 349. 455. *460 
(Add. p. 542 f.). 565. 585. 71, 48. 102, 
136. (137, 2). 232, 3. (244, 23). (370, 
20). 377, 16. 399, 46. 404, 5. 412, 
8 (?). 434, 3. (437, 1?) 451, 3. Cf. s. 
numerals. 
ёте ~ unl: 320. Add. Р. 537. 

couvade: 445, 7. 
Crete, Cretans: 186. 215. 235, 2. 286, 12; 
17- 294, 36. 299, 15. 303, 3. 305, 5; 6. 
Cf. s. Androgeos; Ariadne; Deukalion; 
Minos; Theseus. — Athens. 
books (tradition) on —: 306. 604. 606. 
658. 325, 4. 
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quoted by Herodotus: 294, 35. — Ьу Philochoros: 2 31. 306. 
customs and cults in —- 307. 651. 297, 2. Crow: see 8. xopavy. 

crowns: 
— of victory: 597. 652. 654 f. 
— in cult: 644. 

cults, private: 370. 265, 1. 271, 15. 272, 
18. 

Curtius Rufus: 
5,12, 8: 252, 18. 7,7, 32/3: 252, 14. 

Cyclops: see з. Kyklopes. 
Cyprus: see Kypros. 

Daai (Dahae): 252, 14. 
Dae'ra: *188. 498, т. 
Saetplrn: rór, 2. 
Daemon, merchant, father of Homer: 
577- 474, 7. 

Daidalos, artist: 23. 74 f. 22, 22. 24, 23. 
521, 3. 

Damastes of Sigeion, historian: 597. 
2, 22. 3, 39. 6, 66. 18, 163. 278, 4. 

Damatrion, Boeotian month: 438, 5. 
Damon, adviser of Perikles: 319. 371, 25. 
Damophon of Messene, sculptor: 398, 42. 
Danaos, Danaids:.414 f. 448. 650. 651. 

Add. p. 529. 
Daochos, Thessalian, ambassador of 

Philip a. 339/8: 332. 
Daphne, daughter of Amyklas, oracle 
giver in Sparta: 486, 6. Cf. s. Pasiphae. 

Daphnephorion, ®aujot: 585. 
Dardanos: 186. 

Hood of —: 282, 50. 

Dares, writer of Трох (?): 613. 
dating: see s. Chronography. 
Daton, town and region in Thrace: 326 f. 

Cf. s. Krenides; Philippoi. 
Daulis, Phocian town: 318, 49. 
days: cf. s. dAxvovides hutpar; droppades 
3; lepal ġ.; Athens (calendar); Deme- 
trias; éB3oudc; elxdc; xoupedtic; vou- 

umla; tetpdc. 
books on —: *366 ff. 271, II. 272, 3. 

Cf. s. Philochoros. selection of —: 

366 ff. 272, 17. parts of —: 369. 
271, 5. 

dead: cf. s. burial. 
cult and festivals of the —: 70. 364 f. 
544. gods of —: 272.  war-dead: 
446 Í. 545. 155,6.  — in Homer: 658. 

Deinarchos, orator: 338. 340 f. 345. 421. 
527Í. or. I: 435, 4. I, 52: 565. 
1,68:435,9. 1,89: 434, 3. 

Deinarchos, poet: 272 f. 
Deion(eus), father of Kephalos: 314. 
Deiope of Eleusis: 284. 575. 576. 471, 8. 
473, 8. Cf. s. Musaios. tomb of —: 
473, 18. 

deipnophoroi, -ia: 285. 294 ff. 297. 427. 

551 f. 635. 220, 182. 326, 2. Cf. s. 
oschophoroi. 

Dekelea, deme and trittys: 394- 44, 12. 
291, I9. 

Delion, battle of —: 445 ff. 376, 12. 
—, Sanctuary at Marathon: 355 f. 

Delon (?), Athenian, settler on Rheneia: 

485, 4. 
Delones, name of a people (?): 592. 

Delos: 175 ff. 182. 228. 353. 568. 189, 4. 
255, 2. 478, 12. 485, 4. Cf. s. Ortygia. 
books on —: 597. 

Delian amphictiony: 35, 2. 38, 12. 

— League: 32 f. 
Apollo in —: 654. Hera in —: 511,2. 
palm in —: 597. Athenian Oewplar 

to —: 176f. 354. 355 f. 568. 572. 
207, 84. 25 9,2; (4). 260, 8. 

Delphi: 61. 67 f. 125. 260. 269. 272. 
312. 320. 574. 127, 50. 520, 4. Cf. s. 
Apollo. 

books on —: 453. 

Dionysos at —: 272 f. Delphic theo- 

logy: (559 ff.). 582. oråcles from —: 

181. 409. 530. 408, 13. Cf. s. oracles; 
Pythia. functioning of the oracle: 
560. 450, 8. laurel in —: 550. 
52I, I. cwpla to —: 147. 355 f. 

348, 13. Cf. s. Pythais. Theoxenia 

in —: 444, 8. 

combustion(s) of the temple: 357, 5. 

360, 10. rebuilding (sixth c.) and 

‘Alcmeonid’ temple: 449 ff. (Add.). 
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the 'new' temple: 358, 5; 8. — Atheni- 
an treasury at —: 363, 28. votive 

gifts etc.: 351, 23. 357, 3. 361, 12. 

list of eponyms: 451. other docu- 
ments: 453. 363, 31. 

D. and Athens: see s. Athens; Peisistra- 

tids; Pythais. — Alcmeonids and —: 

449 ff. — and tyrants: 454. Pe- 
rikles and —: 357, 3. 

Delphinia, festival: 217, 156. 

Delphinion, in Athens: 298. 

ёлі Дефміол, court of law: 336, 8. 

Delphos (?), inventor of haruspicia: 357. 
Delphusia (?), Arcadian town: 124 f. 

Demades of Athens, orator and politi- 
cian: 172. 196. 

demagogues and politicans: 95. 99 f. 

100 f. 92, 86. 95, 104. Cf. s. Agyrrhios; 
Androkles; Archinos; Aristeides; Aris- 

tophon; Chremonides; Demon; Ephi- 

altes; Epikrates; Eubulos; Hyper- 

bolos; Kallistratos; Kleon; Kleophon; 

Leptines; Lykurgos; Metiochos; Pei- 
sandros; Perikles; Philokrates; Pythe- 

as; Rhinon; Stratokles; Theramenes; 

Thrasybulos; Thukydides Melesiu. 

demarcation, of frontiers etc.: 531. 640. 
330, 8. 

demes: 72. 158 ff. 189. 234. 247. 269. 

313 ff. (334). 387. 388. 435 f. 468. 470. 
472. 44, I2. 98, 118. 225, 8. 226, 2. 
230, 3. 375, 10. Cf. s. Acharnai; Alo- 

peke; Ankyle; Aphidna; Athmonon; 

Eitea; Gargettos; Hagnus; Halai; 

Halimus; Hekale; Hestiaia; Kephale; 

Kephisia; Kerameixos; Kollytos; Ko- 

lonoi; Korydallos; Kropides ; Lakiadai ; 
Lamptrai; Leukonoe; Lusia; Mara- 

thon; Melainai; Melite; Myrrhinus; 

Oa; Oie; Oinoe; Oion; Paiania; 

Paionidai; Pallene; Peiraieus; Peri- 

thoidai; Phaleron; Philaidai; Phlya; 
Phyle; Potamoi; Prasiai; Semacbidai; 

Skambonidai; Sphettos; Thorai ;Thria ; 

Thymaitadai; Titakidai; Xypete. 
pre-Cleisthenian ‘demes’: 629. 
books on —: 395. 287, 5. 402, 4. 

number of —: 66. 

lists of —: 28. 170. 313. 572. 641. 

functions and duties of —: 66. 472 f. 

475. 383, 54. 
festivals of —: 363. 265, 1. Cf. s. 

Hekaleia. 

Demeter (and Kore): 62 f. 195 f. 268. 

269. 276 f. *280. 421. 553. 639. 644. 

51r, 2. Cf. s. Ge; Iambe. 

arrival in Athens/Eleusis: 83. 283 f. 

398. 423. 54, 4. 325, 1; 3. — bewayol 
of —: 543. 

cult and festivals: 125. 335. 362. 422. 

423 {. 444. 642. 644. 657. 438, 5 (?); 6. 
511, 2. 514, 2. (Cf. s. Demetrieia). 

— at Phaleron: 208, 87. 223, 194. 
— in the Skiron: 290. 303. 203, 77- 

204, 80. 208, 87. — at Argos: 

405. 281, 43. 

D. and divination: 557. 
D. and Daeira: 188. — and Dio- 

NYSOS: 423. 543. 438, 6. 
Eptkleseis: 
Achaia: 209, 96. 500, 16. Amaia: 

Amallophoros:657. Chloe, 

Euchloos: 335. 266,11. Gephyrata: 
500,16. Homoloia: (632). Karpo- 

phoros: 328, 5. Thesmophoros: 352, 

25. ОФ: 522, 3. 
Demetrias, name of a day in Athens: 

542. 438, 5. 
Demetrieia, festival: 

in Athens: 542. 438, 6. 439, 7. at 
Oreos: 438, 5. 

Demetrion: name of a month: 
in Athens: 542. 438, 5. — at Oreos: 

438, 5. 
Demetrios, grandson (?) of Demetrios 

Phalereus: 562. 

— Ixion, grammarian: 405, 2. 

— Kúxvov ‘Avagdrdtotiog, brother of 

Philochoros: 222 f. 255. 

— of Magnesia: 610. 246, I. 247, 5. 

518, 2. 

— of Phaleron: 162. 184. 224. 227. 
231. (265f.). *336 ff. *340 ff. 509. 

512. 561. 564. 578. 588. 110, 39. 
255, 3. 290, I2. 405, 2. 477, 12. 
census of —: 465. 375, 10. 376, 16. 

522,3. 
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mpl. t co 378, 18. writings of —: 

376, 16. descendants of —. —  Poliorketes: 224 f. 
346 f. 542 ff. 164, 

— of Skepsis: 
— of Troizen, a 
577. 

Demochares, historian: 230. 237. 248. 541. 601. 175, 84. 437, 3. 
democracy: Cf. s. Athens (constitu- tion); Theseus. 479 ff. 111, qr. 289, ro. 
379, 25. 384, 62. 387, 69. 388, әт. 

Demogórgone: 240. I7I, 2. 
Demokritos of Abdera, philosopher: 
389. 561. 575. зог, г.  Pseudo-D.. 
489, r2. 

— of Naxos, trierarch at Salamis: 55 f. 
— of Troizen: see s. Demetrios. 

Demon, Althidographer: *201 ff. 263. 
351. 374. 560. 561. 138, І. 215, 135. 
216, 140. 450, ІІ. 
literary character: 202. 229. 
political standpoint: 202. 2 37. 178, 190. 
religious speculation: 203 (?). Cf. on F 6. 
writings: 
Tlept rapotptév: 203 f.229. sources: 
204.  Ilepl0uctàv:203.359. 'Ат- 
Өс, quotations from (and use made of) 
— 204. 244. 350, 11. 

knowledge of, and relations with, other 
writers: 

D. and Antiochos of Syracuse: 212(?). 

— and Aristotle (Peripatos): 202. 
204. 210 (212). 213. 229. — and 
Demosthenes: 201. — — and Efhoros: 
204. 210. 212. 213. 214. 217. 219. 
— and Herodotos: 213 f. 217. a 
and Kleidemos: 205. — and Philo- 

choros: see s. Philochoros. — and 
Timaios: 217 (?). 

single items: 
m Athenian coinage: 212. 457, 17. 
ragments: 

Е 295 . зот. 551. 634. 214, 125. 
215, 129; 135. 222, 186. 224, ІІ. 

м ‚ 17. 

ы оа Tlatavieds. fourth c. 
politician: 201. 

564 f. 

562. 
328. 341 ff. 

73. 250, 5. (447, 67), 174. 591. 596. IÓI, 1. 
uthor of Kary боф‹отфу: 

573 

Demophilos, Proposer of a general $ia- 
Views a. 346|5: 157 ff. 161 f. 463. 472. 473. 144, 33. 383, 58, Demophon, hing of Athens: 33. 41. 43. pis 2 28, 28. 44, 3. 46, 13. 517, 

+ М. 8. Theseus, 

— in Kypros: 445, 6. 
Bnwonoinror: r42, r4. Cf. s. Athens (citizenship). 
Demosthenes "Aeuivatoc, Athenian gene- val a. 4297/6: 125, 39. 
— Tataneds, orator: 86. от. 98. 99. ror f. 

125. 172. 201. 319. 325. 327. 328 ff. 
335. 84, 43. 175, 84. 239, 1. 
ancient literature on —: 541. 
foreign policy of —: 513 f. 532. 534. 
426, 2. 431, I. 434, I. 

conflict with Androtion: 86. 89. 92. 93 ff. 
(98). (101). (103). 106 £. 

Harpalos affair: 334- 539 f. 
death of —: 540 f. 

evaluation of —: 435, II. 
Corpus Demosthenicum, unpublished 
and spurious speeches: 331. 435, 9. 
Or. 4, 24: 521. 4, 34: щі. 6: 

428, 11. 9: 329f. 9,59:536. 9, 
72: 431,4. 9,74: 432, 4. 10, 33/4: 
513 ff. 531. rr: 329 Í. 531. 537. 

I2: 531. 434, IO. Cf. s. Anaximenes; 
Philip. 13: 529f. 13, 32: 531. 14: 

327. I4, 16 ff.: 58. 18, 32: 528. 

18, 72; 139: 538. 539. 18, 73/.; 
77 Í.: 433,3. 18, 177: 239,10. 18, 
211: 332. 18, 260.: 85. 18, 297 f.: 

436, II. 19, 84: 528. 19, 273: 
422, 31. 19, 277 ff.: 515. 416, 23. 
417, 28. 19, 319: 423,1. 20, 29: 
86, 55. 20, 70: 422, 32. 21, 10: 
333. 21,144: 450. 22; 24: 86. Ка 
93 ff. 106 f. 84, 40. СЇ. above s. con 
flict with Androtion. 23, 66: 22, 23. 

24, 63: 382, 42. 25, 79 Í.: 335- 3 
201. 34, 3711: 376, 15. 35, 37: 
151,7. 47, 21: 79, 30. 23% 7- т 
69: 638. 50: 325. 326, 50, 4/6: 
433, 6. 53, 15: 550. 57’ БО, т 33. 57, 43: 189. 59, 54: 151, 7. 

6:1бо,8. 268, 5. 59,75:311. 59.7 
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59, 78: 507, 6. 60, 8: 75, 13. 60, 
27/9: 179 f. 159, 5. 61:77, 4. Cf. 
Didymos; Scholia. 

demotikon: 334. 

Seopopuaraxes, -xtov: 337. 241, 4. 244, 23. 
Deukalion: 43 f. 50. 164. 386. 65, 2. 
269, 18. 306, 6. Cf. s. floods. -— in 

Athens: 399 f. 299, 14. tomb of —: 

400. pedigree and descendants of —: 
63 f. 79. 279, 13. 306, 6. 316, 40. 

—, hing of Crete: 60. 74 f. 205. 

Dexileos Ooplxtoc, knight: 140, 2. 
Dia, daughter of Dion: 314. 

Diagoras of Melos: *198 ff. 396, 24. 

497, 4. 
— 6 TepOpéwe (?): 198. 
— of Rhodos: 652. 

Diakria: 428 f. 431. Cf. Epakria; Lykos. 
Su&xpiot: 431. 343, II. 468, 4. Cf. s. 

brepáxptot. 

Stapavtevecbat: 424, 5. 
8:олтомтєоєсдо:: 537. 

Stadypices: *157 ff. 161. 463 f. 467 ff. 

4711. 476. 375, 8. 381, 34. 383, 58. 
Cf. s. Demophilos. 

8ихрӨробу: 499, 4. 

Diasia, festival: 73, 3. 

diatelytoua: see s. Kleon. 

dal wpa, part of the Athenian theatre: 334. 
Didymos, grammarian: 115. 142. (146). 
162. 174. 204. 212. 214. 218. 239. 256. 
261. 279. 315. 319. *329f. 335. 427. 

462. 484. 486. 508. 512 f. 513. 515. 518. 

550. 558. 620. 624. 626. 641. 648. 649. 

653. 102, 130. (105,8). 171, 2. 177, 158. 

268, 8. 365, 3. 375, 9. 389, 8. 415, 15. 

416, 25. 482, 1. 502, 34. 504, 43. 505, 
44. 505, 2. 506, I3. 513, 2; 3. 517, 3. 

522, 3. 
in Demosth. 9, 57: 535 ff. 10, 1: 537. 

IO, 34: 513f. 515 ff. 522 ff. 531 ff. 
II, 1: 537 Íf. 13, 7: 529 ff. 

Dieuchidas of Megara, local historian: 
264, 8. 279, 13. СЇ. s. Megara. 

Diisoteria, festival: 274, 3. 

Dikaiarchos, peripatetic philosopher: 
188. 308. 334. 376. 377. 645. 258, 6. 

483, 2; 3. 

Atxdv dvopactat: see s. Lexeis. 

Diktys of Knosos, writer of ап 'Ефтреріс 

00 Tpwixod modéuou: 613. 

Studyat, dragoons: 350. 
Dinon of Kolophon, historian: 204. 

StoBerla: 229, Т. 
Diodoros, periegetes: 571. 594. 641. 227, 

4. 381, 36. 
— of Sinope, comic poet: 256, 8. 
— of Agyrion, historian: 383. 366, 6. 
sources of —: 342. 344. 522. 528. 123, 

28. 153, 4. 165, 13. *249, 28. 366, 7; 

9. 371, 2. (443, 4). 505, 43. Сі. з. 
Ephoros. — and Demosthenes: 423, 

X. 
chronology: 456. 514. 529. 536. 366, 6; 

8. 404, I. 406, I. 407, I. 442, 2. 

text: see s. Textual criticism. 

some passages in —: 
I,24,8: 650. r, 28[9: 649. 505, 43. 

I, 28, 6/7: 390. 284, 11. 3, 59: 

469,8. 3, 62,9:443,4. 3,66, 4 ff.: 
272. 3, 68: 269. 4, 2 ff.: 269. 271. 

272. 274 Í. 4,28: 77. 42, 2. 75, 13; 

19. 4,55,5:75,5- 4,59 If.: 36. 39- 
75. 43, 6; 10. 44, ІІ. 44, 4. 226, 10. 
290, I5. 493, IO. 495, 21. 5,1, 3: 

505,43. 5,4,7:422. 5, 50[2:69, 6. 
5,52,3:56. 5,57,2:163,7. 7,II: 

302, 2. 8, 22: 54, 29. 55, 34. 10, 

I9:315,37. 11,17,3:69,5. II,50: 
369, I4. ІІ, 55: 3151. ІІ, 60, 2: 

442, 2. тт, 62, 3: 192. 11, 63/4; 
84: *456 (Add.). 365, 1. 41, 85, 2: 

88, 2. 123, 28. II, 88, 3: 371, 2. 

12, 3/4: 162,6;7;8;12. 12,7; 22: 
371, 2. 372, 4. I2, 26, 2: 416, 36. 

I2, 30 [f.: 68, 28. 396, 29. 12, 36: 

402, 9. 12, 38: 404, I. 12, 39/40: 

492 f.. Cf. s. Ephoros (F 196). r2, 

46: 125, 32. 12, 61|2: 406, І. I2, 

79, I: 67, 16. 13, 6/7: 198. 13, 

12,6:507f. 13, 52/3: 510. 13, 72, 

3/1[.:155,9. 13,74, I: 4II, I. Ij, 
IOI[2: 512. 14, 35, 4: 372, І. 14, 
39; 79: 412, 7; 8. 14, 91, 2: 521. 
I5, 20, 2: I4I, 2. I5, 38; 50: 520. 

5221. 420, I3. 15, 59: 38, 12. 16, 
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21: 527. 16, 36/8: 528 £, 16, 39,6: 118, 4. 16, go th.: 428, 14. I6, 44: 533. 16, 74/6: 538. 237, І. 16, 77: Dionysokles, fictitious author: 171. 
537. 16, 85, 3: 238, 8. 17, 108: Dionysos: 126. (181). 184 ft. 203. 206. 
540. 435, 6. 18, 15, 9: 254, 5. 18, *267 ff. 276. *279 f. 295. 303 f. *364 f. 
18, 5: 377, 16. 18, 18, 9: 529. 16, 546. 192, 20. 195, 14. 198, 61. 213, 
74, 3: 377, 16. тд, 29, 2: 253, 15. 122. 486, 3. Cf. s. Erigone; Iakchos; 
19, 53: 153, 4. 169, 2. 20, 45/6: Ikarios; Thyone. „341 ff. 

name and native country: 615. Diogenes Laertios: 
parents of —: 269 f. 272. 273. 4, 1: 589. 4, 58: 610, 5, 2: 482, 2. nurses of —: 179. 279. 

— of Syracuse, the tyrant: 191. 82, 30. — Thrax, grammarian: 474, II. 

9, 54: 324. 
тр@ с оў —: 272 ff. Diognetos, Athenian бох» ё& Blov: OnAbpopgos: 273. 2741. dress of —: 475, 4. 
468, 7. Stolxnors: 

tomb of —: 226. *272 1. ташос тўс —: 452, 4. 6 (oi) érl c5 arrival in Attica (Athens): 268 f. 398. T 564. 
423. 572. 286, 17. 325, 3. 350, 19. Diokorystes, son of Aigyptos: 651. Eevcuol of —: 543- Diomedes, hero: 80. 81. 445, 6. cults and festivals: 184 ff. 268. 276. Diomedon,Atheniangenerala. 407/6: 512. (294 f.). (303). 362 f. 363 ff. 555 f. Diomos, first killer of an ox: 139. Cf. s. 629. 195, 40. 267, 18. 275, 5. 301, 18. Buphonia. 
438, 3. 507, 10. Cf. s. Anthesteria ; Dion, Athenian, alleged ambassador to Dionysia; yepatpat; Theoinia. at Tiribazos a. 392[1: 516. the Oschophoria: 303. — at Phaleron: Dionysia, festival: 542. 546. 438, 6. Cf. (222, 188). sanctuaries of —: 270. s. Dionysos. &y doter: 508, 2. 516, 4. Sacrifices for —: 279. TÀ xaT’ dypovç: 629. tà xarà Shuoug: D. and Ariadne: 206. 295. 297. 299. 629. 
304. 314. 217, 150. — and Deme- Dionysios, author of ‘Tepd: 374. ter: sees. Demeter. — and Osiris: — 6 Tpóoovoc, grammarian: 197. 650. — and Thetis: 447, 1. — of Argos, local historian: 578. 476, 1. Epikleseis: 

— of Athens, ó XoAxoüe: 276, 15. Akratos: 270. Auloneus: 346. Bre- — of Chalkis, author of Kricets: 46, 16. sagenes: 163. - Choopotes: 269, 18. 499, IO. Eleuthereus: 268 Í. 270. 444. 594. — of Halikarnassos: 239 f. 256. 328. 350, 17. 351, 22.  Euanthes; An- *329 f. 486, 4. thios; Anthister: 186. (Halios: Sources of —: 239 f. 340f. 526. 555?).  Hyes: 84 f. 499, 2. Kresios: Пері хрбуоу: 475, I. 487, 1. 274.  Lenalos: 184. — Limnaios (lv 
Passages in —: Alpvatc) : 185 f. 270. 365. 594. (220, 
А.В. т, 29[30: 419. І, б, 415: 186. 182). 486, 5. Missae: (594?). 
2,22: Add. p. 534f. De Dinarch. 50, IO. 507, IO. Orthos: 180, 226. 
3: 340 ff. 9: 544. 13: 527. 533 ff. 234. 269. 270. 272. 188, 19; 22. ae 
De Lys. 12: 522. 527. De Thuc. 5: 5. oo. pio p TANE (?): 

: 28. Oinos: . T MM — i 1х4: І, 7. | Diopeithes, yenopodrdyoc: з к 
dus pd kd pic Ts Lovviets, Athenian general a. 346 ff. 

— of Samos: the cyclographer: 154, 4(?). (?): 533 ff. 
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Diopeithes the Locrian, Oavpatoroids: 
183. 

Anc xóBtovy: 206, 80. 

Dioskurides, grammarian: 360. 
Dioskuroi: 181. 654. 346, 3. Cf. s. 

Anakes. 

Diphilos, author of a Theseis: 344, 20. 
—, rich Athenian: 378, 18. 

Siovfjc: 285, 6. Cf. s. Kekrops. 

Dipoinos, sculptor: 521, 3. 
Dipolieia, festival: 138. 365. 285, II. 

Cf. s. Buphonia. 
dithyramb: 546. Cf. s. Kinesias; Mela- 

nippides; Philoxenos; Telestes. 

divination: see s. pávtetç and pavtixh; 
Apollo; Athena; Demeter. — Pollux. 

Diyllos of Athens, historian: 58. 171 f. 
230. 237. 248. 

Documents, documentary evidence: cf. 
s. psephisms. 
in the Atthides: 60. 86. 118. 121 ff. 134. 

395. 488. 490. 494. 496. 507. 517. 568. 
587. (601). (608). 9r, 86. 97, ттоЬ. 
106, 20. 434, 3. — in Aristotle: 113. 

123. 145. 542 f. II4, 3. II7, 32; 33. 

143, 16. in Ephoros: 489 f. 394, 20; 

2I. (forged) in the orators: 433, 4. 
elsewhere: 585 (?). 

Dodona: 191. 202. 218 f. 290. 356. 591 f. 

127, 50. 303, 3. 319, 57. 
in Homer: 591f. Athens and —: 

484, 9. 

Dolopes: (332). 339, 17. 
Sapa: 
Yoxo?, Sópov: 417, 28. 

Soprá: 85, 48. Cf. s. archon. 

Dorians: 406. 407. 413. 305, 6. 316, 41. 
name of —: 316, 40. 

Dorieus of Rhodos/Thurioi: 140. 154 ff. 
130, 6. 

Drabeskos, battle at: 144.457.459 (Add.). 

Spxyuf;: 456, II; 14. 463f. 
So£yuata: 657. 
Drakon of Athens, law giver: 23. 50. 81. 

113. 116. 183. 568. 636. 22, 19. 56, 38. 

61, 61; 62. 82, 29. 93, 89. 105, 1. 106, 

18. 108, 32. 113, 12. 244, 19. (383, 54). 

(455, 7). 456, 12. 

INDEX 
S 

—, king of Thebes: 153, 4. 

Drakontides ’Agidvatog: 33, I7. 

— @opatetc, Athenian general a. 433/2: 

52. 53. 
motion on the trial of Perikles: 152, 14. 

dreams: 550. 451, I5. 
books on —: 228. 261. (356). (357). 

375. 263, 2. 

dress, Greek: 69 f. 

Dryopes: 414. 

8р: 276. 
duplicates, in historical tradition: 398, 

42. 
Duris of Samos, historian: 248. 340. 

374. 601. 649. 18, 156. 43, 8. 

Dymas, father of Hekabe: 378. 

Earthquakes: 
in Attica: 197. in Sparta: 455 f. 

Echedemia: see s. Akademeia. 
Echelidai, clan: 289, 8. 
Echemos: Arcadian hero: 645. 258, 6. 
Echephyllidas, local historian on Elis: 
649. 

'Hyó: 421 ff. 
economics: 146. 460 f. 462 f. 
Eetion, Eetioneia: 350 f. 
Egypt, Egyptians: 193 f. 196. 220. 416. 
522. 649 ff. 658. 271, II. 272, 20. 319, 

57. 325, 4. 373, 5. Cf. s. Athens; 

Persia; Ptolemais; Sais; Thebes. — 

Amasis; Amyrtaios; Inaros; Pausiris; 

Psammetichos; Thannyras. — Isis. — 
Istros. 

elxdc, day: 369. 
Eileithyia: 63. *177. 644. 659. Cf. s. 
Eukoline. 

Eioneus, grandfather of Hekabe: 378. 

Eirene: Cf. s. Kephisodotos. 
cult in Athens: *522 f. | — Aoxpév: 

42I, 25. 
elpnvy: Cf. s. Antialkidas; Kallias; Per- 

sia. 

Xotw?: 515. 518. 520 f. 522. 
Eiresione, rite: 75. 83f. 205f. 297f. 
214, 125. 440, 2. Cf. s. Pyanepsia. 
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eloevyeMa.: 564 f. ros, 5. II7, 43. 247, I0. 
323, I. 413, 4. Cf. s. Athens; Laws. 

(E)itea, deme: 170. 

txxdnola, place of: 496. Cf. s. Athens 
(Heliaia ; Assembly). 

Ektenes, barbarian (?) tribe in Boeotia: 
282, 24. 295, 41.Cf.s. Boeotia; Ogygos. 
лж (-їш): 

gift of —: 276. 286, r4. poplu 
(sacred — in Athens): 150. 298. 346. 
499. 644 Í. 223, 4. 328, 5.  aroryddec, 
meplatotyot: 550. olive wood: 295, 50. 

Bratov, export of: 636. 
Daoot: 219. 
Elateia, Phocian town: 330. 332f. 
Elegeis, daughter of Neleus: 36, 5. 
Eleos, cult in Athens: 350, IO. 516, I. 
Elephenor, son of Chalkodon (Euboia): 

(309). 
Eleusin (?): see s. Saisara. 
Eleusinia, festival: 373. 375. 266, I1. 
275, 5. Cf. s. Eleusis. 

Eleusinion £v &o«et, sanctuary: 530. 471, 
9. 472, 15. 473, 18. 498, 1. 511,2. 

Eleusis: 26. 65. 84. 162. 178. 179 f. 182. 
195. 199. 202 f. 203. 239. 280 f. 283 f. 

287. 291 Íf. *353. 357. 386. 394. 422. 

431. (529 ff). 599. 32, 8; 9. 34, 2. 
76, 6. 167, 1. 203, 77. 208, 94. 296, 1. 

352, 25. 442, 5. 498, r. Cf. s. Athens; 
Demeter; Keleos; ‘Papta; Rharos. 
Skiros. 
books on —: 197. 
cult and festivals : 188. 195. 197 f. (201). 

(211). 362 f. 374 f. 423. 644. 240, 1; 
7. 284, ro. 326, 8. Cf. s. Deiope; 
Demeter; Eleusinia; guvoc$pux. — 

Iakchos; Iambe; Keleos; Saisara; 
Тгіріоіетоѕ. Өєоріх to —: 354- 

Sanctuary of Metaneira: 444. tombs 
at: 443. 444 ff. 

Musaios at —: 574 f. 641 f. — Ogygos 
at —: 386f. Cf. s.v. 

population of —: 642. families: 59. 
193. Cf. s. clans. customs: 212. I 

war with Athens: cf. s. Athens. clai- 

med as part of. Megaris: 428 f. 431. 
444. 343, 12. Cf. s. Megara. 

Jacoby, Fragm. Griech. Hist. III b (Suppl) 

trillys: 394. 
Eleuther, founder of the cult of Dionysos: 

594. Cf. s. Dionysos. 
Eleutherai, frontier-place amd fortress: 

268. 443 ff. 343, 12. 350, 15. 
tombs at —: 443. 447. 350, 17. 

Elis: 352. 395, 24. Cf. s. Epeioi; Olympia. 
books (and tradition) on —: 492. 619. 

648 f. 392, 5. 399, 46a. Cf. s. Istros. 
Herakles and —: 648. 
Pheidias in —: *485 ff. 491 f. 399, 50. 

Cf. s.v. 
Ellopes, Ellopia: see s. Hellopia; Selloi. 

Embaros, mythical figure: 
in the cult of Artemis Munichia: 27. 

Embata, battle of: 526 ff. 529. 

Empedo (?), former name of Klepsydra: 

632. 

Empedokles, author of Ka0agyuol: 375. 

553- 445, 3. 
turvpopavrela: 557f. 449, 9. Cf. s. 

pavtixy. 
évayets: 159. 
Endios, Spartan: 153. 510. 
Endoios, sculptor: 295, 50. 
Ёүүастріџодо:: 358. СЁ. 5. Evpuxteic; 

ПоӨоуєс̧; otepvópavttç. 

iyxóyiax: 360 f. 
éweoxatdexaémmpts: see s. Meton. 

*Ewéa 680i, place in Thrace: 143 f. 457. 
458 f. 

Ennius, Roman poet: 378. 263, 3. 

enthusiasm, in divination: 449, 4. 450, 

II. 
Enyalios: 653. 658. Cf. s. Ares. 
Eos: 327, 3. 

Epakria, region and trittys: 392 f. 394. 

572. Cf. s. Diakria; Órtepáxptot. 

Epameinondas: 156. 178. 348. 354, 41. 

Cf. s. Thebes. 

Eparitai, select body of soldiers of the 

Arcadian confederacy: 157. 

Epeioi: 648. Cf. s. Elis. 

Epeiros, book on: 591. 

EqyBor: 158. 76, 6. 144, 33. 154, 4. Cf. s. 
Athens (army). 

oath of —: 425. 427. 154, 4. 162, 6. 
329, 5- 

37 

577 
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race at the Skira: *300 ff. — at the 
Plynteria: 329, 5. 

Ephesia, festival: 35, 2. 38, 12. 39, 23. 

Ephesos: 32 f. 194. 347. 261, 6. 478, I0. 
5II, 2. 
Serrvopopixh ёортђ at —: 552. 

tpétar: 79 ff. 114. 115 f. *108, 32. 109, 
37.111, 42. Cf. s. Athens (jurisdiction). 

Ephialtes, giant: (609). 
—, Athenian general (a. 350/49) and po- 
litician: 142. 530. 424, 3. 

— Zopewvisov, Athenian general and 
demagogue (+ a. 462/1): 25. 113. 116. 
120. (265). 319. 338. 339. 26, 25 (Add. 
P. 528). 34, 24. 81, 29. 95, 104. 244, 22. 
369, 17. 370, 21. 388, 70. 

Ephoros of Kyme, historian: 10. 46. 47- 
48. 78. 150. 153. 156. 157. 164. 191 f. 
193. 212. 230. 232. 315. 317. 380. 381 f. 
*456. 486 Íf. 506. 522 f. 528. 533. 537. 
583. 597. 39, 21. 54, 29. 55, 32; 34. 
56, 37. 72, 11. 97, 110b. 124, 28. 227, 2. 
310, 21. 314, 35. 315, 37. 365, 1. 369, 14. 
408, 8. 418, 36. 422, 8. 427, 2. 429, 16; 
17. 475, 2; 4. 504, 36. 
Sources of —: 490. Cf. s. documents. 
Atthidographic source(s): 48.120. 156. 
282. 115, 10. 123, 28. 163, 5. 

chronological system: 278, 7 (Add.). 
knowledge of, and relation with, other 
writers: 
E. and Androtion: see s. Androtion. 
— and Aristotle: 55, 34. — and 
Demon: see s. Demon.  — and 
Hellanikos: see s. Hellanikos. — 
and Herodotos: 56. 310, 21. — and 
Kleidemos: 46. 48. 120. 55, 34. 56, 40. 
— and Kallisthenes: 141, 3. — апі 
the Marmor Parium: 146,4. — — and 
Philochoros: see s. Philochoros. — 
and Thukydides: 508. Add. p. 542. 

single items: 

on the Peloponnesian War: 486 ff. 
68, 28. 396, 29. Cf. s.v. 

single fragments: 

F 19: 217. F 22: 49,1. F 25/6: 
39,18. F94:131,2. F 13: 302,1. 

316, 41.321,2. F 117: 57. 365, 3. 

F 118: 70, 6. Е ттд: 210. 303, 2. 

Е 125[7: 39, 18. Е 137: 322, 6. 
Е 176: 457,14. Е183:213. Е 187: 
56. Е 191[2: 191 #. 162,1. F 196: 

486 ff. F 197: 126, 48. 
Intl, indefinite use of: 418, 39. 

in(Botov, sacrifice: 276 f. 
Epicharmos: 232. 261. *358 f. 26r, 3. 
Gnomai: 359. Kanon: 359. plays: 

469, 5. 
émyaprot, quotations of: 492. 224, 9. 
ènıyaula: 432. 387, 69. 
Epigonos of Sikyon, musician: 313. 
epigrams: 
Attic: 228. 589 f. Cf. s. Philochoros. 
Anth. Pal. 7, 296: 192. 

Epikrates Kngiotetc, demagogue: 513 ff. 

518 f. 130, 2. 413, 4; 5; 7. 414, 13. 416, 
25. 417, 27. 

Epikuros, philosopher: 225. 229. 588. 
249, 26. 

Epilykeion, old residence of the pole- 
march: 148, 2. 153, 23. Cf. s. Lykos. 

Epilykos Teto&vàpov, ambassador to Per- 
sia a. 424[3: 413, 7. 416, 21. 

éripedntal: 

— of Athens: 255, 4. Cf. s. Demetrios 
of Phaleron. — of the phylai: 
232, 7. — t&v vewplwv: 241, I; 4. 

xpnvOv: 243, 11. — of buildings: 

594. Cf. s. émorarat. 

Epimenides of Crete: (321). 598. 599. 

636. 641. 31, 17. 186, 40. 261, 3. *472, 

I2. 490, I9. 513, 7. 
tripdvera(t), meaning of the word: 652. 
520, 4. books on —: 652 ff. 

trloxipa, festival: 206, 80. 
Enloxipoc, game with balls: 195, 15. 197, 
45. 200, 77. 

ётиот@та: 
— of the Assembly: 406, 3. — of 
buildings etc.: 324. 4931. 153, 23. 
399, 52. Cf. s. émipednral. 

Epitaphia, festival: 77. 495, 20. 
invráotot Ayo: 77. 173. 30, 3. Cf. S. 
funeral speeches. 

EiniÓexva, acquired powers: 112. 116. 58, 
54. *106, 20. Cf. s. “Apero пёүос. 
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Eponymoi, in Athens: 29. *324. 614. 

33, 10. *498, 4. 
Epos and epic poetry: 65. 397. 412. 443. 

f. 634. 647. 45, 8. 299, 15. 476, 2. 
514, 7. 517, 6. Cf. s. Eumelos; Hege- 

sinus; Hesiodos; Homeros; Perimedes; 

Rhianos; Stasinos; Thamyris. 
pre-Homeric: 575. Athenian: 424. 

(634 ?). СЕ. ѕ. Theseis. genealogical: 

see s. Genealogy. 
Single poems: 
'AspetBOv xáüoBoc: 25, 24. Hera- 
kleis: 437. Ilias Mikra: 596f. 

Iliupersis: 41. 45, 8; 9. 46, I6; 17. 
Kypria: 609. 496, 7. Nostoi: 25, 
24. 27, 27. 46, 16. 343, 10.  Phoro- 

mis: 386. Thebais: 442 ff. 349, 6. 

351, 24. 
single items: 

helmsmen in —: 348, I4. paves 
in —: 262, I0. 

Erasinides, Athenian general a. 406/5: 

512. 
Eratosthenes of Kyrene: 47. 151. 222. 

239. 268. 352. 377. 382. 384. 579. 581. 

587. II, IIQ. 13, 124. 148, 2. 437, 2- 

Erechtheion: 283, 56 (Add.). 285, II. 

328, 5. 443, 5. 
Erechtheis, phyle: 175. 

—, 604Aacca on ihe Ahropolis: 633. 

286, 14. 

Erechtheus, king of Athens: 26. 41. 44- 

50 f. 55. 75. 78. 83. 139. 176. 226. 269. 

278. 279. 280. 282 ї. 300. 310. 391. 

392. 407. 425. 441. 630. 12, 121. 50, 6. 

бі, 63. 158, 14. 199, 72. 211, 113. 

283, 59. 295, 47. 325,1. 443, 5. 444, 10. 

497, 4. 
— and Poseidon: 199, 72. 266, II. 

444, 10. 

— and Erichthonios: see S.v. 

relation between E. and Kekrops: 388. 

391. 392. 423. *425. 568. 286, 12. 

289, II. 319, 54. 

death of —: 286, 12. 510, 5. 

tomb and cult of —: 391. (614?). 633. 

285, 11. 508, 2 (?). 509. 4- 

daughters of —: 178 ff. 277- 278. 279 f. 

280 f. 424 Íf. 593. 633. 638. 326, 2. 

499, 2. Cf. s. Kekrops. — Eubule; 

Kleopatra; Kreusa; Oreithyia; Pan- 

dora; Praxithea; Prokris; Proto- 

geneia; Theope. 

sons of —: see s. Metion; Orneus; Pan- 

doros. 

Eretria, town in Euboia: 535 f. 372, 3. 

438, 5. 
Eriboia: see s. Periboia. 

Erichthonios, king of Athens: 25 f. 55. 

109. 176. 186. 275. 277. 391. 398. 407. 

421. 425. 427. 629 ff. 12, 121. 158, 14. 

283, 55. 289, ІІ. 327, 3. 328, 5. 329, 6. 

443, 3. 508, 2. 

— and Erechtheus: 289, II. 295, 47- 

328, 5. 508, 2. — birth (and parents) 

of —: 602. 629. 337, II. 491, 4. 

tomb of —: 614. 

inventor of the chariot: 513, 5. 

coinage: 457, 16. 
—, king of Troy: 186. 

Erigone: 185. 48, 8. 188, 10. 268, 3. 307, 

9. Сі. s. Ikarios. 

Erinyes: see s. Semnai. 

Eros, in Athens: 72. 272, 5. 

ippnoopix (ipon-): see s. Hersephoria. 

igpnoópot (Épon-): 643 f. 
Erysichthon, (som of Kehrops): *176 f. 

388. 391. 22, 23. 328, 5. 

Erysichthonidai, Delian clan: 176. 

Erythrai, Ionian town: (32). 327, 3. 

451, 15. 

Eteobutadai, clan: 454. 566. 634. 199, 

72. 209, 96. 328, 5. 359, 8. 361, 15. 

458, 25. 

Ethnography, -graphers: 1 f. 8. 10. 349. 

413 ff. 420. 284, 10. 294, 35+ 305, 6. 

312, 28; 30. 318, 45; 50. 

Greek ethnographies: 15. 262. 

EOvog: 321. 316, 40. 

subdivision of phyle: 290, 14. 293, 28. 

Etruria and Etruscans: 410. 305, 5. 

313, 33. 322, 6. 511, 2. Cf. s. Regis- 

villa; Tyrsenians. 

Etymologika: 

Et. gen. p. 118 (Mi.): 392. РЁ. 160: 

559. Ф. 161: 549%. p. 306: 189. 

— of 
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Ф. 160 (Reitz.): 421. s.w. 

435. 
Et. M. p. 149, 13 (Gaisf.): 643. p. 

202, 49: 615. ф. 214, 5: 163. f. 

220, 50: 189. ф. 220, 5: 500, 16. 

P. 352, 531[.: 392. p. 448, 47 ff.: 
319. Ё. 451, 40: 5481. p. 590, 42: 
644 f. p. 605, 32: 558. p. 77I, 55: 
322, 7. 

Etymology: 
— in the Atthidographers etc.: 63. 125. 
164. 168. 233 f. 264 f. 280 f. 409. 420. 
421. 615. 615 f. 632. 636 ff. 643. 644 f. 
(267, 13). (291, 21). 504,37. — popular 
—: 409. 419. 321, 4. 

Euagore: see s. Euthoe. 

ebavdpla, agon: 276. 421. 323, 6. 
Euathlos, Athenian: 

lawsuit against Protagoras: 480, 4. 
Eubatas (-tos) of Kyrene, athlete: 655. 
Euboia: 85. 143. 177 f. 181. 347. 461. 
462. 504. 591. 658 f. 235, 4. 236, 6. 
258, 4. 286, 12. 302, 4. 438, 5. 497, 4. 

‘Ех: 

(H)ellopia in —: 484, 6. Теисліоп 
in —: 658. tyrants in: — 535 f. 
Euboean confederation: 536. coinage: 
456, то. 

Eubule, daughter of Evechtheus (Leos) : 
180. 

Eubuleus, one of the Anakes in Athens: 
181. 

Eubulides ’ExtxelSov "Елеосімос̧, ат- 
bassador to Sparta a. 392/r: 519. 

Eubulos, Athenian, mover of decrees on 
Xenophon: 646 f. 
—, author quoted by Hyginus: 286, 17. 
— Lnw6ipov ПроВаћ:олос, детавовие: 

(86). 88 f. 99. 319. 84, 43. 425, 8. 
516, 3. 

Eudemos, author of IIegl MEecv $nxopi- 
XÓv: 219. 

Euetion, Athenian general a. 323/2: 

254, 5. 
evetla, agon: 323, 6. 

ebyevis, meaning of: 585. 
eugenics: 384, 58. 

Euhemeros, Euhemerism: 226. 228. 272. 

600. 325, 6. 489, 12. Cf. s. Rationalism. 

Eukleides, Athenian: see s. Prokleides. 

—, archon a. 403/2, as an epochal 
year: 252. 

Eukleides, messenger from the battle at 

Marathon: 452, 12. Cf. s. Thersippos. 
Eukoline, epiklesis of Eileithyia (?): 63. 

Euktemon, astronomer: 497. 
—, Athenian, accuser of Androtion: 85, 

49. 
Eumelos, historian (and philosopher?): 
483, 2. 

— of Corinth, poet and prose writer: 
258, 4. 259, 8. 489, 13. 

—, Thessalian, son of Admetos: 194. 

Eumenids: see s. Semnai. 

Eumolpidai, Eleusinian clan: 26. 31. 
284. 576. 642. 104, 2. 473, 20. 

Eumolpos, ancestor of the clan: 26 f. 77. 

179. 180. 270. 275. 278. 284. 290. 357. 

58, 54. 72, 10. 104, 2. 161, 3. 206, 82. 

318, 47. 326, 9. 471, 8. 498, 1. Cf. s. 
Thrace. 

hing at Eleusis: 515, 3. Thracian: 

641 f. descendants: cf. s. Eumolpi- 
dai; Immarados. 

E. and Musaios: 575 f. 612. 642. 
—, glossographer: 265. 

Euonyme, mother of the Erinyes: 640. 
515, I. 

evorAla, agon: 421. 
Eupatridai, Athenian clan: 629. 639. 
22, 23. 28, 27; 28. 

eupatrids, nobility in Athens: 322. 566. 
Eupheme, nurse of the Muses: 573. 
evpwvia, agon: 421. 
Euphorion of Chalkis (Euboia), poet: 

187. 502, 16. 
F 17 (Scheidw.): 274. F 23: 656. 
521, 3. F 95: 491, 3. F 106: 187. 

Euphranor, sculptor and painter: 311. 
Euphronios, grammarian: 34. 177. 496. 
Eupolis, comic poet: 126. 118, 2. 
Taxiarchoi: 126. *120,15. F 146 (K): 
584. F 297: 257. Add. P. 535. 

Euripides, tragic poet: 22. 29. 36. 48 f. 
179 f. 214. 228. 232. 324. 377. 378. 443. 
584 ff. 46, 17. 
books on (criticism of) —: 375 ft. 
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place and date of birth: 586. 587. — so- 
cial status of —: 585 f. 586. Cf. s. 
Kleito. wives of —: 585 f. 480, 6. 

dwelling-places: 586. 586{. death 

of —: 587. 

Е. and Anaxagoras: 482, 4. — and 
Protagoras: 584. Add. p. 547 f. = 

and Sokrates: 587 f. 

робо: оў —: 377. 277, 9. 
plays and single passages: 
Aigeus: 336, 3. Alkestis 210: 194. 

445/54: 194f. 470, 13. 962/77: 
262, 4. Alope: 29. Andromache: 

(date of): 499. Andromeda: 371. 

Bakchai: 268. 274. 189, 6. Elektra 
1249 [[.: 26, 24. 29, 29. 1289: 295, 
45. Erechtheus: 179 f. 279 f. 283. 

206, 8I. 499, 2. 515, 4- Helena 
1673: 283, 62.  Herakleidai 34 ff.: 

46,17. 213 ÍÍ.: 437 f- 408 [f.: 343, 

14. Herakles: 3074. 437. Hike- 

tides: 443 ff. 355, 46. 27 ff.: 84. 

40318: 36. 48 Е. *311. 658: 295, 45- 

754 [[.: 443. 1183 ff.: 350, 11. 357, 
23. Hippolytos: 640. 34 ff.: 433- 

336,8. Ion: 79. 283. 192, II. IO 

Íl.: 510, 5. 23; 496: 327, 2. 74: 
1571 [f.: 32. 18, 160. *333, 22. 270 

ff.: 327, 3. 277/80: 180. 281/2: 

286, 12. 510, 5. 653; 805: 439, 3- 

668 ff.; 719 ff-: 379, 27. 381, 35 
Iph. Taur. 939 ff.: 184. 25, 24- 96I 

ff.: 22. 636. 28, 28. 1446/67: 187. 

640. 161, 4. Ixion: 584 (Add.). 

Kresphontes: 421, 28. Orestes: 48, 

8. 1634/52: 22, 23. 24, 24- 28, 28. 

Palamedes: 587. Add. p. 545 f- Phae- 

thon: 274, 5.  Phoiniss. 1627 |}.: 

355, 46.  Rhesos 943 ff.: 471, 9- 

Troad. 31: 45, 12. 799 [[.: 481, 5- 

Euripos, battle at the: 447. 

Euryalos, Pelasgian (?): 307, 9- Cf. s. 

Agrolas. 

Eurygyes, Athenian hero: 603 ff. Cf. s. 

Androgeos. 

Evpuxasic, yévog pavtewy: 358. 

Edpuxriis, ёүүхөтрїнъбос: 358. 

А оаа
 алана ETE 

Eurymedon, battle at the: 191 f. 421, 29. 

451, 15. 
Evpuodxetov, sanctuary in Athens: 314. 

Eurysakes, son of Aias: 193, 2; 4. 2II, 

113. Сё. з. Ајаз. 

Eurystheus, king of Argos: 354- 

Eusebios of Kaisareia: 240. 272 f. 282, 

50. Cf. s. Africanus. Athenian king 

list: 384. 386. — P. E. 10, I1, 14: 280, 

34. Chronicle; 302, 2. 8. Abr. 

460/6 (Synk. p. 289, 9): 391. 286, 14; 

15. а. 520: 572. а. 610/5: 423. 

a. 620: 325, I. a. 798: 290, Т5. ol. 

57,4:450. ob. 85, 2: 486. ol. 174, I: 

358, 5. 
Eustathios: cf. s. Scholia on Homer. 

оп П. А 10:400. — B p. 361, 27: 62. 

— E 553: 657. — Х 431: 642 f. 

on Od. a 399: 654. — * 239: 642. 

— 1 130: 653 f. — à 277: 324, 1; 5- 

— 9 263:274, 4. M Dion. Per. 135 

If; 513: 658. — 423: 287, 5- 296, 54- 

Euthoe, nymph: 378. 

evOuva: 126. 500 f. 526 ff. *119, I4. 128, 

58. *405, 6. 417, 28. 

є000(с): 248, 13. 

evidence: 

literary: 569 Í. 459, 26. 

see s. documents. 

Excerpta Barbari: 384. 

Exegetai, Exegetica, &Enyeic0at: 57. 59. 

6o f. *70. 83. 84. 182. 197. *256 Íf. 551. 

558. 638. 20,13. 78, 8. 97,115. 99, 127. 

documentary: 

135, 7. 162, 7. 297, 5- * Add. p. 534 ff. 

Cf. s. Kleidemos; Timosthenes. 

sav ratplov (rept te т@трих): 256. 258. 

617. Cf. S. хітра. 

exile(s): 84. 

expiation: see s. хабарџо!. 

Family, notion of: 475- 

Favorinus of Arelate, 'sophist' : 283, 58; 

59. 
festivals: cf. s. Athens. 

books on — (Tlept éoptav) : 367.'СЁ. ѕ. 

Philochoros. 

| 
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$тротећеїс: 203. 630 Ё. 505, 2. 508, 2. 
mavdnuog: 196. 508, 2. harvest —: 
298, 6. 301, 18. — rural —: 301, 18. 
— of women: 372. 197, 56. 204, 77. 
205, 80. 3II, 22. — of slaves: 401 f. 
non Athenian —: cf. s. Arneis; He- 
lieia; Hermaia; Homoloia; Hybristi- 
ka; Panionia; Peloria; Sakaia; Sa- 
turnalia; Thalysia; Tlepolemeia. 

Festus, epitomist of Verrius Flaccus: 
P. 393 (Li.): 637. 

fig: see s. cxi. 
floods (xataxAvopol) : 387. 390. 400. 658. 
282, 50. 386, r3. Cf. s. Deukalion; 
Ogygos. 

folk-tale: 607. Cf. s. Aitia. 
Frontinus (Sex. Iulius): 
Strat. 1, 4, 13a: 433, 2. 

Fulgentius, grammarian and mytho- 
grapher: 241. (550). 186, r. 276, 27. 

funeral speech (es) : 446 f. 353, 31. 354, 
34. 356, 47. Cf. s. émréoror ASyor. 

Gale, nurse of Herakles: Cf. s. Galinthias. 
cult in Thebes: 659. 

Galeatai, el8oc¢ Udvtewy: IQI. 
Galeotes, son of Apollo, eponym: їдт. 
Galinthias, playfellow of Alkmene in 
Thebes: 659. 

Yaunria, sacrifice: *188 f. 506, 13. Cf. s. 
Apaturia. 

Games, the great national: 508, 3. Cf. s. 
é&yGveg; Isthmia; Nemea; Olympia; 
Pythia. 

Gargettos, deme: (309). 433 f. 
garlic, in cult: 372 f. Cf. s. tpornaAlc. 
Ge: 182, 402 f. 544. 545. 550. 551. 553. 
640. 515, I. Cf. s. Demeter. 
Karpophoros : 276 f. Kurotrophos 
(Paidotrophos) : 277. 443, 3. Olym- 
fia: 400. 402. 

Үтүєуїс̧: ѕее 5. аотбубоуєс. 
G(e)leontes, phyle of the clan-state: 394. 
292, 22; 23. 

Gellius N.A. 2, 26: 597. 

Y&vn: see s. clans; yevvijzas. 

INDEX 

veve&, length of: r2, 121. 13, 124. 276, 7. 

Add. p. 525f. 
Genealogy, genealogists: 1f. 60. 164. 
413 ff. 425. 426. 605. 606. 622. 638. 

279, 14. 294, 35. 303, 3. 315, 39. 327, 3. 
488, 1. 515, r. Cf. s. Akusilaos; Heka- 

taios; Pherekydes. — Mythography. 
genealogical poetry: 409. 425. 303, 3. 

306, 6. 310, 17. 

Genesia, festival: 281. 362. *544 f. 163, 3. 

Genethlia, yevéOatog fjuépa: sce s. birth 
and birthday. 

yevix& lepk: 544. Cf. s. clans. 

Yyevvňtar: 320 ff. 629. Cf. s. ópyeóvec. 

yévoc, notion of: 322 f. 316, 40. 

Geography: 1. 8, 76. 
Tewpyixd: *85. 99. *108. 171. 79, 23. 
Add. p. 529. Cf. s. Androtion; Klei- 
demos. 

Gephyraioi, clan: 618. 193, 2. 209, 96. 
212, І13. 500, 16. 

yepupatot, alleged priests in Athens: 
617 f. Add. p. 534. 

Yequptopol, ritual banter: 500, 16. 
Yepa(t)pat: 629. 

Geraistos, Cyclops: 179. 
Giants: 391. Cf. s. Aster. 
Glauke, daughter of Kreon, wife of Iason: 
78. 

Glaukctes t 'A0xvatoc, Athenian general 
a. 441[0: 136, 14. 

Glaukon 'E«coxA£ovc, brother of Chremo- 
nides, Athenian politician: 221. 

— Ae&ypou éx Kepayéwv, Athenian gene- 
val a. 441/0; 439/8; 433/2: 52. 149. 
394, 20. Cf. s. Glykon. 

Glaukopion, rock on the Akropolis: 617. 
491, 3. 492, б. 

Glaukopis: see s. Athena. 
Glaukopos, Athenian eponym: 617. 
Glaukos, son of Minos: 606. 606f. 

(Add.). 493, ro. 
— of Rhegion, historian of literature: 
357. 574. 278, 4. 

YAadE: see s. owl. 

IAóocat, as title of books: 642. Cf. s. 
Lexeis. 

Glykon, mover of a Psephism in the 
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Pheidias case: (488). 489. 494. 495. 
400, 54. Cf. s. Glaukon Ae&ypov. 

Youwv: gor, 2. Cf. s. sundial. 

Golden age: 404. jor, 19. 302, 7. 
Gorgias of Leontinoi: 8r, 29. 85, 54. 

gossip: see s. Aitia. 

Graios, Graia, Graikos, Graike: 187 f. 
209, 96. 

grammarians: see s. scholars. 

Ypxppateta AeAeuxopéva: 324. 

Yeaxppatets: 
in Athens: 564. Cf. s. Athens (consti- 

tution). Persian: 193. 

Yeapparixds, meaning of: 619. 

Yexoal: see s. Athens (jurisdiction). 

Yoayf), meaning of: 585. 

Greece and Greeks: 
history of —: 100ff. 428. ethnic 

character: 406 f. 413 ff. (418). 312, 28. 
315, 39. 317, 44. prior inhabitants; 

414 Í. 303, 3. 316, 41. Cf. s. barbarians; 

Pelasgians. language of —: 317, 43. 
culture: 98. Cf. s. civilization. — gods: 

319, 57. 320, 59. Cf. s. religion and cult. 
Gresinos, town in the Thracian Cherson- 

nese: 142. 
Үрот&у.оу, үрола(уєіу: 197. 

-үопс̧, you: 493, 6. 
Gyges, king of Lydia: 322, 7. 

Yovatxovóp ot : 
in Athens: 339f. іп other towns: 

243, 13. 246, 4. 

Hagnias Е Ооо, ambassador to Persia 

a. 396: 139 f. (514). 

Hagnon Nixlov Ltetptevs, Athenian ge- 

neral a. 440/39; 431/0: *127 ff. 136. 

144. 121, 18. 124, 32. 125, 39- 126, 41. 

Cf. s. Phormion 'Aconíov. 

Hagnus, deme: 432. 
Hairai, (Ionian) town: 142. 

Halai, deme (s): 187. 555 f. 

GALBdvew: 447, I. 

Halieis, in the Argolid: (555)- 

Halimus, deme: 374. 422. (142, 11). Cf. 

S. wvoThpra. 

Halirrothios, son of Poseidon: (22). 

644 f. 516, 2. 517, 5. Cf. s. "Арес 

л®үос. 

Halo(i)a, festival: 234. *362 f. 447, I. 

Halonnesos: 174 f. Cf. s. Philip. 

&Xoc, meaning of: 267, 13. 

wog, of the Salaminioi: 304. Cf. s. 

é&y&veg; Salaminioi (clan). 

&pinnot, light infantry: 347 ff. Add. 

P. 537- 
handbooks, mythographical, chronologi- 

cal, etc.: 114. 272. 456. 459. 571. 504, 43- 

Cf. s. scholars. 

Harma, village in Boeotia/Attica: 442 ff. 

Harmodios and Aristogeiton: (343). 

450, 7 (Add.). 
Harpalos, treasurer of Alexander the 

Great: 334. 539 f. 

Harpokration (and his excerptors): 

118 f. 119 ff. 140. 144. 156. 161. 165. 

175. 179. 197. 206. 229. 244. 271 f. 

275. 297. 322Í. 323. 324. 325. 326. 

351. 493. 562. 564. 592. 627. 631. 639. 

114, 6. 129, то. 147, 2. 156, 31. 179, 

204. 199, 73. 230, ІІ. 251, І. 252, 7. 

265,1. 266, 3. 484, 7- 513, 2. 

s.v. xa0ápotov: 639. — Ффарџахбс: 

652 — Пауздўуаіа: 631. 

88оџас̧, day: 371 f. 272, 4- 

hyeuav, hyepovla, meaning of the term: 

I25, 39. 
Hegesandros, author of 'Ynoyvigata: 

562. 417, 26; 28. 

Hegesinos (-sias), alleged author of the 

Konpix Éx: 609. 496, 7. 

Hegesinus, alleged Atthidographer : 

*608 ff. 613. 490, 13. 

Hegias of Troizen, poet: 342, I0. 496, 3. 

Hekabe of Troy: 376. 377 ff. Cf. s. 

Dymas; Eioneus; Kisseus; Telekleia; 

Theano. 

Hekale, heroine or goddess: 474 ff. Cf. s. 

Kallimachos. son of — (?): 341, 17. 

Hekale, deme: 435. 340, 8. 

Hekaleia, local festival: 437. 260, 6. 

Hekaline: 339, 2. Cf. s. Hekale. 

Hekalos: see s. Zeus. 

Hekataios of Abdera, philosopher: 193. 

| 
i | 
| 

| 
| 
| 

| 
| 
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262. 389%. 390 f. 423. 449. 600. 649. 
325, 1. 489, 12; 13. 505, 43. — of Miletos, genealogist and geographer: 
*1. 6 f. 38. 61. 168, 227. 388. 414. 416. 
6, 57. 10, 106. I2, I2I. 310, 21. 319, 55. 
Sources of —: 310, 17. H.and Athens: 
408. 310, 18. Pelasgians and Tyrseni- 
ans in —: 408. 411I ff. F rr8: 500, I6. Firg: 397. 414 ff. 286, 12. 294, 35. 295, 41. 306, 6. 312, 30. F 126: 287,5. F 127: 72 f. 408 ff. 318, 47. F 155: 64. 

Hekate: 197. 369. 372. 659. I6I, 6. 273, 6. Cf. s. Artemis. 
`Ех@ттс эйсос: 1751. 
Hekatompedon: 452. 453. Cf. s. Athens. Hekatoncheires: 493, 6. 
Hektor of Troy: 633. tomb at Thebes: 634. 
Helene: heroine: 39 ff. 187. 308. 564. Heliaia, court of law: 146, r. I50, 5; 6. Helieia, festival in Rhodos: 652. Helike, daughter of Olenos: 651. 
Helikon: 
hillin Athens: 63. Add. p. 529. moun- 
tain in Boeotia: 573 f. 609 f. 497, 4. Helios: 372. 551. 657. 206, 80. 438, 4. СЕ. s. Apollo. сий of —: 372. 651 f. — and Horai: 546. 

Waorpémov: see s. &va0$uxca; sundial. Helladios, author of a Chrestomath y: 653. Hellanikos of Lesbos, historian and Atthidographer : *1 ff. 145. 155. 164. 306. 308. 311. 171, 4. 174, 54. 313, 33. 
504, 36. 

political standpoint: *20 f. (25), (26). (30). 32. 34. 36. 38. 
H. and Ethnography: 412. — and Geography: 8. 38. — and M ytho- &raphy: 2. 39. 
chronological system: 43. *50 f. 381. 62, 66. 279, 13. (396, 6). Ada. P. 525 f. date of Trojan War: 16. 42. 596 f. 13, 122. 47, 30. 62, 66. method of dating: 16 f. 39. (42 f.). 54. Add. p. 526. retrospective remarks: 34. 51. writings: 
"Ax0lc: 2. 5. 5f. *11 ff. *35. 380 f. 

384. 386. 387 f. 419. 425. 438. 457. 

459. 461. (614). 630. 631. 638. 179, 
2II. 278, 3; 4. 289, 10. 329, 6; 7. 
359, 9. 365, І. (487, І). 

Acuxadtwvela: 43 f. 279, 13. 
"Iépeuxt: 4 f. 9 f. *15. 19. 34. 42 Í. 54. 
56. 144. 352. 381. 597. (8, 90). 12, 121. 
I3, 122. 16, 147; 149. 19, 6. 22, 21. 
29, 29. 72, 6. 

Ilepotx&: 56. 68, r. 
Teo: 35. 37. 40 ff. 60. 
other works: *1 f. 8. 21. 43. 168. 405. 
419. 420. 597. 6, 60; 66. 8, 75. 42, I. 

44, 6. 48, 7. 65, 6. 68, 7. 278, 5. 279, 
I3. 306, 6. 3ro, 33. 

knowledge of, and relations with, other 
writers: 
H. and Amelesagoras: 11. — and 
Andron of Halikarnassos: 11. 26. 39. 
I, IO. 4I, I0. 42, 9.  — and Aris- 
totle: (48). 8, 80. 65, 6. — and 
Asklepiades of Tragilos: I, 10. — 
and Demosthenes: 8, 80. — and 
Didymos: 649. | — and Dieuchidas: 
I, I0. 279, 13. — and Diodoros 
Periegetes: 11. 27. — and Diony- 
sios of Chalkis: 46, 16. — and 
Duris: 8, 80. — and Ephoros: 
I. 120. 282. 285. r, 10. 49, 1. 69, 8. 
70, 6. 309, 16. 365, r.  — and cpic 
poetry: 41. — and Hekataios: 38. 
412.  — and Herodotos: *8 f. 28. 
44. 412. 3, 39. — and Isokrates: 
8, 80. — and Istros: 71. (649? ). 
— and Kallisthenes: 487,6. — — and 
Kleidemos: 59. 60. — and Lysias: 
8,80.  — and the Marmor Parium: 
45- 47, 30. — and Nikolaos of 
Damaskos: 48, 8. — and Phere- 
kydes: 39,3. — and Philochoros: 
32.36. 39. 311. 43, 4. 46,13. —and 
Plato: 45. 8, 80. — and Thuky- 
dides:sees.v. —and Tragedy: 29. 
(443). 29, 29. 37,7. 40, 7. — — and Aischylos: 25. 43. 40, 7. — and 
Sophokles: 313, 33. — and Euri- 
Pides: 29. 36. 40, 7. 48, 8. 226, 7. 
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single items: 
Athenian pedigrees in —: 65, 2. 
Peloponnesian War: 68, 28. H. and 
Sparta: 8, 75. 18,163. on Theseus: 
35 ff. 

fragments: 
4F 4: 305,6. F 14[5: 306. F 5r: 
294, 40. Е бо: 522, І. F 9r: 498, 5. 
F 109: 521, 6. F 189: 658. 323a 
F 1:328, 5. 513, 2. F3:646. F14: 
518,6. F 22: 513,3. F 29: 365, 3. 

Hellas: cf. s. barbarians; Pelasgians. 
name: 306, 6. 312, 28. the three 
tribes: 407. primeval inhabitants: 407. 

Hellenes: see s. Greece and Greeks. 
term for tradition: 406. 416. 318, 45. 
frimeval — ( = Dorians): 406. 

Hellenika: 535. 176,132. term: 5, 48. 
Hellenika of Oxyrhynchos: 77, r. 98, 
121. 136,12. 139, 6. 140,7. ch. 2,1: 
417,27. ch. 4: 412,10. ch. 11/3: 514. 

Hellenization: 414. 317, 44. 
Hellenotamiai: 1171. 113, т2. 
Hellespontos: 658. Cf. s. Chersonnese. 
Helloi, Hellopes (-ieis), Selloi: 591 f. 
Hellopia, Hellopion: 591 f. 
Hellos, eponym of the Helloi: 485, 15. 
Helos, «xoc in Attica: 289, 8. 
helots and helotry: 56f. 318. 455 ff. 
365, 3. 367, i2. Cf. s. Messenioi. 

huépar: see s. days. 
exe, in. Athens: 337 f. 242, 8. Cf. s. 
vonogbhaxes; Parabyston. 
Court of the —: 166. 147, 2. 150, 5. 
241, I. 

Ern xal véa:: see s. vouymvla. 
форта{: see s. Athens; festivals; mév0t- 
рос ё. 

Heortologists: 295. 305. 653. 199, 73: 
221, 184. 297, 3. 

Hephaisteia, festival: 190. 628. 257, 14. 
506, 13. 

Hephaistos: 189 f. 215. 277. 421. 628. 
651. 505, 2. 506, 10. 

Heptaphyletai: r93, 2; 4. Cf. s. Salami- 
nioi (clan). 

Hera: 403. (5rz, г). 
in Argos: 647 at Eleusis: 188. 270, 

585 

24. in Kos: 297,2. H. and He- 
rakles: 659. 

Herakleia, festival: 354. 
Herakleides Lembos: 400 f. (479, 3). Cf. 

S. Aristotle (A@x.). 

— of Pontos: 213. *231 f. 233. 239. 376. 
377. 379. 380. 563. 573. 578. 579. 581. 
584. (590). 110, 39. 277, 5. 452, 12. 
469, 8. 475, 6. 476, 6. 479, 3. 483, 10. 
503, 34. 

Herakleion, sanctuary: cf. s. Herakles: 
Theseus. 

at Marathon: 354. 257, 9; 12. tò 
тєтрбхороу: 289, 8. opposite Sala- 
mis: 192f. in Thebes: 558. 

Herakleis, epic poem: 437. 
Herakleitos of Ephesos, philosopher: 366. 

Herakles: 37 ff. 56. 62. (68). 75. 195. 
219. 297. 307 ff. 354. 446. 648. 649. 

46, 17. 75, 33. 154, 9. 257, 13. 517, 6. 
birth of —: 659. 

sacred day of —: 368 f. 

puro of —: 224, 4. 

éripaverat of —: 654. 
cult in Attica: *307 ї. 354. 438. 193, 4. 

256, 8. Cf. s. Herakleia; Herakleion; 

Kynosarges. — in Elis: 648. 

— in Thebes: 557. 659. Cf. s. Gale; 

Galinthias. 
H. and the Amazons: 437 ff. — and 

Hermes: see s.v. — and Molor- 

chos: 436. | — and Theseus: see s.v. 

Hereas of Megara, local historian: 308. 

511, 1. Cf. s. Megara. 

Hermai: 313. 506. Add. p. 529. Cf. s. 

Hermokopidai. 

сҳўра 'Афродіттс iv Kfmow: 445, 5. 

Hermaia, festival in Crete: 297, 2. 

Hermaphroditos: 553. 272, 4. Cf. S. 
Aphroditos. 

Hermes: 51. 109. 273, 8. 

ithyphallic shape of —: 319, 57- Add. 
. 538. 

idi day of —:368í. 
recipient of tongues in sacrifices: 359 f. 

— of onovdai: 371. 

*Epuo xMjpoc: 449, 5- 
— the Egyptian: 615. 
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H. and Apollo: 369. 560. 339, 5. 449, 5. 
— and Athena: 404. — — and Hera- 
kles: 369. — and the Thriai: 559 f. 

Epikleseis: 
Agoraios: 318.  dorixd¢ (?): 325. 
Chthonios: 365. Kledonios: 557. 
Teds тїк туМ$: 325. Tetrakephalos: 
313. 368 . Trikephalos: 313. 

Hermias of Atarneus: 429, I7. 482, I. 
Hermion(e), town in the Argolid: 195. 
Hermippos the Callimachean, biograph- 

er: 86. 115. 239. 329. 400 f. 541. 619. 
622. 626. IO2, I30. ІҘІ, І. 132, І. 
482, 2. 503, 28; 34. 504, 43. 

— of Berytos: 61. 618. 
— (?) of Kyzikos, poet of paeans: 541 f. 

Ct. s. Hermokles. 
Hermodotos, poet: 542. 438, 4. Cf. s. 
Hermokles. 

Hermogenes, Athenian, ambassador to 
Tiribazos a. 392/1: 516. 

Hermokles (?), poet of paeans: 541. Cf. s. 
Hermippos. 

Hermokopidai: 51. 54. 68. 199 f. 504 ff. 
175, 80. 408, 14-16. 

Hermon, Pelasgian (?) king: 315, 37. 
Herodianos, grammarian: 370. 
Herodoros of Herakleia, mythographer: 
574- 
F тг: 162. 308. 357. 49, 11. F 23: 
649. F 26: 438. 

Herodotos of Halikarnassos: 1, 2. 3. 
6 ff. 21. 28 ff. 61 f. 100. 225. 227. 416. 
96, 110b. 319, 55. 
text of —: 67, 18. 317, 44. 319, 57. 
Sources of —: 451. II7, 44. 3IO, 2I. 
357, 3. 361, 12; r3. 

arrangement of subject-matter: 315, 38; 
39. 317, 44. 318, 52. 321, 60. 

chronology: r1, r18. 279, I4. 
contradictions (obscurities) in —: *415 

ff. 418. 319, 57. 
influence on later writers: *313, 3t. 
knowledge of, and relations with, other 
writers: 

H. and Charon: 68, тз — and 
Ephoros: 56. — and Hekataios: 

408. 414. 416 f. 6, 57. — and Hel- 

lanikos: 8f. 38. 68, r. 

single items: 
H. and Athens: 319, 55. — and the 

Alcmeonids: 357, 3. — and financial 

affairs: 359, 9. | — on the Greek 

gods: 319,57. —on prehistoric and 

early Athens: 388. 53, 23. — оп 

the Pelasgians: *407 ff. — on the 
Amazons: 612. 

single passages: 
I, 4:634. 1I,5:7.9. r,30 [f.:193. 

I, 51,3:358,7. 1,53: 213. r, 56[ 
8: 64. 265. *413 Íf. 316, 40. *317, 44. 

*318,45. 1,59 ff.:70 ff. 133, 2. 454, 

I. 1, 67/8: 48, 7. 1, 78, 2: 25f. 
I, 94: 312, 26. I, I05: 445, 5. I, 
I4I, 4: 213. I, 142[8 (9, 97; 106): 

20. 32. 33. 44. 283. 36, 4; 5. 37, 7- 
38, I1. 51, 13. 53, 23. 318, 52. I, 

149151: 315, 39. І, 169: 213. I, 

171: 294, 35; 36. І, 173: 294, 36. 
I, 215, I: 252, I4. 

2, 50/2: 417. 67, 18. 310, 16. 319, 57. 

320, 59. 2, 53:474, II. 2, 59; 169/ 
70:193. 2,108,3:252,14. 2,118: 

634. 2, 180: 451. 358, 7. 360, 10. 

3, 31, 3: 257. 3, 122, 2: 5, 48. 
6, 50. 

4, 26: 544. 439, 3. 4, 28: 38. 4, 
145, 2: 409. 315, 37. 322, 6. 

5, 26: 315, 37. 5, 301}: 69, 7. 
5,62: 449 f. 361, 12. 363, 27. 364, 32. 
5:64:73. 5,65,3:44f. 5,66; 69: 
28, 66. 159. 32, 6. 33, 16. 5, 72: 

451, I5. 5, 73: 124. 5, 76: 44. 
5, 88: 69. 5, 89: 64. 5, 91, 2: 
357,3. 5,97,2:377,17. 5,118]21: 
213. 

6,17:322,6. 6,18[9:213. 6, 34] 
41; 103/4: 310, 21. 6, 41, 2: 153, 16. 
6, 51 ff.: 318, 52. 6, 57, 2: 274, 7. 
6, 89: 661. 6, 95/6: 69, 4; 7. 6, 
I2I|[3I: 357, 3. 6, т2т: 422, 3т. 
6, 132: 67. б, 137/40: 406. 409 ff. 
(*417 f.). 308, ro. 309, 14; 16. 310, 
17; 2I. 311, 22; 24; 25. 6, 137, I: 
6, 57. 
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7, 6: 357. 471, 10. 7, 9: 354, 37. 
7, 20, 2: 634. 7, 59, 1: 64. 7, 90: 

651. 7, 94/5: 406. 415. 192, IZ. 312, 
28. 315,39. 7,113: 46,16. 7,143: 
82. 7, 151: 422, 31. 7,159: 48, 7. 

7, 161, 3: 68, 8. 7, 170|1: 294, 36. 
7, 189: 278. 

8, 19, 1; 22: 69, 5. 8, 41: 76, 6. 

8, 42/8: 69, 5. 8, 44: 387. 399. 420. 
58, 54. 295, 45. 312, 28. 316, 40. 
319,54. 8,46,3:551. 8,51,1:17. 
8, 52: 74, II. 8, 53: 326, 2. 328, 5. 

8, 55: 328, 5. 8, 65, 1: 377, 17. 
8, 73, 1: 68, 8. 8, 79, 1: 117, 32. 

8,90, 4: 192 f. 8,97: 193. 8, 134: 
448, 6. 

9, 26/8: 446. 356, 47. 9, 70: 82. 

9, 73: 39. 259, 11. 9, 9I, I: 557. 
fiposc: 614. 

bodily size of —: 391. tombs of —: 

391. cult of —: 321, 59. | anony- 

mous —: 605. 346, 3. — 6 xazà rpouvav 
h.: 440. 605. h. at Phaleron: see s. 
Androgeos. — of civilization: 401. 

meaning of — in Homer: 658. 

Herse, daughter of Kekrops: 109. *425. 

643 f. 326, 2. *327, 3. 445, 6. 497, I- 
Cf. s. Kekrops. 
nourh for —: 643. 327, 3. — in the 
Erichthonios story: 328, 5. 491, 3. 

Hersephoria, festival: 624. 643 f. 327, 3. 

329, 5. 
Hesiodos, epic poet: 232. 314. 354 f. 379- 
409. 599. 603. 305, 3; 6. 
books on —: cf. s. Proklos; Scholia. 
life and descendants: 580f. Cf. s. 

Stesichoros. date: 476, 12. tomb 

of —: see s. Orchomenos. 

H. and Delphi: 574. 

text of —: 307. 301, 19. 342, 7- 

interpreters: see s. Plutarch; Proklos; 

Scholia; Tzetzes. 

writings: 

Theogony: 259, 8. ww. rff: 574 
53 [[.: 609. 361: 188. 912/4: 195- 
ioir[ó: 322, 5. Erga 69[[. 368/9: 
270, 23. III; 169/9e: 301, 19- 

161/3: 352, 24. 270|1: 580. 571 

№-:267,17. 583 /f.:275,2 765 Íf-: 

366. 271, ІІ; 13. 272, 16. 273, 6. 

800/1: 272, 2. 810: 447, 6. 828: 

582. Aspis 182: 342, 7- 

F 1-7 Rz: 316, 40. F 43: 306, 6. 

F 73: 648. F90:25,24. F104: 

604. 495,20. F123: 603. F 134: 

591 f. F150: 623. 511,12. F 265: 

580. 476, 3. 

Hesione, daughter of Laomedon: 521, 6. 

Hestia: 186. 553. 421, 25. 

*Eoxía 6365: 313. Cf. s. Athens (streets). 

Hestiaia, deme: 313. 

— town in Euboia: 461. 372, 4; 5- 

Hesychios of Alexandreia, lexicographer: 

217.395. S.V.” AYAxupos: 427- ’ Ayav- 

pi8ec: 326, 2. “Aypavdos: 612. @80- 

varot: 562. AlBod¢ Bwpdc: 643- 

Gi8putov xaxdv: 76, 3. што: 348. 

Epva mpoparretv: 515, 4- &ppnoocía: 

643.  'AgpóBivog: 552 f. GSuáyot: 

350. Дос 0х0: 392. ‘Exarerog 

Zcóq:435. ixota, ExaAOuóc : 341, 17- 

èn’ Edpuyint ®үФу: боз її. *Epetpraxds 

xa:dAoyog: 372, 3. ‘Epyoxontéat: 

506 .  Ocotua: 628. Өпсєїоу: 548. 

Oprai, Opratew: 559- 'I&u8n: 324, 3- 

Kexporin: 295, 52- wevipputov bdwp: 

632. Aluvar: 594- vnedux kóra: 

558. EuuBóXovc: 557. 448, 5.  'Opo- 

Advog 2604: 632. пєр:стіарҳоь, mepl- 

стіоу: 639. Перреїдох: 291, 20. oxet- 

рос: 200, 77- сшћос: 644- Teravidar: 

658. тріхтоа, -тєїра: 653. | Qapua- 

xol: 520, 2. Фсҳо:, Фоҳофбріх, -tov: 

288 f. 

Ephyata: 226. 401. 307, 9- 325, 4. 

469, 8. Cf. s. Athens; cjvilization. 

books on —: 228. 239. 264. 358. 380. 

389. 404. 567 f. 354, 36. 

theories on —: (226). 389. 446. 646. 

325, 2. 354, 38. (Add. p. 529.) 

single inventions: 

&үбу 8:2 coukcov (уоиуастосї?) : 513, 

5. agriculture: 404. 423 f. 296, 4. 

325, 6. baking (&pvoc): 522, 4. 

chariot (yoking of horses) : 401. 508, 2. 

1 
i 

1 
f 

1 
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coinage: 567 ff. Stxa: 513, 5. 
divination (uavcuxt)): 357. 557. 559 ff. 
449, 9. Pala: 286, 14. 513, 5. 

ёротхд сурата: 354, 28. fire: 
628. 650. 506, то. grain: 196. 270. 

423 f. 325, 2. 506, го, hexameter: 
575- 476, 2. 477, 2. 497, 5. Cf. s. Phe- 

monoe. houses: 307, 9.  latprxy: 

(650). language: 615. marriage: 
285, 3. 296, 4. Cf. s.v. metals, use 

of: 457, 16. musical instruments: 
573- 307,9. næawnxh (wrestling): 

306. 645 f. mnyata b8ata: 506, IO. 

Add. p. 529. pottery: 307,9. тпоүшў 

(boxing): 517, 6. oxaðetov (sun- 

Shade): 179,74. omovdat rept varpé- 

сєос уєхрӧу: 446 {. сухї: 637. 205, 

80. 513, 4; 5. (for the) theatre: 647. 

towns (cities, Kot): 264 f. 389. 628. 

warships: 328. weapons, armour 
etc.: 389. 404 f. 658 ff. wine (and 
mixing of —): 226. 270. 280. writ- 
ing: 401. 

lepd: *374. *439, IZ. 
yevuixk: 544. pavtevté: 258 f. (Add.). 

"Iep& Xx; 205, 80. 513, 4. Cf. s. Athens 

(topography). 
lepal %иёра: 368. Cf. s. days. 
— *pifjpetc: 141. 327 f. Cf. s. Ammonias; 
Paralos; Salaminia. 

lepeic: 203. 260. 443, 2. 

lepol &pozot: 206, 80. 266, rr. 

— abAdves: see Ss. avAdves. 

— dAdsyor: 388. 

— xédeuor: see s. Sacred Wars. 
Hierokleides, daiduchos: 531. 

Hierokles, mantis: 259. 181, 3. 183, 17. 

372, 4. 
lepounvia: 542. 
Hieron, alleged son of Dionysios Chalkus: 
276, 15. 

Hieronymos of Kardia, historian: 210. 

248. 342. 343. 153, 4. 253, 17. 
— of Rhodos, philosopher: 585. 
Hieronymus of Stridon: 177, 2. 

lepomorot: 172. 174. 258 f. 275. (282). 354. 
one of the four Giov: 292, 23. 

{єрбттт$: 258. 

lepooxonía: 260, 3; 5. 
lepooxózoc: 256. 258 f. 374. Add. p. 535. 

lepoovAla: 494. 
lx£cat, leetela: 70. 549. 142, 14. 

ixempla: 297. 305. Cf. s. mopral. 
Himeraios, brother of Demetrios Phale- 

reus: 244, 14. 
Hipparchos Xéppov Kodduteds: 119 ff. 

453, 9. 
— son of Peisistratos: see s. Peisistratos 

and Peisistratidai. 
Hippasos, son of Admetos: 194. 
Hippias, son of Peisistratos: see S. 

Peisistratos and Peisistratidai. 
— of Elis, sophist: 352. 381. 420. 18, 154. 

154, 4. 278, 4. 354, 38. 
in Sparta: 8, 76. 

Hippobotai, in Euboia: 372, 4. 
Hippobotos, mythic Athenian, father of 

Athenais: 617. 
Hippodameia, daughter of Danaos: 651. 
Hippokleides Terodv8pov, archon a. 566/ 
5: 508, 2. Cf. s. Philaidai. 

Hippokrates of Kos: 

II. &vp. 17: 38. 
Hippolyte, queen of the Amazons, wife 

of Theseus: cf. s. Antiope. 
in Athens: 76. 78. *439. in Megara: 

345, 22. 
Hippolytos, son of Theseus: 554. 593- 

607 (640). тбт, 1. 495, 2. 

in Troizen: 345, 22. 

Hippomenes, last Kodrid king of Athens: 
45 f. 50 f. 52, 22. * 54, 29. 56, 38. 57, 42. 
60, 59. 61, 62. 

Hipponax of Ephesos, foet: 324, 5. 

Hippostratos, Epean hero: 648. 

Hippotes, Corinthian king: 79. 
Hippothoe: see s. Euthoe. 
Hippothoon, hero, eponym of a phyle: 
28 f. 

lotoplær: 240. Cf. s. Scholia. 
historians, Greek: 

lectures by —: 8, 76. 
103. 243 f. 263. 

Historiography: cf. s. Chronography. 
Greek: *1 f. 9. 100 f. 249. 262. 329. 381. 

| 406 f. 416. 426. 534 f. 609. 18, 154. 

prefaces of —: 
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55, 34. 179, 209. 224, 9. 279, 13. 30. 
3. 315, 39. 398, 42. 428, у" А 
гасе 381. (489, 13). 
oman: 102. 173. 237. 
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Modern: 176, 133. (303, 3). 
Historis, daughter of Teiresias: 659. 
Homeridai: 476, 3. Cf. s. rhapsodes. 
Homeristai: 476, 14. 
Homeros: cf. s. Epos; Istros; Philocho- 

ros. 

life and legend: 170. 228 f. 382. 421. 

*576 ff. 580 f. 279, 10. 474, 7. 478, 3. 

488, 7. Cf. s. Vita Homeri. 
pedigree: 472, 11. 475, 2. 
date: 578 f. 474, 11. 
H. and Argos: 577 f. 

579. 474, 8; 11. 
lext, state copy: 579 f. 277, 7. 342, 7. 

books on —: see s. Certamen; Philo- 

, choros; Vita Homeri. 
interpreters of —: 377. 378 f. 421. 597. 
626. 634. (6477). 656. 504, 38. 505, 44. 

single items: 
Megara in —: 428. 431. — Orestes in 
—: 25, 24. 27, 27. 28, 28. 49, II. 

442, 5. Theseus in —: 342, 7- 

Single passages: 
Il, A 97/8: 655{. A 265: 44, 7- 

342, 7. A 269: 224, І. A 270: 

518, 2. А 271[2: 342, 7. В 104|5: 

660. B 484 ff.: 334, 27. B 499: 442. 

B 508: 334, 27. B 536/45: 47, 24: 

B 546/56: 41. 309. 428. 630. 631. 14, 

128. 289, 11. 328, 5. 333, 25. B 557/8: 
431. 441. 289, 11. B 559/90: 47, 7- 
B 560/8: 578. B 681/94: 303, 3. 

B 840/3: 303, 3. В 848/50: 660. 

Г 144: 41. 633#. Г 234142: 44 7- 
А 8: 500, 15. A 409: 353, 24. E 59: 
348, 14. Н 238: 405. Ө 281: ббо. 

1145: 43, 9. I 219/20: 549. 1 35€ 
363. N 685: 330, 3. S 114 If.: 353. 

24. O 679/84: 350. 253, 17- П 23315: 
303, 3. 306, 6. P 301: 303, 3. E 552 
Íl.: 657. € 570: 573. T 119: 659. 

Y 403/5: 475, 6. tb 152/60: 660. 'F 
782/3: 656. Q: 354, 39- Q 262: 545- 

— and Athens: 

04. ү 273: 289, ІІ. ү 330/141: 360. 

n 56 ff.: 440. 0 112[3: 440. 346, 2- 

X 321[5; 631: 342, 7. A 630/1: 44, 

I2. 45, 7. 224, I. 225, 3. u 85 ff-: 

547. т 175]7: 303, 3. 
Hymn. Apoll. 89 ff.: 659. — 147; 

152: 508, 2. — Cer. 9I ff.: x95 f. 

— 202/5: 422. — 303 ff.: 325, 35 6. 

— 47411: 515,3. — іп Dionys.: 

322, 5. — in Merc. 17 ff: 369. 

— 30r ff.: 369. — 552 ff.: 559 f. 
Homogalaktes: 320 ff. Cf. s. -yewytat; 

dpyeaves. 

Homoiotetes, Greek-Roman: 500, 14. 

Homole, mountain: 632. 

Homoloeus, son of Amphion: 510, 2. 

Homoloia, festival: 632. 
Homoloios, month: 632. 

Homolois: 

epiklesis of Athena: see S.v. 

of Niobe: 510, 2. 

Homonoia, goddess: 524. 

homonyms, lexica of: 388, 2. 

brda napexspevor: 378, 19. 383, 54- 

Hoples, son of Ion: 181. 

Horai, goddesses: 270. 272. 421, 28. 

— and Helios: 546. 

Horaia, festival (?): 440, 2. 

‘Optopol тїз тбАє®$, book: 402, 4. 515, 4- 

Horkomosion, sacred place in Athens: 78. 

Horme, cult in Athens: 516, 1. Cf. s. 

Personifications. 

"Qpot, Ionian chronicles: 1. 15. 8, 76. 

489, 13. 

— Naklov: 56. 

Hyades: 179. 279 f. 499, 2. Cf. s. Diony- 

sos (nurses); Erechtheus; Hyakin- 

thides. 

Hyakinthides: 178 ff. 280. 495, 21. 

521, 8. Сі. 5. Hyades; Parthenoi. 

Hyakinthos of Lakedaimon and ‘Y. 

záyoç: 178. 280. Cf. s. Orthaia. 

Hyantes, tribe in Boeotia: 295, 41. 

Hybris, stone and altar of —: 635 f. Cf. 

s. &pyot AlBor; Personifications. 

Hybristika, festival in Argos: 444, 2. 

Hydrophoria, festival: 268, 2. 

Нуе: 449, 2. Cf. s. Semele. 

daughter 

—— eae 

—————À 

—— 
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Hyes: see s. Dionysos (epikleseis). 
Hygieia: 231, 3. Cf. s. Athena (epikle- 
seis). 

Hyginus, grammarian: 419. 504, 43. 
Astron. 2, 5: 518, I. 2, 13: 651. 326, 

2; 3. 2, 14: 606 f. 2, 29: 286, 17. 

2, 34/5: (657). 2, 40: (657). 
Fab. 41: 493, 10. 46: 286, 12. 140: 

450, 8. 147: 325, 6. 166, 5: 327, 3. 

187: 32, 9. 

Hymettos, mowntain range: 
dwelling-place of the Pelasgians: 72. 
407 {. 411. 415. 417. 4191. 308, 9. 

Hymns: 360f. фосіхо!: 445, 3. 

Нур (ег)акгіоі: 287, т. 468, 4. Cf. s. 

Diakrioi. 
Hyperbios, son of Ares, first slayer of 

animals: 307, 9. 

—, Corinthian, 

307, 9- 
—, Sicilian, first builder of houses: 72 f. 

307, 9. Cf. s. Agrolas. 
Hyperbolos ’Avtipavoug Tepi8oldn¢, de- 
magogwe: 51. *I5I. 247. 317. Add. 

Р. 533. 
Hyperboreans: 176f. 191. 196. 600. 

Hypereides, orator: 435, 4. 

or. I col. 8: 435, 6. col. 9/10: 539. 
col. 9, 18 ff.: 239, 1. 

Hypomnemata, type of scientific book: 

see s. scholars. 

Hyrnetho, mother of Homer: 577. 

inventor of pottery: 

Iakchos: 324, 9. 516, 4. 

Ialysos, town in Rhodos: 520, 3. 

Iambe, in the cult of Demeter: 421 ff. 
lapBog: 421 f. 

Iason, Argonaut: 74. (78). 
— of Pherai, tyrant: (141). 

Idomeneus of Lampsakos, pamphleteer 
(?): 380. 482 f. 

Idrieus, ruler of Halikarnassos: 86, 56. 

I04, II. 430, I8. 

Ikarios, mythic figure: 268. 269. 307, 9. 

Cf. s. Erigone. 

Ikos, island: 172. 173. 175. 

Imbros, island: 406. 410. 315, 37. 322, I. 

Cf. s. Pelasgians. 

Immarados, son of Eumolpos : 284. 161, 3. 

498, I. 
Inaros Yappnttyou, Libyan prince: 373, 

5. 
informers: see 8. цтуот?с. 
Inscriptions: 117, 118. 164. 542 ff. 266, 

II. 
of 307[6; 30615 В.С.: 5421. 438, 5. 
— in the Althides: 375. 496. Cf. s. 
Philochoros. courts of law in —: 150,6. 

single inscriptions: 

IG? I r9[20: 121, 23. 39: 259. 372, 
5. 45: 379, 25. 50: 127. 122, 28. 135, 
2. 51/2: 12%, 23. 76: 74, 9. 112, 2. 
182, 15. 77: 183, 17. 84: 162, 7. 

94: 37, 10. І14: 410,2. 280: 421, 25. 
295: 52. 296: I21, 18. 124, 29. 298: 

410, 4. 338: 491. 339 [[.: 393, 13. 
342/3: 380, 29. 358: 493. 376: 
407, 2. 688: 295, 51. 839: 76, 3. 

871/2: 63, 70. 882: 66. gor: 291, 19. 

928, 95: 70, I7. 929: 184, 28. 950: 

184, 28. 

IG* II 14: 514f. 46; 144: 

29. 204: 530 Í. 223: 174. 225: 

4. 230: 536. 258: 235,1. 334: 

454: 250, 31. 456; 459; 471: 
249, 30. 438, 5. 463: 452, 5. 
438, 6. 657: 379, 25. 668: 

674: 190. 678: 164, 7. 870: 182. 

930: 190. 956/8: 323, 3. rorr: 617. 

324, 9. 1232: 193, 2. 1233: 63, 70. 

1358: 161, 3. 257, 13. CÍ. s. Tetra- 
polis. 1371: 129, 5. 1388: 421, 25. 

1437: 424, 6. 1496: 161, 3. 1589: 

250, 31. 1597: 202Í. 1672: 203. 

1828: 398, 42. 1930: 70, 20. 23II: 

323,2. 4817:158,12. 4969: 168, 7. 
5007: Add. p. 544. 5064; 5072: 

398, 42. 5151: 444, 7. 
Agora 727: 394. 515, 4. 1749: 151, 

6. 2044: 618. 3244; 3394: 285 ff. 
551. 221, 183. 257, 13. 4068: 407, 2. 

4120: 451 (Add.). 5228: 251, 2. 
5509: 63, 70. 5884: 250, 31. Hesp. 8 
P. 246: 151. 9 p. 97: 511,2. 

380, 
431, 
275- 

344- 
649: 
276. 
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Iss. Olympia 466: 398, 42. 
IG* XII 5 no. 2: 326. — no. 480: 

456, 12. — no. 916 ff.: 548. XII 7 
по. 5: 95. 107. ХІІ 8 по. І: 312, 30. 

Syll? 73: 127, 5o. 130[1: 140, 2. 
182: 418, 38. 426, 2. 434|5: 220. 
1167: 261, 6. 

intercalation: see s. calendar. 
inventions: see s. Evpjyata. 
Io, daughter of Prometheus: 650. Cf. s. 

Isis. 

Ioannes Antiochenus: 

F 13, 5 Mue: 390. 

— Lydus: 
De mens. 4, 15: 617. Add. p. 534- 

Iobakcheia, festival: 507, 6. 
Iolaos, hero: 257, 13. 441, 6. 
Ion, son of Xuthos: 32. *78 f. 181. 234. 

280 Н. 396. (591?). 628. 45, 12. 51, 13. 

58, 54. 210, 104. 292, 23. 312, 28. 

484, 8. 
ѕоп ој АроПо: 633. constitution of —: 

282 f. 333, 22. Cf. s. quAal. 

— of Chios: 162. 35, 2. 39, 21. 368, 14. 

481, 7. 

— of Samos: 20. 
Ionia, Ionians: 64. 69. 78. 169. 194. 265. 

283. 360. 364. 407. 413. 422. 428. 431. 
482. 513 ff. 520. 628. 653. 261, 6. 

297, I; 5. 312, 28. 330, 3. 332, 16. 
418, 36. Cf. s. Athens (history); 

Hellas. — Ephesos; Erythrai; Hairai, 
Klazomenai; Kolophon ; Miletos; Prie- 

ne; Smyrna. — Panionia. 

Ionian migration: see s. Herodotos; 

Migrations. — revolt: 213. 170, II. 

310, 21. — science: see s. Chrono- 

graphy; Ethnography; Genealogy; 
Historiography. 

Ios, island in the legend of Homer: 580 f. 
Iphigeneia: 39. 85. *186 f. 28, 27. 29, 28. 
72, 4. 

Iphikrates Tiyoðéov ‘Papvovotog, Athe- 
nian general: 107. 156. 170. 325- 521. 

526 ff. 

Ipsos, battle at —: 347. 250, 5- 
Isagoras Tetadvdpov, archon 508/7: 114, 

3. 

Isaios, orator: 251, 6. 253, 16. 

or. 3, 76: 189. 8, 18: 189. 12: 144, 30- 

Isis, Egyptian goddess: 615. 643. 650- 

Cf. s. Io. 

Ismenion, at Thebes: 557- 448, 73 6. 

Isokrates, orator: 86 f. 89 f. 101 f. 162. 

229. 311. 523. 91, 86. 353, 32- 384, 61. 

423, 16. 

in Chios: 81, 28. school of —: 376- 80, 

28. statue of —: 334- 

political standpoint: 89 f. 97f. 120. 

81, 28; 29. 87, 59- 93, 89- 

— and history: 98. 112 £. 90, 84. 103, 

148. 110, 41. 

knowledge of, and relations with, other 

writers: 

I. and Androtion: see s.v.  — and 

other Althidographers: 112 f. — and 

! Herodotos: 102. — and Plato: 80, 

28.  — and Theramenes: 8I, 29- 

— and Thukydides: 103, 148. 

single items: 

on the Areopagos: 109. 115. Cf. below 

s. speeches. on Perikles: 103, 148- 

on Timotheos: see s.v. 

speeches and single passages: 

Aigin. 5 ff.: 261, 7- Antidos. 93: 

79, 15. 101/39: 528. 109/10: 523- 

524. 1127/8: 105. 103, 148. 166: 

71,5. 232: 450. 359, 9- Archidam.: 

91. 85, 54. 87, 61. 88, 62.  Areop.; 

IL. elp.: 89f. 96 ff. 339. *85, 54- 

9o, 82. 103, 148. 106,19. Areop.I2: 

105. 103, 148. 16: 91, 86. ог, 41. 

29/30: 98, 118. 37; 4316: 109. 110, 

4I. 44: 112. 84: 97. 102. П. «lp. 24: 

96, 105. 82: 229, 9. 86:192. Hel. 

18[9: 43, 2; 7. 35[6: 226, 9. 290, 15. 
Panath.: 283. 311. 106, 19. III, 4I. 

353, 30; 31; 32. 356, 47. 126: 391. 

283, 55. 159160: 429, 15; 17. 

193: 325, 1. Paneg.: 91. 353, 32- 

168/70: 77- 78. Philipp. 103/4: 

86, 56. Plataikos: 353, 32. 420, 8. 

Tlept tod Cevyous: 360, 9. 

Isthmia, national games: 37f. 521. 654. 

Isthmos, othdn év: 430- 

Istros, the Callimachean: 22. 60. 61. 68. 
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78. 155. 181. 196. 205. 206. 239. 240. 

244. 275. 297. 305. 308. 354. 595. *618 

ff. 651. 70, 24. 159, I. 168, 14. 195, 9. 

216, 139. 217, 155; 159. 225, 8. 344, 17. 

481, 7. 490, 17. 492, I. native place, 
social position, residence: 618 f. date: 
619. local knowledge of Athens (?): 
510, I2. ‘local patriotism’: 625. 
*504, 4I. grammarian (antiquary): 

619. 625. interest in religion: 652. 

— in science: 658 (?). as biographer: 
655. evaluation of —: 624 ff. 

writings: O19Íf. sources: 622f. 
649. 511, I. 519, 4. quotations from, 

and use made of: 620. 622. 624. 626 f. 

633. 635. 637. 638. 641. 645. 647. 648. 
649. 653. 654. 655. 656 f. 659. 256, 6. 

339, 5. 504, 43. 509, 8. 511, I. 513, 5. 
517, 3. 518, I. 519, 3. 522, I. 

"Атта (Уоусүоүђ тӧу '"Az8iBov): 
619 ff. 626 f. 627 ff. 647. 649. 655. 

657. 276, 25. ser, 8. “Ataxta: 

619. 620 f. 626. 640 ff. 644. 647. 657. 
*502, 23. 505, 44. "Artixat Agters: 

640. 642. 657.659.  Alyorxiov &xot- 

xit: 625. 626. 649 ff. 505, 43. — YIepl 
IlzoXeuaíBoc: 625. 651. 
' AeyoXux&: 647 f. 660. 501, 14. 523, 5. 
*H2:xx&: 626. 648 f. 660. 
*Arddrwvos éxtpaverat: 652 ff. (6577). 

“Hpaxdrgoug éxipdverat: 654. Evva- 
yoyn tv Kontixdv vov: 651. 
Ilegl :àv ‘HAtov ayavev: 374. 651 f. 

Ilegl ozeo&vov (?): 652. 654 f. Пері 
lBiócntog X0Acv: 374. 652. 654. 655. 

Xpyspdv ovvaywyh (?): 501, 13. 

Mehororot: 618. 647. 654.655. (Life 
of Sophokles?): 647. 655. 

Хбщциита: 619. 626. (647?). 655 f. 

660. Cf. в. Scholia on Homer. 

“Үлоџуўђџота: 619. 620. 626. (647?). 
(656?). ббо. 523,5. Прёс Тіролоу 

бутіүрафаї: (647?). 656. ог, то. 
Poems: 642. 651. 655. 657. 501, 12. 

504, 43. 523, 5 (?). 
knowledge of, and relations with, other 

writers: 

I. and Apollonios Rhodios: 660 (?). 

INDEX 

— and Aristarchos: 523, 6. — and 
Antikleides: 650. 651. 654. — and 
Hekataios of Abdera: 649. — and 

Kallimachos: 652. 654. 657. — and 
Philostephanos: 650. — and Pole- 
mon: see s.v. 

single items: 
on Homer: 631. 633. 655 f. 657 (?). 

658 ff. on Sophokles: 618. 647. 655. 

on Thebes: 632. om Theseus: 635. 
645. 

fragments: 

F 2/3: 639. 644. F 9: 643. F ro: 
643. 645. F 14: 522,r. F 15:629. 

644. F 19: 554. F 24: 447, 4 
F 25: 635. F 27: 491, 3. F 33/8: 
618. F 65: 638. 

Istros, son of Aigyptos: 651. 

— of Kallatis, author of a book Tept 

tpayatdiag: 618. 578, I. 

— Mevav8pou: 5or, 3. 

Ithome, mountain: 445. 459. 460. 369, 17. 
Cf. s. Messenia. 

ivory: 493. 

ivy: 516, 2. 

Jews: 381. 278, r. 

Juba, king and author: 283, 51. 500, 14. 
jurisprudence: 385, 5o. 
Justinus, Christian writer: 278, 1. 
— epitomator of Pompeius Trogus: 

2,6: 398. 285, 3. 325, I. 2,7, 1-4: 46. 

60, 58. 9, I, I: 557. 

Kadmeia, akropolis of Thebes: 168. 295, 

41. Cf. s. Thebes. occupied by Sparta 
a. 382: 157. 412, 2. 

Kadmeioi: 514, 7. 

= Приувйф: 33. 

Kadmilos: Add. p. 538. 
Kadmos, founder of Thebes: 167 f. 415. 

294, 35. 295, 41. daughters of —: 

179. 499, 2. 
— Tavdtovog Mujatoc, alleged writer of a 
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Кто Мито xal tie dng 'Iov(ac: 
608. *610. 613. 37, 8. 489, 11. | 
—'ApyeA&ou M Unarog, author of ’Artixat 
lotoplar: 610 f. 

хабос, xaBlaxoc, vessel: 554. 
Kainon, cour! of law (Athens): 167. 
148, 2. 150, 5. 151, 6; 7; 8. 

Kalchas, mantis: 262, ro. 
tKalliades, Athenian general a. 406/5: 

512. 
Kallias ‘Izrovixov, agent of Perikles: 167. 
peace of — a. 450/49: 100. 192. 478. 
513. 525 f. 02, 86. 415, 21. 418, 36. 
420, 12. 428, 13. renewal of —: 

413, 7. alleged «wal and condemna- 
fion: 520. 525 f. 422, 31; 33. votive 

gifts: (295, 50?). 422, 31. 
——, Athenian general a.391/0: 156. 521. 
ambassador to Sparta a. 372/1: 422, 23. 
friend of the sophists etc.: 397, 37- 

— Фоміллоо: dedicator of the ’A@nva 
Kaðnuévy (?): 295, 50. 

— (?) ‘Yxepoyi8ou, father-in-law of the 
tyrant Hippias: 71. Cf. s. Charmos 
Колот). 

Kallikrates, architect of Perikles 231, 2. 

— writer of a Mepiyynots of Athens: (571). 
Kallimachos of Kyrene: 174. 218. 599. 

600. 619. 650. 493, 10. 

Atthidographic sources: 175. 185. 270. 
435. 440. 599. 605. 348, 13. 486, 3. 
K.and Amelesagoras: 327, 3.  — and 
Phanodemos: 175. 158, 18. — and 

Philochoros: 239. 412 (Add.). 
writings: 

Hymns 2, 45: 559- 3,227: 295, 45 
4, 284 [[.: 170, 1. 6, 19 ff.: 657- 

Hekale : 270.434 ff. 559. 594. 599-601 É. 

634. 22, 23. 327, 3. 336, 3. 451. 16. 

486, 3. 492,8. ‘Io #1266: 519, 3. 

Ilivaxeg: sees.v. Пері dyavev: 374- 

619. 652. Oavpétav ouvayoyń: 

488, 3. other prose books: 619. 

single fragments: 

F 1, 36 (Pf.): 441, 4. F 26: 579- 

F 75: 176. (F 94/5: 53, 22- 54 29). 

F 97: 73. 412. F 103: 605. 348, 13. 

F 178/85: 175. 184. 268, 3. F 196: 

Jacoby, Fragm. Griech. Hist. 111 b (Suppl-) 

493. F 200b: 158, 4. F 305: 594- 

Е 643: 272. Е 723: Add. p. 538. 

Kallimedon, Athenian, ambassador to 

Tiribazos a. 392[1: 516. 
Kalli(ei)on, court of law (Athens): 166. 

167. 148, 2. 150, 5. 151, 7- 152, 12; 

I3; I4. 

Kallipolis, sea-port of Tarentum: 212. 

Kallippos of Corinth, author of an iç 

"Opyouevloug ouyypagh: 608 f. 

Kallisthenes, Athenian, ambassador to 

Tiribazos a. 392|1: 516. 

— of Olynthos, historian: 100. I9I. 193 f. 

230. 232. 525. 583. 87, 59. 96, Irob. 

141,3; 4- 
Kallisto, mother of Arkas: 660. Cf. в. 

Megisto; Themisto. 

Kallistratos, grammarian: 496. 264, II. 

402, II. 

— (Еџлёдоо, Їлларуос a. 413): 318. 

— Kardxpérous "Agtdvatos, demagogue: 

99. 107. *519 f. 84, 43. 233. 4- 

Kallynteria, festival: 427. 555- 617. 

329, 5. 
Kalydna (Kalymna, Kalynda), island: 

142. 

xavroóptov, xavrooptiv: 275 f. 278. Cf. s. 

Panathenaia. 

Kantharos, Aero: 571. 

—, merchant: 468, I. 

Kavðáçov Atuńv: 571- 571 f. Cf. s. Pei- 

raieus. 

Kapai, town in the Hellespont: 138. 

Kar, eponym of the Carians: 357- 

Kardia, town in the Thracian Cherson- 

nese: 534- 

Karia, Carians: 69. 132. 191- 212 f. 214. 

357. 392 f. 396. 407. 315, 35- 

— in Greece proper: 294, 35- 

Karne, Phoenician town: (660). 

Karthago: (212). 214- 

— and Athens: 55. | 

Karystios of Pergamon, literary histo 

rian: 297, 2. 382, 44- 

Kassandreia, town: 438, 5- 

Kassandros, king of Macedonia: 342. 

277, 3. 377. 16- 

Kastor of Rhodos, chro
nographer : 47- 48. 

38 
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50. 269. 273. 381. 382 ff. 45, 13. 49, 11. 

50, 6. 56, 39. 279, 18. 280, 34. 282, 44; 

49; 50. 302, 2. 474, ІІ. 
xataxivopol: see s. floods. 

xaTáAoyot orpatelag: 324. 373, ТО. 

хаторр&хттс 656¢: 309. Cf. s. Athens. 
xatacteptopol: 607. 286, 17. 

хататорђ, part of the Athenian theatre: 

333 f. 
xaðappol, xaðdpora: 284. Cf. s. purifi- 
cation. 

books on —: 284. 375. 

Kaukones, barbarian people in Greece: 
414. 

Kebris, archon: 318. 571. 

Kekropia, name of Attica, its chief town, 

and the Akropolis: 264 1. 363. 391. 394. 

*397 ff. 284, 5. 287, 5. 291, 21. 295, 45353. 
Kekropidai, former name of the Atheni- 

ans: 295, 45; 53. 
Kekropion, place of worship on the Akro- 
polis: 391. 614. 283, 56. 

Kekropis, phyle: 291, 21. 
Kekrops, first king of Athens: 26. 32. 44. 
50. 55. 169. 176. 178. 194. 226. 262. 

264 Í. 275. 362 f. 385 f. 387 f. *389 ff. 
405. 407. 423. 568. *614. 636. 22, 23. 
50, 6. 61, 63. 176, 113. 188, 10. 283, 59. 
*286, 12. 306, 6. 328, 5. Cf. s. Athens 

(list of kings); Erechtheus; Twelve 
Towns. 

name and race: 414. 416. 286, 12. 319, 
54. shape (8:901с): 3901. дот. 
death, tomb: 391. 614. 285, II. 

xataoteptouóç: 286, I7. 

wife of —: 327, 2. 328, 5. son of —: 

sees. Erysichthon. daughters of —: 
108 f. 179. 276 f. 278. 280 f. 388. 398. 
*424 Íf. *552. 602. 612. 643 f. 158, 14. 

283, 59. *327, 3. 328, 5. 444, 10. 445, 
6. *490, 3. Cf. s. Aglauros; Herse; 

Pandrosos; Kreusa; Merope; Prokris. 
laws and inventions: 267. (275). 389. 

400 f. 403 f. 568. census of —: 400. 
377, 17. ёті Кіхропос Blog: 404. 
Cf. s. Kronos. 

K. in Boeotia: 295, 43. — in Euboia: 

497, 4- 

Kekrops II, hing of Athens: 269. 278. 

283. 426. 

Kelainos 6 ®Avov (Eleusis): 178. 
Keleos, king of Eleusis: 422. (423). 515, 
3. 
daughters of —: 639. 498, I. Cf. s. 

Saisara. 
Kel(t)es, in the Cyprian pedigrees: 651. 

Keos, island: 459, 26. 

Kephale, deme: 66, 6. 

Kephalidai, clan: 65, 6. Cf. s. Pythion. 

Kephalion, historian: 273. 

Kephalos, eponym of the Kephalidat: 22. 

53. 109. 314. 638. (657). 24, 23. 65, 6. 
I76, I14. 327, 3. 514, 7. Cf. s. "Apttoq 

n&voc; Oie. 

Kephisia, town and deme: 287, 5; 6. 293, 

33. 
irittys (?): 394. 

Kephisodoros of Athens, Isocratean: 203. 

Kephisodotos, Athenian general a. 360/ 
59: 140. 

—, Athenian sculptor: 524. Cf. s. Elpnyy. 

Kephisophon ’Agtdvatoc, Athenian ge- 
neral a. 342|1; 340/39: 175. 331. 535 ff. 
Kerameikos, Kerameis, market-place and 

deme : 183. 190. 206. 234. 313. 314. 339. 
603. 604. 605. 606. 505, 2. 

state-cemetery in —: 545.606. (495, 20). 

Keramos, hero: 206. 234. 314. (cf. s. 
Koroibos). 

Kerata, hills opposite Salamis: 193. 
Keres, demons: 365. 

Kerkyon, vanquished by Theseus: 646. 
32, 8; 9. 472, 15. 518, 6. 

Кегкуга (Kor-), island: 170. 218f. 
170, 4. 347, 9. 396, 29. 404, I. 

Kersobleptes, Odrysian king: 142. 529. 
IjI, I. 

xnpuxetov, garlanding of: 298. Cf. s. 
Oschophoria. 

Kerykes, Eleusinian clan: 53. 64 f. 71. 
* 108 f. 284. 65, 6. 260, 2. 327, 3. 

xhpuxeg, heralds: 64 f. 298. I93, 4. 264, 11. 

Keteus, mythic king of Arcadia: 660. 
Ketriporis, Thracian dynast: 327. 233, 2. 
Kimon Mand8ov Aaxiddys, Athenian 
general a. 476/5 ff.: 72. 73. 91. 98. 
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191 f. 208 f. 317. 319. *455 ff. 478 ft. 
60, 59. 81, 29. 92, 86. 119, 14. 128, 58. 
229, 4. 381, 36. 

civil state (citizenship): 477. 478. 479. 

383, 58. family (sons) of —: 479. 
381r, 36. racehorses of —: 365, 3. 

policy (speech) of —: 368, 14. єбӨбө- 

va of —: 519. 369,17. ostracism of 
—: 459. 475. 478. 369, 17. evalua- 
tion of —: 391, 14. 

Kinesias of Athens, 8:6upapBorords: 607. 
king-lists: 381 f. Cf. s. Argos; Athens; 

Macedonia; Sparta. 
Kinyras, king of Paphos: 650. 445, 6. 
Kisseus, father of Hekabe: 378. 
Kissia, Phrygian village: 378. 
Kissos, Thraco-Macedonian town: 378. 

Kithairon, mountain: 83. 

xOdpa: 573. 469, 8. 

xOdpratg: 313. 

Klazomenai, Jonian town: 39, 18. 
Klearchos Macedonian, ambassador of 

Philip a. 339/8: 332. 
— of Soloi, peripatetic philosopher: 203. 

211. 213. 39I. 40I. 255, I. 256, 3; 4- 

285, 3. 

wanddves: 556 f. 557 f. 451, I5. Cf. s. 
omens. 

Kleidemos of Athens, Atthidographer: 

11.13.15. 46. 48. 51. *57 ff. 103. 116. 
145. 155. 169. 239. 251. 9, 96. 43, 2. 

58, 54. 259, 9. 
phyle, family: 57. 82. 255. 

date: 57 f. 
public honouring of —: 59. 61 f. 
local patriotism: 348, 13. 

scientific interests: 85. 108. 79, 23. 

174, 58. 
political standpoint: 46. 82. 97. 223. 
writings: 
Althis: 58 ff. arrangement of subject- 
matter: 59. — style: 59. quotations 
from, and use made of: 244. 354- 435- 

455. 
Exegetikon: 60. 70. 203. 228. 356. 

366. 375. 
knowledge of, and relations with, other 

writers: 

K. and Aristotle: 48. 57. (116?). 59, 

56. 60, 58; 59. — and Ephoros: see 

s.v. — and Euripides: 79. —and 

Herodotos: 70. 71 £. 74 £. (81 f.?). 82. 

— and Phandemos: 80f. — and 

Pherekydes: 84. — and Philocho- 

ros: see s.v. — and Thukydides: 

169. (74). 365, 2. 

single items: 

оп Herakles and Theseus: 68. 74 ff. 

438. on Peisistratos: 71 ff. on 

Themistokles: 81 f. 

testimonies and fragments: 

T 2/3: 61 f. 171, 3. Fr: 62. F 8: 

134, 7. F 10: (505). F II: 354- 

Е 16: 302, 1. F 17: 180. 205. 206. 

41, 6. 348,13. F 18: 38. (281). 344. 

21. F 19: 282. F 21: 455. 58, 47- 

F 27: 499, 2. possible fragments: 

435. 337, 10. 
Kleisthenes of Athens: 20. *28 ff. *65. 

*67. 96. 117 Í. 119 ff. 146. 158 ff. 183. 

(251). 267. 316. 431. 450 ff. (Add.). 

461. 474 Í. 481. 81, 29. 91, 86. 93, 89. 

95, I04. II5, I2. 117, 46. 150, 5. 226, 2. 

230, 5. 231, 15. 283,60. 291, 21. 343, I1. 

382, 49. 383, 54. 385, 63. 502, 25. Add. 

p. *530 ff. Cf. s. Alkmeonidai; Delphi 

(Alcmeonid temple). 

civil state (citizenship): 383, 58. 387, 

69. archon a. 525/4: 451 (Add.). 

demes and trittyes: 394. 475- 382, 49- 

K. and Persia (foreign policy): 124. 

alleged ostracism: 124. I17, 46. 357, 3. 

Kleisthenes of Sikyon: 578. 

Kleitarchos, tyrant of Eretria: 535 f. 537. 

— of Aigina, glossographer: 215 f. 

— (of Alexandreia), historian of Alexan- 

der the Great: 434, 3- 435, 6. 

Kleito, mother of Euripides: 585. 

Kleitodemos: 57. See s. Kleidemos. 

Kleitophon 'Agtorovópou, Athenian: 

_ amendment of —: 30. 33, I7- 34, 23- 

115, 12. 

Kleomenes I, king of Sparta: 361, 15. 

*363, 29. 

Кіеоп КАғалмётоо, demagogue: (134). 

150 f. 500 ff. 
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Statelyropa of —: 497. 
—: 510. 

Kleopatra, daughter of Erechtheus: 593. 
Kleophon (6 Avporotds), demagogue: 510. 
407, 6. 

Кіеоротроѕ К\єлу(оо, Athenian general 
а. 431[0: 129. 130. 125, 32. 

Klepsydra, xphvy: *632 f. 207, 84. 
worm, literary: 
books on —: 386. 598. 600. 610. 

—, action at law: 492. 493 f. 500. 399, 
49; 50. 417, 28. 489, 10. 

Klymene: cf. s. Ktimene. 
mother of Homer: 580f. 
Hesiod: 580. 

Knemos, Spartan admiral: 132 ff. 
Knidos, battle of: 156. 513 f. 516. 519. 
417, 27. 

Kobaloi, 3a(uovec: 271. 

x6Badroc, meaning of: 271 f. 
Kodros, Kodridai: 33. *43 ff. 56. 219. 
311. 621. Cf. s. Medon; Melanthos; 
Neleus. 
name: 414. 

xowval lotopia.: 329. Cf. s. Historiogra- 
phy. 

Koiron Tpintortuov, eponym: 638 f. 
Koironidai, Eleusinian clan: 629. *638 f. 
644. 507, 9. Cf. s. Perithoidai; Philieis. 

Kolainis: see s. Artemis. 

xddatvov (?), bird: 178. 
Kolainos, local king in Altica: 27. 177 f. 
387. 

xwraxpéizat, officials: 

Kollytos, deme: 71 f. 
Kolonides, town in Messenia: 34. 178. 
I58, 7. 

Kolonos, deme (s): 
Agoraios, Misthios: 496. ^ Hippios: 
309. 314. 640. 154, 4. 265, 5. 350, ІО. 
name of a quarter: 496. 402, II. 

Kolophon, Jonian town: 36, 6. 297, 5. 
Komarchos, writer on Elis(?): 649. 
xwpunrat, villagers: 443. 
Kowpudorpevor, books on: 148. 194. 257. 
507. 136, 14. 167, 25. 388, 2. 389, 7. 

х©цнос: 301. 220, 182. 
Konon Tio0éou, Athenian general a. 

evaluation of 

wife of 

*117 Íf.. *146 f. 

INDEX 

414[3: 325. 513 f. 516 f. 521. 522. 526. 
413, 6. 

Кбрахєс̧, place in Thessaly: 209 f. 

Korakesion, frontier town in Cilicia: 209. 

Kore: see s. Demeter; Persephone. 
Korinna, poeless: 282, 44. 

Koroibos of Athens, inventor of pottery: 
307, 9. (cf. s. Keramos). 

xopóvy (crow): 603. 606. 492, то. 

Korone, Attic peninsula: 254, IO. 

Koroneia, Boeotian town: 142. 
battle at —: 447. 371, 2. 

Kopov(8ec xópat: 628. 

Koronis, daughter of Phlegyas : 603. (657). 

Koronos, Lapith: 351. 

Korydallos, deme: 
mysteria at —: 374. 

Kos, island: 331. 271, 15. 297, 2. 

naval battle at —: 221. Add. p. 534. 

Kosmo, Priestess of Athena Polias: 634. 

Kotys, Thracian (Odrysian) king: 325 f. 

Kranaoi, former name of Athenians: 

283, 53. 295, 53. 
Kranaos, hing of Athens: *267. 391. 398. 

I2, I2I. 22, 23. 61, 63. 188, 10. 

Krateros, author of Ynglopata: 82. 138. 
196. 199 f. 228. 375. 461. 472. 473. 

134, 9. (251, 1). 375, 10. 380, 29. 38r, 

35. 394, 20. 400, 61. 453, 9. 
Е 4: 476. 478. Е тг: 564. 453, 9. 

Е 13: 525. F ar: 424, 2. 

Krates of Athens, author of Tept Quctàv: 

279. 353- 556. 558. 256, 4. 
— of Pergamon, grammarian: 579. 

474, II. 
Kratesipolis, ruler of Sikyon: 248, 20. 
Kratinos, comic poet: 
Е 456 (K): 118, ro. 

— Lpnrtios, ambassador to Sparta a. 
392|1: 519. 

Kratippos, historian: 503, 34. 

F 2: 410, 5. F 3: 506. 
xpivat: 612. 633. 442, 13. Cf. s. Athens; 
Delos; Klepsydra. 

Krenides, town in Thrace: 326 f. Cf. s. 
Daton; Philippoi. 

Kreon, first archon: 16. 384. 13, 122; 
123. 62, 66. 
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— hing of Corinth: 78 f. 

Kreophylos of Ephesos, local historian: 

489, 13. 
xennic, vómoc 'A0fjwnot: 570 f. 
Kreston, town tntp Tuponvav: 303, 3. 
314, 34. 317, 41. 319, 56. Cf. s. 
Pelasgians. 

Kreusa, daughter of Ervechtheus: 78 f. 
179. 633. 

—, — — Hippotes: 79. 
—, — — Kekrops: 278. 

—, — — Kreon: 78f. 
xeglotc, xplvew: 

legal term: 399, 50. mantic: 250, 5. 

Kritias Kaddaloypov of Athens: 512. 

368, 14. 411, 3; 4. 

Krobylos, comic poet: 246, 5; 6. 
Krokon Tpintodéuov, eponym: 6381. 
514, 2. 

Krokonidai, Eleusinian clan: 629. *638 

f. 644. 507, 9. 

Kronia, festival: 401 ff. 423. 
Kronion, month: 402. 297, 1; 5. 
Kronos: 214 ff. 355. *401 ff. 547 Í. 164, 
I4. 282, 44. *299, 15 (Add.). 515, I. 

Cf. s. Saturnus. 
cult of —: 398. 402. 651. 300, 16. 

Sanctuary of —: 299, 12. hills, 

tomb of —: 547. 441, 1. 
ixl Kpóvou Blog: 404. 299, 15. 300, 16. 

Cf. s. Kekrops. 
Kropides, deme: 170. 
Ktesias of Knidos, physician and histo- 

rian: 193. 130, 2. 139, 6. 297, 2. 374, 5- 
Ktimene Onytws: cf. s. Klymene. 

wife of Hesiod: 580. 

Ktimenos, son of Ganyktor : 
in the Vita of Hesiod: 581. 

Krloetc, xtloeig: 2, 13. 46, 13; 16. 490, 

13. 
xovpetov, sacrifice: 189. (506, 14). 

xoupedtig huépa: 189. Cf. s. petov. 

Коорӯтєс̧: 658. 

хойрос̧: 494, 18. 
Kovporpógoc: 277. 193, 4. 2II, III. 213, 
I94. 257, I3. Cf. s. Aglauros; Demeter; 

Ge. 

Kybernesia, festival: 298. 299. 305. 449- 

Kydathenaion, frittys: 291, 21. 

Kykloboros, brook near Oinoe (Attica): 

210 f. 
Kyklopes: 179. (408). 551. 658. 302, 4. 

307, 9. 309, 15. 495, 21. 
xóxAoc, market-place: 210. 

KoxAoc, title of books: 622. 

Kyknos: father of Philochoros: 255. 

brother of —: 255. 
xotg, Egyptian bread: 182. 
Kylon of Athens: 636. 61, 62. 105, 5- 

II7, 44. 387, 69. 442, 7. 

Kyloneion, sanctuary: 74, 6. 
KuoAóvetov &Y0c: 65. 
Kyme (Aiolis): 194. 
Kynaithos, rhapsode: 476, I. 

Kynchreus, king of Salamis: 338. 441. 

Kynnes, son of Apollo: 556. 

Kynnidai, clan: 556. 

Kynosarges, gymnasium in Athens: 68. 

256, 5; 8. 257, 12. 273, 6. 

Kypros: 192. 342. 343- 514- 552 f. 650 f. 

170, I. 429, 14; 18. 496, 7. 5or, 3. 

tradition on —: 651. population of 

—: 650 f. 579, 3. calendar: 445, 6; 

7. Agraulos in —: 445, 6. Aphro- 

dite, Aphroditos in —: see s.vv. 

Ariadne in —: 445, 7.  Demophon 

іп —:445,6. h èv — rapaxünTouca: 

654. 

Cypriots in Athens: (446, 9). 

—, daughter of Kinyras: 650. 

Kypselos, Kypselidai: 351. 254, IO. 

Kyrbantes, Saí(uovec: 327, 3. 

wdpBerg: 256, 5. 259, 2. 

Kyrene: 182. 655. 
books on —: 655. 

Kythera, island: 

cult of Aphrodite: 445, 5- 

Kytheros, ome of the Twelve Towns: 

394- 293, 33- 
Kytinion, town in Doris: 330. 332. 

Kyzikos, town:- 

xàXuov af —: 153, 23. 

Labyrinthos: 604. 
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Laches MeAavórou AlEwvets, Athenian 
general a. 427/6 ff.: (151). 500 f. 406, 
9; тт. 

Laevius, Roman poet: 444, r. 
Lais, courtesan: 655. 
Lakedaimonioi, Lakones: see s. Lako- 
nia; Sparta. 

Lakiadai, deme: 207. 208. 637. 205, 80. 
Lakonia: 

Pelasgians in —: 419. 

‘hundred towns’: 156 f. 
Lakrateides, dpyatoc &pyav *AGhvyot: 571. 
— {єрофбуттс̧: 531. 
Lakrates, Theban general (4th cent.): 
533. 

Lamian War: 221. 223. 
Aaprades, -Sopopiat, — -Bpoulat: 
*505, 2 (Add.). 506, 12; 13. 

tAauridys Tetpatedc; Athenian general 
а. 441[0: 149 f. 

Lampon, mantis: 227. 257 f. 259. 181, 3. 
Add. p. 534 f. 

Lamptrai, deme: 267. 

language, origin of —: 615. 
Aaol: 399. 

Larisa, daughter of Pelasgos: 498, 5. 
— Pelasgiotis, towns: 614. 

name nol in Altica: 308, 9. 
Lasos, poet: 400 f. 
laurel, in cult: 550. 449, 4. 
Laws: 120. 123. 162 f. 333. 340. 400 ff. 
565. Cf. s. Buzyges; Kekrops; Klei- 
sthenes; Lykurgos; Solon; Zaleukos. 
— psephisms. — voyobérat; уорофола- 
хіа. 
character of ancient laws: 382, 50. 
laws and psephisms: 144, 33. laws of 
Ephialtes: see s.v. — of Perikles: 
160 f. 244, 22. — of Philippides: 
339 f. — of Sophokles xatà tõv puo- 
с0Ффобутоу: 229. 589. — xatk tav 
&3оубтоу: 562 Н. 452, 8. — ёрүіас: 
112 f. 183 f. (561 f.). 452, ro. — оп 
citizenship: see s. Athens; Perikles. 
— mepl 8uxdmoloecv: 157 ff. 161. Cf. s. 
Stadmplcers. уброс eloayyeAtixds:. 
*564 Í. 105, 5. 117, 43. Cf. s. eloayyeria. 
Xawóc vóuoc: 340. luxury laws: 340. 

list of the 

627 f. 

Leandr(i)os of Miletos, local historian: 

359. 
Lectisternia: 551. 
Legends: see s. Aitia. 

Leipsydrion, in Attica: 450. 451. 453. 

364, 32. 
Leleges, pre-Greek tribe: 407. 414. 656. 

294, 35. 
Lemnos, island: cf. s. Miltiades; Pelas- 

gians; Tyrsenians. 
nationality of the inhabitants: 305, 5. 

312, 30. 321, 59.  cwuits of —: 311, 22. 

Hekataios on —: 411. — Sinties al —: 
412. 421.  Pelasgians at —: 406. 
409 ff. 417. 420. 308, 10. 314, 34; 35. 
317, 41.  Tyrsenians at —: 411. 412. 
413. 308, IO. 315, 37. occupied by 
Persia: 315, 37. 

Lenaia, festival: 160, т. 

Lenaion, sanctuary: 507, 
Theoinion. 

Leodamas, alleged Athenian 'nauarch' : 

433, 3. 
—, pupil of Plato: 233, 4. 

Leokor(e)ion, sanctuary: 178. *182 f. 
Leokrates X«poíBou, Athenian general a. 

479/8 (?) ff.: 388, 70. 
Leon, Athenian general a. 407/6: 411, I. 
—, Spartan ambassador to Athens a. 420 

etc.: 153. 

Leontis, phyle: 178 f. 183. 
Leos of Hagnus: 178. 183. 
herald of the Pallantids: 433. 343, I1. 
daughters of —: 178 ff. 182 f. 

Герііпеѕ ёх Kos, politician: 106. 
86, 55. 

Leros, island: 656 f. Cf. s. Pherekydes. 
Lesbos, island : 482. 656. 261, 3. 314, 35. 
defection of —: 396, 27. 

Leto, goddess: 177. 592. 157, 3. 
letters, scientific: 228 f. 238. 373. 376. 
276, 3. 

Leukippos, Achaean: 212. 
— Lacedaemonian: 212. 
devxdpata: 324. 339. 
Leukon, king of Bosporus: go. 107. 
Leukonoe, deme: 496. 
Aeuxotawloy тріттос: 394. 

4. Cf. s. 
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Leuktra, battle of: 157. 447. 354, 41. 
Leutychides I, king of Sparta: 557. 
Lexeis (IAàocat) and Lexicographers: 
219. 239. 256 f. 349. 365. 449. 544. 558. 
579. 604. 626. 627. 632. 637. 642. 241, 
2. 242, 8. 273, 4. 513, 5. 515, 4. Cf. s. 
Aristophanes Byzantios; Etymologi- 
ka; Eudemos; Eumolpos; Hesychios; 
Kleitarchos; Pausanias; Philemon; 
Photios; Pollux; Suda. 

P. Ox. 1804: Add. p. 536 f. 538. 

Lexicon Cantabrigense: s.v. eloeyyeMa: 
564 f. s.v. vouogoAaxec: I12. 337 ff. 

З.У. ботрахлсџоб vpórog: 315 ff. 
“Руторихў: 392 f. 289, 9. 

Lexica Segueriana: 165. 219. 337. 348. 

350. 549 Ї. 552. 443, 2. 502, 17. Aé- 
Eetg ‘Pytopixat: p. 210, 2 (Bkr): 554- 
$. 239, 7: 427. p. 242, 3: 276. p. 

244, 18: 453, 2; 4. ф. 257, 13: 421. 

Р. 265, 11: 559. f. 270, 1: 427. f. 

273, 7: 638 f. ф. 285, 29; 318, 22: 

289. p. 292, 25: 151, 7. f. 300, 23: 

287. p. 309, 17: 152, 12. p. 310, 28: 

I47, I. p. 317, 22: 147, 2. 151, 7. 

Уоуаүоүўђ Akkewv ypnoiuwv: 219. 337- 
366. 627. 510, 12. p. 329, 24 (Bkr): 
427. p. 334, I1: 62. p. 345, 15: 562. 

451, 3. p. 355, 16: 643. p. 384, 31: 
362 f. p. 444, 30: 161, 4. p. 472, 24: 

553. Ё. 473, 32: 190. 
AnErapyixdy Yoauuaztiov: 157. I42, II. 

lime, in cult: 200, 77. 

Limnai, quarter of Athens: 185 f. 594- 

Cf. s. Dionysos. im Sparta: 594. 
elsewhere: 486, 5. 

Limnaiai: see s. Nymphs. 

Lindos, Anagraphe of : 652. 

Linos, poet and musician: 232. *573 f. 
genealogy: 469, 7. L. and Orpheus: 

469, 4. 
6 2 EvBolag: 469, 8; 12. 

teacher of Herakles: 574. 469, 8; 12. 
L. in Argos: 470, 13. — in Thebes: 
see s.v. 
tomb of —: 574. 

lists of kings: see s. king-lists. — of 

eponyms: 382. — of victors: see 8. 

victors. 
Literary History, ancient: 379. 575- 578- 

579. 581. 583. 584. 588. 599. 610. 477, 
6. 489, 13. Cf. s. Aristoxenos; Hera- 
kleides of Pontos; Lobon; scholarship. 

litigation, malicious: see s. political 

trials. 
Livius, Roman historian: 
23, 29, 5: 253, 17. 34, 28, I: 156. 

Lobon of Argos, author of a bogus literary 

history: 473, 17. 
Adyta: see s. oracles. 
Abytot Gv8peg: 15. 22. 29. 233. 388. 409. 
416. 425. 431. 4361. 444. 605. 630. 

26, 24. 32, 8. 176, 113. 283, 56. 321, 60. 

326, 1. 337, 8. 
Lokris, Locrians: 238, 5; 9. Cf. s. Axio- 

pistos; (Naupaktos); Nikaia. 
Loryma, Carian (Rhodian) harbour: 514. 

Lucretius, Roman poet: 

6, 749 If.: 492, 10. 
Lukianos, writer: 
Anach. 9: 654. — Pseudol. 25: 152, 15. 

Lukillos of Tarrha, paroemiographer: 

204. 215 f. 

Lupus Anilius, fictitious quotation of: 

593- 
Lusia, deme: 79. 180. 

— (?), daughter of Hyakinthos: 179. 

Lydia (and Maionia): 410. 660. 302, 2. 

314, 35. 322, 5; 7- Ch. s. Gyges; 

Xanthos. 

duypdc, meaning of: 355, 45- 

Lykabettos, Aili: 602. 491, 3- 492, 9- 

Cf. s. Glaukopion. 

Lykeion: gymnasium in Athens: 76. *324. 

148, 2. 480, 5. 491, 3. 

Lykia: 132. 592. 326, 7. 

Lykomidai, clam: 207. 375. 159, 12. 

471, 5- 
Lykophron, poet: 

Al. 70 ff.: 282, 50. 786/7: 656. 1329: 

341, 4. 1330 ff.: 42, 2. 

Lykos, hero (Athens): 

zò ёлі Adxor (Sucaoriptov): 148, 2. 

inventor of coinage: 457,16. Avxov 

$=х0с: 148, 2. 
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Lykos, son of Pandion, king of the Diakvia: 
427 ff. 337, 14. 333, 20. 

(Lykos)-Lykomedes, king of Skyros: 
328, 17. 

Lyktos (Lyttos), Zeus in: 651. 
Lykurgos, Spartan legislator: 70, 6. 
TII, 4I. 279, II. 474, II. 475, 4. 

—, Athenian statesman: 62, 83. 100. 112. 
162. 171. 172. 173. 175. 190. 223 f. 231. 
275. 303. 324. 328. 331. 333. (336). 
(339). 340. 377. 562 (?). 583. go, 84. 97, 115. 117, 46. 249, 26. 378, 18. 
Speeches: 175. 179. 219. 583. 639. 

506, 4. 507, 7. 516, 3. Cf. s. Philinos. 
Lynkeus of Samos, writer: I9I. 513, б. 
Lyric poetry, classification of: 361. 546. 
poets: 379. 

Lysandros of Sikyon, musician: 313. 
tLysanias, Athenian general: see s. 
Lysias. 

Lysias, Athenian general a. 406[5: 411, 1. 
— Kepddov, logographer: 

2, 6/8: 77.78. то, 18: 133,14. 20,13: 
377, 16. or. 24: 562. or. 27: 519. 
447, 28. Кот °Аудротісзуос: 87 f. 
Перї тїс "Іфіхрётоос єіхбуос̧ (?): 527. 

Lysimachides, author of a Боов Пері тоу 
"Абудо: штубу: 239. 289. 

Lysimachos, king of Thrace: 
gift of corn to Athens: 497. 373, 4. 

Macrobius, Roman grammarian: 
Sources of —: 298, 6. 
Sat. 1, 7, 36: 40I. I, IO, 22: 401 ff. 
T, II, 2-45: 297, 3. І, 17, 18: 281. 

UÉYetpot: see s. cooks. 
Maiandrios of Miletos, local historian: 
164, 14. 

нас, fish: 197 f. Cf. s. Hekate. 
Maionia: see s. Lydia. 
Makareus, local historian on Kos: 297, 2. 
Maxedvot: 316, 40. 
Мохедоу, signifying civil state: (sor, 8?). 
Makedonia: 21. 63 f. 378. Cf. s. Arche- 
laos; Philip; Perdikkas. — Athens. 

INDEX 

books om —: 499. archives: 541. 
hing-list: 499. 19, 2. *405, 1. 

Maket(i)a: 63 f. 

Malalas, Byzantine chronographer: 273. 
361. 

Malea, promontory: 307, 9. 
Maleos (-eas), Pelasgian [T yrsenian king : 
307, 9. . 

Manethon, Egyptian historian: 381. 
516, І. 

mankind, birthplace of: 649. — develop- 
ment of —: see s. civilization; Esphya- 
тх. — primitive food: 518, 5. 522, 4. 
Cf. s. сохў. — conditions of life: 168. 

u&vret; and uavtixh: 191. 218 f. 225. 
228. 241. *256 ff. 286. 335. 356 ff. 
366. 374. 375. 380. 505 f. 507 f. *556 f. 
*557 f. *559 ff. 576. 603. 607. 97, 115. 
183, 24. 189, 4. 260, 4. 261, 7. 276, 15. 
443, 2; 4. 476, 10. Add. p. 534 f. Cf. s. 
Aristandros; Bakis; Boio; Lampon; 
Polyidos; Skiros; Stilbides; Teiresias; 
Telenikos; Theoris. — xenouol-xeno- 
uoAóyot; éurvpopavrela; èyyaotpluvðor; 
enthusiasm; Eurykleis; Galeotai; xÀ- 
8буєс̧;  olwvooxonta; ornithomancy; 
Палшх@; phun; Pythones; otepvd- 
uavtts; cóufoAa; Thriai. — Olympia. 
books on —: 259. 357. (374). Cf. s. 
Battos; Mopsos; Philochoros. 

и. боосхбо:: 356. 183, 24. 443, 2. 
— in the army: 259. 
private —: 507. 197, 43. 206, 81. *408, 

Ir. Cf. s. Theoris. 
Mantineia, Arcadian town: 167, 26. 
battle of —: 348. 

Manto, daughter of Teiresias: 448, I. 
Marathon, eponym: 355- 257, 13. 258, 4; 

6. Cf. s. Marathonios. 
—, deme: 68. 187. 225, 2. Cf. s. Tetra- 
polis. 
in cult and legends: 281 f. 355. 605. 
627 (?). 645. 

Marathonian bull: 434 ff. 605. 223, 5. 
336, 3. 493, ro. 

cult of Apollo at —: 355f. — of 
Herakles: 354. 256, 8. calendar of 
festivals: 265, г. 
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battle at —: 67. 77. 119. 123. 114, 4- 

I35, I2. 258, 6. 378, 17. 452, 12. 

Cf. s. Eukles; Thersippos. 

Marathonios, son of Deukalion: 306, 6. 

310, 18. 
Marathos, Arcadian hero: 645. 258, 6. 

Marcellinus, biographer of Thukydides: 

153, 16. Cf. s. Vita Thucydidis. 

§ 24/5: 146, 4. § 28: 145, 3. 388, 2. 

§ 32: 508f. § 55: 389, б. 

Marmor Parium: 44. 45. 48. 83 f. 164. 

195. 232. 262. 267. 269. 270. 284. 342. 

347. 357- 384. 386. 388 f. 397 ff. 399 f. 

409. 423 f. 579. 587- 596 f. 630. 631. 

642. 655. 9, 104. 12, 121. 13, 122. 20, 7- 

22, 21. 35,1. 37,8. 38,18. 39, 24- 42, 7. 

42, 1. 48, 8. 49, 11. 176, 156. 188, 8. 

287, 5. 289, 10. 302, I; 2. 3?T, бт. 

342, 8. 349, І. 358, 5. 475, 2. 475, 4. 

477,6. 495, 21. 508, 2. 

Maroneia, Thracian town: 143- 326. 

marriage: 182. 188 f. 369. 161, 5. 285, 3- 

296, 6. СЕ. ѕ. Еорӯџрата. 

with aliens: 462 ff. 479 f. *386, 69. 

Marsyas of Pella, historian: 332 Í. 499- 

Massagetai: 252, 14. 

Matris of Thebes, author of an "Нрохд&- 

оос ёүхошоу: 342, ІО. 344, 18. 

Maussolos, Carian dynast: 88. 107. 

Maximos of Tyros, sophist: 

Diss. 38, 3: 598.  — 41,1: 448, 6. 

Medeia, daughter of Aietes: 181. (434)- 

613. 307, 9. 335, 2- 336, 3. 341, 22. 

M8uxá, term: 5, 48. 105, I2. 

Medon, Medontidai: 16. 321. *43ff. 

202. 262. 579. ІІ, 119. 12, 121. 13,123. 

61, 63. *62, 66. *63, 70. *64, 71. 212, 

113. 280, 34. 474. 11- Cf. s. Kodros; 

Melanthos; Neleus. 

clan (?): 63, 79- 

Megakleides, host of Protagoras in 

Athens: 480, 5. 

Megakles, &pyxov Bia Blov: 65, 72- Cf. s. 

Alkmeonidai. 

—, grandfather of Kimon's wife: 381, 36. 

Мєүб\л 064: 375: 311, 22. 

Megara: 31. 92: 186 f. 295. 430. 504- 

170, 5. 210, 104. 470, 13. 
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writers on, and tradition of: 285. 287- 

291. 292 f. 308. 439- 623. 210, 99- 

330, 3. 338, 18. Cf. Dieuch
idas; Here- 

as; Praxion. literary contest with 

Athens: 186f. 292. 307. «430. 

«441. 623 {. *210, 103. 334, 27. 338,17. 

343, 12. 345, 22. 
foundation: 428. M. in Homer: 428. 

ethnic character: 428. 431. 330, 3. 332, 

16. 

cults and customs: 315- 360. 73, 7. 200, 

77. 286, 12. 

Amazons in —: 345, 22- 

M. and Attica: 396. *427 ff. 441. 207, 

84. 348, 15. Cf. s. Athens; Megarian 

psephism ; Pandion. —and Boeotia: 

444. 334,27. — and Corinth: 217 f. 

— and Demetrios Poliorketes: 34% ff. 

— and Eleusis: 428. — and Salamis 

207, 84. 

Megareus of Onchestos: 333, 20. 

Megarian psephism: 485
 f. 393, 7- 404. 1- 

425, 8. 
Megillos, Spartan ambassador to Athens 

a. 408[7: 153- : 

Megisto, daughter of Keteus, mother of 

Arkas: 660. Cf. s. Kallisto; Themisto. 

petov, sacrifice: 162, 5- Cf. s. xovpeatis 

ўрёра. 

Meizon, court of law in 

150, 5- 

Melainai, deme: 50, 9- 

Melanippeion, heroon in
 Melite: (63). 314- 

Melanippides, SOvpapBorords: 573- 

Melanippos, (son of Theseus): 63. 314- 

Melanthios (of Athens), Atthidogra
pher: 

#196 ff. 239. 280. 353- 374- 507. Add. 

р. 534- 
other bearers of the name (family of?): 

164, 5; 8- 

quotations from, and use made of —: 

197. 197 Í. 164, 14- 

M. and Krateros: 196. 200. 

— of Athens, tragic and elegiac poet: 

595. 164, 8. 

Melanthos, Melanthidai: 33. *43 ff. 194- 

202. 219. 268. 628. 164, 5. Ct. s. Ko- 

dros; Medon; Neleus. 

Athens: 166. 
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alleged clan: 164, 5. 
uereaypldec, birds on Leros: 656 f. 
Melesagoras: see s. Amelesagoras. 
Melesandros, Athenian general a. 430/29: 

132. 
Meliboia, wife of Theseus: 5II, I. Cf. s. 
Periboia. 

Melisseus, alleged author of AeXgixá: 
490, I3. 

Melite 4j "OzAroc, wife of Aigeus: 181. 
314. 

—, deme: 63.76. 181. 314. 193, 2. 402, 4. 
—5 quarler of the city: 496. 
Melos, capture of: 200. 
Menaichmos of Sikyon, historian: 313. 
451. 476, 3. 

Menandros, comic poet: 218. 246, 9. 
— of Ephesos, historian: 501, 3. 
Mende, town on Pallene: 499. 
Menedemos of Eretria, philosopher: 561. 
— of Pyrrha, philosopher: 562. (590). 
Menekrates, author of Tlept Nuxatas: 611. 
344, 18. 

— of Elaia, author of Krioeg: 316, 41. 
— of Xanthos, author of Awxtaxá: 592. 
Menelaos, hero: 47, 7. 
uīñveç: see s. months. 
Menesthes, hostage to Minos: 441. 348, 
15. 

Menestheus, king of Athens: 16. 36. 41 f. 
283. 306. 308. 309 ff. 432. 441 f. 12, 
I2I. I3, 122. 40, 12. 49, II. 61, 63. 
210, 103. 284, ІІ. 338, 17. 348, 16. 
487, 3. 

—'Iouxp&covc, Athenian general a. 356/5: 
526 ff. 

Menestho, hostage to Minos: 348, 15. 
Menodotos of Samos, local historian: 
322, 5. 

Menon, informer against Pheidias: 400 
55; 56; 60. 

—, author of latpixk: 503, 27. 
Mentor of Rhodos, Persian general: 429, 
17. 

илуотїс̧, informer: 407, 5. Cf. s. Menon. 
mercenaries: 521. 362, 15. 429, 17. Сі. з. 
Bevixóv iv KopivOar. 

Merope, daughter of Kekrops: 180. 74, 4. 

, 

Meropes, on Kos (?): 52r, r3. | 
peodyeta, in the division of Kleisthenes: 

431. 
Meson, court of law in Athens: 166. 150, 

Messen, Messenians: 34. 178. 346. 583. 

36, 6. 398, 42. 431, 4. Add. p. 539 ff. 
Cf. s. helots; Kolonides; Methapos. 

Messenian Wars: 56 f. 455 ff. 583. 370, 
20. Cf. s. Ithome. 

tMeta: see Melite 4 “OnAntos. 
Metachoion: fort in Boeotia: 142. 
Metagenes éx Kotdyo, Athenian general 

a. 433[2: 52. 

Metamorphoseis: 592. 
Metaneira, sanctuary of: 444. 
metaphors: 580. 

Metapontion, town: 212. 

Mp 0càv: 84. 
Methapos of Athens: 178. Cf. s. Messenia. 
method, questions of : 122. 374. 380. 395. 
408. (412). 416. *445 ff. 489. 529 f. 
603. 607. 609. 275, 2. 285, II. 293, 25; 
32. 312, 30. 332, 16. 337, 8. 345, I. 
360, ro. 397, 37. 398, 42. *483, 4. 
495, 22. Add. p. 542 f. 

Methone, town in Pieria: 256, 3; 8. 
Methurides, islands: 141. 
Metiche (?), courtesan: 152, 15. Сї. s. 
Metriche. 

metics: 473 f. 376, 16. 381, 35. 386, 67; 
69. Cf. s. Athens. 

Metioche, invented by Polygnotos: 152, 
I5. 

Metiocheion, court of law in Athens: 166. 
167. 148, 2. 150, 2. I 51, 7. 152, I2; I3. 

Metiochos, son of Miltiades: 166. 
—, politician, agent of Perikles: 166 f. 
—. sculptor: 152, 15. 
Metion (son of Erechtheus) and Metioni- 
dai (clan): 75. 152, 15. 332, 18; 19. 
471, 4. 

Metoikia, festival: 630. 295, 46. 421, 28. 
Cf. s. Synoikia. 

Meton Aevxovoets, astronomer: 496 ff. 
261, 6. gor, 2. 
Enneakaidehkaeteris : 497 f. 402, 8. 403, 
I3. technical paper (?) by —: 497. 
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other performances: 497. 401,2. dedi- 
cation of sun-dial: 496 f. 

Metroon èv "Avpatc: 67. 

Metriche: see s. Metiche. 

untpdbevor: 471. 473. 477 f. 
migrations: 316, 4r. 

Aeolian: 302, 2. 309, 16. — Boeotian: 

309, 16. Dorian: 2. 56. Ionian: 2. 
16. *32 ff. 43 f. 45. (169). 385. 579. 

18, 162. 62, 66. 474, ІІ. 
unak, in cult: 644. 
Miletos: 32 f. 212 ff. 656. 153, 63. 164, 14. 

Leleges in —: 656. 'Ау%\ғ10с̧ хрўут 

in —: 656. | Branchidai: see s.v. 
ostracism in —: 315. 

military writers: 350. 253, 16; 17. 
Miltiades Kipwvog Aaxtadyg, Athenian 

general a. 490/89: ancestral home: 311, 
22. conquest of Lemnos: 409 f. 420. 
310, 20; 21. 315,37. trial of —: 128, 

58. 453, 9. 
Miltokythes, Thracian prince: 325 f. 

Mimnermos, poet: 39, 21. 

F 12 (Diehl): 35, 2. 
Minos, king of Crete: 36 f. 74 f. 179. 205. 

215. 306. 396. (441). (593). 604. 605. 
606. 607. 6, 51. 98, 118. 305, 5. 322, 6. 

329, 6. 333, 20. 

— 6 xpdtepog: 294, 38. 
Minotauros: 37. 74 f. 305. 217, 150. Cf. 

S. Tauros. 
Minyans: 27 f. 412. 31, 13. 
uva: 463. 465 f. Cf. s. Numismatics. 

Mnaseas, son of Hesiodos (?): 581. 
Mnasimachos (?), archon 411/0: 410, 4. 

Mnesarchos, tyrant of Chalkis (Euboia): 

535 f. 
Mnesilochos (?), one of the Thirty: 410, 4- 
Moirai: (559). 659. 

— and Aphrodite: 445, 5. 

Molionids: 649. 
Molorchos, host of Herakles: 436. 
Molpadia, Amazon: 75, 27. 344. 21. 

Molpis, one of the Ten in Peiraieus: 1 38. 

months: cf. s. Athens; calendars. 

books Ilepl uxwàv: 367. 615. 297, 5. 

Cf. s. Lysimachides. m. and year: 

272, 19. 273, 7. lists of —: 297. 5 

single months: see s. Boedromion; De- 

metrion; Homoloios; Munichion. 

Hekatombaion: 297, 3; 4; 5. Kro- 

nion: 402. 

Motonía, title of a book on Attica: 601. 

Mopsos, alleged author of a Mavttxh: 357- 

poplar: ее з. druta. 

Moses: 278, 1. 282, 50. 

motifs: 426. 437. 573- 599. 329, I0. 339, 

5. 341, 2; I0. 437, 3. 474, 8. 489, 12. 
492, 12. Cf. s. Aitia; oracles. 

Mubaššir, Arabian scholar: 198. 

mule(s): 455. 
Munichia: 27 f. 137. 288, 7. 

captured by Demetrios Poliorketes : 341f. 

Munichion, month: 542. 272, 5- 

Munichos, local king in Attica: 27 f. 387. 

288, 7. 

Munitos, son of Akamas or Demophon: 

30, 10. 46, 16. 

Musaios, poet: 232. 284. 314- 356. 357 f. 

375. 379. *574 1. 599. 608. 208, 94. 
326, 9. 

Thracian: 575. 642. Eleusinian pe- 

digree: 284. 575 f. 641. 471, 4- Cf. s. 

Deiope. date of —: 473, 15- 

author of xpnouol: 575. 471, I0. xa- 

Өхртїс: 576. 
inventions of —: 576. 

in Athens: 471,9. tomb: 576. 471, 9. 

M. and Orpheus: 612 f. 471, IT. 

— Oxptpa of Thebes: 575. 

Museion, Aill in Athens: 76. 590 f. 

Macedonian garrison: 221. 

Muses: 573 f. 471, 6. 496, 3. 

nurse of the —: 573- children of —: 

573 f. 469, 7. 
sanctuary on mount Helicon: 573- 609. 

Music: 313. 572 ff. 579 f. 581. 583. 471, 

6. 479, 5. Cf. s. хабара; х:02р:01с. — 

Epigonos; Lysandros; Phrynis. 

muster-roll: 324. Cf. s. Athens (army). 

Mykene, in the Argolid: 408. 305, 5. 

309, 15. 

Mykonos, island: 266, II. 

Myrkinos, Thracian town: 131, 5." 

Myrmekes, in Attica: 307, 9. 308, 13. 
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Myrmex, Mupynxog dtpands, in. Attica: 
314. 

Myronides KadAlov, Athenian general a. 

479/8 ff. (?): 387, 70. 
рорріут, in cult: 644. 206, 80. 

Myrthine, wife of Hippias: 71. 206, 80. 
Myrrhinus, deme: 34. 177 f. 277. 
Myrsilos of Methymna, local historian: 

73. 419. 314, 35. 316, 41. 439, 2. 
Mysia, Mysians: 204 f. 214. 634. 
pvotipta: 62. 201. 272. 346 f. 363. 374 f. 
427. 552. 615. 641 f. 643. 197, 56. 

204, 77. 238, 4. 444, 8. 473, 25. Cf. s. 
Eleusis; Teletai. 

Mythography: 1 f. 7. 39. 398. 644. 645. 
Cf. s. Genealogy. 

Myus, Ionian town: 37, 8. 

Names, of mythic persons: 377 f. 
уйрхіссос̧: 644. 

Natalis Comes: see s. Conti. 
nationalism: 88, 62b. Cf. s. Panhelle- 
nism. 

nationality and name(s) of people(s): 
411 f. 316, 40. 

vauxpapiat, vaóxpapot: 58. *66f. 147. 
107, 25. 108, 32. ІІ2, 7. 142, 14. 290, 
I4. CÍ. s. Athens (administrative 
distribution). 

Naupaktos, town on the Corinthian gulf: 
131. 132. 366, 9. 367, 12. 

Nauseiros, in the cult of the Salaminioi : 
345, 1. 347, 9. 

Nausikles KArípyou 'O$8ev, Athenian 
general a. 353/2: 528. 

Nausithoos, helmsman of Theseus: 440. 

347, 9. 
vais rAnpobv, ferm: 331. Cf. s. Athens 

(navy). 
vautodixat, Athenian board: 472. *380, 

29. (385, 65). 
navigation, heroes of: 440 f. 

Naxos, island: 55 f. 346. 625. 
NaEvoverie x&vüzpoc: 571. 

Neanthes of Kyzikos, historiam and 
biographer: 334. 518, 1. 

———————— 
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veBolc, cuitic dress: 572. 468, 7. 

Nekysia, festival: 196. 544. 
Neleus, Neleidai: *32 ff. *43 ff. 219. 

Cf. s. Medon. 
Nemea, national games: 654. 

battle of —: 156. 

Neon(es), town in Phokis: 141. 

veoroAttar: 159. 383, 52; 53. Cf. S. 

Athens (citizenship). 
vewpol, Athenian board: 243, II. 

wnpaatos, cultic term: 
Ouc(at: 279 f. 558 f. Evra: 558. 

Nikagoras of Troizen (?), mover of a 

decree in 480/79: 82. 
Nixat ypvoat, in Athens: 55. (511). 524. 

550. 399, 47. 
Nikaia, Locrian town: 330. 332 f. 

Nikandros of Kolophon, foet: 187. 378. 

422. 659. 157, 3. 

Nikanor of Stageira, agent of Alexander 
the Great (a. 324): 434, I. 

Nikeratos  Nixíou, lepomotóg for the 
Pythais (c. 330): 172. 

Nikias Nixnpétov, Athenian general a. 

428/7 ff.: 5071. 81, 29. 91,86. Add. 525. 

evaluation of —: 39r, 14. 

Nikokles, local historian (?), 376 F 8: 
580. 

Nikolaos of Damaskos, historian: 20, 7. 
49, тт. 

F 49: 55, 34. 
Nikomenes of Athens, mover of a decree 

a. 403[2: 161. 473 f. 144, 33. 382, 44. 
Cf. s. Athens (citizenship). 

Niobe, children of: 616. sro, 2. 
Nisa, Boeotian (?) town: 334, 27. 
Nisaia, harbour of Megara: 429. 430 f. 
332, 16. 

Nisos, son of Pandion: 

king of the Megaris: 427 ff. 333, 20. 

tomb of —: 440, 4. 
véuor: see s. laws. 

vouoguAaxec, -axla, Athenian board: 23. 

112. 113. 115. 116. (247). *337 ff. Cf. 
5. Ёудєха. 

vopobérat: 400 f. 650. 241, 4. Cf. s. Buzy- 
ges; Drakon; Lykurgos; Solon. 
books on —: 401. 
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Nonnos of Panopolis, poet: 
Dion. 3, 204 ff.: 658. 

Néorot: 

poem: see s. Epos. prose work: 59. 
6o f. 71. 
v60o: 374, 6. 383, 58. 386, 69. Cf. s. 
Athens (citizenship); maptyypagot. 

novels: 601. 440, 3. Cf. s. ’Attixal loro- 
plar. 

numbers: Cf. s. three; tpiáç; tetpdc; 

twelve; thirteen. — Athens (inhabi- 

tants). — numerals; statistics. 

round, stereotyped —: 465 f. 376, 10. 

377, 16; 17. 378, 19. 
speculation about —: 366 f. 368 f. 272, 
19. 

voupnvia: 368. 371 f. 438, 4. Cf. s. days. 
numerals: 

Attic (acrophonic): 234, 5. 451, 3. 

corruption of —: see s.v. 
Numidia, Numidians: 253, 17. 
numismatics and numismatical eviden- 

Ce: 451. 453 f. 511. 529. 569 f. 363, 31. 
430, 18. 454, 1. 456, 14. 466. Cf. s. 
Athens (coinage); Aristotle; Phei- 

don. Roman: 455,7. history of —: 
460. 

Nymphs: 600. 
ava(wv)iddec: 346. Hyades: 499, 2. 
Muvatar: 486, 5. Lopaylrideg: 82 f. 
Optat: 559 ff. 

viv: see s. maAatol. 

vioa (= dévSpov): 499, 2. 
Nootov medtov: 196. (615). 

Oa, deme: 314. 
oaths: see s. Athens (customs). 

Odeion: 376, 15. 
court of law: 164. 147, 2. 150, 5. 151, 7- 

Odysseus: 656. 

бүҳут, реаг-ітее: 647. СЁ. ѕ. ёхра8=5. 

Ogygos: 32. 380 ff. 395. (259, 7). 306. 6. 

Ogygian flood: 386 f. 269, 18. 

descendants of —: 616. 

— at Athens and Eleusis: 386 f. 615. 

616. — at Thebes: 282, 44. 295, 1- 

Oidipus: 169 f. 180. 361. 
tomb of —: *155, 4; 5; 6. 265, 5. 

Oie, daughter of Kephalos : (314). 176,114- 

—, deme: 314. 176, 114. 

oil, export of: 636 ff. 458, 25. Cf. з. 

Athens (commerce) ; tAala; ovxopdvrat. 

Oineus, son of Pandion: 331, 14. 

Oiniadai, in Acarnania: 132. 133- 136. 

119, 14. 123, 28. 

Oinobios, Athenian general а. 410[9: 

decree on Thukydides: 508. 
Oinoe, deme: 210. 356. 494, 17- 

Oinopides of Chios, astronomer: 261, 6. 

403, 12. 
olvérrat, college of: 507, 7- 

Oinous, town in Laconia: 156. 

Oioklos, son of Poseidon, co-founder of 

Askra: 610. 

Oion, deme: 234. 314. 515, 4 (?). 

olovooxoria: 357. 582. 261, 6. 487, IO. 

Cf. s. уте. 
Okeanos: 196. 387. 281, 43. 

Olen, poet of hymns: 477, 2- 

Olenos, son of Hephaistos, eponym of the 

Achaean town: 651. 

darryapyla, magistrates in: 243, I3. 

olive: see s. &aía. 
Olympia: 
Kronosat —:299,15.  Heraklesat —: 

648. crown of victory at —: 654- 

divination at —: 448, 6 (?). 449, 8. 

tpyaoriptov of Pheidias at —: 398, 42. 

Cf. s. patSpuvrat. 

>Ол»итх\адєз, 'OXuuztovixat, titles of 

books: 155. 352. 381. 279, 9. 

dating by —: 42. 382 f. 13, 122. 279, 9. 

280, 19; 31. 

Olympias, mother of Alexander the Great: 

435, 6. 
Olympieion, in Athens: 402. 299, I5. 

351, 23. 

Olympiodoros, Athenian archon (xpoo- 

sams) а. 294/2 and general: 345. 

'OXopmiovixat: See S. *Orvpniadec. 

Olynthos, Olynthian War: 328 f. 531. 

omens: 345. 346. 505 f. 508. 556. (571). 

603. 250, 4- (495, 21). с. s. navrh- 

oeg; xAnddves; onusia; odpBora. 

малана en 
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Onomakritos: 357. 261, 3. 471, ro. Cf. s. 
Xenopol. 

övoç, millstone: 212. 

Ophryneion, town in the Troad: 138. 
Ops, Roman goddess: 402. 298, 6. 
oracles: 191. 202. 209. 212. 212 f. 214. 

219. 257. 259 f. 260 f. 281. 298. 427. 

454. *530. 548. 555 f. 591. 593. 645. 
I55, 5; 6. 185, 37. 311, 22. 357, 3. 
408, II. 448, 6. 450, 7. 451, 15. Cf. s. 
xencuoí; Delphi; Dodona. 

collections of —: 375. 

orators, Athenian: 93. 248. 453. 265, I. 
Cf. s. Andokides; Antiphon; Demos- 

thenes; Hypereides; Isokrates; Ly- 
kurgos; Lysias; Philinos. 
catalogue of —: 247, 8. 

ignorance of history: 95. 413, 7. 

knowledge of laws: 564 f. 
commentaries on -—: 627. Cf. s. Didy- 
mos; Scholia. 

Orchomenos, town in Boeotia: 190. 609. 

tomb of Hesiod at —: 580. 609. 

Oreithyia, daughter of Erechtheus: 63. 
180. 276. *277 ff. 284. 308, 13. 

Oreos, town in Euboia: 535 ff. 438, 5. 

bpeoyds: 297. 634. 212, 118. Cf. s. Hoyos. 

Orestes ’Ayapéuvovog: 196. 214. 
tn Homer: see s.v. 

in Achaia (Keryneia): (640f.). іп 
Arkadia: 24, 24. 29, 28. in Athens 
(Attica): 25. 184 f. 187. 22, 23. 27, 27. 
28, 28. 442, 5. 

trial of —: *22 ff. *42 £. 625. 630. 640 f. 

— Ttpoxpatous, in Aristophanes: 28, 28. 

брү®с lepá, on the frontier between Attica 
and Megaris: 142 f. 529 ff. 35I, 23. 

dpyedves: *320 ff. 64, 70. 382, 49. Cf. s. 
yewrtat; ӧроүд\охтес̧. 

Orion, mythic figure in Boeotia: (657). 

Orneus, son of Erechtheus: 331, 14. 

Ornithogonia: see s. Boios. 

Ornithomancy: see s. Boio; manteis; 
olovooxonía. 

Oropos, Amphiareion at: 172. 

Orpheus and Orphism: *162. 182. 183. 
203. 226. 232. 272. 273. *357f. 379. 

573. 608. 613. 71, 4I. 174, 45. 262, 3. 

326, 9. 445, 3. 
— and Musaios: 575. 471, 11. 

writings: 
Demeter poem: 195 f. 284. 357. 326, 9. 

Xpyopot: 26r, 3. ‘Huépa (’Eqn- 
pepld|ec): 366 ff. 447, 6. Пароуё- 

ce: 613.  Orphic interpolations in 
Hesiod: 30r, 19. Hymn. 18, 12 ff.: 

195. F 46 (Kern): 378. Е 318: 
203. 226. Е 332: 357. 

Orthaia, daughter of Hyakinthos: 179. 
Orthanes, 3aluov: 553. 188, 22. 

Sprvyes, quails: 176. 
Ortygia, former name of Delos: (176). 

157, 2; 3. 
Oschophoria, festival: *205 ff. (285 ff.). 
*294 ff. 362. 551 f. 347, r0. Add. p. 536. 

calendar date: 215, 137. 216, 142. 

oschophoric dances: 198, 61. 213, 123. 

220, 182. — songs: 206. 295. 301. 

Oschophorion, sacred area: 295. 635. 

214, 125. 220, 182. 

@oyopdpot: 285. 294 ff. 301. 634. 
182. 

Hoyos, Soyn, dox-: 294. 297. 300. 301. 
223, 4. Сї. 5. брєсу®с. 

ostracism: *119 ff. 145. 151. 247. 312. 
*315 Íf. 91, 96. 105, I2. 369, 17. 382, 

63. 453, 9. Add. p. 530ff. Cf. s. Athens. 

є180с фоүїс̧: 482 f. 

return of ostracised: 410, 6. 

Otos, giant: (609). 496, 2. 
Ovidius, Roman poet: 
Met. 7, 401: 446, 2. Fasti: 271, 15. 

owl (yAab&), in Athens: 212. 601 ff. 

492, IO. om coins: 565 ff. 

ox: see s. Buphonia; Roig. 

220, 

Pacuvius, Roman poet: 378. 

matvec: 541 f. 546. 437, 2. 

Paiania, deme: 71. 127. 641. 161, 3. 

nmawdela: 106, I5. 

полдоуошіа: 243, I3. 

painters: see s. art; artists; Euphranor; 
Polygnotos. 
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Paion 6 'Ev8uulovoc, from Elis: 72, 1. 
— of Amathus, local writer: 553. 
Paiones, allies of the Trojans: 660. 
Paionidai, clan: 49, 1. 50, 3. 
— deme: 641. 357, І. 
maAatol, ráar ~ vüv, &pyaiot: 63. (64). 

(76). 218. (314 f.). 362. (372). (389). 
(405). (5457). 546. 547. 549. 554. 562. 
617. 637. (72, 1). 169, 4. 176, 115. 
230, 6. 273, 7. 

Palaiphatos, (alleged) writer of Tlept &nt- 
Стоу: 306. 361. 153, 4. 

Raracotixy: 306. 645 f. 
Palladion, -ia: 43. 67 ff. 79 ff. 398. 615 

ff. 

Sanctuary in Athens: 76. 616. 617 f. 
499, 4. 500, 16. 

homicide court tnt TladdaS8tet: 79 ff. 
188. 337, 8. 

Pallas (and Pallantidai), son of Pandion, 
hing of the Paralia: 427 ff. *431 ff. 

605. 223, 5. 342, II. 429, 9. 

— and Athena: 337, 8; 11. 

Pallene: Chalcidian promontory: 602. 

(492, 7; 8). Cf. s. Pellene. 
— deme: 146. 432. 602. 256, 5; 8. 288, 7. 

337, 8. 338, 13. 492, 7; 8; 9. Cf. s. 
Athena (Pallenis). 

battle at. —: (71?). 338, 14. 358, 6. 
TlaAuixé, kind of divination: 448, 5. 
pamphlets: see s. political literature. 

Pan: 77. 83. 421 f. 505, 2. 
dress of —: 468, 7. 

Athens: 533. 

xav-, prefix, meaning of: 5086, 2. 
Panaitios, philosopher: 115. 105, 12. 
Panakton, Athenian fort: (137). 50, I- 
Panathenaia, festival: *25 f. 109. 275 f. 
277. 278. 313. 397 f. 421. 555. 605. 606. 

624. *629 ff. 642.644. 645. 42, 7- 231, 3- 

275, 4. 291, 21. 297, 4. 323, 2; 6. 454, 1- 
493, 3; 7. *508, 2. 516, 4. CÍ. s. 
Athenaia. 

prehistory and development: 508, 2. 
peydra — pixpd: 507, 5. — and the 
name ’A@nvatot: 630. 

Pandareos, father of the ‘nightingale’: 
335, 27. 

sanctuary in 
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Pandia, festival: 335, 27. 
Pandion, kíng of Athens : 184. 284. 427 ff. 
210, 103. 292, 23. 294, 38. 325, 1; 3- 
332, 18. *334, 27. 

sons of —: 427 ff. 331, 14. CÍ. s. Aigeus; 
Lykos; Nisos; Oineus; Pallas; Teith- 

ras. 
Pandion II, king of Athens: 284. 426. 

Pandionis, phyle: 291, 21. 335, 27- 

Поуд:оуіс дЕм$Фу: 334, 27. 
Pandora, daughter of Erechtheus: 180. 
277. 
cult in Athens (?): 276 f. 

Pandoros, som of Erechtheus: 158, 13. 
Pandroseion, sanctuary: 346. 425. 286, 

14. (327, 3). *328, 5. 
Pandrosos, daughter of Kekrops (Erech- 
theus): 109. 276. 346. *424 Íf. 193, 4- 

2II, III. 490, 7. 497, I. 
sanctuary: sees. Pandroseion. priest- 

ess of —: 329, 5. sacrifice to —: 

276 f. 329, 5. 
— and Athena: see s.v. — and De- 

meter: 328,5. — and Thallo: 329, 5. 

— and Erechtheus: 425. 328, 5. — іп 

the Erichthonios story: 328, 5. 

Panhellenism: 91. 98. 82, 30. 85, 54- 

87, 59. 88, 62b; 63. 

Panionia, festival: 34. 35, 2. 38, II; I2. 

39, 23. 475, 6. 
паүхр&тюу: 517, 6. 
Tlavoreppla, rife: 268, 2. 

Paphlagonia: 660. 

Pappos, quoted by Hermippos: 541. 

Papyri: "e 

Amhurst 12: 348. Michigan 10: 237, 

5. ОхутЬ. 853: 5941 — 124: 

404 {. 658. 349, І. — 1367: 400 f. 

— 1800: 437, 2; 7- Pheidias —: 

*493. 395, 22. 400, 56. — others: 405, I. 

Cf. s. Didymos; Hellenika of Oxyrhyn- 

chos. 

Parabyston, court of law in Athens: 164. 

166. 150, 5. 151, 7. 

Paralia, par! of Attica: 429. 431. 433- 

65, 6. 
раан, 'party in Athens: 431. Cf. s. 
Athens (home policy). 
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пороћоү{{єсдол, meaning of: 493. 
Paralos, Athenian hero: 328. 
—, sacred trireme: 327 f. 

Paranomia, altar of: 512, 3. 

Parapegmata: 402, 9. 
паратрєсВєіа: 417, 28. 
поар&сітої: 353 {. 256, 8. — 'Нрахлё- 

оос: 68. 353 Ї. 

nápeðpor, of officials: 256, 8. 422, 9. 
napéyypapor: 158. 463 f. 466. 467. 471 f. 

473. 474- 477- 374, 6; 7. 
Рагіѕ ої Тгоу: 633. 

Parmenides, philosopher: 445, 3. 
Parnassos, mountain: 272. 450, 8. 

nymphs of —: see s. Sphragitides; 

Thriai. 
Parnes, mountain: 193. 443. 357, I. 
nymph of —: 556. 

zapotuíat, paroemiographers: 68 f. 182. 
196. 203. *204 f. *209 ff. 368 f. 560 f. 

568. 649. 254, 6 (?). 263, 3. 315, 37. 
349, 7. 350, II. 356, 1. 411, 6. 424, 2. 

457, 17. 512, 3. 513, 5. 
books on —: 203 f. 649. 285, 3. Cf. s. 

Aischylos; Demon; Lukillos; Zenobios. 

Parthenios, poet: 424. 
Narr. am. 5, 6: 194. — 26: 656. 

IlapOévot, groups of — in cult: 178 ff. 

279. 2791. 425. (426). 326, 2; 3. 
Parthenon: see s. Athens (topography). 

Parthenos, Athena: see s. Art. 

—, tripdverat: 652. 
Pasiphae, wife of Minos: 306. (593). 

пётра ’АӨтуаіоу: 225. 260. 345 f. 366. 

+367. (555). 603. 635. 58, 54. 106, 20. 

266, II. nártpa lep: 617. métprar 
£)yaí: 639. ma&tpror vóuot: 475. 545. 

33, 17. 34, 23. 93, 89.  ma&tprog moAt- 

tela: 29f. 117. 267. 343. 475. (20, 

105). 33, 17. 34, 23. 111, 41. 244, 18. 
patriotism, local: 224. 236. Cf. s. An- 

drotion ; Kleidemos ; Phanodemos; Phi- 

lochoros. 
Patrokleides of Athens, mover of a decree 

on the &тцо а. 40514: 410, 6. 
Pausanias, king of Sparta: 138. 97, 115. 

— the Atticist, lexicographer: 366. 370. 

554. 273, 7. 

—— 

F 18 (Schwabe): 643. F 41: 363. 

F 45: 348. 350. F 56: 654. 
— the periegete: 46. 50. 249. 256 f. 386. 

557- 55, 36. 496, 4. 
sources of —: 61. 68. 127. 139. 154. 

*291 f. 456. 608 f. 626. 44, 2. 45, 10; 

II. 55, 36. 102, 130. I08, 29. *140, 8. 
I46, I. 149, 4; 5. 206, 8I. (445, 5). 

487, 4. 504, 43. 509, 8. 
single passages: 

I, I, 4: 440. 46, 17. 216, 137. 494, 15. 
2, I: 78. 344, 21. 2, 5: 269. 2,6: 

388. 391. 399. 3, І: 314. 3, 3: 
225, 4. 5, I ff.: 29. (388). 498, 4. 

I4, 3: 472, I5. 14,7: 553. 17,1: 
516, I. 17, 6: 208. 442, 2. 18, І: 

208. 18, 2: 327, 5. 18, 3: 421, 25. 

18, 5: 177. 18, 7: 402]. 19, 2: 

445, 5. 19,6: 621. 554. 21, 3: 334- 
23, 7: 161, 8. 23,9: 409, 3; 4. 23, 
I0: *125. 24,3:319,57. 24,4:138. 
26, 5: 286,17. 26,6:617f. 27, 2-4: 

643. 205, 80. 328, 5. 27,10: 493,11. 

28, 3: 72. 73 f. 307, 9. 28, 4: 633. 

28, 5 ff.: 139. 165. 20, 5. 21, 14. 22, 

18.146,1. 28,5:635. 28,7:155,4; 5. 

30,1:72. 30, 2: 517, 3. 30, 4:154, 
4.350,10. 31,2:1761. 31,4|5:177. 
33,1:187. 35:210,99. 36,3/[4:286f. 

290 ff. 205, 80. 37, 2: 207. 637. 265, 
8o. 37,6[7:65,6. 38,2:639. 38, 

3: 109. 286, 12. 38, 5: 195. 38, 8[9: 

444. 350, 15; 17. 39, 1/2: 350, 15. 
351, 23. 353, 32. 39, 3: 645 f. 33, 11. 
39,6:287. 41,7:439. 41,8:34,7. 
42,2: 348,15. 44, 4: 34, 6. 

2, 18, 8/9: 49, 1. 22, 6/7: 161, 12. 
29, 10: Add. p. 528. 31, 8/9: 28, 28. 

33, 3/5: 435, 9. 
4,5, 10: 46.49. 24,5: %456. 26/7: 

644. 31, 6: 398, 42. 33, 3: 319, 57. 
34, 8: 178. 

5,1, 10/1: 518, 3. 10, 2: 395, 24. 

14, 5: 398, 42. 15,1: 398, 42. 

6,7, 4 ff.: 154 ff. 

7, 2 ff.: 214. 37, 7. 38, 18. 39, 19. 
53,25. 24, 5: 63. 
8, 2, І: 629. 2, 3: 286, 7. 16,2: 
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649. 34, 4: 25, 24. 48, 2/3: 597. 
9, 3, 9: 83. 5,1: 295, 41. 5,16: 

50, 8. 8, 6ff.: 510, 3. 11, 3: 659. 
II, 7: 557. 448, 9. 19, 7: 158, 4. 
23, 2: 660Í. 26, 2: 361. 29, 5 ff.: 
573Í. 33, 5: 616. 35, 2: 329, 5. 

10, 5, 7/8: 582. 5, 13: 450. 10,1: 

498, 4. I1, 6: 127, 50. 15, 8: 58. 
61. 17, 13: 216. 

Pausiris 'Apupralou, Egyptian prince: 
374. 5. 

TtBuxxol, neBwic, ‘party’ in Athens: 431. 
329, 1. Cf. s. Athens (home policy). 

pedigree: *63, 70. 

Pedo (?): see s. Empedo. 

Pegai (Pagai), town in the Megaris: 30 f. 

Pegasos of Eleutherai: 268. 350, 19. Cf. 

s. Dionysos. 

Peiraieus, deme and harbour: 309. 325. 

350 f. 570 f. 571. 16r, 5. 205, 80. 376, 
I5. 

attacked by the Peloponnesians a. 429; 

411: 133. 137. 572. 126, 45. һу 
Sphodrias a. 378: 520. occupied by 

Demetrios Poliorketes a. 307: 341 ff. 

Peirithoos, hero: 308. 309. 438. 154, 4- 

224, I. 517, 4. 
Peisandros ’Ayapveic, demagogue: 151. 

—, Spartan vavapyog, brother-in-law of 
Agesilaos: 514. 

Peisias of Athens, father of the x.Oapwtdé6< 
Meles: 507. 

Peisistratos and Peisistratids: 26. 28. 
29. 32. 61. *70 ff. 99. (119 ff.). 146. 
158. 162. 183. 208. 307. (313). 318. 
324. (429). 444. (449 ff.). 478. 563. 
566. 575. (9, 104). 46, 16. 51, 16. 63, 70. 
106, 17. 142, 14. 207, 84. 226, 2. 277, 7- 
299, 15. 338, 14. 343, I1. 344, 20. 351, 
21; 22. 360, 10. 387, 69. 407, 8. 452, I0. 
458, 25. 471, I0. 508, 2. 5II, I. 
alleged founder of the Panathenaia: 

507, I. *508, 2. so-called recension 
of Homer: 580. 277, 7. 

Tedavol, in cult: 286,17. 443, 5- 

Tledapyixéy, -Aaoyıxóv: 73 f. 405. *409- 
411. 418. 308, 0. 321, 4. 

Jacoby, Fragm. Griech. Hist. III b (Suppl) 

Tlerapyol: 411. 419. 421. 32r, 4. Cf. s. 
Pelasgians. 

Pelasgia, ancient Hellas: 413. 306, 9. 
316, 41. 

Рејаѕріапз: 64. 72 Ё. 234. 278. 397. 

*405 ff. 187, 14. 283, 53. 307, 8. 
modern literature on —: 303, 3. 305, 5. 

— in Homer: 303, 3. 305, 6. 322, 4. 
in Hesiod: 409. 303, 3. 322, 4. in 

Tragedy: 412. 306, 6. in Hekataios: 
408. 412. 306, 6. 308, 10. 312, 30. 
in Pherekydes: 302,1.306,6. inAku- 

silaos: 306, 6. im Herodotos: 408 ff. 

*415 ff. 302, 2. 305, 43 5. 315, 37- 316, 
41. *318, 52. 319, 54. 320, 58; 59. 321, 

бо. іп Hellanikos: 412. 419. 421. 
302, 1; 2. (307, 9). 309, 16. *313, 33; 

34; 35. 321, 61. іп Thukydides: 412. 
313, 34. in Ephoros: 419. 302, 1; 2. 

309, 16.316,41. in Philochoros: 405f. 

418 f. 419 ff. in other fourth c. (and 

later) writers: 314, 35. $ 

dating of —: 302, 2. origin of the 

name: 321, 4. modern use of —: 

406 f. 303, 3. ethnic character: 420. 

306, 6. 316, 41. 321, 59. — and Tyr- 

senians: 409 ff. *417 ff. 307, 9. 312, 27. 

*314, 35. (321, 59). (321, 4). (322, 5)- 
Cf. s. Tyrsenians. language: 413- 

414 f. 418. 317, 43. gods: 319, 57. 

thalassocracy: 302, 2. kings: 307, 9. 

primeval Pelasgians (P-problem): 406 

f. 413 ff. *302, 2. (306, 6). 319, 54; 57- 

Aeolians as —: 415. Athenians as —: 

413 ff. 417. the Athenian story (-ies): 

* 407 ff. 307, 9. Cf. below (— in Attica). 

the wall-builders of the Akropolis: 407 ff. 

416 f. 418. 302, 2. 307, 9- 314, 34; 35. 

319, 55; 57. 321, 4. Cf. s. Hymettos. 

the rapers of women at Brauron: 409 f. 

the attack on Athens: 312, 29. the 

Lemnian —: 409 ff. Cf. s. Lemnos. 

— in Achaia: 312, 28. іп Arcady: 

07. 419. 306, 6. 312, 28. 316, ят. in 

i 407.313, 33. im Asia Minor: 
303, 3. 312, 30. in Altica: *405 ff. 

628. 302, І (?). 303, 3. 307, 9: 10% 13. 

309, 16. Cf. s. Pelasgos. in the Athos 
39 
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peninsula: 412. 303, 3. 313, 34. Сї. з. 
Kreston. in Boeotia: 419. 303, 2. 
309, 16. 313, 34. in Crete: 303, 3. 
at Dodona: 591 f. 303, 3. in (near) 
the Hellespontos: 417. 303, 3. 317, 41. 
in Italy: 419. 307, 9. 309, 16. in 
Laconia: 419. in the Peloponnese: 
306, 6. 312, 28. in Thessaly: see s.v. 

Pelasgos, king's name: 497. 306, 6. (307, 
9). 313, 33. 316, 40. 498, 5. 522, 4. not in Athens: 407 f. 306, 6. (316, 40). 
(319, 54). 

Pellene, town in Achaia: 198. 200. 602. 
Peloponnesian War: 129 ff. 150 ff. (170). 
198. (252). 445 f. 457. 490. 498 ff. 645. 124, 32. Add. p. 525. Cí. s. Athens; 
Ephoros; Megarian psephism; Thuky- 
dides. 
antecedents of —: 485 ff. 

118. *15, 143. *404, I. chronology: 
498 f. 506 f. 406,2. — Sicilian disaster: 
67 f. 507 ff. peace, conditions of: 508. 
Add. p. 544. aftermath: 512. 

Pelops ё Ттут&ло»: 414 f. 660. 
Peloria, festival: 297, 2. 
peltasts: 521. 
Penestai, in Thessaly: 303, 3. 
pentaploa, sacred drink: 300 f. 303. 218, 
165. 

Pentekontaetia: 7 Í. 148 ff. 318 ff. 455 ff. 
460. chronology: 366, 5. Add. p. 526 f. 

Pentheus: hing of Thebes: 2731. 
хёзбно ёорті: 196. 544. 
Peparethos, island: 175. 
Perdikkas II, hing of Macedonia: 130. 
*499. 126, 40. 

— 'Орбутоџ, vice-regent of Alexander's 
empire: 529. 

Periandros Xodapyevs, law of: 58. 107. 
327. 

Periboia, hostage to Minos, wife of The- 
seus: 344. 346, 8. 348, I5. 5II, I. Cf. 
s. Meliboia. 

neptBorn, meaning of: 405. 
Ilepí-books: 228 f. 351. 353. 376. 379. 
555. 399, 46a. Cf. s. scholars. 

Ileetnyáoen, mepinyntat: 62 f. 244. 249. 
256 f. 609. 3r, 17. i 

beginning: 

Perikleidas, Spartan ambassador to 
Athens a. 464: 459. 

Perikles Eav0(rrov: 73. 95. 98. 118. 127. 
128. 129. 134. 135. 148 f. 160 f. 223. 
31I. 319. 320. 323 f. 324. *460 f. 463. 
468. 493. 519. 525 f. (562 ff.). 60, 59. 
92, 86. 95, 104. 103, 148. 117, 46. 118,8. 
123, 28. 126, 46. 150, 5. 231, 2. 244, 22. 
246, 6. 389, 4. 
family of: 470. 381, 35. 
party leader: 479. 480 f. 383, 55. 388, 

70. Cf. s. Athens (parties). policy 
of —: *477 ff. 490. 428, 13. attacks 
on — (and anti-Periclean literature): 
319. 460f. 484 ff. 404 f. 400, 54. 
trial of —: 137. (540). 124, 32. 152,14. 
454, II.  doctrinarism: 481. *388, 71. 
evaluation of —: 460f. 480 ff. 490. 
387, 70. 388, 71. 391, 14. 435, II. 
citizenship law: 467 ff. *471 ff. (Add. 

P- 544). 380, 28. Cf. s. Athens (citizen- 
ship). 

Perimedes of Argos, alleged epic poet : 578. 
Perinthos, Thracian town: 331. 
invested by Philip: 537 ff. 

Peripatos: 202. 228. 229. 230. 231. 239. 
*376. 588 f. 625. 284, 10. 

meptotlapyoc, purifier: 639 f. 
meplototyor: see s. édale. 
Perithoidai, deme (and clan?): 639. Cf. 

s. Koironidai. 
Persephone (Kore): 181. 
269 f. 308. 309. 307, 9. 
Кбру IIpocoyóvn: 277. 

Perseus, hero: 269. 
— and Dionysos: 272 ff. 

Persia: Cf. s. Argos; Athens (foreign 
Policy); Egypt; Sparta; Thebes. 
Persian Wars: 191 ff. 387, 70. idea 
of national war with: 88 f. 92. 98. 102. 
$2, 30. 84, 46. 88, 62b. peace 
treaties: 513 f. 515 ff. 522 ff. * 415, 21. 
Cf. s. Antialkidas; Kallias. letters 
of the King: 520. 426, 3. 

Kyros: 213. Dareios I: 212 f. 571. 
Xerxes: 192 f. Artaxerxes I: 428, 
I3. Artaxerxes IT: 522 f. 420, 7. 
Artaxerxes III: (88). (90). (162). 

188. 195f. 
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531 ff. 426, 2. 429, 17; 78. satraps 
elc.: see s. Pharnabazos; Struthas; 
Tiribazos; Tithraustes. 

Kleisthenes and —: 

—: 538 f. 426, 2. 
‘Personifications’, cult of : 524. 643. Cf. s. 
Anaideia; Apheleia; Eleos; Horme; 
Hybris; Paranomia; Pheme; Phobos; 
Polemos; Tolme. 

nevaAtouóc, in Syracuse: 317. 
Petes (Peteos), father of Menesthe (u)s : 
441. 284, 11. 348, 15. 

пётра vipds, Acta, in Athens: 640. 
Phaeacians: 440. 346, 2. 
Pha(ei)nos, astronomer: 403, 13. 
Phaiax, mpwped¢ of Theseus: 440. in 
the cult of the Salaminioi: 345, I. 
human name in Athens: 346, 7. 

Phaidra, daughter of Minos: 75. 177. 
188. 503. 607. 

padspuvtal, sacred officials in Athens| 
Elis: 398, 42. Cf. s. Pheidias. 

Phainias of Eresos, peripatetic: 193. 380. 

33, 12. 224, 12. 
Phaisana, town in Elis or Arcady: 649. 

Phalaikos, Phocian: 433, 10. Cf. s. 

Sacred Wars. 
Phaleron, deme: 79 f. 285 ff. 393. 32, 8. 

193, 2; 4. 200, 77. *207, 84. 208, 94. 

211, 105. 287, 5, б. 511, 2. 

Ёліуєюу ој Athens: 296. 440f. 605. 

(632 {.). 207, 84. 287, 5; 6. 348, 13. 
trittys (2): 394. 289, 8. 

Musaios at —: 576. 471, 9. 
Skivas at —: 285 ff. 441. 

Phaleros, hero: 440. 

Parrdc, cult of: 408, 15. 

Phan (iJos (-ias), wsurer: 211. 

Phanodemos Awaddov QOvpattadys, At- 
thidographer: 58. 100. 150. *171 ff. 390. 

90, 84; 85. 97, 115. 98, 118. IOI, 127. 

106,14. Айа. р. 534. 

political standpoint: 173 183 (?). 192. 

local patriotism: 173. 194. 238. 400. 
192, 24. 

interest in matters of cult and antiquities: 
172 f. 174. 185 f. 

moralizing tirades: 173. (183 £.). 

124. Philip and 

Skiros, 

writings: 

[Алмах&: 175. 156, 31.] 

"Ixtaxá: 173. 174. 175. 174, 58. 
Althis, arrangement of subject-matter: 

173f. 182. 183. 600. quotations 
from, and use made of —: 172 f. 174. 
175. 194. 239. 244. (266). 

knowledge of, and relations with, other 

writers: 

Ph. and Aischylos: 192. — and 
Anaximenes: 193 f. — and Ephoros: 
191 f. — and Euripides: 179. — 

and Herodotos: 192 f. 157, ІІ. — 

and Isokrates: 112. — and Kal- 
listhenes: 191 f. 193 f. — and 

Philistos: 191. | — and Philochoros: 

(266?). — and Thukydides: 191 f. 

194 (?). 
single fragnemts: 

F 4:284. F 11/2: 270. 546. 594. 638. 
F 16: 80. 

Phanodikos, author of Arjuaxá: 175. 
Phanosthenes, Athenian general a. 407/6 

@): 154. 
Pharax, Spartan nauarchos: 417, 27. 

Pharmakeia, play-mate of Oreithyia: 278. 

Pharmakides, in Thebes: 659. 

qapuaxol, scape-goats: 605. 653. 276, 25. 

Cf. s. Purification. 

Pharmakos, proper name: 653. 

Pharnabazos, Persian satrap: 514. 

Phayllos ’AyepSotatoc, one of the ‘Ten’ in 

Peiraieus: 137. 

—, Phocian: 529. Cf. s. Sacred Wars. 

Pheidias Xapuí8ou, Atheniam sculptor: 
437. *484 ff. 524. 342, 9. Cf. s. Art; 

Elis; Olympia; Papyri. 

in Aristophanes, Ephoros, Biography: 

496. 
— and Perikles: 493. 494. 495. 400, 54. 

trial of —: 493 ff. 400, 62. date 

and place of death: 491 f. 395, 24. 

descendants: 398, 42. 

— of Nikopolis: 399, 46a. 400, 56. I 
Pheidippides, fjuepodpóuoc: see s. Phi- 
lippides. 

Pheidon of Argos: 
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oram 455, 7. 456, 14. 457, 16. 463 f. 
466. 

Pheme, altar in Athens: 451, 15. 516, r. 
lx pius uavretat: 556 f. 

Phemios, father of Aigeus (?): 339, 17. 
Phemonoe, foetess (?) and xenouoXóyoc: 
582. 477, 2. 

Phereklos (-es), helmsman of Theseus: 

(441). 348, 14. 

—, &pyow &ià Blou: 348, 14. 

Pherekrates, comic poet: 546. 208, 87. 

397, 37. 
Pherekydes of Athens, genealogist: *1. 
32 f. 35. 44. 51. (53). 61. *388. 425. 

438. 605. 613. 615 f. 616. 623. 624. 645. 

649. I, I0. 12, 121, 22, 22, 24, 24. 326, 1. 
468, 1. 498, 8. 504, 36. 508, 2. 509, 7. 

Pseudo-Pherekydes: see s. Antiochos. 
single fragments: 

F 2:388. 508,2. F 12:614. F 15: 

24, 24. F 22: 168. F 34: 5r3, 3. 

F 45:188. F 49:560. 449,3. F 53: 

196. F60:388. F84:46,17. F 9o: 
84. 499, 2. Е 136: 378. Е 148[9: 
217, 150. Е 150: 41, 9. 224, 8. 

Е 154/5: 38, 12. 51, 14. 57, 45. 
Pherekydes of Leros, antiquary: 656 f. 

497, 3. 
— (I) of Syros, astrologer: 610. 612. 
— (II) — —, author of the Pentemychos: 
610. 498, 8. 

Phila Aphrodite: 164, 13. 
Philaidai, clan: 51. 351. 388. 46, 16. 63, 
70. 65, 72. 152, 15. 387, 69. *508, 2. 

—, deme: 187. 291, 2r. 

Philaios, son of Aias: 351. 
Philammon, father of Thamyras: 575. 

Cf. s. Musaios. 

Philemon AlEoveóc, glossographer : 5x 5,4. 
Philieis, clan (?): (639). 

Philikos, poet: 422. 324, 3. 

Philinos, Athenian orator: 639. 506, 4. 
507, 7. 516, 3. Cf. s. Lykurgos. 

Philip (II), king of Macedonia: 91 f. 98. 
141. 172. 174 Í. 183. 243. (252). 326 f. 

*328 ff. 528 f. 531 f. 82, 30. 84, 46. 

102, 130. 234, I. 427, 6. CÍ. s. Athens; 
Macedonia. 

— and Sparta: 428, 11. capture of 
ships ёф' 'Iepàv: 537 ff. 

Philippides of Athens, fjjuepoBpóuoq a. 

490: 633. 
— KeoaMjOsv, comic poet: 346. 439, 8. 
— (Quou$Aou Tlatavetg?), mover of a 

law rept yuvaixovépnwv: 339 1.246, 53639. 
Philippoi, town in Thrace: 326 f. Cf. s. 
Daton; Krenides. 

Philippos, @xvpatorord¢: 183. 
Philistides, tyrant of Oreos (Euboia): 

535 ff. 
Philistines: 303, 2. 

Philistos of Syracuse, historian: 97, 116. 
98, 118. 409, 2. 

Philitas of Kos, poet and grammarian: 
516, 5. 

Philocharides, Spartan: 152 f. у 
Philochoros Kóxvou "Avapdrvatios, At- 

thidographer: 47. 48. 50. 57. 60. 73. 
160. *220 ff. 404. 625. 4, 44. I2, I2I. 

49. I. 55, 36. 153, 20. 175, 77. 
family: 255 f. 

political standpoint: 220 f. *222 ff. 237. 
250. 449. 460 f. 172, 9. 

— as mantis and theologian: 203. 223 f. 
*225 ff. *234 ff. 241. 250. 251. *256 

ff. *267 ff. 277. 280. 281. 299 f. 345. 
353. 360. 361. 366. 371. 372. *398. 

402. 403Í. 4231. 507 f. 546. 547 f. 

*551. *553. 558. 159, 5. 173, 33. 
225, 9. 273, 6. 286, 17. 469, 9. Add. 

р. 534. Cf. below s. writings. 
scholarship: 223. *227 ff. 241 f. (250). 
265. 299. 362. 371. 375 Í. 379. 411. 
488. 491 f. 567 ff. 587. 625. *178, rgo. 
199, 74. 261, 2. 302, I. 321, 4. 340, 6. 
348, 13. 455, 7. 

as historian: 230 f. 236 f. 250 ff. *254. 
*460 ff. *517. 529Í. 532. *419, 2. 

local patriotism: 232. 238. 438. 491 f. 
*499. (504 ff.). 583. 625. 

idealization of the past and ‘classic’ 
Athens: 223. *460 f. 532. 

interest in etymology: 280. 289. 352. 
362 f. 370. *380 ff. 475, 3. in phi- 
losophy etc.: 229. 262. (268). (334 f.). 
588 ff. 
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writings: 228 f. *238 Н. (280). ,*379. 
quotations from, and use made of —: 
108. 114. 142f. 148. 162. 206. 
220. *239 ff. *248 f. 256. (265). 
272 Í. 279. 291. 300. 311. 317. 

328. 329 f. 334. *335. 340 f. 358. 
366. 370. 380. 388. 4or. 412. 419. 

435. 443. 455. 461. 513. 522. 526. 
529. 5341. 535Í. 5421. 549. 554. 
565 f. 589 f. 98, 118. 102, 130. 195, 9. 
217, 150. 225, 8. (256, 2; 3). 430, I. 

431, 4. 
Althis, character and contents of: 227. 

230. 231 f. 235 ff. 250. 361 f. 380. 
405. 591. 180, 240; 243. 199,74. 263,1. 

299, 6. 301, 17. 440, 14. arrange- 
ment of subjecl-matter: 225. 2361. 

*244 Íf. 261 f. 267. 321 f. 324/8. 336. 

345. 406. 418. 423. 426 f. *460. 513. 

539. 252, IO. 340, I2. Cf. below s. 

Style. manner of dating: 316. 385. 

536. 248, 11. chronological system: 

*380 ff. 424. time of composition: 

236. *241 ff. 345 f. style (digres- 
sions elc.): 255. 271. 328. 331. 406. 
439. 461. 485. 494. 513. 515. 529f. 

531. 532. 535. 545. 546. 548. 549. 553. 
566. 571. transmission of the text: 

237, 12. Cf. below s. Epitome. 
*Emttoph tig [l8iacg] "ArOi80g: 248. 

*256. 627. 177, 158. 178, 186. 247, 7- 
255, 4. 276, 14. Cf. s. Polion.  IIgóq 

Ajuova &vteypaph: 239. *243 Í. 351. 

'Emwoáuuara "Artixna: 228. (250). 
318. *375. 496. (590f.). 240, 8. 

Пері тӧу "АӨҳусіу @рЁ%утоу хтА\.: 
239.253. *351 f. Пері тӣс̧ Тєтратб- 

Aews: *352 Н. 435. 437. 645. 301, 17. 

Eahauivoç хтісіс: 229. *252 Í. 210, 99. 

Andtaxd: 229. *252 Í. 178, 73. 441, 5- 
487,4.  Ylepl xàv ' AQfjvnatw &yóvov: 
*3731. 546. 588. 272, 20. Tlept 

uocTnplov vOv 'A0fvnot: 353. 359- 

373. "374 Í. 423. 427. 552. 272, 20. 
Пері ёортёу: 238. 299. 335. *361 ff. 

367. 370. 373. 402. 427. 545. 552. 555- 

653. 178, 171. 199, 74. 271, 20. 298, 6. 
'Emwouij tig Діюуосіоо meaypatelas 

тер 1єрду: 258. 3509. 373. *374. Пері 
ўџербу: 228. 2209. 232. 238. 256. *366 

И. 375. 427. 542. *554. *555. (178, 
171). 272, 20. Пері Өос:бу: 279. 

*359 Íf. 375. 556. 178, 171. 272, 20. 

443, 2.  Ilegl xa0apuàv: 373. *375- 
272, 20. 
Пері џроутихўс̧: 232 {. 235. 238 1. 

258. 260 f. 261. 284. *356 ff. 366. 373. 

375. 507. 550. 555. *556 1. 558. 559. 
573. 576. 576 {. 583. 591. 271, ІІ. 
272, 20. 349, I. 443, 2. Tlept 
bvonvlov (?): 238. 373. 375. 550. 
Ебрйрата: 228. 239. 358. *380. 

(401). 402. 405. 442. 446. 457- 572 f. 

583. 175, 95. 
Пері ’Алхџёуос: 228.229. 232 f. 352. 

376. *379. 554. 175, 98. 477, 10. 
Пєрі траүо:д:бу: *375 ff. 555. 584- 

469,6.  Ilegl t&v ZogoxA£oug poc: 

233. 235. *375 ff. 440, 4. Пері 

Еӧрітідоо: 239. *375 ff. 584. 440, 4- 

446, 3. Прӧс̧ "Алолоу &rtotoAM: 

*3721.199,74. Tpd¢ "Aoxanmaddny 
ётистоАй: 375 ff. 555- 584- *276, 3. 

Lovayoyh ... IHo8ayopeicv yovarxay: 

376. *379 f. 556. 479, 11. Tlepl ovy- 

BóXov: 238 f. 352. *380. 556. 261, 4. 

"OXouridBec: 234. *351 f. 382. 385. 

*577. 278, 3. 
Doubtful books: collection of oracles: 

260f. on Homer: 239. 379. 0n" 

men of letters (poets): 577- 581. 

['Hzetpgonxá: 229. 591.]. 

hnowledge of, and relation with, other 

wrilers: 514. 

criticism of predecessors: 262. 263 f. 

387 ff. 
Ph. and Anaximenes: 326. 538. — 

and Androtion: 93. 104. 113. 117. 

120. 145. 151. 152. 161. 162. 163. 

223. 230 Í. 235. 236. 243. 244- *249 f. 

267. 312. 326. 392. 396. 400. 449. 

460. 464. 517. 529 ff. 545. 561. *566 f. 

125, 80. 359, 9. 413. 5 *457, 17- 

— and Aristoile (Peripatos): *145. 

229. *231. 323. (336). 338. 376: 377: 

396. 455. 463. 566. 580 f. 178, 175. 
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329,1.  — and Aristoxenos: 483, I0. 
— and Biography: 480, 5. — and 
Comedy: 358. 470. 546. 584. 373, 4. — and Demetrios of Phaleron: 231. 
336. — and Demochares, Diylios, 
and other contemporary historians: 
230 f. 344. 437, 6. — and Demon: 
201 f. 205. 230. 236. 237. *243 f. 
263 f. *285. *295 ff. 306. 351. 364. 
174, 40. 175, 69. 194, 5. — and 
Ephoros: 230. 232. (326 f.). 365, r. 
— and Euhemeros: (268). — and 
Hekataios of Abdera: 389 f. 391. 423. 
— and Hekataios of Miletos: 411.418. 
420. — and Hellanikos: 352 (?). 
383. 405. 411. 511. 279, 13. 365, I. 
— and Herakleides Pontikos: 578 f. 
469, 7. Cf. s.v. — and Herodotos: 
230. 397. 411. 419f. 579.  — and 
Hesiod: 366. . — and Homer: 440. 
591. (455, 1).  — and Isokrates: 
112.  — and Kleidemos: 307. 411. 
438. 439. — and Krateros: 228. 
— and local historians (Kpntixd) : 
231. 306. 326. — and Marsyas: 
499. — and Menaichmos: 313. 
— and Aeyóueva (“Нмаха?): 485 f. 
491 f. 502 f. — and pamphlets: 
503 (?). — and Phanodemos : 561. 
— and Plato: 546. — and Pythago- 
fas (-eans): see s.v, — and Theo- 
Phrastos: 231. *558. 585. — and 
Theopompos: 230. 503. — and Thu- 
kydides: 230. 231. 243. 252. 263. 265. 
275. 396. *460. (499). 502 f. 504. 507 f. 
572- 579. *175, 80. 226, ro. 289, то. 
365, І. 367, 12. 379, 19. 392,6. — 
and Timaios: 352 (?). 255, 12. 48r, 6. 
— and Tragedy: 232 f. 238. 239. 283. 
306. 308. 314. 326. *375 ff. 424. 
584 ff. 175, 87; 103. 176, 111. 206, 81. 
— and Xenophon: (512). (515 ff.). 
520. 522.  — and works of art, cult- 
images, buildings: 233. 250. 268. 273. 
274 Í. 323 f. 484 ff. 393, 16. 

single items: 
on the Areopagos: *109 ff. *265 ff. 
312. on Aristotle: 588 f. on 

Athens: 228 f. Cf. above s. Atthis. 

on Demeter: 423 f. on Demosthenes: 

540. on Dionysos: 267 ff. on 
Euripides: 584 ff. on Hesiod: 577. 
*581 f. on Homer: 47. 228. *232. 
*576 ff. on Isokrates: (334 f.). 
on Macedonia: 499. 181, 248. Cf. s. 

Philip. on Musaios: see s.v. оп 
Orpheus: *356 ff. 366. 174, 45; 46. 

326, 9. on Perikles: 223. 460 f. 
392, 6. 393, 8. Cf. s.v. on Pheidias: 
*484 ff. on Plato: 334f. on 
Protagoras: 584 {. (Add.). оп Solon 
and Kleisthenes: 223. 247. 251. 312. 
449. Cf. s.vv. on Sparta: 499. 504. 
on Themistokles: 570 f. on Theseus: 
36. 39. 223. *285 ff. (299). *305 ff. 
*309 ff. 314. *431 ff. 40, II. 58, 50. 
174, 40. 180, 237. Cf. s. Plutarch; 
Theseus. 

single fragments: 
T 1: 243. 256 ff. 373. T 2: see Add. 
F 2: 4031. F 3/4: 561f. F 5/7: 
545 f. 547f. 5551. 572. 504. F 5: 
186. 546. 286, 17. F 8/9: 631. F 10: 
329, 5. F 12:179. Е 13: 615. Е 
14[16: 552. 634. Е 17: 424. 518, 6. 
Е 18: 208. 423. F 30: 120. F 35: 
545. 375,9. Е 38/09: 378, 19. Е 62: 
411, 5. F 67: 235. 258. 259. Е 75: 
Add. p. 535. F 79: 261. Е 88: 263, 
I. F 89: 205, 80. F go: 481, 6. 
Е ог: 555. Е 93: 402. Е 97: 404. 
423. Е 98: дозї. 545. 522, г. Е 
105/6: 552. 445,6. Е 107: 441. Е 
ІІІ: 207, 84. Е 113: Add. Р. 535. 
F 114: 465. F121:179,205. F 124: 
504. F 125: 550. 645. F 135: 235. 
184,28. F151: 521. F157: 416, 21. 
F 164: 388. F 165/6: 343. F 168: 
362. F 169: 145,1. F 171[3: 359. 
F 178: 359. F 179: 276,27. F 182: 
181. 182, F 183: 297. 299. 362. 440. 
F 185: 445, 3. F 192: 263, 12. Е 
194: 359. Е 200: 212. (375, 8). Е 
208: 208, 94. F arr: 384. 385. 
Possible fragments: 366. 522. (534 f.). 
595. 653. 272, 2a. 329, т. 418, 40. 
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419, 3. 43I, 4. 508, 2. 

fragments: 592 ff. 595. 
Philodemos of Gadara, philosopher and 
poet: 239. 

П. ebo.: 553. Ind. Ac.: 334. 588. 

589 ff. Rhet. II p. 58 (Sud): 460. 
Philokrates 'Ayvoboto;, demagogue: 

decree nepl t&v lepdv: 530f. peace 
of —: 91 f. 98. 143 f. 425, 9. 427, 8. 
condemnation of —: 92. 534. 425, 9. 

Philomnestos, author of Ilept trav èv 
*PóBox ZutwOclov: 637 f. 
Philon 'E3evolwoc, architect: 331. 

philosophers, literature on: 379 f. 
Philostephanos of Kyrene, Callimachean: 
619. 626. 650. 503, 28. 

Philostratos: 

Imag. 2, 33: 218 f. 

Philoxenos, financial director of Alexan- 

der the Great: 540. 435, 7; 8; 9. 437, 4. 

—, grammarian: 216. 

-— of Kythera, 8i9opauforotócg: 573. 
Philozoe, wife of Tlepolemos: 652. 

Phineus, blinding of: 657. — sons of: 593. 

Mreypewdys (?) rAetwdv, in Athens: 632. 
Phl(e)ius: 277. 276, 23. 

Phlya, deme: 375. 585. 586. 276, 23. 
Phobos, cult in Athens: 77. 281. 

Phoenicians (212). 397. (660). 294, 35- 
346, т. 

cult of Aphrodite: 445, 5. 

by Artaxerxes III: 533. 
Phoinike, daughter of Aktaios: 327, 2. 

Phoinikes, clan: 32, 8. 346, I. 
QowixtoUs, court of law in Athens: 146, I. 

pois, crown of victory: 597. Cf. s. 
ст&81Е. 

Phokion Qóxov, Athenian general: 331. 

535 Í. 430, 18. 435, 8. 
Phokis, Phocians: 320. 333. 238, 5. 318, 

49- 433, 10. Cf. s. Phalaikos; Phayl- 
los. 

фбуос̧: kinds of: 23. 108, 32. 

Phorbas, hero: *26. 28. (32). 438. *646. 
41, IO. 65, 72. 440, 4. 

—, ăpxwv ðıà Blov: 517, 5. 

Phorkos (-ys), father of Skylla: 547. 

440, 5. 

doubtful 

vanquished 

Phormion 'Asuntn (Поли), М 
nian general: %125 1, 127, 37. 
his страттүіол: #125 1, Абд, р, 532 £- 
tU0ova. and trial of —: 1261, 1s» f. 
135 Í. I12, 13. —- in comely: 1%. 

137. 120, 15. 
Phormisios, ambassador to Persa a. 

394/3 (393/2): 519. 416, 24. 
Phoroneus, king of Argos: 326. 655. 97, 

2. 
Phoronis, epic poem: 386. 
Photios, the patriarch: 241. 366. 171, 2- 

Cf. s. Suda. 
Lex. Berol. s.v. urza: 348. — 
&uvóv: 642. — Augue: 273. 7- 

Lex. s.v. 'Epuoxoriàz: 505. errom- 
otepog Ké8pov: 219.  — Oeotwn: 625. 

— Ged 4 ’Avaidera: 636. — 222735: 

505, 2. —popiat: 644. — wes 

Bvoiar, mpra: 558. — Urina: 
629. — пєр:стіаруос̧: 640. Lapdé- 
vog yéAws: 214 ff. — сесіудєл: 

448 f.  -— Xxipog: 286. — PIII- 

zeïv: 636 f. — tetpáð: yéyovaş: 368 Í 

— qtpitoç xpxThp: 371. — tpitrom: 

653 f. — 'Одєїоу: 151, 7. 

Bibl. 239 p. 322a 13 ff.: *206. #288. 

Cf. s. Proklos. — 279 Ё. 534a 2 ff: 

653. 

phratries, phrateres: 158. (182). 188 £. 

321 f. 395. 468. 472. 476. 545- 628. 

629. 142, 8; 14. 162, 5. 290, 14. 382, 49. 

506, 12. 507, 7- ae 

Medontidai: *63, 70. Philieis 2}: 

514, 4- 
Phrixos, in the story of the Argonauts : 424- 

Phrygia: 378. 

Phrynichos, comic poet: 

Е гг (К): 497. 401,2. — 

Phrynis of Mytilene, musician: 655. 

Phthia, Phthiotis: 413. 306, 6. 316, 41. 

Phye, daughter of Sokrates: 32. *71 fÍ. 

Cf. s. Peisistratos. 

quyá8ec: 345- 508 f. (Add.). 250, 5- Cf. s. 

Athens. 

Alexander's decree on —: 434, I- 

Qvyn, gevyety, quyadevew, meaning of: 

482 ff. 416, 23. 
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Phykteon (?), town of the Epeans: 648. 
Cf. s. Phyteion. 

Phykteus (?), king of the Epeans: 648. 
Cf. s. Phyteus. 

gvdal: 28 f. 183. 300. 321. 12, 121. 45,12. 
226, 2. 292, 23. 506, 13. 
use of the term: *292, 23. — subdivisi- 
oms: 293, 28. Сї. з. тріттоєс. 
— of the clan-state: see s. Geleontes; 
ФфолоВасєтс. 
the four pre-Cleisthenian of Ion etc.: 
181. 393 ff. 430. 431. 289, 9. 290, 14. 
293, 22. the ten — of Kleisthenes: 
193, 2. Cf. s. Aiantis; Aigeis; Akaman- 
tis; Erechtheis; Kekropis; Leontis; 
Pandionis. the post-Cleisthenian —: 
243. 327 f. 336. 344. 388. 

Phylarchos of Athens, historian: 248. 
597. бот. 652. 
81 F 17:593. F2r:70f. F 32: 486, 6. 

Phyle, deme and fortress: 253. 335 f. 443. 
512. 

Phyleus, son of Augeias: 648. 
Phyllis, wife of a son of Theseus: 41 f. 
I3I, 4. 

PrAcBacrreig: 322. 394. 396. 
Phytalidai, clan: 207 f. 305. 309. 205, 
80. 209, 96. 225, ro. Cf. s. Lakiadai. 

Phytalos, eponymous hero: 637. 205, 80. 
Phyteion, town in Elis: 648. Cf. s. 
Phykteon. 

Phyteus, Eliam eponym: 648. Cf. s. 
Phykteus. 

Ilivaxec, catalogue of library: 238. 178, 
174. 246, г. Сї. s. calendars. 

mivdntov, term: 393, 8. Cf. s. psephisms. 
rival boOsuxotuxóc: 377, 16. 
Pindaros, poet: 61 f. 652. 660 f. 496, 5. 
Cf. s. Vita Pindari. 
interpreters of —: 648. Cf. s. Scholia. 
— and Aischylos: 48, 7. 

single passages: 

Ol. 6, 15 ff.: 445- 351, 24. — 9, 87 
Íf.: 257, 13. — 10, 22 ff.: 648. — 
12, 8 f.: 556. — 13, 63 ff.: 451, 15. 
Pyth. 7, 1 ff.: 450. 453. 359, 9. 360, 
I0. — 11: 48,7. 448,6. Isthm. 3/4, 

55 ff.: 476, 3. F 175 (Schr.): 438. 

Piracy: 74. 420. 307, 9. 322, 5; 6. 
rí0ot: 268, II. 

Th@olyta, festival: 185 f. 364 f. 

Pitthos, eponym of a deme: 314. 

Plakie, Pelasgian town: 417. 
Plataiai, town in Boeotia: 445. 499, 10. 

allied to Athens a. 519/8: 444. battle 
at — a. 480/79: 82 1. (454). 378, 17. 
surprise attack on — a. 432|1: 404, I. 

TA&tavog èv Kepaperxae: 339. 
Plato, the philosopher: 45. 48. 101 f. 153. 
183. 229. 334. 380. 583. 63, 70. 92, 86. 

185, 36. 186, 41. 284, 10. 371, 23. 384, 

61. 388, 70; 71. 
anachronisms in —: 397, 37. Aristotle 
and —: 588 f. 

Single passages: 
Axioch. 368 E: 378, 17. — Kratylos: 

233.  Kritias ro9 C: 162, 72. — 
IIO À: 176. — 112 D: 296, 6. 377, 
I7. Legg. 629 B: 584. — 700D: 

546. Menex. 241 Eff.: 56, 37. 
Menon дт: 401, 63. Phaidon 

58 B: 261, 7. Phaidr. 229: 278. 
— 244 DE: 473, 25. Protag. 311C: 

397, 37. — 316 D: 262, 6. — 327 
D: 397, 37. Resp. 364E: 576. 

— 6214: 599. — 653/7: 245, 24. 

Soph. 252C: 358. Symp. 175E: 
378, 17. — 208 D: 45. Tim.2r E: 
193. — 22 А: 386. — 24: 292, 23. 
— 25CD: 658. 

— of Athens, comic poet: 417, 26; 28. 
Plinius N.H.: 
2, 225: 633. 4, 65: 442,12. 7, 194; 
264. 284, 5. 295, 45. 307, 9. 7, 197: 
457,16. 7, 198: 307, 9. 7, 199: 270. 
7, 200: 302, 1; 6. 7, 202: 349, I. 
7, 203: 357- 449, 9. 7, 204: 469, 8. 
7, 209: 307, 9. 10, 30: бої. 22, 44: 
324. 33, 43: 455, 7. 34, 8I: 231, 4. 
34, 87: 188, 9. 35, 155: 188, 9. 

Plutarch: 55 f. 177. 
Sources of —: 142. 177. 191. 205. 240. 
305. 319. 342. 435. 455. 487. (490). 493. 
494 Í. 506. 595. 61r. 622 f. 625. 626. 
635. 637. 102, 130. 132, 2. 136, 7. 
141, 5. 228, 12. 249, 24. 289, то. 337, 
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10. 365, г. 366, 7. 393, 8. 394, 17. 
396, 29. 400, 61. 437, 1. 457, 17. 503, 34. 
504, 43. 509, 8. 511, I. 513, 3. 
chronology: 396, 29. 
Vitae: 

Agesilaos 23: 414,13. Alhib. 17, 5/ 
6: 401,2. — 18: 504 ff. — 21: 506. 
407, 2. Aristeid. 7: 315. — II: 
83. Demetr. 8 ff.: 341 ff. — то[т2: 
*543 Í. 439, 9. — 10, 14: 178, 176. 
— II, I: 248, 15. — 12, 2: 542. 
— 25/7: 346f. 438, 5. — Demosth: 
436, 11. — 14, 6: 335. — 25: 435, 
319. — 26:435, 41 5. — 28/30: 
540 ff. Kimon 4,7:595. —8: 442, 
2. — 10,7: 566, 10. — 12; 18/9: 
191 f. — 13, 5: 525f. — 15: 115, 
12. — 16, 4 |].: 455 {. 365,1. Ly- 
sandr. 18, 4 ff.: 18, 156. — 29, 10: 
448,6. Nikias: 177, 160. 276, 15. 
— 13:67 f. 73 f. 506. 401, 2. 408, 11; 
13.  Pelopid. 5: 141, 4. — Perihl.: 
495. 383, 55. — 6: 184, 31. — 9: 
319. — II, 1-3: 484. 510 f. 383, 55. 
— 1, 4-6: 385, 66. 388, 70. — 13, 
6 jf.: 401, 65. — 13, 12-13: 323. 

— 13,14 ff.: 493. 495. —15, 1: 388, 
70. — 16, 3: 388, 70. — 19: 123, 
28. — 20, 3: 387, 70. — 23: 372, 4. 
— 29/32: 487. 491f. 493. 4941. 
393, 8; 9. 394, 20. 395, 22. 396, 25; 31. 

— 31:635. — 32; 35, 4-5: 127, 54. 
— 33:150. — 37: 462. 375, 8. 381, 
35. 385, 66. — Phokion 21: 435, 3. 
Solon: 503, 34. 504, 43. — 9: 209, 
96; 98. — 10, 4: 70. — 12: 65. 
7715: 144. 449. — 15, 4-5: 465 ff. 
— 16, 5: 556, 3. — 19: 110 f. 115 f. 
109, 33. 110, 40. III, 44. — 21, 5: 
245, 4. — 23, 5: 292, 23. — 24: 
1-2:636. — 24, 4: 142, 14. 382, 49. 
— 27, 1: 33,12, — 29: 143, 16. 
— 31, 3-4: 562. Themistokl. 10: 82. 
4541 — 13: 193. Theseus: 11. 
35 ff. 74 ff. 205 ff. 240. 297 ff. *305 ff. 

, 59 ff. %432. 435. 439. 623. 624. 
217, 155. 289, то. 343, тт. 504, 23. 

— 10:287. 441. 625. 210, 99. 504, 43. 

— 12, 2: 297, 5. — I3: 431 ff. 337, 
IO. — 14: 435 ff. — I5: 493, II. 
495,21. — 17[8:299.306. — 17,5: 
348, 14. 17, 6-7: 440 ff. — r921: 
216, 144. — 20: 625. 635. 504, 
43. 511, I. — 20, 3 [f.: 445, 7. — 
22/3: 289. 297 f. 299. 305. 213, 123. 
214, 125. 216, 137. — 23, 5: 305. 

— 24/5: 432. 343, 11. 457,17. — 24, 
2: 311. — 24, 3-4: 629 f. 42I, 28. 

— 25, 2: 292, 23. — 25, 3: 568. 

226, 12. — 26/9: 356, 47. — 26: 
611. 612. — 27,2: 281. — 27,6: 

344, 21. 27, 8: 345, 22. — 28: 

485, 5. — 29, 1-3: 356, 47. — 29, 
1-2:635. — 29, 4-5: 442 ff. 32 ff.: 

343, I1. — 32:641. 645. 258,6. — 

34:633. —35: 307 ff. 309 ff. — 36, 
4: 549. Comp. Thes. et Rom. 6,1: 
635. 

Herakles: 442. 

Camill. 19: 367.597. Cato maior 5: 
454Í. Public. I1, 5-6: 456, 7. 

Moralia: 

Aet. Gr. 43: (656). — 5r: 518, 5. 

DeDaed.:398. Decurios. 16: 513, 3. 

De Ei 16: 450, 8. De exil. 14: 18, 

163. De facie 24: 498, 8. De glor. 
Ath. 1: 171, 3. De Herod. mal. 36: 

55f. Demus.3:476,6. — 14:654. 
Parall. Min.: 606. 609. 617. De 

Pyth. or. 8: 68. — 19: 219. 275, 19. 

Quaest. conv. 8, 4, 3: 487, 1,2. Sept. 

Sap. conv. 13: 496, 6. — De sera 6: 

390. 
Comm. on Hesiod (Ilept huepav): 366. 
Vitae X orat. 834 B: 52. — 834D: 

504. — 835 A: 518. 65,3. — 837 CD: 
79, 13. 81, 28. — 843D: 378, 18. 

— 846 AB: 539 ff. — 846 C: 435, 45 5. 

— 847 A: 437, 3. — 848 F: 435, 4 
Plutarchos, tyrant of Eretria: 433, 10, 

Plutonion, so-called, in Athens: 195. 

Plutos: see s. Eirene. 

Plynteria, festival: 427. 617. 329, 5. 

508, 2. 
Pnyx: 63. 65 f. 76. 195. 496 f. 197, $6. 

208, 87. 239, 1. 
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Poetry, theory of: see s. scholars. 
méhetg: Cf. S. Tóg. 

— of old Attica: 392 ff. Cf. s. Twelve 
Towns. — different from phylai and 
irittyes: 396. Add. p. 538. — of 
Boeotia: 295, 4r. 

Polemon of Ilion: 155. 218. 279. 353- 
542 f. 618. 619. 627 f. 641. 645. Sed. 
227, 4. 267, I2. 273, 6. 382, 36. 444, 8. 
501, IO. 504, 38. 505, 44. 510, 12. 

Polemos, as a god: 421, 26. 
Polion (Pollio?), epitomator of Philocho- 

vos: 256. (261). 18r, 5. Cf. s. Philo- 
choros. 

TÓNG: 265. 362. 482. 266, 6. 386, 69. 
Cf. s. Athens (Akropolis); xóAete ; тол{- 
ттс. 

Rodttetat: 336. 337f. Cf. s. Aristotle. 
ToTg, term: *474 f. 143, 23. 230, 8. 
386, 29. Cf. s. Athens (citizenship). 

political literature (pamphlets etc.) : 138. 
152. 155. 159f. 465. 490. 495. 510. 
97, 110b. 99, 127. 141, I. 369, I4. 371, 
25. 390, 13. 414, 13. 453, 9. Add. p. 532. 
Cf. s. Stesimbrotos; (Theramenes). 

— trials: 134 ff. 500 f. 528 ff. 540. 390, 
12. 417, 31. Cf. s. Perikles; Thukydides 
Melesiu. 

politicians: see s. demagogues. 
Pollux of Aigai, writer on divination: 
447, I. 

— (Iulius), author of an Onomastikon: 
182, 6. text of —: 147, 2. 148, 3. 
sources of —: 246, 7. 253, 16. 457,14; 
17. 

single passages: 
I, 15/9: 258. 1, 130/2: 347. 349 f. 
2, 58: 251,1. 3,42: 189. 5, 36: 550. 
6, 13: 443, 1. 6, 26: 558. 7, 184: 
642. 7,188:258. 8, I9; 54,64; 149: 
315. 141,2. 8, 53: 564 f. 8,65:638. 
8,97: 112, 5. 8, 102: 337. 241, 4. 
8,107: 189. 8, 109: 293, 32. 8, 117| 
20: 111. 114. 115. 164. 21, 14. 108, 33. 
8, 121: 164 Íf. *147, 2. 9, 28: 570 f. 
9. 51[93: 457, 17. 9, 6o[r: 568. 
9, 76: 456, 14. 9, 83: 457, 16. 10, 
70/1: 554. ro, 164/5: 190. 

Polos of Athens, tragic actor: 588. 

— — Aigina, tragic actor: 588. 
xóňoç: 40I, 2. Cf. s. sun-dial. 
Polyainos: 
Sirat. r, 5: 81. — I, 41, 3: 365, 1. 

— 3, 1, 2: I4I, 5. 3, II, 6; 15: 156. 

Polyalkes, Spartan ambassador to Athens 
а. 431: 396, 25. 

Polybios of Megalopolis: 101. 
2, 62, 6-7: 234, 3; 4. 4,67: 218. IO, 

40, ТО: 252, 14. I3, 3, 2-5: 354, 37. 

Polygnotos, painter: 595. 152, I5. 

Polyidos, seer from Argos: 607. 

Polykrates, tyrant of Samos: 213. 

Polyneikes, son of Oidipus: 355, 46. 
Polystratos, one of the commanders of the 
Eevixdv év KoplvOwt: 521. 

rouxaí, processions in Athens: 275 f. 297. 

302. 305. 362 f. 370. 546 f. 550. 643. 

206, 80. 219, I71. 242, 7. 327, 3. 443, 2. 
516, 4. Cf. s. lxetypla. 

портєїх, sacred vessels in noprat: 88. 
106 f. 550 f. 

Ilouneiow, storing house: 376, 15. 

Pompeius Trogus: see s. Justinus. 
sources of —: 528. 537 f. 

pontifices, in Rome: 616. 617. Add. p. 

534- 
Porphyrion, /ocal hing in Attica: 387. 

282, 45. 445, 5. 
Porphyrios of Tyros, philosopher: 274. 
613. 166, 16. 296, т. De abst. 2, 6/7: 
440, 1; 3. 2, 20: 558. 2, 54: 445, 6. 
3, 15: 65о. 

Poseidon: 63. 391. 440. 22, 22; 23. 32, 8. 
217,150. 264, 6. 271, 9. 281, 43. 345, I. 
origin of —: 321, 59. — descendants of 
—: 573 Í. 609 f. 472, 15. 473, 20. Cf. s. 
Halirrothios. 
— in Athens: 207. 362 f. 398. 425. 556. 
154, 4. 454, 2. on the Akropolis: 
266,11. at Eleusis: 266,11. contest 
with Athena: 281, 43. 329,7. in Te- 
mos:547Í. elsewhere: 266,11. —in 
the Argonaut story: 657. 
Epikleseis: 
"Epey8cóc: 444, r0. Cf. s.v. Heliko- 
nios: 63. (573). 35, 2. 475,6. Hip- 
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pias: 350, 10. — Hippodromios: 345, 
I.  laíros: 547 Í. — Pater: 266, 11. 
Phylios: (266, r1).  Temenites: 266, 
II. 

Poseidonios of Apameia- Rhodos, philo- 
Sopher: 259. 204,77. 211, 112. 221,184. 
290, 12. 460. 512, 2. 

Possis of Magnesia, local historian: 269, 
18. 

Potamoi, deme: 282. 142, 9. 
mort: meaning of: 484. 
Poteidaia: 129 f. 123, 28. 396, 29. Cf. s. 
Халха$єїс. 

Potone, mother of Speusippos: 590. 
Prasiai, deme: 176 1. 572. 207,84. 254, I0. 

Praxiergidai, clan: 617. 209, 96. 329, 5. 
398, 42. 

Praxion, writer of Meyapixt: 207, 84. 
Praxiphanes, peripatetic, author of Ilegl 
lotopiag: 163. 657. 19, 7. 145, 3. 

Praxithea, daughter of Erechtheus: 180. 
prayers: 36o f. 
Priapos: 553. 
Priene, Ionian town: 33 f. 212. 

Proarkturia, festival (?): 83 f. 

IlpofAzuara, type of scientific book: 
376 f. 626. 

TpóBouXot, in Athens and elsewhere: 152. 

509. 511. 243, 13. 
processions: see s. zou ra. 

npóðpouor, kind of cavalry: 347 f. 

npóeðpor, in Athens: 242, 5. 

Proerosia, festival: *83f. 

TpÓyovot: 162. III, 4I. 

Proitos, Theban, father of Galinthias : 659. 

Prokleides ('AypuA70ev?), lover of Hip- 
Parchos: 313. Cf. s. Eukleides. 

Prokles, tyrant of Epidauros: 219. 

Proklos, author of a Chrestomathy: 288. 
295. 300 ff. 360 f. 217, 150. 

—, neo-Pythagorean: 
in Plat. Tim. 40 E: 182. Commentary 

on Hesiod: 366. 580. 271, 10. 272, 20. 
475,4. оп Philochoros: 256 f.. (Add.). 

mpoxovux, primitive sacrifice: 203. 

Prokris, daughter of Erechtheus: 180. 638- 
— — — Kekrops: 278. 

Prometheus: 305, 6. 307, 9. 505, 2. 506, 
I0. 

tomb of —: 650. — in Egypt: 650. 
Prooikia (-iai), festival (?): 84. 

Propertius. Roman poet: 
2, I, 61/2: 493, Io. 

Propylaia, in Athens: 323 f. 488. 
prostitutes: 340. 

Прёс tote vetyíots ; court of law in Athens: 
165. 150, 5. 151, 7. 

IIpoocoutatov: 285, 11. Cf. s. Erechthei- 
on. 

Protagoras, sophist: 324. 389. 584f. 
lectures in Athens: 480, 5. lawsuit 
about his fee: 480, 4. trial of —: 584. 

Proteleia, rite: 266, 11. 
Protogeneia, daughter of Erechtheus : 179. 

IIpcocoyovía, title of an Atthis: 59. 

proverbs: see s. Paroimiai. 
mputavetc, in Athens: 275. 
Psamathe ў fxpotiov (Kpotmnov?): 469, 

7. *470, 13. . 
Psammetichos, king of Egypt/Libya: 

372, I. 373, 5- 
Psellos, Byzantine scholar: 393. 

dnplopata: 113. 125. 134. 152. 467. 471. 

509. 530 f. 543- 565. (647). 117, 35- 
Cf. s. Krateros; Laws. 

terminology etc.: 473. 382, 42. 393, 8. 

dating of —: 488. 

of other towns: 82 (?). 331. 

single №. 
of Alkibiades: 73, 2. of Andron (on 

Antiphon): 87. of Androtion: 9o(?). 

99. 106 f. of Antimachos: 121, 20a. 

of Archinos (xaxà OpacvBovrov) : 474- 

of Aristeides: (95, 104). of Aristo- 

phon: 106. of Demon: 125, of 

Demophilos (on Sradnploets): 157 ff. 

161. 141,1. of Demosthenes: 330 f. 

536. 559. of Diopeithes: 200. of 

Drakontides: 152,14. of Ephialtes: 

106,20. of Eubulos (on Xenophon): 

646 f. of Kleisthenes: 160. of 

Lykurgos: 340. of N ikomenes (а. 

40312): 382, 44- of Oinobios (оп 

Thukydides): 508. of Patrokleides 

(а. 405/4): 410, 6. of PhiloRrates 
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of Solon (on 

of Stratokles : 

of Teisamenos 

(a. 352/1) 530f. 
Thersippos): 562. 563. 

343- 543 f. 438, 5. 
(a. 403/2): 456, 12. 
on the funeral of the fallen in war: 

545. on the informer against Phei- 
dias: 488. 489. — on the reserve fund 
(a. 431): 509 f. — on the return of the 
9uyá8ec (a. 43/2): 508 f. 
on Antigonos and Demetrios: 341 ff. 

542 f. Cf. s. Stratokles. on Brea: 
379, 25. оп Diagoras: 199 f. оп 
Euboia: 536. 371, 2. 372, 3. on 
yeapal Eeviag: see s. Krateros. on 
Megara: see s.v. on Phanodemos: 
172. on Phormion: 125 f. 

Vigor uavrixal: 559 ff. 
Pseudepigrapha: 608 ff. *611. 
mrtappol, omens: 556. 
Ptoion, Alcmeonid epigram at: 358, 7. 
Ptolemaios Philadelphos, king of Egypt: 
220 ff. 

— Philopator —: 651. 

— Soter —: 651. 
— Chennos, grammarian: 606. 609. 613. 
616. 633. 

Ptolemais, Greek town in Egypt: 625. 
651. 5or, 8. 

purification: 70. 639 f. 24, 24. 28, 28. 
142,14. 276, 25.514, 7. Сі. ѕ. хадарроі; 
хадїрс:а; фарџрахбс̧. 

Pyanepsia, festival: 297. 298. 546. 214, 
I25. 216, 137; 138. 268, 2. Cf. s. Eire- 
Sione. 

zvYut, boxing: 517, 6. 
Pylas, king of Megara: 430. 
Pyraichmes, leader of the Paiones in the 
Catalogue: 660. 

Pyrrhos of Athens, sculptor: 323 f. 
Pythagoras, Pythagoreans: 226. 228. 
229. 352. 367. 371. 377. 379 1. 174, 45. 
263, 2. 271, 8; I0. 272, 5; 6. 315, 37. 

Pythais, Pythaistai: 172. 275. 276. 355. 

442. 443. 163, 25. 260, 3; (4); 5. 357, 
23. Add. p. 535. 

Pytheas, demagogue: 244, 14. 
Pythia, prophetess: 313. 358, 7. alleged 
corruption of —: 357, 3- 363, 27. 

Pythia, national games, prize of victory: 

654 f. 521, І. ; 
Pythion, in the city: 330,9. at Daphni: 
66, 6. 331, 9; 12. — of the Kephalids: 

314. 331, I2. at Oinoe: 355 f. (428). 

350, II. тері ФОМу: 443. 351, 23. 

point of demarcation of Nisos’ realm: 

428 f. 

Pythios, Thessalian, father of Amaryn- 

keus: 518, 3. 

Pythodoros, 8о:800уос a. 302: 346 f. 

— '1воАбдоо, Athenian general a. 425/4: 
500. 

— IloAwt$Aou ’Avapavotioc, politician: 

152. accuser of Protagoras: 584. 

Python of Byzantium, ambassador of 

Philip: 532. 238, 8. 427, 6. 
Iló8cvec, vévog pdvtewv: 538. Cf. s. 

èyyactpluvðor. 

Quorum, in the Assembly etc.: 316 f. 
quotations: 

in 5th and 4th c. authors: 8, 90. in 
early learned literature: 503, 34. in 

Hellenistic authors and grammarians: 
172. 573. *622 ff. anonymous: 392. 

*622 ff. 633. 638. 641. 487, 6. 503, 24. 

— of poets: 623. — of prose writers: 
623 f. 502, 27. 

rationalism (modernization): 20. 35 f. 
37. 39. 41. 43. 44. *60. 74. 76. 162. 

164. 168. 226 f. 240. 264. *278. 306. 
308. 361. 372. (388). (389). 391. 400. 
422 ff. 502. 547. 27, 26. 96, rroa. 
98, 118. 174, 41. 224, 8. Cf. s. Euheme- 
rism. 

raven: 209 f. 

"Pnytwobu2a, Regisvilla inEtruria: 307,9. 
religion and cult: 225 f. 436. 548. 558 f. 
215, 131. 285, II. 442, 2. 515, I. Cf. s. 
Personifications ; Tedretal; Theology.— 
Apollodoros; Philochoros; Poseido- 
nios. 
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pre-Greek : 286, 12.299, 15 (?). 
books on —: 525. 421, 27. 443, 4. 446, 1. 
468, 2. 
our knowledge of —: 293 f. 211, 105. 
ancient methods of religious science: 
294. 295 f. 548. 615. 642 f. 650. 299, 15. 
445, 3. Cf. s. euvouxetoüv. 
modern —: 294 f. 303. 437. 607. 221, 
183; 184. 326, 2. 

Rhaikelos, town in Thrace: 146. 
Rhapso, goddess at Phaleron: SII, 2. 

rhapsodes: 377. 578. *579 f. (Add.). 591. 

476, 2. Cf. s. Homeridai; Homeristai; 

Kynaithos. 

*Papla, re8lov in Eleusis: 326, 9. 

Rharos, father of Triptolemos: 472, 15. 

Rhea: (84). cult of —: 402 f. 

Рато, оп the Sacred Road: 639. 

$ntá, covenant: 193, 2. 

Rhexenor, father of Chalkiope: 181. Cf. 

s. Aigeus; Chalkodon. 
Rhianos of Bene, epic poet: 648. 501, 6. 
Rhinon Ilaæaveóg, politician: 137 f. 

Rhodos: 331. 139, 3; 6. 140, 13. 248, 15. 
Cf. s. Dorieus. — Ialysos; Lindos. 
— and Lykia: 592. 

festivals in —: 297, 1. Cf. s. Helios; 
Tlepolemos. 

rites, agrarian of the ancient тб of 
Athens: 328, 5. 
— of initiation: 651. Cf. s. Theodaisia; 
Theoxenia. 

Rome, Romans: 249. 381. 387. 401 f. 
419. 305, 5. Add. p. 534; 535. 
coinage: see s. Numismatics. 

Romulus, Roman king: 168. 
Rufinus, Christian writer: 

Recogn. I, 10: 651. — 10, 21: 660. 

Sabazios: 270. 274. 76, 8. 
Sacred Wars: (6th c.) 451. (5th c.) 320- 

(4th c.) 58. 68. 125. 141. 142. 164. 528 Í. 

sacrifices: 276 f. 335. 394. 402. 404. 546- 
573. 603. (263, 1). 286, 17. 443, 31 4- 

515, 4. Cf. s. calendar; v»edoc; 

тритто()а. 

books on —: 171. 203. 359. 558 f. Cf. s. 
[Androtion]; Demon; Krates; Philo- 

Choros. 

human: 193. 424. 426. 651. 445, 6. 
494, 19. 520, 3.  — bloodless —: 203. 

404. 546. 296, I. — of oxen: see s. 

Buphonia; fotc. — of the tongue: 

359Í. wine in —: 301, 24. 
Sais, town in Egypt: 193 Í. 615. 642. 649. 

Cf. s. Athens. 
Saisara, daughter of Keleos: 639. 514, 2. 

Sakaia, Babylonian festival: 297, 2. 
Salaminia, trireme: 328. Cf. s. lepal 

Tphpeg. 
Salaminioi, clan: *285 ff. 294. 296. 552. 

142, 14. 207, 84. 209, 96. 265, 1. 329, 5- 

341, 22. 345, І. 347, 9. Сі. з. Hepta- 

phyletai; Sunieis. 

Salamis: 228. 285 ff. 305. 210, 104. (496, 

7). Cf. s. Athens; Philaidai; Skiros. 

— in the Theseus story: 440. Cf. 8. 

Theseus. 

contest about: 293. 388. 431. capture 

by Athens: 207, 84. 209, 96; 98. Pe- 

loponnesian attack on —: 136. temple 

of Skiras in —: 209, 96. Oschophoria 

in —: (303 ff.). 

produce of —: 222, 185. 

odanyE, invention of: 307, 9- 

Саша: 20. 482. 527. 557- Cf. 8. Athens. 

defection of —: 396, 27.424, 2. Athens- 

an cleruchies in —: 529. 

Samothrake: 310, 16. 319, 57 (Add. 

p.538) — is 
arios, river: k 

See ese, Babylonian priestess (?):511,2. 

Sarapis: 650. 519, 3- 

Жар$амоф үйө: *214 #. 
Sardo, Sardinia: 214 Н. 547. 441, 0. 

: see s. Persia. 

atalik Roman festival: 401. 403- 

Cf. s. Kpówa. 

Saturnus: 402. 298, 6. Cf. s. gm 

Satyros, biographer: 5851. 586. 047. 

390, 12. 437, 2. 481. 7- 482, 4. 

Scheria (Korkyra): 346, 7- 347, 9 
scholars and scholarship: 

Greek: 60. 108. 1
14. 127- 139. 148. 

154 f. 
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164. 189. 197. 228. 240. 241. 244. 248. 
256 f. 265. *376. *379. 383. 386. 395. 

*412. 421. 423 f. 508. 578. 581. 584. 

587. 595. 616. 618. 619. 620. 622. *625f. 

626. 647. IIO, 39. 199, 73. 289, rr. 

303, 3. 321, 4. 500, 13. 501, 6. 503, 28. 

513, 6. 520, 2. Сі. ѕ. Арогетаќа; Пєрі- 

books; Problemata; Scholia; Sym- 

mikta. — Ammonios; Antiochos; Anti- 

patros; Apion; Apollodoros; Aretades; 
Aristarchos; Aristodemos; Aristopha- 
nes; Chamaileon; Didymos; Diony- 
sios; Dioskurides; Eumolpos; Euphro- 
nios; Herodianus; Hyginos; Kallistra- 
tos; Krates; Philitas; Philochoros; 

Seleukos; Suetonius; Theon; Zenon. 

Christian: 240f. 272. 357. 325,6. 
Byzantine: see s. Psellos. Renaissan- 
ce: 240f. 547. Cf. s. (Apuleius); 
Bocaccio; Conti. 

Scholia: 142. 169. 217. 240. 248. 256 f. 
424. 177, 158. 242, 8. 329, I. 
on Aischines 1, 23: 639. Add. p. 533. 

I, 39: 382, 44. 1, 53: 529. 1,77: 157. 
I, 103: 362. І, 128: 451,15. І, 188: 
640 #. 2, ЗІ: 370, 18. 2, 34: 131, 4. 
3, 13: 549. 3, 83: 534. 3, 85: 535. 
3, 103: 535. 3, 116: 358, 5. 
on Aischyl. Prom. 12: 643. 512, 2. 
on Apollonios Rhodios 1, 211/5: 278. 
I, 516/8: 359f. 2, 357/9: 660. 
on Aristeides (Aelius) p. 17 f. (Ddf): 
390. p.45 (Fr): 360, 11. р. 54: 423. 
Ё. 313; 320: 613. Р. 323: 507, І. 
Р. 485: 1489. 
on Aristoph. Ach. 44: 639. — 67; 
I150:121,20a. — 108:190. — 146: 
506, 14. — 703: 163. 484. — 961: 
184. 364. 268, 2. — 1000: 185. — 
1076: 364. 268, 1; 2. — Av. 721: 557. 
— 766: 504 ff. — 873: 177 f. — 997: 
496 ff. — 1073: 198 ff. — ттоб: 
565 ff. 456, 11. — 1694: 632 f. 510, II. 
Ekkl. 18: 287. 291. — 128: 639. — 
193: 514 f. — 253: 314. Еф. 95: 
184. — 855: 315. — 1312: 5481. 
442, 7. Іуѕ. 58: 427 Н. — 173: 

5091. — 439: 327, 3. —642: 6431. 

— 645: 187. — 835: 335. — 913: 
632. — 1094: 504 Н. — 1138: 455 Íf. 

— I144: 455. 459Í. (Add.). Nub. 
213: 461. — 332: 257. — 859: 400, 
52. — 985: 138. Pax 145: 571. 

— 347: 125 f. 137. — 466: 504. — 

475[7: 504. — 481[3: 504. — 605: 
484 ff. — 665: 502 f. — 990: 498 f. 

— 1019: 525. — 1031: 257. 507 {. 
— 1046: 182, 8. — 1084: 183, 17. 

Plut. 31: 637. — 173: 156. 521. — 
178: 372, І. — 277: 147, 2. 149, 5. 

—431:195. — 773: 390. 401. — 819: 

653. — 845: 201. — 1002: 212 Н. 

— 1075: І70, І. — 1126: 368. 372. 

— 1146: 5121. Ran. 131: 505, 2. 

— 216:594. —218:268,1;2. — 320: 

198 ff. — 720; 725: 511. — 1422: 

154. Thesm. 533: 497, I. — 834: 

287. Vesp. 120: 165. — 210: 504. 
— 240: 500f. — 718: 462 ff. 504. 
— 947: 163. 482 ff. — тото: 358. 

— 1203: 505, 2. — 1223: 329, I. 
on Aristotle Eth. Nic. 5, 10: 152. 

on Clem. Alex. Protr. 2, 17: 287 f. 
on Demosthenes: 157. 325f. 329f. 
4241. 449. 57, 43. II2, І. 136, 14. 

171, 2. 236, 2. 358, 7. 364, 32. 505, 2. 

506, 13. Cf.c. Anon. Argent.; Didymos. 
on Dionys. Areop.: 114. I07, 28. 108, 
32; 33. 
on Dionys. Perieg. 509: 650. 651. Cf. 
s. Eustathios. 

on Eurip. Hek. 1; 3: 378f. Hippol. 

73: 554 f. (640). — 887: 74. Med. 
I9: 78f. — 1342: 441,6. Or. 371; 
772: 510. — 932: 522, 4. — 964: 421. 
Phoin. 570: 168. — 854: 26. Rhes. 
251: 214. 

on Hesiod: 366. Cf. s. Proklos. Theog. 

941: 105 f. Opp. 502: 297, 5. 

—727:271,8. — 763:366. — 2767/8; 

771; 807: 372. 272, І. 274, 1; 7. — 

780; 788: 366. — 790: 369. — 798: 
368. 369. 272, 1. — 800: 271, 8. — 
$08: 171. 809: 371. — 820: 270, 4. 
on Homer: cf. s. Eustathios. Il. A 99: 
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655 1 — 594: 4201. В 547: 402, 4. 
2 136: 5551. I 534: 268,19. — 584: 

657. K 434/41: 522, 1. O 679: 348. 
— 683: 350. Il 234: 591f. — 718: 

277, I. У 570: 572. Т 119: 659. 
7 197:654. Ф 155: 6бо. VY 783: 656. 

О 336: 3681. — Od. v 332/41: 359 f. 

0 594: 420. 1 271: 169. E 533: 278. 
v 302: 214 ff. 

on Kallimach. Hy. 2, 69: 281. 
I74: 85. 

on Lukian. p. 116, 4 (Rabe): 502 f. 

P. 275, 23: 195. 288. *197, 56. 203, 77. 

on Lykophron: Cf. s. Tzetzes. Al. 46: 

—3, 

440, 3. — 467: 655 f. — 520: 632. 
— 1247: 628. 

on Nikandr. ‘Al. 10g: 288. 300 ff. 
— 130: 421. 
on Pindar: 648. Ol. 1, 37: (660). 

— 4, 11: 441, 4. — 6, 23; 26: 352, 24. 
— 7, 36; 146: 651 f. — 9, 15: 660. 
— 10, 46: 648. — I2, IO: 557. 

Pyth. 1, 31: 441, 4. — 2, 40: 624. 

— 7. 1 ff^: 449 f. — 7, 9: 358, 8. 360, 
IO. Isthm. 6, 10a: 371. | Nem. 2, I: 

5791. — 3, 4: 542. — 5, 89: 645 f. 
— 7, 155: 217 f. 

on Plat. Charm. 167 A: 371. 
89C:649. Phileb. 66 D: 371. 

252C: 358. Theait. 209 B: 
Tim. 22 A: 282, 5o. 

on Sophokles O.C.: 517, 3. О.С. 39: 
593. — 42:640 Í. — 57:644. 155, 5 

Phaidon 
Soph. 
214. 

— 9r: 154, 3. — 100: 2791. 558. 
— 681: 644. — 698: 645. — 701I: 

644f. — 712: 171. — 1047: 355 {. 

— 1053: 171. 641f. — 1059: 640. 

— 1590; 1592: 195. — 1600: 335- 
O.R. 21: 557f. Trach. 1167: 591. 

on Theokrit. 7, 103: 632. — 10, 44: 

657. 

on Thukyd.1,11,1: 47,26. —2,15, 4: 

594. 
on Vergil.: 241. Вис. 10, 18: 651. 

Georg. 1, 163: 325, 6.  — 1, 399: 

446,2. — 3, 82: 597. А. 2,166: 616. 

— 2, 632: 552. — 4, 58: 188. — 5 
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824: 547. —6, 21: 348,15. — 7,320: 
378. — 8, 600: 419. 

sculptors: Cf. s. Art; Dipoinos; Euphra- 

nor; Kephisodotos; Metiochos; Phei- 
dias; Pyrrhos; Skyllis; Tektaios; Te- 
lesarchides; Telesinos. 

— of the Delian Apollo:.654. 521, 3. 

— of the Maussoleum: gor, 65. — of 

the Parthenon: 401, 65. 

Scythia, Scythians: 30, 3. 75, 14. 237, 6- 

252, 14. 445, 5- 
сеєюбудеа: 99. 115. 120 f. *144 ff. 234. 
*448 f. 462. 463. 465 ff. Cf. s. Solon. 

Selene: 284. 372. 553. 327, 3. Cf. s. 

Aphrodite; Artemis. 
bisexual character: 445, 3. 

— and Athena:642. — and Isis: 642. 

mother of Musaios: 575. 

Seleukos, grammarian: 421. 549. 230, 5- 

491, 3. 492, 6. 
Sellasia, battle at: 156. 
Selloi: see s. Helloi. 

Selymbria, alleged siege of: 433, 3- 

Semacheion, sanctuary: 572. 

Semachidai, clan: 268. 269. 572. 

—, deme: 572. 

Semachos, eponym: 572. 468, 3. 

daughter (s) of —: 468, 5. 

стисїа, prodigia: 260. (357). 184, 31- 

409, 1. Cf. s. omens. 

Semele: 269. 499, 2. Cf. s. Hye. 

Semnai, goddesses: 84. (559). 649. 154: 4- 

155, 5. Cf. s. Eumenides; Erinyes; 

Skotos. 

sanctuary and cult: 76. 84. 640 f. 442,7- 

516, I. : 

Semos of Delos, local historian: 175- 

Serapion of Rhodos, bogus quotation: 

593. 
Seriphos, island: 614. 

Sestos, town in the Chersonnese: 142- 

Seven Wise Men: 29. 17° t 

sex: double-sexed beings: 284, 

Selene. 

Sicily: 27 f. 191. 307, 9. 325. 4 Ó- Ct. s. 
Athens. 

clxeov (?), gloss: 657- 
Sikyon, Sicyonians: 3 

І. CÍ. s- 

13. 383- 578- 650- 
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258, 4. 259, 8. Cf. s. Aigialeus; Ana- | — and oxiáBttov: 290. 198, 71. 200, 77. 
graphe; Axiopistos; Menaichmos. Skirophoria, festival: 302. 195, 15. Silenos, spring of: 612. I97, 56. 206, 83. CÍ. s. Skira. — Of Kaleakte, historian: 215 f. Skiros (-on), mythic figure(s): 285 ff. Simmias of Rhodos, poet: 271, I5. 292 f. 299. 304 f. 206, 83. 207, 84. Simonides of Keos, poet: 215. 439. I70,2. *21I, 105. 258, 4. F 56 (Bek): 348, 14. — and Athena: *211, 105. | qo author of Evpipara: 239. 380. — of Dodona/Eleusis, mantis: 286f. 

Sinis, mythic figure: qr, 3. 289 ff. 197, 43. 211, 105. ives, on Lemnos: 234. 406. 410. 420. | — of Megara: 293. 4I, 3. 206, 8I. 210, 
ЕРЕ 102; 104. 21І, 105. 335, 27. 338, 18. 
Нотепе —: ята, 420. 322, 4. — апа | —of Salamis: *285 ff. 297 f. 441. 294, 39- 
a Bans: 420 f. inl Xx(pot lepomoia: 285 ff. 196, 26. 8 Thracian tribe: 420, — at Phaleron: 285 Н. 293. 441. — Sisyphos, in the Pedigree of Odysseus: 656. and Theseus: 292. 440 ff. Sitalkes, Thracian king: 130. 125, 39. | oxippog: 200, 77. 
2°: @. Skotos, father of the Eumenids : 640. 641. ie Tàt Ünuoclot: 256, 8. Skylake, Pelasgian town: 417. Saas po deme: 314. 639. 514, 2. | Skylla: 547. 440, 4. Cf. s. Tyrrhenos. e RE е, local historian etc. Skyllaion, promontory: (547). 

схеообі 1220122; 23. 285, 59- 327, 2. | Skyl(lJion, in Crete: 441, 9. tula ei f. Cf. s. Athens. Skyllis, sculptor: 521, 3. 
ser ee Skyros, island: 75. 175. 208. 309. 310. 

195, 14. 315, 35. 338, 17. 442, 2. Skiathos, island 75 3505: 195, 14. | slaves; 401 f. 404. 473Í. 297, 2; 3. 
Skione, toum i ; 301, 18. 501, 6. Skira, festings ene: 499. 504. number(s) of —: 376, 16. Add. p. 544 ais x С $ да; *285 ff. 372. 374. asylum of —: 548 f. 
etymology ot kirophoria, smilax: see s. uat. 223, tog, "77 character of; | Smyrna, Aeolian|Ioniam town: 194- 

557. 312, 26. 
Snow, in Attica: 571. 
Social War: 88 f. 95. 97. 106 f. 142. 172. 

пётр; Уу 48 у 709, 96. 210. 102 ‘P45tov etc.: 200, 77. 
Tripageio, meani of: 

au ud 387. 197, 43, (252). 84, 46. 85, 54. 86, 55. 96, 106. таз: кее 5 Athena : 234, 7. 77 9^4 Skir, ; Sokrat iani ent of Peisis- 2% 9$ at Phaleron and Eleusis M. "pa ed ud 
s. 

: 71. Cf. s. А suits of Hosp 200, 99 — Eospovicxou, philosopher, and Zo- Skiro : ‚ийт *Patixol: 139. 261. 380. 398, 41. 483, 2. тос 'A С э А trait ler: 285, *289 ton (suburban quar. and Anaxagoras: 482, 4. portr 204, 5). 220 196, 26, 197, 56. 
194. 

of —: (334). » 129, * 
cult of Athena us 223, Solon: r4. 2o, 23. *29 f. 50. *65. 70. 96. 299, 96, * 196, 42. 208 8 158. 182, 193. 312. 395. 461. 544. 551. Okien, osipa, y "7 1 9, 104. 20, 9. 22, 15. 42, 9. 63, 70. 93, 
~> and snr, PS maa Kof: 200,33 89. 209, 98. 226, 2, 363, 28. 502, 25. 198, 71, 050 й фе 290 195, 74 in Androtion: 96. 99. г, 86. 94, 102. 

în Aristotle: 29. 61, 62. 63, 70. 244, 13. i n Herodotos: 29 f. 284, r0. in Iso- 
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hrates: 81,29. — in Philochoros: sce s.v. 
ottody Sera: see s.v. reform of coina- 

ge elc.: 144. 566 f. (*Add.). 456, 12. 
460. 462 ff. institution of cults: 
297, 5. 502,8. — and the Aveopagos: 
112 ff. — and the Bovdh: 107, 25. Add. 
P. 530. Cf. s. Athens. 
laws: 112 f. 123. 146. 147. 247. 321 f. 

340. 394. 395. 544 Í. 550. 563. 564 f. 
636 ff. 107, 25. 109, 37. *134, 9. 142, 
14.144,27. 256,8. 265, 1.297, 5. 329, I. 
356, 3; 6. 382, 49. 452, 10. 459, 27. 
513, 2. Cf. s. Athens (constitution ; 
new code) ; xópfletc. 

poems: 145. F 1, 53/6 (Diehl): 259. 
2, 2: 477, 13. F 3: 230, 8. 3, 1-4: 
454,1. F 4:431.35,2. F 24: 107, 25. 

Sopatros, first killer of the ox: 139. Cf. s. 
Buphonia. 

Sophists: 2. 3. 6. 10. 60. 377. 446. 625. 
1, 8. 8, 76. (13, 124). 354, 37; 38. Cf. s. 
Alkidamas; Gorgias; Protagoras. 

Sophokles, tragic poet: 215. 225. 228. 
557. 461, 7. 
books on —: 375 ff. 647 (?). 504, 43. 
505, 44. Cf. Vita Sophoclis. 
— and Ethnography: 313, 33. 
plays: 

Aigeus: 336, 7. Aias: 355, 46. 
Antig. 355, 46. — 985: 251, 2. 252, 
15. Inachos: 313,33. O.C.: 169 f. 
— 681 jf.: 644. — 808/9: 252, 14. 
— 1347: 331, 12. Tript.: 424. 

F 248 (N*): 313, 33. F 819: 41, 2. 
F 872: 428. 430. 433. Е 1012: 357. 
576. 

—’Apgucdeli8ov Louvieds, politician: 229. 
589. 

— Lwotpari8ov, Athenian general a. 
426/5: 500. 

Soranos: physician: 61. 
Sosibios Lakon, local historian: 379. 
174, 62. 178, 174. 279, 15. 479, I. 504, 
41. 

Хотӯрес̧, epiklesis of Antigonos and De- 
metrios in Athens: 544. Cf. s.vv. 

Zorvipu, festival. (sacrifice) in Athens: 
269, 18. 

Jacoby, Fragm. Griech. Hist. III b (Suppl) 
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Sotion of Alexandria, biographer: 239. 
onáBi5: 597. Cf. s. gotw£. 

Sparta: 9o f. 155. 413. 430 f. 594. 47, 7- 
88, 62. 139, 6. 290, 13. 357, 3. Add. p. 
537. 539 ff. Cf. s. Laconia; Tyndareos. 
in Roman times: 398, 42. 
books and information on —: 583. 479, 
7. Cf. s. Sosibios. 
buildings in —: 365, 3. cults in —: 

(512, 3). earthquake in —: *455 ff. 
hing-lists: 381. 382 f. 11, 119. 63, 70. 
dating by Spartan kings: 382. 455f. 

Үєрооаіх: 20, І2а. 

—and Athens: sees. Athens. — and 
Persia: 513f. 515 ff. 533. 414, 13. 

418, 36. 

foreign visitors in —: 583. 8, 75; 76. 
18,163. Tyrtaios in —: 583 f. 479, I; 

7. 480,9. Aischylos and —: 27, 26. 

Hellanikos and —: 20f. Androtion 

and —: see s.v. 

Spartoi: 167 ff. 174, 62. 

Spercheios, alleged Athenian river: 617. 

Speusippos, philosopher: 90. 589 ff. 

430, 18. 

Sphaira, poem: 573. 

Sphendonai, тблос "АӨўуцох: 180. 

Уотттіа 464: 337, 12. 
Sphettos, frittys and deme: 394. 433 f. 
288, 6. 293, 33- 

Sphinx: 180. 361. 

Sphodrias, Spartan harmost: 520. 

Sphragitides: see s. Nymphs. " 

Spintharos, n in B 359, 8. 

taphylos, son of Silenos: 270. 

Pans alleged poet of the Konpa Emn: 
6, 7. А 

ind party: 329, 1. Cf. S. s i 
statistics, ancient: 150. 400. 464 tf. 

(Ааа. р. 544). 471. 376, T 378, 19. 

ius, Roman poet: 505, 49- . 

се for public men n Lm 526. 

Frat: 324. 526. 530. 250, 5 
olde in Athens: 78. 439. 34. 

— in the Eleusinion: 473. 18. 

5, 22. 
-— on 

the Isthmos: 428 ff. — j the Kaliias 

peace: 422, 33. Сі. 8.У. 

— as a motif: 489, 12- Е 
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Stephanephoros, hero: 31 f. 

— otepave, priestess of Demeter: 511, 2. 

Stephanos Qovxudisov, Athenian: 389, 7. 
— of Byzantium: 

sources of —: 170. 626. 648. 287, 5. 
text of: 500, 13. 

single passages: 
S. ’Aypavay: 326, 2. — Абў: 
389. — AlSnpog: 658. — *Adaad- 
xopéviov: 616 f. — 'Арабдобс̧: 651. 
— Anta: 647f. — Toadredtat: 191. 
— Awdavyn: 218. — ‘Exadn: 435. 
— ’ENorla: 591. — 'Emnaxpía: 

392 f. —'HMala: 150,5. — Opia: 

559. — ‘Opdran, ‘Oudrov: 632. — 
Lxipog: 287. — Tetpanortc: 287, 5. 

стєрубџаутіс̧: 358. СЇ. ѕ. рбутєцс. 

Sterope, mother of Musaios: 471, 4. 
Stesichoros, poet: 187. 232. 379. *580 f. 
25, 24. 48, 7. 

Stesikleides (Ktesikles), chronographer: 
351. 375, IO. 376, 16. 518, 2. 

Stesimbrotos, Pamphleteer : (495). 92, 86. 
381, 36. 391, 14. 397, 33. 400, 62. 

Sthenelos, Corinthian/Argive: 547. 441, 
7. 

Stilbides, mantis: 257. 507. 

Stilpon, philosopher: 248, 20; 21. 

Stoa, school of philosophy: 225. 227. 233. 
274. 360. 632. 

сто Iloxiy: 595. 258,6. court of law: 

150, 5; 6. 153, 23. 
стосі: 

&\Фитблоћс̧: 150, 6. Васілекос̧: 190. 

I50, 6. uaxpá: 376, 15. 468, 2. 

Iletowrv&xtetog: 153, 23. 

Strabo: 240. 331, 13. 

text of —: 287, 6. 

single passages: 

5, 2, 4: 419. 302, I. 5, 2, 8: 307, 9. 

7.3,6:491,3. 7,7,1:318, 49. 7,7, 
zo/r: 591 f. 8, 4, 10: 583. 8,5, r1: 
594. 8,6,19:257,15. 302,2. 8,7,1: 

282. 292, 23. 9,1, 5/7: 428 ff. 9,1, 

7: 51,15. 53, 28. 9, 1, 9: 287. 210, 

99. 9,I,II:163. 9,1, 18: 399. 419. 

9, 1, 20: 392 Í. 290, I2. 9, 2, 3: 295, 
41. 9,2,1І:442 1. 9, 5,19: 307,9. 

IO, I, 3: 372, 4. I3, I, 48: 186. 

I4, I, 3: 36, 6. 38, 16. 

otpatnyol, otpatnyetv: 67. 127. *130. 
134. "148 ff. 150 f. 163. 275. 524. 78, 8. 

90, 81; 82. 114, 4. I19, 14. 121, 19320. 
124, 30. 134, 3. 228, 10. 390, 8. *422, 9. 

424, 3. Add. p. 532 f. Cf. s. evOuva. — 
Andokides; Chabrias; Chares; Chari- 

demos; Drakontides; Euetion; Glau- 

ketes; Glaukon; Hagnon; fKalliades; 

Kallias; Kephisodotos; Kephisophon; 
Kimon; Kleopompos; Konon; Laches; 

Leokrates; Leon; tLysanias; Lysias; 
Melesandros; Menestheus; Metagenes; 

Miltiades; Myronides; Nausikles; Ni- 

kias; Oinobios; Olympiodoros; Pha- 

nosthenes; Phokion; Phormion; Py- 
thodoros; (Rhinon); Sophokles; Thra- 

sybulos; Thrasyllos; Thukydides; Ti- 

momachos; Timotheos; Tolmides. 

Stratokles EvévSjuov Atopeetc, demago- 

gue saec. IV?: 328. 343. 344. 346 í. 

543 f. 248, 15. 249, 30. 

Straton of Lampsakos, philosopher: 239. 
380. 

стрбфіоу, part of official dress: 242, 6. 

Struthas, Persian satrap: 516. 

Stryme, Thracian place: (143). (247). 
326. 

Strymon, Thracian river: 457. 

Styx: 188. 

Suda: cf. s. Photios. 

S. &pirmot: 348. 350. — ’Av8potiwv: 
86. 171, 3. — "Anu: 650. — Aw- 

Swvetov yadrxiov: 218. — ёүүастрі- 

иобос̧: 263, т. — Еофоріоу: 502, 16; 
23. — Oovptopavrerg: Add. p. 535. 
— “Iotpog: 618. — Кёхроф: 284, г. 

— Кооротрбфос̧ Гў: 277. 443, 3. 
— Movoaiog OnBatog: 575. — Oldt- 

mous: 361. — "Ounpos 6 mounric: 577: 
— ’Oppeds Лефіброу: 261,3. — Па- 
Лаіфатос̧: 5811. — Mudd: 450, 8. 
= Хлтоіҳорос̧: 580. — Тортаїос̧: 
479.1. — Фаубётшос̧:І7г,3. — Qı- 
Adxopog: 238 f. 173, 22. 

Suebi, German tribe: 349. 
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Suetonius, Roman grammarian: 302 
Suicide: 540 f. | 
sun-dial, on Pnyx: 496 ff. Cf. s. Meton. 
оом: 193, 2; 4. Cf. s. Laraplvror. 
p promontory of Attica: 419. 295, 
43. 

соВахуо:, pappaxol in Athens: 
Sybota, battle at: 122, 28. з 
сохӯ, fig-tvee: 

61110] Demeter (primitive food in Athens): 

637. 205, 80. 513, 4. 518, 5. 

— in Attica (export of): 636 f. 502, 25. 
in Rhodos: 513, 6. 

use of leaves: 561. 449, 4. 450, II. 
Gvxoo&vtat: 636 ff. 
сорВола (-Aot), omens: 380. 556 f. 

symbolic interpretation: 174, 41. 
Symmikta, title of scientific book: see 8. 
Istros; scholars. 

ovupoplar: 58. 66. (325). 327. 83, 38. 

symposium, customs at: 371. 274, 5. 

сорпростхем: 427, 8. 

syncretism, Greek-Egyptian: 650. Cf. s. 

GUvOLXELOUV. 

GUY Yevelc, meaning of: 230, 13. 

соүүрафєїс̧: 151 Ї. 595. 619. 626. 
ovvotxetodv: 227. (275). (371). 372- 553- 

642. (273, 6). (281, 43). 515, 2. Ct. s. 
religion. 

Synoikia, festival: - 393. 525. 630f. 
290, 12. 292, 22; 23. 297, 4. 509, 5- 
Cf. s. Metoikia. 

Syracuse: 212. 
petalismos in -—: 317. 

Syriskos of the Pontic Chersonnese: 
local writer: 652. 

Tacitus Ann. 3, 63: 441, 5. 
Тахтх&: СЇ. s. military writers. 
Talos, in Crete: 215 f. 

таша: т12, 5. 393, 13. Cf. s. Helleno- 

tamiai. 

— tig ’AOnvacg: 275. 
OeGv: 113, ІІ; 12. 

Xenu&rov: 117. II3, I2. 

хӧу хрпиќтоу: 117. — TOV триролон- 

хӧу: ІІ2, І. (113, ІІ). 

— «Qv X)Àov 

— тӧу 1рӧу 

тӧу помті- 

Tamynai, battle of: 433, 10. 

Tanagra, battle of: 447. 
Tarentum: 346. 
Tatianus, Christian writer: 385. 578. 

Tauros, general (courtier) of Minos: 75- 

205. 306 f. Cf. s. Minotauros. 

таброс = xpiOal: (191). 

*ablapyot: 275. 
тс, раму: 329, І. Сі. з. стёс. 

technical books: 26r, 7. 

teyvitat, artisans: 189 f. 197. 

теуолоюі: 325. 232, 7. 
Teiresias, mantis: 357. 659. 

Teisamenos Mnyaviwvos, decree of (a. 

403/2): 456, 12. 

Teithras, son of Pandion: 331, 14. 

Tektaios, sculptor: 654. 

Telamon of Salamis: 388. 656. 660. 

ttn, tax classes: 322. 

Telekleia, mother of Hekabe: 277, I. 

Telekleides, comic poet: 277, I. 

Telenikos, mantis: 184, 28. 

Teleontes, phyle: 292, 23. Cf. s. Geleon- 

tes. 

Telephos, king of Teuthrania: 214. 

— of Pergamon, historian: 108, 29. 

149, 4- 
Telesarchides, sculptor: 227, 3- 

Telesi<n>os of Athens, sculptor: 548. 

Теіеѕќеѕ, 8:00раџЗоло:64: 607. 

телєтаі: 188. 229. 268. 284. 357. 576. 

445. 3. 473, 25. Cf. s. Orpheus; religion. 

Telmessos, son of Apollo: 191. 

Telos, island: 142. 

Temenidai: 63 f. 

Temmikes, barbarian tribe in Sunion and 

Boeotia: 419. 308, 9. 

Tenea, Corinthian village: 180. 

Tenos, island: 548. 442, 12. 

spring in —: 442,13. culis in —: 548. 

Tereus, Thracian king, in Greece: 3X. 

318, 49. 
Terpandros, musician: 655. 478, 3. 

Tertullianus, Christian writer: 

De an. 46:261. — 52: 61 f. 

Tetrakomia, one of the Twelve Towns: 

393. 289, 8. 
Tetrapolis, one of the Twelve Towns: 182. 
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210. 228. 282. *3521f. 392 f. 654. 
223, 194. Cf. s. Marathon; Oinoe; Phi- 
lochoros. 
trittys: 394. 
Titans in —: 355. сий of Apollo: 
355 Ё 256, 5. — of Herakles: 354. 

penteteris to —: 354. 
тєтріс̧, mumber and day: 308 f. 371 f. 
Teuchion, cave in Euboia: 658. 
Teukroi, tribe in the Troas: 186. 634. 
Teukros of Athens, eponym of the Teu- 
kroi: 186. 

— of Salamis: 660. 
in the cult of the Salaminioi: 347, 9. 
in Kypros: 445, 6. 

textual criticism (selected passages): 12. 
*51 ff. 58. 61. 143 f. 149. 185. 316. 
319. 320. 321. 349. 367. 377. 378. 442. 
455- 459. 460. 462. 463. 502 f. 508 f. 
512. 528. 533. 541 f. 548. 549 f. 554. 
555 f. 564. *572. 590. 614. 616. 628. 
633. 638. 641. 643. 652. 655. 657. 
3, 28; 36. 4, 44. 41, 3. 54, 29. 71, 
48. 115, 7. 136, 10. 268, 7 (Add.). 
347, 9; 10. 357, 2; 3. 358, 8. 365, 
3. 373, 4- 374, 5. 378, 18. 406, 3. 
410, 5. 411, I. 417, 28. 422, 10. 425, 6. 
427, 8. 431, 4; 6. 432, I; 2. 433, 12. 
433, 5. 444, I0. 446, 1. 449,8. 452, 3; 7. 
453, 8. 457, 14; 16. 474, 3; *4. 475, 8. 
477, 2. 480, 6. 481, 1. 484, 2. 485, 14. 
*488, 2. 490, 3. 491, 3. 492, 7. 493, 3. 
496, 5. 499, 1. 500, 12; 13. 502, 18. 504, 
36. 505, 2. 506, 12. 506,2. 507,6. 510,1. 
510, I; 2; 4. 512, 2. 515, 4. 5I5, I-4. 
516, I. 516, 2. 518, 3. 519, 2. 519, I. 
520, І. 521, І. Сі. s. corruptions. 

OdAucca, on the Akvopolis: see s. Erech- 
theis. 

thalassocracies, list of: 302, 2. 
Thallo, goddess: 329, 5. 
Oarropdpor, -ta(t): 276. 421. 
Thallos, chronographer: 282, 44. 
Thalysia, festival: 363. 267, r2. 
Thamyris, epic poet and singer: 575. 
469, 8; 12. 

Thannyras 'Ivápow Egyptian prince: 
374, 5. 

Thargelia, festival: 546. *585. 605. 653. 
276, 25. 494, 19. 

(Thargelios, god?): 440, r. 

Thasos, island: 143. 326f. 

defection of —: 456 ff. 396, 27. 
Thaulon, Thaulonidai (clan): 138. 
Oavpdora: 633. 

Oavpatanotol, musical-hall performers: 
183. 

Theaneira of Troy, yépag of Telamon: 
656. 

Theano, sister of Hekabe: 378. 

theatre, in Athens: 333 f. 239, 1. 

Thebe, autochthon, wife of Ogygos: 615. 
616. 

Thebes, in Boeotia: 90. 157. 183. 273- 
331 f. 522. 557 f. 573. 615. 632. 8, 77. 
87, 59. 141, 7. 419, 4. Cf. s. Athens; 

Boeotia; Epameinondas; Kadmeia. 
writers on —: 169. 210. 445. 574. 622. 

I4I, 3; 4. 352, 24. 352, 24. 353, 32. 

478, 13. 514, 7. literary contest with 
Athens: 444 Í. 
origin and pre-history: 167 ff. 396 f. 

Cf. s. Kadmos; Spartoi. Oidipus and 
the War of the Seven: 31. 35. 169. 

442 ff. (154, 4). 355, 46. 493, 10. 
supported Peisistratos: 351, 21. 

and Persia: 533. 429, 14. 
cults of —: 557. 557 £. 659. 448, 1; 6. 

Cf. s. Herakles. Kronia in —: 
297, I. 
Ogygos in —: 282, 44.  Musaios 

in —:575. tomb of Linos in —: 574- 
Kephalos in —: 638. house of Am- 
phitryon/Herakles in —: 659. 

Thebes in Egypt: 615. 
tOceic: 318. Add. p. 537. 
Themis: 644. 
Themison, author of a Tladdnvic: 256, 4. 
288, 7. 

Themistios, sophist: 

Or. 4 p. 53 A: 358, 7. 
Themisto, mother of Arkas: 191. 660. 

Cf. s. Kallisto; Megisto. 
Themistokles NeoxM£oug: 67. 81 f. 120. 
325. 58, 47. 69, 5. 92, 86. 106, 20. 123, 
28. 229,6. 242, 9. 371,25. 453,9. 468, 2. 

Th. 
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civil state (citizenship) : 383, 58. 387, 69. 

policy of —: 98. 481. 27, 26. 95, 104. 
123, 28. 128, 49. 368, 14. 387, 70. 

tomb of —: 571. 468, 2. 

Theodaisia, rite: 551 f. 
Theodontius: medieval writer: 

(547). 592. 177, 165; 166. 
Theodoretos, Christian writer: 

Graec. cur. aff. 8, 30: 614. 
Theodoros, author of Metamorphoseis: 

446, 2. 
— of Ilion, mythographer (?): 177, 166. 

Theognostos, grammarian: 
4.O. II 103, 11 (Kr.): 653. 

Theogonies: 599. 471, 10. Cf. s. Hesio- 

dos. 

foem by Musaios: 575. 
Theoinia, festival: 628 f. 507, 6. 
Theoinidai (?), clan: 628. 

Theoinion, sanctuary: 628 f. Cf. s. Dio- 

nysos; Lenaion. 

Theokritos, poet: 
IO, 44: 657. 

Theology, OcoAóyot: 226. 274. 354- 360- 

371. 615. 630. 257, 3. 261, 3. 274. 5- 

445, 3. Cf. s. Delphi; Philochoros; 

religion. 
Theon, grammarian: 626. 

Theope, daughter of Erechtheus: 180. 

Theophrastos of Eresos, philosopher: 

57. 85. 114. 115. 202. 203. 229. 239: 

311 f. 380. 546 f. 552 f. 558. 564. 585. 

598. 600. 635. 636. 116, 26. 117, 46. 

129, 7. 134, 8; 9. 171, I. 202, 77: 229, I. 

286, 17. *290, I5. 443, 4- 452, 10- 

469, 9. 503, 27. Ci. S. Porphyrios. 

Char. 16, 10: 446, 8. — 26: 299, 15. 

De signis г, 4: 403, 13. 

Theopompos, archon 4rrjo: 410, 4. 

— of Chios, historian: 100. 148. 151- 
163. 164. 183. 193. 229. 230. 237. 525: 

5371. 78, 5. 84, 46. 87, 59. 96, 110b. 
97, I15. I02, 130. 129, 7. 371, 25. 390 

13; 14. 425, 9. 
F 85/100 (roth book): 151. 317- 483- 

503. F 103 §3: 519, 3. F 122: 57: 
F 153/4: 93, 86. Е 261: 397, 13. 

Е 263: 427, 2. Е 328: 333. Е 347: 

240 f. 

400. Add. p. 537. Е 387: 372, 4- 

F 397: 585. 
бєолрбло‹: 185, 37- 

Gewplar: 354. 355 f. Cf. s. Brauron; De- 

los; Delphi; Eleusis; Tetrapolis. 

Occpixóv: (247). 318 ff. 526. 180, 245- 

237, 5. 244, 22. 

Theoris, mantis: 335- 400, 53- 

Oecpol: 543. 
Theoxenia, rite: (524). 551 f. 

Thera, island: 186. 

Theramenes “Ayvwvos Lrerpreds: 87. 

96 f. 99. 118. 120. 152. 33, 17. *81, 29. 

82, 30. 91, 86. 99, 127- 106, 20. 138, 3. 

437, 3. 
evaluation of —: 391, 14- 

Thermopylai: 528. 

Thersippos, Athentan: 

Solon’s decree om —: 562. 452, 12. 

— 6 fepoxcuc, messenger from Marathon: 

452, І2. Сі. з. Eukleides. 

Theseia, festival: 421. 275. 5 345, І. 

494, 18. 495, 20. 
Theseion (-a): 207 ff. 305. 307 ff. 548 f. 

court of law (?): 548. 549. 149. 5- 

election of officials in. —: 442, 9- 

asylum: 549. 442. 7- 

Theseis, epic poem: 35. 311. 437. 438. 

444 f. 448. 605. 609. 44, 12. 210, Io2. 

215, 136. 217, 150. (337, 8). 343, ІІ. 

#344, 20 (Add.). 348, 14- 485, 5- 

490, 13. 
Theseus, Theseids: II. 26. 33. *35 ff. 

48 f. *74 ff. 177- 187. 191. 194. 205 ff. 

264. 275. 281. *285 ff. (290). *305 ff. 

354. 393. 427. "43! ff. 448. *568. 

569 f. 611. 633- 634. 642. 18, 162. 26, 

24. 32, 8; 9- 34, 2- 116, 26. 154, 4. 180, 

237; 238. 287, 5. 305, 5. *342, 7- *494, 

18. Cf. s. Akamas; Demophon. — 

Athens; Troizen. — Hellanikos. Klei- 

demos; Philochoros. 

conceptions of Ths constitutional po- 

sition: 296. *309 ff. *432. 549. *290, 

15. 343, ІІ. 457, 17- 

Th. in Aristotle: бт, 62, 

ros (?): see $. Diodoros. 

poetry: see s. Theseis. 

— in Epho- 
— in epic 

— in Homer: 
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342,7.  — in Theophrastos: 290, 15. 
— in Tragedy: 344, 20. 

Theseus legend: 436. 440. *646. 336, 8. 
343, II. 

cult and sanctuaries of: 205. 207 ff. 
305. 307 ff. 354. 442, 4. 494, 20. 

sacred day of —: 368. ship(s) of —: 
205. 305. 440. 348, 13. 

acknowledged by Aigeus: 432. 434. 
wamed Athens: 397. founded the 
Panathenaia: 629 ff. invented coin- 
age: 568. — naraotixh: 306. 645 f. 
Cf. s. Phorbas. 

wives of —: 307. 308. 439 f. (593). 645. 
346, 8. exile: 309 ff. 442. — tomb 
of —: 208. 

exploits: 
as Argonaut: 342, 9. participant in 
the Calydonian hunt: 342, 9. expe- 
dition to Crete: 36f. 74Í. 205 ff. 
295 ff. 305 ff. 440 ff. 552. 597. 605. 
634. 646. 33I, 14. 517,6. Kentauro- 
machia: 438. Marathonian bull: 
434 ff. acquires the Megarid: 429 f. 
343,12. defeats the Pallantids: 431 
ff. expedition to the Pontos: *437 ff. 
612. 336, 5. Cf. s. Hippolyte. helps 
the Seven against Thebes: *442 ff. 
343, 2. — in the underworld: 309. 

Th. and Aphrodite: see s. Aphrodite 
Epitragia. — and Athena: see s. 
Athena. — and Hekale: * 434 ff. 
— and Helena: 39. 654. — and 
Herakles: 307 ff. (436). 437 ff. 442. 
448. 336, 5. 342, 9. 442, 5. — and 
Hippolytos: 554. (593). Cf. s.v. 
— and Phorbas: see s.v. 

Theseus the Thessalian: 194. 
Géoprov: 271. 
Thesmophoria, festival: 644. 197, 56. 
223, 194. 275, 2. 

Thesmophorion: 195. 497. 197, 56. 205, 
80. 208, 87. 

Thesmophylakes: 337. 241, 4. 
Thesmothetai: see s. archon. 
Thesmotheteion: 184. 
Thespiai, town in Boeotia: 497, 4. 
Thespios, founder of Thespiai: 497, 4. 

Thespis, tragic poet: 518, 6. 
Thessalonike, port of Macedonia: 277, 3. 

Thessalos, physician: 358, 7. 
Thessaly, Thessalians: 209. 332. 347- 

386. 407. 413. 483. 238, 5. 297, 2. 423, I. 

510, 3. 518, 3. 

Pelasgians in —: 407. 419. 303, 3. 
305, 6. 312, 30. 317, 41. 

Thetis: 613. 447, 1. 
Thibron, Spartan general: 516. 
thirteen, indefinite number: 498 f. 
Thorai, deme: 66, 6; r2. 

Thorikos, one of the Twelve Towns: 65, 6. 

287, 5. 293, 33. 
triltys: 394. 

Thrace, Thracians: 27. 28. 64. 72. 130. 
131. (143). 146. 162. 179. 278. 284. 

325. 378. 415. 420. 421 f. 457. (499). 
574. 641 f. 658. 58, 54. 75, 14. 302, 2. 
308, 9. 318, 47. 387, 69. Cf. s. Myrki- 
nos; Rhaikelos; Sintoi; Stryme; Stry- 

mon. — Eumolpos; Musaios; Orpheus. 

— Kotys; Miltokythes; Sitalkes; Te- 
reus. 

Thrasybulos Avxou Lretprevs, politician 
and general: 137 f. 335 f. 474. 411, (I3) 
5. 

Thrasydaios, Thessalian, ambassador of 

Philip a. 339/8: 332. 
Thrasyllos, Athenian general a. 407/6: 
411, I. 

— Opactrrov Acxereeds, хортүбс̧, топи- 
ment of: 334. 

Thrasymachos of Chalkedon, sophist: 
33, 17. 

Thrasymedes, son-in-law of Peisistratos: 
31, 17. 

Thrasyphon ‘Iepoxdel8ov, mover of de- 
crees a. 275/4: 425, 12. 

three, number: 371. 555. 559. Cf. s. *ptác. 
Thria, deme: 559 f. 
Thriai, nymphs on Paynassos: 234. 
*559 ff. 
in Attica: 560 f. 451,15;,16.  elsewhe- 
Te: 451, 16 (?). 

Thriasian plain: 428. 559 ff. 28r, 43. 
286, 13. 

Thrias (ios), hero (?): 561. 449, 7 (Add.). 
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Opracfar: see s. Thriai. 
OpraBplxn: 45r, 16. 
Optov, ‘fig-leaf’ in divination: 561. i 
Thukydides ’Aplotwvoc a i 
poet and treasurer тїс Өсо а. 424[3: 
148. 163. 483. 

— Меуо(оо 'Алотехӯ0єу, rival of Peri- 
kles: 97. 135. 148. 163 f. 475. 477 Íf. 

482 ff. 510 f. *8r, 29. 91, 86. 383, 55. 

388, 70. *389, 4. 390, 10; 12. 397, 32. 
trial(s) of: 482 ff. 389, 4. 390, 12. 
evaluation of —: 81, 29. 391, 14. 

— Mavrawétou Papyhrtios, Athenian ge- 

neral a. 440/39: 163 f. (483). 390, 13. 
— of Pharsalos: 483. 
— ’Orspov ‘Adtpotatos, the historian: 2. 

13. *16 ff. 55. 100. 389. *456 ff. 483. 
3, 25. 5, 47; 48. 96, 110b. 97, 116. 367, 

I2. *386, 67. 
life and work (Thuc. question) : 134. 163. 
483 f. 508 f. 587. I2I, 25. 122, 28. 

* 367, 12. 390, 8. 391, 14. Cf. s. Mar- 

cellinus; Vita Thuc. anon. 

family|civil state: 382, 36. 

interpreters of —: 486, 7; cf. Scholia. 
text of —: 53. 71. 125, 37. 135, 9. 137. 
5. 161, 8. 366, 9. 368, 13. 370, 20. 

379, 19; 25. 407, 3. 
character and mind : 457 £.16, 151. (368, 
14). 392, 2. 407, 6. 

political standpoint: 151. (390, 12). 
(391, 14). 

arrangement of subject-matter: 509. 
318, 50. 367, 12. 368, 14. 392, 2. 

Omission of facts etc.: 129. 130. 134- 
457. 490. 506. 509. (510). 122, 28. 

127, 53. 391, 14. 397, 32. (*406, 10). 
407, 2. 

terminology: 124, 32. 
method of dating: (anticipation, digres- 

sions efc): 4f. *16 ff. 133. 456 ff. 
* 16, 151. 124, 30; 32. 127, 49. * 131, 6- 
137, 5. 366, 9. Add. p. 526 f.; 539 f. 

predecessors and criticism: 5, 48. 16, 

I51. 18, 154. (313, 34). 
Th. and Ethnography : 314, 34- —and 
epic tradition: 294,35. — and Euri- 
pides: 225, 4. — and Hellantkos: 

41.7. 10. 11. 19. 36. 57. 144- *457 Í. 

1, I0. 4, 41. 5, 48. 16, 147. 18, 153/4- 

34, 1. 39, 23. *40, 16. 49, 12. 70. 6. 

278, 8. 289, 10. 294, 40. 309, 16. 487, 

4. Add. p. 5261. 539f. — and Hero- 
dotos: 131, 5. 

single items: 

Peloponnesian War, notion of, etc.: 

*17 ff. 118. 499. *15, 143. 68, 28. 
on Alkibiades: 407, 5; 8. om Mace- 

donia and Thrace: 130. on the 

Peisistratids: 407, 8. on Perikles: 

481 f. 386, 67. 388, 7I. 407,6. on 

Phormion: 135 ff. 121, 25. 

single passages: 

1. book: 499. 1, 2-19: 10. 12. 102. 

294, 37. 1, 2-3: 418. І, 2: 55. 64. 

265. 49, І. 51, 15. 212, 113. І, 3: 

306, 6. 307, 8. 312, 28. 318, 45; 48. 

474,11. 1,4174 2. 1,5: 318, 45; 

50. 1, 6, 3: 691. 1, 7: 207, 84. 

1, 8: 74, 2. 294, 35. 1, 11, 1: 47, 26. 

I, 12, 3: 210. І, 18/9: 367,12. 1, 

20, 2: 5, 47. I, 20, 3: 14, 135- T, 23 

(26)-88: 17. *122, 28. г, 23: 5, 48. 

18,154. 1,24: 16, 151. І, 50: 67, 

18. 1,51, 4: 52 Е 127, 53. І, 55,1: 

т22,28. І,57.6:149. 1, 6т, 4:125, 

37. 1, 64, 2:124, 29. 1, 67, 4: 485. 

I, 89-118: 17. 20. 129. *460. 9, 98. 

16, 151. 95, 104. 367, 12- 1, 94/5: 

369, 14;17. 1,9715 f. 9. 12 ff. *16 

ff. 3, 33. 1, 100-103: 57- *456 ff. 

(Add.). 34, 1. 123, 28. (131, 4). 1, 

100, 1: 191. I, IOI, 2: 365, 3. 1, 

103, 1: 366, 9. 1, 108, 5: Add. p. 

542. г,111,3:123,28. 1,112: 191 £. 

1,114: 461. I, 116,1:148f. 1,117, 

2: 148. 121, 20. 1, 118, 2: 15, 138. 

г, 13518: 453, 9. 1139: 485. *392, 

2. 396, 26. 397,32. 1, 140|4: 392, 2. 

396, 26. І, 141|2: 386, 67. š 

2,1:17. 22:17 f. 4, 41- HH ` 

16, 151. 278, 8- 403, I. 2, 5-6: 52. 

2, 710: 15. 142. 2 8: 15, 143. 

2, 9, 2: 167, 28. 2, 10, 2: 150. 

2,12:15,142. 2, 13: 324. 492. 550. 

125, 37. 379. 19 386, 37. 395. 2?- 
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2, I4 ff.: 362. 2, 15: 26. 36. 184. 
275. 283. 310. 364. 387. 393. 400. 630. 
72, 4. 268, 5. 269, 14. 295, 45. 325, I. 
2, I5, 4: 161, 8. 299, 15. 2, 16, 1: 
290, I3. 2, 17, I::74, 7. 2, I9, 2: 
150. 2, 24,1: 509f. 2, 28: 125, 38. 
2, 29: 130. 34,7. 2, 3%: 130. 2, 32: 
125, 37. 2, 34: 14, 135. 2, 36, 1: 
55- 2, 47-68: 124, 32. 2, 56: 129. 
2, 58: 125, 32; 37. 2, 58, г: 129. 
2, 59-65: 103, 148. 2, 65: 371, 25. 
386, 67. 388, 70. 40r, 63. 2, 68/9; 
80/94; 102/3: *112 f. *131 ff. 122, 28. 
2, 95, 3: 125, 39. 2, 98, 1: 420. 
2, I03: 135. 
3, 7: 125. 133 ff. 128, 55. 3, 16, 1: 

379, 25. 3,17:125, 37. 3,86; 115: 
500. 406, то. 3, 104: 35, 2. 39, 23. 
3, 107, 3:141, 5. 
415-22: 501 #. 4, 65: 5оо. 4, 65, 

3:119, 14.127, 53. 4, 97-99: 445. 
447. 4,102:144. 370, I8. 4, 103 ff.: 
127, 53. 4, 109: 64. 412. 420. 312, 
28.313, 34. 4,116, 3; 117, 1; 135,2: 
404, 3. 4, 118/9: 406, 9; 13. 4, 
22/3: 499. 4, 133, 2/3: 5. 
5,I-II:150. 5,17,2:504. 5,IQ,I: 

IÓ,I5I. 5,20:18 f. 369, 16. 5,25/6: 
5. 13. 19. 15, 143. 16, 147; 149. 98, 
120. 389,6. 5, 27: 504. 5,57: 349. 
5, 61, 2: 66, 16. 
6, 1-6: 10. 6, 27/8; 60: 5054. 

6, 27: 68. 319, 57. 6, 32: 365, 2. 
6, 54-59: 71. 5, 47. 

7. 9: 499. 7, 50, 4: 507. 
8, І: 509. 510: 8, І, 3: 137, т. 

8, то. т: 38. 8,15, т: 509. 8, 63 ff.: 
151Ї. 8, 70, І: 509. 8, 73, 3: 151. 
8, 90: 350f. 8, 97: 509. 510. 

Thurieis, Thuriatai; Laconian town: 318. 
Thurioi, town in southern Italy: 154. 
257. 259. 139, 3. 

@ovpropavrers: 257. Cf. s. Lampon. 
Gunydor: 442, 2. Cf. $. wdvrerc. 

Өотубос̧, вой (?): 443, 5. 
Oval, 007.1; etc.: 234. 549 f. 
Thymaitadai, deme: (75). 348, 13. 
Thymoites, king of Athens: 50. 202. 

Obuov, Obuoc, im sacrifices: 234. 5581. 

Ouvvetov, 'AAfjot: 556. 
Thyone, etymology of: 443, 4- 

Thyrgonidai, clan: 63, 70. . 
Thyrion (Tyrrheion, Thurion), fown in 

Acarnania: 170. 

Ouc(at: see s. sacrifices. 
Timaios, one of the ‘EppoxorlSat: 407, 2. 
— of Tauromenion, historian: 68. 215 f. 

0227. 352. 382. 384. 385. 588. 589. 
619. 647. 97, I15. 98, 118. 163, 5. 176, 

119. 324, 3. 325, 4. 376, 16. 455, 7. 460. 
tlunua, meaning of: 327. 

Timokles, comic poet: 246, 9. 

Timokrates of Rhodos, Persian emissary 

(a. 396/5): 412, 3. 
Timokreon of Rhodos, poet: 170, 3. 
Timomachos 'Ayapvevç, Athenian general 

a. 36r[o: 326. 
Timon of Athens, xwpatSodpevosg: 84. 
Timosthenes, Athenian exegete: 188. 
— of Rhodos, geographer: 330. 
Timotheos Kéóvovoc, Athenian general a. 

378/7 1].: 97. 105. 107. 125. (141). 325. 
520. 522. 526. 526 Н. 529. 588. 

— of Miletos, poet: 20. 35, 2. 39, 22. 
Tiribazos, Persian satrap: 516 f. 417, 27. 
418, 36. 

Tiryns, town in the Argolid: 305, 5. 
516, 6. 

Titakidai, deme: 355. 
—, clan: 355. 63, 70. 
Titakos of Aphidna, autochthon: 355. 
Titane, Sicyonian town: 258, 4. 
Titavle yy (Attica): 354 f. 
Titan(os), in Sikyon (?): 258, 4. 
Titans: 354 f. 548. 627. Cf. s. Typhos. 
tn Attica: 355. 642. 

Tithy, river: 259, 7. 
Titenios, Titan: 355. 
Tithonos: 484, 2; 6. 
Tithraustes, Persian chiliarch: 418, 36. 
Tlepolemeia, festival in Rhodos: 652. 
Tlepolemos, hero: 651 f. 
Tolme, cult in Athens: 643. 
Tolmides ToAul3ou, Athenian general a. 
456/5 etc.: 366, 9. 387, 70. Add. р. 542. 

tongue: see s. sacrifices, 
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Tragedy: 248. 425. 443. 446. 447. 587. 
605. 612. 647. 656. 351, 22. 441, І. 
515,1. СЕ. з. Асһаіоз; Aischylos; Apol- 
lodoros; Euripides; Melanthios; So- 

phokles; Thespis. — (Androtion); 
Kleidemos. 

books on —: 228. 375 ff. 379. 584. 626. 
504, 38. Cf. s. Istros; Philochoros. 

Tpayutdovpeva: 622. Cf. s. Asklepiades. 
Trambelos, son of Telamon: 656. 

тратеботброс̧, tpanela, priestess of Athe- 
na Polias: 634 f. 

traveller-books: 599. 

trias: see s. numbers; three. 

tplyAn, fish: 197 f. 

Trigonon, court of law in Athens: 166. 
150, 5. 

1plo8ot, cult of Artemis at: 370. 

Triptolemos, Eleusinian hero: 196. 284. 
400. *423 Í. 472, I5. 514, 2. 515, 3. 

descendants of —: 638 f. 
Tritogeneia: (642). 159, 13. 447, 4. 

Tprtopnvic: 447, 4. 
Трітолбторес (-треїс): *181 {. 203. 475. 

*551. 223, 194. 

Tottonatpeds: 181. 

TpitTU(t)a, vetet etc.: 653 f. 

qtplttueg: 67. 321. *393 ff. (Add.). 32, 6. 

289, 8. Cf. s. Aphidna; Eleusis; Epa- 

kria; Kydathenaion; Sphettos; Tetra- 

polis; Thorikos. 
pre-Cleisthenian: 393. 394. 395. 290, I4. 

Troizen: 207 f. 297, 2. 345, 22. 347, II. 
380, 29. 511, 6. Cf. s. Hegias. 

тропу (-aAdAlc), bunch of garlic: 372. 

Cf. s. garlic. 
трофол с: 275, 9. 
Trophonios and Agamedes: 307, 9. 

Troy: 186. 186 f. 211. 214. 304, 3. 306, 6. 
309, 15. 
sack of — (date): 596 f. 
against Greece: 633. 

tuba: see s. adAntyE. 

twelve, number: 393. 396. 

Twelve Gods: 22, 23. 286, 14. 

Twelve Towns, in Attica: 275. 363. 
*392 ff. (Add.). 426. 429. 66, 6. 332, 16. 
Cf. s. Athens; Kekrops. 

offensive war 
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Tyche: 227. 
Tyndareos, king of Sparta: 43. 48, 8. 

Tyndaridai: 645. 225, 6. 

Typhos, Titan: 548. 

Topavvoxtóvot: 526. 

tyranny, tyrants: 234. 454. I05, 5. 

322, 7. 359, 9. 360, I0. 

appointed by Philip of Macedonia: 

535 ff. 
Tyrra, Lydian town: 322, 7. 
Tyrrhenos, father of Skylla: 440, 5. 
Tyrsenians: 234. 406. 410 ff. (Add.). 

592. 305, 5. 312, 30. 313, 33; 34: 35. 
315, 37. 323, 6. 440, 2. 484, 9. Ct. s. 
Etruria; Lemnos; Pelasgians; Samo- 

thrake. 
names of —: 411. 420. 322, 7. 

ter of: 420. 311, 24. 

Tyrtaios, poet: 232. 379. *583 f. 
history of the text: 479, I. 

Tzetzes: cf. s. Scholia. 
on Hesiod: see s. Proklos.. on 

Lykophr. 404: 168 f. — 467: 521, 4. 

91I: 652. 
interpolations in —: 502, 23. 

charac- 

Umbria, Umbrians: 410. 

Uranos (and Се): 182. 551. 

Valerius Maximus 3, 8 ext. 4: 242, 8. 

Varro (M. Terentius): 387. 419. 279, 16. 

282, 44; 49. 456, 7- к 
Velleius Paterculus, Roman historian: 

rces of: 56, 39. 

he у 2n E 2, I-2; 8, 3: 46f. 

1, 3, I: 302, 2. 1,4, 3: 3, 7- 

vendetta: 20, I3. 

Venus, Amathusia: 444, I. Calva: 

441, I. 
Vergilius, Roman poet: 378. 

A. 3, 466: 218. 
victors, lists of: 373- 

Vita Homeri Herodotea 28: 474, 8; II. 

Cf. s. Homeros. 
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— Pindari: (66o f.)- 
— Sophoclis: 647. 505, 44. 
— Thucydidis anonyma § 3: 389, 6. 

$$ 6-7: 484. 389, 4. 390, 8. 
Vitruvius 4, I, 4: 37, 7. 

Warfare, rules and customs of: 442. 444. 

445 ff. 
weights: 463. 465. 467. 

wine: 270 f. 546. 286, 17. 301, 24. Cf. s. 

Dionysos; Heuremata. 

viticulture: 303. 222, 187. 267, 18. 

vine-leaves: 449, 4. 
women, festivals of: see s. festivals. 

vape of: 437- 44, I2. 

work, valuation of: 404. 

wrestling: see Ss. maAatottxh. 

Xanth(i)os, Boeotian king: 202. 628. 

50, 8. 
Xanthippos 'Aplopovoc, dog of: 454 f. 
Xanthos the Lydian, historian: I, 7. 

495, 3. 
Eévn lotopla: 600. 611. 497, 3. 

Еєутђасіа; 375, 9. 
Eeviag ypagh: (463). 466. 468. 470. 471- 
472. 476. 477. 380, 29. 381, 34. Cf. s. 
Athens (jurisdiction). 

Ecwxóv tv KopivOat: 156. 521. Cf. s. 

Athens (army). 

Eevtoyuot, in cult: 543. 

Eevobixat: 469. 472. 477- 243, II. *380, 

29. 

E£vot, in Athens: 474- 

Xenokrates, philosopher: 400. 589 ff. 

483, 2; 3. | 

Xenokritos, accuser of Thukydides Me- 

lesiu: 389, 4. 390, 12. 

Xenophon [ptdrou *Epytets: 146. 154 ff. 

348. 646 f. 96, 110b. 414, I3. 502, 25. 

sources of: 517. 518. 414, I3. leat 

of —: 67, 18. 410, 4. 

omissions in —: 517f. 419, 6. 

X. and Androtion: see 8. v. — and 

Philochoros: see 5.У. 

single passages: 
. 

ik d, : 16: 411,1. 1, 5, m. fe: 

154. 2,7: 511f. 2, 3, 1; 10: 153- 

2, 3, 2: 410, 4 2, 3, 48: 452, a 

з, 5: 412, 3. 4 8, 12 1-2 515 

418, 36. 5, 2, 31: 141, І. 5,4, 34: 

520. 6,2,1;3, 12:522. 6,2,37:179- 

Hipparch. 5, 13: 348. 

Instit. Cyri 1, 6, 2 ff: 186, 41. 

Mem. 1, 1, 3: 447, 3. 3. 3, 12]3: 
323, 2; 6. 

Ilópot; Olxovoutxds : (146). 80, 23. 

Symp. 4, 17: 323, 5. — 8 35: 

512, 3. 

LAO. лол.]: 34, 23. 82, 29. 92, 86. 

93, 88. 94, 102. 95, 104. 129, 3: 

Edava: 177. 398. 30I, 26. 

Xuthos, son of Hellen: 78 f. 281. 282. 

Xypete, deme: 186. 572. 

Year, great: 403, 12. 

Yon, in the Cyprian pedigrees: 651. 

Zabios, king of the Hyperboreans: 191. 
Zaleukos: 117, 46. 

Zenis of Chios, local historian: 224, 12. 

Zenobios, paroemiographer: 204. 368. 
654. 

Prov. 3, 85: 315, 37. 4, 36: 6351. 
4, 65: 468, 1. 5, 75: 559 ff. 

Zenon of Elea, philosopher: *165, I4. 
— of Kition, philosopher: 229. 
— of Myndos, grammarian: 645. 
Zeugnitai, people: 350. Cf. s. Alibyes. 
Zeus: 126. 181. 286, 12. 327, 3. 499, то. 
cult in Athens: 392. 398. 402 f. 404. 
440. 618. 206, 80. 299, 13; I5. — in 
Crete: 651. 
Sanctuaries: 400. 402. 299,15. sacred 
day: 371. festivals: see s, Buphonia; 
Diisoteria ; Dipolieia. ' 
murses of —: 651. epiphany of —: 
652. A 
Z. and the Thriai: 559. 560 f. 
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Epikleseis: 
Apatenorios: 50, 10. ^ Astrapaios: 
350, гг.  Buzyges: 274, 3. Dodo- 
naios: 591 f. Hekaleios, Hekalos: 
435. 436 f. 341, 17. — Herhkeios: 346. 
Homoloios: 632. Hypatos: 404. 
257, 13. 285, тт. 286, 17. 299, 13. 
443, 5.  Kataibates: 285, rr. — Kle- 

donios: 557. Кіеѕіоѕ: 554. Olym- 
105: 400. 403. 269, 18. 299,15. ep 
Tladra8ior: 618. — Phemios: 451, 15. 
Phrairios: 394. 506,14. — Polieus:138 
Í. 392. 617.  Shyl(l)os: 441, 9. 
Soter: 270. 371.  Teleios: 360. 371. 
296, 4. 

Zoster, promontory of Attica: 177. 


